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TO OUR READERS.

At the close of our secoud volutno we observetl, that " a rich liarvest was to he gathered in during the year

before us." Half that year is now passed ; and in closing our third volume we are animated with every

gratefid feeling, and with all proper pride, for being able to say the harvest work has indeed prospered. The

labourers have addressed themselves like true adepts to their task, and, in every sense of the term, the in-

gathering ha,s been plenteous. Dropping all metaphor, we thinli we may confidently ask our readers to

assent to the assei-tion, that no gardening periodical ever contained, at a reasonable rate, such a mass of

sound and useful information as is to be found in our pages. This demonstrates how efBcient have been our

contributors. The consequence is, that we circulate more widely than any otlier horticultural periodical

;

and we have abundant testimony, in letters now before us, that the consequences are most gi-atifying. One

clergyman, writing from near Newcastle, says :

—

" Allow me to thank you for the benefit you are confen-ing upon (I may say) the coimti-y. My profession, of course,

brings me into constant intercourse with my people ; and I think I can ah-eady see au improvement in many respects,

from the interest they are beginning to take in then- gardens."

Another correspondent, among many who write to the same purport less fully, thus bears similar testimony :

" It is now many months since I accidentally met with The Cottage Gaedeneh, and most thankful am I to

yourself and the other contributors to this excellent httle work, which, under so unpretending a shape, ptihlishes so

much valuable and practical infonnation. My career, dm-ing a period of more than thirty yeai-s, passed in most paiis

of the world, has not been a prosperous one ; on retuing from the busy scenes of life, the constantly obtmding re-

trospect of blighted hopes, and ofiportmiities throsvn away, would in all probability have converted me into a wretched

hypochondriac but for The Cottage GAnnENEE. Previous to the perusal of yom' paper, I took no interest whatever

in the garden attached to my house ; subsetpiently, and almost imperceptibly to myself, I found aiising in my
mind a gradual and steady interest as to proceedings there, when about this tune last year the man, who for sundiy

half-crowns used to "put my garden in order," as he caUed it, disappointed me: without any settled plan or intention

as to persevering, I was induced to tiy what I could do myself. For the fii'st few days I had divers pains and aches,

such as might be expected from a person unused to manual labour ; however, I persevered, and after a trial of twelve

months the result is, that I take my spell of three hom-s at the spade without flagging, nor do I feel very th-ed

when the day's work is over. I have been unremittingly at work summer and u-inter; and, mth the blessing of God,

I mean to persevere. My guide has been The Cottage Gakdenek. Of my failure or my success I will say nothing

at present, but one thing I have ah-eady achieved, and for that blessing I can assure you I am most gi-atcful—I mean

a contented mind. I have, by dint of digging, brushed away all the cobivehs which at one time threatened to get

the better of my reason. I may add as last, though not least, that I have brought down my doctor's bdl (no incon-

siderable item hitherto) toiii^"

Thus cheered on—thus knowing that we are doing some good in our generation—we go on with renewed

energy and rejoicing; and we feel assured that at the end of our next volume our readers will not refuse to

acknowledge that we are not enervated by prosperity.
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Abkonia cmbellata, 156
Acacia, cuttings of yellow, 92; culture, I66
Aches, as foretelling weather, 25
Achimenes, wintering:, 12 ; spot on, 328
Aconite seedlings, 358
Aconitiini Napellus, 1"5

Agapanthus, wintering, 55
Ageratum culture, 36 ; Mesicanum, 75
Agrotis segetum. 359
Air admitting, 2/2
Allaraanda cathartica, 227
Allotments, their benefits, 102 ;

gardening,
46, 113; for January, 170 ; February, 236 ;

farming for April, 348
Aloe, soil for, 284
AlstrcEmeria roots, 192
Alyssum, sweet, 84
Amaryllis belladonna, planting, 18 ; longiflora

not flowering, 36 ; formosissima, 123 ; cul-

ture, 340
American blight, destroying, 95
American groundsel, 344
Ammonia, salts of, as a manure, 12 ; sulphate

of, 123

Anagallis cuttings, 254
Ansectochilus setaceus culture, 224, 256
Anemones, wintering, 12; seedlings, moving,

23 ; sowing, 303 ; transplanting, 359
Angelica sowing, 324
Annuals, sowing, l65, 255, 308, 3l6; under
hand glasses, 340

Anobium striatum, 305
Antirrhinum, 344 ; hybridizing, 123 ; on walls,

203
Ants, indicative of the weather, 1 ; to destroy,

284; on peach, 315
Aphelandra aurantiaca, 156
Apiary, history of, 202, 324
Apples, root pruning, 27 ; their utility. 53

;

storing, 56 ; list of, 61 ; trees, small fruited,

103; tree pruning, 106 ; refuse as a manure,
179; unfruitful, 192 : two good kinds, 227 ;

cuttings, 247, 284 ; tortris, 285 ; unhealthy,
302

Apricot, protecting, 251 ; moth, 252 ; un-
pruned, 284 ; root pruning, 84 ; branches
dying, 328

Araucaria Cunninghamii, hardy, 148
Arbutus from seed, 204
Artichoke Tortoise Beetle, 317
Artichokes (common) dressing, 45, 336

rusalem) protecting, 33 ; cidture,
planting, 324

Arum, wintering, 55
Asparagus, forcing, 10, 65, 92, 144, 280

dressing, 10, 21, 312; moving, 82; sowing,
160 ; Dutch mode of growing, 246; sub-
surface, manuring, 272; open ground, 280,
284 ; beds, making, &c., 291 ; culture, 324,
336; planting, 348

Ass, indicative of the weather, 13
Athalia centifolipe, 149
Aubricta, propagating, 340
Auriculas, wintering. 7 ; list of, 188, 225 ;

culture, 271, 336; and heaths, 271
Autumn flowers (hardy), 74, 84
Avenue of firs, 359
Azalea indica culture, 8, 1 67 ; diseased, 204;

pruning, 328
Balsam, sowing, 56 ; culture, 345, 346, 358
Bark-bound trees. 247
Barkeria culture, 267 ; spectabilis, 267 ; deri-

vation, 303; Skinneri culture, 155
Barometer, registering, 179
Beans, planting, 101, 121, 293; beetle, 13;
Hang-down long pod. 295

Bcdding-out flowers, 203 ; early, 340
Bedding plants, white, 343
Beech tree, its uses, 66
Bee-Keeper's Calendar : November, 51 ; De-
cember, 116; .January, 173; February, 240

;

March, 294 ; April. 352
Bees, removing, 24, 82; cleaning floor-board,

51 ; entrances, narrowing, 51 ; titmice ene-
mies to, 52, 116; in cottage hive, 82;
proper weight, 82, 179 ; swarms and casts,
to distinguish, 82 ; new feeder, 91 ; bram-
bles for hive making, 135, 147; Taylor's

:
(Je-

132;

; beds.

hives, 16G, 359; ill managed, 148; hives

providing, 173 ; in Australia, 173 ; in towns,

173; profit of, 240; stupifnng, 246,297;
moving from hive, 228 ; diseases, 294 ; feed-

ing, 295, 297, 340; buying stocks, 272,

295; hives, 302; glasses, 302, 303; Payne's
hive, 315; transferring, 315, 340; progres-
sive weight, 316; flowers for, 3l6; guide
combs, pollen, bee dress, young bees, drone
bees, and robbers. 359

Beet, storing 32 ; difl'erent kinds, 182
;
green.

Begonia argyrostigma, 29O ; fuchsioides, 272 ;

injured, 340 ; for window culture, 68
Bcloperone oblongata, 67
Benthamia fragifcra, 156
Bignonia venusta, 260
Blackberry jam, 22
Black grub, 149
Blue sky, 25
Boilers, heating, 282
Bombyx cossus, 137
Borders, digging, 68 ; plants moving from,

in-doors, 75; too dry, 91 ; dressing, 23;
shrubs for N. 148 ; for fruit trees, 183

Borecoles, laying in, 65 : for seed, 280
Bostrichus tj'posraphus, 329
Bottom heat, principle of, 12

Bower, to make, 303
Bramble, its beauty, 145; hazel-leaved, 2/2
Brachycome iberidifolia, 322
Broad beans, 350
Brocoli culture, 33 ; storing, 46 ; laying, 65,

147
Broomheadia palustris, 279
Broom rape, 250
Browallia, 346
Bruchus granarius, 13
Brugmansia sanguinea, 327
Bubbles, indicating rain, 7I

Buchnera viscosa. 344
Bulbocodium vernum culture, 148
Bulbous plant culture, 167 ; sowing seeds of,

177
Bulbs, planting hardy, 6, 17; potting, 8;

soils for, 36 ; in moss, 36 ; in borders, 233;
in moss, watering, 148; propagating, 179

Buns, to make, 341
Butterflies and moths indicative of weather, 3/

Butter-making, 240
Buttoning of cauliflowers, 123

Byturus tomentosus, 229
Cabbages, 189,350; seedlings, in winter, 21;

large sized, 56 ; seed saving, 160 ; medical
uses of, 242 ; per acre, 26o ; list of, 31

1

Cacti, 186 ; wintering, 55 ; not flowering, 179 ;

unhealthy, 284 ; broken, 328
Csestrum aurantiacum, frosted, 303
Calampelis scabra, 359
Calandiinia umbcllata, 55

Calanthe veratrifolia, 235
Calceolarias, wintering, 35 ; history and cul-

ture, 42, 62 ; Kentish Hero, "5 ; hardy
kinds, 85 ; cuttings, 134, 190 ; rugosa, 141

Calendar for Nov. 56 ; Dec. 124 ; Jan. ISO ;

Feb. 248 ; March, 304; April, 360
Calms, premonitory, 37
Calocam))a exoleta, 25

Camellia, history and culture of, 29, l67, 357 ;

leaves curling, 55 ; in a room, 179; buds
falling, 304 ; list of, 271, 327, 338

Campanula, carpatica, 35 ; sylvatica, 322 ;

culture, .144

Candles indicative of weather, 37, 273
Canker, to cure, 147
Canna indica, 359
Cantiia, 12

Cape jasmine pruning, 148
Cardoons, blanching, 45 ; soaring, 336
Carnations, 311 ; wintering, 21 ; seedlings, 35;

cuttings, 103; wintering cuttings, 136; list

of, 225, 347, 348; spots on, 257; in borders,

272 ; old clove, 311; and picotees, 336
Carpenter bee, 217
Carrot, sowing, 21 ; storing, 33, 47, 112, 136;

tasteless, 147; early, 201; parasite, 249

;

manuring, 2S4 : 349
CaryophyllacEe, 354

Cassia, soil for, 12
Cassida ^iridis, 317
Catalogues (seedsmens' &c.) 273
Cataphagus lineatus, 93
Catleya citrina culture, 143

Cats indicative of weather, 57, 2l6
Cattle indicative of weather, 57
Cauliflowers, 188, 269, 311 ; storing, 21 ; cul-

ture, 33 ; to obtain early, 45 ; in frames, 132 ;

in pots, 213; protecting, 225

Cedar, the silver, 166 : sowing, 228

Celery for seed, 22 ; taking up, 22 ; laying in,

112*; culture, 120, 177, 244 ; Nutt's Cham-
pion, 122 ;

protecting, 144; splitting, 303;
sowing, 337

Ccstrum aurantiacum, 228
Cetonia aurata, 341

Chfenostoma polyanthus, 74
Charcoal (animal; as a manure, 260
Charcoal for potting, 82
Charred refuse, 359
Chaumontel pear, 67
Cherry, Saw-fly, 71 ; root pruning, 84 ; tree

pruning, 107 : tree, unfruitful, 360
Chilliness indicative of weather, 81

Chlorine aiding germination, 162

Chloroform for bees, 246
Chorozema culture, 166

Chrysanthemums, stopping, 12 ; cuttings, 56 :

culture, 86; list of, 87; dwarf, 156

Cineraria culture, 98; list of, 99; winter-

ing, 32
Cistuses, wintering yeUow, 36

Clarkias, 322
Clay soil, to improve, 136

Cleanliness in plant culture, 18

Clematis azurea, jjruning, 36 ; propagating,

68; pruning, 136, 185 ; montana, &c., 197

Clianthus puniceus, 204

Clianthus puniceus culture, I66

Climbers, culture of hardy, 185; for green-

house, 192, 328 : hardy, 196 : for conser-

vatory, 210: list of, 211: beneath trees,

220 : in vinery, 284 : evergreen, 339 : among
trees, 303 : for trellises, in pots, I67 : in

greenhouse, 68
Clintonia pulchella, 308
Clouds, foretelling weather, 149

Clouds indicative of weather, 81

Coal-dust as a manure, 104

Cobcea scandens, pruning, 36; shifting, 104 ;

322
Coccus vitis, 273
Cochin-China fowls, 246
Cockroaches, 192 : destroying, 227 : to kill, 246

Cockscomb culture, 346
Coelogynes, 279 ; asperata,_ 34

Coincidences of nature, 26, 37
Colours arranged in shades, 75 : gamut of,

118: complementary, 53 : hamonizing, 2l6

Commelinaccelestis, 303
Compost, a good, 237 ; for flowers, 200

Conservatory winter plants, 186, !9ii : banks

in a, 302
Coronilla culture, 166

CorrcEas, 339
Cossus ligniperda, 137

Cottages, building, 226

Covering, semi-transparent, 246 : for green-

houses, 299
Cow-keeping, 47, 171, 292, 3l6, 353

Cow-tree, 358
Cranberry culture, 146
Crassulas, done flowering, 24

Cress not growing, 284

Crocuses, list of 81 : culture, 340

Crown imperial, planting, 18, Q?
Crowsfoot, various kinds of, 175

Cucumbers, 189; setting, 12: list of, 24;

forcing, 101, 144, l63; bottom-heat, soil,

252,258; in frames, 31 1 ; culture, 337

Cuphea platycentra culture, 24, 35, 74

Curculio sulcatus. 125 : Lineatus, I6I

Currant (black) fly, 271

Currants, planting, 35

Cuscuta enithvmum, 342

Cuttings, "wintering, 16, 35; tostrike, Ipl;

early spring, 254 ; hotbed for, 264 ; com-
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post for. 265 ; pots for, 265 : propagation

by, 276, 237 ; leaves on, 2"7 ; soil and pots

for, 278 ;
principles applied to, 278 ; water-

ing, 288 ; in rooms, 327
Cryptomeria japonica, soil for, 123 ; culture,

340
Cyclamen seed, 284
Cyclamens, 302; in borders, 192: persicuin,

228 : planting, 358
Cypripediums, list of, 310 : Lowii, 310
Cyrtopodium culture, 267
Cytisus, culture, 166 : racemosus, 259
Dahlias, sportive, 23 ; lists of, 28; storing

roots, 29, 32, 112; wintering, 54; tubers

ripening, 57 ; late in autumn, 74 ; list of

fancy, 112; cutting down, 151; cuttings,

336: hybridizing, 228; propagating, 254,

230
Dairying, 240
Date-stones, 260
Datura culture, 36, 359
Death watch, 305
December calendars, 124
Delphinum, two species of, 175
Dendrobium, shoots planting, 16O ; speciosum,

324
Dermestes tomentosus, 229
Dial of flowers, 161

Digging per day, 204
Diosma culture, I67
Disbudding, 319
Ditula angustiorana, 81

Diurnea novembris, 57
Dogs, indicative of weather, 105

Dolichos lignosus, shifting, 104

Dorcus parallelipipedus, 105

Drainage of fruit-tree borders, 82 ; of gardens,
113

Draining, 299
Drains, indicative of weather, 105

Drills, new modes of making, 1/8

Ducks, 294, 351 ; feeding, 51 ; indicative of

weather, 105; slug destroyers, 122; pro-
portion to drakes, 122

Dung, management of fresh, 55 ;
promoting

decay of, 358
Dwarfing, its effect, 3
Early crops, 238
Earwigs, catching, 36
East wind, its effects, 125

Eecremocarpus longiflorus, 32?
Eddies of air, indicating weather, 137
Egg-plant. 259
Eggs shell-less, 328
Elater segetis and striatus, 93
Elder tree, its uses, 34
Endive, sheltering, 33, 46 ; blanching, 81

Epacris culture, I67, 309; cuttmgs, 328

Epidendrum rhizophorum, 200
Epimedium pinnatum, 35
Epiphany, 181

Epiphyllum truncatum, 186
Erantliemum pulchellum, 198
Erica, elegantissima, 156

Eucomis undulata. 12

Euphorbia Jacquiniceflora, 187
Evening primroses, 262, 344
Evergreens, treatment of large, 41 ; pruning,

165
Fallowing, 170
Feathers for the poor, 174
February calendar, 248
Fernery in shaded garden, 16O
Ferns in a bottle, 123 : manure for, 123

Fieldfares early arriving, 137
Fig-tree over-luxuriant, 23 ; borders for, 36 :

forcing, 263 ; in pots, 263
Fires brightly burning, 137
Firs, cutting' tops off, 228
Fish gambling, 137
Flax, 354
Fleur de luce, 359
Flora's clock, 161

Florists' flowers, 188, 200, 225
Flower-bed, arranging, 82 : supporter (Hamil-

ton's), gi : succession of, 123: trenching,
222: digging, 232: arranging, 303: geo-
metrical, 332

Flower-pots, their size and drainage, 138 :

their furra and substance, 150

Flowers, naming seedling, 179 : soil for, 334 :

for bed, 358
Fluxweed, 242
Forcing early, 72 : failure in, 272
Forcing-house forming, 204
Forest pruning, I92

Forest-trcc sowini?, 82
Forsythia viridissima, 328
Fowls' (Ivmg, itH use, 24
Fowls, lime necessary for, 172 : Cochin-China

breed, 172, 299, 301 : diseases of, 1/3, 179 :

Guinea, 173: (game) 293 : eggs for hatch-
ing, 294

Franciseea hydrangeseformis, 359
French marigold cuttings, 254
Frame for plant protecting, 179
Frost, its penetrating power, 15

Frosted plants, 142
Fruit garden, stocking, 247
Fruit gathering, 15 : storing, 16
Fruit-trees, failing, 55 : for Australia, 124 : soil

for, 152; removing old, I78 : arrangement
of, 183 : cleaning, 30? ; newly-planted, 307 :

for S.E. wall, 3l6
Fuchsias, wintering, 5, 12, 24, 35, 68, 123:

seed and cuttings, 67, 135 : seed sowing, 35:
cut do^vn too early, 104 : raised from
leaves, 136: for bedding, 159: light-co-

loured, 122, 246 : in beds, 254 : gracilis and
Carolina, 254 : culture, 167: generally, 255 :

soil, manure, propagating, 256 : lists of,

272: bear shade, 284: pruning, 284
Fuchsia corymbiflora, 327, 340 : \vintering, 55:

grafting, 328
Fuchsia fulgens, 296, 358
Fumigating, 54
Fungi, edible, 247
Furze sowing, 328
Gallus Pendactulus, 50
Garden plan, 68
Gardeners' Magazine of Botany, 207, 26l
Gas, heating bv, 191
Geese, 239, 294', 351 ; feeding, 51
Gentiana, sowing Swiss, 103
Geometra cervinaria and clavaria, 37
Geraniums, wintering (scarlet), 4, 23, 24, 55,

68, 77 ; cuttings crowded, 23 ; cuttings win-
tering, 24, 36, 68 ; scarlet, in beds, 35 ; list

of scented-leaved, 68 ; moving in-doors, 76 ;

scarlet, list of, 85, 96 ; pruning, 92 ; cut
down, 104 ; boxes for, 104 ; late blo'lming,

127; golden chain, 148; stored, 315; left

in beds, 327 ;
yellow, 328, 330 ; white, 344

;

scarlet, 359
Germination, influence of water on, 58 ; of

seed, 161

Gesnera, Douglasii and Zebrina, culture, 104,

289 ; elongata, 290
Gcsnerias, wintering, 12

Ghost moth, 181

Gladioli, planting, 7 ; late flowering, 55 ; win-
ter treatment, 82 ; in pots, 92 ; sowing,
125 ; in wrong soil, 272

Gladiolus insignis, culture, 180; gandavensis,
323

Glass, rough for greenhouse, 36, 136

Globe amaranthe, 346
Gloxinias, wintering, 12

Glj'cine sinensis, 184; diseased, 68
Goat-keeping, 314
Goat moth, 137
Goldfussia anisophylla, 198
Gompholobium culture, 166

Gooseberries, good kinds, 227; pruning, 247;
cuttings, 303 ;

planting, 35; bushes, pro-
tecting, 159 ; trees, purchasing, 121 ; cater-

pillar, to destroy, 357
Grafting, 307
Grape (royal muscadine), 284
Grass, sowing, 107 ; for hay, 114; under

trees, 24; sowing, 143, 292; garden, 159;
seed for lawn, 160 ; breaking-up, 292

Green crops, 349
Green-fly, to banish, 215
Greenhouse, plants returning to, 8 ; erecting,

23 ; heating, 23, 82, 123, I60, 2l6, 247, 340,

355 ; formed from peach-house, 35 ; creep-

ers, 68 ; and cow-house combined, 9I ; and
stove combined, 94 ; room adjoining, 104 ;

plants, seed sowing, 136; leaky, 159, 192;
against dwelling, 179; covering, 222; over

kitchen, 192; heated by kitchen, 203; plan

for, 204 ; management, 265 ; facing north,

316; plants, planting out large, 358 ;
plants

for cold, 358
Groundsel, 296
Gryllotalpa vulgaris, 205
Guano, 259
Guernsey lilies, soil for, 12; offset, 92 ; cul-

ture, 204
liAMBUnGii Fowls, 238
Ham, to cure, 174

Half-hardy plants, propagating, 253

Hatching, 350, 353
Hawthornden apple, fi7

Hawthorn berry, sowing, 82

Headaches, 205
Heating by gas, 104

Heating greenhnusc, &c., 247, 266

Heaths, potting, 35; culture, I67

Hedging, 17I

Hellebores, 175

Heliotrope, wintering, 68 ; in autumn, 74 ;

cuttings, 216
Hemerocallis japonica, 284
Hens miscarrying, 283
Hcpialus humuli, 181

Herb, Robert, 295
Hcpatica (double blue), 328
Herbaceous plant culture, 167
Hive, Taylor's amateur, 204
Hoarfrost, 158
Hollyhock, cuttings, 67 ; list of, 213
Honeysuckle, pruning, 136; budding, 247
Hops, 283 ; propagating, 68
Horn-shavings, 123

Horse-chesnut, to destroy its bitterness, 24
Horse-radish, planting, 33, 112 ; culture, 236,
242

Horses starting, 249
Hot water pipes, 272; joints of, 272
Hotbeds, making small, 146; preparing dung,

l63; building and earthing, l64; of leaves,
103 ; for cuttmgs, 247

Hot water apparatus, 313
Hoya carnosa flagging, 272 ; unhealthy, 284
Huntleya violacea, 199; meleagris, 199
Hyacinths, in pots, 67 ; small bulbs of, 68
mouldy, 91 ;

planting, 17; in moss, 228
offsets, 259, 272, 283, 315 ; rotting, 26O
retarding, 3l6

Hydrangea, 203 ; forcing, 247; pruning, 247

»

328
Hylotoma rosss, 219
Hylurgus piniperda, 329
Hypoxis stellata, 259
Indian Corn not profitable, 67; culture, 135
Indian rubber plant, 359
Ink for zinc labels, 272
Insects, foretelling weather, 149
Isotoma axillaris, 74
Italian Ray Grass, 159
Ivy, on timber, 259 ; torn down, 233 ; a

teacher, 119; berries, 204
Ixia seedlings, 82 ; sowing, 92, 125; viridi-

fulia, 328; age of seeds. 148; offsets. 192
Ixoras, culture, history, and list of, 346, 347
Jackdaws clamoring, 249
Japan lilies, soil for, 12

Jasminum sambae, 350
Jennings' tube cocks, 67
Jerusalem artichokes turning black, 2/2 ;

culture, 78
Jessamine, training, 103; budding, 247
Jonquils, planting, 7, 67, 261
Justicia speciosa, 198
Kalmia Latifolia, 82
Kidney beans, storing, 33 ; runners to winter,
54 ; sowing, 324 ; forcing 144, 262, 291

Kitchen garden, 200
Kites as weather guides, 26I ; soaring high,

273
Kohl rabbi, seed, saving, 160 ; culture, 3l6
Labelling, importance of, 233
Labels, making, 200 ; for plants, 262 ; of

zinc, 359
Lancifoliura culture, 55
Lantana crocea, iivintering, 5fi

Larks soaring high, 2/3
Larkspurs, 175

Laurel hedge, moving, 192
Laurentia cervinaria, 37
Lawns dressing, 253; improving coarse, 3l6
Leaf cutter bee, 217
Leaves, collecting, fi ; cleaning, 19, 131

;
pre-

serving, 104; fidlof, 119; on cuttings, 277 ;

for hotbed, 272 ; effect of gases on, 271
Leech, weather-wise, 285
Lechenaultia, formosa, 35 ; cuttings, 136

;

culture, 167, 234
Leonotis leonurus culture, 105
Lettuces, mildewed, to cure, 132 ; (Malta),

12 ; culture, 225, 293
Light and germination, 206
Light for cuttings, &c., 328
Liliums, list of, 103
Lilium japonicum not flowering, 36; spe-
ciosum sowing, 303

Lilies, time of blooming, 305
Lily of the valley, removing, 136, 328

Lime and salt for potatoes, 192
Lime-tree, its uses, 90
Lime, supcr-phosphatc of, 284, 303
I^ined weevil, I61

Lincoe, 354
Loam-making, 204
Ijobcllia gracilis, erinus and ramosa, 321

Locust tree, 260
Loddiges, notices of the, 207
La-lia superbiens, 323

Lophosidiermum cuttings, 82
Love-lies-bleeding culture. 321

Lisianthus RusselUanus, 328
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Lithospermum Henclcrsonii pruning-, 36
Little matters, 333
Liquid manure, applied under-ground, 12;

modes of using;, 35, 200, 303
Lucunus parallclipipedus, 105

Lucerne, 349
Lueuliii gratissima culture, 340
Lupine culture, 320
Lupinus Hartwegii, 84
Lychnis ca-li-rosea, 203
Magnolia puepueea, moving, 14; layer-

ing:, 359
Mallow moth (large), 37
Rlandevilla suaveoleus, 36, 35S
Manettiabicolor, 198
Mangold wurtzel, 350 ; for seed, 104
Rlanures, to manage, I7I

Manuring, 349
March dust and Rlay sun, 305
Marigolds before rain, 31?
Rfartagon, 91
IMartin (yellow-breasted), 229
Martynia fragrans, sowing, 56 ; in borders,

117
IVIathiola odoratissima, 12
Maurandya Barclayana, pruning, 36
Meadow rue, 175
Blegachile centuncularis, 217
IVIellilot clovers, 304
Melons, heat for, Sec, 258 ; forcing, 331, 337:

culture, 348
Mesembryanthemum tricolor, 308 ;

glabrum,
308

Mice to baflfle, 191 ; destroying, 132, 227
Mignonette (tree) culture, 135, 303
Mildew, 254
Mild seasons, their consequences, l65
Milk indicative of weather, 93
Milkwort, 353
Mimulus tricolor, 35
Rlint forcing, 214
Mistletoe on apple-trees, 302; to supply seed

of, 303; culture, 192, 229
Mole cricket, 205
]\Ionkshood, 1/5
Dloor hen, its habits, 145

Moon indicative of weather, 341
IVIormodes Lentiginosa, 35
Mulberry-tree, root pruning, 12

Rlulching, why useful, 305,^307

Rlushrooia culture, 33; beds, to make, 46,

144, 158, 189, 281, 348; too dry, 124; in

stable, 179 ; caused by salt, 33/
Mustard, 242
My flowers, 1

1

Myrtle failing, 55
Nails, preparing, 95
Narcissi, planting, 7, 18

Narrow-winged, Red-bar moth, 81

Nectarine, root-pruning, 83 ; unpruined, 284
Nierembergia, 345
Neja gracilis, 84
Neraophylla insignis sowing, 35, 255
Netting for walls, 26O
Night blooming stock, culture, 12
Nightmare, 217
Night-soil, 300; when too rich, 310
Nigger grub, 149
Noctua exoleta, 25
November Dagger moth, 57
Notylia bicolor culture, 143
Nut-tree suckers, 160

Oak, remarks on, 133

October weather, 1

CEnothera, 344
Oleander buds, dropping, 14 ; cuttings, 55 ;

culture, 250
Old-fashioned plants, 345
Onions, sowing, 292 : tree, 298 : potato, 92

;

culture, 169, 226: transplanting, 22 :

ground for, 315
Orange-trees frozen, 284
Oranges, soil for, 2/2
Orchidacere, culture, 9, 20 ; house fo^- 31

;

October culture, 20; potting, 20- 'reat-

ment of fresh imported, 44 ; Iri^s and soil

for, 45 ; British, list of and culture, 49 ;

orchid house, heating, shelves, &c., 64 ;

cistern in, 77 : syringing, 77 : shading, 77:
November calendar, 78 : pots for, baskets
for, 87, 111 : peat for, 99 : for pot and
basket culture, 100 : for greenhouse, 104 :

orchids, blocks, for, 130 : moving from,
131 : December calendar, 131 : terrestrial,

144 : list of winter-blooming, 156 : ex-
hibited, 155 : amount of heat, air, and
moisture required, 168 : list of hardy,
IG9 : orchids giving air to, 224 : syringing
and dipping, 199 : winter blooming, 200 :

culture, moisture, in, 1S7: leaf cleaning,
235 ; steaming and shading, 235 : creepers

with, 236 : orchid-house, moisture of air,

212: orchid-culture, 256, 267,279, 323, 310,
335 : resting, 257 : list of cheap, 272 :

calendar, March, 290
Orchises, time for moving, 251

Orchis seed, 193
Orobanche, 249 : minor and ceerulea, 342
Otiorchynehus sulcatus, 125

Our village walks, 22, 33, 52, 66, 79, 90, 102,

119, 133, 145, 158, 176,j 189, 201, 214, 226,

243, 258, 269,281, 295, 312, 354
Oxalis tricolor, 234
Oxahses, various, 259
Oxygen necessary for germination, I92 : ab-

sorbed by seed, 213 : bysoils330,
Paint, not hurtful to flowers, 123; a cheap,

247
Pansy, planting, 88; list of new, 101, 215 ;

seedlings in pots, 35 ; under shrubs, 259
Paper-maker's refuse, 136

Parsley sowing, 348
Parsnips, 349 ; preser\'ing, 46 ; cankered, 92 ;

sowing, 292 ;
parasite, 249

Passion llowers, for south wall, 124

Passiriora, culture for dessert, 342 ; edulis or

incarnata, quadrangularis, 342, 343 ; cee-

rulea, 342 ; training, 356
Pea beetle, 13

Peach, forcing, 73, 297, 319 i root pruning,
83 ; not bearing, 103 : blossom screening,

247; house heating, 204 : impruned, 284
Pea-fowl cramped, 340
Pear, root pruning, 27 ; over vigorous, 82

;

pruning, 106, 220, 223, 284 ; barren, 148 ; two
good ones, 227 • tree training, 260 ; blos-

som grub, 261 ; unfruitful, 284, 328
Peas, 350 ; time of growth, 2 ; winter sowing,
24; sticking, 104; Grimstone's Egyptian,
122; sowing, tall, 312; sowing, 200, 227,228,
230, 269, 292,324; history of green, 193;
list of 194; early 259; varieties, 257;
select lists of, 274; sheltering, 281; Bur-
bidge's Eclipse, 302; culture, 337

Peat lor (lotting, 36
Pclargonmms, in Australia, 124 : standard,

182, 301 : shifting, 192

Penstemous, 344, 359
Periwinkle, 204
Persian iris, planting, 7- not blooming, 12,

192
Petunia, seedlings, 12: in autumn, 85: heat

for, 267 ; cuttings, 358
Phaius, watering, 235
Phalienopsis amabile, culture, 122 ; watering,

290
Phlox culture, 232, 344
Physic garden, 52, 118, I74, 241, 325, 353
Pbysurus argentea culture, 257
Pieotee, wintering, 21: yellow, list of, 225:

spot on, 257
Pieris Brassicse, 1

Pig-keeping, 48,49, 114, I17
Pig-styes, mmigating, 23

Pigs, their sagacity, 174; their diseases, 174;
and the wind, 217: fattening, 299

Pine apple, culture (Hamiltonian), 59, 02,

195: not fruiting, 103: Prince Albert, 156:

sowing, 228 : emitting roots, 2G0 : forcing,

263 : for market, 272 : repotting, 286 : soil

for, 286 : in vinery, 358
Pink, 354 : after frost, 257 : planting, 78
Pits, healing, 12, 82, 218 : plants near glass

in, 12, 36: of turf, &c., 154

Plant, cause of growing upwards, 219
Planting, rules for, 40, 82, 95
Planting season, 3
Platform planting, 192
Plough Monday, 181

Ploughing, depth of, 123
Plum, root pruning, 83 : over luxuriant, 91 •

1

tree pruning, 106, 3l6 : planting, 35 : un-
1

pruned, 284 : Chapman's Prince of W^ales,

326
Plumbago Larpentee, 75, 223, 303 : wintering,

56
Plunging materials, 135

Pffidisca angustiorana, 81, 252
Pceony, tubers dividing, 82
Poinsettia pulcherrima, 186

Polyanthus, wintering, 7 : culture, 268 : lists

of, 336
Polydrusus oblongus, 261
Polygaleae, 353
Pomace, as a manure, 179
Pomegranate culture, 67
Pontia Brassiete, 1

Pork curing, II6
Porpuses, indicating weather, 93
Portulaca culture, 321
Potato planting, 36,65, 71, 104, 269, 298, 303,

327 : golden rules for, 72 : storing, 79 :

manuring for, 91 ; autumn planting, 122

culture, 135 : sets, 136 ; sprouted, 179,247
forcing, 291, 312; planting eyes, 300
earthing up, 302, 317 : cottage eulture,312

disease, 313: in frames, 337: meaning of
eurli/, 340

Pot plants, liquid manure for, 200
Pot Pourri, to make, 134

Poultry-keeper's calendar, 50, 172, 114,238,

293, 350
Poultry keeping, 50 : setting hens, 50, cocks
and hens, relative number, 50 : Dorking
breed, 50, 114 : cramming, 50 : capons, 51 :

indicating ram, 71 : Spanish, 115 : feeding,

117, 147 : bald, I92 : enclosure, 228 : los-

ing feathers, 246 : Cochin-China, size of,

283 : with diseased eyes, 284 : prices, 315 :

rearing, hatching, &c., slipping eggs, 359
Primrose, cuttings of China, 284
Primula Sinensis, sowing, 328
Prince's feather culture, 321

Principles of gardening, 2
Privet, moving large, 36
Propagating plants, 264
Protecting, plants, &c., 141, 154

Protection for kitchen vegetables, 169
Pruning, 96 : orchard trees, 106 : espaliers

and dwarfs, 274 : wall trees, 275 : trees,

302 : its principles, 209
Pumpkins, 204
Quick planting. 204
Quincunx order, 327
Rabbit keeping, 315, 353 ; dung, 339
Radishes in frames, l69 ; sowing, 225, 258,

337 ; culture, 236
Rain, average fall of, 13; its constituents, 59
Ranunculus, beds for, 45 ; sowing 82 ; various

species, 176; culture, 236, 272 ; list of, 236
Ranunculacece, their medical qualities, 174

Rape cake as a manure, 136

Raspberry culture, I6O; suckers, 327
Raspberry-stalk beetle, 229
Ravens soaring high, 273
Redbreast, its habits, 158
Refuse, vegetable, 227
Renanthera coceinea culture, 131

Rendle's catalogue, 182

Rhodanthe Manglesii, 308 ; sowing, 55
Rhododendron, its history, 1 1 ; seed of scar-

let, 68 ; not flowering, 103; moving, IQi ;

in clay soil, 2/2
Rhubarb forcing, 102; removing, 104 ; forcing

in beds, 123; planting, 11; dressing, 132;

roots, &c., exporting, 260 ; in open ground,
312

Ridging, best mode of, 92, 113

Roofs, angle of, 92
Rooks, 355 ; their habits, 243
Roots, in cold soil, 25 ; pruning, 26, 83

;

storing, 47 ;
grubbing up, 258 ; deeply

buried, 153; propagating from, 154; why
grow downwards, 206 ; increase of, 230

travel for food, 230 ; their excretions, 330
oxygen, beneficial to, 330

Rose, quickly blooming, 12 : Manetti, 36

China wintering, 36 : selection of, 68 : bud'

ding, 82 : classifying, 82 : not flowering, 103

Cloth of gold, 103: pegging down, 104

stocks worm-eaten, 123 : on north aspect,

123: for trellis, 124 : pruning transplanted,

stocks, moving, 147: pruning budded, 148

yellow Banksian, 148, 159: list of new, 157 ;

groups of, 180 : Harrisonii, 180: Banksian.

not blooming, 159, 160 ; cuttings, 204;

pruning, 204, 209, 338 : for arbour, 191

Queen of the Prairies, 192 : from seed, 192

protecting and pruning, 221, 228 ; yellow

Persian, 288 : for pillar, 260 : grub-eaten,

260 : list of, 272 : converting standard to

pillar, 299 ; budded in hedgerow, 303 :

budding, 359
Rose beetle, 341

Rose fly, 21

Roup in poultry, 328

Salts atlecting germination, 58 ; and lime as

a manure, 82, 157, 281 ; to bulbs, 284

Salvias, wintering, 5 ; not flowering, 23

Salvia fulgens, patens, chamtedryoides, and
prunelloidcs, 84 ; splendens, 129 ; fulgens

and gesnerieflora culture, 130

Sand, 24
Sanvitalia Proeumbens, 74
Saponaria Calabrica, 74
Scarabo'us auratus, 341

Scotch fir, picturesque, 145

Scotch pine bark beetle, 329
Scuticaria Steelii culture, 143

Scurvy grass, 242
Saucers, porous, 104

Sea-kale, beds dressing, 22 ; forcing, 76, 92,

102 ; moving, 82, 104 ; bleaching, 123, 136;
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forcing, 158, i;7, 2U; culture, 280, 324;
cutting, 359

Sea-weed, as a manure, 14/
Seeds, temperature for germinating, 2 ; th.eir

speed of growth, 2; heat they endure, 3 ;

packing, 58; papers, l63; raising shrubs
from, 166 ;

germinating in light, 206

;

bearing decreased tubers, 231 ; buying, 237
Selandria.^thiops, 71
Si'masia Wceberana, 285
Senecio, or American groundsel, 344
Shalnt culture, 338
Shanking of grapes, 82
Shelters for orchards, 107
Shreds, preparing, 95
Shrubs, for a damp place, 12 : moving large,

14 ; newly planted, 140
Shrubbery, dressing and pruning, l65
SisyrinchiumBermudianum,naturalized,23,54
Sitona tibialis and lineata, l6l
Slater (The), 303
Slimy grub, 71
Slipper-worts, 42
Sloping banks, 213
Slug mLxture, 315 ; to destroy, 348
Snap-dragon, or antirrhinum", 344
Sobi-alia macrantha culture, 335
Soils, their testure, 3 ; their temperature, 14

;

improving sandy, 3(5; improving light, 82;
improvement of texture, 171 ; peat and sand
to improve, 171

Soiling, 348, 349
Solanuui jasrainoides on wall, 26o
Soot as a pea protector, 2l6; water, to make,

244, 315
Sour krout making, I60
Sowing, influence of depth upon, l62; sugges-

tions for, 218; depths, 3lt)

Spading in, 145
Sparrows, to frighten, 2l6
Spinach, 293 ; turning yellow, 91
Spiranthes auturanalis, 54
Sprekelia formosissima culture, 123
Spruce, 358
Squash, Ohio, 203
Squirrels, their habits, 281
Stag beetle, 105
Standard shrubs, mode of raising, 61
Staphylea pinnata, 82
Statice latifolia, 328
Stations for fruit-trees, 151, 313
Steaming, 2()6

Store-house, cold, 81

Swedes, for seed, 104
Stove for greenhouse, 35 ; consequences of,

247; heating by, 247 ; for conservatory, 358
Stove-plant seed sowing, 136
Stove plants, bottom heat for, 327, 346
Stock, sowing, 104
Strawberry moving, 136; forcing, 138, 306;
temperature for, 267 ; unfruitful, 192, 284 ;

blooming unseasonably, 91 ; kinds for forc-

ing, 139; Elton pine, failing, 148; unfruit-

ful, 160 ; Hautbois culture, 16O ; British
Queen culture, 23 ; forcing, 33

Stove plant seed, 136
Suckers, to prevent, 62
Succulent weevil, 125

Succulents, their culture, 167

Sulphuric acid on dung, 221

Sulphur fumigation, 3ti0

Swallows, latest appearance, 136
Swede storing, 47
Swedes for seed, 104
Sweeping of flues, 82
Sweet Alyssum, 345
Sweet pea sowing, 288, 321
Sword grass moth, 25
Switzer, Stephen, 182
Synchronisms of nature, 26, 37
Syringe budding, 247
Syringing, 266
Tacsonia pinnatistipdla, 359
Tagetes tenuifolia, 74 ; fragrans, 74
Tan for heating, 302
Tanner's bark as a manure, 82, 160
Taps, water tight, 67
Tares, after barley, 136
Tea of herbs, 270
Tenthredro Cerasi, 71
Thalictrum flavum, 175
Thermometer registering, 179
Thomas (St.), 192
Thunbergias, in window, 24
Thrips, to destroy, 234
Tigridia pavonia culture, 135
Tillandsia splendens, 1 56; stricta culture, I60
Tinea Novembris, 57
Tinea mellonella, 193
Tobacco fumigation, 301
Tomatos, 359
Tortris Angustiorana, 81

Training, horizontal and fan, 219
Tree seeds for exportation, 124
Trees, order of leafing, 37; newly planted, 140
Trenching, 113

Trigridias, ripening their bulbs, 38
Tritoma culture, 6y
Tropieolum azureura culture, 36
Tropoeolum tricolorum treatment, 104 ; tu-
berosum, 328

Tropccolum lobbianum, 260
Truffles, 230
Tulips, planting, 7, 21, 78; list of early, 17 ;

arrangement of, 36 ; protecting, 290 ; beds
to ornament, 244

Turf, under trees, 24; laying, 108
Turkeys, 239, 349 ; feeding, 51 ; fatting, 113
Turnip saw fly, 149
Turnips, 349; sprouts, 113
Tutsan, 295
Tying-up plants, 260
Typographer bark beetle, 329
Vanda teres, culture; tricolour, culture, 155

Verbenas, wintering, 24; in their bed, 35;
cuttings, 32, 2lti, 254; bedding out, 75;

temperature for, 267 ;
pulchella, 344 ; cut-

tings, 358
Vegetable marrow, 359
Vegetable refuse, 192
Veronicas, New Zealand, 342
Violacece, 325
Violets, culture, 109; Russian, 110; double,
Tree and Neapolitan, 110, 303, 340

Virgin's bower, 196
Vinery, fruit for back wall, I6O; grapes for,

160 ; flowers in, 26O
Vines, exposing to cold, 24 ; in greenhouse,

68, 322 ; forcing, 72, 195, 286, 319 ; its his-

tory, 79; sweet water in pots, 82; out-
doors, 126; border making, 126; manures
for, 127 ; for south wall, 136; over-
luxuriant, 136; pillar, to build, 179; graft-

ing, 179; planted too deep, 179; in pots,

231, 247 ; in Andalusia, 251 ; on back
wall of vinery, 271 ; scale, 273 ; and
greenhouse plants, 284 ; disbudding,
287 ; covering, roots, 298 ; for greenhouse,
303

Vriesia speciosa, 156

Wall, heating a flued, 92; plants for south-
west, 148

Wall-flower cuttings, 121

Wall-trees mulchmg, 148 ; planting, 148

;

unfruitful, 12; protecting, 2l6
Walks, 253
Walnut planting, 259
Wasps, catching, 23
Water, the best ;for plants, 58 ; to cure hard,

92 ; necessary for germination, 38 ; its value,

145 ; stagnant, 359
Water-cress in gardens, 117, 241

Was melting, 134; flowers, 156
Wax moth, 193
Weather indications : falling stars, thrushes,

moles, 329
Weigela rosea transplanting, 148; pruning,

328 ; culture, 68
Weekly Calendar, 1, 12, 25, 37, 57, 7I, 81, 93,

105, 125, 137, 149t 161, 181, 193, 205, 217,

229, 249, 261, 273, 285, 305, 317, 329, 341.

White garden butterfly, 1

Willows moving, 148
Wintering border flowers, 4 ; plants la pots,

12 ; plants in frames, 35; cuttings, I6, 35 ;

China rose and cistuses, 36 ;
geranium cut-

tings, 24, 36
Wind indicating weather, 93
Wircworm, 93 ; trapping, 336
Wistaria sinensis alba, 34 ; removing, 103
Woodcocks, their arrival, 122

Woodlice, trapping, 67, 303
Worms under turf, to destroy, 179
Xyleutes cossus, 137
Yams. 358
Yew, its use, 176
Zauchsneiha Californica, 74
Zieria macrophylla, 103

Zinnia culture, 136

WOODCUTS.
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Pea beetle 13

Large Sword Grass moth 25

Large Mallow moth 37

Dorking fowls 61

Complementary colours 54

November Dagger moth 57

Cherry Saw fly 71

Narrow-winged Red-bar moth 81

Hamilton's tlower supporter 91

Wireworm and Beetle 93
Compound hothouse 94
Small Stag beetle ; 105

Spanish fowls 115

Page
Succulent beetle 125

Goat moth and caterpillar 137
Turnip Saw fly 140
Flower pots 150
Lined beetle 161

Cochin-China fowls 172
Ghost moth and caterpillar 181

Honey Comb moth 194

Mole cricket 205
Leaf Cutter Bee 217
Seed germinating 218
Raspl)erry Stalk beetle 229
Spangled Hamburgh Fowls 239

The Rose Fly 249

Page
Pear-blossom Beetle 261
Plant labels 262
Vine Scale 273
Apple Tortrix 285
Death Watch 305
Artichoke Tortoise Beetle 317
Typographer Bark Beetle 329
Scotch Pine Bark Beetle 329
Geometrical flower beds 332
Rose Beetle 341
Aylesbury Duck 352
Heating apparatuii 355
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two black spots on the middle. The under side of the under wings

is light yellow. Bieadth, when expanded, two inches. The cater-

pillar is blueish-green, thinly haired, and sprinkled with black

(lots, havina a yellow stripe on the back, and the same on the

sides. The'se caterpillars are found, throughout the summer and

autumn, on all the sorts of cabbage, on horse-radish, radishes,

mustard, and similar plants, as well as on water-cresses^ The pupie

are yellowish green, with black dots, with a point on the head, and

live on the back. ITie best way to destroy them is picking off and

killing the caterpillars, as well as the pupfe, as far as it is possible ;

the latter arc found attached to adjacent trees, hedges, and walls.

But care must bo taken not to destroy those pupie which have a

brown appearance ; because they are full of the larvae of ichneu-

mons, and other allied p.arasites, which are the great scourge of these

caterpillars. A lady, and an entomologist, gentle as the Lepidoptcrffi

she studies, saw, a" few weeks since, about thirty grubs of the Ich-

neumon fly {Microgrtister glomcratus) actually eat their way out

through the back of one of these caterpillars. So little did the cater-

pillar seem injured that it was thought he might survive, but he died

during the night,

In oiu' last number we brought down our considera-

tion of the principles of gardening to the j)oint where

it is necessary to consider the circumstances essential

for tlie gennination of a seed. Now a certain degree

of waiTuth is essential, for no cultivated plant, has

seeds that will germinate below or at the freezing

point of water. A temperatui'e above 32° of Falu'en-

heit's thermometer, therefore, is requisite ; and the

plants of which the seeds will germinate nearest to

that low degree of temperature, in this country, are

the winter weeds. For example, we have found the

seeds of the Poa annua, the commonest gi-ass of our

gravel walks, germinate at 35°, and the seeds of

groundsel {Senecio vulgaris) would probably require

no higher temperature. But, on the other hand, the

temperature must not be excessively high. Even

no tropical seed, probably, will germinate at a tem-

peratme much above 12U ¥., and we know from the

experiments of MM. Edwards and Colin, that neither

wheat, oats, nor barley, will vegetate in a temperature

of 113°.

Every seed differing in its degree of excitability,

consequently has a temperatm'e without which it

will not vegetate, and from which cause arise the

consequences that different plants require to be sown

at dill'erent seasons, and that they germinate with
various degrees of rapitUty.

For example, two varieties of early jiea, sown on
a south border on the same day, and treated strictly

alil;e tln-oughoul tlieii' growth, were about a fortnight

differing in all their stages of vegetation.

Sown. In bloom. Gathered from

Cormack's Prince Albert Jan. 4. April 1. May 14.

Warwick Jan. 4. April 13. May 28.

In anotlier set of experiments, of the following va-

rieties all sown on the 2bth of March,
Prince Albert bore peas fit for table .Tunc 19— 3 ft. hi?h, flue early sort.

Jlishop'a Early dwarf, do. Jimc 2()—g ins., inl'erioriu every way.
Early Kacehorse, do. June 'i^— i fl., notiiing meritorious.
Shilling's Grotto, do. .Tune 'iQ^-'i ft., most excellent.

Dwarf Green Marrow, do. July 10—J It., large pea, fine quality, full

crop.
Blue Prussian, do. July 10—2 ft., good.
Dlatchlesa Marrow, do. July 17—3^ it., immense pods, large pea,

good quality, full crop.

Lynn's Wrinlded Marrow, do. Aug. 1—4 ft., good late sort.

American Marrow, do. July 17—2 ft., fine pea, full crop.

lUuc Scymitar, do. July 25—3 ft., good bearer.

Jlcdman's Blue Imperial, do. July 20—good pea, full crop.
Tlack'a Victoria, do. July 1/—2^ ft., large pea, full crop.
(Victoria Marrow, do. .luly 25— ft., large pods.
Auvcrgnc, do. July 17—1 ft., fair crop.

Groom's Superb iUuc, do. July 17—2 ft., thickly set with pods, full

of f.ne peas.

—

Gardetia-^s Chronicle.

Adanson found that, under the most favourable

circumstances, various garden seeds might be made

to germinate in the following very different spaces of

time.
Spinach, Beans, Mustard . . o days.

Lettuce, Aniseed 4 „

Melon, Cucumber, Cress . , 5 „

Eadish, Beet <i
>,

Orache '^ "

Purslain 9 „

Cabbage W „

Hyssop 30 „

Parsley 40 or 50 do.

Almond, Chesnut, Peach . . I year.

• Piose, Hawthorn, Filbert . . 2 do.

In one instance M. Adanson certainly must have

experimented with old seed, for we have found good

new parsley seed, sown on fresh fertile soil in May,

had germinated in two days, and its leaves were

above the surface within a week from the day of sow-

ing. Then again in the case of rose seed,—at all

events, in the case of that of the dog rose,—if the

hips be allowed to endure the frosts of winter before

they are gathered, the seed will germinate in much

less time than is named by M. Adanson. Tliis lesson

was probably taught the gardener by nature, for the

hips of roses never shed then seed in this countiy

untU they have been fi-osted. The gardener should

always bear in miud that it woidd be a very erro-

neous conclusion, because a seed does not germinate

at the accustomed time, that therefore its vegetating

powers arc departed. No two seeds taken from the

same seed-vessel germinate precisely at the same time

;

but, on the contrary, one will often do so promptly,

while its conipaniou seed ^vill remain dormant until

another yeai-. M. De Candollo relates an instance

where fresh tobacco seedlings continued to appear

annually for ten years on the same plot, though no

seed was sown after the first sowing : and the same

phenomenon usually occurs for two or tlu-ee years

when the seed of either the peony or hawthorn are

sown. Why one seed is more easily excited than

another is as yet unexplained, but the wisdom of this

one of many provisions Ibr avoiding the accidental

extinction of a species in any given locaUty is readily

discerned. An ungcnial spring may destroy the

plants arising from those seeds which first germinated,
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but this could scarcely occur also to those of the

second and third year, or oven to those which wei'e

only a few weeks later in their vegetation.

It is not ]iossible to enumerate a general ride re-

lative to gei-minating temperatures requiring no o.x^-

coptions, but, in general, for tlie seeds of plants

natives of temperate latitudes the best germinating

temperature is about 60° F. ; for those of half-hardy

plants 70° ; and for those of tro])ical plants about

80° F. ; and the necessity for such temperatures

depends upon the same causes that prevent the

hatcliiug of eggs, unless they be kept for a certain

period at a temperatui'e of about 100°. Tlie requisite

changes arc not produced cither in the seed or in the

egg, unless it be submitted to the propitious temjicra-

tiu'e—but why this is requisite to develop the forms,

and effect the changes, without which there is no

vitality, is a secret at present withheld from man's

understanding by their Creator, and we must rest

satisfied with the approximate knowledge that heat

is the vast and aU pervading agent. ho employs to

call life into existence.

Although temjieratures ranging between 00" and

B0° are those most usually propitious to germination,

yet a much liigher temperature can be eudiucd by a

seed without its vitality being destroyed, and, indeed,

may be employed with great advantage when the

seed from age pr other cause germinates with dif-

ficulty. Dr. Lindley found the seeds of a raspberry

germinate, tliouglr they must liave endured a tem-

perature of 2'^0° in the boiling syrup of tlie jam,

whence they were taken; and other instances are

known where peas submitted to a temijerature of

200", and left in the water for twenty-four hours until

cool, germinated more readily than other peas not so

treated. Tlie seeds of A c/icia hpluintlia also produced

seedlings after being boiled in water for five minutes.

The effects produced by this higli temperature are

to permanently soften the cuticle of the seed, and

render it more readily permeable by the air; also

aiding the conversion of the starchy components of

the seed into sacchai-ine matter; liut if the boiling

be continued until the composition of the gerinen (or

young plantlet) is altered, the germinating power of

the seed is destroyed.

THE EEUIT-GARDEN.

The Planting Season.—Having carried our readers

through the routine of summer jnanagemont, such as

training, stopping, disbudding, &c., we will now turn

our attention to business connected witli tlio rest

])i'riod, wliich is ushered in by the decay and fall of

thi! leaf in deciduous trees: and the majority of our

fruit-trees arc^ of this character. It is to bo hoped
that tViose ardent araateru's and cottagers wlio liave

had faith in our dncctions, and who tliink, as we
think, that tliere is in reaUty more room for improve-

ment in fruit culture than in any other department
of gardening—it is to be hoped, we repeat, that they

have not found the attention required in the summer's
culture altogether uninteresting. We can fancy how
a keen-set amateur, bent on following out principles

in preference to mere rules, must inwardly rejoice

when, from the adoption of the platform or dwarfing

system, he begins to perceive his trees assuming a

compact and shortjoiuted character; and those por-

tions formerly a complete chaos, through tlie confu-

sion of rival breast shoots, now studded with innu-

merable fruit spurs, each macintoshed for the winter.

I,et any one who doubts the efficacy of dwarflng-

plans carefully and truthfully compare the embryo
blossom-buds on trees pampered, and those placed

imder a systematic control. Let him take a pear or

a quince stock on a sound soil and subsoil of pre-

scribed depth, and compare it with one of the same

kind on a ii-ee stock in rich soil, with unlimited powers

to range in quest of food. In the latter he will find

a bloated tree possessing all the characteristics of a

bush, fitting to stop a gap in the hedge : branches

long, joints, or internodes, long—everything wild-

looking. On the other hand, the same kind on the

quince and ]daced under control, a compact, sturdy,

short-jointed, and manageable ti-ee, manifesting its

properties at the first glimpse, viz., brown and well-

ripened wood and abundance of plump fruit spurs: as

different in aspect from tlie former as a London alder-

man is from a Paris quack doctor. Tliis is not ima-

ginary ; it is a fact on which we have kept oiu: eyes

fixed for many years.

I>ut some critic will say, what has this to do with

your text, " the planting season'/" In answer, be it

understood, we would fain pave the way to an en-

larged amount of confidence in the principles which

we would have carried out It is best, according to

an old maxim, "to begin at the beginning," and,

whilst the season is young, we would impress on the

minds of our readers that the planting season is the

time for these considerations. It matters not who
prunes or who dresses, for we could so plant a fruit-

tree of any kind as to nullify and bid defiance to all

the arts of the pruner—a tree always in perfect

health, but for many years totally unproductive and

unmanageable through inveterate gi'ossness. If this

be a fact, then, it is an illustration of, and a prelude

to, the principles of plantuig which we intend ex-

plaining.

Mechanical Textuhe of Soils.—Apart from the

question of manurial matters, and, as a preliminary

step to the consideration of making plantations of

fruit-trees, we may offer a few remarks on this head.

Drainage, it is well known, exercises the most power-

ful influence on the texture of water-logged sods.

By removing snpcrttunus moisture, a fi'ee admission

is afl'orded to tlie ameliorating efl'oots of the atmo-

spheric action; but even tlie most thorougli drainage

will not suffice on many soiis, as to fruit culture. T)ie

oozy and elastic hog wants consolidation, combined

with a mechanical sejiaration of its particles ; flic

clay requires a gritty or sandy medium in order to

jicrmit the rains to percolate or slowly pass llirough

it, and by consequence the air to enter freely ; whifst

the loose sandy soil requires some liody to give adhe-

sion to its parts, and, indeed, as the opposite of the

clayey soil, to prevent the rain from passing through

too rapidly, and carrying away manurial matters in

its course.

Those, therefore, who are about planting a wbolo

garden, or section of one, at once, should thoroughly

consider this question, and, after examining well the
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soil and subsoil, endeavour to procure eligible mate-

rials lor correcting faults in the staple. Where sur-

face soils are naturally inclined to sand, either marl

or clay wUl prove eligible to mix with them ; or, what

is better by far than either, the furrowiugs from old

pastm-e lands of a strong or stiff loamy character.

The latter, however, is only within reach of a few,

and marl is the next best thing, but this also is not

found everywhere. Where clay is very stubborn, we

think that a burning process m'ight be applied profit-

ably. In addition to these materials, any old vege-

table matter, whether it be rotten weeds, leaves, old

tan, or, indeed, anything that carries the appearance

of humus, may be blended with advantage. If, on

the contrary, the surface soU is very adhesive, pure

sand, sandy soil of a loose character, and even coal-

ashes, may be incorporated with the volume of soil,

and, indeed, a proportion of the decomposed vege-

table matters suggested for the sandy soil. On such

heavy soils we would, by all means, recommend spring

planting: and, in that event, the holes should be

ox-cavated immediately, in order to undergo a long

winter's action for the" sake of breaking down the ad-

hesive material. If the whole plot is to be improved,

ti-enching and ridging- should be resorted to; here,

again, the winter's frost will amply compensate for

the difference of a fev^ months, and save labom-.

In rendering boggy soils eligible for fruit-tree cul-

tiu-e, a somewhat different coiu'se must be pursued.

Here, however, it is necessaiy to distinguish nicely

the character of the dark material. Some boggj' soils

are of an elastic character ; tliat is to say, they will

rebound on a stamp of the foot; this merely shows
that much orgarjised matter exists, in the main com-

posed of by-gone generations of sphagnum, mosses,

together with weeds, and grasses, in a state of decom-

position. This is above all, perhaps, the most ineligi-

ble cliaracter of auy for fruit-tree culture ; neverthe-

less, it is not a hopeless case ; albeit. m\ich culture

is requisite. Where a considerable depth of such

material exists, burning may be had recourse to ;

this will correct tlie acicUty und produce ashes, which
will be of much titility in ojjeuing the texture of the

soil. However, beibre other oj)Ci'ations take place,

the most complete drainage must be liad recourse to.

Witliout this, all other operating will be totally in-

elhcient. Such soils require both sand and clay, or

marl, after being rendered tolerably diy: these mate-

rials, well incorporated with the native soil, will, with

cultiu'o, remove the sjwngy character of the mass,

and ])roduce a degree of solidificatiou, which will give

a permanency and stability to the crops.

We have been making these remarks witli a view

to assist tliose who are about reclaiming ungenial

plots of land ; for, in going through the country, how
many such inclosures we see, some taken from the

sides of commons, others from the road sides, left

uucvdtivated in days wlien land was of less value,

and when tlie population qiiestion did not press so

licavUy. Moreover, hundreds of little nooks have
been siilit from out-of-tlie-way corners of farms, and
not unf'requenlly eom])Osed ol' a soil of somcwliat

bterOo cliaracter. Most of such little enclosures, as

we have seen them, are jilaeed under eulturi' witliout

due ]H-eparation ; too little attention is puid to the

aiuelioratiou of llio staple, and, as a necessary con-

sequence, fruit-trees in a jnimber of eases do not
succeed and prove as remunerative as they ought;
for we would not only have llie cottager to secure liis

own duniiding ajijdes, but to i)ay a portion of lu's

rental annually by tlic sale of apjileSj pears, black

currants, &c., as the case may be.

Our hints here, then, will, we trast, put people on
the alert to obtain forthwith some material to improve
the texture of their soils according to the principles

here explained. One thing we had almost forgotten:

tliose wlio are improving stubborn plots in the vici-

nity of towns should always keep a look out for the

old mortar or plaster from the pulling down of old

buildings : this is a capital ameliorator.

We shall shortly resume the subject of "station"

planting, for the majority of our friends, no doubt,

merely want to pop in a tree or two ; and we will

show them how to carry this out both economically

and successfully. E. Eriuxgion.

THE FLOWER-GARDEN.
WiNTERIXG BOBDER GeEAXIDMS, &C. — I haVC

already said, the most pressing questions which are

asked of us just now is, " how am I to keep cuttings of

so and so over the winter? also the best way to

seom'e favourite plants of scarlet and other gera-

niums, now out in the beds or borders ; in short,

how am I to secme from frost the greatest quantity

of young and old plants for the flower borders and
verandas next season, having neither greenhouse nor
pit?" This, then, we are to consider to-day: When
we have received a cutting of a fine geranium from a
kind friend, or valued relative, or in any other way
—have struck it in the window, potted it, and after-

wards seen it expand to a large size in the border,

blooming most profusely, and covered down to the

ground with such beautiful green large leaves ; and,

besides all this, having become acquainted with such

a nice cheap gai'dening work as 'The Cottage Gar-
DENiJR, in which they answer all sorts of questions,

I say, lookuig at all these circumstances, who can

say that a question about such a plant can be frivo

lous, or not worthy of notice ? I very well recollect

the time when I was just at this stage of gardening,

and to the present moment I entertain warm recol-

lections of ail older schoolfellow who used to assist

me and give me advice about my plant experiments;

and I dare say all the writers in tliese jiages recollect

something of the same kind. Who, then, need be

afraid to ask us the most simple questions about

such things, when we ourselves well recollect the

time when we ourselves were in want of similar in-

formation ? All questions, whether simple or other-

wise, we, therefore, look upon as of equal importance

—but the fewer words they are put in the better.

We like these questions asked briefly, because then

they are much i)lainer and more easUy answered.

The gi'eater part of my writing in the last two
volumes was suggested from the columns of " An-

swers to Correspondents ; " and, with reference to

tlie subject of this letter, all geraniums, I'uchsias,

salvias, lieliotropes, and a few others for beds and
borders, may be kept over the winter without a

greenhouse or pit, in any diy room, or slied, from

which the frost cun be kept out, and now is the ju'o-

per lime to prepare them lor the change.

All the larger leaves of ycranimiis, round the bot-

tom and tlio centre of the plants, ought now to bo

cut clo.se to the stems—not torn off; this will check

their vigour, and let in light and air to dry and ripen

the soft parts. All tlie young shoots issuing from

the bottom, or about the collar of the plants, should

also he cut clean out, as they are too soft to stand

the winter, and any other very young side shoots

shoidd be cut in to the last leaf or bud, and the main
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branches stopped by pinching out then- tops just

beyond the last trass of flowers. All this should re-

duce the ])lant to one half its foliage, and all the

softest pai'ts except the top of the leading shoots.

Then the vigour of the roots should be checked, if

not already done as I foiiuerly advised, by thrusting

down a spade not far from them. After this they

will stand a smart frost with little or uo injmy ; and
the longer tliey are left in the ground free from frost

the better. As all means of farther gi-owth is cut off

they will now ripen then- wood fast, and the more
liard and ripe they are the better they wUl keep.

When they ai'e to be finally moved to their winter

quarters, every leaf ought to be cut off, and the main
stems cut back to where they are brown, or tolerably

ripe, and a little of the soil that will stick to the

roots may be left. A dry any shod would be the

best place for them now for the first fortnight or

three weeks, till all the cut wounds have well dried

up. After that they are ready to put away iu a spare

upper room, or over a stable, or the hay loft, which
is always a safe place, as layers of hay may be put
between them and the walls ; and in very hard frost

a quantity of hay might be thrown over them, or their

roots might be set in long narrow boxes, with dry

moss, bay, or chafl", thrown in all round them, leav-

ing the tops fi'ee, to be covered only in hard weather.

Some people talk of keeping them susjjended iu a

cellar, but it is a most dangerous place, as not a cel-

lar iu five hundred is dry enough to preserve them
from the damp. Even in the driest room damp is

more likely to affect them than frost. Old plants of

scarlet geraniums might also be kept in the ground
all winter, if ju'eviously jirepared as above ; only

they must be out lower down than those for taking

up, and six inches of dry old moss, or a foot of very

dry leaves, placed all round them, and then thatched

by some means to throw off the wet. This is by far

the safest plan, as if the frost is kept fi'om the sod,

although the tops would die quite down to the

ground, the roots, stock, or collar, or even the main
roots, would throw up strong shoots for another sea-

sou, and come much earlier into bloom than those

that are dried.

Three or four years since I learned a very curious

plan for managing scarlet geraniums that were gi'own

iu pots, boxes, vases, &c., to stand about the doors,

veranda, or other places out of doors, and unless I

had gone through the process two or three times I

confess I coidd liardly believe the effect. We have
scores of them used at Shrubland Park for various

decorations ; such as long narrow boxes to fit the

outside sQl of windows ; pots and vases to stand on
pedestals, and by the sides of steps along the ter-

races, and, indeed, in all conceivable ways. Now, in

former years, I used to have some trouble in getting

this section up into good trim so early in the sum-
mer as they were wanted, whUe Harry Moore, the

man at one of our lodges, beat me right out witli

some green boxes he had fuU of these scarlets ; so

much so, that visitors often remarked how well I

must have taught him tliat branch of decoration;

whereas he was teaching me all the time. A fact

which, of course, I acknowledged, neither wishing to

plough with another man's heifer, as the saying is, or

to appropriate the credit due to a worthy cottager.

Now the secret of Harry's success was this : he never
shifted bis scarlets out of the same soil or boxes for

several years ; and yet every succeeding season they
were better and better. He picked, or, rather, care-

fully cut, ofl' aU their leaves when he coidd no longer
trust them to the frost ; kept them quite dry in a

spare room all the winter, and as soon as the sun
began to have some power, in !March,he would bring
them out in the day time, and put them back at

night. But no water was given till their leaves ap-
peared. After proving this plan over and over again,

I can confidently recommend it as the best ever hit

on for scarlet geraniums that are grown in jiots or

boxes ; and all who have them that way ought now
to give up watering thera. I have just given orders
that those in this jilace should receive no more wa-
tering this season, and that when it rains such as can
be turned on one side should be so placed, and other
contrivances are at hand to prevent much rain get-

ting into the larger boxes, and such as from their

situation cannot be tinned on one side during rain.

This style of decoration is getting moi'e fashionable
every year, and, fortunately, is within the reach of
every cottager, I shall not lose sight of it. There-
foi-e it is that I would recommend as many of the old

plants as possible should be saved over this coming
winter, and iu the spring I shall oft'er many useful

hints about the different uses they may be put to

next season ; such as necessity, experience, and the
" force of circumstances," as Buonaparte used to say,

have made me adopt here.

All the fuchsias, except the broad-leafed ones, as

corymbiflora, fulgens, &c., go natm-ally to rest at the
end of autumn, unless they are in rich damp soils,

and very little preparation is necessaiy for them.
Stdl we can prepare them so far as not to allow them
to spend their force now in ripening a crop of ber-

ries. These should all be removed as soon as the
flowers di'op off, except, perhaps, a few to raise seed-

lings from, as nothing tries a plant so much as the
last effort of nature to ripen seeds. When they have
nearly done flowering, the tops of the young shoots
ought to be cut ofl': but cutting their roots is not of

much use. AU the fuchsias may be easily kept alive

in the borders by a thick covering of leaves, coal

ashes, or moss, or, indeed, any kind of protection to

keep the soil fi-om freezing; but then they will

only make huge bushes next year by throwing up
stroug suckers from the stool. Wiien large-branched
plants, or standards of them are prized, tbey must be
removed before the frost hints them, and stored away
iu sheds or dry cellars. We keep them here witJi

then roots in sand in a diy shed. The tallest with
their heads leaning against the wall or partition,

and the others according to their sizes m front of
them ; so that we keep none of them in pots while
they are at rest.

We talce up strong old salvias, cut them down to

within six inches of the roots, and carry quantities

of the soil about their roots, place them in sand just
bke the fuchsias, and early in the spring the lumps
are divided as much as possible, their old roots cut
well in. and a little nursing in a pit or greenhouse
under the stages will soon turn them into nice bushy
plants ; they are then turned out of doors, and se-

cured with mats in cold weather till the s]iring frosts

are over, to allow of their being planted in the borders,

and no pots are used, but the roots planted in some
light rich soil. This is much easier than keeping
cuttings of them, and abundance of good outtiugs

may be got from them when they begin to shoot in
the spring.

The salvia jiatens, having roots and eyes just like

the dahlia, we treat it exactly the same, only that

we plant the roots in sand, but they woidd do iu

boxes with sand, or even without any thing, but if

they get too dry the plant does not grow so stroug in

the spring.
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Nine-tenths of the half hiinhj phinis wliieh grow

out in tlie beds and boi-ders dnvinp; the sinnraer conhl

be kept alive there duving the winter also, but the

trouble and expenses woiild be a great deal more than

they are worth. Nevcrthelesi?, when one has a fine

favourite i)lant, but no better means of keeping it

through tho winter than a make-shift of this sort,

even tliat is better than losing it altogether. Very

dry materials, sufficient to seeiu'e the earth from

freezing, and a waterproof covering to throw off rain

and melting snow water, with an ordinary shar-e of

patience, are all that is needed for conducting such

experiments.

I have said already that when jdauts are lifted, to

be saved in pots, they should not be placed at first in

any confinement, unless, indeed, the frost is at our

heels, and then only in the night time. A sheltered

place out of doors and away from the sun is the safest

way to inure tliem to tlie change. We do a great dea,l

of this kind of work here, and of all tlie plans I have

heai'd or read of this is the most successful. We
often do not lose half a dozen leaves off a plant just

potted from the borders, so large that two men can

hardly move tlie pot or box in which it is placed ; biit,

like otlier large places which are carried on at a great

expense, we have regular contrivances for carrying

out our own jdans. We have a skeleton shed behind

a row of store-houses, without thatch of any kind :

merely rafters, and long stri)is of wood to tie them
from end to end. into this skeleton shed we remove

all our new potted plants from the borders, and run

mats along the front of it, leaving the top wide open ;

the mats just break the force of the wind, and no

more. If the weather is dry, we pour water along

among the pots, to keep the placi' damp ; and a slight

shower is given once a day. If a sudden cold or

frost sets in during this jirobation, the skeleton roof

is ready for a eovei'ing of mats. From ten days to a

fortnight in this place is sutlioient for most plants to

make new i-oots in the fresh soil, and then they can

stand the sun ; and, by-and-by, they are put upon the

stages of the greenhouse without losing any leaves

worth sjieaking of. I never eoukl sot a large newly-

potted ]dant from the borders into a house ut once

without losing more or less of its bottom leaves.

D. 1j EATON.

KouTiNR Work. Leaves collect in'j.— Our- cottage

friends, we trust, have not forgotten our earnest request

last year, to collect all the fallen leaves they possibly

can. We must now reiterate that request. Decayed

leaves make the best of all soils for potting jiurposes;

]iroperly jirepared they also make the linest of all

manures for the flower bed or border, and for the

vegetable garden, more especially formannre for early

])Otatoes. Independent of all those valuable purposes,

leaves are pre-eminently useful as a fermenting arti-

cle, of wliich to form hotbeds. In this res]iect, they

ai'c far more Tisefol and better suited for the ]iur-

))oso than tanner's bark, horsedung, or any other

substance vvluitover. Happy is the cottager that can

pi-ocuro a good stoi'o of them. Yet, in passing

through tlie country, how often have wo liad to la-

ment tho utter waste wo have witnessed of this aux-

iliary to good cottage ga.rdcning. I'lvcn amateurs

and gardeners tlieinselves do not seem to eare for,

and collect, and place in a proper situation to decay,

this abundaiitly-su|i|ilied (at least, in tho country,)

article. As we dinicted last autumn to our cottage

IVieiids, so we do now. Set your ehildren to work in

lanes and bye-ways with tlieir rakes and wheelbar-

row, or bag, or basket, and collect all the leaves you
])ossibly can. If wanted to make hotbeds with, lay

them on a heap in the shape of the roof of a house.

1'liis will prevent them from becoming too wet, even
in the wettest weather, 'i'uni tlicm over with a fork

every three or four weeks. If tViey are very dry,

throw a few buckets of water upon them as you are

turning them over. Yon may also mix any newly-

gathered ones amongst those first collected. By tin's

method duly carried on, the leaves will be well-pre-

pared to make a hotbed of lasting temperature, yet

moderate heat. Should the leaves not lie required

for the purjiose of yielding heat, let them be spread,

as fast as they are gathered, in some covenient place,

and all the slops of the house, and the refuse of the

kitchen, as well as any liquid-manure, be pom-ed
upon tliem. If a little gypsum or plaster of Paris

is prociu'able, it would be useful to cast it thinly

over the heap from time to time. Road scrajungs,

also, may be used to spread upon this heap of riches,

for so, indeed, it truly is. Plenty of this mi.xture

laid upon, and immeduilehj dug into, the gi'oiuul, will

increase the following erojj tenfold. Some jiart of

the leaves may be wanted for potting piu-poses. l.a.y

a heap ajsai't, turn it more frequently, beating and
chop]iing the leaves with a spade or fork, and lay this

heap flat, in order to receive all the rains that fall,

for tVicy will materially assist decomposition. Avoid
all mixtures with the leaves for making vegetable

mould, intended ultimately, when rotted into a state

to pass through a sieve, to mix with pure loam or

peat earth, to be used for the more delicate ]i!ants,

such, for instance, as auriculas and carnations. Lime,
coarse sand, or road scrajiings, would render, this

vegetable mould not so desh'able i'or these limn'

rooted and more valuable ])lants.

Shelters.—We trust our advice to have all sliel-

tering places i'or ])lants through winter in readiness

have been attended to. Already have we had a taste

of frost. The hdlotropes are first attacked, next the

(jeraniums and ilnhlius, and lastly the hardy chn/siiu-

/hniiums. All these may be protected by shelters of

mats, and the blooming season considerably pro-

longed. The frost often leaves us for a month or

two, or longer, after giving us a foretaste, as it wei'e,

of what he intends to do between this and Christmas,

and we should be much to blame if we neglected our

fitvourite flowers, and did not protect them fi'om the

first frosts, in order to retaui their beauty with us as

long as, with moderate eare, we could preseiwe them.

Remember the frames and brick or turf pits, and Inive

them all in order to receive the plants they have to

shelti'T through the winter.

FLORISTS' FLOWKIIS.
BuLRs.—Look over the stores of hardy bulbs, and

]irepare for planting them. Sort them over, selecting

those likely, from tlieir size or shape, to flower from

the offsets. 'I'lio oll'sets of tulips, as well as others,

had bettxa' bo planted immediately in a nursery bed,

eaidi kind, of coarse, by itself This nursery bed

ought to be made rich, in order to encourage the

small bulbs (o grow freely. They should not be

planted tmi thickly, or that purpose will be defeated.

Such small bulbs, as crocuses, snowdrops, jonquils,

some narcissi, &e., intended to be planted in ))atches

amongst shrubs, or the ini.xed flower border, should

liavo the ))laccs, previously to ]ilanting where they

aro to be grown, enriched with some very rotten

dung. Big out the earth first, put in tho dung,
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ami mix it tlinvoiighly with the under stratum of

eartli, then level up the place, and plant tlie hulhs

immediately. Mice are very foud of crocuses. To
prevent their ravages, chop some furze (gorso or

whin), and cover the hulbs witli it. The sharp thorns

will prick their noses, and effectually protect the

roots.

Gi..\Dioi.T.—Excepting the common Oladiolns com-

mums, and, perhaps, &. bi/ziintiinig, the gladioli ouglit

to he planted in a bed by themselves. To succeed

well in blooming them the soil should have an extra

care bestowed upon it ; there ouglit to be a large pro-

portion of peat earth (heath mould) mixed amongst
it, as well as a considerable quantity of vegetable

mould ; the proportions should be two parts loam,
two ]iarts vegetable mould, and three parts heath
jnould, witli a ]iortion of river sand, say one-eighth

of tlie whole. Tlio situation of the bed ouglit to be
open and airy, and provision made for slielteriug

tliem wlien in flower with an awning of canvass.

We do not recommend planting in the ojien bed as

yet, the middle of November will be quite soon
enough ; if tliey ai-e planted earlier they might spring

up and the young shoots be destroyed liy severe

iVost.

Tumps for blooming sliould be planted about
the lOth of November, and when that planting is

tinislied then immediately plant your gladioli. The
larger lands of narcissi, such as Grand Monarque,
I-e Soliel d'Or, Grand Primo, Citronia, and States-

General, may either be grown in pots a little larger

than those for hyacinths, or will do very well planted

in lieds of deep rich soil in the open air. If in pots,

manage them exactly the same as described for the

hyacinth in our last number. Van Thol, and other

kinds of early tulips intended to bloom iu ])Ots,

siionld be immediately potted, placing fi'om ftiree to

five in a jiot 4^ inches wide, proportioning the num-
ber to tlie size of the bulbs. Always allow tliem

time in a level place to form roots, previously to

placing them in heat to bring them into flower.

Jonquils.—These sweet-scented flowers are very
desirable to grow either in pots or in the open beds
or borders; manage them the same way as the crocus.

Peksian Inis.—A beautiful dwarf variegated flower,

sweet-scented, and suitable for pot culture. It does

not tlirive well excepting in a warm sheltered border
in the open air. The roots, unless preserved with
great care, ai'e very apt to perish after the first year.

Their native dwelling is in the hot sandy plains of

Persia, the difficulty of imitating which is no doubt
the great cause why we do not succeed in preserving
them. The sandy fields of Holland, however, seem
to suit tliem well, and as the price is so moderate
('.is per dozen), we need not regret very much their

perishable native. Pot them now in a light sandy
])eaty soil, and place them in a cool dry li-ame to

form roots. They do not force well, but will llower
be.iutifully in the mouths of Ajiril and I\Iay, as it

were, naturally. More about bulbs next weel'c.

Auriculas and Polyanthus.—As the cold weather
has begun now to visit us, it is desirable to place
these flowers in then- winter quarters forthwitli : they
are best kept in a frame or pit; the latter is the best,

well glazed to prevent drips. A stage of shelves of

wood should be placed in the pit at such a distance
as to allow the plants to he within from four to six

inches of the glass. Eveiy thing about them should
he perfectly sweet and clean. Examine the hole at

the bottom of each pot, and see that the draining is

open ; should any woi'm-cast appear, tm'ii out the
plant Carefidly into the hand, and if the worm is vi-

sible, pick it out Avithout disturbing tlie ball ; if not
visible, give the hall a gentle tapping with one hand

;

this will almost certainly cause the worm to creep

out. Look carefully also for slugs ;
yon will often

find them snugly ensconced in the hole of the pot, or

under the leaves of a strong healthy plant. Previ-

ously to putting the plants into the pit or frame
spread a layer of dry coal-ashes imder the stage: this

will alisorb tlie damp, and ought to be renewed occa-

sionally during winter. If you have plenty of room
it will be advantageous to place the plants so as not
to allow the pots to touch each other : this though
apparently a trifling matter is not so in reality ;

when tlie pots do not touch each other the air can
circulate amongst them more freely, the sun can
shine through the openings on fine days, and dry
the ashes under the stage, and thus benefit the plants
gi-eatly. Supposing tliem all placed—the auricidas

by tliemselves, and the polyanthus also alone—let

them have abundance of air by drawing oft" the lights

on all fine days, and on rainy days by tilting the

lights behind. We ought to have mentioned previ-

ously that the winter habitation of these plants ought
to face the south-east. Upon a regular close atten-

tion to the giving of air, with very moderatt^ water-

ing, through winter, the health and strength, and
consequently the power to ju'oduce fine blooms, al-

most entirely depends. It matters not how good
your kinds, nor how excellent your compost may be,

unless abundance of light and air is given during the
dark months of autumn and winter. Tliese plants
are very liardy if properly managed

; yet, in severe
weather, we would advise a covering of double mats
whenever the thermometer indicates about ten de-

grees of ft-ost (that is, falls to 3'.i°, or 10° below, the
freezing point of water). In their Aljiine habitations

tliey are protected by a thick covering of snow,
through wliich very little frost can penetrate. Our
coverings are an imitation of tlus natural one.

Carnations and Picotees.—It is nearly time to

begin to place these plants also in winter quarters.

Next week we will describe our method of managing
them in this respect. T. Appleby

GEEENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

The vegetable kingdom must have formed an ele-

ment of study and attention to men at the earliest

possible period. We are told that when God made
man He placed liim iu a garden, and commissioned
him " to dress it and keej) it." From this we learn,

first, that gardening was man's first work ; and, se-

condly, that even in a state of purity, infinite wisdom
connected working with happiness. Think of this,

ye who arc in the habit of associating working with

degradation! Think of this, my fellow workmen,
when you look upon your horny hands, and feel your
joints somewhat stifl' with toil; and though forgel-

ting not that the earth for man's hill was cursed with
liricrs and thorns, cease not to remember that there

was One, the reputed son of a carpenter, who by his

conduct gave a dignity and an elevation to labour,

and thus mitigated, if not entirely removed, the force

of the stiug contained in the sentence, that in the

sweat of his brow man was to eat his bread. Man's
])rimeval condition, therefore, would render an at-
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quaintanoe with vegetables necessary. To them he

would be indebted for his food, Hs raiment, his lodg-

ing, his uteusUs for cultivation, his materials for

cooking, and his instruments of warfare. The first

stage of his inquiry would be bounded by a discri-

mination of those plants which were fitted for his

own food and clothing, &c., and the food of tlie more

useful animals, and a knowledge of some of their

qualities in a medicinal point of view. A second

stage in the inquiry would take place when, owing

to an increase of population, there would be the at-

tempt to prociu-e more food than wliat the earth na-

turally yielded, and thus agricidture would com-

mence. A third stage in the inquiry would take

place when men, not satisfied with necessaries—such

as tbe bread, and the mutton, and the crystal spring

—panted after those adjuncts which give a rehsh to

the enjoyments of the table, in the shape of fresh

vegetables, the leek, the cucumber, the onion ; the

pepper, the radish, and the mustard , the luscious

jnelting fruit, the rich confection, and what has been

termed " generous wine." Then horticulture woidd

commence. AVhen the desire became prevalent for

the possession of luxuries, in the shape of beautiful

flowers, rich scents, refreshing odours, cool shades,

sparkling fountains, winding walks, and green lawns,

then would he the dawning of floriculture and land-

scape gardening. When,' owing to the number of

plants discovered, and the impossibility of recollect-

ing the properties of each, an attempt was made to

arrange them into kindred groups and families, then,

however rude and imperfect the first attempt, would

commence the dawning of systematic, structural,

l>hysiological, and medical botany.

()ur attention will chiefly be devoted in this de-

partment to the growing of those flowers tliat are

suitable for the greenhouse and window, either of the

amateur or the cottager, not forgetting that the work

is especially intended for the latter. To be instru-

mental in promoting, in liowever hmnhle a degree, a

greater love for the beautiful in vegetable nature will

be to us less a task than a pleasure : convinced that

wherever that love exists, whether in princely halls

or snug parlours, whether seen in the honeysuckle

and the rose blending their sweetness around the

cottage window in the country ; or in the wallflower

in a broken teapot decking the openiii;:] for light and

air of a garret attic in a crowded alley of a smoky

city ; that there, though often associated with igno-

rance, and, sometimes, declensions from vu-tue, there

arc founts of genuine feeling, and well-springs of

goodness, that only require to be opened up and set

flowing, to reward the exertions and rcahze the wishes

of the most anxious philantlnopist.

Now, for more practical matters. All greenliousc

plants should now be taken under shelter, if not into

the greenhouse, as dashing rains and early frosts may
soon be exi)eoted. If provided with necessary shelter

some of the hardiest may remain out a few weeks

longer, which will prevent crowding tbe greenhouse

at first, and enable tbe work there to be got in a for-

ward condition. Azaleds should be all under cover

:

the most of them will stand a considerable degree of

cold, but not without injuring the beauty of the fo-

liage. T'o keep the liuUua or greenhouse variety in

an evergreen state, the temperature should not fall

much below 10°. If the buds are set they will flower

jirutty well, although iVom cxposiu'e to cold rains and
cold air the greater part of the leaves shoidd fall, but

thi;a the phiuts ]>resont a mi.serablo, starved appear-

ance, and the flowers are lessened in their beauty for

the want of luxuriant green foliage as a back gi-ound.

Those intended for floweiing early should be kept
somewhat close and warmer, before giving them a lift

in a forcing-house. If this is done for a season or

two, they will get into the habit of coming early of

then' own accord. If a forcing-house is not at yovu'

elbow, you may do much by keeping one end of your
gTeenhouse closer and warmer than the other. This
ajiplies to many other phuits besides azaleas ; those,

however, of these beautiftd plants which you intend

for flowering in May of the following year you must
now set in the coolest part of the greenhouse, and
allow a stream of air amongst them, provided the

temperatm-e ranges from 30° to 40°, and then, if the

weather shoidd be warm and sunny in Aprfl, you wUI
have to contrive a sheltered and shady place for them,
to which you may remove them if the buds swell

faster than you wish. You may not succeed quite so

well as the great growers, but gi'eat honour will be
your due if in one house you can manage to grow a
number of thmgs nearly as good as they who have a
house for each separate tribe or family. We will by
and-by tell you of some little contrivances by which
many plants considered rather tender may be man-
aged well in a greenhouse. I have said that a stream
of air may be admitted when the temperature ranges
from 35° to 40°, but do not mistake me,—I mean
outside temjierature. Even at this temperature, in a

very foggy day, I would be careful not to admit much
air without a little fire-heat. You will not be likely

to err in giving too much aii' for some time to come,
but I direct your attention to it in time, belie\'ing

that too much fire-heat and too much air in cold

weather are the greatest enemies to all kinds of

greenhouse plants in winter. The subject is a large

one, but the cream of it may for the present be thrown
into two rides : 1st, never in the coldest weather
make up yom' greenhouse fire for the night without
consulting the outside thermometer, and noting the

changes that have taken place, as so many indexes
from which you may attemjjt to predicate what tbe

weather wUI be before morning. ;2ndly, fires will

seldom be wanted in the morning, unless for promot-
ing a healthy circulation of air in damp foggy wea-
ther, or when a severe storm sets in; but, even in

the latter case, always endeavour to determine whe-
ther the day will be simny or not, as, if the sun
shines, the less heat you have in the flue or pipes

the better. In such cases the raising of the tempera-

ture 10° or 1.^)°, with a little top air, will do no harm.
The raising of the temperatm'e so much by fire-heat

would be ruinous. The most experienced will some-

times be deceived by the sudden outbreaking of the

sun for several hours in severe weather ; and when
there is a oonsideriible amount of artificial heat in

the bouse, it is much preferable to damp the house,

and shade for a short time, than to admit air by the

front sashes, which is 20° or 30° lower than the tem-

perature of the house. When you have means of

heating the air befoi-e it is introduced among the

plants, the case will be somewhat difterent. As we
may expect as yet several weeks of mild weather, the

alluding to this matter may be deemed somewhat h-

relevant, but we have acted upon the principle that

to be forewarned is to bo forearmed.

BuLDs of all kinds usually employed for winter

decoration should now be planted for the first and
successional blooming. If you merely wish to flower

them, any sort of soil will do, and oven half-rotten

moss will luiswer admirably, as you chiefly dcveloj)

the matter previously stored nj) in the Indb. But if

you wish not merely to flower them, but to grow
them, so as they will flower again—if not the first^
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at least tlie second succeeding year—then you must
plant them in light rich soil, and the leaves must be
encouraged and kept gi'oen as long as possible after

the flowering, withholding water only when they be-

gin to become yellow. In potting, use small pots
instead of lai'ge ones ; a fom- or flve-incli pot will

grow a hyacinth admii'ably, especially when assisted

at times with a little weak clear manure water, made
either from soot or guano. In a similar pot, half-a-

dozen crocuses and snow drops may be placed, and
those of the smaller tulips. The larger narcissus

wiU requii-e a six-inch pot to grow them well.

In potting, put in the earth loosely, and do not set

the bulb on the surface, as some advise, but let it be
at least half covered, which will not only secure its

fastening, but render less water in the growing season
necessary, as evaporation from the bulb will, in a
great measure, be prevented. The reason why iu

gi'owmg bulbs in pots, during winter, it was ever re-

commended to place them on the smface, was owing
to the fact tliat, when the soil was put in firmly, the
damp was apt to arise between it and the base of the

bulb, and decay fi-equently ensued. This evil will

be avoided by filling the pots with the soil as hgbtly
as possible. In the case of small bulbs they may be
set almost upon the surface ; as if, after planting,

they are placed in a sheltered corner, and covered to

the depth of several inches witli coal-ashes or leaf-

mould, &o., the weight of the covering will sink the
bulbs sufficiently. Where no covering is used, but
the pots are placed in a dark room or cellar, the bulbs
should be somewhat covered at first. Either of these
contrivances should be resorted to after potting, as it

is bad management to set them at once either iu a
greenhouse or window. When growing out of doors
these bulbs are always covered to a greater or lesser

depth, and the flower-stalk never appears rmtil tliere

arc abundance of roots formed to support it; because
the earth, tipon an average, is higher and more equal
in its temperature at that period than the atrao

sphere surrounding it. Now, if you set your pot-
ted bulbs in front of the window at once, the top
part of yom- bulb will be as much, and frequently
more, excited than the lower part, whence the
roots issue, but, as the strength of the llower-
stem dc])ends upon the roots being somewhat iu ad-
vance of the stem and leaves, we advise placing the
]iots in a cellar or a i-oom where an equal temjiera-

tm'e can be maintained ; or covering them from four
to six inches out of doors, protecting them fi-om wet
and frost, and then transferring them to the green-
house or window when the pots are well supplied
witli roots. Wlien wanted about Christmas, the pots
best tilled with roots must be transferred to a hotbed
next month. One advantage of using small pots is

that they can he easily used for filling vases of all

descriptions ; and, when covered with green moss,
they tints, in masses, look very beautiful, "and require
but little water, the moss preventing the moisture
evaporating. The moss should be steeped in hot
water previously, to set slugs and worms a scamper-
ing, and then spread out to dry a httle before using it.

In growing bulbs iu glasses, choose coloured instead
of clear ones, as the roots have a distaste for light.

Put some little bits of charcoal in tlio water, but,
nevertheless, change it frequently. Let only the
lower part of the bulb be moistened

;
you cannot

well cover them with earth, but you can set them in
a cellar. If you wish, however, eitlier to sec your-
self, or point out to your childi'cn, the process of root-

making, set the glasses on the chimney-pioce, which,
if either ijon or stone, will be the best place for them

in the room—supposing that a fire is kept in the
chimne}'—for some people are so very wise that they
will not light a fire before a certain day, be the weather
fair or foul, mild or frosty ; preferring rather to have
their toes and finger-ends frosted, and chilblalned

into the bargain ! Now, we place them there that

the water, the medium in which the roots are to elon-

gate, may be, upon an average, warmer than the

apartment ; and we would remove them to the win-
dow, to pay their obeisance to the king of day, when
the roots were plentifully foniied, and the flower-stem

bad began to grow ; and, when changing water,

renewing it again at a temperature rather higher than
the air of the apartment. But if you merely wish to

have your hyacinths, &c,, blooming in glasses with-

out seeing them giowing, then all you have to do is

to grow the bulbs in small pots in the usual way, and
when showing bloom, tmTi them out of the pots,

rinse the ball through a pail of water, at 50° I'ah.,

and then transfer the roots and bulbs to the bloom-
ing glasses. R. Eish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.
Exotic OrchidacEjE.—The cultivation of these

singular, beautiftd, and, in several instances, power-

fully fragi'ant plants, being on the increase, and that

to a considerable extent, we have been requested to

write a series of papers weekly for the Cottage Gar-
dener on this subject. It so happens that we have
to take periodical journies into various parts of Great

Britain, and by that means it has come imder our

observation that there are a great number of ama-
teurs in various parts of this country who have be-

gun, or are about to begin, to gi-ow exotic orchids.

It is chiefly for their instruction that we have con-

sented to give, bi'iefly, yet sufliciently fully and ex-

jilicitly, our experience in then- culture, to lead them
into the right method witliout making fatal mistakes

or incurring ruinous expenses, whereby they would
soon become disheartened, and abandon them as

plants too diffictdt to grow. There ai'e, also, iu largo

gardening establishments, both public and private,

)nany young gardeners who have expressed to us the

great desire they have to know something of the right

way and best method of cultivating orchids ; and
there are others who, we know, have often wished

some one woidd give plain, short rules, by which
they coidd successfully cultivate these plants.

Again, it is weU known to utimbers of the cultiva-

tors of orcliids, that the writer of this has had consi-

derable experience, and lias been successful in this

peculiar branch of floriculture. In addition to a con-

siderable number of years' constant and successfid

practice, I may mention to my readers the fact that

I have under my care a large select collection ; and
I invite those who do not know the fact to call at the

Pine Apple Niu'sery, and judge for themselves whe-
ther I am justifiable in tmdertaking to teach " orchid-

growing made easy." To tlie friends who do know
mo I need not say a word, for I have had imvarying
approvals Irom them of my correct views and right

method of cultivating those interesting plants. Hav-
ing now, as I tldnk, made it quite clear and evident

that there are persons, and not a few of them, that

want tlds knowledge, and that from having had ex-

tensive experience I may venture to presume that I

can impart that knowledge, it only remains to s,ay a

few words about the medium through wliicli we pro-

pose to detaU our experience, \'iz., The Cottage
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Gardener. Now, if there was no other reason, the

cheapness oC this jieviodical is qnite siifBcient to re-

commend it as a proper vehicle for this desired in-

formation, for it will place it within the reach of the

jioorest-paid under-gai'dencr. It, pqj-haps, may be
said that these pages should only contain mstructiou
for the cottage labourer; but we reply, and reply ad-

visedly, that tliis periodical is intended for all who are
fond of gardening, though more especially for ama-
teurs and cottagers; and the greater part of the pages,
therefore, are devoted to these classes of gardeners.
And wliy should not they be orchid fanciers? There
is nothing in tlie world to prevent them. Wo stated

above that several amateurs (by which title we mean
a man who does not employ a gardener, Imt works
his garden with his own hands) have begun to grow
these curious and beautiful floral objects, and we
hope to see the day, now that glass is so cheap, when
orchids will bo cultivated in a much gi-eater number
of gardens than they are at present. And we trust

the pages we are about to write every week will be
found useful, and have a tendency to increase the
knowledge, and extend the cidture, of these our most
favourite plants.

Our plan is, first, to describe the proper kind of

habitation for orchidaceae ; secondly, to describe the
various methods of growing : 1, in pots; 2, in bas-

kets; and, 3, on logs or blocks of wood, givuug the
proper soils for eaeli, and the best Idnds of wood for

blocks. Tliirdhj, the proper degrees of heat and
moisture, including giving air and watering the
plants, as well as moistening the air at all times of

the year. Fourthhj, tlie first week in every month to

give a calendar of operations for the month ensuuig.
Fiftldij, and lastly, to give lists of the orchids luore
worthy of cultivating.

Next week, if possible, we will give the calendar of
operations, and then proceed with our regidar essay
week after week. We propose finisliing it by the

end of September next year, so that oiu' readers will

have in the third and fourth volume a full description

of one year's culture of orchidaceae. T. Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Asparagus.—A slight hotbed may at the present

season be advantageously made lor planting roots of
this vegetable, so that a late autvuun and early winter
su))ply of fine shoots riiay be obtained. The glass
liglits should be taken off, at the comauencemeut of
forcing, entirely during the day in flue weather, and
tilted when the weather is unfavourable, so as to ad-

mit a free rii-culation of air, without which the aspa-
ragus cannot fail to be wealc and of a bad colour.

Tlie bottom heat, whether produced from a tank, from
dung, or from other fermenting materials, Hhould at

flrst be moderate, and when the shoots have begun
to start, a little additional heat tlien apjilied will

assist in bringing them forward. The roots shoidd
be taken u]i very carefidly with a strong fori; or two-
prongcnl grubbcsr, and must never bo allowed to lie

alioul afterwards; place them at once on the bed
prepared for them, and let them be lightly covered
over with good decomiiosed vegetable soil. J,eaf-

inould and old tan are both very good for this jmr-
pose; put about si.x inches deep under the plants,

wliich should be covered with the same inatei-ial

about two inchi^s deep at lirst, and some more ap-

plied a.t a top-dressing as soon as the flrst buds arc

peeping through. Asparagus may also be produced
by placing its roots in shallow tubs, boxes or pans,

and putting these in the mnslu'oom or hothouse.

AsPARAOus-BEDS.—Attend to the autumnal manage-
ment of these as the stalks appear tm'ningyellowordy-
ing-ofF, and the berries become ripe, i'ii'st, coUect the

berries for what seeds may be wanted, and put them
away for the present, for the seeds can be washed out

on any rainy day, dried, and put away in paper-bags

until wanted. After the berries are thus taken cut

down the stalks close to the ground with a sharp

knife or reaping-hook, and clear them all away.
Then, if any weeds exist, let them be hoed up and
all raked ofi' and taken away neatly ; next, with the

digging-fork, dig up the beds carefiolly, without injury

to the crowns, after wliich put on a thorough good
top dressing of manure—the richer the better. Good
half-decomposed pig-manure is exceUeut for the as-

paragus-bed ; let it be spread regularly over the sur-

face of the beds. After tliis (in order to secm'e a neat

appeai'ance) fork up the alleys carefidly, without hurt-

ing the roots, then set a line along the side of the

beds, and make nji the edges neatly with the spade or

shovel ; then just run along and chop it out, and
throw the crumbs over the manure : it is not neces-

sary that it should all be covered. When all is com-
pleted, the beds wiU look about three inches above the

level of their alleys. By this mode the annually-

made roots growing into the aUeys will be left imin-

jured ; and the rich soluble parts of the top dressing

will be washed down to the roots during the winter

months. We should always remember that the as-

paragus is not like the pear, or plum, or other plants

gi'owu for their fruit, for these if over-luxuriant -have

to be either replanted or root-pruned, llnldie them,
asparagus wants all the strength it can get; there-

fore never lun-t its roots by iUggnig out deep alleys,

and chopping through the best roots, to get earth to

cover the tops of the beds with. Such treatment not

only is not required, but is very injurious, leaving

the chopped-through roots exposed to all weathers

for the winter months—roots on which the next year's

crop depends. Such treatment, however, is often

seen in large gardens, where a better example ouglit

to be exhibited.

Routine Work.—Coutimie to All iip every vacant

space of ground, by planting Ccqic hromli and bore-

cole, if any strong plants of these are left in the seed

bed, as well as cahhmje and coleiroiis. Plant out

also into beds, banks, or borders, a good store of

small plants to stand for planting in the early spring.

Plant leeks, and earth up those tliat are advancing,

not forgetting, at the same time, the occasional ap-

plication of liquid manure. Do not neglect to pro-

vide a good stock of lettuces, which should be planted

generally in dry healthy situations, continuing to

prick out small plants in alnmdauce. T^rausplant

/lafslei/ into warm and sheltered situations, and put

a few roots in the greenhouse or frame, for securmg
a good winter siqiply. Frame radishes and carrots

should now bo sown on slight hotbeds, and the earth

jdaeed close to the glass, so that the plants may have

the full bcncflt of tlic light; and a free circulation of

air must be kept up. ('ucunihers should be sown in

succession, and those already advancing siiould be

well aired. A root or two of rlniliarh may also bo

jilacod in heal. Ja.mjis Barnks & W.
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MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION.

MY FLOWERS
(No. 46.)

Wk are almost reconciled to the departure of oiu-

summer flowers by the increasing emjiloymeut we
find in the garden. From this time we sliall never

be at a loss tor something to do in the borders and
the shrubbery ; for almost every gardening operation

may be etiected during the moist, cool mouths, now
rapidly advancing. Tliis autumn promises to be an
early one, and wiJl soon permit us to begin digging,

trenching, planting, and transplanting, and maldng
the new cUspositions of beds that may have struck

our fancy during the summer. There is a love of

novelty in every heart—even in oin- gardens we cUs-

play it ; for we grow tired of the old cii'cles, half cii--

cles, and squares, and delight in twirling om- borders

into other forms, as fancy moves us. 1 have myself

signed the death-warrant of two triangles, of which 1

am weary, and am growing impatient for the soU to

be wet enough to remove the plants. The magnolia
may be planted now, and a beautiful plant it is ; but
it should be placed against a wall, if' possible, and
matted during the winter. The rhododendron and
arbutus, too, can be moved now. The former must
have bog soU to succeed well in, although they will

e:;ist without it, hut in a veiy comfortless condition,

and lather displease than grath'y tlie eye. On wild

heathy soil they do extremely well, and seem to gi-ow

spontaneously. I remember, some years ago, being
charmed with the effect of these beautifid flowers in

the garden of Fangrove Lodge, in Surrey. The house
was built by the late Sir Herbert Taylor, and the

gardens and pleasure grounds were laiil out enth-ely

under the dii'ections of the venerated Queen Char-
lotte and her accomplished daughters, and great in-

deed was the taste displayed. A portion of heathy
common had been enclosed, of which, part formed a
rising ground ; and it seemed to have been com-
pletely clothed with rhododencb'ous, azaleas, and
other bog plants, through which winding walks were
jiidiciously cut, with so much taste and ease that
they seemed to have been made without art or

labour, and led you on with delight to the hrow,
where they terminated in a lawn, covered with
patches of the same flowering shrubs. The space
of ground was not large, hut was so contiived as to

apjjear of much greater extent, and the whole eftect

was admnable. In such situations as this—ou the
edge of a sandy, heathy common—these plants would
thrive without any diflicidty, and woidd well repay
some little e.xpense in procuring them. At High
Clere Park, the seat of Lord Carnarvon, they flourish

luxuriantly, and mingle with the trees in the beauti-

fid woods through which the drives ai'e made ; but
then the ground was carefully trenched to a proper
depth, and hlled with bog soil, as the natural soil

would not suit them. The rhododendi-on grows in

many lands, under many skies, and there are many
varieties. One blooms wildly on the shores of the
Black Sea, spreading even into Persia. This is the

common species, the rhododendron pouticum; it loves

the cool shade of woods, and does not grow in high
situations. Then there is a very hardy species, the

Catawieuse rhododendron, whicli belongs to America,
growing in clumps on the hills and plains, as furze

grows in England. Other varieties clothe the stern

mountains of Switzerland, and the grand and lofty

Alps, where they advance so fearlessly amid the

snows, that they bloom richly where no other woody
plants can live, and dwell among the simple herbs

and mosses. The tall forest trees shrink from the

inclement blasts of these high regions, but the little

stm-dy rhododendi'on, with its large brilUant blos-

soms, defies the withering blasts that sweep over

them, aflbrding, too, the only fuel that the wandering
herdsman can procure. The white mountain hares

also feed on the bark of the rhododendron, when the

deep snows cover up aU otlier vegetation ; so that

these beautiful shi'ubs supply food and firing to the

few living creatiu'es that frequent those desolate

heights. Let us remember this, and it will increase

the interest we feel in them. How glowing nuist be

the appearance of their rich blossoms under the

sparlding fi'osty sunbeams of those icy regions ; and
how they must cheer and beautify the dreary passes

of those trackless wilds. To the Christian's heart

they must speak with power, as he gathers his bundle
of sticks, scaring away the startled hare from her

evening meal ; for even among the solitude and
gloom of perpetual silence, he will observe and adore

the goodness of God, who giveth to all creatures
" their meat in due season," and whose voice ever

soimds louder and sweeter when that of man is still.

In the soft rich vaUies of Piedmont, too, the rhodo-

demh'on flourishes, as also in those of Dauphine

—

thus decorating lull and vale, and accommodating
itself to the vaiious haunts of men. Without bog or

peat soil it is useless to attempt to cultivate them
successfully, as far as my knowledge extends. I have
seen them in common soil, but they were poor and
imsatisfactory. For my own sake I wish it were

otherwise ; but I recommend those of " my sisters
"

whose gardens are situated on the borders of heaths

or commons to try if they cannot succeed in grow-

ing and blooming them well.

And now " My Flowers " close. The evening of

their short existence has arrived ; but before the last

leaf falls they would speak one parting word of warn-

ing to om' hearts. They tell us that man " cometh
forth like a flower, and is cut down." " As a flower

of the field he tiomisheth ; for the wind passeth over

it, and it is gone ; and the place thereof shall know it no
more." " Surely the people is gi'ass." At this solemn
time of God's judgment and man's impotence, when
the sword of the Lord is stretched over our mourn-
ing land, mowmg down the people as the scythe

sweeps down the mowing gi'ass, is it not a "time to

speak ? " TT't! are more peculiai'ly connected with

the soil and the operations of the husbandman. Let
us remember " the threshing place of ^\iaunah, the

Jebusite," " the angel that destroyed the people,"

and also the mercy that stayed the chastising hand.
Let us, as David did, lilt up our eyes, and see whence
the affliction comes ; let us, as he did, fall upon om-

faces before the Lord, instead of seeking, by human
means, to turn aside the sword. The faithful people

of God may do gi'eat things for their countiy's deli-

verance in times of perU and distress ; for the father

of the faithfid pleaded with God for the guilty city,

" and he said, I will not destroy it for ten's sake."

Let om- flowers repeat continually that solemn truth,

confirmed by the fall of thousands in our streets,

" Surely the people is gi'ass."

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
American Store Houses iJ. B. S.).—Your communication sliall

appear in our ne.\t double number ; it' you send your suggestions

they shall appear at the same time.
RiiDBABD Planting (J. Wilson).—The end of this month, and

from that time until February, during any dry open weather, is a

good time for doing this. Trench your ground deep, manure it

richly, and take care that your plants have each a plump healthy bud
at their top. Answers to your other questions nest week.
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Wintering Plants in Old Cucumber Bed (W. K).—Take
ont the decayed dung by all meaus, and fill up the space with coal-
ashes, to plung:e your potted plants in ; the manure would only tend
to keep up a root action, which is to be avoided in winter. See what
Mr. Beaton says to-day upon the subject.
Recipes for Gourd Soup, ^c. (A Lady Subscriber from the

first).—We shall be obliged by your forwarding the recipes. All
questions, but a few requiring consideration, have been answered
that have reached us within ten days from September 27th ; there-
fore, if yours remain unnoticed, the letter uever came to our ofBce.
Setting Cucumbers {A Country Subscriber).—It is not neces-

sary to impregnate the flowers of the cucumber for the purpose of
obtaining its fruit, but it is when seed is your object. The potato
murrain has not set in in the south, as you say it has in Cumberland,
and where it has appeared to an^ extent it is only among the late-
planted or the late-ripening yasieiries,; every result is in favour of
autumn planting. Apples are abundant in the southern counties,
hut pears generally have failed. Open the ground about five feet
from the stem of your unfruitful, over-luxuriant, mulberry tree, and
cut away its tap-root if it has one, or two or three of its main roots
if it has not one ; do this immediately. The Malta lettuce is very
good for a summer crop ; it is a cabbage lettuce ; we never heard it

called by any other name. You will find the explanation of plants
dedicated to each day at p. 176 of our first volume. The emphasis is

on the first syllable of f/tvnatis, and on the third of cenoiAera ; ane-
mone is correct, but a?iemone is the usual pronunciation.
Nitrate, Muriate, and Sulphate of Ammonia {W, B.,

Sheffield).—All these salts have been applied beneficially to flowers
in small quantities. If used as a liquid manure, half-an-ounee to a
gallon of water is sutEcient. Sulphate of ammonia is said to have
been applied in October to the soil destined to be planted with ra-
nunculuses with great benefit to them. If applied in the form of
powder, to be dug in immediately, one pound of any one of the am-
moniacal salts must be sprinkled over thirty square yards. We know
notiiing of the compound manure you mention.
List of Crocuses (F. C).—You are mistaken, we have not given

a long list of these flowers ; we will shortly publish a list of some of
the best. Your other question next week.
Persian Iris (0.).—Yours throws out many offsets but does not

bloom. It is not unusual for it to produce numerous offsets, and the
cause of not blooming is probably the want of proper soil ; it delights
in deep sandy loam, dry at the bottom.
Shrubs for a Damp Place (J6(rf).—IHagnolias and the snowdrop

tree A\iU thrive best there.

EucoMis UKDULATA {Ibid).—This is probably the plant you in-
quire about ; it is a Cape bulb, and grows in light sandy loam.
Ixias, Sparasis, Tritonias, Watsonias, Trichonertias. and a few others,
are treated as the Ixia, in sandy peat, to be potted now. Mr. JBeaton
will, ere long, give lists of fuchsias, verbenas, &c.
LiauiD Manure applied Undergrounu (J. D., Old Bromp-

io/i).—Your perforated zinc pipes will answer nearly as well as those
made of clay draining pipes. You will oblige us by letting us know
the result of the application both to your celery and asparagus. You
will probably have to take up the pipes laid horizontally to clean out
the sediment. We have no doubt of tlie application being beneficial.

_
Wintering Fuchsias (G. A.).~You have a bed of young fuch-

sias in pots, which you propose to winter by covering them with jiots,

and filling in between them with ashes, and to cover the whole with
double mats during hard frost. But why take such trouble, as j-^ou

have them in pots ? It would be much better to remove pots and
all under cover; any shed or cellar will keep them with half the
trouble, if you cover them with hay or straw to keep the frost from
them. It is of no advantage to keep the tops of such young plants
alive, as the roots will make better shoots next season.
Gloxinias, Gesnerias, and Achimenes (^ Reader from the

beginning).—These are kept dry in a warm place in winter, and early
in the spring arc potted in fresh soil, and brought forward in a stove
or hot-bed. They all do in the same compost—two-thirds sandy
peat and one-third light loam ; or they will do in peat and leaf-moulil
with sand ; or in rough sandy peat only ; the last is the safest for
amateurs. A damj) warm atmosphere is necessary, to grow them
well, till the flower-buds ap^iear, then they retjiurc a drier place, and
they flower best in summer in a cool greenhouse.
Japan Lilies (Mirf).—These (usually called Guernsey lilies) arc

perfectly hardy, and like a deep light soil ; when grown in pots
rough sandy peat is best for them. See Mr. Appleby's account of
the family, p. 30!), also p. 2yi, vol. ii.

Heating Pits (*\).—You cannot beat the two divisions at the
aame time by your arrangement of the flues and one fire; not, at
least, without trouble and a constant attendance to move the dampers ;

whichever flue heats the fastest when the dampers are drawn will
carry all the smoke, and the other must be fed as soon as the first is

hot cnougli. Give up the idea, and have the fire-place at one end of
the range; a front flue and one across each division at the farthest
ends will then suffice, with a damper anywhere between the two
ranges; by that damper you can regulate the heat, for the first or
tor the two divisions. You Iohc too much room by the return flues at
the back, far more than what the extra heat is worth.
Unfruitful Wall Trees (A. T. Blythe).—Your main wall f.ices

nearly due south; the earth is two feet above the level of a lane oti

the north side of the wall ; the soil light ; the trees do not bear.
IVIulehing the whole border, and watering with ponil water occasion-
ally, from the middle of May to the end of July, are the best remedies.

Rainbow Arrangemknt of Flowers (Ibid).~For your pur-
pohc the annuals mentioned at i)age» 13? and '274 of our first volume
arc the best for flower bitds in May. J,i»ts of spring-flowering hardy
bulbs have been given already, and Mr. Beaton will offer more advice

the subject immediately.

Error. —At p. 323, col. 1, line 20 from bottom, for " one eye"
read "few cyca."

Distance of Plants from Glass (Ibid).—The plants in your
pit during the winter should be six inches from the glass, hut some
of them must be more distant and some less, for they are of different
heights. We have had some all but touching the glass.

Chrysanthemums (Ibid).—These ought now to be in bud: of
course you have not stopped any of them since the end of July. If
you have, you nipt off the flower-buds.
Petunias (W. H. G.).—You had resolved to treat these plants as

annuals, and raise them from seed in the spring—abandoning the old
plants and taking no cuttings from them. Your seedlings, however,
are not worth looking at : the colour is good, but the size of none
much exceeds that of a shilling, neither of those in your pots or bor-
ders.—It is not in your power to improve them much, for seedling
petunias never improve in shape or colour, and hardly in size, by cul-
tivation. They turn out with all growers as they have with you

—

sometimes good, but oftencr good for nothing.
Night-blooming Stock {W. L. OUard).—'\:\\\s, the Mathiola

odoratissima, is worthy of all the care you can bestow on it. It is a
half-hardy frame plant, and we have seen it survive the winter close
under a wall in a light dry soil. It is, however, rather impatient of
a pot. Have it potted soon in light mould—using a small pot—tie it

to a neat stake and set it in the shade, say in a north window, for
three weeks. After that allow it a sunny aspect, but do not confine
it too long in a warm room. On fine sunny days place the pot out-
side all day, and be sparing with the \\ atering-pot. March or April
is the best time to strike cuttmgsfrom it in the usual way.
Madame Desprez Rose (Clericus, Beds).—Yon say" that buds of

this inserted in June have produced healthy shoots now bearing flower
buds. The circumstance is not unusual with gardeners. We have
seen a bud inserted early in June, which formed a large head for a
standard rose before the end of the season, and flowered from the
second week in July. That section of free-growing Bourbons to
which Madame Desprez belongs, if budded early in June, will unite
to the stock sufficiently in three weeks : and if the shoot of the stock
is then cut back, the bud starts, and is in bloom in less than a month.
Anemones (A Cottage Sufjscriber).^Yo\i have a box of anemones

grown to about " a couple of inches high, which appear to be stag-
nated in their growth," and you ask us their winter treatment. How
did they come to be " two inches high " about the middle of Septem-
ber ? They should rather have been at rest then. We presume they
were grown in the Ijox last season, and you let the rains start them
too soon. You must transplant them to a border at once, for the soil
in the box docs not suit them.
Vines (W. Newton, Castle Bromrvich),—Your vine leaves are no

doubt infected with the prevailing mildew, for wliich the only cure
known it would appear is sulphur. As to border making we will
soon endeavour to .assist you through The Cottage Gardener.
Look at Mr. Fish's remarks in a recent numlier.
Suggestions (J. M.).—Some of your suggestions have been

adopted; others cannot be at present; and some we have no means
of carrying out.

Night-blooming Stock {Twig).—This is the species referred to
by our correspondent at p. 2g of our second volume. Some direc-
tions as to its culture are given to-day, iu answer to another corre-
spondent. It is increased by young cuttings under a bell glass.
Fernery {R. G. L.).—li you will refer to Blr. Appleby's three

papers at pp. ys, 108, 128, in our first volume, you will find full direc-
tions for the construction of the fernery and the culture of the plants.
For nrum culture look to pp. 51 and 18(J of volume 2. For oleander
culture also consult the Index of our first volume. All the cassias
will grow well either in light loam or loam and peat niLxed.
Late Strawberry {W., Yarmouth).—The best latest is the

Elton. The White Alpine is small, but luscious, and will bear on
until winter.

Platform Planting {E. B., Beckenham).~Yo\x will find the
information you require in our ninth Number. There is a ])aper
there on the subject, by Mr. Errington ; though there is also much
relative to the same subject in other parts of our first volume.

Uniting Stocks (A'. Y, Z.)—You may unite the bees of two stocks
though situated at present in distant parts of the same apiary, or even
of the same garden.

Names of Plants {Clericus Sarisburiensis).-^Yoms is Loasa
luterilia. (Lover of Flowersfrom Childhood).—Wc cannot be cer-
tain of the fern from the specimen sent, but we think it is Polypodium
rjfusum. (G. J. M., Gateshead).—YQUI seeds are those of Canhta,
but we know of no such specific name as ticta. Cantua onata is

called Cantutica by the Peruvians. The flowers of the Cantua resem-
ble those of the Gilia and Ipomopsis. The Cantuas are pretty
greenhouse plants, witli white or |)urplish flowers, all natives of Peril
or Brazil. If the seeds were ours, we should sow some of them now,
and some not until next spring. The soil they prefer is a mixtm-c of
equal parts of loam, peat, and sand. (.1 Cutlugfr).—\Vc wish every
one would send specimens to name in the neat and easily-referred-to
order you adojit:—!, is Centaurea ryanus (Garden Blue-bottle).
2. Linnria purpuren (Purple Toad-flax)". 3, Achillea jUarmina plena
(Double-flowered Sneezcwort). 4, Lamium mitctilatum (Sjiutted
Archangel, or Dead Nettle), fi, Stennctis sprcioati (Shewy Steiiactis).
(1, is a syngenesious plant, but not in a condition to enable us to
name it.

London: Printed by Uarry Wooldridge, 1 17, Strand, in the
Parish of Saint Mary-le-Strand ; and Winchester High-street, in
the Parish of St. Mary Kalcndar ; :md Pubbshcd by Wii.liaim
Somervillr Orr, at the Oflice. 147, -Strand, in the Parish oJ
Saint Mary-lc-Strand, London.—October 4th, I8I9.
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So many applicatious aro now made to us for in-

structions liow to manage the removal of large

shrubs, which the owners wish to take fi-om some

jiart of their garden to other more desii'able sjjots,

that we will give an answer to one of the applicants

thus prominently, and our answer shall be suffici-

ently explicit to serve as a guide to others who wish

for information relative to similar transplantings.

The iuquker to whom we are about to reply spe-

cially, writes thus :
—" E. C. will feel much obliged for

any information about moving a fine standard ti'ee

of the Magnolia purpurea, which is at present in a

place where it cannot be seen, and where the soil is

quite worn out. The ti-ee is more than five feet high,

but has only room on one side to spread to the

ground. E. C. wishes to remove it, if it can be done,

to a bed by itself, with some good bog earth, and

where it can have jilenty of room." There will be

no difficulty in removing this MagnoUa pm-pm'ea if

the 2)lanter takes time to get up the roots without

cutting them much. Let the bog-earth bed be first

prepared ; out out a circular trench round the plant,

and tlu-ee feet from the stem, with a sharp spade, and

let the trench be 18 or 20 inches deep ; then, with

a three-pronged fork, loosen down the edges of tlie

ball of earth round the roots as deep as the trench,

and tlu'ow out this loose earth with the spade
;
pro-

ceed to loosen another portion, and throw that out

of the trench also; continue in tliis way until the

stem is nearly reached, taking care of all the roots

as they are disengaged fi'om the soil by tying them
in bundles, and folding them back, if possible, to-

wai'ds the stem. If any tap-roots are grown down

below the bottom of the trench, trace them out a

little deejier, and then cut them with a knife. If a

small portion of the earth will adhere round the stem,

aU the better, but it is not essential to success. If the

new bed is recently made, tread it firmly and evenly

where the tree is to bo planted, and spread out the

roots flatly on the surface, and di'ive down a stout

stake by the side of the stem to tie it to. Then

cover the roots gently, and with a rose watering-j)ot

poui- a few potsful of water over the roots as they

are being covered. The water will wash the finer

particles of earth into all the cavities ; and ore no ac-

count let the plant be shaken " to let the soil in

among the roots !" as old gardeners were accustomed

to .justify the treatment : it is an obsolete and mis-

taken practice which has killed thousands of plants.

Tlie roots as they are siqiai'atcd fi'oin the soU, and tied

in bundles as above directed, should be covered over

immediately with wetted straw, or other damp mate-

rial; for a very important point in all transplanting,

where to avoid any important check to the plant's

gi'owth is desirable, is to keep its roots from having

oven their surface diy. Witli reference to shaking

the newly-planted slirub, if the earth has heen pro-

])erly watered as wo have divoetrd, it will be suffici-

ently washed in among the roots, and the shaking

only either doubles up the young fibres, or creates

hoUows about them which it is so important to pre-

vent, that every precaution must be used to prevent

the shi-ub from being wind-waved. To a shrub four

or more feet high, there ought to be three stakes

placed at opposite sides, thrust very fimily into the

ground, and then ends meeting together so as to

clasp the stem of the shrub at rather above half its

height from the gi'ound.

The facts detailed by us last week relative to the

influence of heat upon seeds, and the necessity for its

presence to induce theii' germination, lead us, next, to

the veiy important inquiiy whether the soU has any

influence over the temjierature occmTiug to the seed,

and to the roots of plants placed beneath its surface.

The researches of M. Schluher and of others answer

this query in the affirmative. This distinguished

Gei-man chemist found tliat when the temperature

of the upper surface of the earth was 77° in the

shade, various soils in a wet and dry state, exposed

to the sun from eleven to three, in vessels four inches

square and half an inch deep, attained the tempera-

tures shewn in this table.

Wet. Dry.

SOioeous Sand, bright yellowish gray 90.1° 112.6°

Calcareous Sand, whitish gi-ay . . it!).3 112.1

Gypsum, bright white gray . . . U7.3 110.5

Sandy Clay, yellowish 9b.2 111.4

Loamy Clay, yellowish 90.1 112.1

Stitf Clay, or Brick Earth, yellowish

gray 99.3 112.3

Eine blmshj"giay Clay 90,5 113.0

Lime, white .
". 9U.1 109.4

Magnesia, pine white 95.2 108.0

Garden Mould, blackish gray . . . 90.5 113.5

Arable Soil, gi-ay 07.7 111.7

Slaty Marl, brownish red . . . .101.8 115.3

The results of M. Schluber's experiments demon-

strate that which om- knowledge of the laws of heat

would have induced us to pre-suppose ; namely, that

light coloured earths, by reason of their reflecting

most rays of heat, are warmed much more slowly

than dark colom-ed earths. It was this conclusion

which induced us, some years now past, to try the

efibct of sprinlding coal-ashes over rows of autumu-

sowu peas. The peas invariably appeared above the

soil some days before those in rows not similarly

treated. This acceleration of vegetation contuiuod

equally marked througliout tlieir growth, and is

further explained by otlier e.-ipcriments of IM. Schlu-

ber, which testify that those soils in the above table

which absorbed the heat most readily, retained it

most tenaciously, and consequently were longest

cooling. Magnesia cooled in one hour and twiiity

7ninutcs as much as the garden mould did in two
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liours and sixteen minutes, and the slaty marl in

tbvco hours and twenty-six minutes.

From a long continued series of experiments, we

ai-e now ahle to state irositively, that in light, weU-

drained soils, after exposure to frosts of many days'

continuance, during which the thermometer in the

open air by day did not rise above 39°, and at night

ranged between 31° and 2-5°, another thermometer at

six inches below the smface never fell below 33°, and

at twelve inches from the surface never was lower than

36°. In clayey or wet soils the freezing will pene-

trate to seven inches in severe winters. In every

instance we speak of the soil dug level ; if thrown up

into ridges, the cold will peneti-ate much fm-ther into

them. These facts demonstrate how small is the

danger of tubers and bulbs being frozen if properly

planted in a well-drained soil at six inches below its

surface; and at that depth, even if frozen, their thaw-

ing is so gradual that no injury arises. Upon this

subject, however, we may have some other observa-

tions to offer in connexion with the roots of plants.

The fact that the eai-th, in regions not eternally

ice-bound, never is reduced in temperature, at a few

inches from tho surface, so low as the exterior air in

winter, nor is elevated at a similar depth to an equal

degi-ee of warmth in summer, suggests the necessity

for more attention to the temperature of the soil in

our horticultural houses than it has hitherto obtained.

Attention is more awakened to it now than for-

merly, and by hottom-heat our gardeners now intend

somotliing more than a mass of fermenting matter

for forcing cucumbers or pine-apples.

It is quite cei-tain that every plant, when growing

in a favourite soil in its native climate, has its roots

growing in the temperature which is best accordant

with that in which its branches are deligliting. Under
no circumstances, if the plant is flourishing, will the

temperature in summer, at twelve inches from the

surface, be foimd to be less than 2°, nor more than
5° lower than the average temperatm'e of the atmo-

sphere ; and in winter, that temperature at the same
depth will be found to range similarly alove the atmo-

spheric temperature. There is no doubt that in tro-

pical climates the bare exposed soil becomes heated,

for a few inches in depth, to a degi-ee higher than

that of the air incumbent upon it. But this is not

the case about the roots of plants ; for their fohagc,

and the herbage naturally clothing the soil, preserve

this from such a pernicious elevation of temperature.

That such an excessive elevation is injurious is

known to every observer of plants, whether the

plants are gi-owing in the tropics or in a stove. The
roots are stimulated to imbibe moisture faster than

tho foliage can digest sufficiently the sap thus forced

to them, and that foliage is expanded wider and more
wcaldy in tho vain oilbrt to keep j^ace with tho sup-

ply. This is only one among many instances of that

in-operty, so wisely given to organised beings by their

Creator, of adapting themselves to circumstances

;

and it is only when the vicissitudes of those circum-

stances are too violent, or too long continued, that

they fail in their effort at conformity.

THE FfiUIT-GARDEN.
The storms peculiar to the season begin to re-

mind us that another winter approaches with rapid
strides, and that tho necessity for a prudent forecast

becomes daUy more manifest; every howling crevice,

indeed, as we sit by the flre-side, seems a monitor,
and appears to say, " Are you prepared for a period
of gloom and frost? When earth with its treasm'es

are bound up in the icy chains of the north, wUl you
be able to look back with pleasure on your past la-

bours, and to feel that you have omitted notliing

which, as far as within your reach, might add to the

comforts of this usually inauspicious season?" WeU
is it with those of a provident character who can re-

flect and mentally reply that they have anticipated

tho evU. day ; and well, indeed, is it for the cottage

children who possess such a father.

Fruit -GATHERING.—We will now advert to the

winding up of the fruit-gathering ; little of the ripen-

ing process wDl be facilitated out-doors after this

period. To be sure, a few of om- later fruits will stO
hang with tenacity to the tree, especially in our

northern counties. Amongst the p)eaohes, the Late
Admirable, the Bourdine, and the Catherine, may
stiU be found in ungenial situations. Amongst the

nectarines, such as the Late Newington ; among
plums, the Imperatrioe, tho Ickworth plum, and
Coe's Late Ked ; and, amongst pears, the Bemre
ranee, the Ne plus meuris, &c., &c. As for apples,

few of any merit adhere to the tree after this period

;

wo may, therefore, fairly presume that this useful

fruit is all housed. We need scarcely point to the

propriety of removing any leaves, coarse shoots, or

spray which may shade the fruit ; aU such precau-

tions wUl be necessary. We would, however, by no
means risk om' late pears out many days at this late

period, although they may not bend to the ordiuai-y

test of rijie fruit—tho parting easily from tlie tree;

yet the rule must be set aside for fear of the injurious

effects of frosts, which are apt to set in betimes in

some seasons ; indeed, no fruit may be considered

safe after the middle of October.

Whilst on the subject of lateness, wo may remark
that, having recently made a tour in some parts of

IJerbysliire, we were sm-prised to find them so very

backward. At a rectory garden the other Aaj, within

eight miles of Chesterfield, wo saw Golden Drop plums
stiU gi'een on a south wall : this was on the :ibth of

September. WliUst about tho same period wo found a

brown Ischia fig, in a eoiu't-yard at Derby, covered

with a splendid crop ; many perfectly ripe figs hav-

ing been gathered from it. There is a fire-place,

however, in the latter case behind. The damsons,
nevertheless, are as forward as they are in Cheshire;

and this seemed rather astonishing, until we learned

that the Golden Drops had been planted in a prepared
border, which had been, as too many borders arc, a

work of supererogation—too deep by far, and sunk
level with the walks over a subsoil of tho most tena-

cious clay. The damsons are only what is termed
" stuck in" by the coimtry folk ; no petting here.

Jt is lamentable to see, in so fine a country as Der-

byshire, such a scarcity of apple trees, seeing that

their soil in many parts is so well adapted for them.
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But tlie cottagers possess little or no garcleu-g:i-oimd,

aud from uot being used to culture of this sort, wo
wore told that they have no desire for any. One man,
wo were informed, who liad a quai'ter of an acre of
good soil placed in his hands for garden purposes,

immediately sowed the whole with oats, to save far-

ther trouble ! Those who do cultivate a little, seem
to pay little regard to fruit eidtnrc. But the wages
are high there, and this seems to lessen the desire

for a piece of ground of their own. About tliirteeii

shUliugs a week is given to strong labourers; whilst

in such counties as Dorset, Buckiughamshii'e, and
other localities far removed from commercial or

manufacturing affau's, wages are not more than eight

or nine shillings. We, therefore, fear that high
wages are not conducive to the extension of fi'uit

culture.

Those who have recently gathered much, fniit must
now be on the alert, to see that no undue fennonta-
tion takes place, and that the condensed moisture
does not adhere to the sides of the room. This must
be dissijiated by a judicious ventilation, which also

v\'ill tend to prevent or arrest the gi-owth of those
dark fungi, vvMch, after establishing themselves on
the sldu of the apjile, cause such iujmies as must
shorten the keeping period of the fmit.

^Vliere the ajjples are thrown down iu large heaps
in granaries or other store rooms, they should be ex-

amined occasionally ; and if any suspicious appear-
ances exist, the friut should he picked over, and
layers of well dried new straw occasionally intro-

d\iccd. This will serve to prevent the accumulation
uf any iujiu-ious amoiuit of heat, and the extension
of rot, which is sure to occur amongst the soundest
of friut more or less.

i\' any one desires to pit apples after the manner
of potatoes, a diy, sound, and somewhat elevated site

shoidd he selected, and one where water can never
rest. They shoidd have a good bed of sti'aw beneath
them, and be well surrounded by the same ; and it

would be well t(j introduce Icilu-diicd straw in alter-

nate layers all through the mass. The whole should
be so toj)2'ed up that water could by no possibility

enter.

The superior pears will, of coiu'se, be placed in
single layers on shelves, and hero they will require
little attention, except to watch their ripening ; for

although certain periods are assigned to each as a
sort of guide, their ripening will vary much with tho
seasons. We have tasted very good lieuiTc d'Arem-
bergs ill tlie first week of March, but we have never
been able to produce them lit for the table after the
middle of .February. On the contrary, they arc gene-
rally in the highest perfection about the middle of
December. The Easter beurre, we believe, has been
had ill perfection in some situations in March ; in

general they will become mealy aud almost insijiid

before (Christmas. The Pass (Jolmar we have bad
good through i'ebrunry : it is more generally in its

jirime, however, in the course of December.
All this points to the watchfulness necessary in the

fruit room, willioiit which the amateur may bo taken
liy surpri.se, a.iid disappointment will ensue.

Pears do not require so much ventilation as apples;
they do not perspire finite so much ; lUivertheless, we
are not aware that it does any harm beyond hurrying
Iheiu out of season slightly : and it is hardly worth
the while of those on a limited scale to attempt to

keep th(un se))arate. We would advise that they ho
successively introduced to a warm room if possible

about one week before wanted for use. Tiiey must,
however, be kept in the darit, oi' rather covered from

the too severe action of a fire-dried atmosphere ; such
is apt to shrivel them and to rob them too mucli of
theii- juices. The temperature of the room shoidd
range from 55° to 65°

; a greater heat would be pre-
judicial

; a state of an-, in fact, similar to line weather
in the end of September.

Those who possess fi-iut of the Service ti-ec shoidd
place them on shelves in a dry room, where they will
keep a good while and gradually become mellow.
They should be gathered towards the end of October,
whether quite ripe or uot, for they will not eudiu-e
much frost. li. Eebingion.

THE FLOWEll-GAEDEN.
Young Stock.—"How sliall I keep my cuttings of

verbenas, petimias, cidceolai-ias, &e., having neither
greenhouse nor pit?" is a question that has been
asked of us lately by many. Some have supjiosed
that such cuttuigs could be kept dry in an upper
room ; others that they might be cut down like pelar-

goniums, and the bottoms woidd keep over the
winter in a dry state ; while a third party inquii-ed

if they coidd he kept in a dark room. One sliort

answer will settle tlie whole. Cuttings, or newly-
rooted young plants, cannot be kept by any of these

means. They must liavo light, air, and waniith, all

the winter through, and be regularly watered, or, at

least, the sod must not be allowed to get ijiutc dry.

A much better plan, therefore, would be to keep as

many old plants as possible, and make cuttings in

tho sj>ring, and give up autumn cuttings altogether.

Calceolarias may he jiotted easily enough from tlio

borders, and it may he done oven now ; and so with

verbenas also, but they are very difficidt to establish

at first, and shoidd not be put under cover for a fort-

night or three weeks after potting fi-om tho borders
so late in the season. Old jietunkis are good for no-

thing, or next to it, and there is no certainty in their

seeds coming true ; but one nice plant kept in a
pot from last summer would easily live in a window,
and, with the help of a cucumber-bed, would produce
as many cuttings early in the spring as would make
a good bed. Gardeners keep these cuttings in wliat

they call store pots all the winter ; that is, pots filled

with numbers of newly rooted cuttings, and il' they
iu'e late, or got mildewed, as verbenas often do in

winter, they put them in heat in January or Feb-
ruary to force, aud make fresh cuttings from the

young tops, and then throw away the diseased parent
jilant ; but stdiihur will keep down the mildew. 1

have always found that cuttings keep better if a
shght covering of sand is oil the lop of the jiot in

winter, but this might deceive strangers, as the siuid

is soon dry id'ter watering, so that one might think

the pots \vanted water almost every day, hut the

truth is they do uot want water nearly so often as

they would without the sand covering, for as soon as

the sand is dry it prevents evaporation from the soil,

and so the jiots need uot be watered so often.

1 know a farmer's wife who is very clever in keep-

ing jilaiits of all ages tlnough the winter, and she

puts a layer of sand over all her pots late in the

autumn. I know that she has lots oi' cuttings now
that are hardly rooted, and she says she has no i'ears

at all aliout them ; but she has a good room and
windows for them, a.nd generally there is agooil roar-

ing wood fire in the room, and no insect dai'es come
near them, as pipes and cigars are often in requisition.

Budding Pi.anis.—1 make more beds tlinn her

Majesty's housemaids, jialace-niiiids, and all, and I
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put all sorts of fine things in tlicm, they say—more
so, indeed, than most gardeners. Howevei-, 1 some-

times lied pUmts tliat are not very fine, and some of

wliich tlie less said about tliem the bettor for tlieir

reputation. At all events I can give lists of all the

bedding-oiit plants, but I must do it in my own way,

a.nd at njy leisure : there is no gi-eat hnn-y now, or

for the next three mouths, as this is no time to in-

troduce strangers. Jjet us first have the winter over

before we buy in little delicate things for the flower

garden ; hut this is tlie best time in the year to buy
almost all other kinds of plants. This will be a

general answer to those who have written for such

lists. The only list that is pressing at present is

that of a few choice things to make up a gay flower

garden in April and May—two months which niay

be said to be out of the flower-garden calendar, if

one were to iudge by the haggard appearance of

nino-tenths of our best English gardens at that time.

In short, the thing is not fashionable. The gi'eat

peo])le go to London at that time to see the (jueen and
each otlier, and tlieir gai'deners then prepare their beds

for tlie summer and autumn display ; so that May,
at least, is a blank period in the flower-garden with

them, and honest people who live quietly at home
tliink it is time enough to he gay when the Priory

peojde, or the Hall or Castle gardens over the way,

arc so. There is no time in the year, however, when
it is easier and cheaper to have a gay flower-garden

than in May, but it is too late now to prepare for

this thoroughly, as the main force must be had from

annuals sown from the middle of August to the end
of September, and the best list of these for the piu--

pose is given at page 278 of our last volume. After

the annuals are oft', the halfhardy things take their

place, as only a very few annuals are fit for sinnmer
gardening. It is only patchwork to use any of them
tha.t will not flower ti'om June to October.

Hardy Bulbs, of which hyacinths are the chief,

are very numerous in varieties, and make gay spring
flowers from April to the end of May. We flower

about a thousand hyacinths here in the flower beds,

and other bulbs in proportion, and yet the family go
early to London for the gay season. Good hyacinths,

if well taken care of, will last no one knows how
long. I know some that have been grown in the
same garden since 1822, and they look and bloom
just as well as they did at first. It is impossible,

liowever, to keep many of the sorts for more than a
few seasons, owing to their being of a tender consti-

tution. Others never ripen properly in strong rich

land, and of coiu'se will soon wear out. Accidents
will liave a share of them now and then, and rats

always, when they can get at them ; so that, between
one thing and another, the most careful must go to

shop for some occasionally It is never a good plan
to let down the " stock" of any thing ; a few mixed
hyacinths, therefore, must he bought in every season
when a fine bloom is expected; and when taken in

large quantities, and in mixed samples, they are

nearly as clieap as potatoes. Deep sandy loa.m is

what tliey prosper in for years : it should he worked
twenty inches or two feet deep, and not a particle of

animal manure added to it, unless in the shape of
\\t[\iiA manure, and of that, if the season is dry at

tlie time they are pushing up their flower-stallcs, they
take large ipiantities ; decayed leaf-mould is also

good for them, and very decayed cow-dung, placed
eighteen inches below the liulbs, will give stronger
bloom for a season or two, hut in our climate the
bulbs soon die ott' if rich dung is used for them.

Last "November I potted about nnn hyacinths m
five-inch pots (60s), in very light sandy loam, for

some of the best beds near the mansion. The beds

were levelled, and the pots set in rows six inches

from centre to centre, and ten inches between the

rows; the spaces between the pots were filled up
with leaf-mould, and four inches of it all over the

pots: there was neither shelter nor shade given, aud

I never saw a finer bloom. In May, when the sum-

mer plants were ready for these beds, the hyacinths

were removed, and the pots plunged in light compost

in the reserve ground, and kept well watered until

the leaves withered. The strongest bulbs of these

win be potted again soon for the same purpose, with

a fresh lot to make up the fnll number, and the

weakest, with any doubtful ones, will ho planted in

light borders, and full five inches deep. It is a good

]ilan to plant these bulbs as deep as that, or even

deeper, if the bed is deep in proportion.

E.\RT,Y Tulips.—The varieties of these are endless,

beginning with the single and double Van Thol.

which with me begins to open about the 10th of

April in the open beds, and others ibllow on in suc-

cession tiU the middle of May. In ISKi I planted

•12 kinds of these early tulips, in order to pick out

such as would bed well together, aud of one colour,

for that is the only way to give effect in a flower bed.

I have all my remarks now before me, a.nd shall

note down a few, which any one may rely on if he

gets the true bulbs. There were three most beauti-

ful yellow ones of the same size, and came into

bloom on the 10th and 12th of Ain-il. A dozen of

each in a bed near the house would make a fine vii-

riety. Their names are Cumin/ Bird, ViTmillinii

BriUiant, and Prince ilti Ligne. They would make

a nice edging to a mixed bed of early tulips. The

yellow shades are diff'erent ; therefore, if planted in

a row as an edging, they would look better if two

of a sort be not planted together. For a red bed I

marked Pnrpnr Kronn (that is. Purple Crown), a fine

purplish red, and double ; Olaramond, rosy red ;
and

ArcHtc, a reddish yellow. These throe correspond

in height, in their time of flowering, and agreed bet-

ter than one would think from the description ol'

their colour. Eoi/al Standard, single, red and white,

is a fine one for' a bed by itself; and so are Onldcn

Standard, single, red and yellow ; Due d' N'cnumrs,

red and yellow; and Aimahle ronr/c, dwarf red, fine.

The four latest were Maria d' Medicis, yellow and

rose ; Chineuse, cherry and red ; Pceomj, rose
;
and

Oato, reddish. Rex riihrum is the best of the early

double tulips for a bed, a large and veiy dark red

flower ; Marriaijc de ma Pille, a variegated one, is the

next best; and nearly equal to it is the Tnrncsol.

orange and yellow : these three would make a fine

bed of themselves. One singular feature in these

early tulips is that there is hardly a good white flower

amongst them all : La Candcur is but a dirty gi-aeu-

ish white, and the so called White Poltfhnkkcr is not

much better. There is a wliite Van Thol, but I have

not yet seen it.

Now, these notices are chiefly intended for those

who have some knowledge of the subject, i'or such

as know nothing of sucli things, by far the best way

is to buy the cheapest mixtures that one can meet

with, plant them altogether in a bed or border, and

make notes of their height, colour, aud time ol

flowering, so as to have them better arranged uext

time ; and, lastly, there are three or four callctl Parrot

tidips, with great loppy flowers, but they make a

variety in the spring. From a penny to three pence

each you may buy all these, but taking them by the
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gi'oss they seldom cost more than ten shillings the

hmidi-fid.

The Naboissus Tribes fimiish a largo assortment
of spring flowering bulbs. Those called Polyanthus
narcissus are very numerons, and amongst the liest

for rows, patches, or beds, is Grand Monarqiie, one
of the best whites, and Solcil cV Or, the best yellow.

But their names are endless, and any nurseryman
can furnish a dozen or two of good named sorts of

narcissus.

Then como the single and double Jonquils, a

smallish kind of narcissus, with yellow flowers and
rush-like loaves ; and when once you have a patch
or two of these they increase very fast.

Tlio old Crown Imperials, which one may see in

every cottage garden all over the country, have run
into ten or a dozen varieties, and all of them are

useful for borders in the spring : and thou the Turban
ranunculus—what is more beautiful than a bed or au
edging of the scai'lct Turban ? Moreover, there is

a yellow and a black Turban, which are not quite so

bright as tlie scarlet ones. If these are set a couple

of inches deep it will do vei-y well, but there should

be two plantings of tliem, one in November and
one in Februaiy. This will prolong their bloomuig
season in the spring.

Tlie large double scarlet anemones may also have
the same treatment ; and where is there a finer spring
flowering plant ? Whether in single rows, along the

side of a border, or only in patches here and there,

tliey make a very showy a]ipearance, and a full bed
of them near the windows is gayer than any other.

A south border of deep sandy loam under the

windows and on each side of the door would be the

best place for the Belladonna amarylUs ; and if they
are planted noic, and placed full six inches below the

surface, and allowed to take their own way for years,

tliey would bloom in the autumn, after the first year

or two, for a generation; and tliey are more than
bcautiiul, for 1 took a party of young ladies who
read The Cottage Gardener to see those in bloom
liere the other day, and they said they wore " lovely,"

and indeed so they were, and so were the young
ladies too, for they are " so fond of flowers."

I must not say what the prices of these bulbs are,

or where tliey are to be bought, farther than that

tliey are all cheap enough lor any one, and that

any nurseryman can got them if he likes for a cus-

tomer, supposing ho does not already possess tliem.

We are olten asljed wlicro to buy so-and-so, but it

would be a great injustice if any public writer were
to recommend one tradesman more than another.

The English are renowned all over the world for

fair play, and let us keep up om- credit and be thankfid.

D. Beaton.

GREENPIOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

Cleanliness.—It has been said that " cleanliness
is akin to godliness." Wo are no admirers of the
practice of over and anon introducing proverbs and
the sayings of great men, as clinchers, to a statement
or argument, accompanied with a certain expr(!Ssion,

as much as to say, " Who can caU in question my
ojiinions now?" Yet, nevertheless, distinguishing
between the abuse and the use, wo confess to a rever-
ence for many of those pithy sentences—the concen-
trated wisdom of ages, 'j'rue, some of them have
found acceptance with, and thus moulded the action
of, masses, that would bo found erroneous when ex-

amined in the light of a high-toned morality, or even
when tested by those principles which regulate our
true self-interest in a social point of view. Ikit if

evil has been done by a few of tliose pitliy sentences,

it has been more than counterbalanced by the bene-

fits resulting from those trae intellectual and moral
gems, wliich, dropping upon the listless ear like the

dewdi'op on the flower, have thus succeeded, without
exciting cither opposition or resentment, in arousing
thought, and then been followed witli what we are

told is likely to accompany " words in season fitly

spoken." Among these pearls we class the statement
with which we have commenced, believing that clean-

liness is as necessary to the healthy and happy exer-

cise of the bodily powers, as godliness is requisite

for tlie expanding, maturing, and purifying of tlio

moral and intellectual natures. Nay, that where
jihysical cleanliness does not exist, the mind being
ever acted upon by external circumstances, is in

danger of becoming dusty, cobwebbed, and polluted,

and thus unfitted for receiving those lucid impres-

sions of beauty and purity in the realisation of which
our chief rational happiness consists.

But why introduce such observations at all in a
work devoted to cottage gardening ? There are many
reasons ; we can only glance at a few. This is the

first work that has attempted, as a periodical, to

teach gardening at such a price as to come within
the reach of the masses, and in such a manner as to

make people better as well as wiser. Great incom-
petencies may exist for the task, hut if I mistalce not
tills is the object aimed at. Many purchase the

work because they find it to be for their interest and
pleasm'c to do so. Many subscribe that thus tliey

may have it in their power the better to assist 'their

humbler brethren. The latter would be greatly in-

creased in their nimibers did they at once perceive

that good gardening and a love of the beautifid in

flowers were powerful antagonists to untidiness and
filth. Self-interest will force this upon men's atten-

tion, if the voice of benevolence be hushed, 'llie

contagions disease—sweeping ofi" its victims, the

spawny brood of ilii't and putridity—will not be con-

fined to the spots where it originates. Society is a

whole. A part, however anxious it may be, cannot

so isolate itself as to be beyond the influence of the

rest. Tlie smallest sjn-ing in that huge social ma-
chine will exert its power for good or ill. No man
can live for himself. Neglect of social duty is crime,

and that will be followed by its appropriate punish-

ment. AVhother, then, is the better—cheap benevo-

lent jirevention, or costly seU-interested cure?

All are agreed that oleanhness is the great enemy
of the loathsome in disease. Hundreds of instances

present themselves as proof that good a,nd clean gar-

dening, and tidiness in the dwelling, and cleanliness

in the person, Just act and react upon eacli other.

Many fellow cottagers have told me that they never
read—never cared about thinking—never, in the

genuine Mrs. McChirty style, " fashed" themselves

aliout either their persons or their clothing until they

were led into a. love of gardening. Formerly, the

pipe and the tankard constituted their elysium—now,
]ilaiUs and books are essential to their happiness.

Passing sometime ago a hapjiy group who thus had
been changed into comfort i'rom wretchedness, I ac-

costed the head of the family, who was vigorously

plying a short-pronged instiiuncnt in the shape of a
boo. " Well, neighbour, loosenhig the weeds, eh ?"

"Oh, no," says lio in reply, " can't afi'ord to have
weeds often ; 1 am trying to let the air in, and keep

the dry heat out in tins parching weather. My good
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industrious neiglibom-, Mr. Love-old-ways, has been

toiling himself to death iu siufaoe watering every

night, but you see, sir, my pi-ouged hoe beats his

water-can hollow." In the window were a few plants

fit for a lady's parlour, and everything within doors

clean and comfortable. Passing on, wo came to a

cottage with rather too many plants in the window

;

the colour of the leaves scarcely disoerniblo, so coated

wiiAi dust and insects. Need we progi-css farther to

find traces of tardmess and neglect?

"Ah, now," says Mr. Qiubblo, "I have fau-ly

caught you ti'ipping, Mr. F -. Surely no one
would put these plants in then- window that did not

love them; and you have as much as said that where
that love existed, untidiness would be a stranger."

No, not quite so much as that. Many, veiy many,
put plants in their window, not because they really

love them, but because they v/ish to bo thought as

genteel and grand as their neighbours. The flower

in a pot is, in such ch'ciunstances, merely viewed as

an emblem of having gained a certain position in

society. Let the fashion only change, and they woidd
at once change with it. Again, many who love

flowers allow their plants to get dirty and dusty be-

cause they are ignorant how to treat tliem. The ini-

tiated are too apt to imagine that the effect produced
upon vegetation when dusty by a good shower of

rain would teach the possessors of plants a lesson

never to be forgotten. But they forget that they

gained the knowledge they possecs not at once, but
by degi-ees. They forget that great truths and great

principles are only simjjle riftcr thoy are known.
Many laboiu'ers will sit carelessly for hom's in wet
clothing, never dreaming that they are laying the

foundation for rheumatism and prematm'c old age.

Others will be as careless of changing their body
clothing as a Turk, and, far from imitatnig him in

the use of the water bath, will entertain as great an
aversion to water as some of our northern fiiends,

who looked upon its use, inside or outside, as the

enemy of a sound constitution in the one case, and
the foe of a blooming complexion iu the other. And
so it is with many of the lovers of plants ; thoy won-
der how they look so sickly; the leaves may be co-

vered with dust, but they do not think that is the

cause. They may be awai-e of the unportance of rui-

obstructed jierspiration from tho skin, and fi'ce res-

piration by means of the lungs, so far as their own
health is concerned, but they have never been led to

think that the leaves of plants constitute alike organs
of respiration and perspiration, digestion and nutii-

tion, inspiring and respu-ing gases and an, and ab-

sorbLng and exhahug aqueous vapour. Plants would
be better attended to, and gardening better done,

coidd it be impressed upon the public mind that in

many respects the vegetable resembled tlie animal.

Hence to expect health in plants, with then leaves

enci'usted with dust, is just as wise as to expect

health iu your own body, with your skin varnished
to prevent perspiration; or, your huigs so treated as

to keep them, and the blood passing thi-oiigh them,
from atmospheric influence. The leaf of a plant is

amply supplied with orifices for vapour, and sto-

mates, or openings for air. So small are they that

thousands exist iu an inch. In many cases they
exist on both sides of the loaf; in general, they are

chiefly found on tho imdor side, as plates of metal
applied there have condensed vapour when none was
condensed upon the upper side. In aquatic plants,

whose leaves rest on the water, the orifices for trans-

piration exist only on the upper surface. The dif-

ference of plants in this respect, and tho extreme

variety in the skin or epidermis of the leaves, is a
study well worthy the attention of the amateur. The
more examined, it will tho more be found that in

wisdom all were formed. Even hairs on the loaves

and stems are considered to bo both absorbents and
protectors : they wUl often be fomid bending over

the skin of the leaf diu-ing tho day, and standing up-

right at night ; even tliis cannot be done when
clogged up with dust.

In alluding to these matters, all we wish at present

to inculcate is, to keep the leaves and stems of your
plants scrupulously clean ; otherwise, we might have
enforced the same advice by a lengthy reference to

tho beneficial effect of a healthy vegetation in puri-

fying our atmosphere, and the wondrous reciprocal

counexion existing between tho vegetable and the

animal—neither of them having the power to say to

tho other, " I have no need of thee !" the vegetable

fui'nisbing food to eat, and oxygen, or vital air to in-

hale, by the animal ; while the animal, by its decom-
position when dead, and by its excretions and tho

exhaling of carbonic acid gas when alive, furnishes

nourishment to the vegetable.

Thus, plants with dusty leaves can neither ho
healthy themselves nor the means of promoting the

health or the cheerfulness of their possessors. Would
you experience sometliing of the same pleasurable

exhOaration of spirits, when, after a cloudy morning,
the sun bursts in splendom- upon the clean deep
greeu foliage of the woodland, and thus excited you
by the fi-ee liberation of oxygen or vital air that was
thus accomplished?—then yom- plants must be clean,

and the mediumthrouf»h which the sun reaches them
clear- and transpai'ent. Eesolvo to neglect aU this,

then you had better discard your plants at once.

Their neglected condition is not only a satu-e upon
gardening, but fmiushes to every passer-by, whether
right or wrong, the means of passing an opinion

upon tho general state of your housekeeping. " Ali,"

says one, " this is aU very well. I could manage my
plants tolerably in summer, when they coidd stand

u])on the window-sill ; and I can clean the jiots now,
which I suppose you consider indispensable. And
it is an easy matter for my wealthy neighboiirs (some
of whom, however, would be none tho worse for a
hin t.) to keep their plants nice, with the clean stages

in then greenhouses and beautiful floors of their con-

servatories ; but there, now, what am I to do, when
my prized plants will soon bo all indoors, to enable

them to perspire and respire, or what we simjilo

2ieople woifld tei-m sweat and breathe, when eveiy

time I sweep that large room, after the rompiugs of

so many ckildi'en, even when I damp it with leaves

from the tea-pot, a quantity of dust is sure to settle

upon them ?" In reply : move the plants when you
sweep tho room, or, what will bo sooner done, havo
a neat light cloth for covering them during the ope-

ration. If a little dust should, nevertheless, adhere,

scatter it with a soft hair-brush, such as housemaids
use ; wliich, however, will chiefly be useful if you
live in a smoky citj'. Then, as your plants will, ne-

vertheless, get dingy, take them to the kitchen sink,

or out of doors on a mUd day ; wet all tlie foliage

either from a sjainge or tho rose of a waterpot, hold-

ing or placing the plaut in such a position that the

water cannot enter, and so deluge the soU in the pot;

then wash the leaves -with a sponge, and give a
flrdshing dredging fi-om the waterpot, and tho aspect

of your plants wLQ amply repay you for the labour.

After once you have shown them the way, the clul-

dren will manage it all for you, and thus uncon-

sciously they will be aoquu'iug tastes that will accom-
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pany them to their benefit through life. There are

many things that will now have finished their growtli

and plumped their huds that will not require this at-

tention during the coming winter ; but then, it' pos-

sible, tliey shoiild never be prominently introduced

to notice in the sitting-room. By following the al-.ove

simple method, I have seen plants kept in beautiful

health, not for a month or two, but during the entire

season, in smokj' London ; but then tlie (jirhrns wlio

had tho charge of them loved their protegees, were
always learning their nature, understood at a glance

what they wanted, were liberal in sprinkling and rub-

bing tlic foliage when no water was wanted at the

root, and in geuersd did aU this in the gossiping

twilight hour, when scarcely anything else could be
done. Worthy to be called relations these of the

Aunt Harriet so innnortalised in these pages ! Would
such tastes unfit them for tlie sterner duties of rear-

ing little Viunian jilants, on whicli duties they have
now enti'red '.' Would they be less capable of engag-

ing in the " delightful task, to rear the tender thought
—to teach the young idea how to shoot," &o. ? Would
you imitate their success? Then follow their ex-

amples R. Fisii.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.

EXOTIC ORCHIDACE.E.
Routine Culture for October.—The days oi'e

now shortening fast, and the orchids will soon feel

the want of light.

Water.—Great care is. requisite now in the appli-

cation of water, and of moisture in the air. Many of

the Dendroh'uf ought by this titoe to have made their

full growth ; from such withhold water nearly alto-

gether, and lessen the heat at the same time. Phice

tliem in tho cool house (see next week's number) :

this will consolidate or ripen tho pseudo-bulbs, and

cause them to produce flowers abundantly. Any
other tribes should bo treated in a similar manner if

their growth for this year is perfected. Tliero will

be, however, several that are still growing. To these

supply a moderate portion of water, much less than

diu-ing the summer months. Apply it to the compost

in pots or liaskets by means of a small spoiited wa-

tering pot, without wetting the leaves or any part of

the ])lants.

Thoso on logs should have a sprinkling of water

on all line mornings when there is any prospect of

sunshine. On dull, wet days omit the syringing

altogether; also on all days avoid, at this dull season

of the year, the use of the syringe in the evening.

We b.ove seen many a healthy promising young
shoot damped off by a too aliundant application oj'

water iii tho evening. There ought to be a degree of

moisture in the air of the liouse where plants are

growing at all times of the year, but tliat moisture

ouglit to he considerably lessened in tbe autumn .and

wiTiter months. Tho walls and wallis may now bo

moist(!ned only in tho morning, unless, on rare occa-

sions, when the sun shines clearly and brightly all

tho day. When tli!i,t happens apply water to tlie

walls, &c., early in the afternoon.

S'h'ith; may now be dispensed with entirely. The
creepers, if any, should bo shortened in very much,

to allow tho jilants as much light as possible. They
need it all now.

Air and Heat.—Whenever the temperature of tho

house rises to 70", admit air to reduce it to 03°. Let
.this he tlie standard heat during the day to aim at

until the end of the month. The night heat should

not exceed 00° nor fall below ri.-j". If the last thing

at night the house is left at tbe maximum heat, and
in the morning it is found at the minimum heat, it

will be quite correct. Tlie grower may rest satisfied

his plants are comfortable.

Pottiiif/.—We have often been asked the question,
" V/hen is the proper time to pot orchids, or to basket

or fresh log them?" Our answer was, " (Tcnerally

speaking the months of January, February, and
ilarch, ai-e the proper times, but as there is no rule

without exceptions, some orchids require jiotting at

all seasons of the year. The beginner may know
when to pot his plants by this observation :—If they
are detennined to grow, even now they must be pot-

ted. The only precaution necessary to observe will

be to use the stuff you pot them in (for it can ha.rdly

be called soil) in a moderately dry state, and give no
water excepting a sprinkling to settle the compost.

The operation of potting an orchid we shall de-

scribe, because many of om' readers will not know
how to perform it coiTOctly. In the first place, have
ready a quantity of broken ])ots or potsherds of seve-

ral sizes ; next, procin-e some good turfy jieat, knock
it into pieces with a heavy hammer, crushing the

finer soil entirely out of it ; then pass it through a

fine sieve, and what remains in the sieve is the best

stuff for orchids ; it is light, open, and porous. Next,

have some charcoal at hand broken into pieces no
larger than a hen's egg, nor smaller than a hazel nut.

Another article, and you will have all you need for

pots and baskets : this is white bog moss or sphag-

num, which should be partially chopped with a sharp

hatchet, and the dust also sifted out of it. We liave

a great abhorreuoe for anything close or tine about

orchids, excepting ten-estrial ones. We will bei'c ex

plain that terrestrial orchids are those growing on
the earth, whilst epiphytal orchids, or epiphytes, are

those grov/iug upon trees or logs of wood.
Having all in readiness, take your phant, tavn it

out of tbe pot carefidly, be mindful of tlie roots, and
bruise or injure them as little as possible. Perhaps

some roots will be found adhering very firmly to the

sides of tlie pot; to part them from which we have

used a long tldn-bladed knife, thrusting it carefully

down betwTen the root and tbe pot. In very bad
cases we have found it necessaiy to break the pot,

but this must be done very gently, or the vei-y act of

breaking may destroy the roots. The plant being

cleared fi'om the pot, shake away all the old com-

post : then examine the roots closely, and cut oil' all

the dead ones. This is a convenient opportunity

also to look after insects, especially the white scale,

the most iieruicious of all vermin to orchids (excejit-

ing, perhaps, the black thrip). With a brush clean

tliom iiU ofi', and wash the whole plant with strong

soap water. Your plant is now ready for potting.

Chooso a ])0t of the proper size
;
genei'ally speaking

orchids, to grow them well, take larger pots in pro-

portion to their size than any other class of )ilants.

Let your pots be perfectly clean both inside and out.

Lay a large piece of potsherd over the hole at the

bottom of the pot; then place some r.atber smaller

jiieces of the same, and over these tho smallest ones.

Altogether the pot ought to bo three parts filled with

this drainage. This point is of the iitmost import-

ance, for if tho ]ilants are not siqierlatively well

drained they will not thrive long or satisfactorily.

Ovei- tliis drainage place a thin layer of charcoal,

and then a layer of the turfy peat, mi.\ing witli it

some broken pots and charcoal. Introduce the plant

now, and spread the roots, if many, all over the sur-

face of the com]iost, working it amongst them, gra-
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dually fllliug it iu till the pot is full, ancVkcoping the

boJy of the plant well up; raise the compost up

about two or tliree inches above the level of the edge

of the pot iu proportion to its width. A small pot

need not liave the plant above one inch raised, a

middling plant two inches, and for the largest sized

plant three inches wUl be sufficient. The whole of

the plant, pseudo-bulbs and all, excepting the roots,

ought to stand clear up above the compost. It will

be loose and ready to tumble over if of such kinds as

CaUkijus or DendruUums ; to prevent which thrust

into tlie compost some stout sticks, and tie each

pseudo-lndb to each stick firmly. These will socm-e

the plant, and give it a neat, tidy appearance.

We have tluis described the method of potting an

orchid, and this method will suit the greater num-
ber. For some others a dift'erent way and diilerent

compost, or article to grow in, is required, which we
must defer describing tiU a furtlier opportunity oc-

curs, our space for this part of our subject being

liUed.

FLOKISTS' FLOWERS.
Carnation and Picotee.—The weather still con-

tinues open and moderately line, but as it cannot be

exjiected to continue long, it is advisable to bo pre-

pared for tlio change. Frosty nights and cold wet
days will soon injure these flowers ; tlierefore, wo ad-

vise their removal into winter quarters without any
delay. The best situation for them is an open one

facing the south. Place tliem in frames upon a stra-

tum of rough coal-ashes, at least two inches thici<.

We suppose tiiem to be in pairs in pots about live

inches wide, and in perfect healtli, and it must be

the groat care of the florist (whether a dealer, an
amateur, or a cottager) to keep them so. In remov-
ing them, do as we recommended for tlie auricula;

examine the underside of each pot, kiD all slugs

there, destroy any worms that may appear, and leave

tlie drainage open and in good order. Let the jiots

be clean washed, and stir the surface of the soil

;

then place them in the frames, near the glass, and
Rive plenty of air. JJraw off the hghts on all fine

days, and tilt them behind on wet rainy ones. With
these points attended to properly, and on all occasions,

the plants will do weU through the winter, and flower

well in the ensuing summer.
Tulip.—The season for planting these gay flowers

is fast approaching, and the florist will do wisely to

be preparing for it. If the insti'uotions given in a
late nuurber have been acted upon and carried out,

the bed will now be open ; that is, the soil will be
laid in ridges on each side of the lied, and a coaling

of very decayed cow-dung laid at the bottom. Let
the soil now be levelled down into its place, leaving

it about three inches above the walks. If the bed
has not been edged with anything it may be done
now. Dressed slate, about half an inch thick, six or

eight inches wide, and as long as can be obtained
conveniently, is by far the best edgnig for any kind
of florists' liowers. We saw lately in the gardens at

Tatton Park, in Cheshire, an edging of hard-burnt
earthenware that was excellent, and would answei"

well if generally adopted. We should imagine any
potter in the kingdom would be glad to make and
burn them properly if requested to imdortako such a

job. When neither slate nor the above-iuimcd cartli-

enwaro edging can be had, narrow edgings of wood
will answer every purpose excepting that of lasting.

Strong sliort stakes driven firmly down, and the edg-

nig nailed to it, is the most substantial way of jmt-

ting down a board edging. The soil being levelled,

let it bo sheltered from very heavy rains either by
boards set up over the bed, or by hoops and mats.

Gentle rains will be of advantage, but heavy con-

tinued showers will make the soil wet, clammy, and

unfit for planting at the proper season; but if the

soil is moderately dry the bulbs can be put in as

soon as the planting time arrives. T. AePLEUY.

THE KITCHEN-GAEDEN.
Asi'AKAGUs.—Attend to the directions given iu oiu'

last number, and as soon as the stalks are lipe let

them be cut down on some dry day. Even if not at

the present time required for thatching temporary

sheds for storing away the pea and bean sticks, or

any other similar purpose, still let tlie asparagus

stalks be tied up in bundles and stored away untd

wanted. They will, no doubt, come iu usefully in the

winter season for protecting purposes. Two or tlirei!

of the best plants should be marked in tlie summer
season, so that the seed may be saved from the finest

shoots, and it is now time to harvest it. Those who
may have any good rotten maniu'e of any kind to

spare, will do well on frosty mornings in the winter

to wheel ou a liberal dressing, and spread it all over

the asparagus plantations, whether iu beds and
alleys, or iu single rows, as du-ected last week.

Cahhage Plants.—Prick out, if you have any sjiare

corners or sloping banks, all the spare cabbage plants

you have; and if you have no gi'ouud available lor

this purpose, then clear the seed beds of all decayed

leaves, weeds, and i-ubbish, and sift iu amongst tho

plants souie dry common soil in good pulverised con-

dition, which will strengthen the crop and seeia-e a

good store for spruig planting, for it is impossible to

say what may he requu-ed after the ravages of a severe

winter.

Cahrots.—The Early Horn may now be advan-

tageously sown for early coming in next spring. If

any old temporary frames or lights can be spared for

the purpose, so much the better; and any kind of

fermenting materials for making a slight hot-be:l

will be of great assistance. Temporary ^lits may be

formed with sods of soil, old slabs or boards, &c. Lf

covered with glass, let tho soil be placed close to it,

so that the young plants may be strengthened, and
canker or shanldng be thus prevented. If the seed

is sown without any protection, choose a warm dry

spot or sloping bank. The Early Horn of this sea-

son's growth which arc still remaining iu the soil

shoidd be taken up at once, and stored in tolerably

dry saud, or stacked iu ridges iu a dry situation,

earthed over and thatched

CaolU'Xoweks.—Keep previous directions iu view.

If early cauliflowers are requii'ed at an eaily season

next spring, continue to jirick out plentifully, sm-
facc sturuig at the same time, and .silting dry dust

amongst tlie )dauts if tho vi'eather continues damp.
The late planted cauliflowers of this season should

be carefully watched, and as soon as the head or

flower shows, pull them up, and hang them by the

roots iu some shed where air can be admitted wlien

necessary. Cauliflowers may, by care and attention,

be seom-ed in succession throughout tho whiter and
early spring months. After luuigiug some time in

these sheds as above reiioinmended, the plants will

lose their le.avcs, which is of no great consequence,

as the flower itself will be supported a considerable

time from its stem. It is only necessary to cut them
a few hours previous to their being required for use.
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and to place them iu clear water. Another mode of

])reserviiig cauliflowers and broooli, any frosty look-

ing evening whilst they are growing and are not quite

ready to cut, is to turn in a few of their leaves over

tlio heads, wliich will savefmany a head' fi'oin^ the

slight frosts and sunny days.

Celehy.—The present is a good time to make choice

of, and put out, your plants for seed. Earthing up and
bleaching must be duly attended to, and where taldng

up has commenced, the soU should be turned back in

ridges on a i-egular system, to pulverize and sweeten,

a plan which is far preferable and quite as easy to

adopt as that of covering over the earth and ti"ampling

on it, in an untidy manner. Method, order, and the

economy of time are three most important points in

the management of a garden, as well as of most other

things, and must be strictly attended to.

Those who have a warm border to spare, may now
plant a few early Mazagan or Long-iiod beans, and also

another small portion of Short-top radishes.

Se.i-kale.—The plants on the quarters or beds,

some portion of which are intended for early forcing,

should have all the leaves removed that are ripe and
wiU separate li-om the crown easily. Do this with the

hand without injuidng the crowns, and if any are not
ripe enough, leave them a little longer. Clear all

away, with weeds also, and then immediately give

the whole of the beds a good dusting with slacked

quick lime, to kUl the slugs, &c. When this is done,

fork up the soil over the beds and in the alleys

very carefully, so as not to injure the roots, then give

the beds a good top dressing; the soil from an old

cucumber or melon bed is excellent for this jnn-pose

;

take two-thirds of this and one-thii'd of coal ashes, all

well mixed togetlier. Just give the whole beds two
inches in tliickness of this compost. By attending to

the above directions, the beds will be found in excel-

lent order to be put into action in the next montli, as

there is no plan of forcing sea-kale so good as that of

inverting over the plants large flower-pots, or the pro-

per sea-kale-pots, and covering them with fermenting
leaves, and if leaves are not to be had, long dung li-om

the stable that has been tin-ned over thi'oe or fom-
times to sweeten.

Endive.—FuU-gTown endive plants should be
looked alter in this vaiiahle season, to keep wet and
frosts out of thou- hearts.

Onions.—Those who want large onions to make
up the loss of a full ci-oji of this season's growtli

sliould transplant a quantity fi-om their seed bods
which wore sown in August. Choose a good open
quarter well prepared, and line out beds three or

foiu- feet wide ; make them two or three inches higher
than the paths, then plant the onions sLx inches
distant every way from each otlicr, and the work is

done. These onions are found very useful for early

summer use. James Barnes & W.

MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION.

OUR VILLAGE WALKS.
(No. 1.)

EvuRV tiling that belongs to the country possesses
a jieculiar cliarm, and the simplest observations upon
what passes before our oj-cs, however feebly and im-
perfectly expressed, must bo in some measure inter-

esting, because whatever wo see is beautiful, whatever
we hear is musical, and wherever wo go we witness
the hand and seal of Uod. Walks in the country.

among picturesque scenery, among cottages, and gar-
dens, and orchards, and woods, afford abundant en-
joyment and deep instruction. If we did but under-
stand only half what we see, it would be a ponderous
volume ; for a loaf plucked as we pass would furnish
a store of information, and sm-prise and deUght us
with the wonders of its perfect form. Every blade
of grass that we press beneath om- feet, every j^ebble

that lies in our path, have a thousand interesting
firings to say, if we understood their language ; and
it is a subject of deep regi-et that we have not suffi-

ciently studied every branch of knowledge, so as to

be able to interpret the " unknown tongues" of the

many wonderful works of God.
Man's first home was a garden, his first employment

was " to dress it, and to keep it," his first happy, sin-

less days were passed among fi-uits and flowers ! Tlie

love of gardening still cleaves to us; the tastes, as

well as the sin, of our first parents have descended to

their posterity ; and although the gi-ound is cm-sed
for Adam's sake ; although " thorns and thistles" spring-

up on every side, and " in the sweat of his face" man
wni evermore " eat bread," yet it has pleased a God
of tender pity, who even in wi-ath remembers mercy,
so to sweeten his toU and lighten Iris afiiiction by
giving him a strong, deep interest in the laboiu-s of

his hands, and the useiid and beautiful jiroductions

of the soil, that his punishment is blessed to him,
and a Father's love shines forth, not only in the beams
of a summer sun, and the soft fertility of summer
showers, but in every stoi'm, every bhght, and evei-y

disappointment. If the cottage gardener will consider

these things as he digs and prunes, he will bo a wiser

and a happier man ; a spu-itual light will fall ujjon

many things that he does and suffers, and a " good
imderstanding" wiU be the consequence. If a disobe-

dient cliUd twitches ofl' the forbidden pear or plum,

what a sermon to the father ! Ho sees his boy hidiug

with giulty fear " among the trees of the garden ;" the

very cu-cumstances that passed in the Garden of

Eden take place in his own little orchard, under his

very eye. Hapjjy will it he for him if conscience

whispers " thou art the man."
Our earliest ancestors were shepherds , flocks and

herds were their funds, and the rich untilled, uniu-

closed plains and valhes were their boundless, luiin-

cumbered estates. I never hear the bleating of flocks

from the spring pastures without thinking of the pa-

triarchs, the plains of Mami-o, audthe land of Goshen;
and it heightens the beauty and deei)ens the interest

of every pastoral scene when we thus comiect it with

the events or imagery of scripture.

I am strangely captivated at all times with the

beauty of a blackberry bush, a common vilified bram-
ble ; and I am certain if it was an exotic, the growth
of a rich and distant land, every one would admiro

it too, for its form is strikingly gi-aceful aud beautU'ul.

Large patches of this plant grow richly in a larch

plantation near my home, and boar large and beauti-

ful fruit, and in the absence of all garden fruit, which
has signally failed here tins season, the abundance
of this wild juicy berry is indeed very providential,

for though Little esteemed, it is usefid and pleasant.

A vei-y excellent jam may bo made fi-om it, which
has been taken forsomo superior ]n-esorve, and much
surprise exjn-essed on discovering that it gi-cw on the

wild hedges of England. The fruit may be boiled

witli haU' its weight of sugar, and when intended for

the poor, brown sugar is preferable, as being a more
wholesome article, although tlio dili'erence in the e.-v-

pense is now uiconsiderable. A large jar of black-

berry jam would be a very useful gift to a poor family,
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as a small quantity thinly spread on the children's

bread woidd make it much more satisfying, for bread
alone does not appease hiiuger half so soon as when
acoomiianied with butter, lard, &c. In my neighbom--

hood the poor are so extremely poor, that it is impos-

sible to think that they coidd make even blackberry

jam for their children's food ; but in some cases this

might be done, and I think with j>rolit. Where bees

are kept the honey would turn to good accoiint if l^ept

for this purpose, instead of being sold for a triiiiug

sum, which is soon spent. One or two hives at least

might be kept for the children's use, and they would
certaiuly thrive well upon it. If the cottager's wiie

woidd send her cliildren to gather blackberries, she

might make them, in return, excellent puddings at

scarcely any expense, for by simply stirring the fi'uit

into flour, with sutficient water to make it all hold
together, and then tying it up in a cloth, she will not
need suet, and a very little sugar or treacle will give

it proper sweetness. Apples cut into small pieces,

gooseberries, and indeed any fruit made into puddings
of this kind are very good, very cheap, and therefore

very usefvJ ; and during the blackberry season dinners

of tliis kind would be cheaper than bread, and tlie

fruit would be more safely eaten than when devoured
in a raw state by hungry children. A hedge of black-

berry plants has been recommended in The Cottage
Gaudener as a fence, and admirable woiUd be its

use and appearance too. The cottager miglit have
a beautiful, useful, and secm*e boundary to Ms garden,
if he were to tlu'ow up a bank, and jilant it with

blackberry plants. He might cover the inner side of

the bank with strawberries, and make it profitable

too. No space need be lost, and every spot of ground
that is turned to account adds to the beaut}^ and the

profit of the little homestead. How many beerhouses
would he closed, how many empty seats in churches
would be filled, how many sulfering vUlage shop-
keepers would thrive, how many light hearts and
liap}»y faces woidd be seen, if cottagers would but
" study to be fp.iiet," '* do their own business and work
with their own hands," that they " may walk honestly

toward them that are witliout, and that they may
have htck of nothing." A parish then would be indeed
one blooming garden; '* trees of righteousness" would
beautify it; there would be "no breaking in, or going
out," and "no complaining in our streets."

True happiness, whether in a palace or a cottage,

consists only in walking closely and humbly with
God. Let the cottage gardener remember this, and
his path will then ever be one of pleasantness and
peace.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
BKER-nniNKiNG (.-1 Ttfj'folal Sttl/scri!}rr).—Wc cmuot do more

justice vo you, as an able advocate of a good cause, than by insertius
tlio follow Iiig extiact from your letter:

—" This week you have stepped
out of the garden and put your foot into the mash-tub ; and here you
must not be an^ry if you iind yourself at once in hot writer with all

your teetotal readers, and I hope you have a legion of them. At p.
:138 you say, * Not that we would debar thS cottager from a moderate
quantity of wholesome beer,' Sec. You know that there arc thou-
sands of intelligeut and good men who are now trying to convince
I lie eottaprers, the artizans, and all the industrial classes of England,
the true philsophy of drink. They have introduced joy and comfort,
into thousands oi' cottage homes by dispeiling this same delusion
about wholesome heei; and it grieves them to find a urittir like your-
self, with whoni they cordially sympathise in your general advice,
confirming a prejudice in favour ot a beverage which has wrought
such deadly ills in every rural district in our beloved country. l>o
not let any little imaginary pleasure or benefit connected with '

:i

drop of beer' blind your poorer readers to the danger of the pot,

;

experience proves that it is very easy to give it up altogether, but
very difficult to di-ink only a little. Good Will Shakspcarc giivc good

advice when he said, * Oh ! that men should put a thief into their

mouth to steal away their brains \
' "

Dahlia Sportive (C. S., Mile End).—Your dahlia having dark
flowers on one branch and light flowers on the other is not uncom-
mon, it is a variableness to which all flowers are liable ; next year

probably the flowers will be all dark or all light. You can move your
cherry-tree as soon as the leaves have all fallen.

Wasps in April (J. S. L.).— It is possible that you might catch

queen wasps at that season by hanging bottles of beer and sugiur

syrup about your south wall ; at all events every one destroyed at

that season prevents the formation of a nest.

Erecting a Small Greenhouse {Ibid).—11 wq were situated as

you are we should refer to p. 119 of The Cottaos Gardener, and
follow the directions there given ; obtain the rafters, bars, &c., all

ready cut and planed, from Sir. Montgomery, of the Brentford Saw
Mills, Middlesex ; buy the requisite glass from some wholesale house,

and then, by the aid of the village carpenter and bricklayer, put it

together. You might erect that described in our 52nd number in

the same way. We cannot subject oui* correspondents to private

applications.

FuniES FROM Pig-styes (.r. B.).— Cleaning the stye out daily

;

sprinkling it and the dung heap with chloride of lime is the most
effectual mode of mitigating the stench.

Wintering Geraniums {W. H. W.).—You will have seen what
Mr. Beaton said in our last number. From that, and our answers at

pp. 304 and 30r, may be obtained all that can be said on the subject.

Either your frame or your stable will do for th?ir winter quarters, if

you pot your rooted cuttings and follow the advice there given.

Exhausted Cucumber Beds {J, W. R.).—These will not do to

grow radishes in during the winter ; but they will answer well forwin-

tering cauliflower and lettuce plants, for production early next year.

Poultry Feeding (J. R.).—Our correspondent (as well as our-

selves) will be obliged by J^Ir. Hajmes, of Daneford, writing us a

detailed account of " how he feeds his fowls, the time and quantity of

each meal, and any other information he is so fortunate as to possess

relative to management which affords him the good return he has

described."

Dressing Flower Borders (Beta).—Dig the flower beds as

soon as the plants are removed : leaving the surface rougii for the

frost to crumble. Your wood ashes will benefit the flowers next sea-

son, if worked in now.

Moving Anemone Seedlings (P. H.).—You have prepared a
bed for their flowering nctt spring, and ask when you ought to move
the young things which are healthy and growing a little? Seedling

anemones should not he disturbed while they are growing. It

weakens them and retards their flowering. You had much better

plunge the box or pots into the ground early in the spring.

Scarlet Salvias not Flowering (/. L., Tratiniere).—Your
salvias have growTi to a great size this year, but have scarcely flowered

at all. Our own salvias behaved in a similar manner this season.

Cut them down on the approach of hard frost, and remove the

bottoms, with all the soil that will adhere to the roots, and keep them
free from frost, in sand. They will spring up in March or April,

when they may be divided into small pieces, and planted out in light

poor soil, which has been deeply stirred. Your question about plants

to flower in the spring was answered to another correspondent last

week.

British Queen Strawderry (H. L. /ejincr).—Wehavenofear
that you will not be able to cultivate this strawberry near the sea, in

Cornwall, although the soil is *' like so much Irish snuflV' Tlio

British Queen does not dislike a light soil, pro\ idcd it is rich and
trenched very deep. We should trench the soil three feet deep, and
mix thoroughly-decayed stable dung throughout the texture of the

soil to that depth. Your being near the sea is also in your favour,

and so is the moistness of the climate.

Sea-kale and Asparagus {J. A.).—You must have dressed

your sea-kale beds too soon ; the leaves surely were not dead. How-
ever, as you have done it now leave them alone. As to your naparagita

beds, you will have seen full directions for dressing them in our hist

number.

Heating Greenhouse (Consf.a7it SvbscriOer).—Situated as your
greenhouse is, it might be heated very easily by means of a boiler

fitted at the back of your breakfast room fire, and with a pipe running
from the boiler round the greenhouse. A Walker's stove would also

answer your purpose. You could obtain it through any respectable

ironmonger.

Model Flowers (W. R. W. Smith).—Thanks for your sugges-
tion—wc will adopt it as soon as we can.

Fig Over-luxuriant (Rev. T. G. Simcnx).—Your ten years old

fig ou an east wall, on a poor hungry soil, grows too rank, and upon
stopping the shoots j-ou iiiid it bleeds much, and you ask our advice.

We would take uj) your fig and replant it, raising the bed or border
a foot aljovo the ground level, taking care not to make it wide—say
three feet at the most. The soil should be any poor fresh soil, with
M'hich some ohl lime rubbish may be incorporated. No pruning will

avail whilst the tree has an unlimited range of root. Yuu need nut

fear the tree bleeding to death. Figs will undergo :duiost any amount
of this. In fact, it is difficult to kill a large fig, except by intense firobt.

Geranium Cuttings Crowded (R.J. V").— Pot them now, rather

thiin in the spriug, into pots about 5 inches in diameter, usually

called -IS's.

SisYRiNcuiuM Bekmudianum (W.M. /i).— If, as you say, " the

place where this was found (near Corlc Castle) has not certainly been
cultivated, or had any care bestowed upon it for 50 years," and if

it has not come from any chance sown seed, wc think it might be
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considered as naturalized. Votu* plant is Onganum majorana, the

common knotted marjoram.

Oleandee Cuttings (L. R. L).—You will find your questions

answered at p. 291, and the mode of striking oleander cuttings re-

marked upon at p. 266. Your mode shall be inserted.

Destroying Roots of Trees {Ibid).—Cutting down the poplar

trees will not kill their routs extending into your garden. It will

cause them to throw up suckers still more abundantly. You must
dig down to the roots, cut through them close to your hedge, and
then grub them up. Verbenas cannot be protected out of doors

through the winter by turning a flower-pot over them and putting a

piece of glass over the bottom hole. They would damp off. The
plan mentioned at p. ZOS of our last volume is a good one. In your
proposed greenhouse, the top lights may be fixed, provided the open-

ings into the granary behind are of a large size, and the front sashes

can he opened wide when required. One of Mr. Rivers' stoves will

thoroughly heat your greenhouse, 16 feet long by 12 feet wide.

Wintering Fuchsias and Gs.Vi.A.ti\j}t.is {One with a i^ery Small
Garden).—No wonder you killed yom- plants last winter by starting

them into growth by keeping them in a warm Idtchen, and then re-

moving them into the cellar. You will have seen what we have lately

said on the subject. All that is necessary may be summed up in seven

words—keep your plants dry, cold, and dark. If your cellar is quite

dry and keeps out the frost, put the plants there altogether.

BIeteorological Observations (/. B., Knuts/ord).—Our ob-
servations are founded upon tables, kept in the vicinity of London.
Horticitltural iSocietif''s mles, for rural districts, generally require

modification for every locality, but we will consider whether we can
usefully publish a list of rules generally applicable, subject to such
modifications. Can any une inform our correspondent whether Beauty
uf Clapham and Manchester are the same variety of geranium ? We
do not know the latter. Is there such a variety of fuchsia as Albiciensis,

or some such name?

Answers to Correspondents (Rhodoji).—We will see whether
we can arrange these alphabetically, without hindrance to answering
with the least possible delay. We fear not.

Monthly Parts (Scbot, Chelmsfordiensis).—Why do you not
take "Tlie Cottage Gardener" in weekly numbers ? Wc cannot do
more to make tlic monthly parts prospective than by giving the

culeudar we do for the coming month. Why did you not put the

initials of your name ? We recollect every schoolfellow, but remember
none but Coote destined for the army. We shall be very pleased
indeed to hear from you in your proper name, and can tell you of

many of our old playmates ; but it is a melancholy catalogue, for the

most part.

Turf under Trees (0. S.).—It is chiefly the exclusion of light

by the branches and foliage of the chesnut tree upon your lawn which
kills the grass beneath it. Thin these branches as much as you can
without spoiling their beauty, and early in the spring scratch the
bare surface of the turf, and sow it with a mixture of the seeds of Poa
trivialiu and Poa nemoralis, two of the finest grasses which will grow
tolerably beneath trees. There are other grasses which will grow
there, but they arc very coarse. Roll the ground after sowing.

HoKSE Chesnut {Ibid).—Tlie bitter principle in the nuts of the
horse chesnut is not poisonous. It very probably resembles the

cLscutin, or bitter alkaloid, found in the bark of the saaie tree, and
which partakes of the medicinal qualities of quinine. The chief com-
ponent of the horse chesnut is starch, and, to render it fit for food,

nothing more is necessary than to peel the nuts, slice them, and boil

them very gently. The water will dissolve all the bitterness, and
may be removed by straining. They might then be mashed, and
would make a good food for pigs.

Insect in Beans [Basil Ferrar),—You will find, in our paper
to-day, a drawing and particidars relative to the little beetle boring
boles in your beans. Kven if the grub from which it came has not
destroyed the embryo of the seed, yet the hole it makes so lets m the
wet and air that the seed decays without growing.

TiiDNBERGiAS IN WiNDow (J. C, Gateskerid).—You wish to prc-
scr\'c these through the winter, for blooming again next year. This
cannot be ; you must treat tlurm as annuals, and not attempt to keep
them as you wish. If the plants were very late in coming into bloom
this autumn, they might fiovver on for two mouths next summer, but
they would then die oil".

Cui'S ON Box-edging {N. S. S.)—Wc received a box, smashed
and flattened by the l*ost-oliice stampers, but uo cups. Cut down
your 2>riuet now.

Meteorological Table (J. IIo7wyZ(.'W).—Tliank3 for your olTer,

but wc have no spare space. Your request for the volume for your
society is granted.

Water Melon (Clericus) .—The leaf you sent us was certainly
like the leaf of the bitter cucumber, and not like that of the water
melon. The black seed you have sent (for which thanks) is certainly
that of the water melon. Were all your plant's leaves the same shape
as that you bcnt '/

Vinegar Plant {Rev. E. Bannister).—We have this reply from
Mr. Middlemiss .

—" It is more than jirobable that the small circles,

of whichHthe Uev. Gentleman speaks, contain the germs of the future
vinegar plant. But it apficars to me that he lias been rather too
kind to the mixture, having given it a jdace in his greenhouse.
Darkness is certainly more conducive to the growth of the vinegar
fimgus than Ught; therefore, I think, il the Kev. E. B. will put the
mixture, covered over, in a cupboard near his kitclicn fire, and l<t it

Btand undisturbed for a little time, he will yet have a plant off the
miMurc. If the origan of inqidsitivcness be large in the cook, the
Kcv. E. B. had better put the mixture in the cupboard without giving
any strict injunctions about its nut beiuii' touched; lest, curiosity

being excited, the mixture may be often shook about. I may add,

that I lately saw a vinegar plant, almost as tough as leather, taken
off some old vinegar that had been standing in a cellar for some time.

It was 1 foot 6 inches in diameter."

FoWL*s Dung (W. A. Hadleigh).—This, especially if mixed with
that of the duck, is nearly as stimulating and promotive of luxuriant

growth as the best guano. It is too rich for flowers, but most excel-

lent for asparagus, rhubarb, spinach, cabbages, and other plants re-

quired to produce abundance of leaves or sprouts. The best time
for applying it is early in the spring.

Ash-leaved Kidneys {Ibid).—These are best planted in the

autumn, but Walnut-leaved kidneys not until the spring, but keep
all between layers of earth until required for planting.

Geranium Cuttings {Horius siccus).— It is common for the old
leaves to turn yellow and fall when the young leaves come, which are
more active to perform the requisite processes. You need not repot
your cuttings until next spring. You may preserve your cuttings
plunged in coal-ashes within a cucumljer-frame if you take care to
cover the glass so as to exclude the frosts, and open it every fine dry
day to prevent the ill effects of damp.

Exposing Vines to Cold {G. F. of F. W.).—You have been
advised to draw the stems of your vines out from the vinery, and ex-
pose them, covered with straw, to the winter. We are altogether
opposed to such treatment j there never is any advantage obtained by
so doing, but there is much unnecessary labour, and much liability

to injury.

Crassulas done Flowering (Ibid).—Cut down those shoots of
your crassulas which have flowered to within two inches of the old
stems. If there are any green shoots that have not flowered, leave

them as they are, and they will flower next summer. Those shoots
which you cut now will not flower again till the summer after next.

Tropu:olum Tricolorum (A Constant Subscriber).—Wc cannot
name tradesmen, but it so happens that the nurserymen you mention
are those from whom we had this flower.

Index {Carrig Cathol).—It would not pay to have a reprint of the
two indexes in one. We are considering whether we will not have
the next twelve months in one volume only. We will have the date
put in as you suggest. Your questions shall be answered fully next
week.

IlEMOviNG Bees (E. B, S.).—You may safely remove a this-year's

Blay swarm to a distance of two miles ne:;t month. Place the hive
on a board, stop up the entrance, tie the whole up in a cloth, pass a
pole through the openings left where the four comers are tied toge-
ther, and let the two men who carry it step together as they walk.

Pure Sand {Ibid).—By " pure sand " is meant sand alone, ^and
unmixed with anything else. River s:md is the best for plotting pur-
poses. Your other question next week.

Oleander Buds Dropping {M. S.).—The roots of your plants
are ])robably in diflSculties. Examine the soil in the pot, and it it be
hard and bound pick out as much as you can without distm-bing the
roots, and repot it in the same pot, giving it some fresh mould. Keep
it near the glass, water it freely, and do not let it go to rest until late

in next month.

Best Cucumeer {W. H., Cheetham).—If yon merely require a
prolific useful sort use the common Long Pricldy for forcing ; if you
wish more for size and beauty sow Lattcr's Victory of England,
Allen's Victory of Suffolk, Victory of Bath, or Browston Hybrid.

Best Pea for Winter Sowing {Ibid).—Prince Albert comes
into bearing the earliest, and is both a good bearer and well-flavoured
for an early pea. We cannot recommend sowing peas at this time ; if

you sow in strips of turf and place in a gentle hotbed at the end of
January, you may plant out the seedlings at the end of I\Iarch, turf

and all, and have a forwarder crop than if you sow now, and without
any danger from birds, slugs, and frosts.

Wintering Scarlet Geraniums (Ibid).—You will have seen
full particulars how to winter young stock in one or two of our last

numbers, and in our pages to-day. The name of your plant is Pcn-
stemon gentianoides voccinea ; if you wish to projiagate irum it you
may t.ake it up and divide it into as many pieces as it will bear, pot
the pieces, and keep them during the winter in a cold frame ; or you
may take cuttings from the stems now, pot them, and keep them in

a cold frame. If you do not want to propagate from the plant, and
your boil is dry and elevated, you may leave it in your border.

Names oe Plants.— [iti** Wc have again to request that good
specimens of Jloivers may be sent to us, and so packed as to come in

good preservation. No one can fell certainly from mere leaves.]

—

(It.

J. v.).—Your plant is Cuphcu plati/centni, une of the best of green-

house or window plants ; it is a native of flJexico, and introduced here

in 1845. Like the scarlet geranium in summer it docs well almost

anywhere and anyhow ; it is not particular about its soil, and flowers

throughout the year ; in winter it requires more warmth than that of

a cold greenhouse. See p» J47 of our 2nd vol. and p. 26s of our first.

(.John Lee).—As far as wc can judge from the faded flowers yours is

Fuchsia Kjitendens. (Vera^r).—We have no recollection of the plant

named by us on Sept. 27tli, but the plant of which you now enclose

us a pood specimen is certainly not a Coreopsis nor a Madia, but
Gailiardia arisluta.
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Then, again, a soil abounding in superfluous water

is always colder than a soil of similar constitution

that has been well di-ained. The reason for this is

obviously that the same quantity ofcaloric (heat) which

will warm the earth four degrees will only heat water

one degi'ee ; or, to use the language of the chemist,

the capacity for heat of water is four times gi'eater

than that of the eai'th's. In every day experience,

we see the low lying, and consequently the wettest,

portions of a field are always those on which the

evening mist or fog first appeai-s ; for at one season

of the year it becomes colder than the air, and the

atmospheric moisture always precipitates first on the

coldest surface. At other seasons of the year, evapo-

ration fi'om the wettest portion of a field is the most

abundant; and, at those seasons, mists are formed

by the temperatm'e of the air being much below that

of the earth, and consequently condensing the watery

exhalations from the latter. The gi-eater the differ-

ence of temperature the denser is the mist, the con-

densation being more complete.

Keturning to oiu" immediate subject—the seed—we

will observe, as on a former occasion, that the time

wiU probably arrive when greater precision will be

attained as to the time when our various seeds may
best be committed to the soil. We shaU owe that

advance to a more complete knowledge of what may
be termed the coincidences or synchrotmms of nature.

The attempt to attain knowledge on this suhject is

not new, for nearly a century since Harald Barck and

Alexander Berger, in Sweden, made many observa-

tions directed to this object, and in later yeai's

Stillingfleet and Martyn have done the same in

England.

The first named of these botanists thus expresses

himself upon the subject :
" If botanists noted the

time of the foliation and blossoming of trees and

herbs, and the days on which the seed is sown,

flowers, and ripens, and if they continued these

observations for many years, there can be no doubt

but that we might find some ride fi-om which we
might conclude at what time gi'ains and culinary

plants, according to the nature of each soU, ought to

be sown ; nor should we be at a loss to guess at the

approach of winter ; nor ignorant whether we ought

to make our autumn sowing later or earlier."

M. Barck would derive his intimations from the

vegetable tribes alone, but we think tlic other king-

doms of organic nature might be included—as the

appearances of certain migi-atory birds, and the birth

of certain insects. For example, in tlie east of Eng-
land, it is a common saying among gardeners—con-

firmed by practice—Wlicn you have seen two swallows

together, sow kidney beans.

This synchronical mode of regulating tbc opera-

lions of the cultivator of the soU is no modern sug-

gestion, but the oflbrts of Bai-ck and liis successors

have only been to find such indications in our nortli-

crn cUme that would be of the same utihty, and

similarly admonitory as others adopted by the an-

cients in more sunny latitudes. Thus Hesiod says.

If it rain three days together when the cuckoo sings,

then late sowing wiU be as good as early sowing;

and in another place, -frhen snails begin to move and

climb up jJants, cease from digging about vines, tmd

take to priming.

That our operations may be made justly coincident

with certain appearances in natm'e is supported even

by our present lunited knowledge. " It is wonderful,"

says Mr. StUlingfleet, " to observe the conformity

between vegetation and the anival of certain birds

of passage. I will give one instance as marked down

in a diary kept by me in Norfolk, in the year 1755.

'April Itith (/oiHiv/ ,/8(/s appear ; the 17th of the same

month the cuckoo sings.' Now the word kokkv^ sig-

nifies a cuckoo and the young Jig, and the reason

given for it is, that in Greece they appeai'ed together.

I wiU just add, that in the same year I first foimd the

cuckoo flower in blossom the IDth of April."

" LinneBus says, that the itood anemone blows

when the swallow arrives. In my diary for the year

1755, I find the swallow appeared April 6th, and the

u-ood anemone was in blow on the 10 th of the same

month. He says that the marsh marygohl blows

when the cuckoo sings. Accordingly in my diai-y

that flower was in blow April 7th, and the same day

the cuckoo sang."

THE FRUIT-GARDEN.
EooT Phdning.—At page •'H.'il of our last volume, a

few maxims were laid down whicli had, in the main,

reference to root pruning under all circumstances.

We now proceed to particularise its appUcation, for

occasions will arise, both from kind and circumstance,

which will in some degi'ee modil'y the operation.

In the first place, then, even old trees of some
kinds will bear- root pruning, but not all alike. We
liavc witliiu these last twenty years root-pruned pear

trees in so severe a manner as would have been

totally destructive of the constitution of the peach.

The trees alluded to were of the Aslnn-Umn variety :

they were growing against a wall having a norlli-

eastern aspect, and were, to all uppearauco at least,

thirty or forty years old. Indeed, their trunks at tbe

base wore, at tlie time of the operation, nearly a foot

in diameter. These ti-eos we were infonned liad been

useful bearing trees some years previously, but liad

ceased to be productive; ]irodnciiig breast wood
nearly a yard from the wall. A former gardener,

lamenting their ban-enncss, had trenched a huge

quantity of maniu-e in at their roots ; for, as far

as I could leani, muck—plenty of muck—as the

Cheshire folk term manure, was the only cure

known to him for all vegetable diseases. Tbe bcstof

the joke, liowcver, remains ; the trees had lingo old

spui-s all over them, extending six iuehcs from tlie

wuU, most ol' them of a peculiarly remarkable cha-

racter; these he, at the same time, shaved clean

away. What, of course, might liavc been anticipated

didiudced occui-; the trees made what was termed

capital new wood, and this, according to tbe most
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approved ancient recipe, was scientifically spurred

back, with the idea of generating fruit spurs. The
obstinate trees, however, had been so much accus-

tomed to run riot, that tliey became actually more
unmanageable, and instead of yielding then- contri-

butions to the proprietor's fruit room they continued

year by year to augment the faggot pile. Still the

worthy who managed them persisted in spurring back,

with an amount of patience which really deserved a

better fate. In this state, then, we found the trees 22

years ago, when next March an-ives. Wo had then

been what may be termed dabbling in root-pruning

somewhat secretly, for in those times we coidd not

afford to be laughed at. Ringing also had been prac-

tised, and in a year or so afterwards these huge Aston-

town pears bad a ring of bark removed, of some fom-

or five inches diameter, all round the bole, removing
alburnous matter as well entii-ely away.=:= " Kill or

cure" was the maxim.
We will not go so far as to say that the trees made

as much breast-wood as ever, but, truly, they still

rambled away, laughing our puny eflbrts to scorn.

Neither, as far as we remember, were any amount of

blossom-buds produced worthy of notice ; and, strange

to say (old as the trees were, and possessing a huge
excrescence of old bark neai'ly an inch in thickness),

the wound made by ringing commenced healing with

such rapidity, that in a couple of years we covdd

barely discern the place fi'om whence the bark had
been removed.

Finding that ringing woidd not reach the evil, re-

course was next had to root pruning; and as the

trees showed such an amount of hardihood, we deter-

mined that this business shoidd not be half done.

An excavation was accordingly made in front of each
tree opposite the bole, and at about half a yard dis-

tance from it ; and here we cut through every root

which presented a barrier to such proceedings, feel-

ing assm-ed that some enormous tap roots had pene-

trated the subsoil, which is what is termed by the

country people a " booty sand," that is to say, an ad-

hesive material, which appears to blend the marly
with the sandstone principle. After passing through
or between huge black roots, we indeed met with the

tap-roots ; and really one tree stood more like a three-

legged stool than anything else. Three huge black

roots had struck down almost perpendicularly. Here,
then, lay the true secret of the enormous amount of

breast-wood. These fangs wei-e cut away, and a great

sacrifice this appeared. We here found, too, tlie

stratum of manure before alluded to, at about four

feet in depth, or nearly so ; it had become, in time, a
complete humus, or peaty-looldng substance, and was
crossed in all directions with roots. The soil was
then filled in ; and, it being the month of December,
we waited \vith some anxiety to see how far this strong
operation would affect the ]iroduction of breast-wood
the following spring. April and May arrived ; but
what a change had occmTed ! The trees could scarcely

develop a shoot of six inches in length, all that sum-
mer ; and we now found that cutting away the roots,

or in other woi-ds restricting the Supply of food, was
a more powerfid operation by far than merely arresting

or clogging the vital action for a time, by means of

ringing. Thetrees now became short-Jointed; spurs,

real natural spurs, began to form, and thenceforward
we began to eat Aston-town pears again. The trees

have continued to bear tolerably good crops in most
seasons since; but, strange to say, they are again
inclined to become somewhat over-luxuriant.

* Alf/ttrnous matter. The outer portiofi of the wood, in which are
moat of the sap vessels carrying the sap from the roots.

I ought to mention here that tho cutting of the

roots was so severe that the main trunk of the trees

(which I before named as nearly a foot in diameter

at bottom, and might be about six inches at the top)

sunk, and became detached from the wall which it

before joined ; and at this time the mam bole hangs
six or eight inches from the wall at the top.

We will commence our further remarks upon root-

pruning by quoting the words of Dr. Lindley, in his

"Theoi-y of Horticulture." At page 2G2 the doctor

says:— "If pei'formed at all, root-pruning should

take place in the autumn ; for at that time the

roots, like the other parts of a plant, are com-
paratively empty of fluid; but if deferred till the

spring, then the roots are all distended with fluid,

which has been collecting in them during winter,

and every 2'lant taken away cames with it a por-

tion of that nurture which the plant has been lay-

ing up as the store upon which to commence its re-

newed growth." " Its eflect is proportionately to cut

oft" the supply of food, and thus to arrest the rapid

gi'owth of the branches ; and the connexion between

this and the production of fruit has already been ex-

plained." Again; "It is by pushing the root-prun-

ing to excess that the Chinese obtain the curious

dwarf trees which excite so much curiosity in Eu-
rope." Admitting most fully these views of the mat-

ter, we will proceed to ofi'er remarks based on long

practice and observation.

Root-Pkuning the Pe.^r.—First in order, then,

we would name the pear as the most eligible subject

for this operation ; this we think has become tole-

rably manifest. Next to the pear we think the apple

may be placed, then the plum, next the peach and
nectarine, then the cherry and apricot. We speak

now of the ordinary wall fruits, and the order in

which they are here placed is intended to point both

to their vital powers of endurance, as also to the fre-

quency of the cases which may be expected to present

themselves to friut growers. The fig and the vine

we have left out of the catalogue, as they are not

every day fruits ; we sliall, however, have something

to say about them in due course.

To begin with the pear : we must point to the fact

that on the free stock this tree is pecuharly liable to

tap-roots. On the quince it is quite another matter;

here the roots are of the most fibrous character, so

much so that we can barely conceive a case in which
root-pruning becomes necessary. We, nevertheless,

have no less an authority than Mr. Rivers against

us, who, it would seem, root prunes even on this

stock periodically. We must, however, remember
his object, which is to produce trees so dwarf and
compact in character that the holder of a score square

yards may possess his miniature fi'idt-gardeu, and
vegetables to boot. As to the free stock, then, if

pears are growing luxuriantly on these without bear-

ing, it is almost impossible to root prune too severely,

at least the deeper roots. If in an orchard, and trees

are of some size, they may be curtaUed all roimd
also ; the amoimt of root removed bearing, of course,

a direct ratio to the amount of luxuriance. In the

espalier border we must be content to get at them
bow we can, remembering what we before observed,

that even the cutting of one side will assm'edly

aft'ect the whole system of the tree, although perhaps

not in an equal degree ; at least, we dare not in the

present state of gardening science atfirm it.

Root PRUNixor the Apple.—This tree is found in

such a variety of shapes and sizes that it is not very

easy to generalise a system of root-pnmiug, at least

so as to make ourselves generally understood by those
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who Lave not yet dabbled in its practice. We may
first observe that the apple even on the Crab or tree

stock is not quite so liable to tap-roots as the pear on

the wild or free stock. Another point we may name
also—the apple with au over severe amount of root-

pruuing is apt to become infested with red spider

during the first summer after the operation. This

we have repeatedly proved, and the remedy is some-

times worse than the disease. We introduce this

caution to show that some degree of moderation be-

comes necessary, and that although root pruning is

correct in principle, yet it may be prejudiced in rash

hands. We always deem it expedient, therefore, to

apply a mulching to espalier or trained apples imme-
diately ou the heels of the operation: this encourages
surface roots, and prevents the too sudden operation

of extreme drought, which, combined with root-

pruning—the summer succeeding the operation—is

almost sure to cause the tree to be infested with the

spider, the scale, or what is as had as either, that

rusty-looking fungus on the leaf, which if not checked

may soon break up the constitution of the tree. AVe

have had much experience of this last enemy, to

which light and hot soils are peculiarly liable, and
the only cui'e for it, as far as our experience goes, is

a permanency of moisture at the root.

E. Errington.

THE FLOWER-GARDEN.

Dahlias in the First Prize Stands at the Royal
South London Floricultukal Society in Septesi-

BER, 1849.

ft.

Anrlvomeda, buff or light amber,
pink tip .

.

.

.

. . 4

Black Prince, maroon or dark
crimson, fine .

,

. . 4

Box, bright scarlet .. ..5
Duke of Wellington, orange
Fearless, rosy lilao, fine . . 4
*Gem, white and lavender . . 3
Grenadier, ruby crimson or

claret, fine .

.

, . 5
Hector, dark maroon, fine . . 4
* Louis Philippe, crimson, fine 4
* Marchioness of Comwallis,

blush, fine .

.

. , 4
*Miss Vyse, white, tipped pur-

ple, fine .

.

,

.

. . 3
* Ulr, Seldon, rosy purple,
shaded with lilac, extra fine 3

I\Iynn, crimson, fine .

.

. . 4

ft.

Nonpareil, red . . 3
Privateer, yellow, tipped red . . 3

Queen of the East, blush pink,

fine dwarf .

.

. . 2 to 3

*Richard Cobden, dark crimson,
fine, large flower .. . . 4

Scarlet Gem, a fine formed
flower, but inferior to the

next .

.

. . 4

Shylock, virid scarlet, and the

finest of that colour . . 3

Toison d' Or, pale buff', a fine

dwarf • ..2
The Hero, large fine rose .... 5

Victory, rosy purple or dull red 5

Violet Perfection, a purple vio-

let, fine .

.

.

.

.4
Yellow Standard, fine—the best

yellow out .

.

. . 3

FANCY DAHLIAS EXHIBITED AS ABOVE.

Bellede Nogent, crimson,tipped
\\hite, fine .

.

. . 3
Boa Maza, nankeen, tipped

white .

.

,

.

. . 4
Comte dc Flandrc, dark red,

tipped white, fine .. . . 4
Conspicua, \'iolct crimson,

tipped white, a large fine

tlowcr .

.

. , 4
Empcrcur dcMoroc, dark ma-

roon, tipped white, extra fine 3
Gaspitrinc Furstin lleuBs, dark,

tipped %vhitc .

.

. . 4

General Cavaipnac, violet pur-
ple tipijcd white, extra flue. . 5

Ilermionc (Hermina of some},
red, tipped white .

.

. . 4
•Jenny Lind, maroon, tipped
white—a beauty .

.

. . 3
•Jiladanic Wachy, purple, tipped

white, extra fine .

.

. . 3

Miss Blackmore, white, with
purple stripes . - ;

miss Jane, purple, tijiped white,

fine . . . . . . I

Miss Stevens, buff^, orange, and
white .

.

.

.

. . :

*(Eillct Parfait, orange, striped

with red, line .

.

. . •

Picotee (Paris) yellow, with
red stripes and spots, fine . .

Post Secretaire Hane, violet,

tipped white .

.

. .

Rainbow, reddish scarlet, tipped
white .

.

.

.

. . ;

Remembrancer, rose, tipped
white, fine .

.

. . :

Striata Pcrfecta, lavender,
striped and spotted with rosy

lilac .. .. .. ;

Vicomtc d' Uc.sscquier, light

purple and white, fine

The following dalilias comprised tlic first prize

stands of niii'seryiuon and ])ractical gardeners at the

Caledonian Horticultural Society, Edinburgh, in

Seplcmhci-, ISlt).

Beeswing, ruby crimson . . 3

Boule d' Feu, bronze scarlet,

peculiar tint .

.

. . 4
Captain Warner, dark crimson 3
Cleopatra, large yellow . . 5

Crocus, pale yeUow.

.

. . 3

Duke of Wellington, orange
Empress of Whites .

.

. . 3

Grenadier, ruby crimson or
claret, fine .

.

. . 5

Marchioness of Comwallis,
blush white, fine .

.

. . 4

Mr. Seldon, rosy purple,
shaded with lilac, extra fine 3

*Princess Radzivill, white and
purple, tine .. ..3

Purple Standard, purple crim-
son, well-shaped ,. ..4

Scarlet Gem, fine flower, but
not so good as Shylock . . 4

Standard of Perfection, rosy

crimson .

.

. - . . 3

FANCY DAHLIAS EXHIBITED AS ABOVE-

Mirobolant, a mottled thing

;

send it farther north
M. Adolphe Dulras, nankeen,

tipped and mottled white .

.

M. Chereau (Cherue of some),
red and white—so-and-so .

.

*I\Irs. Shaw Lefevre, rose,

tipped white
Surprise, purple and white
Trmmph de Magdcburgh, scar-

let, tipped white, fine 6

Victorata, Vermillion and orange 3

Bijou deChloshault (Closhault),

dark rose and white, fine . . 4

Duchess of Sutherland, rosy

purple, tipped white . . 4

Erzhorzog Stephan, white,
striped with violet .

.

. . 4

Harlequin, white, tipped with
scarlet .

.

.

.

. . 4

Hermione, red, tipped white 4

Jenny Lind, maroon, tipped
white—a beauty .

.

. . 3

MadameWachy,purple, tipped
white—another beauty . . 3

The following 33 show dahlias comprised the first

two successful stands in London in .1848—amateurs

and nurserymen competing with stands of 24 dissi-

milar colours, as, I believe, is always the custom

there. All these will of coiu'se be cheaper next

spring than those in the list for this season, and by
comparing the two lists togetlier the amatem' wlio is

not over-burdened with money will he ahle to select

a few reaUy good dahlias at a low price.

Andromeda, exhibited in Lon-
don in 1849

Beeswing, exhibited in Edin-
burgh in 1849.

Berryer, very dark, a useful old

flower .

.

.

.

. . 4

Black Prince, a dark crimson,
and very useful yet . . 4

Box, exhibited in London in

1849.

Captain Warner, exhibited in

Edinburgh in 1849-

Captivation, d^-k peuce, shaded
with crimson .

.

. . 4

Conspicua, sulphur, shaded
with purple—will do yet . . 5

Esf^ex Bride, blush lilac : no one
\vou\A select this Bride now 4

Essex Triumph, very dark, not
so good as Black Prince . . 4

Gem, exhibited in London in

1849.

Gloria Mundi, bufi"—will not
do now .

.

.

.

. . 4

Golden Fleece—its gold has
now been tarnished . . 3

Lady St. Maur, white, tipped
with lavender, good . . 4

Louis Philippe, must not say
exhibittd in London.

Marquis of Aylesbury, dark
lilac: in 1849—a capital flower

yet ; a dwarf.
Mrs. Anderson, pale lilac, a

good flower yet .

.

. . 4

Miss Vyse, exhibited in Lon-
don in 1849.

Mynn do. do.
Nonpareil do. do. beaten
by Gem and Shylock.

Princess Radzivill, exhibited
in Edinburgh in 1849.

Queen of Roses, rosy pink,
not much .

.

. . 4

Raphael, dark, but not near so
good as the next .

.

. . 4

Richard Cobden, exhibited in

London often.

Sarah, white, laced with cherry
(nearly done) .

.

. . 4

Scarlet Gem, exhibited in Lon-
don and Edinburgh in 1849.

Shylock, exhibited in London
in 1849.

Sir R. Peel, dull scarlet.

Springfield Rival, ruby; I be-

lieve the oldest of the whole.

Toison d' Or, exhibited in

London in 1849.

Yellow Standard, do. do.

FANCY DAHLIAS AS THE LAST.

Bouquet de Brueil, red and 1 Jenny Lind, Edinburgh and
white .. .. - 2, London, 1849, a good cha-

Duleinea, lilac, with stripes of i racter.

white .

.

.

.

. . 4
I

*Madamc Wachy, do. do. do.

Empereurde Moroe, exhibited Mr. George Clayton, white

in London in 184g.

Emilie Leliraann, i-osy scarlet,

..3

with purple stripes, good yet 4

Picotee, London, 1849-

Koi de Pointilles {Points of

some), maroon, tipped white 4

Triumph de Magdeburg, Edin-
burgh, 1849, fiuc.

Vicomtc de Rcsscqueir, exhi-

bited in London, 1849, fine.

tipped with white .

Freund Schmidt, red, tipped

white, good .

.

. . 4

Hermione, Edinburgh and
London, 1849, a good cha-

racter.

Of the above show dalilias, the following IS were

in the two first winning stands in London in the

autumn of IS-J7, and by comparing these with the

former lists the poor cottager who can siiarc four or

iivr shillings, or at most six, ran Iniy a do/cn of thcni

next siiring, and still have a tolcrahle good stock of

this beautiful fiuwer :—Be(;swing, Berryer, Capti-

vation, Captain Warner, I'jsscx 'I'riumith, Louis

Philipju', Marchioness of Cornwnllis, Marquis of

Aylesbury, Mynn, Miss Vyse, Nonpareil, I'rincess
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*Mimosa, deep yellow and white
tips—quite a dwarf.

Mr. George Clayton, white and
purple .

.

.

.

. . 4

Pantaloon, crimson, tipped
white .

.

.

.

. . 4

*Roi de PointUles, maroon and
white .

.

.

.

. . 4

Surprise, purple and white .... 3

Vicomte de Ilesseijuier, light

purple and white .

.

. . 5

Radzivill. Queen of Roses, Raphael, Sarali, Spring-

fteld Rival, Standard of Perfection, and Yellow Stan

dard. The best fancy dahlias of ]8i7 have appea,red

in such small numbers in the first winning stands

this season that it is hardly worth mentioning them.

This indicates a more rapid improvement in the

"fancies" than in the old kinds. Herinione, Mr.

George Clayton, Rot de Pointilles, and Vicomte do

Ressequeir, were the only fancy ones of 18-17 which
stood their ground this season, and of these only two

came out in London—Hermione and the Vicomte de

Ressequeir. To be in the fashion, therefore, whetlier

in dress or in dahlias, we must keep buying novel-

ties every season. Nevertheless, there are several

good fancy dahlias that were in hi.gh repute as late

as 1847, and woidd still improve the stock of many
an lionest grower who could admire them at home
without going to the fuss of cooking them for exhi-

bitions, and as they must now be very cheap, I shall

give their propagation, culture, and every other topic

connected with their management that I can think of.

Adolphe Dulras, nankeen and
white tips .

.

. . 3

Bouquet dc Brueil, scarlet and
white tips .

.

. . 4

Erzherzog Stephan, white with
violet purple .

.

. . 4

Harlequin, scarletandwhite tips 4
* Hermione, scarlet and white 4

Ludwig Pemsl (sounds as Pem-
sel), maroon and white . . 3

*HIadame Wachy, purple and
white tips.

.

.

.

. . 3

I had no opportunity of seeing the new fancy seed-

lings of this season, but a friend writes me word
that they are few in number, and not much in ad-

vance of the older ones, and that " one called Eliza-

heth is the best of them, and will be the only one
which can stand against foreign competition next
season, if the growers liave not jomed in the mad
revolutions, and forgot their seedlings."

Stop.ing Dahlhs.—When the leaves are blackened
by the frost, let the stems be out down at once to

within SLX. inches of the ground ; but the longer they

are left after this in the ground, if safely secured

from frost, the better, as, lilie all otlier plants, their

buds for nest season's growth will sweU much after

close pruning, and the neck from which tliese buds
issue will ripen and get so firm tliat the roots, or

rather the tubers, will keep much better through the

winter than if they are taken up quite green as soon
as the tops are killed. Some people recommend a
little soil to be drawn over them at tins stage to pro-

tect them from the frost, but surely tliis comes of not
considering the subject jiroperly. The very reverse

is a much better plan. If you draw tlie soil awa,y

from tliem so that the upper part of the tubers is

exposed to the sun and an-, will they not harden and
swell out the buds for next season much better than
if you bury them to blanch in damp soU ? I have
seen them thus ti'eated, and they answered better

than by any other way ; not one out of a hundred
damped off in winter, and the only protection they
received fi-om frost was a couple of liandsful of litter

from the stables tied up in little fiat bundles ; and a
boy went round in the evenings with a barrowful of

these bundles, and threw one over each root, in the

morning he collected them into the barrow again,

and set them out of sight for tlie day. J liave seen
the daldia frosted in September, and thus kept in the

ground till Christmas ; and I am strongly of opinion
that our injudicious mode of pulling tliem up as soon
as the tops are gone is the real cause of tlieir dege-

nerating so fast. Tlieir buds for next year ai-e only

in what a physiologist would call the first stage of
inoipiency when they are overtaken by tlie frost; we
hurry them into dry sheds, vegetation is arj-ested, and
next spring we complain, " Howbadly my dahliashave
broken this spring," and three or four such " bad
broken" seasons are enough to wear- out a beautiful
ilower that ought to last a dozen or fifteen years.
This evil is much aggi-avated by too much cutting
" for stocli" in the spring ; and before we have time
to learn their names properly they are gone—" and
where are they '?" Wliere, indeed !

But there is another side to the question :
" If

dahlias will improve, as you say, by being kept in
the gi'ound so long, would they not be still farther
improved provided we could keep them in the gi'ound
from year to year ?" Now, this is a fair specimen of
the way some people "jump at conclusions," without
understanding what they read. I did not say that
dahlias could be so improved, nor do I believe that
they, or any other plants, can be improved by any
process whatever, farther than what is stamped on
them at the moment of impregnation, but I know
that wiser heads are of a contrary opinion. The sum
of my argument goes no farther'than that we should
ripen the tubers before we store tliera away for the win-
ter, as far as om' climate, aided by oin own ingenuity,
can eft'ect, in order to enable them to retain theb'
original characters as lon.g as possible. Now, if you
keep them in the gi-ound from j'ear to year you are
grieviously wrong, as by that means you disturb the
" balance of power," as diplomatists say, between the
roots and the branches. Let the roots'be once estab-

lished that way in strong rich soil, and they wOl
send more water up into the stems and leaves than
the latter are able to digest under an English sun,
and the immediate consequence is a i'alling off of the
best properties of the flower. A wet season, a rich

damp border, or a liighly-manured bed, does the same
thing with our fancy dahlias, and turns tliem into

"selfs," or one colour, in a few months, and yet we
cannot read the lesson, or if we do we neglect to turn
it to useful account. Meantime let us ripen our best
dalilia roots ; then talie them carefully u]3, cut down
the remaining part of the stems to within an inch of

the tubers, dry them slowly in an airy room or shed,
and then store them away. D. Beaton.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GAEDENING.

Camellia.— This family of beautiful evergreen
hardy greenhouse plants was named in honour of
George Joseph Camellus, a celebrated Jesuit who
travelled in the East. It belongs to the 16th class

of Linnteus, and the natural order Ternstroemiacese.
Oamdlia Japniiiea was an inhabitant of our green-

houses more than a century ago. It is doubtful to

whom we are indebted for tlie introduction of some
of the superior kinds at a more modern period. The
late Mr. Main, well known for his many excellent

works upon gardening, was sent out to Cliina as a
collector in 1792, by Mr. Slater, of Low Leyton, in

Essex ; but, though he packed the double white, the

double red, and the double striped, for that gentleman
at Canton, and superintended the packing of them
and many other good things for private individuals,

and for the Royal Gardens at Kew, widch were to be

sent liome in different vessels, he never could clearly

find out how many plants he was instrumental in in-

troducing, as before he reached Loudon Mr. Slater
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ilied, and as liis executors did not inherit Ids tastes,

]>oor Main had sometliing else to think about than
tracing the damaged remnants he succeeded in bring-

ing home. Being very unobtrusive in liis manners,
Mr. Main was not a man to pretend to an honour to

wliicli he was not clearly entitled, thougli, as many
of the cases for Kew, and private gardens, sent in

other ships were in fair order, when the fieet touched
at St. Helena, it is to be presumed that some of them
would reach their destination in safety. Now, I

would not have introduced these matters, but for one
fact wljioh I think at present will be extremely use-

ful to many of those who hardly know how they are

to save their plants during the winter. The fact was
one to which Mr, Main several times alluded in pri-

vate conversation ; namely, that he never was so

mortified in liis life as to find at St. Helena that
boxes of plants in other ships were comparatively
safe and sound, that had never been touched, received

no attention, but were nevertheless comparatively un-
scathed during the variations of temperature through
which they had jjassed; while the plants under his

own care, on which he had bestowed niglits and days
of watchfulness, in giving air, in sliading, in water-

ing, in moving from one part of the ship to the other,

were miserable wi-ecks. He saw enough to teach him
his error, and no doubt would have been more suc-

cessful if he had returned a second time. He killed

his plants with extreme care, just as many of our
cottager iriends lose theirs, because they have such
a desire to coax and coddle them at misuitable times.

A lady very fond of flowers, and es])ecially of fuchsias,

had by our du'ectious put them during the winter in

a room in the garden, which had a few squares of glass

in the door, with advice to keep them dry. Her liege

lord, a very learned and, what is better, a very good
man, and who would laugh heartily were I even to

put his name in print, though he had never been
known to handle the|water-pot, yet espying these fuch-

sias in a line day in winter, his feeling heart could
not but take compassion upon the poor starved dried-

like things, and he said to himself, "Well, I must give
them a reviving drop for once," and true enough he
drenched them well, and soaked the floor into the

bargain. The frost of the following night next thing
to settled the plants, which but for his kindness would
liave been safe. The rule, tlien, to be deduced from
this digi-ession, and which just meets the case of some
correspondents, is, if you cannot apply artificial heat
so as to keep your plants growing slowly during
winter, the best thing is to place them just whore the

frost will not reach them, where vitality shall be
preserved, but where all growth shall be discouraged
until the days lengthen and the weather becomes
warmer.
The camellia is hardier even than the Chinese

azalea. It has hence been recommended to plant it

out of doors, and even to train it against a south
wall, which, however, we shoidd consider the most
objectionable place forit, for two reasons; first because
tiie Iraves do not like the full glare of sunliglit in
this country; and, secondly, the buds would be so
forward that they would he apt to open their blossoms
during winter, when from frost and rains they woidd
not be worth looking at. A better plan would bo to

plant them out in a sballow border on a north aspect,

as there the gi-owth would be more stunted, the wood
as firm, with a chance of blooming later in the spring.
Wo mention this because some may wish to exjieri-

mentali/.o at acclimatising, though w(^ have little

liopes of seeing the camellia succeeding out of doors,

not because the plant is so tender, but because its

flowers open naturally in winter and spring, when
protection from such weather as we generally have is

necessary to ensure tlreir beauty. The foliage, indeed,

is beautiful, but without its splendid flowers, we see

little to recommend the camelUa, merely as an ever-

green, over our common or Portugal laurels. We
should, therefore, recommend that they be all removed
into the greenhouse and conservatory, or at least be
jilaced imder shelter. If grown early for a few years,

they will flower afterwards early in winter with hut
little trouble, and thus nobly take the place of the chry-

santhemiuns, when the blaze of that autumn tiowev is

over. To obtain early flowering, the plants should
be taken for a few seasons to a vinery or peach-house
at work in the spring, where they would be slightly

shaded ; rapid growth would thus be encouraged, and
then, after being more exposed to liarden the wood
and set the buds, the plants may be removed to a
sheltered place out of doors during the end of simr-

mer and the mild part of autumn. The wood will

thus be stiudier and the buds firmer ; but care shoidd

be taken that the leaves ai-e not too much browned,
as it requires a long period before they again recover

their glossy green, in which their cliief beauty consists.

Where no forcing house exists, the same object may
be gained by keeping those plants you wish to have
early, along with azaleas, longer in the greenhouse,

kept closer and more moist to expedite theii' gTowth,
or one end may be set apart for that purpose. Those
you wish to flower in winter should also be placed

by themselves, as they will requne a rather higher

temiierature to open then' blossoms nicely than will

do ibr greenhouse plants generally. When once
fairly open, a low temperature will suit them. Large
plants of azaleas in full flower were removed to a glass

case without artificial heat, in the end of January,
and sufl'ered no harm; but then they were examined
late every frosty night, and could have been removed
to the conservatory if it had been very severe.

The camellia, as well as the azalea, makes a beau-

tiful window plant, for though it be desu-ahle to gi-ow

large specimens for greenhouses, they may bo almost
as safely pruned when used to it as a geranuim.
"Ah !" says one of my cottage friends, " 1 should so

like to have a nice camellia in my window, it would
make such a beautiful centre, and then I could arrange

my other favourites as wings; but then seethe time
I nnist keep it tliere before it flowers, though for that

I should not mind so much, there wUl be so nuich
jileasure in looking upon its swelling buds, and feast-

ing in anticipation on the beauties afterwards to be
unfolded; but what am I to do with it when it has

flowered ; I have no gi-eenbouse in which to place it,

no forcinglhouse in^which to nurse it; aU my glass,

with the exception of my windows, are two lights,

manufactured by myself!" All right, you will get on
capitaUy; these auxiliaries in the shape of two light

boxes, or brick or turf pits, however rudely made,
are intlispensable to those who would shine in window
gardening. The best substitute ibr them is a window
in the house, with a table or stage behind it, where

you can Iceep all your plants that require coaxing

and doctoring, and which are never seen but by in-

timate friends, who know your object, yom- sitting

room window being thus chiefly occupied with the

results. Without the box, without the spare window,

you might manage your camellia, hut then you must
keep it louger in the window after flowering tlum

might be desirable, until it had commenced its growth,

and then you would require to set it outside close to

the wall of your house in April and May, protecting

it at night, and shading it tlio hottest part of the day
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with a cover of glazed watei-proofed calico, or eveu
oiled paper, until it was far enough advanced to be
set ill a sheltered place, there to stand untU you want
it for the window at this time next year. JBut -with

the box, every thing is easily managed. All you
have to do is to take the plaiit to it shortly after it

has finished ilowering, and after you have pruned it,

if getting too largo. If there is a'httle sweet ferment-
ing matter in the box, the camellia will like it all the
better, but you must always have a little air on, and
be careful the sim does not strilie upon the foliage

when it is moist. But, without artificial heat, the
box will render good service merely by keeping the
atmosphere moist and close until fresh gi-owth is

produced, and then the plant may be set out as be-
fore stated. The camellia would do without all this,

and really it seems troublesome to be at so much
pains about it, but tlie labour wiU not be half so
much as you would imagine fi'oui my cumbrous way
of telling about it ; and then you must recollect that
the same treatment we have recommended for the
camellia will do for scores of things besides. If you
can manage two plants, then we woidd advise the
double red and the double white ; if only one, choose
the last, as it is the easiest to manage, and a beauti-
ful gem it is. I have often thought that botanists,
in theii- rage for changing names, might have exer-
cised then- ingenuity on the genus camellia, for, while
we have rhododendron (from rhodon, a rose, and den-
dmii, a tree) applied to a family bearing but slight

resemblance to a rose, I know of no family more
worthy of the appellation of rose-trees than fine dou-
ble cameUias, but, uufortimately, though possessing
the beauty, they want the odom- of the queen of
ilowers.

Oui- space is so nearly full that I can only allude
at present to other matters, which, however, do not
demand instant attention.

PuoPAGATiNG THE Camelli.4.—Tliis is generally
done by cuttings of the single red made in August.
Every wood-bud with a leaf attached makes a cutting

;

when strong enough they are inarched or grafted.
If the latter, the two-light box, with a little ferment-
ing matter, or a spare corner in a cucumber box, will
just be the place for them.

Soil.—Equal parts of ])eat and loam will gi'ow
them admirably. If loam is used by itself, it should
be of a light sandy nature. A little leaf-mould or
dried cow-dung will improve the foliage, but if given
plentifully the flowers will not be so abundant.
When necessary we should prefer rich top-di-essing,

and using clear manure-water, when tlie plants were
making their wood.

Shifting and Potting should be done just when
the plants begin to push after flowering, or when the
points of the shoots begin to harden after growth is

finished. We prefer the first period for those in-

tended to flower early in winter. Plants that have
attained some size will bloom as well if merely top-
dressed and not shifted every year-, but their the
drainage must be all right.

Watering.—Water should be given rather spar-
iiigly) us tlie glossy green foliage prevents very rapid
evaporation, excejit when the plants are maldng their
fresh growth and when the flower-buds are expand-
iiig, when a more liberal supply will be wanted.
Sprinkling over the foUage when growing, and a little

clear manure-water at the roots at times, will be very
acceptable. R. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.

EXOTIC OECHIDACE.E.
House for Orchids.—Whenever a ?ealous culti-

vator of plants receives any fi-om a foreign countiy,
it is his first inquuw, " What are the temperature, the
moisture, and the seasons of growth in the countiy
from whence I have received these jolants ?" And,
according to the information he may obtain, what-
ever soiu'oe he may consult, whether books or travel-

lers, or from knowledge he may already possess, he
will treat his plants, as far as he possibly can, with
heat and moisture similar to that fioui whence they
have been transported. Now the orchidaoeEB are a
tribe of plants chiefly fi-om hot tropical countries.
The greater part of them grow on trees; some on tho
stems, others at the points where the branches start

from the stem; a third gi-oup grow near the top of
the tree, whilst some delight in its most shady part.

Another point to remember is that the light of tro-

pical regions is most intense, and that the days and
nights are nearly equal. There is also in those coun-
tries a dry season and a wet season, and these alter-

nate in some places more than once a year. Num-
bers of those plants, and some of the best Iciuds too,

are found in more temperate ohmes. We have been
assured by Mr. Skinner, a gentleman who resided
several years in South America, that he has fi'e-

quently seen hoar-frost on such plants as Gattleija

Skhinerii, Ijjicastes of sorts and others, natives of that
region. Bearing these facts in oiu- minds, what kind
of house or houses will be the best to grow these
wonderful plants in? Now, as they require great
light, we say that the house ought to be glass, so
placed as to catch all the rays of light from the sun.
A span-roofed one will do so, or, to the greatest de-
gree ; therefore, a span-roofed house necessarily wUl
be the best form. As these plants gi-ow on branches
of trees, let the house be low in the angle, so that the
plants, whether in pots or baskets, or on logs of wood,
will all be near to the glass. The house, then, must
be span-roofed and low. The next consideration is

the aspect. We find the best is for tho roof to fall

due east and west; then the lengthway of the house
will, of course, be north and south. There are seve-
ral substantial reasons why this asjject is to be pre-
ferred. In the first place, the heat and light of the
sun are more equalised. In the cold mornings of
early spring the sun will sooner give light and heat
on the east side, and will be at noon in such a posi-

tion that his beams will bo slanting to the angle of
the roof, whilst in the afternoon his power to give
light and heat will be considerably prolonged. Every
plant in the house will thus have its due share of light

and heat. Dm-ing the hot mouths of May, June,
July, and August, the shade or blind can be let down
on the morning side of the house, drawn up at noon,
and let down on the afternoon side just as the sun
shines ; thus givuig the plants all the light possible,

and at the same time protecting them, their leaves,

and delicate flowers, from the burning rays of tho
sun. Now, suppose the house WitS a lean-to, as it is

termed, that is, a glazed shed facing the south and
leanuig against a wall on the north, the sun would
shine on this house with the gi-catest power in the

middle of tho day; the shade must be put on all

over the roof at once, and for four or five or more
hours the jilants would bo in comparative darlmess.

Wo tldnk that every reader will perceive that the

span-roofed, low, east-and-west house, must be, in

theory, the best, and we have jn'oved it so in practice.
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A question may now arise, shall there be any upright

glass at the sides ov ends of the house ? We say de-

cidedly and advisedly—no ! So to place glass is an
unnecessary and, therefore, an useless expense. The
walls ought to rise high enough to allow a nomfort-

ablo walk and head room. The rafters and lights

ought to he fixed, and to give air a few ojjenings may
be easily contrived in the highest part of the house,

and a few sliding panels near the floor in the walls.

This cold air ought to flow in over the hot pijies, and

to become heated befoi'e it comes in contact Arith the

plants. In summer, when there is no heat in the

lii|ies, the external air is naturally so warm that no

injiLry will accrue to the ]ilauts Tiy admitting it into

the house without being artiftciaily heated. Before

we quit our description of what wo opine to bo the

best kind of house for these singular plants, we would

direct our readers' attention to the desiralileness, nay,

almost absolute necessity, of having more than one

for them. However small the collection may be,

there will be some tliat require more heat than the

others. The orchids of South America, such as Mr.

Skinner saw growing, will flourish far better in a

house of moderate temperature than in a house

highly heated. This house we woidd distinguish by
tlie name of " the Mexican house."

The orchids, natives of .Java, Borneo. Singapore,

the Phillipino Islands, and the hot jungles of Hin-
dostan, require, on the other hand, a much higher

temperature and close moist atmosphere. Tire house

for these plants we would designate " the East

Indian house." By having two houses a consider-

able number of advantages will be secured, although

it might ajipear, at first sight, that in these coun-

tries from being always warm the vegetation must
always be ])rogi'essing ; yet such, as is well known, is

not the case. Plants in the hottest countries have a

season of rest, and that rest is induceil not by cold,

as with us, but by drought excessive and long con-

tinued. We obtain this rest to our orchids by cold

and drought combined. The Indian tribes, as soon

as tliey have made their growth for the year, where

there are two houses, may be removed into the cooler

or Mexican house, and that removal or change of

temperature will harden their pseudo-bulbs,-:: and
conoenti'ate the saj), causing tliem thereby to become

more healthy, robust, and free to flower. Should any

of the South American sjiecies require a little more
heat, thev could lie conveniently removed into the

Indian house to make their growth. The cooler

bouse will also be useful to place any of the Indian

species in when in flower, which change will consi-

derably prolong their S(^ason of blooming. The two

houses may join each other, divided by a partition

either ol' brick or glass. We sliould ])refei' glass, ,as

being neater and showing otf the plants in both

houses to greater advantage. The inside furnishing

of the house, namely, the pipes and tanks, cistern for

water, stages, and slu^lves, we nnist defer describing

till next week.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
The Daht.ia.—Frost has already, in some places,

laid his Idight >q)on this line autmnu flower, render-

ing them unsightly, it is almost a thing to 4io re-

gretted that such line lluwers in perfect beauty should

be blasted and blackened for ever in one night, re-

quiring tliem to he cut down and consigned to the

Pfint(lo-lmlb.—This tprm is u.sctl t.o Lli^tlnmiisli those fleshy

Mtcms of orchiils, which are somethitiK like Imlbs, from the genuine
ljult)s, snch us tulips or hyacinths for instuuce.

dunghill. We might here turn moralists, but we re-

member that on these themes our readers will rather

look to the gentle, elegant pen of the authoress of
" My Flowers." Our business is with the more dry

and matter-of-fact part of practice. As soon as the

frost has destroyed the flowers and leaves, take a

spade and lift the roots gently up, taking care to be
at sueh a distance as not to injure or cut the tubers

;

lift them up snfticiently to break off the young fibres.

The reason why this ought to he done is to jn-event

those fibres drawing up any more sap, and by that'

prevention to stop any more growth which might
take plaeo, if the weather should continue open and
mild, as it sometimes does till the end of December.
Cut away all the decidedly destroyed branohes, leav-

ing the green leaves and shoots that may be unin-

jured a whUe longer. To prevent any frost from
reaching the tubers, our practice is to cover up, about

a foot diameter, the roots with some dry coal-ashes.

By using this precaution there is uo danger of any
frosts that may come for the next month or six weeks
doing itny harm. This is better than taking up the

roots immediately after the stems are frost bitten ;

the bulbs or tubers become more firm, and will keep

better during tlie winter.^::

AcmcULAS, PoLVANTHCSES, CARNATIONS, and PlCO-

TEEs, require plenty of air daily, and but little if

any water. See the two pi-eceding numbers for more
full dii'ectious.

Verbenas.—Cuttings in store pots must be jdaced

under glass now, to shelter them from frost and wet.

Bai'e varieties in beds and borders sliould be pruned
in, taken up, and potted, and treated the same as

cuttings.

Cinerarias.—Some of the more forward may be
removed into the greenhouse. The treatment for

them tliere may be seen in tlio proper department of

our pages. The rest will require strict attention to

keep the frost from them, as they are very tender.

Two degrees of frost will injure, and four degrees, or

a temperature of :iN°, will destroy the leaves entirely.

So be particular, and keep them well covered up.

Some might inquire. Why not place them in the

greenhouse at once? But we would reply that a

cineraria will thrive and keep healthy and more clear

from insects in a pit or frame, than on tlie dry shelves

or sta.ge of a gTeenhouse.

Ranunculus.—Our amateur and cottage friends

who cultivate this charming flower must not forget to

prepare their bed for them ; for though we do not re-

cnmmeud planting the best lands till February or

March, yet it is desirable to prepare the bed now.

Some varieties may be planted at once, more especi-

ally the 'Turban, scarlet, yello-v\-, and black. We will

onhu'ge a little next week on these flowers.

'T. Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Red Beet.—1'his being the season lor taking up

and storing this useful vegetable, care must be taken

that neither the tap-root nor any of the strong roots

should be injured or broken in removing, as not only

would the colour of the. vegetable be thereby spoiled,

but its Ihivour as well as the esteemed saccharine

)iroperties of the Ijcet would be lost. The leaves

should not he cut, but twisted off when drawn up by

the hand. Store the roots in a. cool shed or cellar, or

in a heaji out of doors, covered with a coat of earth,

* Tlie practice of flfr. Beaton anil Mr. Appleby difTec in the means
enliiloyeil, hut in their object tliey perfectly coincide—ripening the

tubers before storing.—Eu. C. 0.
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and thatched. Beet may be preserved until tlie

storing season comes ronnd again.

Brocoli.—If too krxiuiant, cut roiuid the plants

with a spade to shorten the strong roots, or take up
the brocoli carefully at once, and remove it to some
sheltered situation where it may with couveuienco be
slightly protected when the frosts set in. Jf the

latter plan be adopted, the groimd thus cleared

should have some manure wheeled on to it, and be
thoroughly trenched up into good rough ridges or

sloping banks, so that it may receive all the benefi-

cial influences of the weather throughout the winter
months.

Cauliflowers.—Those who have the means should
make a final planting out under hand-glasses about
the 2lst of October. Choose a good open quarter in

preference to that of a fruit-tree border, where too

many jieople are apt to place their hand-glass crops

of cauliflower. Instead of doing so, choose an open
quarter, and let the ground be well roaniu'cd and
trenched in at least two feet deep, if this has not been
already done ; work it well, and, after making the

siu'face level, line it out neatly, so as to have the

rows in line every way ; let the rovis he four feet

apart from row to row, and the plants three feet

apart in the row. Two feet wide paths and two feet

wide beds will give four feet in the clear between the

rows, and then if the wish be to give the work a little

neater appearance, throw up a few crumbs from tlie

patlis, and make the edges true, and chop it out by
line. The ground being ready, insert your plants

four or five together mider each glass, choosing some
of the best and strongest from your niu'sery-beds

;

lift them up with a little care, so as not to hurt then-

fibrous roots more than can be helped. This being
done, put on the glasses, and let them remain on for

three or four days, after which give a little air by
tilting the glasses up on the south side with a small

flower-jiot, or a half brick, for six or eight hoin's every
day; and after this, any very tine warm days, the

lights may be taken quite off about nine o'clock in

the morning, and put on again at three in the after-

noon.

Kidney Beans.—The cottager diuiug his dinner-

time, of a nice fine day, shoidd look after all his gar-

den seeds, particularly now his scarlet runner and
dwarf kidney beans. Before he pidls them up, or in

doing so, he should collect all the ripest pods, and
dry them off well before ho stores them away, and
when quite dry, without being taken out of the pods,

they may be put in a little old hamper or box, and
preserved in some di-y jilace.

^lusHHOo.M Beds should be looked to, to see that

they are going on well. If the siU'face be foiuid too

cold, add a thicker covering, which will draw up the

heat of the beds ; and if the beds should bo too hot,

reduce the thickness of covering a little ; the tempe-
ratiu-e shoidd range fi-om 50° to 0.j°.

Carrots.—The principal croiis will now ha.ve be-

come pretty generally tit for storing. Do not place

too many together, as tliey are liable to ferment, and
if the injurious efl'ects of too close packing should not
immediately become apparent, yet at the season when
this vegetable is most in request with the good old

Englisli fare, the roots will be ibund partially de-

cayed, woolly at the core and flavourless. Our prac-
tice is to store them in narrow stacks ; if in a dry
shod, we put some dry sand amongst them ; if in a
close shed or cellar, we then put no sand, but )ilace a
little brushwood to prevent their getting too close to-

gether.

Endive.—This vegetable may he bleached so sim-

ply, and in so many w^ays, that it should now be at

once attended to, as white frost or damp weather is

liable to injure the large or full-grown plants. Take
up a quantity on a fine dry afternoon, and place them
in a little dry sand ; the floor of the fruit-room or

cellar, or in some dry shed, any one of which situa-

tions are good for the bleaching of endive, with a

very little trouble. Successions of late plants should

stdi he planted on dry healthy borders or sloping

banks, for a late spring supply.

Horseradish.—Trenching out sliould now be com-

menced on one side or end as the rows go. Fiist

have ready a good quantity of manure. If the soil

is stifi', leaf-mould, road-grit, cinder-ashes, and char-

red materials are all excellent for trenching in. Tlie

ground should be again planted as the trenching

proceeds. OiU' practice is to trench two feet deep,

forking up the subsod, and letting it reuiain loose,

and trenching the ground into rough ridges at the

foot or bottom of each row ; at the very bottom of

each row we jjlace at one foot distance from each

other the tops oi' crowns of the horseradish, and any
crooked or inferior forked plants entire, ready for the

next crop, as we find the stronger the plant the finer

will be the next produce. By these means the rows

are two feet apart, and the crowns or plants are not

too deeply buried, as they, of course, are between the

ridges, which are not levelled until the plants are

making their appearance in tlic next spring or sum-
mer, and then they are gradually hoed or forked

down amongst them.
Jerusalem Artichokes are not yet in full season,

and are therefore best left in the ground until after

Christmas, as the tubers will continue to swell until

that time. The sui'face of the soil should then be

protected witli a thin coat of leaves or refuse of any
kind, and theii' own stalks should be placed over this,

to prevent its being scattered by the wind. Take up
the bulbs as required.

Routine Work.—Keep all yellow and decayed

leaves well cleared up from amongst your cabbages and
coleu-orts. Watch for every opportunity of surface-

stirring the soil, not only for the sake of keeping iqi

a healthy appearance, hut also to reduce the number
of slugs, for which pests traps also should be set, as

belbre recommended, with new brewer's grains or

bran. When so collected, early in the evening, turn

the slugs to useful account by killing them witli

quicklime, and digging them into the ground. Col-

lect now all kinds of leaves, as well as any vegetable

refuse that cannot be turned to better account, and
add them to the manure pit, throwing all drainage

continually over it. When the full crop of leaves

are down, and those of the oak, beech, and Spanish

chesnut are obtainable, these may be collected on

some tine day, and be stored away with great advan-

tage for pig or cattle litter or beds.

James Barnes & W.

MISCELLANEOUS INEOEMATION.

OUR VILLAGE WALKS.
(No. 2.)

What would England be witliout her vOlages?

They are her beauty aud her jn'ide ; for they speak

eloquently of peace and security, of domestic happi-

ness among the poor and lowly, and of social tics that

bind man to man for common help aud comlbrt.

-Fjveu large and thriving towns do not express this

half so clearly ; we must visit the qidet, secluded tU-
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lages, far from tlie bustle and noise of towns, to judge
of a nation's real prosperity—and England's villages

tell us. on the whole, a cheering tale. Some look

more dirty and neglected than others, bearing the

stamp of that deadly snare, the beer-house ; but

these, I trust, are few compared with the number
spread over England's surface. In almost every

parish we find a village, or something like one—

a

clustering together of men—and I have scarcely ever

seen one that does not possess some piotiu-esque or

interesting feature. There is always a ehurch stand-

ing calmly by, as if to still " the madness of the peo-

ple," and calling them continually to prayer and
praise. What a solemn and beautiful siglit is a sim-

ple primitive British church ! We gaze with delight

on a scene of nature only, whei'e the eye ranges over

earth, and water, and trees, and sky ; aU is so pure

and good as if sin had not blighted it; yet, when a

little column of smoke rises from among the trees, or

we hear the deep bay of the watch dog, or the toU of

the church clock, warning us fi'om its hiding place

of the flight of time, what an involuntary interest

springs up at once in our hearts. There is a cot-

tage ! or a farm ! or a nestling hamlet within those

sheltering trees ! and such simple sounds add many
charms to the beauty of the landscape. There is in

our hearts, implanted by God, a love for our "kind;"
and although sin has caused man to be " a murderer
from the beginning," and we " bite and devour one
another," still, yet we should not be happy alone.

Feeling this, let us strive, " as opportunity offers, to

do good unto all men;" and how much of the bitter

of life may thus be done away.
I like to see a village interspersed with hedges of

elder. Jt is a most valuable tree—so much so, that

Boerhaave, the great Dutch physician, never passed

one without raising his hat. Let us raise our hearts

to God, who has caused so many plants to spring up
around us that are good for food .and medicine. The
elder is a native of England, but grows in many
parts of Europe also. It thrives in every kind of

soil, on the banks of streams and ditches, and on old

walls and ruins ; thus marking the tender care of our

heavenly Eather in making so medicinal a tree hardy
and adapted for every situation. Cottagers should

encourage it, for it is good in every season and use-

ful in every part. The leaves are e.xcellent for sores

and external inflammation. The flowers make an
invaluable ointment for man and animals, and every

farm-house should have an ample store. It is very

simply made. Simmer equal quantities of the flowers

and fresh lard in an earthen jian placed in a kettle

of water over a moderate tire for four or five hours,

then strain it through a sieve or cloth into small

pots, but do not squeeze it, or a liquid will remain
below tlie cold ointment and ooze through it. This
oncw bajjpened to myself, and although I pierced the

ointment and poured out the liquid, it was not so

firm or good as it would otherwise have been. Sprigs

of the elder wiU make good ointment, if the flowers

arc required to remain for fiMiit, but it is not so i'ra-

grant. Elder flowers cut from the coiu-ser stallis and
carefully dried are excellent for disordered stomachs
wlien made into tea and drank freely. This tea is also

good for erysipelas and eruptions of the skin. The
inner bark is fine iu cases of dropsy, boiled in milk
and water iu the proportion of three handfuls to a

quart, and simmen^d till it is reduced to a pint.

Half a ])iut should be taken at niglit and in the

moniing, and repeated ever day. Elder-flower water
is cooling to infiamcd eyes and ])leasant to tlie skin;

its very scent is refreshing and reviving. And who

does not relish a glass of warm elder wine on a cold

frosty day? It is a harmless and acceptable offering

to a friend, when more expensive hospitality cannot
be indulged; and it is very esoeUent indeed even
when drank cold. If a cottager's wife could contrive

to make but a couple of bottles of this wine she

would find it very usefifl in the cold severe nights of

winter, if her husband retm'ned home wet and shiver-

ing at a late horn-. A cu]) of hot elder wine would
warm and comfort bim far more than the imwhole-
some beer sold to the poor, and which many of the
labouring class rarely drink at home. Elder benies
are destructive to poultry, and bees are said to dislike

the tree. I have often seen bunches of the leaves

hung upon the bough from which a swarm has been
taken, to prevent then' settling there again. There
is a sort of fungus sometimes found gi-owing on the

trunk of the elder, the inside of which is black, and
the outside inclining to white. This is said to be an
excellent remedy for soi-e tlu-oats and quinsies, but

I cannot discover the way in which it should be ap-

plied ; very possibly it should be laid warm on the

throat, but this I cannot venture to assert. The
season for gathering the fruit is quite like a little

vintage where it grows plentifully; and the black

clusters look almost like wild grapes, bending down
from the weight of the ripe berries. A hedge of elder

might be planted iu many gardens ; and it' the poor

coidd earn a shilling or two by selling the flowers or

fi'uit they would turn to good account. There is

often a great lack of management among cottagers

—

a disinclination to try new plans, and neglect of

many little som-ces of profit by wliich they might
benefit. In some of " our village walks" we may
give our poorer neighbours a hint or two from-per-

sonal observations that may be of use to them;
although I well know bow difficult it is to do any-

thing when work is scarce and money comes slowly in.

To be thrifty we must have sometliing to economize
with; yet in my own immediate neiglibourhood I

Icjtow that the poor do actually prefer shivering with

cold, and picking up sticks, or stealing wood, to cut-

ting turf from a common close to then' own doors

and storing it up for winter use. This is a striking

proof of idleness and wilfid negligence, and such in-

stances make us sometimes feel vexed and hard-

hearted. Yet let us remember the " mote " and the
" beam," and gain from our daily observation a bint

for ()((( omi use. Is there not a heavenly Friend

seeking our welfare, and grieved because we iiew out

for ourselves " broken cisterns that can hold no water,"

when the " fountain of living waters," close to our lips,

is forsaken? Do we not clioose rather " to drink the

waters of Sihor," or even to perish with thirst? Let

us have pity for the ignorant and foolish, as God hath

pity for us : and let every instance of human corrup-

tion around us strike and convict our own rebelUious

heai'ts.

NEW PI-ANTS WORTHY OF CULTIVATION.

WisTAKiA SINENSIS var. alha.—This white variety

was introduced from China by INtr. Fortune. Its

blossoms are not so beautiful as those of the lihie-

ilowered, but may have a pleasing effect when blended

with the latter.

—

Jourii. Hort. Soc. iv. 2^1.

CooLciOYNE ASPiutATA (Roiigli C'(i:lo(/i/ne).—Is the

finest of the genus, a native of Borneo, bears spikes

of noble, fleshy, pale cream-coloured blossoms, three

inches in diameter. It requires to be gi'own iu the

stove.

—

Joiini. Hurt, iiov., iv. ;i21.
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Freckled !Mok:\iodes (Mornwdes Icntiginosa).—
This orcliid is also a native of central America, and,

like the precedinn;, iutrodiiced by Mrs. Lawrence.
Its tlowci's have pm'plish stains on a yellow jrroimd,

and sprinlvlcd ali over Mdtli small dots. It blooms
in Ajiril, and requires to be potted in loose turly

peat. In winter keep it rather dry, and in the dry

stove ; but in summer with the usual moisture and
heat of the orchiflcous-house, and near the glass.

—

Bot. Mwj. 44D5.

Pinnate-leaved Etimedium (Epimediuvi pinna-

tmn).—Tliis " most lovely little liardy plant" is a

native of shady woods iu the mountains of Persia

and the Caucasus. Its tiowers are bright yellow,

with a crimson spot at the base of cac]i petal. It is

increased by root division, and may be grown eitlier

in the border, or in a pot like other herbaceous
alpines,

—

Ibid, 4456.

Mniui.rs tricolor (Tr'icoloured MouJfc;/ Fhicer).

An annual brought by Mr. Hartweg from California.

Prevailing colour of the flowers piidi. Init eacli lobe

of the corolla is spotted with crimson at the base,

and stained with yellow along the lower lip. It

appeal's to reqiiii-e the treatment bestowed upon half-

hardy annuals.

—

Ibid, 222.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Trough on Flue (T. D. /*.).—You Imil better have a shallow pan

of zioc made to fit the top of your Hue, or a small portion of it, and
this will be sufficient to keep the air of your pits moist. Do not sow
your fuchsia seed until next Blarch or April. Sec p. 20 of our last

volume.
Aenott's Stove for Greenhouse (R. W. H.).—That described

in our first volume, p. 280, would answer well for your greenhouse,
20 feet long and 12 feet wide. An iron stove, such us Wa/ker's se/f-

fecdiug stove, would answer your purpose, if the fuel was put on last

thing at night in the winter, and you had a trough for water on the
top. We should plant two clhnbbif^ perpetual ros^s to train along
your bridge, Fdicite pcrpetuelle, creamy white, and Madume Plan-
tier, deep rosy hue.
Wintering Fuchsias {J. T., Aberdeen).— If you will refer to the

Index of our last volume, you will there find references to all the in-

formation you require. For instance, at pp. 34/ and 328. Leave off

tvnteriu^ your cacti and keep them di-y and cool, but free from frost

all the winter.

AViNTEBiNG Plants in a Fkasie {G. Jones and C. P., Bi-i-rfoii).

—You can keep your plants in a frame plunged in eoal ashes ; admit
air every mild dry day, and keep the glass and sides thickly covered
with straw and mats during frost and at night. Do not move your
/i eartsease cuttings until early in the spring, as they ai"e only just
struck.

Waste Water from a Steahi Engine {Carulus).—This would
do excellently for making liquid manure with, and would recompense
you for your outlay. There is no mode of distributing it but by liand,

or by an open gutter of various lengths, to trenches made between
the rows of your crops. Do not apply it until growing time in the

ijpring arrives. Watering your potatoes will not answer; never put
manure to them ; grow them on ground which has been manured for

other crops. Never mind your autumn-]danted crops being deficient

in quantity ;
*' they are sound," you say, which is better than a great

bulk diseased.

CuPHEA PLATYCERTRA (J. S. L.).—Tliis is thc nauic of your
flower. It will not live in the open border through the winter. Pot
it immediately. See what is said at p. 14^ of our last volume, and at

p. 24 of our last number.
Natural Phenohiena {Verax).—You say that our daily state-

ments of these, such as "birch leaves yellow," ^c, arc "not fouiuled

on fact." Now, if you will keep memoranda of how many days we
are wrong, that is, how many days later or earlier each event occurs
than is stated iu our Calendar, you will he doing a useful work. We
only profess to give the average time at which each occurs, and we
will tell you to-day, in an editorial, how much these events may serve
as guides for the gardener.
>ViNTEaiNG Calceolarias (J. \V. R.).—\Vc shall say more

about these soon, but in the meantime observe for your guidance that

the great enemy to calceolarias in winter is damp, when grown in pits

and frames without the means of dry heat. Where a dry heat can
be occasionally given, there is no difficulty in keeping them over the
winter. In a frame or pit, thc plants should stand higher in the pot
to escape the damn ; it is an easy matter to sink them when shifting

in the spring : and every opportunity should be taken to let a stream
of air amongst them. The subject will he fully treated on in a suc-
ceeding number.
Peach-house Converted into a Greenhouse (CnrrigCathol).

—So far as you have given a description of the upright peach-house,
which you have transferred into a greenhouse, we see nothing to pre-
vent it answering extremely well but for one thing—the omissiou of a

stove. Instead of being fearful of having too much heat in winter,

because thc sun strikes powerfully upon tlie upright glass, wc should
be more concerned about not having enough when there was no sun
at all. The muffling of the glass with glue and whiting might be re-

quisite in spring, but would lie of little use in winter if you wished
thc plants to grow. If, however, you merely wish to keep deciduous
plants alive until the spring, then the process might be useful, as

tending to promote an uniform temperature. Thc canvass blind to

which you refer would be useful in spring and summer for keeping
out heat, and in \\inter for keeping out cold ; but for the latter pur-
pose you would require, in addition, wooden covers, straw hurdles, or

mats, to cover thc glass with in cold nights. You would, after all,

keep the roses and fuchsias in such a house with more difficulty than
you would preserve the former in a cold pit, or even plunged out of

doors, with the tops nearly covered with moss or fern ; and the latter

if merely kept from the frost in a cool shed. The reason of this is,

that the house being fully exposed to the south, the plants will be
excited in mild sunny weather, only to be nipped when it is very cold

and frosty. Without artificial heat, therefore, we do not consider

your house so good, for mere protection, as a pit or close shed

;

though, as it is, it would answer admirably for growing plants after

Bfarch. Having put up a stage, wc would strongly lu'ge the posses-

sion of the means of heating, and then you may have anything you
choose that will thrive under greenhouse temperature. The Cloth of

(Jold, or any of the tea-scented, roses, would do very well on tliewall

above the highest shelf of the stage, provided the sashes move to give

it plenty of air in summer ; and the Cnbea scande7in, the Pussijiura,

cwrult'a, and Jasminum re^olutum, would stand the winter without
heat. With heat, thc Mundcvitla suaveoleiui and the Tecoma Jus-

minoides would answer very well, and both are very beautiful. If,

without covers for the glass frames, you set the plants on the stage,

keep them almost dry during the winter ; the less they grow the bet-

ter. In cold weather, however, we should prefer setting them all on
the floor of the house, and then, if not very large, you can throw mats
over them. By this means we frequently keep many things in a glass

house without heat ; but then they don't have much the appearance
of greenhouse plants during winter.

Plums {J. H., Liscard).—You ask whether you may plant plums
and autumn-plant 7/0/a/oPS Ln a heavy clay, manuring with night soil?

You may plant plums, but refer to our back numbers for advice as to
clay eysoil. They.must be planted nearly or quite on thc ground level.

Head about soils and subsoils in a recent number, and see what we
say about the improvement of the staple. We recommend autumn-
planting of potatoes on sound soils and done with discretion, but in

land like yours we wovdd have a winter fallow, and keep the potatoe
sets in earth until Februarj'. Do not use night soil, nor any other
manure, as the land is an old apple orchard.

Fern Manure for Vines (2'. W.).—Vines like good manm'C

;

fern does not make such rich compost as straw. \Ve should, never-
theless, not fear to use it. The prime secret of vine growing does
not, however, lie in the manure ; it is in thorough drainage, and se-

curing, by amelioratinc processes, a proper mechanical texture in tlie

soil. Look to our articles on the improvement of staple, also Jlr.

Fish in an article a few weeks since.

Gooseberries and Currants (J. Wilson).—Your currant and
gooseberry bushes should be nearly six feet apart. The Red and
White Dutch currant, and for I)lack thc Black Naples. As your
ground is so limited, plant well-known bearers in the gooseberry way
—such as the Old Crown Bob, the Aston seedling (abas A\'arnngton

,

the Whitesmith, &c. &c. Do not part with your apjjle trees without
due consideration, especially if they are thriving. If you will have
pyramidal currants, you must start them with a strong stake ; but
why pyramidal? We could train them punch-bowl fashion, and take
as little room as your pyramids.
Wintering Cuttings {J, Stewart).—Your cuttings struck this

season of fuchsias, petunias, alonsoas, verbenums, and other soft

wooded plants, or from any tender plant, cannot be k-.-pt over the
« inter without light, moisture, and as much heat as will save them
from frost " Smithy ashes," or, as wc say in England, ashes from a
blacksmith's forge, is a good thing to plunge such pots in down to
thc rim, in a box that would fit a window sill. If you keep thc fros^t

from them that way they will do. Caplieu pfatifccntra, if an old
plant, will live out the winter plunged in sand or light cartli like
fuchsias. The Lechennultiafvrmosa will require a good window in a
room where a fire is kept.
Heaths {John Pnul).—\o\\.v memory is not at fault. ]\Ir. Beaton

did promise a chapter on potting heaths, and you shall have one long
before heaths will need potting. In thc meantime, do not syringe
them till after thc middle of next May; and if the mildew threatens
you, put thc infested plants aside from your stock and dust them
lightly with sulphur. BlcNab's treatise is," perhaps, out of print ; the
price of it was about 2s (id. " Large shifts " is only safe with good
gardeners. Heaths in No. I or No. 2 pots will not require shifts but
once iu four or five years. A list of the best heaths will be given
early in thc spring.
Seedling Pansies (.-1. --I. Clertcus),—^These arc better kept in

the pots where you have x-aised them, to be planted out next P'cbruary.
Contrasts of Scarlet and Blue (Ifiid).~J\'rniophila insigrih,

to contrast with scarlet verbenas, should not be sown till the la.st

week in April, and then the contrast will only hold good for six weeks—say from midsummer to the cud of July. If you could make a bed
of the blue Campanula varpatica next April, it would last to thc end
of September ; and though not so gay as the nemopbila, is more
useful. \'crbenas, for a scarlet bed next summer, should be got by
cuttinas last September or next February, and be protected from
frost, and planted out about the middle of Rlay.
Seedling Carnations [Ihid)—Planted out early in thc autunni,

will stand the frost, in your exposed situation, without protection.
Scarlet Geraniums {W. Goodman).— In taking Messrs. Fraser,

of Lea Bridge-road, as your model, you have done well. Unless your
beds are very rich oa a ilamp bottom, scarlet j^eraniums will flower iu
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them better out of pots. It is only the florists' pelargoniums that

nre bedded in their pots, to curb theii' free habit ot gi-owth. Messrs.

Eraser grow their plants generally better than others, and having
them in pots they are more convenient for their orders.

BIanetti Rose {0.roniensis).—MT. Rivers, of the Sawbiidgeworth
Nursery, Herts, introduced the Manetti rose from Italy a few years

since, and it has turned out as a stock all that was expected. Apply
to him for the information you require. We will answer about your
Tigridia pavonla next week. Your treatment is very judicious.

WiNTEiUNG Yellow Cistuses and China Hoses (Flora).—
There are several yellow cistuses very beautiful plants ; they often

live out the winter in dry sheltered situations ; but we should be loath

to trust any of them to the rigours of a hard winter unprotected.
Some dry leaves, litter, or coal-ashes, spread round them to the depth
of four inches, and a dry mat, or a bundle of dry fern or straw placed
over them in hard frost, arc far better than transplanting them into

pots so late as this. Turn your " monthly roses " out of the pots into

the bed, and if they arc not quite young they « ill take no harm ; hut,

to be safe, place a few dry leaves round and amongst them, merely to

break the force of cold frosty winds.

Van Tuol Tulips, Szc. {Cu/isa!s),—Vlcint your Van Thol tulips

two inches deep in the front row of your bed or border now
;
place

the yellow ones behind them, and nine inches from them, and the
Tourncsol in the middle. The Van Thol is red and white, the Yellow
is just yellow, and the Tournesol red and orange. They will flower
next April. Your " leaky greenhouse " is a bad place for soft-wooded
plants, but you must try them in it. You can keep old peiunias if

they are 7iow established in pots, not otherwise. The peiistemons
will live out of doors, unless your soil is very wet and the winter very
hard. The Ageratum is a greenhouse, or frame, or half-hardy plant,
but is very easy to move into pots at any time ; and if you take it up
carefully, it will probably Hower all the winter even in the leaky
house.
Mandevilla suaveolens [M. E. L.).— It is fotir feet high, has

not flowered, and is in a border under a south wall, where it was
jjlanted in June, and you ask whether it should be allowed to remain ?

It is more safe to take it up this season, being so young
; pot it, and

let it lose its leaves by keeping it half dry in the greenhouse. Cut it

down close early in Blarch, and plant it out next i\Iay ; after that you
may keep it out in winter, with a good dry covering in frosty weather.
Bottom Heat by Hot Watek Pipes (3*. J*'.).—In the plan you

refer to as described in our first volume, the whole of the bottom of
the pit must be covered. Perforated iron will do for the covering in-
stead of slate, but will require more support, and will only last for a
short time. Cucumbers can be grown well in such a structure. We
cannot tell what sized pipe you will require for your pit, unless in-

formed of the purposes for which you intend it.

Cegonia [Ihid).—The common old begonia is very easily grown,
but yours, the leaves of which are continually falling and the plant
shrinliing, must be one of the stove species, and unless we know
which wc cannot advise you safely.

Earwigs in Greenhouse (TV. D. P,).—Place some dry hay in
very small pots, and set them about on their sides in secret corners ;

the earwigs will enter them for the day, when you may destroy them.
Pruning various Plants (Ibidj.—Do not cut down yom' Blaii-

rnndi/a Barclai/ima, JAthospervium Himdersonii, and Cobtca scan-
duns, hut prune their side branches only to two joints now, and re-

duce the top or leading shoot a little. Passifinnt Herberti and incar-
w«;a flower, on the current year's growth, cut in their side shoots
now to the last bud nearest the old wood, Clematis azitrea grandi-
Jlnra cut down to a strong prominent bud next February. How low
down depends on its age and size. Ainari/IUs longifoHa and Lilium
japonicum, which have not flowered, must both be allowed to get dry
now ; then pot the Lilium, and the Amaryllis next May when in full

gro-.vth.

Planting (G/fltt jl/or).—Have this all performed before Christ-
mas. "We cannot recommend any work upun forest planting ; they
are all at variance, and most of them fallacious guides. A\'c cannot
advise you as to thatrees to plant, unless we knew whether your object
is beauty or profit.

IJatura (ibid).—You ask for information relative to this plant.
The datura is a strong soft-wooded greenhouse plant, which flowers
annually in the autumn on the young wood made the same season

;

therefore it should be close pruned any time in winter or spring. It

is a thirsty plant u Inlc growing, but if an old plant, may be kept
(piite dry while at rest, or during winter. We believe Wr. Beaton
will treat of it as a flower-garden plant. It is always best to water at
the top of the pot ; one requires good experience' to trust to water-
ing by "feeders."
Soil roR Bulbs {Mr.t. Vibgj/or).—A query respecting " all kinds

of bulbs'* is a wide question, Imt of course you mean all kinds of
common hardy spring-flowering hulbs. Nine-tenths of these will do
well in the soil we recommended for hyacinths. Double aiiemotit'soi
sorts would prefer a stronger soil, however. Wc shall always be glad
to hear from you and assist you after the frank avowal of your address

;

wc like frank peo])le above all others.

Tropieolum Azureum {E. B. S.).—We believe this may be
treated after the way Mr. Beaton recommended for T. trieolorum, but
we were so disappointed with the i)lant on its first ajjpearancc that
we resolved never to grow it, and wc have not seen a good specimen
of it at any of the I.ondon exhibitions. You need not hesitate to
treat all the buU>ou3 Tropceolums in that way.

Growing Bums in Moss iC. J., Perk/iam).—The double Roman
narcissus can be ho grown. Hyacinths ought to be just covered with
moss, and uo more ; you may even leave the very tops a little bare.
People say ours are "nestled" when they see them. J.et the rui)Ci*-

fluous water escape from hyacinths, and all other plants in pots, by
all means.

Fic-TREK Border C-^. H. W'.),—You do not like this looking "so
bare," but you must bid farewell to tigs if you plant evcrgreoiiB iu

the border over the roots of your fig-tree. We would rather turf the
border, or keep it covered in summer with some weak-growiug an-
nuals, such as the Nemophyllas, Virginian Stock, Venus' Looking-
glass, &c. ; but if you must plant evergreens, use the very strongest,
in order to destroy the tig at once—laurels, hollies, or laurustinus,
will do that. If you prefer a slower process, plant some evergreen
Berberis over it ; they are very handsome, and you can keep them
low by cutting down the centre shoots in May after they are done
flowering.

Manure (A. T. B.).—Spent tanner's bark mLxed with rotten dung
is an excellent compost for some plants, and would kill others. You
must ask this question again in a definite shape, and name the plants
to which you intend to apply it. You only said " to any plants.*'
Soil for Bulbs {Ibid).—The scilla and the hyacinth will do

equally well in the same soil, but Lxias do better in peat earth. The
different cuttings you name wUl do equally well under the same
treatment, but you must not let them get quite dry. Mr. Beaton
has said that all half-hardy plants may be saved in the ground over
the winter, treated as he recommends, if they are worth so much
trouble. Low plants at the bottom of a pit, four or five feet from
the glass, will not live to see May-day. Place a stage of some sort
in it, to bring them near the glass. Two thicknesses of matting will
not keep out frost from a pit, but a foot of dry straw over one mat
will, if the sides are equally safe. Auriculas, carnations, and Indian
pinks, arc better under glass, certainly, than covered up in the open
border.

Fibres of Peat (/6ifi).~This does equally well, if not better, for
potting purposes if you pack it close down upon the drainage.
Gardener's Apprenticeship (Carolus, Stratford).—You offer

to give ^'10 or ^'20 for a three years' apprenticeship to any gentle-
man's gardener who would be willing to allow you 8s a week. You
had better apply to some head gardener. We know that some of the
best nurserymen refuse to be bound to any one for three years, and
consider a young man wastes his time to come into a nursery until
he has served under a gentleman's gardener.
Shelter for Geranium Cuttings {A. L.).—Your glazed struc-

ture will do for this purpose, but it must be well protected with
straw, &e, to keep out frost. We have said all that it is possible to
say upon this subject to various correspondents, and in our weekly
essays. We wisii our readers would reler to our indexes. Your use
ot sheets of gutta percha foT shclteriuQ flowers is good. You will

see a form very like yours at p. 220 of our last volmne.
Mummy Wheat (E. G. H.A'i7?^o/0-—Our correspondent mshes to

know where he can obtain a few grains of this wheat, depicted in
" The Illustrated London News" ot last September 22nd.
Improving Sandy Soil (Cogitatu-s).—You cannot do better than

put on the whole of your clayey compost at once. Do not mi,x your
cow-dung with it now, but keep this until cropping time in the
spring. We should put on the compost, trench the ground, and
ridge it up for the winter's frosts to crumble down the clay, and help
to mis it thoroughly. You can remove your four-year-old asparagus
plants about April, injuring the roots as little as possible. AH that
you need do in making the bed to receive them is to trench it two
feet deep, and mLx with the soil throughout as much of the richest

manure that you can procure.

Rough Glass (G. H. H.).—This, in the roof of your greenhouse
or hothouse, will not impede the ripening of the grapes. If it is

one-tenth of an inch thick it will defy hailstones, and answer your
purpose in other respects.

Guernsey Lily {G. G.).—Any very light soil will do for this, but
see what we say at p. 12. Your bees were not stupiried; saltpetre
does not act upon bees as does tobacco or fungus when burnt. This
was the only cause of your bees lighting after being united.
Planting Potatoes (IK. E. //.).—We cannot be more explicit

than we have been. Plant in November iu a soil that has been
manured for the previous crop, and do not add manure either at the
time of planting the potatoes or at any time afterwards. Plant early
ripening kinds only.
Names ov Apples (il/. /;.).—We do not know the Beavsberry

Pippin. The Bai/fordbur// Pippin is the same as the Golden Pippin,
which we all know is a yellow, roundish, small fruit. Heywood^s
Pippin, is unknown to us by this name.
Moving Privet {A. S. rF.J.—Your privet hedge, though six feet

high, may be moved with a good ch.ancg of success if done in Novem-
ber

;
great care being taken to injure the roots but little, and if, by

stakes and rails pressing the plants on each side, they arc kept from
wind-w.aving until well rooted next year.

List ov Fairs [R, F. Jr.).—You will find a very full one in the
Fanners' Atmunacli,

Names of Plants (it/. 5.).—No. I. Tecomacapensis. 2. Coro-
nilla glauca. 3. Some kind of Stapelia. 4. Crassula, but what
variety cannot say, nor could any one from such miserable specimens.
5. Ixora alba. ((Tn/cv/cro).—Yours is Knight's Improved Wrinkled
pea. We will keep your other wishes in mind. (.7. J.)—We cannot
make out from the twigs enclosed the name of your shrub or tree. It

seems to be of the lime tribe. Does it grow in a pot or border ?

What kind of blossom does it bear? What is its native country ?

Merely sending leaves is usually like asking one to tell the name of
a ship's caplaLu from seeing a chip of its mast.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, 147, Strand, in the
Pariah of Saint Mary-le-Strand ; and Winchester High-street, in

the Parish of St. Mary Kalendar; and Published by William
So,merville Orr, at the Oflice, 147, Strand, in the Parish of
Saint Mary-lc-Strand, London.—October 18th, 184y.
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vegetating. It seems to follow, therefore, that if it ho

found one year that the hest potato crop was ohtaincd

by planting on tlie 4th of November, being the first

day the gooseberry-leaves had all fallen, and that the

following year tlie leaves of the same tree did not

fall until tlie 20th of November, tliat in such case

the potato planting ought until then to be delayed,

for, as M. Barck observes, " No one can deny but

that the same influences which bring forth the leaves

of tj-ees will also make grain vegetate ; and no one

can justly assert that a premature sowing will always

and everywhei-e accelerate a ripe hai'vest."

We beg leave to explain that our illustration by

potato planting is a mere assumption, and tliat we do

not intend to advance that the fall of the leaf of the

gooseberiy and potato planting ought to be simulta-

neous : we only throw out the suggestion for others

to confirm or to refute by observation and experiment,

adding only thus much, that Mr. StiUingflect, one of

the most careful of Natiue's observers, says, that in

his time " the prudent gardener never ventured to

put his greenhouse plants out until the mulberry

leaf was of a certain growth."

Eeturning to the consideration of the requisites

necessary for the healthy germination of seed, we

next may observe, that as no seed wiU germinate

without a certain degree of heat is present, so also

does it requu-e that a certain quantity of water be in

contact with its outer skin or integument, and this is

required not only to soften tliis covering, and thus

permit the enlargement of the cotyledons (seed lobes)

always preceding gennination, but also to afford that

water to the internal components of the seed, without

wliich the chemical changes necessary for the nutri-

ment of the embryo plant will not take place.

Pure water, or some other liquid of wliich it is a

large constituent, is absolutely neoessai-y ; no other

fluid will advance germination a single stage. The
quantity of water, necessary to be present before

geiToination wUl proceed, varies much. The seeds of

some aquatic plants require to be completely and con-

stantly submerged in water; others, natives of dry

soils and warm climates, will germinate if merely

exposed to a damp atmosphere, of wliich the Spanish

and Horse chesnut afford ready examples; but the

far larger majority of seeds require and germinate

most healtliily in contact wiMi that degree of mois-

ture which a fertile soil retai:is only by its chemical

and capillary attraction. If the soil be inefficiently

drained, and there is, consequently, a superfluity of

stagnant water, the seeds either decay without ger-

minating, or germinate unlicalthily. This arises

neither merely from its keeping them in an ungenial

temperature, nor only from the usual tendency of

excessive moisture to promote putrefaction ; hut also

because the vegetable deconijiosing matters in a soil,

where water is superabundant, give out curburctled-

hydrogon with acetic and gallic acids—compounds

unfavourable to the vegetation of most cxdtivated

plants, whilst the evolution of carbonic acid and

ammonia is prevented, wliich two bodies are benifi-

cial to the embryo plant.

We are reminded by the calendar to-day of one of

our favom'ite bulbous flowers, the Tigeidia pavonia,

of which there are two or three forms in the seed

shops ; they are called species by some, and are as

much entitled to such distinction as many others.

The second form of the Tigiidia is more dwarf than

the old one, and orange yellow where the old one is

red ; the beautiful markings are much the same in

both kinds. The name of this second species is

Ttrjridia concliiflora, or shell flowered ; and the third

form of this plant is called " superba," though not so

handsome as the other two; it is more in the way of

the old Tigiidia, with less brilhant colom-s, and in

statm-e is intermediate between the two. We also

learn fi'om some excellent papers by Dr. Mc Lean, in

late numbers of the " Florist and Garden Miscellany,"

that he has succeeded in raising cross seedhngs be-

tween these tigiidias, or tiger flowers. We hope tliis

may be so, and we should very much wish to heai- of

others following his example ; perhaps oui' coadjutor,

Mr. Beaton, will enter the lists here. He has said

that these tigridias require some such treatment as

he described for the Tuberose, and it is for this rea-

son that we now more particularly allude to them, as

we ai'e assured that not one out of a hundred succeed

in keeping aU their bulbs of them over the winter.

This failure is caused by taking them up too early in

the autumn. These bulbs do not ripen in our cli-

mate by the time they are overtaken by the early

frosts ; nor do they require a lengthened period of rest

like many other bulbs. Therefore, what we would

recommend for them is this, that they should be left

in the ground till about the commencement of the

new year, with dry leaves, or some kind of thatch, to

keep tlie earth about tliein from fi'eezing, then to take

them up and dry them thoroughly and to pot them,

about the middle of Februaiy, three in a 5-inoh pot.

They should then be placed in a warm situation,

such as a cucumber bed, till their leaves are well up

above the soil, then to bo removed to a cool green-

house, pit, or window, till the spring frosts are over.

They may be planted out then in beds, or borders,

with the balls entire, and the surface of the balls to

he an inch or so below that of the bed.

THE FRUIT-GARDEN.
The STnAWBEEBY In-dooes.—We are now too late

to offer advice about the culture of the plants as a

prejiaratory stop to their succcssfid forcing; indeed,

this part of the ground has been gone over in pre-

vious numbers in another depart)nont of T'he Cot-

tage GARDEXEit. As, however, jn-acticos slightly

differ, we shall, in due time, have a good deal to say

about it; for no mode of forcing can prove successful

with bad plants wliich have been improperly treated.
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Tlio first point to which ayo would ilraw attention i

at this period, is the protection ol' the ]>lants until

wanted for forcing ; for this is a most material jioint

of tlie business, and many a lot of fine plants have
proved barren for want of precautions in this way;
whilst the owners would he completely puzzled to

divine tlie cause. This often happened in former days,

when tlie pots were sot down in any out-of-the-way

corner, to be dried up, or fi-ozen, as the case might bo,

until scarcely a live root remained to commence ope-

rations with
;
yet, at the same time, they might possess

strong looking buds ; these, however, were the pro-

duce of former agencies. Hence one fertile cause of

tlio anamolous appearances they frequently carried,

and which the gardener of the olden time used to

term " going blind ;" and, on inquiring the reason,

we used to be thus answered :
" There's no account-

ing for it—they're apt to do it in some seasons." To
make farther inquiries after such an answer was, of

course, considered impertinence; and many a one,

in our younger days, stuck fast contentedly in this
" slough of despond," without attempting to lift a

leg.

To protect strawberries in pots, then, they must be
plunged, as gardeners term it ; that is to say, immersed
in sou, sand, ashes, or tan, down to the very rims of

the pots. The object is to preserve the tender fibres

ft-om the \-icissitudes of the wintry an- ; and this the

plunging accomplishes, and indeed something more,

as we will endeavour to sliow. It is well known that

the earth and the atmosphere borrow, at certain

periods, of each other ; they do not, however, like

some parties, repudiate their debts, but pay them
back in tlie most scrupidous way, as all good agents

should do. Thus, during one half tlie year—perhaps

in May, say from April to September—the earth bor-

rows of the sun ; or, in other words, the ground heat

increases or accumulates during that period. Towards,

however, the period of the " equinoctial gales," the

reverse takes place ; heat—solar heat—is no longer

absorbed, but the borrowed store of what may be

termed natural bottom heat, is progressively restroed

to the atmosphere by a process which our learned

men term " radiation ;" that is,'tlie aii- being colder

than the earth, the heat fi-om the latter passes oiT

into the air. Tow.ards March, these things being not

far from a state of equilibrium, a balance is struck,

and the accounts opened anew, in the language of

our commercial friends. So that it will be seen, as

we before observed, that the plunging affords pro-

tection from vicissitudes, and something more. It

affords a real " bottom heat," and which is of no
mean service, as encouraging a small amount of root

action, which acts in a very simUar way to the ad-

vanced fibres in the hyacinth; for here the great

desideratum is to get roots before the bud is excited.

Very frequently, indeed, at the latter ])art of Octo-

ber and the early part of November, during severe

weather, a thermometer at six inches in depth will

give ten or more degrees in favour of the ground
heat : this, then, is a consideration not to bo lost

siglit of. Having now, wo trust, established the

jirinciple, wo revert to tlie plunging. It is essential

that the ground on which they are plunged should

be perfectly dry ; an airy, sound, and elevated spot,

therefore, must be selected. The pots should be set

on the surface, and filled up between with any of the

materials before named. The plants sliould not be
crammed too close—at least the leaves should barely

touch each other—and the soil beneatli them should
be of so porous a cliaracter that any amount of rain

that may fall shall speedily find an e.xit.

AVe must now see what should be done for the tops.

Some kinds, as the Brlihli Qiiecn, are notoriously im-
patient of severe frosts ; v/hilst others, as the Kcdn's
Si'etlliiiij, ore comparatively hardy. This tenderness of
habit on the part of the " Queen" is indeed a serious

drawback on its out-door culture, for othenvise it is

doubtless one of the finest strawberries in cultiva-

tion. It is absolutely essential, then, that the tops he
covered in frosty weather. Any loose dry litter,

whether of straw, fern, or even bad hay, is eligible,

but the more free and open the better, as any close

soft material might, tlirough laying on them during
a long frost, engender mouldiness on the under side.

When frost commences we would suffer them to

have a night or two uncovered, if not too severe, and
then, when tlicy are slightly fi-ozen, cover them well

with the fitter. We would pursue this course in

order to avoid the necessity of fi'e(juent unooverings
through slight fluctuations in the weather; for as

long as they could be kept unthawed there would
not be the slightest occasion to uncover them. No
mouldiness will engender under those conditions.

This, then, is the mode of handling pursued by all

our very best gardeners, not one of whom, of any
standing in his profession, will suffer them to remain
unplunged or unprotected. One thing must bo ob-

served, and that is, that a little watering will at times

be necessary during the autumn months. It should,

however, be given rather grudgingly after this period

;

for, although any amount of dryness is not desirable,

yet any extreme of wet or water lodgments is ex-

tremely prejudicial.

We have now handled the subject as far as the

ordinary practice is concerned ; we may now endea-

vour to assist those who would fain force forward,

yet have hitherto made no prejiaration. The taking

up strawberry plants in November from the open
ground, and forcing them, although by no means the

best practice, is nevertheless practicable ; only one
thing may be remarked—they will not bear atmo-
spheric v/armth so suddenly applied ; neither, indeed,

can they be forced so early as established plants—it

would indeed be folly to attempt it. Those amateurs,

or others, who would indulge in a hobby of the kind,

should not remove their plants until the early part of

December; they should be prepared with a frame, or

pit, in which a littlo bottom heat should be provided

—say a guaranteed heat of 00°, for three weeks.

Some tan or other plunging material should be
placed on the top, and the strawberry plants, the

moment they are potted, should be plunged to the

rim, and even a little over it. The soil should be
moist at potting time, and we would not even •' water
them in," as it is termed (that is, pour water over

the soil at the time of planting,) unless the plants

were actually dry ; but rather leave the roots some-
what porous, in order that the warm gases of tho

bottom heat should freely breathe through the mass.

Whilst in this ft'ame, or pit, which may merely be

considered a preparatory stage to their introduction

to the hothouse or planthouse, they should be kept at

a low surface temperature—the thermometer ranging

from 50° highest to 40° lowest. This course is pur-

sued in order to bring on a root-action before the buds
are excited—an important point, which we beibre

explained by referring to the bulbous tribes. It is

only of late years that this principle has been recog-

nised as it ought ; and now no gardener will venture

either to dispute or to slight it. As soon as Christ-

mas is tm-ned they may be introduced to the house,

and as tho change from a close and damp medium
(as to the roots,) to one more airy and more diy, is
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very consicferable, tlie watcrpot must l)e put in re-

quisition ; watoving fi'equently but slightly at first.

We shall in a lew weeks have niucli more advice

to offer about strawberry forcing, and in the mean-

time we nnist conclude with a lew general obser-

vations. At no time should they have a greater heat

by artificial means than 00°, if possible : we believe

this to be the maximum amount to be beneficial.

Of course sun heat is a different affair, especially

when the plant is nnich advanced; still the straw-

ben-y succeeds best in a moderate temperature. They
should at all times be kept as close to the^gln.ss as

possible, and when once the blossom s])ike appears,

tliey sliould never be suffered to become diy for an

hour. Not that they like to be saturated ; we merely

mean attentive watering, for being so limited as to

soil, as compared with those in the open ground, not

a point may be given away. Again, liquid manure
should be used from the moment the truss of blos-

soms begins to rise, for unless the flower stalks

lengtlien freely, and with vigour, it is vain to expect

a good crop. The liquid manure may be commenced
vcrji nriik, and inci-eased slightly in strength as the

fruit advances towards maturity, taliing especial nare

to discontinue it the moment the first berry is ob-

served to change colour. These, then, are the main
maxims, but more advice in detail will be requisite

in a few weeks. R. Eeeington.

THE PLOWER-GARDEN.
Pl.vntixo.—(^ne of the greatest improvements in

modern gardening is autumnal ])lanting, and more
particularly ol' evergi'cen trees and shrubs. Here we
juade a beginning, for some years j)ast, about the

middle of Se]itemlier, and we consider it a good bit

when we can tinisli by (iliristmas. Those who have
planted thus early will not willingly ]iut off to a later

period in after yeai'S. This has been fine of the best

autumns for early planting tliat I recollect. The
ground was warm and the weather very mild— no
heavy blustering winds to toss about newly-planted
tilings, and the early rains at the beginning of October
wi°re abundant, and as warm as on a May day, so that
fresh loosened soil was soaked through and through,
tlius carrying the liner particles of it down into any
open spaces that miglit have been left about the
roots; and no doubt, by this time, tresh healtliy

roofs are formed in abundance from the sides and
cut ends of the larger roots of our transplanted trees

or slu'ubs. As, however, a good deal of planting is

still unfinished, and, in the majority of ])laces, not
yet begun, or, may lie,5not much tliought about,

J am still ill good time to lay down a few rules

which may be"' useful to ;young planters. Wo often

learn as useful instruction from the results of bad
jiraeticojas lrom5details of the most perfect opera-

tions or the most scientific hearing of a question

relating to tire operiitions of the gardener. Indeed,
were we candid enough to avow our errors and
record them, T am not sure if that would not bo,

at times, tlie best portion of our instructions. At
any rale I shidl liere record, in tlie first place, how
r was first taught to ]ilant a tree: a hole being made
large enough to hold the roots, and as dee]i as would
allow of the trei^ lieing ]ilanted as fai' in the ground
as it formerly stood, the roots were spread evenly on
the bottom, and then a few S]iadesfnl of soil thrown
over them ; the tree or hush was now shook up and
down and. may he, sidoways, in ordia- that the soil

should crumble down among the roots; a few more
siiadcsful thrown in, and another shake or two, and

so on till the hole was quite full ; then two or three

stamps with the foot were given, to steady the plant,

and this barbarous worlc or mischief—which you will

—was finished. Let us now analyse this process

from beginning to end, and see what we can make of

it. In the first place, the hole was large enough to

hold the roots without cramping or twisting tliein

round it; so far so good, but it ought to have been
larger—even if it had been in a piece of garden ground
that had been dug and trenched times out of mind
—in order to allow the new formed roots to pass on
in straight lines, instead of having to grope about
for a fi'ee passage, which, probably they would soon
find in tliis garden gi'ound. But lot us suppose the

planting to be done in a new piece of gi'ound that

had not been disturbed for years, and the case is very

different. How the young roots are to escape fi-oni a
confined sjiace in such hard soil is more than what
many planters can tell, or oven guess at ; and yet

this is not the worst part of the tale. The roots were
spreadjoiit regularly, that is, not one of them crossing

another, but drawn out from the stem lil;e lines

—

nothing could be done better; then a little mould
was thrown over them—all right and proper too ;

but now mad-brains will have his w.a}'—he orders

the ti'ee to be shook, to let the soil fill in among tlie

roots. You pull it up gently, it is true; shake it two
or three times, and then let it down in its place

again, and the mischief is accomplished. How? You
can't see it. Of course you cannot—it is below the

surface; but can you not perceive that, when you
pulled up the plant to shake it, all the roots followed,

and, on a moderate calculation, were thus displaced

full six inches; that is, their ]ioints are six- inches

nearer the centre of the hole than they were when
we laid them down. Moreover, many of them, per

chance, are as soft and as pliable as Sally's auburn
hair, and they have a load of earth thrown over

them. Now do you understand me'? No. Well,

then, when you let down tlie plant after shaking it,

what became of tlioso pliable roots? Why, every

one of tiiem must have been doubled up into loops,

as they could not be pushed forward into their for-

mer position through the soil, unless they were madi^

of cast iron, or something else that would not yield :

or, if they are brittle, as many roots are, they would
snap like glass sooner than they could be pushed
back through the soil into their former places; and
thus many an honest man laid the foundation of bad
diseases in his best shrubbery plants—rendering them
liable to the attacks of insects—to bo covered with

moss and lichens, and all other casualties to which
sickly or stunted plants are liable. I could instance

a lot of young thorns that had been planteil twelve!

years since, after this faslii(m, that have not yet made
six inches of young wood, and, to this day, they look

the jiictures of misery and had m,aiiagement. Hut 1

have said enough to warn the young planter against

this way of planting, and now let us sec how the

thing should be done.

If the soil is at all dry at the bottom, no matter how
poor it may be, it should bo stirred or treiu^hed three

feet dec]) for garden planting—that is, for ornamental
trees and shrubs, and for hedges. In tli(! case of

single! plants, where a pit or liolc is only re(|uired.

the narrowest diameter ought to be four feet, and it'

the bottom soil is poor it should be removed and
some good .added instead; but loose soil of this de-

scription will subside in time, and if the jiln.nts are

tied to stakes, as many need lie to keep them firm

tlie first year or two, the sinking of the soil from

under the roots may cause them to strain, or other-
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wise injure them, by cracking and letting in tlie di-y

winds to tliem. Anotlier evil is, that when trees tliiis

planted sinlc dowii gi-adually, additional soO is ]ilaced

over tlie roots to malce tlio surface level, and this is

equivalent to planting too deep in the first instance,

and deep planting is always to ho avoided. Tliere-

fore the loose or new soil beneath the roots oiight to

bo gently pressed down, and the pit filled up to near
the surface of tfie ground, or say to within tlu-eo or

four inches of it, so that, when the tree or bush is

j)lanted, the ' "ice of the pit will appear a little

uiound, sevei'tt.j.'i'Kiises above the surrounding surface.

Some good fl'tijitera make mounds much higher to

allow for settlL-g, but I prefer pressing the bottom
sod in the first instance. (_)ne might say of this, why
loosen it at all if you press it down again'? The rea-

son is to have a perfect drainage under the roots, and
to encourage the strongest of them to run deep in the
gi'ound, which will give the plant gi-eater vigour.

Wo plant fruit-trees sliallow and on hard bottoms, to

prevent them gettingtoo luxuriant ; but in gardening
for ornamental plants, the more healthy and vigorous
we can gi'ow them the more ornamental they will be

;

unless, indeed, they are rather tender for our climate,

in that case shallow planting on a solid or imloosed
bottom suits them best, as they cannot gi'ow so strong,

and will therefore ripen better. All tliis lieing under-
stood and settled, let us plant a moderate sized bush
to begin with—say a Portugal laurel, for instance; it

has lieen well taken up, has some long bare roots
and a host of small fibres, with a considerable ball of
soil attached close up to tlie bole or hotttom of the
plant ; this hall we place in the middle of the pre-

pared ]iit, and we find that the ball is so thick that
those strong roots cannot lie down level on the sur-

face, but "ride," or hang loose some inches above it.

What is to be done with them '? hook them down to

tlie surface, or lower the bottom of the hole ? No, that
would be bad planting again. We must fill in the
loose soil under them, that they may lie in their

natural position, and in doing that the small fibres

are pressed down too much, perhaps ; if so loosen
them back again, and fill in any cavities under the
bole or main roots. We shall now suppose that the
whole under-surface of the ball is resting on the soU,

and also all the roots, gi'eat and small, and each of
them Iirauching out in straight lines, or as rogidar
as they can be placed. Some of the lower ones will

be out of sight, but the majority are still in view. If

we had a little better soil from a compost, this would
be the proper time to throw it over the roots; not at

random, however, for fear of displacing the fllires.

You must do it thus : take a spadeful, and throw it

past the stem of the plant on the roots on the oppo-
site side to you, so that the soil runs along in the
same du-ection as the roots. If you throw it on the
roots next to you, it will run against their direction

and turn hack their small points, which would be
nearly as bad as the old way of shaking the plant up
and down at tins stage. When all the roots are

covered an inch or two, the watermg-pot must come,
with a large rose to it, and you must water all over
the surface heartily, even if it is a rainy day. This
watering is to do the business of the old shaking

—

settle the finer pai'ticles of the soil about the roots

:

the rest of the soil, to the depth of four or five inches,
may be thrown on any how, if the lumps are broken
small, so that the smiace is ]iretty smooth, and formed
into a shallow basin to hold the future waterings. A
stout stake, or stakes, aeeoi'ding to the size of the
]dant, shoidd be di-iveu down before the earth is put
over the roots, to tie the plant, as recommended in a

leading article, page 14, which article anticipated
part of this letter on removing large plants, and is

in every respect plainer and more to the purpose
than I could put it. All that occurs to me farther on
the subject is, that when large bushy evergi-eens are
to be removed, their branches must be tied up towards
the stem by passing a rope or strong cord round
them, before commencing the roots. AH tliis kind of
garden planting ought to be finished before Christ-
mas—I mean the removing of large specimens ; hut
young trees and small bushes are planted by tiie

thousand every spring, vfitii littlo loss in the hands
of good planters ; but young beginners ought to finish

as early as the nature of the season will allow. When
you come to a very large Portugal laurel, or a com-
mon lain-el, or indeed any very large shi-ub that has
overgrown the space allotted to it, and. it is so far

encroaching on other thnigs that it must be removed
in some shape or other, wliat is to he done with it il'

it is too big to remove? A plant 50 yards round the
bottom, is no joke to transplant, and I know one ns

large. Cutting back the longest brandies wiU keejv

it in check for many years—Ijut that is not the point,

but that this very large plant must either be cut
down, and grubbed up for the wood yai-d, or he trans-

planted.

All gardeners have met with such cases, and no
doubt disposed of them easily enough ; but I have a.

new method of dealing with such as cannot he ti'ans-

planted, which I have adopted here for some time,
and which promises to be the best hit I have made
for many years. It is to cut them down in Novem-
ber, to within a couple of feet of the ground. I have
tried spring cutting, hut it does not answer half so

well for the purpose. When the stumps begin to

shoot next April, tliey are cut close to the gi-oimd,

and soon a host of sti'ong suckers will spring up as

close together as those of a raspberry hush. After a
whUe, when they are strong enough to bear handling,
you begin to cut out the weak ones, till the whole
liave room enough to grow away freely, which they
will now do in earnest, and as straight as fishing-rods

or giui-barrels. I have seen strong shoots from a

common laurel stool of this kind reach up to ten feet

in one season ; and they often attain fi'om six to eight

feet. Now, what I propose to do with these strong
suckers is this—to make clean stemmed trees, or

standards of them. Many attempts have been made
to obtain fine standards, with clean smooth stems to

them, of our more common bushes, with various de-

grees of success. The Portugal lam-el treated thus
is a good imitation of the fine standard orange and
lemon trees of Italy ; and the conimoji laurel is not
much behind it. Any of the varieties of the common
Phillyrea may thus be made to imitate the narrow-
leafed myi'tle of the south of Europe, while the com-
mon Alaternus miglit be mistaken, at a few yards'

distance, for the broad-leafed myrtle, if reared uji on
a five-feet standard with a close circular head ; and
to imitate the olive as a close-headed standard, take

an overgrown old privet plant, cut it as above, and
you will soon have a dozen of them. The pomegra-
nate, and indeed any half-liardy little tree, may thus
be imitated—the principle is the same with them all

:

hut I must soon have a whole chapter on shrubs,

evergi-eens, and otherwise, which can he formed into

fine little standard trees, which would look extremely

well in gardens of limited extent, as well as those of

the most extensive. I have seen for this purpose

whole Portugal laurels stripped of their side branches,

up to five or six feet high, and the tops formed into

ch'culai' heads ; but the woimds and scai's left on the
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stem—imavoidalily, it is trae—where the great side

branches were lopjied off, were most Indeous to my
eyes, and so imgardening-like, that I would as soon

live in a desert as he surrounded with such ugly and
haggard-looking objects. Unless a thing can be done
propci'ly, and more especially experiments on living

plants, in the name of all that is blue-apron-likc, let

us not scandalise our ancient craft by aping and cari-

caturing. But to return to our suckers, from which
these very handsome imitation plants are expected,

as soon as tbey are from five to seven feet high, nip

off the points to stop them, and the next half-dozen

buds below will start into side branches, which are

to form the foundation of the future standard ; there-

fore, see that they are at proper distances from each

other. The situation of the buds will determine this

before any branches are fo/med. and if the buds are

too close together, disbud them, so as to allow room
enough for the future branches. If any side shoots

are made lower down, either after stopping the

points or before, they must be nip]ied before they

form one joint, and only the leaves from which they

issue left. All the leaves on the stem from top to

bottom are left on the first season, but no side

branches allowed, except the few at the top, to form
the head. When the young wood gets firm, say

about August, you may begin to cut out the buds,

beginning at the bottom and going up progi'essively

as the wood ripens ; so that, by the end of the first

growing season, all the buds on what is to form the

future stem are entirely got rid of This is the most
essential part of the whole process—but the buds

ought to be extracted—yes, that is the right word

—

extracted without injuring the leaves ; for unless the

buds are taken out with their roots, so to speak, de-

pend on it they will trouble you afterwards by throw-

ing out strong side branches ; but once extracted

from a one season's growth, no ti'ee, I believe, has

the power of renewing them a second time. But
some of these days I shall relate some curious expe-

riments on the subject; meantime, these suckers

may he safely left attached to the mother stools for

three years or more, for they will acquire more
strength and come sooner into use that way than if

taken off sooner. Anytime during the spring of the

second season a ring of bark, about two inches wide,

must bo taken off' the bottom of these suckers, and
the lower down the better ; then, when these wounds
are perfectly dry, and the upper edges of tliem begin

to swell by the formation of new iwood, and not be-

fore, you may earth up some good soil all over the

old stool, till it is four or five inches above the ringed

parts. Boots will immediately issue from the swel-

lings of these rings, and so form you a tree " on its

own bottom." By tlie help of these roots and tlie

connexion with the j'iirent stock, very vigorous

healthy voinig trees are foraied in less time and more
handsomely than by any other process known to us;

and in separating them from the stool, work your
way to the riiiged parts and cut through them with a

small saw, and this you may do twelve months before

you finally remove your new standard. D. Beaton.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

C.\i.cEOLAniAS. — Thirty years liave not elapsed

since the first of these beautil'id family of menopeta-

lous (one-petaled) plants was introduced into this

country from Cliili and Peru,liut the still more beau-

tiful hybrids that have been raised from thoni during

tlio last eighteen years are numberless. Still, for

many purposes, sucli as flower beds, and for pots in

windows, those originally introduced, and those

slightly varying from the primitive stock, are truly

valuable, as they jjossess the property of continuously

blooming for six or seven months in the year, and
with a little care would bloom all the season through.

What, either in a bed or in large pots for vases or

windows, can be more beautifid than the orange C.

viscossissima (so named from the clanmiy nature of

tlie leaves'), or some of its dwarfer progeny, when con-

trasting with a bright scarlet or deep blue, or a vivid

piu'ple, or even, if it should happen to be its posses-

sor's peculiar taste, fitting in with the paler yellow of

the lately introduced, pretty 0. amiilexicaulis ? An-
other advantage of these first introduced shrubby va-

rieties is, that they seem to retain with us the natural

hardiness they possessed when gi'owing upon the hill

sides of Chili, where, though in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of the tropics, they yet flourished in a tem-

perate clime, from being elevated far above the level

plains—protected on the east by the snow-capped
Andes, and regaled from the west by the moist

breezes wafted ft'om the Pacific ; while our more
large, beautiful herbaceous, improved hybrids par-

take, to a certain extent, of that tenderness and lia-

bility to injury which generally accompanies im-

provement in tlie form and structure of the animal,

and civilisation and social progress in the man. To
coimteract this tendency to degenerate, so far as ro-

bustness of constitution is concerned, some men must
be found strong-minded enough to break through
the common practice of hybridising with the most
improved forms, and make use of some of the older

liardier species as one of the parents, being satisfied

with the interesting and beautiful residts of their

laboiu's ; their plants being hardier, though, perhaps,

not quite reaching in size and form the florist's stan-

dard of perfection. When the proper season anives

we shall again direct attention to the subject, as few

can have better op])ortunities for carrying out the

principles of hybridising than the general renders of

The Cottage Cjahhexer ; and, in the case before us,

no easier means could be taken for obtaining a vast

variety for beds or borders.

The word calceolaria is derived from cnlceolus. a

little shoe, or sandal, and hence the whole family

have been styled sUpper-iiorts. The first introduced

species might well have reminded a Chinese mandarin
of tlie richly-clad, beautifid (lumpy feet of his lady

love ; and strange sensations they might have con-

jured up in the minds of many of our ladies, and
gentlemen too, who will have their boots made of a

certain shape and size to please the eye. magnani-

mously resolving that the feet shall be made to fit their

covering, let corns, bunions, defonnitios, and illness

come as they may. But, lack-a-day, gardeners have

so changed the appearance of these flower slipjiers

—

have resolved they shall be round as a circle, without

even a notch in the cii-cumference, and shall be as

blown out as a bladder—that the only slippers these

wondrous calceolarias can now-a-days be compared

to are those which we put upon a horse's feet when
we require his services to roll a carriage-road or a

lawn. To such a quarter we have no notion that the

devotees of i'ashion will come for shapes and patterns,

tliougli, judging from the strange shapes of shoes for

the last thirty years, there is no saying what the next

new idea may be. Be that as it may, all honour, say

we, to those who in any kind of slippers, wliether

leather or vegetable, can see beauty and elegance in

true utiUtij, though far removed from the shape of

fashion, and the standard foi-m of florists. And this
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honour is justly due to the man, though I uever heard
even liis name, who raised and preserved the Kentish
Hero calceolaria, for tliough it would not he noticed

hy a fastidious florist, as it is narrow and longer

shaped than any other of the shiiihby varieties, and
thus more shpper-like, yet the largeness of its brown
orange-like flowers, the closeness of the opening of the

corolla, the dwarf hahit of the plant, tlie immense
size when contrasted with all others of its spikes of

flowers, if it be proper to call them so, and its con-

tinuous blooming when grown in good soil, render it

either for vase, bed, greenhouse, or wiudow-siU, one of

the showiest things we have met witli for years. It

takes longer time, and is shier to propagate, than any
otlier calceolaria, shrubby or herbaceous, that has
come under my care ; but, probably, it wants a little

peculiar management. It was presented me by a
kind neighbour last autumn, and as I was gxeatly

taken with its appearance, I did not let it stand idle

during the winter and spring ; and though my suc-

cess in propagating it was far fi'om meeting my
expectations, it yet enabled me to send some of it

north and south as freely as I had received it; but
several of the recipients have since written to say
that they cannot get a cutting to strike. K this

shovdd meet the eye of the raiser of this hero, or of

any other person who has succeeded in propagating
it,'with any thing like the ease of other slmibby oal-

ceolarics—losses in which, either from the cuttings

not rooting or damping oif, we never calculate upon
—the statement of the peculiar mode of management
will be acceptable to himdreds of its admirers. We
have seen it several times this season, when there

was nothing remai-kable about; and, therefore, to

show that wo are not selfish, but are as ready to do a
kind action as to expect one in return, we woidd say
that, judging from our own practice, this calceolaria

will always he most beautiful when grown in a rich

loamy soil. There will then bo little growth so far

as the woody matter of the plant is concerned, but
the masses of bloom will be splendid.

We would gladly have filled oiu- paper to-day with
jottings about tlie management of shrubby calceola-

rias, did we not feel convinced tliat those correspond-
ents who oomplaiu tluit they cannot keep their plants

over the winter must have reference chiefly to those

which are of a herbaceous nature, or are merely
slightly shrubby. Now, wo suppose something must
be said upon this, though it is rather a sore point
with us just now, for thougli we have had great suc-

cess for years in the management of these fine

blotclied and spotted varieties, we fear we shaU have
a little trouble with them during the coming winter,

as already the plants are all gone, witli the exception

of a few bits of cuttings inserted a few days ago, and
those not so healthy as they ought to be.

Before describing the method by which previous

success was obtamed, I will first describe the cause of

my present loss, as it-may be useful as a warning, for

if I succeed in preser\ing some favourite kinds it will

bo at the expense of extra-codling them. Previously

to the plants coming into full bloom, though reared

from cuttings of the previous autumn, many were in

VJ. and some in IB-inch pots, with large heads, quite

free from insects, and the leaves green and luxuriant,

without which latter quality I always consider a cal-

ceolaria a ricketty thing at best. They were then
removed to a glass case close to the mansion, where
the atmosphere is generally too dry to suit their na-

ture, and where the usual methods for keeping insects

at bay cannot be resorted to, but where they, never-

theless, answer the purpose of decoration for a con-

siderable time. They are removed thence by degrees,
as soon as the least signs of unsightUness appear,
and are placed behind a north wall. When all were
got out they were examined, a plant or two of a sort
kept, and, as the green-fly had commenced their
ravages, they were put into a pit, to be well smoked
and shaded. Unfortunately, the shading was blown
otf in a very bright day, and was not noticed until the
mischief was done, as the leaves—injured by the in-

sects, sick with the smoke—were regularly done for by
the sun, so much so that it is only a few days since
that we could obtain a few green bits as cuttings, the
plants themselves being useless. Now, there were
two errors here : the first, not properly fixing the
shading; and the second, not placing the plants under
a north aspect. During the summer few plants ai-e

more impatient of full sunhght : setting the plants
under a north wall, or planting them out in a well-

di-ained nortb border, are the best positions for them,
and, if not very bad with insects, a good syringing
of cold water wordd send them a scampering. We
have just pricked ofi" into pans some seedlings.

Those who have plenty of room would have done
that some time ago, by sowing in August instead of
September.
Now for the mode of management. I have tried

various methods,—such as the repotting of the old
plants, and dividing the larger ones, &c.; but that
which has succeeded the best with me in producing
healthy beautiful plants, was by raising them every
autumn afi-esh from cuttings. I have inserted the
cuttings round the sides of pots, well drained, and
l]laced them under glass, or inserted them in small
prepared beds under hand-glasses ; but I have never
been more successful than by the following method

:

At the foot of a north wall, a space of ground was
levelled ; a layer of salt and lime was put down, to

keep slugs and worms at a distance ; over tins a layer

of coal-ashes, and then another of broken potsherds,

over which was placed fom inches of equal portions
of loam, leaf-mould, and peat, with a little sand and
charcoal-dust— all well broken, and the finest sifted

out ; the coarse to go at the bottom, and the finer at

the top—placed in width and length to suit the size

and the number of the hand Ughts to be used; when
these were put on, a good soaking of water was given.

Wlieu settled, and a little dryish on the surface, fi'om

an eighth to a quarter of an inch of silver sand was
added, pressed smooth and firm, and the cuttings

wei'e taken ofi", and inserted in the end of August or

the beginning of September—choosing the points of

the shoots, in preference to cuttings ft-orn the stem,

as they make better plants—there never being any
necessity for stopping these large flowering calceola

rias, however large you may wish the plants to gi-ow.

Those who merely possess a cold pit for wintering

them, should set about propagating them in the eai'-

lier part of August. After the cuttings are planted,

a slight watermg must be given, to settle tbo sand
and earth firmly about them ; and after that, with
the exception of a slight dust from the syringe over
the fohage in fine days, and givmg a little air in mild
nights, they will require little more attention, until

you take them up to pot them, some time in October.

In potting we use small pots and light sandy soil,

with a little leaf mould , and, as the sun is now de-

clining in strength, we place them in a pit with a south

exposure, with shading at oomnrand, and we like to

plunge t)ie pots, at tliis time, in a medium free from
worms and possessing a mild heat : the object being to

fill thepots with roots as quicldy as possible. The pit is

kept close for a short time, but air nuist be given as
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soou as the plants will stand it; and to assist them
doing so when in this young state a slight dusting

fVom the syi'ingo may ho given thcin on a hright day.

I liad hotter tell you what I mean by this dusting.

Of aU syringes, Read's common garden one is the

hest, because it is the most simple and etlectual.

With every syringe is sent several end pieces, to screw
ofl' and on at pleasure, pierced with holes, to resemble
roses of a, watering-pot, with diflerent degrees of fine-

ness ; and there is also one without small holes, but
I'urnished with a jet, like a garden engine. A fig for

all tlie roses, the jet is the thing for me. By placing

your thumb of the left hand upon the point of this

jet, you will soon get into the knack of so regulating

it, when yo>i send down the piston with the right,

that the stream of water, as it issues, may be as strong
nearly as from a water engine, or may resemble the

iinest misty vapom'. This last is what 1 call dust-

ing, and every cottager may have it in his power to

give it to his jilants, if lie only procures a tin or pew-
ter syi'ingo a little larger than that used by school-

boys. Well, the plants ai'o sliifted into larger pots
as soon as tlie.y require it, and plunged again ; not
for the heat at the bottom this time, for that will be
all gone, but for the double jiurpose of keeping the

roots in a uniform temperature, and preventing tlio

necessity of frequent watering during the dark days ;

the object being to grow the plants slowly until the

change in tlie day, and rapidly afterwards. At the
third and subsequent pottings, the plants are set on
boards, as the leaves by that time ai'e generally suffi-

cient by theii- shade to keep the roots moderately
cool. Now, this treatment would not do at all in a
cold pit, nnlcss the season was very favomable. I

have tlie command of a hot-water pipe whenever it is

necessary, and by tliat means I can give my plants a
moist atmosphere, and keep it in motion by plenty of

air, which is the very life of calceolarias of the ten-

derer kinds
; just as a stagnant moist atmosphere is

their ruin. 1 like the tempei-ature to be from -40° to

45° at night, though not particular in having it lower
in cold weatlier, allowing it to rise five or ten degrees
witli sun heat. The soil we use more rough at every
potting, and towards the last use peat chai-coal and
dried cow-dung rather liberally, in addition to the
sandy loam ; and water now and then with weak
uianure water, smoldng with tobacco at the sliglitest

trace of lly. The treatment to be given in less favoiu-

able cii-cumstanoes will be again referred to.

R. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.

EXOTIC ORCHtDACEyE.
Frksu TMi'onTKD Plants.—Wlicn boxes, or other

packages of orchids arrive in this eonntry, they are
too often quite dead. Some that arc alive, have made
roots and shoots during the jiassage, and these from
close coniiuement are frequently half I'otted. Others
an: alive, but dormant and almost dried up. Several
inquiries having readied ns, as to the proper treat-

ment for newly imported plants of this tribe, wc have
thouglit it right to give our experience on tliis parti-

cular part of orcliid culture thus early, that any of
our readers wlio may be receiving parcels of them
I'rom foreign climes, may know vihiii to do with tluim.

Wo have fi-equcntly observed tliem desti'oyed by im-
proper treatment, even wlion they have come in veiy
fair condition. Tlic first thing we do on receixdng
them, is to examine them closely, and all such as are
certainly dead are tlirown away at once. J''rom all

tliat ai'o alive, we cut oil' all dead roots, dead shoots,

and pseudo bulbs. In some instances a curious new
plant may aiTivc with some part of the jiseudo bulbs
i|uite sound, and the rest in a decayed state. This

apparently new plant it is desirable to start into

growth. In this case out away with a very sharp knife

the decaying part, and apply to the wound some
jiowdered chalk, this will close up the pores and pre-

vent further putrefaction. When these points are

all well and duly performed, then comes the difficult

question: "What shaU I do with tliem; shall I put
them m pots or baskets, or on blocks of wood?" A
good deal dejiends upon tlie kinds of orcliids received,

and the size of the masses. If Stanhojwis, we place

them npon a shallow trellis basket without any com-
post just, as they are. Two or three years ago a large

mass came into our possession; as soon as we received

it all the dead roots were trimmed off, and the mass
kept entire. In that state it was laid upon the shallow

trellis basket, and hung up in the coolest part of tlie

house, syringing it occasionally. It soon began to

grow, and the following year flowered, and has grown
and flowered well ever since. Tliis summer it had
nine of its gorgeous blossoms open at once ; it

jiroved to be the finest of all the genus, viz. the dark

variety of Stanhopca tif/rina. AU Lcclias and small

masses of Catthya, with most kinds of Epidcndrum
and Barlceria, we always place upon block, as soon

as we receive them, without any tiling else (suc'h as

moss or rough pieces of peat) whatever. We hang
them up against a cool moss-covered wall, or in a

shady place over a tank of water. They are syringed

frecpiently, and we find they will grow sooner and
preserve tlieir roots longer on these naked logs, than
in pots or baskets.

In this way we have succeeded well with that rare

and beautiful plant Hojihronitis (/niiidiji.vnf, and the

equally elegant IJiirkcria speclahilc. By this method
we have frequently recovered sicldy plants. A small

plant of Gaitleya lahiata had been grown, or rather

allowed to exist, in a mixture of tuiiy peat and char-

coal in a pot for three years. It put out roots an-

nually, and made shoots, the latter becoming loss

every year, and the roots entirely perishing. In this

state it came under om- care ; it was taken out of the

pot, all the dead roots cut clean away ; a nice oak
block without bark was procui'ed, six tinned tacks

were driven in not quite up to the head tlnee on each
side, the plant placed between the rows and firmly

tied down, or rather laced down mth some copper
wire. Now this plant having been accustomed to

the moist heat of the orcIiid house, it was iilaced in

the warmest part of it, and I'cceived its daily syring-

ing witli the rest of the plants. In a surprizingly

shcu't time it sent out now roots which immediately

laid hold ol' the log, and in process of time, the new
roots enabled the plant to send a much stronger shoot

than it had done for years previously. It was after-

wards, when it had fauly recovered its health put into

a 2>ot upon the log, surrounded with rough turfy peat

in small lumps mixed with broken jiots, and is now
in a thriving conditicm.

T'hat fine orchid Phalaiiopsis amahilis which has
been denominated veiy justly " the Queen," has been
lately received i'rom the I'liilhpine Islands in consider-

able numbers. Those importations have rendered

the jirico more moderate. This plant is also to he

placed upon a naked log. It will not thrive in, or

upon any thing else. The roots will jicrish if covered

at all. Tliere are also three or four genera that

ro(piire tlio same treatment as tlie last named. Wo
aUudt! to newly imported Acrides, 8(icvolahiwms, Van-

das, and some Aiiynucmiis.
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Fasten all these, as soou as received, upou logs,

witli tin tacks and copper or metallic wire; place

tliciu in the warmest part of the house, with the

Fhalwiiojisis. If over a tank of warm water so much
the hotter. It is a good practice, and we can recom-

mend it, to dip the plants and logs freqnently over

head in this tank. It seems to refresh them greatly,

and encourages the fresh ones to put out roots in a

short time. In dividing slioots olf any of the last-

named species, we treat them in a similar manner,
and invariahly iiud them put out new roots sooner

than hy any other method. As soon as they have
jiushcd forth a sufficient number of roots, we place

tliem all (excepting the I'hateuopsis, which must
always bo gi-own on a log) in baskets made of round
hazel rods, the size to correspond with the size of the

plant. Those btv^kets are filled with rough sphiig-

num, a white moss found in wet boggy swamps.
1'liis moss must be used in a dried state : first cover

the bottom of the basket, then jdacc the plant in the

centre, holding it above the level of the top of tlie

basket ; work the moss amongst the I'oots gently,

until the basket is fidl, or a little raised above, closing

the moss carefully to the plant; then give a heavy
watering from a syringe : this will level the moss,

and close it too to the roots. The plants may tlien

lie hung up in the Intliau house, and will require no
further care (excepting syringing freely in hot wea-

ther) for a year.

Wo have often been asked what is the best kind

of wood to out for logs to grow orchids upon. After

repeated trials, we find none so good as the acacia,

commonly so called. It is the Rohiida pscudo-acdvia.

Tliis wood is firm, and has the desirable quality of

not decaying so soon as most other kinds of wood.

The next best is the oak. In all cases wo strongly

recommend the removal of the bark ; our objection

to rolainiug it being that it only serves as a hiding

place for wood-lice, small snails, and other destruc-

tive insects, besides retauiiug in winter too great a
quantity of moisture. The wood should l>o procured

a year before it is nsed, and then tke bark will come
ofi' very easily. We except cork wood, which we
think very good when it can be procured readily for

this purpose ; and the bark of cork suits the orcliids

well, and, unlike the others, does not rot so soou, and
consequently has not the objection to its use of being

a receptacle for vermin. The best wood for baskets is

the rongh-barked common raa])le ; the bi'anches of

this tree make the handsomest baskets, but as it is

not so plcntil'ul as the hazel, the latter is the sort wo
recommend. Some object to baskets of this descrip-

tion on account of their soon perishing. This wo
f'onsider no objection at all, but rather an advantage

;

for as soon as the basket is decayed the plant lias

grown so largo that it requires a new one, and the

rotten sticks of which the old basket is made are

more easilj' broke and removed than sounder ones.

We shall linidly state which we juit into pots when
imported. We pot all such as appear from liahit,

and the soil adliering to thoir roots, to bo terrestrial

plants; draining tliem perfectly, and using tiu-fy

loam and peat to pot them in. Epiphytes (dwellers

ujxm trees) shouhl, when in large masses, be potted,

csjiecially the larger growuig kinds of Gattloya ; sucOi,

for instance, as G. ijultala, U. i)miiHlosil, and others of

similar habits. Turfy peat, with the small fine soil

knocked and sifted out of it, aud mixed with broken
])ots aud bits of charcoal—the pots to be half lilied

with drainage—is a good preparation. Uaiso the

compost two or three inches above tho level of the

jjot riui, place the plant upou it, use hooked pegs

and stoutish Stickis to secure it in its place ; give

little water, even in summer, and none at all in

winter, and you \vill find them succeed to your great

satislaction. AVe intend to resume the furniture of

the orchid house next week.

FLOEISTS' FLOWERS.
Ranunculus.—Last week wo mentioned that tho

beds for the prize winning kinds should be now in a

stale of preparation. Perhaps, some of our readers

may bo intending this next year, for tho first time

to attempt to grow a few lirst-rato kinds in a first-

rate manner. It is for the instruction of such new
candidates for tloral honours that we write.

Soil.—-The soil the ranunculus will thrive in

should be of a fine texture, easily broke aud mode-
rately light. It shoidd feel soft to the hand, and have

a Little—but a httle—sand amongst it. The best is

generally found near to rivers, The fiat land in such

a locality wUl bo exactly sucli as we have described

above. Lot it be laid on a long heap, not too thick,

and turned over once a montli for a year. It wdl
then be in good condition for use. Remove tho old

soil away from tho bed you intend for ranunciduses

to the deptli, if tlie situation is dry, of fifteen inches; if

wet, ten inches will do. Put iu a layer of very rotten

cow dung two inches thick, then bring the soil, put

in a layer of four inches, upon that put a layer of

rotten hotbed dung one inch thick, and so proceed

till tho bed is full aud raised two or three inches

above the surface. Let the bed be edged witli some-

thing (see the number in which these edgings are

described), and do the same fur this bed. noo[i it

over to protect it from heavy rain, snows, and hail-

stones. Turn it over, mixing the materials together

well ; only talvO caro not to ilisturb the layer of cow
dung at tho bottom. Let this turning operation be

performed two or thi-oe times, at the intervals of

three or four weeks between ; finishing tho last

about the end of January, so as to allow the bed to

settle by the planting time in February.
T. Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Artichokes.—Protection must now be giveji to

this vegetable ; aud dry leaves, fern or mulch of any
kind should be collected lor placing r(mnd and aliout

the crowns of the artichokes, to the depth of eight or

ten inches, and a thin layer of earth from the alloys

placed over the refuse to keep it close, and to prevent

the wind scattering it abroad.

Cahdouns.—J5andage these with neat liay-bands

when quite dry, and earth up. On wet days prepare

fresh bands ui readiness for futiu-e wants.

CoLEwonrs axd Cabuaoes.—Continue to put out

those as long as any vacancies can be foiuid for

them, as they are sure to bo found useful for some
purposes, even if not required for table.

Caui.tfloweus must also be well attended to. Pot

and pi-ick out in succession, keeping the plants close

to tlie glass. Let tho soil lie frequently stirred, and

all decaying leaves be cleared away. Sift dust amongst
them occasionally, to keep the surface dij. Those

who have strong plants from the August sowings

must not let them remain too long in a place with-

out pricking, or they are likely to become too strong,

anil liable " to button," as wo term it, at the season

when they should be growing in health aud vigour.

AVe have been very successful in Devonshire in pro-

ducing hue caulidowers iu the month of April lor

many years past, by sowing quite at tlie end ot

September aud the beginning of October. We merely
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place one frame for sowing on the bai-e grouud, or

fill up either the cucumber or the melon bed where

it stands, with some of the old half decayed linings,

leaves or refuse of any kind that may be then at

hand, just to secure a gentle bottom heat. A few

inches of soil is placed over tliis refuse, and it is

allowed to remain a day or two, so that the warmth
may rise, and the materials settle ; a little more soil

will then be required to fill up level witli the top of

the frame. The seed is then sown, and beaten down
with the back of the spade; a little good earth inter-

mixed witii charred dust is then covered over the

seed, and the lights placed on until the young plants

begin to make their appearance, when air is immedi-
ately given by jiropping up the lights slightly at first,

but increasing gradually botli back and front, and as

soon as the plants are fully up the lights are taken off

entirely. The earth is surface-stii'red as soon as

possible, and a little dry cbaiTcd material often sifted

amongst tliom, to prevent mildew, or shanking, and
to keep them in health and vigour. As soon as the

jilants can be handled they are pricked out on ano-

ther w-ell prepared bed close to the glass, or into thumb
or small-sized pots, and plunged, keejjing tliem well

aired both night and day, and watering them with

tepid water wlien necessary ; as soon as requned, we
shift thesn into larger pots, never allowing them to get

pot-bound, or to be still, and become stunted, as tliey

would in that case be almost sm'O to button, or to

form flower heads so small as to be useless. Tlie

beds, where tlie early celery has been taken up, are

jirepared by the application of a good dressing of

manure, and the ground is well trenched, ready to

receive the plants early in the year, when, taking a

favourable opportimity in open weather, we turn out
our cauliflower plants fi'om under a hand-glass, where,
if well attended to afterwards, they wiU grow freely,

and become strong enough to produce good and
handsome heads of flower in the month of April—

a

very valualile acquisition at that season when the

winter vegetables are almost exhausted, and the

spring grown produce not very abundant.
Parsnips.—When the ground is requu'ed for im-

mediate trenching and cropping, the manure should
be wheeled on to the ground, and the parsnips ti'enched

out, leaving the bed formed either into sloping banks
or ridges. If the ground is not required until the

spring, the parsnips will keep best in the ground
where they have grown.
YouNa G.\nROTs and Radishes in Frames shoidd

be well aired, surface-stirred and thinned, and, if in-

clined to become too long-legged, or to canker, siit

very carefully a little diy dust amongst them ; and
when water is required use it always in a tepid state.

Youxi! OucuiiuER Plants should have a very mo-
derate lieat a])plied, and a liberal portion of air. The
heat should be applied at the top, keeping it very

moderate at the bottom.
IjEttuce Plants in Frames must also be well at-

tended to with regard to liberal airing, Surface-stii'-

rin;,' and dredging, witli dry dust.

Mushroom Beds shoidd be formed of dry materials,

sucli as four or five barrowsfidl of liorse di-oppings,

wliich have been saved for the purpose, four or five

barrowsfull Of road sweepings, and ibur or five bar-

I'owsfidl of di'y Iiuslcy dung from the stable dung-
lieap. Let those be all well turned over Ibi'ec or four

times, to sweeten in some dry place. ]f the mixture
sliould be foimd too dry to I'erment sufficiently, then

sprinkle it with a little water at the time, of its being

turned over. Shake it and mix it well together, or,

as gardener.^ say, " tjivv Uihour." Tlie quantity of

materials depends on the size of the beds required.

Tlie place where the beds are to be made should be
dry at bottom. The materials being in good condi-

tion proceed to make up your bed as soUd and firm

as it can be beat together with the fork, whether in

ridges or half ridges, or whatever shape may be
thought most convenient. Let the outside be beaten
smooth and well with a shovel or spade. Then insert

a stick to prove the temperature of the bed by. In
about ten days after the bed has been made it will

be fit for sjjciuniiiij, if all has gone on well, and the

heat be found about that of cows' milk, but if the

heat be too great defer it for another week, and shake
open the-bed a little to let off the rank heat. If too

cold, add a little fresh materials, and work it up well

together. Before putting in the spawn make the

beds firm, smooth, and even ; tlien ojien lioles

with the hand about an inch below the surface, and
eight inches apart eveiy way. Place in each hole a

moderate sized lump or handful of bits, and cover it

over again with the same dry materials of the bed. If

there is no fear of the bed being too hot, it may be co-

vered over at the same time about an inch and half

thick, with good turfy loam, rather dry and run through
a sieve first. When all is regiflwly covered over,

sprinkle the whole wdth water from a fine rose water-

pot, and pat the whole surface down level, leaving it

as smootli as a fresh plastered wall. Let it remain
to dry ofi', giving plenty of an to di-y it ofi' the

quicker. After this, the bed shoidd have a nice co-

vering of any thing like moiddy hay, such as tops

and bottoms from the hay rick, or liaybands untwisted,

or the like. Cover up according to the heat of the

beds. If you have any doubt whether it is too hot,

let the covering be light.

Routine Work.—Take up any nearly full-gi-own

hroeolis and lay them in deep, in either east or west
wall borders, pretty close together, turning tlie heads
towards the north. Cover their stems well up with
earth ; leave sufiioient room to pass along between
the brocoli and the wall, to prune your trees, &c.

The earth might be forked up close under the wall,

and a row of endive nearly or quite fuU-growii, might
be let in with the dibble close under the wall. This
endive planting should be done in a fine dry day.

Shake oft' tlie earth fi-om the roots, and keep the

hearts up close in planting, and juit the plants as

close as possible to each otlier, to make the best of

the situation. A board might be rested on two
bricks, between tree and tree, just above the endive,

to throw ofi' the wet in case of too much. Keep the

earth stirred among the young growing turnip quar-

ters, and see that the plants all stand singly, and at

least eight inches from each other. Attend to the

sea latle beds (see last week,) and nsparayus beds too.

Take up earrols and beet root in dry weather, get

thein in-door, but they may bo packed away any
rainy day. Do not stop to pack away when so much
wants to be done other ways out-door in dry weather.

Let the head, eye, and hand, work together, and
plenty wdl be found to be done.

James Barnes and W.

MISCELLANEOUS INEOEMATION,

ALLOTMENT GARDENING.—November.
In consequence of the fearful havoc sustained by

the potato growers through the disease, it behoves

every one, but especially the cottager, to take extra-

onUnary pains in securing the other root crops ; for,

we need scarcely observe, there will bo an extra de-
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mand for them in consequence. We offered observa-
tions, in our last allotment paper, on the keeping of
store roots, and we need not now go over that ground
again ; we would, however, impress on the cottager

and others the propriety, not to say necessity, of get-

ting all those things up and well secured by the se-

cond week in November. Those who have them out
later must be content to be regarded as either slug-

gards in allotment work, or very ignorant of the cha-

racter of those roots, or of what contributes to their

long keeping properties.

The carrot is, perhaps, the first to suffer ; the mere
crown is very susceptible of injury from frost ; and
for this to be frosted, or to be cut away, are two very
very different affairs : the first will bring a rot, the
latter will heal itself sound. Next to the carrot the

maivjold-iviirtzd may be placed. These, too, are apt
to receive much iujmy through the neck or eoUar,

which spreads into a gangrene, or vegetable mortifi-

cation, as in the carrot ; especially if the ])lants were
sown a little too early, and are in what is termed a

"bolting" state. The Swede turmp is by fai- the
hardiest, so that, if any of the roots must be ne-
glected, let it be these by all means.
We have known farmers keep Swedes very well

during ordinary winters, by cutting off' root and top,

and placing them close together (root end down-
wards,) in a fold, or about the stack yard on the
grass sward—the rough gi'ass proving a sufficient

protection. This course, however, we by no means
recommend ; for how much easier is it to pile them
up, and throw tbatcli and litter over them!
Wo woidd, for aU these roots, select an elevated

and thoroiif/Iih/ dnj spot—shady if possible, and pile

them up iu a pyramidal shape, about four feet wide
at bottom, and tapering up to four feet high ; and
this done throw a slight thatching over them. The
thatching may bo fastened down in the most simple
way; a pole or two and some pitchcord being the
only requisites—or, indeed, brickbats or stones may
do instead of tlie poles. In using the poles one must
hang on each side the stack or pyramid near the bot-

tom, and parallel with the gi-ound ; and from these,

strings of pitchcord must be carried at about every
two feet. The weight of the poles, stones, or bricks,

win keep the pitclicord at full stretch, and this will

secure the thatching and permit the ready escape of
water. Dryness is tlie grand secret in store root
keeping; every means should be taken to get them
dry, and to keep them so. To accomplish tins it is

well to wait for a dry windy day ; for the wind in
November is a more powerful agent than the sim;
and to scrape or otherwise clear the roots of moist soil

betimes in the morning, and through the afternoon,

to secui-e them in the heat, thatching those stacked
before leaving the work.
We have been speaking now of those grown to an

extent somewhat beyond the allotment holder, who
in general wiU keep most of his roots in a shed, out-

house, or even in a nook in a cool kitchen, if room
should offer ; at least his carrots may be so kept.

The parsnips, as before observed, may be left in
the ground, and trenched out as wanted. We again
repeat that it is excellent policy to spread the manure
intended for the next crop over the crowns, and in
trenching them out at intervals the ground will be
ready prepared for a spring crojj.

KouTiNE Work.—All these things being duly car-

ried out, the next consideration is to get all the
gi'ound possible dug deep and ridged. Before doing
this, however, any draining considered necessary
should be accomplished, and a scheme of cropping

for the nest year laid down Wo have not room now
to go into the subject of rotation of crops, but must
waive it till our next paper ; in the meantime our
readers will do well, we think, to consult the diagram
scheme at p. 184 of the current year.

Cow AND Pig.—AVe now wish to offer a few obser-

vations on the cow and the pig, for during the sum-
mer our papers were necessarily filled with matters

connected with the culture of crops necessary for

these useful animals, as well as for the household of

the allotment holder. One of the first considerations

connected with the well-being of the cow is thorough
cleanliness : the cow is very nice in both her solid

food and her drink. Who has not noticed the caro

with which she sucks, or rather filters, water between
her compressed lips? This doubtless serves a double

purpose : it not only precludes the admission of ex-

traneous matters—the spawn of water-animals, &c.

—but also serves to raise the temperatm'e of the

fluid before received on the stomach. The latter at

certain periods is by no means an immaterial proce-

dure ; for there can be no doubt that below a certain

point in regard of temperature the starving fluid

woirld have a prejudicial action on the coats of the

stomach. But, above all, how necessary is cleanli-

ness in the stall or " boozy," as the Cheshire folks

term it ; here a regular system of feeding and clean-

sing out must be pursued, if continued success is to

be looked for. One point we woidd insist on : never
give the cow more food at any time than is really

requisite merely because there is plenty, and to spare.

This is foolish economy. Cows tluis treated are apt
to become saucy and over particular, and they will

frequently blow over the food with then- breath, and
turu it about with their horns, imtil the food becomes
quite tainted and dirtied, and then it is in great part

rejected. It is much better to give them a moderate
quantity at once, and to attend them the oftener.

Whatever refuse food is lell in then- feeding trough
or manger should be carefully cleared out once a day
at least, and given to the pigs. The best time for

this proceeding is, we think, when the cow is turned
out—if such be practised—iu the morning. The
shippon or cow-house being then swept clean, and
the doors, windows, or other apertures for ventilation,

being set wide open, the place will become thorougldy

sweetened by the evening. The cow's hide, too, must
be kept clean, any clotted dirt cleaned away, and
about once a week a good currying all over the body.

Nature teaches the cow that filth must be dislodged,

for scarcely a day passes but slie will rub herself, if

in health, against a tree or a post; however, iu many
little enclosures it must be remembered there is not
a tree ; we woidd always then have a rough barked
post in every cow pasture, and there is not a doubt
of the cow making use of it.

The proper mode of dieting a cow, also deserves
much consideration. At this time of the year much
refuse vegetable matter comes to hand, rather sud-

denly; such as the tops ofmangold, Swedes, &c. Now,
such given in too gi-eat a qiumtity, is apt to scour;

if added to this a second cut of clover, vetches, or,

indeed, the aftermath, are material of a lugbly fer-

mentative character, and all prejudicial when used
in the extreme. We sa.y, therefore, use them with
moderation, it is better that some of the mangold or

turnip tops waste, than throw the cow out of order.

However, there is no occasion for waste ; the pigs

will make away with it. Care therefore shouhl bo
taken that the cow has a certain amount of dry food

daily with the green moat. We shoiffd say that not
much more than a cwt. of green food can bo given
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{iR.ily, with thorough Siifoty ; tlie rest of the diet, of
course, made out witli hay, oat straw, &c. ; usiupf a
little linseed, if to spare, for this is a capital tliinf?

far a milking eow. One pound of linseed is considered
liy good judges, as equivalent to nine or ten pounds
of green food ; and one pound of good oat straw
eijual to about three or four poujids. The following
mode of giving linseed has been recommended by
the linowing ones, viz:—lulbs. of straw chafl' soaked
with two gallons of water, in which J lb. of linseed
and a little salt has been boiled ; adding, if to spare,
lib. of bean meal to the mixture. Now these things
are all very good, but it must not lie forgotten, that
a liberal allowance of good bay, is of itself sufBcient
to qualify or correct any acidity arising from the
lilicral use of green food.

We may now advert to early sjiring food, which is

a matter of considerable importance. Of such we
may name rye, Italian rye grass, winter vetches, and
the Thousand-headed cabbage—not forgetting even
the green or curled kale. Rye sown in Sejiteniber,

will be lit for cutting in the middle of Ainil, on tree

soil. Italian rye grass, sown soon after harvest, will

immediately succeed the rye; and winter vetches,
sown in the course of October, will also come to hand
very early in Ma,y. The Thousand-headed cabbage,
about which we offered repeated advice through our
allotment papers, is among the best things for the
cottager with which we are acquainted. This is so
hardy that it contULues growing through the whole
winter, at least at mild intervals.

We nuist now turn to the pir/, for this may in
general be termed one of the main stays of the cot-

tager. Here, again, clea.nliness is as desirable as in

(he case of tlie cow, although some persons have
fancied that because the ]iig's habits are naturally

diity cleanliness is averse to health. Thii.so who
judge thus should consider the vast difference that

exists between this animal in a wild state and beneath
the hand of man. In the former case it has liberty

to malic its bed or lair in a i'resh ])laco daily ; in the

hitter it is frequently coinpelled to lie on the sauie

bed with its accumulated filth for many days toge-

ther, and that, too, in the confined sp.ace of a few
feet. In the wild state, moreover, much of their

ordure is cast when away from their lair altogethiu'.

We would ad\ise cottagers, therefore, to make a point

of cleaning out tlicir jiig-styc twice a week at least;

and once in a foi-tnight we would, after cleaning, wash
tire whole down with wahu-. The latter process would
carry away a vast amount of imjnu'ities, and if a
|iucldled hole was formed to receive it the contents
would form a diluted hquid manure, which ]night at

once bo ajiplied to the cabbages, fruit-trees, &c. At
this period of the year most cottagers will have a ]iig

in course of feeding, for the prinei]ial ]iortion of this

process should be contrived to fall in Sc|itember and
October. Swine, of course, are fed both lietU'r and
rlieaper at that ])eriod, for then it is tliat the great<'st

bulk of refuse meat conies to liand from the garden
or allotment; this, then:fore, is an inipoi'tant ]ieriod

witli the pig feeilor. Wo have durirjg tbi^ last twenty-

two years tried ,all sorts of diet, botli of grain and
vogolahles, and welitid it bard to give tlie prelereiico

in choosing between such excellent I'oots as the man-
gold, the Hw(h1i!, the carrot, the parsnip, and tho

])olato. Much dispute has existed as to the various

meals—some ]ireferring barley and otliers oat. For
our own jiart we prefer a mixture of any two or threo

to a single one, believing that such has a coutiinial

tendcuey to correct any extreme in the bowels, on
the proper state of which, like all other animals, so

much depends. Amongst the roots wo should select

the potato as the most generally eligible, next wo
place the parsnip, then the mangold, and lastly the

Swede. Be it understood, however, that we would
not attem]it to force the culture of anj' one of these

I'oots to the exclusion of the others on account of

such preference; they are all good, and we would
i-ather follow up the culture of those for which we
found our soil best adapted, and those considered

necessary as a rotation.

Among the meals we pla<!e barley as first, next
the oats, and then the Indian corn meal, that is to

say as to quality. There is, however, another side

to this ai-gument. Economy of purchase is the prime
consideration, and here we think the Indian corn
meal the most economical. We purchased last win-

ter at aOs per load of 'HD lbs., but since that the

great depression of the markets as to other grain

ought to have reduced it very considerably, for oats

can now be bought for less than three shillings per

bushel, and under such circumstances we should not

be content to give more than fifteen shillings for this

load of Indian corn lloiu'. A neighbour of oiu's used
damaged rice last winter, at fourteen shillings ]ier

load, and speaks very highly indeed of it. Another
consideration is the binding chara,cter of tlmse meals,

foi- when tlie ])ig is nearly fattened the diet is gene-

rally made thicker with tho meals, and we have
known many a valuable pig of some twenty stones

weight lost through tlie lieating, and of course bind-

ing, character of the food. There is less danger, we
think, from bai'ley-meal than any of the others in

this respect. Of cora'se the allotment holder who
does not keep a cow will take caro to gather his

mangold leaves, the Swede, &c., for his pig. If he
has a store ]ng we would advise him to give the.se

materials chiefly to it, for tho fattening hog should

have some good roots.

We now conclude lor this month, and in our next

paper we will say something about curing baf;on, and
other matters connected with cottage or allotment

economy.
BRITISH OIICHIDS.

I WISH you would lend us your valuable aid in en-

dcavom'ing t(j bring these beautiful ))lants into more
geueral cultivation. I have been driving at it myself

ibr years, and have induced about half a tlo/.en IViends

to make collections. Any person who is fond of

flowers will grow a tropical orchid, lot it be over so

ugly or insignificant, whilst oui' own native gems arc

nearly wholly neglected. The beauty of some of our

native species is a great recommendation, and the de-

lightful fragrance of others more than compensate
for tho little trouble there is in cultivating them. I

fancy there is an idea abroad that they n.re very difli-

oult to man.age. I found this the case when 1 first

began to collect them nuuiy years ago, lint I now
manage them without any trouble. 1 ]ibi.nt must of

them in a lied of strong hiauiy soil, and J always lake

care, if possilile, wlien tlit^y are first moved, to have
them dug up with a clod of the soil from tlii^ir own
habitat (liirtli place). After once iilantiiig I never

meddle with them, neither allowing the bed to bo

forkeil up or stirred in any way to loosen the soil; aa

I have ever found that, if meddled with after once

being planted, tliey generally die or do no mon; good.

The I'oots have th(! utmost dislike to being touched.

Some few I grow in jiots, and others on a rockery, but

these are very few.

I collected in tlie niughbourhood of Matlock, in

Dorbysbire, a short time since, fine specimens of tho

following ;

—
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Orchis bifolia

,, pyramidalis

,, mascula
,, ustulata

,, militaris

,, maculata

Orchi6hirciila(Satyriuniliii'cinum)

Gymnadeiiia ctinopsca

Ophrys mu.scil'era

,, apifera

Kpipactis latifolia

Listcra ovata

Epipactis grandiflora (Kent)

,, ensifolia „
,, rubra „

There are several very nice tilings in tbis way found
in the south counties. If 1 I<uew a good botanist

resident in any of tliem, I slioukl cei-Lainly request

bim to be so good as to look for the following, which
I consider )-eal gems in their way, and to myself
would be a great prize :

—

Orchis fusca (Kent)
Aceras Aiithropopliora* ,,

Oplirys arachnites
,,

,, arauifera
,,

One of the most important things to be observed
is tlie getting of them up from their native habitat.

I have collected myself the greatest part of whafe I

grow, and have always been very particular to take

with me a good spade, and have taken them up with
a good clod of soil, so as not in any way to touch the

root ; for I have ever found if the roots are meddled
with, they seldom continue to thrive. The soil 1 use
is the strongest best loam I can get. In planting, I

am very partitudar to make the soil about them as
lirm as possilde by pressing it neU down, and mak-
ing it as solid as possiljle. This border I never allow
a fork, trowel, or spade, to come near, nor do I ever
touch it afterwards in any way to lighten the soil ; if

the soil is loosened, the plants will immediately be
affected, and will soon lose their heidthy appearance;
they have the utmost dislike to be mediUed witli after

lieing once planted in a garden. The Bpipactis lati-

ftiUit I grow rather diiferently, as I have always found
it in loose gravelly, or stony, soil. I, therefore, un-
der tliis put a drainage of broken crocks, or stone,

and nii.\. with the soil a small quantity of brown bog
soil, in linnps about one and a half inch in diameter,
and some broken stone. This plan answers well, and
1 have some pUmts which I have had for many years
still douig well with me.
When friends have sent me plants I have always

given them directions how to take them up, and re-

(|iiesled they would send me word tlie situation in
which they were growing; and from the soil scut
with them I always knew how to plant them. When-
ever they have not sti-ictly followed these directions,

the plants have not done well, and have freipientiy

died. There is one most beautiful variety which
grows in the wettest part of Ashton moss, which has
hitherto mastered me ; it is a delicate white one with
a yellow eyr., and most doliciously scented; but I

have now thought of a plan which 1 am sm'c will an-

swer. I have mostly foiuid it growing with its roots

in tho siihagnum moss, with part of the libres actually

in the water. This I will plant for the future in a

broad mouthed pot, in a compost of bog :ind sphag-
nmn, in a similar way to what I grow my exotic

plants, and let it stand in a saucer of water, and I

have no doubt of its doing well. In hot dry weather
I always water them.
With respect to shading them, the only sorts which

a,t all require it are the following : these I have ever
found growing tho finest and flowering tho best wlien
shaded by trees :

—

Orcliis bifolia

Ncottia nidusavia
Cypripedium calccolus

Listeria ovata
Kpipactis latifolia

l\Ialaxis paludosa

These I grow in large pots in a similar compost to

what I use for my tropical orchids, only that 1 break

the bog smaller, and press it firmly about the roots.

I never repot them imless I am absolutely obliged to

do so, and I then take care, if possible, not to touch

or meddle in any way with the roots. The following

is a list of what 1 have been growing for years ;

—

Neottia nidusavis

I.istcrca ovata
Gymnadenia viride

Kpipactis Latifolia

nialaxis paludosa
Hcrniinium monorchis
Cypripedium calceolus

,, spectabile

Orchis bifolia

,, pyramidalis

,, morio
,, latifolia

,, mascula
,, maculata
„ albida

,, hircina(Satyriumhireinum)
Gymnadenia conopsea
Ophrys muscifera

,, apifera

I have also a few from Scotland, the names to

which I do not know at present.

G. T. Dale, Longsight, near Manchester.

Tills latter one shoidd have some bog and sphagnum
around its roots, and bo well watered in hot dry
weather.

Cypripedium calceolus

„ epectabilc

„ ,, alba

Cypripedium pubescens

,, acaule

alba
pubescens
acaule

MY FARM-YARD.
What a pleasing sight does this title present to our

imagination : the sleek well-fed cattle ; the sow, with

her litter around her, half-biuied in the clean straw ;

the chickens scratching about, trying to find the giaiu

which has escaped the merciless sti'okcs of the flail

;

the ducks diving in the clear stream which runs at

the bottom of the yard ; the turkt^ys strutting about,

looking so consequential, as if they knew they were en-

joying more than neighbour's fare ; the guinea-fowls

witli their monotonous cries; and, to eomjilete the

picture, tlie noble peacock, perched on the bough of

tlic " old oajc-tree," spreading his tail of many colours,

and " looking down with scorulul glances on the igno-

minious group beneatli." Is not this a pleasant,

peaceful picture, worthy a place in every English

person's imagination ? I am sure you agree with mo
that it is ; and, although we cannot all be the owners

of such a fai-m-yard, yet we may, one and all, have

some of its inmates, and my object will be to give

you a few hints and directions respecting them. I

will begin with the one I consider of most import-

ance to my readers.

The Pjo.—I hope by this time my cottage I'liends

have purchased theirs, and, as this is the time m(jst

people are putting their pigs up to fatten, I think I

cannot do better than teU you what I consider, or

rather, I shoidd say, what 1 have foimd (for I have

ti-ied most plans,) the best method of feeding them

;

therefore, 1 will at once conclude that you have a

couple of pigs about six mouths old (they always fatten

better in paii-s), separated from your other pigs. Save

for them the best of your wash, and, as you have now
dug up all your potatoes, you have, of course, picked

out the smaU ones for your pig. Do not give these

to them raw, but boil tbem in a copper with shccs of

mangold-wurtzel. When the jiotatoes are soft mash,

them up, sufliciently to break tlieu- skins, which will

prevent the pigs wasting them. Let this be their

food for the first fortnight. You know the proverb,^

"Necessity is tho motlicr of invention," therefoi-e, if

you do not own a copper you will soon find something

to answer the piu'pose, but, by all means, boil your

potatoes. Also, if you have grown Swedes or cai-rots

in yoiu- allotment giu'dcns, you wUl, of course, give

those to your pigs instead of the wurtzel. At tlu! cud

of the fortnight you wUl see your pigs looking round

and wcU. Then, instead of giving them barlcy-meiil,

try the system I follow, which is, finishing them on

whole oats : these you can buy, at the present time,

for -.is Hd a bushel. One bushel a week you will find

suiticiont (in aJtlition to the potatoes, &c.) for the
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sized pigs I have supposed you to have. If your pigs

are a quioli-feeding sort (and no others ought you to

huy), you will find that in five weeks from the time

you first began to feed tlieni well they will be ready

I'orthe butcher. Give them the oats when Iheu'troughs

are empty, so that they may swallow it dry. A little

salt mi.xed with the potatoes sharpens their appetites.

I have just now killed a pig fatted on this plan (with

the addition of a little refuse milk fi'om my dairy),

and the ])ork is quite equal to any that has been
fatted on barley meal, and at very much less expense.

Some future day I will give you some receijits for salt-

ing the pork, for, however well your pig may have
been fatted, the bacon will not be worth eating tui-

less it has been properly cm'ed.

Poui.TKV.—According to my promise I now give

you a few more hints as to the management of your
poultry. I hope some few of my readers followed the

advice I gave them last month ; if so, you have by
this time a sufficient number of eggs to "sit your
hen." I suppose your " first hen" will be a pullet, con-

sequently she will not cover more than nine eggs.

Now, if yon have had any luck, you have at least 18
eggs. I can fancy I hear you say, "What nice break-

fasts the other nine will make." Not so fast, my
young friends ; remember—" Who dainties love, will

beggars prove." Try hard to sell your eggs. If there

is a gentleman's house in your parish take them thei'e,

and I dare say the lady will give you Gd or Sd for

them, if you tell her you are trying the poultry plan
from The Cott.\ge Gaedeneh. When once you have
pocketed the money, put it carefully by, and next
month I will tell you what to do with it. Now, to

return to the nine eggs, put them into an old hamper
or behind a bundle of wood that will not be moved,
and place your hon on them. Look carefully about
to see if there are any rat holes ; if you find one,

collect some broken glass and stop it up with that.

I have had whole nests of eggs run off with by these

mischievous creatures. There is also another enemy,
a two-legged one, you must guard against—I mean a
yomig child. I do not know if I have not liad more
losses from a little cliild's fondness for watching and
taking care (a,s she called it) of the hen, than I have
from the Jour-legged enemy. Try and keep the hen
quite uudistui-bod ; she will come off her nest wlien
she requires food, but have it ready for her, so that

she may not be long otT the nest. Be careful always
to have clean water for the poultry, and save all the

ashes you can
; put them in a cornier under the hedge

;

you will soon see how pleased they are with them.
Always have the pilace they roost in cleaned out once
a week. Nothing thrives without cleanliness, and I

dare say you remember the old saying, that " Godli-

ness and cleanliness are veiy nearly related to each
other;" and, now, wisliing you good luck, I will lay

down my pen till next montli. C. M. A.

THE POULTRY-KEEPER'S CALENDAR.
NOVE.AIIJER.

By Martin Doyle, Author of " Hints to SmaJl
Farmers," dx.

The cottngor who has a garden and yard ouglit to

keep poultry ; tlic one will sui}ply much food for tlicm,

and tiic other, besides atl'ording tlio necessary sjiaco

and accommodation, will obviate occasions of dispute

which often occur between neighbours when their

cocks and hens break bounds luid pay unwelcome
visits.

I'owT.s.—We begin with the most imiiortant. In
Great Britain the rural cottager's stock of fowls has
been limited to six hens and one cock, either because

his means do not permit him to keep a larger num-
ber, or because his employer fears the depredations of

his labourer's poultry on his corn fields, and therefore

forbids him to keep more than a small number. From
this cause the Scotch hind in particular is almost uni-

versally restiicted to keep but six hens and one cock,

and fi-om this usual rule has in-obably arisen the

common hut mistaken notion, that the cock should

not have more than half-a-dozen concubines, whereas
by the laws of nature he might be indulged with a

score of them, if he could preserve domestic order

among so many. At this season dry and warm lodg-

ings are very necessary for fowls. 'Their yard shoidd
be paved or covered with tine gravel or ashes, and if

practicable exposed to the sun. Fowls become mise-

rable and ill in cold moist weather, if they have not
a dry and warm roosting-place at night, and slielter

by day. Pip, rou]), diarrhaea, rheumatism, and gout,

are common eftects of the influence of cold moisture
upon their lungs. Therefore the rafter of a warm
cottage, and a nook for laying near the chimney,
affords health and fecundity to the poor man's hen,

which are not enjoyed in winter by the fowls of the

richer one, who keeps his poultry in a cold outhouse.

Warm food, too, causes hens to lay more frequently.

But besides temperature, hens are much influenced

in laying at this season by the period at which they

have moidted. Old fowls cast their feathers later in

the season and more slowly than younger ones, and
recommence the laying, which had been interrupted

during the period of moulting (which occasions phy-
sical clerangement), later than henswhich bad moulted
earlier. That the laying is chiefly stopped by the

changes wliich take place in the constitution of the

hen wliile she is casting her old feathers and pro-

ducing new ones, appears from the fact that hens lay

freely in Februai-y and March, which are actually

colder months than those of November and December.
Hens that have moulted early in autumn will some-
times be disposed to sit at the present season, in

which case a brood may be reared for the Christmas

markets, when chickens are worth from 7s to lUs a

couple.

We shall reserve our observations upon hatching

until the spring—tlie usual season ofhatching. Among
the common barn-door fowls the Dorhimj breed holds

]iorhaps the highest place. It is larger than the or-

dinary sorts, and distinguished by having two toes

behind, besides three in front. The body is round

and plump, and the colour both of the plumage and
legs is frequently white. The flesh is delicate, the

hens are good layers, and their eggs, though some-

what smaller than those of the Spanish and Poland
breeds (which are also highly jn-ized) are large. Al-

tliough often entirely white yet they

are more frequently dappled with
grey. The five toes, witliout count-

ing the spur, however, is the chief

distinctive character of this variety.

It is the Oallus pentadactijlus of

Tcmminch, and is also spoken of

as tlie "five-toed" kind by two other naturalists,

BuH'on and Beclistcin. Hundreds of years ago Aris-
totle, ( 'olumella, and Pliny, mentioned a variety with
a similar number of toes, and it is curious tluit they
also were celebrated for being good layers. Our draw-
ing gives the portraits of a pair of first-rate Dorkings.
The flcsli of fowls which roam about the poultry

yard, and feed on corn witli a natiu-al ajqietite, is as-

suredly tlio best flavoiu'cd; yet, since grossly heavy
)ioultry is in marlcet demand, the cottager's family
will had it beneficial, at this time of year, to cram
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fowls. For tliis detestable purpose a luixture of meal,

milk, and ftit of any kind is necessary. In the course

of three weeks chickens may be rendered very fat, and
from a month to six weeks' regular cramming is suf-

ficient to render any fowls hcasthj fat. Seclusion from

light and society aid the progress of fattening, by
causing continued lethargy.

Capons.—The loss sustained in flesh and weight by
not rendering the male fowls capons is very great.

The matter is simple and easy, and the residt of the

process is, that the birds may be soon increased in

weight to 81bs. or even lOlbs In former times capons

were as common in England as they are now in

France. Their flesh is very tender and delicate.

TcEKEYS.—In Ireland, where the clhnate is less

favourable to the rearing of these birds than that

of England, which are so tender in their first stages

of growth, though remarkably hardy when reared,

largo broods of turkeys are reared every year. Why
is not this so in England, where they might range

over sucli extensive stubble fields in autumn, and be

at all times as cheaply maintained as in Ireland ?

They require (untU put up for high fattening) but corn

in the morning, if they have the privilege of seeking

grubs and insects, and seeds, and green food in the

fields. Turkeys may be fattened by cramming, to

the weight of 251bs. or SOlbs. ; but young birds of

far less weight are much more delicately flavoured,

especially if fed in the natural way. Swedish turnips

boiled and mixed with bran will now assist in the

keeping of turkeys, until they are ])ut up to fatten

with barley meal and potatoes, or meal niixed with
parsnips, Jenisalem articliokes. or Swedish turnips,

boiled. It has been calculated that two shillings'

worth of meal and potatoes is enough for a month's
supply of food for each bird, to fatten it to 18lbs.

wei.ght.

The most prevalent disease of full-grown turkeys is

the^)(}'' which forms a scab near the tip of the tongue,

that must be taken ofl" with the nail. Warmth, clean-

liness, and nouiisbing food are the best remedies for

the diseases of turkeys and fowls. Mr. Richardson's
advice on this head is admirable. " When your
poidtry are sick, try to find out what is the matter
with tiiem, and then learn what is best to do for them.
If they are cold, warm them; if wet, dry them; if

they do not digest their food, give them a different

diet; if they have tlie opposite ailment from rain or

cold, or too much relaxing food, give them corn."

Ducks anh Geese.—These useful hardy birds are

troubled with few diseases. We have only to give

them food enough. Ducks pick up snails and grubs
in the garden, where they are often very useful, and
both they and geese can be maintained and fattened

with very little aid beyond that wliich garden roots,

cabbages, and lettuces, chopped up with bran, supjily.

Ducks are so gluttonous, that they will fatten on any

offal ; but barley or oatmeal, with potatoes, is the

best diet to prepare them for the table.

Geese should be fed for the last three weeks on

oats twice a day, and barley or meal, with or without

potatoes, and milk once. The lugh-flavourcd and
enormously large liver of the goose, so prized in

Paris, is brought to that diseased and lumatural

state by bai'barities which shall not be detailed here.

As a general rule, with regard to ecnnomi/, poultiy

should be quite fat before they are killed—it is at

the close of the fattening period that the food telh

most. A lean bird, like a lean pig, will eat much
more than when in good condition, and witlrout shoic-

iiir/ the feeding. The frame-work of bones should

lie fully filled u]i. and covered with flesh and fat before

the bird is killed, else there is loss sustained.

THE BEE-KEEPER'S CALENDAR.—Nov.
Bij J. H. Paij}ic, Esq., Author nf " The Bee-Keeper's

Ouide," d'c.

Feeding.—By this time hornets and wasps will

have finished then- work of destruction and pillage,

each hive, therefore, must now be carefully examined
and wei.ghed, and should any be found having less

than 1^! or 90 lbs. of honey, supply them immedi-

ately with a sufficient quantity to bring them up to

that weight. •

FLooE-no.\RD.—Clean the floor-board of each hive

by scraping it with a knife, and bmshing it after-

wards with a dry brush, and see that each bive

stands firmly on its pedestal, and is well defended

against wet; and, for effecting this (especially during

winter). I have never yet found anything equal to

the milk-pan, heavy and unsightly as it unquestion-

ably is. I have seen covers of zinc used, but they

are too light, and frequently blown ofl" by the wind,

and one ni.ght's heavy rain at this time of year will

very nearly, if not quite, destroy one of the best

stocks A gentleman of my acquaintance has had
covers of cork made at a cost of :^0s. each, and very

elegant things they are, but, after about 1 1 months'

trial, they are abandoned because they will not eflec-

tually keep out wet.

ExTR.\NCEs.— The entrances to the hives must
now be narrowed so that only two or three bees can
come out at the same time, for, at this season, mice

are very lUcely to lodge themselves in the hives, and
they are very hurtful and destructive to the bees, for

having once fairly lodged themselves in a hive, its

entii-e destruction will be effected by them in a few

days. ilr. Huish relates an anecdote of having foinid

a dead mouse in one of bis hives. He says, " In the

month of December, on inspecting my apiary, I per-

ceived a bive to be in an unusual bustle, and the

bees in great agitation. I was convinced that some
accident had occurred in the interior of the hive, and
I resolved to examine it ; to my great surprise. I found

a dead mouse on the stand, and it was almost covered

wi th propolis (bee-bread) . I at first resolved to remove
this nauseous object, but on more mature reflection I

was not willing to forego the opportunity of experi-

encing by actual observation one of the most profound

acts of foresight and wisdom which can possibly be

found in the works of the animal creation. What
power is that which taught the bee the necessity of

covering the dead mouse with a plaster? It might
have been thought sufEcient to kill it, that their pro-

perty might be saved, and then leave it to waste away
in the common process of putrefaction. But were
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this jii-ocess to be allowed to take place, the health
jiiul safety of the whole hive would be endangered

:

to prevent, therefore, this oocmTence, the body of the
mouse is, as it were, ombahiied in a ease of propolis,

and the object rots away without omitting any offen-

sive odoin-." I liave myself occasionally found a snail

fastened to the floor-board in a similar manner. ISut

a greater enemy to bees during the winter months
than even the mouse will be found in thnt little ma-
rauder, the bhie titmouse fPa riis majoi- oi! Linnreus),

which may be said to stand foremost as their enemy.
Mr. J'urchase says, " she will eat ten or twelve bees
at a time, and, by-and-by, be ready for more. When
slie comes to the hive and finds none, she knocks -mth
lier liill at the door, and, as soon as the bees come out
to inipiire the cause, she oatcheth first one and then
another, until her belly be full." This I have observed
in an ajiiary of about twenty hives, in a village nigh
to me, for the two last winters ; the entrances of the
hives by the end of t)ie winter having the appearance
of being gnawn by rats, which has all been done by
these birds Shoot and trap them in the winter, and
destroy their nests in breeding time.

THE PHYSIC GARDEN.
Bi/ a Phi/swiaii.

No. I. iNinoDuonoN.
In Itoybood, when ho]ie was young, and not a elond

appeared to shadow and to dark my future ; even
then my delight was in the ioafy woods, the green

and laughing fields and the narrow devious lanes

around my home. I loved, fancy led, to wander in

the lonely valley, with its green hills and silvery

stream, and to seek for flowers and curious herbs.

Gatliered with eager ciniosity, they were then a

wonder and a mystery to me, and it was a labour to

unravel with the aid of my first kind teacher, my
now dear ft'icnd, theii- botanical characters, and to

assign to each its own ajjpropriate place in my juve-

nile herbarium. That herbarium remains to me still,

and tells me of my youthful dreams, of the aspirations

of mv prime ; alas ! it also tells of time mispent,

talents misapplied, warnings neglected, and blessings

des]iised. It speaks too in many a tone, which still

lingers soft and sweet in my ear. Dear Anna! the

gowan you pidled and gave me blooming fresh on the

bank's of Spey is now, even now before me. Withered

and decayed I love it still ; but where, alas, is that

gay, that hapjiy laughing throng, amidst whose glee

arid meriment that flower was in sUeuee given ! I

a,m grey and sinking into years, a fretful, peevish

man ; you li.ave other and far ott" duties to perform,

and of the many, there are few who have not passed

into theii- dark and silent graves.

J3ut why look back? "I'is only the imhappy do

so, for there is no happiness without bojic. Well,

well, as life advanctui destiny summoned mo to

sterner duties ; aiid after the usual e])isode of an
University lii'e, I arrived at the " Summos ITonores

Miuliciny;," (highest honours of medicine,) and be-

came a mcmlicr of that learned profession which mi-

nisters more than any but one to liuman hiippinoss,

by relieving the physical sud'orings iucident to hu-

manity. Years have silently advanced upon me;
and now, alli^r a happy ilis]iensation of events, I have

retired from tlie cares and an.KJeties of the profession;

and, as "the child is father of tlio man," the tastes

ii,nd pleasures of my youth revive within me, and a

garden is luy chief delight. 1 occupy mys(!lf, how-

ev(!r, truly in culling siraplcs, and in cultivating tliose

familiar herbs wliidi are known to relieve pain and

sickness wlien judiciously administered, ami which

may well be held as sacred, in the " brief, but simple

annals of the poor." It has been suggested by a

German philosojdier that there probably exists in the

yet unknown virtues of some plants a specific remedy
for the cure of every disease ; and the progress of

science seems to justify the belief. The most ellica-

oious remedies are often those which are the most
simple. I, therefore, cultivate the plants and herbs

which thrive in every weU-managed cottage gi'ound

;

and I aim atcidliug simples, and obtaining remedies

that shall assuage the throbbing of the fever-stricken

brow ; allay the anguish which attends upon the sense

of intolerable pain ; and which shall restore healtli

to the afllictod and the sorely tried.

My garden is of no great extent ; some dozen no-

tices will probably describe its contents, and their

applications in disease and sickness ; but yet it is

abundantly useful to my neighbours. Nay, the vil-

lage doctor iiimsclf sometimes borrows from my lieds,

and, though somewliafc jealous about what he calls

my unprofessional condiict, we are, upon the whole,

mighty good, fi'iends , for, to tell the truth, he some-

what leans upon mo. It is wonderful how much m.'iy

be produced from a small plot of ground well ma-
naged ; but here I must premise that to cull simples,

ami to prepare and administer their products with

success, require both skill and experience. It is a

task well suited to a physician like myself, who can

aflbrd to sit down under the tree of his old age, and
devote himself to such a speciality.

OUR VILLAGE WALKS.
(No. 3.)

Autumn is advancing rapidly. The equinoctial

gales are blowing down the apples and peai's, and
tlie heavy rains tbat accompany tliem are softening

the earth, and soaking the fading leaves, so that

every day the foliage looks richer and more brilliant,

though falling more thickly on the ground. Autunni

is a season of many tongues ; to whichever side we
tiu'n we see something that addresses us ])owerfully.

Harvest—the rioJi, mereifid, harvest is over, and the

gleaning season too is passed ; but the fields are

agaiu in activity, and the slow tramp of the patient

horses is enlivened by the plougliman's whistle as he

labours in the rough furrow to guide the plough.

What a deeply interesting sight is a stubble-lield with

the jdough turning vip the dark moist soil, i)reparing

it for the good seed, hereafter to bring Ibrth •' souu;

an hmulred-fold, some sixty, some thirty." What an

aftecting picture of the work of God in the heart of

mail—inore hard to plougli up than the hardest clay,

and needing more the sharp teeth of th(^ barrow than

any weed-clioked soil our labourers ever till ! We
rebel against repeated ehastenings, we feel God's

dealings with ns, at times, to be harder than we can

bear; but when we watch closely the operations of

tho husbandman, and nun-k how mncli the land

roipnrcs to be harrowed and cleaned, to return " seed

to the sower, and bread to the eater," we shall cease

to wonder at tho things wo sufier, a,nd adore the

patient jiersevering Hand that breaks up and culti-

vates tlie stony ground ol' which our hearts are

formed. Had not our I^ord wisely as well as gra-

ciously taught His followers by tlie simple things of

nature and the daily occurrences of life, we should

loso perjietual instruction and jirofit; for thiuigb

some of I lis exquisite allusions are to customs pecu-

li.ar to the East, yet abundance belong to all countries

and all people, and beautifully convey to the undiir-

standing of the poorest man the rich meaning con-

tained in every word our Lord and Master spoko.
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The applo-satTiPviii!!; senson is nrriveil, iinil all the

cnttiM^o gurilciiovs will bo hnsy whose trees are in

gotid lieaviiig; liiit this is not generally the case, at

least ill my neiglihonrliooil. We have had a sad

falling oir in this most valuable fruit for the last

three seasons ; in the first instance, trees that never
failed to bear an ample store of fruit never put Ibrtli

())ic blossom, and although there has since been
alnmdance of lieautiful bloom the fruit has been very

scarce, and this year the trees ] speak of do not bear

one apple. Previously to the first failure the winter

had been so c.Ktremely mild tliat it seemed to me, in

my ignorance, as if the trees had not enjoyed sulli-

cient I'cst to form and expand their beautil'ul blossoms
when spring returned ; however this may lie, they

have never done well since, and the loss of the ft'int

is really a serious one, and de]irives both rich and
poor of nnich enjoyment during the winter mouths.
Apples, when ]jut away for winter use, should nei-er

be wiped dry after they have sweated. This I learnt

I'rom a very intelligent man who had been for some
years a fruiterer in I.ondon ; he said it was a gi'eat

niistake to remove the coating of moisture, wliich,

by drying on the fruit, tended rather to its preserva-

tion than decay. We have for many years followed

his advice, and certainly our apples have kept lyHf/c

us ivell. and we think even better, than when we care-

fully wijied and dried them ; the wiping ]n'Ocess is

sucli a labour where apples abound that it is a real

benefit to escape it, even supposing apples only keep
as well and not better than they did before, and this,

] can undertake from luj' own ex])erience to say, they

do. They are a truly valuable fruit in evciy way,
and to the sick poor a few nicely liaked are a real en-

joyment, as they cool the parched lips and quench the

iiuniing thirst of many who have nothing beside

their bed but a cup of water, or what they call

"bread-tea." Tlie rich are often little aware of the

sufii'i-ings and privations of the poor, and how much
relief they might atibrd by what in their abimdance
they think nothing of A lew baked apples, a jug of

ajiple-water, or a pot of ap] de-jam, are useful and
grateful to those who are sick and possess nolhiiii/.

Apples likely to decay, or not in themselves good
keepers, if ]iared and cored, and boiled down with
rather less than their weight of brown sugar, make a
]ileasant jam for comiiiou use, and prevents the loss

of so mneh I'ruit : apples sliced, without paring, into

a large tea-pot, with a little sugar and lemon-peel,

and then covered with boiling water, make a cooling

.and agreeable beverage i'or invalids; and these are

all miule with little eNjiense and trouble. Those who
possess that excellent apple the Nonjiareil, may make,
in the simplest way, a delicious preserve, quite fitted

for deserts :—pick out all the smallest of the a]iides

wlien they are quite ripe ; rub them clean, but neither

peel them or remove the stalks
; put a teaeiipful of

water into a stone jar, and then a- layer of fruit; be-

tween every layer of fruit spiinkle //(jud brown or

white sugar rather thickly, and fill the jar iu this

way ; a few strips of lemon-peel shoidd be added,

according to tlie quantity of fruit; tie the jar down
closely, and bake it till tlie ajiples arc soft. This is

a delicate and excellent preserve, but it must be
made with Noitpareih. 'To thoso who dare not ven-

tin'C to eat uncooked apples I would recommend tlie

llibstoue Pippin carefully hnhcil : it is then liarmless

to the most delicate stonuieh, and excellent in itself;

but to all hut invalids that queen of ajqiles must be
preferable in its own ricli rijieness.

The apple-tree is a native of the east. It is spoken
of in the first great histoiy of man as among thoso

fruits that the Lord declared by the prophet doel

should be destroyed liy drouglit as a judgment upon
the rebellious jieople. Apples were very highly es-

teemed indeed among the Itomaus, and as many as

2'J kinds were cultivated in Italy about the beginning
of the Christian era. The profit arising from the^c

highly valued trees was then so great that it gave
rise to tlio invention of grafting, by which means
many varieties were obtained, and some are spolirii

of by the writers of that jieriod as remarkable I'or

their fine qualities. England can only boast of

possessing the wild crab as a native fruit, but it is

tlie stock upon which most of our finest apples have
been raised, and its blossoms add to the beauty ol'

our wild and graceful edges in the early summer.
The liomans are supposed to have introduced the

apple into this country, liut its present name is

derived from the Saxon word " aeppel." The Pijipiu

was not brought into England till the year li"e;-"),

when it was first planted by Leonard i\Iarsehal in

jtlie little village of Plumstead, in Sussex. The Pippin

is so called from the small spots, or pips, which geiu'-

rally mark it. The cottage g.ardener may increase

his stock of apple-trees by following the fashion of

our brethren iu far distant Cliina, and thereby obtain

fruit safely and very quickly too, which is a great

consideration. Tlie Chinese striji a ring of bark I'rom

a bearing bough, about an iucli wide, and then put

a tliick lump of very rich earth, mixed with cow-dung,

round the wound, binding it fast to the branch witii

a jiiece of sacking; to keep it constantly moist they

have an ingenious way of fixing a vessel of water

above the ball of earth, with a small hole in it, so as

to allow the water gently to drop constantly upon it;

but if this cannot be contrived the ball may be fre-

quimtly watered by the hand, that it may never

become dry. The roots strike out into the soil just

above where the bark was stripped ofl'. This opera-

tion nuist be performed in the spring, the branch
sawn oft' and planted when the leaves fall, and the

following year it will lieai' fruit. This is worth
trying by those who may not have heard of this

pl.'Ui before ; but I beUeve it has been practised of

late with very good success. I am sure that if cot-

tagers cultivated these useful trees more than they

do, and with some care, they would find them a source

of profit .as well as a household good; and if they

trained them as espaliers, they woidd beautil'y the

little garden without injuring it by theii' shade.

The a]iple-tree is peculiarly interesting to the

Christian's heart, as being employed by the church

of the Old Testament in the figurative language ol'

the east, to describe the lieauty and excellence of her

Redeemer. A sjireading apple-tree, loaded with ils

bright, delicious fruit, may bring strilciugly before us

that blessed " shadow " under which our souls may
rest in peace and safety, and the sweetness and rich-

ness of the Redeemer's love to all who will " taste

and see that the Ijord is good." The orchard and
the garden, the field and the wood, hill and vaUey,

unite in sounding in our cars gi-eat and ^ireoious

truths. Let us learn their expressive language, that

we may understand the wonderful things they say.

COMPLEMENTARY COLOURS.
SojiE of your readers may wish to discover the

opjiosite or complementary colours, without subject-

ing their eyes to the trial suggested in one of your

leading articles some weeks Ijack, and such readers

may find the following plan useful:—Jlark three

equidistant points on a circle, and mai'k them seve-

rally with the names of the tbi-eo primary colours, i.e.
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red, blue, and yellow ; next to tliern place tlie colour
wliicli each neiglibourinn; two make togetlier, and you
will liave the complementary colours opposite to each
other. The plan may be carried out through every
variety of colour and shade, and a complete chart
formed by a rainbow ring carefully constructed on
the principle.

Sea-green.

•ppMS V-

Thus, blue and orange are opposite or comple-
mentary colours; scarlet and sea-green, and so on.

Floeanica.

EXTRACTS FEOM CORRESPONDENCE.
SisYmNCHru:\r AycEPS.-—I see one ofyourcorrcspond-

ents has Ibund Sisi/rincldum rmceps or Bcrmiuliaiimn

in a wild or naturalized state in this country (Corfe

Castle) . It was probably the former species, a specimen
of wliich, found in Ireland in a thick vv'ood, I sent to

the Botanic Society of London in the year 1815.

The discovery excited a good deal of interest at the

time. I have not seen any works on English botauy
published since that date, I know not, therefore,

whether the best authorities consider the plant a

native of the British Isles or not. In connexion
witli the above, I may mention that Sjiirunthes aii-

tvmnalis grows in abundance on a gi'ass ]ilot in front

of Antony House, the residence of W. H. I'ole Carew,
Esq., m my own parish. The account I sent you of

the pntatnes in this locality was falsified, I regret to

say, before you ])rinted it. The murrain has made
Slid ravages, though far less than in former years.

Mine were planted in March without manure. The
produce has been small, but very free from disease.

Tlie sort is locally called " Snowdrop ;" it is lite-

rally a ball of flour. Will you allow me to correct

a decided ccdcsioloij'wal error at p. 305. The rood-

loft is a gallery over the Rood-scireii, iu the centre of

whicli was erected the gi-eat rood or cross, usually,

in later times, a crucifix, which was a fixed, and not,

as you imply, a movenhlo, piece of furnitm'c. Rood-
lofts are very rai-c in England, having been mostly
pulled down by the Puritans.

—

Rev. Henby L. Jen-
•.\V.R, Menifwld, Torj>oint.

ScAiiLKT Runners, Dahlias, Fcmigatino. — I

shoidd like to press upon your cottage readers, at

this season of the year, the necessity of preserving

-the roots of their sonrlct runner hcnns ; the advan-
tage I have reaped from this practice is astonishing.

Tlie plan I jiursue is merely to cut them level with
the earth, when the frost has stopped tlioir progress,

and cover the roots with three inches of finely sifted

coal-ashes; the consecpience is, tliat they shoot forth

early in spring, and we gather a full fortnight before

those grown iu the ordinary manner from seed are

iii tlie market, and our produce is, at the least, four-

fold. I would also strongly recommend the same
plan in reference to dahlias, to all those who may
not have time or convenience for storuig the tubers.

I have tried it myself, and found it to answer admi-
rably ; indeed, iny dahlias of last year which under-

went this treatment were infinitely superior to those

I stored in the usual manner last winter ; 'tis true I

don't know what may be the efl'ect on the dahlias if

allowed to occupy the same spot for many consecu-

tive seasons ; but our friend, Mr. Beaton, wiU, per-

hajis, give us a line some day on that head, as stor-

ing the tubers, rmlcss one has a very dry cellar, and
time to attend to drying and ])aekiug them, is really

a very troublesome and hazardous affair, especially

to amateurs, vi'ho can catcli an hour only now and
then. By-the-by, whilst on the subject of economy
of time by amateurs, I will, if you will kindly accord

me a little more of your valuable space, just "tell you
my method of " smoliiny" my greenhouse: for, mul-

tifarious as my occupations are, and gi'eat as is the

demand on my time, I am constantly studying how
to perform the various little horticultural operations

in the most efficacious and effective manner. Mr.
Fish, a short time since, kindly gave us very clear

and specific directions for this operation, which I

have tried again and again, but unsuccessfully

;

therefore I conclude it is more suited to a large than

small house ; as, at this season of the year, one fears

to shut up much heat whicli would be emittedfrom
his large pot of biirning embers in a house so small

as 8 feet by 10 feet, and 14 feet high; and embers suf-

ficient to half fill an 8-incli pot, I find are cold before

one has time to place it and strew the tobacco over;

at least I found it so, notwithstanding I made eveiy

preparation for draft, and iu addition inserted a small

gas pipe in the hole at the bottom of the pot, with

its nether end out at the doorway, laying flat ou the

ground, and blowing through it till I was black in

the face and almost exhausted, with all the zeal of an
enthusiastic amateur, quite in despair at the ravages

made on his favourites by the invidious " fly." Now,
then, for the " operation." I procure, say half a

pound of common tobacco, a sheet of brown paper,

and 1 oz. of saltpetre ; the saltpetre I put into a jiint

of hot water, and soak the paper in the solution,

sprinkling the tobacco well with it at the same time;

when paper and tobacco are thoroughly dry, I cut tlio

jiaper into slips of two or three inches wide and about

fourteen or sixteen inches long ; along each piece

of which I strcvr about half an ounce of the to-

bacco, rolling it up diagonally, as a cigar'is rolled,

making it about eight inches long. 1 thus make
about sixteen " cigars " with half a pound of tobacco,

and wlien I find the enemy increase I take two of

ray " cigars," stick one into the earth on each side of

my " house," light then- tips, and away I go, certain

that all will end well without watching, putfiug, or

dirt of any kind ; and the beauty of it is that it is

done in a minute ; it requu-es no raking the kitchen

fire out, no burning fingers and thumbs with the rod

hot flower-pot, nor indeed any nuisance whatever.

A pot of earth is a capital thing to stick the " cigar
"

in when there is no border in the house. I find it

suUicicnt for my house, but of course a larger space

requires more. It is necessary to keep the " cigars"

perfectly di'y. In conclusion, allow me to say that \

tliink an admu-able thing might be made of it, if sonio
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one would take up the subject, and invent a " gi*een-

Itouse fumigating cigar."'—W. Savage, Frianj Cot-

tage, Winchester.

Ltlium Laxcifolium Culture.—I sonic time ago

sent you the proportions of the diiferent ingredients

of my compost for these lilies, wliich you approved of.

I bloomed this year 1-4 bulbs, in pots I'-i inches across

on the top, tapering a little towards the bottom, and
113 inches deep. Unless the pots are deep, there

wouhl be too little room for the earth, for there is

much drainage required ; and. in order that the stem
libi'es may have nourishment, the apex of the bulb

must not bo nearer the top of the pot than 3 inches.

ifr. Groom considers this arrangement as to the stem
iibres is necessary for the flourishing of the plant.

Indeed, I know it to be so.

—

Dianthus.

Oleander Cuttings.— I, some few weeks since,

wrote to ask if you could tell me any way of striking

the oleander, so as to have it bloom in the spring. As
you did uot reply to my query, I concluded you were
not able to do bo, and now I have found the plan I

named, and have pleasure in sending it you, if you
think it would be worth inserting in 3^our usefuljournal.

During September and October prepare a quantity of

two or three jointed cuttings by removing the lowest

leaves, and making the peel of each, immediately
under the joiut, perfectly smooth. Place an inch

layer of broken potsherds as drainage at the bottom
of a pot six inches broad, upon that a coating of

moss, then a compost consisting of one part reduced
turfy loam and three parts of heath mould. Press

this mixture lirmly into the pot, water it, and make
as many holes in it close around the side of the pot

as there are cuttings ; into each hole pour half an
inch of writing sand; set a cutting upon the sand in

the hole so deep as to be at least midway between
joint and joint, then fill the holes with sand, and
cover the entire sui-face of the soil with a half inch

layer of the same. Saturate the whole with water,

and see that the cuttings be quite fixed and immova-
able but with some effort; upon this dose contact

ofplant and soil depend much of the future sweeps.

Tlie pot of cuttings may be kept in a heat of from
50° to 55° during the winter, and many plants will

be found perfectly rooted by spi'ing. Among tlie

cuttings taken from a full headed strong plant, there

will, perhaps, be some that have the heads of future

bloom produced among the upper leaves. Yoinig
]>lants may thus be obtained to flower in April and
May.—-L. R. Lucas, Louth.

[Many thanks. If the above is a quotation, we
should have liked the name of the work from which
it is taken, that we might acknowledge it. Two
tilings are essential to tfte success of this experiment,
viz., that the flower buds be perfectly formed before

the cuttings are taken from the parent plant, and
that the heat during the spring does not exceed 60°.

After all, the practice is more emious than usefid. A
cutting, or rather an oleander, with only "three
joints" of wood and half a dozen flowers on slender

footstalks, will not be much. It is needless to ob-

serve that if the parent ])lant were subjected to the

same heat during the whole period, superior flowers

would be obtained as early, although this might de-

range the future growth and bloom of the plant.

The principle is the same as that recommended for

making autumnal cuttings of the hydrangea.—En.
C. G.l

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*** We liej; of all rorrespondents to address their letters to the

KJitor and not to the Departmental Writera ; it -saves time and
trouble.

FiLunRTS NOT BEAniNG (J. H. R.).—How c^n wc possibly tell

you the remedy without knowing; the present treatuient and what
soil they grow upon ?

Scarlet Ger.\niums (M. N. 0.).—You a^t "Does Harry Rloorc
(see p. .)) cut back the stems as well as cut otf the leaves previously

to storing his plants for the winter?"—Harry Hloore does not cut
back the stems of these till April, unless any of the tops damp, when
that is removed as soon as noticed. When the buds begin to push in

A))ril is the best time to cut them.
Gladiolus Roots still in Flower (BMST/Aor/w).—The gla-

diolus will take no hurt for a month yet ; all the late ones may safely

be left in the ground till the frost cuts down their leaves, then they

are to be taken up, dried, and stored till the end of February. It

is only the earlier gladiolus and the dry bulbs from the seed shop that

are planted or potted in October.

Potatoes {W, \V.).—You ask us to recommend you a change of

seed, but we cannot aid you better than by saying cultivate the earliest

ripening kinds; Ash-leaved Kidneys and llylott's Flour Ball cannot
be excelled. Planting Walnut-leaved Kidneys in autumn does not
answer ; the plants are not so forward in production as if the sets are

put in in February.
WiNTBRING VARIOUS PLANTS [IMd).—YoU mUSt not SOW i?/iD-

danthe mnnglesU until next February. Zauchsneria cuii/ovnica,

Weif^elia rosea, and Foi'Sf/thia viridissima, will stand out of doors

Bafely during the winter. Cala7idrlnia ujubellnta seeds so freely that

you may leave it out, if on a rock work or very dry situation, and if it

dies your seeds will soon replace it ; with us it lived in pots amongst
hardy alpines that were slightly protected by a hedge, and a few dry
boughs thrown over them. MesenibrTjanthtinuina will not stand out,

except a few of the very woody ones, and they only in a mild winter
and very dry soil. The Portugal ^Laurel will thrive in any mode-
rately fertile, light, well-drained soQ,

Fruit-trees Failing, &c. {P. W.).—You must look to other
remedies than pruning to restore your French crab. Pruning alone

will not recover a tree out of condition, neither will it irreparably

injure one in condition. Perhaps your tree has penetrated an luige-

nial subsoil : search for, and cut through, any deep roots immediately,
and apply six or eight inches of manurc|on the surface, to encourage
the upper roots. We fear your case of pears rotting, and dropping
before perfect, is referable to a bad subsoil also.—For Carrots, and
similar root crops, trench and ridge your unpromising heavy soil now
for amelioration by frost, turning in raw manure at the bottom. In
March break it down, and endeavour to incorporate plenty of sand,
fine coal ashes, &c., with it for a foot in depth, adding a little very
old manure. As to the best mode of treating fresh dunff, keep a
heap of common soil or sand by your manure. Let your man make
a point of levelling the heap once a month,—say the tirst Monday of
each month, for "what is done at anytime is done at no time;"
then soil it over three or four inches thick, and so repeat it. There
is no occasion to cover daily ; we think that a fermentation is bene-
ficial, as to breaking down its texture, provided it does not rise higher
than 80°. The trifling waste of gases at this pitch is, we think, com-
pensated for by an uniform texture in the manure. There are more
scientific plans, but this is a good off-hand one, and which all may
practice:

Wintering Verbenas in mEiJiBaD (W. H.).—We have seen
verbenas live out a hard winter in dry poor soil. Cut them down to

within three inches of the ground ; scrape olF a little of the surface

soil between the plants, and lay an inch of rough cinder ashes all

over the bed, without burying more of the plants than you can
avoid,—charcoal dust for this purpose would answer better,—then
stick a few dead sprays without leaves round the bed, and amongst
the plants. If any thing will save them, this treatment will. Pray
let us hear in the spring how you succeeded.

Wintering the Arum and AcApANTnus (J. B. §• C. B.).—In
your parlour, where a lire is kept, this is perfectly easy; and they
must be watered regularly in such a comfortable place ; turn them
out in the sun on mild days.

Fuchsia Coey:\ibiflora (Ibid).—Cut down the green wood to
where it is hard and brown, and winter it in a cellar or any outhouse
where the frost does not reach it. If you wrap a hayband all round
it, that will secure it so far.

Cacti [Ibid).—These do better in good windows in winter than
any where else. Keep them dry till the turn of the season.

Myrtle (J. L. B.).—We do not clearly comprehend the condition
of your myrtle, which you say would be very handsome, did "its
leaves, which are not the very broadest, not continue to look dark and
dry." M'e consider your tub (18 inches in diameter,) quite large

enough, and that, from being shifted into it last year, it would be
more likely to flower next season, if undisturbed. Pruning of the
roots would only be useful if they were in bad order, or the plant
sickly ; in which case you might find a smallertub, instead of a larger
one, advisable. Did you soak the ball of the jdant well before shift-

ing it ? If the plant is in high health but has not flowered, instead of
cutting the roots, to cause it to flower, we would prefer placing it in

the full smi, so as to harden the wood thoroughly, and try it another
season ; as a large myrtle in a tub, and a fruit tree in the garden are
not in an analagous condition. The narro -leaved varieties generally

flower in the autumn, but seldom so freely or so beautifully as the

broad-leaved kinds.
Camelli.v {A. B.).—The leaves of your camellias ciirl though

placed in the most shady part of the greenhouse. Supplied with
abundance of air, and watered two or three times a week, if healthy,

they will not re<[uire shade now ; unless the ])ots are very full of roots,

and the buds swelling very fast, you give thein water often enough.
We think you mnst look to the unsatisfactory state of the rootSj aud
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the state of the drainage, for the evil of which you complain. If so,

transfer the plants, even now, to fresh pots well draine J, and without
injuring a fibre, remove the sour clogged soil, and replace \vith sandy
loam and peat.

Chrysanthemum Cuttings (TF.7/. C).—Making cuttings, three
weeks before the 9th of October, is too late for obtaining good
blooming plants of chrysanthemums. The check given is apt to ren-
der the flower buds abortive. Had you succeeded by great care in

preventing evaporation, you would have had after all only Lilliputians
for your labour—though some people like them all the lietter on that
account. The cuttings you made on the 6th inst., will be apt to fail

from the same cause. In both cases you would have succeed<'d better
by layering the points of the shoots in small pots, and severing from
the parent plant when well-rooted. We are afraid we cannot get you
out of your *\fix," as the plants tirst struck, and showing no signs of
bloom, will not be of any service to you this season ; but as you seem
to have plenty of plants growing out of doors, and to wish to have
the flowers late and fine, we would recommend you to take up some
of the plants carefully, saving all the fibres, and getting a good ball,

and then plant them in light soil under glass, in a i)it. &c., water
i them well, shade and syringe the leaves frcfjucntly, and they will not

greatly feel the removal. Some of the best might be potted, and
treated in the same manner; and thimgh the the lower leaves woidd
drop, the plants might yet do for standing by-and-by at the back of

a greenhouse, where only the heads of bloom would be seen. Next
year take otf some cuttings in iMay, or make layers in August.

i

Many Questions {A Lndy Subscriberfro)itUivhti;iii»iuf!).— 1. We
: would not advise you to sow your Wtst IntHu Ki-ruls until I'ebruary or

I

March, and then take the aid of a hotbed, Ijut do nut be sanguine as

to the ([uality of the plants you may obtain, nor yet of your ability to

preserve them in your greenhouse the following winter. 2. Your
ira,r-plnnt. we presume to be the Hniia carnosa, a beautiful thing, a
native of Asia, named in honour of Thomas Hoy, who was gardener
to the duke of Northumhcrhmd. It requires a warm greenhouse to

keep it in good health. 3. Get a stove, by all means, for your dam/i
frrcenhonse, if you have no means of heating it already, or which
cannot be made eflfectual. Vour grapes should have been ripe by
this time. Their falling in such large pieces may be more owing to

(lamp rotting the footstalks, than to any thing of the mildew disease.

Do not shut your doors and windows, as you have been advised, but
open them and get on a brisk fire, and that will dry the house, and
l)romotc the circulation of air. See what has been said by Mr. Fisher

and others lately, on vines. 4. It is not uncommon for the i'.yr/i.s

Jiiponica to flower in the autumn. 5. Violets flowering now will

bloom on in the spring, but, perhaps, not quite so abundantly. 6. The
mildness of the climate in Cornwall, causes flowers to bloom earlier,

than in the northern and inland counties. 7. When bnlsnms are

wanted early, it is usual to sow them in a hotbed. When that is

not the object, they will come very well if sotvn in a greenhouse or

even outside a window-sill. They may be sown out of doors in May
or June. Kither your seed or your sowing must have been at fault.

Wintering Lantana crocea (Subscriber).—This requires the
warmest end of a greenhouse to winter in, and to be kept almost dry
from November to March ; this will cause it to cast its leaves. As
soon in the spring as its buds appear to swell prune it down close

like a pelargonium.
OLF-ANnER AND Plumbago Larpent^ (Ibid).^-ThcsQ Toixst not

be kept quite dry but nearly so all the winter.

Martynia fragrans (Ibid).—This is a weedy looking plant with
very handsome large purplish flowers, well worth grow ing in a warm
border. The seeds should be sown in February, in strong bottom
heat, in a cucumber bed. They are often very difficult to force into

vegetation.
Pumpkin Seed (.T. M. Lee),—We have not any at present. Your

other questions we will answer next week.
Storing Apples (,Y. X.).—l)ried moss is better than either hay or

sand for putting between layers of apjdes ; hay gives them an un-
pleasant taste, and sand so excludes the air that it prevents that
proper fermentation going on upon which their good flavour depends.
Heracleum giganteum {An Artist).—The nurserymen adver-

tizing it are respectable men, xituX the jjlant is very large ; others may
think it handsomer than we do.

Flower Pots (
Diunthns).—We will see what we can do upon this

subject. You are (juite right in condemning the uncertain size

meant by different writers when they mention 48s, ike.

Enormous Cabbage {G. Tuft).—You say you have "this year
grown an Early York CabllTige that weighed U5lbs." We do not
doubt this weight, but we do not think it was the variety you name

;

of the Dnmi-liead variety they have been grown nmcli larger, fllr.

Thorns, of the New Inn, Haltash, cut six, which weighed together
y37lb3. The heaviest was Gllbs.

CALENDAR FOR NOVEMBER.
GREENHOUSE.

Air, adn^it rather freely in mild weather. Bulbs, such as hyacinths,
tulips, narcissus, ^c, pot for spring flowering. Calceolabias,
keej) growing slowly, in an airy moist atmosphere ; seedlings, pot ofl',

ana prick into pans. Camellias, finish setting in, and the late

ones may have their buds thinned if necessary. Cinerarias, en-
courage the forwardcHt to grow in u moint, gentle heat; keej) these
for spring and summer, just moving. Climbers, however beautiful,

cut back to give light to the other plants. Ciirvsantiikmums,
remove incipient shootn from the axils of the leaves, on the main
shoots ; thin the buds where too thick ; encourage with manure water

;

and if not all in doors, have protection ready. Damp Stagnant Air
avoid. Fires, light in frosty and foggy weather. Fub.naces anu
Flues clean out previously. Heaths and Epacrises, keep in the
airiest part. Geraniums or Pelargoniums, encourage the old

plnnts with a good position. Nip any luxuriant shoot, so as to
equalize the strength ; keep fresh potted ones just moving. Plants
keep clear from dirt and insects, by washing and fumigation. Tem-
perature, keep from 40'^ to 45'' at night. Water every thing very
moderately, unless ]dants swelling their flower buds : for these use
water warmer than the air of the house. Clean pots, paths, stages

;
tie, train, and fresh label in bad weather. R. Fisu.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Anemones, plant for earliest bloom. Auriculas and Polyan-

thuses, put under shelter (see October). Bulbous Hoots, finish
planting in dry weather; pot for latest forcing, and for plunging in
flower beds. &c. Carnation layers, finish planting and potting;
secure the pot one's from rains. Climbers of all sorts, plant, prune,
and train. Compost, prepare and turn in dry weather. Daulias,
cut down after frost, and let the roots remain as long as it is safe

;

when taken up dry them in open sheds. &e., before storing, where
frost and damp cannot reach them. Dress the beds and borders,
and put mark sticks to bulbs and other roots, to guide you when dig-
ging. Edgings, plant. Evergreens, finish planting, b. Fibrous-
rooted Plants, finish dividing and piantiug, b. Fork over bor-
ders, ike. Grass, cut very close the last time ; keep clear of leaves ;

and roll. Gravel, weed and roll. Hedges, plant, clip, and clear
at bottom. Hoe and rake shrubberies, and bury the leaves, ^c, be-
tween the plants. Layering, perform generally. Leaves, gather
for compost, ike. Marvel op Peru, take up and store like dahli.as.
MuLru round trees and shrubs lately planti-d. Plant perennials
and biennials (sec October). Planting, perform generally. Pot-
ted Plants, for forcing, plunge in the earth of a well-sheltered
border facing the sun. Prune shrubs and trees generally. Ra-
nunculuses, plant for earliest bloom. Seedlings of them, iii boxes,
&e., remove to a w:u'm situation. Shrubs of all kinds plant,
stake, and mulch. Suckers, from roses and other shrubs, sepa-
rate and plant. Tigridias, save from frost as long as possible;
should not be dried till January or February. Tulips, finish plant-
ing, b. D. Beaton.

PLANT STOVE AND FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Air, admit as freely aa the season allows. Bark-deds, renew or

turn over, to keep up the required bottom heat. Dress the borders
by forking and raking, to keep a dry porous surface. Fire Heat,
by whatever means it may be distributed, must now be daily employed,
to keep the temperature from hb° to fio''. Leaves, keep clean with
sponge, &c., and remove decayed ones. Pines require a dry tem-
perature of 60* to Os''. Protect outside borders, in which forcing
trees are planted, from rains and frost. Peach, pnme ; wash with
diluted ammonia-water from the gas-works before training. Potteu
flowering bulbs and other plants introduce. Tobacco fumigation,
employ, if insects appear. Vines, strip the old bark off, and clean]
as the peach, before commencing to force ; begin with a day tempera-
ture of SO". Water (tepid), apply, with the syringe on clear days.

D. Beaton.
ORCHARD.

Planting of all kinds carry out. Stake newly planted trees for
fear of wind. IVIulch newly planted trees as soon as planted. Prun-
ing, commence. Currants and Goosederbies, prune, b. Apples,
prune, m. Plums and Cherries, prune, c. Pears, prune, e'.

Large orchard trees, jirune, e. Raspberries, prune and dress
c. Figs, pull olf all young fruit large as a horse-bean, b. ; protect
from frost, m. Nectarines and Apricots, clear away the remain-
ing leaves from, m. Nails and screws, draw out superfluous or
rotten ones from all wall trees, m. Pick and prepare ditto for renail-
ing. Suckers, clear away, ni. Vines, prune, m. Espaliers,
prune, m. Mulberries, plant, b. Medlars, plant, b. Rasp-
berries, plant, m. Strawberries, plant, b. Stones of fruits
BOW, b. Trench or otherwise prepare ground for planting, h.
Walnuts, plant, b. Fork out ground about fruit-trees, slightfy b.

R. Errington,
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Artichokes, winter, dress. Asparagus-beds, dress; attend to
fhat in ftprcing. Beans, plant, e. Beet (Red), dig up for storing

;

leave, or plant out for seed. CaIibages, plant
;
plant out for seed-

Cardoons. earth up, b. Carrots, dig up and store, b. ; leave or
plant out for seed. Cauliflowers, prick out, b. ; attend to under
glasses, &c. Celery, earth up. Coleworts. plant. Composts,
prepare. Cucumbers, attend to in forcing. Drain vacant ground!
Dung, prepare for hotbeds. EabIIhing-up, attend to. Endive,
blanch, ^:c. Garlic, plant, b. Herbary, clean, Sic. Horse-
radish, dig up and store. Hotbeds, make for salading, &c.
Jerusalem Artichokes, dig up and store. Leaves, &c., con-
tinually clear away. Lettuces, jdant in frames; attend to those
advancing. Mint, plant; force in holbed. Musuroom-beds,
make ; attend to those in production. Onions, in store, look over ;

(winter standing), thin
;
plant for seed, b.

;
(Potato), plant. Pars-

ley, cut down, b. ; plant some in a frame for use in snowy weather.
Parsnips, dig up ftnd store, b. ; leave or plant out for seecl. Pkas,
sow, b. Potatoes, dig up, b. Radishes, sow, in hotbed.
Salsaev, dig up and store. Savoys, i)lant for seed, b. Scor/.o-
NERA, dig up and store. Seeds, dress and store. Shallots, plant,
b. Small Salading, sow; bow in hotbed. Spinach, thin, ^:c.
Thinning, attend to. Trench, ridge, &c., vacant ground. Weeds,
destroy continuidly.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridgr, 147, Strand, ia iiie
Parish of Saint Mary-le-Strand ; and Winchester High-Mfreet, in
the Parish of St. Mary Kalendar; aiul Published by William
Somebville Orr, at the Office, 147, Strand, in the Parish of
Saint fllury-Ie-Strand, London.—October 2Gth, 18411.
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iu addition to this vigom- in the buds, it also assists

materially to jireservc the roots or tubers through a
long winter, because they are more matm-ed. All

this is sti'ictly in accordance with the best ascertained

fects in vegetable physiology. We recommend to

oiu- readers, therefore, the advice of our coadjutor in-

stead of that offered by om- contemporary.

As water is essential to germination, and only a
certain quantity is requii-ed for its healthy progi-ess,

so is it by no means a matter of indifference what
matter it holds in solution. UntU germination has
commenced, no liquid but water at common tempe-
ratures wUl pass through the integiuneuts of a seed.

So soon as germination has commenced, this power
to exclude foriegn fluids ceases, but the organs stall-

ing into activity, the radicle and the plumule, or

yormg root and stem, are so delicate, that the weak-

est saline solutions are too acrid and offensive for

them. So utterly incapable ai-e the infant roots of

imbibing such solutions, that at first they are abso-

lutely dependent themselves, for their very existence,

upon the seed-leaves ; and if these be removed, the

jilant either makes no fiu-ther advance, or alto-

gether perishes. Many years since we tried various

liquids, to facilitate the germination of seeds ; but,

with the exception of those which promoted the de-

composition of water, and the consequent more abun-

dant evolution of oxygen, we foimd none of any effi-

fieuey. As to keeping the seeds in saline solutions

mitil they genniuated, wo never, certainly, carried

our experiments so far as that ; and shall be most

astonished if any other effect than injuiy or death to

the plant is the consequence. Such has been the

le.sult in the Horticultural Society's gardens, whore
the seeds of Litpinus Hartiiegii were made to germi-

nate iu a weak solution of phosphate of ammonia.
No liquid in wliich water does not preponderate

will enable a seed moistened with it to germinate

;

for we have treated broad beans, kidney beans, and
peas with pure alcoliol (spirit of wine), oUve oil,

alcohol and water, in equal proportions by measure,

and with a solution of carbonate of ammonia, but in

no instance did they germinate.

It may bo noted as a wai-ning to those who employ

steeps for seed, with the hope of promoting the vigour

of the iuture plant, that they must keep the seed in

tliose steeps a very few hours. In forty-eight hours,

if the temperature be 00° or more, putrefaction com-

mences, and genuination is weakened, or entuely

destroyed.

51. Vogel, of Municli, has published an extended

course of experiments upon tliis subject ; and they

fully confirm our opinion, that salts, harndess when
the plant is of robust and advanced growth, arc fatal

to it at the time of genuination ; for he found that

seeds germinate without injury in cai'bonate of lime

(chalk), carbonate of strontiau, lithai'ge, red oxide of

lead, phosphate of lead, black oxide of manganese,

calomel, and cinnabar. That they germinate feebly

in carbonate of magnesia, copper filings, sulphuret

of antimony, red oxide of mercmy, and aqueous solu-

tion of iodine. Lastly, that they refused to germi-

nate at aU in carbonate of barytes, hydrate of barytes,

iodine pulverised and moistened, kermes mineral,

golden sulphm of antimony, oxide of bismuth, ai--

seniate of lead, and green oxide of clu-omium. These

are facts which explain the residt of practice, that

saline manures are generally injmious if applied

with the seed, though they may be beneficial if ap-

plied long before the seed time, or, subsequently,

when the plants are of advanced gi'owth.

Nothing is so injurious to a germinating seed as

gi'eat vicissitudes of temperatui's and moisture, or a

lengthened exposure to excess of the latter ; in either

case the awakening life of the seed is frequently en-

tii'ely extinguished. Nothing is more dreaded by the

maltster than a sudden check to his germinating bar-

ley; and, as a chiU to the incubating egg efl'ectually

prevents the formation of a chick, so does a sudden

degree of cold often destroy the sprouting seed. To
preserve the seeds of our winter crops fi'om such

vicissitudes, they maybe sown beneficially upon, and

covered with a thin stratum of coal-ashes—these are

an excellent di'ainage, as well as a good non-con-

ductor of heat.

It affords a warning, too, to those who have to pack

seeds for lengthened transport in tropical regions.

Tliey cannot be kept too dry—for heat alone will

have no influence over their germination ; and they

shoidd, therefore, be jnit into small, open, cauvass-

hags, and suspended Ij'om tlie beams of the upper

cabins, where a cun-ent of air will keep the seeds as

free as possible from damp. Close pacldng in papei',

in boxes, and in tin cases, stowed away in the hot

hold of a ship, causes such a heating of the seeds,

such an extrication of moisture ft'om them, as is just

enough to commence germination; and which, only

cai-ried through its first stage, ceases, and then de-

comijosition ensues, which effectually destroys the

arousing vitality.

Water being such an essential application to the

seed as well as to the growing plant, it may be also

observed that the som-ce from whence it comes is by

no means immaterial. The best for the gardener's

pm-pose is rain water, presei-ved in tanks sunk in the

earth, and rendered tight by puddling or bricks, and

Parker's cement. To keep these replenished, gutters

should run round the eaves of every structure in the

garden, and commuuioato with these tanks. Every

ino cubic inches of rain water contains more than

four cubic inches of air, of which more than half ai'o

carbonic acid gas, and the remainder nitrogen and

oxygen, in the proportion of (Id of tlic former to ;W of

the last named. Liohig, from actual experiment on
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a large scale, states that both rain and snow contain

ammonia ; and if there be only one-fouvtli of a grain

in each pint of water, the annnal deposition from the

atmosphere would be more than sufficient, on half an

acre of ground, to give all the nitrogen contained in

the vegetable albumen of 150 cwt. of beet root. Eain

water also contains a peculiar organic substance,

analogous to the extractive matter and gluten of

plants, though diifering from them chemicallj'. To

this substance Dr. Daubeny has given the name of

Pi/rrhine. Traces of salts and oxides have also been

found in rain water ; but compared with all other

naturally produced, it is so pm'e, and so abounds

with the gases beneficial to plants, that none other

can equal it for their service. That obtained fi-om

ponds or springs invariably contains matters oflen-

sive or deleterious to plants. Tbooe Injown as hard

water, containing in excess salts of lime or magnesia,

are invariably prejudicial, and pond water is scarcely

less so. If it be stagnant and loaded with vegetable

extract, it is even worse than hard spring water.

These last named, if obHged to be employed to ten-

der plants, shou'd have a pint of the ammouiacal water

of the gas-works m'xed thoroughly with every CO

allons, au hour or two before they are used.

THE PEUIT-GARDEN.
The Pin'e-appi.e.—No doubt some of our amateur

friends attempt to cultivate this king of fruits, for its

culture has been so much simplified during the last

seven j'ears that those who can indidge in the luxury
of a greenliouse can add that of a jiine-pit without
any fear of increasing t^e labours of their establish-

ment in auy sensible degi-ee. In former days the

culture of pines was considered a mighty aftair ; so

much shifting, tan-stirring, watering, leaf-stripping,

root-cutting, &o., &c., that a man who could go
through all these processes, and produce what would
now be considered half-starved fruit, was looked up
to with a kind of veneration.

It has been made perfectly manifest of late years

that our worthy sires were spending a gi'eat part of

their labours in vain, and that had they began by
studying the habits of the pine in its native climes,

instead of carrying out their plans by the delusive

light of a few rules, which had attained the charac-

ter of binding prescriptions, a reform in the cidture

of this fruit would have occurred at a much earlier

period, and a vast amount of misspent labour spared.

As in all other departments, there have been con-

flicting systems or modes of pine-culture. This is

qvnte right, for, by such means, the pubhc is roused
from a lethargy which might otherwise induce it to

be too content with things as they are. This inter-

mediate state of things leads necessarily to a recon-

sideration of the wliole question ;
jirinciples are

examined most keenly, and such must finally result

in a settlement of the question on the most sound
basis ; simplification, and, by consequence, economy,
following closely in the wake. We cannot aflbrd

space to compare the jirincipal existing systems ; suf-

fice it, for the present, just to glance at them. Three
stand prominent ; indeed, all others may be resolved

into them, viz., the old pot-culture, the Ilamiltonian,

and the Meudon. In handling this subject with
reference to gardening on a snudl scale, we feel in-

duced to confine ourselves to the Ilamiltonian.

AVhatever may be the merits of the JSleudon

plan, it is tolerably manifest that the Hamiltonian is

the most economical, and this is sufficient to attract

the notice of the small cultivator, for, in the course

of our labours for The CoTT.iOE Gardener, we make
it our constant aim so to economise and simplify

matters (hitherto treated in too mysterious a way),

as to bring all these luxuries within the reach of

thousands, so that every one who can afford to keep
a gardener constantly may have good pines, grapes,

and all the et ceteras which constitute a first-rate

dessert.

Mr. Hamilton was the first to render manifest that

gi'eatest of absurdities the disrooting system ; a mode
which had, doubtless, crept into vogue through bad
systems of potting, together with a total ignorance

of the mechanical texture of soils. In former days
most of the stock of pines not in a fruiting state

were turned out of their pots in February, and the

chief of their roots cut away ; and nobody thought
of assigning a reason, except, as was generally urged,

the soil had become sodden. But why did they sutler

the soil to become sodden? By this foolish proce-

dure some three months at least were totally lost,

and besides this the plants received a severe check,

which was found to be prejudicial ultimately to the

fruit's size.

Again, no person previously to Mr. Hamilton
showed the exceedingly great importance of preserv-

ing evei'y healthy leaf entire and uumutUated ; and
that such being the case, any mode of cultm-e which
involved a fi-equent shifting or removal of the plants

must, of course, be radically wrong ; inasmuoli as

such processes cannot be carried out without much
damage to the leaves. Bottom heat, too, Mr. Hamil-
ton showed had been used by far too freely, and that

such unwarrantable amounts had been drawn into

practice by the various checks the pine had been
subjected to, by which the vital actions had become
so much checked that unnecessary stimuli had to be

resorted to. Hence, what some other cidtivators

were trying to accomplish by high stimulants, he
easily accomplished by means of a strictly conserva-

tive system of root management; by which it became
manifest that if the pine could but get hold of auy
absorbent material, and keep hold, unmolested, a

much more moderate amount of bottom heat would
suffice, as also much less trouble in watering.

Thus far, then, Mr. Hamilton's main features of

cidture; of wliich having been repeatedly an eye-

witness, and of his great success, we bear testimony

with a high degree of pleasure. His little book on
pines should be closely examined by all who would
appreciate his system ; and had tliis ti'eatise been a

little more perspicuous in its arrangement, and had
a little more taste been exercised in its phraseology,

we have no doubt its oircidation would have been

very considerable; but these trifles should by no
means prejudice the system.

We may now turn to the objects of the amateur in

pine culture, and here we would call on every one about

to enter the lists, to consider well beforehand the ob-

ject in view ; because, to grow pines for exhibition,

and for mere domestic consumption, are two very dit-

fereut things, as to the economicaJ bearing of the

matter. Vei-y few families require a pine for the dessert

to be more than three poiuuls in weight, and this at

five shillings the pound is a somewhat costly affair.
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Now, if one of tliose thuiniring exldbitiou fruits, of

some eight or teu poimds woiglit, presents itself on
company days, what is to be done ? A pine worth a

couple of sovereigns has to be sacrificed, when a ten

shilling one would amply suffice. This, then, we would
urge is a gi-eat sacrifice, for an object of a very imcer-

taiu character. We submit that a plant on the Hamil-
toniau system, with two or three li'uits upon it, each

weigliing as much as thi-ee pounds, is by far better

adapted for general purposes than a single plant with

one fruit only equal in weight to the whole three HamU-
touians. We very much fear that our great exhibitions

have driven many of these things beyond the bounds of

convenience and economy. We are not quite assured,

nevertheless, tliat the single plant system produces

much larger fruit than the HamOtonians: we have
heard ]\Ir. Hamilton rejieatedly affirm that he found
tliose plants with three suckers, all in fiaiit at once,

but in difl'erent stages (it may be), produce each fruit

just as large and as perfect as though only one had
been produced. This may seem, at first sight, a
paradox ; but when it is considered that each sucker

has its own individual trunk, and system of leaves

complete, the mai'vel will cease; and it will appear
tolerably plain, as Mr. Hamilton always asserted, that

the pine derives a great portion of its food ft-om the

atmosphere ; and that the great secret of culture is

rapid growth witliout a check, by which means the

greatest amount of the most efficient foliage is pro-

duced in the least possible time ; and we entertain

little doubt, from the known habits of the pine

iu its native habitats, that leaves developed with

rapidity and freedom possess much higher elabo-

rating powers than those stunted plants. We do
think, therefore, that the amateur who desires to have
a well-swelled biit moderate-sized pine, and that fre-

quently, will do well to adopt the Hamiltonian system
without hesitation. In doing so, he can, as Mr.
Hamilton does, grow liis cucumhcr.i iu the same
house all tlie year round : indeed, with a house pro-

perly planned, a tank chamber beneath the bed, and
abundant provision for heat, and, above all, atmo-
spheric moisture, he need never plant a cucumber
elsewhere : such a house would supply the family

winter and summer, and herein is no smaU economy
and simplification of business. It should be borne
in mind also by the amateur, that his surplus pines,

provided he can manage to have them whilst Parlia-

ment is sitting, especially during April and May, wiU
realise very high prices, whicli will go far towards
paying the expenses of their crrltiu'e—such pines

generally fctcliing six or seven shillings per pound.
The London commercial gardener grows the Queen
[line principally for sucli purposes, and they are, as it

were, forced, or the early pines of the season. We
have long thought, however, that the cultm'e of the
" Black -lamaica," or, as some will persist in calling it,

llie "Montserrat" (although llio real Moutserrat is

quite another thing and much inferior), would be far

more eligible done on the retarding uistead of the

hun-yuig jirinciple. Tlus pine has the excellent pro-

perty of carrying high flavour at all seasons ; besides

which it will bear retarding, perhaps, longer than any
other of the family. Tluis tlie .Jamaica " rising" or
" showing " fruit in a good light liouse, during tlio

month of August, would be full-swelled liy the end ol'

October; and, with .m, moderate winter temjierature,

would remain sound and uncoloured until the fol-

lowing March, when it would begin to turn colour.

Those rijie at that jicriod might be retarded for two
or three weeks in order to realise the high prices be-

fore alluded to.

Winter M.^nagement.—We may, in concluding
these observations, be permitted to offer a little prac-

tical advice to those who already grow pines—advice

bearing on a winter's course of management. It will

now be absolutely necessary to renew those bottom
heats of fermenting materials which have passed on
for many weeks without such renewal. No bottom
heat, ^^inter or summer, should ever be permitted to

descend below 70°. If we must endeavour to give

an idea of the bottom-heats adapted to the seasons,

we would say, let the summer pitch range from 75°

to S.j", and the winter's fi'om 70° to 7.'j°. Of course,

the temperatures of the intermediate quarters should
be intennediate also. There are those who talk of
" hrisJe" bottom-heat, but we strongly advise our ama-
teiu- friends to have nothing to do with such danger-
ous procedures; we woidd say, remember that capital

pines have been gro\\Ti in bottom-heats not exceed-
ing 7.5°, so that this "briskness" is, after all, not the
chief agent in good pine-cultm'e.

Those who can avail themselves of tree leaves,

fi'esh from the trees, cannot do better than renew
their beds with them ; and if there is no time for

them to ferment as they ought to do, they wiU do
well to mix nearly one half of the freshest leaves of
the former autumn with the new ones ; this will

[promote a wholesome moisture in the atmosphere,
and enable the operator to tread them firm iu the

act of filling the pits, which treading is a very neces-

sary proceeding.

In newly-di-essed beds or pits for the winter, do
not phnige the pots thek full depth by any means,
only one half at first ; in a fortnight's time, the true

character of the fermenting mass may be ascertained,

and, if " below pai'," why it is easy to thrust a httle

fresh tan between the pots. Pines swelling, or in

course of ripening, should he allowed 5° more of

both bottom and atmospheric heat than mere suc-

cession pines ; the amount of heat necessary to do
justice to the ripening process would " draw" and
weaken tlie succession jilants.

We come now to atmospheric warmth, and this

will, of necessity, be far more fluctuating than the
ground heat ; indeed, nature teaches us it shoidd be
so. Such vicissitudes, stopping short of actual abuse,

are of more importance iu oiu- comparatively dai'k

northern climes, in the culture of tropical fi'uits, than
many persons imagine. They serve to keep the

tissue, or fabric, of the plant solidified ; this would
otherwise become somewhat flaccid, or, what garden-

ers term, " drawn."
Wo must, however, cndeavoiu- to convey an idea

to the uninitiated. From 70° to 00° iu summer, and
from 5.j° to 60° in winter, may be stated as about
the mark. This is latitude enough for anything,

and the amateur may follow this, observing that the

depression of the thermometer ought to bear a strict

relation to the amount of light, whether night or

day, for this is the way nature, our groat instructress,

proceeds in the ail'air. Of course, as with the bot-

tom-heat, so also here ; the intermediate seasons will

be of intermediate tcmjieratui'e. A reasonable ainouut

of atmospheric moisture must bo provided by moist-

ening tlie walls, floors, &c., if no special provision

exists ; the syringe must be used with nuicli caution

from now until next February, taking care that it

never be applied whilst any water reuiaius in the

sockets or liearts of the pines. Another sound ]iieoo

of advice is—use fire-lioat cautiously, and as a neces-

sary evil, if we may so term it. II. Errinoton.
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THE FLOWER-GARDEN.
Standard Evergreen and other Shrubs.—In con-

tinuation of tlie subject about making standards out of

old laurel busbes and other shrubs, 1 see I did not
lay sti'oss enough on the importance of having the
old buslios cut before Christmas, and rather in No-
vember, if convenient. The second season after I

began these experiments I was sadly put ovit, and lost

a whole season, as well as a dozen fine Portugal lau-

rels, by cutting thom down to the ground in April,

which is a good time for general pruning them, and,

as I then tliought. a good time to cut tliem close to

the ground also ; but it is not so. It is true the

stools will shoot out profusely enough, but not so vi-

gorously as to form clean stems the first year, with-

out a constant pruning-in of the side branches
through the growing season, and even then they would
look knotty for a long time. Whereas, by cutting

them late in the autumn, strong succulent shoots

will rise as straight as ramrods, and as smooth as a
gun-barrel. I was also thwarted about the time of

ringing the bottoms, to facDitate the emission of

roots. Ptinging must be done at, or a little after,

niidsinnraer ; for, if you ring them any time in April

or May, and cover the cut parts, a communication is

soon formed by a new layer of bark. It was on a
large stool of the lilac, with tlui'teen sti'ong suckers,

and another of tlie common privet, with nine suckers,

that I first discovered that spring ringing has little

influence in arresting the enculation, and 1 was ra-

ther surprised at the fact ; but so it was, and, as the

whole went through my own hands, I could not be
mistaken. On referring to such authorities as I tlien

could lay my hands on, I discovered notlung relating

to this early ringing, and as to the theory of the

practice I need not speculate now.
Standard lilacs, including the Persian lilac, are

very handsome when you can have them without the

ivilderness of suckers which they are so prone to send
forth, and they are the easiest of all to make, except
the snowball bearing Guelder rose, which will make
the most handsome of standards imaginable, and, in

good soil, an old plant cut down will throw up
suckers seven or eight feet high, with hardly a side

branch. Tliis and the common lilac often throw up
suckers, without the old plants being cut down, sufii-

ciently long to make these standards, but unless they
are well disbudded, and rings of bark cut out as

above, you can never divest them of their natural

way of producing suckers. The common syringa

(Phihidelplms eitronarius,) is another deciduous,
rambling shrub, as prone to give forth suckers as the

lilac, but, treated as standards, they make beautiful

little trees, and the troublesome habit of producing a
host of suckers is got rid of They make elegant little

trees, like standard roses, for forcing, in the spring.

There are two others of tliis genus which ought to be
in every shrubbery, wiiether as standards or huge
bushes; then- names are the Warted and the Broad-
leaved Philadelphus. These tlu'ee flower early in

summer, and there is another species of them that

does not llowcr till July, and on that account is valu-

able, besides that it is a very handsome shrub ; the

name is Gonloiiimms—after Mr. Gordon, one of the

Horticultui-al Society's gardeners, who is tlte most
knowing gardener we have among trees and shrubs.

In then natural way of growing, these shrubs are

little better than a raspberry bush; indeed they are

more troublesome than ornamental that way, b\it

train them into standards, and one could liardly be-

lieve how nice they look.

Amongst other things I had a handsome round-

headed standard of the old-fashioned Fli/ Jionei/sueJck

in bloom last May, and two smart young gardeners
mistook it for the new Weigela rosea, and wondered
liow it had grown so strong during the short time
since its introduction. Now, of all the weedy things
in the world, this honeysuclde is the queen or Idng,
when allowed to stole and ramble about after its own
fashion. Therefore, if handsome manageable plants
can be formed out of such materials, surely it is bet-

ter to have a good selection of them than to have
one's grass-plots and shrabberies stufted with laurels
and halfa-dozen other common things.

The common herherrij makes a handsome standard,
but how seldom is it tried that way, being cnily al-

lowed to make a thicket of scrambling suckers—chok-
ing up the shrubbeiy like other plants of the same
habit. Yet when reared u|5 on a clean straight stem,
five or six feet high, it forms a very interesting little

tree, and while in fniit particularly so. There is an-
other form of it called tlie Asiatic herhcrn/, which, if

jiossible, is a still more interesting little tree, with
bunches of purple berries in the autumn. The
Horticultural Society of London have distributed
this berberry industriously all over the country of
late years, and they reconnnend it for underwood in

plantations, to shelter and feed game, for which use
it is very well adapted, and no poacher could foi-ce

his way through a thicket of it, for it spreads from
the roots as much as the common black-thorn. There
is one more berberry called Aristata, a brittle-leaved

berberry, which, I think, would answer well as a
standard, though I have not seen it grown that way.
The old Oorchorus Japonicus, with doidde yellow

flowers, which may be seen in every old garden in the
country, growing after the manner of the raspberry,
would make a singularly beautiful standard if tlie

stem did not i-ise above four or five feet high. The
long slender branches first gi-ow perpendicularly, and
then bend over gi-acefully, like plumes of feathers,

and, when in full blossom, the weight of the flowers
weigh down the branches till their points nearly
sweep the ground. There is a variety of this with
single flowers, which was introduced abozit adozcn or
fifteen years since. When De Candolle saw this

single form of our plant, he at once perceived that it

did not belong to the genus Corchorus, and he named
it Kerria, after Mr. Iver, a botanist who collected

]ilants for the Kew Gardens ; the fashionable name,
therefore, is Kerria Japonica.
The genus Sj/irtea fmuishes a host of plants, which

produce suckers in such numbers as to destroy each
other. I never tried them, nor saw them tried by
others, as low standards, but I am ipiite satisfied a
great reformation could be made in their culture by
getting rid of their suckers, and rearing them on sin-

gle stems from two to five feet high, according to the
gi'owth. Spinca Lindlej/ana, treated as a low stand-
ard, would form one of the handsomest plants that
one could place out on the grass, and when not in

flowe]' might be mistaken for a new sumach tree. I

am nowreai'ing a batch of seedlings of it for this pur-
])ose; they were sent to Sir "W. jliddleton by Lord
Hardinge from the north of India, along with numy
curious things fi-oni that quarter, including a pcacii

tree with small narrow leaves, as much like those of

a small willow as possible, and if it should turn out

to be a good fruit, as I expect it will, it will be some-
thing for my friend, Mr. Emngton, to talk about
some day.

Speaking of Indian shrubs, where could you find a

better subject for a handsome standard than the
" Beautiful Leycesteria" of Dr. Wallich—a soft-
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wooded shrub, wliicli caused a good deal of heart-

bui'iiing in tliis country a few years since, having not

proved what it was at first reported to be, and is al-

readya Imost neglected. It is also one of tlie " ne'er-

do-wells." if allowed its own way of growth, but ele-

vate its handsome foliage, and its pendant clusters of

flowers and fruit on a clean stem six feet high, and,

my word for it, you will create a sensation in your

neighbourhood. It has no English name, but com-

memorates that of William Leycester, formerly chief

judge at the Bengal Presidency.

But enough; a book might be written on the sub-

ject, and not exhaust it. Tliese examples are taken

from tlie most common shrubbery plants—the most

diffioidt subjects to deal with in any other way, and

the least elegant in their modes of growth, when
allowed to take their natural turn. Although I

would strongly recommend tliis way of managing

such plants, it is more ibr the purpose of getting rid

of their propensity for throwing up a wilderness of

suckers than for torturiug their beads into globi'iar

forms, like those of standard roses. Indeed, I woiPd

rather let them take tlieir natural way of growth,

merely preventing any large limbs or shoots being

formed to derange the balance of their growth ; and

this is easily effected by stopping over-lu.-iiiriant

growths occasionally, and by pruning the shoots in

winter according to tlieir size and strength-—that is,

the very short branches to be only a little shortened

—the middle-sized ones to have one-half or tvvo-

tliirds of their length cut ofl', and the small spray

either cat out entirely, or cut in to a few eyes, accord-

ing to their position, and not allowing any to cross each

otiier. Tnis, of course, would be modified according

to the way they jiroduoed their flowers after tlieu' head

was properly set off. What would our gooseberry

and currant bushes be if they were allowed their na-

tural way of growth ? Their suckers would spring up

as profusely as those of the lilac, and their fnut would

be comparatively useless. It is much the same with

many of our ornamental shrubs ; their flowers arc in

many cases only an apology for what they might be

under a better system. We find no dUBoulty in form-

ing our fruit bushes without suckers, aud with clean

straight stems, and we prune their heads in different

ways accordinglyastheybestflowerandfruit, aud that

is all that I claim for our ordinary shrubs, which, as

at present seen, are living examples of our negligence

and bad gardening. Standard bushes were made
with great industry by our ancestors, aud the thing

is as old as the hills, but in those days they ]n'imod

and clipped thorn into all kinds of fantastic shapes,

which is altogether foreign to our present taste. All

that is original in this jilan is the certain way of get-

ting rid of their contending suckers and side brandies

at once and for ever from the collar of the plant up-

ward to the head. Let the bole he of any length

whatever, if it is prepared after the manner 1 de-

scribed in my last letter. You may cut off the head

ten years hence, and I shall engage for it that the

whole stem will die back inch by inch, without the

power of Ibrming a single adventitious bud. Plants

like the lilac, which arc naturally stolonifcrous, that

is, having tlic power of growing shoots from the main
roots, would, no doubt, produce suckers from these

roots under such a sevei'e trial, but certainly not one

iVom any part of the stem itself. The thing is a na-

tural impossihUity, and yet, to this laoincnt, it has

escaped the observations of vegetable physiologists.

I ndeed, a ticklish question, whicli hiuges on this very

jioiut, has been in agitation in all jiarts of Euro]io

these fourteen years back, and notwithstanding all

the natural philosophy that could be borne down on
the subject, the solution is as much in the dark now
as it was at the ooinmencement. I allude to the ori-

gin of the, so called, purple laburnum, which is now,
by common assent, referred to cross impregnation, but
I am as satisfied as I am of my own existence that

this tree has not been brought into existence by that

means, but that the key to unravel the mystery is to

be foimd in t'le true origin of buds, or rather in man's
power to facilitate, or totally to prevent, the produc-

tion of latent or adventitious buds.

D. Beaton.

GEEENPIOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

CALCEOLArjAS.—As I mc'itioned last week, the best

place for growing all the tender large floweiing her-

baceoi's k'lids during the winter is a dry pit, supplied

with a hot-water pipe or fire-flue, or any other means
by which a dry heat can be communicated at plea-

sure. As the calceolaria, liowever, dearly loves a

moist atmosphere, this can be easily commuuicated,
when much artificial heat is wanted in very cold

weather, by settiug pans of zinc bedded ujiou the

pipes or flue, to be supplied with water, so that the

more heat you use the greater will be the quantity of

moisii'ie evaporated I have said " bedded," because

witaout tbis a body of air wiU intervene between the

bottom of the pan and the heating medium, and thus

the water in the jia.n will be less heated, and conse-

quently less evaporation will take jjlace from it. In
the case of the flue, this bedding may be done with
mortar. In the case of the pipe, the bottom of the

pan should be made concave, in a semicircular form,

to clasp the p'pe, aud then let it he fixed on with red

lead. We have irany of such two feet in length.

They ai'swer the same pu .'pose as having troughs

cast upon the pipes, and can be piooui'ed at a tithe

of the cost. When no moisture is wanted, they are

al'owed to get dry. Galvanised iron would, very

likely, be better than zinc.

Tlie rext best place for caic3olarias is the warm
end of a greenhouse, where less a'r may be given

them than is communicated to the general residents;

and here in bright weather, or when fii cs are wa'Hed
diuiug duU and frosty days, a few paus of water
placed along with them on the shelves, a,nd sprinkling

the shelves now a.nd then with the syi'hige, will keep

the air moist, and suit them better than much root

watering.

The worst place of a?\ for them is a cold pit or

fi'ame without any means of artificial heat, more
especially if sunk below the ground level, as in con-

tinued foggy weather, or when so ft'osty that you
cannot uncover for several days, there is gi'cat lisk

of your plants rotting oil' by the surface of the pots.

In such a wiutei' as we had last year there would bo
little diflicidty in the matter. In ])reserving old

plants in such places, the best plan is to pick ofl' as

much of the old soil as possible, especially near the

collar of the plant; place there a small cone round
it of peat-earth, charcoabdust, and silver sand; ele-

vate the plant upon boards near the glass; give little

or no water until spring, unless the winter should bo

sunny and warm ; admit air freely when the external

temperature is from iSfj" to 4U°, but more sparingly

in I'rosty weather, even when the sun shines, taking

the precaution to shut in a fair portion of sun-acquired

beat in preference to using thick coverings, and then,

when potting in the spring, advantage may be taken
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of tbe fine healthy roots protruding through the

con© of fresh earth put round the stem of the plant,

by sinking it deeper in the new pot. We liave thus
saved plants in very unfavourable circumstances,

but with more ti-oalDle than in tbe case of plants

raised from cuttings in August, as they possessed

4 more constitutional vigour, and, for their size, wei'o

better supplied with vigorous roots than the old

plants, while being in small pots was another preser-

vative against damping To guard against this evil

still more, the plants were more elevated in tbe pots

than those wbieh were to have tbe advantage of arti-

ficial beat ; but, though they gi'ew little during the

winter, they made rapid progress after being shifted

in tbe month of JMarcb.

Seedlingsvr\n also be easierkept in coldpits during
winter than tbe old plants, but not so easily as plants

fi-om cuttings, as the latter possess more firmness and
concentrated matter in their stems. To be kept in

such circumstances they should be nice stubby plants,

raised from a sowing made in the last days of July,

or tbe beginning of August, and during tbe winter

sliould also stand rather high in their pots. A great

number of tbem can be g^'own in a little space, as it

is not advisable to grow tbe plants large until you
see their quality, and a four or five-inch pot, with

light rich soil, will flower tbem beautifully, if tbey

are kept a Uttle shaded, and well supplied with water.

These little pots are also extremely useful for supply-

ing baskets and vases, as wuen turned out when
showing flower, or even in bloom, they scarcely ever

feel tbe change. Seed from very first-rate kinds is

not to be procured in the market, though a packet

may be got for a few pence, from wbich you may
expect to get some very pretty things, though per-

haps not a great many that wouhl just please a florist's

eye. It is too late to sow tbem now this season, but

you might try some neiit Ma>;ch, and as tbe seed is

very small a hhit or two as to its management may
not be out of place novf, more especially as the same
treatment will apply to tbe rearing ot plants from
many other kinds of small seeds. Take one or more
of live-inch pots ; fill each half full, or nearly so,

with drainage ; tben take equal parts of peat, leaf-

mouhl, and fibry loam, that have been placed over a

furnace, or by tbe side of a kitchen fire, so as to set

all worms and insects a flitting ; expose it to the

atmospbece for sei'eval days afterwards, and then rub
it into pieces through youv bauds, so that the largest

piece sliall not he bigger than a small marble ; then

sift it through a throe-eighth-inch sieve—what re-

mains is to go over the drainage : sift again with one
of the finest sieves you have, and witb what remams
in the sieve, after adding to it a little sand, fill tbe

pots to within half an inch of tbe top, when pressed

firm ; tben, after adding a fifth part of silver sand to

the fine matter that passed through the sieve, fiU up
to witbin a quarter of an inch of the top, and give all a

thorough good soaldng with water, either by using a

fine rose, or, what is quite as well, setting tbe pots just

over tlie rim in a paU or tub of water. After the pots

have stood in a shady place for a day or two to drain,

tbe surface may have just the slightest sprinkling of

tbe fine soil tbrown across it, and then be smoothed
witb a round piece of wood, with a nail or pin stuck

in the centre for holding by, and kept for this pui'-

pose. On this smoothed surface sow your sfeed

;

scatter over it the slightest portion of your fine soil,

or a little dry silver sand, and press tbe siu'face again,

and cover tbe ])ot witb a square of glass laid over
it. Place the pot in any shady place in a cold pit

or frame in August or September, and in a shady

place in any house where you can command a tem-
perature of from 45° to 50° in the month of March.
If no shady place is witbin your reach, say in a win-
dow, tben the glass should be covered with cloth or
paper during the day. By such process you wiJl
scarcely ever requne to water the seeds until they
are up. It is this watering which, in tbe case of
small seeds, often either washes tbem over tbe pot,
sinks them in a mass of mud too deep for their ger-
mination, or makes the sm-faoe so hard that they
cannot get through it, because tbe air and its oxygen
does not reach them. They may thus be raised ad-
mirably in tiie window of a sitting-room, and a pretty
and instructive amusement it would be in the case
of spring-sown seeds. Even autumn -sown ones
would do well were it not that the air of the room
during winter woidd be apt to be too close and di-y,

but the latter would be greatly obviated by having
the plants standing, not upon, but above, a vessel
containing a thin sti-atum of water. When once our
cottage friends get fond of these plants they will
soon manage them well enough. In extreme cases
in winter tbey should preserve their little favomites
by placing above tbem oiled paper caps, which will
answer the purpose as well in their case as tbe pretty
Wardian cases do in that of their wealthier neigii-

bours. But I have almost forgotten to tell you that
your labour with seedling calceolarias is not done
with the sowing of them. As soon as they are big
enougli to bo got hold of, though not larger than a
good pin-bead, they must be pricked out one inch
apart into pans, or boxes, or pots, prepared somewhat
similarly to tbe seed pots, and then, as soon as these
begin to touch each other, they must be potted, at
first three in a pot, and then separately. In the
description of tbe seed pot, you may imagine that
the most of it is unnecessary, and involves much
trouble, which might as well be avoided, but I can
assm-e you that if followed it will save you ti-ouble

and disappointment too, and I can speak confidently,
having thousands of pots so filled every year for
seeds and cuttings. Of course all this seeming trouble
is not gone through for one seed pan ; but when the
soil is thus prepared, and carefuUy placed aside, it is

always ready, according to its quantity, for filling

scores, or hundreds, aud may then be done qidte as
quickly as we have recommended as when a person
stufis a pot witb what comes first to hand, with every
probability of having it in his power to rail at the
badness of a certain seedsman's wares, which seems
much more pleasant than blaming bis own careless-
ness. Rare broad shoulders these seedsmen ought
to have ; though, like the rest of us, fai' from blame-
less, they are yet often more sinned against than
sinning.

I can only, at present, add one word on shruhhy
calceolarias. Most of them may be kept, with com-
mon care, in a cold pit, window, or gi-eeuhouse. Tbey
are easily propagated in a cold pit, or under a hand-
glass, in September, and still easier when commenced
to grovv^ in spring, with the assistance of a mild bot-
tom-heat. If you have a few fine specimens in the
borders wbich you wish to preserve, you may repot
them carefuUy now, if you can plunge the pot in a
mUd bottom-heat, to encourage tbe formation of fresh

roots, the top of the plants being sprinkled, and
shaded from the sun to prevent evaporation, and
kept cool by the admission of air. Without these
precautions, you may keep your plants green during
the winter, but ten to one they will bid you good-bye
in the spring. R. Fish.
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HOTHOUSE DEPAETMENT.

EXOTIC ORCHIDACE.E.
At page 30 we. endeavoured to describe the best

kind of iiouses in whicb to cultivate orcliids, so far

as tbe walls, aspect, and glazing, It now remains to

describe tbe mode of heating, the shelves, and tbe

stages.

Heating.—As these plants require during the sea-

sons of growth a larger amount of moisture than most
other plants, the mode of heating must be so con-

ti'ived as to yield that moisture with the least expense

of labour, and the greatest certainty. Now, the plan

to adopt in order to effect this is to heat the houses

with hot water pipes, laid in taidis. The water in

tliese ta,nks should be deep enough to cover the pipes

about an ineli witli water. Tlie tanks need not be

more tlian ten inclics wide, inside measure. The
diameter of tlie pipes should be Jtt inches. At some
convenient place there ought to be a tap to let olf

the water out of the tanks. This ought to be done
i'requently, in order to obtain a sweet moisture. If

the water be allowed to remain in tlie ta.nks for a

length of time it becomes foul, and then when heated

sends fortli a disa.greeable smell, wliich is very un-

healthy both to tiie plants and those piersons who
may either visit the liouses to inspect tlie plants, or

have to work amongst tliem. lu winter, when the

plants are, or ouglit to be, mostly at rest, they i-equire

a drier atmospbei'e. In order to induce this, the

tanks ought to be emptied during the winter months
from the middle of October to the middle of February.

Should tlie plants appear to shrivel too much, the

pipes may be occasionally syringed early in the

mornings of fine days. The number of pipes and
tanks required depends, of course, upon the size of

the houses. The large house at Messrs. Henderson's,

of Piue-Apple-place, has four tanks in it ; the widtli

of the liouse is eigliteen feet. Two of those tanks are

open, that is, have no cover, and are placed under a

platform formed witli large thick slates, spaces being

left between each to allow the moisture to ascend

amongst the plants. The other tanks liave covers to

them, with holes to let out tlie moisture. These holes

have brass lids to fit them, so tliat the moisture can

lie confined as cu'cumstanoes requh'e. Now, this an-

swers the purpose well during tlie moutlis of spring,

but we have too much moisture during winter, so

tliat the plants grow more than they flower. Sup-

posing, tlien, a house eiglitccu feet wide requires four

tanks ; a house fourteen feet will require three ; nine

feet, two ; and less than that only one. The return

pipes may run under the tanks to the boiler, or if

tlie tanks arc placed so near the floor that the return

pipes cannot be placed under, tliey may be arranged

to run on one side. The best kind of boiler we know
is one formed of several round pipes, connected at

eacli end by a square one. From lliis square jiipe

the liot water rises into the tanks, and the return pipes

bring the water back to it to be reheated, itr. Taylor,

the liotliouse builder, at Kensall New Town, is in

the habit of putting up these boilers, and they answer

admirably.

SHKrvEs.—In any couvenient part of the house
where a shelf can be put so near the glass as to allow

plants in pots to lie placed upon it, it is desirable to

have them. We have always found small plants, in

pots, that have made a good start to do well in such a

situation. The jilants, however, should not be too

near the glass. The e.Ktremity of the loaves should

be at least nine inches from it. The shelves, also,

should not be placed where the water that overflows

or runs through the pots will drop upon any jilants,

nothing being more injurious to the young gi'owth of

orchids than a frequent drip|)Uig of water upon them.

Stages,—The arrangement of these in a proper

manner is a matter of considerable im]iortance. This
ai'rangement will depend upon the width of the house. ,

If the house is wide enough to allow a walk all round
it, and a walk in the centre, there will be two stages.

The centre walk should be elevated as high as possi-

ble, to allow head room for the manager and visitors

to walk comfortably. This elevated walk is of con-

siderable use, affording a good opportunity to watch
the progress and state of the plants, and to obseiwe

when they require watering, repotting, and cleaning

from insects. An examjile of this arrangement may
be seen in the orchid house at Kew.

Shelves of the Stage.—Every shelf ought to be

a sliallow cistern to hold water. Blue slate is the

best material to form each shelf on the stage. The
upright slate forming the sides of each ought to be
elevated at least two inches, and made water-tight.

These cistern-shelves may either be filled with small

jiebbly gravel, all the sand or other hi uding material

iieing washed out of it, to prevent it setting hard, or

they may be left empty, and shallow pots turned uji-

side down, just high enough to allow the plants to

stand clear of the water ; for it is intended that tliese

cistern shelves should be during summer kept full of

water. These shelves of the stage must be as near

the glass as the size of the pla,nt will allow. Several

advantages to the health of the orchides accrue from
this arrangement. The most important is a constant

supply of moisture to the air, at a time when the heat

of summer renders the ajiplication of heat to the

tanks unadvisable. The giving of air, too, at this

season, soon carries off any moisture that may be

given to the internal air, by syringing the plants,

walls, and walks eai'ly in the morning, and it is not

desirable to syringe the plants in the middle of the

day. The dry ah- rushing in at the places where air

is given soon sucks up aU tlie moistm'e from such

sources, but the cisterns supply in a great measure the

deficiency so occurring, and thus prevent the lan-

guishing which would take place without them.

Another advantage is the prevention of the attacks

of insects, such as cookroaehes, woodlice, and slugs;

these destructives cannot travel through water ; tliey

do not like to wet their feet or bodies, and as the

plants stand, as it were, upon a number of little

islands, tliey are protected both day and night from

these devoiu'iug enemies. Care, however, must be

taken that the citadel itself does not harbour them.

The cockroach and woodlouse often secrete them-

selves during the da.y amongst the rough pieces of

turf and broken pots used as drainage. If there is

any suspicion that these enemies are in those secret

places, they must be diligently sought for, first by
visiting the liouses with a bull's-eye lantern by night,

and catching them at their depredations. Pursue

them with all your diligence. Should the tender roots,

or flower shoots, still ap).)ear to be eaten occasionally,

take the severe measure of turning the plants out of

the pots, and search for the vermin amongst t!ie ]ieat

and iiotsherds. AVhoii they are once entirely got rid

of, tal<e care to place the ]ilants so that their leaves

do not come in contact with any thing that will form

a bridge for the insects to travel on, and find an ac-

cess to the plants without having to cross through the

water, which they will never do.

Hanging iie the Plants on Loos on in Baskets.—
Large-headed nulls, or hooks, may be driven into the
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rafters, or strong ii-ou rods, well painted, may be
suspended along the roof over the walks, and strong
iron hooks, shaped like the letter S, placed at proper
distances to hang up the various kinds of plants that

require such situations. We recommend the situation

for these to he over the walks, to prevent the water,

when applied upon the plants, falling on the stages

or shelves. Where these plants are numerous-, it is

advisable to devote a part of the house to them.
Underneath would he a convenient situation for a
cistern to contain the rain-water that falls upon the

roof, the best of all water for watering piu'poses.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
We are now arrived upon the very verge of the

gloomiest and most foggy part of the year. In con-

sequence of such weather, florist's flowers in pits

require the most vigilant care. All decaying leaves

must be daily removed, plenty of air given, the plants

protected I'rom all rain falling upon them, and little

or uo water given imless they actually flag for want
of it. When water is given, it ought to be mode-
rately, and upon fine sunny mornings, wluch some-
times come cheeringly upon us even in this dreary

month. Snails and slugs will now be prowling about
seeking their food, and, if not timely destroyed, will

often spoil the finest jilaut, and frustrate the hopes of

the amateiu' for the ne.xt year. Their slimy track

will often lead to their hiding-place, where they may
be found and destroyed, or traps may be laid for

them. Cabbage or lettuce leaves and brewer's gi-aius

will entice them to show themselves, where they may
be easily caught. Every means must be used perse-

veringly till the enemies are all desti-oyed. Some-
times worm-casts are seen on the surface, indicating

that another kind of injurious reptile has appeared
to tease and give battle to the zealous cultivator.

They may be easOy destroyed by watering with lime-

watcr::= whenever the jilauts require it, but as, at this

time of the year, water is not often wanted, these

disturbers of the soil may be got rid off by carcfuUy
tm'uiug out the ball of earth without breaking it.

The worm, or worms, will generirlly lie found creep-

ing on the outside of the ball, and may be easily

picked out and destroyed ; should they have made a
secm'e lodgment in the centre of the ball, you may
startle tliem out of their quarter by gently striking

the ball with the hand, or thrusting in a sharp-

pointed stick, but this must be done carefully, or the

ball will be broken, and the remedy be worse than
the disease. T. Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GAEDEN.
AspAHAGiis.—This vegetable may now be taken up

for forcing, and those who have old asparagus-beds
to destroy may obtain a succession of very good forced
shoots by taking up the old plants carefully, and
putting them on a weU-preparcd bottom heat : biit

those who have the opportunity of procuring healthy
vigorous plants, about three or four years old, may
obtain without dilflculty, by the same process, as fine

asparagus as is ever produced at the proper season
in the natural grotmd. We have too often noticed
one very great mistake in the forcing of asparagus,
which is tlie placing it at first on too strong a bottom
heat. This causes an unnatural and too liurried an
excitement, which should be particularly guarded
against, as the produce is thereby injured both in
quantity and quaUty to a very serious extent, and the

* Lime-water is made by pourinf^ water upon unslacked lime. A
peck of lime will make eight gallons of lime-water.

continuance of its productiveness is very considera-

bly omtailed. Those who have the hot water appa-
ratus for forcing may at all times obtain the exact

quantity of heat which is really necessary ; but tliose

who depend entirely on fermenting materials must
begin by preparing slight hot-beds of good stable

manure, which sliould be raised sufficiently high irom
the ground to admit of linings being added, to in-

crease the warmth at the proper season. By a judi-

cious application of these linings the temperature of

the pits or beds may be easily regulated, and the pits

or beds might be raised upon a foundation of reiuse

wood, or a trench be thrown out around them, to

admit a sufficient quantity of fermenting materials

being added when required.

Be.ins.—Those who at this season have any warm
sheltered corner to spare may plant a small portion

of early Mazagan beans. The sheltered side of a
sloping bank or ridge is the best situation.

Celery.—Attend to the vaiious crops of late celery,

and take advantage of all diy days to continue the

earthing up ; forldug the whole space between the

ridges or celery-beds into rough slopes or ridges, so

that the earth may thus become sweetened, pidve-

rized, and dry, ready for earthing-up the plants.

Endive should be tied up in succession, and grow-

ing plants should be placed under protection.

Lettuce.—The good sizeable plants shoidd now
be placed in sheltered situations for winter use, and
the young autumn-sown plants be well surface-stirred

between, and kept clear both from decayed leaves and
slugs. When required sprinkle a little dry dust
amongst them.

Onions.—The autumn-sown should also be kept
clear from weeds and accumulated leaves. If in-

clined to draw up too much, let di'y dust be sifted

amongst them, which will tend to make them firm

and hardy. The stored onions should often be looked
over, and all decayed ones removed. Potato onions

may now be jdauted, as well as shalots and garlic.

Potatoes for next year's main crops should now
be planted. The only rules necessary to be given
are, plant early-ripening kinds, plant six inches deep,

and plant on gTound manured last winter or eai-ly

spring. On no account manure the ground at the

time of planting. If your soil is heavy, or wet, do
not plant until February, but keep your sets stored

in a shed between layers of earth. Do not plant

Walnut-leaved Kidneys anywhere out of doors until

next February.
BnocoLi.—Continue to remove fidl-grown plants

as before directed ; also any of the green tribe, such
as the Borecoles of any kind. These latter may be
taken up with care, and i)lanted again with the spado,

in rows two feet or two feet six inches asimder, and
as close as the plants can be put in without injury to

their leaves. There are three good reasons for mov-
ing these kinds of plants ; first, because it checks then'

great vigour and better enables them to stand a severe

winter ; secondly, because any nook or corner, or any
quarter that is not of so much consequence, will do
for them now ; thirdly, because it clears the o]ien

quarters, that may be of gfeat consequence to the

quick-sighted and active cultivator, who has a small

garden and a gi-eat demand from it. Wherever the

plants of horecolcs are planted, let them be put in

upright and not uuich deeper than before, but made
firm, for tlieir tall stems are required for their side

shoots ; but hrocolis lay in deep and bury the stems well

up, always placing the heads towai'ds the north, whe-
ther it be in an open quarter or under walls. The
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quarters thus cleared may be prepared for either po-

tatoes, broad-beaus, or peas, diuing line weather.

Routine Work.—Allow no spare ground to be idle.

Manure, trench, and fork, and it not required for plant-

lag atthis advanced season, let the manure, at all events,

be got on to all spare ground, and be at once ridge-

trauched. The wlieeling on of manure should be

done early in the morning or late in the evening, when
other jobs cannot be so well attended to. Let clean-

liness prevail everywhere. Look to the edgings of

the walks, to the walks themselves, as well as to

t'le alleys, and let due attention be given to drainage,

which IS the foundation of all good culture. See,

therefore, that all ditches and water-courses are in

good order. James Barnes & W.

MISCELLANEOUS INPOEMATION.

OUR VILLAGE WALKS.
(No. 4.)

One of the loveliest objects in our English scenery

is a beech tree in October. Nothing can exceed the

richness and softness of its varied tints, or the beauty,

generally speaking, of its form. We occasionally see

the round-headed beech looking like an enormous
cabbage, and in its autumnal dress its formality is

almost forgotten ; but the tall, graceful, featheiy

beech, with its drooping boughs, decked out in the

beautifid colouring of its departing foliage, is deci-

dedly the ornament of the landscape. Lovely as is

the fading tint of every forest tree, the beech sur-

passes them all; and in Sussex and Hampshu'e,
where this tree peculiarly abounds, the autumn must
indeed be a season of unspeakable beauty. The finest

beech trees in England are said to be those of Hamp-
sliire; but the forest of St. Leonard, in Sussex, is

described as abounding in noble specimens also.

Among the beautiful things of English nature, too,

tlio Burnham beeches are described as taking a

consjricuous place. They stand as monuments of

by-gone ages, near the littlo villago of Burnham,
about two miles from Maidenhead, in Berkshire.

The size and evident antiquity of their trunks, and
the gnarled and twisted forms of some of them, ap-

pear to be very remark.able ; and the wi'iter, whose
account of them is full and veiy interestmg, adds, " I

recommend every lover of nature, once in his life, to

visit the Burnham beeches." The beech is a very

useful tree, as well as one of extreme beauty. Its

wood is next in value to the oak and ash; and, for

water-pipes, is said to be little inferior to the elm. It

is well adapted for all domestic purposes, because it

retains its wlriteness, and is well suited for bread

plates, bowls, &c., on that account. The London
strawberry baskets, called jiottles, are all made from
tlie beautiful beech-tree ; and among the Greeks and
Romans it was very highly esteemed, not only as the

ornament of the soil, but as a useful and valuable

wood. The beech nut is pleasant to the taste, and I

have read that the Hour obtained from it makes good
bread ; and as tlie Greciks called it by a name signi-

fying " I eat," it is possible that in those early times

it might have been used for tliis purpose. The oU
expressed from these nuts is considered equal to tlic

best olive oil, and even to keep longer witliout becom-
ing rancid. What an advantage it would be to us

could this process be cHectod ! But a patent was once

granted for making bcecli-oil in tliis coiuitry, which
was attempted in vain, b(\causo tlie common people

preferred collecting thom fortheirpigs to scUingtlicm

to the patentee, thus entirely defeating his very pro-

mising design. The oil is very generally used iu

France, in places where these trees abound ; and it

is used instead of butter in Silesia. The cakes which
remain after the oil is extracted fatten poultry, pigs,

and even cattle. A bushel of mast or nuts wiU
afford a gallon of good oil. The dry leaves of this

tree collected in the autumn are most useful to fiU

mattresses, as they remain sweet and soft for many
years. The fresh leaves are said to be good, when
chewed, for the teeth and gums ; and they were used

by the Romans, mixed with honey, to restore the hair

when sickness had caused it to fall off. We may,
indeed, call the beech the cocoa-nut-tree of England

—

in so many ways it is valuable, and might be so ex-

tensively useful : its wood, its leaves, its nuts, might
all be turned to good account ; and if the oil wei'e

obtained in sufficient quantity it might become as

extensively used, and as useful in this counti-y, as it

is abroad. It is extremely wholesome, and would be

advantageous in many ways to rich and poor. In
this age of enlightenment and enterprise would it be

l^ossible to carry out the oil-making system ? The
business of collecting the nuts would employ chil-

dren, and be a little help to their parents ; and the

djy husks make a capital "backing up" to the cottage

fire. These trees might be more extensively culti-

vated in England ; and in favourable situations they

are fit for felling in about twenty-five years. They
thrive extremely Vi^ell on stony ground and on chalk,

which is so little suited to trees in general. On our

own property there is a very large and deep chalk-

pit, at the bottom of which stand three or foin- noble

beech-trees. The coating of soil above the chalk is

very thin, yet they flourish as richly as those on
liigher and better soil, and I often regret that such

line trees shoidd be in so secluded a situation. The
beech is foimd also to resist the sweeping winds on
hills better than any other tree, thus accommodating
itself to very unfavourable situations, and almost ask-

ing to be allowed to clothe and decorate the many
bleak places our island home possesses, especially in

her northern regions ; and to be firing, food, and fur-

niture to all around them. Tlie beech is raised from

seed. I have seen the whole space beneath their

spreading boughs so thickly covered with little seed-

lings, that it seemed lilce a coarse kind of grass. The
mast should be collected when they begin to fall,

spread on a mat in an airy ])lace to dr'y, and either

planted immediately or kept in bags for spring sow-

ing, which is the safest way, because vei-min may
destroy them in the winter. They need not he sown
more than an inch below the surface, aud they will

not all vegetate the first year ; but by leaving the

ground undisturbed young plants will appear the fol-

lowing season. Let us henceforth regard the beau-

tiful beech-tree with double admiration. It is no im-

profitable ornament to our woods and wilds ; it would
benefit us much if it could, if we would use it freely

and thriftily, aud is peculiarly suited to screen the

cottage garden and orchard from withering winds, as

it cheerfully submits to be trained as an espalier, in

this way forming a sturdy hedge, and generally retain-

ing its leaves till they are fairly displaced by tliose of

the next season. Till we think and inquire a little

about some of the beautiful things we see, how much
instruction and pleasure is lost to us! Wc admire a

lovely object in nature, it pleases our eye and taste,

but knowing nothiug about it we txn-n away and for-

get it. How much its interest is increased when we
learn its history or its uses, for tliore is use in every

thing. If we glance round our cottage homes, what-
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ever our eye rests upon was once either a noble por-

tion of the forest or the field, or a crcatui'e full of life

and vigour, or the rich mineral lying hid in the soil

on wliicli we tread. All our wants, our necessities,

our luxuries, are heaped around us hy the gi-acious

Hand that formed even our wondi'ous bodies out of

the dust of the eai-th. Every twig we see has, or will

have, its use. Is it not, therefore, our bounden duty
to employ the gifts of God with diligence, economy,
and UberaUty ? Let us neglect nothing, for by care

and thriftiness we may, in om- poverty, tm'n many
tilings, which now we disregard, into good account.

Poverty may restrain oiu- hands in many ways, but
ignorance and idleness are still gi'eater hindrances to

the poor cottager. The words of Solomon are con-

firmed in our daily experience, and let the cottager

and liis wife remember them, " By much slothfulness

the building decayeth ; and through idleness of the

hands the house di'oppeth through."

EXTRACTS FROM CORRESPONDENCE.
Water-tight Taps. — Altlioiigh a subject not

strictly within your province, it might prove useful

to some of yoiu- subscribers to know where to pro-

cure a tap that will not leiik at ever so high a pres-

sure. For instance, in preserving rain-water in tanks,

in or out of a conservatoiy, it is a great nuisance to

have a tap that cannot be left without some vessel

to catch the drippings, and where there is gi'eat

pressure all precautionaiy nieasm'es with a common
tap are vain. I myself suffered greatly from this,

for having the water pipes laid on to the top of my
house (our sujiply being derived from the water works
in St. James's Field, at a great elevation above my
house), it was to me a source of gi'eat annoyance to

find the rooms constantly swamped by the water
oozing from the unfortunate taps. The plumbers
were in frequent rc(|uisition, and all means devised

as a remedy ; fresh gi-intling tlie plugs was proposed,

which, being done, soon proved in vain, for the in-

cessant spirting returned with full force. I began
to think of cutting off the pipes and returning to the

old ''jack pump," when I happened to meet with the

advertisement of Mr. Jennings, of Blackfriars-road,

London, annoimcing an invention (an India-rubber

tube-cock) which woidd efiectually prevent this leak-

age. I had all my water-pipes fitted with them, and
was never better pleased with anytliing in my life

;

they have now been in constant use these nine or

ten months, and have given me the gi'eatest satisfac-

tion. These tubc-oocks are made in the usual form,

but have a tube of India-rubber running tlu'ougli

them ; they are shut or opened by means of a screw,

which, forcing a wedge upon the tube, so effectually

closes it against the greatest pressure that not a drop
of liquid will pass. I strongly recommend these

taps, and shall be most happy to shew those fitted

on my premises; they may, I believe, be procured

at the price of the old sort at every house where
such things are sold, and are known by the title of
" Jennings' Patent India-liubber Tube-Cocks."

—

W. Savage, Friary Cuttinje, Mirichester.

[We have seen similar taps used for water-butts,

&c., and with entire satisfaction.

—

Ed. 0. G.]

Indian Corn.—Some yeai's since, when there might
have been said to be a " mania" respecting trials with
Indian corn, I, amongst others, in my then neigh-

bourhood, made some experiments, and I boheve

that the general conclusion we arrived at was, that it

would never answer as a substitute for any other

grain grown in this counti'y. For myself, I will give

you the results as well as I remember. In the gar-

den, with very gi-eat attention and manure, such as

would never remunerate on a large scale, I had ex-

cellent returns, both in quantity, qiiahty, and perfect

ness of ear; but, wishing to give it a fair trial, 1

planted fi'om one quarter to half an acre, paying the

same general attention that might be afforded to po-
tatoes or wheat, and tlie result was a failure regard-

ing quantity and perfectness of ear. I boiled it when
in " cob," as a vegetable for the table, and for which
I think it only forms a poor variety. A pudding
made vsdth the meal after the manner of ground rice,

rivals, if not equals, that general favourite ; in bread,
mix it in what proportion you please, with wheat or

any other flour, and you cannot prevent the bread
being gritty. I also thought I would test its feeding

qualities, which I did by putting up to fatten two pigs
at the same time and age, in fact from the same far-

row, feeding one on barley-meal and potatoes, and
substituting as food for the other Indian meal (which
I had ground from the crop I had gathered,) and po-

tatoes—the food in each case being equal in quantity.

The residt was, that the pig fed with the Indian meal
was fit for the butcher a fortnight before its compa-
nion. I have grown it since, as a "hobby," but no-

thing more. It cannot be recommended lor a small
garden where room is an object. I am induced to

trouble you with these remarks, thinking that, should
you deem them worthy insertion, they may be the
means of preventing the realh/ cottage gardener sacri-

ficing a portion of his land to a crop that wid end in

disappointment, and from which land a much more
remunerative retm-n would have resulted had he not
made this selection.

TO CORRESPOWDEWTS,
Name of Apple {H.R. S.}.—Yours is the Hawfhorilcn variety.

Tlie original tree is still iu existence at Hawthorden, near Edinburgli.
Nothing is more uncertain as a characteristic of fruit than its keep-
ing qualities. Soil, season, and storing, make strange discrepancies.
Hollyhock Cdttincs (J. P/ulpott).—These which are rooted

had better be turned out at once into the borders where they are to
remain. Fuc/isia seed sow next fliarch or April in a gentle hot-bed.
See p. 20 of last volume. The bottom heat must not be higher than
70^. Fuchsia cuttings may be struck now, or in Blay,
Management of Cows (Om<'(,'ii).—We do not know the book

you refer to. You can obtain it through any bookseller in Pontefract
if it is in existence.

Name of Peak (Jiimes Burr).—Your pear is the Chaummitel
variety. It should be gathered this month. This fruit is complained
of as not keeping well ; it never keeps well if grown on a wet, heavy
soil. It requires watching, and eating as soon as ripe, for it speedily
becomes bitter.

DuuM-iiEADED Cabbage (G. fl.).—This keeps well through the
winter without any extra care. We have never grown Keen's hybrid
maize. The azalea is call d the upright honeysuckle by the com-
mon people in America, but you, perhaps, mean the Canadian honey-
suckle, Lonicera canadensis. Coal-ashes are beneficial to some mea-
dows, but not to others. It depends entirely upon the soil.

Pigeons (.4. A. Z,).—At the close of the present volume we shall
probably proceed to give very full information relative to these birds.
Hyacinths in Pots (\V. D. Paine).— Those intended to be

turned out into flower-beds do not require drainage. Let the roots
escape through the bottom. Plant Jtmqaii bulbs with their tops
three inches below the surface. Crown imperials planted in rows
should be two feet apart, but in the shrubbery they look well in
clumps—three or five together.
Sand foe Storing Roots (S., o/C.).—The sand you enclosed

will do well for the purpose. Sea sand is the only kind that is objec-
tionable, because it becomes damp ; the salts it contains absorbing
moisture from the air.

Old Apple-tree i,T. il/.).—Its fruit is worthless, being little

better than a crab.
WooDLlCE (H. S.).—Slices of turnips or potatoes placed under

pieces of board in different places about the cucumber beds will induce
the woodlice to secret themselves under these, when they may be col-
lected every day and lulled. The name of the plant you enclosed is

Beltiperone oblongata; a stove shrub, native of Brazil.
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List op Fruit CS.)*—We have classed your apples fov you; at

least, such of them as we know. If you refer to other parts of our

pages you will find rules for gathering and storing them. All your
pears are dessert fruits ; and we need say nothing about your cher-

ries, peaches, nectarines, and apricots. The Winesuur plum is best

as a preserve. Dtssert Apples.—Kibstone Pippin, Greave's Pippin,

Devonshire (Dockers), Chester Pearmain, Lancashire Reinctte, Blen-

heim Pippin (kitchen also), Scarlet Golden Pippin, and Chelstone

Pippin. Kitchen Apples.—Hawthorndcn, Northern Greening, King
of Pippins, Alexander, Cornish Crab, Keswick Codling, Nelson,

Cockpit, Bath, Kedfordshire Foundling, Normanton Wonder, and
Holland Pippin.
Wintering old Geraniums and Fuchsias {2t. C. S.).—We

think we have answered this question a dozen times, and shewn every

possible way. Pray refer to our two or three last Numbers. You
say, *'

I presume that the roots, if taken up, and well dried, and tied

together, and hung up in a dry dark cellar, would live through the

winter. We say yes, or anywhere else free from damp and frost.

SoFT-wooDED PLANTS (R. Hobleu).—Your plants will do best on
shelves in your cold pit, if you have head-room enough for them.
Scarlet RnonoDENDRON Seed (/;. Z>., Ireland).—You have

been misinformed. The scarlet rhododendron will ripen its seeds in

every county of the dear old country ; but it is too good to sell, or too

scarce, for we seldom hear of it in the mai'ket, and cannot say where
it can be bought.
Clematis Propagating {Tyro).—You ask for the best way of

doing this, but, before we can answer, you must say which of the very

numerous species you mean. Some are raised from cuttings, and
others from layers.

Hop Propagating (Ibid.)—Hops are usually raised from shoots

issuing from the bottom of the old plants. The shoots arc covered,

or layered, till they make roots. They may also be raised from seeds.

They are, however, not within our province.

Glycine Sinensis {Ibid.}—The leaves turning yellow Shew that

there is something wrong at the roots. A very wet, or very poor soil,

may be the cause. Situated as you are, your magnolia will not need
protection.

Name of Begonia (T. J.)—Although a cutting is sent by you, it

is from a weak and stunted part of your plant, and has two leaves

upon it. This is a long way from being a fair specimen to send to

any one for the purpose of ascertiiining its name, particularly when
the family is a large one, as in this of the Begonia. A specimen in

flower, and one that shows the whole character of the plant, is what
we consider a fair specimen. We believe your plant to be the Bego-
nia Jiitidu. For your staircase window, liegoniii discolor, or Eoan-
sinna of some authors, is the most hardy kind that we know of. B.
parvifolia would stand for a considerable time in flower in the same
window. All the begonias are properly stove plants, and delight in

plenty of heat, notwithstanding some are tried to be grown in houses
of all work, and sometimes in pits.

Pomegranate {Mrs. Corrie).—No part of Hampshire is too cold

to flower the pomegranate against a south wall. We have seen it

flowering and ripening fruit as far north as Morayshire, treated like a

pot-vine ; that is, kept dry in an out-house all the winter, and taken
to a forcing-house in QIarch. Cut out entirely half of the very small
shoots now, and prune back those that are strongest of this season's

growth. Let the plants rest all the winter, under the stage of a cold

greenhouse. As soon in March as you see the buds swelling shake
half of the present soil from the roots, and replace it by a rich com-
post. Keep the plants in doors till the end of May, and after that
under the south wall, when they will be very likely to flower.

Small Hyacinth Bulbs (C J.).—Plant them three inches deep
and six inches apart in the compost recommended for old roots j in

three or four years they will come to a flowering size, and in seven
years be as good as foreign bulbs if you treat them well.

Verbena Cuttings {J. M. Lee).—Pray refer to our ar.sv/ers in

previous numbers. We can hardly recommend roses without knoi/-
ing any one of your tastes or objects. If you will refer to oi r

descriptive lists of roses, in our first volume, you might select for

yourself; for there we give the colours, time of blooming, ike. How-
ever, supposing we had to plant the roses according to our own taste,

we should select for the centre—Madame Laffay, Baron Prevost,

Duchess of Sutherland, and William Jesse. These roses ought to be
on their own roofs ; if they arc not, choose those on the shortest

stocks; they will flower all the autumn. A row of China roses all

round would make a variety. We should put Fabvier, Madame
Brehon, Henry the 5th, and Mrs. Bosanquet in one basket, and in

the other scarlet geraniums, with an edging of white and ivy-leaf

geraniums.
Tritoma uvaria and media (C. H. W.).—Plant these out at

once; October is the best month. Put them under a south wall,

or in the front of a greenhouse. They flourish best in peat, but will

do if it is mixed with one-third of sandy loam. They require a slight

covering during frosts. You may obtain them, a,nd Ajie7none vitifoiiaj

of any florist in your neighbourhood.
Chiciiory {G. M. L.).—You will find all the information you can

require for its culture at pp. ,'»0 and 191 of our last volume. Thanks
for your note, which we will insert soon.
Digging Flower Borders (J. W.).—Dig them over roughly

now. The frost and snow wdll benefit the soil, and little more than
the hoe and the rake will be required in the spring. Take care not
to disturb your bulbs.

Azaleas and Camellias {R. TV. iaj^ora).—These will do bet-
ter in your greenhouse than in your jiit.

Heliotropk {J. B., linrii St. Edmunds).—This should be kept
through the winter in an airy part of the greenhouse, keeping the
Boil just free from dryness, and excluding the frost from it.

Scented-leaved Geraniums (TV. C).—The following list in-

cludes all yours except Balm and Currant-leaved, and may be ob-
tained of the Loudon nuracrymcn :—Applc-acentcd, Blandfordianuni,

BetutefoUum (Birch-leaved), Capitatum or Rose-scented, Capitatura
major, nervifolium, and odoriferum ; Citriodora, Citriodora major,

rosea, and purpurea; Fair Emily, Fair Hellen, Fair Maid of Scot-

land, Ivy-leaved white, purple, red, and striped ; Lady Plymouth,
Lady Scarborough, Lobatum or Peppermint-scented, Lemon, Large
Gold-striped, Striped (several varieties), Odorata superba, Odoratis-

sima, Odoratissima erecta or Nutmeg, Prince of Orange, Princess

Augusta, Quereifolium or Oak-leaved, Quercifolium major, Radula
or Pheasant's-foot, and Serratifolium. There are several other

varieties, and we know of more than one gentleman who is hybridis-

ing and raising fresh varieties annually.

Thoughts {G. J. B.).—We are highly gratified to find that our
instructions have enabled you to convert " a bank of rubbish into a
lovely flower-garden ;" but the good " thoughts of one of Northum-
brians fairest daughters and of high degree," must not occupy even a

corner of our pages to the exclusion of other more practical contri-

butions.
Weigela Rosea (C. W. B.).—The plant growing in your border

we should leave where it is. Do not prune it, nor give it any protec-

tion, except two or three inches of coal-ashes over the surface above

its roots. If your soil is not wet and exposed, and j'Ou arc not living

very far north, the plant will_survive the winter, and bloom well next

season.
Vines in Greenhouse {H. Taunton).—You had better keep a

little fire at your greenhouse for the sake of your grapes, with plenty

of air, for the sake of the plants. If the bunches are placed in thin

muslin, or even paper bags, the damp rising from the flower pots will

not be so likely to injure them ; but then that would not assist their

colouring, which, if so defective, we fear will not now be greatly

bettered this season, as we should think the grapes must be ripe.

Hardy Creepers for outside a Greenhouse (T.W. T. Leeds).

The Dolichos sinensis is hardly worth growing in a greenhouse, as

the flower is a dingy red, and hardy enough for the open air, in most
places. As luxuriant creepers, which you wish to train along the

25 feet in length rafters of a greenhouse, and hardy enough to be
planted outside, without protection to the roots, we instance the

following :

—

Dolichos lignosus, purple, the best of the family ; Cobwa
scandens, large bell flovt'er, greenish purple ; Gh/cine sinensis,

flowers early and fine in a house ; Bignonia gruniiijlora, orange

;

Jasniinum revolutum, yellow ; Passijiora coertilea, whitish blue

;

P. colvilli, variegated ; P. coerulea racemosa, purple ; P. aUtta

coerulea, rose. These will all flourish in light sandy loam, with a

portion of peat. But though the roots are not covered, the stems
where.they enter the house should be secured with small boxes set

against them, filled with saw-dust, so that no frost or damp may
touch them in winter. If the border was scattered with a few spruce

branches in cold weather, it would be all in their favour. If the

border was "t-er?/ muck shaded," or badly drained, we should prefer

growing them in pots in the house, if they could not be planted out,

or substituting for the, Bignonia and the two or three last Passifloras

such plants as the Maurandya, Eccremocarpus and Lophospermum,

Geranium Cuttings.—An Amateur will find his efforts much
more successful 7toiv that he has a stove to his greenhouse. " The va-

luable geranium cuttmgs, in sand, under glass in the compost yard,

not yet"sufficiently rooted," will not.be safe if left there during the

winter, as, without great care, they would suffer both from cold

and damp. Take them up carefully, and place them in sandy soil,

around the edges of small pots, and make such an arrangement in

transferring them to a good position m the greenhouse, that you can

cover them for a time with a hand-glass, or an-oiled paper box, and

thus while your greenhouse plants are luxuriating in the fresh air you

will be giving them, your proteges of cuttings will be as secure from

evaporating their juices as when they were snug in the compost heap.

It would be advisable to take off the glass at night, to prevent them

beinT; drawn weak.

i' ARDEN Plan {J. A. il/.).—The arrangement of a garden must
ever depend upon the tastes and wishes of thc^proprietor, and, there-

fore, we can only allude to the matter in general terms. 1st. As the

north and ^vest borders are cropped with strawberries we would fill the

east with the same, unless it would give you more than you require.

By having the north border chiefly supplied with late kinds the fruit

season would be longer prolonged ; full directions for their treatment

have already been given. 2nd. The espaliers should be brought into a

little shape if they are to remain ; if too far gone for training they may
be left as dwarf standards, or turned in a circular manner round stakes.

If there is only two feet from the trees to the walk little could be

grown in such a border with advantage, unless perhaps a few violets,

heartsease, or pinks, as they would not interfere with the trees. 3rd.

Under the large space occupied by the large trees, and which we pre-

sume is next the house, if not very thick, v.e would collect all the pot-

herbs into one corner. Violets, bulbs, and early low-growing spring

plants, and heartsease, would also flourish in the open spots. Next

to these trees we would have our flower-beds and fruit-garden, by
collecting all the currants, gooseberries, raspberries, &c., which are

scattered about in the borders, so that each part of the garden might

convey a different but distinct impression—fruit and flowers in one

place, vegetables in another. 4th. The common garden wheclbarrou\

made of wood, the wheel shod with iron, is the best for general pur-

poses.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldeidge, 147, Strand, in Oe
Parish of Saint Marv-le-Strand ; and Winchester High-street, in

the Parish of St. Mary Kalendar; and Published by William
SoMEUViLLE Orr, at thc Office, 14", Strand, in the Parish of

Saiut Mary-le-Straud, London.—October 25th, 1849.
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is founded upon confirmed experience, and sustained

by science, it is tltat of planting potatoes on light soils

in November, and on more retentive soila not later

than Eebniary.

One fact recently communicated to us by Mr.

Weaver, gardener to the Warden of Winchester Col-

lege, is so curious as to deserve a special narrative.

He planted his potatoes, being of the varieties known
as Forty-folds, Looker's Oxonians, Herefordshire

Purples, and York Regents, during last November.

He took up ills crop early in August, and a larger,

finer, or more healthy jiroduce was never seen. At

the time of taking them up, tlie stems of the Here

fordshire Pui-ples and of the Forty-folds were dead,

but tliose of tlie Oxonions and Regents were partially

green, being of larger and later growth. Brown spots

and other symptoms of disease were on these stems,

but they did not ajjpear until the tubers were full

grown. Not a single diseased tuber was among them

when taken up, and tliey are now as sound as at first.

As an experiment, Mr. Weaver left two rows of the

York Regents in the soil until the beginning of Oc-

tober, at which time, digging them up, he found one

half of the tubers diseased. Does not this testify that

varieties which are quite ripened off in August and

their stems dead, as in the case of the Pm-ples and

Forty-folds, are out of harm's way altogether ? Se-

condly, does it not also ofi'er the satisfactory informa-

tion that the disease is not immediately conniumi-

cated to the tubers from the stems'' for if it were the

Regents taken up in August would have been tainted

in some degree. All this is further evidenced by

another curious fact. We have seen part of a crop

of an early variety called Julys taken up in August

qiute sound, and jiart left in the ground until Novem-

ber. In the meantime, at the end of (r)ctober, some

of those taken up in August were planted, and these

were sound and continued sound, producing a good

crop in the year following, but those left where grown

until November in soil preeisi'ly similar, and iii the

same garch^n, were many of tliem destroyed l)y tlic

disease. Therefore, it seems that it is connexion with

tlic disease.d stems, and. not merely being left in the

wet soil, which occasions the murrain. In conclu-

sion, let us impress upon our readers the golden

rules of potato growing. I. Grow none but those

wliich ripen by August. :>. Plant wliole, middh--

si/ed potatoes, .'i. Plnnt on moderately liglit soil

maniu'cd some months previously. 4. Apply no ma-

nure at the time of jihinting. 5. Plant now in

liglit dry soils, Imt not until February in wet soils.

11. ['reserve your seed potatoes between layers of earth

until required. 7. Plant as you dig: that is, dig

enough for one row, and then plant it with the dibble

so as to avoid trampling on the ground. H. Let the

lop of the sets bo six inches Inflow the surface. !».

Do not earth up the stems, lit. Do not cut down

the stems. 11. Take up the crop as soon as the leaves

begin to look yellow in July or early August. 12. Store

in a dry shed between layers of eai'th, sand, or coal-

ashes.

THE T'EUIT-GARDEN.
Early Forcing.—Before reverting to the subject

of hardy fniits, we nnist take an opportvmity, whilst

space and time permit, of offering a little advice

about early forcing the vine and the peach : for we
find that several readers of The Cottage Gardener
either already force tliem, or desire to commence
doing so.

The first requisite is to see that all necessary prim-

ing is accompfished; this should precede every other

operation. Wc need scarcely observe tliat neither

vines nor peaches arc eligible for early forcing, unless

their leaves are cast; indeed, to commence now, the

leaves should have been cast some five or six weeks.

Early pruning is a matter of considerable importance,

both on account of economising the strength of the

tree, and also, in the case of tlie vine, to prevent

bleeding, which is apt to occur when the pruning is

defej-red.

There can bo little doubt that, from tlie moment
the leaves are cast, nature commences eft'orts to re-

store what we may term suspended animation ; it

being probable that, about that pciiod, the trees con-

tain as little of the ascending sap as at any other

]ieriod. However, we say tliis with defei-ence, and
do not offer it as a settled axiom in vegetable physio-

logy, but as an 0]iinion which we conceive to be

strengthened by long observation. Be this as it

may, the sap begins to rise many weeks before any
particular distension or swelling of the buds takes

place, and in so doing reaches to the terminal points

of the ti'ee ; in late jn'uning, therefore, it is obvious

that a waste of energies takes place, parts containing

the revivifying liquid being in tliat case cut away as

waste, and which never need have drawn on the re-

sources of the root.

Our si)ace is too limited to lay down complete

pruning maxims, but we may offer a little advice in

oiu' coiu'se. In the case of the fine, some spur pnine,

ami othei-s jirune on the long rod syston. We care

little which, inasuuich as the mere system of pruning
has not much to do with the qu.nlitics of the grapes.

To be sui-e, the long rod system will give larger

bunches, and, we think, berries also; but this has

refei-cnce principally to exhibition matters. Spur
priming, however, lias been on the increase during

the last five years ; and with regard to those who grow

plants and other matters beneath their vines, s[iur

pruning becomes almost indispensable. We would

advise, as a general maxim, that all pruning of the

vine bo as severe as possible; that is to say, let every

shoot be shortened back as close as likely-looking

plunqp buds can bo found. This will, in general, be

to within a coujilo or three eyes of the base of the

shoot. By such means only can the vine bo kept

witliin bounds and uuder system ; for. were a mere

lax. mode of pruning juirsued, the house would

speedily become filled with a vast amount of old

slioots, wliich would at least create shade, and impede

the Dceessary cqieraLions : they do more, according

to the late Clement Iloare; they draw on the system

of the vino in some degree, and there can be little

doiiht, that Mr. Hoare was correct in this assumption.

What we have here observed as bearing on pruuiug

has iiotliing to do witli the strict "long rod" system,

nor with rigid " spur pruning." In the fii-st, a regular
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succession of strong young slioots is provided from
the very first ; and these, after producing a crop, are

cut away to make room for succeeding bearers, which
are produced in a regular series by tlie mode of prun-

ing established. In the spur system a single stem is

carried up beneath the rafter, and from this stem, by
a judicious shortening (by means of the knife each
season), are produced a series of side shoots at deter-

minate distances; and from these side shoots, or

I'ather from the base of them by spur pruning, spring

the buds which produce the bunches. So, then, oiu-

amateur friends who are young gardeners will see

that " spurring back," or "spur pruning," is a mere
technical phrase in gai'dening jiarlance, signifying

the pruning back to those insignificant looking em-
bryo buds, which in the case of the vine always
seem to cluster about the base of the yoimg slioots,

as if they anticipated the ruthlesss hand of the

pruner ; and that such pruning is diametrically

opposed to the "long rod system," which has for its

aim larger bunches : these, it is assumed, are produced
from those bold looking eyes or buds which are fovmd
seated in the axils of the larger leaves, on the large

young shoots. At some future period we will return
to a review of the rival systems; for the present we
must work at our subject accordmg to our text.

In ^«'((t'7t pruning the case stands very different:

here tlie fruit is produced almost entirely from the

sides of the last year's shoots, which at once produce
a blossom in the very first act of development.
Other circumstances conspire to render the pruning
of the peach or nectarine very difl'ercnt from that of

tiie vine, of which more by-and-by. A judicious

thinning out is the first matter witli the peach, and
finally a shortening of the points of reserved slioots.

We here readUy admit, tliat where a proper course of

summer's management has been pursued, little thin-

ning will be necessary ; but we must suppose that

they liave received but ordinary treatment mider
such circumstances, then there will bo a superfluous

amouut of young shoots, and a selection has to be
made. We have before explained the operation of

the true bearing wood, tlie over luxuriant wood, and
the decaying wood; or, at least, in the latter case,

those shoots whicli are premonitory of decay. Our
readers must therel'ore refer to hack articles on the
peach, for space will not admit of our frequently re-

peating details.

We must now take a leap, and take it for granted
that tlie trees are actually pruned ; what then must
be done? It so luippens, that both tlie vine and the

peacli, as well as the nectarine, are liable to the do-

])redations of insects, as well as those destructive

fungi, which are not the less formidable on account
of tlieir anomalous and insignificant appearance.
Many are the enemies of tliese trees, but we at present
must grapple with the coiiiiuon peach aphis, the red
spider, the mealy bug, and the mildew fungi. Some
of these depredators must be attacked when the trees

are in the growing state ; nevertheless, all good cul-

tivators take preventive' measiu'cs when the trees

are at rest, by dressing the wood all over, both vino
and pcacli, with a mixture which will go far towards
an utter extermination both of insects and llicir

eggs, and will, at tlie same time, by adhering long to

tlio trees, prove of a repulsive character. ^Ve may
here venture to recommend what we have for years
used with success; it is for vines, as follows :—Provide
a clay paint, that is to say day beat up in water until

a thick mud, or of tlio consistence of thick paint. Get
anollicr vessel, and beat up four ounces of soft-soap

in a gallon of warm water, add to this foin- or five

handsful of flowers of sulphur, which also beat tho-
roughly up, and finally add as much of the clay jiaiut

as will give a body to the whole, say about one-third
of a gallon.

For peaches use the same mixture, excepting the
amount of soft-soap ; we only use two ounces to tlio

gallon for these trees. The mixture may bo a]iplied

with an ordinary painter's brush, taking care to fill

every crevice with it ; onr practice is to go over twice,

this ensures the searchiug of every portion of the
wood. We deem it expedient to ap]jly white lead to

every out of the knife, both in the peach and the
vine ; in the former it serves to keep out moisture, of

which the peach is very impatient, in the latter it

prevents the possibility of bleeding which sometimes
occurs, and is very prejudicial to the vine. It ought
to be here observed, that most good cultivators strip

away all loose or loosening old bark from the vine.

We are no advocates for such a skinning alive as

we have before now been witness to, believing that

the coarser bark acts with a controlling power, pire-

venting a too sudden increase or decline in the tem-
perature of the fluids within the stem. Stni, what is

already loose may fairly be stripped away for the

sake of the chance offered of reaching the very dens
of the insect tribe. .

Having now " said our say" on pruning aud dress-

ing for the jiresent, a little must be stated about root-

management, or, in other words, the management of

the borders. If vines are to be forced of which the

roots are unluckily in outside borders, the first thing
to be done is to cover the border with some loose

and dry material, which will at once arrest the de-

parture of tlie remaining ground heat, and also throw
ofl" rains ; the latter is a most important aft'nir. We
do not think it advisable to apply hot fermenting
material previously to the actual forcing period

;

nevertheless, if a slight fermentation took jdace in the

covering, it would scarcely bo objectionable. Care
should bo taken to make the surface steep and
smooth, in order to facilitate the passing away of

waters. It is by far the best security to provitle a
tarpaulin; these are clieap enough, and we do think
that every border would be better covered with one
from the middle of September until April or May.
Wo will say more about this util ity shortly.

For inside borders a different practice must bo
pursued; here no fermenting material is needed. A
sort of liuskincss is apt to engender on the surface of

these, which is averse to a wholesomeness of atmo-
sphere, and this should be removed, and a top-dress-

ing of proper compost ajiplied. Inside borders should
bo suffered to go nearly dry after the fruit is gathered,

aud if such is the case, a watering becomes necessary,

using tepid manure-water, and going over the border
at twice, suttering a day to pass between the two
applications. Then must follow the compost most
jiroper to facilitate rooting, and to coax the fibres to

the surface; and after this, our practice is to coat

over the surface with such short litter or dropjiint^s

as arc used for mushroom beds, as these continue
porous longer than decomposed manures.

These preparations accomplished, forcing may com-
mence ; the first stage of which for a week or two is

little more than excluding frost, and changing the

atmosphere in the house from a dry one to that

gently moist character of air which is known to pro-

mote the germination of the bud in early spring.

To this end the syringe must be in frei[uent rciitusi-

tion, using it night and morning. Before our ama-
teur friends get their vines and peaches into bud we
wOl recur to this subject. U. Er>uiNGTON.
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THE FLOWEE-GAEDEN.
About the end of Juue and at the close of October,

I annually mal;e notes of all the best plants for

flower-beds as they appear at those seasons, those

mouths being the boundaries, as it were, of our

flower-gardeniug for the season. Having had a few

leisure days, in the absence of the family, between
the 20th and 27th of last October, I made my memo-
randa for this autumn during that period, and, in all

l^robability, some of my notes and observations on
them will be of use to others, and thus I shall kill

two birds with one stone—a harmless sport. The
frost up to the close of my notes on the 27th ult.

had only blackened a few oi' tlie leaves of the Hdio-
t ropes, with hardly any damage to their flowers, but
tlie heavy rains which fell at tlie beginning of the

month hastened the destruction of some of the flower-

bods sooner than is generally the case, for when we
escape the early frosts, as we generally do on this

dry and high situation, the flower-gardens look nearly
as well in October as at any other season, and arouse
much more interest then than earlier, when countiy
diives and rides are more enjoyable. I shall have
no room to-day to explain the meaning of such
names as I may have to mention, but 1 shall do so

some other time. The book names, however, are

the only ones which are safe to use in ordering the
plants or the seeds from the nurseries.

'i'he best and gayest bed now is furnished by an
annual with small orange-yellow flowers, related to

the marigolds, and called 2\igel.cs tcmiifol'ia or jjiiiiicUit.

I liad it also from Germany and from Russia by the

name of sli/iiata. It is one of those lew plants which
grow as regul.irly on all sides as to look as if just
turned out of a, mould. It grows to nearly two feet

high, and does best in poor soil, and will transplant
easily .at any stage of its growtli ; therefore, it may
be sown in the reserve gromid any timi^ in April, to

bo traiisplanted into tho flower-bed ea.rly in June,
after a bed of Olarliia, or other annual, and comes
'into bloom about the beginning of J idy, and is the
last to yield to tlic frost. I'^very one who possesses
tl]re(^ Howcr-bcds sliould grow tliis annual ; a good-
sized bed may be had of it from three pennyworth of
seeds. I never before saw tho Jldidlidpcs so line at

Ibis late period of tlie year; tliey. of all other plants,

make the best neutral beds, that is, plants without
any dc^cided colour, and which, if placed near others,

will neither .add to nor mar tlieir eflects. Isnloinit.

iixUlaris is ,all in good bloom. Jtis the next best
neutral colour wc have for beds ; the tint is neither
lilue, gray, nor slati', colour, but a shade between the
three. Jt seeds freely, a,nd, if sown in March in a
slight hot-bed, will flower the same season ; but it

flowers bettor from cuttings made in August, as in

rich or damp soils seedlings grow too mucli into leaf.

(JhciitMovin poliifmlhii is still in bloom, but is only a
trumiiery low weed, with flowers not unlike tliosii of

the Vii-ginian stock, and it only blooms by flts and
starts; one week you would take, it to b(^ a. gay little

thing, and ne.xt week you will not see a bloom on a
whole bed of it. It ma.kes a variety, however, in the
front of a mixed border, where we do not expect to

see every plant in bloom at the same time. Ciipltcini

are now, and have been since the middle of July, in

lid! blossom, and although they are not very striking
for lii-illiancy, their elegant manner of growth, aii(l

the long timotliey keeji in bloom, I'ender them useful

in the llower-gartk'n. C'lip/icn. xlrif/i/and and inlnvUa
planted in equal quantities, ,and edged with O.phil.ij-

iruliv, is the most ellbetivc way of using them, but

each of them woidd form a nice bed. Of aU the

plants I know, C. strigilosa is the best to plant near

bees. A bed of it is alive fi-om morning to night
with several species of bees and with wasps, working
so industriously as to leave no time for quarrelling

—

a good example, which ought to be followed by writers

on gardening and other matters. The Dahlias are

now splendid, the fancy ones particularly. Since

they have done growing, the stripes, and spots, and
shades, are better defined than earlier in the season.

This class ought certainly to be grown in lighter and
poorer soil than the old tribe. The very dwarf ones
among them will also form beautitld flower-beds if

planted in circles or rows of one sort or colom-, and
so that the next blends with it in colour. Mr. W.
Savage (p. 64) wishes to hea.r my opinion on leaving

these dahlias in the ground during the winter, pro-

bably before he saw what I said on the subject in

the previous number. I have seen the plan tm'u

out as I stated, but it might ansv/er better on poorer

soil, or every alternate season, and so do away with
renewing the soil for them so often. At any rate,

one thing I am sure of, and that is, that the readers

of these pages will agree with me in wishing to hear
more of his experiments, and those of others like

him who think for themselves. Sanvitalki procum-
beiis is generally as late as the tagetes, but the heavy
rains at the beginning of the month finished it be-

fore its time. Daisy-shaped flowers, like this sauvi-

talia, are always more mjured by rains than others.

The sanvitalia is as iisefid as the tagetes, and, like

it, is always in neat trim. It is also yellow, with a

dark centre to the flower, and rises to a foot or so,

and may be treated in all respects like the tagetes.

Saponaria calahnca is always a lovely thing, a great

favourite with the ladies, who say " it looks so much
like lace-work :" it also lasts till the end of October,

and, visit it when you will, you shall never find a leaf

or flower of it out of place, but a jierfect model of

synnuetry in all its parts; and the whole surface is

so studded with little starry jiink flowers, that you
can hardly see the leaves, it is an annual, and rises

about eighteen inches high, looks best in cii-cular

beds not more than lour feet across. It should be

sown on a warm srumy border about the middle of

Marcli, and will transplant without a munnur any
time b(!fore the May annuals are over; and if I had
to make a choice bed for a bride, this is the very

]dant I woidd make use of

There is another annual now in full trim, not so

ga.y as those already ujentioned, but one of the most
uiicful things a gardener can lay his hands on, as it

will triuispiant any day throughout the season with-

out flagging a. leaf; and a bed in fidl blossom may
be made u]i with it while the family are at bi'caktast.

1 1 is a DuKiiJ yelloii) siiiijle marhjold, raised a lew

years since on the conthient ; and another recom-

mendation of it is that it does not emit that disagroe-

ahle scent pecidiar to the connuon anarigolds. It

barely reaches a foot high, and they call it Jhujrans,

or sweet-scented—an absurd na,me ; but as they say

a good horse is never of a bad colour, we may jiut up
with silly names for useful ]dauts; but the worst of

it is the dilliculty of asking for it at the seed shops ;

the book name of all the marigolds is Tagetes, and
this one is '/'(ii/clcs /riii/rans : but 1 have known three

blunders made last season about the nanus therefore

I wovdd advise that the " dwarf scentless nuu-igold or

IVagrans" should be asked Ibi-. Zimclmneria Galifor-

iika looks as if it would flow(a' on till Christmas. It

is one of tho most useful new bedding plants wo have

had for years, and yet it is not so gay as I expected
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it would tm-n out. If the leaves of it were dark

gi'een it would t'orni a splendid mass, but they are

somewhat grayish—a bad tint to set off any shade of

red. Plmnhago Larpentai is now on a par witli the

last, but has only been in good bloom since the be-

ginning of October, when it ceased growing. Poor
soil on a dry bottom, and old plants of it, will mako
this a very different thing from what some wise

heads have in their haste anticipated. Mr. Page,

gardener to Tiady Harlaud, in this neiglibourhood,

called here for the first time as I was taking these

notes, and he was astonished to see our jirinci])al lied

of it so lieautifully in bloom, and as he is fi-esh from
the " London boards," as they say of otlier clever

people, I thought this a good compliment; but of

course the poor soil had done it all, and next time it

shall be poorer still. Ayeratmii mexji'iiiuiiii is another

plant tliat is now as gay as ever, but it docs not arrange
well in any systematic combination of colours, and
yet is too bright for a neutral bed, being a kind of

blackish gray. It docs better as a broad band enclos-

ing a mass of white or scarlet in a. circular bed, but
best of all b^^ itself at a distance from tlie walks, in

some recess where it is backed by the dark green foli-

age of shrubs, and for that kind of eflect at a distance

from the eye we have none to equal it. These are the

principal miscellaneous plants that have continued

so late in bloom.
Piiiiiilii.i, verhenas, caleeolarias, and f/emniumiiit of

sorts, will furnish matterfor a separate letter, as their

numbers are almost endless, and as I never had the

greater pa.rt of them so fine as tliey were tliis autumn,
I can hardly trust myself to make a beginning upon
them, for fear that I should take up too much room
and make tlie subject tiresome to the i-eader. Of the

Calceolarias, I shall only say that Mr. Fish has bit

upon the very best of the whole family, the Kentish
Hero, for a bed, the colour being a reddish brown.
It is just on the verge of neutrality, but with two
otlier shades rising into red orange, and with the clear

yellows, will form one of the most splendid shaded
yellow beds that can be formed. It only propagates
freely in the spring, not but that it will root from a
few pieces at the bottom of tlie plant in the autumn,
but it would be downright extravagance to meddle
witli it then, as from every autumnal cutting, it' left

on, the plant will make ten in "March, if the plant is

put into a gentle forcing at the beginning of Febru-
ary.

Speaking of shaded beds, I may as well say that

this style of planting single flower beds is becoming
more fashionable every season, and in some few in-

stances the shading system may be adopted with
marked effect in a group of beds nigh to each other;

but it is apart from tlie great body of the flower gar-

den, where a bed or a small group of three beds
would come in to heighten the effect of some other

object, that this style can be carried out to most ad-

vantage. Flower garden plants have become so nu-
merous in varieties, that it was found impossible
to lind room where to plant even the best varieties,

and this gave rise to a system that is very effective

in a few instances, which is to plant at least three

shades of the same colour to answer for one bed, and
among the verbenas as many as live tints, or shades,
of one colour may be put into one bed, and make it

richer than any one of the Ave put by itself; but the

sorts that will thus harmonise ca.nnot very well be
learned from liooks, because in different soils and
situations the plants grow very differently as to height
and strength ; but to have the best effect, the ]ilaiils

should be so uniform in all their parts as to ajipear

to be one kind, and that producing the various tints

which makes the bed so much admired. Shading is

different from this, and it is among the varieties of

the scarlet geranium that it can be easiest pointed
out. Of them wo have dark scarlet, orange scarlet,

a shade between scarlet and pink (enmpaotmn and
juili), then rose, peach, salmon, lilac, French white,

and white. Yes, a white variety of the horse-shoe as

old as the hills, but it isuotmucli to boast of Now, a

shaded circular bed is formed out of such tints in the

way ladies work Berlin wool, or a border along-side

of a wallc planted with a row of each tint, from the

white to the dark scarlet, and the reverse.

J) lUnTON.

GEEENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

Repotting Plants from the Oi.iuip or Bouder
FOR Setting in the Greenhouse or Window.—In
no department of gardening have greater changes
been eH'ected, within tlies(^ lifteen years, than in the

mode of decorating and fumisliing the flower-garden
I'lauts that formerly were ke])t as single, oi- du])licate

miserable specimens, cramped up in pots, duly set in

house or pit during winter, and then placed to rusti-

cate in some slia.dy corner during the summer, pre-

senting occasionally a few scattered flowers as a
reward to the cultivator, have been transferred to

the open clump or border, in numbers beyond all

calculation, and there flourish with a hixuriaui-e,

and bloom with a profiiseness, never previously wit-

nessed wiien grown in pots for windows and conser-

vatories. It is said that " evils never come singly ;"

let us rejoice that the same may be predicated of good,
as one improvement effected soon paves the way for

another. Tlie turning out of geraniums, calceolarias,

and heliotropes, &c., not only greatly improved the
flower-garden, but the changed aspect which the plants

presented gave rise to tha* combination of observ.n-

tiou, reflection, and experiment, which jointly issued

in a greatly-improved system of pot cultivation. The
cheapness witli which many otNer jdants may lie pro-

cured has brouglit them within the reach of many,
who otherwise must have been content (without envy,
for tiiat is the product of little-mindedness) to look

at and admire them in the gardens of others. Only
let the love of flowers become much more extended,
and that cheapness in money value will soon be in

proportion to the gi'eatness of the demand. Talk ol'

—nay, what is better, comiiieni:e—teaching tropical

orchid-growing to the man;/, and cau there be any
reason why these hardier plants should not be brought
within the reach of the working millions? In speak-

ing on this subject with a nurseryman the other day,

who has great conveniences for rearing them, he em-
phaticall)' stated that could i\.i/reat. tleniaiid heseciireil,

they might be sent out, without ever bi'ing potted,

but still nice little plants, at the rate of from a penny
to twopence apiece ! Of course, such plants would
require more nursing than those raised at home, luit

nicely would they suit those who practice floriculture

more from deference to the tastes and opinions of

others than from any personal enthusiasm ; and ser-

viceable, too, they would be to many of our cottagers

and amateurs who may have bad misfortunes with

their favourites during the wintiAr. But, convinced

as we are of the lienefits and the practicability of

cheapness were the sale only great, we would stUl

encoiu'agc our readers to try and preserve some of

their best old plants that they may have planted out
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in tlie open gi'onnd, not only because their love for

the pni'suit will thns be increased, and their practical

akill advanced, but also because such plants are often

associated with times and circumstances, witli hopes

and disappointments, with joys and sorrows ; com-

bined with reminiscences of tlie graceful in beauty,

and the manly, noble in character, around wliich it is

ol'ten benelicial for memory to muse and linger.

" Well, now, what am 1 to do with such ]dants as

I wish to preserve even at this late period'?" says a

spriglitly companion, not long since, at my elbow ;
" I

took up a few some time ago, according to ilr. Bea-

ton's instructions, to whom we are all so much in-

debted, and I think I shall at least be a little more
fortunate than jMr. Savage has been with your system

of fumigating; and I would have taken up more, but

they looked so nice and beautifid where they wore,

and even now full of bud and bloom, as they are in

the very end of October, I woidd not touch them,

only I know that frost is coming ; and then there are

tliose pretty scarlet geraniums, ft-om wliich I have

neglected to take even a cutting, though I should like

to rival Harry Moore next summer; and there is that

beautiful yellow calceolaria, given to me by sister

•lane; those pretty, sweet, cheny-pie heliotropes, the

gift of cousin Dick ; and those tine plants of the Vic-

toria and nosegay fancy geraniums, presented by
•—you will lind out some of tlieso days—all of which,

and many more, I should wish to preserve, and in

such a state that they might enliven my windows, or

my little greenhouse, during winter and spring."

Juilging that this is not a solitary case, we will

endeavour to do something to solve the difficulty.

AVa will not even tantalise you by stating that you
would have acted wisely to have reared some cut-

tings of your favourites in August and September,

as a do/eu of most of them might have been pre-

served all the winter in a six-inch pot, and would
have made line plants eai'ly nest season, if you could

have found the room to pot them off singly ; for we
have felt ourselves that it went a little against the

ffralii when we could only receive a little instruction

by being previously well lectm'ed upon our short-

comings and deficiencies. But wo shall allude to your

plants out of doors—which we hope are as healthy

as ours still are—as the only quarter from wdienco

you can ho]ie to preserve your stock, and get some
assistance lor enlivening the gi-eenhouso during

winter.

Leaving the scarlet geraniums for the present, we
shall describe the proper treatment for all others

—

and especially of those which make root fibres plenti-

i'uUy—under two difl'erent circumstances, such as

where there is nothing but window arid greenhouse,

and secondly, when, in addition to these, there is a

frame or pot.

In the first idace, then, it is of importance at this

season of the year, when wet generally prevails, to

choose dry weather for taking uj) your plants, as

when the soil is wet large lumps are apt to fall from
the ball, and take the roots along wdth them, while

your success will depend upon the number of fibres

you save. When great quantities are taken uj), they

arc generally wheeled in barrow-loads to the jiotting

shed ; but in some cases, where a limited number are

operated upon, and especially in the case of line

specimens, success, as respects each of which, is a
matter of importance, wc would recommend taking

the necessiiry light friable soil, and the intciuled

jiots well drained, to the plants; then lifting tbi-m

carefully, by easing them all round with a spade,

picking away any loose earth carefully, so as not to

injui'e the roots, and yet lessen the size of the b.all ; and
placing the ball in a pot large enough for it. Do not
jam together any fibres and roots outside of the ball,

but aiTimge tliem nicely in layers among the fresh

soil. Water well to settle the earth, and fill tlio

roots with moisture. Set the plants in a rather

shady place; prevent evaporation from the foliage in

bright or dry weather by slight shading, and slight

sprinklings of water over the i'oliage by the syringe,

not setting them fully cxjiosed in window or green-

house until the root action has been again restoi-ed.

By such means you may save your plants ; but you
must not lose heai-t if in many cases you are forced

to cut olf many or most of the flowers, if on others

a portion of the leaves should fall, and in some the

plants sliould bid you good-bye altogether.

In the second place, if you have a spare frame or

pit, you may not only save your plants but the l'i>liage,

and the bloom and flower luuls V)esides, if you only
take the same trouble with the plants as we have re-

commended where no such conveniences exist. We
say the same trouble, as it is best to err on the safe

side, though there is no necessity for being so very

careful about the roots, as the plants wiU soon be put
in a position to make fresh ones. The secret of your
success here will depend not so much upon your
ability to check evaporation from the leaves, by shad-

ing, and syringing, and keeping the plants close, as

from having it in your power to plunge the pots in a

mild bottom heat, and thus encourage the protrusion

of fresh root-feeders to take the place of those that

have imavoidably been snajqjedin raising the plants

out of the ground. But mind, we do not wish you
to treat the plants as if they were tropical gentkiuen

;

if 3'OTi do, you will run the risk of having them cast-

ing theii' leaves and throwing up spindly, instead of

stru'dy, shoots. We recommend the roots to be placed
in a tempcratm-e of from 70° to 80°, for a certain

time, for a definite iiurjjose, but the heads of tlie

plants must be kept cool during the whole period, by
having a circulation of air among them night and
day in mild weather. In a very sunny day, when
you are forced to shade and syringe, still have the air

on. As soon as the plants wDl stand the sun, with a
slight sprinkle from the syringe, let the shading be
dispensed with, and roots will sooner be formed. In
the course of a fortnight or three weeks, if all has
gone well, aViundance of fresh roots will be foiuul,

which you can see by turning a plant out of its

pot. They must not, however, even then be trans-

ferred at once to the dry shelf of a window or

greenhouse, but the pots should be lifted by degrees

out of the medium in which they are plunged, aiul

be set for a few days previously on the surface of the

bed. By such means we have taken up many and
large plants in the end of October and the early piart

of November, that scarcely ever feel their moving, but

there must be no carelessness or inattention to the

inhiutia: of the afl'air. This simple juatter of bottom
heat, when righly apjilied and understood, will be

seen to constitute the pli'dosaphij for many gardening
ojierations. as respects hardy as well as tender plants.

But, then, how obtain it'? Is there not a great

trouble in getting fermenting matter, and turning it

and sweetening it weeks beforehand? Oh, no; i'or

all such matters wo make very short work of it. You
have got a cucumber or melon box, empty now, that

was set upon abed of dung—nothing better; while otf

the soil it will be useful for many purposes, 'fake

out an opening a foot in depth of the decayed dung,

place in the ojiening as much of fresh dung from

the stable, or, what is better, a little more of the
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sweepings of grass and leaves fi-ora the lawn ; turn
tlie lied tlnis from end tn end, keeping tlie old manure
at the top, and it will answer admirably. AVithout
the old lied, a layer of grass, and tlien a layer of fresh

leaves, woidd answer just as well, .and better if blended
togethei', and a layer of rotten dung, cartli, or coal-

ashes, put oil the surface for plunging iu. For these

temporary jiurposcs, nothing beats green grass; it

heats immediately, and then the heat is easily modi-
fied and retained by blending and covering with
other substances, the object of the latter being to

keep down everything h'ke steam. Even where
there is no lawn, it iinist bo a small garden indeed
that could not furnish materials for such a bed in

weeds, leaves, bean and pea liaulm. and jiruniugs.

Shrubby calceolarias, and other hardy things, where
HO such conveniences exist, may be take:i up with as

nnioh earth as will adhere to them, aud set in dry
soil in any place where they can have a fair portion

of light and be safe fronr much frost; but then, of

course, they could only be used for planting out
again, and, therefore, do not como under oiu' depart-

ment.
Sc.\Rr.ET GEH.\Kiu5rs.—Of those I can add nothing

to what has been said about keeping them iu gar-

rets and hay-lofts, farther than that, if I could And
room and light to set a few six-inch pots, each of

which would hold a dozen of rooted cuttings, I

would not trouble myself with taking many up out
of the borders. They are in a very ditl'erent state

from those grown in pots or boxes during the sum-
mer, which may be kept in such places with the

greatest ease. In the one case, the wood is soft and
succulent, and the roots are ruptm-ed and bi okou ; in

the other, the stem is comparatively hard and well-

riponed, and tlie roots are inimutihited. To approach
Harry Moore next season, from plants still growing
in the open ground, you must lose no time in set-

ting your plants into something like a similar posi-

tion to his now, and that, we believe, you can only
accomplish by giving them bottom-heat, as we have
advised for other things. Fine single specimens
may be potted unmutilated, but, for all the smaller

ones, the stems may be reduced, cutting back to

where it is somewhat firm, and tlien, where new
roots are formed, you may remove them to their

quarters for the winter, just where they can have a
little light, and be preserved from severe frost. When
once the buds begin to break in spring, there will be
roots ready to support them, and thus they will an-

swer well for pots or boxes. K. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTIIENT.

EXOTIC ORCHIDACE.E.
Cistern.—In our last wo mentioned this useful

auxUiary ; it is almost indispensable. The one in the

orchid house here is formed with slate one inch thick.

Mr. Beck, of Isleworth, jmts tliem up iu a capital

style. The one here has been up for seven years,

and has never leaked at all. The great use is the
beating the water for syrruging and watering pur-

poses. Another use, aud an important one too, is for

dipping the blocks \vith the plants on them ; also to dip
the Sttniliojieas, Gonrjoras and other plants in baskets.

When those plants begin to grow in the spring they
require a good steejiing, and the cistern oli'ers a

proper place for that purpose. Two or three hours
wiU not be too much to steep them. The peat during

the time of rest becomes dry and hard, and requires

this wetting to soften it, especially if the plants ai's

to be shifted into new baskets.

As orchids require frequent syiingiug, sometimes
twice or thrice a day, we have made use of pots—gai--

den ])ots, in fact, without holes. These are placed
round the house near the hot water pipes, at a small

distance, about six or nine feet apart. Our readers

that are in the habit of sp-inging will immediately
perceive the great saving of time aud labour by
having tliese pots so bandy. Instead of having the

water to carry in garden watering-pans, these pots
being ke])t constantly full of warm water are always
ready. Having ibund great benefit aud convenience
I'rom this aiTangement we seriously recommend its

adoption, not only to every orchid grower, but also

to the cultivators of plants generally. Plant-houses
of every description ought to liave a number of them
placed iu convenient places, both for syringing and
watering. In walking round the houses the operator

observes a pdant requiring water: the watering pots
are iu their jiroper place ; there is no water near ; the

plant is passed by until the usual time of watering,

when it receives, probably, only the usual quantity ;

the ball inside contmues dry, the plant languishes,

becomes diseased and dies. This is the history of

the causes of death to many a flue heath and other

well rooted plants, aud though orchids, owing to their

peculiar conformation, would not thus be killed, yet

they suffer much from the privation of water wdien

they are gi'owing. If pots of water are placed as we
have mentioned, the manager, on observing a plant

drooping, would instantly take it and dip it into one
of them, and thus at once refresh it.

Syrinoes.—These are necessary implements, espe-

cially for the orchid cultivator. The best we know
are those manufactured by Reid. The cost of a com-
]ilete one, with three roses of different degrees of

fineness, is 21s. The coarsest rose may be used
when the plants requu'e the most moisture, that is,

during the growing months. The finest rose is to

syringe tfie plants on blocks only during the rest of

the year. The manner of using syringes requires

some notice. The water should not be forced out
with great force, like a heavy shower driven by a
strong wind, but should fall upon the plants gently,

something like dew, or more like the shower often

called " a Scotch mist." This mode will eftectually

wet the logs, aud keep the plants clean, and their

leaves blight aud healthy. We have alluded to sy-

ringing the plants on blocks in winter. This is ne-

cessary, because from tho increased application of

artificial heat to keep out the cold, the logs dry
quicldy, however moist the atmospliere may be, and
the roots and the psoudo bulbs belonging to the

small plants will shrink too much if left without
syi'inging for so many weeks. As a general rule, let

them be syringed gently with the finest syringe early

every morning when the sun is likely to shine. This
moisture will sustain them during the day, and pre-

vent the too great evaporation from the leaves of the

plants.

Sh.\dixg.—We sliglitly mentioned this in describ-

ing the aspect of the houses. We will now enter

more fully upon the sidijeot, as we consider it of

great importance. Mr. Bateman, iu his splendid

work on the Orchidefe of Mexico, gives this as a rule,

" let the plants have all the light possibl(^ but do

not let tho sun in spring and summer shiiio upon
them." Taking it, then, for granted that they must
be shaded, we next must consider what kind of shade

is the best for them. AVe use a kind of canvass
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called " bimtiug." It is tliiu and open iu the mcsli,
]

yet just close enough to prevent the rays of the sun

striking through the glass, and injuring the flowers

and leaves. We shall try to describe how it is ap

plied. First, a pole about two inches in diameter, of

the length of the house, or rather longer, is made of

deal, and quite round. At one end a kind of wliecl

is fixed, of lai'ger diameter than the pole (about onc-

tliird). l)n each side of this wheel a round hoard is

nailed, projecting beyond it about three inches.

These boards are about three-quarters of an inch

thick, and are bevelled of!' fi-om the inside. Wlien

this is done, it forms a gi'oove. This is intended to

receive the cord, it being nailed to the wheel. The
canvass is then nailed to the long pole, it having

first been sown together of the size of the house.

The i^ole, with the ciuivass attached to it, is then

laid upon the house, a flat piece of wood 21 inches

wide, and a quarter of an inch thick, is nailed to the

highest point of the house, and the canvass is tightly

stretched and nailed to the flat piece of wood, using

some narrow woollen lists stretched along it provi-

ouly to driving in the tacks. This prevents, in a

great measru'e, the canvass from tearing olC with the

winds. T'hen taking hold of the cord now wrapped

round the wheel and pulling at it, the wheel turns

round, and. of course, the ]>ole also; the canvass

wraps round it, and, at last, is rolled u]i at the top;

the cord is then fastened to a long kind of button,

and there remains till shade is recpiired. The cord

is then inifolded, and tlie pole let gradually down to

the bottom, where some pieces of wood stop it from

going oH' the houses, or tearing away tlie canvass

i'rom the top. This is a simple, useful, and efficient

mode of shading, a,nd is used liere, at Pine-apple-

place, to sliade all the houses that req\dre it. The
only objection we can allow to it is, that it soon

wears out, it lasting only two, or, at most, three

years. Tt, howevei-, may lie made to last longer, by

iiaving weather boards fixed on the top of the house

to receive the canvass when rolled up under it, thus

sheltering it from tlio rain, which is the great cause

of its decay. Care must be taken when it is rolled

up that it is jierfectly dry. Witli this moderate care,

the shade, or blind, will last much longer. During

the dark short days of winter, when the sun has not

power to injure the plants, the blind may be with

great propriety stored away in some dry shed or

room till the days lengthen, and the sunshine be-

comes dangerous to the well-being of the plants.

There are one or two other necessai-y things to no-

tice, but we must defer them to a futui'e opportunity.

C.VLENDAR Koii NovEJiHKR.—There is but little of

actual work re(|uired during the current month.

Some orchids that will grow must be potted. Should

any h.iskets be quite rotted, let them bo i-enewed,

Init give no water unless the plants are growing,

when they nniy have a very moderate quantity given

tlieni. We shall describe the mode of nialdng baskets

shorlly. Wdlcrinij.—Very little, if any. water is re-

quired during this dull season. Syringe the blocks as

directed last montli on the mornings of sunny days,

wetting the pi]ies at tlie same time to raise a gentle

steam. On wet didl days witlihold both. Keep the

hfiil very modi^rate ; (iO" by day and •').')° by night

will be quite sutticient.

to the bed or bods will bo in flue order to receive

them. Bring out the bulbs some fine morning and
set to work planting in good earnest. Some make
holes with a blunt dibble, ha\dng a mark made upon
it to show the proper depth to wliich the bulb ought
to he ])ut in. Our practice, however, is diflerent.

We judge that the dibble saddens the earth under
the bulb too much, therefore we stretch a line and
draw a drill, three inches dec]), all the length of the

bod, doing this as much as possible without treading

upon the bed. 'I'hon choose the tallest growers and
plant this lirst row with thom, pressing the bulbs

down gently to keep them firm and upright in their

places. Unless you have larger niunbers than you
liavc room for let them be at least eight inches apart,

but wliatever number you may have do not ]dant

them nearer than six inches to each other; if you do
your flowers will not be so fine, nor the bulbs so

large for next season's bloomi)ig. When the first

row are all in their ]daces cover them up with a fine-

toothed rake, pressing the earth ju'cfty firmly around

and njion the liulbs ; then remove the lines eight

inches from the centre row, aiul jilace the next kinds

as to height in it; cover it uj), and then the bulbs

will stand nine inches ajiart from row to row. Re-

move the line to eight inches on the other side, and
]ilant lliem in it in a similar manner ;

plant the other

two rows in the same way, and then level all with

the rake, and the operation is complete. 'I'he bed

will thus contain five rows, which are quite sufficient,

and will allow the spectator to examine every flower

comfortably without treading upon tlie bed, a tres-

pass to be avoided at all times during the growth of

the flowers. The bed may now be allowed to receive

every gentle shower, but hea.vy long continued rains

must be carefully guarded against. Have your

coverings ready to be apjdied at all times when
heavy showers may be likely to fall, and shelter ac-

cordingly.

Pinks may now be )ilanted out, if not already

done, in the ]ilaoe where they are to bloom. This

plant is more hardy than most other florists' flowers,

and, therefore, requires but little protection; still it

is desirable to shelter it a little from very severe

frosts. A sprinlding of common fern will answer this

purpose well. The bed ought to be enriched, but

not too much, with vegetable mould ; too rich a- bed

will cause the colours to run, therefore be moderate

with stimulating mamn-es. l''asteu the plants well

by pressing the soil firmly aliout each plant ; this

will prevent the frost from drawing the plant out of

the soil. Each pink jilant ought to stand five or six

inches from each other, and fully six inches between

the rows; they will then grow moderately and flower

finely, with large tiowei-s and bright colours.

T. Appleby.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Tiu.ips.—Between this day and the middle oi' the

month every bulb of these flowers ought, without fail,

to he planted. If our instructions have been attended

THE KITCHEN-GAEDEN.
.Tehus.^lem AitTicuoKE.—-We have before stated

that the tubers of this excellent vegetable arc better

h;ft in the ground until re(|uired for use; for, imlike

most other root vegetables, the frost, unless veiy

severe, has no injurious efiect upon the tubers. (.)ur

system is, as soon as the stalks are ripe, to cut thenr

down on some dry day to within about ten inches of

the sin-face of the ground; and if not wanted at the

time for tlialching tem|ioriiry sho^ds, or any other

jiurpose, we tie tlimn u]i in neat bundles and store

them away until wanted, as they are sure to be, for

protection of some kind during die winter. We then
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wheel over the artichoke beds all the clearings from

the asparagus and sea-kale plantations, all the de-

cayed leaves from the brocoli and cabbage, as well

as all other refuse leaves, garden clearings, and rub-

bish, so that the whole sui'face of the ground is

covered to the depth of six or eight inches, and the

tops of the cut artichoke stalks only just allowed to

be showing through. The tubers should l)e trenched

out as required, and the whole of the rubbish by
degrees well trenched in, leaving the ground in two

foot ridges ; and all the middling sized tubers sliould

at once be planted again whole, at the distance of

two feet apart between every alternate ridge. We
always plant tlie same ground, without delay, on the

sj'stem we are now recommending, and obtain an

immense crop, forking over the ridges pretty oiten

on the dry frosty mornings in spring, and laying

down the gi'ound rough and light about the end of

March or the beginning of April. Pigs and i-ows

are fond of the small refuse tubers, as well as poultry

of all kinds, fi-om the pigeon to the iiea-fowl and
pheasant, all of which like the .Jerusalem artichoke,

eitlier cooked or uncooked. If the ground cannot he

spared for the artichoke to remain as recommended
until requu-ed for use, then the tubers may as soon

as well ripened be all taken up, and either be ridged

out of doors or packed in sand ; but care must be

taken to keep them safe from mice and rats, as these

vemniu also are exceedingly fond of them. Qlolic

KrticUalics, if not already dressed, should be attended

to as directed in a ibrmer Number.
Potatoes.—Those that have been stored away in

ipiantities should occasionally be examined to see

whether the old enemy is, or is not, making any havoc

amongst them. Wc are this year blessed with a

ci-op of the finest quality, free from disease, or, at all

(Events, so sliglitly aft'ected as to be almost imjiercep-

tilde, and we attribute our success mainly to the sys^

tem which we adopt of planting all our ]>rinci]iiil

crops in the autumn. November is our favourite

season, if the soil is in good condition and the wea-

ther favourable ; and if the ground is not in a tole-

rable state, we then aiiply a moderate quantity of

manure, trenching the ground into two-feet ridges,

and allowing these to remain for a short time. Those
])otatoes which were selected for replanting attaking-

up time, of a moderate size and well-rijiened, are

planted whole, placing them one foot apart between
each ridge. The ridges are then laid down over the

tubers with the fork, as Hglitly and roughly as possi-

ble, and thus they are allowed to remain all the win-

ter. By the time that the drying frosty iNlarch winds
set in, the soil becomes in a weU-pulverizod and very

good condition, and a few good hoeings and scarify-

ings will then he found beneficial. If the earth is

forked down lightly over the tubers to the depth of

four or live inelics, it will be quite sulKcient to pro-

tect them from any frost that may prevail.

Sea-kalk.—Those who have not done so should,

without delay, attend to the dii-ections already given

for cultivating this vegetable. Clear away all the

leaves and weeds, and give a good dusting with

slacked lime. Fork iip tlie beds carefidly, and top-

dress them. Those who wish for early cuttings may
now cover uji a small quantity, say 21) or ;!0 plants.

First examine the crowns with the hand, and find

out their extent, so as to know where to place the

jiots over them : then give the ground about them
a thorough good dusting with quick-lime, and put the

pot over immediately, seeing that it fits close at the

bottom, so that the steam cannot got in from the

fermenting materials which are to cover the pots.

Stable-dung that has been tm'ned over three or four

times to sweeten may be used for this purpose, but

leaves are very much better; and a good manager
has always a corner where he collects all his leaves

for this and other purposes. Give the pots a good

covering of these leaves to the thickness of a foot or

18 inches all round and over tliem, pressing the

leaves as close and as snug as can be done, leaving

the work in a ridge-shaped form : after which a few

barrowfuls of long stable-dung, or old thatch, or any

other such material, may be put over the whole,

which will tend to warmth, and prevent the wind
from blowing the leaves away ; altogether this

should give a temperature of about h')". A fine day

should always be chosen for this work, and never

leave oft" the job until it is finished.

The beds tliat are not required to be put into action

just now, should have an extra shovelful of tlie good

compost, before recommended, ]uit over each crown to

jirotect them from the two extremes, frost and sun-

shine. Much fertile matter wUl go down to the roots

from these top-dressings. Many gardeners take up a

(pianiity of sea-kale roots, either for |)otting, to be

brought forward in the pinery or other similar places,

or to be planted on a gentle hot-bed. This is giving

themselves much trouble for very little jn-ofit We
never saw the gardener that could show a good dish

of eea-kale grown in this way equal to that obtained

fly the way of forcing above described.

RouTtNK Work.—Keep the sjiiiutch and all similar

crops free from decayed lea.ves, which, at this season,

will accumulate, and form, if neglected, a sure refuge

for slugs and snails. Keep up a due attention to Jmi'-

iiKj and surface-stirring, an operation which will greatly

encourage the growth of the late-sown turnips at this

season, and if the soil in which they stand be poor,

some guano, or guano and dry ashes nnxed, or any
kind of charred dust, will be serviceable if sown
amongst the crop. The framing of store lettuce and
endive should be attended to on dry days. Place

them close to the glass in turf or other temporai-y-

made pits. Keep a sharp look out for the mildew,

and for the depredations of the slug amongst the

young store lettuce, carrots, radislws, &c., and attend

to the previous dfrections concerning those. Provide

for successions of asparagns, rluihurh, and sea-kale

roots for forcing, and give tepid-water to those already

breaking their buds. James Barnes & W.

MISCELLANEOUS INEORMATION.

OUR V1LL..\GE WALKS.
(No. 5.)

I FREQUENTLY pass a cottagc, on the wall of which

hangs richly, but carelessly, a neglected vine. It is in

a village street, and there is nothing ]iictures(pie or

pleasing in the cottage or its situation ; yet a vine,

see it wherever we may, at once attracts the eye, and

addresses itself to the heart, Whetlier we see it spread-

ing and climbing in its rich eastern exuberance, or as

the stunted bush of the western vineyards; whether

it darkens the hothouse with its luscious drapery, or

hangs with sour and tasteless clusters round the cot-

tage window—the vine wings our thoughts with light-

ning speed to the Land of Promise, and the (_)ne glo-

rious " Plant of Renown." " I am the Vine, ye are

the branches," has sanctified for ever this beautiful

tree in the Christian's eyes and heart ; and when he

prunes away the unproUlic shoot, and sees it lie with-
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Cling on the ground, what a solemn voice malces itself

heard in his inmost soul

!

A golden vine, with its wide-spreading graoeful

boughs laden with fruit, adorned the interior of the

porch of tliat Temple sanctified by the presence of tlio

living God—a striking type of Him, and of those

who abide in Him. How loudly does the vine repeat

to us, "As the branch cannot bear fruit of itself, ex-

cept it abide in the vine, no more can ye, except ye

abide in me."
Tlie vine is, as we all know, a native of tlie east,

and was very early spoken of in the sacred writings.

It was first brought into England about the tenth

year of the Christian era, and tluis becomes extremely

interesting to us as having first taken root in our

soil so soon after the blessed event from which all

Christian nations count tlieu' time. Tlie vine has

been more generally and successfully cultivated here

than it is now. In our climate, however, it has never

attained any size; but the Roman authors speak of

vines as gi'owing to a surprising size, and bearing

bunches of enormous weiglit. Columella mentions

one tree which bore two tliousand bunches of grapes

in one season; and in the reign of Augustus bunches

are described as being two cubits, tliat is an Englisli

yard, in length. Statues and columns in some of the

temples of that idolatrous nation w^re formed from

the trunks of vines ; and the great doors of tlie cathe-

dral of Ravenna are constructed of rare planks, some
of which are 12 feet long and 1.3 inclies wide. Tliis

gives us a higli idea of the fertility of Italy in bygone

days, and of tlie skill exerted in tlio cultivation of

these trees ; for in tlie east, wliere tlie soil and cli-

mate needed no help, the vine attained no useful size,

for we And it spoken of in scripture as " meet for no
work ;" but by cultivation it seems capable of taking

its place in some countries among the useful kinds

of wood.
Even in our hot-houses, as regards the fruit, the

vine soinethiics surprises us. In the year 1781, there

grew in the vinery at Welbock, the seat of the Duke
of Portland, a bunch of gi'apes that weiglied lU

]iounds and a half; and wlien sent as a present to

Lord Rockingham at Wentworth House, a distance

of liO miles, it was carried " suspended on a staff"

between two men, wlio were relieved by others at

stated distances. What a picture of tlie produce of

tlie jn-omisod land, the grapes of I'Jslicol ! In the

year 18^1, a buucli of grapes, weic;hing 15 pounds,

was grown at hlljord Hall, in Staffordshire; and the

celebrated tree at Hampton Court Palace has, in one

season, borne two tliousand two hundred bunclios,

each averaging a j'ound, thus rivalling the vine of

Columella.

Vineyards were very common in England in days

of yore. 'Tliu neighbourliood of Winchester was so

faii'ious lor them that it is thought to have taken its

iiaino from this peculiarity. Why sh(udd not its

chalky downs bo turned into "fruitful hills" at this

present linie? Wine of excellent ipialily is known
to have been iiiadc! in J'lnghind when the vine was
extensively grown here ; and the vineyard of >\rundel

Ciistle, in Sussex, allorded wine that excelled very

much of the liurguudy tlieii imported into f'hi.Lfhiud,

and this so hite as tlic middle of the last century.

Many parts of l.ondiin sliU retain the name of "Vine-

street" and "Vineyard;" and East Sinithlield was
onc.<: a vin(\yard, lield liy four successive constables

of the Tower, but tliis was very far back in history.

Near Berkeley, in (ildueestersliire, there is a place

wheie vini^ tendril;; s|iriug u|i anioiif,' the grass, dis-

tinctly marking the site of a long neglected vineyard.

Canterbury was also famous for its vines ; a large

space of ground near Rochester still retains tlie name
of " Tlie Vine ;" and the Isle of Ely was called by the

Normans, the " Isle of Vines." In the time of Rich-

ard the 3nd, the little park at Windsor was a vineyard,

and in very many other places this interesting tree

abounded in England's earlier days. Gloucestershire

particularly excelled in the number and richness of

its vinevards. Northamptonsliire, Leicestershire, and
Somersetshire, all abounded in vines, and the neigh-

bourliood of London possessed them too in ahundance.

Bradley says poor soils might be very much improved
by planting them as vineyards, 'fhey would make
a good return for the care and culture bestowed on
them ; and as wine is now nearly four times tlie price

it was in his day, how profitable and how useful

the management of vineyards might again become !

Would it not be worth while to turn the attention of

the " amateur," if not the cottage gardener, to the

cultivation of the vine for home consumption ? We
might obtain an agreeable beverage at a very trifling

expense, compared with the heating, and often infe-

rior, wines, for wliich such high prices are given, and
necessary comforts are sometimes sacrificed to obtain.

I have often tasted wliat is now called " grape wine,"

and it is very pleasant when well and carefully made.

The clever and managing wife of a fanner in my
neighbourhood makes excellent home-made wines.

Tlie parsnip, orange, and currant, with the well-known

ginger and raisin wines, usefully stock the cellar, and
afford the means of displaying real hospitality, wlieu

it is difficult and really blameable to obtain more
highly esteemed wines. The great art required in

wine making is to put in all the sugar, to boil and
skim it well, and to attend to the fermentation after-

wards. On this account, the eye of the mistress must

superintend the iirocoss. The prunings of the vine,

leaves, shoots, and tendrils, make a very excellent

vinegar, when allowed to pass through two fermenta-

tions. The cottager may sometimes be able to jiro-

eure prunings that otherwise would be thrown away
in large graperies, and vinegar is so useful, and so

expensive an article to buy, tluit made thus cheaply

it would be a profit to his own family, and sometimes

a help to his friends and neighbours. In cases of

fever, and other illnesses, vinegar is of gieat lienefit.

Verjuice is made from the juice jircssed from the

unripe fruit, and is extremely good as a fomentation

for sprains or weak joints.

I should like to see a vino trained and tended on
every cottage wall, in every garden in the land, be-

cause it is so full of scriptural interest, and reminds

us of so many things we sinfully forget. Lot Chris-

tians, let liritons, remember the vineyard planted " by

the right hand" of God, "the branch that He made
so strong for Himself," and let us tremble. We, loo,

have boon planted " in a very friutt'ul hill," yet the

sin of Israel, and the judgmi'uts of the Lord, warn
lis of our responsiliilities anil jierils. The " farm,"

the "merchandise," may be looked after, while (Jod's

messages are " made light of" ISeautil'ul as is our

free and highly favoured land, clierishcd and happy

as arc our palace iuid our cottage homes, yi't Eng-
land's " hedge" and " wall " are not her lli'ct or army;
" except the 1 .ord keep the city, the watcliman wakelh

but in vain." Let us remember, thai tlie l\la.gua

Charta of our lihorty, the stout sea-wall of I'lugland's

glory, and the mol'-trce of her highest aud humblest

homes, is, and must ever he, "the Sword uf the Spirit,

which is the Word of God."
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SELECT LIST OF ENGLISH CROCUSES.
SrniXG CEOOUSES.

Yellows.—Crocus reticularlfi, Dutch Cloth of Gold; do. spcciosus

English Cloth of Goldj do. sulphureus albidus, straw colour.

PoRPLEs.—Vcrnus, purple; puniceus, very dark purple with white

stripes ; Sahini, very fine ;
grandis, rosy purple, larger : purpiircs-

ceiis, very fine, dark purple, cupped ; maculosus, large light blue,

with rosy purple stripes ;
plumoaus, white, with purple feather, fine ;

stylosus, very showy purple ; iiiHatus, fine feathered, hght purple ;

tulipaccus, beautiful light large purple.

Lilacs.—Lilaciuua pra?cox, pale lilac, good; maculosus, palcljlue,

handsome.
Variegated and Spotted.—Vernus pictus, fine feathered lilac,

very handsome ; falcatus, very handsome ; unguis major, lilac, striped

with white, fine ; leucorhynchus, light, striped witli purple.

Grey Striped.—Vernus gloriaua, prey striped, finely feathered ;

plorianella. beautiful feathered lilar, with purple bottom ; variegatiis,

beautiful featlicred lilac ; lincellus, white, with rosy purple bottom,
striped very distinct.

\Vhite Striped.—Vernus spectabilis, splendid white, with purple

stripe at IfOttom ; undulatus, white, with lilac stripe ; obsolctus, small

white, with purple bottom.
Pure Whites.—Albus major, pure white ; ditto minor, ditto.

Late-klowering Purple.—Vernus delectus, beautiful feathered
purple ; tardillorus, purple striped, finely feathered.

Dark Striped.—Versicolor clegans, fine dark striped grey ; vit-

tatus, small white, outer petals feathered with rosy purple.
LiLAU Ground.—Versicolor lineatus, lilac striped.

White Ground.—Vcr^-icolor pulcliellus, small feathered lilac,

pretty; dn. ])ropinquus, white fcatiiercd ; do. affinis, white, grey
stripes ; do. pallidus, white, outer petals shaded with rosy purple.

AUTUJtN CROCUSES.
Crocus serotinus, blue, flowers at latter end of October and liegin-

ning of November; Latinus, saffron blue; nudicaulc, blue, blooms
(at present) without foliage.

Of the Dutch spring varieties, Daind Rizzio is a splendid purple,

and Queeit Victoria an equally beautiful white.

Then they liave IVoin 50 to 100 vavieties of seed-

lings, which are better than those ennmerated above,

more attention having" been bestowed ou tlie colour

and shape of the flowers, which are botanical species,

and were grown by iVie late Mr. Sabine, of the Horti-

cultiu'al Society, who gave a vast deal of attention to

this class of ])hmts, and had carpels or beds of them
formed in the gardens. When I say carpets, I mea,n

that the beds were laid out in patterns. 'J'he same
varieties were likewise grown by the late Mr. Hawortlt,

of Queen Ehns, together with others. Mr. Sabine's

collection contained about 124 specimens ; Mr. Ha-
worth's not so many. Besides the above there are

several Knglish varieties that are not enumerated,
which have almost gone out of cultivation on account
of the tiueness and size of roots, combined with the

clieapness that the Dutch people grow them. There
are li]vewise several aiitimin plants that used to be
called crocus. For instance: the yellow autumn crocus,

now called Amcirifllis lutca, in lull bloom at j)i"e^*?iit.

The diflere.nt varieties of colchicums were formerly all

termed autumn crocuses. The Dutch varieties of the

crocus, and tlie species i'rom Mr. liaworth's and iSIr.

Sabine's collections, arc now selling by mo at Ts. Gd.

per 100.—D. Hairs, Secdsnitm. St. Mftriins hmc.

In addition to the preceding Mr. Hairs has also

furnished us with the following Dutch varieties,

which we have now growing in our garden.

BLUE.
Aim.inthe.
]>elle ainiable.

Illeu Celeste.

Bleu nicrvcillc.

I'.uonaparte.

IJrama.
Captain Cook.
Dagaraad.
Dorquichot.
Eau de Wiskey,
Grand Bin.
Grand Vidette.
Homer.
Impcriales.

Keizcr Titus.

I-aurens Koater.
U'niustre. ,.

Lord Alaidc.

Lord Nelson.
Longilus.

Newton.
Norma.
Ovidius.
Penelope.
Pcrignon.
Perpouchicr.
i'ourprc Famcusc.
Rnclms.
Uoi dc Ilnlland.

Roi de Navarre.
Seriliuni.

sir Robert Peel.

Sorodina.

Virasius.

WHITE.
Bflle Helena.
Hclle Roniaiue.
Carolina.

Criterion.

(ilanana.

Grand Blue Uoyale.

Grand Vainqucur.
Grootvorst.
Helaiius.
Heiiriette,

Honcrablo.
.Tuliana.

Krom Prins dcr Nc-
dcrlander,

La Belle Romaine.
I/a Neige.
La Purite.

L'cstimablc.
Leandellc.
I-ucanius.

i\Iadame Beauty.
Miiscarius.

niardus.
fliiranda.

niungo Park.
Ulurat.

Nanette.

Orion.
Phidias.

Phocas.
Plutarchus.
Pure Blanche.
Regina.
Heine du Moude.
Rosatta.
Stakes Juffer.

Sophia.
Tantalus.
Victory.

Vulcain.

Waterloo.

Witte Standard.
STRLPEU.

Amasus.
Argentis.

Blomfield.
Bonavcntura.
Capitatusa.

Carolianus.
Crisp in a.
Euphrosina.
Hermina.
Imperialcs.

La Valliere.

Lilaceus.

Lord M'ellington.

Louvain.
Bla plus aimable.
Monica.
Orleans.
Othello.
Paarlboot.

Paronia.
Philidare.

Reine des Roses.
Roniula.
Sara.

Slaatsraad.

Ed. C. G.

EXTEACTS FROM CORRESPONDENCE.
Rei'Kigerating Storehouses.—Should yovi deem

the aiine.xed extract from a letter received a fortnight

ago, from a friend in America, sufficiently interesting

for a place in your very nsel'ul periodical, it is at your

service, and, I would add, that your own remarks, a

few weeks since, ou the preservation of fruits, lead

me to suppose that any improvement on the present

method of storing them woidd be acceptable ; and,

although this plan can never, on account of the mOd-
ness of our winters, and conseqiient difficulty of pro-

curing a sufficient supply of ice, be made fully avail-

able in this coiuitry, yet, by showing what has beeu

done elsewhere, it is not unreasonable to hope that,

in favourable situations, some approach may be made
to the American lefrigerating storehouse, and I shall

be happy, in a future letter, to give some practical

suggestions on the subject, if deemed worth insertion :

—''Detroit, Michigan', Aug. 4th, 1 84'.!.—The refrige-

rating storehouse of Messrs. Story and Shaw, on Le-

coutelua-street, is well worth visiting. It is a stone

building, forty feet by twenty, with a deposit of ice

twelve feet thick over-head, resting on an iron floor,

which is supported by lieavy imder-colunms running

tlu'ough the building. The sides of the house are

jn-oteoted from the ingress of heat by a non-condiu^t-

ing substance, which also protects the ice from above.

Twelve feet is deemed sufficient to last a whole season

without replenishing. The ice being put in the upper

])artof the house, the lower part, when tlie tridt is dc-

]iosited, is (on the principle that cold air sinks.) kept

in an almost freezing state—:)S°. Six above the freez-

ing point is aliout the average temperature through

tlie season. There is never a vai'iation of more than

.i°. Fruit deposited there, partially rotted, is arrested

in its decaying process for weeks, and even months,

and wo have now before us lemons which were stored

there in the early part of May, the stems of which are

as fresh, apparently, as the day in which they were

gathered. And Mr. Shaw, one of the proprietors,

showed us some figs which were l.irought in the. same
vessel as ])lump and as somid as when they were first

put in tlie drawers. They Avill remain so long after

ligs kept in the usual way have disappeared from the

market. The most delicate kinds of fruit, such as

]iiue-apples, peaches, pears, &c., are found there at

the most nnfriendly season for them, in a state of

perfect soundness. The wonder is that there is not

more of these storehouses in this city, ^r. They
can lie built in connexion with an icehouse, and at a

(riding additional expense. Farmers woidd find them
exceedingly convenient for the preservation of fresh

meat, fruits, flutter, and, indeed, many articles be-

longing to the farm."-—J. B. S., Oakham.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Ekdive Bl.incuing it. P. F.)—U your endive is full grown,

lulil the leaves together, and tie them as you would those of a eos let-

tuce ; take up the plants and place them, roots and all, ia their natu-
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ral poBition as thick as they will stand in a box, and cover them over

with dry sand. The plants must be quite dn- when taken up ; and
no two plants must touch each other, but have sand between them.
HiMALAYAii Pu:mi'kin {Q. li. S.)—Your description agrees with

that of this pumpkin. The seed probably was misplaced.

Grapes Shanking [M. X. A Constant Subscriber.)—We will

write editorially upon your case next week. Your grapes are the finest

we ever saw grown in a greenhouse. Will you oblige us with two or

three cuttings from your vine ?

Moving Asparagus and Sea Kale (C. H.}—Although j'our

asjiaragus beds are ten years old, yet we should endeavour to move the

plants from them, doing so next April. We should begin at one end
of the bed, digging a trench three feet deep, and as many wide, and
then scratch away the earth from about the roots of the plants, injur-

ing them as little as possible, keeping them covered with moist straw

until planted, and planting as fast as taken up in your new beds pre-

viously prepared. Your sea-kale plants had better be moved at once.

BunniNG Roses {G. B.)—You say that " the whole of the wood
ivUl sliver off from the bark of the bud's shield, and out of the eye ;"

and undoubtedly it will if you persist in " tearing it out " with your
" finger and thumb." Use the sharp fine point of your budding
knife, and cut the wood out in small pieces. Your vine leuvcs are

very much scorched "by the rays of the sun through bad glass."

The insect from the potatoes and bulbs is one of the milipcdes, but too

much crushed for us to determine the species.

Light Soil {X. Y.)—Your rosea " get weaker and smaller ;" your
7vhite lilins "spindle and die ;" and your «/(/j/c ^rcfs " increase very

little." All these facts'demonstrate that your soil is too light and dry.

You must improve its staple liy giving it heavy manurings of mixed
chalk, clay, and manure. In early spring open the ground over the

roots of your apple and rose trees, and at three inches from the sur-

face cover them with long mulchy stable dung, and then return the

earth over this. Watering in very dry weather will be very beneficial,

and the mulch will render its application less frequently needful.

Gladioli still Green {Ibid).—Leave these and the Pavnnia
tigridia until the frost has cut down their leaves ; then take their

bulbs up, dry gradually, and store in a dry place until February,
when they may be replanted. Turn your Kalmia lati/olia out of its

pot into the border. It is quite hardy.
Dorking Fowls (Joseph Richardson, Thome, Yorkshire).—Our

correspondent will be obliged by being informed where he can obtain
these fowls.

Cauliflowers (A. Z.).—We give directions from time to time as

necessary for cultivating these. Salt and Unic is a very good dre>ising

for ground on which cabbages are grown, but they require rich de-
composing manure besides.

Ferns (11''. Z(. Watson).—You may dry these between blotting-

paper like any other botanical specimens, but this is not within our
province.

Caupenteu's Physiological Botany [G,).—You can have this

separate from the other volumes.
Heating a Pit {J. B., Belper).—The mode of heating you pro-

pose is just one of the modifications of Polmuise, and nniy succeed
jirovided your house is not large, and you can attend to it yourself.

Mr. Fish has used the same principle as an auxiliary to other modes
of heating ; and some of his acquaintances have succeeded by such
means to their highest expectations ; but others have entirely failed,

imd not having had the opportunity to try it ourselves we should not
like to advise you definitely upon the subject. Of course, you will

have dampers for the chimney, and we should propose having the fire-

]>laee wider, that the fuel might rest on the side of the bars. Our
opinion, however, is, that if not at the first, yet a small hot-water
apparatus would be cheapest in the end. We saw a nice little boiler,

a short time since, cast with four llangesfor heating two small houses,

which, at a country foundry, cost only a guinea, and two or three

inch iron pipes are chcaj) enough. To avoid casting knees and bends
these parts might all consist of lead ; and, upon the whole, though
lint desirous of throw ing cold water ujion your plan, we should advise

you to take an estimate of both methods before committing yourself

to either.

Mawthorn Berries (II. H. H.).—The haws which you picked
up in the Derby Arboretum will grow if perfectly ripened,—mix
them with a little sand in a flower-pot saucer, and leave them ex-

posed to the wintry weather until next February ; then sow them in

drills, six inches apart, in a light soil, and bury them an inch below
the surface.

Sweepings ok Furnace-i'lues (J. D., Renfrewshire).—Sweep-
ings, such as the sample sent, consisting of much sand, a little

powdered chalk, and less soot, will do excellently for rendering your
stiff loam more friable. It might be used lor the same pur[iose to

the soil for carnations and verbenas.
P(KONY TuDERS (Ilmrif, a young guvd'tner).— These tubers,

which have no crown buils, will not grow at all. Why divide so
close ? An old stool can be separated into many plants.
Sweet-water Grape in Pots {Ibid). — It is very doubtful

whether your jdants of this gra])c will succeed in pots, but you can
try. The sweet-water is the worst of grapes for i)ot culture; the
fruit sets ho badly.
Seedling Ixias (G. G).—These have leaves, you say, two or three

inches high. They arc safe enough ; keep thciu in the box where
tlicy arc growing until tliey finisli their growth next fliay. Yuur
ilanunrnlus need may be «own next February.
Spent Bauk and Stahle Manure (.'I. T. B. I.—This mixture is

good for currants and gooseberries ; also, at the bottom of beds for

ilic hyacinth and narcissus ; hut the roots of the anemone and ranun-
culus heing fine, might be injured by it. As a general top dressing,

Jiiy tlie spent tan about an incli thick over your fiower borihrrs, and do
not dig it in untd the winter is over. IMiloxes will bear it three
inchi's deep.
Lophospmermum I^uttings (Ibid).—You need not repot these,

which arc rooted, until next March. Your Cineraria scedliniiii t-till

in their first pots will soon require others a size larger. We do not
know such a tree as Juniperus tainberliann. Perhaps you mean Cu-
pressus lambovtiann, which is now found to be the same as C. inacro-

varpn. If you do, it is quite hardy, and one of the handsomest of

evergreens.
Heating a Small GREENnousE (A constant Reader).—The

cheapest way for you, as "a labouring man," to keep the frost out of

vour small greenhouse, would be to have four three-gallon stone bot-

tles filled with boiling water, corked, and put into your greenhouse at

night and whenever necessary.

Forest Tree Seeds (J. M H., Gorey).—In an answer to another
correspondent to-day, you will find how to treat your haws. Acorns,

beeeh-mast, and ash-keys, require no particular treatment. They
only retjuire to be sown now in rows ; the acorns and beech-mast
about two inches deep, and the ash-keys one inch deep. They may
be sown cither where they are to remain or in nursery heds, Chiir-

coal is only useful to greenhouse plants used as drainage instead of

crocks, and a few pieces mixed up with the soil. It should be used in

lumps about the size of a nutmeg.
Pear Tree Over-vigorous (.4. A. Z.)-—Your tree produces

luxuriant shoots, and is still green with a few blossoms, when the

leaves of all others have fallen. Your pear case appears to be a case

of inveterate grossness. The more you get "gardening jobbers" to

close prune it, the more wood and the less fruit you will oljtain. Let
us advise you first to scaieh for tnu roots, which cut entirely away.

Next, apply a compost on the surface, which will coax and increase

surface-roots, and, as to pruning, we would thin out clean all the

very gross shoots of the past season, and tie down the remaining ones

all over the tree, without shortening them. You must give up crop-

ping for six feet on each side the tree for u while.

Bees (E. F.).—Unless the place your bees are now in be very

damp, let them remain where they are till the middle of February.

Had you to remove them three or four miles it might be done nuw
with safety, but removing them only fifty yards will, at all times, be
attended with some loss, perhaps, less in February than at the pre-

sent time, (Q. R. A'.).—You say that the bees you put into your
" tive-glass cottage hive" would not use the glasses. In all pro-

bability the swarm was a weak one, or a late one; see well to it

that they have at least eighteen pounds of honey in store at this time,

if not make them up to that weight immediately by feeding. If you
can, give thcin honey in the combs at the top of the hive, if not use

the feeder figured at 136, vol. l, of the Cottage Gardener. When
the stock is made to possess eighteen pounds of honey, shut up the

openings at top, and at the end of April put on the five-glasses, each
containing a small piece of H'//((ecomb, and a supply of honey will be

almost certain. (J. W .G.).—-Yuur bees ought to weigh eighteen

pounds, and the cottage hive is three pounds more, making in all

twenty-one pounds. If they do not weigh so much they will do you
no good. A cast may alwaysbe known by attaching itself to tho side of

the hive immediately upon being hived, which a swarm very seldom
does, but to the centre.

Error.—At p. 51, col. 2, line 11 from the bottom, propolis is said

to be bee-bread: this was not Mr. Payne's mistake. They are very

dilfercnt sul)stances. Bee-bread seems to be the pollen of (lowers,

but propolis is a resinous substance well described by the Rev. C. A. A.

Lloyd at p. 241 of our first volume.
C'aponizing (M. a., Maidstone).—This is a barbarous custom,

and its details unsuited for our columns. If you persist in re(|uiring

information, you will find it in Richardson's book on "The Domestic
Fowl," price one shilling.

Distinguishing Classes ok Roses (F. L.).—You ask, " How
can the classes of roses be distinguished from each other by their

wood, foliage, habit, &:c.?" and we'wish that we could give you this

information. At present, the classification of roses is in many re-

spects arbitrary ; and the classes arc so needlessly numerous, as to

defy the most intelligent floiists and rose-growers to give definite

characteristics of each. We hope, before long, to sec the classes

reduced to less than half their present number, and those wdiich are

retained marked by easily understood distinctive characters.

Tan I'OR Gardening Purposes {/(. H. jK.).—Whenever tan is

used as a manure it should be in a decomjtuscd state. We do not re-

commend any manure to be put upon the soil about to be i>iauteil

with potatoes. We tiiink that charred tan would do as well as charred

peat to mix with ])ig dung, tkc.

Laying Out Flower-bed (S. E. M., Haverfordwest).—Vcoplc
ditTer so widely about the shapes and laying out of fiower-bcds that

we have long since resolved never to give advice oji the subject. For

ourselves, we jtrefer circular or oval beds, and any with sharp points

and angles we particularly dislike, but we have no right to dictate on
matters of taste to others. To make the best of a few small fiower-

bcds they ought now to he planted with spring bulbs, and about the

beginning of next April to lie planted with the best kmds of autumn-
sown annuals, between the bulbs, to flower in IVIay, and then to be

planted with spring-sown annuals that will transjilant in June, or try

the more fashionable half hardy plants. Follow Mr. Beaton's notea

on this subject for more advice.

Names ov Plants (J. P. U. i^'.),—Your fiower is &. IlcUanthus,

and we believe it to be //. anf^ustifotius, or Narrow-leaved sunflower,

{r. G. /;.)—'I'he ymall tree, uf which you sent us a leaf and two seeil

vessels, is the Staphylea pivnata, or Bladder nut. It is a native of

lOngland, and in some countries its nuts are strung as beads by luunan

I'atholics to form their rosariea. The kernels, though bitter, are

eatcu in some coimtrics.
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SoMERViLLE (tuK, at llie Olllcc. 11/, Strand, in the Pariish of
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at least oue lialf ; iievertlieless the same result con-

tinueil, which makes mo now atti'ibutc it either to

mismauagement on my part, as before stated, or to

the ants with which we are pestered, who may pos-

sibly fracture the skin of the grapes, and thus the

moistui'e exuding may corrode the adjoining fruit, -:-

The greenhouse in which the vine grows is a lean-

to on the south side of the house, divided into two
compartments by a glass partition, one of which,

being tlio passage leading to the front door and con-

stantly open, except at night time and in very stormy
weather, has a continual draught through it ; the

other is closed everywhere except in front, which has
a set of swinging sashes to let in the air as required.

In the inner compartment there were three other

vines of the sweetwater kind. Now, as the Syrian

vine, from the extraordinary size and handsome ap-

pearance of the fruit, was an especial favourite, it

struck me that the produce might ho very materially

improved both in size and quality by carrying a

limb of it into the inner and warmer compartment.
For the purpose, therefore, of this experiment, I

turned out the adjoining vine, and conducted one of

the branches from the outer division to fill its place.

This was done the year before last. Last year, there-

fore, you may conceive my mortification when 1 found
almost all the fruit " fog off" in the middle, as I have
described. This year, however, has proved more
favourable for the trial, although, for some reason or

other, the fruit has not ripened so early by at least

six weeks as it usually does ; and singular to say, the

produce of that portion of the vine exposed to the

draught has proved better flavoured and ripened eai'-

lier than that in the warmer situation, although in

both cases it is much inferior to what it was before

the alteration of position; for although those you
have herewith aro of a tolerable size, they are not so

large by at least one-fourth as heretofore ; iu short,

they used to look more like damsons than grapes.

Now, as I should nnicli like to preserve the Iriiit, I

shall be obliged by some suggestion how to prevent
the rotting of the bunches, and also to know whether
it would not be judicious to replace tlie vine in its

original position.—M. X."

This is a very decided case of slianking, as the

gai-deuers call that disease of the grape-'sdne, which

is a gangrene and complete withering away of the

footstalks of the berries, or of the central footstalk of

the bunch. This, we have always thought, arises

from the temperature of the soil being too much
below that in which the branches are vegetating;

and, consequently, the supply of sap to tho grapes

is too much diminished, and the parts which thus

fail of support immediately begin to decay. This

consequence of a diminished sujqily of sap is always

apparent either in tho loaves, flower, or Iruit. The
disease, like every other putrefaction, does not ad-

vance rapidly unless there be much moisture in the

atmosphere. Shanking wo never knew to appear in

the grape if the roots of tho vine were within tho

liouse, wjiicli confirms our view; for when tlie roots

ai'e so situated they vegetate in a temperatm-e vary-

ing, as in a state of nature, according to that in

which the branches are bearing their leaves and
fruit. But when the roots are out.sido they must

• Ants never Injure fruit. Tliey visit the vine in search of insects,
or to feed on the grapes after they have bceonie diseased.

always be considerably colder and more sluggish than

they ought to be in proportion to the warmth within,

while the other parts of the vine are hastened forward.

The result of tlie experiment made by our corre-

spondent still furtlier sustains our opinion. The

bunches shanked when grown iu a cold greenhouse,

but they shanked much more on that branch intro-

duced into a warm one. In the latter the demand

for sap is even faster than in the colder structure.

In this, and in all similar cases, we would open

the ground over the roots of tho vine, and cut away

those which strike deep into the soil, and by making

the surface of the border rather more rich, and

covering the surface with warm fermenting dung

early in the sjiring, we would encourage the produc-

tion of roots nearer the surface. It is important in

grape growing, and indeed in all cultivation, to get

the roots into action before the buds begin to swell.

This can only be done economically, iu such cases

as the present, by keeping the roots near the surface.

Fermenting dung will then set them in motion in

early spring, and the warmth of the summer sun

will afterwards keep them sufficiently active. "We

recommend the branch to be withdrawn from the

warmer house, and the cooler portion to have its

temperature in early spring kept as low as con-

venient, that the root-action may be able to kecii

pace with, if not to precede, the development of the

buds. As the autumn comes on, with its chilly

nights, and whilst the bunches are ripening, we

should renew the coverings with long dung; re-

moving it during sunny days.

THE FRUIT-GAEDEN.
Planting FiunT-TREEs.—Having despatched for a

little while our business with imloor fruits as con-

corns the amateur, we turn now most willingly to

outdoor matters, which concern at once equally the

cottager and the amateur. Now, as these two classes

do not by any means comprise the whole of the readers

of this little periodical, and though wo sometimes

shoot too high for the one and too low for the other,

we do hope so to aim that all extreme points, as well

as the intermediate gi-ades, may one time or other be

hit by the remarks we oft'er.

The dull month of November reminds us that ]ier-

spiration, or, as our learned men term it, transpira-

tion, is at its lowest ebb, or nearly so ; and that such

is tlie period of which we take advantage, as being

most favourable to transjilanting processes.

We cannot now stay to speak of kinds; we have
b(>fore done so, and will again return to the subject

:

for the present it will be well to speak of general

arrangements for planting, and of the accessories ne-

cessary to a suceesful carrying out of such objects.

IJhainage.—All soils aro not stagnant; some, how-
ever, are too moist for the successful culture ol' fruit-

trees, and liere commences the fundamental ]u-inci]ile

of all good fruit-growing. Here it is, we consider

witli the agrieidturist, good gardening and good
farming at oiice recognise the same general basis to

all ulterior proceedings. This leads us to the consi-
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deration of ttie varied staple of various localities.

Some soils are too loose, too sandy ; others too adhe-

sive. Some are of a boggy or peaty comple.\ion, and
some of the character of upland moss soil. Again,
how much subsoils vary ; here we have stubborn
clays or marls, dry sands, wet or gouty sands, and
wet or dry gravels ; besides which, beneath some
soils there is a horizontal stratum of stone or otlier

imperishable material, of which that termed in some
parts of the country " fox bencli" is one of the worst.

When these things are duly considered, it will

become evident that the planter's business is one that

rcquu'es some thought ; some nice weighing of matters,

and a cautious mode of procedure under all circum-

stances. To say little about profit and loss—which
indeed are the main considerations with most people

after all—how great the disappointment to thousands
annually on being informed that their pet collection

of fruit-trees, establistied some four or five years pre-

viously, and about which such sanguine anticipations

were indulged in, can never be expected to succeed,

through errors in the constitution of the soil or otlier

evils. That such, however, is the case frequently, is

tolerably manifest both from facts which we yearly

witness, and as evidenced by the character of the

queries addressed to The Cottage Gardener. Let
us, therefore, once for all, jiersuade om- readers to

think well before they plant a new garden. Any one
certainly may plant a tree ; not every one, however,
can with certainty predict the result which must fol-

low, through a thorough practical knowledge of the

character of the soil and subsoil.

In concerting plans preparatory to planting fruit-

trees, a due regard should be had to the economical
bearing of the subject, for success does not always

imply great expense. In a great many cases a few
barrowsful of soil formed into a " station" (according

to plans we have formerly laid down, and will again

recur to shortly) will accomplish the end in view
equally as well as though as many cart-loads of com-
post had been introduced. And here we cannot but
remember the vast preparation and enormous expense
in making what were termed "borders" in our

younger days. It was no uncommon thing to see a

fine little pastiU'C field so robbed of its treasures

tluit its even appearance (to say nothing of loss iu

actual produce) was completely broken up. A " bor-

der " had to lie made ; this of course was considered

an all-important aflair. Sad, however, to relate,

nothing less than a four feet excavation coidd be
considered orthodox, for it must be admitted that our
prescriptive men of those days were somewhat noto-

rious for being rather imjiorative as to depth, and we
fear we may honestly add richness of compost.

Well, then, a border was formed which was capable

of producing many generations of cauliflowers, let-

tuce, and celery, with scarcely any signs of exhaus-

tion : it would also, in addition, produce abundance of

enormous twigs on tlie finely labelled trees. Fine
crops of fruit, however, the main object sought, did

not always reward the constructor of deep and rich

liorders. The trees would grow with magical rapidity,

uuiking what was termed " clean" wood ; not a spot

or a wriidilo to be found, and covering a vast space

(if walling in a couple or three years. By-and-by came
the sp\n-ring bacli to produce fruit-spurs, and then
it might soon bo discovered that fruit-spurs cannot
lie created by tlio pruner's knife : such may command
" breast-wood," but not blossom-buds. However, in

these cases there a])peared]no alternative, and so, with
the most determined resolution, the hero of the deep
and I'ich border would persist, year after year, in

spurring back, and paying the most scrupulous at-

tention to training the slioots neat and straight.

We have been led into these remarks by the neces-

sity which appears to us to exist for warning the

young or inexperienced horticulurist of the present

day against being led into such unnecessary expenses.

The character of the times we live in will, indeed, of

itself, soon pare down all works of supererogation:

Men now want a reason for matters of expenditure,

and it is an honour to the gardening profession that,

from their rapid progression of late, such can iu the

majority of cases be furnished.

We will shortly advert to the benefits and the
economy of forming " platforms " for fruit-trees, in

the constructioji of which but a very moderate amomit
of fresh or maiden soil will be requisite, as oiu' fun-

damental object will be to show that in a majority of

cases it is merely inorganic matters that are requisite,

and these arc comparatively inexpensive aflairs. In
the meantime let every attention be paid to thorough
drahaage, for although we woidd improve but Ihuited

spots or stations for the trees where gi-ound is of an
ungenial character, yet in draining it is better to

proceed on a bold plan at once, and thorough di-ain.

Niggardly and patch-work draining is the most ex-

pensive draining by far. We have known several

cases in our day in which patch-work drains, dictated

by a too rigid economy in the first outlay, had to be
superseded by a new scheme on a wider foundation.
Boggy or peaty soils require the most drainage ; it

is with much ditticulty such soils part with their

water in the first instance. As time and cultme
mellows them, they go on steadily improving, and
losing that elasticity, wdiich is a mere consequence
of possessing too mucli organic matter in an undc-
composed state. Letting out the water lets in the

au', that gi'aud ameliorator and corrector of acidity

in soils ; all this is as amply shown within the pre-

cincts of a flower-pot as in hundreds of acres, to

those who can carefully observe, and reason ou their

observations.

As to the best planting season, we prefer the early

autuuni months : indeed wo are now removing many
apple, pear, and plum-trees, of 10 or 12 feet in height,

and some .'30 feet iu circumference, without the least

fear or hesitation ; depending, as we do, on the period

and on the precautious taken. We may shortly give

a detail of the e.xact mode of procedure here practised.

Root Pruning.—At p. 28 we concluded our obser-

vations upon this subject as applicable to the Pear
and Apple, and wo wUl now consider the root pruning
of our other hardy fruits.

Root Phuning the Pluji.—Plums may in general

be managed without pruning by a finger-and-tbumb

stopping, for the gross shoots once jiuiched in May
or June, these trees are not so liable to produce
similar ones so late as the peach and nectarine.

Young trees, however, in a trained state are apt to

produce very strong shoots, and it is well to let them
have pretty much their own way for a couple of years,

when root pruning may be had recourse to, and this,

with finger-and-tbumb work during the next summer,
will in general cover them with spm'S.

Root Phuxing the Peach and Nectarine.—Root
pruning should not be practised with these after they

have once got into a bearing state, even if a season

of total barrenness ensues. As before observed, the

peach is not a long-lived tree under ordinary circiun-

stances, and is very impatient of a fret when of some
age. Indeed, with auytliing like good management
peaches will not want root pruning more than once,

and this only in extreme cases. Great care sliould
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be taken to leave uo Imiises on the roots, and we in-

variably prune to a bunch of fibres, for fear that in
cutting a naked portion gangrene might ensue,
tlu'ougli a part of the root dying back.
Root PKUNiNa the Cherry.—It is seldom that

this jirocess is required witli this tree. In the larger,

grosser-wooded, and large-leaved section, however, it

will bo needed, as they are ratlier unmanageable
characters to dwarf This, we suppose, has led Mr.
Bivers to try the Mahaleb as a stock. He is ibr

beginning with the root, and a very proper idea too,

but we do not know how far he has succeeded.* The
Morellos, the Kentish, and the Dukes, can scarcely
ever need it, unless under very bad management;
we therefore need say little more about this family.
Root Pruning the Apricot.—Overgrown young

trees of the apricot may be root pruned with advan-
tage ; the operation should not, however, be carried
to an extreme, for, like the peach and nectarine, their

power of rallying again is not so great as the apple
and the pear.

Having now gone over the principal fruits, we
must close the root pruning question for a little

«I)ile in order to make way for various matters which
wi\l soon begin to press. Any peculiar cases winch
may occur can be answered in the way of queries

;

and we must here join our friend and coadjutor, Mr.
IBeaton, in requesting that such be couched in few
M'ords : tliis is the way to get at the pith of the aflPair.

Besides, queries of an ingenious character will hit at
principles—not mere rules.

Root-pruning Rule.—It wUl be asked by some of
our amateur friends how far they must "cut away
from the stems of the apples, pears, peaches, &c. If
we could at once answer this question we should feel

exceedingly clever, and on the least consideration of
the case it will be obvious that the extent of root
pruning must be ever dependent on the amount of
luxuriance of the tree iu question, combined with
the extent of its vital powers. We will, however,
endeavour to convey an idea. We would throw all

our fruit-trees into two classes as to root pruning
aflaii-s, and these we would term the luxuriant and
the e.i-ci'issifeh/ luxuriant. Taking it for granted that
a tree generally throws out fibres or roots as far as
the bi-anches extend, we would say form an ideal
circle to that distance. Tlris done, divide such circle

into three divisions or subordinate circles. For the
first class, then, or " the luxm-iant," cut away onc-
Ihird—of course the outer one ; and for the second
class, or " excessively luxuriant," cut away at least
hall' of the second circle as well. We now sjieak
with reference to the apple; for the pear a greater
amoiuit of severity may be jtractised on the one hand,
and on the other the severity may decline according
to tlic order in which we. jilaced them.
Wo do notclaim any infallibility in such an attempt

at precision. We hope the good sense of our readers
will tcai'b them to modify such dry rules by making
themselves still better acquainted with the laws which
govern the vegetable kingdom. E. Eriungion.

THE FLOWER-GARDEN,
Hardy Autumnal Flowers.—We resume the notes

on very lato autumnal flower-garden plants. Siccet
ahjmim is just as full and as guy as it was at the

* We have some clicrrlcs on tlic Mahaleb from Wr. Rivers. They
are divurf hushes, and hear well.—Kd, C. C.

beginning of last June, also as highly-scented as at

any period during the season. The scent of this old
annual is overpowering to many people. Being a clear

white flower, and covering its own foliage, it is one of

the most accommodating edgings we have—as pure
white will associate witli ahuost any other colour.

There is a variegated form of this plant which is still

richer as an edging, but as it must be kept by cut-

tings, and have the shelter of a cold frame in hard
frosty weather, it cannot be so universally used as

the other, which will preserve itself from year to year
by self-sown seeds ; and if the seedlings are planted in

little patches six inches apart, and nine or ten inches
from the edge of a bed or border, it is all that is

necessary for the whole season, and they will answer
very well if planted any time before the end of May.
Neja (jraciVis is one of those genteel weeds which we
grow in large flower-gardens for some peculiaritj' or

other. It is grown here for its late flowering, and to

suit very small beds, for which its neat habit of

growth is well suited, and it does not ri^e above ten
or twelve inches high. It is a hardy greenhouse
or frame plant, with yellow daisy-looking flowers,

from Mexico about twenty years since—strikes freely

from cuttings in the spring, and the plants thus raised

flower the following autumn. It is very suitable to

those who make use of annuals in May, as it will

come iu time enough after the early annuals are over,

and, if certain beds were set apart for particular eo-

lom's, this should follow the Splieiiogijne speciosa, the

gaj'est of tlie low yellow annuals. Liqiiiuis Hart-
vegii is nearly as much in bloom as at any time
through the season. It is by far the best of all the

lupins for a large bed, but it is not suited for a small

one, as it wiU grow a yard high; it bears the knife,

however, and may be kept lower than is natural to it.

The flower-spikes ought to be cut off as soon as one-
third of the bottom flowers fade. If it is allowed to

ripen a -pod of seeds the plants will look rubbishy
for the rest of the season. The seeds should be sown
as early as March, and on a slight hotbed if possible,

but it will do on a warm south border, and to be
transplanted any time about the end of iMay.

f-talvki fuhjcns.—These red salvias have been very
lazy this season with me, not flowering till late iu

August; but they have nuule up for this in October.

I never saw them finer than they are now, that is

on the last day of October. There arc two forms of

it, the old green-leaved one and a variegated leaved ;

the height and flowers are the same in both, but the

variegated one makes the best bed. They are only

adapted for largo beds. The blue snlria jmieiis is

still as fine as ever; this, also, is only fit for large

masses, and the white variety of it is also in good
bloom just now. There is no mistake about this

being a fine thing, and just such as we wanted for a
long time, for wc have had nothing good for a tall

white bedder. I have only two plants of tliis white
salvia, as, to tell the trutli, I have so often burnt
my lingers with novelties in this line that I was
rather shy about recommending a large bat(di of it

to be brought in last spring, wliich 1 now regret, as

the jihmt docs not propagate well but iu the spring.

Salvia chidiKnJri/oiilcs is also a very useful blue bed-

der, now in full bloom, and has been all the s(uison
;

it is all but hardy, and is well suited for small beds
and for edging round the salvia patens. In the

early part of summer this salvia ought to bo pegged
down to the ground, as is often done with the S.

patens and other ]ilants. Sidvia jiriincUohles is

another blue one, very dwarf, but only suited for

patching a mixed border, and it likes a low, daniji.
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shaded situation ; it has been in full bloom here

siiiee the end of May.
Oi ccdreolarias tliere are five kinds of yellow ones

in good bloom yet. and two reddish lirown ones, one
of them being the Kentish Hero. Vismsis.iiina

will do no good on our soil, and is tlie only calueo-

lariii. that does not. Where it answers there is none
better for a large bed; what I use instead of it—that

is, in large beds—is one called con/mliosa, and I

believe a wild species, or at all events the first or

second cross from a wild slmibby one. Those who
attended the duly exhibitions of the London Horti-

cultural Society would have seen splendid masses of

this calceolaria at the Didve of l->evoiishire's gardens
at Chiswick. The ne.Kt best yellow one to this is the

camparatively new one called iiinjih-.fUriidis. Most
of the ladies call tliis the best bedding calceolaria we
liave. It is, indeed, a most beaiuihd tinng i'or a bed,

and the most sulphur-coloured iu the wliole family

The secret of its being so much admired, however, is

the softness of its foliage, and the close habit of its

grow'th. It is also the poor man's bedding calceo-

l.'iria, as, if lie keeps but one ]dant of it over the

winter, it will furnish him with stock enough to plant

a good sized bed in a few weeks in the spring by
cuttings, whicli root as fast as those of the verbenas.

There is anotlicr one called hmjU, a dwarf sort, with

orange yellow blossoms, a fine thing for a pot and
bed. This and corymbosa, with the KeiitisI] Hero,
are excellent plants to remove frona the tiower-heds

into pots in October for tloweriiig iu the greenhouse
or in cool rooms, but heat at this season is very dis-

agreeable to them. Although viscosissima refuses to

grow with me here, it is also a good one to pot for

the same purpose.

Pitidiiia. — ( >ur stock of these has just done
blooming, except three sorts: Dei'nniensis. the best

jiurple one for a large bed, with the eye tilled up by
the transformation of a couple of the stamens into

suutU petals ; SJinihlaud ivf, the best of that colour,

and with a wliite eye; and Laltei's hinjc white, also

a very good one for a large bed; but a dwarf white
petunia for small beds is still a desideratum. We
have given up bedding any petunias but those of

very distinct colours ; hut some of the mottled ones
make pretty masses, only tlicy are out of fashion iu

ilower-gardens.

h'carlct Geraniums.—ilauy of these were just in

their prime at tlie end of the month, but tliey arc so

numerous tliat 1 cannot notice one half of those we
cultivate for various purposes ; besides, it is really of

very little use to give a selected list of them at any
time, because they are mucli influenced by soil and
locality. Those that look splendid in one place may
oidy be third-rate iu another situation. There is a

dwarf one, called Tom Thundj, which is one of tlie

very best in the vicinity of London and otlier places,

but here it is only third-rate. T'lie old I''io[/ni(iro

scarlet has had more extended cultivation than a,ny

otlier variety, a proof that it is not so capricious

about soil as many of them. It woidd only look

respectable here with one-half the bed of rotten

manure, and so with many others ; hence the reason

why so many gardeners took to raising seedlings of

this class ; and it has been known to us for years

that out of a number of seedlings raised at one
place, some of them would do better in that soil than
anywhere else. Tiie strong one called iShritbhiiid

scarlet, does bettor in beds here tliau I ever saw it

elsewhere ; but at Sion House, and one or two other

places near London, they grow it larger in pots tlian

i have been able to do. Mr. Smith, of Dalston, who

rents his nursery-ground of Sir W. Middletou, sent

this plant first into the trade by the name of Smith's
Emperor, or Siqierh, I forget whicli. One peculiarity

of it is, that it will reproduce itself invariably from
seeds, except in the texture of the leaf and that

sports into tliree forms, one of them being a slightly

marked horse-shoe. ( hi this slight foundation three

other names have lately beon reared, so that tlie old
" Shrublaud Scarlet" may now be h,ad under five

distinct names. I liave a great-grandson from it,

called Punch, and in our soil is the finest of all the

thousands that we have tried ; and, what is singular
' enough, it also comes true from seeds; but it is one

of the capricious ones, for in many situations it is

only tliird-rate. I once counted l?-'! flowers in one
truss ol' PttncJi ; and 150 is the common run with us

Our stock of this one variety is about five thousand
plants, and yet it will not answer to he grown on
Harry Moor's plan. For this mode of treatment we
use 'Tom Thumb MiAJmli : the hitler is a mere trifle

as to the size of its truss of flowers, but the trusses

are so thickly produced as to hide all the leaves ; be-

sides, it is a great favourite with tlie ladies, owing to

its peculiar shade of colour, being what they terra

"a true geranium colour;" that is, a shade between

a scarlet and rose, liy this time "Punch and Judi"
must be in every county in the three kingdoms, for

almost all the visitors to these gardens for the last

five years took away cuttings of them. But of all the

varieties of geraniums, scarlet or otherwise, the old

Golden Chain is the most fickle ; I can trace it back

full sixty years, and although every one who lias seen

it iu a flourishing state would wish to possess it, one

can hardly meet with it anywhere. I knew it do re-

markably well in one place in the north of Scotland,

five and twenty years since. I tried it in vain in the

west of England and other places, but here it "grows
like a weed." In the London nurseries and gardens

it will hardly hold a leaf 1 sent it to the llorticub

tural Society, and to several of the nurserymen long

since, to Mr. Appleby's employers among the rest,

and I doubt if a score of them could yet he bought
in that quarter. It has created more interest here

amongst visitors than all the other plants we grow
put together, and after all it only produces nine or

ten little trumpery scarlet blo.ssoms on a truss. The
beauty of the golden variegated leaves is what is so

much admired. After the scarlet gerauiums, the next

best of the tribe for large beds is a. light jiiiik one

called The Salmon. T'liis might be called tlie poor

man's bedder, as it is the easiest of the race to jire-

serve through the winter, will grow well in any soil

or situation, and is the easiest of tliem to manage
through the summer. Another recoinmendatiou of

it is, th.it it does not .seed if left to itself I have

been obliged to discard some good seedlings owing
to their bad habit of constantly producing seeds, and

that feature is the greatest fault with many of the

best sorts in cultivation. I have a fine cross seed-

ling from this Salmon, called Cherri/-check, a great

favourite with ladies, but unfortunately it is a shy

bloouier, and 1 can only recommend it lor a breeder.

The truss is good, the form of the flower is also

good, and llie colour is novel, and is very much
admired. It will come in as the fourth shade in

a bed planted on the principle of shading, or say

the White Horse-shne first, Lucia, rosea second. Lilac

noseijai/ tlnrd, and Cherrij-chcch fourth. 'J'he next

shade is that of Jinli, but unfortunately our Judi is a

damjiij, and would be overtojiped by either tlie lilac

nosegay or cherry-cheek, and OoinpartHin is far too

red for this row, altliougli it would come iu very
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well iu the sixth row, beiug the next shade to the

scarlet, and of them two move shades, the orange

scarlet aud dark scarlet, would finish the bed.

D. Beatox.

GEEENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

Chrysantheml-m iNDicDjr..—The Chinese chiysau-

themuras have been cultivated for the best part of a

century in this country, having been introduced be-

tween 17U0 and 1770. The generic, or family, name
is composed of chnjsos, gold, and anthemon, a flower,

as many of the first imported ones were yellow in

colour, which is also the case with a considerable

number of the hardier types of the genus. Great
improvements, however, have been effected since the

plentiful introduction of hybridized varieties, tliough

even some of the older kinds are very beautiful, either

in the open air or grown against a wall. After beiug

for years comparatively neglected they have tor some
time been receiving the attention they so richly de-

serve. As autumn flowers, for herbaceous grounds,

shrubberies, walls, and conservatories, they stand un-

rivalled ami alone ; and, what is a gi-eat commenda-
tion, they are so cheap, because so easily propagated,

that they come within the reach of every possessor

of a garden, however limited his means. I have
known individuals who gi'eatly prized certain plants,

annually destroying that portion which they did not

want for themselves, in order that, if possible, no one
else should possess them : their cliief enjoyment
seeming to consist in their ability to say, " I have got

such and such things which you neitlier liavo nor can
obtain I" With all the benefits residting from pro-

vincial horticultural societies, they ha.vc in some cases

tended to promote such a narrow-minded, jealous

feeling, at variance with that open-hearted and open-

handed kind neighbourship which generally distin-

guishes the artistes ofthe garden. Here all such narrow-
minded folks must find themselves in a fix ; the ease

with which oiu' present favom'ites ai'e to be procured
will make the contest, if contest there is to be, consist

in superiority of culture, and not in the possession of

novelties and rarities. Merely to keep tlie plants,

nothing will require less trouble than chrysanthe-

mums, but nothing will better repay carefid atten-

tion. In the one case, you may have diminutive
flowers sticking at the points of slender, naked shoots;

in the other, you will have large flowers upon shoots

furnished with luxuriant foliage to the surface of the

soil.

At the present time the attending to the plants
for the sake of the flowers is the principal thing, as

uoii' it is too late to rectily errors iu tlieir previous

culture. Jf the drainage is all right, and the soil is

lumpy and open, they will not only require plenty of

water, but they will like it all the better if, after soot,

or guano, or cowduug, has been soaked iu it, you
comnninicate it to the roots, so sparkling, frothing,

aiid richly amber-coloured, that our good IViends, the
teetotallers, observing your operations, and mistak-
ing your liijuid for trijile X ale, would cluickle. and,
iiunginiug the day was all their own, pat you kindly
on the shoulder, aud tell you the stiijf at any rate was
liettcr for plants than for men, in which proposition,

wlialcver be your jjecidiar views, you will, no doubt,
heartily agree.

We have in our time tried almost every method for

growing these plants, in beds, in borders, and in pots,

for the ornamenting of the greenhouse or window.

For the latter purpose, we have taken some of the

smaller plants of the previous year's growth, furnislied

with a sliort stem free from suckers, as Mr. Beaton
recommends for hardy shrubs, cut it down in March
to the lowest buds, shook the earth from the roots,

potted it afresh and successively until it filled a large

pot, and made a noble specimen ; or we have taken

suckers, or, what we rather prefer, cuttings at the same
period, and grown them on until they were as good

as the other ; and then, again, we liave put a fresh

lot of cuttings in in May, shifted them successively

into smaller, and finally into six-inch pots, stopping

them repeatedly, so as to make them bushy, but never

after the beginning of July ; and then, to obtain small

plants, layered the points of the shoots of those grown

in the open air, in small pots, in the beginning ot Sep-

tember, filled with light soil ; not by tongueing beneath

a joint iu the usual way, as the shoot is very brittle

and apt to break if much bent; nor yet by merely

twisting the shoot, as by this process the roots are

longer in being emitted; but by putting a sharp-

pointed penknife through the centre of tlie shoot, and

moving it upwards or downwards for a coiq:ile of

inches^ and then keeping the two sides separate by the

insertion of a chip of wood iu the centre of the open-

ing, and then roots will form freely from the slit sides

when covered with moist soil. By the first method,

plants may be obtained from four to six feet iu height

;

by the second, from eighteen inches to two feet ; aud

by the third, from six inches to a foot. It is custom-

ary to turn out the two first lots, as soon as they are

struck, into beds prepared for them—mucli in tb e same
way as Mr. Barnes would advise forprickiug outyoung
celery plants, only provided with more depth of soil,

—where they are to be gi'own during the summer,
watered, their roots cut, and transferred to pots in the

autvunu ; but, though tlie system answers very well, I

prefer keeping them in pots (if pots can be got) all

the time, plunging them during the pot months, but

preventing the roots getting out at the bottom, and

setting them on a hard bottom full in the sun by the

middle of August, to ripen the wood and set tlie buds,

never ajlowing them to flag for want of water. By
having the three sizes of plants you will be enabled

to make a more gorgeous display than by propagat-

ing all at one time ; and by arranging them in groiqis

according to their size and colour the efl'ect will be

very striking. This season I have got none but those

propagated iu May, and though they are well supplied

with bud and flower, they will not possess the same
massive efteot as formerly. I generally use them nuw

for filling large vases in a glass corridor, without arti-

ficial heat. AVhou well rooted the plants can be taken

out of tlie pots without ever seeming to feel it; a row

of small layered plants were placed round the out-

side, inside of that a row from six-inch pots, the ball

squeezed firmly together, and inside of that a largo

plant from an eight or twelve-inch pot If there is

not room for sinking such a plant, after planting Die

olliers in light rich soil we frequently set the pot on

the surface, and, when covered with moss, it is con-

cealed by the stems of the plants turned out, and by

this means each vase used to exbiliit a dense mass of

bloom Irom tlie base to the summit of the plants, a

result that cannot he cll'ected willi ehrysantliemums

by any other means that I am aware of 'I'liose who
have not vases may produce a similar efl'ect by turn-

ing several small plants into large pots ; and one

advantage will be tliat they will save watering to a

considerable extent. Taste difiers; we prefer lill'iig a

vase or pot with one kind.

Those wlio intciuT forming a collection cannot do
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better than place themselves in tlie hands of one of

the respectable nurserymen who grow them lai-gely.

If convenient, you would enjoy a treat by choosing

yourself wlu^u the plants are i\dly in bloom. As a

guide, fi.K chiefly on those whose outline is circular

;

petals broad, even, well rounded at the points ; centre

well elevated, well filled with petals, without show-

ing confusion; disk or centre completely covered, not

exposed as in semi-double flowers ; but many of the

quilled and reflexed varieties, though not agreeing

with this description, are extremely beautiful and
desirable. For those who cannot choose for them-
selves, the following list, we think, would meet then'

approbation :
— Adventure, brigh.t yellow ; Annie

Salter, paler yellov/ ; Argo, yoUow ; Bride, blush,

largo; Brunette, bronze ; Bijou, white tipped, small

but pretty ; Campestroni, flue pur])le ; Celestial,

blush; Chancellor, shaded vv'hite, quilled; David,
yellow; Demosthenes, bronze and bufl'; Defiance,

white; Due de Conigliano, pinkish brown ; Elvu'a,

yellowish pink ; General Morceaux, dark buff; Gou-
vain St. Cyr, buff orange ; General Laborde, lilac

;

Harrison's Queen Victoria, pink ; Incomparable,
bufl'; Insignis, lilac ; Julius Citsar, didl red ; Louis
Philippe, pink ; Madame Saltier, rosy red ; Minerva,
quilled, bulf, large, and flue ; Madame Pompadour,
light lilac; Marie Antoinette, salmon and fawn;
Orion, creamy white ; Perfection, lilac ; Phidias, rosy

red ; Princess !Marie, rose, splendid ; Queen, earlier

than the last, not so good, but fine ;
Queen of Yel-

lows, fine
; Queen of Gipsies, dark copper; Rigol-

Ictte, salmon buft'; Reine des Bacchanals, red and
orange; Sappho, red butt'; Sultana, dark rose; Sal-

ter's Queen Victoria, lilac and white ; Temple of

Solomon, yellow; Vulcan, dull crimson; Victoiy,

whitish.

Most of tlie above will also answer admirably
for training against palings, and the walls, or win-

dow-sides of a cottage ; only at this season the flow-

ers should be protected from wet and frost, and in

large towns from smoke. W^e have never seen these

flowers to better advantage than in Loudon and its

vicinity, as they seem to be careless of the smoky
niusance ; but in a foggy day the flowers will be all

tinged with soot imless protected. To secure flue

specimens against walls, the suckers from the old

stools should bo well thinned out, the shoots neatly

trained, and the roots well supplied with rotten ma-
nure and water. H' the object is to obtain splendid

clusters of flowers at the ends of the shoots, all the

side shoots should be nipped out from the axils of

the leaves, until within a foot of the top or point.

When a mass of flower, rather than tine individual

blossoms, was the object, we have stopped the shoots

by nipping out the points in the beginning of .Juno,

and the second formed leader again in July, by which
means the side shoots were encouraged to bloom
nearly over the plant, but of course the flowers were
much smaller than when produced at the points only.

For herbaceous beds and shrubberies the flowers

must only be encouraged at the points of the slioots;

the more rotten manure the plants receive, and the

better the shoots are trained, the better will they bear
flowers : unless in warm places the hardier varieties

only answer best for this purpose. I'or groujning in

flower-beds, to be planted after the summer flowers

have gone, the plants slioidd be propagated in April,

and transferred to prepared beds in the reserve gar-

den, there to grow until wanted, from whence they may
be removed, with good balls, in a dwarf state. For
this puriiosi?, as well as for tlio o]ien ground generally,

the following will answer well, even in rather cold, ex-

posed siuatious :—Lucidum, white ; Surprise, white ;

Princess Marie, rosy ; Queen, rose : Pajier White,
Tasselled Yellow, Golden Y'ellow, Golden Lotus, Su-

perb Clustered Yellow, Park's Small Yellow, Tasselled

White, Early Crimson, Splendid Light Purple, Starry

Purple, Curled LUac, &c. Unless, however, in old

fasliioned gardens, or where the grouping of chrysan-

themums is practised, you will find some difficulty in

obtaining many of the latter, as they are aU consi-

dered out of date, though very beautiful. Thinldng
of again grouping the hardier kinds out of doors, I

found it would bo very dLfiici.rlt to get them, and, for

the present, gave it upi. E. Fisii.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.

EXOTIC ORCHIDACE.E.
TiiEKE are, as we observed last week, two or three

other necessary things to complete the furniture of

the orchid house. We shall describe them as we
promised this week, and then the tyTo will be ready

for our second head, viz., the various ways of culti-

vating the orchids.

Pots.—Various are the shapes and sizes of pots

used for orchids. Some are nearly cylindrical, with

holes not only at the bottom, but also all roimd the

sides; others have long slits up the sides. Some
we have seen, for hanging up with Stanhopeas, or

Aeridca, made half globular, and pierced with lioles,

to allow the flower stems of Stanhopeas, and the

roots of the others, to penetrate through. All these

forms will answer pretty well where there are no
cockroaches or woodlice to creep in at the holes, and
secrete themselves during the day ; but, on that

account, we strongly object to all such fantastical

pots. Tlic kind we use and prefer may be described

as a shallow, wide pot, the j)roportions of which are

as two, three, and five: that is, two inches wide at

the bottom, three inches deep, and five inches wide

at the top, all inside measure. Larger ]iots to be in

the same proportions. Small ones need only have

one hole at the bottom, but it should be larger than

those generally made. For the two-inch-wide pots

at the bottom, the hole ought to be three-quarters of

ail inch in diameter, the great object being to allow

the escape of water quickly. Larger pots must have

three holes, each of the same diameter. Hard-burnt

ones must be avoided for these plants, as well as for

any other. The reason why we prefer these wide,

shallow pots is, that the roots of orchids are, gene-

rally speaking, either on the surface or very near it;

besides, a larger proportionate surface is exposed to

the benefit of air and moisture, both of which are

beneficial to the roots of an epiphyte. Terrestrial

orchids, whose roots descend deeper, will be better

in the ordinary-shaped pot. We hope shortly to

give a list of these two classes separately, so that our

readers may know how to distinguish them, the cul-

ture of each class being very ditt'ereut.

B.\sKETs.—Various materials and forms have been
used in this necessary article. The first probably

was made of common iron wire, painted green, and
the form round, deep, and with a flat bottom. This

material is almost entii'ely disused, for, although the

paint for a time prevented them from rusting, the

great moisture and heat soon decomposed the paint,

and then the wire became oxydized or rusty, and is

then very injurious to the roots, as well as being

unsightly. Those made with copper wire are much
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better, lasting longer, and are not so injurious to tlie

plants. The only objection we know of is the ex-

pense. Where that is no consideration, we slioiild

have uo great objection to their adoption. Baskets

have also been made of earthenware; but, if there

was no other objection, their great weight would be

sufficient to set them aside as bad. We have tried

all these, and have come to the conclusion that

baskets made of wooden rods are the best for this

purpose. We mentioned before that the most orna-

mental are made of the corrugated or rough-barked

maple rods ; but, as these are not always to be mot
with, hazel rods may be used, and make e.\cellent

baskets. The way we make them is simple enough.

First the rods are procured, and sawn into proper

lengths. The smallest we use are about the thick-

ness of a man's middle finger. With this size, tlie

smallest baskets are made. These are seven inches

wide, and three rods deep. In this size, small Staii-

hopeas, and small plants of Acrides, Succokihimns,

Vaiidas, G'onijoras, &o. are grown. Eor larger plants,

larger baskets are made, and thicker rods used. The
largest we ever had occasion to make was for a tine

plant of Aeiitks odorata. This jdant is four feet

liigh, and two and a-half feet through. The rods

used for it are nearly as thick as a moderate-sized

man's wrist. The basket is two feet sijuare, which is

the shape we prefer, as being the most simple and

easiest made. When the rods are sawn into lengtiis,

the ends are pared smooth with a knife ; then small

holes are bored through each, one at each end, as

near it as possible without splitting. The instru-

ment used to bore the holes with is a very small

steel rod, about six inches long, with a wooden
handle ; it is filed to a point at the end intended to

bore the hole with. We find it convenient to have

two or three, for a reason we shall state presently.

jVfter a certain number of rods are cut and smooth-

eued, they are taken to a place where tlierc is a

small, clear, red fire ; the sharp end of one of the

borers is put into it about one inch. As soon as

that is red hot, the other is put in, the heated one

drawn and thrust into the rod very near the end,

and held there as long as it continues to burn its

way without much pressure. II' too nuich force is

used, the wood will be apt to split. As soon, there-

fore, as the instrument ceases to burn its way
through, it is replaced in the fire. Tlie other by

this time will bo red hot also ; this is then taken out

of the iii-e, and applied to the hole. This operation

is thus performed with each bore alternately till tlie

hole is made through the rod. The description of

this operation takes up considerably more time than

the ojicration itself It is quickly and easily done, as

any of our readers may prove on trial. After as

many rods are bored as may be wanted at one time,

the next thing is to put them together. The articles

necessary for this arc some copper wire and a few

ilat-headed copjier nails. Each basket will require

four lengths of wire, the length of eaeli to be in jiro-

])ortion to the! size of the basket tliey arc intended

for. They should be long enough to meet at least

eight inches above the top of the smaller-sized

baskets, and from a foot to eighteen inches above
the larger ones. At the end of each piece of wire

make a loop so large that it will not draw througli

the holes ; then lay tlie lirst two rods, and upon
them, for the smallest basket, lay three otliers; nail

these throe to tlio two outside rods, thus forming a

sort of raft, to use a nautical term for want of a

better; turn this over, and underneath it put two

other rods, to lorui the other two sides of the basket;

then draw tlio four pieces of wire through the holes
at each corner, the looped end being umlerneath.
Continue to lay a paii- of rods alternately, drawing
the wire through each till the basketj is of the re-

quired depth. The smallest size, three rods deep :

the two next, four deep, and so on. When that is

done, make four small pointed pegs, and drive them
into each hole at the four corners. This will fasten

the rods in their places, and prevent them from ever
starting upwards; then draw the wires together at

the top, twisting each pair over each other, and
fasten them with a piece of fine wire. Your basket
is now complete, and ready for use. The making of

these will be a jileasant occupation to the amateur,
and may be done at a)]y time, to be ready whenever
he may jirocurc the ])lants, or those already in his

possession may require new ones. Some may object

to these baskets, because, beiug made of liazel rods,

they may soou decay. To this we reply, that we
have had experience that they will hist long enough :

for, by the time they are completely rotten, the plants

will, if properly managed anil well grown, be large

enough to require new ones, aiul the old ones being
so I'otten, they can be the more easily broken up
without injuring the plants, as they certainly woidd
if the baskets were made of more imperishable ma-
terials. While we are up)on this subject we will

mention that we have seen some very neat baskets

made of the bamVioo canes ; and when they can be
procured cheap enough, we certainly do recommend
our readers to make their baskets of this light, ele-

gant material. We have also seen baskets made of

crooked pieces of small, peeled branches of oak.

These, when neatly made, on account of their rustic

appearariee, are very suitable for the purpose. We
have particularised these various materials because,

in various parts of the country, some one or otiier

may be more easily procured at a cheaper rate than

the next. To the enthusiastic admirer of these

plants, every little circumstance that bears upon his

favourite pursuit will be interesting, and, wo have
no doubt, useful, though our directions may appear
to such of our readers as take no interest in orchid

culture somewhat tedious, and too minute.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
The r.^NSY.—Perhaps there is no florist (lower

that pleases the uninitiated so much as this flower.

It is a great favourite with us, and we are always
glad to see it, whether grown in a tirst-rate style, or

simply planted out in the cottager's flower border,

and left to bloom as it pleases. In every way it is

pleasing, llowering from April to October, if judi-

ciously managed. Of uo othei' florist flower can we
say tlie same, if we except the rose, and this exceji-

tion must bo considerably qualified, as the same
kind of rose does not bhiom all the season. The cul-

tiu'c of tlie pansy iu this month is to place all the

very choice scarce kinds under shelter. The best

way to do this is to jiut the plants into pots li inches

diameter, and place them in a cold frame, brick pit,

or even turf pit. In any of these shelters they will

do well. Give them a very moderate supply of

water, jiick olf every day all decaying leaves, and
keep a keen look out for snails and slugs, For more
plentiful IU- more common kinds, the jirojier culture

is to plant them out iu beds of light rich earth, in

an open part of the garden. The j)aHsy will not

thrive well in the shade. 'That is a point that every

practical Uorist, we arc quite sure, will agree to.

'This ojieration oi' planting may be done now, but
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great cave must be taken to press the earth flrml^' to

each plant, or the frost, it earlj' and severe, will

throw them out of the ground. Tliis may seem
somewliat curious to those wlio have not witnessed
the efl'ect of fi-ost, but it is nevertheless perfectly

true. A thin stratum of spent tanner's bark will in

a gi'eat measru'e prevent this not-to-be-desired oc-

currence. Old plants of pansies—that is, such as

have been blooming almost till now—are scarcely

worth preserving, unless it happens to be a good,

scarce 1;ind. In such a case, we should take up the

plant, divide it oarefidly, preserving a portion of tlio

root to each division, put them in pots, and keep
them under shelter till spring. AVe have a list by
us of nine kinds of pjansies that we observed at a

place near Edinburgh, but time and space jirevents

us inserting it this week. They were the best

]>ansies we ever saw, and during a long journey of

nearly three months, when we were constantly on
tlie look out for good new things, that is saying a
good deal in their favour. We shall give them tiieir

names and description next week if possible.

T. Applebv.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
AspAR.iGus.—Wliere good plants are plentiful they

may be forked out carefully in succession for forcing.

At first, as previously directed, the bottom heat
should be moderate, for the goodness and abundance
of tlie crop depend much on tliis provision. The
open ground plantations should at once have a hberal
application of )'icli manure, if not already done. Fork
it in, leave the surface rough, and the winter rains
will wash down the fertilising matters of the maum'e
to the roots of the plants, and the frost will mellow
the surface of the soil.

Cabbage.—Those who have plants of esteemed
varieties should look them over, and select for pro-

ducing seed those which head the soonest and are
tlie handsomest shaped. Place them where they are

intended to stand for seeding.

OoLEwoBTs.—Those which are forward and are

forming their hearts may be taken up advantage-
ously and laid in by the heels in any sheltered cor
ner, to be protected diuing severe frost. The ground
thus cleared may be manured, trenched, and i^ast

into rough ridges, to be well forked about during
Jrosty mornings.

Cabbages.—Large varieties with hard hearts may
be pulled up and stored, by hanging them up in any
dry outhouse or cellar, where they will keep for a
considerable time in good condition. This prevents
the waste by bursting and rotting, if they are left in

the groiuid, at this season of the year, when frosts

and wet jirevail. Savoijs, early headed, may be
treated in tlio same manner.

C.\iT[,TFLowERS and Bkocoli now forming heads
should be diligently watched, and all not required
for immediate use hung root upwards in a dry shed
for winter store.

Celery should now be carefully earthed up during
fine dry afternoons, or much disappointment may
arise from its becoming cankered and rotten. The
late ])lantod celery should be kept clear of suckers,
and tlio surface about it be kept loose by frequent
stirring.

lUiuBARB.—Roots of the early varieties may be
made to yield an early produce by any cottager who
may have the spare corner of a fuel-house, collar, or
any other dry place. Nail a few old boards together

just to hold the roots, or they may be put into an old

bucket or butter firkin cut in two.

Sea-kale.—Plants should bo thoroughly cleared

from all dead leaves and refuse, but such leaves as

stUl remain green should be neither cut nor pulled

ofi'. The crowns of the plants should then be pro-

tected by covering them an iucli or two deep, either

with coal-ashes or, what we find much better, with

some kind of charred refuse.

Si;A-KALE FoBciKG.—Aiiotlicr mode tlian that men-
tioned in our last is the following :—Some of the

stools which, by dropping their leaves first, showed
that their crowns were earliest ripened, should be
taken up carefully, with as mucli uninjured roots as

possible. These planted thickly in boxes, placed m
a mushroom-house, and watered frequently with tepid

water, will produce two or three crops of nice shoots

throughout the winter months. Forced sea-kale may
also be produced in any dark cellar, or indeed in any
room, if the precaution is taken of covering the

crowns to the depth of six or eight inches with leaf-

mould, or well decayed tan or charred refuse. =i: We
have also practised other easy and cheap methods of

forcing this vegetable. In the houses, when forcing

early grapes, peaches, pines, &c., we have placed

boxes and tubs filled with its roots, and when we
have had room to spare, in the j>its of such houses,

we have placed quantities there in rows in succession,

and liave had abimdance of excellent shoots. We
have also erected slight hot-beds, with well-wrought

fermenting materials, placed on a foundatioix of wood
pruuiugs. On the top of the fermenting materials

we put twelve or fifteen inches of ]eal'-mould, decayed
tan, or some kind of liglit earth, for the roots to be
planted in. On this we place a rough box or frame

of the required size, formed of four boards naUed
together, ten or twelve inches broad. A slip or two
of board is nailed across to support a covering of

boards, mats, or thatched hurdles, for the purpose of

keeping tlie plants in the dark. A frame of this kind

six feet square will jiroduco a good succession of well

bleached sea-kale. Against the outsides of the frame

may be heajjed up any kind of rubbish, and when the

heat declines it may be renewed by the application

of linings of fermenting materials. By one or tlie

other of these plans a cottager miglit obtain a suffi-

cient produce not only to repay him for his labour,

but a surplus wherewitli to purchase garden tools and
seeds. By taking up the plants and forcing them in

these modes, they are so weakened as not to he worth
replanting. To obtain good strong roots for thus

forcing in succession every year, it is necessary to

sow every April in drills one foot apart. Transplant
the seedlings in the following March on a well-

trenched, manured, and pulverized piece of ground.

Apply liberal soakings to thein of liquid maniu-e in

the growing season, with salt added in quantity re-

gulated by the strength of the plants. By the autumn

Mr. Barnes is of opinion that " ttis is a much less troublesome,
cheaper, and simpler, mode of producing forced sea-kale, and tliat it

may be produced tbruughout the winter with more certainty and in

finer condition than by forcing it with fermenting materials on the

ground where it grows." He is also of opinion tliat this mode pro-

duces smaller shoots, and exhausts and ruins the roots. Now, wc
arc sorry to differ from so good an authority as Mr. Barnes on all

these points. The heaviest crops and the finest forced sea-kale exhi-

bited at oue of the best country shows in England, wc know, is from
roots that have been forced by means of leaves heaped over them, as

described by us at p. 79, for the last twelve years. Then, as to the

trouble and expense, let tlie detail of the two systems be compared.
Mr. fllills, gardener to Baroness de Rothschild, forces by means of

leaves, &c., over the plants in the bed, and says in his Trcntisc on the

Cucumber, Sic. p, 100, "Plants of sea-kale" may be taken up and
forced in frames, in the same manner as asparagus, but the beads

will not be so line, independently of which they will be destroyed

after the first forcing."

—

Ed. C. G.
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the plants acquire great strength, and may ho taken

up as requh'sd for t'oroiug.

James Babxes.

MISCELLANEOUS INEORMATIOJ^.

OUR VILLAGE WALKS.
(No. 6.)

NovEMBEn is the niontli that most sevei-ely tries

the sjnrits of those who do not love the country, and,

indeed, of those who do. The gloomy fogs that often

occur, the mud of the roads, and the soppiness of the

fields, make country walks very uncomfortahle, and
prevent many from enjoying an exercise that in al-

uiost all weathers is beneficial, and in almost every
season has a charm. It certainly does require some
little eti'ort to plunge into a dense November fog; yet,

wrapped in a plaid, even that unpromising atmo-
sphere has heen a source of enjoyment to me ; and
perhaps I may find among my indulgent readers

another odditij who feels as I do, and can brave all

weather except a straight pouring rain. There is a

loneliness in a fog that I delight in. To stand and
look round, and see nothing heyond tlie very nearest

objects, and those hut dimly, is strikingly impressive.

An approaching step has in it something startling

—

it is so near, and yet we can see nothing ! We feel

alone in the world, and our eye mechanically turns

to the misty yet lighter spot above, marking the po-

sition of the sun. This is a true pictiu'e of our
earthly course. How dimly and imperfectly do we
see all that passes around us; and how unahlo are

we to penetrate the thick mist that envelopes futu-

I'ity ! We hear sounds of peril, but we cannot tell

what is advancing, or how to escape it; and those

who have tbe keenest foresight and clearest eye do
Ijut stand witli a fearfully small extent of road open
before them, and jierhaps discern the outline of some
object that looks lilvc an approaching giant. Even
the Christian can only " see through a glass darkly,"

till the veil is removed from his sight. May not, then,

a wet, comfortless fog teach us a salutary lesson, and
]U'Ove to us not only the foolishness of all our worldly

wisdom, but tlic deep need we stand in of light from
above ?

There are, however, days of e.xtremo beauty in No-
vembei-, while the last rich tints linger in the trees,

and here and there a flower still makes the hedgerow
interesting. In spite of the wet, which now in some
places never dries up, a morning walk has abundant
beauty, and fully bears out the pre-eminence which
tlie country possesses, even in winter, over the con-

finement of tlio town. I was standing one day on
a natural gi'assy terrace, at the edge of a larch phm-
tation. looking down upon a small sunny farm, and
beyond it, over a thickly wooded valley, doited with

quiet residences and cottages, some of tliem visible,

and many others 1 knew, snugly closed in with trees:

tlie sounds of tillage, the voice of the plouglimun,
and the croak of the ploiigh, rose from the fields

beneath me; the sliaqi strokes of a busy hammer
came from Ibc^ outliuildings of the farm ; and near
me the ' hill' of a woodman, making up larch bavins,

made melody too, for tbcre is music in all the sounds
of country life. I, betbouglit mo of the (daller of

carts and carriages in a noisy town, of tlie close air,

and unlovely sigbts tluit iuliabitaMts of towns endure,

and it niade me glad to think tbat perliajis Tun Cot-

tage Oaiiuenjip. has been tlio means of promoting

the enjoyments of many who would fain live among
the beauties of natm'e, and whose little garden or

flower-stand has glowed more richly since the skill

of kind and scientific men has been brought so much
within their reach.

I thought, too, as I stood admiring every thing
around me, that the agriculturist possesses the most
peacefirl enjoyable station of life, ^wov/rfpfZ he lays

up in his heart the solemn command, "Walk before

me, and be thou perfect." God is the " shield, and
exceeding great reward," of all who take hold of His
covenant ; and this is the tap-root of man's pros-

jierity, be he prince or peasant. It is not making haste
to be rich that makes us so ; it is not rising up early,

and late taking rest, and eating the bread of cai'eful-

ness, that makes us easy and happy. AVe are directed

to be "not slothful in business, fervent in spirit, serv-

ing the Lord." We may, in this temper of mind, be
less rich than om' worldly neighbour, but safe and
more happy.
The labours of an English farmer, or gardener, or

labourer, are among such beautiful things,—the smell

of the earth is so pleasant, the early morning air is

such a draught of health,—the very cattle and beasts

of burden are, or should be, so interesting to him
with their willing returns for the care he takes of

them,—the seasons as they glide roimd are so delight

ful, and he is so mixed up with, and belonging to,

each and all,—that his life is one of great blessings,

many privileges, and much scope for doing good.

AVhat a touching reproof, too, is daily brought before

the eyes of the agriculturist !
" The ox knowetli

his owner, and the ass his master's crib, but Israel

doth not know, my people doth not consider." Are
Ke wiser, are we more thoughtful, than the people
of God were then'? How many reproofs rise up
like adders under our very feet as we walk tlu'ough

our own ipiiet, beaxUiful land ! The peaceful cattle

gathering around the farm-yard gate, the poultiy re-

tiring one by one to roost through the well-known
door, the dog rejoicing to see his master, and know-
ing his step and voice long before he sees him, all

condemn the coldness and indiflerence of man to God.
i f the cottager, if every body, considered these things,

they would not find their patli more rugged or their

days more dull ; and they would have this added
comfort, that when the long night comes in wluch no
man can work, they would enjoy a sunrise of gloi-y

that will never sot again.

The elm and the lime trees have been this year
remarkable for the exquisite gold colour of their

dying leaves. Some elms I have seen have been
most strikingly beautiful, and the prevalence of this

colour among the autumnal tints tliis season has
made some spots appear quite like a fairy scene.

'Tlie lime is a beautiful tree in all its stages, and in

the flowering season its sweetness is extreme. The
little bunches of delicate pale flowers drooping from
every twig give the whole tree a very graceful ap-

pearance, and aflbrd an abundant sujiply of food for

thousands of bees, who come from long distances,

attracted by the powerful scent. The lower boughs
bend down till they rest upon the ground, forming a

thick and bcaiitirul shade, under which a group may
oiijoy coolness and seclusion during the hottest day;
therelbro theso trees are particularly suitable to the

lawn and pleasure-ground. The flowers, fresh or

dried, made into tea, are good in all nervous com-
plaints, relieving the giddiness and trembling that

arise from disonlered nerves. 'The inner barlv is said

to be good for destroying worms. Tlio wood of tlie

lime is so white and delicate that it is much used for
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mailing chiij bonnets, and a liigli price is often ofiercd

lor it on tliis account. It is, I tliink, llie lirst tree to

greet us with its early buds. " The limes are bursting

into leaf!" lias been for many years a Joyful exclania-

tiou, wben tlie lingering cliillinoss of sjiring lias made
us loug for summer. How deligbtful are the lirst

tolicns of rctm-ning vegetation ! Wc are now fast

entering into tlie dark wintry season, wlien all tilings

sleep ; and we cannot tell wlietlierour eyes may ever
again behold tlie sununer's sun; but lie will come
fortli at tlie appointed time, to run bis gladdening
com'se ; and tlie limes will again spring forth to great

hiin. Let us be prepared to " arise and sbine," when
our Great Ligbt shall come.

EXTRACTS PEOM CORRESPONDENCE.

Nkw Bee-feeder.—I find a bee-feeder made as

follows useful, being cheap, large, and easily made
by any one. I bny at a gutta jiercha shop one of

their shilling basons, and about two pennyworth of

their tubing. I place the bottom of the bason on hot

nrttcry and when it is soft pnt some round substance

in it, say a pound weight, to destroy its concave shape.

This I do to allow the usual wood fioat to sinlv to the

bottom when the bees have emptied the bason. This

done, T cut a hole at the bottom of the bason, the

same dimensions as the tubing, and thrust the tubing
through to the proper hv'njht, sealing it carefully round,

by the help of the bit of gutta percha cut out, to make
it water tight, which point I always test before I put
the food in. I have a bit (say an inch} of tubing
projecting at the bottom of the feeder, which keeps
it liriu in the hole at the top of the hive. I find that

plan answers better in wood feeders also than having
the bottom fiat, like those you buy at Neighbour and
Sons. The advantage of my gutta percha affair is

the immense quantity it holds, and any one can make
it. As to a lid, a bit of glass, or slate, or pasteboard,

or wood, pnt at the top does famously. Of course

the tubing must not be thrust quite as higli as the

sides of the bason, or the lid would lio on its top,

and prevent the bees getting up. I have two so made
at work ; and this last week two of my hives, one
containing two first swarms and a second, and the

other three second swarms, have canied down out of

them eight pounds each, made according to your pre-

scription. My feeders hold two and a half 2)ounds

each. I fed a number of hives last autumn and this

spring with a mixture as follows : one quart of house
table beer, one pound of loaf sugar, one quarter of a

pound of coarse brown sugar, and a quarter of an
ounce of salt, boiled for five minutes. They all did

well, and such swarms as mine were never seen in

tliis coimtry before. I gave very liberally both in

autumn and spring.—A Brotuer Bee-keeper.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Manuring poe Potatoes {Rev. W. B).—\Ve are decidedly op-

posed to putting fresh manure to potatoes, either at planting time or
at any time during their growth. It keeps the stems green and the
tubers unripened until later than if it were not applied at all. Your
freshly broken-up pasture, though you have had a crop of oats from
it, cannot require any manure.
Greenhodse and Cow-uouse Combined {T. W.)—Your plan

is unique, but we know of no reason against its success. Our corres-

Sondent writes thus: " I am building a new cow-house, and I have
etcrmined to roof it with patent plate-glass, glazed on the rafters

—

just such rafters as for a slato roof. I will (hen train vines inside.

Please to tell me the best vines for this purpose. The cows will be
in the house all the winter, and until June—they will kcc|.t the plaee
warm." M'e should have a groove cut on eacii sitle of the rafters to

Ut the glass into, having the panes of sufficient A\i(ltli to reach from
rafter to rafter, and have no cross siiUnes, for they wuuld be uf no use
to support the glass, and would obstruct the light, You cannot grow
a better grape in such a house than the Black i^amburgh.

Hamilton's Flower Supporter (Tiii{i{is!tor).—Thti woodcut
below will enable you to judge of this for yourself, We think it com-
bines all that is requisite for the purpose ftir which it was designed.

It is economical, keeps the bulbs stationery, and (he flower ujiright,

without disllguring its appearance, besides facilitating the process of

draining the water in bulb-glasses without handling the slein and roots.

Martagon (/i(d).—This and the Turncap, or Turban lily, are both
the same flower, Lilium mnrtagoit ; but the Tiger-spotted lily is

Liliuni tigrinum.

Borders Too Dry (S.)*—This arises from your southern aspect,

the absorbent nature of your stone walls, and the sheltering of the

horse chesnut, to say nothing of its roots. There is no remedy but

the watering-pot, aided by digging your borders deep, and mixing the

soil with a little stifFer soil. Why not grow dwarf shruljs only in them,

and turf up round these, leaving a small circle round each to fill with

water as required ?

Innocents ( ).—Thanks for your information. It shall be

attended to.

List of Gladiolus M- Z.).—We find we can do nothing at pre-

sent in this. There are some hundreds of seedling gladioluses, and
we eould do no good by attempting to give any thing like a useful list

of them. Consult our previous lists. A friend of ours flowered 1000

gladiolus seedlings this season.

Mould on Hyacinths {A Young Florist).—It is only the old

ring left by the former roots and the dead coating of the bulbs that

have damped, and thar happens whichever way they arc grown, but

does not effect the bulbs in the least.

Potter's Liquid Guano (lAtrfJ.—We know nothing about this,

as we never use any liquid manure unless we see it made. Soot and
water is an excellent liquid manure, if used in moderation both as to

quantity and strength.
Chinese Pigs {J. Ball).—Our correspondent wishes to know

where he ean purchase some of the true breed of this animal.

SriNAcu Turning Yellow {H, H'. W'.J.—Look to the roots. If

no grub or wireworm is attacking them there must have been some-
thing too stimulating in the manure you applied.

HiMALAVAU Pumpkin Seed,—Will a// those of our readers who
saved seed be kind enough to send us a few. We have many appli-

cations for them, and not a seed in our possession. Will the appli-

cants be kind enough to take this as a general reply.

Over-luxuriant Impeiiatrice Plum (T. i*. F.).—Root-prun-
ing ever mus^t have time to produce its effects. When healthy-

looking trees still prodaee much wood on the heels of root-pruning,

it is a sure sign that the operation has not been sufficiently severe.

In such eases we frequently take up the tree, and replant, expecting

to find some powerful roots of a perpendicular character. If you do
so with your iniperatriee, pray do not allow more than half a yard in

depth ; below that, substitute an artificial substratum of stone or

bnek.
Stawberries Blooming now (Y. Z.). — Strawberries, of the

Hautbois section, are very apt to bloom out of season. They do not

like to be tampered with. We could force a whole bed of the Haut-
bois to blossom in October, by cutting otf their tops m September,

and applying liquid manure. * In this case, it is the organised buds
intended for oext year's crops which are compelled prematurely to
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leave the rest state—in other words, they are naturally very excitable.

Let the runners spread freely on all sides, and do not meddle with
them, except by spreading some rich manure among them imme-
diately. This will protect their crowns, and be nearly vanished by
next March. For new beds get Kcan's seedling, the British <Jueen,
and the Elton. Any truly respectable nurseryman will fumish white
llaspberry canes.

Heating a Flued Wall (A71 East Lothian Sub.).—You should
have stated the length of your wall, and we then could have thrown
out suggestions better adapted to your purpose. We should say
that, by your arrangement, one fire would heat nearly forty yards in
length : of course, two would do it better. Now, if you have a fur-

nace extra, it will be better than having too little power; fiuch need
not entail any additional expense ; hazard the mere outlay for the
furnace. You must bear in mind that the farther the heat travels the
more it becomes dissipated. Bluch, however, depends on the kinds
of fruit, and their arrangement on the wall. Pears and plums would
not be injured under judicious arrangments: they of course would be
at the end farthest from the lire. Take olT your tiles now, and let

the rain enter ; only take care there is a free egress from the boxes.
The latter should now be surrounded and covered with litter of any
kind, merely to ward off extremely low temperature.
Pines on the Hamiltoman System (/. W.)—Your plants

should have produced fruit before now. Your bottom heat of 81'^

is too exciting, pray drop 10° from now until February. It ought to

be understood, however, that the suckers from established Hainil-
tonians will fruit mure speedy than the original plants. It would
appear that the older the })lants get the sooner they " show."
Have another winter's patience, moderate your heats, and withhold
water entirely from their roots for many weeks, and write us again.
De sure to ventilate freely. We would not take the vines out; let

them be fastened as near to the roof as possible. Give mors air, even
on account of the vines, for your case is a compromise, as half gar-
tlening matters arc. Prune immediately, and use white lead on each
cut. By all means keep out all the wet you can. Also, pray put
several inches of litter or le.ives on the border.
Yellow Acacia Cuttings (,-1 Priefit).—You have struck some

cuttings in 48 sized pots, according to our directions at page 123 of
vol. 2, and you ask how you ought to treat them? Keep the cuttings
in those pots till the end of Mareh ; then pot them separately in three-
inch pots in loam, peat, and sand, mixed in equal proportions. Keep
tliem in the hot-bed till midsummer, and then shift them into other
pots one size larger, using one half loam : after that return them to

the hot-bed for a month, and by St. Swithin's-day remove them to

the greenhouse. Do not expose them to the open air till the follow-
ing summer.
(JLADiOLi IN Pots (R. J. Y.)— If grown singly put one in a six-

inch pot. Your bulbs of G. cardinnUs and G. byzantinus, not largnr
than those of the crocus, will probably not flower next year. A six-

inch upright pot is suflicient for one large bulb of gladioli, and for

three such bulbs as you bought. The best way is to put five bulbs in

a nine-inch pot—one in the niidtUc and the rest at equal distances
round the side.

Anolf, of Houses {W. S. Watson).—In using the quadrant, for

determining the angles of hothouse roofs, as recommended a short
time ago, you must count from the commencement of the arch, and
not from the middle, and then, wherever the knob hangs, that will

indicate the ang'e. If, in your case, it hangs at 75°, then you will

find the roof is flatter than that marked as "0*^ in the diagram, p. 257,
vol. ii. There is a want of definitencss in this respect among gar-
dening authors, for some of them, counting as it were backwards,
would say that your roof was placed at an angle of 13'^; but the
mode adopted is generally imderstood from the preceding and fol-

lowing context. \\'e prefer the mode recommended as the tiimplest.

Many Questions {An Anxious Gardener).—Roses.—Young plants
in cold pits should not be pruned until spring. They may be pro-
tected from frost by sticking fern amongst them, or covering the
glass with mats, straw, hurdles, &c. Espalier Pears.—You might
lay in a young shoot here, and there between the main shoots, which
are a foot apart, hut it should have been done in summer, and the
others shortened. See, however, that the leaves from one shoot will

not shade those belonging to another. Camellias.—Those that do
not please you will not be improved in appearance now by setting
them on a stage for several weeks out of doors, though, if you protect
them, they may he little the worse. Wc think they would be better
housed. See a late article on the subject. Asparagus.—Do not cut
or trim your asparagus roots at all that you intend forcing. Take
thera up as whole as possible. Set the crowns close together, and
if the roots overlop each other, it will not signify if a little light earth
is worked in amongst them. Fuchsias.—If the fuchsias remain in the
greenhouse they must be kept slowly growing, and should be pruned
whenever the buds are fairly broken ; if in sheds, give little water,
and prune in spring, when the new shoots are half an inch long.
Geraniams.— Water them when dry, and not atparticular periods ;

this will depend upon the weather, and the licat and air you give
them, and as to whether the pots are full of roots, or the reverse.

FoEEST Tbees (G, B. C). — We are glad that " Our Village
Walks" hxs aroused you to pay attention to forest trees. The only
work that we know, combining all your requirements, scientific dis-

tinctions, popular description, and tfrawings, is Helhi/ on Trees,
IJoRKiNfi Fowls {T. P.).—You will see tlie same question asked

at p. 92, If we receive an answer we will insert it.

Mummy Wheat and Black Bahlev.—J!/r. E. Palmer, of Char-
well-atreet, Banbury, very liberally otfcrs to supply any of our readers
with a few grains of these if they will enclose him two postage stamps
with their address.

Cankkrkd Pahsnips (.J. nutlcr).~The gangrene or canker in

your parsnips is caused by the wetness of your soil, which you say is
•' very heavy." Take them up immediately, and store them between
layers of sand or other dry material. J)rain your ground by all means,
and trench it, bo as to bring a small portion of "the loose strong

subsoil" to mix with the surface soil. If in addition to this you mis
some coal-ashea and bricklayers' limy rubbish with it, you will improve
the staple for growing both parsnips and potatoes, and, indeed, for all

vegetables. l)o not plant yuur potatoes until February, but keep them
until then in dryish earth or sand. Flour-ball potatoes are good for

autumn-planting in moderately light soil.

Hard-water (Dianthus.)—Instead of a pint of gas ammoniacal
liquor added to 6u gallons, as recommended at p. 9. you may put in

anjounce'of carbonate of ammonia from the druggist's. It is all the
better to make the mixture a day or two before using it. Wc have
not forgotten about the flower-pots. Place the sui)plemcntary num-
ber at the end of the volume.

Weigelia rosea {W. It. I.).—This is quite hardy. Paxton's
Botanical Dictionary is stereotyped, and, therefore, what has been
since discovered to be a mistake (a mistake on the right side) could
not be corrected. H/jpericum chinense, or 7iepaleJisef is a green-
house evergreen shrub.

Potato Onion (J. M. C).—Plant now on the surface of a light

moderately-rich, fresh-dug soil. Cover each bulb with a little heap
of leaf-mould or very rotten dung. Plant eight inches apart. Do not
earth them up, but as soon as the leaves are full grown clear away all

covering from the bulbs. They will be fit for storing as soon as the
leaves are dead in .luly.

Scarlet Geranium (E. L.).—Your plant has '* three very thick

brown branches, and the same number of green branches," and you
wish to know which you should cut otF and fold in jiapcr. The "three
very thick brown branches" are the oldest and ripest, therefore the

beat to retain on the ])lant, and would also be the best to cut off" for

preserving in paper till the spring; but our friend Mr. Beaton has
told us long since that that experiment was more curious than useful

;

nevertheless, you may try the three green shoots that way, cutting
them to one joint fmni the old wood, and you will oblige us if you let

us know next February how you succeeded, that being a good time
to plant the cuttings.

IxiA Seeds (L. L.).—The proper time to sow the seeds of ixias,

and all other bulbs which rest periodically, is that at which they
naturally begin to grow. Ixias, sparaxis, and some gladioli, begin to

grow at the end of September, therefore that is the proper time to

sow their seeds. Sow yours immediately. Upright pots are manu-
factured at all the potteries.

Guernsey Eily (.4. A., Clf^rieus).—The offset which is shooting
up from the bulb of your Guernsey lily will be of no use to you.
When the bulb has done flowering throw the whole away, and use
the pot for some other plant.

lliDGiNG (Ibid).—Without reference to the communication you
mention, we will state the most elTectual mode of performing the
operation described by Mr. Parkins, as quoted in Johnson^s Garden-
er^s Almanac. Let abed
represent a section of the
ground to be thrown into

ridges, and trenched two feet

deep. Pleasure the ground
into beds four feet wide

;

then lay the top spit of the
bed e on the bed g-, and the second spit of c on the bed /i ; then
the top spit of / on A, so that the top soil and the subsoil are
kept on separate and alternate beds, and may be eifhcr mixed, re-

versed, or returned, as the gardener may wish. When the first

thrown out beds arc sufliciently pulverized they are levelled down,
and others thrown out in the same way. g h i represent the ridges
thrown out, and left as rough as possible.

Dahlias (R. Rei/nnldsrin'\.~ Any of the florists who advertise in
our columns will supply them.

Brambles foe Bee-iiivb Making (A Reader, Pin.rton).—Our
correspondent wishes to know the proper time for getting these for
sowing together the bands of straw hives, of what age they ought to
be, and how to manage them ? We will publish an extract from
your note.

Johnson's Gardeners' Almanack {Columella).— It contains
fresh inforfnation every year. Keep your dissolved bones to apply to
growing crops in the spring.

Name of Plant (Rev. A. Slight)—Your evergreen twining-plant,
as well as we can make out from the dried specimen, is Kennedya
Sterlingii. Introduced from Swan River in 1834.

Ash Tree [iiirfj,—This being " a noble-tree, and adding to the
appearance of the house," we should not cut down, as it is situated in
the part of the garden devoted only to ornament. It is quite true
that very few plants will grow beneath it, but then the grounds might
be so plotted out that you would not require them to do so ; and, re-
member, when you cut down a noble tree you do that which you will
never live to see replaced. You may arrange your flowers and shrubs
—may move and replace them in a thousand modes to be beautiful

—

but a tree, forming a handsome feature about a residence, can never
have the vacancy it leaves replenished during a lifetime of ordinary
extent.

^
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to furnish onr readers with a plan of tank-heating.

Dr. Green says :

—

*'I completed a plant-house nearly twelve months
since, -10 feet long, 1-t feet wide; hack wall 17 feet

high, front wall 7 feet. This is furnished with hot-

torn heat hy means of a hot-water tank, covered with

slate, on which is a layer of compost of Vi inclics

thick, in whicli the plants are either planted or

plunged. The atmospheric heat is contributed by

means of a 4-inch iron pipe passing all round the

tank externally, and the whole is heated by one coni-

cal boiler; tbus

—

T, the tank ; B, the boiler ; A, the flow-pipe ; R, the rotum-pipe ;

S S, a flow and return pipe, which can be substituted when it is

wished to circulate hot water in the tank only.

Tlie bed over the tank contains stove plants, the

shelves greenhouse plants, the front trellis and back

wall ])each and apricot trees, the rafters vines, and
orchidctC are suspended.

As yet, ah have thriven ania/ingly : but now comes
the winter, and in this midtum in jfrtrvo 1 fear that

suHicient lieat for my stove plants may injure the

vines and peaches, &c. At present my heat is Ol)°

during the day and 50° at night. Can I reduce it

still more, and liow far, with safety to tlie stove

plants? In order that you maybe able to inform
)iic, 1 annex a list of the plants in the tank-bed, &C:

Abrus Precatorius.

Allamanda Cathartica.

AinarylliK (var.).

AphelandfA cri^tata.

yiLschynanthus rvar.).

Astrapo-a WiiUiehii.

Kcponia fnchflioirie«.

(atth-y:i Fnrbrsii.

Chrysoplij Mum niacrophylluni.

t'of-euluhii uvilcra.

Coffa-a Arabiea.
(^olumnea spIendenH.
Combrctum grandillcruin.

Coukia punctata.
Cypripedia (vjir.J<

Dendrobium (var.).

Dipladenia (var.).

Dracfcna terininalisi

Kpidendrum (var.).

Kianthemum Pulchellum.
Kugenia ICdulia.

Kuphorbia splendena.
Kicus Klastiea.

I'Vanciscca hydrangiforuiiH.
(lariicnia Stanleyana.

Florida,

(iesncria fvar.).

(Jungora atro])urj)urea.

flibJHCua splcndens.
Hura crepitans.

Ipomaa Horsfallia.

Learii.

Ixora bandhuca.
coccinea.

crocata.

Justitia carnea.

Lalia autumnalis.
Luculia gratissima.

Lycaste (var.).

Mammea Americana.
IMaxillaria (var,).

jVIusa sapicntuin.
-^— Cavcndishii.

Musa coccinea.

Nepenthes distillatoria.

Oncidium (var.).

Pasaiflora quadrangularis.
Phaius (\ar.).

Pimelea spectabilis.

Poinciana Pulcherrima.
Psidium Cattleyanuni.
Rliaphistemnia Pulchellum.
Saccharum officinarum.

Stanhopea (var.).

Stephanotis floribuncla.

B, boiler.

B B, back border.
W, walk.
T, tank.

P, peach trellis.

F, front walk.
A, flow pipe.

II, return pipe.

We have already said that we consider the arrange-

ment of the house is particularly good, and the hot-

water apparatus is also very coinj^lete; but we recom-

mend the vines to be removed from the rafters and

carried up close under the glass, where they will be

cool enough to winter. The temperature may be

SMfely reduced, gradually, to 45° at niglit, and from
50° to 55° in the day-time, till the middle of February,

and then raised gradually to the heats now employed

by Dr. Green. The uir must be kept dry accordingly,

and no more water given to the plants than will just

kee^) the soil a little moist. The Lucidin and Pimelea

are the only plants in the list that will be inconve-

nienced by too liigh a temperature, and they should

be kept near the source of ventilation. The only fear

we have as to this comhiiuition of cultivation is, that

when the vines come into full bearing the apricots

on the back wall will sufter from their shade and

from the Jieat in winter. The plants we would dis-

card from the above list, as the rest fill their spaces,
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are, Astrojvra. a poor thing except the foliage, and the

three Mums ; the Coffee-tree, Cocoloha, C'ookin, C'hnj-

snjihylla, Eugenia, Hura, Mammea,Ps'ulium, ami Suijar

cane, although all good in their way, are not adapted

to the " multum in puroo " sj'stem. Instead of devot-

ing the hack wall to apricot and peach trees, which

are of doubtful success, we recommend it to be occu-

pied by the Passion-flower, Psidium (guava), Mam-
mea, and Eugenia, all fruit-bearers ; or, to those who

prefer a fine surface of foliage, the Ficus elasticus

(Indian-rubber tree) and the Ghrijsiqilujlhnii maero-

jiliijUinn. We take tliis opportunity to observe that

conical boilers are not suited for coals that will cake.

THE FEUIT-GARDEiSf.

Order of Business thkol'gii the Winter.—
" Order is heaven's first law," according to our poet,

and in no profession are the benefits resulting from
an orderly or methodical course more extensive tlian

in gardening. We consider the present an impor-
tant period to the fruit gardener—more so, jierhaps,

than any through the whole year; and we think it

will be well to give a kind of epitome, of a perspec-

tive character, of tlie main points in fruit-gardening

during the dormant season, or up to the blossoming
period in fruit trees, when all arrangements neces-

sary ill the meanwhile must be completed.
Pi.ANTiNCi.—To this we must first draw attention.

But as we have done so before somewhat recently,

our remarks ]nay be few. The chief j'oiut is to

watch the weather, and to plant when it can be done
safely and eiHciently. Tins becomes necessary for a
double reason—first, on account of the welfare of

the trees ; and, secondly, because no one kind of

business in a garden can proceed in a continuous
way, to the total exclusion of everything else. It

is generally recommended to plant in wet wea-
ther. We by no means tliink such a course the

best ; nevertheless, the air should not be dry at tire

time. All good and cai-eful planters keep a water-

])0t, and perhaps a syringe, by them at the time of re-

)noval, for it is not well to use the water-pot rose

liberally when there is a ball of eartli attached to the

plant; it will so loosen the ball as frequently to de-

tach a considerable portion—indeed, a slight dewing
witli the syringe is all that is needed, the object not
being to make tlie roots wet, but to prevent them be-

coming dry.

W.vLL Trees.—Another consideration is to go over

tlic walls as soon as possible, and to draw away all

superfluous bandages, nails, shreds, &c., both jiar-

tially from the old wood, and totally from the young
shoots. This must be done preparatory to pruning;
but there is yet another reason— the shreds must be
picked over, proved, and cleansed, the nails polished,

and the whole placed under gardening quarantine.

By the latter I mean that steps nuist be taken to de-

stroy insects and their eggs. The best way, after

passing every one of the shreds through the hands,

and proving by a tug whether tliey will endure ano-
ther season, is, when the whole is collected, to sub-

ject them to a strong heat, either dry or moist. A
heat of nearly two handi-ed degrees will be neces-

sary, and that for nearly an hour ; for it is astonish
ing what a high tcniperatiu'e some of the rogues \vill

endure. Of course, if water lias been used they will

be spread out and carefully dried afterwards, and
tlien stored away in a proper place for use.

As to the nails, those which have lost their points

will be rejected; the others should be shook in a
coarse sack : this operation, which is often practised

in seed-shops in order to brighten samples of seeds,

may not be generally known beyond that circle—we
therefore describe it. A small portion of the article

is put in the saclc, and two persons, one at each end
of the sack, take liold of the two extreme corners, one in

each hand, and by a kind of thrust force the enclosed

materials towards the operator at the other end ; the

jierson at which proceeds in precisely the same man-
ner to impel them back again, and tluis by a recipro-

city of action the materials are kept in constant agi-

tation. About live minutes thus tossing to and fro

will cleanse one lot of nails, their friction against

each other effecting the desired cleansing ; and then

another lot may be introduced, and so on. Some per-

sons use oil after the cleansing process, but there is

scarcely any occasion for it. In our youthful days

we had mucli to do in matters of this kind, being

brought up originally to the nursersy and seed busi-

ness; and being accustomed to the counter, we had
an opportunity of inspecting the secrets of the seed

shop. In those times we have seen old onion seeds,

not worth two shillings the pound, mixed up with

good Deptford or white Spanish onion seed of fresh

growtli, which was wortli some six shillings a pound
at least, mixed of course according to a certain ratio;

yet the sample was considered a respectable one
after these nice operations. The old and dull-looking

onion seed was shaken in the sack, and a few drops

of oil poured in made all bright; the old seed

came out with all the polish of " Hiint's matchless."

Trusting this digression is pardonable, we return to

the subject itself.

One matter alone, we before observed, must not be

permitted to engross the mind in horticultural mat-

ters; and, by getting the nails and sln'eds drawn be-

times, some indoor work is furnished during those in-

clement periods which must arrive, and during which

planting and other outdoor operations must be set

aside for awhile.

E.XTiRp.vTioN OF Inseots.—This business is not

confined to the summer season in gardening affairs;

to be suecessfid, the cultivator of a garden must be

ever on the alert, for if in the moral world while men
sleep the enemy sows tares, so it may be said of the

world of nature—vigilance unceasing is tlie condition

imposed on those who would excel. The principal

insect we would now allude to is the Amerienn blight.

This is doubtless one of the greatest pests in the

orchard, and very difficult to extirpate; indeed, there

is no recipe which will at once destroy it without se-

rious injury to the tree, at least so far as we are ac-

quainted. If any of om- readers are really in pos-

session of such a secret, we do hope they will benefit

the public by publishing it widely through oui-^

pages. We have tried several recipes, but know of

nothing better than proceeding on the principle of

blocking the rogues up in their dens with a mixture

of such a nauseous character that they cannot pos-

sibly thrive beneath its influence, and which, if per-

sisted in on every manifestation of the blight for a

whole twelvemonth, will end in a total extirpation.

About the middle of October they seem to spread at

a rapid rate, and this is the time, or at least as soon

as the leaves are fallen, to counnence operations.

The mixture we use is thus compounded : six ounces

of soft-soap beat well up in a gallon of warm water;

half a pound of sulphur is then added and beat up.
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aud tlik-k clay water beiug iluly prepared iu auottier

vessel, the soap mixture i.s lliickcned with it until it

produces a very tliiek daub when used with the

brush. Before it is laid ou the trees, the operator

carries a jiotl'ul of uriue i'rom the cow-houses or

elsewhere, and syringes every part of tlje tree with

it, or at least syringes every portion before iipplyiug

tlie thick nii.Kture. A common painter's brush will

accomplish the process, and it must be thoroughly
rubbed into every crevice. It is a good plan to add
a little fresh lime; such will leave a colour when diy,

whiclr will prove a tell-tale, and guide the brush a
second time to till up those crevices which liad been
missed in the lirst operation. This mixture will also

destroy the scaly insect which so much infests the

apple and the pear. It may be well here to mention,
that a most respectable gentleman inlbrmed me that

Dr. Darwin, of Shrewsbury ^?), had usediu-inc alone

for pears, aud found it clear away everything, moss
as well as insects, aud that his trees always grew
with extraordinary vigoiu' after tlio operation.

Pbi'ning.—We may here advert to the pro])riety of

commencing pruning as soon as possible ; the beuc-

lits of early j>runing have been before pointed out.

Little more can he said now, beyond pointing to tlie

order in which it should bo pursued. Our ordi-

nary bush fruit, the raspberri/, &c., may take the lead

in autunni pruning; to which may be added the

i'(«(', where grown outdoors. Snowy or frost}' weather
may arrive shortly, and as this is generally a bar to

groiurd-work, the common orchar<l priming may be
proceeded with, which in general consists in what
we may term wliolesalc )iruning, the knil'e being not

unfrerpiently exchanged for the bill-hook or saw.

The details or maxims of such pruning will be found
iu back numbers, and there will be occasion to advert

to them again shortly. To observe further on the

general policies of jiruning matters, wc may say

that, inunediatcly on the heels of Christmas, what is

termed " sjiring pruning " must commence. The
pc'iiys, the jjliimt:, the cherries, the ajwicols, the

pcavhat, and the iicrtariiws, will soon begin to act as

liarliingcrs of another spring, by an evident increase

in tlic size and character of their buds. The stouo-

fruit her(! alluded to presents a diilicully in the way
of autuujn jiruuing ; it is difficult iu November or

even Dec(!ml;ier for the most practised eye to distin-

guish clearly between the wood-buds and the future

blossom buds. This diihculty is greater with the

young wood than with the old sjiurs ; for let it be
well renuirked, that many jictirs, plums, &c., in the
cvc^it iif the previous simuuer having afforded much
solar light, form very nice blossom buds ou the

annual shoots; this is also partly dependent on
habit. Among pears, the Marie Jjouise, the I'tisse

Colinar, &c., generally evinc-e tliis disposition ; but
how seldom tlio M'iiitcr Ncilis and iho JJ'J reiiihiiri/

section ! Again, in cherries, the Morello is notorious
for Ibis luibit, but we may seldom find the same ten-

dency in llie ]->i(j(irreaH section. Amongst jdunis,

too, the Jlhtel, JJcimasi-im, the Prccocc dc Tours, &c.,

exhibit a similar tendency; but we do uot find the
same disposition in the Urcenyuye, the Ooldendnrp,
kii. Thus, it will be manilbst to the veriest tyro,

that a distinction thus founded arises; to say no-
lliing of tlie policy of prefering one piece of busi-

ness to another during emergencies.
We liave said enough, now, to show what wc did

indeed jirincipally intend at tlic connnencemcut of
this papi'r, viz., that at Ibis imjiortaiitiieriod

—

wliich,

although a period of comparative rest to the vegetable
kingdom, is by uo moaus so to llio horticulturist—

a

regular and .systematic survey of gardening matters
must take place ; and that the amount of laboiu' ue-

cessai'y, together with the necessary anticipations

concerning the weather, must be allowed to have
their full weight in forming the resolves which should
guide the series of operations during the dormant
season. It need scarcely be lu'ged, we presume, that

the timing of business according to the weather is

one of the great secrets of gardening. Who plants

with a hot sun and a drying wind '! Who prefers

digging when snow is on the ground ? Who waits

for a wet day to soil his celery, or to tie his endive?
Let all young beginners well iniderstand that the'

proj.ier timing of business in horticulture is uot

only a matter conducive to the success of the o]iera-

tion in question, but a great eeonomiziiig of labour
in the end. And herein is the point where expe-

rience tells—where the old gai'dener frei|uently beats

the yoiuig one. Amongst all tlie professions—al-

though some of our friends who do not set foot in a
garden once a month may smile—there is none that

requires more foretliought than gardening; and we
really do not see wliy one of these sons of the spade
should not be as anxious and as much interested

about his vines, pines, peaches, &c., as the great

diplomatist over his negotiations, ou which tlie

fate of empires is supposed to hang.
R. Eeiungtox.

THE FLOWEE-GAEDEN.
At the close of my last comraunicatiou, I inci-

dentally named tlic white variety of the horse-shoe

geranium ; but a nhite scarlet geranium is too

great a novelty to be passed over, as the first link

in a shaded bed. This white geranium is nearly as

old as any of the wild species, but is an accidental

seedling, I believe. According to our present no-

tions, the size and shape of this flower are not much
to lioast of, certainly, but they are pure white

;

therefore, like other plants which are not to our

fancy, we must raise many seedlings of it to pro-

cure improved forms. It seeds of itself, as freely as

the mignonette, and will soon procure us a new race

for shading. I have it already in the honourable

position of granibiiamma, but the third generation

have not yet hoisted their colours. I have two

beautiful light coloured ones, however, from the

second cross of it with Lucia rosea ; one of which is

a fine soft cream colour, and a good house-plant, es-

pecially in tlie spring and autumn. I have not tlic

slightest doubt but wc shall soon have pure white

geraniums of the scarlet breed, with trusses of

bloom as large as any of the sciulets wc now pos-

sess, and line-shaped flowers too; and not only that,

but during the progress of our experiments in cross-

ing, several useful shades will come on the stage,

and thus realise the dreams of some of the don
flower-gardeners for the last seven years. T'ho

greater the number of those who will engage in

these experiments, and lend a helping hand, tlio

sooner the desired result will be accomplished. Rut,

in order that we may work in concert, 1 may as well

give the projiertics of a (tower of this class, so as to

come witliin the requirements of the llowei'-gar-

dener.

The true geraniums are hardy border plants, with

regular llowers—that is, the line petals which make
,

nj) a single flower arc all of one size aud sliniie, so

that when jmt together they form a cui), with the
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cdgo as regular as tliat of a china teacup. The
jielargouiuiiis, or liorists' geraniums, liavc irregular

flowers, owing to the two back jietals in their flowers

being nuich larger than the three lower ones, and
tlie searlet geraniniiis bavt^ also irregular flowers,

owing to a contrary arrangement. In these, the two
back petals are much narrower than the three front

ones, so that each section is characterized by well

markeel features, which any person can understand
at iirst sight. Therolbro, no matter by what names
we distinguish these sections from each other, either

of them must stand clear of the other two ; and so

they do naturally, for they will not intenni.K by their

]iollen. The florist and tlie flower-gardener take it

for granted that their respective sections branched
out originally from the true geraniums, and in doing
so lost the best feature of the parent-stock, just as

often liappens to colonists of oiu' own family when
they depart from tho "wisdom of their ancestors."

Now, tliese worthies—I mean the florist and the
flower-gardener— endeavoiu' to improve the cha-

racter of their respective breeds by tm'ning the
shajie of tlie flowers back as much as j'ossible to

that of the original type—that is, to a regular form ;

and they have been so suocessl'id already as to i-e-

produce true geraniums out of the pelargonium and
pelargonium sections. The florist, by getting iip the
size of the bottom petals of his flowers to that of the

top ones, and the flower-gardener, by enlarging the
lop petals of his section to the size of the lower ones,

and all this time good cultivation or good feeding,
produced a correspjonding improvement in tho sub-

stance of the individual petals. Consequently, a
good round shape ,and lull substance are the two
Iirst essentials in a scarlet geranium, and unless the

two top petals arc nearly as large as the three bottom
ones, the flower is not tlio right shape. A great
many of the most fasliionable scarlets have an awk-
ward way of' rolling back their top petals, and you
should never cross from a seedling of this habit, un-
less the colour is very peculiar, and you want to fol-

low it out at all liazards, trusting to a, lietter shape
in a future generation The third character-is that
of the truss ; it should stand well up above the
leaves, but not so far as to reveal them. Tom TlimnJi

is very awkward in this character—its flower stalks

are too long; and if a large plant of it produced a
score of trusses in a pot, they would not hide a sin-

gle leaf from the view, so that in it two masses of
colour— green and scarlet—vie with each other;
whereas, if tho footstalks were shorter, tho scarlet

coidd only be seen with here and there a glimjise of

the green leaves. This summer there were two boxes
lidl ol' J uiU on oue of tlie terraces here—each bo.Kten
feet long, and nearly a yard wide—and for three or

four inontlis you could only see a glimpse of the
loaves hero and there, just enough to relieve tho in-

tense brilliancy of the flowers. The plants wero in

the same soil for the last four years on Hairy
Moore's plan; yet, seven or eight trusses of Judi
would hardly make one truss of tho size of that of

Tom Thumb, so that a seedling may furnish an im-
mense truss, and yet not form so rich a bed or basket
as another with trusses half the size ; hence the rea-

son why 1 recommend footstalks sulliciently long to

elevate the flowers only to tho surface of the foliage.

The next essential character in these seedlings is the
shape of the truss and the disposition of the flowers.

At present, the trusses of these soai'lets are of two
forms—the Ihit and the globular. Those with flat

trusses, or bunches like the flowers of the elder, make
by far the best bedders. as that form of flower covers

more space, and hides the leaves more than the

globe flowers. SliniMaiid scarht, Conqyu'tiim, and
Gem nf sctii-lcts (" let out" last spring by Mr. Ayres),

are the three best globular-flowered ones we have.

The CoiiijiiicUdit is the least capricious of the three

as to soil, and I fear the Ocm of scarlets will not do

here ; the flowers arc set so close on the truss that

they cannot expand properly without strong soil;

but where this variety will succeed, as I think it must
on all heavy or damp soils, it will turn out the best

bedding one we have after Punch, which, however,

will only succeed on ]ioor light or gravelly soil.

Punch having a flat-headed truss, twenty of its trusses,

or single flowers, will cover as much space as thii-ty

or forty of those of the Oem. of scarlets. The flowers

of the'(jem, individually, are the smallest of all the

scarlets 1 know, and I tliiiik I have seen all of them
that are worth culture, but the trusses are immensely

large, and every flower has a distinct wliite eye ; the

footstalk is nearly as long as that of the Shrubland

scarlet, and altogether is a most beautiful thing.

Royalist is the next best bedder, and is more likely

to suit dillerent soils than many of the new ones. ]t

is a well-marked horse-shoe, with veij large trusses,

which are intermediate between the globidar and

flat-headed ones. It was sent out last year by the

late Mr. Conway, and 1 mention it to exemplify the

tlu-ee jiroininent forms of truss in this section of

geraniums, and also to explain the reasons I have

for recommending such and such characters in seed-

lings, these reasons being all founded on usefulness

rather than on any whimsical fancy; and let us now
recapitulate tlioui.

Flowers as nearly cup-shaped as j)0ssible ; the two

back petals to be as broad as tho three front ones;

the truss to be flat on the top, and the flowers set

loosely on it ; the footstalk not to be longer than

merely to raise the flowers free from the leaves ; a

small truss to consist of from 50 to 00 flowers, and a

large one doulile that number ; shade of colour mere
fancy—anything from pure white to dark scarlet wfll

liud a place in the flower-garden.

These scarlet gei-aniums wero in their prime at

the end of October, but a selection of names from

among them will not be [worth much, as many of

them vary exceedingly on diflcrent soils. The next

class of geraniums for flower beds is composed of

various sections, which the florists, in their impa-

tieneo, have been foolish enough to discard. They
are everlasting flowerers, or hybrid perpetuals, as

we call them here for distinction's sake. Some of

them make splendid beds, and a good assortment of

them were in full beauty at the time of taking these

notes—the end of October. Dbidciniilum and Diiuh-

matum ruhesoens, with Unique and Lidlif Marij Fox,

struggle on the very point of my pen for preference
;

and there are more candidates of equal merit; but,

like other things which are swayed by fancy or

taste, each of these bedders will havo its admirers,

and some will prefer one, and some another. Per-

haps it is not hur to put up Unique in competition

as a candidate ibr favour, as it stands alone in the

endless varieties belonging to this family in colour

and richness of tints. The florists, with all their

" rules of art," have never been able to obtain so rich

a purph^ as tliat of Unique. Yet, of aU the geraniums,

this has less cause to boast of high lineage, having

descended from a little insignilicant weed (Capita-

turn) with paJo lilac blossoms. Mr. Wood, a friend

of mine, writing in the Ourdcncr's Chronicle, first re-

commended Unique as a bedder, where he oflcred a

great indignity to her majesty the Queen of Portu-
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gal, who is Unique's only sister, by confounding tlio

two together. If tlieywcre twins, liowever, they could

not be more alike, but the Queen of Portufjal is of a

stronger constitution, and would cover a space in

three years which Unique would hardly cover in six,

as I have long since jiroved on the conservatory wall

here ; but as Unique Uowers down to Christmas, and
the Queen of Forturjal is generally over by tlie end of

October, we prefer Unique for the wall ; but in seven

years it has not attained the height of five feet. 'J'he

principal bed in the centre of a fancy parterre garden

here is planted with Unique, and edged by a band of

tlie (jfohUn Chain dwarf geivmium, about ten inches

wide ; nnd were it not for fear of being thought that

1 used too much fi'eedom, I could give a fine history

of how the ladies expressed their admiration of this

arrangement. I am less scrupulous, however, about

telling what gentlemen said of it, and I heard one

of the best English amateur planters say that "the
effect was inimitable." Ladij Manj Fox has not

been long used for beds, but some prefer it to Unique.

It is an orange scarlet, with dark marks in the upper

petals, tlowering most freely from ilay to Cbristnuis;

and at Madeira I have no doubt this, and half a

dozen others in this section, would llower all the j^car

round. Those who are old enough to recollect a

geranium called It/nescens major, some twenty years

back, will have no ilithculty to understand what a

brilliant one Lrahj Mary Fox is, when I say that it

is twice the size of the lyneseens, with the same
colours; but to show how little encouragement is

given to originate such beautiful things for our

Bower beds, Mr. Dennis, of the King's Road, Chelsea,

advertised this plant for the first time, only two years

since, at six shUliugs the dozen, while trumpery
pelargoniiuns, that you can hardly get to bloom well

for three weeks iu a wliole seasou, were soiling at two

guineas a-])iece. Now, the reason of nil this must be,

that the florists keep their fine things constantly

before the public by tlieir boolcs and advertisements,

so that tliey are llioroughly known; while flower-

gardening, as an art, has never yet been taken up by
any one. Formerly, the flower-garden was left i'or

the foregeouud pictures of landscape gardeners,

where docks, rushes, and gUliflowers, might mingle
together ; hence flower-gardening is considered to

come within tlie province of the landscape painter.

But flower-gardening, as practised iu the present day,

is a total mystery to the mere landscape painter ; and
no wonder, seeing that it has no more relation to

landscape gardening than poetry has to prose ; and
both are distinct from the profession, which only

aims at teaching the uninitiated how to cull the best

flowers, and sow the gayest annuals Ibr the domestic

flower-beds. 1). BE.vroN.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GAEDENING.

CiNEnAiti.v.—This genus belongs to the natural

order of composita;, or starworts, and to tlie I'.lth

Linnean class. It, therefore, bears some resemblance

to the common and the ox-eyed daisy, the groundsel
and the ragwort; tliough, unlike tl)em, we have as

yet failed in raising double cinerarias. 'I'lie hunily

name is derived hoin cineres, ashes, in allusion to

the soft whitish matter that covers the surfaces of the

leaves in numy of the varieties. 'J'he greenhouse
species were partly introduced from tbe ('ape of(iood

Hope, but chiefly from tlie tablelands of !Mexico.

Though thus placed within the tropics, the cineraria

in its native wilds would bo exposed to a temperate
and somewhat changeable climate, owing to the

highly elevated plains, and the still loftier mountains,
of its native countries ; but from the impatience of

frost which it manifests, it is not likely it ever knew
anything of the icy king until it became a denizen of

this changeable climate of ours. As with us the whole
family grows the must luxuriantly in antiunn and
sjiring, we should be inclined to believe that it flou-

rished most at home in places not fully exjiosed to

the mid-day vertical sun.

It is only within these few years that the cineraria

has come imder the improving auspices of tbe scien-

tilic florist, rerfeotion, as yet, is far from being
gained, but many thousands are raised from seed
every year, far superior to the narrow-pointed-petalled,

staiTy-looking things of our younger days. When
Kin;/ made its appearance about a dozen years ago,

it was looked upon as a world's wonder. §ow, such
a beauty would be considered by tbe regular gi'owers

as no beauty at all. Times change, and men and
measures, manners and ideas, change with them.
All the better, if change is identified with good—is

symbolical of progression, and not of retrogression.

We believe that in everything improvement has been,

and is being, made. Every appeai-ance to tlie con-

trary, over which the morbid ponder, is just the re-

ceding ripple of tbe wave of tbe onward flowing tide.

With the taste for a higher form of beauty in the

flower, came also improved systems of cultivation

and management, and not beibre they were needed.

We can recollect when once or twice a year tbe poor
cinerarias were taken to the potting bench, wliirled

out of their pots, their matted roots sliced oil' with a
sharp knife, with much a|iparent consequence and
gnsto ; and then when, after jiotting again, a strag-

gling mass of foliage densely covered tbe pot, and a

few thin flower-stems, decked here and 'there witli a
starry stray blossom, met tlie eye, the o]ierator

thought himself amply repaid for )iis cleverness.

Considering what tee liave done—what wonderfid
]ieople the next generation will be ! Great men we
are vain enough to think ourselves at times—they
will be Goliaths upon giants' slioulders !

Those who intend forming a collection cannot do
better than state their wants, and tlie money they
wish to spend, to any one of the nurserymen wlio

grow them largely. This plan will always suit sellers

and purchasers best, where no particular variety is

required. From a sixpenny packet of seed you may
raise many beautiful things, but tlieu it would be of

little use sowing it until neai'ly midsummer—next
season—and tlius a season would be lost. As a guide
in selecting, or in retaining what you have raised,

we may mention that the flowers, whether large or

small, should be compact and circular, the disk or

centre small, the petals of good substance, well

ronnded at the jioints, expanded horizontally : if

curved at all, bending inwards, or iuflexed—instead

of reflexed or defle.xed—that is, bending back ; so

that tbe blossom, if not flat, may liavo slightly tbe

appearance of a cup. Colours, if more tlian one,

clear and definite, though many shaded ones are very

beautiful ; flower-stem stift' and strong, sujiportiug a
large iliittish head or corymb of blooms ; leaves small

and middle sized, instead of large. As to tlie habit

of tlie ]>lants, a few tall, more medium size, and most
of all dwarf. The following approaeh such cliarac-

tcrislics, and thouf,di not ni^w nor expensive, are still

very jirctty :—Alboni, while and pink ; Beauty of

Newingtou, white and lipjied with crimson; Beauty
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of St. Jolm's Wood, crimson and white ; Celestial,

light blue ; Countess of /ethiiul, red ; Coronet, white

and purple ; Cerito, white smd lilac; Compacta, simi-

lar to Old King; Diana Vernon, purple; Kmperor,
rosy crimson ; Fair Eosamond, white tinged with

pink ; Grand ilasler, white and crimson, colours

jiure and distinct; Sapphire, deep blue ; Eoyal Crim-
son ; l^ady Peel, lavender ; One in the Eiiig, wliite

tipped witli purple ; Zeuobia, dark jiurple. Tliose

who woidd aim at doing great things by hybridising

next season, should obtain Henderson's Pauline,

shaded crimson, large and fine ; ditto Adela Villiers,

white tipped with crimson ; KondaH's Eichard Cob-
den, bluish lavender; and other novelties.

The improvement in the cultivation of the cine-

raria commenced when, instead of shifting and re-

potting in the manner alluded to, a system of divid-

ing the stool, or, better still, growing the suckers or

young plants that were plentifully jiroduced from it,

was resorted to. To ell'ect this olijcct most easily

and successfully, no better plan can be adopted than
turning the plants out of their pots into a bed in the

ojien air, say in the beginning of June, jilanting them
rather deep, surrounding the ball with light rich soil,

watering them well then, and afterwards, when ne-

cessary, shading with a few branches at first, and
then dividing the stool ; or, taking the best suckers

separately m August or September, and either plant-

ing thora in a preparatory bed to be taken and potted
in October, or potting them at once, and shifting

when necessary afterwards, using rich light soil.

From suckers thus obtained we have had plants in

the succeeding March and April, with huge heads of

bloom, growing in twelve and si.x.teeu-iuch pots ; but
after Cluistmas they were puslied on by plunging
them in a mild bottom heat, and the temperature of

the air seldom below 45°, with jjlenty of ventilation.

For general pm'poses, a six-inch pot will give a very
pretty useful plant; and in the case of seedlings a
four-inch pot is quite large enough, as it can be as-

sisted with manure water after the flower stem ap-

jiears. As the cineraria pii'esents few attractions

during tlie summer, it is of little use sowing the

seed before May or June, as then, if you wish it, the

l>lants will bo early enough to flower in winter and
spring. The seed should be saved from the best
varieties, and if carefully hybridized all the better.

\\'here no jiarticular object is aimed at, liybridization

will be etfected in placing the desirable varieties close

together, and shaking their heads of bloom amongst
each other. If even the collecting, and storing, and
labelling of the seed is too much trouble, that too

may bo got rid of by tiu'uing out the plants as wo
liave advised above before the s-eeds have dropped,
and, after planting, spread some fine light soil on
tlio surface, and the seeds are so accommodating
that they will sow themselves, and thus you may
raise and pot suckers and seedlings at the same
time. Do not be disconcerted, however, if some
more enthusiastic neighbour should look the state-

ment that such a system was more in accordance
with the^)rtsi than Wte. present practice.

If by some oversight, yoiu' cinerarias are still in
the blooming pots of last spring, we would, upon the
jiriucijile of " better late than never," divide some of
the stools, and pot olf the suckers even now, which,
if assisted with a mild bottom heat, wUl make nice
plants for late spring blooming. The others, left as
they are, will come in early. JNIind, however, that
the cineraria, delighting though it docs, lehen grow-
iiiij, in a moist atmos]ihere, will have nothing to do
with a stagnant one. Young plants will keep beau-

tifully over the winter in a cold frame or pit, pro-

vided they are kept rather dry and stunted, until

after Christmas, by withholding water, and giving

plenty of air. They will thus stand a low tempe-
rature, but nothing below 32°. If inclement weather,

of a week or ten days' duration, shoidd take place,

there will be danger in such circumstances, not i'rom

frost, for that you may keep out by covering, but
from thinq}, if you cannot give air. This danger will

be all tlie greater if yoiu' plants have commenced
growing, as then the tissues will be more soft and
tender. In such circumstances, every opportunity
should be taken to open the sashes, even though
jireviously to doing so you might lurve to place in

the pit or frame sundry large bottles filled with hot

water. With the exception of such circumstances as

these occurring, the plants will be more healthy and
luxuriant in pots or boxes than when set upon
shelves. If the plants are small, it is an easy luat-

ter to push them on after February, with a mild

bottom heat, until they show flower, as after that

period we seldom have stonus that would render

long covermg-up necessary. Those showing bloom
now should be transferrecl to the window or green-

house, and set in saucers. Those placed in the

greenhouse to grow should be accommodated at its

warmest end, and would thrive better if placed on
slates instead of wooden shelves. If not set over

water, as recommended for the calceolaria, the shelves

should be frequently syringed to keep tlie atmos-

phere moist. A medium temperature of 4.5° will

answer admirably. A dash from the syringe over

the leaves will help to keep them clean. Water al-

ternately with clear and manure water after the

flower-stems appear. Fumigate with tobacco at the

first appearance of gi'eeu-fly. Eobeut Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.

EXOTIC ORCHIDACE.E.
H.wixG, in jsreceding numbers, pretty fully and

minutely desciibed the kind of house we think best

adapted for growing orchids, we now shall turn our

attention to the second part of our subject, namely,
the various metliods of cultivating them : 1st, in

pots ; 2ndly, in baskets ; and thirdly, on blocks ; de-

scribing the proper soils for tlie two first, aud the

best kind of wood for the last. In directing what
should be done with newly-impiorted orchids, we
slightly, in some instances, antici]iated this part of

our subject, particularly the preparation of peat for

potting. 'This point is also allucled to in the routine

work )br October, page 20, of this volume. Still, we
consider the proper preparation of the compost to

grow them in of such importance, that we conceive it

our duty to the yovnig or inexperienced cultivator to

consider the subject more fully.

Pkopeb Kind of Peat.—The best, perhaps, in the

whole kingdom, is found in the neighbourhood of

Exeter. Tliis peat is composed chiefly of the fine

roots of grasses and bog-rushes : it is brownish, light,

and porous, having very little of that black unctuous
substance which is called " soil" amongst it; neither

does it contain much of decayed sphagnum, or bog-

moss. To use a homely comparison, it is something
like compressed shag tobacco. So well do orchids

thrive in this peat, that several of the large growers
round London are in the habit of sending for it even
to that distance ; but we can scarcely expect small
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cultivators to go to tliat expense. lu various parts

of the country there is plenty of peat, tliongh not ex-

actly so good as the Exeter kind, which, with a little

labour, first, in choosing the nearest like to il, and
secondly, in manufacturing it, if we may be allowed

the term, tliat (he kind so chosen may be made still

nearer to approacli the best in its consistency. Tiiere-

fore, we need not despair growing orchids in ])ots

well and efficiently in peat from any neighlionring

moor or common. Choose a veiy fibrous peat : this

will generally be found close to the surface, and not
moi-e than Ironi one to two inches thick. Reject all

turves that are composed chiefly of soil, at least Jbr

this purpose, though sucli are of the best quality, if

mixed with white sand, for Cape Heatlis and New
Holland plants, or even for American plants ; so

that in procin'ing the best soil fur the last-mentioned
jilant the cultivator will have a good opjiortunity to

select the best tiu'ves for liis orchidcce. Having ]oet

with some that answers nearest to our descrijition of

the kind at Exeter, let it lie kejit in a shed till it is

tolerably dry ; then chop or break it into pieces the

size of a man's flst, and with a broad-headed hannner
beat it till the fine soil and the fibi'e separate ; sift

it through a fine sieve, and it will appear of a rcjiigli,

light, and open textiu'e. If, on experience, you liud

it still runs together again and Ibrrus a close mass,
retentive of moisture, then mix with it broken pot-

sherds and small chips of oak or ash, or even willow.

These will keep it open, and let the water pass
through.

OiicHlPs Fou Pots.—The ojieration oi 2"^>t'ii'J "'C

have sulliciently described in the .^)tth Number,
])age 20, and to that place we refer oiu' readers.

Wlien we give the list we promised as the rnh bead
of orchid culture, we .shall divide it into those that

grow in pots, in baskets, and on blocks. In this

jdace it will be sufficient to state, that of Rletias,

Brassias, Calanthes, Cattlcyas, Cirrliffias, Cycnoelies,
Cymbidiums, Cypripediums, Cyrtopodiums, Bendro-
biunis, Rpidi'udrunis, Iloulletias, Lj-castcs, Maxil-
larias, Aliltonias, Odontoglossums, Oncidiums, I'eris-

terias, I'haias, Sobralias, Warreas, and Zygopet.alums,
the greatest number will thrive best, or at least as

well, in pots, as by any other method. There are

some cxeejitions which we shall note ju'escntly.

Onciiiiis IN Baskets.—A considerable number of

species require baskets, because the flower-stems are

|iendanl, and, consequently, naturally require a po-

sition to allow the flowers to grow down. In fact,

some Send the flower-stems perjiendiculai-ly down
through the soil or compost. Now, if these are

grown in pots, the flower-stems run down into the
soil and there perish. It is true, they have been
grown in jiots on a hillock built up six inches
or a, foot above the rim of the pot, and then ]iart of

tbi' flower-stems inauage to And the ir way to tlie out-

side of the little mound, but a considerable nu)iiber
descend straight downwards, avid soon r(]t for want
of air and light. 1>y growing them in baskets, this

evil is prevented, and evei'y raceme (buneb) ofllowei's

arrives at perfection. 'This way of i)roducing flowers

—;jnst the reverse of all others—jieculiarly shows
that these highly curious and magniflcent flowers

must grow on braiu-hes of trees, or it would seem
that nature had dimc^ something in vain by erealuig
flowers that, did they grow on the earth, would
mostly perish witliout ever being seen. .But, con-
ceive them growing on the forked branches of trees,

or the clefts of jocks, the whole plant being on the
outside ; and we then perceive that the mode of

flowering is not so jireposterons as it would be were
these strange plants terrestrial, lor the flower-stems
easily hud their way round the branch of a tree, or

down the sides of a naked rock. \Vc may conve-
niently divide basket ]il ants into two classes; flrst,

those that require jieat or compost; and secondly,

those that require sphagnum or bog-moss. The flrst

class contains the larger number. As wo do not
intend to anticijiate the catalogue of tlie best or-

chids intended to form the 5th part of this essay,

we shall only liere Just mention the genera that re-

cjuire peat and baskets. They are Stidikojiens, which
we name first because of the great number in the

genus, and because their mode of floresceuse jiecu-

liarly points them as rc([uiring this ]ncthod of grow-
ing ; Aciiietiis, Aii-ojicnta, some Dciulrohiums, Onn-
ijorcis, and Laeii-uas.

The baskets slioidd be of a size suitalde for the

plants—small ones requiring only smaU baskets,

middling ones the middle-sized, and large ones in

]iroportion. The way to basket the jdauts is this.

Have the peat or compost prepared exactly as for

jiotting above mentioned; cover the bottom of the

basket with a thin layer of moss—green would do,

though we prefer white or sphagnum. This moss
is to pi'cveut the jieat from dropping through the

openings between the rods forming the bottom.

'Then place a portion of peat upon the moss. In
the next place prepare the jilant by taking it out

of the old basket or pot, or perhaps olT from a log.

]>o this as CiU-cfully as possible Mithout injuring

the living roots. If the old peat, in which it has

laen growing jierhaps for years, is very hard, and
the living roots are so firmly attached to it that they

cannot be dctaclicd without breaking them, take tlie

]dant and put it into the cistern, and let it remain
there till the peat is thoroughly soaked. Take it out,

and set it in some convenient jilace to drain off the

water, i^ this is done a full week before you intend

to rebaskot the plant, it will be all the easier to do,

the object being to soften the peat so as to be able

to jiick oflwith a small-pointed stick as much of tlie

old peat asjiossible. Examine also the pseudo-bulbs

and leaves, and clean them thoroughly from dirt and
insects. Prune away all dead roots, and then the

jilant will bo ready to be put into its now hnliitation.

I'laee it in the middle of the b.asket, and fill in all

round it with the new compost. Set the basket then

on the floor, and, with the syringe bold pretty close

to the peat, give it a good watering, forcing the water
out of the syringe pn^lty strongly : lliis will be found

to make the eom]iosl linn, so that futu)-c waterings

will not wash it ofl the basket on to the floor, or

]ilants underneath. One thing we would especially

guard our readers against, and that is, having the

baskets nnule deep, hioine may have an idea that

if the ]dants have a large lot of stulf to grow in they

will thrive better and produce more flowers, but this

is a mistaken notion. 'The roots of orchids of this

class run on the surface, or, at least, very clostdy be-

neath it ; in truth, if the air is jiropeiiy surcharged

with moisture, tlu! roots will prefix- running out of

the coiiijiost. I'veqiiently tlie long roots of b'laii-

kojicas, that jiusb strongly, and run along the surface

of the com] lost, send forth iibres not into the com-
jiost, but, strange to say, iqnvards into the congenial

air, gathering, as it weri^ aerial food, to sujiport and
I'eed the plant they belong to. This proves satisfac-

torily enough that deep liaskets are no advantage
even to the growth of the jilant, but to the flower-

stems of some kinds of Stanhopeas they are certainly

injurious. Wo say sunic hinds, suck as 8Uinli02ica
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iiisigiiia and its varieties, S. tif/riiia and its varieties,

and all tluit liave. like tliese, short and few-tloweved

racemes. Such kinds as Stiiiihnpeii ovidnta, If'anlii,

and qiKidiironiis. wliicrh have Iohh: tlowor-steuis, may
liud their wiiy through a deep hasket, but would do
so easier and safer through a shallow one.

FLORIST FLOWERS.
The P.\nsv.—Last week these flowers were noticed,

and the cultiu'O needful for this season. A promise,
also, was given that this week a descriptive list of
some new, or iniknown, fine varieties shouUl be pub-
lished : they arc the following, which wc noticed
timing a visit to Edinburgh about the middle oflast
August ; wc. saw them in the garden of Mr. R,
Grieves, Kaimes' Cottage, St. Catherine Sihbertou.
about tlirce nnlcs from that city. Mr. Grieves is an
amateur, whocultivates florist's flowers very suocess-

I'uUy, but especially hollyhocks and the! flower at the
head of this article. His pausies, a large collection,

were in e.\cellcnt health; numbers of them were in
line flower even at that advanced season. One in
particular attracted attention, and this is a seedling
of Mr. Grieves' own raising : it is named Firnicyclc,

dark purple ground, golden eye belted round it with
blue, of a good sid.)stance in petal, and of a large size

and excellent form. The others are Mciijmjiccns,

dark blue ground, colour beautiful, edged with white,
of good sulistancc, flue form, and large size, il/i'ss

Annie, a dark self, with yellow eye, large, and tine

form. Hiss Wcddcrlnti-n, blue, edged with white,
yellow eye, tine form. Marchioness, yellow shaded,
witlt bronze blotch, good form ; a siugidar line flower.

Psi/che, jiale rose ground, cream-coloured eye, good
shape ; a beautiful medium-sized variety. ClarencUt,
light blush, broadly edged with white, a good yellow
eye, tine form, and good substance. Ddiijht, white
ground, lomon-colourcd eye, rather thin, but a well-

shaped flower. I'rincess, crimson grouml, and white
eye ; a flower of good substance, well I'ormcd, me-
diiuu size. These are all worth the florist's attention,

and may be procured from ilr. Grieves, who disjioses

of his surplus stock at very moderate prices.

T. ArPLEBY.

THE KlTCIIEN-GAIiDEN.
Bean's may still be planted in sheltered situations

or on the sides of sloping banks, &c. The early
dwarf kind of Mazagau is about the best to plant at

this season. As soon as they make their apjiearance
nliove ground, assist them by shaking n little dry
dust amongst them; or they may be jilanted thickly

together in some sheltered corner, so that they may
be ready for transplanting after Christmas.

C.\RR0T3 should be all taken up by this time, as
they will got no good by remaining in the ground
now.

CUuLii'XOWEUs.— Those that arc pricked in pits,

frames, hand-glasses, or pots, must he frequently hoed
to prevent the soil becoming surface-bound. Keep
them also well cleared from decayed leaves as well as
slugs, and take care that those in pots do not sufl'er

for the want of a little water, or they may otlu^-wise
bo apt to button in the early spring. 'J'he cauli-

flowers now coming in should be daily examined, and
those not actually re(iuircd for present use should be
stored away, as alrcatly directed, for late winter con-
sumption.

LETrucE Plants in all stages of gi'owth should he
kept cjuitc clear from decayed leaves, which, if suf-

i'ered to remain, afl'ord so sure a harboin- for slugs.
Apjdy a little dry dust occasionally about them,
which is a great assistance at this time of the year,
and surface-stir the ground in suitable weather.

Onions.—Stored onions should be looked over, and
all those decaying or showing symptoms of growing,
should have those jiarts cut out. Potato or Uiuler-

(jromul unions should be jilanted, and the autumn-
sown crop should be kept free fi'om weeds and leaves,

and have also an occasional dredging of dry dust.

Salsafy and SconzoNEiiA may now be either taken
up and stored in sand, or the surface of the ground
may be mulched, and these vegetables be allowed to
remain and be taken up as reqidred.

Early Peas may now be sown on dry well shel-

tered borders by those who have plenty of space to
spare : but to make sure of an even thrifty crop, it is

quite as well to defer this operation until the middle
of January, when they may be sown on turf, cut into
narrow strips, placed under shelter, and planted in
rows in the month of February, slightly sheltering
them with small i'urze, spruce flr, or other evergreen
bou.ghs, and dry dust.

Young Carrots and Radishes in Frames.—Those
already up shoidd be duly thinned, surface-stirred,

and dusted ; and to keep tlrem healthy as well as to

prevent their shanhinr/, let them be judiciously aired,

both night and day, as we have previously directed.^:

Cucdmhers.— Sow in succession, and let those
j)lauts already up and growing be duly stopped at the
flrst joint, keeping those shoots cleared away which
may bo produced at tlie base of the seed-loaf, allow-
ing the centre or principal shoot to grow three joints
previously to its being again stoppeil, by which time
the jilants should be turned out into their final place.

The side shoots next breaking may be so trained as
to cover atrcUis in a frame, pit, or house, and should
be stopped at the second joint. By the time that the
next shoots have started into growtli, the plants, if

judiciously managed, will have become strong enough
to bear fruit, which will then be seen showing in

abundance. Care should at once be taken to stop
the shoots at every fruit-sliowiug joint, though there
is groat judgment required in attending to this rule,

as much must depend, in carrying it out to its full

extent, upon the strength and vigour of the plants.
Under these circumstances, however, the fruit, as
soon as it shows, should at all times be very carefully

and judiciously thinned, so that the plants ma,y not
be impoverished with a number of deformed ill-grown
cucumbers.

Mushroom Beds—If exposed to out-of-door cul-

ture, apply now some fresh litter, and give protection
by thatched hurdles to wai'd oft' the wind and the
rain. The litter should be turned over occasiomdly,
to ]n'cvent the spawn from running into it. Those
beds that have been for some time bearing freely

should get liberal waterings with clarified, tepid,

liquid niamu'e, brewed from cow, sheep, or deer-dung.

Plant Potatoes without delay in dry weather.
Allow them plenty of room, say two feet from row to

row, and ten to twelve, inches from set to set in the
row, and, when suificicnt width is dug for a row, strain

the lino down, and cliop out a trench with the spado
six or seven incliesdcep

; plant the sets, and commence

* Slianlung—decaying ucar the eurlace of the ground.
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Leaves.—Be active in collecting togetlier all the

leaves in a tidy way for futin-e uses ; eitiier for mix-
ing with other fermenting snhstances for hot-licd

inaking, littering the pigstyc, or for covering up fnvi-

kale. Of this some should now be begun to be forced

as before directed. The quantity covered up dejiends

upon the supply required. The kale should always
be covered up when thoroughly dry, that is, on a hue
day. Cover it up with a mass of leaves enough to

raise a tcmjierature of about by, but never to ex-

ceed CU".

BnocoLi.—Let those who have not laid in their

brocoli, and yet wish to save it through a severe win
ter, do so at once.

R]iunAiiT;.—The roots of as many plants as are

tliought suificient to give the required supply for

winter forcing should now be potted, or planted in

boxes or tubs as before directed. Let all be plac-ed

in some snug corner where they can soon and easily

be covered over with straw, leaves, or anything else

to protect them from severe weather. By potting the

whole »y«', the plants will be getting well established,

and ready when wanted to bring in a pot or two at a

time into the warm cellar or forcing-house.

RouTixE WonK.—Ciive plenty of air to cmiliflouers

imder hand-glasses, or in piits, or frames, by taking

the lights quite off during all fiiue days ; remove all

decayed leaves and stir the earth often about them.

See that the out-door carrot beds are not choked up
with fallen leaves or weeds. Let all beds of winter

spinach, lettuce, onions, and young cabbaijc 2)lants, be

often similarly attended to. Also look over brocoli,

borecoles, savoys, and cabbages, that have been laid in

for winter use, and remove all decayed leaves.

Jajies Bahnes axd W.

MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION.

OUR VILLAGE WALKS.
(No. 7.)

Country life is full of interest and variety. There
is always something to oljserve, and admire, and
remark upon; and "village walks" lead us to see

and think about many things besides trees and
flowers, for they do not bring us down to one given

subject, but allow us sometimes to branch oil' into

other matters connected with the soil, and so now
I am going to talk a little about cottage allotments.

In my neighbourhood, a portion of land is let in

this way to the poor: it consists of about live and
twenty acres, and each allotment averages a quarter

of an acre, but some are ratlier large, and some a

little less. The benefit derived from this system is

very great ; almost all the tenants—certainly all the

)ioorest—say they must have gone to the Cnion, or

have been starved, had it it not been for their potato
land ; and even since disease has smitten that most
useful root few have been behind-hand with their

rent,—none have given up their land, and jnany are

wishing to obtain some. Their contentment under
the evident judgment of God is beaiitiful, and in-

structive to their richer neighbours. Tlie farmer
too often murmurs ; but tlie cottager, in cveri/ in-

stance, thanks God that ho lias not been a greater

snilerer, and fully recognises the hand that gives

and withholds the increases Tlie cottage allotment
system is a strong and benelicial bond of union

between the poor and the rich—it is surprising how
it links them to those whose tenants they are

;

and so many little acts and words of kindness are

called forth on the part of the landlord, and he has
it so much in his power to do good, and also to

exhort, admonish, reprove, and commend, that even
the welfare and good order of a village may be
greatly influenced by its means. As a proof of its

good efl'ects on one occasion, I will mention a cir-

cumstance that occurred during the unfortunate riots

of li^^ji). The mob visited the house of a gentleman
(who then possessed the allotments to which I have
alluded) in common with all the rest of the neigh-

bouring residents. Those of the parishioners who
held his land formed a band, and surrounded the

house, declaring that, whether money was given or

not, not a window should be broken, or one of the

family unnecessarily alarmed. In the excited and
lawless state of the people at that time this was a

pleasing proof of their gratitude towards those who
endeavoured to do them good. If every landed pro-

prietor would set apart even one very suuxll portion

of his land for cottage allotments, he would be doing

a great deal towards helping the poor, and relieving

the burden of the rate so often bitterly complained
of. Much good sometimes results from small begin-

nings and simple means ; and if every work, how-
ever trilling, was " begun, continued, and ended" in

God, striking and important effects would inevitably

ensue: for, " not by power, nor^by might, but by my
sjiirit," he has declared to be the way in which great

tilings are done. In one special case I Icnow, that a

man given to drinking applied for an aUotment,

the answer was, " We never encourage men who
drink—we cannot sufier such to hold our laud." The
man affirmed that the surest way to wean him from
this evil habit was to give him a piece of laud to till.

The plea was felt to be one of some importance

;

and, conditionally, the land was given to him. Since

that time no instance has been known of his offend-

ing in that way, and for some years he and his land

have prospered. This is by no means a solitary

instance—many allotment landlords have experi-

enced the same good results ; and many men who
have been accustomed to go at times to the beer-

house, without actually gaining the dreadful charac-

ter of being given to drink, have left off that jieril-

ous habit, and spent their leisure hours in cultivating

their useful bit of land. As a benefit to the bodies

of men the allotment system is an excellent one; but

it may be a means of doing unspeakable good to

their immortal souls. Very much of outward evil

may be discouraged and put down by managing
this interesting tenantry rcligioushj as well as kindly.

How fully a landlord may become acquainted with

their " short and simple annals,"—and how much
advice he can give,—how much religious principle

he may instil, as he listens to their joys_and sorrows!

The passions of men are everywhere the same : they

burn as fiercely about a neighbour's stray donkey, or

a furrow of ground unfairly taken in, as about an
invaded kingdom, or an insulted crown. We are all

partakers in the Fall ; and if God's commandments
ai'C enforced, and brotherly love iiromoted, among
the very lowliest of men, as great and as glorious a

work is accomplished as if we had mediated between
Turkey and liussia. Let landed ju'oprietors consider

this. Im-cu among farmers much may be done by a

wise and religious land-owner; but among village

tenantry— anmng the cottage gardeners— incalcu-

lable benefit nuiy be conferred ; and the interest of

watching over thorn is groat, and ever increasing.
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In villages, cottages are frequently built without one
morsel of gartlou attached to tlicm—as if landlords

considered only the shelter, and not the subsistence,

of the poor. High rents are demanded, and the

occupiers have no way in whicli to supply them-
selves with food, except at "the shop," where they

either pay dearly or not all. Even where gardens
exist they are seldom large enough to raise potatoes

enough for the family use, where nothing but bread
is attainable besides; and therefore, imdev all cir

cumstances, a piece of land is a real blessing to the

cottager, in every light in which we can possibly

view it.

I do not know a more pleasing, gratifying sight

than cottage allotments present dining the busy
seasons—autumn, for instance. The digging up, or

harvesting the crops,—then the ploughing and clean-

ing, the sowing and planting after that again,—keeji

the little colony in a perpetual buzz, and gives em-
ployment to every working member of the poor man's
family. One of the first harbingers of spring, too, is

a labourer, with his fork and wheelbarrow, going to

"the ground," as they all call it; and then very

S2)eedily it becomes full of activity, and fertility, and
sweetness—nothing is sweeter than the frebh-tmiied

earth. How the very labour of man tends to his

health and enjoyment! " Oh ! that man would tliere-

fore jjraise the Lord for his goodness, and declare

the wonders that he doeth for the children of men!"
Many gentlemen encourage their allotment te-

nants by oti'ering prizes, and giving them a dinner
or a supper when the rent is paid. This system
may, and probably does, work well ; but let not those

be discouraged who have it not in their power to do
so. The system works extremely well without it

;

and, jierhaps, evil passions are aroused by contend-
ing, and triumphing over each other, which will do
far more harm in one way than good is effected in
the other. Brotherly love is unlikely to continue
when there is this sort of competition, and the finest

and sweetest vegetables are dearly purchased by a

root of bitterness planted in the heart. The marked
su2>eriority of the crops in clean and well-tilled soil

ought to be a sufficient inducement to be diligent,

and tlie careful pains-taking cottager will, in some
measui'e at least, urge on the slotliful man beside

him. If a trifie is given back when the rent is paid,

it will benefit quite as much, and be as thankfully

leceived as an expensive mcai, which does no real

good, and excludes the self-denying mother and hun-

gry childi'en. Surely much might be done in this

way by those who seek to benefit the poor efiectually,

and because they are " our brethren." There is a

blessing, too, on those who consider the " poor and

needy;" and let us remember that "he thathonoureth

his Maker hath mercy on the poor."

IjARge-leaved ZiERiA [Zleria macroplujlla.)—This

greenhouse shrub, with panicles of white flowers, is

a native of Van Diemen's Land, where it is called

Stinlc-wooih It thrives best in a shaded part of the

greenhouse, in a well-drahied pot tilled with a mix-

tiu'e of light loam and peat. It must be watered

every morning or evening hi summer. It ripens

seeds, and may be propagated irom these or from

cuttings.

—

Bot. M(((j.y tab. 445L

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

*** We request that no one will write to the (lejnrtmental writers
of The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustiHjible trouble
and expense ; and we also request our coadjutors under no circtnn-
stances to reply to such private communications.

Capons (Verirr).—We cannot admit anything upon so cruel a suli-

jcct into our columns.
Hot-bed of Leaves {Ilnd).—The leaves may be employed alone,

or mixed with stable-manure, or fan. The leaves, even if mixed
afterwards with the other fermenting; materials, are best prepared by
themselves. I\Ii.\ them thoroughly with those other materials, and do
not put them in alternate layers. To prepare leaves, they should be
collected as they fall in autumn, and be put into a space enclosed by
hurdles or other means, so that they cannot be scattered by the
A^'inds. The heap should be at least six feet thick, watered mode-
rately, if the leaves are dry, and trodden firmly. \i\ iive or six weeks
the iieat they produce will be so moderated that the heap may he
broken up and beds formed of it. Apply a little water to any parts
which then appear dry.
Swiss Gextian.\ Seed {Rev. W. Brodie). -^There are several

species of Gentiana natives of Switzerland, but yon do not state the
name of yours. They will be safest if sown in pots of light sandy loam
only, any time in March ; the pots to be placed in a close cold pit

;

and, as soon as the seedlings are up, to have abundance of air given
them. They advance but slowly, but by next September will be fit to
transplant into a bed of light earth out of doors, where the slugs must
be kei)t from them. We cannot name your plant from the seed sent.
Rhododendron not Flowering {A Novice, Cnnibenvell),—

You have a short rhododendron showing flower-buds, and " a tall

straggling one" that does not.—You must cut back this just when
you see it begin shooting in the spring; cut the side branches to
within three or four inches of the old wood ; and the centre shoot, if

any, cut down to half its length.
Roses not Flowering {Ibid).—Prune your standard and dwarf

roses now, and very close ; that is, cut away the little spray twigs
altogether, and the strong shoots cut to a couple or throe joints from
the old wood ; then scrape away the top soil till you get near to the
roots, and lay over these some rich compost—one half of it rotten
dung. When they are in leaf next JMay water them with some strong
liquid manure, and, if there is life and blood in them, they will flower
abundantly after tliat treatment, but not so much the first season as
afterwards.
Li LIU MS {Nemo).—Plant your bulbs immediately

;
you have over-

looked what BIr. Appleby said at p. 310 of our vol. ii. :
" They are

much injured by long exposure." Lilies of all kinds should be kept
out of the ground as little as possible. Lilium bulhiferum is orange-
coloured, and from 2 to 3 feet high, according to the strength of the
bulb and the suitableness of the soil ; Chalcedonicum, scarlet, 3 to 4
feet; Thunbergianum, red and orange, 3 feet ; Aurantium, orange,
3 feet ; Spectabile, light orange, 2 feet ; Pyrenaicum, dark orange,
2 feet ; Superbum, light orange, 5 to 6 feet ; Eximium, white, 2 to 3
feet: Canadiense, light orange, 3 to 4 feet; Atrosanguineum, dark
red, 3 to i feet ; Pomponeum, red and scarlet, 3 to 4 feet; JMontanum
we do not know, neither are we acquainted with your hybrids— Prince
Albert, Duke of Sutlierland, Napoleon, Duke of Devonshire, Don
Juan, and fliavshal Soult, but they are ail different shades of red and
orange.
Old Jessamine (Ihid).—You cut this down last autumn, and the

young shoots have grown up very numerous, strong, and some 12 feet
long. Cut out a few of the weakest shoots to near the ground, for the
purpose of making young wood to fill the bottom, but let the other
shoots remain their full length. Cover the concrete bottom of your
cold pit with eoal-ashes.

IMoviNG Wisteria (C. C).—Remove your Wisteria (now 6 years
old) at once ; this is the best time. There is no doubt about your
succeeding with the carjiation cuttings, if you keep the damp from
them ; the greenhouse is the best place for them till early in the spring,
when you may give them a slight bottom heat. You are quite right
—things will root " at seasons unseasonable," with patience and per-
severance.
Apple-trees Bearing Sjiall Fruit {H. M.). — Stagnation,

owing to a retentive bottom, is, in all probability, the cause of your
apples being small. At all events, you will do well to drain
thoroughly. Perhaps you have been digging over their roots ; if so,

cease for four feet from the stem ; and in lieu thereof apply old
manure, as top dressing, sLx inches thick, next April. Root-prune
slightly your Clulh of Gold Rose, which is vigorous but blossomless,
as soon as you can. This rose is apt to be over-luxuriaut for a year
or two after planting, if in rich soil.

Peach Not Beabing (K. L. Thame.).—Correspondents should
always give the name and condition of a fruit when they seek informa-
tion. We will shortly suggest a form of table to be used in applying
to us for information. We would try rich top-dressing and hand-
pruning. Our'advice is not, however, obliged to be correct, for we
want other data.

Pines Not Fruiting (iJ. Tr«;^e)-s, Ba/^.).—No letter ever came
i

to our office that has not been answered. You should have named
;

the sorts of pines you grow ; their age, by what system grown, &c.
j
We wish our correspondents would indeed give the necessary data

;

it is but a common sense consideration. You surely must give too
much atmospheric moisture and heat with too little air. Do your
pines get light enough? Are they in pots; and are the pots—as they
ought to be—well filled with roots ? You may indeed take any half-

dozen of plants, that have been duly prepared previously, and start

them into fruit at almost any period. A certain prepared condition
however is necessary ; one of the first essentials of which is, that the
pot be well filled ; and another, that the usual excitements to growth
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be parlly withheld. Are you sure the soil in their pots has been quite

dry. The amount of dryness which a pine yvill endure is truly

astonishing.
Mummy Wheat (E. G. H., KinhoU).Some one of our readers

has kindly sent a few grains of this for you. If you will let us luiaw

yimr direction they sh:dl be forwarded to you.

HiMALAYAii Pumpkin Heed {A.N. If. y Birken^iead),^Sem\ us

your direction.

PoEous Saucers (A Cojiaiant Reader).—The saucers for flower-

pots, which you obtain at Manchester, let the water pass thronyh

their pores. Try giving them a coating of liot gas tar, and then

paint them.
Diseased Vine Leai'CT. Zi.).—This seems most severely attacked

with mildew ; but it is too dry, and we arc too much in the dark as

to where it is grown for us to say more.
Memoir ov Clement HoAitE (A Lover of Vhiesi).—We shall

be very ready to insert a biographical sketch of this gentleman, if

those who possess the materials will send them to us.

.Stocks iR.C).—The annual kinds must be sown in February,

but the biennial, JJronipton stocks, you must not sow until filay or

June. The age of the moon when you sow is of no consccjuencc.

Vou cannot tell which scedlinj; will jiroduce single or duuble llowers

until the flower-buds arc well lormcd. If any of the double specimens
Iiappcn to have any stamens not changed into petals, or flower leaves,

these would be ailvisably employed tu im])regnatc the single lilossoms.

Worms in a Ward's Cvse (A Stifjst'riljer).—Water //(/ soil

with lime-water, which will either kill them or drive them to the sur-

face, where you can catch them.
Plan roR Greenhouse {A71 Amateur)^ — We cannot furnish

you with this. Vou will find full general directions on the subject at

p. I ly of our first voluuie, being No. 12.

Pea .Sticking (lirv. .T. S. Lievra).—The result of our experi-

ments has been a full confirmation of the eflicacy of the supporters
of which we gave a drawing at p. 2/1 of unr second volume ; only, in-

stead of placing them ])erpenairular, we find that the most ellicient

position is leaning inwards, so as to touch at the top, like an inverted

A- Vour other question next week. A letter passed yours.

Potato-planting (N., liirmin^havi).—As your ground "is
rather strong," throw it up into ridges, and let it remain througli

the winter. Plant in February during dry weather, and keep your
sets between layers of eavlh until then.

Potato-planting with a JJicble (J. il/., T)itfdin).—0\wnm%
a trench with the spade, and planting the sets at the bottom of it,

may be the most expeditious mode, and may be generally practised

near Dublin, but it is not tlic best mode. It is accompanied by one
or all of the following objectionable consequences : irregularity of

depth, irregidarity of rows, and trampling on the dug soil. We al-

ways have a suHicient space for one row dug, stretch a'^Jinc across,

and with a blunt-eiulcd dibble, two inches in diameter, with a mark
to show when it has been thrust in eight inches, make holes at the

required distances, into each of which a set is dropi)ed. The spades-

man, or digger, fdls with his spade the holes up as he follows the

setter. Wc should indeed like to have some of your Queen's Cluster

potatoes tliat produced *' from 40 to VIQ tubers a stalk this year."

If yon can send us a few we will gladly pay the carriage.

Gesnera Douglasii and Zehrina (Lancastriensis). — Your
plants, so healthy and strong, showing flowers which do not open,

will be more likely to please yuu in that respect if you gradually

lower the temperature trom 75'^ during the day to 63^, and at night

from fiO'^ to TjO^ or 5.1". If you were to continue the same too-high

temperature, and gave them in addition a close moist atmosphere,

you would very likely get scaly tubers instead of (lowers, as men-
tioned in the article upon the achimencs. Such heat is very proper

for starting and growing, but not for flowering them. We have
plenty at present in a cold house, but the frost will soon speak for

them. In such a house as yovi have they will be very beautiful all

the winter. The subject will be adverted to ere long, meanwhdc see

(hat the roots of those done flowering are kept in a tenipcratnre not

lower than 40'" or 45^, as if lower than that they are ajit to l)e injured.

Room opening into Greeniiouke {W. J.).—Tlie back wall of

the room hading to the greenhouse l)eing only seven feet from the

glass on a south aspect, is very suitable to grow camellias on, and will

seldom want the nitl of the greenhouse. Vou hud better plant as

many as will nearly fill the space at once any time next February or

March. Being fourteen feet long, four plants will not be too nuiny,

and you can remove any of them afterwards when they get crowded.
Plant the old double while, or the wh\le Jimfiriata, the double varie-

gated, the red imbricatn, and tricolor or donklacri, or you can make
another selection from our former lists.

Geraniums Cut Down {W. M. //.),—Having cut down your
jdants at the beginning of October, they have sent out shoots about
two inches li>ng, and you ask whether you should root-nrnne and re-

pot them ? No; it is the safest treatment not to shake them out until

the end of January ; and do not disturb your rooted gernnium
cuttinns until March.

Tropo^olum tricolorum (Jhid).—After your tubers have been
potted about a month, two small shoots have made their appearance.
This iM quite right ; the more shoots they make from the bottom the

better. See you not do g;ivc them much water till the trellis ia ncHrly

covered.

DoLiCHOS MGNOSUS (/iiV/).— Let this evergreen twiner, na well as

Cofutn scundenfi, remain without shifting in their pots, weven inches

in diameter, until next March, and tlirn move (iiem into jiots two
sizes larger.

Fuchsias {Vnd).—It was too soon to cut down fuchsias about the

beginning of OctoJjrr ; the best way is to leave them out of doors as

late as it is safe to do t*o without fear of harm from fi-ost, then to cut

out the green parts, and store tjiem for I he w'wxii^r auywhrrc where
the frost cannot reach them. Could you not get a small stove to heat

your dnmpstio consertmtory ? If not, you will have to cover the glass

in very severe frost, and keep your plants almost dry.

pEfGiNG-nowN Hoses {lieta).—Vour China. Tea-sconted, and
Bourbon roses, from cuttings of last year, had better be pegged down
in Rlarch, after the winter frosts are over, as, in all ])robability, a few
of the shoots of such young plants will be more or less injured by it,

if we sliould have a severe winter. The plan of pegging-down roses

is not, however, a good one, and less so with Chinas, Tea, and Buvu'-

bon, than with the old sorts, and the reason is this, the bent shoots

will not grow any longer, and a fresh supply of stronger shoots will

issue from below tlie bent parts, and run away w ith the nourishment
wluch ought to reach the horizontal branches to enable them to bloom
finely.

TftoptEOLUM Tticoloruim (Hunch).—Your tubers have each

thrown up two strong shoots, and you need not mind that they have
not come up in the middle of the pot. The "fine old Scotch gen-
tleman," whom you name, says the more shoots which a tropa-olum
sends forth the better. They prove that Mr. Denyer, of (iracechurch-

street, from whom you bought them, sends out ereilitaljle bulbs.

Coil all that grow, and take eare that the pot.s arc not watered much
till these very tiny shoots get up, and are well clothed with leaves ; the

tubers will sup])Iy them in the meantime with suflieient nourishment,
but the soil must not get quite dry. If yoa water once in three weeks
until the end of January it will suflice.

Leaves eor IIot-beds {Ihid).—Tree leaves for making hot-beds
ncrt spring should be "in the dry" all winter, and if that is not

convenient, they ought to be in thin layers, so that they neither heat

or get rotten by damj), until within about five waeks of the time when
they will be required.

Removing Sea Kale and RnDBARU (J. N.).—Tliese roots,

which arc two and three years ohl, and must be removed, had better

be taken up forthwith. Injure them as little as possible, and replant

them forthwith.

Gr.RAMUM Cuttings {Ntlespernndum).—Boxes nine inches wide,

and as many deep, will do for geraniiuns; but those "struck this

:iiitumn" had better not be moved until spring. Charring the inside

of boxes is the best mode of keeping them from decay, and you may
paint them after. Holes through the bottom of each box three inches

apart, and lialf an inch in diameter, will allow the drainage water to

escape.

Orchids for a Greenhouse (A. N. 71.).—We arc not quite

sure whether you mean the same kind of house as we gardeners

term greenhouse ; by that term we understand a house that requires

no artificial heat beyond just keeping out the frost. If you mean a
house of this kind, there are very few, if any, orchids that will exist

in it, excepting one or two species from New Holland, such ,as Den-
drobium spcciosum, and tetragonum, and other small species from
the same country. Vour tpiestion about whether there are any in

Eppiiig or Haitumlt furests is rather a strange one. There may be
some terrestrial species in those woods, and curious plants they are,

if any grow there. West Kent is the most prolific of British orchids,

and you may obtain them from a florist, Mr. R. Sims, near Foot's

Cray, Kent, at moderate prices.

Heating by Gas {A Tiverion Subscriher).—Vou have placed in

the middle of your small grecnliouse a lantern-shaped tin case, without
holes and quite close, and supplied with oxygen by the meansof apiiic

brought from without, and in which tin ease the jet of gas burns, (lie

noxious gases ascending through the pii)c which is carried up through
thf roof. Now this being contrary to our advice given in the 48th
Number, you have forebodings as regards the jirobable results, al-

though the noxious gases are supposed to be confined within the tin

case. In your apparatus you need not have any fear of injury from
the gases given olV from the burning gas; ami we shall be glad to

know, when the winter is over, the size of your greenhouse, the quan-
tity of gas consumed in heating it, and to what temperature you could

keep it during frosty nights. For a very small greenhuuse a (in ca-^e

holding a gallon of water would be suflieient for supplying a flow and
return pipe on tiic hot-water system of heating. The size of the

boiler is of little consequence, but to supply it with heat as fast as is

necessary is the important point. Your young plants, with their rools

through the holes in the ]iots, may be shifted now into pots a size

larger, if you take care to disturb the roots very little.

Swede Turnips (ir. C. <•.).— For producing seed you may plant

these at once. Mnni^uld Wurlzfl, for (he same purpose, store in

sand or ashes in a dry outhouse until February, and tlu-a plant

them. Vour suggestion w^will think over.

Coal Dust {E. A.).—This will be quite as beneficial an ajipliea-

tion to a heavy soil to render its stajde more open, as if the dust was
previously reduced to ashes. We cannot tell you within (he compass
of an answer to a correspondent " the characteristic points of a good
Clirysanthemum." Mr. Fish will do so, we dare say, one of these
days.

Filtering Rain Watee {A Constant Subncriher).—You must
adapt to your cistern the plans figured at pp. 141 and 2l6 of our first

volume. Wc know it to be ett'ectual.

Name oi-- Plant {A fimatterer).—Yours is Sphenogyne speciosa,

a lialf-liardy annual, native of South America.

liONDON ; Printed by Harry Wooldridge, 14", Strand, in the
Parish of Saint Mary-le-Strand ; and Winchester High-otrcet, in

the Parish of St. ftlary Kaleiular; and Published by William
Somekville Orr, at the OJficc, 1 1;, Strand, in the Parish of

Suint Mary-lc-Strand, London.—November 22nd, 18411.
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established in their seooutl jiots, inure tli.cra by de-

gi-ees to tlic cool atmosijhere of a cold pit or green-

house, and ill May, whea the dalilias are planted out,

choose a rich south border, and plant out your Leo-

notises, sheltering each with a few boughs for

awhile. As soon as they begin to grow freely, stop

their points, and afterwards supply tliem liberally

with liquid manin-e. Any time in August, during

dull or showery weather, take them up and pot them,

using a rich compost, and, as soon as they are estab-

lished in these pots, place them in a sheltered place

facing the sim, or in a cold pit, giving abundance of

air, and they will soon flower profusely.

THE FRUIT-GAEDEN.
Pbuninq.—In our last paper we spoke of the order

of business through the winter, and adverted in those

remarks to pruning; we now turn to its principles.

In doing this, it will be well to take an analytical

survey of the subject, wliich embraces a variety of

objects, under various circumstances. In t!ie first

place, we may consider pruning with reference to

situation, and object, or character of the tree ; and,

secondly, with regard to kind. The first will com-

prise the following :

—

1st. Orchard trees.

2nd. Rough espaliers, or dwarfed standards.

3rd. Trained espaliers.

4th. Wall or fence trees.

6th. Fruit-trees in houses.

6th. Bush fruits.

It will be tlie better course to remark on these

successively, and what we cannot finish in this

paper must stand over. Before entering upon the

subject in detail, it may be well to request oiu' more
inexperienced readers to bear in mind that, whatever

other reasons may influence thepruner's art, the free

and equal admission of light to all parts of a fruit-

tree must he considered at all times as powerfully

influencing the mode of pruning pursued.

Peuxing Okchaed-thees.—These, in general, con-

sist of the apple, the pear, the plum, and the cherry.

Orchard Apple-trees.—The form of these being

of only second-rate importance, the thinning out of

the branches must have reference, as before observed,

to the promotion of a free circulation of air, as well

as of light. Most of oirr readers have, no doubt,

observed how superior the apples are on the ex-

tremities of the boughs, as compared with those in

the interior, or crowded parts, of the tree. This is

owing, principally, to the influence of light ; it must,

however, be admitted, that a greater amount of

elaborated sap always seems to be concentrated in

those parts in most trees, that is to say, in the two

and three years' old wood. Another and powerful

reason exists for thinning out even limbs of some
size in apple-trees. Every tree has an uphill life

and a downhill one, if we may be allowed to bor-

row a phrase. When those trees pass the meridian

of their strength, the sap flows more sluggishly

through the branches and back to the roots ; the

active reciprocity between root and branch pro-

gressively declines, and hence the total decay of

some shoots, and the partial decay of others.

Now, the decaying shoots will, as long as sap re-

mains in them, produce fiiiit of an interior kind

—

fruit v.-hich is generally the first in the fruit-store

to engender the destructive fungus we have belbrc

alluded to. This fruit, then, is generally worthless,

and is not only of no use, but a positive damage
to the ti-ecs; inasmuch as its maintenance draws on
tiie hard-taxed resoiu'ces of the parent tree, already

overworked. From the moment, then, that decay

of this kind is perceived, a gradual reduction of the

exi)enditure—us our political friends sometimes say

—

must take place : whole shoots, nay, v>'hole limbs,

will at times have to undergo amputation. As it is

not necessary to dwell as much over the common
orchard tree as the trained one, about once in two

years may sulfice. After the reduction of wdiole

limbs (when really necessary) is accomplished, some
knife-pruning shoidd succeed ; and here the knife

must follow, in a small way, the same premonitoi'y

symptoms which guided the movements of the bill-

hook on the same. Where a pressure of business

exists, this kind of work may be reserved for hard
frosts ; or even whilst snow is on the ground tlio

thinning may be carried out. It may, indeed, be

considered as ordinary woodman's work.

Orchard Pear-trees.— The habit of the orchard

pear is very different from that of the apple. The
pear will become stunted by age, but seldom cankers

after the manner of apples. There is a kind of

"wearing out" in pears wliich corresj>onds to the
" wearing out," as it is termed, in the apple. It is,

however, much more limited in character, and occurs

in the main with trees whicli have been under a

course of artificial treatment for a long period; such

are the old Brown beurre, the St. Germaine, &o.

Our old orchard pears, therefore, require, and receive,

but little pruning; although we have no doufit that

a jutUcious thinning out, in order to throw sun-

light through the tree, would be found of consider-

able benefit.

Orchard Plums are somewhat limited in kind. In
some of om" northern counties we find abundance of

damsons ; some in the ordinary orchard, and many
in the hedge-rows sorrounding the garden of the

cottager. The common iMuscle plum—the kind so

much used for stocks by the nurserymen—is gi-own

in some parts ; and the Orleans may be met with in

some quarters. Plums are, however, by no means
prevalent in orchards ; and we must, tlierefore, dis-

miss them for the present with a brief remark. The
only one which carries a real importance is the old

damson, and little pruning is necessary for these.

The amount of light in our climate is quite sufficient

for ordinary plum cultvue, it would appear; this is

manifest, as to the damson, by the evenness of the

sample, whether on the north or south side of a

damson-tree ; and the more tender plums being so

rarely handled as ordinary orchard I'j-uit, we need

scarcely advert to them. The damson, then, which

we for the present take for our type, will require

a little thinning out when passing tlie meridian

of its strength— and hut little. It must be re-

membered that these fruits are very liable to

suft'er from our spring frosts, for the jilum family

being rather excitable are somewhat early bloom-

ers ; and it is not very unusual to see a damson
tree in full bloom and covered with snow—by no
means a desirable condition. Under such circum-

stances, then, it happens most frequently, as it does

with the gooseberry in our northern districts, the

blossoms in the interior of tlie tree will set fruit

when those on the principal branches fail. A self-

protectiug power, then, of this kind, idthough it may
cause the tree to look somewhat confused amongst its
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sjivucel_y pruned ncighbouvs, must not be despised :

move espeoiall)' as it brings suck fruit to ijerfcutioii

despite of its unsystematic appearance. Witli these

brief bints we may now dismiss the pkun family,

promising to handle them, in all their bearings, as

pets of the kitchen garden, in due time. Next in

order, then, comes
The C'herri/ as an Orchard-tree.—Although the

cherry does not prevail in British orchards, our

juore southerly counties will consider it a fruit of

some importance, and deserving a little attention.

I'oreraost of all we may, perhaps, place the old May-
Duke ; for wlio will despise a dish of luscious look-

ing "Dukes" in the first week of June ? This is

certainly a most exti'aordinary fruit, when its charac-

teristics, which are very peculiar, are taken into con-

sideration. Here we have a fruit of the most luscious

character ready for table before any otlier stone fruit

whatever ; comj)aniou, and a fitting one too, for the

melting and time-honoured strawberry ; for, through
a long course of years, it lias been their lot to meet
on the same table, and that, too, at a ))eriod when
the dessert of ordinary folk could (in their absence)

have boasted of nothing but a few half withered

apples and pears. Perhaps, as Sbakspeare observed

in allusion to the great Falstaif's rapidly diminishing

volume, "v/ithered apple Johns." The Duke cherry

is, moreover, a fit object of culture in a commercial
gardening way ; for vrho has not heard of Kentish
cherries? It may not be generally known, perhaps,

that the !May-Duke possesses the property of hang-
ing as long on the tree as most fruits. We think we
may affirm tliat we have known " Dukes " ripe in

Jinie and sound in September. The only drawback
against a much more e.\tended culture of them is

their extreme liability to be eaten by birds, wasps,

flies, &o.; for, unless they are covered, it is impos-
sible to preserve tlieui ; and this covering adds much
to the e.\pense of culture. To revert to oiu' original

point—the pruning—we may observe that e.xcept a
little shortening back of the young shoots for a year
or two after planting, very little pruning is requisite

with the cherry. When the trees become old aiul some-
what exhausted, they sometimes require some large

half-decayed limbs to be entirely removed; yet, as

they, in common with most stone fruits, are liable

to gum, it is well to defer such operations as long as

possible ; and, when performed, to close the wound
over with some composition to keep out the wet and
also to exclude the air. Such composition should be
covered with something of the " macintosh " charac-

ter, or it may crumble away. It must be borne in

mind tliat if the cherries are to receive nets or other

protection, the pruning must be regulated accord-

ingly. The tree must be compelled to grow in a

compact and somewhat upright form ; and, of coui'se,

the pruning knife must be exercised in curtailing, or

removing, straggling shoots. We cannot stay now
to advert to the Kentish and other cherries, some-
times met with in the ordinary orchard, but must
return to them at another time.

It will thus be seen, that of all the orchard trees,

the apple reijuires most attention as to pruning, and
next the pear. In all cases of lopping oft' large
shoots or limbs, we would leave a portion of the
alders. These alders and some birch had been planted
evidently with tlie intention of shelterin.g the apples,

and this was good policy ; but the fostering friend of
their early days had become the foe of maturer years.

Such trees ought to have been occasionally lopped
back. The owner asked if he bad better cut them
all down ; here, however, would have arisen another

stump. In tlie case of thriving trees, and limbs of
moderate size, they may be cut closer; for here tlie

sap being abundant and active, the wound, if nicely
managed, may soon become healed over. i!ut with
old trees, which make but littlo wood, the case is

very different. It is vain to e.xpect the healing pi'o-

cess here; and the only thing we can do is to ap))ly
a plaister, with a covering, as before observed. By
tliese means the lodgment of moisture, and the en-
trance of air, may be prevented, which is very pre-
judicial to the healing of wounds in fruit trees. Every
one must have witnessed the ill effects of the want of
covering a wound in a large elm which has received
a wound in its main stem. This plainly points to what
injury arises from neglect in sucli cases. Another
point is to form the cut so that water cannot lodge.
A slope, forming an angle of about -L:>° with the
stem of the tree, will be good ; as, if cut perpeudi-.
cularly, there will be some difficulty in getting the
plaister to lodge.

Whilst on the subject of pruning the orchard
trees, we may as well wind up tliis division of the
subject by directing attention to the pruning, or
otherwise dressing, of orchard hedges, or boundary
trees. We were in an orchard the other day wlieie
a row of alder and other trees, between it and the
stackyard, so completely overhang the orchard side,

that a whole line of Keswick Codling apples, which
were vrithin six feet of this boundary, were bent al-

most half' down by the pressure and trespass of the
evil. The stems of the orchard trees have become
tender through this coddling system ; for, indeed, I
found the bark on some of these Keswicks as thin
as though the trees were scarcely seven years old.

We advised a progressive removal, cutting a few
entirely down, some half way, and others to about
hedge height. We are no advocate for shelter, as it

is termed, close to an orchard, having always found
that in proportion as the fruit trees are sheltered

—

alias coddled—so do insects abound : what shelters

the fruits favours the liatohing of myriads of orchard
spoilers. We like the shelter of elevated grounds or
of plantations, the latter at a considerable distance,

if possible. Those who have orchards with crowded
boundaries, then, will do well to exercise the bill and
the hand-saw whilst orcharding is proceeding.

R. Ebiitngton.

THE PLO^VEE-GARDEN.
Sowing Grass Seeds.—Of all the news or novelties

of gardening brought before the readers of these

pages perhaps that of sowing grass seeds at the end
of November sounds the most odd. We are so much
accustomed to ancient rides and precepts, that when
any one ventures out of the common ranks to recom-
mend anything new, or to advise an old rule to be
crossed or given up, he has to explain the reasons

and conclusions for so doing as minutely as if it

were a disputed point of civil law. Dry, hot sum-
mers often destroy the finer grass on our mown
lawns, and the frosts of winter are also as destruc-

tive on heavy, wet soils, and the constant sweepings
necessary to keep a clear, clean surface is likewise

against the more tender grasses, which give a soft

velvety tiiucli to a well-kept green swai-d ; so that,

between one thing and another, the coarser grasses

jirevail and occupy the surface, thus giving a rough,

and oltcn a ragged, apjiearance to that which always

ought to be as soft and as smooth as a carpet. To
remedy all this, as far as it is practicable, recourse is

had to grass seeds thickly sown over the surface, and
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a slight coveriug of soil, old tau, &c., tlirown over

the whole, to imbed the seeds and noiuish the young
herbage ; and when the thing is properly iiiaunged,

this answers very well ; but when the sowing is ]}Ut

oft' till the spring, and, may be, till late in A]n-il, the

next summer's heat overtakes the young gi-ass before

it can get a firm hold of tlie soil, and the experiment

turns out a failure ; the nurseryman is blamed for

supplying what is supposed to be bad seeds, and
friends are told it is of no use to eudeavoiu' to renew

their grass-plots by means of seeds, and if they

want to make a decent ai>pearance luider the scythe,

they must take up the old gi-ass and lay down fresh

turf. Now, this is one of our most popular errors :

the old grass must be very had indeed, otherwise it

is lietter than nine-tenths of that which can be re-

])laced by ordinary turf in most places. The ordinary

effects produced by relaying new turf are rather owing

to the op]iortunity the change affords of stirring the

soil beneath it so that the roots obtain a better hold

of it, and this is certainly a great advantage when
the soil is thin or veiy poor ; hut even then the old

turf is more likely to suit, if carefully handled, than

new turf; and, by scattering some of the soil over

tlie turf as the relaying is proceeded with, and raking

back the lumps and stones to lie covered over by the

next stretch of turfing, an excellent bed for grass

seeds is innnediately obtained; and if the seeds

are sown as soon as the turftng is finished, swept or

raked gently, and then rolled, a very good carpet of

most bcautii'iil grass might he enjoyed for years

afterwards. Now, the whole secret of the thing is,

that the seeds bo sown late in the autumn, whether

the old turf be removed or not ; and, if it were pos-

sil)le, the grass seeds should be sown in October, just

when tlie farmers begin to plant their wheat. The
farmers are more wise in their generation in this

respect than the gardeners, and their wlieat is as

truly a grass as the Poa (a genus of grasses), which
encumbers our soil with weeds, although the fact is

not believed by some writers—as Imiglit show, from

the ]jen of a classical scholar, in the pages of one of

our best gardening books printed this season, where

it is stated th.at the wheat has branched out i'rom a

species of carex ! We must malce allowance, liow-

ever, for such lapses, until natural history is taught

with tlie classics.

But, to our sowing. Few gardens are so situated

as to allow of grass seeds being sown in them in Oc-

tober; the constant sweeping away of fallen leaves

would either also clean off the seeds or othei-wise

disturb them ; hut, as soon as these are off, and the

last mowing for the season is finished, the seeds

sliould be sown, n.nd with a liberal hand, at once;

and as it is necessary to add some fresh compost to

many of the flower-beds or borders every winter, the

exliausted soil, removed to make room for such eom-

jiost, is ready at hand to cover the seeds with, so

that the old grass can hai'dly bo seen for awhile.

Tiiis is exactly the process 1 have adojited liere for

many years to keep the lawns in good order; but

here, or any wliere else, 1 could never get a satislac-

tory return fi-om seeds sown in the spring, except

tliose of the white clover, and the small yellow clover,

and even tliese an; better when sown tliis way as

early as February, hut on fi'esh-stirred or trenched

ground they would do eijually well if sown as late as

tlin end of' April. Onr practice hero is to let tho

coveriug of soil remain in a rough state till the be-

ginning of February, and then to take advantage of

tlie first fine dry weather to sow tlie clovers, and to

rake down tho whole surface, gathering up every

stone and clod ; then to give a good heavy rolling

twice or three times during the month. After a

inDd winter, seeds that were sown at the end of No-
vember will have sprouted and come up as thick as

hairs on a cat's hack, (to use a homely phrase), and
thus they have tho start of the clovers, which are

easier to establish ; and at that early season t!ie

grass grows so slowly that it is much more hardy to

resist the first trying weather than if it had sprang

up quickly, as it usually does nhen sown late in the

spring. When alterations take place, and old shrub-

beries are grubbed up to make room for an extended
lawn, the whole surface ought to be dug as low as

where trees or shrubs were removed from, in order

that the whole may settle equally; and, when the

ground is thus projierly wrought, a very respectable

lawn may soon be made with few seeds by the pro-

cess called inocidating—that is, getting some nice

smooth turf from commons or road-sides, and cutting

them into little bits, and planting them over the sur-

face at a i'ew inches apart, and, by that means, a

square yard of turf will cover four or five square

yards of surface. If a good s]iriul;ling of grass seeds,

and a little white clover seeds, are sown over the

white, and then well rolled, a cheap plot of grass

miglit soon be had. Soot is the best manure in the

world for lawns, and should he ajiplied in the spring

and autumn in a liquid fonn. Worms dislike soot as

much as salt. Coal-ashes, sifted very fine, are also

an excellent maniu'e foi' this purpose, and should be

laid on before Christmas, as it is not good policy to

stinrulate the grass in the spring, so as to I'ace a hot

summer with a tender blade.

The unpractised would hardly believe the gi-eat

difference there is in mowing over a touchy surface

with the scythe and cutting it with the mowing
machine. The scythe is far more destructive on
such gi'ound than the machine, and more so in the

hands of a careless or bad mower; but the uecessaiy

sweeping after the scythe scratclies the surface a
good deal, and ought to liave jiart of the blame,

whereas the mowing machine cuts and gathers the

gi'ass with the same tvu'n, and also rolls the surface

in some small degree. Altogether, I like the machine
much better than the scythe, and use it constantly

here as a helper to the scythes, and alone i'or tlie last

two cuttings in November, because it leaves such a

close smooth surface that the best mower cannot

imitate, and no old bottom grass is left to make the

first two or three mowings in the spring hard and
harsh. The worst of the machine is, tliat it rattles

along with a noise as had as that fi'om a railway

train, and you cannot work it near a house in the

morning, when people are asleep, lest they should

awake in a hurry and mistake it for an express train

whicli had lost its way, and was coming right upon
them ; but hi tlio afternoon, wlien people get more
out of the way, it is a safe and usefiil instrument.

After !ill tills, we may sow and mow, sweep and
clean, and take all possible care of our huvns, fi'Oin

ISfarch to November; and yet, if we neglect them
during the winter months, tlioy will soon get patchy

on very wet or very dry soils. < )n deep sandy loam,

however, very little care is necessary, except keeping

the surface clean ; but, it is not too much to say that

on touchy soil the gi-ass should bo rolled every time

it gets dry, after a i'rost or very heavy rains. In
large places this rolling is done with a horse in

hoots; and I have revived a very old niacliiue hero

for rolling—which is really a very useful help in tho

g.arden—-wliich I can recommend. It is in shape

like a huge band-harrow, with raised sides all round.
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a foot deep, and the two liiiid handles cut off, the two
fore handles being the shafts into which the horse is

yoked; and, instead of legs, it rests on two heavy
rollers, the one tn'o feet in advance of the other, and
the foremost roUer in two jiarts to allow of turning

sharply without scratching or marking the gi'ass.

Now, with such a roller-cart or barrow—for it is a
hybrid between tlie two—a good load of compost
may be carried over the grass to make up a flower-

bed any day in summer, or, in short, may be used

all over the garden instead of cai'ts or wheelbarrows,

and will roll the grass or walks all the time. Besides

the convenience of the thing, it often saves the men's
time, and relieves them from many heavy jobs.

Some years since there was an outery in the gai--

dening papers aliout kilhng and getting rid of jnoss

on latrns, and aU sorts of prescriptions and experi-

ments were recommended and suggested to convert

our velvety carpets—the pride of English gardening
and the envy of foreigners—into " a threadbare mac-
intosh." I should consider it an irrepai-able misfor-

tune if the " bottom" of moss, which I indulge with
every care in my power on the beautiful green banks
and knolls in the gardens, was destroyed; but moss
requires just as much cai'e as the grass itself to keep
it in its proper place, and if allowed to get the upjier

hand it would become a great nusiance ; but would
the grass itself be better if once neglected ? The
use, and not the abuse of moss, is what gardeners
pride themselves in so much, and here is where the

superiority of the mowing macliine over the scythe
becomes so apparent. It is almost needless to say,

that moss gi'ows with us in the dull season, and its

growth is arrested by our summer's heat. AU the

attention it requires is at the beginning of these two
seasons. The first fortnight of dry hot weather at

the beginning of summer dries up the moss to a cin-

der, even on low damp soils, and the common practice

is to leave it imtouohed till the grass is well up again
after the first rain, when the dead moss proves a tliick

felt under the scythe, rendering the operation of the
mower more easy and pleasant. In the course ofyeai-s,
however, the annual coats of this brown musty felt

accumulates, and by-and-by the finer gi-asses cannot
make their way through it, and consequently soon
perish, leaving the moss to take possession of its

place, which it will readily do, and soon will acquire
the mastery over all but the very coarsest herbage.
It is then that people begin to exclaim, " How can
I get my lawn cleared of moss ?" The easiest time
to kill a giant, they say, is when he is fast asleep.

Moss is not much of a giant, it is true ; but when it

is at rest during a summer's di-ought is the proper
time to keep it down—not kill it. Now, like all great
secrets, keeping down moss is one of the simplest
things in the world, when we once know it ; all that
is necessary is to go over the ground with old brooms,
and scrub them very earnestly against the surface,

backwards, and forwards, and sideways, just as
mowers go over the gi'ound. Now, the parched up
herbage of moss flies ofl" in a volume of dust before
a good brooming, if there is such a word ; but after

a mild winter we often gather large quantities of this

burnt moss, and on the return of moist or rainy
weather the young gi-ass and fresh moss have an
equal chance to gi'ow ; but, as grass gets up much
faster than moss, it is thus enabled to keep head
against tlie moss.

1 have said already that we give the two last cuts
of the season with the mowing machme, and tliis

shaves the moss so clean and even that no more of
it is left than wOl just nurse the grass through the

winter. Moss is a great protection to the finer
grasses when thus managed ; the worms do not hke
it, and it renders the lawn elastic, and more comfort-
able to walk on after rain or frost ; whereas, without
a bottom of moss the very best-kept lawn is soft and
soapy, and hardly fit to tread on in damp weather
without gutta percha soles. I have heard and read
as many sUly things as most people, but I must con-
fess that nothing in the way of gardening has ever
fallen under my notice half so preposterous as the
idea of getting rid of moss. Talk of "velvety car-

pets," indeed

!

D. Be.\ton.

GREENHOUSE AND T\aNDOW
GAEDENING.

Viola Odorata. — There are few of our lady
fiiends to whom a small bouquet of sweet scented
violets would not be desirable in the cliOly days of
winter and the earlier stormier periods of spring. A
great gardening author once stated, that if three
flower-pots were kept in a window during the winter,
one of the three should be devoted to the cultm-e of
violets. Right weU did he know how dear that httle
flower was to the human heart ! Years have rolled
on, and life, with its stern duties, has somewhat
shaded and blunted the little of romance and poetiy
within us, and yet the sight of the diminutive sim-
ple violet, when ui a musing mood, has conjured up
associations that enabled us, as of yore, to ti-averse

the brake, and walk the dell, with companions

—

many of whom .are gone—all are scattered—wliile
their arch quizzing looks, and pealing voices, when
to a favourite fair one the first-found flowers were
stealthily and bashfidly presented, are as present to
our mind as they were upon the occasion when youth
was yoimg. And where resides the charm? The
Heartsease (viola tricolor) is not only frequently odo-
riferous, but it is often strildngly beautiful, from the
variety of its marldngs and tiio harmonious combi-
nation and contrast of its colours ; and yet, much as
it is loved, and sweet and musical as is its name, it

holds not the same place in our sympathies as tiie

diminutive violet, that has little to attract the eye;
but which, like other objects, human as well as
floral, would pass unnoticed in the crowd were it not
for tlie beneficence they shed—the fragrance which
tiiey yield. In this love of the violet—not merely
from its poetic associations, but from its own useful-
ness and fragrance—we are furnished witii a demon-
stration, that however men maybe tickled with gaudy
show, brilhant splendour, and pompous pageantry,
yet in their heart of hearts they consecrate the liigh-

est place to retu'iug virtue—to unobtrusive generosity—to those "who do good by stealth, and blush to

find its fame."

At one time wine was made from the flowers of
the sweet violet. A blue solution of its petals was,
and is, used by chemists as a test for acids and alka-
lies : and even now the dried petals are used as a
laxative, and a mitigator of pain in the case of chil-

dren. When gathered with stalks and placed in
water, they wOl keep fresh and give out their per-

fume for a week ; but if the flowers are dried in the
shade, before they are too much expanded, they wDl
retain their fi-agrance for a very long time. I am
not aware that this is generally known : I found it

out by accident. A waistcoat had not been worn for

a twelvemonth—when put on it was quite fragi'ant

with violets—on close examination, a few withered
flowers were found in the pockets, which were quite
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odoriferous then, tliougli placed there fully twelve

mouths before. We shall now glance at a few of the

best varieties.

The Russian Blue violet, is as hardy as our com-

mon one, that cheers with its perfume our hanks and

hedcfe-rows in spring. The ilowers are much the

sam'e in size and colour, hut possess tlie advantage

of blooming more profusely and earlier, being gene-

rally in flower by the end of October. They flower

best in loamy soil well drained. In light sandy soil

they are apt to grow too much to Jbliiige. They are

propagated by seed, but more generally by ottsets

or runners, or by the dividing of the old plants. The

old crown, and runners produced during the sunnner,

will all bear blooms. Sheltered with boughs, &c., at

the loot of a wall, paling, or hedge, or planted in a

bed with a frame set over them, and defended from

IVost, they will bloom freely all the winter. liy filling

some pots of boxes with young ])hints in September,

they will be fitted for the window, setting them out-

side in open weather, and inside when frosty and

stormy. A superior (or what is called a superior)

one is being advertised, which we have not yet

seen.

The Doiible Blue is more compact in its growth :

it flourishes best in a deep loamy veil dniincd soil.

In such circumstances the flowers will he huger and

sweeter than upon lighter land. They produiie their

blooms from the old Crown, and also fi-om the run-

ners formed in the early part of summer. They

may remain, therefore, several years upon the same

ground, and little attention paid to cutting or pruning

them. The flowers, however, will not be so fine as

from plantations one or two years old. They will

flower in pots, either for the windows or greenhouse,

and v.'ill be forwarded, if planted under a glass case,

with plenty of air, but they will not stand much
forcing, the flowers when thus obtained neither being

large nor rich in their perliime. AVhen grown in pots

the soil shoidd be rich and loamy. The plants should

be raised from off-sets planted out in April or May,

kept free from runners, well watered during summer,

and potted with balls in the end of September.

The Double White requires similar treatment; but

altogether it is much more tender, and is generally a

gi-eat favourite among the ladies. The soil should

be drier and of a lighter texture than for the blue

variety, and, if exposed in a cold situation, a few

laurefboughs stuck round it in winter will do good

service.

The Tree violet is also a double blue. The flower

is somewhat rounded and conical, while the common
blue is flattish ; this forms a distinctive feature.

Tlie flowei-s are seldom so large as the double com-

mon one, but its leaves are also generally smaller.

Its chief recommendation is, that it flowers as freely

and as early as the Russian; it will bloom out of

doors, protected from storms, in frames and in pots

during the winter. A few in pots, jdaoed in a win-

dow or in a greenhouse, will bloom profusely. It

will also admit of being slightly forced, and prefers a

lighter soil than the common blue. All the violets

may bo grown in the tree form, and some years ago

we amused ourselves with experiments in this direc-

tion, though we never cotild see much beauty in

them when obtained. This will account for the com-

mon blue, (ic, having been sent out under the name
of the tree violet, and thus caused disappointment

because they did not bloom early. The one under

discussion seems, howevei-, to take the tree form

most easily. This is elfccted "toy cutting off the side

shoots, and training to one shoot, with its crown, or

tuft of leaves, on its summit. By repeating the pro'

cess for years, you may get plants with stems from

six inches to two feet in length ; but to approach the

latter heiglit. few or no laterals, or runners, nnist be
allowed to grow until the desired height is attained,

and then j'ou will have something like junjis, in

miniature, to look ujion. When the stem basgiown
from six to eighteen inches in height, and the nm-
ners are then encouraged to grow, so as to hang in

festoons from the crown at the top, and all are fur-

nished with bloom, tlie plants present a very inter-

esting appearance. Without this is done, the mere
tree system had better be avoided. The plants will

bloom as well, and look more natural, when covering

the surface of the soil. Propagation is easily effected

by planting out the runners in a shady place in sum-
mer, or inserting them under a handlight in spring.

The NeLipolitan violet is deservedly" a general fa-

vourite. The flower is large and double, lilac bine,

and beautifully scented. It delights in a rich loam,

with an addition of either peat or leafmould. Unless

in warm sheltered places it does little good out of

doors, and even then will only generally produce its

flowers late in the spring. Its great recommenda-
tion is, that it will bloom all the whiter in ti-ames or

])its, and in ])ots in the conservatory, while it will

stand a Uttle artificial heat, witliout injury either to

the size or the odour of the flowers. It may be for-

warded in any place that woitld suit strawbenies be-

fore they come into bloom ; in other ivords, where
there is an average temperature of fiom 55° to (J(i".

In growing it in pits or in pots, young plants oijly

should be used. A distinctive featme in its manage-
ment arises from the fact, that the runners produced

in sunnner will not bloom the following winter and
spring. In preparing and growing plants ibr bloom-

ing, tlierefore, the runners should be carefully re-

moved, tliat more strength may be thrown into the

crown of the plant, and that the juices there collected

may be more perfectly organised by the removal of

all shading and encumbering adjuncts. As the

flowering season approaches its termination, runners

may be allowed to grow for propagating, for the next

season's supply. These may be taken oti' and inserted

as cuttings inider a handlight ujion a slight hot-bed

in April or May : when struck the handlight should

be removed, and by-andby the plants should be

transferi'ed to a bed six inches apart, thei'e to grow
during the summer, in lightish rich loamy soil, well

supplied with water, the ground iiccjuently stirred,

and not a ruiuwr alhmed to (jroK. Where hand-

lights are not come-at-able, the same object may al-

most as securely be gained by dividing the old

plants into little pieces, planting them out like those

raised fronr cuttings, and attending to them in a si-

mihirway. They may be lifted with balls, either for

potting or planting under glass in September: in

either case, drainage must be carefully attended to.

In planting in a bed. lay down, first of all, a foot of

faggots, &c. ; upon this place another foot of hot

dung not much decomposed, and then a requisite

layer of soil rather dry. The faggots will ensui-e you
drainage, and enable you to throw a little heat into

the bed, when necessary, by linings ; the dung will

encourage, by its heat, the fresh rooting of the plants

in the soil. Place the plants in rows across the bed,

just so thick that they do not touch each other
;

water each row thoroughly as you proceed, and then

cover the surface with the dry soil, which will both

prevent the evaporation of moisture from the roots,

and keep the atmosphere of the irame or pit dry ; to

enstn-o which more efleotually, and also prevent the
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ravages of slugs, &c., strew over the surface of the

bed, wlieu cleaning it, several times diu'iug the win-

ter, with dry charcoal dust, quiok-lirae, and burnt
earth, or even dry sand—an application that will be
useful to all the others, whether in the open air or

under glass ; and by attending to their wants, in pro-

tecting, air giving, and watering, you will be well

rewarded. R. I'iSH.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.

EXOTIC OECHrDACE.E.
Baskets for Orchids.—In our last week's num-

ber the baskets for orchids requiring peat were de-

scribed, and the genera mentioned that ought to be

so cultivated. Several other kinds will not do so

well in pe.at in baskets, and it is of these we now in-

tend to write. The genera that I'equu-e the treatment

we shall describe presently, are Aei'ides, Sacco-

labiums, Sarcanthus, Renantheras, and Vaudas.
Amongst these are some of the most beautifid and
most delioiously fragrant of the whole tribe. They
are all, or nearly all, natives of the hottest ])arts of

the globe, and of that class we have denominated
" East Indian," reqiuring the hottest house. They
are mostly strong growers, sending fortli roots fre-

quently as thick as the stem itself Though they

will grow on logs, or even if hung up in the moist

air of the orchid bouse, with their roots unattached

to anything, yet we have always found them to flou-

rish and flower best in baskets. Tlie material we till

the baskets with is sphagnum, or white bog moss.

Eirst, put a thin layer over the bottom of the basket,

then carefully bend the long roots round within the

basket; add moss from time to time, working it iu

amongst the roots. Do tliis lightly and carefuUy, so

as not to break them. Not more of the stem itself

should be buried in the moss than tv,'o or three

inches. As the leaves are rather weighty, the stems
of some of them will require sticks to support them.
8oine species, Aendcs odorata and crlsjium, for in-

stance, run up a considerable height without branch-

ing, sending out roots all the way up the stems. In
order to cause them to break, or, in other words, to

]irnduoe more shoots, the main stem may be bent
down, and, in a short time, wUl then produce them,
and so become in time a bushy pUmt. Eacli shoot

in two or three years will flower nearly as well as the

centre one. It requires, however, a considerable

time to obtain fi-om a small plant a good specimen.

Perhaps there are no plants that e.Kercise the patience

of the cultivator so much as orchids. A plant of

Phalmmpsis amahils wiU be at least seven years be-

fore it call be increased. Thus, if the amateur has

been fortunate enough to obtain a small bi'auoh of

that rare and beautiful plant, the Saccolabiiiiii, ijittta-

tiiin, and ties it to a log. hangs it uj) over the cistern,

syringes it daily through spring, som nor, and au-

tiuun, dipping it occasionally iu tb.e water ; then,

if it does well, it will produce a root or two, and,

perhaps, two or thi'ee leaves the lirst year. Hav-
ing made these roots, it may, about the middle of

March, bo safely put into the smallest sized basket

iu spliagnum. In this it thrives for another year,

and is now a plant with several roots aud hali'-a-

do/.eu healtliy leaves. The tliird year it will be ad
visable to enlarge its quarters by removing it into a
larger liasket—one about 10 inches square. It grows
well this third year, sending forth more seekers for

food, and obtains, perhaps, two pairs of leaves more.
The fourth year it progresses again. " Aud will it

not flower this year ?" we think we hear our readers
exclaim. The reply is. It probably may ; but if it

does it is more than we expect. The fifth year it is

pretty certain to do so Now, flowering plants of

the division we are writing about are very expensive.

When it is considered what a length of time they
take to bring tliem to that state, it need not be won-
dered at that they are so bigli priced. A good flow-

ering plant of Saccolahium guttatum, a plant men-
tioned above, is worth, or rather it will cost, seven or

eight pounds; and even that is not a remunerating
price when the time (six or seven years) it takes to

grow it to that state is taken into account. Some
orchids take even longer. Tlie Urst plant that flow-

ered of the truly magnificent Vanda Batemaniiiana
was at least twelve years old. However, not to dis-

courage the new beginner too much, nor tax his pa-

tience too severely, let us add that there are plenty

of species which liower much sooner, if well managed
in respect to hard grovvijig and thoroughly resting,

—

two points of culture to be strictly attended to with

all orchids. The splendid Phaius Wallioldaiuis we
have flowered finely at two years old, and se-

veral Dcndrobia: at the same age. There are

some species of Dendrobioe that do better in bas-

kets than in pots. The finest plant ever seen of

that fine species, Dendrohium macropki/Uiiin, was
grown by Mr. Basset, gardener to R. S. liolford, Esq.,

of Weston Birt, near- Tetbury. This tine plant was
grown iu a basket suspended from the I'oof ; it had
six strong shoots, or pseudo-bulbs, from three to five

feet long. Each shoot was nearly as thicli as a man's
finger, and produced numerous flowers on each. That
rare species, Deiidmhiiim Devnnianmu, the flower of

which has been said, on account of its extreme
beauty and delicacy, to be " not a flower oi earth,

but of heaven," thrives best in a small basket. A
good specimen of this beautiful species may be seen

in the collection of A. Kenrick, Esq., at V\^est Brom-
wich, also in the fine collection of S. Rncker, lisq.,

at Wandsworth. J'._/i»i'/nai««t, also, is a basket plant.

Good specimens, so gi'own, may be seen at Messrs.

Rollinson's, of Tooting, and at Messrs. Heuderson's,

of Piue-apple-place Nursery, Edgeware-road. 'These

instances of successful cultivation are given for the

purpose of showing the best way of cultivating the

species in question, and also to stinnilate tlie young
beginuer to strive so to grow his plants as to come
up to the mark of excellence. " What man has done,

man may do agaiu," was a motto over the door of

the village school where the Icnowledge of A and B,

and all the rest, was first beaten into the head of

the writer of these lines. It may be said, however,

iu addition, that what maji has done hitherto may
be better done by those that come after ; therefore,

instead of being content to produce suc'n fine plants

as the instances mentioned above, we trust our

readers will strive by patience, ingenuity, and perse-

verance, to surpass tiiem. Every exldhition-grower

of plants of every kind should make it a point to be
attained as soon as possible (next year for instance),

to visit at least once the great metropolitan exhi'oi-

tions. 'There they may sec how the present genera-

tion of cultivators surpass the preceding, not only in

orchidese, but iu every kind of plant grown iu pots.

Those who have never seen any of these exhibitions

would, we opine, be rather astonished, as v/ell as

highly gratified, with the sight; they might there

sec tlie diflereut modes of growing orchids, we arc

endeavoi-U'iag to describe, carried out to great perfec-

tion. They woukl see coac;:ntratcd, as it \>'ere, in

one focus the greatest amount of gardening sklil, luid
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would go home determined, as far as ciicumstanees

woidd allow, to imitate siicli bright examples. They
would theu aim more at having a few weU-grown
liaudsome {ilants rather tha.u a house, or houses, fuU

of drawn up, long-legged thin ones, that at this age

arc not at all creditable to any cottager or amateur,

and much less to a gardener. All this, perhaps
rather long story, is intended to stimulate the young
grower of orchids to strive with all his power and
jnrans to produce well-grown and finely-flowered

plants, wliich ho cannot do without strict attention

to the instructions given from week to week in these

pages, adapting them to circumstances as much as

possible. Next week we shall describe the third

mode of oultivatmg these fascinating plants, namely,
on blocks of wood.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
This mouth, so far, has been a favourable one for

our favourites, the number of fine clear days having
been above the average. In consequence, the floiist

has been enabled to give abundance of air : health-

invigorating sunshine has also prevailed more than
usual, so that the glasses have been removed from
the li-ames, and damp, and mouldinoss, and all the

ills that phmts in frames are heirs to, have been con-

siderably diminished: hence the average number
of deaths among plants, like the mortality of the

lumian race, has been considerably reduced. Frost,

however, has apjieared aga,in On the night of No-
vember 16th, in the neighbourhood of London, there

were six degi-ees of fi-ost. Protection from this degree
of cold is necessary. We advise our readers to be
wide awake now to the least appearance of frost, and
to shelter accordingly. Keep a good look out also for

insects. On Cai'nations, Verbenas, Pansies, Chry-
santhemums, and others, the greejifly (aphis) will be
making its appearance. To destroy it, frequent mo-
derate smoking with tobacco is necessary. Water
also will be requh'ed in dry weather, but it must be
given in veiy moderate quantities, and on mornings
when the sun is likely to shine, in order to thy the

surface again before the evening.

D.\HLiAS.—The roots of this fine autumnal flower

should now be stored in some diy place where the

fi'ost cannot reach them. Late struck cuttings are

best kept in their pots. Tinder a greenhouse stage

is a good place for them. The tops should be cut
ofl', and the pots laid on one side to prevent any
water falling upon them to wet the earth in the pots.

This is the best way to preserve dahlias ; wo hardly
ever knew it fail. Our friend, Mr. Beaton, has given
lately a vei-y good list of the best lands, that have
proved their good qualities by being placed in the

winning ranks at the different exhibitions. We are

inclined to add to his list a few kinds of the fancy
class, which we noticed as being excellent, both in
form and coloiu'. We noted them at Mr. Handy-
side's nursery, at ]\Iusselburgh, near Edinburgh.
This gentleman keejis an excellent collection of all

kinds ; and when we saw them they were in excel-

lent comlition, as well-grown and well-flowered, nay,
lietter than any we saw dining our jom'ney. The
fancy sorts, we allude to, wore named—Katisbon,
Dr. Horner, Miss ISlackmore, Comte de l''landre.

Stern von Missouri, Triomphc de Magdeburgh, Post
Secretaire, Privateer, Miss Stephens, Paragon, Belted
knight. Belle bouquet, Myrobalon de ncuf. These
are all very double, well up in the centre, petals of

gO(jd shape, and considerable depth. Colour distinct,

and mostly well defined. The above few kinds we

selected out of at least a hundred varieties, all very
distinct from each other in colour, and their other

qualities equal, or nearly so. The most striking

amongst the selected lot was the variety named Miss
Blackmore. 1'. Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Cap.kots.—Those already stored should be well

looked over. If put in any damp close situation,

tliey will more particularly require early attention,

as all bruised spots, broken ends, and any of the
crowns that may have been closely cut, are liable

in such situations to suffer from the accumulation
of mfldew, which, if not checked in time, by rubbing
and removing the afl'ected parts, will soon extend to

gH,ngi-eue and decomposition, whereby the winter's

stoi-e may be destroyed to a serious extent. Diy
charred earth, or charred dust of any kind, is a good
jireservative shaken amongst the carrots, when they
are removed and packed, and the adchtiou of a very
smaU portion of slaked lime mixed with the dry dust

will be found still more eflectual as a preventive of

mildew.
Cahdoons shoidd be bandaged and earthed up in

succession, taking care to perform this operation
wh.in tlie plants are dry.

HoRSE-PvADisH.—As the leaves are now decayed,

horse-radish may be trenched out, and the best roots

stored, by laying them in thickly together in some
sjiwe corner. Re-phmt the strongest crowns of the

refuse, provided their roots are entirely loft to them,
as the trenchuig proceeds. Trenches two feet wide
and two spits deep, with the crumbs thrown up, will

be found a good depth for trenching out the crop and
re-planting. Break up the subsoil with a good strong

fork or s]iade, and lay the plants in a slanting posi-

tion against the base of each trench, taking care at

the same time to apply a good portion of manure or

compost of some kind. A quantity of cinder-ashes

are very suitable for keeping a stifl'soil open, so that

the young shoots may meet with no obstructions in

their gi'owth—a very essential point in its cifltiva-

tion. To produce horse-radish tender, and of a deli-

cate white colour, requires a good and well-drained

soU, as well as a liberal supply of manure.
Drainini; and Trenching should at this time of

the year be well attended to. WJiero the subsoil

is of a poor and hungry nature, do not east too much
of it to the surface at first, but begin by intermixing

a moderate portion with the surface soil, Mell break-

ing it iqi at tlie bottom of each trench, and allowing

it to remain loose and open for some time, so that it

may improve and become in better condition for in-

tei'mixing in larger quantities the next time the

ground is trenched.

Turnips.—Those who have not already provided

themselves with a few good bulbs of the Swede inr-

iiips would do well to procure some at once, and plant

them in some corner for producing greens in the

early spring. The gi'eens of the cvmmon timiij) are

also esteemed by many, and a few bulbs of these

also for the same purpose should now be procured.

Good turnips from the best varieties should also now
be selected and planted for seed.

Celery and Endive.—We have already said much
about taking up brocolis, borecoles, &c., but it is

probable that many may yet have a dozen or two
sticks of full-grown and very fine celery standing

Justin the middle of some favourite quarter, which is

now wanted lor planting potatoes, beans, or peas

;
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and if so, wliy not take it up at once and lay it in

close together in some warm corner, where it ina.y be
kejit in any quantity, if laid in deeply ? Endive, too,

may be protected in the same way, with veiy little

trouble, should severe weather set in. A good
gardener should be always watching and providing
for future wants and events.

J. Barnes and W.

MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION.

AL].OTMENT GARDENING.—Decejibku.
Although during this dull mouth nothing immedi-

ate may press on the allotment holder, yet much of

a prospective character lies ahead, and even the spare
hour during winter's repose may be properly em-
ployed, provided the ice-king's reign is set aside for

awhile, ilere labourers cannot be supposed to have
leisure overhours during winter, and it is clear that if

such are to carry out improvements during the short

days that they must at times absent themselves from
their employment. \ couple or three days at inter-

vals, in fair weather, would in general suffice in ordi-

nary allotments as to making improvements aliccting

the staple or condition of the soil, and we think and
hope there arc few employers who would throw them-
selves in the way of an industrious cottager's pro-

gress ; the raa.jority would be happy to see an ardent
desire for improvement in such men; for we may
rest assiu'ed, tliat in ])roportion as a cottager becomes
more industrious and more eai'nest to better his con-
dition, so will he prove of more value as a servant.

As foremost, we advise the cottier to look well to

his potatoes ; those who have pitted them—a plan the

cottager sliould never pursue if he can help it—must
endeavour to get them out as soon as possible. In
Cheshire, at least one half of those pitted are rotten,

whilst others uncovered in sheds and outliouses have
sidi'ored little or nothing. The seed potatoes for

spring planting should be innncdiately pricked out
with great care, and spread by themselves in a dry
and cool place, and made safe from frost. Mr. Erring-
ton's practice is to smother them over with fresh lime
and dry charcoal dust, which, he thinks, has a ten-

ilency to purify the skin from anything connected
with the disease.

Bratnage.—It is scarcely possible to oven-ate the
importance of drainage ; it concerns the allotment
holder even more than the general farmer; masmuch
as expending, as he should do, a greater amount of la-

bour on Ills soil, he ought to look for a much increased

produce. If stagnant waters are permitted to choak
and corrupt the soil, one half his labour and three

parts of the manures will be wasted. Manures, it is

well known, wUl not act in water-bound soils. Un-
less the hidden waters are removed the air cannot
enter, and without air entering the soil the maniu'cs
cannot decompose or rot, and without rotting they
give out little nutritious matter to the plants : the
very stunted oaks, and other trees, even the apple in

the hedgerows, or sides of allotments, bear amjile

witness of the ill effects of stagnation by tljcir

hidebound and moss grown cliaracter, and by their

stag-headed appearance. If, then, hardwooded trees,

which possess vital powers of a more enduring
character than our root crops, thus suffer, what can
be expected from sucli succulent and tender plants
as the mangold, turnips, and potatoes, with wliich
every day that is lost detracts from their ultimate
weight, the time allotted to tliemfrom the seecUng to

the harvesting being of so very limited a character.

Observe well, too, the difl'erence in the working or
pulverising of the soil in sods thoroughly drained,

and those of a stagnant character ; neither rake, nor
harrow, nor roller, can effectually crush the " livered

"

clods on wet and adhesive soils ; they are always
tough, being as it were only kneaded by the action

of implements. Indeed, if it were not for the useful

action of our severe frosts, many such soils must go
out of culture altogether, as far as concerns the

plough or the spade. It is well known also that the

produce from sucli sods when obtained is not nearly

so nutritious to either man or beast as that fi'oin

mellow u])laud, or well-drained soils. Who woidd
prefer to buy a stock of potatoes from a wet field, if

he could buy at the same jnice from a dry upland
one ? We may here point to another well-known
fact, as bearing on this sidiject ; a too liberal use of

ranli grasses from water meadows is almost sure to

produce lice iu cattle. Let us, therefore, persuade
allotment cultivators to take a serious view of this

matter, and a little extra courage for a day oj' two
will enable them to make solid improvements in this

way, which will never bo regretted, but prove a

source of great consolation iu sjji'iug and summer,
when the cottager notices with what ease and satis-

faction he performs cultural matters, and observes,

as he must and will, such an improved size and a]i-

peai-ance in his crops of every kind. In making his

drains it will be necessary, in some cases, for tho

allotment holder to endeavour to act in concert with
those who hold adjoining compartments. This, we
own, is slightly difflrndt : nevertheless, wo should
hope that the landlord of the plot would, on a pro-

per appeal, and a well concerted plan, enforce the

carrying out such a design for tho good of all par-

ties ; and take care that each bears his jiroper share

in tlie burden. As such men are not overburdened
with capital, a generous landlord should at once jiiu'-

chase the tiles necessary at a per centage charge

;

many thousands of acres lie imcbained merely
through dread of the first outlay. In many districts,

however, stone and otlier inexpensive materials exist

in abundance, and these will merely require carting

to the spot. AVe would here advise plenty of deptli

to the drain. Much depends on subsoils, but we
woidd have none less tlian thirty inches iu depth :

very few persons complain of having made theh'

drains too narrow or too deep.

Trenchin'o and Ridging.—We have before .ad-

verted to the immense importani'e of deep trenching
in the winter season, and of ridging spare ground,
whether trenched or dug ; indeed, thorough drainage
and deep digging or ploughing are the principal

foundation on which any real improvements can bo
based. Deep digging not only allows the plants to

make both more roots and to extend them further

—

thus keeping up a permanent growtli during dry
and hot weatlier, whilst crops in shallow soils are

Wagging and stationary—but it is an economiser of
manure. We woidd, by the aid of trenching, under-
take, during a whole summer, to produce as gi-eat a
weight of some croi^s, on certain soils, without ma-
nure as with it, accompanied by shallow digging or

ploughing. Ridging, too, in tlie face of a long win-

ter ! who has not been struck with the difference in

the amount of labour requisite to prepare for spring

crops on soils " breaking down " from ridges, and
those just turned up after laying stagnant siuco Oc-
tober? Even the most stubborn clays submit to tho

action of continued frost, provided a groat extent of
surface is exposed.
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Ha\'.geas.s.—Those who possess a cow and some
land for hay, as well as root crops, should forthwith

put ibrth their energies to obtain a full crop of this

valuable article. We need scarcely observe, that if

hay-gi'ass is eaten down constantly untU March, that

a full crop must not be looked for. Tlie cottier with

one cow, however, and perhaps a rearing oaU', should

be above such a silly and pennywise proceeding.

Siu'ely, with his root crops, the consumption of their

tops, and other gardening ofl'al, with a little bran,

Indian corn meal, inferior and cheap oats, &o., toge-

ther with a little hay, he can manage to shut up his

hay-grass by the end of November. Better even buy
a little straw than injure the next year's crop of hay.

The plot of hay grass should have a trifling amount
of mauui'e at proper intervals ; and here we say, use
at tliis time of the yeai' the coarser portions of the

manure heap for the hay ground, reserving the more
rotten for the root crops, &o., in IMarch. When
littery manure is thoroughly well shaken over hay-
grass in the early part of November, it is astonish-

ing what a bulk of herbage is produced betimes, and
it nourishes a strong " heat" beneath it; indeed, in-

dependently of the fertilising properties, the severity

of the weather is warded off, cold winds pass over the

surface without carrying away the heat, and the

wliole field, by such treatment, is nin-sed like a bed
of radishes in a garden.

Economy of Cattle ok Pig Food.—At this period
those who took our allotment advice, about planting
the thousand-headed cabbage, green kale, (fee., wdl be
rewarded by the ju-ospect of a countinuous supply of

gi'een food through the winter : such matters, as be
lore observed, have a bearing on the hay-stack eco-

nomy of this 3'ear, and the prospective one also.

We liave a plot of gi'een kale at this time, in drills

two feet apart by fifteen inches between the plants,

which is a complete picture. The whole average a
yard in height, and it is as dense as a tliick forest.

It is impossible to conceive anything more productive,

and having cut ofl' and used up the Diere points a
month ago, they are covered with innumerable sprouts

about four inches long. The sjtrouts will continue
gi-owiug all the winter, at intervals, and will them-
selves produce sprouts when cut. Therefore the true

policy with this plant is to sow early, jdant early on
rich soil, and to top early in order to force out every
sprout before winter. We merely remove tlie termi-

nal point with three or four leaves adhering to it

;

and thus cut, and under high cvdture, it fm-nishes a
dish superior, as we think, to either sea-kale or aspa-

ragus. Well, then, here we have these greens in
abundance, perhaps a few drumliead cabbage, savoj's,

or Brussel's sprouts ; and plenty of carrots, parsnijis,

mangold, and a few good potatoes, in store. With
such, and a good fat hog in the sty, and ordinary
labour, a cottager may be one of the happiest of men,
)irovided he can acquire contentment in his station

;

may we not add even thankfulness for so many bless-

ings, as compared with the tens of thousands in an
uncivilised state. All tliis, however, requires forecast

—a species of forecast which, as Solomon says, may
bo learned from the ant or the bee. Those, therelbrc,

who have not yet learned to manage matters thus,

should lay their )dans for a succeeding summer,
wliilst the season is young.

I'iGS.—A cottager may now feed a hog at little

more than lialf tlio expense which we have known
to be tlie case. The various grains and meals are

astonishingly cheap, and wilh such an allotment hold-
ing as we were just describing, with such a stock of
green meat and roots, he may even keep a breeding

sow, if necessary, and make some cash by the sale

of yoimg pigs ; or he may, immediately on killing

his fat liog, place a couple of good store pigs in their

place to run through the summer, one to be killed in

November, the other at the back of Christmas. As
the cottager may sell liis liog, it is not amiss for him
to know the relation which live meat bears to dead.

We think it will be found that about a score of live

weight will amount to about a stone of dead weight,

fo'.u'teen pounds to tlie stone. Smaller pigs are

known to bo liable to a greater loss by weight. By
these means, persons inexijcrieneed among swine
may sell with certainty ; for we have known cottagers

sadly cheated in this respect by crafty butchers or

pig Ijuyers. We had intended to have given here an
outline of the two or three distinct modes of curing
bacon : we are warned, however, that we have reached
our allotted limits.

THE POULTEY-KEErER'S CALENDAR.
Decem)<eb.

By Martin Doyle, Author of
"

Farmers" £c.

Hints to Small

I

1

EowLs.—Hens of late have, in frequent instances,

withheld the desired supplies of eggs. Some Dork-
ings in our yard have not hud an egg for the last

three months, though they have long since recovered

from the effects of moulting. Our old woman says

they are too fat and lazy ; another person hints that

they want excitement, and ought to be soinidly

whipped round the yard every day ; another sug-

gests that they may have laid eggs in some out-of-

the-w.ay place, as if ever hens lay without proclaim-

ing the event loudly. The contributor of this brief

calendar has at least to complain of some disap-

pointment which those young Dorkings liave occa-

sioned to lum, at whose recommendation the editor

employed an artist to take the picture of one of tlieni

along with that of her husband, and tlms display

her beauties to an admiring world. Whether the

cock, who is certainly handsome, shall continue a

member of oin- little establishment will depend on his

own conduct. He has become tyrannical and petu-

lant towards his wives, and so very cold to one of

them in particular, that he at least deserves to be

whipped. The prison discipline of fetters has been
tried on him once or twice, but without lasting

effect, for on their removal he has crowed at the

poidtry woman in a tone of defiance, which sounded

very like to " do your best; no one shall hen-peck

me." Though for general purposes the Dorkings

are the best breed, and so plentiful as to be within the

reach even of the cottager, yet the Dutch cvenj-diiy

layers, where a large number of eggs is a prmciiial

object, are to be much recommended, ilr. Richard-

son, who is an excellent authority on )ioultry, de-

scribes them as of two varieties, distinguished chielly

by the colour. " Wlien the colour of the body is a

golden yellow, streaked or spairgled with blackish or

deep brown markings fan appearance caused by the

dark colour of the ends of tlie feathers), the bird is

styled the ' golden spangled ;' and when the ground

colour is white (tlie other cu-cumstances of shading

remaining the same), the bird is styled the ' silver

spangled.' " They are a hardy and a in-etty breed, and,

having no strong desire to hatch, wiU lay eggs con-

tinually, if properly housed and led. Tlie Spanish and

Poland lireeds are also good layers, and of very largo

and well-flavoured eggs too, though the ibrmer rarely

ays except on the alternate days. Both the Spanish

and the best known variety of the Poland are black,
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ov nearly so, in theii' plumage. Tbo former, how-
over, which is supposed by some writers to bo a

variety of the latter, has a shade of dark gi-een

through it, and a white check, which distinguishes it

in particular. The legs are lead coloured. The
comb and wattles of the cook are very large.

SPANISH COCK.

SPANISH HEX.

Both the cock and hen of the Poland kind have a
sliiniug black plumage, and white tufts on the head.
To those who can aflbrd to pay the high price usually

asked for these fine hu'ds, they are to be specially

recommended for the size and quality of the eggs,

then' regular disposition to lay, and their grand ap
pearance. But we repeat our preference of the Dork-
ings for the general jiurposes of producing many
eggs in the year, sitting steadily, and sui)plying a
profitable and well-flavoured bird for the sjiit. The
great size and high quality of the eggs of the former
large breeds render them so profitable that, whether
tliey ho sold for the table or for hatching, they fetch

such a price as soon repays their original cost ; and
wc think that even the cottager cannot better invest

any spare capital he may possess than in the piu'-

chase of a stock of those breeds as long as they are

scarce, and, therefore, worth a high price. Large
fowls, it is true, will consume more food than small
ones, but the difference is not very important. Gar-
den refuse, boiled turnips, and small potatoes, beet

leaves, lettuces, chopped leeks and cabbage leaves,

assist in the keep of all poultry, and corn has never
been cheaper than now. Damaged rice may some-
times be bought on very cheaj) terms, and this, when
boiled, increases, like barley, so considerably in bnlk,

that a much smaller quantity suffices when boUed
than if it were given raw. Barley swells to so great

a bulk by boiling, tliat lialf the quantity, it is said,

may be saved thereby.

To have a reasonable su]iply of eggs between Oc-

tober and February, warmth and feeding are not
alone sufficient. There should be some pullets of

the early sjjring preceding among the hens, for these

pullets, if they had been well kept, will lay wliile the

hens are casting their feathers, and sufl'ering from
derangement of the secretions. The hens, too, should
be of different ages, in which case the younger ones
will begin to laj' early in the winter. By good
management in this way a continued supply of eggs,

excepting in very severe weather, may be constantly

obtained. The laying hens should be always well

fed with stimulating, nutritive, and, during whiter,

warm food. In the ordinary feeding of fowls with
corn, it is desu'ahle to scatter the grains amongst
loose gravel or grass, to aflbrd tliem occupation and
exercise in scraping and searching for the gi'ains.

In the last mouth's calendar it was mentioned
that the fecundity of the poor man's hen is chiefly

atti'ibutable to the warmth she enjoys on a rafter of

his cottage; but nearly the same advantage may be

attained by the cottager for his fowls, without the

uncleanliness of having them inmates of his habita-

tion, by erecting a roosting shed against the chimney
gable, if no other house adjoins it. The fowls roost-

ing with their backs to the warm wall will be as

comfortable in their sensations as if they were in the

interior of the cottage.

Every one who has laying fowls will be now col-

lecting eggs for the Cln-istnias plum-puddings. The
eggs to be kept should be gi-eased, in order to close

their pores, witli butter, lard, suet, or any oily sub-

stance, on the days on which they are laid, and then
placed, on the large end, in bran or saw-dust. The
I'eason for putting the egg on the larger end is, that

the yolk keeps itself in this position of the egg from
touching either of the sides, by which contact it

would become sooner tainted.

The operation of making capons, and the process

of fattening them, and all fowls for the fable, should
now proceed steadily. TTie large breeds are the best

for the pm'pose. Large ca]ions appear on the table

as full-sized as turkey poults The autumnal broods
of chickens will now be forward for the table. By
three weeks' feeding in the coop, or confined in a
room, with boiled rice, barley, or Indian meal and
milk, or curds, and a small portion of potatoes, they
will become fat enough without cramming with pel-

lets of meal paste. The troughs should be kept vciy
clean and free from a sour smell.

Tcr.KEYS.—The black Norfollv breed is considered
the best ; it is more hardy than the white, and larger

and preferable also to the copper-coloured ; it fattens

more readily than either of these kmds. If the run
of a poultry-yard and field, with corn two or three

times a day, be not considered sufficient feeding for

them, they may be crammed witli pellets of meal.

j\Ir. liiohardsou says that 301bs. is a fair weight for

any fat yearling turkey, and SOlbs. for one of any
age, and that few, except the Norfolk, ever exceed
4Ulbs. The latter sort has been known to attain the

enormous weight of ")01bs. ; it was, no doubt, an old

cock bird. The observations respecting them in the
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last month's calendar are applicable to the present

one.

Ducks and Geese.—For the present treatment of

these, see last month's observations also.

THE BEE-KEEPER'S CALENDAR.—Dec.
Bij J. H. Payne, Esq., Author of " The Bee-Keeper's

Guide," (fc.

The good old reformer (Lnther) when asked which
wss the first and greatest of all the Christian gi'aces, re-

plied, " Humility !" and upon being again asked which
was the next, replied, "Humility !" the question hav-

ing again been put to him as to which in his opinion

would bo the third, replied again, " Humility!" Now,
somewhat in a similar manner to which this good
man replied to these most important questions would
[ reply to a request of a very different nature so often

put to me, as to what is the chief thing to be ob-

served in constnicting a bee-hive either of straw or

wood, and in the establishment of an apiary gene-

rally ; and say, Simplicity—simplicity—simplicity ! I

have very recently been favoured with descriptions

and drawings of some newly-invented hives ; they

are very clever, ingenious things, and in the hand of

their inventors I doubt not may be made to answer
exceedingly well ; but I would venture to say that in

the hands of other persons they would prove a failure

iu nine cases out of ten. There is too much compli-

cation and machinery about them, which, iu bee

management, is always attended with much trouble

and inconvenience.

I am happy to inform my api;irian fi'icnds that

Mr. Taylor has made a further improvement in his
" amateur's bee-hive ;" that is, he has simplified it.

It will be called " The hnproved Amateur's Bee-hive."

It is more simple, more useful, and easier to work
;

uniting, at the same time, economy and better ap-

pearance than his " amatein-'s bee-hive " figured at

page :]06 of vol. i. of The Cottage GAnDENER. There
are also glasses adapted to it, for those who prefer

their use. Perhaps at some future time I may give

a drawing and description of it.

I have just learned from an apiarian friend, who
is living in a rural district, that that little destroyer,

the blue titmouse [Parus major, of Linnasus), which
I mentioned in my last calendar, is beginning to

resort to the hives, and to commence its work of

slaughter. Every possible means should now be
used to thin their numbers, both by shooting and
trapping, or in any other way that may bo found
most efl'cctua!, for the life of a bee is doubly vahial)ie

at this season of the year.

JjOt the Uoor boards of each hive be n.gain cleaned
in the same nnmner as directed for last mouth, and
let the hives bo well examined, that they are free

from movildiness and dampness ; that the coverings

be all sound, and that no rain be admitted through
tliiuii. Select for this examination a fine clear day,

but without frost. On no account let the hives be
)'cmoved during a frost.

The population of the hives will now he found to

be very much reduced, but alarm i'or their sal'cly, on
that account, need not to bo entertained. It has
been frequently said to me, " 'What becomes of the

bees managed on the depriving system, if they are

never sufl'ered to swarm nor are destroyed '?" To
which my reply has been, that it is well known to

those who are conversant with the care of bees, that

their numbers decrease greatly in autumn, not <mly
hy the destruction of the drones, but also by the un-

avoidaljlo deaths of many of the workers, owing to

the thousand accidents they meet with in the fields,

and owing to age. A mucli less space, therefore, is

requii'od for them in tlie winter than was necessary
in the summer months. Mr. Purchas, who was a
very careful observer, says, in his treatise on bees,

published in 16.57, " It is manifest that the honey-
bees are but yearly creatures ; they live but a year
and a quarter at most ; for those bees that are seen
in May, lusty, full, lu-own, smooth, and well-winged,
will, by the end of July following, begin to wither,

become less, look gray, and have their wings tattered

and torn, and be all dead before the end of August."

MY FARM-YARD.
GLoo^^Y, dreary November is passing away, and

December is approaching nearer and nearer, and
with it all the numerous preparations for Christ-

mas—that time of bustling and rejoicing, as well as

of thankfulness and liberality. And, as I know
most of my readers will be busy too, I think I cannot
employ my pen better than in teUing the " gude
wife" how to proceed when her luisband has brought
in the pig, " killed and scalded," that they have
fatted with so much care. AVell, in the first place,

you must remember that every part of the pig is

" good for man." Dnectly it is killed, take the inside

to the pump; clean it thoroughly; then cut it into

bits, and fry it with onions, parsley, and any other
herbs you may have. 'I'his, with jiotatoes, will

make a capital dish for a large family. The blood
of the pig siiould be put, whilst warm, to the roots

of some favourite fi'uit-tree. Some people make
"black puddings" of it, but I prefer using it as

manure. For the second day's dinner, you can have
the lights ; they make an excellent dish baked, with
a common crust over them, and well seasoned with
herbs. Then there is the liver, which, unless you
are a large party, will last two days : this you will

i'ry plainly. With this arrangement, you have a
good wholesome dinner for three or four days,

according to the size of your party. When your pig

is cut up sprinkle it well with salt, and let it hang a

day ; tlieri place it in your salting-tub, and rub it

well with salt, which you must do every day for at

least three weeks; the harder you rub it the better

it will be. Do not let the pork soak in the brine,

but pour whatever liquid there may be in the tub
awny every third day ; at the end of three weeks,

or, if the meat is thick, a month, wipe the salt

off, and, if you biu'n wood, hang it up your chimney
to dry. If you cannot manage that, yon must be
content with laying it along the ceiling of your cot-

tage. If you follow these directions, I can promise
you as nice a piece of salt pork for your Christmas
dinner as you would wish to have ; and, when your
neighbours wish you a "merry Christmas," you need
not turn away with a heavy hea,rt as you lliink of

the empty cupboard and hare table ; for, although

you may not sit down to a dinner of" roast beef and
plum-pudding." yet, let me tell you, those who "fare
sumptuously every day" would not despise a dinner
of home-cured bacon, liome-made bread, and home-
grown potatoes. How much more, then, will the man
who has worked hard all day be jilcased, when, on
reaching homo, he sees the clean cloth laid, and on
it steaming the produce of his own industry! yVdd

to this, a smiling wife, and children, to wiOcome him
home, and the picture will be complete. 1 wish such
a sight were more common ; and it would be, if more
gardens wtu'c cultivated, more jfigs kept: for then

tho wife and children would have constant ocoupa-
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tion, and tlicre would be no time to sit brooding
over misfortunes, which, even if real, are only mag-
nified by idleness.

The necessity of great cleanliness in the stye can-

not be too often, impressed on yoi; ; and now cold

winds have set in, give yom' pigs as warm a bed as

you can. If there are trees near you, collect all the

leaves, and throw them into your stye: I am now
collecting quantities, and scattering them over the

farm-yard ; trodden on by the cattle, they will make
excellent manure, and, where straw is dear, will be
found of great service. If you have a wood near
you, cut as much fern as possible, and keep it till it

is dry ; it makes a very good substitute for straw.

In fact, collect every thing you can for the jiig-sty
;

for, the more manure you have, the better crops you
will grow ne.xt year ; and, consequently, you will be
able to increase the number of your pigs. Above
all, save the " liquid manure " from the sty. Some
of the cottagers near me sink an earthenware brown
pan (price Is lid) just outside the sty; and by taking
out a brick the " liqiud maniu-e " runs into it. You
can either do this or make a small tank. 'I'he

former plan is the cheapest, the latter the neatest

and most lasting.

Your poultry will not now be in such a thriving

condition as the rest of your farm-yard : they are

looking dull, and laying but few eggs, as this is the

usual moulting season. Dii-ectly I observe mine
looking very dull I give them four or five pepper-
corns, and have found it a capital remedy for droop-
ing wings. Should you happen to have a brood of

young cliickens at this season of the year, you will

lind great difficulty in rearing them ; they must bo
kept in a vei'y warm place, and only let out wlien
the sun is shining brightly. Rice well boiled and
well dried, I find the best food for very young
chickens. I find dry food answers better than that
which is moistened, but they must always have a
pan of clear water nea,r them. But even if you
manage them according to the most approved sys-

tem, you will meet with much disappointment if you
attempt to rear a brood so late in tlie year as Novem-
ber. I have one now, which I am anxious to save,

and therefore keep them in a green-house with plenty
of fresh air admitted, but still they grow very slowly,

and I have lost several. But " nothing venture,

nothing have;" and, perhaps, you may be more suc-

cessful. 0. M. A.

WATERCRESS IN GARDENS.
Nothing is easier tlian to have a good succession

of this wholesome plant throughout the year, which
I have had all this, to the admii-ation of most of my
gardening friends, and this is the plan I pursued.
About the early part of March I procnred a handful or

two of healthy plants, torn out of a neighbouring brook,
and having prepared two small lieds of good lo.imy

soil inider an easterly wall, I cut the jilants immedi-
itely into lengths of about three or four inches, prc-

fering those pieces which had the appearance of a
little wlute root attached, and planted them at once
Avith a small dibble, nearly np to the to]5s in rows,
about eight inches apart, and six inches between the

plants, watering them well, and shaded them with
mats supported on sticks just above the plants for a
few days. Every plant struck root and soon began to

grow. I kept tlie beds generally damp by applying
the watering-pot nearly every day ; by the next month
they wore so much grown that I coidd nip oil' the

tops, and supply a good plate for every day in the I

week ; after the tops were first gathered the plants

threw out side shoots in abundance and soon covered
all the bed, and during the spring and summer pro-

duced a substantial crop that there was some difficulty

in Iceeping them down by constant gathering. The
only time when they were not so good in flavour or

condition was when inclined to seed, I let them all

show for seed and out them off close to the ground,
well weeding them, and surface stirred the ground
wliere I could ; they soon made fresh vigorous shoots,

and have ever since supplied an abimdanoe of as fine

heads as any that comes into a market, and that

without any farther attention than giving them a pot
of water every day during the dry weather. I have
this autumn cut one bed close down again, whilst

tlie other is gathered from, and when the severe

weather approaches I intend protecting them from
frosts. I recommend our friends who have not grown
them to try the experiment. I am quite certain they

will be repaid for their trouble.

•I. W. GiDNEY.
East Dereham, Norfolk.

MARTYNIA FRAGRANS.
Seeing in the notices to correspondents, at page 56

of your excellent work The Cottage Gardener, you
speak of this Martynia as a weedy-looking plant,

with very handsome, large, purplish flowers, well

worth growing in a warm border, but that the seeds

shoidd be sown in Februai'y, in strong bottom heat,

I beg to add a few more words concerning tliis plant,

as every one may not know that this plant miglit be
called a half hardy annual; at least, this is my con-

clusion, if the following is sufficient evidence, and
many things are fovmd out by such accidents I am
about to relate. In the gardeia belonging to the Rev.

the Warden of Winchester College, a self-sown plant

of Marti/nia fragrans came iip in a bed of Pelar-

goniums, which had been planted about the middle
of May ; and, aliout the middle of Jime, when I was
weeding and surface-stu-ring the beds over, I saw a

seedling of the above-named plant, which, of course,

I left, giving it all the encouragement I could to do
well with the I'elargoniuins. The plant grew very

luxuriantly, and commenced flowering early in Jidy,

and continued growing, branching out, and flowering

up to very late in October. The soil it grew in was
very light and rich. The bed in wliich the plant

grew was near the principal walk through the flower-

garden, therefore its odd-looking seed vessels, and its

flowers too, for an out-door flower, looked so very re-

markable that the plant caught the eye of nearly all

visitors through the garden ; and it astonished many
of those who had been in the habit of gTowing the

plant, and even bad it at the same time in either

a vinery, green-house, pit, or plant-stove. It so

happens tliis Martynia is pretty much of a favourite

in this neighbourhood, but this self-sown plant beat

them all. It grew very large, flowered freely, and
ripened abundance of seeds, which I intend to sow
the first of May next in the open garden. Now I

have the pen in my hand, 1 will name a few other

plants that self-sow themselves about this garden,

and flower the same season. Canna Indlca sows
itself and ripens its seeds in the summer months.
Nicotiami tahacum, A'jeratum mexicaniim, Impatiens

balsainiim, and Maurauilija Bardaijaiia come up,

flower, aiul ripen their seeds in the summer months,
and sow themselves about the open garden.

Tnos. Weaver,
Gardener to the Warden of Winton College.
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MY PHYSIC GARDEN.
Ill/ a PJiijsivian.

No. 2. IXTHODUOTION CoKTINUED.

And now having, like a garrulous old man, said so

much about myself, how shall I desci'ibe my physic

gai'deu? Shall I begin alphabetically? or shall I

commence with that bed of varied-coloured flowers,

all in full bloom, beneath my study window '? No !

both have tlieir objections. I will first tell you of

my plan, and then give you the reasons why I do
not follow eitlier of the aliove, whicli, at first sight,

may seem far simpler and easier. All tilings which
are well done must be the results of order and
method. In the arrangement of my flowers, beds
and borders, it is true, I insist upon the greatest

uicety of rule ; but that is one of taste and feeling,

and relates more to the scientifio harmony and blend-

ing of colours than to tlie properties of my plants.

After due consideration, then, and much talk with

my learned friend the Editor, I have determined that

my plan shall be to follow the natural arrangement,

as it is called, and to describe my plants as they are

classed together in families or grouj^s possessing some
common or analogous likeness. By this means I

shall avoid much repetition; it will enable me to

generalise to a great extent, and, as a consequence,

the reader will be better able to retain in his memory
all that I am about to tell him. Besides which, we
really do find that plants which approacli each other

by some general similarity of e.\ternal form and in-

ternal structure, possess, for tlie most part, analogous,

and very often entirely similar properties. A know-
ledge of this fact enables us to substitute one plant

for another, and to use that which we have in the

place of another which we do not possess. Thus all

tVie malvacete are emollient, the crucifereae acrid and
stimulating, the geutianacea) bitter and tonic, the

labiaoeae aromatic, the apocyuacecB acrid and irritant;

and we may, without inconvenience, employ indiscri-

minately, and wherever we may chance to be, any
one member of the same natural fti.mily. Of course

I speak generally, for there are many exceptions to

this ride ; and altliough tlie anomalies between mem-
bers of the same families are much fewer than the

analogies, it is necessary to warn the reader that tliey

do exist—Botany, like other sciences, being stiil im-

perfect.

It is true I might have adnjited the same method
with my beds and borders, and arranged their oou-

teuts according to their analogies and their in'oj)erties.

Hut, then, for the most part, how cold and unvaried
would liave been tlieir aspect! I confess to some-
thing more than pure utilitarianism ; and, woe's me

!

I have a taste. Now, in telling why I do not describe

iny ]ihysic garden according to my beds and the order

of their contents, I will give the readers of Tiik Cot-

tage G.iRDiixHR a few liiuts upon the theory and prac-

tice of arranging flowers, whether in the garden itself,

in tlio drawing-room, or in nosegays. No one, I

think, will venture to deny tliat colours may ho com-
bined so as to bo eitlier agreeable or disagreeable to

tlie eye. If this be true, as it undoubtedly is, then
a wide path is opened for the discovery of the laws
governing their hariiionious association. There can
be no doubt that such laws e.xist. If they did not,

one classification would bo as pleasing as another,

and no excellence would be found to exist in the

colouring of tlie great masters. The real properties

of colours, in consequence! of their extremely subtle

nature, arc not so easily appreciated as those of sound;
hut as a very close analogy exists between sound and

colour, both as regards their respective effects cither

separate or in union, we may safely apply the princi-

ples of thorough bass or harmony to the assemblage

of hues and tints, whether in works of art or the

scientific arrangement of the parterre. Taking the

seven colours of the rainbow as equivalent to the

seven notes of the natural musical scale, the order

will stand thus :

—

Bed. Orange. Yellow. Green. Blue. Indigo. Violet.

C. D. E. F. G. A. B.

The red here sounds the key colour of the prism atic

series, and corresponds to 0, the root note of the

musical seals in the natural key, and both v/ould of

course be again repeated as the octave or eighth

degree of the gamut. Bed, then, must be just as

prominent in well-conceivod pictures as in musical

jiieces composed in that key ; and the remaining
sounds and colours have corresponding functions in

the two sciences. I will advance a few arguments
in support of the truth of this doctrine ; and then

the gardener who has read what I say, and ever

again makes up an uuharmonious nosegay, I tell

him plainly he is not worth his meat—or I am in my
dotage.

First, the definition of a sentient impression must
be similar both as respects the nerves of hearing and
seeing and the impulses of their appropriate stimuli,

sound and light being respectively rliythmetical or

undulatory in their nature.

Secondly, the number of undulations producing
the lowest tone in the scale are fewer in a given time

than those of the next note above, which are in their

turn fewer than the undulations of the remaining
notes. Just as in colours, the undulations giving

rise to red are fewer in a given space or time than

those of orange, which are relatively fewer than those

of yeUow, and so of the rest.

Thirdly, the primitive colours are red, yellow, and
blue, all others being coui]iounds of tliem, and they

occupy the same p.i&itious in tin.- jirimitive scries

that C, E, and G, hold as constituting the jierfect

chord in the musical scdIc.

The points thus cursorily proposed are bold and
very general analogies: these are worthy ol' much
closer investigation, but th.ey are quite sufficient in

this place to enable us to apply certain principles,

first, I believe, proposed by Mr. Macdonald, a London
artist, residing in Berner-street, to the arrangement

of flowers according to their colours, either in gar-

dens or in bouquets.

In music, when a chord is struck, in order to bo
efl'ectivc, all its notes must be equally full and well

balanced. Now, breadth of colour corresponds to

length of tone ; and the terms " depth," " strength,"

and "richness," seem to be generally applied to both,

to exjiress similar and analogous properties. All

these points must bo borne in mind in the arrange-

ment of flowers. Thus the masses of red in coxcombs
and sweetwilliams would be but inharmoniously

balanced bv the yellow disks of double daises, or by
any small flower of that colour with thinly scattered

blossoms ; or their depth and richness would be

poorly matched liy the pale and delicate tint of some
])rimroses, even though its breadth or fulness be suf-

ficient. Of course the general figure, si/c^ and charac-

ter of every ]ilaiit, but p.articularly its inflorescence,

must be considered with reference to its association

with others, where it is to sup])ly any special colour

to complete the harmouy.
And now, with regard to the choice of colour, so

as to produce the most pleasing cflbct when placed
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ill proximity to each other, I nnist at oiioo refer to

the laws of tliorough bass or counterpoint, by which
musicians are enabled to supply harmoniesfto any
melody with scientific j^recision. These I shall en-

deavour to simplify and explain, so that oven the

cottage gardeners may employ them in mingling
colours to the best advantage, bvit especially to tho

harinonions arrangement of his Hower-beds. Every
one knows that, for the convenience of musicians,

the notes of the scale are both numbered and lettered

—the first seven letters of the alphabet and cai'dinal

niunbers being used. Thus, in the key of A, the

scale is numbered and lettered as follov/s :

—

A. B. C. D. E. F. G.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. U. 7.

Now, it does not signify what note we may start

from, for the constitution of every key is the same,
and only differing in the pitch being high or low, as

the case may be. The key of C, however, is chosen
by musical men as a standaa-d, and hence called the

natural key. As such I shall adopt it in the ]ireseut

notice. The order will then be as in the following

table, to which I also add the ec[nivalent colours :

—

C. D. E. F. G. A. B. C. (ootave=;=)

1. 2. .'i. 4. 3. (;. 7. H.

Red. Grey. Yellow. Green. Blue. Indigo. Violet. Red.

Now, in harmonizing tunes composed in this key,

four grand chords are employed—that is, four combi-
nations are chosen out of these seven notes, and seve-

rally used when they will apply as accompaniments
to tlie notes of the subject or air. These chords,

then, in letters, numbers, a,nd colours, being known,
the scientific or artistic gardener may modify them,
invert them or change their ijosition, and alter the
arrangement of their fundamental constituents at liis

own ])leasure. The chords are as follows in their

natural position :

—

I. THE COMMON CHORD OF C I, RED.
Natural position.

5. G, blue
:!. E, yellow

1. C, red

First change.
l.C,red
5. G, blue
3. F, yellow

Natural jwsition.

1. C, red
(i. A, indigo

4. F, green

II. THE COJIJION CHORD ON F.

Second cliango.

3. E, yellow

1. C, red

5. G, blue

First change.
4. F, gxeeu
1. C, red
0. A, indigo

III.—COMMON CHORD ON G,

Second change.
0. A, indigo

4. F, green
1. C, red

BLUE.

Second change.
7. B, violet

0. G, blue

2. D, orange

Natural position. I'irst change.

2. 1), orange 0. G, blue

7. B, violet 2. D, orange
5. G, blue 7. B, violet

The fourth table may in the same manner be con-

structed on the key of F, green.

Surely I need add no more upon a subject which I

think every reader must now thoroughly imderstaud.
Having said thus much by way of introduction, I

will proceed to tell of my plants and their uses ; and
first, of the K.vNUNCUL.iOE/E.

OUR VILLAGE WALKS.
(No. 8.)

What a merciful provision is made for man's com-
fort by the simjile circumstance of the fall of the leaf!

Wo have seen leaves withering on the ground year
after year ; we are grieved at their disappearance from
tiio beautiful woods, and we cease to wander in search
of scenery while the trees are bare and desolate.

* The first note, in eftect, is repeated eight notes higher, and hence
called the octave.

Winter, to all but the ardent lover of nature iu all

her variations, is a dreary, joyless season. }5ut we,

perhaps, disregard the mercy attending this wise and
wonderful arrangement of the Most High. If tho

trees iu our cold latitudes never shed their leaves, if

their beauty was never disfigured, how could the

faint sickly sunbeams of winter pierce tln'ough their

density, and dry up the heavy moisture that at this sea-

son soaks the earth, and would so much injure animal
and vegetable lile, if left to exhale unhealthy vapours
beneath perpetual shade? Wise men dive into those

amazing and perfect laws of God, which we call science,

whereby He directs and carries on the mechanical
existence of all His hand has fonned ; and He gia-

ciously permits the human eye to see some of His
wonders, and great and beauteous are they all! But
why some trees in winter shed their leaves, and sou e

do not,—why in some climates there is almost perpe-

tual verdure, and iu others scarcely a tree or bush to

decorate the scene,—needs a still brighter light than
that of science to reveal. " Out of the whirlwind

"

nuist we be taught like Job.

There is still beauty in the land. Here and there

I see tlie beautiful berries of the wild vine, like large

red currants, wreathing the bare stems of the liedgc,

and decorating the path as much by its glowing Iruit

as by the graceful festoons of its summer foliage.

The wild rose-tree, too, is this season covered witli

an unusual abundance of its bright scarlet seed pods,

and, iu tlie absence of summer flowers, we are de-

liglited to see them gleaming in the few sunbeams
iliat cheer us now. There is virtue even in these

bright berries, so well known by the name of hips.

If the pidp is separated from the seeds and skin, and
beat up into a conserve with sugar, it is a pleasant

and beneficial remedy for coughs. The flowers ga-

thered in the bud and dried are a very powerful

astringent, more so even than the red roses usually

dried for this purpose.

Some cottage gardens still look gay with the pale,

delicate China roses clustering round the window.
A very few days ago I saw a beautiful crimson rose

growing against a sheltered cottage wall ; and ane-

mones, violets, and lilac primroses are still decking
the borders in some places, as if to give us one last

glimjise of summer beauty before the stern hand of

winter shuts them in. The ivy is becoming now
very valuable to us, both as a screen and an orna-

ment. I never remember to have seen such a pro-

fusion of this beautiful creeper as I have this year.

Tlie shrubbery, the very woods have been cai'jietted

with it: it has forced its way among the tall coarse

gi'ass, thickened round the roots of trees, and quite

clothed the ground in many places, giving much
additional beauty to the copse, and also to the ]ilea-

sure ground. As a creeper, the ivy does not blos-

som ; but, when springing upwards, and climbing
round the stems of trees, or against walls and houses,

it is covered with the most starrydike flowers, and
is, at that season, a veiy beautiful object indeed.

Does not this teach us a lesson? While we grovel

on the earth, minding " earthly things," and " speak-

ing of the earth," we can bear no fruit—we are " of

the earth, earthy ;" but when our hopes and aflec-

tions spring upward, and are set on " those things

that are above," then only do we bring Ibrlh fruit

with perfection. Our beautful wild ivy, therefore,

has instruction to give to tlie passer-by. I^et it

warn us to " aiise from the dust, " and cling faith-

fully to Him from whom alone our "fruit is found."

Wasps hover in gi-eat numbers around the flowers

of the ivy, as if taking their last meal before they
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disappear. The 'beaiitifiil little gi'eeii berries that

succeed the flowers embellish the plant till very late

iu the year ; they tip the little cluster of spikes

from which the blossoms fall, aud very mucli re-

semble the original bloom. An infusion of these

berries is an excellent remedy in cases of rheu-
matism; and the leaves boiled in water would be in-

valuable to cottagers, if they would use so simple a
cure. Want of cleanliness, too, often causes very un-
pleasant eftects. and il' the mother would wash the

heads of her children in this decoction, it would en-

tirely restore them to health and comfort. 1 always
grieve to see a tree laden and oppressed with a mass
of ivy; yet, what a beautil'ul object it is, especially

now, when all around is desolate. Sometimes, in a
secluded spot, we open upon a single tree, standing
quietly muflled in a greeu, glossy mantle, as if com-
fortably \vi'apped up from the cold. In a wintry
scene, such a mass of verdure is very refreshing to

the eye, and it has reminded me, too, of Truth stand-

ing calm and unchangeable anjid the lying vanities

of this poor perishing world. How delightful it is,

too, at this season, to see tlie bright green lines in

the ploughed fields, marking the springing up of

the young wheat—England's staple commodity in

the days of her highest prosperity. Let us Jjray

that it may always continue so, that there may be no
complaining in our streets. The wheat is a plant
deeply interesting to tlie Christian also : it is se-

lected to assure us of one gi'eat and glorious truth ;

it answers the solemn question, " How are the dead
raised up ? and with what body do they come? " Very
simple things teach us very deep lessons; and it lias

]deased a gracious Eather to impart strong consola-

tion by means of this beautiful figure, so frequently

liefovo our eyes, and so easy to be understood. Let
us hear its voice. Let the bright blade, s])ringing

from corruption, from the grain "which is not quick-

ened except it die," picture to our hearts this pre-

cious truth—" Now is Christ risen from the dead,

and become the flrst-truits of them that slept."

Country walks may in this way become doubly in-

teresting and very instructive. Only let us set our

hearts by the word of God as we set our clocks by
the sun, aud then we shall never go wrong; our eyes

shall see, our ears shall hear, and our hearts shall

perceive and understand.

CELERY CULTURE.
The uniform kindness and urbanity with which

you acknowledge, and the readiness with which you
admit into the ]iages of The Cottage Gaudeneu,
communications, however hiimble they may be, pro-

vided they contribute something to tlie common
stock of exjierience, induces me to offer you my inite

in the shape of a few oliservations on the cultivation

of celery, and its importance in a culinary point of

view, a subject wliich suggested itself to mc on read-

ing the practical remarks on the different methods
of treating this ]ilant by your corresiiondent C. in

the concluding Number of^ vol. ii. of your valuable

periodical.

lu the majority of gardens celery appears to bo
grown solely for its estimable qualities as a salad, to

he eaten iu its raw slate, and certainly a most deli-

cious relish it is, especially as an adjunct to good old

cheese ; but as thus eaten it can scarcely be regarded

otherwise than as a luxury, and owing to the amount
of mii.iuiro, room, and attention requii'cd in its cul-

tivation, ol' too expensive a nature to admit of its

being grown to any great extent aa such except in

the gardens of the wealthy. There is, however, ano-

ther aud less common but more profitable mode of

using it, to which 1 here wish to direct attention, and
in consideration of which I think a far higher im-

portance attaches to its culture ; for in virtue of its

employment as a culinary vegetable, which is that

to which I here allude, it might be advantageously
grown on a larger scale in many gardens where it is

now almost a stranger, and even profltabl}' introduced

into those of cottagers, whose small dimensions, aud
considerations of the pot, ])reolude anything in the

shape of a meie luxury. I think those who have
been accustomed to use it—as I have for some 5'ear8

—as a culinary vegetable will agi-ee with me in think-

ing that it has claims to be regarded as one of the

best and most palatable autumn and early winter

vegetables we possess, and far superior to the coarser

kinds of greens, such as cabbages, savoys, kales, &c.,

with which the generality of gai-dens are alone stocked

at this period of the year ; and let those who have
never eaten it iu this form try it either simply boiled,

and eaten like any other vegetable with roast and
savoury meats of any description, or served with

white sauce, or melted butter, or, better stiU, stewed

in a little gravy for a short time after boiling, and I

think they will be of my opinion, and thank me for

the recommendation. But in thus advocating its

genera.l use as a culinary esculent I am far from
wishing that it should supersede its employment in

the usual form ; on the contrary, it might be econo-

mically applied to both uses conjointly, for much of

what is discarded as unfit for eating iu a raw state

will serve admirably for cooking purposes; indeed,

all the blanched portions would do for this (though

the wliole plant cut down the middle is certainly

preferable, aud makes a handsomer dish), aud the

heart miglit still be reserved for salad.

Now, with respect to cultivation. Tiie conclusion I

have come to, after some years' experience, is, that in

order to produce celery of a superior quality, as well

as size, it should have not only a liberal allowance

of well-decomposed farm-yard manure in the outset,

but, iu addition to this, frequent and plentiful sup-

plies of liquid manure tliroughout the early and
middle periods of its gi'owtli—that is, from the time

the plants in the trenches begin to grow freely until

the earthing up has been carried so far as to extend

beyond the limits of the trench—and even after it

has attained to this stage I find it very advantageous

to continue the supplies of liquid, which is easily

done by making a perpendicular cutting through the

soil down upon the trench about eight inches from

the plants, and thus making a sort of canal for its

reception. This operation is only required to be done

on one side; for if the; cutting be made so as to fall

within the trench, and tlie canal opened down to the

surface of the manure, the hitter will act as a sponge,

and, sufTicient liqidd being given, will saturate the

whole body of manure in the trench.

With regard to tlie three difierent methods men-
tioned by your correspondent C, I do not think it

materially matters wliich of them is ado]ited, provided

the above conditions relative to the abundant sup-

plies of liquid manure are ]iroperly observed. That
of Mr. Niitt is, perhaps, best calculated to bring the

jdaiit to the gigantic pro))ortions for which he is so

celebrated, but it involves a larger expenditure of

manure than most gardens can well afford, and Mr.
Turner'.i jdan, with less than half the quantity, is

better adajitod for general crojis. 'J'he latter is the

one I have usually followed, but this year I have

adopti'd a modification of it, which has succeeded so

well that I would strongly recommend those who are
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limited either in respect of room or manure to make
trial ol' it. I form and fill the trenches as recom-

mended by ^Ir. Turner, the only difference being that

1 allow a few inches greater width (two feet and a

half instead of two feet), but, instead of a single

row of plants at twelve-inch intervals, I ]jlant a

donble row at these distances in each trench, arrang-

ing them thus. °
„

°
o

°
o

° '^'^^ advantage of this

arrangement in the saving of room and manure nnist

be obvious, the only question being as to the compa-
rative weight of produce. Now, the residt of the

trials made tl lis year to ascertain this importimt point

goes to ])rove that the plan of planting in double

rows loses nothing by comparison witli the other.

I planted three trenches, 24 feet in length, with double

rows, with the exception of about one-third of their

extent, which in two of them were jjlanted in only

single rows, the distance from plant to plant, and the

treatment in every otlier respect, being the same in

both cases. During the first stages of tlieir growth
the double rows had certainly the advantage, and
tliis they maintained, more or less, until their tinal

earthing, when no perceptible difierence could be

detected in the appearance of either, and idtimately

tlie weight of the sticks in tlie single and double por-

tions of the respective trenches were as nearly as

possible equal, averaging now from four to five pounds
each, and some upwards. I have also a very good
late crop on Mr. Barnes' ]iian. whicli I tliink a very

excellent one, and, of the three, the best adapted for

tlie smaller class of gardens, inasmuch as it admits
of a larger number of plants being gTown on a given
space and qnantitj' of manure, and is more easily

protected from frost. But again I nnist insist on tlie

necessity of plenty of liquid, for without this I do
not think it possible to obtain celery of that crispness,

sweetness of flavour, and solidity of texture, which
constitutes its perfection. Solid manure may give it

size, but in tlie absence of sufficient liquid the heart
and leaves will be always, more or less, pithy and
hollow ; such, at least, has been my experience on the

light porous soil of my garden. In the early stages,

and in dry weather, the liquid manure should be
weak and copiously supplied, but when the plants

have attained the height of 18 or 20 inches, and par-

ticularly in dry weather, it may be given in almost
any degree of concentration. It should not, how-
evei-, be poured in contact with the plants, to avoid

which it is advisable that the surface of the trench

at the sides be left an inch or two below the original

level of the gTound in which it is dug, and also after

the plants are set out that it should shelve slightly

downwards from the centre towards the outside edges.

In this way a sort of gutter is foimed, along which
the spout of the watering-pot can be made to traverse,

iUid within which channel tlie liquid will necessarily

be confined. W. C. G.

BEAN PLANTING.
If the weather should prove favourable, and the

ground rich and good, a crop may be planted to any
extent in the last week of this montli, or the first

week in December. The better the ground is, the
better the bean does in it. I have used very strong
pig manure for many years, and at a veiy bountiful
rate, and planted my principal crop of beans at the
time above mentioned ; and, what is more, I do not
k'now wlio has finer crops of this vegeta.ble every
year. 'I'he sort of bean I jdant principally at this

time is called Johnsons Woiiilerfid. I have lieard it

called also Jameson's. It is an e.xceUent hardy sort,

a real good bearer, and the best of long pod va,rieties.

To plant them, if in light soil, well manure and dig

the quarter first ; then measure out the rows from two
feet six inches to three feet apart ; then strain the

line, from north to south, along the quai'ter; put on
your apron, if you have one. if not, take your nail-

ing pouch, to hold yoiu' seed handily before you
;

then take the diblile, and make holes right and left

of the line, about two and a-half inches deep, or if

three inches, none the worse, and quickly drop in

the seed with the left hand. Let both hands work
quickly, and Iceep your two feet close to the line,

rather dragging them along, which will cover the

seed nicely, and leave your work in a neat and tidy

order. On the other hand, if the soil be a verj' re-

tentive one, I would prefer digging the quarter and
planting it as I went on, as before recommended for

potato planting.

T. Wea\'er, Qarihner to the M'anleii of
M'incliester College.

EXTRACTS FEOM CORRESPONDENCE.
PnrzE GoosEBEERY Tkees.—This being the " sear

and yellow leaf" season of the year, and consequently

the best time for planting all kinds of fruit trees, I

will give the readers of The Cottage Gaudeneu the

benefit of my experience in the way of purchasing
prize gooseberry trees. Having read the communi-
cation of a contributor at the commencement of the

present year on the weight and names of the best

prize gooseberries in cultivation, I was induced to

apply to the same writer for a sup])ly, who referred

me to a firm at Manchester, fi'om whom I procured a
catalogue of all the prize kinds, at prices which the

poorest amateur could not cavil at. I then ascer-

tained the cost of carriage, per rail, fi'om thence to

here, near Newcastle-on-Tyne, a distance of \\\i-

wards of IflO miles, to be only Is Od per cent. On
this I acquauited my neighbouring cottage friends of

my intention of having a supply, who to the number
of about twenty joined me, and we got a number of

all the best sorts, as recommended in The Cottage
Gardener, which averaged ,ii2 14s a gross; and
although they were not planted until March, some of

their fruit actually got to the weight of upwards of

21 dwts. by autumn, and all have tiu'ued out bej'ond

our most sanguine expectation. This week (Novem-
ber 12th) we have got another su]qily, which ti'ebles

our former order, and it is our intention this year of

having a gooseben-y show in our parish, which, it is

to be hoped, will be the means of raising a spii'it of

honest emulation among us, and encourage a taste

for the delightfi-d pursuit of gardening. Shoidd this

be the means of inducing other parties to get some
of the prize kinds, they will soon rind that they sur-

pass the old sorts not only in profitableness but also

most of them in flavour.—G. .1. Belt..

Wall-ixower Cuttings.—Somethnes things grow
at a season unseasonable, as I have reason to know.
On the 21th Mareli last, I got a large branch of the

finest Golden Drop wall- flower I ever saw. It was
in my power to get it then, but it would not be so at

a latei' or more genial season. I set all the slips 1

could get (about 20) on a sheltered bank, liaviug a
western exposure, kept them covered with a cap, and
sheltered and shaded with a bass mat as cold or heat

made necessaiy; and though the)' were- slower in

rooting than usual, I have 15 nice plants of them
now. I think it would be well if gardening books
said, " Cuttings of succeed best in (suppose)

May, June, and July; but there is yet a chance iu
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November and December," &c. There is so much
ignorance in the world.—C. C.

[Our correspondent is quite right in supposing
that cuttings will strike, and seedlings may be raised

inith proper care, such as he bestowed on his wall-

flower sli])S, and we shall alw.ays be glad to hear of

such results. But we cannot agree tliat authors on
gardening should state any times lor doing any given
work but those which are best. It the teacher were
to tell his pupil he iiiii/ht succeed iu an operation at

any time, although but one time was the best, we
fear that the spirit of procrastination would be too

much encouraged.

—

Ed. C. G.]

Hl.MAL.W.VH PCJIPKIN'. — GuIMSTONE's EgYPTI.\N

Pea.—The seed I now send you was taken from a
pumpkin weighing 2o lbs., one of the produce of the

plant raised from the single seed you were so kind as

to send me, and which you informed me was of a new
variety from the Himalayah mountains. Two other

fi'iut from the same plant were smaller, weighing
severally ^iO lbs. and 12 lbs. Froni a plant of another
kind, the seed of wliicb I obtained from Manchester,
I have succeeded in growing a very fine pumpkin,
weighing (if lbs., and measiaring very nearly five feet

in circumference ! The colour of the largest of the

Himalayab pumpkins was of a much deeper and
richer tint tliau that of the larger kind, and the flesh

made into soup, according to yom- directions, was
remarkably good, and astonished some of my friends

who partook of it ; baked in tarts, with an equal
quantity of apples, it was also very good, and im-

parted a flavour and richness to them which, to my
taste, was a great improvement on the apple alone.

Have you ever seen or grown Orimstoiie's Egyptian
Pea ! I procured a few from that gentleman last

year—3U peas, at the somewhat exorbitant price of

2s Od. They are immensely prolific, the main stem
throwing out from six to ten lateral ones, all of

which are as productive as the stems of ordinary
peas ; on this account they are only sown at intervals

of eight indies from pea to pea, and as they scarcely

exceed 21 feet iu heighth they require very little

sticking.—G. C. W.
AuTc.^i.v-PLANTiNG POTATOES.—As yoTi have con-

stantly advocated the practice of planting jiotatoes

iu autumn, I have given it a trial, and must first

state that my soil is heavy, therefore I have been in

the habit of mixing ashes, sand, and manure, which
have made tlic garden very prolific. My plau has
been to obtain mealy jiotatoes from a light soil every

two or three years, as they were apt to become waxy
after being used two or three seasons. Last year
they suftbred from the disease, and yielded about
tlii'ee ])arts out of four, but many more became
affected after being stored. East autumn I ]ilanted

tlu-ee rows, which looked well and free from tlie dis-

ease till after tliey blossomed; I then observed spots

indicating llie approach of the disease : they continued
to get worse, and at last yielded about one peck out
of fovu', and these not mealy potatoes. Those planted
in tlie sjiring sliowed symptoms of being att'ect(,'d very
early, and never blossomed: I found, ujion taking
tliem up, that very few were sound, uot more tlian a
dozen out of a busliel. I have been in the habit of

jihuiting full-sized tubers, as T always consider surall

jiotatoes as immature and unfit to use as seed. I do
not use any nianiu'o at the time of planting, the
groiuid liaving been jircviously used for other vego-
t,ibles.—W. S. 15., Harrow, Suffolk.

[Although this is iu favour of autumn-jilnnting,
those tlien planted by our correspondent being best
of the bud, yet he has not done what all growers of

potatoes ought to do—plant in moderately rich soil.

and varieties ripening in July or early in August.—
En. C. G,]

D0CKS AS Slug DestPiOyers.—Amongst the many
means proposed for destroying slugs, I do not see

that you have recommended the employment of ducks.

Two young ones I had hatched tliis summer have
nearly cleared my garden, which used to be sadly

eateu up : they have also learned to pick the catcrpilhu's

ofl' tlie cabbage plants, and really do but little damage
to the garden. I have this year planted the celery iu

short rows across the bed. as proposed, with success.

I cau also bear my tcstiiuiiny to the advantage of

earhj pkintctl potatoes. Those planted in January
were all up and stored, a plentiful and clean cro]),

before the wet set hi, and the ground planted witli

turnips, while those ]iut in in April in the same gar-

den were lifted after the rain, a poor and much
damaged crop.—G. ilcLEon.
Sheffield Celehy Show.—At this show, held in

October last, out of twelve prizes eleven were awarded
to ])lauts of Mr. Nutt's Ghanqxion celery. The tallest

sticks were /orti/-e/(7/fi inches long: and the heaviest

pair seen by Mr. Nutt this year weighed l(i pounds
and !) ounces. We can bear testimony that this

celery grows as superiorly iu the south of England
as it does iu the north ; for iu our own garden wo
have never had before celery so fine, so ci'isp yet

tender, or so sweet and mild in flavour as that wo
have grown this year of Nutt's Champion.

Poultry, Slugs, Woodcocks.—The following fact

may be worthy of notice, as it is a remarkable one,

and shows that it is more profitable to keep poultiy

well fed than to be overstocked. Last year, 18-t8,

my father kept two ducks and a drake; the ducks laid

nearly lofl eggs, and being more than we wanted wo
parted with several; however, we put some of the

eggs under hens, and reared 8(5 ducks, and they were

fit to kill when seven weeks old. I believe nearly all

the eggs we spared were hatched. This year we have
met vriih similar success. We put the young broods

in the garden, and I must say there is not a better

slug-trap mentioned in your volumes. When there

wei-e so many methods proposed for destroying these

mischievous ]iests of every garden, I was about to re-

commend this one ; but one morning I noticed one

of the broods had taken a fancy to a row of Fair-

beard's Champion peas, which were just coming up;

of course the mischievous brood was removed ; the

rest, however, did not such mischief I have noticed

the accuracy of your remarks in the weekly calendar

of the time the various birds arrive, &c. The wood-

cook is said to arrive about the :10tli October. In this

part of tlie country, however, we find them much
earlier. There is all old saying in this district that

about the l'.)th Sunday after Trinity woodcocks ar-

rive ; and I ha\-n heard an instance of a person pick-

ing one up in his garden on his return from cliurcli

on that day. Several have been killed near this place

on tlie first and second weeks of this present mouth.

—W. H. Venn, Jun., M'hiinple, Exeter.

Phalqjnopkis AJiAJiiLE.—1 am much pleased to

find !Mr. Api)leby has taken up his pen to instruct

the cultivators of orchids. Few men are more com-

petent, or, indeed, so coin])eteut, to do it, and I luive

no doubt many will h(^artily thank him. There is,

however, one observation, relative to Phalaiiopsis

amaliih'. v/ith which I cannot agree; it is, that it

should be placed on a naked log, and that it will not

thrive on anything else, and that the roots perish if

covered at all. Now, the finest plant I ever saw was
grown with a fair quantity of moss on the log, and
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refused to do well mitil it had the moss. I have re-

peatedly had conversations with a friend resident in

Java, who grows many of them on his trees in the

garden. He tells me they do infinitely better even

there when moss is put about them, and that he now
uses it to every plant he gets. 1 recollect the late

Itev. .John Clowes having a very fine plant, and such

was well supplied with moss. I never saw a ]ilant

grow faster, or better, than it did ; it was always in

bloom. I have a gi-eat objection to that regular sys-

tem of yearly repotting recommended by many. I

would never repot any orchid whilst it was doing

well; "let well alone" is my motto with these plants.

—Manchester.
[Our personal experience for the last ten years,

relative to this plant, fully convinces us that we are

right, and tliat our correspondent is wrong. We
will mention one case, and one is as good as a hun-

dred. A plant of Phalcenopsis was purchased at a

sale, just two years ago, by a gentleman, an orchid-

grower near Liverpool. It was then a hesdthy small

plant on a log, and the roots were covered with moss.

Our correspondent was present at the sale, and may
remember the plant. This very plant we saw this

autumn, and though it was extremely healthy, yet it

had grown very little larger. Nearly at the same
time a plant was purchased by Messrs. Henderson, at

Stevens's sale-rooms, in Covent-garden, with only a

single leaf attached to it, and placed under our care
;

it was fastened to a naked log, and treated as we
have dheoted. It is now a splendid plant, with five

large leaves, the roots are healthy, abundant, grow-

ing, and clinging to the block like the branches of

ivy to the oak. We only wish our good friend ooidd

see tliem both ; we are sure he would be a convert

to our mode notwithstanding his frequent conversa-

tions with his friend residing in Java. AVe may
mention also that Mr. Gordon, the curator of orchids,

at the Chiswick-gardens, does not use moss ; neither

does Mr. Mylam, gardener to S. Eucker, Esq., at

Wandsworth; neither does the gardener at Mrs.
Lawrence's, Ealing-park. We might swell the num-
ber of names, eminent as cultivators of Phaloenopsis,

that do not use moss, and we would advise our cor-

respondent to ^isit the collections in his own neigh-

bourhood, and we will venture to say in most of the

places where it is grown he will find it grown upon
naked logs. Yet we are glad our highly respected

friend has brought this point iiito notie^e ; we shall

be most happy to change our opinion and practice

if it can be proved that to cover the roots of this

queen of orchids is advantageous to it.—T. Appleby.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*#* We request that no one will write to the departmental writers

of The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble
and expense ; and we also request our coadjutors under no circum-
stannes to reply to such private communications.

Cryptomeria Japomca (Phius).—This handsomest of the cone-
hearers was first raised in this country, from seeds sent home from
China, by INIr. Fortune, about six years since. He says that it is

most ^at home in hilly, undulating districts, though he saw noble
specimens in the plains, and that, "like the common Scotch fir, it

likes a loamy soil."

Index and Cover to Second Volume (L. L. R.)—This, as
well as the cover for the volume, have long since been ready. We
recommend the two first volumes to be bound in one, using the very
handsome cover we have prepared for the purpose. Indexes and
covers can be obtained at our office through any bookseller.
Antirrhihuhi Hybridizing (S. P.)—To insure a pure cross, you

must remove the anthers from the flowers you wish to impregnate
with pollen from another plant.

He.\ting a Greenuouse {ScrutatorK—U this must be heated
by means of " the fire in the kitchen beneath," we recommend you
to adopt the hot-water system ; and you could not do better than "fol-

low Dr. Green's plan, as described in our last number. The boiler

might be by the side of the kitchen fire, but so that it need not be
heated except when desired.

Bleaching Sea-kai.e {One who cannot nffovd Pots).—Cut
butter firkins in half, and use them as sea-kale pots are used. A still

rougher plan is to cover the plants over, a foot deep, with sand or

coal-ashes. If you do not wish to force, no covering should be put
over the plants until they begin to vegetate in the spring, say early in

February.
FoBciNG Rhubarb in Beds (A Constant Render).—Cover each

crown either with sea-kale or common garden pots of 18-inch or

other very large size, but chimney pots are still better, the leaf-stalks

becoming much longer and finer. Then cover the pots with ferment-

ing dung. A frame is even preferable to pots, formed by driving

stakes into the ground on each side of the l)ed, alternating with the

plants. These are to be three feet high above ground, and the space

between the two rows of stakes two feet at the l)Ottom, but approach-

ing those on the other side at their tops, and fastened together by
means of laths, which also serve to keep the fermenting dung heaped
over from falling through upon the plants.

Sulphate of A:\imonia {J. W).—\\'hen making this salt by
adding sulphuric acid to carbonate of ammonia, as directed at p. 169

of our second volume, two ounces of the carbonate should be first

dissolved in a pint of water, and then the acid dropped in until all

bubbling ceases. An eighth part of the solution thus formed will be
enough to mix with a gallon of water for watering plants.

Horn Shavings (Jiirf).—These, if of the stag's horn, will do for

making super-phosphate of lime, because they contain tij) per cent,

of phosphate of lime ; but the shavings of the horns of the ox, &c.,

will not do for that purpose, for they contain less than one per cent*

of phosphate of lime.

^, Kecipe for Gourd Soup (Rector).—This was published at

p. 43 of our first volume, and we can vouch that it is the cheapest of

all soups, and very excellent.

Cauliflowers and Brocoli Buttoning (IT'. JV.)—The knobs

on their roots, each containing a maggot, sufficiently accounts for

their buttoning. They are affected with the anbury or club root,

concerning which you will find all that is known at pp. 20 and 125

of our second volume. You have done quite right with your sea-kale.

Wreatus for the Hair (T. M. H.)—Mr. Beaton pleads guilty

to the charge of not having written upon this subject, as he promised,

but not certainly from want of will, for no kind of writing would
please him better ; but he has been disappointed this season in his

hopes of seeing certain ladies, who visit the family whom he serves,

and whose attendants could give him the fashion and niude of ar-

ranging these wi-eathes according to the first masters of the art. One
of the ladies alluded to has, since his promise was made, been joined

in the holy bands of matrimony in the presence of her fliajesty, and
it may be some time yet before a good opportunity oilers for acquir-

ing such knowledge of this elegant art as would enable him to do
justice to it ; but he will not lose sight of it. The recent paint of a

green-house will not harm your camellia blossoyii'i, nor cause them
to drop, if the air is freely admitted.

Rose Stocks Worm-eaten {Rhodon).—White-lead would not

injure the top of the rose stock ; neither is a light coat of lead paint

injurious to strong shrubs and trees, notwithstanding all that has been
stated to the contrary. Blix enough of soot with it to take off the

white glare, and form it into the consistence of putty, and it is a

good stopping to wounds and cuts, where these grubs insinuate them-
selves ; but we cannot say, from our own practice, if the application

will kill the grubs, but we know it will prevent them, as we are never

troubled with grubs after the application, which we use on all our
new stocks.

Fern to Grow in a Bottle (Ibid).—Any of the very small

Aspleniums, or of Pteris, would answer to grow in a large bottle.

For instance, Asplenium palmatum—viride and pontanum ; or Wall-
rue, Asplenium ruta-muraria, and Pteris pedata. Some of the British

shield ferns would answer also, as Aspidium lonchitis, fragile,

regium, and rbceticum. The last three are beautiful little ferns, and
all of them are hardy, and well suited for the purpose. We have
enumerated so many, as we all know how desirable it is to have a

change, or variety, to amuse invalids,

Amaryllis Formosissima (Hester S).—Amaryllis, or, rather,

Spreketia formosissima, rests, or should be made to rest, during the

winter. We grow about ten dozen of them thus:—At the end of

February we pot two dozen, and introduce them into a forcing-house,

and every three weeks till the 1st of Slay a succession is potted and
forced ; all that remain unpotted on the Ist of May are planted on a

rich light border under a south wdl, and all the potted ones are al-

lowed to cool down in cold pits after (lowering. Before the end of

May they are all planted out, watered occasionally, and left out in

the autumn till the frost kills their leaves ; they then are dried like

dahlias. Of all bulbs they are the easiest to flower, and the least ex-

pensive to keep, and they bloom from the end of March to Jlidsum-
mer. Keep yours dry till next March, then pot them.
Fuchsias and Fernery (H. Y., Ramsgute).—Yom may keep

your fuchsias through the winter in a loft and covered with saw-

dust. Sea-sand and mortar mixed will be a good dressing for the

soil of your Fernery.
'" Depth of Ploughing (ANovice inGardening).—Plough six inches

deep if the top soil will allow of it, if not plough to the bad subsoil. If

the top soil is a foot deep, it would improve the land to stir it to that

depth, but with a subsoil-plough 20 inches or two feet is not too

much to loosen land for any crop, but a bad subsoil should not be

mucii mixed with the surface soil.

Succession OF Flowers (,/i(rf).—Plant wallflowers, pinks, car-

nations, polyanthuses, tree and other violets, anemonen, and very

low evergreen shrubs, to take off the naked appearance of the flower-

beds during winter, after removing from them your geraniums and
dahlias.

Roses on North aspect (G. T.).—Certainly climbing roses will

do on any aspect at Walworth provided you make a rich border ftr
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them. Plant Ruga and Felicite ^lerpetuelle, and on the latter you
can bud others for a trial ; but very tew roses will take well on Ruga
anywhere, much ies3 on o. north aspect.

Fruit Trees, &c,, fob Australia [Rpv. G. G.).—Vines and
figs are the only fi-uit-trccs that would be Hkelv to reach Australia

sale in the shape of cuttings, but uiiich varieties would succeed best

we cannot say. Cuttings of all the European grape-vines have been
already taken out to Sidney, and freely distributed. Cuttings of trees

and shrubs can h.irdly be taken there ; seeds are much the best way
of carrying them, and all that you can procure that way will be use-

ful, although not new to the settlements. It is just the same there as

here about kitchen-garden seeds; the best sorts are the most useful.

You will not be able to clFect u cross hetweeu out Hue ptluygomntus
and the wild tuberous rooted kinds; besides, the latter are not indi-

genous in Australia, hut in South Africa only. There is little doubt,

however, but crosses can be had at .Sidney which we cannot obtain

here. Bets have been taken to New Zealand, but we heard they did

not succeed well afterwards.

Umbbella-suafed Trellises (Rev. J. S. lAevre).— If vve had
these upon our lawn, we should make each of them the supporters

of two weeping roses ; say Crimson Boursault and Princess Louise,

or Felicite perpetuelle. We should make the soil very rich, and plant

immediately.
Tree-skeds for New Zealand (Rev, P. Fillent).—We will, /oj-

once, break through our firmest rule, and say, that if we were to emi-
grate to New Zealand, or to anywhere else, we would put our case in

the hands of Ulr. Charlwood, H, Tavistock-row, Covent-garden, Lon-
don, for all kinds of seeds, roots, &c., although we have had no busi-

ness transactions with him these many years.

Potato-planting, &e. (F. C).—Pray refer to our No. 58; we
have nothing at present to add to the editorial there published. Your
mvshroom-btd will never supply you with mushrooms enough for

making catsup. Their being hard and dry arises probably from a

deficiency of moisture. Sprinkle the surface, as required, gently with

tepid water.

Heatu Cuttings (Ibid).—You ask for "the best time for striking

these ?" But it is impossible to give a direct answer unless we knew
the species you wish to propagate. Those which bloom late, and
continue to grow even through the winter, such as Erica verticillata,

gracilis, &c., will not have tlie shoots sufficiently matured for cut-

tings until early spring. Perhaps, the best general nde we can give

is, plant your cuttings immediately the young wood of the shoots is

ripe.

Passion-Flowers for South Wall (Ibid).—Besides the com-
mon, you may grow Herbert's Passion- Flower. The end of June is

the best time for planting the main crop of celery. You will find

abundance of information on its culture in the present and previous

numbers.
Names of Plants and Fruit.— (il/. B.)—The leaf you sent is

that of Hcolopendrium ojfkinantm, the Common Hart's-tongue fern.

{H. W. Livett.)—Your creeper is Tropa:olum tuberosum, or Tuber-
ous-rooted nasturtium. (Hester S.)—The large white fungus grow-
ing just below the surface of the soil is the Lycoperdon prate/tsc, or

Underground PufT-ball. (Clericus Rustirus.)—Your apples are— 1,

Ribstone Pippin; 2, Unknown; 3, Beauty of Kent ; 4, Newton Spit-

zemberg; 5. Sykehouse Russet; 6, Old Nonpareil; 7, Cornish Gilli-

flower; 8, Russet Nonpareil.

CALENDAR FOR DECEMBER.

GREEHOUSE.
AiR, admit freely when the external temperature is above 35°.

Bulbs, well rooted in pots, place in gentle heat for early blooming

;

keep mice from the successions. Calceolarias, Cinerarias,
Camellias, &c., attend to with heat and moisture, according to the

time you desire them to be in bloom. Climbers, prune them gene-

rally, to give light to the plants beneath them. Train and clean

winter-flowering ones, such as Kennedya, Manettiae, and various

Tropoolums. Earth in pots and borders keep fresh by stirring.

Geraniums, encourage the forwardest when early blooming is

desirable. IIeatus, keep cool, and give abundanee of air in mild

clear weatlier. Heat, by fires, apply when necessary. Ixias,

Gladioli, and the hardier Lilies, pot and aet in a cold pit, to be

protected from frost. Insects, keep under, by fumigating and
scrubbing. Leaves—dirty, wash; decayed, remove. AIignonette,
take in a few pots now and then. Primula (Chinese), introduce;

water with manure liquid. The double white give a favourable and
warm position. Roses, and other Shrubs, introduce for forcing.

Salvia Splendens, supply liberally with water, and give it a warm
corner. Succulents keep dry, and Cactus especially, except the

Truncutus, which will now be in bloom. Water sparingly, unless

when the ilower-liuds are swelling and opened ; give it after break-

fast, and with litpiid rather higher than the temperature of the house.

Temperature, 45'^ during the day, 40" at night, with from 5^ to

lO'^more, at a warm end, or in a conservatory, for placing tenderer

and forced flowers when first introituced. In severe weather, prefer

covering, even during the day, to large fires. R. Fisu.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Anemones, defend in bad weather; plant, if mild. Auriculas,

defend in inclement weather. Bulbs omitted, may be planted if

the weather be mild, (See November). Carnations, defend in

inclement weather. Composts, prepare. Uig over borders and
dress all quarters generally. Edgings, plant. Fidrous-kooted,
perennials and biennials divide and plant. Flowers (choice),

defend generally from inclement weather. Grass, mow and roll

occasionally, if winter be mild. Gravel, roll and keep orderly.

Hedges, plant and plash. Hyacinths, defend in inclement wea-
ther. Leaves, collect for composts. Mulch round the roots and
stems of shrubs newly planted. Plant shrubs of all kinds. Potted
Plants, protect in deep frames, ike.

;
place in hothouse for forcing.

Prune all shrubs requiring regulation. Ranunculuses, defend
in bad weather; plant, if mild. Seedlings of all kinds require
protection. Stake shrubs newly planted, and any others requiring
support. Suckers may be planted as removed during the winter
dressing. Tulips, defend in bad weather. Turf may be laid in

open weather. Water in glasses, change weekly ; add a few grains
of salt or five drops of spirit of hartshorn.

ORCHARD.

Almonds, plant. Apples (Espalier), prune, &e. ; plant, &c.
Apricots, plant ; prune and train in frcsty weather. Brine, apply
with a scrubbing brush to stems and branches of fruit-trees, lo

destroy insects, eggs, and moss. Cherries (Wall and Espalier),

prune and train; plant. Chesnuts, plant. Currants, prune;
plant. Cuttings of Gooseberries and Currants may be planted.
Espaliers, prune and regulate. Figs, protect from frost. Fil-
berts, plant. Fork the surface around fruit-trees. Goosederries,
plant; prune. Layers, plant. Medlars, plant, INIulberries,
plant. Mulch, put around newly jdantcd trees. Nectarines,
plant; prune and train in frosty weather. Peaches (See Necta-
rines). Pears, plant; (Espalier), prune, &c. Plums, plant;
(Wall and Espalier), prune. Pruning, attend to generally. Quinces,
plant. Raspberries, plant

;
prune. Services, plant. Snails,

destroy in their torpid state, Stake and support trees newly planted.
Standards, remove dead and irregular branches from. Suckers,
plant. Trench and prepare borders, &c., for planting. Vines,
plant, prune, and train. Walnuts, plant. Wall-trees generally,

prune and regulate. Walls—it is a verj' beneficial plan to paint
these by means of a white-washer's brush, with a liquid mixture of
Slhs. lime, 4lbs. soot, and 8lbs. sulphur. It destroys and banishes
insects, as well as by its dark colour promoting the warmth of the

walL The liquid employed in which to mix the above should be
urine and soapauds in equal proportions.

Any trees proposed to be regrafted in the spring may be headed
dfiwn now in open weather, but the stumps ot the branches should be
left sufficiently long to permit a few inches more to be cut off" at the

time of grafting. R. Errington.

PLANT STOVE AND FORCING HOUSE.

Air, admit as often as circumstances permit. Apricots (see

Peach). Baek-beds, stir, and renew, if heat declines. Cher-
ries (see Peach). Cucumbers, in pots, introduce; water fre-

quently, and train. Figs (see Vines): they should be in pots in

the Vinery. Fires; beware of too much fire-heat. Flowers, in

pots (Roses, Carnations, &c.), introduce where room. Kidney
Beans, sow in small pots, not larger than 48s ; water frequently when
up. Light, admit as freely as possible. Mats, put over glass in
very severe weather, even in the day-time, if really necessary.
Mushrooms, attend to the beds; water if dry ; renew exhausted
portions on shelves ; they require a moist atmosphere. Nectarines
and Peaches in blossom keep at about 55'^ during the day, and at

night about 40"^ ; water very sparingly ; shake branches gently to
distribute the pollen ; stir earth around often. Pine Apples (fruit-

ing) require increased bottom-heat to about 78° ; water more spar-

ingly ; temperature in house from 6()'^ to /(»'*. Salading, in boxes,
sow successively. Sea-kale and Asparagus, force successively.

Stove, temp, not above C0° in the day, and at night 40° to 50°.

Strawberries, in pots, introduce; when blossoming, water fre-

quently ; day temp, not more than 60"-^. Thermometer, watch its

diotates. Vines, in leaf, keep about 60° ; in blossom, about ro°
during day ; at night, 50°; protect stems outside byhaybands; give

liquid manure, if dry. Wash the leaves of all plants, as requisite,

either with a sponge or by watering. Water, soft and warm as the

house, apply as requisite ; in pots, &c., keep constantly in the house.
R. Errington.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Artichokes, dress. Asparagus-beds, dress, b.; plant to force;

attend that in forcing. Beans, plant. Beets (Red), dig up and
store, b. Borecole, earth up. Brocoli, lay in with their heads
to the north. Cabbages, plant; earth \\\i. Carrots, dig up and
store, b. CAULirLOWERS, in frame, &c.. nttend to. Celery, earth

u]), and protect when necessary. Coleworts, jjlant. Composts,
prepare and turn over. Dung, prepare for hotbeds. Earthing-up,
attend to. Endive, blanch. Hotbeds, attend to. Kidney Beans,
force, e. Leaves, fallen, remove. Lettuces, plant in hotbeds

;

attend to those advancing. Liquorice, dig up. RIint, force.

Mushroom-beds, make ; attend to those in production. Parsnips,
dig up and store, I). Peas, sow ; both in the open ground and in

hotbeds ; attend to t hose advancing, protecting them from frost, mice,
slugs, and birds. Plants to produce seed, attend to, b. Potatoes,
plant in hotbeds. Radishes and Small Salading, sow in frames,

&c. Spinach, clear of weeds. Tansy, force. Tarragon, force.

Trench, drain, &c., vacant ground. Weeding, attend to.

London : Printed by Harry Wooldridge, 14", Strand, in the
Parish of Saint Marj'-le-Strand; and Winchester High-street, m
the Parish of St, Mary Kalendar; and Published by William
Somerville Orr, at the Office, 14/, Strand, in the Parish of
Saint Mary-Ie-Straud, London.—November 29th, 1849.
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parts of the worlil, shed tlieir seeds as soon as they

are ripe after the rains have ceased, those seeds neces-

sarily remain dormant, like their parent bulbs, imtil

the return of the periodical rains, which give life and

vigour to the languishing bulbs, and the power of

vegetating to the seeds. Hence our advice to sow
these seeds about the time at which the bulbs begin

to gi-ow with us, or, in other words, about the end of

September. We believe that gardeners liave ascer-

taiued in practice that if such seeds are sown any

time during the summer as soon as they are ripe,

they will not vegetate till their natural time in

September and October; and we all know that if

the sowing is deferred until the next spring the

seedlings are overtaken too soon by our sunnner

droughts, and are thus prevented attaiuing a proper

strength before the end of their first growing season.

We may notice, also, another pecuharity in tlie

economy of these Cape irids to show how Infinite

^Visdom has provided for the preservation of their

race. During the dry seasons tlie eartli in those

regions where the ixias abound cracks in all direc-

tions, owing to the excessive heat baking the surface.

On the return of the rains, the whole surface is

deluged before the soU is so far moistened as to

allow the water to pass through it; seeds are thus

swept along rapidly, mingled with sand and dust

—

forming one muddy stream—into those cracks and
fissures. There they are deeply imbedded ; but fi-om

thenoe they soon vegetate and reach the surface.

We are not aware that the greatest depth from
which they can issue has been ascertained, but it is

well known to gardeners that very small roots of

this tribe will vegetate after being accidentally

buried, to the depth of two or more feet, durin"
the operation of trenching beds or borders in which
they have been growing; and we ourselves have
seen the crocus thus buried, and come u]) in safety.

We entertain scarcely a doubt but seeds of these

bulbs would vegetate fi-om a considerable depth.

We are not to suppose, however, that seedlings or

old bulbs thus accidentally buried beyond the depth
that is more natural to them could long endure the

confinement with impunity ; and here a natural con-

t)-ivance is powerfully exerted every growing season

to bring them up to the surface. We have already

said that they renew their bulbs annually, and, in
doing so, the new bulbs are formed on the top of
tlie old ones, and by this means, in the course of

time, the successors of the buried bulbs rise step by
stop to the surface.

THE FRUIT-GARDEN.
The Vine OcT-Doons.—Wc have received so many

inquiries about out-door grapes, tliat it is evident
a great numlicr of our correspondents are mucli
iiitcrestrd in vine culture; and we tliereforo feel con-

strained to offer some more advice on that head
;

and as we have, when treating the subject before,

generally given wh-celhiiwoiiii advice, we will now
take the <piestiou in its proper order, and begin with
the root management, or, in other words.

Border Makino.—]?y this term, we merely mean
making the necessary preparation lor the root, whe-
ther it be a single vine or a score, for such jirejiara-

tion is always termed " making a border." The main
basis on which to proceed is, as we have before said,

" the acclimatising principle." Inexperienced per-

sons will naturally ask, "What is acclimatising'.'"

To this we must answer — Enabling a tree from
wanner and brighter climes to withstand the vicis-

situdes of our northern climate ; and not only to

grow, but to produce its flowers and fruit in per-

fection.

Now, it must be obvious that we cannot increase

the amount of light which falls to our lot ; heat we
may do something with, by making use of materials

(whether as connected witli the branches or the roots)

which will absorb and retain a portion of the sun's

heat for a lengthened period. It is a well-known
fact, that this ground warmth, as received fi'om the

sun's rays, decreases in amount as we descend from
the surface; deep borders, then, is only another
jihrase for cold roots; and cold roots can by no
means he supposed to be favourable to that rapid
develojiment of parts to which such tender trees

as the vine are subjected in their native clime.

Thus much, then, seems to show that deep soils

are not favourable to the perfecting of fruit-trees

from warmer climates than our own.
Having settled, as we think, the matter of depth,

we must next advert to texture in soil
—" me-

chanical texture." This was a point too much
overlooked in former days, and our improved no-
tions concerning it have arisen, in no small de-

gree, from the jiraotice of the potting bench : for

no class of men are more alive to the immense
imjiortance of studying the texture of soils than
our very best gardeners, who have in their day
spent much time in the cultiu'e of tender jilants,

and who ai-e compelled to add whatever amount of

science can be rendered available to the soundest
of practice and the most lengthened observation. By
mechanical texture is meant that constitution of

soil which more oi' less permits percolation, or the

free passage of water, and, as a consequence, a cor-

responding entrance of tlie atmospheric air ; on
which latter point almost everything depends, not
only in vine culture, but with most plants, aquatics

excepted, which are specially constituted to endure
very diflerent conditions.

We may here stay to observe, for the benefit of

those who have not been used to dabbling in fine

phrases, that for the vine out of doors a very porous
character of soil should be established. The heavy,
and sometimes rather too continuous, character of

our rainy periods are apt to overpower the tender
spongioles, or mouths ot the fibrous roots ; and, we
need hardly say, that such a consequence is I'raught

with mischief of some kind to the swelling or ripen-

ing grapes. Hence, we hear of grapes " shrivelling,"
" shanking," going blind," and of many more tech-

nichal phrases, which, although not entirely traceable

to this root fault, yet, in the main, originate in im-

perfect root action.

Tnonorrtir Dr.\tx.\ge.— The foregoing remarks
relate chiefly to the conducting properties of the

soil ; we come now to consider how superfluous

water, after jiassing through the soil, may be carried
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awa}' witli speed, certaiiity, and by ineaiis of a per-

manent cliaracter. Very few soils in Britain are so

constituted but tbat th'e vine would be benefitted

by some amount of drainage. This may seem an
e.xtrerae assertion, but we do not mean that the vine
will grow and produce Iriiit in few soils, but that
the drainage here alluded to, in combination with a

proper texture of soO, will facDitate the ri]iening

process ; which, accelerated even two or three weeks
only, will prove a matter of immense importance.

I:mi'i-!ove.%[ent ok Staple.— Plenty of loam and
manure were, at one period, considered by gardeners
as indispensable in vine culture ; but the late Mr.
Clement Hoave was one of the first to break these
trammels, and to show tliat the vine might be culti-

vated in almost any ordinary material, or a com
bination of them, provided it was thorougldy pene-
tratable by the atmosphere. Tluis we find him suc-

cessful with such materials as charcoal, old plaster,

lime rubbish, broken bricks, &c., with scarcely any
soil: and from this circumstance there can belittle
doubt that the vine has a capacity to draw a great
portion of its nourishment from the atmosphere,
provided such can have a constant and free en-
trance into the soil. AVe are not of those, liowever,
who would advise the adoption of such maxims in
fidl. Ingenious persons are apt to " ride their
hobby too hard;" and we consider Mr. Hoaj-e's
jiractice very interesting, as being highly illustrative,

aud as opening a wider field for vine culture, inas-

umch as a portion of the materials used by him will,

with proper management, combine with almost any
soil that may happen to be on the spot ; for the
amateur, or cottager, cannot command turfy mate-
rials at all times.

Every one must be aware of the tendency in the
vine to tlirow out stem roots in tlie damp atmosphere
of oui- hothouses ; also of the fact that vines have fre-

quently been known to grow out of brick walls. We
once know a case in whicli the border being exces-
sively rich, deep, and, of course, stagnant, the vine
had attached itself firmly to the wall, and ramified
along its surface like some orcliidaceous plant to its

block of wood, having few or no roots in tlie border,
from which it seemed to turn with a decided disre-

lish. Again ; we onco knew a lUack Hamburgh vine
planted in the bark of the tan-pit where pines had
heen removed ; the pit was all tan, or nearly so, and
this Hamburgh proved a splendid tree, bearing pro-
fusely first-rate grapes. This was about tliirty-five

years since, and occurred in a small house at Mel-
rose Hall, then the seat of Daniel Rucker, Esq., at
West Hill, Wandsworth, but now, or lately, belong-
ing to his grace the Didie of Sutherland.

Here, then, we have extreme cases ; the one vine
gi'owing altogether in stones, charcoal, &c., where
deconqiosing animal and vegetable manures would,
at first sight, appear to be totally absent ; the otlier,

a vine growing entirely in old tan, wliicli was little

else, [t must be remembered, hovt-ever, that tlie same
results would not have followed if the tan had been
out-doors; it would, in that ease, very so<in have be-
coino so sodden and soured that the air could with
ditiiculty enter, and then good-by to fartlier success.
The heat of the atmosphere iu-doors, together with
cautious watering, kept the tau always mellow.

M.VNURKs.—These wo may at once class under two
distinct heads, the animal and the mere vegetable
manures. We have before said that the vine niay be
cultivated without them; let us not, however, be un-
derstood as recommending their total disuse. In all

cases a certain portion is useful if judiciously applied,

and, in many cases, they become particularly neces-
sary. Such a case is when vines become exliausted
through over-bearing, or through age ; also, when
the vine is gi'owing in a very limited space, covering
houses in the vicinity of our towns ; in which latter

case liquid manures, at certain periods, are of much
service, The use of manure mixed with the soU of

the border depends on the amoimt of vegetable or

other organic matter whicli the soil contains. Thus
a free, sandy, loamy turf from an old pasture, is com-
plete in itself for vine culture, provided the subsoil

of the border is sound. What we woidd here direct

especial attention to in the use of manures is, their

application as top-dressing, in combination with a
shallow soil ; which, as before observed, we regard as

forming the fomidation principle in the perfecting or

ripening of the wood of fruits from hot climates; a
principle of so much importance that success can
never be attained unless it be carried (5ut.

Ripening the wood, then, signifies that the plant
shoidd attain its full maturity (in regard of the leaf)

which nature has ordained ; that is to say, that the
leaf shall have been fully developed, have gone
through its due course of elaborations, and have
taken its autimmal hue, by the influence of solar

heat and light. The sure consequence of this is, that
the buds will be plump aud tirm, and will develop
in the ensuing spring with a freshness and Ireedom
unknown to ill-ripened buds. The blossoms will,

moreover, set for fruit with more certainty, and the

fruit itself swell in a much more jjerfect manner.
Another point is, that tlie wood of tender ft-uits, sucb
as the fig, the peach, the vine, &c., will be in a much
better position to endure a severe winter.

We have now taken a survey of the general first

principles on which successful vine culture may be
said to rest, and we jn-opose shortly to enter into a
detail of the proceedings necessary in vine-planting
and culture. We have written thus much to pave
the way to a broad consideration of the question in
all its bearings. R. Erkington.

THE PLOWER-GAEDEN.
My notes on late flowering plants in tlie flower-

garden ended with those on a beautiful geranium
called Liiih/ Mar// Fu.c. The next one I shall men-
tion is Dkiih-intituni, which, with another one called

Diddeinittum ruhencena, nve fully as good and showy
in beds as Unique and L'uly Mary Fox. These two
are very old, and were the first of this class with
which I began to make flower-beds in 1S43, so that
I am comparatively a beginner in this branch of
flower gardening ; others, whom I could name,
having, for more than twenty years, paid more or
less attention to them. These Diadcmatums are
dwarf plants, but literally covered with their gay red-

dish-pink blossoms all the season, and after they arc
taken up aud potted at tlie end of the season they
flower on for a long time. Indeed, of all the hybrid-
perpetual geraniums, these are the last to cease
blooming, i'or this merit, and perhaps a little pre-

judice in their favour as old acquaintances, they
ai-e my own peculiar pets; they are all but barren,
yet 1 make a fresh trial to cross them every season

;

aud once, about three years since, I succeeded in ob-

taining one seed between Dkuleinatum riilicscciis and
Priori/ Queen, one of the best late flowering pelargo-
niums for the open borders we yet possess. Tlie

pollen of the Priory (Jueen, one would think, ought
to throw strength and stature into an oflspring of the
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Diadematum breed, but the result is far different.

The cross is a very beautiful thiug, not quite inter-

mediate between the two parents, yet retaining so

much of tlie likeness of each as to leave no doubt of

its origin. I mention this cross in order to stimu-

late a younger race of cross-breeders, for I can hardly

believe that any jilant having one or both organs of

reproduction in a perfect state can be altogether

barren. Dr. Herbert l)ad a criiii(}ii which he could

not seed until it reached the age of l-t years, but very

probably age had little to do with the circumstance.

It must rather have been owing to something pecu-

liar- in the eidtivation during the previous season, or

that the pollen was applied just at the moment when
the flower was ready, ibr I liave often obtained diffi-

cidt crosses by varying the cultivation at such pe-

riods ; but I have not been able to get such an in-

sight into the mystery of the operation as to enable

me to lay down a rule applicable to other individuals.

Now, some of the most beautiful plants in the order

of geraniums ai'e, to all appea.rance, qiiite barren, or,

rather, refuse to yield seeds by all ordinary experi-

ments ; and yet, I believe, they are capable of pro-

ducing seeds under certain circumstances, if we did

but know them. Although it pays or satisfies many
of us to fight away in improving the shape and sub-

stance of the pelargoniums, our endeavours are but

as mere child's play to what will be done some day
in this large family, when the real purple, the scarlet,

and lilac, and pure white, to say nothing of their

compound shades, are improved each in its own
strain to the present standard of the existing race.

At any rate the flower-gardener has a rich mine to

work out in these hybrid-perpetual flowers, and many
of them have already received beautiful tints from
the crimson and lilac shades of the two new French
varieties called Aiiais and Ibrahim Pacha, which are

the next two on my list of bedders. Of these I had a

fine mixed bed this season, which was much admired,

and they were in fah' bloom tUl the rain at tlie be-

ginning of October spoiled them ; but having seen

them so beautifully biought out at the Loudon exhi-

bitions, I must say that 1 did not admire them in a

bed so mucii as others. Then- leaves looked stiif and
dry, and altogethei' as if they were not at home ; yet

their flowers were as numerous and rich as one could

wish, but the rich tints which then- pollen has im-

parted to the older varieties will soon be a distinct

featui'e in our flower-beds. Sidonia has been finer

with me this season in a bed than I ever had it be-

fore. The plants were foiu' years old, and they were
cut down close last January, and allowed to gi'ow

very slowly in the spring ; but I have been so often

disapjiointcd in it that 1 would not recommend it as
a bedder generally. Probably I have not been yet

able to make the proper compost for it; otheis s]ioak

of it as a splendid bedder. I have never seen but
two other varieties of its class—the Biademalitm
hivolor, a shy gipsy, and Sjilocnii, altogether the

other wH,y. T'hese three are strijied in shades,
souielhing after the manner, but not the colour, of the

old Ciicliis xjjfrionifiKiiiii/.i : and if any one coidd drive
a cross between Siduiiia and Hjihcnii, and the seed-

lings took after the parents, he would have a shaded
bed with one kind of plant, hiphcn'd is a very free

grower—too much so for some rich heavy soils ; it

should be planted in very light soil. It is no easy
matter to make suitable beds for the difibreut soi'ts

even after one learns th(!i)- habits, and it is so with
many jdauts in tlie flower-garden ; but, as a general
rule, take the following until you meet with a better— that is, for geranium beds. Where these "run

into leaf" and flower but sparingly in the autumn

—

a very general comjdaint—the bottom soil is both
too rich and too damp, and may be too deep also,

liut the reuredy is at liand. Flower-beds on rich or

damp bottoms should be made shallow, not more
than ten inclies or a foot deep of soil, well drained
by putting a thick layer of coal-ashes in the bottom,
and some three inches of the ashes all round the

sides, as the bed is being filled, to within an inch of

the surface. Tlius I saw beds made in a piece of

rich Idtchen-garden giouud in front of a gardener's

cottage, where none of the plants rambled in the au-

tumn for many years. In such beds the bottom soil

shoidd also be of the poorest description, and three

or four inches of light rich compost on the top for

the purpose of encouraging the plants to make a
vigorous start at first, and to keep their roots for

awhile near the surface. When the roots do find

their way down amongst the poor soil, they cannot
supply more food than will keep the plants in a me-
dium condition, which is just tliat state in which all

the strong geraniums flower best. It is customary
in large flower-gardens to arrange the composition of

the diH"erent beds every wLntei-, so that each plant is

furnished with that kind of sod, or compost, which
experience has shown to be most suitable for it in

that locality. Without attention to this point no
one can succeed

; it is, in fact, the real key to success.

There is a collection of 2f-! little beds in one part of

the flower-gai'dens here devoted to the hybrid-perpe-
tual geraniums, and in tliem four different composts
are arranged annually to suit the natures of the dif-

ferent kinds. T^his involves the necessity of know-
ing before hand what kind is to be planted in each
bed; but all that is settled in the previous season,
when the whole arrangement of the garden is fixed.

To name the difl'erent composts we make up for such
and such plants could hardly be of general use, so

much depends on the nature of the subsoil, and even
on the difiereut soils from whieh compost can be
made, and on the locality wdiere they are used. All

that 1 shall say on the subject of composts, there-

fore, will only be in general terms, and that will

suflice when I come to treat of flower-beds exclu-

sively.

Rouijo ct Noir is the name of another most useftd

geranium of this class, a free gi-ower, easy to strike

from cuttings, and the easiest of them all to keep
over the winter. The friend from whom I received

it six years since told mo he had known a lai'ge

plant of it trained against the liack wall of a span-

roofed greenhouse, where it had abundance of per-

jiendioular light, which had been in bloom more or

less for three years and six months : and 1 fully be-

lieve it. I once had it in bloom for eighteen montlis

by thinning out the flowering branches in Septem-
ber, and giving it a good shift about the same time,

and a winter temperature of 15°. The name, rouge

et noir, means red and black, which arc the colours

of tlLO flowc]-. It is an old-fashioned-looking one,

and has driven out three other sorts which are mtich

of the same character

—

'Tuuchnloiic. Iscdorianmn, and
I'avoninum, or Pnvoiduiii, as it is somctunes called.

It is never worth while to keep, especially not to bed

out. two or three kinds of the same plant that are so

much alike as to i-cqune long names to distinguish

them. In such cases we make use of the one which
Sluts our soil and situation. Where Moiii/e et Noir
grows too strong, Paroninum is the next best substi-

tute. I am not sure that lioiuje el noir is in the Lon-

don trade; I never saw it in any of the London
nurseries; but I once saw a lot of young plants
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under that uame there, and I bought one of them
on speculation, knowing it not to he true to

name. It proved a fudge. Quen'ifoUum is a fine

dwarf red one for a small bod ; blooms most pro-

fusely through the whole season, and is very easy to

keep and to increase. This is a Norfolk seedling,

and is nearly 30 years old. The person who raised

it from seeds sold it to a London florist, througli Mr.
Bell, of Norwich ; but the IjOiidon dealer went off to

America, and forgot to pay for this OHfra/o?(»»! ; but
ilr. Bell, much to his credit, discharged the debt in

full, owiug to tlie poor raiser, although he had no
claim on him for the amount : and, at the risk of

offending Mr. Bell, I mention this, as such acts of

disinterested kindness should never be 2^1 under a
bushel.

QiiercifoUum coccineum is an elegant variety for

a bed, with snrall scarlet flowers and fine leaves.

It is tender to keep in a rough way, and not easy to

get a stock of it in summer. Tliis wiU always keep
its place as a gem, and it is only three or four years

since a beautiful sjieoimen of it was exhibited at one
of the Horticultural Society's shows at Chiswick, but
under a wrong name. It was then called Qiicrclfo-

Uiiiii, miperhitm. Another one, called The Ciirdtc, is a

]U'ctty little tliing, very dwarf, and not at all difficult

to keep or increase. Many people admire it as an
edging, but the best way of all to use it is in chil-

dren's gardens. It is just such a thiirg as little girls

would like to water and attend to '? D. Bkaxon.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

S..\r,vn Splendens.—This, among the family of the

Sages, is well worthy of the title rii splendid. Rivals

in the same family groupe it may have in summer
and autumn, but in the earlier winter months it is

immatched. Contrasted at this season even with
tlie loveliest and the gayest of other flowers, it con-

stitutes one of the most dazzling ornaments of the

greenhouse or conservatory. Even where there is

nothing else very striking beside it, its own elegant

foliage sets off to advantage its rich racemes of scar-

let flowers. This interest is prolonged from the

calyx being of the same colour as the corolla, as it is

first expanded, and remains for some time after the

corolla has dropped.

There is something peculiar and worth looking
at in the structure of the stamens of the Salvia.

Tlicy generally spring from near the centre of the

tubular corolla fiefore it liecomes lipped. When
about half their length, they fornr a sort of stud,

upon which tlie remaining portion may iie moved
upwards and downwards like a swivel on a joint;

the upper portion from this articulation is crowned
with the pollen-bearing anthers, and the lower ]ior-

tion terminates in a point in the tube of tlie corolla.

What purpose those parts of the stamens answer,

that til us point downwards, it is not for us to say.

i)id we allow ourselves to fancy that tliosc stud-like

parts of the stamens were double, and that the jiart

which proceeded downwards from them was termi-

nated liy an antlier, then we should have the Salvia,

like most other Lahinte flowers, possessing four sta-

mens, two longer and two shorter. Everything wo
investigate is filled to take away our pride, and teach
us humility. Flowers are powerful monitors, did we
only listen to their teachings ; but we must not linger

hero. The stamens in splendens are separate ; in

many of the other species they are united for a part

of their length. The pistil is also different in the

different species, though long and slender in all. In
the beautiful blue Salvia patens, its single stigma
bends over the anthers of the stamens ; in splendens

it is long, but terminated with a bifid, or two-horned
stigma ; while the beautiful red Salvia fnlijens, that

raises its pistil considerably above the anthers, is not

only furnished witli a bifid, or two-liorned stigma,

but also near the end of its style with abundance of

shaggy matter, which we have little doubt acts as a
bottle-brush for scattering the fertilising pollen from
the anthers; all evidencing wisdom and forethought,

as to the means for ensuring the perpetuity of the

race.

Salvia spilendens, as well as most of our greenhouse

and bcdding-out species, is a native of Mexico. Tlie

term Salvia is derived from Salens (safe), in allusion

to the beneficial character of many of the species in

a medicinal and culinary point of view. Even now,
many who are not yet decided epicures may be look-

ing forward to the festive period, and thinking of par-

taking, along with friends, of tliose good things in

the preparation of which even the common sago is

brought into abundant requisition. At the present

time, the plants, if safely lodged in the greenhouse

and conservatory, should not bo exposed to keen

draughts of air, if it is wished to preserve the bloom
as long as possible. In watering, let the liquid be a

little warmer than the air of the house ; and if co-

loured witli guano, superphosphate of lime, &c., they

will like it all the better. If it is not convenient to

have manure water, much the same object will be

gained liy top-di-essing with old dried cow or slieep-

dung. Watering over it will enrich the compost,

and, acting also as a mrflching, less watering will be

necessary, which is sometliing, as if the pots are

crammed with roots, and the weather should be fine,

tliey will drink like any topers. They will bloom
well either hi smaller large pots ; thougli, for striking

cfi'ect, large plants in large pots are the most de-

sirable. " All very well !" says some dozen of our

friends at once; " 1 should like to have lialf a dozen

of these fine large plants in my greenhouse now; they

would look so nice, among chrysanthemums, and
opening camellias, &c. ; and I should lilvC a few

small plants to enliven my window; hut then 1 have

always been deterred from growing tlicm from the

great space they would occupy when done flowering,

or before they had commenced to liloom ; and then

numbers of clever people have dunned into my cars

to beware of them as I would shun the plague, as a

few plants would soon fill a whole house with red

spiders, and then farewell to all my other favourites,

so far as their healtliy looks are concerned." Now,
even in these days of cheap glass, we are well aware
tliat from various causes the husbanding of space

under glass is as much demanded as ever. But,

even in tliis respect, our friends, the Salvias, arc

wonderfully accommodating. They ai'o but little

subject to the spider, when sturdily, not daintily,

reared. In any circumstances they are less troubled

with it now than during the dog-days. A slight

syringe over the leaves when in bloom,—and in cold

weather, when a little lieatis necessary, the brushing
over the pipes, or flue, when not very hot, with flowers

of sulphur and water,—will be nc.vt to elfectual in Iceep-

ing the intruder away. So uuich for present manage-
ment. Now, as to preparing for another year : as

soon as the plants have done flowering, give away,

or transfer them all, save one, to the ruhliish heap
;

place the one saved in any out-ofthe-way corner,

where a stray ray of light may reach it, and where
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frost canilot visit it—under tlie stage will answer well

enough. There the leaves will soon clrop, hut never

mind ; though, if a few small ones remained on the

points of the shoots, just to keep the sap in motion, it

would he as well ;
yet, if you manage to keep the

stems alive, it is a matter of no great consequence,

as from them plenty of young shoots will hreak in

March or April ; and if there arc few or no leaves on

them during the remainder of the winter, you will

not he trouhled with nightmare ahout the red spider,

as the stems will he too tough food for them. In the

end of March, or the hegiuniug of April, talce off

rather more short stuhhy shoots than you will want
for plants, as some may fail ; cut them across helow

a joint, insert them in cutting-pots half filled with

drainage, the other half with light sandy soil,[]with

the e.xceptiou of half an inch at the top, which is to

consist of sand alone. If you have nothing but your

window, or a greenhouse, the cuttings shoidd be

placed under a bell-glass ; or, if inserted in a small

pot, and that again placed at the bottom of a larger

one, and a square of glass placed over its mouth, it

will answer admirably. This is to prevent the juices

of the cutting being evaporated; and, farther to effect

this, shading must be resorted to in bright weather.

The number and size of the leaves to be retained

must depend upon the means you possess of pre-

venting the transpiration of the juices of the cut-

tings. Some day we may devote a chapteV to propa-

gating from cuttings. Tliey may thus be struck in a

window or greenhouse ; but if you have such a thing

as a cucumber-box at work, why that is the very

place for them ; and if there you can give them a

shady warm corner, and the bell-glass, or the square

of glass in addition, you will be surprised to find

how soon your cuttings will be changed into rooted

plants.

If you have nothing but the greenhouse and a

nide cold pit, shift the plants, first into three-inch

pots, and then successively into six and twelve-inch

pots, setting them as soon as possible in the jiit, as

there you may kcej) them close for a time, to encou-

rage rooting after each shifting. But if you can com-

mand a little bottom heat, such as the side of a

cucumber box, shift at once into six-inch pots, and
then again into twelves. In cither case, set them
out of doors by the middle or end of June, either

upon coal-ashes, or plunging the pot in a border,

with a tile at the bottom of the pots, to prevent

woi ins entering, and to prevent the roots going out

;

sliado in sunshine, \\lien first turned out; stop every

shoot, to make tlie plants stubby and bu.sliy, until

the middle of .luly ; water with weak manure liquid

and clear water alternately ; frequently, after a rainy

day, syringe the whole of tlic foliage well with a

weak, clear solution of soot and water; provide them
with a temporary shelter, by means of mats or

waterproofed calico, by the middle of September, to

guard against heavy rains, storms, and frosts, and
set them in the house by the end of October, or

rallicr, if convenient, by tlie middle of the month,
and the hla/,e of scarlet in November will well repay

all your cdbrts. Many, with a keen relish for floral

lovliness, cannot aflbrd to get costly plants, and this

is just one of the things ibr them, as the cost will

iilniost entirely consist in their limc^ and labour.

J''or getting nice little; plants lor the window, it will

he time enough to strike the cvutingsin .luiic. Three
tilings in fjrowiiig these must be altendcd to. Sy-

riii^'e llie I'oliage frccpicMtly, water lilierally, and

Jiievent frost ever tmiiOiing the foliage. Jvpial por-

tions of loan and peat will suit them well ; a little

dung added to the last shifting will be advantageous.
The beautiful blue 6'. palens makes a fine pot-

plant in summer and autumn. The red (fidgcus),

which is now (November riO) as splendid out of doors

as it has been all the season, makes a fine show in a
pot when treated in every respect as the njjlemlens

;

only, when done flowering, the stems may be cut

down, or the pot placed in a shed, as it is much
hardier than the splendens. But one of the finest

of the tribe, for the conservatory, is the scarlet SalvM
gesnerivjiora, which generally comes into bloom in

February. Large plants may be grown the same as

we have recommended for splendens. It piossesses

the advantage of flowering later, but the lUsadvan-

tago of requiring more time, and, therefore, more
space in the conservatory during the winter.

R. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTilENT.

EXOTIC ORCHIDACE.E.
Blocks.—Having in preceding numbers described

fully two methods of growing orchids—first in pots,

and secondly in baskets—it only remains, to com-
plete what we proposed to observe under tlds head,

to describe the mode in which they are cultivated on
blocks, or logs of wood, always excepting the terres-

trial sjiceies (those that gi'ow in the eaith) ; on
which, however, we hope to write shortly.

The shape and size of the block may be left safely

to the fancy of the amateur. The grand jioint to

attend to is in having a kind of wood that does not
readily decay. We have already mentioned the wood
of the acacia, commonly so called ; the proper name
being Tiohiiiiu pscuilo-cicncid. T'his is to be preferred

on account of its lasting qualities. Oak and ash are

the next best. We have used also the wood of the

elder, which answers very well. All resinous woods
ought to be avoided. Mr. Lyons, in his woik ou
Orehidaceie, recommends a block which he has
named the " Oniscayniintie "

—

oinscus, a wood-louse

;

Mi/iilicus, to prevent. This is, to amateurs, a veiy

useful kind of block, especially for the small growing,

and more curious than hcautiful, species. It may
he briefly described as the braucli of a tree, about

;10 inches high, with short branches left on it about

six or eight inches long. This branch is to he fitted

tightly into a stand, with a thick bottom to steady it,

made of pottery ware ; the centre being raised to

receive the branch. The stand is made like the

feeder, or saucer, of a garden-pot ; the centre being

raised, leaves a hollow all round it. This hollow is

to hold water, which prevents wood-lice reaching tlio

plants on the branch. From this jireveutive action,

or power, j\Ir. Lyons gave to the whole the name
" Onyscaymynlic stand," which may he Englished,

the " wood-lice excluding stand." Any grower- of

orchids, that has a considerable number of tlio

smaller growing species, would find this stand a

ready receptacle for them, and much more commo-
dious than a large number of small blocks luuig up
to the roof. ]''or larger growing kinds, there are two

ways of hanging up the logs : one is to nail a piece

of cojiper wire to one end; then form a loop, and

that will conveniently enougli receive a liook, or nail,

to suKjieud tlie block. The jilant may ho fastened

to the log with tin tacks and metallic wire, in the

manner we have already described. The other

method is, to fasten the piece of copper wire at each

end to the log. The wire should be long enough
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not to touch the plant when it is hung up. This

latter mctliod is the best for old estahlished plants,

and the former method for plants newly imported, or

for such as are very iuipatient of moisture—the per-

pendicular position of the log, wlieu hung up, allow-

ing the water to How off directly, and so drying up
tlie superabundant moisture quickly, before it in j ures

the delicate young roots. There is no necessity for

having tlie blocks entire, that is, round, as they have
grown : they may he split : the smaller ones e.Kaotly

in lialves, and the larger ones into three parts. In
the latter case, the centre piece wUl, of course, be
flat on both sides. This part is excellent for such
plants as form broad masses of pseudo-bulbs—such
as LicUa auliuniialis and L. acuminata. This centre

part is also suitable for young pieces of Aerides,

Vandas, and suchlike species. The young roots

delight to cling to it; but for such young plants the

logs shoidd hang perpendicularly. Tlie best kind
of log for those truly beautifid plants, Phahtnopsis
amahilis and P. grandifiorus, is a thick branch of

the cork-tree, with the bark on. This bark being
very thick and rough, holds the water about the

roots of old establislied plants much longer than a
smooth barked, or log without bark, would do. As
we do not recommend any moss to be placed on the

logs for these plants, this cork block is the best for

them. Now, the bark of the cork-tree does not part
from the wood so easily, or so soon, as any otlier

kind of tree, and so there is not that objection (the

harboiu-ing of insects) to it that there is to the rest.

Where large branches of the cork-tree can be easily

procured, they are excellent for growing the beautiful

Benaiithcra cocc'inca upon. We have seen it thriving
wonderfully upon tliem, and flowei-Lng annually quite

freely, provided the management in other respects is

rightly attended to.

This fine plant was first flowered by Mr. Fairburn,
wlien gardener at Claremont, several years ago. It

is a native of Cliina, and highly esteemed by tliat

garden-loving people. Whenever tliey find a plant
showing a flower-bud they cut off the branch and
hang it up in tlieir rooms to liloom. In this country
the way to cause it to flower is to grow it freely with
heat and abundance of moisture, keeping it close to

the glass to induce strong short-jointed wood. In
the month of October remove it into a drier, cooler

house, the maximum heat of which should never ex-

ceed (iO°, tlie minimum may be, during the night,
4.)°. In tins house it shoukl remain till the flower-

buds appear. Tliese may be distinguished from
young root-buds by having slieaths to them, whereas
a root-bud is quite smooth. As soon as it is quite

evident that flowers are appearing, remove the plant
liack again into the moist East-Indian house. If this

is not done the flower-buds are apt to turn yellow
and perish ; hut if put into the warmer, moist house,
the stimulus they there receive will bring the flower
on to perfection. As this is a fast-growing jihiiit, it

wUl, in two or three years, push beyond the block or

branch considerably. When that is the case the part
beyond the block may be cut oft', and placed against
the branch so low as to give room for it to grow
again for two years before it reaches the fame height.
There are, then, three points to attend to to cause
this plant to bloom; 1st, to grow it close to the glass;
:indly, to give it, wliilst growing, abundance of heat
and moisture; and, :h'dly, to give it a complete rest.

Tlie same treatment is projicr and necessary for
I'amhi icren, a plant even more beautiful than the
Ivenanthera.

When an orchid on a block has become too largo

for it, and the roots are perfectly healthy and gi'ow
ing vigorously, it is sometimes dilficult, nay impos-
sible, to remove it from the log without injuring, and
often destroying, tlie best roots. In such a case we
procm-e two, or, perhaps, three other logs, and with
a carpenter's gouge hollow them out and fit them to

the old log, with the plant on it, joining them gently,

so as not to crush the roots, and fastening them to

it with some strong copper wine. The fi-esli roots

will soon take possession of the fresh pieces of wood,
and the plant will thrive with renewed vigour. This
method is to he particularly re<-ommended for rare

expensive plants. We have often felt rather nervous
when we had to renew the pot, basket, or log, of a
plant, the cost of which has been high, perhaps five

or ten guineas. If the roots were healthy and closely

adhering to the log, we preferred adding fresh pieces

of wood to the old log, rather than injine the roots

I

by taking them forcibly ofl', though done as carefully

as possible. The plants we have treated in this

manner are such as Cattleya superha, Plmhenopsis
amahilis, Sophronitis grandijiora, and Oiicidium tri-

colonim.

IlouTiNE Work for December. — Diuing this

month the heat of both orcliid houses must be very
moderate : East Indian house, by day 00°, by night
o')° ; Mexican house, by day 5.j°, by night •')U'.

Give air on sunny days, especially to the cooler

house ; sijrinije the logs twice a week in the morning,
and net the floor, walks, and pipes of the Indian house
night and morning. Prepare for ^oMi'h;/ by having
some turfy peat placed in a warm shed to dry. Watcli
for ifoung growths, and, as they appear, pot the plants
that are producing them. Now is a good time to

renew logs that are becoming rotten. The roots of

most kinds are now at rest on the blocks, and may
he got ofi' 2iretty easily. Ilememher to do the expen-
sive plants, if tlie roots are very fast to the blocks, in

the manner we have just described. Keep the plants

gencraVg drg, the only exception being such as iriU

grow. These must be very moderately watei-ed with-

out wetting the leaves or young shoots. Be making
new hashets at convenient seasons, placing them in a
dry shed. They will be ready in the spring, when
your plants want renewing.

Dbain.\ge.—The material for this important jioint

in orchid culture during this month may be prepared.

As orchids require twice as much as any other plants,

except succulents, do not be afraid you will have too

much. Break your potsherds into three sizes, and
keep them separate, sifting the smallest size through
a very fine sieve, merely to take out the dust.

FLOEIST'S FLOWEES.
General Directions.—Under this head we pur-

pose giving such remarks as apply to routine manage-
ment All the florist's favourites that require pro-

tection will now be in frames or pits; such as auri-

culas, polyanthuses, carnations, ]iicotecs, choice pan-
sies, petunias, and verbenas. All the attention these

want now is plenty of air on fine days, moderate wa-
terings to be given in the morning in mild weather,
protection from heavy rains and from severe frost,

also unceasing warfare with slugs and red spider.

This last attacks the carnations more severely than
any other at this season, causing the leaves to look
spotted and sickly. To clean the plants, tie a small
piece of sponge to the end of a small stick about six

inches long; with this dipped in tepid water wash
every leaf: tliere is no application like this for clear-

ing plants of any description from this pest. Cleanli-
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ness is conducive to health, is a maxim that applies

to plants as well as animals ; and the more frequently

the leaves of a plant are cleansed from dust and dirt,

the more healthy they will be. A gentleiuau of strict

veracity once assured us that he had kept some laiu'el

bushes perfectly liealthy by the simple operation of

sponging the leaves three times a week, though his

plants were situated in the vciy middle of smoky
London. This may sound like a thing doiditful to

some of our readers, hut it is, we think, not at all un-

likely, though we must confess it is not at all pro-

bable that many persons will be at the trouble to

copy his example. The anecdote is mentioned to

show the good effects of cleanliness upon plants. By
tiequently washing the leaves the pores are cleared

from obstruction, and the plants breathe freely and
healthily, for the leaves are the lungs of jdants.

T. AlTLEBY.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Globe Artichokes.—If the winter protection of

this vegetable has uot already been attended to, no
time should be lost in midching the ]ilants sepa-

rately, with dry leaves, nuilch, decayed rubbishy

hay, straw, fern, heath, or any other dry and readily-

prociu'able matei'ial, and placing a light coating of

earth over it, taking care at the same time to finish

it up in a conical shape, so that the water may run
otf, instead of into, the plants and the material that

protects them ; for if the latter is applied dry. and
placed in a position to enable it to remain free from

moisture, a very small quantity is of much greater

beueiit for protecting purposes than large quantities

of damp materials badly placed, and which, indeed,

prove sometimes very injurious. A dry day, too,

should always be chosen for the operation.

C.iULU'LOWERs.—All plants under protection of

any kind must be well attended to now. If fine

heads of flowers at an early season arc desired, those

pricked into small jiots, and intended lor placing out

in February next, sliouldnow have a shift into larger

pots, as cai-e must be taken not to sufler them to be-

come ])ot-bound. The plants in frames, or under
temporary protection, should be kejit clear from de-

caying leaves, be well surface-stirred, and constantly

aired ; no covering shoidd be over them liy day, ex-

cept in very severe weather ; and at night the lights

should be tilled both back and front, to licep up a

regidar circidation of air, except in frosty weather. A
little dry dust shaken occasionally amongst them will

keep thcjn in a healthy condition.

Enmiive should either be taken in to blanch, or

shouhl bo protected and blanched where it grows.

(Jhooso a fine day for covering a portion with thin

boards, dry sti'aw or fern.

SMALf. Store IjU'I'tuce Pl.\nt's must bo carefully

attended to at this season, or many of them may
be lost by cank'er oi- mildew ; to save them from
which, they must be ke])t pretty dry, and at all times

well aired, sifting frequently a littler dry dust carefully

amongst them ; but should mildew, in spite of all

)U'ecautions, make its appearance, lose no lime in

dj'cdgiug them sliglilly with llowcrs of sulphur, and
repeating the dose if necessary. A ]iieccof thin can-

vass, with a handful of sulphur ])laccd in it, is a ca-

pital njodo of applying it. enabling one to dust a
large sj)ace lightly ami thoroughly without smolher-
ing th(^ |)lai]ts with too nnich at a lime, l.itllc and
often will he found the IhwI mode of application :

dry fresh-made wood-ashes will also stop the mildew,

as well as dry fresh-made charred dust applied as we
have directed.

Parsley and Spinach.—If inclined to canker at

this season, parsley should be dredged with chimney
soot, charred dust, &c. Sjiinach is also now very
liable to this disease if growing on a cold wet soil,

but the timely application of charred dust will pre-

vent its ravages and keep the ci'op in a healthy state.

Peas and Mice.—Those who may not possess the

convenience of fi-ames or houses for the purpose of

forwarding this vegetable for transplantation, may
now sow on warm dry banks or borders in full crop,

taking care at the same time to set plenty of mouse-
traps, baited with peas softened and started into

growth ; for mice do not attempt to dig up and de-

stroy the newly-sown peas, beans, &c., until they are

softened, and growth has commenced. Peas always

sutler to tlie greatest extent from mice when their

sprouts arc from about a quarter of an inch to one
inch long. Our plan for catching these little animals
is both simple and iuexjiensivc. AVc throw a few

peas into a little water or moist earth, and allow

them to swell and make a shoot of about a quarter

of an inch in length. A long thread is put through

a needle, and as many peas strung u]ion it as will

allow two to every 111 or ]i inches of thread, which
arc the lengths into which it is to he cut, with two
peas on each length. A knot is tied at each cud of

these lengths ; some stout ciuTaut slioots, old rasp-

berry canes, or any other straight sticks of the same
size, are cut into jiieces, eacli about one foot long. A
slit is made at one end of cacli stick, and an end of

one of the lengths of thread is drawn into each slit.

The two strung peas are placed in the middle, at

about half an inch apart, thus allowing room for the

mouse to thrust its nose in between the brick placed

on the thread, and gnaw the thread asunder, which
it is sure to do, instead of touching the peas. If the

sticks, thread, and brick, are placed at the right

height and angle, the brick then immediately falls

and crushes the mouse ; to aid whicli, the brick

should be set upon a slate, tile, or piece of board.

The thread may again ho tied, and tlio trap reset.

We find no dithculty in keeping clear of mice by this

simple plan. A boy attends to the whole, and (juickly

jireiKircs several dozen of these traj)S, going round
first with the stakes and baited threads, and then

with a wheelbarrow of bricks and tiles. Next morn-
ing he looks over the whole, removing the dead mice,

and resetting the traps. yVt this season, when the

heilge and forest fruits are nearly over, and rough
weather is set in, mice are most numerous in the

garden.
liurcAnn.—Clear away all the weeds from the

rhubarb quarters or beds, and then, with the dig-

ging-fork, stir the earth carefully round about the

plants, without injury to either crown or root. This

being done, give the beds a good lo])-drcssing with

strong manure, the fertile parts of which will soak

down to the roots during tlie winter months.

Celi;uv, late planted, should be well earthed up
liefore any severe weather sets in. A dry day should

be chosen for such work. If the siiaces between the

rows should be weedy, let them be hoed lightly, the

weeds raked olf, the earth forked up and liroken to

pieces well, and, as soon as the rows of plants arc

thoroughly dry, draw tlie stalks up regularly with

the hand, and steady them close together with a

little earth ; after which, with .spade or shovel, give

tlie whole a good earthing up.

TuHNirs grown as largo as required for use, may
bo taken up and stored away in sheds, or bm-icd in
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coal-aslies out of doovs. A bushel or two o( Jentsn-

lem artichokes and jw.r«-ni2(,f might be treated the

same, just to have a few in liand in case of very se-

vere weatlier setting in. Those who have not proper

store sheds for keeping tliese things in, might staclv

up a quantity against any wall, or in any corner,

and cover the whole with coal-ashes, and, over these,

witli either staw, leaves, or fern. In case of very

severe weather, a month's supply of full-grown <'clt'ri/

and endive might be treated in just the same way.

James Baknes & VV.

MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION.

OUR VILLAGE WALKS.
(No. 9.)

How rajiidly time flies ! We have entered upon
the last month of the year—we are hurrying towards

the shortest day, after which we look out for the

pleasant harbingers of spring ; and yet it seems but
as yesterday that we were sitting under shady trees,

and walking only in the cool of evening. Bright and
mild has been the last month—sinniy and cheerful.

It has shortened the wdnter by leading us so pleasantly

almost up to the close of the year; and although,

after Cliristmas, we usually have the severest weather,

yet the days ai'e j^erceptibly lengthening, and a new
flower, and a new note, continually remind us that

we are turning again to the cheerful sun. When far

distant from his rays, nature droops. How lifeless is

the soul wlu'u clouds of luibelief and siu shroud us
from the glorious beams of the Eternal Sun

!

But, the oak ! there is still a remnant of dusky
green upon its noble brow, in some sheltered situa-

tions, though all other trees are bare. It is the laziest

in rousing from its winter sleeji, and the last to throw
ofl' its ricli apparel. A few brown leaves will even
remain till the early spring gales whirl them away,
but it does not retain them so generally as does the

beech. [t stands in its rugged simplicity, sternly

and fearlessly among the rough blasts of winter,

anchored and steadied by its owni jiecuUar tap-root,

and a strildng sign of the promise made by the Lord
to the forsalien land :

" as a teil tree, and as an oak,

whose substance is in them, when they east tlieir

leaves : so the holy seed shall be the substance there-

of." We still find an occasional acorn lying among
the thick carpet of dead leaves beneath the houghs;
it is lull of language, and will give us abundance of

food for a morning walk. The. acorn is quite as much
the emblem of old England as the rose,—nay, more
so. It has for ages furnished her noble wooden walls

that have so gallantly breasted her own element,

braved "the battle and the breeze," and canied bless-

ings temjioral and eternal to many distant lands. If

we reflect that eveiy acorn our footsteps crush is the

germ of a British oak, tlie parent of those uncouquered
deolts and taper s]iars that giuird our British hearths,

whose luistained flag has never yet been lowered to

any other ensign than that of the King of kings ; if

we reflect on this, we shall still more admire the

smoothly roimded kernel, seated so snugly in its

beautiful cup, and almost shrink from stepjiing on it

as we pass. The oak must ever bo dearer to the

Briton's heart than any other tree; for, though it is a
citizen of the world, yet it has been so long esteemed
and used by us, above all other nations, that it is

more peculiarly associated with the name and fame
of Britain. But let us ever remember, that so long

only as the standard of the cross floats ft-om our masts

and battlements—so long as we " set up our banners

in the name of our God"—so long as the " Lion of

the tribe of Judah" goes forth with our hosts—just

so long, and no longer, will the British Lion triumph.
" When the enemy sliall come in like a flood," that

standard only leads us to victory.

The oak is connected with the very eai'liost annals

of our country. It was held in high veneration by

the priests of her dark idolatrous days—the Druids,

whose name is supposed to spring from " Deru, ' the

name of the oak in the Celtic language. They held

the mistletoe that grew on that tree as peculiarly

sacred, and only cut it with a golden hook. How
grateful ought our hearts to be tliat our lot is cast

in happier days—in brighter light^iu greener pas-

tures—beside purer streams !
' The ancients gene-

rally revered the oak ; and the mention made of it

in prophetical scriptme leads us to suppose it was
then a valued tree. In the historical books it is

particularly mentioned also. Beneath an oak Joshua
" took a great stone and set it up," as a witness " of

all the words of the Lord which he spake" to the

people, lest they should deny their God. Beneath
an oak sat the augel of the Lord in Oplna, when he

called Gideon, and sent him to bo tlie deliverer of

his nation. " Under every thick oak" did guilty, for-

getful Israel in after tinres worship idols " upon
every high hill," tlius making this nuijostic tree a

jierpetual memorial of God's tender love, and of His
people's deep and black ingratitiule. When we rest

beneath its summer shade, on the dry crisp grass

among which its gnarled roots wander fantastically

—when we mark the picturesquc'outline of its gigan-

tic limbs, in our winter's rambles, as it towers above

the quiet sileut woods, let us hear what the oak can

say to the heedless children of men, for it lifts up a

warning voice: it tells us that our foiuidation, too,

" is in the dust,"—that o\w age is nothing, even in

respect of the trees of the field ; and that except our

covenant with the Lord is faithfully kept—if we, like

Ephraim, are "joined to idols"—the Lord will "let

us alone," iulUve manner, to perish in our sins.

Tlie oak grows to an immense size in England,
and there are many celebrated trees in ditterent parts

of this island, but the great nursery of British oak is

the wealds of Sussex, tlio largest valley in Europe.

Here this noble timber flourishes, and is the best

and most highly esteemed for ship building. Erom
the earliest period on record, this beautiful county
has been celebrated for its oaks, and not less than
170,000 acres are covered with them. What a beau-

tiful scene, both for eye and mind, nuist the wealds
of Sussex present ! 'The only remarkable tree 1 will

name, among the many that England possesses,

is Queen Elizabeth's oak at Ileveningham, in Suf-

folk, because, whatever is connected with her name
must be interesting to a Protestant ])eoplc. It was
iiollow when she was young; and tradition says, she

was wont to take her stand in it, and aim at the deer

as they flitted by. The remains 'of this venerable

tree are all that time has spared us, but it is vciy

stiildng and aflectiug to i\\c mind to look upon even
a fragment of that which the eyes of so many gene-

rations have gazed on, and wliich has stood calmly

among such scenes of bloodshsd and strife as deso-

lated England in those eventful days.

'Tlie wood of the oak is more beautiful i'or furniture

even than mahogany, when highly polished. I have
seen slabs of the root, sawn out for small tahles, of

exquisite vein and beauty. Every portion of the oak
seems of use. The bark, and leaves too, are valuable
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for tauniug; the apple is used in the process of dyeiug,

and so is the sawdust also. The gall-nuts are the

most powerful of vegetable astringents, and, on ac-

count of the deep black they produce when mixed
with gi-een vitriol, are the best of all materials for

making ink. Phny says that acorns beaten to pow-
der, and made into ointment with lard and salt, are

very healing when applied to hard swellings and
cancerous sores. T'lie smaller boughs of the oak,

when crooked and twisted, are admirably ada]5ted for

I'ustio )iorches, garden-seats, and aU wood-work of

that description, and lasts a very long time.

We still wear garlands of oak-leaves to commemo-
rate the restoration of Idngly power in England. Tlie

oak sheltered our fugitive monarch in his days of

trial, and its boughs greeted him when he returned
in triumph. Let us adore the mercy of God, who has
so long preserved to us the blessings of peace,—who
has seated on oiu' throne a line of kings, who hold
the sceptre in one hand and the sword of the spirit

in the other—the only sword that can protect the

land. By God alone " kings reign,'and princes de-

cree justice."

CALCEOLARIA CUTTINGS.
IMn. Fish says, many people find it difficult to

strike the Kentish Hero calceolaria. I find no other
difficulty than that it takes a little longer time than
some of the sorts named ; that is, if proper cuttings

are taken at the proper time, for I do not think they
can be struck well before the middle of August, per-

haps not so soon, unless the plants have been kept
in a shady situation, and the flower-buds picked off

to make it throw out young gross shoots ; which,
with a damp cool atmosphere, and not allowing the

cuttings once to dag, are, in my opinion, the chief

things to be attended to.

I obtained a nice strong plant the first week in

.Tune for propagating, but the wind unfortunately
blow off one half of it the day after I had it, and so

disrooted the remaining half that it fairly flagged for

a week or ten days ; after that it gradually recovered
by treating it as you reoonnnended for potted-up
plants from the borders. I never allowed it to flower

through the summer, picked the buds ofl" as fast as

they appeared, and kept it luider a north-east wall

;

so that, by the middle of August, I was able to take
five nice young shoots, which struck in five weeks,
in the following manner, the same as I strike pinks,

verbenas, and a host of bedding-out stufl':

—

Uudcr a wall facing north-cast take out the soil,

for one or more hand-lights, four inches deep; ]iut in

dry muck one inch tliick, with a sprinkling of salt,

flrmly pressed down ; on this put two inches of any
light iinelysiftcd soil, then add two inches of the fol-

lowing, sifted and well mix(;d: three parts light

sandy loam, one part leafmould, one part peat, and
one part silver sand; make it level and smooth. The
cuttings were then taken with one johit to each, cut
straight tlirough just ahove the next joint below, and
whilst the soil was dry thrust in up to their leaves,
had a good watering li-om a line rose, and (for calceo-

larias) the light put on directly ; let it remain for a
fortnight, then cleaned and a little water; the light
returnixl for anotlicr 10 days or a fortnight, looking
at them occasionally to clean and water (for they
nuist not bo allowed to get dry) ; and if the sun
shines on them mucli in tlie morning 1 stick in some
lir brandies to l]reak it, but no shading on the lights.

These arc now strong ]ilants, and have had cuttings
taken from them twice. When they were rooted they

were potted into small pots, and returned to the same
place for a week, and then gi-adually inured to the
air by tilting the light. Early in September I took
nine more cuttings from the old plant, jmt them in a
4-inch pot, three ]iarts full of crocks, a little moss
over, filled up with sand, plunged in the natural

ground, under the same wall as before, with a little

salt at the bottom to keeji out the worms ; here I put
on a small hand or strildng-light under the lai'ger

one. These all struck in less than five weeks, and
are now just flUing their pots with roots. The mid-
dle of October I put in 14 more cuttings in the same
way, which 1 shall pot ofl' in a day or two. The last

week in October I put in I'i more, and on the 7th of

November 10 more, in pots, for the convenience of

removing to a pit if the weather shoidd set in severe;

and I doubt not by turning-out time I shall have 40
or .30 strong plants. Had it not been for the first

mishap with my plant, I calculated I should have
had, at least, 100 by that time. I have not lost one
cutting put in since August. This, however, is no-

thing like some of them ; ampJexicaulk, for instance,

from one small plant since Easter I have 140 strong
plants, and if I had worked it as I did the first three

months I should have had :2,000. A friend of mine,
after not being able to succeed, has adopted my plan
with equal success. Calceolaria amplc.vwaulia 1 have
struck all the summer in a flower-stand filled with
sand, and kept thoroughly moist with water, shaded
with a board in the front of a melon frame, with
striking-glasses over them.—Geo. Penny, Ganlencr
to J. Swaijne, Esq.

EXTRACTS PROM COERESPONDENCE.
Meltino W,\x.—I have tried an experiment last

and this year with making wax, which saves much
labour, yields more wax from the combs, and is, in

my opinion, better altogether. As usual, necessity

has been with me the mother of invention. I put
the wax into an earthen vessel, and set it in the oven
to melt, and then, when melted thoroughly, I pour
off the wax into the desired moidd. If a cullender,

or other vessel with holes in, and a press on the top

of the combs, and set over another vessel, was put
into the oven, the wax would drain through whilst

melting, and run every particle of the wax out,

which would be a greater improvement stiU.—

A

Readei!, P'w.vion.

['I'his is from a cottager, and if every such reader

would send us his scraps of information, we should

very soon accumidate a mass of sound economical

knowledge.

—

Ed. C. G.]

roT-ixiuiini. No. 1.—Take one handful of sweet-

brier, one of orange flowers, one of sweet maijoram,

one of lemon thyme, one of lavender flowers, one of

clove pinks, one of rosemary, one of myrtle flowers

and leaves, two of stock flowers, two of damask roses,

two of Provence roses, two of verliena leaves, two of

sweet-scented geranium leaves, half of mint, \ oz. of

tannamon, and h o/. of cloves, tlie rinds oftwo lemons

dried and pounded; lay some bay salt at the bottom

of the jar; then a layer of this mixture ; then of salt;

and so on till the jar is full. No. 2.—Put into a large

china jar the following ingredients in layers, with

bay salt strewed between tlie layers: two pecks of

damask roses, part in buds and part full-blowJi, vio-

lets, orange flowers, and jasmine, a handful each,

orris-root sliced, benjamin and storax two ounces

each, Joz. of musk, [lb. angelica root sliced, a quart
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of tlie red parts clove-ginj--flowers, two hamlftils of

lavender leaves, lialf a handful of rosemary flowers,

bay and laurel leaves half a handful each, :! Seville

oranges stuck as full of cloves as possible, dried in a

cool oven, and pounded half a handful of knotted mar
joiam, a,nd two handfuls of balm of Gilead. Cover

all cpiite close. "S^^len the pot is uncovered the

jierfuuio is very fine. No. 0.—A quicker-made Pot-

pourri. Take tlu'ee handfuls of orange flowers, of

damask roses, and clove-gilly-flowers, one of knotted

luaijoram, one of lemon thyme, one of rosemary, one

of mj'rtle, one of lavender, half of mint, six bay leaves,

the rind of a lemon, and ri oz. of cloves; chop all,

and put them in layers with pounded liay salt be-

tween, up to the top of the jar. If all the ingredients

cannot be obtained at once, put them in as you get

them, always throwing the bay salt between the lay-

ers of every new article.

TiGRiDT.t Pavon'h Culture.—A clei-gyman, near

O.-iford, who has been highly successful in blooming
this flower, thus details his novel mode of culture :

—

" The roots were planted in pots, in the autumn of

last year, and kept in a cold pit through the winter,

'i'hey were planted in deep jiots, and with the com-
post recommended for hyacinths in your No. 7, p. 00,

and, in addition to being drained with crocks, 1^ inch

nf ivood-stiick refuse, and \\ inch of cow dung was put

into each pot, and the conqiost on these. 'i"he tigridias

have been covered with a profusion of flowers of fine

colour. How should they be treated now ? I planted

my hyacinths in the same manner, and nothing could

surpass their vigour and fine colour. They were kept

in a dark warm place, until two inches of shoot had
risen."

[Keep the earth about the tigridias a little moist,

till the end of January; the pots to be in the cold

pit ; then dry them slowly, and shake them out of

the soil. Repot them about the end of March, and
they will soon be in growth again. Will you be so

kind as to try one pot—without removing the bulbs

—but merely to keep it dry for two months, and then

water it again, to see what difference, if any, that will

make in their flowering next season, and report the

experiment to us, for the use of others. The fine

bloom on the hyacinths was more owing to the cul-

ture in the previous season.

—

Ed. C. G.]

PoT.vTOES— Indian Cohn.—Last year I adopted
your suggestions in planting my potato crop, and,

although the results were not altogether what you
predicted, I intend this year to adopt your golden
rides, as they appear to me founded on well-ascer-

tained facts. I should premise that I live in Jersey,

on a hill exposed to every wind ; the soil being

sandy, resting on brick clay, under which, at an
average depth of three feet, is the rock, a kind of

clay slate, running into the trap for water. My
earliest potatoes came up well, and promised a
healthy crop up to April, when, you may remember,
very chilling winds came on, which quite destroyed

the stalk not only of mine, but also of those in the

most sheltered situations, the only ones escaping
belonging to those who planted late. The later

kind of potatoes, such as ripen in July and August,
were not so much affected, and yielded an excellent

crop. The latest kind were attacked sliglitly with
the murrain on the loth July, when I had the stalks

cut off, but as the tubers were not ripe I left them
in tlie groimd ; however, not to lose the use of the

groiuid, I sowed between the rows turnips. The
result has been different from Mr. Weaver's, as I

have not discovered any diseased tubers ; but the

potatoes are small, and I have determined to follow

your first rule, only to gi'ow such as ripen in August.
People are making so much noise in England with
respect to maize quarantai, that I would beg to say

that I believe it to bo nothing else than Cobbett's

corn, perhaps slightly modified by Pyrenean cultiva-

tion. I grow it every year successfully, from grain

which I obtained from a friend in Hampshire, who
purchased the grain originally from old Cobbett

liimself. It has. therefore, been ripened every year

for the last twenty years in Hampshire, without any
other means employed than for othei' grain, being

planted in April. 1 find a moderate return from the

seed, not, however, as remunerative as wheat; but

the gi-eat benefit to me, in my dry situation, is from

the green leaves, which the cows eat with avidity;

and they even eat the stalks when the cobs have
been plucked, an operation which takes place in

September. I send you a cob, taken at random, as

a specimen, which I much wish some of your friends

to grow a few plants from.

—

Scrutator.

[The head of Indian corn is perfectly ripened,

and very regular. It contains 270 grains, in 12 rows

of 23 grains each. Scrutator's evidence, from an
island where this corn can be ripened, that it is not

so profitable as wheat, is another reason for its not

being cultivated in England, where it can be ripened

only under the most favourable circumstances of

soil, situation, and season.

—

Ed. C. G.]

Bn.iJiBi.Es FOB Bee-hive Makino.— The proper

time for cutting these is between the middle of

November and the middle of February. The age is

not particular ; but choose them as clear of knots as

possible. Slit them ready for use immediately after

cutting them, or you may store them away, drying

them thoroughly in the air, and slit them as you
want them, previously soaking them well in water.

The above is a system adopted by an old cottager,

a near neighbour of mine.

—

Joseph Richardson.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

*** We request that no one will write to the departmental writers

of The Cottage Gaedexer. It gives them unjustifiable trouble

and expense ; and we also request our coadjutors vnder no circiim-

stimces to reply to such private communications.

HiMALAVAH Pumpkin Seed. — All the seed which has been
kindly sent to us by one party—and we have received none from else-

where—proves to be abortive.

Fuchsia Cuttings {A. C. W.).—You ask whether a Fuchsia
corolina, raised from a cutting in July, should be kept dry during
the winter? A fuchsia of any kind, or any other plant, propagated
last July, will not be of sufficient substance to endure the drying
process this winter ; and a cold pit is a better place for it during the

winter than a drawing-room, unless it is in flower. Some of our

F. corolina are now in beautiful bloom ; and it is our favourite of all

the race.

Plunging Material for Pit (Zitrf).—Tan is the worst thing
possible for the bottom of a cold pit—unless it were kiln-dried,—and
cinder ashes the best. Geraniums, and all other plants propagated
lately, had better remain as they are, and not be " potted off" until

the winter is over.

Tree RIignonette (S.i/lvt).—To destroy insects, which appeared
upon this, you applied tobacco water, and now some of your plants

look sickly, and the leaves turn yellow. If the tobacco and the

water were in the proportions we recommended, the tree mignonette
could not be injured by the application. We hope it is only a tem-
porary check. Keep the plants dry till the end of next February;
and no place is more suitable for them than a good window, and on
fine sunny days to be turned outside for a few hours in the middle of

the day—a treatment which we have recommended all along for

window plants.

Pruning Transplanted Roses (A. T. B.).—Prune your trans-

planted roses now. Mr. Beaton said, long since, that roses ought to

De pruned six weeks before they are transplanted ; and he also repu-

diated the antiquated idea of transplanting roses not being pruned
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till the following spring. We need hardly say that we approve of
Mr. Beaton's directions.

Capoxs (S. Pen-and-ink).—The very details you give show its

cruelty, and one of such a nature as ought not to appear in pages
circulating in family circles. It is quite true that the treatment
of oxen and sheep is ciiually cruel ; but here there is the plea of
necessity—the flesh of bulls and rams is not eatable. Your sug-
gestion is under consideration.

Paper-:\iaki-:r's Refuse {Paper-mnher).—Your residuum, after

making chlorine gas, is chiefly a mixture of glauber salt (sulphate of

soda), common salt, and manganese. It might be put upon vacant
ground, and would there destroy vermin. A little—Slbs to 30 square
yards—would be benelicial, if applied twice or thrice a year, to

asparagus beds—say early in Ularch, July, and September.
Stiff Soil on Clay Subsoil (7. L. Shcard).—As you cannot

obtain pipes for draining it, cut drains two and a half feet deep, and
twelve yards apart, and fill these to half their depth with flint-stones,

putting turf, &e., over these, in the usual course of draining. Mix
coal-ashes and lime rubbish to lighten the staple ; gradually breaking
up and mixing a little of the subsoil until you get the surface soil

a foot deep. Black currants and raspberries will probably succeed
on your soil.

Black Barley {X. Y. Z.).—Our correspondent wishes to know
if winter tares would not come in well after this barley, as of those
tares he wishes to get a crop, and then one of Swedes after the tares ?

Now, as we have not tried the black barley, we cannot give an
opinion upon the point; and ;i very intelligent farmer of Hampshire
writes to us thus :

—

*' It is the general opinion among farmers, and my own experience
goes with it, that they cannot get a good crop of Swedes, or turnips,

succeeding winter tares; not, I believe, because there is not time
enough, but because either tlie tares exhaust the peculiar food of the
turnip, or because the roots of the tares render the sod so light and
spongy that it does not suit the turnip root, albeit fond of a highly
pulverised soil. I believe the latter is the case ; but if the failures

proceed from either of these two causes, the sowing the tares earlier,

which will give the roots of the tares more time to possess themselves
of every portion of the soil, is not likely to correct the evil. Your cor-

respondent is probably aware that there is a variety of the winter
vetch called Raver veic/ie.t, which come into blossom full ten days, or
nearly a fortnight, sooner than the common winter vetch, and, conse-
quently, must be fed off, or cut, earlier than the common sort. This
gives a longer period for a succeeding crop of turnips to perfect them-
selves, and it also would give time to work the land with more than
one ploughing, and to break down the sponge-like condition with a

heavy Crosskill roller ; so that the finely pulverised earth may sit

close and tight to the turnip-seed, being at the same time easily per-
meable by its tender roots, which, I belie\'e, is what is wanted. I

never get a good plant of turnips on loose hollow ground. The
Racer vetch does not give so large a produce as the common sort.

When in full bloom it is about as bulky as the common winter vetch
is when opening its first blossom. I usually sow some of both, side

by side, so that I may have a succession,"
List of Half-hardy Plants (Ti/ro).—What do you mean by

"plants?" Do you require annuals or perennials—herbaceous or
shrubby plants? Blany greenhouse plants may be grown during the
summer in a verandah facing the south, and be wintered in a pit.

Odt-door Grapes (H. N.),—For your south wall at Wivelis-
combe, we recommend you to grow the Royal Muscadine, white, and
the Black Hamburgh. The best celery we have ever grown is A''k^/'s

Champion. Keep your hyacinths in glasses in the dark until they
have made more roots.

Potato Planting (Stupid).—Do not use manure of any kind.
Your question aliout your peaches, &c., next week.
Glass for Greenhouses (L. R. L.).—We cannot recommend

you to use glass tinged of any colour; it is more expensive, and has
been proved to be without benefit. We recommend rough glass ; it

is cheap, strong, and prevents scorching. We arc not responsible for

advertisers. We cannot give you an estimate for glazing; ask two or
three glaziers to tender for the job. Muriate of ammonia will not be
of use to remoi^r the crust from the inside of your boiler.

Rape Cake f//. ('. Mills).—This, which your cattle refuse to eat,

may be i)owdered, and drilled in with your turnip seed. A quarter of

a ton per acre will be enough. It is found to be most beneficial on
heavy soils.

Plumbago capensis {W. Saimge).—The mealy appearance un-
derneath the leaves is natural to the species. To clear your plant from
the red spider dip it into tepid water ; or use the sponge, as recom-
mended by Mr. Appleby to-day. Slephanotis ^tiorihunda is a stove
[ilant, and requires more heat than will agree \\\i\\ the other plants in

your greenhouse.

Fuchsias Raised prom Leaves {U. Betitan).—The plants thus
raised are the same as the parents from which the Ica^cH were gathered.
Pray refer to what wc have said about wintering fuchsias in recent
numbers, for our observations will apply to yours unless they are some
particular species. New varieties of the chrysanthemum or of any
other flower can only lie raised from seed. Leave your leeks as they
are ; they may come round into pood vigour in the spring. If your
bookseller does not supply you witli The Cottage Gardener regu-
larly, go to some other bookseller in Plymouth, who, being in a larger
way of business, docs have a weekly parcel.

Swallows (A Lover uf liirds).—Our correspondent says he saw
two swallows pursuing flies under the south wall of his garden at
KaniHgate, on the 1 8th of November, and one of the same birds was
there on the 2'2nd. This is three weeks later than Mr. Jenyna ever
saw even a straggler at Swaffliam, in Norfolk. I-)uring 12 years* ob-
servations, he never saw one there later than October illst. Those
which stay after the departure of the main flock are supposed to have
been late-hatched birds. The sa-ift was seen as far north as Tyne-
mouth Priory as late as the 4th of November in 1822 ; and in Times

Telescope for 1825, it is stated that " swaZ/nw's have been seen in

mild weather to congregate previously to taking their departure so

late as the middle of December."
Ventilating Taylor's Hives (Civis).—You say there is no ven-

tilator provided for the tup hives of this kind. In reply, we have to

state that the upper box of " Taylor's Amateur's box-hive" should on
no account remain upon the stock-bos during the winter ; let it be
removed, and should the stock-box contain less than 20lbs. of honey,
let this be made up to that weight by feeding by means of the feeder

supplied with the box ; the feeder remaining upon the stock-bos for

the winter makes an admirable ventilator and condenser.
Chinese Pigs (/. Ball).—You may write to J. Crisp, Esq., Hope

Cottage, Norwood, Surrey.
Cuttings of Lechenaultia Formosa iHomo).—Those will

strike very easily any time from the end of February to August, but
the spring ones do best afterwards. Take small pots, drain well, and
fill with equal parts of peat and sand, with a thin layer of sand on the
top ; water and press down, and they are ready for cuttings. Make
the cuttings an inch, or rather more, in length

;
plant them firmly,

and put a bell-glass over them, in a gentle bottom-lieat. Thousands
of other plants will grow from cuttings thus treated.

Greenhouse and Stove Plant Seeds [Ibid).—Acacia seeds,

and those of all greenhouse and stove plants, as well xs niimulus
seeds, will grow best from spring sowing, any time in March. Zm-
niiis ought to be treated as half-hardy annuals ; that is, to be sown in

a hot-bed, and the pots removed to a cooler place as soon as the seed-

lings are well up ; but they will do after the middle of April without

the aid of the hot-bed.
RIoving Strawberries [Alcyone).—Your new strawberry-bed

ouglit to be made with young plants, not by removing the old ones
;

from the middle of February to the middle of March is the proper
time to plant the young plants, or remove the old ones, as you must
do so between this and June.
Clematis and Honeysuckle Pruning f/A/rf).—Those which

have overgrown their space, and all other hardy climbers in like con-
dition, ought to be pruned very cautiously and by degrees, any time
from the end of October to the beginning of March. Proceed thus

—

unfasten all the ties, and sejtarate the tangled mass of shoots from
each other, then cut down one half of the branches to ditTerent

lengths, say from a few inches to as many feet froni the older

wood ; tlien train the other half over the whole space, and thus some
of the tO)) branches will have to be trained downwards to the bottom
of the wall. But we will ask Mr. Beaton to write more fully on the

subject.

Removing Lilies of the Valley {Ibid).—Do this forthwith.

October is the best time. A deep sandy loam, partially shaded, suits

them best. Select those plants or runners with the most propiincnt

buds.
Vines Over-luxurianT (H. .4.)—Your two sweet-water vines

in a greenhouse, with a good south-west aspect, have only produced
two or three bunches ; but the young wood is three or four yards

long, very robust, and with numerous laterals from these. You have
allowed the \ines to grow to the utmost, in the hope they will exhaust
themselves, and now ask for our advice. We fear your vines are

wrong at the root ; the soil is, probably, too deep, too damp, and too

rich. You had, perhaps, better take them carefully up (after pruning
them pretty close) remodel (he soil, or border, according to instruc-

tions in our back numbers, and plant them again. You will see a
series of papers on vine culture in the course of a few weeks, he-

ginning with to-day. ?)tudy the principles, as there explained, care-

fully, and yon will not be misled.

Sea Kale Blanching (/6tV0.—No wonder that all your plants
died which had no more room, and no other protection from the hot
steam and ammonieal fumes of fermenting dung than that afforded

by two or three house tiles. If you cannot have large pots of some
kind, you had better raise annually a succession of plants to take up
and grow in the manner recommended Ijy Mr. Barnes.
Preparing Carrots, ike, for Storing (B. M. J.)—There is a

deep ring, or collar, round the top of these. Cut so much of the
carrot or parsnip away as to entirely remove that ring, for out of

this the foliage would come forth. Do not apply lit/aid mamtreto
your out-door kitchen-garden crops, except whilst growing and
vigorous in spring and summer. The reference to Brussels sprouts
should be to page 34/, In very rich soil they do not button well.

Cutting Potato Sets {R.S.).—We never plant cut sets, and
cannot advise it to be done at any time ; but we would rather use
them in spring than in autumn, if compelled to employ them. If

the Bangors are a late-ripening variety, do not grow them at all.

Wintering Carnation Cuttings (A young Amnteur^.—Your
carnation cuttings planted in August are most likely rooted, and ought
to be taken up, carefully potted in a light compost of sandy loam and
leaf-mould or very rotten dung :— if leaf-mould, one-half; if rotten

dung, one quarter. Use puts .'i.^ in. across, drain well, and put a
pair of rooted cuttings in each pot. Place them in a cold frame I'not

ma hotbed), shade from sunshine ; water moderately, and protect with
mats from severe frost, giving air freely in mild weather. Sec instruc-

tions under the head *' Carnations." The address is correct.

Names of Plants {.T. Bvrgess"*,—Your climber is Loasa late} Ilia.

We are sorry to say that your other application is too late. (Flornm
umator),—Your flower is Geum strictum. {Sigma).~-\onT plant is

a Loasa, but the specimen was too imperfect for us to determine the
species ; Wc think it is I'olubilis.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, M7, Strand, in the
Parish of Saint Mary-le-Strand ; and Winchester High-street, in
the Parish of St. Rlary Kalendar; and Puljlishcd by William
Somerville Orr, at the Office, 117, Strand, in the Parisli of
Saint Mary-le-Strand, London.—December Gth, 18-19.
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The most important, and j'et the least generally im-

proved, of all the smaller structures with which the

gardener has to operate is The Floweh-pot. Per-

haps of no other structure, of which the size is im-

portant, is the size so uncertain as in this. If you

order " a two," as it is called, at the potteries in

London, you would have a pot 18 inches in diameter

at the top and 1-1 inches deep ; but in Hampshire

it would be lU inches in diameter and 15 deep;

whilst in other districts we have known the magni-

tudes still more differing. To remedy these dis-

crepancies, it was wisely proposed, some years since,

to distinguish flower-pots by the size of their greatest

diameter ; and in the following table we enumerate

them according to that mode of distinction, adding

also their relative desirable depths, and the old un-

meaning names, which only inform the dealers in

such articles that there ai-e GO, -18, and so on to " the

oast"—a piece of information conveying no useful

suggestion to the gardener :

—

Thimbles and thumbs : any size under three inches diameter at the
top.
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the hothouse sholf at once ; aud if a due propor-
tion of atmosplierio moisture is provided, such
may meet with success. As houses are generally

coustnicted, however, the odds are much against
them, and a pit, or frame, with fermenting materials,

will, in the present imperfect knowledge of fii'st prin-

ciples with many, be found by far tlie most efficient

during the early stage of strawberry-forcing, and up
to the pei'iod when the plants are in full blossom, or

nearly so.

By reference to the remarks at page 39, it will be
seen they only ajjply, briefly, to the potting of straw-
berries from tlie open ground, by those who have
not made due preparation. We now wish to otfer

advice on what may be termed rcgidar strawberry-
forcing,—that is to say, the forcing of those which
are well established in pots, and according to the
most approved practice.

Wo may here observe that the Keens seedling is

the most eligible and most generally forced variety;
for it possesses more desirable properties for the pur-
]iose than most other kinds. In the first place, the
fruit is scarcely second to any in point of quality

;

it is not inferior to any in point of ajipearance, the
coloui- being excellent ; it is well adapted for trans-

mission in boxes, or otherwise, the berries being good
travellers; it is a licavy cropper, and, under proper
culture, forms a very strong bud, aud, consequently,
a bold truss of bloom wlien properly developed.
Added to this it is wliat is termed " a good forcer

;"

it bears the unnatural treatment well. Wliere a
long succession of tliis fruit is requisite, and some
must be produced very early, we think it good policy

to force such kinds as the Orove-end scarlet, or even
the old Roscherrij, for a very early crop. These,
however, are not so highly flavoured, and, indeed,
it is a difficult matter to obtain flavour in any kind
ripened in the end of February or beginning of
March. As a line of succession, we say the Orove-
ciid scarlet first, if introduced some time before
Christmas ; the Keen's seedling for the middle season,
or introduced into heat from the end of December
until the middle of February ; aud the British Queen
for late purposes, although the Keen's are good for

the late as well as for the middle season. We do
not think it advisable to introduce the Uueens until
the early part of January, as they are assuredly not
such safe forcers at an early period as the Keen's.
At page 39 the utility of bottom heat was pointed

out. We must beg again to impress it on the minds
of our readers. In doing so, however, wo hope not
to be misimdorstood, as a very small amount will

suffice. What is called a " lively bottom heat"
woidd probably prove ruinous to them. By " lively

bottom heat," gardeners in general understand some-
thing near 8.5°, aud it is a term generally a])plied to

pine culture. A temperature in any plunging ma-
terial of 70° will be amply sufficient for the straw-

berry ; but we would rather direct the attention of

the amateur to principles than dry rules. We would
say, in the earlier stage of strawberry forcing, en-
courage a bottom warmth of about 19° in advance of

the atmospheric heat in whicli the leaves are grow-
ing. I'he novice will now naturally in(juire what
the atmospheric warmth must be, as that is to be
the " liey stone." We advise, for strawberries plunged
in a pit or frame appropriated to them, and during
the first stages (wluch reaches, we consider, up to

the period when the flower truss is rising), a tem-
]Hu-ature ranging from 50° to b-)°. When, however,
tliey get their new leaves fully expanded, this strict

adherence to a prescribed temperature must cease.

and that all-powerful agent, Sol.vr Light, be allowed
to influence the atmospheric temperature, suft'ering

the thermometer to rise to even 7.3° maxiraimi, oc-

casionally, on bright days. Sun-light at this early

period is not to be lost, and many persons who have
heard of the importance of ventilation, persist daily

in throwing their pits wide open, thereby losing the

immense benefit of solar heat.

A pit, or frame, then, being provided, and the heat

before named secured, the plants must be plunged
as near the glass as possible, the leaves being cer-

tainly within a foot of it. And now some considera-

tion must be had as to whether they are to fruit, and
even ripen in these jiits, or whether they are to be
removed to some shelf in the house, which latter is

more generally the case. If so, the number intro-

duced must bear a relation to the amount of space

reserved for them, alwaj's introducing about 10 or

] y> per cent, extra in the first instance, in order to

be prepared for cases of " blindness," or other fail-

ures, which will occur more or less let ever so much
pains be taken. We may, in order to speak point-

edly, suppose such a frame or pit started l>y an
amateur just before Christmas; and it may be well

also to suppose that leaves and dung form the body
of the bed, aud that six inches of tan as a plunging

material is placed on the surface. Roof covering is

the next great matter;' for as the pots are plunged so

near the glass, the ice-king may enter : this, how-

ever, must not be. Certainly strawberries, in theu-

earlier stage of forcing, will bear even a small amount
of frost. Still, the forcer must not take such into

his calculation. Jilat-up, then, we say, or otherwise

cover the roof constantly at night, be the weather

what it may; only, if the temperature, through roof

covering, gets too high, according to our previous

maxims, why, then, of course, some small amount of

air must be given to keep it down. Veutilatiou must,

at times, be had recourse to. Keverthelcss, as it is

desirable to encom-ago atmospheric moisture about

their houses, any plan which would sui)ersedo the

necessity of night ventilation, in their first stage,

wonld bo desirable, and, in this respect, the frame or

pit with fermenting materials is always superior to

tlie dry back slielves of our ordinary hothouses.

Strawberries thus situated require little or no water

for the first three weeks or a month, especially dur-

ing our winter months ; and, when they receive any,

it must be very lightly administered ; for, in general,

it is only the mere surface which becomes dry, or,

we might rather say, husky. In fact, there is no
demand for extra moisture during the earlier stage._

The fine plump bud in the centre is a storehouse of

the necessary vegetable food, which holds out nntil

tlie developing bud is furnished with a set of new
leaves, whose office is twofold, namely, to cater for

the young truss of blossom, and to create besides a

surplus fund for the supply of the bud for the ensu-

ing year. AVhen, however, the new leaves are be-

coming developed, then the addition of moisture

becomes necessary, and the water-pot will be in re-

quest. Still, caution is necessary; the amount of

water, small at first, must be gi-adually increased np
to Jhe period of the first colouring of the fruit, which

may be regarded as the climax of the affiiir. Thence-

forward, as much water must be given as will enable

the later set berries to complete their swelling; for,

bo it understood, the strawberry, like the orange, has

blossoms aud fruit in all their stages co-cxisteut

;

and during the ripening process it becomes a nice

point so to encourage the swelling ot the later

berries as not to spoil the flavour of those which are
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ripeniug. It is a very good practice to transfer

strawberry-pots from their fermenting pits or frames

to high slielves in houses, and such should take

place the instant a crop of blossom is " set." They
are removed by gardeners at various stages; some
in pursuance of principle, others as a matter of ex-

pedienc}'. We must, however, hazard our opinion,

which is, that they are better in the ):iits or frames
until well " set." When they ai'e " swelling off," and
pirovided they are tliickly set, it is best to have re-

course to tlie scissars, as in grape tliiuning : such
increases the size of the fruit much. The quantity

of berries left must depend on the strength of the

plant, togetlier with its resources at the root. In
general, a good plant of Keen's seedling in an eight

inch pot will mature from 12 to aU, or more, berries

of a respectable size, the inferior berries and the
" cripples" being removed in tlie thinning iirocess.

To finish our consideration of the strawberry for

the present, we may advert to ventilation and the

use of liquid manure. It is a well-known fact, that

strawberries " set" the better the closer they are to

the glass. Kow, both light and a free circidation of

air are essential to this process, as also to flavour in

the ripening. As soon, tlierefore, as the blossoms
begin to expand, ventilation must be increased ; in-

deed, in mild days it is well, if convenient, to pull

the lights or sashes completely off. This, however,
must not take place unless they have been gradually
inured previouslj', and when the weather is of a ge-

nial character. As to liquid manure, the strawberry
is much improved by it. Some clarified soot-water,

with which Peruvian guano, at the rate of nearly

two ounces to a gallon, has been blended, will be
found a very great assistance, from the period of the

truss of bloom-showing until the first berry begins
to turn colour. If, however, liquid mamu'e is con-

stantly used, one-half the strength wiU suflice. We
are not aware that soot-water is prejudicial at any
sti'ength ; but we put about a gallon of soot to about
twenty gallons of water.

One more caution ; take care that the water is

always about five degrees warmer than the average
atmospheric temperatui'e. R. Ebeington.

THE PLOWER-GARDEN.
TltEES AND ShIIOBS NEWLY PLANTED.—NoW is a

good time to look over the flower-garden and shrub-

beries to see what can be done for young trees

and shrubs that have not thriven since they were
planted, and for older ones that once promised to I'e-

ward us for cm' careful attention, but which from some
cause or other are not looking so well as they ought
to do. Tliere need be little fear about such plants as

were removed late last spring being yet in no very pro-

mising mood, as few seasons witliin my memory have
been so ill-suited for young things newly planted.

They experienced extremes of cold and dry heat bo-

fore their roots could take much hold of the soil, so

that many of them lost tlieir leaves, and are still

looking far from being healthy ; their roots, however,
must have made great progress since Inst August, for

wo never had a better autuuni, and, J was going to

say or a longer, one for planting and for lately jjlantcd

things; so that, with judicious pruning tliis winter,

wo may reasonably calculate on a lino vigorous
growth next season. All plants that are much stunted
from a recent transplanting ought to be pruned very
close before they begin to grow next spring, for of all

the hopeless things in this world to expect that a free

circulation of sap can run through a stunted hide-

bound shoot is the most hopeless, and we have no
means of remedying this but by close prunning, and
in future to be wiser, and get our pruning and i)lant-

iug finished before the winter sets in, so that the

roots may be in action in the spring as early as the

leaves. It is not too much to say, that in our climate

every tree and bush every climber and twiner, with
all trailers and creepers, and the whole race of ever-

greens, ought to be planted at the end of the autumn,
and not only that, but all the pruning that is neces-

sary, to bring tlie head of the plant within a comjjass

corresponding to the strengtli of the mutilated roots,

should be afl'ected a full month pre\'iously to the

removeal of tlie plant, and not at planUinj time, as is

generfdly done ; unless indeed your are planting from
a nursery, when of course the plants will not be
pruned till you get them home. If I made up my
mind to plant a certain evergreen tree or bush on the

i!Oth of September, I would cut ofl' all the branches,

or part of the branches, that I thought necessary to

be removed, as early as the middle of August; and if,

during the interval, some of those branches that were
headed made a fresh attempt at making another
growth I should like it all the better, as showing that

the ^yhole plant was so full of blood that tlie sa])

must either break the bark, or find a vent in an un-

seasonable growth at the tops of the main branches

;

and before this could take jdace, every bud on the

tree, and every cell that composes it, must needs be
as full of the rising juices as a newly-laid egg.

Now, there cannot be two opinions amongst prac-

tical men about this being the very best state for a

tree to be in at the moment the fork and pick are

laid to its roots for removal. We may difier as to the

best month for removing large plants, but we are all

agreed—at least I hope so—on the point, that every

bud on the transplanted tree ought to be in the best

possible means for a start next gi'owing season ; and
it is not too much to say, that, those buds left when a
tree is pruned and planted the same day, are just in

the very worst to renew their growth, because they are

then, like all the rest of the lower buds on the tree,

much less charged with sap than those situated

towards the top of the branches, so that the most
l^rominent buds must of necessity be removed in the

process of pruning.

Not many years back, there was a wide-spread

controversy as to the merits of pruning at the time

of removing trees and shrubs ; one order of practi-

tioners maintaining that not a twig nor a leaf should

be removed fi'om a transplanted tree, because, as they

alfirmed, the more leaves a tree possessed the more
capable it must be of renewing its roots ; and this

idea took such a firm hold of the rising generation

of gardeners that to this day many of them believe

that the more leaves a cutting has the sooner it

must root. Many of the older members of our an-

cient craft scouted this idea altogether, but still

they were much in the minorit}', and at last were
well nigh outvoted altogetlier. At this critical

jioint Ur. Lindlcy's Theory of Horticulluro w'as an-

nounced, and now, it was thought, "murder will

out," and each party concluded that if the Doctor had
any brains at all he must side with their view of the

pruning ipicstion ; at last the book apiicarcd, and a

most valuable and useful book it was, is now, and
will bo for the next two or three generations. A
quotation from llales's rcf/etahU Stathtics, on the

title }mgis WHS most ominous to the leaders on cither

side of tlio controversy. It runs thus—" Though
1 am very sensible that it is from long experience,
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chiefly, that we are to expect the most certain rules

of practice, yet it is, withal, to be remcuibercd tliat

tlie likeliest method to enable us to make the most
judicious observations, and to put us upon the most
probable means of improving any art, is to get tlie

best insight we can into the nature and properties of
those things which we are desirous to cultivate and
improve." This only strengthened the views of both
l)artics still more firmly, as also did the following
renuirks by the author in the beginning of his pi'eface.
' It is, I confess, surprising to me, that tlie real natui-e

of the vital actions" (the living princijile) " of plants,

and of the external forces by wliich they are regulated,

should be so frequently misapprehended even among
writers upon horticulture ; and tliat ideas relating to

such matters, so very incorrect as we irequently liud

tlieni to be, should obtain among intelligent men in

the present state of what I may be ]iermited to call

liorticultural physiology." lint the strangest part
of the story is yet to be told. The Doctor proved
by his " Theory" that both parties were qinte right,

and tlicy had no occasion to make any fuss on a
matter so really simple. The drift of his explana-
tions may be summed thus:—If you remove a tree

without much hurting its roots, you will have no
reason to prune away any of the branches, for the
more leaves it has the sooner it will renew any of the
roots that may have received any slight injury. On
the contrary, if a tree is taken up badly, or, which is

the same thing, if its roots are so situated that you
cannot possibly get them all out without cutting part
of them, then some pruning is necessary, because
the large surface of leaves would empty tlie tree of
its juices by perspkatiou faster than the roots in

their crippled state would supply them. Now, any
one well versed in the subject, and knowing the
heartburnings which the question caused at the time,

nuist see clearly enough that the authorhere weakened
his own autliority in thus striving to jilease both
parties, or, at any rate, his anxiety not to displease
cither. A commendable policy with our intercourse
witli the world, but the last on which an independent
miiul shoidd lean when dealing on the truths of

science. The real state of the question stands thus,

and we cannot gainsay it :—No man, or set of men,
ever lived, or ever shall live, according to the present
constitution of things, who could, or can, transplant
a lai'go tree without injuring its roots, and that very
materially, aud it is a mistake which almost all of

us fall into to su|i])ose that the power of the loaves

for good is according to their number. Ten strong
powerful leaves in a healthy vigorous state will do
more good than five times the munber in a languid
state, as they are often seen to he the first year or

two alter a tree is removed. Therefore, the great aim
of the planter should be to prepare bis trees beibre

their removal, so that whatever the number of tlic leaves

nuxy be in the following season, every one of them
should Vio in a flourishing condition, for unless lliey

are so it is needless to look for a speedy restoration

of the roots or branches. All ornamental trees and
shrubs, particularly the latter, will require a little

pruning, more or less, every season; hut when tlio

subject has been well attended to for years, all that

will be needed can be easily done in summer during
the growing season. When a tree or bush begins to

get naked below, it is a sure sign that it ought to

have been jn'unod long suicc, or that the situation is

too crowded for it, for nakedness produced by starva-

tion or old age always begins at the tiqi of the plant.

How plants become naked at the bottom is this :

the first two or three tiers of the lower branches get

over-topped by some of those immcthately above
them, and these, by throwing ott' the rain and obstruct-
ing the sun from them, soon cause them to dwindle
away by degi'ees until they die outright, and leave a
naked void. This is the most common case of bad
management, and it often results from a. mischievous
doctrine wliich has taken hold of some people's brains,

aud which they never cease pushing at you right and
left. In the park and forest, it is all very well to see
plants growing in their own way, and a naturalist
may go and enjoy them their until their toes get frost-

bitten, for aught that a gardener can have any objec-
tion ; but witliin the boundary of the garden every
plant ought to lie attended to as carefully as if it

were grown in a pot for a London exhibiton ; staked,
trained, and pruned as regularly as a geranium. But
having occupied so much with these general remarks,
1 must put olf the subject of pruning to another day,
aud meantime, any tree or sliridi, or climber, which
looks stunted, or in an impoverished state, ought to

be examined at the roots, beginning by making a
trench outside of the roots, as our Editor advised to

take up the IMagnolia, at page 14, and after freeing

the tops of the roots a little, aud all the way round,
shovel out all the i^oor soil, aud fill the trench with a
good compost of fresh soil and some rotten dung.
If the plant is on the grass, imt a layer of the bad
soil under the turf before you replace it.

D. Beaton.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

Protecting Pla.nts, ite.—So mild and open has
been the autumn, that we began to think the flower-

garden would retain its beauty until Christmas.

Much as our husbandmen may grumble at low
prices, they must own that the season has been
almost unparalleled for autumn sowing, and moving
and stirring the soil. When writing last week, many
groups of salvias, dahlias, calceolarias, &c. ,'• were
nearly as gay as they were in Seiitember, but a frost

of some 14 degrees, on the 28tli of November, settled

all their pretensions to beauty for this season. So
sudden and unexpected was the frost, that many
jilough teams had to return to the farm-yards, after

vainly attempting to penetrate the iron-like soil; and
some of us had to put our wits into re(pnsition, as to

the means of saving many rather tender favourites

that had been supplied with merely temporary aud
partial protection, that they might be rendered more
hardy and sturdy than they would have been if trans-

ferred at once to their winter quarters.

I

In all these schemes for keeping the hardier green-

house aud bedding-out plants as long out of the house
or pit as possible, dri/m'ss in the situation should

1
constitute the first consideration. Eor promoting

I

this object, the ground upon whieli the plants stand
should be higher than the grouud level, and if bot-

tomed with concrete or asphalt, all the better, as the

damp would thus be prevented rising so freely.

Whatever the means of occasional protection you
employ, whether glass, asphalt, felt, or varnished
calico, let it be such as will eflectuaUy exclude rain ;

as much of the success will depend upon keejiing

the plants dry, the atmosphere at this season furnish-

ing nearly as much moisture as they will require in

* An old calceolaria, a very free bloomer, but wiUi snmll yellow
flowers, named ruffostt, is the best for late autumn work, as it pre-
sents a dense mass of yellow lonj after the Ijeauty of the lar5:er and
better kinds has been upon the wane. Small plants are useful tor

lightinj^ up aud contrasting with other colom-B in a window.
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sucli circurastances. In jilaoing the plants in pits

nnd frames the same principle must be attended to,

or mildew and damp, if not frost, will soon commit
sad ravages. Such a dry nnd raised position is better

and safer for the plants than protecting them in old

cucumber or melon frames or pits, from which the

dung and soil have not been removed, because
through them damp will assuredly rise, and more es-

pecially if any little heat stDl remains in the decom-
posing organic matter.

Next, to keeping j-our plants drj-— (that is just

in such a state that the juices are kept slowly in

motion, and tlie leaves just prevented from flagging,

b}' giving a little water, and then only)—the most
important thing is to preserve them in a low equal

tenipei'rtturo, so that weakly diseased growth be not
encouraged. Hence, those who followed our advice

in ])otting at a late period some geraniums, calceola-

rias, &c., and placed them iu bottom heat, must be-

ware of shutting the plants up for a long period,

even in cold and stormy wtiather, or they will be
sure to suffer greatly from damp. The first o]ipor-

tunity, therefore, should he taken for setting the

plants upon the surface of the bed, after tliat surface

had been covered with dry ashes, mixed with quick-

lime unslacked, if it can he easily got, which will ab-

sorb a considerable portion of moistiu'e, aud even
tlien the plants should be removed as early as pos-

sible to a dry position, where no dam[i from ferment-

ing matter could reuch them. I find that plants

taken up from the border, and treated as recom-
mended, nnide abundance of fresh roots in from a
fortnight to three weeks, and being gradually iniu'cd

to a drier and a colder atmosphere were fitted to be
placed auywlierc, so that frost did not reach them.

FnosTEi) Plants.—If, however, " once ujion a
time,".—as many of the old story-books commence
their wondrous tales—you should inadvertently give

admittance to the icy king, do not either at once give

up your phmts for lost, nor yet be in too great a
hurry to dislodge your freezing enemy. The advice

which the King of Day gave to his ambitious yet

earthy-headed son, when he counselled him to avoid

extremes, and take a middle course—might, in many
cases, be regarded as a good rule for regidating many
gardening operations. Like Phaeton, lashing into

madness his father's fiery steeds, many of us get into

such a hurry that we cannot spare tinje quietly to

ask ourselves as to the ulni and the huw of our doings.

Many greenhouse and cold-frame plants will stand
several degrees of frost uninjured—that degree of

low temperature which they will endure being in

proportion to the nature of the ]ilauts, and the
ineiins which have been taken to harden their con-

stitution : always provided they are allowed, or rather

forced, to thaw again slowly nnd gradually. (.)f

course there are limits, beyond which no care nor
patience can ever recover plants thus frosted, such as

wlien the saji vessels and cells are so eU'ectunlly burst
that no circulation can tnke ])laee, and cousecpicutly
dccomjiosition must ensue. Hut when this extreme
injury has not been readied, the jihmts may gene-
rally lie saved by the avoiding of any sudden eliauge.

'J'luis, in such circumstances, whatever covering tlio

]dants possessed slumld rennun >ipon them for the
following day or two, aud all the more if those days
should happen lo be brij;ht and siuniy. If the frost

continues, turn llie old and add Iri'sh covering, to ]irc-

vent it jieuetrating farlher, and thus make matters
worse. If a sudden and warm thaw succeeds the

fiost, allow the covering to remain, until the tem-
perature within and without bliould become gradually

equalised. If, however, the storm has been severe,

and the quantity of necessary protecting materials

bulky, and such as would easily ferment in a close

warm atmosphere, then this fermentation must be

avoided by removing a portion, as heat thrown iu

upon the jilants from such a cause would be even

more injm'ious than exposing them at once to a mild
atmosphere.

From want of attention to these simple matters,

young gardcnei's and amateurs frequently lose many
of their floral favourites. They know that in general

circumstances their little pets dearly love tlie sun's

light, and they hasten to expose them to his intluence,

displaying as much wisdom as parents who allow

their young ones to place their very cold toes and
fingers as near as possible to tlie blazing fire, and
then wonder how it is possible that tlieij can he so

crippled with cliilblains ! Every good housewife

knows that it would bo downright madness in her

to place frozen butcher's meat, or frozen vegetables

of any kind, in hot or boiling water, well awnre that

she would only disgust and injure her guests with a

mass of insipidity and decomposition. She places

them first in tlie coldest water she can procure, that

tlie frost may be discharged slowly and gradually,

but effectually, befoi'c she commences the cooking

process. Precisely the same principle must be i-e-

sorted to in the case of tender plants slightly frozen,

only, in the present case, as any addition of moisture

would be a future annoyance, we must dispense with

cold water, and allow them to be thawed by the

milder atmosphere gradually reaching them. " But
then," says friend Still-have-a-doubt, " it seems so

odd that yon should be always recommending as

much light and air as possible to rjnmiiKj plants, and

yet here you wish me to exclude for a time the infiu-

enceofboth." In reply, there are few general rules

without exceptions, and these exceptions, if not too

numerous, only give strength and validity to the

rule. Iiut, in the present case, we desire no excep-

tion, as the rule is unbroken. We advise that gi'een-

house, window, and bedding-out plants, preserved

during the winter in places without lu'tificial lieat,

should be kept from growing as much as possible, by
keeping them cool and dry. We advise that they

should have every possible exposure to light, that

the little growth wliicli does take place might prove

an addition to the substance of the plant, and not a

mere extension of the matter it previously contained,

such as would be the ease if the plants were in a dark

sultry atmospliere. And wc recommend abundance
of air for keeping down all those fungous broods

which gardeners tcclniically call damp, and wliicli, if

allowed to accumulate in a close warm atmosphere,

would soon make all your plants fit for the rubhiKh

lieaj). Hence it is that the covering up of plants

from light and air for any lengtii of time, wlicn still

in a growing state, is attended with such ihsastrous

eonse(picnces. Very diU'erent is it in the case before

us. The plants are slightly frozen, and, therefore,

growth is at a standstill. The cold will prevent

moisture rising nnd being deposited, and, there-

fore, there will be nothing to feed and support

those fungous damps which usually visit ns. If

the ]dants are not frosted enough to be perma-

nently injured, they might thus be shut up lor

moiillis, without taking more injury, ]irovidcd the

frost lasted as long. I think it was Mr. iM-rington

who some years a^'o, in one of his admirable pnjicrs,

recomnieiuicil the allowing young caiilillowcr-pliints

to be slightly frosted before covering uji. I'pon the

same principle, the uearei' your hardy greenhouse or
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window-])laiits are to the freezing point, t)io more
safely will they hear a lengthened covering uji from

liglit inul air. The difficnlty we have chietly to con-

tend with is, the rapidity of the changes of tempera-

tnre in this country, which render freipient covering

and uncovering necessary. For instance, vcrhenas

are yet quite green, after the frost on the 2Rth, hut a

temperature of 50°, and a lieavy fall of rain, will kei^p

them so growing again that they will hecome easy

victims to the next severe frost. Were oin- winters

confined to a certain numher of frosty weeks or

months, we might allow many of our hedding-out

plants to be sUglitly frozen, and then cover tliem up
for the winter, removing the covering only when
the cold season had passed away. This is the treat-

ment that the majority of Alpine plants receive, from

nature clothing them in winter with a mantle of

snow, and the care and attention requisite for their

cultivation in this country arises not from then- ten-

derness, but from the changes to heat and cold, to

which they are unavoidably subjected. R. 1'ish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.

EXOTIC ORCHIDACE.E.
More about Blocks.—There are some plants that

require fastening to the blocks in a peculiar manner.
Though we liave written pretty largely already on this

])art of the subject we cannot quit it without men-
tioning the treatment the following jilants must have
in order to cause them to grow satisfactorily :

—

C'r(»/f^rt «'<)•(»« (the Lemon-scented Cattleya).—This
is a beautiful species, with oval-shaped middling-sized

pseudo-bulbs and lanceolate leaves. The whole plant

is glaucous, that is, of a milky-green colour. The
flowers are solitary, on long peduncles ; the coloiu', a
beautiful greenish-yellow ; they ai'e large and hand-
some. The peculiarity in cultiu'e is that, as it grows
downwards, it is necessary to i\\ it on a sloping or

perpendicular log ; the last formed pseudo-bulb to be
the undermost or lowest. In that position, without
any bark (unless a block of the cork-tree is used) or

any moss, it will thrive and flower well. If, on the

other hand, the plant is placed in the usual way, willi

tlio youngest bulb uppermost, it will make every
growth less and less, and will eventually perish. This
plant, with its beautiful fragrant flowers, which last a
long time in bloom, is deservedly a favourite.

Sciiticciria Steelii (Mr. Steel's Scutiearia).—This is

also a beautiful species, with a cluster of short stems
and leaves, frequently 2 feet long. These are round,
something like a rush, but thicker. Unlike most other

orchids, it has no pseudo-bulbs, both leaves and llowers

springing from very short stems. The flowers are

large and sometimes numerous ; their coloiu' a deep
cream, richly marked with brownish-red. As this

jilant lias leaves that natui'allyh.ang down, the proper
^\ay to grow it is tlierehy indicated. The jilant nnist

be fl.\.ed to one side of a block, and a small quantity
of moss put about it, allowing the young roots to pro-

ject beyond the moss. The flnest plant we ever grew,
or ever saw, was grown in the rich collection of T.

ISroeklchurst, Esq., at the Eeuce, in Cheshire. This
plant was fastened to a block in the manner we have
mentioned; it gTew very well on it for a year ; then
a pot, the top of which would just admit the block
within it, was tilled with a compost of small chips,

peat, and chopped sphagnum ; and a strong cojqier

wire was put round the pot just under its rim. One
cud of the wire was left long enough to stretch over

the pot, to form a handle ; it was put under the wire
on the opposite side, and the end twisted roinid itself

to keep it firm in the pot. The block, with the plant
on it, was then laid upon the compost, and just patted
down sufficiently hard to keep it firm in the pot. A
small quantity of Li/cnpoiUiim (hntkidatiim (Toothed
Club moss) was planted round it, and the pot was
hung up within eighteen inches of the glass. In this

situation it had abundance of water given to it dining
the growing season, when it produced a considerable
number of healthy fine leaves, some of which were
from two to near three feet long. As soon as these
leaves were matured very little water was given to it,

and the temperature of the house, it being tlien winter,
was considerably reduced. The following season we
had the pleasure to see it produce several flower
stems ; and the flowers bloomed in great perfection.

There were open at one time upwards of a dozen of
its tridy beautiful flowers. This j)lant grows ou
branches of trees in the hot moist woods on river-

banks in Demerara. The clusters of stems and leaves

of the plant catch the falling leaves, bits of stick, &e.,

and the humidity of the pecidiar situation causes moss
to grow about the jilant. Being aware of these par-

ticulars we adopted the block, compost, moss, and
abundance of moistra-e, as above stated, and the con-

sequence was that the plant did its duty nobly, and
anijdy rewarded us for our pains.

Noti/Ua hicolor.—The late Rev. John Clowes, of
Broughton Hall, near Manchester, a gentleman who
was a most enthusiastic admirer and successful culti-

vator of orchidaceous plants, imported this curious
little epiphyte. Unfortunately we are not in posses-
sion ot its history as to its native country, or what
kind of flowers it produces. We ^^•ere informed by
Mr. W. Hammond, Mr. Clowes' late gardener, that it

is a beautiful species. The plant is small, with thick,

short,. fleshy leaves, disposed in two rows, and spotted
with dark brown. JNIessrs. Hendei-son possess two
plants of it that were obtained from Mr. Clowes, just

before his death, in exchange for some other plants.

We are indebted to Mr. Hammond for the informa-
tion how to cultivate it. In that respect it is a truly

singular plant. It will not grow in a pot, neither
will it grow on a log. How then is it to be cultivated,

ou a stone, or on nothing? our readers ask. Patience!
we do not mean to keep the secret .any longer, hut
print it for the benefit of all concerned. We described
that Cattlctja citrijia requires to be grown downward,
Scutiearia on one side of the log in a jiot, but this

ctu-ious, fantastic little fellow is not satisfied with
those ways, but nnist have a way of his own, a situa-

tion ditFerent to any other jilant. This curious place
is not on the log, but directly vmlcr it. This plant
lias antipodean propensities ; he will only thrive with
his head downwards and his roots upwards. The
block should be round ; the wire fastened at each cud

;

four or si.\ tin tacks driven in at cacli side ; a small
quantity of moss laid on the log, and fastened to it

with metallic wire. Then the plant should be licld

to the lilock upon the moss, and the wire brought
over the roots to fasten tlieui to the block, which may
then be hung up near to the glass, the ]ilant being
under the block, and frequently syringed and occa
sionally dipt over head, the log and all, in tepid water.
With this treatment this curious little jilant will grow,
and, we hope, flower, though our plants are not strong
enough yet to do so.

The plants belonging to the genus Nulylia are all

of small stature, more curious than beautiful. They
are mostly natives of Demerara, recpiiring great heat
and moisture to grow them successl'ully. We should,
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thei'efore, recommend Notylia hiculor to bo gvowu in

11 similar way with regard to heat and moisture.

We trust we liavo now given full and explicit direc-

tions how to manage orcliids that require blocks to

grow upon. As the space allotted to us tliis M-eek is

nearly filled we shall not now commence with tiie

third head or division of orchid culture, but will take
this opportunity to fulfil our promise to give a few
hints on tlie culture of exotic terrestrial (earth-grow-
ing) orchids.

Teerestkial Orchidace.e.—Amongst these occur
the beautiful 'Pf/7's?frirt data (Tall Dove I'lant), and
the no less elegant Anactucliihis setaceus (Fringed
Anoeotocliilus), remarkable for its lovely variegated
leaves. In this place we shall give the generic or
family names by whicli tliey are known :—Acantho-
phippium, Arundiua, Anosctoehilus, Bletia, Brom-
headia, Calanthe, Ccelia, Cymbidium, Cypri]iedium,
Cyrtopodium, Eulophia, Goodyera, Goveuia, Grobya,
Isochilus, Lissochilus, Neottia, Paxtonia, Peristeria,

Phaius, Sobralia, Stenorhynchus, and Warrea. It is

evident, therefore, that this section of orchids is large
and important. There are some few more, but they
are either small species or have insignificant Uowei's,

and, consequently, are not worth cultivating.

Soil.—Tliese plants require a light, rich compost.
Turfy loam, halfdecayed leaves, and sandy peat, in

equal parts, will suit the most of them. If some
charcoal, brok'en into small pieces, be added, it will be
useful. Let the pots be rather deeper than those for

epiphytal orcliids : and be careful to drain them well,

by putting at the bottom of each pot from 1 inch to 3
inches of broken potsherds, according to its size. The
season of potting ought to be in early spring, and in

order that that may be a right time, they ought to be
at rest by the end of October, and kept dry till the
right potting time. After potting they should have
more heat and moderate supplies of water, and as they
advance in growth more water should be given.

Heat.—The Indian species require the same heat
as the E. Indian hoiise, and the others as the Mexican.
If a tan bark bed is convenient, they will all thrive
the belter for being half plunged in it. Plenty of
air must be given them during the season of growth
on all suitable occasions, therefore it would be better
if a house could be devoted to them alone ; as, how-
ever, one cannot have separate houses for every sec-
tion of plants, these terrestrials may be placed at

one end of the house, and air given to that end more
abundantly.

Rest.—All these plants require a perfect cessation
of growth. It is best to accomplish this during
winter, e.<vccj}ting such as flower during that season,
of which Stciiorhijnclius S2ieciosiiti is an instance.
Souui, too, have no bidbs to hold a reservoir of lil'o

while the iilant is at rest; wo may meutipn the beau-
tiful AinirUicli'diis as an exaniiilc. Sucli plants nuist
have a small quantity of water given to them during
winter. Tlie plant last mentioned is such a beautiful
and desirable one tliat wo must refer to it again at
an early ojiportunity.

I'LOlllST I'LOVVEliS.

\Vk have not left mucli room for remarks on these,

Imt at this time of the year there is not nuich work
to (Id beyond the ordinary routine of conserving the
objects of the florist's care. Protect from frost eflec-

tually ; give air whenever the weather will permit;
blieltcr tlu! tulip l/ecl li'om heavy rains ; do not forget
tlio ruinincuhis Iwd, but turn it over once every tlirco

weeks or a month, doing this in dry weather. Now

is a good time to ])lant roses ; next week we hope to

be able to give a list of such new ones as are worth
cultivating, and have been proved during the last

year. T Applkby.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Asparagus, when taken up and forced, requires

some attention with regard to the just regulation of

the bottom-heat, which should be kept moderate, and,
if the slight hot-bed on which the roots ai'e placed is

likely to become too warm, it is an easy remedy to

bore a few holes with a stake along- the middle of

the bed, and pour down a few pots of water. Tlie

plants on their being first placed on the old decayed
dung, leafmould, or tan, of which the hot-bed is com-
posed, should be covered very shallow at first, and as

soon as the slioots begin to make their appearance
they should he covered over two or three inches

deejier. Whilst in full cut, (he asparagus may be

m\ich improved by an occasional application of tepid

liquid manure, with a small portion of salt added
to It.

Celery.—When frost is likely to set in, the most
forward of the sticks of celery sliould be slightly pro-

tected. Mulch, or fern, or pea and bean haulm, will

serve for this purpose, and should always be pre-

pared in readiness for any sudden emergency; stakes,

crooks, and small poles, the sticks of peas and scar-

let-runners, are all good articles for pegging over such
protections to prevent tlieir being blown away.
Kidney Beans.—Those who have the convenience

for fo)-ciug this vegetable will find it a good plan, for

the next six or eight weeks, to raise the plants first

in light healthy soil placed in pans at the hottest end
of the structure, removing them as soon as they are up
close to the glass and light, and planting them as soon
as their young stems are erect, and whilst the plants

are yoinig and sturdy, into the pots, pans, or boxes,

where they are to remain, and jn'oduee tlieir crop.

These pots, pans, or boxes, with the soil (which
should be light and open) in them, must of course

at this season be placed in the house to warm a day
or two previously to planting out ; and, the principal

point to attend to at this time of the year, is to keep

the plants high and in the middle of tlie pots, leaving

a cavity next the pot and all round it, so that water

may be apjjliod without wetting the stem of the

beans. Careless watering in the middle of winter

often jirovcs injurious by producing canker and
shanking. A quantity of good, well pulverised soil

should always be kept under protection at this season

for potting and framing purjioses.

Cui:uMBFRs will now require great care. A mode-
rate heat must be maintained, and air must be ad-

milted with judgment, or the requisite health and
strength of the plants cannot be maintained. Seed
of the best varieties should bo sown in succession,

and tlie seedling plants early jiricked off singly into

small pots, lightly ])lunged and kept close to the

glass. Water must bo ajipliod very s^iariugly and
with judgment.

I'oTAToEs.—The w.alnut-leaved kidney and other

early varieties should be polled singly, and placed

in heat to commence their growth in readiness for

turning out under glass or on slight hot-bods.

Musniioojt-UEiis should be made in succession as

jiroviously' directed, and those in bearing carefully

attended to, and kept clear from rubbish. Where
necessary, tlio bi'ds should be covered with litter, but

the short mulch should always at gathering tiino bo
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cleared off, or it will exhaust the bed, by the encou-

ragement it gives to the spawn to run out. A little

additional litter may be added as required, so as to

keep the beds in regular and unil'oi-m beariug, and
gentle applications of tepid liquid manure will be

ibiuid of great benefit to tliose beds that have been
well gathered f'roiu. Where the convenience of hot

water-pipes or other artificial means can be com-
nurnded for uuishroom cidture, so that the right tem-

jierature can be at all times maintained, no kind of

litter-coveriug need be applied.

Spading in.—The spiade may bo used to great ad-

vantage in many jiarts of the kitchen-garden at this

time of the year in more ways than that of deep dig-

ging, trenching, and ridgitig. !Many of our readers

have a tine quarter, or quarters, of strong cabbage-

plants and the like, which have become very foul

with weeds and fallen leaves. Now, these said quar-

ters luive been talked about probably day after day,

and the hoe determined to be put amongst them :

but every tine day that has befallen somethiug or

other has prevented its being done. Now, tlie hoe
is a vei'y important tool as an earth-stirrer and weed-
killer, either in the summer or in fine dry weather at

any season, but not at this catcldng season of the

year, when the weather may be tine one day and wet
the ue.s.t. Now, the spade will set all this to rights,

and instead of Messrs. Chickweed & Co. being robbers

of the crop, will become its feeders, and the plots will

be neat and tidy for the winter if they are just spaded
in,—that is, turned in with the spade between the

vows of plants. J.ijiEs Babnes amd W.

MISCELLANEOUS INFOEMATION.

OUR VILLAGE WALKS.
(No. 10.)

When walking on the banks of a fish-pond a few

days ago, I disturbed a moor-hen, which flew from
tlie shelter of a spruce fir at the edge of the water,

and took refuge among the rushes that grew at

the extremity of the pond. This simple occur-

rence brought to my mind very vividly au inte-

resting fact that took place many years ago, and of

whicli 1 AVds myself an eye-witness. The moor-hen
is well known to be a very shy, timid bird ; but my
father, who was always e.s.treniely fond of birds,

succeeded in so completely gaining the confidence of

a pan- of these elegant little creatures, that they

woidd come to him and feed at his feet. They knew
liis garden dress, and tbey knew his voice ; and 1

have stood concealed behind a tree, and watched
while he uttered his peculiar call. Instantly the two
birds started Irom their rushy shelter, and skimmuig
tlie water with rapid wing, alighted at his feet, and
fed on the bread which he crumbled. It was a

beautiful picture of benevolence and trust; but, like

many earthly friendships, it was doomed to a sudden
and unfortunate conclusion. An intimate friend,

unacquainted witli these circumstances, returned one
day with his gun, and displayed with exultation the

result of his sport. It was one of my fathers pet

moor fowl. The grief of his friend was scarcely less

tlian his own, when the exjilauation was given of

these facts— but it was all too late ; and I cannot now
bring to mind whether the survivor continued its

former habits, or deserted the spot on the disapjiear-

anoe of its mate. The inoor-hen's nest is a curious

and very beautiful little structure, a literal weaving
together of the rushes, till they become a sort of

cradle on the bosom of the water, in which the eggs

are deposited. There is no nest-like snugness in its

form, but it has a wild, aquatic air in perfect keeping
with the nature and liabits of water-fowl.

There is much beauty in water scenery, even though
it should only consist of a small fish-pond or sedgy

brook. The wild plants that decorate the banks are

richly green, and their flowers often of brilliant

colour. The mirror-like surface of the water beauti-

fully reflects the trees and bushes that border it, and
at night, when the moon is up—I dare not begin to

talk about the glory of the scene then.

In our cool cUuiate we cannot feel the real blessings

of a well watered land. Beautiful as is a sparkling

river or a glassy pool, we often turn away shivering

from their banks, and only in summer heats admire

their beauty in the landscape, or seek the cool aii'

they breathe. But in the hot dry countries of the

south and east, the beauty of lakes and streams, is

their lowest recommendation. There, water is deeply

valued and valuable, aud in the glorious descriptions

of the spiritual kingdom—so magnificently clothed

by inspu'ation in eartlily imagery, suited to earthly

minds—v.'ater is conspicuously mentioned ; it seems
remarkably selected to express, by its presence or

absence, the blessings or judgments of God. "They
that forsake the Lord" are declared to be " as a gar-

den that hath no water ;" while the kingdom of Christ

is described, among other remarkable figmes, as

"waters" breaking out "in the wilderness," "aud
streams in the desert ;" aud in the gospel, salvation

is constantly and forcibly pourtrayed by the same
beautiful and essential support of animal aud vege-

table life. What a strikuig and affecting pictiu'e, too,

is presented to the heart of the Christian when his

eye rests on "willows by the water courses!" Can
we ever see one of these peaceful trees dipping its

taper boughs in the cool stream without thiuking of

the peaceful resting-place of the people of God " beside

the stLU waters."

Scorching heat and parching tliirst are alike un-

known to us as a nation, but the sight of tliis refresh-

ing element even in winter should ever remind us

of all that it so jiointedly shadows forth. Let us

remember the living water, which is promised to all

who ask for it—that " Water of Life " offered to all

wdio thirst. Have we sought and found tlutl stream?
Among the few bright things that still gleam

among winter scenery are the gracefully arching

sprays of the ever-beautiful bramble, whose crimson

leaves uow, in some places, look like wreathes of

glowing flowers. Hedge row and dell are gay witli

them, luid they greatly tend to enliven the cold

December scene. I have seen the large thorny

steins of the bramble twining themselves, to a con-

siderable height, round tree.;, with their beautifid

leaves ornamcntiug the boughs, and hanging grace-

fully down, as if to display the elegance of their

form aud foliage ; and, really, if we did not know
tlicy were brambles—if we coidd fancy ourselves in

some newly discovered laud—we shoidd be struck

witli the appearance of so rich and luxuriant a
creeper.

We are beginning, too, to value the heavy looli-

iug Scotch lir : ungraceful iu its youth, but so tndy
picturesque iu its advancing years. At every season,

wdien old enough to be admired, it is a very orua-

lueutal tree for the park or pleasure-groiuul as well

as for the woods. A group of old Scotch firs is a

fine object; they are so stern, so rugged, so pictorial;

and they stand so bluff and untroubled at oiu storms

that they tell a marvellous tale of the blasts and
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buffettings of their nortbem birth-place. The foliage

(if we may call it so) is dark aud sombre, but it is

yahiablo wheu otlier leaves are gone, and as a strong

contrast during their existence. Tlie summer slioots,

indeed, give a lively dash of colouring to it while

they are young and bright, but they soon merge in

the dusky juass. There is a spioiuess about a fir,

and a jieouliar dryness in the soil beneath its bouglis

that tempts us to sit down and enjoy a woodland
scene —doh'ghtful at almost every season— for we
liear the sheep-bell from tlie plain, or the starthng
rusli of tlie wood-jiigeon above oiu- heads, aud catch

a glimpse of the blue distance tlu'ough the trees,

and all these sights and sounds are exquisite. Some-
times we meet with a lonely fir standing on a brow,
among oiu- southern woods, as if thinking of the

bold grandeur of its native hills, and longing for the

wild breezes that sweep the shores of Scotland. It

tells us of the lofty mountains and narrow passes

that have witnessed so many sad struggles, and
echoed so many coronachs cried for the great and
brave. It tells ns tales of romantic interest, yet of

terrible truth ; and we must ever look with deep
regard on this beautiful tree, because it connects
us witli that intellectual and industrious peojile who
dwell so peacefully beside us, luider the sway of

Protestant kings. The union of two sister kingdoms,
so close and perfect, is a source of blessing to both,

and exemjilifics tlie Psalmist's fervent exclamation,
" Behold, liow good and how 2'lcasant it is for

brethren to dwell together in unity." Let us all

strive, in our diifereut stations, to foster this blessed

feeling in our liomes, our villages, our cities ; it will

gladden aud beautify our land, for brotherly love
" is as the dew of Hermon, as the dew that descended
on the mountains of Zion."

THE CRANBERRY.
This agreeable fruit may be easily cultivated. It

grows naturally in low boggy places, or on wet moors
amongst the bog moss. This moss, rising gradually

up above tlie level of the water, forms, as the lower

parts decay, a lied in which the cranberry flourishes

and boars fruit abundantly. To cultivate it near
home, we must imitate the situation in which it grows
wild. To accom|ilish tliis, fix upon a situation near
to a supply of water, tlien dig out the common soil

four inches, aud lill up the place with bog earth ;

raise up this peat six inches above the level ; tlicii

form a trench round the bed, a foot or Iti inches wide,

puddbug it at the side next the common soil and at

the bottom with chiy. Keep this trench full of water,

i'lant the cra.uberi-y plants in the raised bod a foot

ajiart every way; tliey will soon run over the whole
surhice, and bear jdcnty of fruit. The water should
bo frequently changed, or it will become foul. Sliould

there be a. small lake, or even a large one, near at

hand, an excellent cranberry bed might be made
near to the side. All tljat would be reipiired would
be to form a low fhit island with a peat earth surface,

tlie cranberry plant put in it at the ])roper distance,

and kept clear from weeds. This might be named
with propriety, "The Cranberry Island." A small

extent would ]iroduce a lai-ge supjily of fruit. If the

island was eight yards long and four wide, it would
lie quite large enough to sujiply a moderiite family.

Lastly, this fruit may be grown in a bed of ))ca.t one
loot deep, sunk an inch or two below the general

surface, and during dry weather to bo flooded with
watiM- occasionally. In this bed they will i'ruil to a
middling exhuit. This last method is, however, not

nearly so good as either of the former; it should only

be adopted where the situation will not admit of

either of tho other being practised. T'lie American
cranberry, on account of its size, is the best to be cul-

tivated. T. AppLEisr.

HINTS ON MAKING SMALL HOTBEDS.
DiGGixr. out a trench one foot or iifteen inches

deep, in high exposed situations, is very good, as the

whole of the lower part of the hotbed is so much
better protected from the piercing cold Alarcli winds ;

but in low situations a sliglit trench also may bo

made—say three or four iuclies below the common
level of the surface ; then make a good bottom with

furze faggots, or any other garden trimmings, such

as the prunings of gooseberry bushes. Let this

bottom he one foot thick, at the least.

Of course almost every one is aware liow convenient

it is to have a good stable-yard to refer to for plenty

of manure; but this stable manure requires to be well

worked, as we gardeners call it, belbre it can be made
up into a hotbed. It must be turned over three or

four times, mixing the short witli the long, or the wet
witli the drv, aud if the whole lieaji apjiears too dry

and husky give a good watering to the whole as it is

being turned over, aud sliakeu up together: tl lis will

set it to work, or fermenting. Tlie repeated turning

over aud well-mixing is to sweeten and equalize the

whole bulk. It should be nearly half-rotted before

it is fit to make up into the hotbed. Let the ma-
terials be wliatever they may be, it should be treated

as aliove.

Two-thirds fresh horse-duug, one-tliird fresh cow or

pig-dung, or leaves, well worked up together as above,

are excellent materials for making hotbeds, giving

out a gentle, suitable heat, and lasting longer than

that from horse-dung alone. A good time to begin

in a small way to prepare the materials is the last

ten days in February, aud you will then have the

materials ready to make up the bed about the lirst

week in j\Iarch, which is a very good time for a be-

ginner in a small way to plant out his pot of cucum-
ber [ilants, or to sow his flower-seeds, or plant his

cuttings. A bed to receive a frame four feet square

might be made three feet high at the hack, and two

feet six inches in front. This will be found to give a

very nice bottom heat, either lor cucumbers, seeds, or

cuttings. If for seeds, or cuttings only, the whole
sin-face of the bed may be covered over, six inches

thick, with either tanner's bark or silted coal-ashes,

to steady or plunge the pots in.

In making the bed give it jilenty of labour. AVork

the forlc well in shaking and mixing the materials to-

gether—beating thein down with the back of the fork

as the work goes on; but they should not be trodden.

AVhether the hotbed is made altogether above ground,

or some part of it is sunk below the level suri'ace, it

may be cased round with any kind of materials ; such

stuil' as long littery stable dung, dry straw, or refuse

mouldy hay, are all excellent either for tliis purpose

or for covering the frame. Such casings, placed

neatly round the hod, keej) out the cold winds, and

may be continued up to within nine inches of the

top of the frame. Tliis hotbed, attended to in this

way, is like a man made comfoi'tablo, and having a

good lliuinel rug on to keep him so.

T. Weavf.ii, Oarilfiwr tn the Wanhii
uf WUu'hi'isUr Viilhijc.
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EXTRACTS mOM CORRESPONDENCE.
BnAMiii.ES Fan Bee-hive Making.—Your corres-

pondent's question under tliis head is better answered

in person, iind practically, than in writing, and par-

ticularly the mode of qdittimj the bramble, which
I tear- he will not do without a teacher, or some prac-

tice. The brambles used are those fine long shoots

of the last summer's growth. They are to be cut in

the winter after the leaves are fallen, and, perhaps,

after frost they will cleave the better. They are then

first split in half (after trimming ofif the prickles),

and each half again split in two ; this is done with

a small knife; a clasp-knife, or gardener's knife, will

do very well. The kuife is inserted at the largest

end, and continually moved backward and forward

on the edge, sideways, by wbicli it progresses down
the middle of the bramble ; the regular motion keep-

ing it from glancing out, or diverging to one side

more than the other. This is done the second time,

so as to split the bramble into four parts. The pith

on one side, and the rind or hark on the other, is

then scraped olf (usually Avith the back of the kuife,

by being drawn under it when held firmly down on
a piece of leather tied a little above the knee of the

operator.) By this process the bramble is rendered

thin and flexible, and is then tit for use ; only if not

used directly it will require to be laid a short time

in water to make it supple before using.—T. Morgan.
Poultry.—I have found a very ready way of ob-

taining a good sort of poultry to be, to select some of

the nicest silver pheasant hens of the neighbourhood
without a particle of game blood in them. These
should be crossed with a pure Dorking cock ; and if

his plumage corresponds to theirs, so much the bet-

ter. I keep all the ten-toed pullets, and cross these

again with another Dorking. There are so many
points of resemblance between the two breeds that I

suspect the one to be degenerated from the other;

and there seems some reason to suppose that renewal

is better than cross-breeding. Full-grown poultry

bear exposure to cold and wet better than very young
chickens. For these, shelter and warmth are abso-

lutely needfid ; but many of my friends, who have
begun at first with pure-bred Dorkings, direct from
the poulterer, have found them to have too great

delicacy of constitution. From their youth up, poul-

try, to be profitable, should be uniformly supplied

with a due proportion of food ; and this practice, fol-

lowed out from generation to generation, produces
that tendency to get rapidly into condition, which is

the grand characteristic of the improved breeds of

our'domestic animals ; and the descendant of a well-

fed race will thus become, to a certain extent, the

representative, in money value, of so much good food

and good housing accumulated in his portly person.

This tendency will only last a very few crosses under

a worse treatment. I can hardly believe it to be
wholly the result of race; but some kinds seem to

have a much greater facility of acquiring it than
others ; the latter being generally a long neglected,

but hard}', half wild stock. Whether there is any
analogy to this view of matters in our own species

—

whether we are too much neglecting the laws of na-

tural econoni}', in blindly following out the rides of

political economy, in the scanty pittance doled out to

half of our agricultural labourers at the idle time of

the year—and whether a working man should not be
kept in decent condition the year round, in order
tliat ho may be at once ready to go to work when re-

quired—are questions, perhaps, beside the subject of

your pages, but, nevertheless, they will obtrude them-

selves in these days of fearful visitation. So much
for breed and the principle of condition ; now for

the practice, which we have found very success-

ful. First, we use plenty of cayenne with the
food, as recommeiuled liy Cobbett ; it is useful

before and during the whole of moulting time, as

also a free use of salt during the wliole year. We
also allow them, occasionally, bacon-rinds, and other
scraps of salt meat. Three years' oxpei'ienoe of this

plan has proved that, instead of its causing the loss

of feathers, it keeps the birds in very liigh feather

and health. Fowls bought out of the market have
been found tmwilling to.jjeck oats, or to di'ink jnn-e

water, until they have had a lump of salt given to

them, which they have readily devoiu'cd, and then
beguu to both cat and drink with a good appetite.

Secondl}', we are in the habit, in winter, and in wet
weather, of considering all hottmiis of hittles, lees of

port wine, of elderberry, and of all home-made wines,

odd heel-taps of porter, ale, or sjiirit, as tlie per-

quisites of the poultry. These should never be
thrown away; and, most happily, our butler does
not object to these views. About a quarter of a pint
of this stimulating compound, diluted with water,

may be occasionally mixed with the food of a dozen
fowls. Our poultry, also, pock all the bones, and
come in for many scraps of meat and bits of fat,

also any drops of milk. You must observe, that one
meal iu the day is composed of meat, milk, and fat,

with some of the potent liquor above described, when
it can be spared. A little meal is, also, added
occasionally. Barley seems to answer better than any
other grain whatever: the hens lay better, and are

less liable to gorge themselves when fed with it than
with oats. By this stimulating diet, in bad weather,
we keep up a high breed of poultry, with very little

shelter, or confinement, or extra attention, except to

the young chickens.—V. V.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
** We request that no one will write to the departmental writers

of The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble
anil expense ; and we also request our coadjutors loider no circitm-
stinires to reply to such private communications.
Se.^-Weed {\V. M. H.).—AA'e have no special experience in era-

ploying sea-weed as a manure for raspberries, but we knew a garden
near Southampton which produced abundant crops, and yet never
had any other manure. We should fork it in between the rows now,
and in a fresh state.

Error.—A most grievous mistalte was made by the printer in in-

serting the Fruit Garden, at page 10", of our last number but one.
The last seven lines of the first column should be inserted after the
30th line from the top of the second column.
Hot-bed making (C. P., Brixtim),—Some plain directions by

Mr. Weaver in our present number will suit you.
Diseased Apple and Pear Bark i\V. J.).—We have examined

your specimens in vain for the scaly insect you mention. The barks,
liowcver, are beginning to be atfected with canker, and we should
think, from their appearance, that your soil is wet and requires drain-
ing. Draining wili check the progress of disease, and even the pre-
valence of insects, for both arc promoted by excessive moisture in the
juices of the tree. Scrub the stems and main branches with soap-
suds and urine.

Rose-tree Stocks (6. /. Bell).—Vou may move them now from
the hedge-rows where they are growing. The pumpkin seed you
mention we find all abortive. Grimstone's Egyptian peas and John-
son's Wonderful Long Pod may now be obtained of the seedsmen.
Brocoli laid in {Xetft). — Your strong-growing brocoli plants,

laid in with their heads to the north, will raise them perpendicularly,
and flower where you have placed them.
Carrots tasteless {Ibid).—You say that these, " grown on a

heavy soil, which had been previously trenched and limed in Fe-
bruary, talten up a month ago, dried and stored away in ashes, are
without the slightest flavour, and after being put into cold water and
boiled for about four hours are still hard and unfit to eat. Is the
lime, or want of manure, the cause ? Putting them into boiling water
has been tried, and with the same results." Your soil and deficiency
of manure are the causes of this defect in your carrots. They never
are so well-flavoured when grown in a heavy soil as they are in a rich,

light soil, and their slower growth always tends to produce woody
fibre and consequent hardness. I\Ianure your plot now which you
intend to sow with carrots in the spring. Give it a very heavy dress-
ing of fine coal-ashes, mixed with fowl or pigeons' dung, and throw
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it up into ridges. In the spring trench it two spades deep, turning

in a little rich manure of any kind wilh the bottom spit onlt/.

Golden Chain Geranium {C. ^.).—Wc do not know whether

you c^n obtain this variety of the florists. Its leaves have a beautiful

broad edging of yellow; its flowers are scarlet and small ; it requires

a very poor soil ; one part sand, one part peat, and one part of very

small pieces of soft brick, suit it best.

Sowing Grass (Rfv. H. .<?.).—If the winter proves unusually

mild, grass sown on a lawn even now, as recommended by Mr. Bea-

ton at page 107, might be the best practice ; and the loss of the seed,

even if it failed, would not be much. But on newly enclosed and

broken up ground, such as your old gooseberry plantation, we recom-

mend you to defer sowing your grass-seed until February. Read
again what Mr. Beaton says.

Roses (A. T. i?.)—We would not advise cutting back to the bud,

now, the roses budded last summer, and for this reason, that if mild

iveather ensued, the buds might be started into growth ; and then,

if a severe frost came, the labour of budding might be lost. We
should prefer cutting back when the sap was fairly in motion in the

spring. Those intended for pillars and walls treat in a similar man-
ner. ^Dwarfs and standards prune cither close or rather long after-

wards, just as you prefer few but fine flowers, or large masses, though

not individually larire. Climbers for pillars, &c., should be managed
differently ; the older shoots should be cut out, and the new ones

left for nearly their whole length : and, if the wood is well ripened,

you will thus 'obtain a bunch nf flowers from every bud,

Mulching Wall-trees r/Airf).—Do this now with good rotten

manure, if your trees require strength ; defer it until the commence-
ment of summer if you merely wish to ercludc the drought. Use
tlien a little light litter, if your trees are strong enough ; do the same
now if your roots are near the surface, and you do not wish frost to

reach them.
Tyro's question will be taken into consideration before long.

Elton Pine Strawberry [Delta"!.— Von cannot succeed in

cultivating this strawberry. " The plants die off just when the fruit

is beginning to ripen ; the leaves droop as if wanting rain, and in

four-and-twenty hours the plant is dead, and turned perfectly brown.

For Ave successive years this has been the case, the tirst instances

always occurring about the time the fruit is beginning to ripen ; and
the plants continue to drop off in this way till the end of September
nrso. Voung plants (this year's runners) and old ones seem alike

afFected. I fancy I have observed this disease, if 1 may so term it,

to attack the plants in the worst form, on a hot sunny day after

rain has fallen ; but it continues through the summer, and in all

weathers. It cannot be for want of moisture, for (he plants die in

wet weather as much almost as in dry. I have lost above half my
plants this year, and for the last four years. I have examined scores

of roots wlien first attacked, and can find no wire-worm or other

insect likely to be the cause of injury. Two years *ince I removed

the plants, or rather made a fresh bed, in another part of the garden,

but they dropped off worse than ever. The locality is near a large

^heet of water, and quite in a valley, liable to cold fogs, the soil cold

and wet. In precisely the same locality, and adjoining the bed of

Elton pines, tbe following succeed admirably— British Queen, Dept-

ford pine, Prince Albert, Eliza, and Myatt's pine. The moat remark-

able thing is, I have never lost a single plant of any of these varieties

from this complaint. I can only imagine that the climate will not

suit the Eltons. Those plants of the Elton which escape, fruit as

beautifully as can be wished. This is, in my opinion, the most re-

markable" part of tbe case, and makes me imagine it cannot be an

insect that does the mischief; for if it were, why are not other sorts

attacked in like manner?"—Are you assured that your Eltons are

not devoured by a grub ? We many years ago suffered much in this

way, and our strawberries would die' off at the precise period you

name. There are two distinct grubs which attack the strawberry,

eating the stem through just below the surface. The one is the well-

known cockchafer grub ; the other is a brown, tough, and leathery-

looking creature. If not the grub, it is possible that your " cold

and wet soil," together with your very damp atmosphere, may induce

a disease in the stem known among gardeners as " shanking." We
would clear away the soil round the stems, and drop some charred

materials round them. It is plain the soil is not bad, tor those which

remain succeed well, as also other kinds. It is a puzzling case. We
would thoroughlv drain the garden.
Planting Wall Fruit-trees (Stupid).—You shouldhave stated

the character of your turf (of a lighter character than your soil, we
hope). Your course seems judicious, but, unless your turf is very

rich in fibre, some vegetable matter, or coarse manure, should have

been mixed with it. We would rather dispense with the stones placed

on the top : there is, at least, no occasion for them. Pinch your gross

shools in pummer by all means. An explanation of the effects of

pinching will be found in our back numbers.
Olu Barren Pear-trees (R. II.).—U your pears are worth

saving, commence tying or nailing down a regular aeries of young
shoots, ch.thing the old stems with them, and removing totally all

the most barren-looking old spurs, or portions of them, as may be

deemed necesHary. Make n-ie of all that appear short-jointed in this

way, and cut the others clean away, not even leaving the base for

spurs. If your trees, however, are worn out, our advice is, plant fresh

ones according to our advice about "Stations." Prune your apricots

back to about one foot in the beginning of February.

Bui-BOCODiUM VERNUM (A ("ountf// Vicai').— It is soon for your

specimens of this pretty little hardy spring bulb to be shooting at the

end of November, but the fine weather in October and Novemberwill
account for it. It is not over-particular as to soil, provided it is light

—sandy peat or very light loam will suit it—and it grows as freely as

a crocus; and. like the crocus and all our winter-growing hardy imlbs,

requires very little water.

Cape .Jasmine (A Suffolk Cler^man's Wife).~Thi^ may go for

years without any pruning, but will not flower well without a little

forcing in the spring, and not at all unless it is grown in peat, and
kept clean from insects.

IsiA Seeds (P. G.).—We cannot say how long these will retain

their vitality, but we have grown them from seeds three years old.

The samples of peat you enclosed will do both for heaths and ixlas.

Plants i-qr S.W. Angle of Wall (J. T. L.).—We have known
a ripe plant of Hnbrothiimmis fasciculatns endure 7° of frost with-

out protection, and we have no doubt but it might be grown as a half-

hardy plant against a wall, with plenty of winter covering, but a south

aspect is not good to flower it on, as the sun is too much for the flow-

ers
;
plant it on the west aspect of the angle, and the large Idtie Cle-

matis mil do on the south part.

Weigela Rosea (Ibid).— This will easily transplant, any mild
day from October to I\Iarch—the sooner the better.

Yellow Banksian Rose (i/x'rf).—This will not do as a pillar-

rose in the open ground, unless the situation is very favourable, in

the southern counties.

SuRUBS roR North Border {Carrig Cuthol). — Your north
border would make a capital bed for a good selection of rhododen-

drons, which would require less peat there than in a more open place.

The common laurels we woidd endeavour to get rid of by degrees,

and substitute such hardy climbing roses as are nearly evergreen ;

they would take up no room from the border, would soon cover the

wall, and their roots would run under the rhododendron bed, and the

whole would make a rich group from the windows. The following

roses will best suit you :—Princesse Louise, Princesse Marie, Felicite

Perpetuelle, Myrianthes, and Rampant. Half a dozen of the Gloire

de Rosaniene rose planted between these, to keep the bottom full,

would flower all the autumn and look most splendid, although nearly

a single rose. \\''e hope Mr. Beaton will not lose sight of this bril-

liant flower-garden plant.

Dorking Fowls.— Parties requiring these may apply to Mr.
H. W. Harris, not a dealer, residing at 14, Florence Road, New Cross

Road, London.
Rvlott's Flowf.r-ball VoT.Kto {R. p., Montgomery).—Write

to Mr. Turner, Necpscnd, Sheffield.

Weeping Willows (T. ill. ir.)—There will be no difficulty in

removing this. You may remove it at once, without any precaution

for preventing its deep rooting.

Watering Bulbs in Moss {A Bumpshtre Curate).—Keep the

moss not merely damp but wet, by giving water to it every day,

growing, as they do, in a room where there is a fire constantly.

Sphagnum from" a wet peat soil will do for this purpose as well as

moss from woods, but it will re(|uire less wafer. It is essential to

have a hole at the bottom of the pot in which you cultivate your bulbs

in moss.
Climbing Roses (C. Jncomh), — Unfortunately there arfe no

such plants as you want—perpetual flowering climbing roses. Noi-

settes are the nearest to what you require, but they are too much
alike to suit you in contrasted groups. Let us know where you
intend to plant them, and the space each will have to cover, and we
shall make the best selection we can for you with pleasure.

Camellia Propagating {Constant Reader). — To propagate

from your large Camellias, you must buy small single ones, or stocks,

to graft or inarch them on next season. The process, and proper

time to perform it, may be seen by refering to our index.

Araucaria Cunninoiiamii Clhid)—The two araucarias in pots

will not stand the winter in the open garden. A strong plant of the

,4. Cunnin^haraii, planted out in the spring in light soil, and pro-

tected for two or three winters, would stand an ordinary winter ; but

the soil about Willesden, in Middlesex, is altogether too heavy for

them.
Arbcr Vit.e turned Brown (Siibscyiber).—Thousands of shrubs

and trees planted last spring look as poorly as your arbor vitse, owing
to the very cold weather up to near midsummer, which was succeeded

by sis weeks of tropical heat and excessive dryness in the air. If it

is still green, or if half the green parts remain, it will recover, and do

well in another season or two. Did you mulch it thickly, and give

it water twice a week during the dry weather ?

Bees (T. jl7fl>rer),— Last May you opened a hole, half an inch

wide, in tlie top of a common hive, and put over it a new hive, with

an entrance cut in it, and stopped up the entrance in the old hive !

No wonder that this made a commotion among the bees, and that

they swarmed. You fumigated them, and in August put the bees of

the old stock into one of Mr. Payne's hives; and no wonder that they

soon were flying about in all directions, that many perished, and that

now they are found not to have collected much honey. You had
better-purchase another colony of bees, and manage them as Mr.
Payne has directed in his monthy calendar. You may feed yours as

therein directed, but there is very little chance of their surviving the

winter with all the pains you can take. The half-inch hole at the

top of your hive was not large enough. Bees will always swarm rather

than work upward through so small an aperture. It should have

been/o?M' inches in diameter. Fumigating and cutting up the hive

has been its ruin. Read the calendar for May, page 42, vol. 2, of

TiiK Cottage GAnnrNER. Had the aperture in your hive been

four inches wide, and had there been no " door" cut in the hive you
placed upon it, nor the door of the stock stopped up, your upper hive

would soon have been filled with honey, provided it would not hold

more than from liUlis. to islhs. of honey-
Names of Plants {Lucubrnlnri/}.— Your specimen is Sedum

nUiucum. {W. Sr/ung-c.)—We think a Statice, but cannot tell until

it blooms.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, 14^, Strand, in the

Parish of Sanit Mary-lc- Strand ; and Winchester High-street, id

the Parish of St. Mary Kalendar ; and Published by William
Somerville Orb, at' the Office, 14?, Strand, in the Parish of

Saint Mary-lc-Strand, London.—December 13th, ISJp.
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PunsDTNG ouv observations upon FLOWEE-roTS, we

Avo will next observe, that gardeners are very far

iVom nnn.uimous in their opinion as to the material

of which they are inado most beneficially. Some of

them, perhaps a majority, go the length of declnring

that they arc best made of clay, burnt lightly, and

consequently very porous ; and there can bo no

doubt that this material has three powerful effects

—

it drains the soil in the pot rapidly, tends to reduce

its tempcratiu'e, and the burnt clay of its sides is grate-

ful to the young roots, for these, almost universally,

delight to attacli themselves to, and to ramify over,

its surface. Highly glazed, hard-burnt, slate, and

])ainted pots have these effects all more or less dimi-

nished ; and to avoid one of the disadvantages—drain-

ing, or drying, too rapidly—more than one form of pot

will be mentioned presently. Many practical men are

vociferously in favour of particular forms and mate-

rials ; and one, in a letter now before us, goes the

length of saying, that " no gardener can grow in

any other pot a plant so well as it can be grown in

one that is more or less 2iorous." Now, this is a very

gi'oat mistake ; for, although one kind of pot may
require more attention to the jilant grown in it than

a specimen grown in a pot made of some other

material, yet with that extra care they will flourish

equally. For instance, we have seen geraniums

grown, almost side by side, in common pots, in slate

troughs, in wooden boxes, and in cast-iron vases,

and we could see no disparity in their vigour and

beauty. Again, we know that Mr. Beaton—one of

the best cultivators of these flowers—grows them, and

has done so for a long time, in zinc pans. The
more porous the material, the more frequent and

abundant must be tlie watering; and the better con-

ductor of heat the material may be—such as iron or

zinc—the more attention is necessary to keep the

roots from being either over-heated or excessively

chiDed. So that wo verily believe, that almost every

material of which a flower-pot can be made has some

especial merit and disadvantage ; but, at present, wo
are not in possession of comparative experiments

sufficiently comprehensive to enable us to give a

decided opinion in favour of any. The following

have been employed to avoid various inconveniences

attendant upon flower-pots of the usual form:

—

To facilitate draining, and yet to f'K' !•

retain the tidiness seom'ed by tNe sau-
cer, Mr. Hunt has had flower-pots
made with elevations, on wliich tlio

jiots are ]ilaced. ]5ut this is not tlio

only advantage derivable from them.
'J'licy prevent the entry of worms, may
bo employed with common stands,

allow a current of air to pass beneath
tliem, and their form is elegant.

Mr. Brown (2) has proposed a pot
witli hollow sides, the vacuity to bo filled willi water
through a hole in the rim, or lelt omjity, as occasion
requires. Tiio water, lie considers, will prevent the

plants suffering from want of

moisture ; and when empty, the
roots will be preserved iVom be-

ing killed by evaporation. But
surely applying the water to the

sides will be an extra inducement
for the roots to gather there, an
effect most desirable to avoid, and
wetting the outsides of the pot is

a very doubtful mode of preventing the reduction of

temperature.

Saul's Fountain Flower-pot (^) Fif?' 3.

seems open to the same objec-

tions, with the additional disad-

vantages of not being easily

drained, and being more expen-
sive and cumbersome. The water
is also forced in at the bottom
of the pot, contrary to the course

of nature in applying moistin-e

to plants. " An outer basin is made on the bottom
of the pot, to which the water enters at a, ond is

carried round the pot in the liasin, there being two
or three holes through the pot's bottom, b h h. By
these means the water is drawn up from the basiu
by the roots of the ]ilants (I), or, if it should be de-

sirable to prevent it from being drawn uj), the ex-

terior orifices of the holes, which open into the

basin or saucer, may be closed (!). The fountain is

supplied with water by taking out the stopper c, the
entrance into the basin at a being at that moment
closed; and as soon as the water runs over at c, the

cork or stopper is jnit in, and the stopper at a \-e-

mo\eA."—Gunl. May., March, 1843, ].30.

Mr. Stephens's flower-pot (t) is

intended to supply water to the

plant where it is most wanted, and
to protect it at tlie same time from
slugs and other creeping insects,

which will not pass over the water

between the two rims.

Mr. Bendle, the intelligent pro-

prietor of the Plymouth Nursery,

proposed to improve the drainage of pots by elevating

and piercing their bottoms. This, and Mr. Brown's,

suggested to us that of which Fig. 5

is a section. It is merely two pots,

one fitting within another, having
its bottom indented and pierced as

]iroposcd by Mr. Eendle, but not

tonc^iing the outer pot by half an
ineli all round. This is a most effec-

tual foi'm to secure drainage, and to

prevent the evaporation fi'om tlie

sides of the inner pot, the intervening stratum of

confined air being a bad conductor of heat. It has

the merit, too, of cheapness.

Another pot (0), adopted F'E' 6-

by T. C. Palmer, Esq., of

Bromley, Kent, has been
found by him to have the

advantages that it induced
worms to pass out, yet pre-

vented tlieir return ; was
very efl'octual to keep out

ants, slugs, &c., as it stood

in a saucer of water without

any excess of moistiu'e

reaching the soil; and from this quality miglit be
particularly suitable for heaths.

Fig. 4.
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Fig. 8.

One of the iuconveuiences at-

tendant npon pot-ciilture is the

hardening of the surface soil by
watering. This may be obvi-

ated by liaving the rim of the

pot (7) eneompasscd by a gutter,

a,(t, comniunicatiug to the earth

within the pot by numerous per-

forations, h. Water poured into

the gutter would thus gently

percolate away into the earth.

The last llower-i)ot (8) we
shall describe is ono that is

vei-y useful for facilitating the

shifting of specimens in large

pots. It was patented, we be-

lieve, by Mr. G. Fry, gardener
at Lee I'ark, and named by him
the "West Kent Garden Tot."

The drawing represents a sec-

tion of it. The pot is witliout

a bottom, the orifice b extending across its entire

diameter, except a narrow ledge all round, on whicli

rests the false bottom, c, perforated as usual with tlio

drainage hole, il. The principal advantage of this

form is that at sliifting time, a block of wood of the

size of the orifice h being pressed up, it moves the

ball of earth bodily, thus disturbing the roots as

little as possible.

—

Johiison'd Gardener's Almanac.

We have been favoured with the following from a

vicarage near Bridgewater :

—

" Having seen iu the Cottage Gaudeneii that it is

recommended to cut down dahlias, as soon as touched

by the frost, to within foiu' or five inches of the

ground, and then lightly to cover with coahashes or

turf(hist, 1 followed the plan; and in a subscipient

paper it is said that the roots might bo left out in the

ground in tlie winter without injiny. I therefore

intend to try it for this winter, and mean to cover

them up a little more thickly before cold weather,

as wo often find it diflioult to get leisure to put

them in at the J'ight time. In the last paper but

one 1 see, among the answers to correspondents,

that some one has stated, that their dahlias, cut

down as you recommended, send out young shoots

from the stems, or ask if they will not do so ; and
you, iu reply, state it is not probable that tliey

would slioot out. I therefore thought I would send

a line, to let you know that nearly all ray dahlias

are sending out young shoots from the short stems

since they wore cut down."

Our correspondent misromembered what wo said

at p. 07, for we there recommended a part of the

stems of the dahlias to be left, and the tubers to re-

main in the ground to ripen ; and one of the reasons

for so doing is hero exemplified. Had tlie stems

been cut close down last October, tlie tubers during

such mild weather miglit break into' growth ; but

they never will do so as long as there is a joint or

two alive above them.

THE PfiUIT-GARDEN.
Plantino FiiuiT TuEi-'.s ON Stations.— Jilany a

time have we pointed to the benefits to be derived

from planting fiTiit trees (under a dwarfing aybteiu)

on prepared) soils, severely limited both in regard of

depth and extension. This mode of planting, or

rather the benefit accruing from its adoption, was,

we believe, first systematised or made public by our-

selves, under the title of " Station Planting." We
hope it will not be deemed egotistic to lay claim to

this much. We shall, however, respectfully give

place to any one who can invalidate our claims, and
establish one more genuine in its stead. Be this as

it may, it is a fitting subject for the present period,

and we may at once proceed.

In former days our fruit catalogues were not so

overcharged as at the present period, at least in the

pear way, the great improvement in which, through
our great Flemish breeders, has induced hundreds,

uay thousands, of small gardeners or amateurs to

indulge in the luxury of a melting winter and spring

pear, whose dessert, in former days, scarcely extended
beyond the bounds of the apple. As soon as the

rage for these desirable pears prevailed, it became
manifest, from the contradictory acoouuts which
came to hand, that a variety of aspects would he
requisite, and that many of the best of them would
deserve and require a station on the wall, at least in

our more northern counties. Subsequent practice

has proved that a judicious selection of stocks, to-

gether with shallow planting, and a perfect control

over the amount of root action in every respect, quite

alters the character of the pear, as well as of most
otlier fruits ; causing the wood to become mucli more
solidified or ripened, and more short-jointed; and
this much accomplished, earlier, and more ])erfectly-

ripened, fruit must follow as a matter of course.

Here, then, we have the means of escape Irom a di-

lemma ; for, coidd nothing of the kind be eliected,

peach culture on our walls must have given way, or

otherwise the finer Flemish jiears must, iu a great

degree, have gone out of cultivation.

Now, pruning (winter pruning) could by no means
have accomplished these things ; herein were gar-

deners, and even so-called scientific men of former

days, completely baffled. Hence, also, arose such a

fuss about modes of pruning, some fifteen or twenty
years since ; when, as before observed, the pressure

or demand for situations on walls for our improved
pears led many persons to imagine that a spruce

system of pruning would, by admitting more sun-

light, enable them to grow such fruits as dwarf or

trained espaliers. And so it would have done, but
tlicy were following a kind of " wiU-o'-the-wisp." The
powerful root action of such trees, uncontrolled,

smothered their embryo blossom buds annually, at

the very period when the reverse was requisite, and
when it became particularly desirable that trees thus

circumstanced should have been so ostabhshed that

the ordinary disbudding (always necessary iu June),

sliould of itself have guaranteed the necessary con-

ditions of light, &c., until August. Thus, then,

stood tlie case ; and this brings us to the elucidation

of our text, "Stations."

We have before, in The Cott.uie Gardened,
alluded to the economic bearing of station-mak-

ing when a new garden lias to be enclosed, and
what is termed a collection of fruit trees plauted.

Wo have known many cases, within the last thirty

years, in which it was deemed necessary, iu "mak-
ing a garden," where "no cxjionsc was to be spared,"

to trench the whole jdot over, perhaps some tlino

oj' four feet deep : and to remove not only ordi-

nary subsoil, but even niiicli of the soil ot the lo-

cality, allhough peradvcutLue no particular accu-

sation existed against it. Indeed, iu the casj of
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a rich jiiopiietor taking Ms first steps in gardening,

of course something of an extra chai'acter must be
carried out—something out of the beaten trai!k.

Well, then, some old pasture must be robbed to till

tlie gap, and thus matters were too oiten carried out;

the proprietor finding, after a few years, that garden-
ing was a very expensive afl'air, and that success

must rather bo sought in first ]irinciples, and a cor-

rect api)reciation of tliem, than in unwaiTantable
outlays of money. Let ns not be understood here

as repudiating the use of turfy or rested soils, rich in

organic materials ; by no moans. We merely protest

against a profligate waste of such things, especially

when tender fruit trees, such as our I'lemish pears,

are to be made companions of the celery trench, the

eanliflower, and other gross-feeding vegetables, which
may be considered the swine of the horticidturist.

Soils.—We think it necessary, before detailing
" station making," to indulge in a few remarks on
tlie soils, or, as some term them, composts adapted to

fruit-tree culture. Almost every possessor of a garden
has heard of " loam ;" not every one, however, has
a distinct idea of what constitutes a loam. In its

application to gardening purposes, then, loam means
neither more nor less than an admixture of clay with
sand. t)lher matters there may be, arid are, but tiic

projiortions in which these two main ingredients are

combined determines, in gardening matters in gene-

ral, its aptitude for certain purposes. Hence we hear
of " a sandy loam," " a clayey loam," " a stiff loam,"
" a free loam," &c. It is very lamentable to think
that such ill-defined terms have crept into gardening
matters in so stealthy a way. Other professions,

however, have their technicalities; and as we are

aU—as our witty political writers say—in a transition

state (which state has been some centuries pending),
we may as well make the best of it, and grope onr
way as well as we can. AVe cannot here advert to

all the characters of "loam," as to their bearing on
pot plants, pines, melons, &c.. and neither is it

necessary. Our excellent coadjutors, JMessrs. Beaton
and Fisli, will no doubt show its bearings on the

floral kingdorji in due tinie ; in the meanwhile let us
consider its Ijearing on fruit-trees. Now, we must
candidly confess that, after an experience of some
thirty years at the least, we would undertake to cul-

tivate all the fruits at present known, with biit three

ingredients in the compost. Such should be, a loam
of a jiroper texture (that is to say, exactly intermedi-
ate with a stiff loam and a sandy loam), more or less

of the ordhiary soU of the locality, and some half
rotten vegetable manure. In mal<ing stations, then,
the first thing—after determining the proper site for

the tree, or trees—is to excavate tlic whole of the
.soil, or subsoil, to a given depth, am! of a given area.

Six feet square, duly prepared, will suffice for any
fruit-tree at present cultivated ; tb.it is to say, under
a dwiirling system adapted to small gardeners. In-
deed, we plant many of our fruit-trees, which we
know as not of difficult culture, on stations of little

more than four feet S(piare. In this, as in other
matters, common sense alone may dictate. If the
tree is re(piired to attain some size, or to rise some-
what iuto the character of a standii.rd, a broader
basis luust be allowed ; if, on the contrary, " nuicli

within a snjall space" is the rjiotlo, why then limita-
tion must lie proportionately severe. Next as to

depth : like draining alliiirs, we .shoidd be sorry to

fetter the opcraloi- with one depth alone for all

soils, and in all situations. We are scarcely dog-
imitical enough to attempt to lay down " cut and
dried " rules on this point. Nevertheless, we may

be permitted to record our practice, carried out 2n-in-

cipally on a free soil, with a substratuiu,in the main,
of red sand. We make no distinction in this case

between waU-trees and pears, &c., under a dwarfing
system ; not because some trilling dillerence might
not be practised with jicrbaps a slight advantage,

but for the sake of sim])liflcatiou. So much mystery
and nicety of operation has hitherto ojipressed the

fruit question, tliat we are willing to compound for

any amount of non-essentials, in order to make the

way plain, and to introduce a system of economy.
As we have no bottom watei's. of any signification, to

contend with, we .are satisfied to have the princi-

pal volume of the soil (prejiared as a " station " for

the three) below the ground level. We, therefore,

excavate about two feet, and in filling up again we
throw about four or five inches of broken bricks or

stone in the bottom, sujqiosing it to be tolerably

sound and ch'y ; and on that we strew some riddled

cinders, from which the portion fit for burning and
the mere dust have been rejected. Material of this

character being angular, falls into, and wedges, eveiy

crevice; besides which, its ini]ierisliable character

guarantees dm'ability. The next tiling we do is to

s|iread a layer of tree leaves—recently fallen, if jios-

sible—or, in lieu of this, new straw of any kind,

or even heather, or fern if at band, would answer
well. This material decays slowly, and does nut

become too absorbent suddenly. The fibres descend

and nnit themselves horizontally through it in all

directions, and thus have little inducement to pene-

trate the cinders and bricks, or stones; and this

stratum eventually proves a decoy, and a source of

fertilising properties. As for soil, all depends on
the native staple. If this is too li.ght and hungry, a

little clayey or stilf loam nuist lie obtained. If too

adhesive, some free, upland, sandy soil shoidd be

sought to blend with it. In all cases, whatever is

introduced should contain much organic matter;

that is to say, soils containing nnieh vegetable fibre,

whether of root or leaf; and thus it is that so many
old pastures have been robbed to make hunh'rs, as

they are termed. If such valuable matoial cannot
be obtained, means should be taken to introduce, in

a regular way, leaves, straw, &c., as the filling ]iro-

ceeds. In making our stations, we seldom introduce

more than soine six or eight barrows of new soil ;

the amount, however, depends on the richness of the

native staple. li. Eruingion.

THE FLOWEE-GAEDEN.
The Hoots or Trees and Shkubs.—About thirty

or five and thirty years since, the late Sir \V. Middle-

ton bad two very lai-go old holly trees j-emoved from

a distant estate, and had them planted here near the

mansion; but, before they had time to recover, the

present possessor—my worthy employei'—had the

grounds about the house much altered, and it so

hnpjiened, as we often see iu other cases, that these

large hollies were just planted in the wrong place;

but there tliey were, and they must take their chance ;

and thoy did take their (^hiuice, sure enough, for their

stems were buried nearly fovu- feet, and for the next

si.Kteen yeai'S lhi!y neither advanced nor looked the

worse; li.nd wln'u I first saw them, ten years back,

they looked as if t.liey had been removed two or three

years before : and when I lea.rncd their history I longed

for an o])iiortunity of trying an experiment with

them, but 1 bad too niany irons in the fire then to

set about them immediately, and it was the winlei' of
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lR4'i before their turu came, ami wlicu we diil begin
wo had no idea bow deep they were buried, but wc
soou came to brickbats, aud at last readied dowu to

the roots, aud now ono could almost see what [iiisscd

between the mind of the person, or persons, wlio

conducted tiie operation nearly 20 years since. He
was evidently an /Eolian planter, and, like all planters

who are disciples of jEoIus, he believed if he could so

arrange as to jirepare means for a ciu'rent of wind to

reach the roots all should go on prosperously enough
;

therefore, liis first preparation was to place a large cone
of brickbats and the like all over the roots, aud to carry

a continuation of this up to very near the surface,

resting the larger pieces against the body of the tree,

and then covering the whole with such common soil

as hap[)ened to be at liand. Now, tliere can be little

doubt but a large portion of the rains which fell on
these trees passed down to the roots, aud tlie jiorous

materials were sufficient to drain the smroundiiig

soil for a coirsidcrable distauee all round, and liy

tliat means collected a largo supjily of water for the

roots also; but there was no danger about any of

this water getting stagnant about tlie roots, owing
to tlie subsoil and situation. Tliereforc, we may
reasonably conclude that these trees did not want
for air or water in abundance, and yet they stood

still for nearly '30 years; but, if they liad fjeen reared

on the spot, aud were in health at the time of alter

ing the ground, and all these pains liad been taken
to ensure their safety, there is little doubt but tlie

fact would alterwards be pointed to as of immense
service ; in fact, that this saved the lives of those

beautifid trees; and, if you or 1 had a similar case

in hand this winter, some such plan would prohalily

be recommended to us as a safe e.\perimcnt ; but, in

tnitli, it is very much worse than useless. I once

knew a fine tree of tlie common hawthorn that had
to be liuried nine feet, and a walnut tree close by it,

but a little liigher up on a hank, that was covered

up the stem seven feet, owing to alterations made in

the slope of the ground ; both these trees look as

well as if nothing had been done to them, but then
they were established when the ground was altered.

I also recollect having had a stone quarry opened in

a plantation of mixed tree.^, and there was a depth

of four feet of loose gravel soil to be removed before

wo got down to the stone. This was wheeled out,

and made into a high circular bank among the

trees, aud after six years the stone quarry was filled

up with this bank of earth. Dining those six years,

every one of the trees thus buried made roots into

the tVesh earth from their naked boles—not all the

way up (roll! the original surface, but in a ring just

a little below the surface of the new earth ; and some
of the trees were sensibly thicker above this tier of

roots than lower down; aud there were more than a

do/.en of larch trees in this way—the very last tree

in llie country one could believe would root at all

from its naked tnmk.
The lesson which these facts teach us is obvious.

If trees are, or must be, covered np to a certain

de]ith. owing to buildings, or alterations to be done
in their neighbourhood, it is much the safest way to

]iile up the soil ag.ainst the trees at once ; for, if the

depth win ultimately kill Iheiu, no mode of trying to

]ueveiit it by brickwork will succeed. The two holly

trees which we relieved in iwt:! have since made a

very promising growth. We opened a hole all ruuiid

eacji of them down to the very roots, aud about a

yard IVom the truuk, so that the tree stood in the

centre of a six feet opening ; a largo quantity of leaf

mould and sand, in e(j^ual proportions, was worked

in among the roots, and up to a foot above them,
and the rest was filled in with good mould and then
turfed over. This winter we shidl open a trench
two feet wide just outside this ring of good earth,

and probably the roots will meet us half way down,
at any rate we shall dig deeply enough to reach
them, but no deeper, uidess they meet us very near
the surface : this outer trench will be filled up with
good soil, both to feed the tree and to encourage the

roots to spread laterally and near to the surface.

Now, I cau hardly think it possible for any of our
readers to have a tree or bush in their gardens iu a
more hopeless case than those holly trees were iu for

many years ; but they are now cured more surely

than Mr. Holloway ever cured a had leg ; and I be-

lieve nine-tenths of the stunted plants one sees iu

garden grounds may be brought round in the same
way. The worst cases I ever met with were trees

which were originally turned out, or planted, from
small pots without spreading out the roots. When
that is uot done, the large roots near the surface

still keep the coiled position they necessarily as-

sumed iu the pot, and act on the balance of tlie tree

like a corkscrew, upheaving it out of the grouud as

they increase in size, till, by-and by, it must cither

be propped up, or laid heels iqiwarils some windy
night. The only way to get over a case of this sort

is to hare down to the coiled parts of the roots, aud
with a mallet and a pruning chisel cut through
one or more of the coils near the collar of the root,

and then filling iu a sandy compost to facilitate the

formation of new roots from the cut parts, and after-

wards to lay iu more good soil uot i'ar licnn the sur-

face, to enable the new roots to extend rajiidly, and
take a firm hold of the grouud ; of course, all the

coiled roots must not be cut at fine time, ibr fear of

killing the tree. The best way is to do the work
one-third at a time, so that in three or four years

the whole are released. There are few gardens of any
extent in the country, that have been jjlanted from
20 to •)0 years back, whiidi cannot furnish sad .spe-

cimens of the efl'ects of turning little jilauts out of

small pots without shaking the soil away, and train-

ing out the roots in straight lines, as they ought to

be. Another bad symptom is, when you see a

fine, full-grown evergreen beginning to lose the

leaves at the top. The cause of this is very easy

to find out; the extreme roots are iu the same
predicament under the soil as the top branches
.are above ; they thus sympathise with each other,

just as a headache proceeds from a disordered

stomach in our own experience : and the best

cure is to work down to the roots, and if some
are found to pass into a bad subsoil work them out,

or, if that i.s (Utficult, cut them aud place some good
compost against them, working it out sideways to

entice them, or new roots from them, nearer the sur-

face. The next division is that were you see ]dauts

—that is, ornamental tree,^, shrubs, climbers, &c.

—

looking tolerably well as a whole, but still not quite

up to your miml. [t will not do, nowadays, to have
these things passable ; better grow only half the

quantity, and attend to llicm properly. In large gar-

dens a heap of compost is gimerally formed, from
various refuse, purposely for assisting plants the mo-
ment they show any signs of getting languid, aud
this work is entrusted to the most intelligent of the

garden men, who is allowed some more hands to

assist him, and next summer, when beds and pot

[il.iiits are being watered, he sees that his patients

are not neglected. Where such operations are carried

on systematically—aud without a system we may
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almost as well lie in bed—iilants or trees that arc

placed out separately to fonu liandsomc specimens

ueed not—indeed, should not—be placed in large

pits ill the first instance. It answers better to open
the ground, every third or I'ourtli year, outside the

roots, and place a ring of good soil I'or them. Wlien
that is being done it is an easy matter to adjust tlic

roots so that they make the best of the new soil

;

such as are naked, or getting too wood)', ought to be

cut back considerably, so as to produce a lot ol' young
active moullis, and some rare species may be tluis in-

creased by making cuttings of such roots, or, what is

preferable, when a long root is cut to keep it within

proper bounds, tlie cut-offend may be drawn up so as

to have a few inches of it exiioscil above the surface ;

and any root that will grow at all will have a better

chance of doing so in that position than in any other

way, as the whole length of its extreme end is still

iixed in its original position. In all cases were addi-

tional good soil is given to plants gi'owing surrounded
by grass it will be right to place a couple of inches

of the poorest soil on the surface for a bed to the

turf, boeauso without this the grass on the new relaid

turf over the good earth woidd grow rank and greener

than the surrounding surface, forming a " fairy ring
;"

and all this worlv sliould be got over before tlie sap

begins to move in the spring. Old honeysuckles,

clematis, climbing roses out of health, tree pi.eouies,

magnolias in dry places, new pinuses, and indeed all

new and old trees, ought to be seen to and liolped

whenever a symptom of stand-still is manifest.

D. Beaton.

GKEENIIOUSE AND W.INDOW
GAllDENING.

PllOTEUTIXG Pl.^NTS, WATERING, &c.—I>ast Week,
among other matters, we directed attention to tlie

importance of keeping green-house and window
plants in cold pits comparatively cool and dry
during the winter. Tliis dryness, or withliolding of

water, will depend considerably as to wlLCther the

jilants in pots are set upon a stage, on wood-sludves,
or upon the ground, or floor of the pit. If upon the

shelves, more water will be necessary, as the plants
will be iniable to absorb much moisture from the

medium u[)on whicli the pots are placed. But even
then nothing like an indiscriminate use of the water-
ing-pot sliould be resorted to. The plants, or pots,

of cuttings that seem tillable to su]iply the means of

evaporation from their ibliage should be carefully

singled out, and just receive as much water as would
thoroughly reach all the roots, but not so much as
would run over or through the pots, and thus deluge
the lloor of the pits, as the drier it can be kept tlio

better. Where only a few plants want watering, and
the collection is not large, it is advisable to lift tlic

jibints out, and return them agnin after being well-

walered, and the extra moisture drained away. All
th(^ instnictions so frequently given in calendars, &c.,

about watering so many times in a week, just go for

iiotliitig. The watering must bo regulated entirely

by the sliite of the weather, the condition of the
plants, and tlu^ posilion as resjieots tlie temperalure
and moisture in which they are jilaced. We have
several times endeavoured to sliow the evils of the
ih'ilililiii;/ system, and the necessity of watering <i)i!i/

where it was wanted; then doing it ed'ectunlly, and
vviiiling ipiielly until the services of the water-cun
were iigain rei|iiii-ed. Tliis must be more jiarlicularly

attended to in the ciicuinstanccs to which wo are

now referring—when obliged to water some plants
in a growing state, and in a genial temperature, two
or three times a week.

I have frequently had plants in these cold jiits

that did not require a drop for two or three months.
There, moisture is always more ruinous than dry-

ness. When the plants are set ujion the floor much
less watering will bo necessary than when they arc

placed on shelves, as from the floor and atmosiiherc

combined they will obtain nearly as much moisture
as will meet the demands of the cviqiorating pro-

cesses. True, if a sunny day cheers us in a course of

dull foggy weather, the jilants may appear a little

distressed, as tliey have become unused to persjiirc

so freely. Well, and shall we not give them a good
drenching now, says some score of young ardent
gardeners at once, to whom the sight of a leaf a little

flaccid, or drooping, is wofully distressing. I'erhajis

it may be necessary, but, at all events, do not do it

recklessly, and in a hurry ; for though we like to see

things done cx]>Cilitinusli/, we have little faith in any
thing that is set about in a huirij. Have you never
experienced a strange glimmering sensation in your
organs of vision when, after being shut up in a com-
jiaratively dark jilace, you at once emerged into the

full blaze of a noonday sun? There was nothing
wrong with the eye. but it required a little time to

get used to the sudden transition from daikness to

light; just so, in a imijority of cases, will it be with
plants in such circumstances. It is not so much the

want of moisture as the sudden transition that afl'ects

them—a transition from a state of alisorption in dull

tbggy weather, to one of perspiration in a blight

day. When emerging suddenly from darkness into

light, we instinctively shade the eye with the hand ;

and a worse policy might be resorted to in the case

of plants so circumstanced, by first blunting, for a
time, the force of the sun's rays. It will, generally,

then he found that the plants will regain their usual
appearance before the evening. However, as the

presence of the sun in winter is too valuable, for

hardening and condensing the tissues of the plant,

to be long dispensed with, the tendency to flag in

these sudden changes may he prevented by lessening

the powers of the foliage, by (htstinij the jdants seve-

ral tilings with a fine misty vapour from the syringe,

and giving but little air, as the keeping the plants

compiaratively close in sun heat will liave none of

the weakening and drawing tendencies that kceeping
them thus shut up in a dull sultry atmosphere would
unquestionably have. If the sun should thus appear
for days, then watering will very likely be wanted, hut
should never be given without examining the plants

individually, and performing the ojieratioii in the

morning, tliat the surface of the pots may become
comparatively dry before night. In fact, when only

a few require it, and time is no object, the pots niiglit

be set in water, within an inch of the surface,

allowed to drain, and then replaced—as, if dull or

i'rosty weather sliould succeed, the drier the soil is

the better will the jdants be preserved, as the cold

will have less influence, and evaporation from the

soil will be diininishcd. Too much moisture in

winter is the great thing to be avoided in cold pits.

In CoNSTicucTiNii ANY PiTs, therefore, cither of

brick or of tiirf, for such purposes, and that are to

receive no assistance whatever from artificiiil heat,

guard esjiccially against sinking the bottom below
I lie ground level—rather let it be elevated above it,

well drained, and concreted.

jMaiiy of us jiroicssioiials have our troubles willi

these sunk pits, but that is no reason why you should
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follow our example. It is also of importance that

air bricks, or openings providcil with wood slides,

should he let in, or left in, the front or hack wall, on

a level with the internal surface, as thus a circulation

of air amoncf the pots will he jn-omoted more eilect-

ually than by any tilting or moving of the sashes

merely that can be resorted to. Hence we have

always found that a wooden frame set upon bricks,

so as to admit a free circulation of air beneath, [) re-

serves greenhouse and halfliardy plants much better

from damp and mildew than wlien the frame is set

close to the ground, or the plants were jilaccd in a

common brick pit furnished with no such openings

below. Of course such a frame would re(pure nuich

trouble in winter in regulating its covering and the

protecting of its sides.

My principal stock of bedding-out jdants stood

until tho other day upon a dry south horder, pro-

tected above by some old sashes, resting at the back

upon a raU and posts, and in tho front upon some
boles of trees laid down lengthwise. The air thus

was enabled to circulate freely amougst tho jiots, aiul

every line day every alternate sash was lifted oif and

placed upon its next neighbour, as there was no con-

venience for sliding them. The plants, though treated

in every other respect similarly, are yet more robust

and hardy-looking than those coddled in frames and

pits, and that received plenty of air by moving and
shding tlie sashes in the usual way. I, however, had
lu-ovided myself witli straw hurdles to shut in the back,

litter to them along the front, and dry grass to place

over the sashes in severe weather. I have frequently

liad to keep such things with less convenience all the

winter, and I only removed them to a late vinery,

where they could have abundance of air, not so much
because, on the whole, the plants would do better, hut

because the trouble of watching the weather, and
covering and uncovering, would be so far prevented

during some of tlie worst months of tlie year, and
also because any little attention tlicy might require

—

sucli as stopping, picking, and cleaning—could be

given in bad weather ; while, if out ofdoors, fine

weather must have bceu devoted to such employ-

ment. Even on this account alone a small house

—

such as that described by Mr. Beaton as " Fortune's

pit"—will always convey more pleasure to an ama-
teur than a structure of lunnblcr dimensions, thougli

of course the expense of the latter will bo consider-

ably less.

It may suit some of our friends to know tli.at turf

pits will answer every purpose of brick ones. In

making them, do not sink the interior; place some
drain tiles through the base of tlie front and baclv

walls, furnished willi wire netting on the inside, aiul

with wooden plugs on the outside, so that air nuiy

thence be admitted without vermin ; drive in posts

at the liack and front of the height you intend tho

pit to he : these posts are to receive the rails on which
the rafters arc to be fastened. If the back wall is to

be tlirec or four feet in height, then tlie width of the

base should he at least eighteen inches, and tho width

at tlie to|i from nine inches to a foot. The greatest

width might consist partly of eartli, having long

pieces oi' turf to act in the manner of tics or bonds

;

use the turf if possible, rather dry, and put it firmly

together ; when well set, and you wish it to look

neat, plaster tho inside with a mortar made of water,

clay M'ell beaten, and chopped straw, or stable litter;

and, when this plaster is dry, brush over it with a

wash made of lime and sand, adding a little soot, if

too white for the summer. Plaster the outsidcs with

gravel and clay, or concrete, made by mixing up.

with a sufficiency of water, six barrowloads of gravel

and one of lime, put down quickly, and made smooth
by tho back of the spade, and an outer case when
nearly dry ; brush over, in a dry warm day, with
coal-tar, and immediately throw over it i-oad drill or

rough sand. By these means, wet will be eil'cctually

excluded, and more fi'ost kept out than by a thick

brick wall, unless, indeed, it is built hollow.

R. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.

EXOTIC ORCHIDACE/E.
HoRTICULTUKAL SociETY, Dec. 4. — Ou tlils day

there was a meeting of the London Hortieultural

Society at their rooms in Rcgeut-slreet. We hap-
jiened to be present, and were so much gratified with
the orchids exhibited that we are tempted to give

some account of the best specimens, as an illustra-

tion of what good cultivation can ell'ect. The finest

specimens were three oi' Barkcria Sldniieri, shown by
Mr. Plant, gardener to J. H. Schroeder, Esq., of Strat-

ford. These were all well grown and finely flowered,

though in diflerent degrees. 'The best had IS Uower-
stems, many of them two and a half li.'ot long, with

spikes of ilowers densely bloomed, eacli fidl nine
inches long ; the colour a most exquisite rosy jmrple.

'They were grown upon blocks of wood without any
moss. Mr. Plant informed us that they had come to

that state of perfection in a house very little warmer
than a common greenhouse, and liad been hung op-

posite the door, which was frequently opened. By
such treatment they had thriven and come to the

perfection as exhibited on this day. They were, in-

deed, by far the finest specimens we ever saw of this

most lovely species. 'Three points of good culture

were exemplified by them : first, they were grown on
blocks without moss ; secondly, they were grown in

a comparatively low temperature ; and, thirdly, with

plenty of air during tho day. We were glad to ob-

serve this, because it exactly coincided with our own
views and ]U'actice, and because the lower the tem-

perature they can be grown in the more persons will

lie enabled to cultivate them. In the same collection

was a stately plant of the noble Vanda tricolui; with
one spike of its large variegated Ilowers. Also, Mr.
Plant had a good specimen of Aiiijirccnm hilohinii,

with four long spikes of its pretty white curiously

tailed flowers, and several others of less note. A
Knightian Medal was deservedly adjudged to the

above three plants. 'There were also some good or-

chids from the gardens of Mrs. Lawrence, of Ealing
Park ; Mr. Walker, gardener. He had good speci-

mens of Vanda insirjnis, with two spikes of flower,

and randa tricolor with one spike. 'These were both
healthy fine plants. He had also a nice iilaiit ol'

Vanda riolacca, with two spikes of white violet-

spotted flowers. 'This is a lovely species, which usu-

ally flowers in winter. In the same collection there

was also a large plant of S'accolahiiiin dcnlicuJaluni

,

Vi\{h numerous spikes of its pretty toothed labellimi

and brown and white flowers ; and a good plant of

tliC lovely Lrelia autiiniii(dis,viUh one spike of highly

coloured blooms. A Pianksian Medal was awarded
to the Saccolabium and the three Vandas. A small

collection of orchids came from the nursery of 'T.

Jackson and Sou, of Kingston. In it was the lovely

( hlontoijlossiim mcinhranaccnni, iUid the equally pretty

Li/caste S/iinncri, with three of its large fine Ilowers;

a certificate of merit was awardcil to these. A good
plant of Oypripcdium inshjne, well flowered with up-
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wards of 20 blooms iipou it, was exliibited by Mr.
JSluiinook, gartlcuor to C. Drucc, Esq., of Deninaik-

liill. This is anotlior good wiiitoi'-lloweriiig plant of

great beauty. It possesses also the good (juality of

lasting a long time in ilower, and is easily cultivated,

reiiiiiriug very moderate heat, in a mixture of rough
loam aiid peat well drained.

Stove Pl.vnts.—Mr. IMay, gardener to Mrs. Law-
rence, sent three plants of the fine Ajihchnidm lui-

ranliaca, with several sjiikes of line deep orange-

coloured blossoms. This is a good winter plant, but
ratlier dilfieult to cultivate, requiring a bark stove

and a high temperature. A specimen of Vries'ui upv-

ciosa came from jMessrs. Jackson and Son. Tliis

beautiful plant is better known as Tilltiinhia ajtleu-

dciis. It was shown in good condition. Tiie leaves

are in form something like tliose of tlie pine-apple,

but have no spines. Tliey are lieaiitifidly barred on
the under side with broad bi'ownisli pui'ple stripes.

The flower-stem rises iVom the centre ch)thed with

scarlet braetes, arran.ged in two rows and Hattened in

form, looking something like, as the Secretary, Dr.

Lindley, remarked, a scarlet feather. The liowers

are yellow, but inconspicuous. The colour of the

biactes was not (juile up to the mark, no doubt on
account of tlie dark season of the year.

GnEENHousE Plants.— A dwarf Cliri/sKiithomiin,

two feet high and two feet through, was exhibited by
Mr. Moore, of the Chelsea Botanical Gardens, to

show the mode by whieli it bad been managed to

procure dsvarf plants. It had been struck from a

cutting very early in spring, and stop]ied and jiotted

repeatedly. The result was, tlie dwarf jilant full of

flowers as exhibited. A new hybrid heath. Erica
elfijriiitiasimn, with short crim.son, ti[q)ed with white,

bunches of flowers, was sent by Mr. E. G. Hender-
son, of St dobn's Wood Nursery. This promises to

be a valuable addition to our winter-blooming heaths.

Fruit.—A largo basket of Muscat of Alexandria
gra|ies was sent from the gardens of — Nash, Esq.,

of Bishop Stortfoi'd. These were finely swelled ber-

ries of the most beautiful amber colour ; they were,

indeed, jierfectiou itself. A new piine was exhibited

by ^Ir. Wilmot, market gardener, Islewortb. It was
named the Prince Albert 2'i>'('< weight Olbs. Ooz.

Its shape was in the way of the old Enville ; flavour

good, and the cone not faulty, as the generality of

black pines are at this season. He had also a fair

specimen of the Blood pine, weight .'ilbs. I'ioz., more
remarkable for its singular dark colour than any
other quality. There was a large dish of the fruit of

llenUi<anii(j'r(if/ifera (a plant from Nepaul) ; the fruit

is not eatable, but very ornamental. These were
grown against a wall in Devoiishirc. The fruit is

something like overgrown raspberries, of a diUI red

colour, and nuist be very handsome on the tree. The
Ciiairniau stated that he had seen them growing in

Deviinsbiri! and tlie West of England. They are

hardy eniiiigh to stand the o|ien air in that part of

the country, but not more northwards.
In misrillaiicoiis matters relating lo gardening,

there was exhibited a good kind of label for naming
hardy sliiubs or trees, used, as we understood, in the

Arboretum at Derby. It is made of a jieculiar kind
of pottf^ry ware. The names are painted on a sloping

{lire, ami burnt into (he material. It appeared to be
excellent for the purpose, having the two good quali-

ties of durability and legibility ; but the expense was
against it, each costing Is. .'!d.

from the garden of the soi;iety there w.as, as usual,

a table cov<Ted witii [plants, consisting of some large

plants of Chrysanthemums, well flowered; a good

Mancttiit, ft/oofor, a plant ii.scful as a winter flower;
and a plant in flower of Ahroida nmheUatn. This
promises to be a good bedding jilant. It has pink
flowers, arranged in umbels in the way of verbenas,
and has an agreeable perfume.

The rooms were ornamented by a collection of wax
flowers from Mrs. Dorville, lOfl, Oxford-street, «;7i«((,",

as was stated, to her Majesty the Queen, and jiatron-

ised by the Duchess of Sutherland. These were e.x-

hibited in glass cases, and were exceedingly creditable

to the artist, both for their exquisite modelling and
beautiful colouring. Mrs. IJorvillc appears to have
brought the art of thus imitating flowers to the

highest perfection. We particularly noticed the

followin.g, as being so like the real flowers as almost
to deceive a eonnoiseur:

—

Hoija caniosa, with a long
branch of leaves and branches of flowers, fi'ophrom-

tis ffninilijloriis, an orchid fastened to a natural log
;

the leaves and pseudo-bullis, as well as two flowers,

well imitated. The art of imitating, and, as it were,
immortalising, flowers in wax, is a most elegant and
pleasing amusement for ladies. We have the jileasurc

of Mrs. Dorvillc's acquaintance, and have often seen
with great delight her large collection of wax flowers.

We consider them well worth inspecting, and are

sure she will have great pleasure in showing them,
in her usual pleasing manner, to any respectable party
who may think flt to honour her with a call.

The exhibition of so many orchidaceous plants in

flower in the month of December ]iroves the great

value of these plants as abundant producers of beau-
tiful flowers at this season of the year. I'his tribe

of jilants, indeed, flower all the year round, more or

less. In that respect they are far superior to any
other, except, perhaps, Cape heaths: and they have
the advantage even of that line tribe of plants in

the size and splendour, as well as exquisite fragrance,

of various species. It was with a view to show this

superiority of orchidaceous plants that we were in-

duced to till the space this week allotted to us with
the foregoing notice of the meeting in Itegent-street

;

and, as a further proof, we subjoin a list of orchids
now in Howcr under our care at Pine-Ajqile-place.

We hope this will induce numbers of our readers,

who may have the means and opportunity, to com-
mence growing them. By our own feelings and ex-

jierience we can assure them that they will never
regret cultivating, as far as may be prudent, this most
interesting tribe of jilants.

oruhidacbous plants now in flower at jmessus.

Henderson's, pine-apple-place.

Anprrpcum Ijilobum (two-lobed
AngniTinn)

Barkciia Skinncri (Mr. .Skinner's

Barkeri.i)

Brassavnla nodosa {knott.v Hras-

havuliO

Brassavola cantaliculata (cium-
ncllrrl 11.)

Cyrnoclics ventricosa (STVollcn-

iippcil swan flower)

C.v|iri|ipttiurn barljatuni (I)carded

lad_v'« slipper)

Cypripediuni insignc (noble lady'b

.slipper)

Cj'pripeiHinii venustum (charintn^
ladj'.s slipper)

nendrobiuni clir.vsatitlium (golden
flowered Deiidruhiuin)

l>endrobium lietemearpnin (vari-

ous podded Dendrobiniii)
Dendnibiiiin nubile (noble D.)

Epidendrnni auritnni (eared Epi-
ilendrnni)

Epidendrnni coehlealunl (shell-

flowered K.)

Epidendrumfragran8(fragrantE.)

Epidendrum cuspidatum (pointed
E.)

Grobya andierstiie (l-ord Am-
herst's tirohya)

Laliu atitumnabs (ailtumn-flow-
crcd Lalia)

Leptotes bicolor (two-eolourcd
Eeptotes)

Oneidium citiatum (frint;ed Onci-
diutn)

Oneidium erispura (euilcd flow-
ered O.)

Oneidium divarie:itnin( severed O.)
,, niaerujileruin (laige-

winced O.)
Uneidiinn ornithorynclium
(beaked O.I

Oneidium .Suttoni ((';iptain Sut-
lon's O.)

I'lialirnopsis aniabilis ( lovely moth
flower)

Sophronitis violacca {violet Su-
phronitis)

.Staidiopca oeulata (eyed .Stau-

hopen)
Stenorliynchus speeiosus 'showy H)

Thus, there are ;,'8 species in flower hero in the month
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of December, aud we have no doubt tbat in hirijc

collections, sueli as Mr. llueker's aud Mr. TioUbrd's,

there are numbers more.

VLomST'S I'l.oWERS.
KosES.—We mentioned last week tliat now is a

,£;ond season to jibiut tliis " (.tiieen of flowers." And
in order to give our readers an oiiportunity to know
wliat new roses are wortli growing, we add a list of

new ones of good qualities, fnrnisbcd ns by an emi-

nent rose grower. The aeoin'acy of bis descriptions

may bo contideutly relied upon. Tlio prices vary

from 2s (id to 7s (id each.

Among Moss llosus, U/«a is, perhaps, (he most striking

of tire new varieties ; its (lowers are brilliant crimson, over-

spread with a soft shade of purple, large and duuhlc ; (he

growdi is niodeiale, and it belongs to that class of roses

called " showy." Anolher in (liis class, Piiiiccsse llui/a/e

of Purtiiinpn, is well worthy of a place in the choicest col-

leciion. It resembles Pcrjiclitdf Bernard in (he size, form,

and colour, of the Huwers. Laneii is also deserving of a

passing word of commendation ; the flowers are rosy crim-

son, tinted with purple, globular in shape, large, and full ;

this is a bold rose, of vigorous growth, but not so mossy as

some. The grcalest novelty among French Roses is Old,

the ground colour of which is dark crimson, occasionally

relieved with bands of scarlet, giving the flower that rich

flery appearance which cannot fail to attract (he attention
;

moreover, the flower being large and very double, it is an

excellent show rose. There are also some very pretly

SxRiricD Fkencii Roses, of recent introduction, which,

from the pleasing variety (hey form, are ilesidera(a. Of
these, OiUet floniande and Perle des panachecs are the best.

The foimer is white, striped with rose and rosy lilac ; the

latter is also white, but it is striped wi(h one colour only

—

rose. Bodi are uf moderate growth, and bloom freely.

Among AoTONfNAL Roses there are two per])etual moss—Manrjct and General Druot.—both of recent introduction.

Mauget is figured /ai7A/H% in "The Rose Garden," and
is uutleniably the finer variety of the two, but it is one of

the most delicate of roses, and few succeed in developing

its beauties ; the form of the flower is unique, the colour

soft rosy crimson. General Druot, with less double and
less perfect flowers, of a purplish crimson, is of free growth,
and, consequenlly, more generally met with.

But the HvBuiD PERrKro.iLs present us with the richest

stores of novelty, and, rare combination, cjuality too. Belle

Americaiiic is a finely formed blush rose, of close habit of

growth and very sweet. Chaleaubrilllant is of the most
bewitching tint—pm*e pink—found among the tribe. The
flowers are large, but only semi-double ; as if Nature, in

the distribution of her gifts, avoided the concentration of

perfection in all points in (he same flower. Here also be-

long Di<c/ie^se de Praalin, wi(h flowers of a delicate blush,

the centre pink ; General Kegr'ier, one of the lightest in

colour, a large and full-cupped flower, apparently not over

liLXuriant ; and Standard of Marenijo, with flowers of the

nrost brilliant crimson, large and double, and of elegant

form ; these are new and e.vcellent. But we must not for-

get Voefeur Arnol, whose flowers, though not over large,

are perfect in form ; they are bright red when newly ex-

panded, dying otf light red. Ci/inedor, too, though much
talked of, is not yet univei'sally known. It is one of those

brilliant tints, the sight of which on a chilly day in Novem-
ber is peculiarly agreeable. Madame Pepin is a very pretty

rose, large and full ; the flowers are of a roseate hue, the

back of the petals being nearly white. Plus-the-Ninlh is a

flower of regular form, large and full, colour brilliant crim-

son. Poll/he, a rose-coloured flower, with lilac edges, is

large, full, and of good form. Heine des Fleurs is larger

than the last, more globular, and lighter in colour ; indeed,

it is nearly junk. Soleil d'AvsterUtz is a flower of great

])romise ; it is crimson, large, and full; the tree is of vigor-

ous growth. Lastly, the Gcaul des Batallles calls for a brief

description, as one of the most striking among new roses ;

it is crimson-blood colour, often shaded with purple ; the

growth is scarcely above the average. T. Acplebv.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
RouriN'li Work.—The dark short days of Decem-

ber bavo prelly well ended all the sowing and
planting operations in this department, but there is

plenty to do even at this season in mclbodically

planning our operations, and making arra(jgeiuent3

for the future. Old walks should be t(n'ned and
eased anew, aud if the edgings are uneven, or in any
way out fd' order, they should be renovated, for

whetlier (bcso consist of box, tlirift, slate, tile, board-

ing, flints, pebbles, or any other material, it is only

a neglectful gardener who allows them to remain
broken and uneven. Let all old draiin:, grating-

traps, and cess-))Ools be cleansed aud put in order,

ami new ones made, if requisite. The outside fences

of banks, hedges, and ditches, should also be trimmed
aud plaslied, and all ditches and water-tubs should

be e.Kaniined, and thoroughly cleaned out. All the

ditch scourings, with all other kinds of refuse aud
rubbish, should bo collected together, and be placed

as a foundation for putting other manure upon, for

thepurjiose of alisorbing its juices. Our system is, to

spread, in the hrst place, on all such accumulations,

a considerable portion of salt, which not only de-

stroys the slug and its larviB, as well as many other

obno.xious insects, kills the weeds, &e., but converts

the whoh^ hen]) into maniu-e of the most valuable

kind. Every body knows the beneticial effect of sea-

weed as a manure : aud those who are living too far

inland to procure tliis advantage may )nepare some-

thing similar to sea-weed by thus adding salt (wbieh

is now so chea]!) to all the ditch scourings, refuse

earth, and rakiugs of every description, weeds iu-

eluded, if such things exist after our repeated admo-

nitions with regard to hoeing, forking, and surface-

stirring the earth ; for if our directions have been

fully carried out neither weeds nor slugs v/ill be

found to auy exteut, and not only will the soil have

become doubly jiroductive in consequence, but the

crops will be more clean, healthy, and of a very

superior quality. Advantage, too, should at this

season be taken on frosty mornings, and ou other

favourable opportunities, not only to collect together

all materials tit for converting into manure, Ijut to

wheel on to all sjiare ground that wbicii is already

fit for use. Deep trenching, rijijinij. aud the forming

of sloping banks wheu any space is unoccupied,

should bo attended to ; and after all this work has

been done, frosty mornings may still be profitably

oecujned in routing over groiuid that may have beeu

some time ridged, Ac, with a strong fork or pick-a.xe,

thereby destroying the vermin, and permanently im-

jn-oving the soil by pulverizing and exposing it to

the beneficial influence of the atmosphere. A mode-

rate portion of salt, too, strewn over spare ground,

and left to be washed in by the wiuter rains, is also

very beneficial ; and when salt is added, as before

recommended, to the manure bcaii, it greatly en-

hances its value, particularly when applied to the

brassiea, turnip, or mangold-wurt/.el family of plants,

as well <as corn, flow often do we see valuable

materials allowed to waste aw.ay, and in some iu-

stances even to become a nuisance to the ncigli-

bouring dwellings, in the stagnant ojien gutters, aud

ilbdraiued pools of sewerage, which, if collected, and

added to the manure accumidations, would afibrd a

lasting benefit to the ground, which, at this season.
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stands greatly iu need of it. All fermenting mate-
• rials sliould be repoatedly turned, and kept as snugly
together as possible, ready for use when required.

Hot-licds already nuido, and worked by fermenting

materials, should now be sheltered with flat made
faggots, tied iu sufficient lengths to reach the top,

and with two, three, or more, withes, if needed, to

keep them snug. Itefuse prunings, evergi'eens, and
furze, are all excellent things for this purpose ; and
iu localities where such things are not obtainable

thatched hurdles may be used with advantage.

Lininijs to hot-beds require good protection at this

season, or the heat may be very soon lost by drench-

ing rains, or by snow and cutting winds. The beds
should, also, be well topped up with dry mulch, hay,

or leaves.

Bro.^u Beans.—Those who have not already done
so, may make a good planting of broad beans at the

present time, according to directions already given.

Sea-kale should be covered up on nice fine days,

either with leaves only, or any other steady ferment-

ing materials, the great secret being, as before stated,

not to force it too fast. Always make good use of

the quick-lime liag before the pots are put over the

crowns. We always keep a quantity of quick-lime by
us iu a box or tub, and a coarse linen bag ready for

dusting, when needed, for the destruction of slugs.

As soon as our stock of lime is nearly exhausted we
have in another bushel or two. The tub stands in a

dry openshed, where the Umo slacks of itsown accord,

and is always ready for use.

Mushroom Beds, in the common sheds, should
have their share of attention ; if water is needed it

should be tepid, and given from a very fme-rosed
water-pot. The best covering is refuse or moiddy
hay: the coverings should be regidated by the beat
of the Ijeds or the out-door temperature ; of course,

if the Vied is cold, and the external atmosphere cold

too, the beds will require e.\tra coverings to make up
for it. Look well over the garden on tlic first symp-
toms of a frosty night, to see that nothing wants at-

tention ; do not stop mUil the next day, and then say,
" Iwish I bad covered that quarter ofcelery,—taken in

that lot of endive,—or attended to tho.so turnips," &c.

How often liavewe heard persons say, " I little thought
that the frost would have lieen so sharp last night ; it

actually froze in my green-house, or potato-frame," as

the case may be. But all would have been right had
a little more thought and industry been made use oil'

Jajies Barnes & W.

MISCELLANEOUS INrOEMATION.

OUR VILT.AGE WALKS.
(No. n.)

One of the most beautiful scones iu nature is pre-

sented by a lioar-frost. I am not sure that even
suuniu'r itself lias any tliinj,' moi'c lovely, jiarlicularly

when it is lighted np by a liriglit, frosty sun; and, iu

S])ite of the cold tluit nips our lingers and quickens
our stiqis, we cannot help lingering and standing
to admire. A few days .ago, a very thick hoar-frost

mantled tlic earth, and ahnost looked like snow.
'J'lie whole c(nuiliy, as well as every tree and bush,
aud 1)lade, were milk-white with tlie delicate iucrus-

talion : tliere was a frosty mist in the distance that

nuule us shiver, yet a warm sun looked down IVom a

cloudless sky, aud causeil every tiling immediately
around to spai-kle like diamonds. 'J'lii^ young wheat
glittered beautifully, bendiug beneath bright drops

;

aud the dead blossoms autl stalks of the grass, left

standing in pastm-es where sheep had fed, were so

completely covered with rime, that the gi'ound seemed
as if jdelding flowers of frosted silver. I never saw
anything more beautiful, and where a sheltered sunny
spot permitted one to pause, it was quite like enchant-
ment to look around. The boughs of the fir-trees,

and of the gracefully sju'cading cedar, look doubly
beautiful when delicately and minutely defined by
the touch of the hoar-frost's pencil ; the evergreens,

and the lingering leaves of the wild hedge-plants,

look so silvery and bright, and the branches and
twigs of all sorts and sizes are so distinctly marked
and beautified, that the eye never wearies of passing
from one object to another of equal though varied
loveliness, and then viewing the whole as a mass of

sparkling sjilendonr. I have often heard my father

describe a sight he once—and only once—was fortu-

nate enough to see, and probably few persons have
witnessed anything like it. Durhig the winter, aftfr

a heavy rain, a sharp and sudden frost set in, while
every thing was still soaked with wet. The water
froze on the trees, and in the morning the country
seemed like a world of glass. Although this jiheno-

mcnon, as it really may be called, lasted but a very
short time, the effect was dazzling and extraordinary

;

and during the silence of a still, wiiitiy morning, my
father heard crash after ci'ash among the woods, as

bough after bough snapped beneath the weight of its

icy burden. The influence of the sun, however, soon
changed the scene into one of dripping thaw, and
the broken branches were all that remained to teU of

this short-lived scene of beauty.

The hoar-frost seldom lasts long, but during its

existence few natural appearances are more beautiful.

It also has a word for the Christian, as he gazes with
delight on the silvery scene. It reminds him of the

desert food of God's people of old time—the manna
—that " small round thing, as small as the hoar-frost

on the ground." It reminds him of the power of

God, who gave bread to His peojde in the wilderness

—and of His unchanging love, who gives us now
" that bread of life," " that man may eat thereof aud
not die."

What exquisite beauty arises from the very eir-

cinnstances least likely to produce it. The frost tliat

binds all thiugs with iron decorates the scene with
light and beauty, just as the trials that seem to crush
the heart gild it with greater blessings.

At tills season of the year a stillness seems to over-

spread the earth, while natiu'e's sleep is heaviest.

The bold, bright-eyed robin, indeed, utters his sweet
notes among the leafless trees but seldom, and not
with his wonted autumnal glee. He still hops
briskly before us as we walk, and visits our windows
for the well-known crumbs ; sometimes making his

home among the nooks of the peaceful church, aud
adding his joyous warble to the hyunis of praise.

There is a friendliness in om' feelings towards these

birds, awakened by the tale that every English in-

fant knows, that make them more peculiarly oin- out-

door companions, and gives them conlidence too.

How seldom we aunise ourselves among oiu' flowers

—

how seldom does a gardener pursue his work—with-

out an attendaut robin ! It may really be called the

gardener's bird, .and will lly to his very feet to snatch

up the worm that the spade has turned up with the

fresh moist earth. I will venture to say that almost
every cottage gardener has a iioculiar robin that

flutters near him while ho digs and rakes. My
fatlier, wlio spent nuieb of his time in his kitchen

ga,rd(ui, was always accoui|ia,nied by one of these

fearless little bii'ds ; aud it became so tamo that it
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used to hop about close to liis spado, iiistoad of

keeping, as thoy usually do. at some pnidont dis-

tance. A fripud, whose pretty cottage is sholtoved

by a thii^ldy-coverod veranda, Ibuud a robin's nest

close to lier door, among the leaves and twigs,

yet so ingeniously contrived tliat one large ivy

leaf totally screened it, althongh every person

brushed against it as they passed. Here the hen
redbreast took her seat; and when the protecting

leaf was gently raised, the dark bright eye was s(;cn

glancing upwards ; but no sign of fear was given,

and the little confiding creature sat undisturbed.

Our friend, whose love for her garden made her

rather a foe to little birds, could not resist this proof

of confidence, and its life was spared. If man's hard

heart is softened by such touching marks of trust,

how fearlessly may we cast ourselves on the care of

Him '*wlio knoweth them that trust in him," and
will in no wise cast us out

!

The bright berries of the beautiful holly are now
glittering among the polished leaves, and make some
of our woodland walks still gay. The bright green
mosses under our feet, and the shining hollies beside

us, almost cheat us into the idea that summer is re-

turned, especially when a stream of sunshine crosses

the glades, and tinges the boughs with golden light.

How beautiful, how very beautiful, is an English
country walk even in the deei)est winter! The holly

is such a capital fence,—it is so bright and beautiful

at every season, and is such a chip of old Kngland
too,—that I wish it more frequently adorned our gar-

dens. Never mind the formality of a holly hedge

—

it reminds us of bygone days and persons, of our
great-great-grandfathers, and of times we love to look

back to in history's brightest page. A holly-bush

should be in every garden, (twined with honeysuckle
for summer beauty), because it reminds us, above all,

of the season we are now just on the point of cele-

brating. We are again on the threshhold of Christ-

mas : how many hearts have ceased to beat since we
last heard its thrilling anthem ! Let us enter upon
this blessed season with deep but holy joy ; not as a

time of feasting and amusement, but as a time of
spiritual and eternal interest. England has just

witnessed a scene never to be forgotten. SJie has
seen her children dying in her streets, not by tens

but by thousands; and she has seen the nalioual

prostration of the heart replied to by iyistant de-

liverance. " While thou art jei speaking 1 will

answer thee," has been fulfilled to our hearts, and
openly performed before our eyes. Oh, let England
remember that the Saviour whose birth we are now
about to commemorate is " the way," the only way,
by which our prayers have gone up to God. Had
He not come in the flesh, our prayers could never
have been heard,—our full and unanimous thanks-

giving could never have been poured "into the ears

of the Lord of Sabaoth."

Let each cottage gardener, as his children deck his

jDeaceful home with holly, remember this, and strive

to keep this day and season holy. There are plenty

of days on which to eat, drink, and be merry—there

is but one on which we specially remember the birth

of Him " who came to save his people from tlieir

sins." The cottager has much in his jjower ; he can
set an exainiile, and stand forth as a firm and faithful

servant of the living God.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
** Wc request that no one will write to the departmental writers

of The Cottage Garde.ner. It gives them unjustifiable troul)lc

and expense ; and we also request our coadjutors tinder no circum-
stunces to reply to such private communications.

KiiROR.—At page 1:10, first column, line If) from bottom, for rn'inii

read sunvy.
Seeds {G. A. Clark).—Wc cannot tcU you where you ran pur-

chase Grimstonc's Egyptian Pea, and wc have no Himalayah PumiJ-
liin seed at jirebcnt.

MuAiRiY Wheat {W, B. II.)—The party you name has been sup-
plied. Many thanks nevertheless.

Protecting Goosf.cerrv Uusiies (J, C. K. A'.).—You may
throw some lonp^ straws over them, and then draw them topcther
willi withes, as you propose, to protect their buds from bidltinchcs

and other birds. Try also white worsted laced amons the liranchea.

You may buy Pnnst/ and Cafct'oluria seeds of any florist. They
may be sown at the close of Kcbiuary.
Index and Coyer {Iivi\ E. li. E.)—These can be had forbind-

iuf^TiiE Cottage GAROENEKinto one or two volumes. Yuu may
obtain them at No. 2, Amen Corner, tlirough any Itoolisellcr.

UiiuuARD Plants {Ibid). — The two which were sulKlucd by
mildew, or other source of failure, had better be examined. Remove
the earth from over them, and if you find the roots alive and healthy,

put on some rich manure, and leave them after apain covering; them.
L4TE-SOWN Italian Ray Grass {H. B.)—November is very

late for the sowing of this grass ; the consequence to be a]>i)rehrnded

whcrofrom is, that frost will come and expand the soil, and Iieave the
young grass plants out of the ground, and then, collapsing, leave

their tender roots on the surface, exposed to the withering ellccts of

the March winds. The best preventive that occurs to us (and it

depends on the earlier or later coming of frost whether this would be
available or not), would be to give the grass a dressing of liquid

manure immediately, with intent to accelerate and invigorate the

vegetation, and enable the roots to anchor more deeply in the ground
before the frost arrives to pull them out. Should three weeks or a
month of mild weather follow, this process might considerably in-

crease the length of the roots, and the number of fibres that would
get involved in the earth before the attack of the enemy. A further

precaution, if accessible, would be to spread immediately a coat of

dung or litter over the piece ; but it should be very finely divided

and shaken about, not left in large lumps and clods, which would
sulTocate the tender plants which should be caught under them.
This covering would not only impede the frost from penetrating so

deeply as it otherwise would, but also would shelter such young
plants as might be drawn out of ground while they were again taking
root in the soil, finely pulverised, as it would then be, by the effect

of the frost. The liciuid manure, too, would, in some degree, pre-

vent the frost from taking its full efl:'eet on the soil. The Italian

ray grass seems to be a plant to which every quantity of liquid

manure is welcome in all stages of its growth, and which, in truth,

does not produce its marvellous returns without a ([uantity of food
stimulents, and abundant moisture, which would be excessive for

any other plant. A dressing of liquid manure, when the grass

begins to shoot vigorously in spring, and another dressing immedi-
ately after every cutting, would be beneficial. The dose will not
produce its due effect unless in the growing season, and it is only

from the necessity of the case that we recommend it to be more ap-

plied in mid-winter. As to the application of the crop, it may be cut

green, and used for soiling, or it may be cut and dried for hay, and
that more than once in the year, if the manure be supplied in suf-

ficient aljundance. If cut for soiling, the manure should be applied

to each jiatch that is cut so soon after it is cleared as convenience

will permit, which will insure a regular succession of green fodder
from spring till late in the autumn. By taking care to cut the grass

before it forms seeds, its duration (for it is not a perenniaO, may be
much extended.—W. P. T,
Bed of Mixed Fuchsias (/. S. Z,.)—For your circular bed no

varieties are known to us as being better than Globosit, Gracilis, and
Ricartu/ii, of the older sorts, and Carolina among the newer ones.

Perhaps some of our readers will be able to supply a more varied

list. i\rixed fuchsias in beds are far from fashionable.

Yellow Basksian Rose not Flowering (Fem.r.)—Shorten
or prune the side shoots in June, after the plant's usual time of

flowering, and all strong shoots that appear from that time until

August stop when a few inches long j and if any are produced after

the middle of August, cut them oft' altogether. In order to reduce
the strength of your plant to a flowering state, root prune it soon

;

try the elfcet of cutting off one-third of the strongest roots.

Grass Garden (IT. H. S.)—The grasses form the most perfect

natural order of plants, and you have been very fortunate in your
choice to begin "dabbling in botany," with your daughters, among
the grasses, for these will afford them the best illustration of the

beauty and truth of the natural classification of plants ; therefore, by
all means arrange them according to their natural artinities, as afford-

ing tlie greatest assistance to the memory. The most complete grass

garden that we heard of was at Woburn Abbey. It numbered '242

spaces or beds, of two square feet each, enclosed by cast-iron frames,

and gravel paths, two feet nine inches wide, separating the beds on
every side. Y'ou will find an essay and plan in the Gard. Mug.,
vol. i. 26—115. We would make choice of a narrow border along
side of a walk ; trench it this winter, and if the soil is stiff", add cor-

rectives ; the majority of grasses prefer a deep, light, sandy loam
;

divide it in March into narrow beds, in which sow or plant the kinds
according to the Jussieucan system. There is a collection of grasses

at Kew, and at some other botanic gardens. It would be very de-

sirable to grow the marsh und water grasses in pots ; and, also, those

that creep very much below the surface, as well as rare sorts. What
Mr. Beaton alluded to for lawns has no connexion with your case,

and the subject is not in our programme. The best book to consult

is the Hortus Graminf^xis Wohurnensis, by Sinclair.

Leaky Greenhouse {D. J., Birmingham).—Mr. Beaton says that

he would prefer your new greenhouse, for growing plants, before the

large iron conservatory in the botanical garden at Kdgebaston. Your
roof ia rather flat, but if you had followed his directions at page 120 of

vol. i., and puttied the laps, there could be no drip. The wind beats
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in the rain between the laps ; and all that can be done this winter ir

to take advantage of a dry day, and run a little putty along the uppt-r

edge of the laps from the inside, pressing it so that nearly halt' tlie

lap is filled ; a good glazier woidd soon run over it, laying in the

putty with his thumb and finger ; and the work is not fonnidable for

any one j but it will not answer to fill the laps from the outride,

unless the whole space is filled, and yours are too wide for that,

being one-i|uarter inch—one-eighth is the proper size.

Fkrnkrv (/'. .S'.). — The trapezium-shaped, and overshadowed,
piece of ground beliind your house, and enclosed by high walls, is

one of (he best situations in Cornwall for a fernery ; and we think
Mr. Appleby's papers on the subject of ferns most fortunate for

meeting surh cases as this, where nothing else in the way of ganlcning
could be eJTectcd. Make an oval figure along the centre, and form
it into rockwork, by raising a mound of earth, to which you may
give an outline to represent a hill, or ridge of mountains, covering it

with stones of dilVerent sizes, and forming beds for ferns, saxifrages,
mosses, and, indeed, any Alpine low plants yon can get for trial

;

then form a walk alt round it, leavnig a border l(i inches wide next
the walls, and about a ynrd wide at the corners ; edge the walks with
London pride, or any of the low dense-growing saxifrages. The
angles would do for low rhododendrons, and the rei<t of the borders
as an experimental garden, to see what things will tlirive. All the

Avails may easily be covered with climbers ; those strong, almost
evergreen, roses we reconmiend so often would soon cover the whole,
if the borders are made of good soil. Pray let ms know how you
succeed.
Banksian Robbs not Blooming (RetK S. G. F.).—Those, on

an cast aspect, and very much shaded, will hardly flower under ^irh
disadvantages. However, we have often seen tliem llower almndantly
on an east aspect after they were five or six years old ; but these were
not shaded, and we are not aware that any roses will flower freely

when much shaded. As yours are very vigorous, we wonld still give
them two more years' trial, and root-prune them this winter, cutting
through three or four of the largest roots a yard from the stem,
giving a little pruning and training ahoul next midsummer, and very
likely that will cause them to flower the following year. Nothing
that we can do this winter to any climber will much influence the
bluom of next May and June.
STRAwnERaiEH Unfhuitful (T. C.).—Yours apjiears to us to

be a ease common to hundreds. You say you had coal-ashes forked
in " to lighten the soil," which is a "stiff red clay," yet you have
only leaves and blossoms. Is it not a fair inference that your soil is

water-logged ? If so, all the coaKashcs you can dig in will not etfect

a radical cure. First, carry away stagnant waters by thorough drain-
age, and then you will need little coal-ashes ; not that we have any
very particular objection to them. We may, however, be mistaken :

if a case merely of inveterate grossness, whv then plant on elevated
beds, one foot above the ground level, and after a punishing crop,
such as cabbages, then plant strawberries. This will tame tliem.

FauiT-TRKEs FOR Back-wali. OF ViNF.RiES (hvriihrntory).—
The warmer house may have the Kv^enin jnmhos, Pasaifiora edu/ia,

or Pitfisifinra quadrangutnris, and the Psirihnn catUeynnum. For the
cooler house, the Lot/iiaf fiviffed mi a quince atock ; the citron, lemon,
orange and pomegranate also may suit. Figs are rather doubtful mixed
up with these things. Now, be it observed, this is not a mere question
01 wintering; the question of whether they will be prtt//7rtA/e depends
mostly on the amount of eolar light the vines will (hermit them to

receive. Pray confine your vines to the rafter. ^'our Cnminelhin
longicatilis may be allowed to go nearly dry in the winter, and then be
stowed away with your eool and dry section of plants, or roots, taking
care that the iee king does not reach them.
NuT-TBKR Hdckebs (F. C. F.).—Cut away all the young shoots

from the old nuts. They are what are termed suckers, or tantamount
to them. Let all the powers of your root be diverted to the original

head. These suckers may be viewed in the light of colonists, who
are becoming saucy and inimical to the welfare of the parent state.

Grapes fur a ^'lNRRv [Vitis],—There is, besides those you
have, the Charlesworth Tokay and tlip Cannon-hall Muscat. Have
you these'' Wests' St. Peter's, if true, is one of the finest late grapes
in the kingdom. W'c have no late grape half so valuable, if done
justice to. This, as well as the Muscats, succeeds be^^t on the black
Hambro' uttock ; and were we in yonr^position, with too many Ham-
burghs, we would graft on these, jirovided we eould rely on the
border being all right. Royal Muscadine is about our best early
grape. White Frontignan is a capital grape, and Black Prince a
great hearer.

Hautrois Strawberry (G. S.).—We merely meant, at p. 99,
that Hautbois strawberries very often produced a capital crop from
unmolcHted runners. We may, however, remark, that Ibe finest

prolific Hantbois wc ever saw were grown two feet apart in the row,
by a ynrd between the rows. The most certain plan, perhaps, would
be to gather the runners in the middle of August annually, and plant
them nix inches square in elevated beds. Obtained in .Inly, and
planted in rich tioil, they would flower the same anttnnn.
Spur .SvH'rF.M (I/n'rl).— Read our fruit articles; every iirineiple

which you advert lo has been handhMl repeatedly. Our space will

not allow us to go into detail. We do not know the MiiUn jnpju-r
IreP by that name. Sulphate of ammonia would not cure the hard-
ness of water proceeding from sulphate of lime dissolved in it, but it

would if arising from carbonate of lime.
PiNF, Apflrs {Vcraif).— \'a\k have quite misapprehenilcd the pur-

port of our remarks, which of themselves point to the necessity lor a
sjierial structure. We naid, ' those who can indulge in the luxury
of a greenhouse can adil that of a j)ine pit without any fear of adding
ro the labr)ur of the establishment in any sensible degree." Pines
and geraniums must 'not be grown together, at least not in the same
teuiperature thnmgb the seanon. Orapes may be grown with gera-
niimiu ; the vines, of course, confined to the rafters. In our past
colurona you wilt find plenty of advice, and nnieh more is in con-
templation.

Tii.LANnsiA Stricta (TT. 7?flVHe)').—You wish to know how to

strike a sucker of it ; that is, to cause it to put forth roots, q'he best
way to accomplish this is, first, trim oif the short, rough leaves, and
cut off the bottom straight across; then well drain a five-inch pot
with broken potsherds; place a little fibrous peat over the drainage,
and fill the pot to within one inch of the top with very sandy, fine
peat; the remaining inch fill with pure white silver sand; give a
gentle watering with a line-rosed watering pot, let it stand a few
minutes, and then insert the sucker, giving more water to close the
sand about it, It should now stand an hour or two in the -stove to
become dry ; then cover it with a clear bell-glass, (iiting it inside

the pot, rather pressing it into the sand. Set it where it will havea
little bottom heat, and with moderate care it will soon strike root.

Remove the glass an hour or two every day for a week, after which it

may be left off entirely. You may then take it up, and wrap some
moss round the roots and part of the stem, and hang it up in the

stove, where it will soon produce its beautiful blue and scarlet flowers.

This is the gem of this genus of plants, and is very rare.

Young IIf.ndbobioms (Ibid).—Young shoots of Dendrobiums,
when first planted in a pot, should have a watering to settle the earth
or peat, but none afterwards till they have put forth roots and shoots

considerably. Tf put on blocks, they will require syringing once a
week during winter, and almost every day in spring and summer.
Hardy Oiicnins (F. Laivsoi)).—You ask for a list of VX or 20

orchids, cnmi)aratively hardy, free flowercrs, and moderately cheap.
Mr. Appleby will comply with your request in his contribution next
week, if possible.

Mr. Grievfs' Pansies {G. J. Bclh.—Mr. Appleby informs us that

betook down the names and descriptions of Mr. Grieves' pan'iics from
his own month. If there is any mistake, he does not consider he is

to blame. Rlr. A. was not informed what the price would be. Per-
haps Mr. Grieves will think it worth his while to advertise, or send a
corrected description uf them, which we shall have great pleasure in

inserting.

Saving Seed of Cabbage and Kohl Rabbi (J*.)— You may
plant these out in some open corner of your garden, without cutting

them or stripping ofl' their leaves ; but if yon grow them in the same
garden, or within half a mile of each other, the bees will be liable to

hybridize them, and spoil the stock of both.

Asparagus Sowing (Ibid).—You may make the bed according
to former directions as if to plant its roots ; and then early in March
sow the seeds by means of the dibble, about an inch deep, two in

each hole, and a foot between every two holes. K^-ery second one
may then be removed, and the seedlings left allowed to grow on
where first raised.

Grass for Open Lawns (r/T^rl.—The best seeds for sowing
these are the following. The quantities are for an acre, and to be
all mixed together:—Crested Dogs-tail, 8 lbs.; Hard fescue, 20;
Fine-leaved fescue, 2 ; Wood meadow grass, 2 ; Common meadow
grass (Poa tyiiualis), 2 ; Creeping white clover, S ; Smaller yellow

trefod, 3. Your other question next week.
Raspberries (J. M. £'. ;—Your raspberries should have been

planted in November, and not in March, to give you a chance for a

crop this year. Shorten your canes, and give them a good manuiing
witk well decomposed dung. You will probably have a crop from
your autumn-bearing nest year. If your soil is dry ,put mulch upon
the surface, over the roots, next Mareh, keeping it there, and giving
water in dry weather during the summer.
Grape Vine Planting (IF. S. H.)—Now is a good time; you

will have seen \ihat Mr. Errington says upon the subject.

liECA\ED 'I'anner's Bark (Staiilpj/).—We never heard of this

causing canker if used as a manure, and do not believe it will. We
should use it without hesitation as a manure for a heavy soil.

Horticultural Exhibitions iA Clerienl Subscriber.) — We
propose noticing those you allude to next year. To notice both is a
needless occupying of space, the flowers at each are so nearly the

same. Your suggestion about My Flowers has been long under
consideration.
Taylor's Improved Amateur's Hive (Cfericun Dciuiniei7S}s).—

This can be had of Messrs. Neighbour, in Holborn. Do not wipe
your apples before storing, or winlst in store. The glutinous exu-
dation dries upon them, and helps to preserve them.
Skeleton Leaves (SpaldincDsis).—This does not come within

our purpose. A work will shortly appear in which we shall gl\ e sucU
information. See the advertisement of The Domestic Economist
in our paper to-day.

Sour Krout (.1 Subscriber).—Never mind the monldiness out-

side your lid ; it will not injure the cabbage within, which you say is

quite clean and free. Sprinkle salt thickly over the top of the cab-

bage, and put on the lid, and disturb it afterwards as little as pos-
sible. There is no reason why the moiddiness should not be scrub-

bed off at the same time.

List of Plants (Constant Jifiulcr).—Pray refer to our indexes,
whieh may be had of both volumes, and you will find all that you
require. To ilo all that you ask for wonld occupy half of an entire

number.
Heating Grep.niiousf. (Ciiplulu F.).—You may heat your green-

house ojiening from your drawing-room, according to llie |)lau

described at pages \\Q and 1*20 of our first volume, 'I'he flue need
not go all round the house. You must ventilate by opening the top
sashes, or by having a small window to open like a casement at each
end, close to the roof.

Names <h-- Plants (IT. Smith),—Your No. I is probably TeirT/.s-

albispiiitiN, but from your drawing, or from the fragmenis of t!ie

oilier siiceulents, it is (piite impossible to arrive at a certain opinion.

London : Printed by Harry Wooldridge, H7, Strand, in the
Pariwh of Saint Mary-le-Sirand ; and Winehester High-slreet, in

the Parish of St. Mary Kalendar; and Published by William
SoMKRVii.LE Orr, at tlic Otficc, 147, Strand, in the Parish of

Saint Mary-le-Strand, London.—December 20th, I819.
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DEC. 27, 1819—JAN. 2, 1850. Weather near London.

T. 49-39.
T. 44— :}f».

T. 41—3U.

T. 40—29.
T. 40—30.
T. 33—19.
T. '29—ii).

W.
N.E.

N.
N.E.
N.E.
E.
E.

27 Tu St. John Evan. Black diver comes. 1

28 F Innocents. Gray troosander comes,
j

298 |\'elvet Duck coujes. [to Tarn Id.

3U Son |1 S. aft. CnRisTW. Eider duck cornea l

J3]|iM [Silvester. Geometraincomp]etariaI\loth
'

1 Tn ,CiacoMCi!>iON. Kedbreast bin^3.

I

^^^ Lime Hawk Moth's Urubsfound^; !

St. John, the apostle and evangelist, "one of his disciples whom
Jesus loved," was a son of Zebedee and Salome. John was cou-
stiiutty distinfiuished'jy liis Divine master shewing him special marks
of rBjjard. Whenever a select number of disciples accompanied our
Saviour John was always of the number ; at the Last Supper he was
leaning on the bosom of Jesus ; he was at the foot of the cross, and
received from his dying Lord the injunction to regard His mother as

his own. " From tliat hour" John took HIary to his home, was spe-

cially noticed by Jesus after his resurrection, evangelized in Syria

and Asia Minor, resided during the late j-ears of his life at Ephesus,
and died there, a.d. 100, aged 94 years. Deep atVcction for his master,
and for his bretliren in Chrisr, characterized liis nature and his

writings. In death as in life his great theme was, "My children,

love one another."
Innocents' Day, or Childersias.—On this day is commemo-

rated the murder of the infants at Bethlehem by the order of Herod.
In OUT last year's notice of this festival we stated that the Papal
Church perform masses upon this anniversary for the repose of the
souls of those "Innocents," on which statement we have received a
note pointing it out as a mistake. Our correspondent says—" Roman
Catholics do not pray for the repose of the souls of martyrs, nor say
masses for that purpose. It will, perhajis, also occur, on retlt-ctiun, to

the writer, that no class of Christians would deem it necessary to pray
for tb>' souls of children under two years of age. even if they were
not martyrs. The Collect used by the Established church on this

occasion will be found to be a paraphrase of the prayer before the
Epistle and Gospel for that day in the Roman I\Iissal, which latter

are identical." in the "Calendar of Superstition" Brand tells us
this day is of most unlucky omen. None ever married, put on a new
suit, pared his nails, or began any undertaking, on Childermas Day.
On account of this superstition, the coronation of King Edward IV.
was postponed to the day following ; and Addison, in the " Spectator,"
alludes to it when he makes a mother say that her cliild " shall not
go into join-hand on Childermas Day."

Insects.—Every gar-

dener must have observed

the edges of the young
leaves of his peas, and
sometimes of his beans,

Rain.
Fine.

Fine.
Fine.

Rain.
Fine.
Fine.

Sun
Rises.

; a. S

9

9
9
9

Sun
Sets.

Moon
I

Moon'i
R.&S.

1
Age.

Clock Day of

bci. Sun. Year.

55 a. 3
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and tlieiv experiments embraced many other seeds

than those of the lettuce. So soon us pneumatic

chemistry demonstrated that the atmospheric air is

composed of several gases, viz.

—

Oxygen '21

Nitrogen 79

1110

With about one per cent, of aqueous vapour in the

driest weather, and about one part in every thousand

of carbonic acid gas, the question then arose, Which

of these gases is necessary for germination ? and

Sclieele was the first to demonstrate that it is the

oxyfjen. Achard afterwards proved that seeds wiU

not germinate in nitrogen, carbonic acid, or hydi'o-

gen gases, unless mixed with oxygen ; and though

Carradori doubted the correctness of Ms experiments,

his doubt was shown to be gi-oundless by the more

accurate researches of Gough, Cmioksliank, Saus-

sure, and others.- Senebier carried liis experiments

still further, and has determined that although seeds

will not germinate in an atmosphere not containing

at least one-eighth of its bulk of oxygen, yet that the

proportion most favourable to the process is about

one-fourtli. Germination will proceed in an atmo-

sphere of pm-e oxygen, but not so readily as when it

is mixed with other gases. The same phenomena

attend the incubation of eggs—they wiU not hatch

in the vacuum of an air pump, nor will the process

proceed satisfactorily in any other mixture of gases

than atmospheric air.

It is neoessaiy that the oxygen should penetrate

to the cotyledonous, or inner, piu'ts of the seed, as is

evident by the changes which take place during ger-

mination ; and it is further proved by experiment.

When healthy seed is moistened and exposed in a

suitable temperature to atmospheric air, it absorbs

the oxygen only. This power of separating one gas

from the others, appears to reside in the skin of the

seed, for old seeds lose the power of absorbing the

oxygen, and consequently of germinating ; yet they

will frequently germinate if soaked in a solution of

clilorine in water—a gas which has the power of at-

tracting hydrogen from water, and others of its com-

pounds, and releasing the oxygen, doing so in the

case of seeds within their skin, as well as without-

side. Humboldt and Saussure have also shown that

the application of chlorine to seed accelerates its

germination, and cress seed, which, under orduiary

circumstances, requires some days to complete the

jirocess, they found eti'ccted it in no more than three

liuurs. The late Mr. George Sinclair, author of

the excellent Jlorliis Graiiuiteus Wohurnemis, iu-

ibrmed us that he employed chlorine with singular

success. Ho obtained it by mixing a tablespoonful

• Althoucli seeds will not germinate in an atmosphere of nitrogen,

yet they all absorb a t>niull quantity of thiw gaH when germinating.

It w a constituent of moHt young roota, eftpccially of their apongiolcH,

or extreme points. There is reason to believe that ammonia is

formed during germination, and that it acts us a stunulant and food

to the young plant. Seeds containing nitrogen gcnninate more
rapidly than seedH of the same genua which do not contain thia gas.

of muriatic acid (spirit of salt) with a similar quan-

tity of black oxide of manganese, and half a pint of

water. After allowing the mixture to remain two or

three hours, the seed is to be immersed in the liquid

for a similar period, and then sown. Another, and,

we consider, the most eligible mode of applying the

chlorine, was also suggested to us by the same dis-

tinguished horticultvu'ist. In this way he said he

made tropical seeds vegetate, which refused to ger-

minate by other modes of treatment, He placed tlie

mixed ingredients mentioned above in a glass retort,

inserting its bulb in the hot-bed, and bringing its

beak under the pot in winch the seeds were sown

connecting it with the di-ainiug aperture of the pot.

The chlorine gas is gi-adually evolved, passing

through the earth of the pot to the seeds, accordingly

as the heat required for the diflerent species induces.

This absolute necessity for the presence of oxygen

is a reason why seeds will not germinate if buried

beyond a certain distance fi'om the earth's surface ;

and why clayey soUs often fail of having a good

plant, an impervious coat of the clay enveloping the

seed, and jDreventing the air's access.

M. Rurgerfoimd that seeds of rye bmied one inch

below the smface bad their leaves above it in eight

days and a half, whereas those at a depth of

six inches, had only just sprouted at the end of

twenty-two days. But too deep sowing inflicts an-

other injury ; though it be not at such a depth as to

entirely prevent germination, it so consumes the

matter of the seed in forming the useless elongation

of stalk uecessaiy to bring the leaves above the sur-

face, that all further progress in vegetation has been

prevented. M. Burger found that rye seeds, sown

live inches and a half deep, forced their blades to

the surface in seventeen days and a-half, but these

remained green only for six days, and then withered

;

and that, in every instance, the most shallow-sown

seeds produced the most stalks. I have observed the

same in the case of kidney beans, Windsor beans, and

peas of various varieties ; those seeds buried one

and a half ; inch below the surface, invariably grew

hirfher, and were more prolitic, thou those buried at

double or even greater deptlis.

From Saussure's experiments, we learn that weight

for weight, wheat and bailey diuiug germination

absorb less oxygen than peas, whilst these consmne

less than beans and kidney beans. This explains

why, in proportion to their size, the two first may be

sown at a greater depth below the soil's surface than

the three last named, without vegetation being pre-

vented.

It is chiefly the want of a due supply of oxygen

that forbids seeds germinating which are buried at

great depths ; seeds thus deposited, or similarly ex-

cluded from tlie air- in the Egyptian mummy cere

ments, will often retain their vegetative power for

an appaiently unlimited time. Hence, earth taken
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from far below the surface will often become covered

with charlock. This is an oily-seeded plant, and

such seeds, when thus excluded from the au', retain

their vitality most pertinaciously, for reasons already

assigned.

The atmosphere contains rather more than one-

fifth of its weight of oxygen gas, and this is the pro-

portion most favourable to the germination of the

majority of fresh seeds. Indeed, few seeds will ger-

minate when this pro]iortion is much reduced. Ea-

dish seed refuses to do so when it amounts to no

more than one-fortieth ])art, and lettuce seeds re-

quire in it at the least one-sixth, when it amounts to

only one-eighth, they refuse to germinate. This is

a reason wliy, of all kitchen-garden seeds, the lettuce

requires the most shallow sowing. So far are plants,

at their first germination, from being benefitted by

the application of stimulants, as is supposed by the

advocates of those menstrua, that, if the ah' supjilied

to theni during that process is contaminated by sti-

mulating vapours, such as that of sulplnnic aether,

camphor, spirits of turpentine, or ammonia, germi-

nation is always, in some degi'ee, retarded and in-

jured. Old seeds are alone those which require the

additional stimulus of more oxj'geu to enable them

to germinate, and this is most readily afforded hy

moistening them with a solution of chlorine, which

slowly exti'acts the hydrogen from water, and sets at

liberty its oxygen within the integuments (skins) of

the seeds.

How oxygen operates in aiding the seed to de-

velop the parts of the embryo plant we cannot even

guess—we only know that most seeds have more

carbon (pure charcoal) in then- composition than

other parts of their parent plants ; that the oxygen

absorbed by the seeds combines with a portion of

that extra cai-bon, and is emitted in the form of car-

bonic acid. These are the attendant phenomena,

but we can penetrate the mystery no faa'ther.

We have just had placed before us a series of papers

for fohhng u]> flower seeds, which are particularly

useful, and, therefore, deserving of general patron-

age. At present, when a packet of seeds is pm--

chased, the shojiman does no more than enclose it

in brown paper, and wiite upon it (not always in

the most decipherable of characters) the name and

quantity. In place of these brown-paper inutilities,

there is now offered to the trade a complete series of

white papers, of the form and size most desirable,

for enclosing flower seeds, with the name, and other

particulars useful to bo known liy the purchaser

printed upon them. For example

—

ViscARi.\ ocuLATA fDftrk-evcd Viscaria).
Nat Ord, CaryophjlIacetB.—Native of Algiers.—-Cult. 1343.

—

Annual; Ijft., branchinpfl., rose, dark centre; Julj' and August,
Culture,—A neat plant for groups and mixed borders. Sow in

Ufarch in pentle beat, plant into small pots, and transplant to
tbe open ground the end of April ; and for succession, in open
ground in March and June. Kich light garden soil.

These labels being prepared by i\Ir. Moore, Cu-

rator of the Botanic Gardens, Chelsea, and by Mr.
Wm. P. Ayres, of Blackheath, ai-e to be relied upon
for correctness, and we recommend purchasers to

obtain their seeds packed in these useful envelopes.

THE PRUIT-GAEDEN.
The Cc-cuhber: Pkeparation op Dung fob Beds.

—This, althougli generally classed with vegetables,
or, indeed, with salads, yet maintains a position
amongst our fruits; although a kind of anomalous
one. As our worthy coadjutors do not seem to have
touched on the cidture of these for early work, we
hope to be pardoned for calling the attention of
the amateur, and those who garden on a limited
scale, to some preliminaries necessary in order to

obtain them early, and witli certainty.

We shall not say anythiug about hothouse cu-

cumbers in this iiaper, believing that the majority of
our readers still grow them on the old-fashioned
dung-bed, against which there exists little objection,

except that it is a monopolism of labour ns well as
of fermenting material ; otherwise it is well suited
to the habits of the cucumber.

For oiir part, we would not have a garden esta-

blishment, of any repute, in the kingdom without a
cucumber house (although it were only a few yards
long), heated by hot water; believing that such
would in tlie end be much more economical, and,
certainly, more jiroductive ; for a house of the kind,

properly planned, will ])roduce cucumbers all tho
year with comparatively little trouble. But of this

more by-aud-by.

PnEPAiiiNG THE DuNO.—We will begin, then, with
the fermentation of the dung ; and on this, simple
as it may seem, much of the success depends at a
very early season. Your dung must he " sweet,"
saj's old blue apron ; and verv correct the opinion
is. New dung from tho stable door, as is well
known, contains a vast amoimt of Inntful gases,

which, as to cucumber culture, nnist be dissipated
by fermentation, or, as the old gardeners used to call

it, " sweating." Space will not permit us to show
bow this takes place; we must merely be content
witli the fact, that dung thrown into a bodv will fer-

ment, or heat ; and that the intensity of the heating
is in pro])ortion to the hulk of the material, the
freshness of it, and its character as to the diet of the
horses, or other stock. On the latter point, we
merely mean that the higher the quality of the food
the greater the fermentative }n'oportions, and vice

versa. We all know that leaves— ordinary tree-

leaves—are excellent material for building hot-beds
;

we stay not here to discuss their character, but merely
to recommend tlieii- use in a considerable proportion;
and to observe that if such are to be mixed nith the
dung it shonld be when the dung has become sweet,
and this wUl be at the last turning ; for the dung at
this early period will require turning some tln-ee or
four times.

We will now suppose a heap of dung drawn fresh
from the stable door for a frame of three lights—say
three or four one-horse cart-loads. When leaves
are to be mixed with the mass alternately we prefer
shaking out a portion of the mere droppings, as their

powerful and violently heating character is averse to

durability in the mass—the durability of the heat
being much to be desired. Tho remainder is thrown
into a compact heap to fermeut, which will he the
ease in a day or two ; hut, if cutting winds prevail,
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means must be taken to keep the heat equalized, for,

hke a bonfire, the wind irill drive the heat towards

the opposite side. A httle loose fresh Utter will

accomplish this, and, if such be scarce, a few stakes

may he thrust into that side, and tlie litter suspended
on the stakes, or a net or two may be used. It is

astonishing what a small matter not in close contact

with the mass will prevent the injurious effects of

stormy weatlier in this I'espect, especially if carried

hif<'lier than the body of the manure, or, in other

words, high enougli to carry the wind over it. As
soon as the heap becomes heated and reeks consider-

ably it must bo turned with forks. "We dejireeate

the practice of letting it remain until it is, what is

termed, "burned"—that is to say, become whitened
and dry ; those who do so entirely forget that the

principal object is to dissip.ate the noxious gases

(which arise chiefly from the urine contained in the

mass) without too much breaking down the material.

As before obsei'ved. durability is requisite in tVie bed
at this early period, and we need scarcely say that

hurried decomposition is averse to that princiijle.

In turning it, every lock or tuft should be shook to

pieces, or rather divided, like tedding hay; this is

most important in the first stages. Care should be

taken, moreover, that the outer part be exchanged
for the middle of the heap. If any huskiness is per-

ceived, either at this or any of the subsequent turn-

ings, water must he liberally applied—as much as

will keep the wliole mass lilack ; for water is, after

all, the great pmifier. The second heating wUl not

be quite so rapid, for a good part of the fiery gases

will have escaped during the first stage; nevertheless,

enough will remain to render the dung totally unfit

for early forcing. In about a week, or perhaps less,

another turning will he requisite, proceeding pre-

cisely as before, and still using a screen of any kind,

lirovided cold winds sliould prevail. It is probable

that by tins time more water will be requisite than

before. We would, however, as before observed,

turn more frequently, in order to prevent "burning."

"We have now described two " turnings," subsequent

to the first throwing of the dung together, and many
persons, we may observe, will venture to build the

bed soon after. Let us, however, persuade all be-

ginners to give at least another turning ; for every

turning purifies tlie fermenting mass still more and

moi-e. In little more than a fortnight, the whole of

the turnings may have been carried out. It may
then be obsorvod, that if leaves are to be blended

with the mass one turning less may suffice. In

using the leaves, equal portions may be blended,

provided they are of the oak or beech ; but if of the

soft-wooded trees, there should be nearly two parts

of dung to one of tlie leaves for eaily forcing. When
the dung is fit for building the bed it will he, wliat

practical men term. " sweet," a term which, at first

thought, seems oddly enough ap])lied to manure
;

nevertheless it is, we conceive, justly applicable, for

well-worked dimg is almost as sweet as new-made
liay. It has a scent closely ap))roximating that of

mushrooms; and we need scarcely add, that few

pei'sons would term the scent of mushrooms nau-

seous. The mixture then, after being blended care-

fully together, fa.nd too mvich ])ains cannot be taken

to mix the dimg thorougldy with the leaves) will

now be fit for building ; and we may as well offer a

little advice about this part of the process.

BuiLuiNo THE Bed.—The groat tiling to be avoided

iu early cucumber forcing is, what practical men
term "burning ;" this wo before described as a]q)er-

taining to the dung-heap. The same may take place

in the bed, if precautions be not taken. Of coiu'se,

when the plants are planted out in the bed, the

bottom heat must he controlled within certain limits,

or the plants are at once destroyed. Ninety degrees

is the maxiniinn heat whicli the plants will endure at

the root ; indeed, this is by no means safe, and certainly

somewhat unnatural to permit so large an .amount.

Now, in order to avoid this bm-ning. many expe-

dients are resoi'ted to. Rome jjersons form tlie body
of the bed of brush wood; others form a hollow

chamber beneath, by posts and slabs, and many
other expedients have been resorted to, according

to the fancy of the operators, all based on the priu-

ciiile of permitting much depth for powerful linings,

when necessary, without keeping up an unnecessary

amount of dung All these modes are respectively

good, other things being properly carried out. As,

however, many amateurs cannot avail themselves of

bnish wood and slabs without unnecessary expense,

we will point to a ijlan which -will enable the ope-

rator to build a safe bed by means of well worked

dung alone. The base of the bed being marked out

on a dry plot of ground, where water cannot remain,

any dry unfernientable rubbish of an open character,

may be placed iu it for nearly a foot in depth. If

sticks or stones are at hand, such will be as good as

a.ny thing. This done, firmly on a base or founda-

tion, nine inches wider than the fi-ame, all round,

the building by dung may jn'ooeed. After one foot

of ihing is properly placed, or the bed a foot higher,

let the situation of the future hillocks in which the

lilants are to be set be correctly ascertained, and on

tlie centre of each place a very large garden pot,

of at least twelve inches diameter at the top, the

bottom being purposely punched out ; small butter

firkins, without bottoms, or even large chimney-

pots, may answer : in fact, any tiling cylindrical

and somewhat conical. This settled, continue the

building of the bed to the desired height, filling

the inside of the pot or vessel as the building

proceeds with any inert or unfermeuting material

of a very porous character ; indeed, brickbats, or

broken masses of stone, are excellent. As the

building proceeds, they, the vessels, must be drawn
upwards, taking care they are kept nearly full of

the above material; and when tlie bed is of tlie

desired height, the vessels may be removed aJto-

altogether, when, of course, the centres before al-

luded to, will be a dead unfermeuting mass, serving

thus to prevent the entire cooperation of the whole

mass of manure, and guaranteeing tlie pl.aiit a tem-

perate substratum, altlioug surrounded, it may be,

with materials having a tendency to burn A bed

in Januaiy should be nearly five feet high at the

back, and about four feet iu front, and about a foot

in height, or nearly so, may be given up monthly,

as the season advances. As soon as the bed is built,

some long litter should be placed snugly around it

to ensure speedy fennentatioii ; and, as soon as the

bed is becoming hot, water must be liberally applied.

This wiU ]irevent bvn-ning, and will carry entirely

away any remaining effluvia of a noxious character.

Eaiituing tiik Bed.—In a week or ten days it

may he got ready for the plants, and some mellow

soil, of a dark and soft character—a mixture of old

vegetable soil or humus, and heath soil—will be best

for an early period.

We have said nothing about the seed-bed, for the

principles of i'ermeutation here laid down will serve

lioth purposes. It will nevertheless he necessary

shortly to offer advice about tlie subsequent manage-

ment of the fruiting-bed. E. EnniNGioN.
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THE rLOWER-GARDEN.
Mii.D Seasons.—It 1ms often been observed by

gardeners that when a long stretch of mild, open
weather follows on from tho end of autumn down to

Christmas, that before tlie end of the following

month of J anuary there are more half-hardy plants

injured or killed by a moderate frost, than are usu-

ally destroyed when they are caught by earlier frosts

aad a hard winter ; and the reasons are obvious

enough. The mild muggy weather keeps jilants in a

lialf dozing state, as it were ; so that the first hard

frosts in January, or later, overtake them in a soft,

unripe condition, in which state aU plants are more
liable to injury by frost. This reminds us that all

planting should be got through earlier ; and such
plants as are still in progress ought to be ])ushed for-

ward on all favourable opportimitics. Half-liavdy

things, that were protected or thatclied over in No-
vember last, should also be examined, and some addi-

tional coverings should be laid on for the next two
months ; but first let all the old covering be removed,
and any dead or damp leaves be cleared out, and if

the soil is wet scrape off an inch or two of tho sui--

face all round your plant, and replace" it with dry
coal-ashes. Let the plants remain uncovered for

some hours to dry, and then add dry straw, fern, or

whatever the protecting material may be, letting that

part of it which is to be next to the plants bo quite

dry, and then the old covering may do round the

outside; though, if the whole covering is dry, it will

be more safe. Always, when a week or a few fine

dry days occur in winter, :tliose who cover up balf-

hardy plants should take advantage of them to open
the coverings and examine tlie plants, for when they
are long confined under a damp, close covering, they
suffer as much from damp as they would do from a

moderate frost ; and a little breathing time, with a

fresh covering of dry materials, are very agreeable to

them ; and they stand more in need of it in a moist,

mild winter than when the weather is more diy and
severe with frosts.

Shruhbery Dressing.—The common practice of

deep digging amongst shrubbery plants is found to

have just the contrary effect of what it was thought
to have some years since, and most gardeners of the
present day have given up the practice altogether

;

and all the stirring they give to the soil is done from
time to time by the hoe during the growing season of
weeds ; and early in winter, when all the leaves are
down, tliey are raked into little heaps and buried in
the openings between the plants : and in digging the
holes gardeners often meet with the leaves, weeds,
and rubbish, which were buried the yearbefoi-e quite
in a rotten state, and netted through with young
roots. All this is brought up and spread over the
new raked surface, and a beautiful compost it makes;
the roots of the adjoining shrubs and trees are thus
annually pruned so far, and a fresh lot of green com-
post laid beside them to be, in its tm-n, subjected to

tho same process.

Hardy Annuals.—In Februaiy or March the sur-

face of a shrubbery thus treated is an excellent place
to sow hardy annuals on. there being only an inch
or so of loose soil on the surface, and, that composed
of rotten vegetable mould, the roots of the young
plants cannot strike downwards, but spread sideways
among tho comi)Ost, and then they are very easily
transplanted into the beds any time in April, or in
the beginning of May, thus allowing plenty of time
for spring-dressing the beds, or for the display of
bidbs, for it is thought extravagant now-a-days to sow

a crop of annuals on a bed at once, and let it remain
without auytliing else till the annuals are done flow-

ering. Besides, should some of the seeds fail, or if

part of the young seedlings damp ofl' or are destroyed

by grubs or slugs, the bed must be made good by trans-

planting some from where the plants stand thickest,

and then the bed must look patchy for the rest of its

season ; so that there are more advantages than one
in not winter-digging among trees and shrubs, but,

of course, the gi'catest benefit arises from not cutting

through the surface roots.

Pruning Shrubbery.—Then, as to winter-pruning

a shrubbei-y, the process was much better expressed

in the old term " dressing," for that included the

whole business of clearing the sm-face, rooting up
suckers, shortening-in straggling boughs, so that no
two plants interfered with one another, and whenever
they did one was marked out for removal into another
pilace, and this one might still remain for a year or

two longer by keeping its head well reduced by the

winter and summer pruning, until its fellow occupied

nearly the whole space which formerly sufficed for

the two. Evergreen hushes which grow close, as the

laurustinus, should be so pruned that the lower

boughs are the longest ; and this may be easily

effected whatever the natural shape of the plant may
be, whether round, spiral, or spreading, by stopping

such shoots as grow longer than those below them.
Tlie common Alnternus is a fast-growing bush, which
soon gets naked below unless attended to in this way,

and one of the most willing to yield to the primer ;

and is an excellent plant to form into a half stan-

dard. The PhUh/rea is another of the same habit,

but not so fast a grower, but if left to take its natural

course will soon gi'ow out of shape ; the leading

shoots of all the ]nain branches should be stopped,

more or less acording to their lengths, to induce an
equal growth in all parts of the head. All upright-

growing plants, lik'e the Gijjn-ess and Arhor ritcF, re-

quire close attention to set them off properly when
young ; if they once lose their leading shoot, or if

they are gi'owing in deep rich soil, they produce a

number of leaders, or contending shoots, and if these

are allowed to go on unchecked for a few years they

wUl become very troublesome in time of snow, or

even in very wet weather. The weight on the leaves

causes the different leaders to open out sideways, and
unless they are tied up with cords or copper-wire

they soon sjilit, or gi'ow so ragged, as to lose all the

beauty of their natural character. Even the stiff,

rigid Irish Yew will get deformed in time, after the

same manner, unless it is carefully reared from the

first and confined to one principal leader. I Icnow

what might thus be very beautiful plants of all these,

but having been neglected when they were young,
all that can now be done to them is to keep them
tight-laced with wire fastenings all the way up, which
is only an apology for good management. On the

other liand, I could refer to others of the same spe-

cies whose side branches are as stiff and close as those

of a well-kept thorn hedge, and this was brought
about by pinching out the points of all the side-

branches as soon as they were six inches long, and
lea\ing the centre shoot or leader to grow on without
any check or stopping. This is done regularly diulng
the growing season. As fast as the side shoots grow-

to the specified length, the tops are nipped off, and
after a few years these stumps ndll get so bushy that

they must be tliinned by cutting in some of them
close to the main stem ; and after such trees attain

to nearly their fuU size, these side branches may be,

allowed to grow out freely, so that no leaders are
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allowed to form. The Gijprcss and the Deodar cedar

IVom J udia, as well as some othei' trees, grow with

their leading shoots hanging down on one side, and
many persons think this a natural defect, and so

will have them tied up to sticks, thinking they are

assistuig nature, v.-lien they are just doing tlie reverse,

or, at any rate, have their lahour in vain, for such

trees never fail to right thoraselves, and take the np-

riglit jiosition as they become ripe and hard.

Silver Ckdau.—Speaking of cedars, reminds me
of some information I received this last autumn
about cedars from a courier, a native of Athens, who
was in the suite of a nohleman who was here on a

visit. He was a most intelligent traveller, and had

a natural turn for scientific pursuits ; he had been

n]3 several times into Nubia, past the cataracts on

the Nile, and through the diflerent routes from Cairo

through the Arabian Desert into Palestine; he ga-

thered cones at foiu' diftei'ent times of the ancient

cedars on Mount liCbanon, one of which, a very

small specimen, I obtained from him. In 1844 he

was in Algiers, and mixed with the French military

in one of those dreadful campaigns against the Arabs;

and at a place five days' journey inland from Algiers

tlie French routed a large camp of Arabs, and took

their cattle and sheep, of which they stood much in

need for rations, but there was not a bush or tree

within miles of them to make fii-es to cook then' spoil

with : so they broke down the poles and sticks of the

Arabs' tents, and he says the whole air was perfumed
by the burning of these dry poles, which were made
from the wood of the white cedar peculiar to the

Atlas range, and as there have been some doubts

raised in England lately about this cedar being dif-

ferent from the old cedar of Lebanon, I particularly

inquired of him whether this was really correct or

not. He made no hesitation in pronouncing the two

cedars to be quite dilferent. He visited a large forest

of the white cedar growing on a lateral branch of low

hills, wliich spread southward from the main chain

of the Atlas, and about half way between Algiers and
the Atlantic ; and besides the silveiy appearance of

the under side of the leaves, he said that on all the

trees rows of teeth passed along the upper side of the

branches, standing erect like the teeth of a rake, and
giving tlie whole head a very peculiar appearance.

I'his jiart of his description I could not understand

until I received one of the so-cfllled teeth from him,

which turns out to be the a.xis, or central part, of one

of the cones ; but whether the cones drop from the

silver cedar in detached scales, as in the Balm of

Gilead fir, or the whole cone at once, I could not

mako out. He found no cones under the trees, al-

though he looked diUgently for them, and the trees

were so large and so difficult to climb, that he hud
to shoot oft' some cones with his gun. Seeds from
these cones have vegetated in England, and the

plants are now from a foot to 18 inches high—^that

is, in four seasons' growth. The nobleman in whose
garden the plants have been reared, has since corro-

borated all these particulars, for lie. too, saw the

forest of white cedars on the Atlas, and .also those on
the Lebanon, and ho adds, " when the wind moves
the l)ranches of the silver cedar, the silvery hue from
tho underside of the leaves is very conspicuous at a
long distance." Now, if this should turn out to bo
only a well marked variety of the old cedar of TiCba-

non, it is very well worth in(|iuring after, and our
niu'scrymen, who have connections in Paris, would no
doubt liear more about it there ; for I am told that

. largo quantity of seeds of it have been sent to

r'ranoe from Algiers, and I tliinlt there need be little

fear in buying the plants as new and very distinct

;

indeed, the Horticultural Society have already distri-

buted some plants of it under the name of Silrer

cedar. D. Beatcix.

GEEENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

Raising Plants ircm Seed.—A correspondent

residing in a retired part of the country, signing

himself Tijro, states that, owing to the distance from

a nurseryman, and tho expense of can'iage, it is im-

possible for him to obtain plants unless he raises them
from seed, and wishes for a list of the hardy gi-een-

house plants and half-hardy plants that may be thus

propagated, and then grown upon a stage under a

veranda facing the south, with the advantage of a

pit to winter them in. As our good Editor thinks

that a short list would be generally useful, and our

correspondent is in a great haste about the matter,

we prefer adverting to it here, rather than in the

column to correspondents, merely premising that

those named are some of those we have observed

seeding most freely in this country. Nice little plants

of the most of them could be forwarded by post fi-om

the nurserymen ; and thus several months, if not a

whole season, would be gained at no gi-eat additional

cost ; but we know that many people, even in affluent

circumstances, feel a peculiar pleasure in those plants

that from first to last have been reared and attended

to by themselves. The most of the following may
generally be obtained from seedsmen :

—

1. Shrubs: Acacia.—All the dwarfer kinds of this

genus would be suitable for such a position and

mode of culture, and some of the larger-growing

ones, such as Lopkantha, might be grown for the

back of the stage, as the pinnated leaves are very

]n-etty. Most of the family are chiefly distinguished

for the clustered whorls of yellow male flowers

—

some plants possessing both the sexes ; and others,

again, being either wholly male or wholly female.

Soil : ])eat and loam, increasing tho loam as the plant

gets older.

Coronilla—comparatively hardy ; the greenhouse

and frame species being natives of the south of

Europe. Soil : similar to the above.

Cytisus.—All the greenhouse species, as well as

Oenida caiutrieiisis, have yellow flowers like the

above, but mostly borne upon spikes. The foliage

and habits of the plants are more elegant. The seeds

will be all the better for being steeped a day in warm
water before sowing tliem. Soil : ))eat and loam, in-

creasing the latter as the plants get older.

Cliantiius I'UNicEUs should bo sown and grown in

peat and loam, adding a little dung and some lumps

of charcoal as the plant gets older. After the first

or second season the jilants should be forced along

upon the one-shift system, otherwise the bunches of

flowers will be apt to be small, and the leaves subject

to red spider.

Choro/.eju.—All the species of this family are

beautiful, some pre-eminently so—flowers, reddish

and yellowish. Plants from seed are generally su-

jierior to those from cuttings. Soil: sandy, turfy

peat, with a little turfy loam and charcoal for the

more vigorous kinds, as the plants get weU estab-

lished.

GoMPiioi.oBiL-jis.—Nativesof new Holland; flowers

something similar to the above, mostly yellow. Soil:

fibry sandy jieat, with jneces of charcoal. Plants

very iuipatient of too much moisture, or of a clogged

sour soil ; di'uinage and watering must therefore bo
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carefully attended to. Oxylobium, Podolobium, and
Platylobiiim, chiefly distinguished by the appearance

and shape of tlie seed-pod, require similar treatment.

DiosMA.—A genus of low evergreen shrubs, re-

quiring peat and loam.
Ekic.\ (Heath).—Seeds of many species may be

obtained. If sown in spring, and potted ofl' late in

summer, they are apt to go off in winter. It is

generally deemed advisable to sow in August, and
keep the j'ouug plants in the seed-pans, near the

glass, and in au airy situation during winter, and
placing them individually, or by threes, in small pots

in the spring, re-shifting as they requii'e it; keeping
thcin in the pit for a couple of years, euoouraging
growth until September, and then using every means
for ripening the wood, giving plenty of air, back and
front, wlien the thermometer is from :ib to 40° in

winter, though more sparingly in foggy weather.

Soil : fibry, sandy peat, with pieces of charcoal.

Er.vcnis.—Similar treatment will be required; the

plants are hardier, and not so subject to mildew as

tlie erica, but most of them would be inclined to

bloom before they could be set upon the stage.

Azaleas.—The hardier ones may be treated in a

similar manner.
Cajiellia.—Seeds of the single vai-ieties may

sometimes be met with, but they require the best

part of two years to vegetate. A single camellia is

far from despisable.

LECHENArLTiA requlrcs similar treatment to a

heath, only it likes a mixture of tiu-fy loam with the

peat, and should be grown fast on the one-shift sys-

tem : unless the flowers are frequently picked off, the

plants soon become exhausted.
PiMELEA. A beautiful family oflow shrubs, flourish-

ing in sandy loam and peat.

To these may be added the greenhouse and frame
species of the .genera Myoporiim, Pittosponim,

Euijenbt. Pulteiicca, Sti/Udium, Maheriiia, Siiaiii-

soiiia, Ooodia, Suthcrkindki, Fiicliaia, all of which
wiU flourish in peat and loam ; tlie Fuchsia liking,

in addition, as it gets older, a portion of dry manui'e,

or copious manure waterings. With the exception

of the fuchsia, some of which, and especially the

beautiful Fulgenn, wQl flower the first season ; none
other of the plants will be fit for the stage the first

year, and many of the best not for two years. For
sowing, a nice sweet hot-bed should be prepared in

February
; pots prepared, well drained, filled with

suitable soil, iu the manner lately recommended for

calceolarias
;
plants shifted, as soon as they can be

handled, into very small pots ; stopped when a few
inches in length, to make them bushy; encouraged
by shifting, watering, and keeping ratlier close, to

grow freely until autumn, and then ripened by giv-

ing more air; exposure to light, and -witliholding

water ; admitting plenty of air in favourable weather
in winter

; lighting a small fire in damp, foggy, or

frosty weather ; and, if that cannot be done, making
sure of a dry, raised pit, as recommended last week.

Many, if not all, of the plants referred to woidd be
better in a shaded position during summer than
exposed to the south on a stage, not because the

plants will not stand the sun, but because the pots

are apt to get so hot that the roots would be scorched.

To remedy this, tlio pots shoidd bo set inside of

larger ones, the space between being stufl'cd with
moss, and this, too, will render loss watering neces-

sary. Syi-inging overhead, night and morning, in

warm 'weather, wiU also be of service. The same
system may be advantageously adopted with all pot

plants in a similar position durmg summer ; and if

a little water stands in the pans below the pots, pro-

vided not high enough to reach the roots in tlie

inner one, there will be no danger of stagnation, nor

yet so iiuich ft-om dryness either in the soil or at-

mosphere.
2. Climbers in Pots for Trellises we can

barely name. Braahi/seiiia latifolla, we fear, would be

rather tender. JNIany Kennedijas would do well.

These should chiefly be grown iu sandy, turfy pent,

with a little loam as the plants get older. The fol-

lowing require fibry loam, with a little peat, and

pieces of charcoal to keep the soil open:

—

C'oiivol-

volus, Tropwolum Ganarieiuis, &o. ; Solhja hetero-

plujlia and linearis, Billardiera scmidens, Jasmiimm
azoficum, odoratinsimmn and lir/ustnfoUum, Tropcco-

liim pentaphi/Uiiiii and Lohbianum, DoUclios lignosus,

Maarandya, Lopliospermum, Eecremocarpm, and Pas-

siflora Coirulea.
'

;i. SucGCLENTS.

—

Ctictus (seeds from speciosus. Jen-

liinsoni, and Spedosissimiis, may frequently be ob-

tained), Mesembyi/antJiemum, Scmperoivum, Crassula,

Portulaca, &o. &c. If the atmosphere is moist, the

seeds will want little water until the plants are up.

Soil should be light and sandy. In potting and re-

potting, add pieces of Ume rubbish, broken bricks,

and charcoal. The last-named are annuals, and very

beautiful. Many of the others may be treated as

annuals. The cactus, when it arrives at the flower-

ing state, should, wlien done flowering, be transferred

to the pit, pruned, encouraged to grow with manure

watering, or surface dressing with manure ; placed

in front of a wall, to harden its wood, early in au-

tumn ; removed to the pit, and, as well as all other

succulents, kept dry, and from frost, all the winter.

4. Shrubby Herbaceous Plants.—Gcdceolaria , Ci-

neraria (see former papers). Geranium, Oxalis Fhri-

hiinda, Linuni, S'dvia, &e., &c., mostly require light

sandy soil, with a little peat, adding enriching

matter as the plants get older. If sown in spring,

in gentle hot-bed, wfll mostly flower in the end of

summer and autuni. If sown in autumn, will flower

in spi-ing and summer. The best vai-ieties may be

selected for cuttings, and seed again be saved.

."). Herbaceous Plants.—Primula sinensis, &c.,

Comnidina, Mimulus, Penstenwn, Antirrhinum, Ver-

bena, Tagetes, Anagallis, Trachclimn, Petunia, Lo-

belia, Statiee, Alonsoa, Kaulfmsia, Agathxa, &c., &c.,

and most of the half-hardy plants used for bedding-

out, would answer well for such a position. Most of.

tlicm would flower the first season, if raised in a hot

bed iu spring. Tlie most desirable varieties may
then be marked, cuttings taken, and young plants

saved over the winter in the pit. Even with a few

genera, such as Cgtisus, Fuchsia. Cahcolaria, Cinera-

ria, Ocranium, Pcnstemon, Verbena, and Lobelia, a

fine show could be obtained iu such a position all

the summer, if the plants were well grown.

Bulbous Plants.—Alstrcaneria (seed should be

sown when ripe, as it keeps badly), Lvia, Gladiolus,

Anomatheca, S2iaraxis, Witsenia. Wachendorjia, &c.,

should be sown early in the spring, or, what will suit

most of them better, in the beguiuiug of September,

and the plants kept slowly growing all the winter.

Use light sandy loam and peat ; withhold water as

soon as the foliage decays, but keep the plants never-

theless exposed to the sun, to ripen the bulbs; repot

in the end of autumn; place them in the pit. but

give no water until they begin to grow. IJo not

plant the bulbs too shallow ; rcgidate the depth by

theii' size. ^- ^'^^.h.
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HOTHOUSE DEPAETMENT.

EXOTIC OECHIDACE^.
Section III.

—

The Proper Ajiouni of Heat,
MOTSTUKE, AND AlK THE PLANTS REQUIRE AT ALL

Times of the Year.—TMs section of orchid culture

is of great importance to their successful growth. If

it is neglected or careles-sly attended to, all other

cares which Tve have previously described, will be
almost bestowed iu vain. We entreat our readers,

therefore, to pay particular attention to this section,

and endeavour to carry out our instructions to the

very letter, or, at least, as far as circumstances will

allow.

This section naturally divides itself into foiu- heads.

1st. Heat. 2nd. Moisture to the air inside the

houses. .3rd. Watering with the garden-pot and
syiiuge. 4th. Giving air.

As we intend our instructions to be full and ex-

plicit, so that there can be no mistake about these

important matters, both to gardeners who may not

have had much experience on these particulars, and
to amateurs who may have had no experience at all,

we shall descant upon each head more fully than we
have hitherto done, though we run the risk of some-
times repeating directions we may have incidentally

given in former numbers.
Heat.—As orchids for the greater part are natives

of the hottest parts of the globe, they require a cor-

responding temperatm-e to be secm-ed to them in our
colder regions. To accommodate these warmth-loving
plants, we build houses, and to give them light we
iise glass roofs. This material not only admits the

rays of light, but also the rays of the sun which warm
the interior of the house. This heat when thus con
fined is, during at least fom- months of the year, suf-

ficient for these plants, and is, sometimes, even more,
dm'ing the day, than they require. To moderate this

excess of heat, and to prevent the rays of the great
luminary of the day from scorching the leaves, we
give air and use shades. But, though the sim, in

general, will give us heat suificient from the middle
of May to the middle of September ; yet during the

rest of the year artificial heat to keep up the required

temperature is necessary. There are several methods
by which this may be accomplished. Now, orchids

may be gi'own, and successfully too, at least, in a de-

gree, by the old common smoke flue, provided the

flues are well built and covered with deeply-dished
covers to hold water, whilst the plants are growing.
We mention this possibility of growing orchids in a

house heated by such means, ito encourage amateurs
who might wish to cultivate them, but cannot affoi'd

the more expensive, though by far the best, mode of

heating by iron pipes and tanks filled with circulating

hot water. A liouse built with brick walls glazed
with clieap glass, and heated with such flues to hold
a bundi'cd of the best kinds might be put up in the

country by common workmen, and all materials

found for thirty or forty jiounds, which is not such a

very heart-breaking sum of money. The only dif-

ference in the expense between an orchid liouse and
a common gi-eenbousc, will be in the size of the fire-

place, and the amoiuit of fuel, with a little more cost

in the dished covers. Those who have already a
greenhouse, and would like to change their gera-

niums, calceolarias, heatlia, camellias. &c., for oi'-

ohids, would only have to rebuild the flues, put pro-

per covers upon them, and enlarge the fireplace,

to convert their grcenhou.se into a house for orchids.

Do not, however, mistake om' meaning. We do not

recommend smoke-flues, excepting as of a matter
economy in the first cost of the orchid house. A
boiler and range of pipes (and tanks), for plants re-

quiring moist air, is by far the best mode of heating
for every kind of plant requh-ing artificial heat ; but
more especially for orchids. To heat a house with
hot water of the capacity above mentioned, would cost

at least half as much more. To such amateurs as

can afford it, we would say, by all means heat with

hot water in the manner described at page 64 of this

3rd volume. As is there stated, the size of the boiler

and quantity of pipes and tanks required depends
entirely upon the size of the house. The power of

heating should be more than is required in ordinary

winters in order to be prepared for those very severe

ones that sometimes occur. It is always easy enough
to give less heat in moderate weather by having less

fire applied under the boiler. The degi'ees of heat
required, we shall now give for all the year.

INDIAN HOUSE.

Spring

Summer

Autumn

Winter

BIEXICAN HOUSE.

Spring

Summer

Autumn

Winter

Fahkenheit.

Day with
Sun.

"5

85 or 90

70

65

70

75

60

65

Daywith-
out Sun.

70

70

65

60

65

65

55

50

Night. morning

Co

55

60

60

50

50

55

60

55

50

65

55

50

45

Our readers will perceive that the lowest tempera-

tm-e at all seasons is in the morning ; that is, before

the fires are stirred. The heat iu the mornings in

summer wUl depend upon the heat of the atmosphere

out of doors ; the rest of the day may be regidated

by giving an-, which we shall allude to mider the 3rd

head of this section. The principle of having a lower

temperature during the night is perfectly natural.

The variations even in tropical countries in that re-

spect is great. In the West India Islands the night

air is comparatively cold, accompanied with a great

fall of dew. This, though refreshing to jilants, rein-

vigorating them, as it were, and enabling them to sus-

tain the fierce heat of the sun. is very injurious to

human life, so much so, that if a man unfortunately

is (exposed to its baneful influence by sleeping iu the

open air, it often proves fatal ; whilst orchids are

refreshed, and then send out their splendid flowers

in great hixuriance. We must, therefore, imitate this

kind of climate. Have great, or at least, greater heat

during the day, and a lower temperature dming the

night; and sjTingc freely during the growing hot

season,—of which, more anon.

A correspondent having requested a list of a score

of easily-grown, freely-flowering, and moderately

cheap orchids, that will flourish in a common stove,

wo shall fill up our remaining space this week by

complying with his request; thinking, with him, that

the information will be acceptable to many of our

readers.
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1.

10,

Twenty Orchidaceous Plants REaoiRiNG BIodeuate Heat,
AND Otherwise easily Managed.

Aciueta Barker! (Mr, Barker's Acmcta) Mexico ;
yellow flowers,

requires to be hung up in a basket. Price 21s. for a strong plant.

Barkeria Skinneri (Mr. Kkinner's Barkeria) Guatemala; rosy
purple. See last week's number for the culture of this pretty

species. Price 15s. small specimen ; 42s. strong.

,, spcctabilis (Showy B.) Guatemala; a beautiful species;

requires hanging up in an airy part of the stove on a log. Very
hardy. Price, 21s. small ; 42s. strong.

Bletia Shepherdia (Mr. Shepherd's B.) Jamaica. This is a ter-

restrial species, requiring rest in winter. Grows best in a com-
post of loam, peat, and leaf-mould. Dark purple, very haud-
some. 10s. 6d.

Calanthe veratrifolia (Veratrum-leaved C), pure white flowers,

produced on a long spike, lasting a long time ; a terrestrial spe-
cies, requiring the same treatment as Bletia, excepting having a
little water given to it even in winter. Price 10s. 6d.

Cattleya crispa (curled-flowered Cattleya). Rio Janeiro ; sepals

and petals white, labellum or lip with a splendid pur[.le spot;
pot culture. 10s. 6d. small ; strong, 2ls.

„ Mossife (Mrs. RIoss's Cattleya). La Guayra ; rose petals

and sepals; labellum or lip ycUowish, stripes upon a rose ground ;

a superb species; pot culture. There arc several varieties.

Price 21s.

Cattleya Skinneri (Mr. Skinner's 'Cattleya). Guatemala; rosy
purple ; best on a log close to the glass. Price 2Is.

Cypripcdiuni insigne (Noble Lady's slipper). Nepal ; sepals and
petals yellowish green, the upper petal deeply tipped with white,
labellum orange, the outside of a rich brown ;

pot culture, in

turfy sandy peat and loam. Price 7s. 6d.

,, venustmn (Beautiful Lady's slipper), Nepal; hand-
some variegated flowers, and prettily mottled leaves

;
pot cul-

ture. Price 7s. 6d.

Dendrobium chrysanthum (Golden Dendrobium), Nepal. Basket
culture. Price 15s.

,, nohile (Noble 0.), China; aepal and petals flesh-

eolourcd, tipped with rose, labellum yellowish with a dark pur-
ple spot ; a truly handsome species; pot culture, easy to grow.
Price, small lOs. 6d. ; strong, 21s.

,, pulchellum (Pretty D.), Sylhet ; small branching
species, basket culture ; sepals white, petal marked ivith a rose-

coloured spot ; labellmu fringed and spotted with a large blotch
of rose. Price 7S' 6d.

14. Epidendrum macroehilum roseum (large-lipped, rose-coloured
Kpidendrum), Guatemala ; log culture ; a beautiful variety.

Price, 31s. 6d.

,, vitcllinura (Yolk-eoloured E.'^, Mexico. The whole
flower is of a rich golden scarlet; log culture ; cool treatment.
This is a truly splendid species, but rather scarce. Price 42s.

Ladia autumnalis (autumn flowering, L.), Mexico; equal in
beauty to any orchid in cultivation ; sepal and petals blush-
deepening to rose, labellum white, tipped with rose ; log cul-

ture.

Lyeaste Skinneri (Mr. Skinner's Lycaste), Guatemala. The
colours of this splendid species are so rich and varied, that it is

almost impossible to describe them ; the sepals are pure white,
tinged with crimson at the base, the petals have more rose
colour in them, lip covered with spots and stripes of the most
brilliant scarlet or carmine; pot culture easy; requiring a cool
treatment ; well worth having. Price, small, 21s. ; strong
flowering plants, 42s.

18. Odontoglossum grande (maamiiicent tooth-tongue flower), Gua-
temala—well named. It is the butterfly flower trebly magni-
fied. The flower is from five to seven inches across ; sepals and
petals yellow ground, barred with purplish brown like the back
of a tiger, labellum delicate French white ground blotched with
dark [jink spots. The flowers are produced on long footstalks,
sometimes as many as eight on one stem, and lasting a long
time in flower. This is an accommodating plant, it will grow
ill a pot, in a basket, or on a log. Price, small, 15s. ; strong, 25s.

19. Oncidium crispum (curled oncidium), organ mountains; large
flower, rich brown, baiTcd with brownish yellow; a handsome
species ; block culture. Price, 2Is. small ; 42s. strong.

20. Oncidium papilio (butterfly O.), Trinidad. The flower has a
great resemblance to some gigantic butterfly ; the flower stems
rise to the height of two feet, and the flower sits upon them so
like the insect that au ignorant person might be excused for
mistaking them for a real butterfly ; colour, rich brown, barred
with yellow. Price, for strong plants, 21s.

Being confined to 20, -wo have necessarily omitted
many splendied species. All the fine family of Stan-
Jtoj^ca require more heat than a stove. Also the line

families of Jerkies, Vanda, Saccolahium, and, in fact,

all the Indian species that grow in the hot jungles of

that country.

13.

15.

16.

17-

these favoui'ites from damp, insects, and over excite-

ment, we had prepared m few remarks upon shading,

when sucli plants as auricula, polyanthus, carnation,

&c., had been accidentally frozen ; but our goodfriend,

Mr, Fish, has anticipated us, and we cordially agi'ee

with all his excellent remarks on the subject.

T. Appleby.

FLOEISTS' FLOWEBS.
We beg to refer our readers to our instructions in

the last two or three numbers. These months may
be denominated protective, as the great art of the
florint is now to protect his plants, whether in frames
or in beds, from this adverse season. As we have
frequently stated, the gi'eat object is to preserve

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
RouTtNE Work.—At this season all cauUfloicers

young carrots, beans, and peas, that are above ground,

as well as lettuce iitants, late endive, youug radishes,

&o., should be kept tolerably dry, and also clear from
decayed leaves. Abimdance of air should be given

on all favourable occasions, to keep them in a healthy

and vigorous state, and dry dust should be occasion-

ally applied, not only for the same purpose, but also

on account of its beneficial influence in frosty wea-

ther, when such crops are under temporary shelter

only. Radishes sown in frames, as soon as they are

all fairly up, should be nicely thinned out with the

hand, and have a little dry earth afterwards sifted

amongst them. Young carrots, too, sown in frames,

should be treated in the same way.

Onions, iwtatoes. carrots, and all other varieties of

root vegetables that may be thickly stored away,

should be examined, and those shewing even the

slightest symptoms of decay should be picked out for

immediate use. The autumu-sowu onions would be

better secured against the influence of a severe frost

by a dredging of charred dust, or dry dust of any
kind.

Successions of endive should be secured, when dry,

for blancliing, and that which may be gi-owiug in

different borders and quarters sliouJd be secured by
taking up each plant with a ball of earth attached,

and placing them all in pots or fi-ames, or on sloping

dry banks under liurdles, or, indeed, putting it in any

place where it can be easily protected in frosty

weather.

The Bath Cos, Hardy Hammersmith, and other

varieties of lettuce that are now of a tolerable size,

may be stowed to advantage in the same way, when
required for use throughout the year.

Peas and Beans may be sown in succession, and

a dry border selected for sowing the early short-topped

radishes, and the early Horn carrots, in alternate

drills of six inches apart, protecting them with

thatched, slightly-made frames or hurdles, or mulched
with litter. The blanching of cardoom and celery

should be attended to on dry afternoons, and garden-

ers must be careful to have some kind of protective

material in readiness for frosty weather. I'ems,

mulch, leaves, pea or bean haum, or evergreen

boughs, are all, as has been before stated, useful for

this purpose.

Continue to sow small saladiny, according to the

supply that may be required.

I\.\DisHES may also be sown in the open warm
borders, to be protected in various ways ; but the best

way at this season is to make up snug little slight

hotbeds for such purposes, and if a good frame can-

not be spared, foin- boards may be nailed together, of

any depth from six inches to a foot, to receive a

liglit—an old window-sash, canvas, or thatched hur-

dle wUl serve for tlie purpose, though of course there

is nothing so good as glass of any kind Let the

materials be well worked up and turned over three

or four times previous to making up the beds, which
beds should be, when finished, at least a foot higher

at the back than in the front. Let the soil on the
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beds be from nine inches to a foot in tbiclmess, at

least, and also let the frame bo filled up to within

two inches of its top before the seed is sown, and if

the upper sis inches of it be run through a coarse

sieve, all the better for the radishes to run down into.

Sow tiie seeds rather too thick than too thin
;
press

the whole sm-face down—seeds and all—with the

back of the spade; then sift over the whole with a
fine sieve, so as to cover all the seeds neatly

; j'ut on
tlie light, and the work is done. Let the light re-

main on until the plants are all up and ready to be
thinned out, which should be done with the baud.
After thinning out, sift a little dry earth over and
amongst the whole, after which give plenty of air in

all favourable weather, by taking the lights quite off

on dry and flue days.

A few pots of rliuharb may be brought into the

forcing pit or viueiy, in order to lieep up a succession

of this excellent vegetable ; the out-door beds should

be cleared of weeds, forl^ed up carefuDy, and top-

dressed, as before dii-ected, if not already done.

Give plenty of air to cauliflower plants iu frames,

by taking the hghts quite otf on all flue days, and
also the hand-glass crop, removing all decayed leaves,

and keeping a watchful eye upon the slugs.

James Baenes & W,

MISCELLANEOUS INFOEMATIO^.

ALLOTMENT FARMING FOR JANUARY
The advent of another season of sowing, planting,

and cultural operations, will bring with it fresh hopes
to those who are fortunate enough to hold a plot of

land; and hence the gi'cat advantage of a system of

the kind, not only in an individual but a national

point of view; for whilst the cottager who occupies

a mere hovel without a garden in all torpidity and
indiflerence, the allotment holder, -nbo takes a pride

in his plot, is all animation. He, indeed, feels that

he has a stake in the country, whilst the monotony
of the day di'eams of the former is scarcely disturbed

by anything but thoughts of the poor-law unions or

of the almshouse. It has been well said, " give a

man sometliiug to hope for, and he immediately be-

comes a better member of society." Now this is not
a mere poor-law question, but a question connected
witli England's futiu-e v/eal or woe. In mere daily

labour, at a minimum amount of wages, the position

of the labom-er is fixed—appears, of course, unalter-

able ; and whilst the dieting, clothing, &c., of the

family are all at the very lowest ebb, what induce-

ment can there be for him to jiersevere ? The man
becomes a mere machine, and a machine, too, of the

most sluggish motive powers. How different the case

with tlie allotment holder, or one who holds a nice

garden, of from a quarter to half an acre, attached

to his liomcstead? ilore especially if tlie liolder be
the son of a laliourer wlio holds, or did in liis day, a
similar plot. His children will have licen tauglit

and made to w'ork many ati hour when the chikh'eu,

of the former class have been lounging about tlie

lanes, pilhiging sticks out of every liedge, robbing
orchards, or, if nigh a village, dawdling about the

village green, or congregating in nooks and corners,

to tlie moral corruption of each other.

Wo would now address a few words to the allot-

ment holder or cottager who possesses a garden, and
wliich we trust may not be without tlieir use; the

prfispect at hand of another course of usefid labours

must bo our apology. In the first place, then, com-
forts long enjoyed are but too apt with some charac-

ters to be lightly esteemed ; and when such is the
case with allottnent holders, even they may become
supine or slothful in spite of tlio many inducements
to industry. When such is the case it is a most
lamentable afi'air, for we have certainly known cot-

tage gardens and allotment pieces held by sluggards,

who proved themselves quite unworthy of so great a
boon. Great as has been the distress among the

labouring classes at times, it has ever been, as far as

our experience reaches, in the power of an indus-

trious and civil labourer, who held a plot of ground,
to keep his family above parochial relief—God giving
him health ; exceptions there may be, but they are

few indeed.

The cottager, therefore, who holds a good situation

should thankfully embrace the opportunity jdaced
before him of rearing his family in industrious habits,

and should at all times emulously consider the pos-

sibility that exists of raising some of the members of

his family in the social scale ; or, at least, of en-

suring them the respect always accorded to honest
perseverance.

Amongst other duties of the allotment holder, there

is one which should receive some attention at this

dormant season, and for which time can scarcely be
found whilst cultural operations are jiressing. The
duty we here allude to is to endeavour to improve
his plans yearly. Now, his own practical observa-

tions, made annually, will be of no small amount we
are aware. But why not avail himself of the benefit

of the experience of those, perhaps, a hundred miles

away? It will be seen that we mean reading; that

is to say, to those who can read ; and we little doubt
that those who cannot might easily get their neigh-

liours, or, perhaps, their own children, to read to

them. This will be a som'ce of much more comfort,

and more profitable in its results, than lurking for

hours in the village alehouse. We would here jioint

especially to the reading, occasionally, of works con-

nected with agriculture or cottage gardening. There
are now cheap little handbooks on such subjects

within reach of all; and although all they contain

may not be correct, nor the most economical view of

att'airs, yet much may be gleaned out of them by a

mind anxious for knowledge, and desirous of intro-

ducing every real improvement within its reach. We
are sorry to observe, however, that a good many of

this class lay such stress on a fev? facts they may have

already gleaned, that they become prejudiced against

anything foreign to their notions ; hence they must
of necessity remain stationai'y or nearly so. Let all

such, however, understand that there is no stand-

still ])oint in any art or science. The history of the

past, did they reflect on it—even no further back

than witliin the memory of old men now living

—

would prove to them that there has always been a
constant advance in knowledge of every kind. Why,
then, should wo suppose that we have just reached

absolute perfection in the yenr IS.jO ? The main
business is, like lads playing with snow, to keep tlio

ball rolling, and it will be sure to increase. We will

now proceed to look over oiu- allotment afl'airs pre-

paratory to tlio advance of spring.

Fallows.—We use this term to denote land laying

at rest after receiving spade culture. This is done,

according to tlie old way of expressing it. " to

sweeten.' < )ur allotment friends should not rest satis-

fied with the term " sweeten ;" but in this, as in all

sucli cases, dive into the hidden meaning of such

ott-liand terms. Trenching and ridging was adverted

to in tlie last month allotment paper. We may here

add that the extra amount of evaporation, encoiu'aged
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by presenting a gi'eater amount of surface, and tbe

atmosphere, enables tlie soil to empty itself, in some
degree, of mere moisture; and this, in conjunction

with drainage, paves the way to a more free reception

of the renewing jiowers of the atmosphere or air.

Other benefits pertaining to ridging were pointed out

briefly last month.
Dn.\iN.\GE.—Little can be added to our last re-

marks. It may merely be observed that there is still

time, if hitherto neglected, to carry out such plans.

Impkovement of Texture.—This term wiU not

at first sight be thorougiily understood by the ordi-

nary labourer. In plain words, then, we mean adopt-

ing measures to make adhesive or sticky soils lighter

and more free ; and those which are too light and
sandy, or peaty, as the case may be, more solid.

Cinder-ashes are at all times within reach of tbe

allotment holder, and of these he can hardly apply

too many, if his soil is too chiijcij, or too stifl', as it is

commonly termed. People wUl perhaps tell him
they canker crops —this is nonsense : tliey not only

do no harm, but much good in such cases. Open
sand—if to he had—is another excellent material, or

even old lime-rubbish : any or all of these materials,

when easily procurable, should be seized on by tho

allotment liolder, to open his soil if too close or ad-

hesive. We may again repeat that if stagnant and
nnth-ained much of the benefits arising from the ap-

plication of such correctives will be lost ; these mate-
rials should be applied, if possible, before ridgiug

the ground ; and being equally s])read, and trenched

in, tbe benefits will be readily perceptible at crop-

ping time, when the land is levelled down.
Siiiuhi Soils are improved by mai'l, or burnt clay

;

also by adding much old mellow peaty matter, and
ditclungs, or pond mud, if at hand.

Peaty Soil must have some drainage to begin
with, or the labour wiU be entirely thrown away.
This done, sandy materials or ashes will open its

pores to receive the air, and in a second season, when
the waters have passed and it becomes mellow, marly
materials wdl benefit it, for it must be rendered some-
what firm. Burning is here of great service, espe-

cially where the peat is deep ; it produces an ash on
the very spot, wliich is of great service in mellowing
the soil.

Manures.—A good manager, who keeps a pig or

two, and it may bo a cow, will not leave his manure-
heap to ferment as it likes, and to become grown
over with weeds in some portions of it. Of cowse,
the cottager's manure heap is a very small affair,

especially just after his last spring crops are got in.

Towards autumn, or Christmas, however, there will

be something to look at, and a little labour wUl bo
requisite. Tm'ning becomes necessary ; and as there

will be some at the. bottom very old and rotten, and
some at the top very fresh, some system of manage-
ment must be fixed on in the mind. Now, this de-

pends on two or three matters. If he has a cow we
may presume ho has a little pasture or mowing-
ground ; in such case we would turn the fresher

material by itself for the mowing or pasture, and the

oldest portion by itself for drill cropping of roots,

&c. Indeed, a portion of tbe former may at once be
led away to the mowing-groimd ; if the jiasturage re-

qiui'es any it may not be expedient to cover that as

yet, as a " bite" may still be required. With tbe

older portion for root crops it would be well to mix
any old rotting material that can be scraped together
to increase bulk, ilellow ditclungs, old tan, old

plaster-rubbish, old rotten weeds, burnt or charred
materials, leaf soil, &c., are all eligible, and indeed

valuable : and the sweepings of chimneys, or peat

ashes, may at once be thrown on the heap. All this,

well-turned and thoroughly mixed, will increase both
the bulk and the value of the manure, a matter of

great consequence to the cottager, who should be
always on the look-out for articles of the kind : for

many a one in a less needy position throws away,
with the utmost inditl'crence, tilings which will prove

of much value to the allotment holder.

Wo take for granted that every cottager is careful

that all soapsuds, urine, and the house slops, are

daily thrown on the muck-heap all the year. Surely

every one by this time is aware of the gi'oat import-

ance of this proceeding.

Rotation of Crops.—Many fanciful schemes may
of course be devised, but in the present position of

allotment gai'dening—which we consider quite in its

swaddling-clothes—it appears to us that simplicity

will be best. Besides, the diagram scheme given

last spring reqiures carrying out, and being, as we
conceive, pretty well concocted, it will be best to

pursue it another summer. Farther remarks on that

head must therefore give place, until our next, to

some miscellaneous remarks.

Hedging, Fencing, &c. — We need scarcely say

that any fencing repairs, or new hedge making,
necessaiy, should be done before spring cropping
begins ; in fact, before Februai'y is out. In planting

new hedges let the soil be well loosened, and all

coarse weeds, hedge dubbings, &c., may be buried in

the bottom of tlie trench. It would be well for all

those setting out allotments in districts of a cold

character, to consider the vast benefits arising from
the use of holly hedges. The only drawback is, that

they are somewhat longer in making a good hedge.

We have known holly and quick (mixed) to form a

good hedge; about oue holly in every yard.

The Cow.—If the cow is dry some straw diet will

be sufficient for her for awhile, adding a few sliced

turnips each evening, with a handful or two of bran
strewed through them. The same treatment may be

given to heifers or yearlings, although the latter

should have more generous diet, if possible, in order

to keep them growing, as their full-grown size de-

pends on this jioint. Let us advise cottagers against

letting their cow, or calf, stand out in all wea-

thers ; this is very great folly. We know many who
will " turn out " at one liour precisely, and " take up

"

in a similar way, whilst half the time the poor beast

stands shivering at the gate. It is not the hour of

the day but the character of the weather that should
rule this operation. If the allotment holder or cot-

tager has a " winter's cow," that is, one lately calved,

he may make some cash of his butter, provided he
has persevered in obtaining plenty of roots from his

plot of ground. Plenty of swedes and mangold, or

waste carrots and parsnips, sliced, with a little bran
shook over them, and some sweet hay or good oat

straw, will force plenty of milk. If he is short of

roots, we would advise him to use a little linseed in

cold weather. We boil roots and linseed together

;

scarcely half a pint of linseed to each meal, adding a
little bran or otlier meal. Of course there will occa-

sionally be the refuse leaves of green kale, &c. ; all

these help to keep the bowels of the animal in propei-

order—the oue thing coimteracting the extreme ten-

dencies of the other. As before observed, all refuse

or rejected meats from the cow's manger should bo

cleaned out every morning the moment the cow is

turned out, and given to the pig. The cottager's

wife or children will attend to these little matters.
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THE POULTRY-KEEPER'S CALENDAR.
jANU.\nY.

By Martin Doijlc, Author of " Hints to Smnll
Farmers," rfV.

The good results of now possessing pullets of last

Jlarch for winter laying has been fully experienced

by those persons who have had the precaution to

provide them in due time. Some old bens are still

indisposed to resume tlieii' laying in consequence of

the moulting fever which affected them at a late

period of autumn. For this reason it is judicious,

(unless for the projiagation of superior breeds'l to dis-

pose of hens, as well as cocks, belo^e they become
old. Even with the liberty of scr; tclnng for the un-

digested corn which bad escaped from the stomneli

of the horse on fermenting litter, and thereby ac-

quiring warmth as well as anmsemont and food; and
of rolling in warm sifted ashes which, while it com-

municates heat to their skins, relieves them from
vermin ; aged hens will be at this season languid in

temperament. To induce laying, occasional feeds of

hempseed will be found useful. We would recom-

mend also the cultivation (on a small scale) of buck-

wheat, for feeding layers. This grain is of a stimu-

lating quality and given constantly to poultry in the

provinces of Normandy and Picardy, which supply

England v/ith millions of eggs annually. The French
peasantry consider as mucli of tliis grain as a fidl-

sized wine-glass would contain to be a sufficient ave-

rage allowance for each fowl per day. As this grain

is very hard and angular, it ought to be ground,

(though this process is frequently omitted) lest it

should cause inflammation in the throat, which is

not imcommon in pullets. Fowls, when uncouiined,

instinctively swallow gravel, or other gritty sub-

stances to aid the work of gi-inding by the gizzard,

whicli is a sort of thick machine worked by a power-

ful muscle ; in a coop they cannot supply the sub
stances necessary to aid the action of the gizzard ;

and, therefore, if their food be of unground corn,

tliose substances ought to be placed within their

reach.

Lime, also, in some form, sboidd be conveyed in

the food of hens about to lay, because it is the prin-

cipal element of the egg-shells. One of the first

symptoms of laying, which a hen, with the power of

following her instincts, will exhibit, is to pick up

grains of limestone, mortar, or any other calcareous

matter. Some of our own hens have been busily

occupied lately, among other indications of laying,

in picking mortar from a wall, vt'hich had no previous

attractions for them. Wheat contains lime—water

also may contain a sufficiency for the purpose of

generating shell—but in some manner it must be

conveyed to all laying jioultry. Providence acts

mysteriously and bountifully in meeting necessities

of' this kind, but the care and skill of man are not

for this reason to bo dispensed with. Proceed with

the cramming and general fattening of fowls as in

the two preceding months.
Whether fowls at liberty should be fed twice or

three times a-day will depend on circumstances. If

tliey can pick up food for themselves it will be suffi-

cient to iecd them with corn early in the morning
and in the aftei-noon before they roost. If they arc

not allowed opportunities of foraging for themselves,

they ought to be given (and more decidedly so, if in

course of jiroparation for tlie table) a feed at noon of

meat, mixed with boiled potatoes, parsnips, &o., if

great economy bo desirable, and skim-milk if it be

easily procurable. It is evident that more artificial

feeding is requii'ed in winter than in summer for

poultry unconfined. It is supposed that ground corn

goes much farther in fattening than raw grain ; and
that the boiling of barley increases the bulk so much
that a considerable saving is thereby gained.

Oiu' chief breeds of tlie fowl have arisen from
crosses obtained by the aid of varieties imported from
wanner climates. One of the most recent of these

importations is the gigantic Cochin China fou-1. Two
fine specimens, represented in the annexed drawings,

were sent in 1840 by our Queen as a present to Lord
Heytesbury. This kind is so large and powerful

as to have led unscientific persons to think them a

variety of the Bustard, or wild Turkey; and having
the ends of then' wings peculiarly jointed, so as to

double them forward between their body and the upper
part of their wings, gives them an appearance whieli

has attained for them tlie name of the " Ostrich fowl."

Their plumage is generally a rich glossy broviri,

with a blackish horse-shoo mai'k upon the breast.

The comb is middle-sized, not deeply toothed : and

the wattles are double. The flesh is white and deli-

cate, and the eggs good flavoured, large, and with a

chocolate-coloured shell. They have been known to

lay two and even three eggs in one day. This fact

has been doubted, but Mr. Richardson, who records

it, refers as witnesses to the Eight Hon. Mr. Shaw, Re-
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cordei'of Dubliu, to Her Majesty's poiiltiy-keeper, Mr.
Walter's, and to Mr Nolan of Dublin. One of the

liens presented by Her Majesty, and named " Bessy,"

laid 04 eggs in 10.3 days.

As all our varieties, either more or less remotely,

are descended from parents, natives of dry and hot
climates, the changes no less than the natural seve-

rity of the atmosphere, are now very prejudicial to

the constitutions of the gallinaceous tribes. The few
observant and scientific men who have condescended
to turn their attentioji to the physiology of poultry

and the causes, eft'ects, and treatment of their ma-
ladies have traced many of these to derangement of

the digestive organs, and to pulmonary, nervous, and
febrile, affections—most of whicli arise from want of

protection fi'om rain and cold vapours. Foul-feeding

and dirty water have their share too in producing
the disorders of fowls ; and the finer and more valu
able varieties are the most liable to suffer from any
of the foregoing causes of distemper. Asthma, roup,
and diarrhoea may now prevail. For the first, Mr.
Richardson recommends warmth and repeated doses
of sulphiu', ipecacuanha, and Cayenne pepper, mixed
with butter ; for the second, which resembles the in-

fluenza in dogs, and is attended with difficulty of

breathing, gaping, blindness, and ultimately a foul

discharge from the nostrils, and great thirst, pellets

of powdered gentian 1 part, powdered ginger 1 part,

Epsom salts 1 and a half parts. Hour of sulphur a

half part, made up with butter, and given every
morning. The swelling of the tail-gland has been
often mistaken for the roup ; but it is merely a boil,

which, when ripe, should be opened. Change fi'om

damp to dry warm air will usually cure diarrhoea.

Old women's specifics are, after all, the most likely

to be efficacious. One of their approved remedies
for gapes, or influenza, is a pellet of pounded rae and
lard slipped down into the maw once a day ; and for

gout or rheumatism, to which old hens are suliject in

severe weather, the wannth of a chimney-corner, with
a bed of wool m a basket, or a roll of flannel round
the legs.

Among the tribes of the gallinaceous order Guinea
folds are not to be overlooked. They are in season
fi'om December to April, and come in when game
has gone out, and before spring-chickens are for-

ward. The plumage of the Guinea-fowl is ex-
tremely pretty, being spangled with small spots of
white over a blaclv ground, shaded with grey and
brown ; occasionally, the black and white change
places, making the plumage look as if covered with a
net-work of lace. This bird is a native of Central
Africa ; rather wUd in its habits, and therefore uu-
suited to poultry-keepers who have no run for them.
They like to roam about in search of grubs and in-

sects, and to pick blades of gi'ass. Fattening them
in the coop is so conti-ary to their habits, that usually
they pine away, if too confined. The best treatment
for them is to feed them well in the poultry-yard with
corn. They are especially valuable as layers, being,
of all known birds, perhaps, the most prolific of eggs.
At the proper time we shall have to treat of the

rearing of these interesting birds, and tell the reader
how to know the cook from the hen : for to distin-

guish them is rather difficult.

THE BEE-KEEPER'S CALENDAR.—,Tan.

By J. U. Payne, Esq., Author of " The Bee-Keeper's
Guide," (f'c.

?.frcti has already been said about feeding, clean-

ing floor-hoards, and securing the hives well against
wet. Presuming, therefore, that all these things

have been well attended to, httle remains to be done
dm'ing the present month beyond desti'oying the

titmouse (Parus major), already described, in those

localities where they happen to abound ; to see that

the entrances of the hives are narrowed, and that

during the time snow remains upon the ground,

that tbey are u-holhj closed, so that not a single bee
can escape, for the sun shining upon the snow never
faQs to bring the bees out of tlieir hives, and, settling

upon the snow, they are immediately chilled, and
die ; but, upon the disappearance of the snow, not

an hour must be lost in unstopping the entrances,

and giving the bees full liberty. 'This is very im-

portant, for, after a confinement of ten or twelve

days, which may sometimes be found necessary, full

liberty must be given them, U]wn the melting of the

snow, by unstopping the hives ; and not only un-

stopping, but seeing that the entrances are clear,

and not filled up with dead bees, which, after a long
confinement, will very frequently happien. ]\Iany a
good stock has perished for want of this pi-ecautiou.

The provident apiarian will now provide himself

witli all the glasses and /titics, of whatever kind he
may fancy, either of wood or straw, that he may be
hkely to require during the ensuing season, and it is

always better to have a few to spare than to have a

short supply, for it is not at all an unusual thing for

a swarm to fly away whilst sending about to procure

a hive ; when, on the contrary, had there been a

good supply, much time and inconvenience would
have been saved, as well as the loss of the bees pre-

vented. Many cottagers around mo make their own
hives during the winter evenings, and very praise-

worthy it is; the materials to make them cost very

little. Straw is easily obtained, brambles also to

sew them with abounds everywhere, and the method
of makuig them is very easily acquired.

I have just learnt, from a person recently returned

from Australia, an account of a single stock of bees,

which he took fi-oni England with hmi a few years

ago. "They have," says he, "stocked the whole
disti-iot, and all the farmers are getting them ; they

woi-k all the year round, and make a great quantity

of honey of very excellent quality." This person

uses square wood boxes, and obtains his honey by
deprivation. He is going to take out with him some
glasses made upon the most approved plan.

I heard, a short time since, of a ton weight of

honey being sent to England from Australia by one
person, but these large importations need not alarm

the English cottager, they will not at all affect the

sale or the price of his lioney ; for tins imported
honey must necessarily be drained, in which state it

always fetches a very low price, wliilst his honey in

the combs, in neat little hives or glasses, of about

eight or ten pounds each, will, at all times, fetch in

the London market from one to two shillings a

pound, and sometimes even a higher price. In my
next paper I will endeavour to tell my cottage friends

what a cottager, residing in a village near to me, did

with his honey a few years ago in tlie London
market, and, I think, the success which he met with
wUl induce them all to keep bees. I have frequently

heard jiersons exclaim, when looking at a well-filled

glass of honey, " I wish that I possessed a garden, and
I would certainly have some bees." Now, this is not

indispensably necessary, for, says Dr. Bevan, "to

those who, residing in towns, may consider it indis-

pensable to the success of an apiary that it should

be in the immediate vicinity of good pasturage, and
be thereby deterred from benefiting and amusing
themselves by keeping bees, it may be satisfactory to
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learn that the ajiiai-y of the celebvated Bonner was
situated in a garret in the centre of Glasgow, where
it flourished for several years, and furnished him
with the means of making many interesting and
valuable observations which be gave to the world
about thirty years ago." My own experience also

proves the truth of tte above statement. Residing
myself for four years iu the centre of a large town, in

a house without a garden, I kept two stocks of bees
in my study, in glass hives, and lour or five others

in tlie improved cottage hive upon the roof of my
house, and I am not aware that they have ever done
better, or afforded me a larger rpumtity of liouey in

any other situation.

MY FARM-YARD.
What a change one little month makes in the

aspect of affairs in the country. Our good neigh-

bours in the town cannot perceive the difference

between November and December! yet there are no
two months less alike. Wet, dreary, foggy Novem-
ber, every thing about you smelling damp and
musty, is succeeded by bright, cold December. The
iields are nicely dried; the leaves swept up, or blown
away ; and we can once more stand about and scm-
tinise our farm-yard. I am very sure all animals
agree with me in jjreferring dry, cold weather to wet
and gloomy ; and, however liberal you may be with
your straw, you cannot make a farm-yard look com-
monly comfortable on a rainy day. Rigs dislike wet
weather amazingly; and many people imagine they

have the gift of knowing when ruin is coming, and
that on the approach of stormy weather they show
signs of uneasiiiess, and try to get under shelter

some houi's before rain actually falls. Be tliis as it

may, they certainly are very sensible animals. There
is a story told, in " Youatt's Histiny of the Pig," of

a sow being trained to find game. Her sense of

smelling was most acute, and she soon learnt to
" point and back" in a mannci' equal to the best

pointer the gentleman had who trained bei'. I sus-

pect, though, there is not an animal but would, if

kindly and patiently taught, well rejiay the ti'ouble

expended on its education. Now is the time, if you
keep a sow, that you must think of breeding from
her. The earlier in the spring you can get a litter

the better it will be, for the pigs will tlion become a

good size before you want to put tliom up to fatten. It

is almost useless to recommend any particular breed,

as the cottager will select that one which is most
common in his neighbourhood. I, however, prefer

the Berkshire, and, where it is possible for you
to have a choice, should always recommend that

breed; they are very hardy, very handsome, and
fatten very quickly. There is a very good breed in

some parts of Sussex. I do not mean the Sussex
pig, but it is a cross between the Berkshire and
Susse.\.. Peojilc talk a great deal of the Chinese
breed, but I think them much too thin-skinned to

bo a serviceable race ibr our cold climate, besides
they are very " particular in their diet," which, I

think every one will agree with me, is not to be
desired in a pig. Jf your sow has had a litter lately,

I strougiy advise you to kill several of the young
fry, and either sell or eat them as suckers. They
are esteemed great delicacies, and fetch high prices
in many mai-kets. A popular writer has left on re-

cord, " that of all the delicacies of the whole eatable
world, I will mention tliis as the most delicate; I

speak not of your grown porkers, things between
pig and pork, but of a tender suckling under a moon
old." If your opinion coincides with tho one quoted

(T must own mine does), I strongly advise you to

kill several, for even if you succeed in rearing them,
the cold winter months prevent their growth, and
they never become fine pigs. Pigs are liable to very
few diseases, and, generally speaking, a warm bran
mash, with a little nitre iu it, will cure most of their

complaints. If you observe their hair rubbing ofl' in

patches, you must give them a little sulphur mixed
M'ith the food, and also mix some with lard, and rub
it over the spot. Hogslard is a very useful thing,

and should be carefully melted down, and put into a
bladder whenever a pig is killed. If melted whilst

quite fresh, and tied tightly up, it will keep a long
time without salt, which, for many piu'poses, would
prevent its being used. It is a capital remedy for

broken chilblains, mixed with sufficient spermaceti

aud camphor to make a stiff paste. I omitted in

my last paper to give a receipt for curing hams, and
was only reminded of it by tasting an excellent one
cured by the same receipt; and although the cot-

tager will not waste his money by trying it, it may
be useful to another class of readers, who, like my-
self, are fond of trying new receipts. After the ham
has been salted tin-ee days, rub the following niix-

ture well over it:—Jib. bay salt; i ozs. salt])etre

;

:^lb. black pepper; i lb. coarse sugar; Jflb. of all-

spice; 2 ozs. juniper bei'ries, well bruised ; 1 oz. cori-

ander seed, pounded : boil all together for lialf-an-

hour, with a pint of ale, and when cold pour it over

the ham. The great art in curing either bacon or

hams consists in rubbing them well and frequently.

I read Martin Doyle's essays with much interest,

aud it appears to me quite presumptuous to mention

a word on the subject of poultry in the same paper

;

but there is a little piece of economy, which, if at-

tended to iu large establishments, would much assist

the poor, and, therefore, I will mention it. It is to

have the feathers, feet, and necks of all the poidtry,

saved. The two latter make excellent broth ; and
the feathers, if put into paper bags, aud then dried

in a cool oven, make a most acceptalile present for a

poor person, who has only to cut off the quill close

to the feather, which job any child can manage, and
then there is the material for a nice soft pillow, far

preferable to the one of chopped hay I saw, to day,

supporting a poor, sick person's iiead. If every

one who is " blessed with this world's goods" woidd
only look around, and contrive some little comfort

for their poorer " brother," much poverty would bo

relieved, aud many a cottage wear a more cheerful

aspect, at this season of tho year especially. " To
do good, and to distribute, forget not!" C. M. A.

MY PHYSIC GARDEN.
Bj/ a Pliijsician.

No. ii. RANUNCUr.\CE/'E.

The majority of plants in this order are chiefly in-

teresting to those who cultivate flowers more for

their beauty than their usefidness It contains some
of the most elegant of our border flowers—anemone,
ranuucuhis, hepatica, globe-flower, winter aconite,

hellebore,columliiue, larkspur, monkshood, aud polony
•—while among the wild flowers wo have traveller's-

joy, buttercups, aud marsh marigold. I fear I must
plead guilty to having a.dmitted them to my " physic

garden," more for pleasure tlian for profit; but, since

they are there, let me describe them. Sti'ange to say

they are as i-(nnarkable for their venomous qualities as

for their grace and elegance. Would thnt thrij alone

were so. The properties of the ranunculacea; depend

upon a principle of so volatile a nature that it is

utterly destroyed by infusion or exposure to heat; and
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all tbe family are iiioi'O or less acrid, caustic, aud
poisonous. All must be regarded with great sus-

picion, even, although some are said tobu innocuous.

Nearly all ])ossess purgative qualities, some are powor-

fnl but dangerous tonics, some narcotics, aud others

emetic.

It may liere be as well to observe that the value of

a plant to a jibysician depends in a great measui'e

upon tiie soil aud climate in which it grows. Many
plants introduced from India, aud apparently per-

I'eetly acclimated, are found to have lost their medi-
cinal pro])orties, and become inert. Thus, in the same
manner, one of tlie parsnip tribe is poisonous in tlie

south of England, and harmless when grown in

Scotland—a lesson of caution which cannot be too

deeply impressed on tlioso who, ignorant of the fact,

would use in one oliuuxte that which they found be-

neficial in another.

There are many plants in this family ni)on which
I would love to dwell. The j\Ie.\dow Hue (TJudlclrum

fiuvum). with its gently laxative leaves and roots, still

a favoiu'ite remedy in some districts, in jaundice

;

and as a wash in old aud indolent sores ; or to kill

certain parasitical insects that infest the unclean.
The Anejiones, too, would detain me for their loveli-

ness, though they might tempt me, reader, to read
you the lesson, tliat sohd worth is not always found
among those whose exterior is the most attractive.

The gay, tlie witty, the light-hearted, may for a time
amuse, but what do they leave behind to benefit or

instruct? ISut I must confine myself to the really

useful, l-'erliaps some day I may describe to you
my garden generally, and tell you of all the motley
fancies I have woven with my flowers. The philoso-

pher may smile, but for me, 1 would not give the love

my heait can feel for my poor fragile flowers for all

the grandeur of his musty lore.

Tlic first, then, on my list is iloNKSHOOD {Acomtmn
napelhis), with its dark blue flowers, sba.ped not milike
the hoods of shaveu monks I have seen abroad ; aud
called also A\'oi,f's-i!.\ne, because its roots were for-

merly iiounded and mixed with flesh to destroy wolves
and otlier beasts of prey. I grow it in my physic
garden ; but, reader, chase it from your borders, or if

you think it too ornamental not to find a place, never
twine it in a nosegay, for its scent is very deleterious.

It is tlie root, however, which seems to be the most
poisonous part of tbe plant; so virulent, indeed, that
the ancients, who were unacquainted with chemistry
and its products, regarded tb.e aconite as the most
virulent of all poisons. Within late years, too, in-

stances are not wanted of death from eating its leaves
as salad. The deadlj' principle in the plant is a
darkish green fecula, called aconitine, of so powerful
a character, that one-fiftieth part of a grain has en-
dangered the lile of an individual. Although its

action upon the human frame appears to be confined
to the brain and nervous system, producing a death-
like feeling, accompanied with a tingling sensation
and delirium, it has, nevertheless, been used in many
of the most troublesome diseases inoidentto humanity.
It has been administered in gout and rheumatism

;

and given with success in epilepsy, paralysis, and
other nervous aflections to which its use is now con-
fined. The ouly manner in which any one but a
medical man could venture to use it, is as a tincture
made by macerating a pound of the recently dried
and coarsely pomided root in about two pints of
spirits, and using it with a small piece of sponge fixed
on a stick to relieve rheumatic and neuralgic pains.
So used as an external application, its effects ai'e

sometimes almost magical. But it must be remem-

bered how dangerous a remedy it is, and in the hands
of tlie unskilful it may prove fatal rather than bene-
ficial.

Tlie pretty T,AnKSi'nu fDelphiii linn consoVulaJ
need not long detain us. Its flowers I !ia\-e occa-

sionally employed as a stimulating poultice in certain

forms of sore eyes ( optlialmin) ; but 1 chiefly use its

juice, with that of another species, D. staplihidjria,

made into an ointment to destroy vermin on the
human body. Its seeds, too, arc macerated in vin-

egar, as a wash for the same purpose. These jirepara-

tions, however, must not be carelessly used, since

they are very acrid and eaustio, and apt to produce
violent inflammation of the skin.

The Hei.leboue merits more attention. And the
first thing I r/iust remark is its Latin name, derived
from two Greek words, signifying that tbe ])lant will

cimse death if used for /bod. There are four medicinal
species of hellebore ; and others, doubtless, possess

somewhat similar properties. The most important is

the Br.ACK Hei.leuore, ( Hellehorux itiger)., which
from its flowering in the depth of winter has obtained
the more common name of Christmas rose. Tbe root

is the valuable portion of tbe plant, wliicli wh"ii dried

and powdered, and given in ten to fifteeu-graiu doses,

is employed as a strong drastic purgative. It must,
however, be used with great caution, since its eftects

vary considerably and are much dependent upon
circumstances. Thus the root when fresh is niuoh
more powerfifl in its action than when dry, its virtues

appearing to depend u]ion some volatile principle.

Again, though tlie hellebore is a desirable jmrgative
iu some constitutions, it is very injurious to others.

Bearing these facts in mind, it often proves servicable

in nervous affections, especially iu mania, melancholy,
and epilepsy. It is also useful iu dropsy. Too large

a dose occasions sickness, pain in tlie abdomen,
cramps, iiaralysis, insensibility, aud death. There
are, as I have said, three other ofiicinal species of

heUebore:—the E.istern [H. qff'ifhudis), a native of

the Levant, and interesting from the antiquity of its

use; the Green Hellebore ( H. viridis); and the
Stinking Hellebore (Jl.fietidua): natives of Eng-
land, and tlie action of the roots of all four are so

similar, that it matters little which is employed. Some
old writers assert that hellebore is much more violent

in its eflfects upon " suche as be whole " tlia.u upon those
who '-have not their health;" and we know that

among the Roman orators it was no uncommon pro-

cedure to prejmre themselves for any great oratorical

ettbrt, by a dose of the herb.

We come now to the Crowsfoot, and, when we
consider the gi-eat similarity wliicli maintains among
the several species of ranunculus, we cannot wonder
that the names of crowsfoot and butter-cup should
be common to several plants really distinct; in short,

they are used indiscriminately to nearly all the
English species. Neither ca,n we be surprised that
such common plants should possess numerous pro-
vincial names, of wliich Culpepper speaks as foDows :

—

" Many are the names this furious, biting herb hath
obtained, almost enough to make uji a ^Velsbman's
pedigree, if he fetch no farther than John of Gaunt,
or William the Connueror; for it is called frogsfoot

(from the Greek name Batrakian), crowsfoot, gold
knobs, gold cups, kiug's-kuob, bafliuers, troil-flowers,

polks, locket-goulious, and butter-flowers."

The first species I shall speak of is the Upright
Crowsfoot ( Ranuncnlus acris), so called from its

extreme acridity. Curtis says, "that even puUing up
the plant and carrying it for a short time, has pro-

duced a considerable inflammation iu the palm of the
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hand, and tliat liungry cattle have had tlieii- mouths
made sore and hlistered from eating it." An infusion

of the Lesser Spearwort {R. fammula), is said to

he an instantaneous emetic in cases of poisoning,

hut I have never tried it, and my readers must not

e.-cperiment witli such a dangerous grouj) of plants

as these. Tliis, and the Hurieul Ceowsi-oot f i?.

nceleratiis). are employed in many parts of the high-

lands of Scotland, and in the Isle of Skye, for the

purpose of raising blisters : the mode of apijlyiug

them is simple and curious. Limpet shells are filled

with the bruised leaves and placed upon the part,

wliere they usually produce a blister in about an hour
and a half. It will, perhaps, hardly he ci-edited, that

strolling beggars often avail themselves of this pecu-

liar property—which is also possessed by the Bix-
Bons-BooTED Crowsfoot (R. hulbosusj—to cause

ulcers on their a.rras and legs for the purpose of ex-

citing compassion—a procedure, however, which
brings with it its own punishment, since the sores

produced are of an angry character and very diflFicult

to heal. The plants themselves are among the most
vindent of our native herbs ; and, in the words of an
old author " they are dangerous and hurtful, yea they

kyl and slay, spoyling the senses and the understand-

ing." To this general condemnation I must mention
one exception, since it is said to difier from all the

rest in being not only innocuous and free from acri-

monious properties, but actually nutritive to cattle,

and capable of being converted to useful purjioses.

This is the Water Crowsfoot (B. aquatilis), so com-
mon in ponds and ditches, and making so pretty a
show when its white and delicate flowers are fully ex-

panded.

OUR VILLAGE WALKS.
(No. 12.)

There is an old Scotch saying, to this effect, that a
mild, open Cin'istmas makes a full churchyard. It may
be so ; and, no doubt, the benefit and blessing of

I
severe winters is great. The human frame is braced

t and nerved by them ; and the vegetable world is

strengthened, rested; and enabled to put forth healthy

and vigorous shoots, when the soft rays of the return-

1 ing sun call them once more into life and energy,

The eartli is sweetened and enriched by the snow
and frost, and injurious insects are destroyed. But

: still, let us bless God for softening so much the

sutlerings of the poor, by giving us hithei'to a mild

and open season. In these days of severe pressure

and distress, how much the trials of the lower classes

are increased by cold—wliero such is dear and diffi-

cult to obtain. When the labourer returns from his

daily wo)'k, wet and chilly, ]ierliaps having gone
through violent exercise and tlierefore more sensible

of cold, it is impossible to be wai'med, and his clothes

properly dried, when the very moisture freezes in

them, and the weather is so severe that the little spark
of fire on the hearth can hardly be felt when the cold

hands are sjiread over it. It is a special mercy when
the "tender pity" of our leather in heaven, softens

the sulforings of Ilis poor(n' children ; for their richer

brethren are little, venj little, aware of the ]n'ivations

and distress of the lowly cottager. True—they aiv

often improvident—they are often imthankful, evil-

minded, and dece]itivc—and we are very frequently

misled a)id disappointed in our endeavours to do
good. I3ut let us lalce comfort and courago, and
strive to do more instead of less; for if our God
mercifully condescends to "send rain upon the Just

and unjust," He who can read so clearly the heart

of man—what are we, that we should shrink from

doing something, because we cannot do always wisely,

or see the depths of human depravity liidden from
finite eyes ? Besides, do u-e make more grateful re-

turns to the Giver of all good than our brethren do
|

to us? Let this question be answered honestly, and
we shall at once be still.

At this season we find the dark, quiet foliage of the

yew-tree in gi'cat beauty. It is a common tree, but
when allowed to grow freely and naturally it is rich

and ornamental, especially during winter. It is well

adapted for hedges and screens to exposed gardens,

for it grows thicldy and is easily trained to the required

height and shape. Itrivals the oak inage ; and some
of these trees, yet in existence in om- own land, are sup-

posed to have stood for more than a thousand years.

The wood of the yew was used in our earliest times

for making the longbows, with which our ancestors

gained so many battles, and laid the firm groundwork
of our noble Constitution, so justly praised through-

out the world. It is said that in those troubled times

a yew-tree was ordered to be planted in every church-

yard, that wood, for the construction of tins important
weapon, might bo preserved in places of jjeculiar

safety. What a striking contrast 1 the emblem of

mortal strife, standing beside the house of jjrayer and
peace—the flesh and the spirit, as it were, striving

together, and preaching a loud lesson to the children

of men. Ah ! had not God gone forth with our armies

then- strength would have failed before their enemies:
for He "breaketh the bow .and knappeth the spear in

sunder, and burnetii the chariot ui the fire." Had
not the " arm of the Lord" been stretched forth to guide

England's hosts they would have been as the chariots

and horsemen of Pharaoh. Let her people remember
this, as they assemble together in the simple, beau-

tiful village clrarch, or stand beneath the shade of the

aged tree, that has long ceased to deal death ai'ound.

It may remind them of a day that is near at hand,
when men " shall not learn war any more."

There is a peculiarity in an English country chm-ch-

yard, that few other spots possess ; there is a simpli-

city, a quietness, a language, and a power, that is felt

the moment we ])ass through its gate, and enter the

silent, imobtrusive resting-place of so many past gene-

rations. The simple budding that stands peaeei'idly

within it, with its rich mantlingsof ivy and the large

antique tree that has borne it company for ages, has
unspeakable beauty, and a resistless charm in the

Chi'istiau's eye. How eloquent is every object

!

Every gravestone, every quiet mound, has a word of

deep instruction for the frail, short-lived being who
gazes on them, whose pilgrimage on earth is scarcely

longer than his walk through the peaceful enclosure,

ami far more perilous ; and whose days are but as the

shadow that lies calmly upon the swelling sods while

the sun is up. When his beams withdraw the shadow
is gone : does not this speak a word to our thought-

less hearts ?

At this particular season we need to think more
deeply, to walk more softly, to consider more nearly,
" the things that belong unto our peace." It is beau-
tiful to mark theoottagesclusteringroundtheir parish-
church, as if men loved to hear its voice, cheering
them on their dark and dreary way. How woidd
evoiy village, every parish, thrive, if inen gathered
thus round Him, " who is gi'eater than the temple ;"

who is ever waiting to gather them, " as a hengather-
eth her chickens under her wings," and who wept
at th(!ir deatiiess to His gracious call. Let us re-

member that we may draw near to Him with our feet,

and with our lips, while our hearts are far from Him:
and we may love to tread His courts, while the Word
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He speaks is made " of none eiFect." Beantil'ul as

our simple chiu'ohes are, many as are the spires that

pierce the woodlands and point so sweeth' to the skies,

musical ns are the chimes that merrily peal forth at

every festive season, yet these are not " the Way, the

Truth, tlieLife ;" we may delight in them—we do, we
must delight in them ; they are England's own peculiar

glory: they are her towers and bulwarks, and the

strong cement that binds together her deep founda-
tion, her lofty structure, and her people's hearts: hut
it is the "Spirit" alone "that quickeneth." "The flesh,"

the outward shell, "profiteth nothing" to the soul.

And now, once more, the fleeting year, as it rushes
onward, cries with a voice of thunder to the heedless

generation it leaves behind, " How long, ye simple
ones, will ye love simplicity ; and the scorners delight

in their scorning, and fools hate knowledge ?" Which
of us can reply to the warning voice, " I am" not " the

man ?"

SOWING SEEDS OF BULBS.
I.v your editorial of last week, you remarked upon

the proper season for sowing the seeds of bulbous
plants. I beg to state that, the beginning of the

present year (February 9), I sowed the seeds of

mi.xed gladiolus in a box—of jjeat and vegetable

earth, about equal parts—which came up in due
season and grew vigorously through the summer,
the box being placed out of doors, and with no es-

pecial attention in shading, merely supplying it with
water, occasionally giving a little liquid manure

;

some have died down, hut the greater part are, at

the present time (10th Dec), in full growth and very
strong, ,and will, I imagine, continue to grow on
until they show bloom. The box is now sheltered

from heavy rains and frosty nights, but exposed
during mOd weather. One of the corms winch died
down, raised itself above the surface, and it is as large

as a middling-sized crocus root. Also, on the 24th of

danuai-y, I sowed a box of Ixia and Sjiaraxis seeds

in drills, in similar soU, and, fi-om the forest of foli-

age which sprang u)), every seed must have become
a plant. These died down in the summer, and were
kept dry, without being distLU-hed, until October,

when I began to give water, and I find a few of them
are now making tlieir second appearance. Seeds of

the tulip I sow in !March (up to the 2ord), and ra-

nunculus I sow about the same time, for, when sown
as early as January, I do not succeed so well witli

either of these last mentioned, as when sown later.

[These directions being from a very good_ autho-
rity, may be relied upon.

—

Ed. C. G.]

FORCING SEA-KALE.
With regard to the foi-cing of sea-kale, so as to

obtain good, well-blanched, short and stout shoots
in the months of November and December, I have
always found it a much more difiicult matter at this

season to produce such shoots by heaping round the

plants a quantity of fermenting materials, than by
lifting the roots and forcing tliem in some one of the

methods that have been previously described by me.
I can always rely with more certainty on the latter

plan, and the ditfereuce in the expense and trouble
will bear no comparison, for, to force sea-kale in the
uatiu'al ground, at that tune of the year, when the
plants have scarcely gone to rest, to excite them into

growth and enable them to start kindly and strongly
by the application of a sufficient quantity of ferment-
ing materials, is no easy task. If not closely watched
and daily attended to, much disappointment must

and will occur from sudden changes of wind, drench-
ing rains, and frost and suow, as well as the risk of
too much exciting heat at intervals, which is sure to

occasion a drawing up of the plants, causing them
to become spindling and weak, with a tendency also

to canker, &c., which is not the case when the sea-

kalo roots are lifted and forced in one moderate and
uniform heat, which it is imiiossible to regulate and
maintain with fermentingmaterialsheaped and packed
about the plants in the natural ground during the
months of November and December. l''rom the
middle of January to the middle or end of February,
indeed, sea-kale of the best quality may he produced
by fermenting materials with pots, &c., to cover it

where it has been growing and established, and from
the middle of February to Ajiril, any amateur or

cottager who lias sea-kale plants, without either fer-

menting materials or any of the conveniences pre-

viously described, may produce it lilanohed, and of

first-rate quality, by merely covering them eight or

ten inches deep with dust of chaiTed vegetables, line

cinder ashes, leaf-moidd, or, indeed, with light earth
of any kind ; nature, at this season of the year,

being so much in favour of its growth, that no artifi-

cial assistance is required. Indeed, it is advisable

for those who may have been forcing sea-kale all the
winter in its various ways, to finish their last pro-

duction of it in the mode last named.
James B.4enes.

[We quite agree with our able coadjutor that

forcing seaJtale in the natural ground during No-
vember and December is more difficult than forcing

it in-doors, and the plants require an abundance
of fermenting materials, but then we have always had
finer shoots and the same plants for a dozen years.

A correspondent (Delta) writesthus :
—" A word about

Mr. Barnes' article on sea-kale at p. 89. Last winter,

I grew about IfiO roots in my cellar, which is warm
and quite dark, merely packing the plants thickly

together in a box, and fllhng up with soil, and I

must say, never have I seen more beautiful sea-

kale than that produced. I had three distinct cut-

tings from my plants, and after thus weakening them,
planted out the roots in the open ground, in April, in

good rich soil, and kept them well watered with
liquid manure during the summer, and they are now
fine strong roots ready for treating again in the same
way. I can only say that the quality and appearance
of the sea-kale thus treated was so su].ierior, that I

shall never force it in any other way." For those
who can command an abundance of sea-kale plants,

and are content with moderate-sized shoots, there is

no doubt but that this mode may be adopted with
advantage in November, December, and early in

January, being least ti-oublesome.—Ed. C. G.]

EXTRACTS FROM CORRESPONDEjNTCE.
Celery Cui.tuhe.—I was much pleased with the

remarks of yom- coi'respondent " W. C.G." on celery

culture, but more especially the hints thrown out
with reference to using celery as a culinary vegetable,
for by this means a great portion of the plant usually
thrown away, may he profitably made use of. Witir
reference to yom- correspondent's plan of planting
in double rows, I admit tliat more plants may by
this means he grown on a given space of laud, hut
I have found that they never grow so large as when
])!anted singly, hut I do think they may be grown
'i or (libs., by planting them as he has described. I
beg most respectfully to say, at the same time, that,

in my opinion, your coiTespondent's remarks on the
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snliject of liquid manure is cal(!u]ated to mislead

;

my experience witli reference to the liquid maniu'e

teaolies me tlie possibility of giving it " a dose too

much. Liquid manure is to lie sup])lied to growing
crops as a " stimulant," always considering the pos-

sibility of over stimulating. I am ready to admit
that celery reijuires a gi'eat deal of moistiu'e in its culti-

vation, but am of opinion that '• too frequent and
plentiful" supplies of liquid manure may he (jicen.

Your correspondent says, with regard to the difl'erent

methods of growing celery. " that of Mr. Nutt is,

perhaps, the best calcidated to bring the plant to the

gigantic proportions for wliich he is so celebrated."

I wish, in reference to this, to say, that I liave been
a cidtivator of celery nearly 20 years, but have only

cultivated for competition one year (li^JcS), and then

I only cidtivated six plants ; out of the six plants I

took jirizes with five out of the six, being only allowed

to show five plants. Two of these plants, when di-

vested of lateral shoots, &o., weighed 201bs. 14oz.,

being olbs. heavier than any two grown by !Mr. Nutt.

Which of the two methods is best I will leave it to

your correspondent and your readers to decide.

—

John Turkeb, Necjnemh Sheffield.

To Build a Vine Pillar.—Procure some briclis

from a brick-yard, which have been made in a mould
which is tlie segment of a circle. Having laid founda-

tions, cover them with a large flag-stone, or slate, to

prevent the roots penetrating downwards. Procure
boues, lumps of charcoal, soft bricl;s and old mortar,

all broken to a size equal to tliat of stones ibr mend-
ing roads, and mix them well together in equal
quantities. In the spring, as soon as the strong

frosts are over, begin to erect the pillar, which is to

be hollow, and one brick's width in thickness. When
four bricks in height, fill it level with the composi-

tion abovementioued. Turn a strong vine out of its

garden-pot—taking care not to break the ball of

earth,—and plant it side-ways within the pillar,

leaving two buds of the stem on the outside, where
a hole is to be left in tlie brickwork large enough to

allow for the swelling of the stem. A small quantity

of rotten leaf soil may be put under and roiuid tlie

ball, and then the pillar may be erected, filling it

with the composition as the work goes on. When
the wall is about seven feet high, cover the composi-

tion closely over with bricks, using no mortar, or

cement. Tlie brick-work is to rise about another
foot, and the space above the covering to be filled

with good garden soil, and any flowers planted in it,

according to the taste of the pro]n'ietor. A draining

pipe may be placed vertically tluough the soil, so as

to give opportunity of watering the composition in

the pillar, when necessary, from long dry weatlier.

Two or three vines may be ])lanted in the pillar, in

the way described, according to its extent of outward
walling. The hardiest vines for this purpose are the

Sweet Water, White Muscadine, INIiller's Burgundy,
Ksperione, and the BlacOc Cluster. It is advi-

sable to prevent the cold water of winter liaving

access to tlie inside of the pillar. The writer of this

paper has two vine pillars, each of thom nearly five

feet in diameter (outside measurement) ; but thoy
may be made of any size, not being less than three

feci in diameter.—ItKV. C. A. A. Lloyd, Whittinijtoit,

near Usieestnj.

I'.S.—I have in my garden, two of the pillars I

have described, and the vines grow quite healthy on
botli of them. Young vines require rich soil, but
wh(!n older, do bettor in the composition in the

pillar, which causes the wood to be short-jointed, as

viiK-B are iu those countries where they flourish

best. I raise a great many vines to give away to my
neighbours, and I find the most expeditious way is

by long branches, which are cut from vines in tlie

autumn, managed on Mr. Hoare's ]ilan. These are

deprived of all buds but two, and tlie whole branch,

is buried but the top bud, which should be near the

wall on which the vine is to grow. In this way
vines soon become fine plants.

Re.moving Old I'iiult-tiiees.—Having occasion to

take down an old wall, against which a Chaumon-
telle pear-tree liad been ])laiited about forty years,

I tried the experiment of removing it to another

situation. Tliis tree was about twelve feet high, and

wide in proportion. It was carefLilly taken up, so as

to injure tlie roots as little as possible, the branches

tied together, and then earned by several men and
planted against another wall, which was lower, so

that the tree was cut ott' at the top three feet. This

removal took place in the winter. The following

summer the tree looked but poorly. The second

year it bore seven or eight pears, and made some
wood : the third year it made a good deiJ of wood,

and bore half a hundred of fine pears; the fourth

(which is the present year) it has made some vigor

ous shoots, and borne fourteen pears : all pear-trees

have been very unpi'oduotive here this year. I am
now, by degrees, cutting out some of the old wood,

and training in the new. This is a proof that with

care, old trees can be removed, and do well after-

wards.—M. II.

Mode of Making Drills.—Some time since I

noticed a letter in your publication with reference

to the drill system of sowing seed, and recommend-
ing Cobbett's suggestion of a drill rake. I rememlier

trying it some years ago, but from the nature of the

soil, and, may be, a little awkwardness on my own
part, I could never succeed. I then adopted, and
have since continued, the following iilan. I should
premise that all my beds are four feet wide; wider
than which will be found inconvenient in weeding
and thinning. I use a straightpole, the size and shape

of a common rake handle, about five feet long, with

a cross piece of lath nailed on at about a foot from

each end, so— j! This is jdaced

across the bed, iu the situation of the first drill. I

stand myself at one end, and place a boy at tlie other.

We both place one foot on the pole, and at the same
time press it moderately into the soil : we then
take it off the bed, by the part projecting over, and
slide it on to tbe place of the next drill (liaving first

ascertained this by means of the cross piece, which
may be graduated), where the ju'essure is repeated,

and so on to the end. It is astonishing how fast

this may be done, with a little practice; and the

drills thus made, are easily distinguishable, and must
be drawn correctly ; indeed, the eye would soon be
educated suflSciently to dispense with the cross piece

altogether.—H. W. IjIVett.

Cheap Drill.—Turning over the leaves of the

first volume of The Cottage Gardener the other

day, I observed the remark, that you were not aware
of there being any cheap drills to be liad. It may
appear out of season to name this now, but I may
forget it before another seed-time arrives, and, if you
think the following, wliich I found answer, will be of

any service to your readers, they are welcome. Pro-

cure a sound cork, burn a hole through it, then
insert a medium-sized quill in this hole, so as to pro-

ject very slightly at the small end of the cork ; take

a dry bottle (a soda-water bottle answers very well),

jiut your seed into it, but not more than wiU half fill
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it, then insert the cork descrihecl above, and it is

ready I'or use in tlie following manner. Open a drill

with the l.iac!; of a r.ake, and, holding the bottle in a

liorizontal position, so as not to allow the presence

of the seed to stoj) up the quill, shake it gently

from right to left, over the drill, and, with a little

practice, the seed will come out very regularly, which
may be tried over a piece of paper. A year or two
ago, having no proper drill at liaiul, and being

an.xious to sow some turnips, I made use of the

above method; a man and a lad sowing half an acre

of ground in an afternoon—one opening the drill,

the other sowing—and had an excellent brood.

—

N. M., NortUwioh.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*** We request that no one will write to the departmenta.! writers

of The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustidable trouble

and expense
; and we also request our coadjutors imdti' no vircum-

stances to reply to such private couiniunications.

Sprouted Seed Potatoes (J. JJ. P. and A Cetnstant Jleuder),—
Plant them as soon as you can, during dry open weather ; do not
injure, and, of course, do not rub off the sprouts.
Doves in a Cage [Cnlune).—These do not require to be kept

warm, but we should remove them to the shelter of an outhouse m
severe weather.
Kegisteus of the Barometer and Thermometer (H. JV.).—

Your thermometer against a post facing; the north, and live feet from
the ground, is well placed. The highest and lowest points indicated
by the two instruments above named occurring in each twenty-four
hours is all that you need record. There are two works you may
consult with both advantage and pleasure, Belville on Barometers,
and Thomson's Introduction to Meteorology.
Cactus not FLOWKRI^G (W. //., Cheetham).—Your plant is

luxuriant but does not bloom. Remove some of the soil in the spring
and add a mixture of leaf-mould, &c., as recommended at page 44 of
vol. 2. Do not give water during the winter, but treat your plant as
there directed. Layiiif^ in brocoU is described at page t)5 of the pre-
sent volume.
Propagating Bulbs (T. Evans).—Tulips and hyacinths, and

other bulbs, produce offsets which may be separated from the parent,
and will become perfect plants.
Naming Seedling Flowers (Thomas J.).—There is no'rule for

naming these. To avoid adopting names already appropriated, it is

advisable to adopt family or local names, and we think it useful to
add some word descriptive of some prominent character of the tlovver,

such as-" Thomas's Purple," "May's Orange-spotted." Every"seed-
ling of your cinerarias and calceolarias will differ slightly from all

others. You can only ascertain whether thej' differ reniarkalily and
meritoriously by submitting them to the inspection of some eminent
florist.

Greenhouse (A SuMserilje); Rye).—We do not clearly see through
the plan of your intended house for plants, to be placed at the end of
your cottage, so as to enclose a portion of the chimney that proceeds
from the living room. In all such cases, a few lines representing the
back and front of the intended plant-house, position of the chimney,
&c., would give a clearer idea than a page of description. However,
with the heat emitted from the chimney, you will be able with the
covering you propose, to keep all the hartUer greenhouse plants, and
to propagate in the spring. We would advise having a damper in

the chinmey, at nearly the height of the house ; and in cold weather
this should be put in so far as would give extra heat in the chinmey
in the house, and yet not so much as to send any back draught into
the living room. In small places one or two strong iron plates might
be substituted for the brickwork in the chimney. Where any of the
finer plants are attempted to be grown, it is the cheapest in the end
either to have a small flue or a pipe with hot water taken from a boiler
at the side of the fireplace, with stop-cock to shut it off and^on at
pleasure. If you raise the house as you propose, as high as seven
feet ; then, instead of stepping over the front hall, we should prefer a
door at one end; supposing the width to be seven feet, then you have
a stage or shelves within. We should recommend the front wall to
I)e from four Lo five feet in height. If you mean to set the plants
wholly or partly on the ground, then a height of from two to three
leet wUl be sutticient. The sashes should either be made to slide or
be elevated by a toothed iron racket. If half are done one way, and
half the other, you can always give both top and bottom air at plea-
sure. Glazing with three or four inch pieces of glxss will answer
vei-j* well, but not look so nice as long squares of J6oz. British sheet

;

liuC, of course, the latter will be more expensive. In charring turf
you .should not pile it into heaps, but expose only a portion at a
time to the heating medium, removing that when chaned and then
placing more in its place. We presume you have burned the turf,
not chan-ed it.

Camellia in a Drawing-room (J. J. Brixton, and A Sub-
.triber).—The camellia in your drawing-room, in which you have fires
several times during the week, and which drops its buds and leaves,
may do so from being kept too close or too dry, A temperature of
from 3r>° to .'.0° will suit it ; the medium between the two will be best.
Keep it in the room, as near the glass as possible, during the day.
In mild weather, with the temperature outside at from Hr to 50°, "if

you cannot open the window, the plant may be set on the window
sill outside for a few hours. M'hen tlie buds are swelling, a good deal
of water is necessary : wc cannot, however, tell you how often to give

it, that will depend upon the state and number of the roots, the dull

or bright character ot the weather, and even the dry or moist atmo-
sphere, and the high or low temperature of the room. We can. liow-

j

ever, say, water it thoroughly when you do set about it, and then
!

wait imtil your services are required again. Perhaps the inside of the
ball is dry, and the water gets away by the side of the pot. If you
have doubts of this, set the pot in a pail of water—temperature about
50°—for a quarter of an hour, and then allow the superfluous water
to drain away, before placing the plant in its saucer, as it should not
stand in water.

j

Mushrooms (Ibid).—These will gi-ow nicely in an unused stall

I

in the stable ; and so they will do out of doors, with the cover a.s

i propDsed ; but far less trouble would be incurred by growing them
' in the stalile, as much less covering would be requisite.
' Frame for Plant-protecting [Ainiittur, TUame).—You have

])ut one of your frames on a platform, standing on four posts 2^ feet

from the ground, nailing pieces of boards, an inch thick, and about
6 inches wide, leaving an inch space between each board, to assist the
drainage when required to give the plants water; upon this platform
you put your frame, then laid an old mat over the bottom to prevent
the materials, that might be used for plunging the pots in, falling

through the spaces, and have put your pots in eoal-ashes. Your
[ilants, in this frame, consist of fuchsias, verbenas, cinerarias, and a
few other sorts. You have thought of enclosing the underneath part,

except at one end, and then about February or Miu'ch filling the
space underneath the frame with good prepared dung, for the pur-
pose of stimulatinj' the plants. Von ask, would a little heat under-
neath the fi'ame do any good at the present time, and whether, if

you raise another frame in the same way, it will do for growing
cucumbers. A little well prepared dung would be very useful under
your frame in hard frosty weather, to ward off the frost ; but after

the middle of March such assistance would be rather against such
plants as fuchsias, verbenas, cinerarias, as the usual complaint is that
such plants grow too freely late in the spring, before they can be
trusted out into sheltered situations. Good gardeners have growu
cuctanbers, as you propose, by introducing hot dung into a cavity
below the bed ; but the plan is dangerous in young hands. Perhaps,
after all, you had better grow them in your usual way.
Bees (T, M. W.).—If your light hive, weighing only 15 lbs., be a

swarm of the present year, discontinue feeding it till March, and
then feed at the tup ; if it be a stock of two or three years standing,
the 15 lbs. may consist chietly of old thick combs and pollen, and, in
that case, feeding must be continued in mild weather through the
winter. Tlie food recommended by Mr. Payne will do for the bees
to add to their store ; if your stocks have 15 lbs. of honey, do not
feed till spring.

Keene's Hybrid Mwze (J. W., Sheffield).—Our correspondent
wishes to know where he can obtain a cob or two of this grain.

Diseased Heks (Heydon).—Wash the swollen eyes and nostrils

with warm brandy and water as often as necessary
; give a pepper-

corn in dough three days a-week, and a grain of calomel in dough
twice during the same time, but on different days. Keep the birds
warm.
Apple Refuse (W. D.).—This, which you call, "Pomace, or

dross of the cyder pressings," you may use as a manure to your as-

paragus bed, or to any other kitchen vegetable, without any tear of
injury. It will speedily decay and become food for the plants. We
should not lay it at the bottom of the new asparagus bed, but mix it

now thoroughly with the soil.

Worms under Turf (W. Newton).—An ounce of corrosive sub-
limate dissolved in a gallon of water will bring all the worms which
come in contact with it to the surface, and then strong lime-water
from a rosed pot will kill them, or they may be swept up ; but in
line weather afresh set of worms will take jjossessiou of the place, so
that a constant warfare against them must lie kept up spring and au-
tumn. Yuur proposal to cut them off by a layer of ashes under the
turf, we have tried, but after the first winter they came up as thick as
ever. Remember that corrosive sublimate is a deadly poison, and
that the vanquished worms must not be given to ducks or other ani-
mals as food.
Grafting Vines (Horticulturist).—If the roots of your \ines,

twenty years old, are in sound condition, and you ran rely on the
wearing of the border, your vine-grafting will be a vei-y straight-
forward and simple affair. Let the shoots intended for the reception
of fresh kinds be cut off to the desired point forthwith. Apply a
coating of white-lead to the wound when dry, for fear of " bleeding.'*
Suffer the stumps to commence budding a little before you graft, and
endeavour to procure a small growing twig beyond the grafting point.
Scions for grafting must be immediately |)roeured. Bury them in
soil within a bud of their extremities tUrectly. Graft them as other
fruits, as soon as the sap is up, whatever the period ; and, after se-
curing the graft with matting, envelop the whole with moss, bound
carefully and equally on. Of course, with old vines, the more you
reduce the other parts of the \ine by pruning, the more power you
thiow into the portion occupied by the graft.

Vines Planted too Deep {Ctericus).—Yours is hut too com-
mon a case. " Deep r^ots ;" bad news this. We fear that there is

no alternative but to commence at the outskirts of the border, and
progressively to remove stagnant soil ; introduce drainage beneatl

,

and lift the routs to a higher level, blending your lime rubbish ana
mortar, or other drainage materials, with the upper stratum as tie
work proceeds. As a compromise, you may proceed then to within
four feet of the house front, leaving the other portion, if needs must
be, to give the plants an impetus towards possessing the new soil.

In answer to your first query, what depth ought the roots to be?
None deeper than thirty inches, but others as near the surface rs

]i()ssil)le. To your second query, when may I commence forcing?
If you do not disturb the roots, why, you may venture, under your
circumstances, to commence in the course of January. If you adoj t

our stringent plans, you must give up " forcing" this year. You
will, however, be amply repaid for the sacrifice in the ensuing one.
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Groups of Roses (C. Jacomb).—For the purpose of filling up
a vacant space at each end of your trellis constructed to conceal your
kitchen-garden, you wish for two groups of roses. At one end plant
Princess Louise, Ij.iura Davoust, and Princeias Maria, with three of
Gloire de Rosamene before them. At the other end plant Fclecite
perpetuelle, Crimson Boursault and fliyrianthes, \vdth three of the
Gloire de Kosamene as on the other side. These sL\ Gloire de Rosa-
menes must be cut down annually in April, which will keep the bot-
tom of the groups thick and flowering until Christmas. Pdlar roses
require, as in this case, to have a strong and dwarfer sort for keeping
the bottom full, and always when in groups. Two of the evergreens
should be accompanied with a different flowerer ; but of this we ^\'ill

ask Mr. Beaton to write fully.

Rosa Harisonii (A YoimgAm.ale.ur).—This is one of the dwarf
briars, and is not suited for a wall, but mil do in any soil or situation
—rich or poor—wet or dry— in the suu or in the shade ; but a light
dry rich soil suits it best. The yellow rose, of which you heard, is

very different from Harisonii.
Gladiolus Insignis {J. M. P.).—You find this throwing out

shoots, for it ripened early, and the fine late autumn weather set it to
grow again, and you cannot hope to stop it with inijmnity. Keep
it free from frost, in soil not too dry or too wet, until the winter is

over; but all of them will live out in a well-drained border, with a
little protection. Vour crocvsea and hyncinths in a glass vase will
do in your parlour where there is a fire daily, hut let the crocuses
have more air by placing them outside the window occasionally, in
fine weather.
Names OF Plants (J. H. CIaphfim),~-\, Chironia jasminoidcs

;

2, Send us a specimen in flower; 3, Calceolaria angustifolia ; 4,
Fuchsia microphylla ; 5, Fuchsia eonspieua arborea ; 6, Stachys
lanata ; 7, Acacia lophantha ; 8, Acacia plumosa. Although we
know chrysanthemums pretty well, we arc not quite certain as to the
correctness of the following, owing to your imperfect blooms ;

—

1, Grand Napoleon ; 2, Unique ; 3, Elvira ; 4, Princess Marie

;

5, Minerva ; 0, Adventure ; 7, Marshall S ult ; 8, Bijou
; 9, Goliah.

CALENDAR FOR JANUARY.

GREENHOUSE.
AiB, admit at every favourable opportunity, whenever the tempera-

ture outside is above 35°, except in windy or foggy wi^ather, especially
among heaths, epacrises. and azaleas, that yotT do not wish to bloom
early. Soft-wooded plants should be kept at one end of the house.
Bulbs and hardy Surubs, such as lilacs, azaleas, and roses, intro-
duce from the forcing-house, placing them at the closest and warmest
end of the house ; calceolarias, cinei-arias, geraniums, and Chinese
primroses, clean, shift, and supply at times with manure water.
Climbers, prune in, if not already done, those that produce their
flowers on the young wood ; others, such as Kennedyas, now flower-
ing and growing, attend to : and especially train, every day, the tro-
poeolums, if you wish to prevent confusion. Fires, ligtit in close,
dull weather, to enable you to give a circulation of air. Beware of
heating too much when frosty, as, without due precaution, the atmo-
sphere will be too dry ; it is better to use coverings for the glass. Suc-
culents, imless growing and showing flower,''refrain from watering.
Water other plants only when requisite, and perform the operation
after breakfast, using water rather higher than the medium temperature
of the house. Place a few achimenes, gesnera, and gloxinia-roots, into
heat for early blooming. In a conservatory or greenhouse, where no
hard-wooded plants to speak of are grown, and where a medium heat
of 50° can be maintained, Poinscttia pulcherrima, Euphorbi, and
Jacnuiniflora, &c, may be introduced from the stove. R. Fisn.

FLOWER-GARDEN.
Annuals in borders keep free from fallen leaves or other litter

;

and, if the weather is fine, sow a few more at the end of the month.
Bulbs, see that mice or rats do not get to them : fresh soot keeps
them off for awhile. Cuttings of various hardy deciduous shrubs,
climbing roses and the like may yet be put in. Edgings, see that they
are in good order ; slate edgings are the best, then box : either may
be laid this month. Grass, keep it clean and well rolled. Hedges,
evergreen and otherwise, may be yet planted and dressed. Layers of
evergreens or deciduous shrubs may be made as the borders are
cleaned. Manure, in composts, apply to such flower-beds as may
require assistance

; and in a soHd, rotten state to all roses. flIuLCii
all newly-planted trees, &c. Potted plants in reserve-garden se-
cure from frosts. Planting, push forward in mild weather. Prune
and regulate every tree or bush which requires it : be more sparing
with evergreens. Ranunculuses, if the soil is dry, plant a lot for
another succession. Roses, prune, plant, and dung, if not already
done : and wash them with strong lime and soot paint, to kill moss
and insects. Seedlings and all young plants protect according to their
hardihood and strength. Suckers, pull up and destroy, unless
wanted for incrcnae, as those of some roses, ike. Trench vacant
ground. Walks, roll as soon as they arc dry after rains or frost, and
keep them regularly cleaned. Weeds, destroy everj'whcre. Wheel-
ing, reserve for frosty or very dry weather. ' D. Beaton.

ORCHARD.
Almonds, plant. Apples (espalier) prune, &c. : plant, &c.

Apricots, plant: prune and train m frosty weather. Brine, apply
with a scrubbing-brush to stems and branches of fruit-trees, to de-
(itroy insects, eggs, and moss. Cherries 'wall and espalier), prune
and train: plant. Ciiesnuts, plant. Currants, prune: plant.
Cuttings of gooseberries, &c., may be planted. Drainage, at-
tend to. Espaliers, prune and regulate. Figs, plant: protect
from frost. Filberts, plant. Fork the surface around fruit-trees.
GuosEBEBRiES, plant: prune. Layers, plant. Leaves, collect
for various uses. Medlars, plant. Mulberries, plant. Mulch.
jmt around newly-planted trees. Nectarines, plant: prune ami
train in frosty weather. Peaches (see nectarine). Pears, plant:
(espalier), prune, &c. Plums, plant: (wall and espalierj, prune.

Pruning, attend to generally. Quinces, plant. Raspberries,
plant: prune, and dress. Services, plant. Snails, destroy in
their torpid state. Stake and support trees newly-planted. Stand-
ards, remove dead and irregular branches from. Suckers, plant.
Strawberries, top-dress and protect. Trench and prepare bor-
ders, &c., for planting. Vimes, plant, prune, and train. Wall-
trees generally, prune and regulate. Walls : it is a very beneficial
plan to paint these by means of a whitewasher's brush, with a liquid
mixture of Slbs. lime, 4 lbs. soot, and 8 lbs. sulphur. It destroys
and banishes insects, as well as by its dark colour promoting the
warmth of the wall. The liquid employed, in which to mL-t the above,
should be urine and soapsuds—in equal proportions.
Any trees proposed to be regrafted in the spring may be headed

down now in open weather, but the stumps of the branches should be
left sufficiently long to permit a few inches more to be cut off at the
time of grafting. R. Erbington.

FORCING STRUCTURES AND PLANT-STOVE.
Ain, admit, as often as circumstances permit. Apricots (see

peach). Asparagus, continue a succession. Bark-beds, stir, and
renew, if heat declines. Cherries (see ]ieach). Cucumbers, in
pots, introduce : water iVequeutly over head, but rather sparingly at
the roots, and train. Currants, water when necessary. Figs (see
vines) : they should he in pots in the linery—if set in pans all the
better. Flowers, in pots (roses, carnations, &c.), introduce.
GoosEBERRiKS, Water frequently. Head Down soft-wooded plants
exhausted with blooming. Kidney Beans, sow in small pots—
about seven-inch : increase the size of the pots as the days lengthen

;

use now light and rich soil ; water frequently. Light, admit as freely
as possible. Mushboom-bbds, carefully protect. Protect glass
in very severe weather, even in the daytime, but under such circum-
stances do not keep up a high artificial heat : let it be several degrees
lower than in favourable weather. Nectarines and Peaches, in
blossom keep at about 55° during the day, and at night about 40°;
water very sparingly ; shake branches gently to distribute the pollen ;

stir earth around often. Pine Apples (fruiting) may require in-
creased bottom-heat to about 80° : water when requisite : if plunged,
and the floor damped, they need but little : temperature in houses
from 6o° to S5°. Salading, in boxes, sow. Stove, temperature,
not above 6(1° in the day, and at night 40°. Sea-kale, introduce suc-
cessively. Strawberriek, in pots, introduce : when blossoming,
water frequently, and ventilate h'cely : day temperature not more than
Go°. Thermometer, watch its dictates out of doors, and regulate
your fire occasionally. Vines, in leaf, keep about Go°: in blossom,
about 70° during the day—at night 55° to 60°

; protect stems out-
side by haybands, and the roots by fermenting matters. Wash the
leaves of all plants, as requisite, either with a sponge or by watering;
Water, soft and warm as the house, apply as requisite : in pots, &c.,
keep constantly in the house.
The tcmperalure of the plaut-stove should not be higher than Oo°,

by means of tire-heat, even where the most tender orchidaceous plants
are growing. At night it should not be higher than 50°, and even 45'^

is not injm-ious. Prune and put into good order the heads of speci-

men plants. Many may be cut down altogether : for example, Aphe-
landras, Justicias, Poinsettias, Sec. After they have been out down
keep them dry for two or three weeks. Cut away, Itut do not tear off,

the shcathy envelopes covering the buds at the bottom of the stems
of orchidete. If these aheatha are allowed to continue the water re-

maining in them causes decav. K. EaiaNGTON.
KITCHEN-GARDEN.

Artichokes, attend tn, shelter, &c. Asparagus, plant in hot-
bed : attend to that forcing : temperatm-e about 65°, and at night 50°.

Beans, plant, b. : earth up early: protect from frost : plant in hot-
bed. Beet (red), plant for seed. Brocoli, protect from frost.

Cabbages, plant, e. : sow, e. : plant for seed. Cardooks, attend
to, shelter, &e. Carrots, sow small crop: plant for seed. Cau-
hfloweks, in frames, and those pricked out, attend to ; sow, e.

Celery, earth up, shelter, &c. Composts, prepare and turn over.

CucuMBEUs. sow and prick out ; temperature by day 70° to 75°i ai»d

at night Cs'^. Dung, for hotbeds, prepare; wheel on to vacant
ground. Earth, for hotbeds prepare. Eartu up and fasten plants

disturbed by fi'ost, &e. Endive, blanch, protect. FitosT, protect

plants fi'om, by temporary covering. Gi:ound. trench vacant. Horse
Radish, plant, e. Hotbeds, make and attend to. Jerusalem
Artichokes, plant, r. Kale (Sea), force, b. Kidney Beans, sow
in hotbed, e. Lettuces, in frames, attend : transplant, to force :

protect from frost; sow on warm border, e. LiauoRiCE, plant, e. :

and dig up three-vear old. I\1elons, sow, for fruiting in May: day
temj). 75°, night 6.'>°. IVIint, force, in hotbed. Mushroom Beds,
make, and attend to those producing; procure horse droppings for.

Mustard and Cress, sow in iiotbcd. Onions, clear from wccdb;

examine stored; sow a small crop, e,; plant for seed. Parsley,
sow, e.; protect from frost. Parsnips, plant for seed. Peas, sow;
earth up; shelter from frost; plant in hotbed; and prepare sticks.

Potatoes, plant in slight hotbed. Radishes, sow in hotbed; sow
in border, e. Rape, (for salading, sow in hotbed); (edible-rootod),

sow. Rhubarb, force, b. Salading (Small), sow. Savoys, plant

for seed. Spinach, clean and sow, e. Tansy, plant in hotbed.

Tarragon, plant in hotbed. Turnips, plant for seed. W^eeds,
continually destroy, and do any work which will lessen that of the

following busier months. Woodlice, destroy in the mushroom-
house by trapping under dry hay, and sralding it in hot water; or by
baiting small pots with boiled potatoes, or slices of potatoes under
dry inoas.

London ; Printed by Harry Wooldridge, 147, Strand, in the

Parish of Saint Mary-le-Strand ; and '^^' in Chester High-atrect, in

the Parish of St. RJary Kalendar ; and Pubbshed by V/illiam
SoMEitviLLE Ore, ;it the Ofliee, 147, Strand, in tlie Parish of

Saint Mary-lc-Strnnd, London.—December 27th, 1849.
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spade, pnming-knifo, aucl glass sholtei's ; may your

oabbage tiibos bo witbout club roots, your apples

without canker, your grapes unshauked, your pota-

toes undiseased; and may you learu to grow well-

formed pelargoniums, without a bundle of training-

sticks. Now, this last portion of our wish reminds

us of the revived taste for standards of these flowers.

We say revived, because Miller, and others of the old

writers on floriculture, evidently grew tliem in this

form, for they speak of various kinds of pelargonium,

with stems five, seven, and even ten feet high. But

whether the mode of growth be of recent or more

ancient suggestion is of little consequence, for a good

revival is always to be preferred before an inferior

practice of modem invention, and this revival is good

beyond all dispute. We believe that it will be found

good, among other advantages, because that in the

same space of greenhouse room very much more

bloom may be introduced than by the present system

of cultivation ; and that the specimens may be made

to assume a freedom and elegance of form never even

dreamed of at present.

We extract the following relative observations from

the just-published Qardcners' Almanack for 1850 :

—

" We saw a curious experiment tried last year to

obtain standard jielargonimns, which succeeded per-

fectly; and we are persuaded, when the plan becomes
betttor known, it will become general ; and a green-

house fllled with this family, treated after the manner
we are now to descrilie, will produce foiu' times the

quantity of bloom that can be had fi'om plants trained

in the " squat" manner of the present day, and at

least double the quantity of plants or kinds may be
gi'owii in an equal space. The experiment was con-

fined to two plants ot the Queen Victoria pelargonium
—a dwarf variety ; but we liear that the gardener
who conducted tlie experiment is so well pleased with

his success, that he has already prepared for extend-

ing it to a large number of sorts, and we entertain no
doubt of his success. The two plants referred to

were only 10 inches high in October, 1848, and in

three-iuch pots. Instead of " stopping" them they
were encouraged to grow on, and confined to a single

stem. Early in November they were placed on an
end-shelf in a stove, close to the uijrigbt glass, having
head-room sufficient and to spare. This was the

coolest part of the house, and the light from the roof

and end-glass was as much as any plants under glass

could receive. With this stimulus, and with occa-

sional watering with manui-e-water, and two shifts,

the plants were full four feet higli by the end of llie

spring, eighteen inches of tlie bottom being quite

brown and without leaves, these having slowly died
away as the plants ripened their growth. The plants
then flowered a few strong trusses, and were removed
to a greetdiouse about the end of May. They were
jilantcd out into a rich border in front of a wall, and
tlie veiy tops picked out, in order to get busby tops
to them; they were also supported by stakes. Alter
flowering a second time, at the end of June, the whole
stems, ft'om the ground upwards, broke out into strong
lateral shoots, and iu this condition the plants were
taken up on a wet day in September, the shoots much
thinned and regulated, so that tlie plants were perfect

cones, nearly five feet higli, and well clothed all the

way. in futuro they will be treated iu tlio usual way,

cutting the side shoots close in after flowering, but
still keeping the main leader at full length ; and, il' at

any time tliey get naked below, a season in the open
border, it is believed, will see them clothed again.

Such plants take up little more room than the pots
they are growing in, and when they are well flowered
make splendid objects."

The only drawback to this system of training, if it

can be esteemed a drawback, is that it requires more

judgment than the old system requires; and that we

may aid our renders to carry it into practice, we have

requested Mr. Beaton to give us the results of his ex-

perience on the sidiject.

Even the preparation of seedsmen's catalogues has

felt the influence of the utilitarian spirit which is out-

spreading over all classes and all lands, and instead of

being, as tliey were formerly, a mere enumeration of

different seeds deserving of cultivation, they now in-

clude much information so useful as to be worth the

amateur's attention to preserve them. Foremost

among these improved catalogues is one noAV before

us, entitled " Qcneral Ccttaluyve of Garden, Agricul-

tural, and Flower Seeds, sold by W. E. Rendle iC Co.,

Plymouth." It gives of every plant a sufficient de-

scription, with the heights where needed, and the

times for sowing or planting. For example :

—

"March till May.

" Beet.—Rendle's Sujicrb : a veiy superior dark
variety of great merit.

Cattell's dwarf blood red: an excellent sort.

White's black : large and fine ; can be
highly recommended.

Perkins crimson : very fine colour and
flavour.

White Silesian or Sugar.

Silver or Sea-Kale : the midrib of the leaf

dressed similar to that vegetable.

White ox Spinach Beet : an excellent sub-

stitute for spinach, and aflbrds a succes-

sion of leaves during summer."

We have also received, but too late for notice luitil

next week, "A Selected Catalogue of Seeds, sold by D.

Hairs, 109, St. Martins Lane." It contains a list of

forty-seven iieas. AVe shall have something to say

about these.

As the information contained in these catalogues

has increased, so also has the cost of the seeds they

enumerate diminished. "A complete collection of

20 quarts of peas, and all other (kitclien-garden) seeds

in proportion, for one year's supply," for fifty shil-

lings. Now, to compare with this, we happen to

have some bills sent in by the celebrated Stej,hen

Switzer rather more than a century ago. Switzer was

the first man who wrote lu-actically well upon gar-

dening, liad been gardener to tlie Earl of Orreiy, and

finally became a seedsman and market gardener,

having a garden at Millbank, and selling his seeds at

a stand iu Westminster Hall. One of the bills is as

follows ;

—
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To the Rt. Honor'ble tho Lord Fairfax,

Per Stephen Switzer.

Feby. 27th, ml.
£ S. d;

3 lbs. French furze seed, 3s6d
; \ lb, Lucerne, 163 19 fi

i lb. Dutch clover, l/s ; 1 doz. garden niiits, H.s . . I 5

1 oz. endive, fid ; 1 oz. white Cos lettuce, 9d ; 1 oz.

purslane, 6d 19
I oz. alisander, 4d ; 2 ozs. Spanish cardoons, ISd

;

2 ozs. brocoli, 1 8d 3 4
1 oz.redcabbafie, la; 2ozs. melon, gourd, &c., 2s6d 3 6

4 oz. tomato, 6d ; 1 oz. linochio, Is 1 6
2 ozs. Turnip radish. Is ; 100 cytisus plants, 5s . . 6
1 gallon Hander's Hotspur pea 2

2qts. Marro\^'fat pea, Is; 2 qts. Spanish il/H/«^/o, Is 2
I oz. cauliflower seed, Ss ; I peck Windsor beans, 23 5

Box 16
ifi 11 1

THE PRUIT-GAEDEN.
Arrangement of Fruit-trees.—At tlie commence-

ment of the career of The Cottage Gardener, the

best mode of arranging fndt-trces in the cottager's

garden was taken into consideration ; it remains for

us to consider what can be done for a similar arrange-

ment in the garden of tlio amateurs, whoso object is

by no means tlio same as that of the cottager.

For the sake of dealing with principles rather than
imposing mei'e rules, we will suppose the case to be
a new inolosure of about an acre, surrounded by a
now garden wall ; such cases are everyday occiu'ring

in the neighbourhood of om- large towns ; and al-.

though not strictly cottage gardens, yet tlioy re-

quire so many things in common, that we feel bound
to e.xtend our observations to them.

It will be necessary to suppose, that the great first

steps in garden-making have been taken, and taken
in the right direction. We allude to thorough drain-

ing in the first place, and to trenching—or, at least,

a levelling and equalisation of tlie available soil, in

the second.

Now, a garden, a square, standing according to the
four cardinal points, and possessing what is termed
" a slip"—that is to say, a small outer inclosure, in

order to render the exterior portion of the wall avail-

able for training purposes, offers a great variety of

aspects of a decided character.

Our main purpose in introducing this subject, is to

invito attention to a I'cconsidoration of the whole
affair of arranging fruit-trees in kitchen-gardens ; for

we seem " spell-bound" with one set practice, which
may or may not be right, but reqidres tliat its main
features be examined, in order to see whether its con-

tinuance is perfectly consistent with our new ideas of

a dwarfing system. Such will grow in repute in

spite of the old orchard practice, inasuuich as it has
thoroughly proved itself to be iilone adapted to the

wants and habits of the amateur or the tradesman,
who have neither so much land nor so much time
to spare as their wealthier neighbours.

It must be obvious to all who entertain this ques-

tion in a proper spirit, and with some ardour, that

since our dwarf or miniature fruit-trees are planted on
the principle of encouraging surface roots in prefer-

ence to deep or tap roots, that spade culture must
either be set aside in the immediate vicinity of the

miniature fruit-trees, or that some modiftoatiou of the

ordinary modes of cropping must bo adopted. Such,
we say, is quite plain, for it is entirely owing to the

indecisive character which ))ertains to the question of
fruit culture under a dwarfing system, that wo find

such a mixed medley in many gardens, the owners
of which cannot see their way sufficiently to induce
them to adopt a more decided course.

Under our views, therefore, of a dwarfing system,
tho whole subject resolves itself into a mere root

question ; that is to say, borders or stations having

been prepared for fruit-trees, the appropriation of

the marginal portions thereof must be, at all times,

made subservient to the course of root management
which it is deemed necessary to carry out, in order

to render the dwarfing system complete. In former

days, it was supposed that it was impossible to dis-

pense with a south border, or, indeed, with any other

borders as to vegetable culture ; and the spade, that

great enemy to our more tender fruit-trees, was at

work the wliole year over the surface roots of oiu-

wall-fruits, in preparing rich beds of soil for the

grosser vegetables, as cauliflowers, s{)inach, &c., thus

continually preventing the ascent of those fine fibrous

roots, on v.'hich, and their proximity to the surface

of tho soil, it is now so generally recognised the wel-

fare of our superior fruits so essentially depends.

It has been proved beyond all possibility of doubt,

that all om- vegetables—even those for very early

purposes—may be equally well cultivated on slopes

artificially made in tlie orcUnary quarters of the

kitchen-garden. Certainly there may occasionally

occur a diflereuce of a few days in the first dish of

strawberries or early peas, but even this is somewhat

doubtful, provided proper means be taken; but, ad-

mitting it a fact, what is tho benefit, compared witli

tho cost?

As before observed, it is almost impossible to do

justice to our superior fruits, whilst this practice is

pursued. A very superior gardener, indeed, fully

imbued with the importance of attending to lirst

principles, ii-respective of tho old routine practice,

might manage by rich surface culture to produce

early crops without material injury to the roots; but

we inust have a race of cultivators much superior to

the present, as they are ordinarily met with, before

such a course can be recommended with safety.

Borders.—We now proceed to recommend what

we consider by far the safest course to pursue in lay-

iug out a new garden in accordance with the above

principles. In the first place, if vegetable cultui-e is

not to bo tak-en into the account as far as the borders

and margins are concerned, it is evident that the

borders need not be so wide as hath been customary.

We consider six feet in width sufficient for any wall,

if not more than ten feet in height, which lieight

may, perhaps, be quite up to the average of small

gardens. Now, there are those, of course, who will

take afli-ight at the idea of only six feet, after being

used to borders of some twelve or fourteen feet. We
know, however, by experience, that six feet unmo-

lested, unless by a system of to])-dressing, will con-

duce more to the stability of the tree, than twelve feet

under tho old cropping' system. There will be no

necessity, in making a new garden, to keep the new
border totally uncropped until the trees are esta-

blished. If no bush or other fruits are planted on

its margin (a course, by the bye, we shall be induced

to recommend in the se(iuel), a regular system of

cropping may commence from tho moment the trees

are planted, reserving one yard next the wall, on

which nothing may be sown or planted. In this

case, it will be necessary annually to retreat a little

fartlier from the wall witli the spade—nine iiiclios

should be given up annually; and thus, in three

years or go, the extension of the roots will have

driven the spade completely away.

Arrangement of Fiuiit-Trees.— Turn we now

to what in our opinion would bo a better policy still,

and tlial is to plant tho whole of the margins with

the bush fruit and tho trahiod espaliers, whether

horizontal or pyramidal. Here would be such an
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unlly of iHii'jjose, that, ouce established on proper
principles, the most iguorant jobber could nut get

wrong ; a matter of some satisfaction to the em-
ployer, wlio, if a commercial gentleman, has, of

course, little time to attend to liis garden. If this

com'se be adoj^ted, there would be a variety of aspects

for tlio marginal espaliers or bushes, equally adajited

to their respective habits with that of the walls. The
subjoined slcetcli will show what we mean.

S

5 W

Thus for the margins.
1

.

Flemish pears.

2. Blacli cuiTants and rasps.

3. Cherries and plums.
4. Apples.
5. Red and white currants.
6. Ciooseben'ies.

/. Pears.

8. Gooseberries.

For the walls.

1. Peaches and Nectarines.
2. Morellos and late plums.
3. Cherriesand plums.
4. Pears.

5. Apples.
6. Pears.

7. Apricots.

It may be observed that the numbers, as above,
refer both to the wall-trees and to the trained or
dwarf esjialiers on the margin of the border. The
numbers ;3, 4, 5, 6, may be transposed il' necessary ;

for it is not very material how tlicy are changed,
provided Nos. 1, 2, 7, 8, are kept for the objects here
sijccificd.

Admitting, then, that the walls were nine feet in

height, and the borders six or seven feet wide, the
wall-trees might be fifteen feet asunder. Wo would
then plant one bnsh fruit or one espalier fruit-tree

in the angle on the margin, at about three feet from
the front walk ; thus there would be just as many
marginal trees as wall-trees, and the roots of the one
jutting in between the other two : the whole border
viltimately would be a mass of libres. Such being
the case, spade-culture must be dispensed with ; and,
in lieu tliereof, a toji-dressing might bo applied every
May, close on the heels of a rauiy period ; tliis would
long jireservc a steady moisture, and be the means
of ainiually inducing a net work of fresh fibres close

beneath the surface.

It must here bo understood that the pears must be
on tliO i|uinec stock, the apples on the Paradise, and
the whole root pruned at whatever peiiod they might
become too lu.\uriant. This, however, would scarcely
ha]i|i(^n above once, and that woidd be after they
ha<l been planted a coujile or three years, and before
tliey were taxed through heavy bearing; afterwards,
the sliallowness of the soil would ]irevent undue luxu-
ri.-uice. As t(j depth, thft will bo explained in
future communications under the bead " station
making," indeed, it has already been pointed out.

(ialf-a-yard wo consider a very jiroper depth to carry
out such objects, all otiier matters receiving ju'oper

attention. TJiose who can luuhirstand this view of
the matter, wiU see the whole, taken together, form

a system based on the thorough ripening of the wood,
and tlie necessity for dwarling trees in small gardens,

both these objects lying the same way. The wliolc,

therefore, must be kept intact, and unmixed with
other plans, or, otherwise, the whole rejected.

E. Ekrinoton.

THE FLOWER-GARDEN.
Hardy Climbers.— Every book, magazine, and

newspaper which treats of gardening, has given full

directions how to manage hardy climbers for many
years past; and one would think that, as far as our
readers are concerned, what Mr. Appleby wrote on
the subject would be enough for some years; and I

like his advice on climbers better than nine-tenths of

what I I'ormerly read I'especting them. If we had
not been yoked in the same plough, I should be jea-

lous of him about chmbers, for in that department
they say I have been very successful, but I was an
old gai-dener before I could hit upon the right way
of dealing with them ; and I am quite sure that there

is no part of out-of-door gardening which is more
likely to puzzle a young beginner than the right

management of climbers; indeed, our weeldy corres-

pondencs is the best proof of the fact.

When climbers are planted in a good rich border,

they grew away so rapidly after the iirst year or two,

that before one finds out the best way to train them,
or pruim them, they get so inextricably entangled
together, that the amateur fears to touch them, lest

he shoidd do more harm than good ; and if they are

tlius allowed to have their own way for a few seasons,

they are sure to get naked below, and top heavy ; so

that, comparatively speaking, they do not produce
one half of the efl'ect they are capable of doing under
a pr(3per system of management. On tlie other hand,
when little stunted climbers are turned out of pots,

in whicli their roots have been much cramjied, or

from layers insufficiently rooted, into an ill-condi-

tioned soil, they exhaust one's patience before tht^y

do mucli good ; and of all the plants we grow, that

gorgeous climber, the Oh/cine sinensis, or, as it is

often called, the Wistaria, is the worst to move on if

once it gets into a bad condition. I have known this

ilne ])lant make nearly twenty feet of growth the

second season after planting, and I have seen it seven
years without making a yard of growth. I have been
more often called in to doctor this plant tlian any
other, and the best plan that ever I found to cause it

to push along li-eely, was to unnail it from the wall,

and, without cutting off any jiortion of it, to bend it

down gently, so as to make a sharp turn just above
the surface of the ground, and then nail it in tliat

position along the bottom of the wall. Before I

tliought on this plan, I iiad cut them into viu'ious

lengths, and down to the last eye at the collar of the

plant; and I am tpiite satisfied now, that no mode of

cutting this plant, with a view of getting it round
from a stunted to a vigorous condition, is half so

oifectual for the purjiose as that of bending it at the

collar, and laying it along as I have said. Tlie rea-

son for this set^ms to be this : when a languid, hide-

bound (/Ayy//(C is cut down, tho sympathy, whicli is

well known to exist between the roots and branches

of all plants, biung cut off, the circulation of the sap

is too sluggish to cause tlie dormant bud or buds at

the collar to push; whereas, by bonding down the

shoot, this symiiathy is merely arrcst(Hl in part; and,

when the bent shoot comes into leal', the leaves im-

mediately draw the sap towards them, and, as it rises

from tho roots, the passages for it are much con-
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tractod at the bend, and the dormant bud tbcu re-

ceives tbo largest portion of it, or, at any rate, a bet-

tor share than any of those bnds beyond the bond

;

and by-and-by, tliis lower bud opens out into anew
shoot, which, being soft and jiliable, the sup Hows
into it very easily. A few fresh leaves come next, and
then a ]n-actieal illustration of what 1 said a week or

two back—that a few healthy leaves have more power
than a great number of them iu a languid state, like

those that are on the bent shoot.

Any time before the beginning of May will answer
to bend down plants of the Ghjcine, and 1 cannot re-

collect any other climber just now which will not do

as well by being cut down at once, if they are very

stunted ; nor do I think that it is uoccssary to retain

the lient portion of the Olijrme after the young shoot

attains a height of live or six feet. Almost any
young plant of a tree, or shrub, that is hide-bound,

stunted, or has lost its leader, may be made to assume
a new existence, as it were, by tlie same process of

bending down the to]) as far as possible, and retain-

ing it iu the bent position for a season or two, by a
lirm tie or two to a stake.

Any plant that is apt to make suckers may bo more
easily renewed by cutting it down to the collar, and
by selecting one of the most promising suckers for

the future jilant, and destroying the rest ; but many
plants, as tbo pinuses and cedars, would die if cut

down to the collar; but all of them yield to the bend-
iug-down mode, and throw up a new plant, J list as 1

have said of the Ohjcinc.

This experiment was first proved in the botanic

garden at Glasgow, just live-and-twenty years ago
;

aud I recollect very well the sensation it caused
among gardeners, when BIr. MiuTay, the Curator,

published the facts connected with tlie experiment
in the Oardener's IMaijnzinc. The Chinese broad-

leafed iir (Guuiiiiif/lKimirt lanccohila), was the subject

ol' his first trials ; thus a wide gate was thrown open
to gardeners to enter the field of experimental in-

quiry, which thl^y soon did, and found the harvest
easier to reap than many of tlieir best advisers could

at first believe. Many plants tiuit are now as com-
mon as blackberries were extremely rare in those

days, and consequently higli-prieed; so that collec-

tors of I'lnmcs, at least, were compelled to jiut up
with plants of some of the kinds that were raised by
cuttings, or else to go without them; and it was well

known that such plants, in many instances, would not
juake upright, handsome trees, like those reared from
seeds ; hut all of them yield to the ]n-ocess of bend-
ing down horizontally, aiul produce a tree in all re-

spects, as handsome, luitural, aud durable, as if it

had been reared on the same spot from a seed; and
the application has since been widely adopted with
many kinds of plants without, as far as I could learn,

a single instance of failure.

15ut to return to climbers : lot us suppose a strong
ch-inatiii of souic sort; for almost all of them are apt
to get too naked below, and to foiTii a profusion of

young growth at top. How is such a jilant to be
dealt with this winter, to bring it within the reipiii'c-

mcuts of those practical gardeners wlio write in these

pages, or men like them?—for, after all, such uuist

be our Mrs. Grundy. Well, then, put up the ladder,

and set to work with the knife ; but, first of all, let me
ask you if you know how the llowers of these vlciiin-

thcs are produced? On the young, or old wood, on
spurs, or on what?—for that is my criterion forjudg-
ing a pruner. Unless he can tell me in January how
such and such plants produce tlieir flowers next suui-

mer, I know full well that all his prunings are mere

chance work, and may do more harm than good.
Most luckily, for our jiresent purpose, this chiiKitis

llowers on the wood of the current season, like the
grape-vine; so we need not mind bow much of those
shoots of last years' growth need be cut away, ])ro-

vided that one of the bottom eyes of each be left.

lUit as the bottom of the plant is very bare, I wisli

you could save three or four of the young branches,
and we shall train them down to cover the bottom
until wo can get a supply of young wood in all parts

of the tree. Now, all the young wood is got rid of,

except those four long shoots to cover the hottoui ;

and we can now ari'ange the rest with case. You see,

for want of cutting in the young wood to one or two
eyes every winter, the whole of the shoots that grew
for the last four or five years have extended uji to

the top, and made their young wood there, leaving
all below quite bare ; and notonly that, but the first,

or original, shoot was not pruned, or cut down, the

first winter after planting, and the year following it

began to grow just two yards from the ground, and
yiju see the consequence now— the first six feet of

this rampant plant is just as bare asamay-iiole—not
atwignor a branch growing from it up to that height,

and all above that having three times more shoots

than are wanted. Nobody knows how many thou-

saiuls of good climbing plants of all sorts are, at this

moment, to ho seen in all parts of the country in not

a whit better condition than this clematis which I

have selected for exauqde, for it is one of our com-
monest plants, and may be taken as the best repre-

sentative of all the climbers that bloom on the wood
that is made the same year. But as some of the

ch'tnatiscs—for there are many sorts of them—are apt

to make suckers from the bottom, and therefore can
hardly ever get bare below, I nnist now say that our
example-plant is the connnon sweet- scented one,

called Travellers Joy, Old Man's Beard, AVhito Vine,

and many more names in difi'erent parts of the

country, and in books Clematis viudlni. Now, this

plant is n(-)t at all willing to make suckers after it

gets old, with a thick hard stem to it, aud therefore is

one of the most dillicull to deal with when once it is

allowed to ruu iqi a long way bare of branches.

Another object 1 had in view in fixing on it is, to

show how one part of a plant may be grafted or in-

arched into a part of itself; for, iu this instance, we
shall bo ibreed to resort to that plan, unless, indeed,

the plant will bo forced to make suckers as outlets to

the largo quantity of sap which cannot fiow to the

top, now that wo have taken so nnich of it away.

Now, my pruner is a hearty, honest fellow, although

he does not well comprehend the principles of his

art; but luiless he has been out last night, or rather

this ntornuig, at a dance, or .'it some family gather-

ing, he must understand this lecture on the clematis,

aud i might safely leave him here to finish the

jirunings of our example-plant; but, for tlie sake of

others at a distance we had better finish it. Four
long shoots of last year's growth arc let free, and the

rest cut to one eye at the top, and the greater num-
ber of the older shoots had issued from about the

middle height, or above six feet bi.gb of the sicm.

The next process is to select a middle-sized shoo(,

and cut it down to tlie last joint, or say, a trille aliovc

the last joint, from the naked stem, and next May a

shoot, or perhaps two shoots, will grow from this

joint, giving us new wood down to within six feet of

the ground, .-ind next year we shall cut down this

very shoot to the same ])lace, only one joint liigher,

aucl all the rest of the shoots between this one and
the top of the plant we cut at intermediate lengths,
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and so every winter in futui'e, unless we wish to

cover more space with them. In that case a j'oung

slioot, or shoots, are left longer and trained that way,
and any time in tlie summer wlien tlie young growtli

extends too far for the space allowed, their tops may
he cut off without prejudice to the flowers, for they

come out from the sides of the recent wood lower
down. The four long shoots are now trained down
to fill the hottom, and next spiring w-e shall inarch

two of them into the old stem near the ground, to

fmnisli young wood from the hottom. D. Bkaton.

GEEENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

Winter Conservatory Plants. — For several

weeks we have adverted to the means to he used
for preserving plants, when placed in rather unpro-
pitious circumstances ; believing that such state-

ments would meet the jiosition of many lovers of

flowers, whose means do not allow them to obtain
greater and better conveniences. We shall now
advert to a few plants that are extremely useful for

ornamenting a warm gi-eenhouse or conservatory
during the winter ; hut most of which, from being
what are termed stove-plants, can only be enjoyed by
those who have some other structure, in which a
higher temperature can be maintained, at certain

seasons, than would suit a gi-eenhouse, where the
chief olijeot during winter is merely the exclusion of

frost. By a warm greenhouse, or conservatory, we
mean a house where the temperature ranges from
46° to 50° during winter, with an allowance of

from 5° to 10° rise from bright sunshine. The
plants, when in bloom, will stand at times a lower
temperature tlian we have indicated; but, if con-

tinued, the colours of the blossom will be inferior,

and the buds will not open freely.

Cactus truncatus, now named the SpipJiylhivi trun-

caiiun.—The family name is from epi, upon, and
pihyllum, a leaf, owing to the flowers being produced
upon, or, as in the case before us, at the end of the

leaf-like branches. Truncatmn is ii'om iruneus,

chopped off, owing to the appearance of the points
of the jointed shoots. It is a native of Brazil. In al-

most evei-y catalogue and dictionary that has come in

my way, midsummer is set down as the period of its

flowering; but, though it may be made to blow at al-

most any time, I have always found it did so to most
advantage in the months of November, December,
and January, when flowers are the most grateful

and cheering. Its individual pinkish blooms stand
longer than most of the Cactacea. As soon as the
jilants have done blooming, they should be kept in

tlio same warm greenhouse; or, what is better, re-

moved to any other stove, or forcing-house, or 2iit,

where a stUl higher temjierature is maintained ; kept
near tlie glass; e.\j)osed to sun; encouraged to grow
with manure-water ; set out in the middle, or to-

wards the end, of July, on the south side of a fence,

exposed to siui and air, Imt dei'ended from rains

;

allowed to get dry in Septembei- ; set in-doors dur-
ing October, full iu the sun; the front of a vinery,
where a little fire was wanted to ripen the wood,
would just lie the place; give a temperature ol' .'XJ",

at least, and water the roots toward the end of the
month; and by the middle of November they will he
coming iuto bloom, and may then be moved to tlie

ilowering-house. J3y adopting the main features of
this system, you may gi-ow the plant in a common
greenhouse; but then the season of rest and dryness
must take place in winter; and you could not expect

flowers until late in spring, vfhen plenty others of

the same grouj) will he in bloom. As a successor
for this winter blooming, we mention the iSpeciosmn,

but it wants a longer period of rest and dryness,

and should not be started with heat and moisture
before January. In the case of yoimg plants which
you are more anxious to grow than to bloom, the

putting them out of doors, or even drying them in

winter (if you can keep them growing on), may be
dis])ensed with.

Propagation.—The E. truncatmn, like aU other

Cactacete, is easily propagated by cuttings. These,

as in the case of other succulents, succeed best when
the cut end has been previously dried; and even
then, instead of inserting them iu a pot iu the usual
way, they will root more quickly if placed in some
shady corner, and the ends covered with rough leaf

mould and fine gravel. Many succulents are easily

struck by this I'ough method, which are apt to rot

and damp when put in pots among fine soil. As,

however, the plant we are considering seldom rises

above a foot or fifteen inches in height, even though
its branches should extend a yard in diameter ; and
as, in addition, its shoots have naturally a pendulous
habit, it is greatly improved in appearance by being
grafted upon some of the stronger-gTowing kinds.

The Peresliia acuminata (the only family in the group
possessing true leaves), was, and is, used for this

purpose ; but I find that splendid plants can only

be kept in good order for a few years, owing to the

great difference existing between the succulent graft

and the comparatively hard and woody stem of the

stock. Of the strong growing kinds, the Cereus

ipcciosissinms seems to answer admirably for a stock

;

for the low and weak-g)-owing kinds, such as trunca-

tuvi, truncatmn violaccmn, and the beautiful small-

branched linsscUianus ; while many of the whipJike
creeping kinds, such as G. Mallisonii, and C. Jiayclli-

forinis (creeping cereus), are improved from being

gi-afted upon it, at the height of several feet, and
their shoots allowed to hang in a pendulous maimer.
The mode of gi'afting is extremely simple. Cut in

a sloping manner, so as to remove the bark from
both sides of the scion, giving it thus a wedge-like

shape ; make an incision at the top of the stock to

receive it, if your object is to obtain an tnnbrella-

looking plant ; or at the base (or by sloping notches

along the side of the stock, each of which is to he

furnished with a scion), if you prefer having a bush.

If the scions are small, the glutinous matter exuding
from them and the stock together, will hold them in

their places ; but, to make sure, it is advisable to

stick through them both, with a fine wooden pin (a

good prickle from a thorn hedge would answer ad-

mirably) ; and, to make assurance doubly sure, tie

round the join with a strand of uuitting, and shade

with a little moss. Keep the jilants slightly shaded
and growing freely, and the junction will soon be

complete.

Soil.—What wo use for this, as well for cacti iu

general, is three parts sandy, ha/.ely, fibrous loam,

and one part of each of the following; lime-rubbish,

charcoal and dried cow-dung.

a. Poinscttia PuJcherrima: this belongs to the £'m-

phorhi((cece, or Spunjcs.—The generic name was given

in compliment to its discoverer iu Mexico. Its speci-

fic name is very appropriate foi- it—it is vcrij beautiful.

The beauty, however, consists, not in the flowers, for

they are rpiite lost sight of amid the blaze of tho

briglit crimson scarlet bracts, or floral leaves. For
tho colour to be tho most vivid and dazzling, the

plants should stand in a temperature of 00°, with
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plenty of unobstructed light, and so placed that they

should be helow rather thau above the eye of the

spectator. There will also be this advantage, that

the lower part of the plant will be concealed, which
can with difficidty be made to look handsome, unless

it has been well stopped, and had abundance of room.

In such a warm greenhouse as we have indicated,

however, the plants will be very attractive for several

weeks. In treating it entii'ely as a stove plant, it

becomes a mere work of routine. In using it for

conservatory decoration, there will be no difficulty,

if any means exist for prociuing more heat in spring

and autumn, than can be found in a common gi'eeu-

house, as during summer plenty of boat can be ob-

tained in a cold pit by merclj' keejnng it rather close.

For the satisfaction of those who wish to give it a

trial, it may be usefid for them to know tliat young
plants generally present the most brilliant appear-

ance. When their beauty is departed, the plants

may be placed in a corner out of the waj—allowed

to get rather dry—cut down within two or three eyes

of the old wood, just before the buds begin to break
in spring, say March—the woimds allowed to heal

and dry—water then to be given to the roots—wlien

the buds have fairly broken, shake away the most of

the old soil, and repot with fresh earth, using sandy
loam and peat, with a little leafmould and pieces of

charcoal—set the plants in a good growing heat, if

plunged at first in a cucumber-bed all the better

—

stop several times during July—syringe and water
during the season, and harden ofi' as it advances.

The parts cut olf are not to be lost, as already

stated ; they make rather the best plants. Cut them
up into as many cuttings as you requii'e—forget not
to be generous after being just; let them dry for

three or four days ; strike then in sandy soil, in a
nice bottom-heat, under a glass ; and then pot, shift,

&c , the same as for older plants.

Eupliorhia Jacquinicejlora.—This belongs to the

same natural group as tlie last. The generic name
was given in honour of a celebrated physician of

antiquity. Its striking beauty consists in the scarlet

sepals of the calyx, which are clustered togetlier into

racemes at the end of tlie jiliaut shoots, that bend
down scai'cely sufficiently to expose their splendour.

On this account it is advisable to have the plants
young and dwarf, that the masses of bloom may be
seen below the eye. It will stand longer in the con-

servatory than the last, and, upon the whole, is easier

managed. A similar treatment as respects resting

cutting down, stopping, and propagating, will answer
admirably, only it requires a more sandy tiu'fy peat,

and will not dislike some bits of charcoal, and some
broken bricks. Even when in its dry state, neither

it nor its predecessor should be much exposed to a
temperature under 45°. It must have no resting

time during the summer, if good plants are to be
obtained from cuttings in spring ; a nice moist bot-

tom heat to start them with will be of great import-

ance. I must leave to younger and more poetical

heads the task of expatiating upon its fitness for

decorating and wreathing the glossy ringlets of their

lady-loves. Hobebt Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.

EXOTIC ORCHIDAC E.E.

Section III., Part 2nd: Moisture.—Under this

head we shall first notice watering with the garden
pot; secondly, with the syringe; and, tbirdlj', giving
moisture to the ah'. Each of these points must be

attended to by the beginner. There is aright way
of doing every thing, and no other way will answer
so well. Of course, this rule api)lies to watering or-

chids as well as to every other operation in garden-

ing. We believe we practice the right way, and
shall endeavour so to describe that practice as to

make it easy to be followed by those to whom it is

imknown.
Waterinff tcith the Oarden-pot.—As a general rule,

let it be laid down never to water an orchid except

it requires it ; therefore, in commencing to water,

observe each plant well, but quickly, and water ac-

cordingly. The question may here very properly be

asked, wlien does an orchid require watering ? The
answer is, when it is growing and dry. The quan-

tity to be given depends, again, upon the stage of its

growth. If the young shoots and new roots are

just beginning only to make their appearance, they

require a very moderate quantity ; but as then the

plant ought to be repotted, and the new fresh com-

post is or should be moist of itself, the water must
he withheld until the surface, at least, feels quite dry

to the touch. Again, the water should be applied at

a small distance from the young shoots, which ought

never to be saturated, or even wetted, especially

either in the dark cloudy days of winter or of early

spring. In summer, when the heat is iucreased, the

sun shining, and air given, the operator need not bo

so nice, as the extra water will soon evaporate, and
dry up even from the young and tender shoots.

Wlien the young shoots begin to form pseudo-bulbs,

the quantity of water may be iucreased, care being

taken that it does not lodge in the leafy sheatlis

wliich surround the green or young bulbs, especially

of Cattleijas. We have often seen a year's growth

destroyed by allowing the water to lodge in those

tender parts. The way to remedy this is with a sharp

knife, or a small pan- of scissors, to slit open to the

bottom the sheaths that hold the water, but this is

an operation that must be done very carefully, with-

out injuring the young pseudo-bulb, or the cure will

be as bad as the disease; for, if you wound apseudo

bulb, ten to one it wOl perish. As soon as these

sheaths turn yellow, and not before, they may be en-

tirely removed safely. When in that state thcy^ will

easily part from the bulb without injuring it, if

carefully pulled off.

Tiie garden uaterin/j-pots we prefer arc used both

with and without roses. The rose should be used

when the plants are newly potted, and afterwards for

such as are in large pots and have partly formed

their pseudo-bulbs. The kinds of rose also require

some consideration. They ought to he quite flat, and

thickly pierced with holes, and those rather larger

than ordinary, to let the water flow freely. When
the spout only is used, it should have the hole at the

end smaller tlian ordinary for the purpose ; this is

to enable the waterer to apply that liquid in just such

quantity as the plant requires. When the growtlis

are young, whether the water is applied with the

rose or spout alone, it will generally be quite suffi-

cient to wet the earth, or compost, only round neai-

the edge of each pot. If the water is poured indis-

criminately all over the surface of tlic compost, espe-

cially in the early season of the year, the consequence

will be to endanger the young shoots. At that season,

and in that state, if the water is slushed upon the

plants, it will cause several, if not all, of the tender

young growths to perish ; but as tliose growths begin

to approach their usual size, and the warm, long,

sunshiny days prevail, that is the critical or very

time orchids require an abundance of water—you
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can scarcely over-water them then. Wlieu we rc-

meinbcv that in their native countries there prevails

a wet season—that is, when it rains almost flay and
night for a couple of montlis—and that during this

wet season they recover from the effects of tlic hot
dry one, and make tlie pseudo-bulbs that ilower so

beautifully, this will sufficiently warrant us to imitate

such a season, by using, during the latter part of

their growth, a superabundance of water. By sucli

liheral treatment, wc obtain a strong line growth,
which will, if properly rested, reward us with their

magnifleeut bloom and delicious fragrance for all

our pains. Wc remember a case in point.

Several years ago, we had a Dcndrohimnfimhrlatum,
a largo plant, gi'owing in a shallow pot, in a mixture
of peat and broken pots. It stood upon a jila.tform

near to tlie glass. In the month of April it began
to grow freely, sending up about twenty young
shoots. The water was given to it at first in smeill

quantities; but when the shoots attained a foot in

height, the quantity was increased. Every morning
it was, in addition to the water given at the roots,

deluged with water overhead from the syringe. It

continued to grow freely and strongly, and, with this

liberal supply of moisture, the shoots eventually

reached between three and four feet in length. About
the middle of July, the quantity of water was gra-

dually reduced, and by the middle of August it was
entirely withheld. The plant was placed still nearer
the glass, and more air given. The consequence was,
a consolidation of substance, and an appearance of
ripeness in the long stout pseudo-bulbs ; the lower
leaves began to turn yellow and drop off, and the

plant was at rest. In the April following it began to

grow again, and at tlie same lime to show flower-

spikes on every one of the pseudo-bulbs, pi-eviously

formed, that were so strong. Eventually, it flowered

in the niontli of June, and produced more than two
thousand of its beautifully fringed, yellow, crimson-
s])otted flowers. It was e.xhibited at Manchester,
and obtained the highest prize. We entirely attri-

I)ute this success to the free application of water
during tlio season of growth. If every other good
point of culture had been given to it, but llie water-

ing either neglected or but partially administered, the

I'esult would have been poor growtlis and few flowers.

Wc must, for tlie present, leave this interesting sub-

ject of watering, with this remark, that at all seasons
of the year the water used must be of nearly the

same temperature as tlie air of the house. This is

a very essential point, which we need not insist

n\Hn\—its common-sense api^lication must be evident
to every one.

RouriyK Wonic Fon January.—If our instructions

under this head, for tlie last month, have been at-

tended to, everything will be ready to commence
potting. E,\ainine the plants, and observe if any
buds are beginning to swell at the bottom of the

last-made pseudo-bulb. All that have the buds in

that state may be potted forthwith. At page ;iO of
this volume, a full and particidar account of the
best method of potling is giveu. To that page wc
refer our readers. The instructions may lie summed
up here in a few words. Use shallow, wide pots,

half, and, for some plants, two-thirds, flllcd with
drainage. We often use, I'oi' large pots, a small one
inverted over the hole at tlic bottom, instead of a

large potsherd. Wo think this answers better, cs-

jiecially if cockroaches are in the house. These
vermin eaunot enter so easily inlo a pot so drained.

Koinid this small pot (ill u)i with rather large pieces

of broken ones; place the smallest pieces over the

top of the small inverted pot. Tins will be found
an effectual way of draining an orchid. Use the
light fibrous peat, and let tho jilant stand upon a
small hillock in the middle. Water.—As it often

happens that more artificial heat is giveu this

month, on account of tho frosty weather, the plants
will reqidro more water to their roots than in the

last month, more especially such as are growing.
Air.—If such a thing should occur as a mild sunny
day, take advantage of it, and give, for two or tliree

liours, a little fresh air. It will greatly assist the

young growing jilants, as well as sweeten the internal

atmosphere of the house. Syrhigiiit).— Plants on
blocks will be beginning to make new roots and
fresh growths, and sliould be more frequently sy-

ringed. Syringe also tho walls, paths, and pipes
occasionally, to give moisture to tlie air of the house,

more particularly towards the end of the mouth. If

you have any sliallow cisterns, such as ai-e described

at page 01 of this present volume, they may now
have a thin stratum of water poured into tliem to

evaporate into the air. We shall rel'er to another
successful mode of moistening the internal atmos-
phere by-and-by.

ELOEISTS' ELOWEIiS.
Now winter has come in good earnest, the greatest

care must bo taken to jirevent frost from injuring

oin- jiots. Aaricidas and Pohjanthiiscs must be kept
as dry as possible without Ihigging. We, at the

request of a correspondent, give, this week, a list of

twelve of what we consider tlio very best kinds of

auriculas. Remember the Uaiiuiiriiliis hcd ; let it be
turned over this month and levelled, ready for plant-

ing about the second week in Eebruary. The tidips,

also, will require jirotection, not only from frost, but
also I'rom heavy rains, or heavy falls of snow. Dahlia
roots must be looked to, to see that they are all right.

If any are decidedly decaying, or actually rotten,

tlioy must be removed from amongst the rest, or they
may infect the whole lot.

TWELVE FIRST-nATE AURICULAS IN TOUR Cr.ASSES.

Qrcrn-cdf^ed.
Booth's Freedom, 5s.

Leigh's CoL Taylor, I2s.

Page's Champion, 6s.

Whitc-etlgeiL

Ashton's Bonny Lass, 5s.

Ciiniplicirs Robert Burns, 6s.

Lightbody's Fair Maid, 12s. 6d.

Orfy-udged.
(Ihccthani's Lancashire Hero,208.
Fletcher's Ne Plus Ultra, 7s. Cd.

Page's Waterloo, 33. Gd.

Selft.

lleadley's Uoyal Purple, 7- Cd.

Kaye's Jupiter, 7s.

Netlierwood's Othello, 2s. Od.

T. API'LEIIY.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Routine Work.—The eommeiieement of a new

year reminds us of the near ajiproaitli of a busy
season for the ctdtivators of llio soil. Manuring
vacant spaces of ground, trenebing, digging, ridging,

banking, forking, and scarifying the soil at every

opportunity, should now be well attended to, in order

to establish a healthy openness for receiving the

seeds and plants in early spring. These operations,

besides heing a good preparation for the succeeding

crops, render the soil free from weeds and vermin,

and in a jmlverized condition for the growth of tlio

crops which aro to follow.

Oaui.ii'I.owkr l'l,^NTs,—if tlie weather be severe,

should be slightly protected, but not covered so

closely as to induce tliem to grow and become drawn

;

for plants tliiis weakened, when the seas<m arrives

for transphtiiling them, generally button, or form
small heads uTiseasonalily. On the other hand,

plants which have been managed as wc dii'ect will
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bo healthy and sturdy, ready to comuienoe a rapid
growth when tlie season turns in tlieir favour. A
slip;ht covering, with air given uightaud day, and dry
dust applied ahout them, if the earth is wet and eold,

are liigldy lienelieial. Plants established in a dry
soil tlirough the winter months must be early looked
to, and water given. This remark applies more par-

ticularly to plants in pots, for by keeping them in a
dry state too long after the time wlion they should
be growing, renders them more likely to button.

Sowing Caulifloweks.—Those who have the con-

venience of a hot-bed, or other structure artiticially

heated, should now sow a little seed in a pan. Prick
out the plants, as soon as up, into other pans, and
from thouco under hand-glasses, or some othei- slight

protection, on a rich open soil. By these means, fine

cauliflower plants may be obtained for planting out
in the open soil by the first week in March.

Cabbages.—If the weather be open, continue to

assist the early cabbage plants by frequent siu'face-

stirring, keeping them clear from decayed leaves, and
filling ujj vacancies from the store-bed. Sow a little

seed in a pan, if plants are likely to be scarce in the

spring, and treat them as recommended above for

cauliflower seedHugs.

Early-sown peas and beans, and the autiunn-sown
leftiicf ])lants of all sizes, should have a slight appli

cation of dry dust of an evening after cold rains,

snow, or sudden thaws. Sueli suddi'n changes, and
morning frosts, cause great destruction among such
seedlings by producing canker or shanking of their

stems. Moderate heat should be maintained about
aspiiraijus in forcing, and successive slight hot-beds

made and treated as previously directed. Beds of

asparagus, now in production, should be supplied oc-

casionally with liberal soalungs of tepid water, with a
small quantity of salt dissolved in it. Oucumhers
should be carefully attended to, and a moderate tem-
perature maintained whilst the days arc short. From
(-18° to 72° arc now sufficient for growing plants,

whilst those Lu bearing may he allowed, witli advan-
tage, five degi-ees more. Fermenting materials should
be collected, and well worked. Make slight hot-beds

for potatoes, radislies, carrots, early turnips, &c.

Mi:sHE00M Bed-making.—The following, though
in answer to a correspondent {O. Tanker), yet being
of general applicability, is placed here. A cart-shed

can be very easily converted into an excellent mush-
room house. Warm and geutle moisture have much
to do with the growth of the mushrooms. How
often, in August and September, do we hear coiurtry

people, the best observers of nature, say, "This is a
hc^autiful morning for mushrooms, it is so warm and
muggy !" We nuist imitate such mornings ; there-

fore, if the shed is covered in with slate or tiles, the

space between the rafters inside should be well

stuffed with straw of any kind, which can fie fastened

U]) by nailing cross strips of boards from rafter to

rai'ter. Then, after the bed is made, spawned, and
fiinshed, the . front of the shed may be stopped nj)

with thick and well-thatched hurdles, whicli would
be warmer and better than any other thin permanent
enclosure. These hurdles can be readily opened
whenever light is wanting, either to examine the

beds, or to cover, or to luicover, or to collect, the

mushrooms. It is also convenient to lie able to open
the house opposite wlieve yon wish, either to get in

fresh materials to make a new bed with, or to take
out an old one. If tlie length of the shed ho from
21 to 30 feet, it should give a large supply of mush-
roouis during the winter and spring months. The
beds shoxdd be made along the back of the house.

Previously to making n]i the beds, a board, about
nine inches high, should he placed as a frontage-

board, from three to four i'eet distant from the wall,

which is a nice width for the liottom of the bed.

Tills front boai-d may be supported upright by driv-

ing three or four short stakes into the floor. The
bed uniy be from two to three feet high at the hack,

slojiiug down to nine inches in front, which will give

a very convenient width to reach over for all neces-

sary piu'poses. Have tlie materials ready to make
the first bed about the last week in August. Let
this occupy one-third of the length of the shed.

Make up another of the same size about the last week
in October, and the remaining third about the first

of January. The principal part of the materials

should be horse-droppings, mixed with a little dry,

short, husky litter, and, if a few dry cow-droppings

be broken up and mixed with it, all the better. The
materials may bo all placed in the shed at once,

where the bed is to bo made up, and they must be

turned over to equalize and sweeten from three to

five times. In making up the bed, let the whole be
worked well together, and made as solid as it can be

by heating with a fork, and the surface made smooth
and even. Insert a stick to tell the temperature of

the bed by ; let it stand five or six days, after which
time, the heat of the bed will be gentle if all has

gone on well ; but, if found too hot, shake up the

materials of tlie bed again to let oti' the ranl.ness of

fermentation Do this twice aday until the bed
begins to be on the decline, and, drawing oyt the

stick, it is found to be of a steady warmth of about
from f)0° to &•")'. The bed then may lie spawned.

Insert the spawn about one inch and a half below
the surface of the materials of the bed, either in mo-
derate-sized lumps, or several bits put in together;

make the whole surface smooth and even, and solid,

and cover it with earth that is not too wet or too

dry, whii/h should be run through a sieve first, and
should be of kindly adhesive nature, like that from
an old pasture. This covering should be about from
one to two inches thick. When the whole surface is

covered ovei', it should bo watered with a very fine-

rosed water-pot, and beat down with a very bright

spade, so as to make the surface plaster-like. Make
use of no more water than will suffice. You had better

apply to some rcspoctalile nurseryman for your mush-
room spawn. Another year, probably, jilenty would
be found in the old beds. Always prefer mouldy
hay for covering the beds with, but do not cover

them too bountifully when newly-made, for fear of

increasing the heat too strongly for the spawn.
James Barnes and W.

MISCELLANEOUS INEORMATION.

OUR VILLAGE WALKS.
(No. 13.)

I ALWAYS feci, when the old year has been swept

away, and the new one has begun, as if we had
spring in possession. I immediately watch for the

lengthening days, and I fancy I can sec to write and

work earlier and later, long before a pereeptilde

change really takes place. This is a harmless fancy;

but may it not lead to one that tends to destruction?

May we not as hastily, and as completely, forget the

spiriliKil past, which time can never sweep away?
Our days may become brighter and clearer, trials

may be removed, rough places may become smooth,

all may go well with us, and we may say to ourselves,

" Peace, when there is no peace." Let us remember
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that tlievc can be but one change in the sphitual

life—that which is from death unto life—when " okl

things" have for ever "passed away"—wlaen "all

things iiave become new." This tliought may be re-

pugnant to some of us, but it is true, and of intense

importance. We have begun a new year in time—

•

let us examine our progress towaj-ds eternity, that as

we launch fortli again on the waves of life's restless

tide, we may feel that we are indeed, and in tnitli,

the " liomeward bound."
Wo liear stirring sounds in tlie woods already. The

interesting labours of the woodman have begun, and
very soon after tlie fall of the copse-wood, up spring
the glad primroses, and violets, and wild anemones,
that have so long laid dormant beneath the shade, as

if delighted once more to meet the sun, aud to ex-

pand their simple, beautiful blossoms under the

influence of Iiis rays. How soon the admission of

air and liglit caUs into life the exquisite things of

nature that sleej) beneath the soil ; and how soon
does the earth mantle with verdure, and cover itself

with flowers. A newly-cleared coppice, with its piles

of hoop-chips and faggots, the picturesque figures at

work, the wild plants springing up cheerily, and the

birds warbling away among the yet leafless trees,

like a concert of Jenny Lind's, is, certainly, one of the

most delightful scenes that the early spruig affords.

But before this lovely season gi'eets us, we have, or

hope to have, the enriching influence of frost and
snow. The mildest winter seldom passes without
them ; and it is one of the most beautiful of nature's

clianges, when earth, and tree, aud sti'eam, are covered
up with snow. There is then a deep stOlness in the
air, aud the boughs of the graceful evergreen droop,

as if wearied and oppressed with their soft burden.
Lightly as it falls, and feathery as is every separate
flake, what weight there is in a fall of snow. 1 have
often raised the lower boughs of cedars and spruce
firs, to release them from its pressure, and although
there might be but a sprinkling on their leaves, yet

every bough seemed pinned to the earth, aud s])rang

gratefully up when the snow fell Irom it. There is an
indescribable sometldiiy in our feelings, when we just

look out upou a snow scene, though we have seen it

year after year. Yesterday all was green and open,
every road, every path, every object clearly defined

;

to-day we look out almost on vacancy—scarcely a

hedge-row can be seen, every house and tree seem
like large lieaps of snow, and the streams that give

such beauty to a landscajic, are either totally covered
up, or appear like rivers of iid{. The few figures we
see move silently along, with their rough garments
wrapped more closely round them, looking black, and
cold, and comfortless, while the poor little birds hop
jirintlessly over the smooth wliite surface, or sit

silently in groups on the house-tops. What a scene
of stillness and desolation, yet how beautiful! And
when the bright sun looks out, and lights up the

scene with thousands of sparks like dianjonds, it is

like l''airyJand indeed. 1 once witnessed one of those
sudden changes, for which our climate is remarkable,
and it was very striking. One bright sunny morning
in the s[iring, some years ago, I walked to the house
of a friend, enjoying the beauty of the scene, which
was green, and gay, aud lively. I retin-ned in three

or four hours, nearly over my shoes in snow, wliich

had, in tliat shoi-t siiaee of time, shrouded the whole
country, and turned tlie glowing scene of spring into

the depth of winter. It s]ioke lomlly of the " changes
and chances of this mortal lite;" chances which God
iipjioiuts, and which meet us at every step. Who
can tell, when we go forth iu the morning, how the

day, that looks so well, will close around us ? Yet the

same hand that scatters the snow-flakes, and covers

up the budding earth in that cold mantle, can cause

the bright sun-beams to melt and disperse it, as

quickly as it fell. Need we then sorrow as those

without hope, when troubles and disappointments

fall heavily upon us? Let oi.n- winter walks teach

us some lessons too ; and let xis. as we plunge through

the snow, remember the beauties that lie beneath it,

and the blessings that are, for a little season, hidden

by the trials of our earthly pilgrimage.

A snow scene reminds us also of those regions of

almost perpetual winter, where so many of our fellow-

men dwell amid dreariness and gloom. When we
see the warmly-thatched roofs of oiu' Biitish cottages

fringed with sparkling icicles, yet gleaming aometirnes

with cheerful light within, should we not tliiuk of

those dark northern lauds, of those dark northern

homes, where for so many months our sun is never

seen, where so much of human life is passed in dis-

mal huts, depi-ived of the joyful light of heaven, and
almost of its air ? Yet these fur-clad children of per-

petual snows are watched by the same Eye, fed by
the same Hand, and redeemed by the same Blood, as

those who possess far greater worldly blessings.

They dwell apart from many joys and many beautiful

things, but they love their icy mountains and barren

jjlaius, as dearly as we love our trees and flowers,

and the bright warmth of their short summers cheers

and refreshes them, and gives them some country

pleasures, perhaps like ours.

Let our comparatively short and cheerful winters

fill our hearts with gratitude to God. He has placed

us among luinumbered blessings—the light of our

brUliant sun can only be exceeded by that "True
Light, which lightens every man that cometh into

the world ; " aud the few dark and stormy months we
see do but w^ed us to our happy homes, and give us

cause yet more to bless Him who so unweariedly

gives us " all things richly to enjoy."

CALCEOLARIA CUTTINGS.
Havino just seen the last two numbers of The

Cottage Gardener, being the first of the series that

have faUen in my way, and thinking that commniuni-
cations on practical subjects, however trifling, may
be of some service to your readers, I am induced to

make a few additional remarks to Mr. G. Penny's paper

on stril<ing calceolarias, which I trust inay be useful.

Some years ago, after having put in what I ex-

pected an abiuidant stock of cuttings of all kinds of

bedding-out stufl', I was unex]iectedly caUcd away,

aud left their management to other hands. This was
early in September, and I felt not a little annoyed,

on my return, at the end of October, to find that

scarcely any of my favoiuite calceolarias were gi-ow-

ing, although the verbenas, petunias, &c., had done

well, and showed signs of good treatment, which, I

was told, was the same as the calceolarias had. Judg-

ing, then, that something radically difl'erent )nust bo

wanted to make them strike freely, I determined to put

in a batch of cuttings, at that time taken from the

plants in the flowci- beds, and inserted from twenty

to thirty in a 21-pot; those I placed under a hand-

glass, iu a shady place, my frames lieiug then full of

other things. The healtliy appearance they soon

presented, while they were almost conliuually wet,

convinced me that they liked the treatment; so that

when wo digged nj) the flower beds for the winter, iu

the beginning of IJecember 1 put in auother batch

of cuttings, and treated them iu the same way. Even
at that late period I found their tenacity to life so
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stroug, that tliey were alilo to witlistaml the decaying

iuflueuee of so much moisture, and re})el the advance
of mouhl, &c. Of course T protected them fi'om frost,

and soon after stored them away in pits, with other

tilings. The autumn continuing mild, I afterwards

put in a few pots of cuttings, in the middle of January,

taken from plants that were growing in the borders,

and Avhioh had, notwithstanding, endured a pretty

sharp frost ; these I placed on the shelf of the green-

house, in rather a shady part, and even these did

well ; so that, amongst the whole lot of cuttings that

I put in, I don't think more than one or two por

cent, failed. Ever since then I have practised the

same with equal success, never putting in my winter

stock of calceolarias until the middle or end of

October. Tliey will certainly do very well if taken
oif sooner, and ke})t damp, and in the sliade ; and if

large plants be wanted in spring, of course it would
be advisable to treat them so. But with me space in

winter is very limited, so that I am (and I believe

many others are also) obliged to concentrate our

stock, tliat all my bedding-out plants stand over

Vfinter in the cutting jMts. I may observe, that the

calceolarias I treat as above ai'c ail shruby kinds

;

and if 'Sir. Penny's Kentish Hero be, as I have seen

it to appear, half shrubby, then I think the same
treatment will suit it very well. The kinds I grow
are old visoosissima, (than which I know no better

yellow), the old riigosa, iiitei/ri/olici, and a straw-

coloured one, with a dark one or two, and a useful

clouded one, but all having only local names useless

to mention here. It may be useful to the amateur
for me to say, that I have tried very late and damp
propagating, as in calceolarias, with several other

things, but I don't find it succeed so well as the usual

method, except in the GaiUardia, which certainly does

equally as well as the calceolai'ia. I am trying some
other things this autumn, the result of which I will,

if you think well of it, apprize you of hereafter, as

well as my method of early spring management of

bedding out jilants, especially calceolarias. In the

mean time, should there be any ofyovu' readers dubi-

ous of the stock they have got, and have a few plants

in some place in the flower borders, where they can
get a few cuttings from, I earnestly intreat them to

try a few pots. I am convinced they wQl not be dis-

a])poiuted, and the amateur who has no pit or green-

house, might try a pot or two in the window of any
outhouse, taking care to move them, if required,

when severe frost sets in.—J. N. V.

[You are quite wrong in thinking that " we do not
invite communications," and we shall be very glad to

receive yom'proifered contributions. We are very ready

to insert genuine information/rom any one.—Ed. C. G.]

EXTRACTS PROM CORRESPONDENCE.
Striking Cuttings, and Protecting them Dur-

ing Winter.—Many of your readers, hke myself,

are only amateur gardeners, with, small gardens, and
have not the conveniences of either pit, frame, or

greenhouse to aid their operations ; nevertheless,

with a little management, and a comparatively small

cost, it is quite possible to look gay nine months out

of the twelve. JVIy plan for striking and protecting

cuttings is this : I select a vacant spot, say 8 feet by
0, cover it with two inches of sand, dig and 'mix

this in till the whole is well incorporated; then, at

each corner drive in a stake, leaving it one foot out

of the ground ; upon these four stakes nail four

splines, so as to form a frame, and across this frame,

at intervals, fasten strands of rope-yarn (the strands

of an old cable are best) ; let these he recrossed in
like manner, so as to produce squares of one foot in
diameter, and the work is finished. I'o accomplish
this, it will take about an hour, and the cost of ma-
terials will be sixpence. If this frame be made at
the end of August, cuttings and slips of hardy per-
ennials and biennials may bo inserted under it till

tlie mouth of December, and will require only occa-
sional watering, and the sliade of a few whins or fir

brandies laid on the top. As winter approaches,
secure the branches by drawing their ends in under
the strands ; and in April, when uncovered, a fino
collection of healthy, well-rooted young plants will
be ready for removal to the flower-borders. Many
of the half-hardy perennial and biennial kinds may
bo thus pi'eserved. The same kind of fi-amc docs
equally well for the autumn-sowing of hardy an-
nuals ; and those who know the superiority of these
over spring-sown ones, will not fail to have a lot
thus ready to bed out.—S. P., Biislimere..

Protecting Peas from Mick. — The following
method of persevering autumn-sown peas i'rom the
attacks of mice was communicated to me by a friend,

who has practised it with singular success. He
pounds some rosin very fino, puts his peas into water
just to malce them wet, then sprinkles the rosin over
them, and, by its adhesion to the peas, gives them
such a disagreable taste that the mice will not touch
them.—JoH.-^ Robinson, Ardsley, near Barnsley.

[Although this mode of protection is not new, it

maybe unknown to some of our readers.

—

Ed. C. G.]
Heating by G.as.—Having seen in The Cottage

Gardener for November, a statement respecting the
heating of a greenhouse with gas, and in other num-
bers there seems to exist much prejudice against this
mode, I think it desirable to give you the result of
an experiment on this method of heating a green-
house. In the spring of 1 848, we erected, what was
intended to be a summer-house, but soon changed
our ideas, and turned it into a greenhouse ; and, as

nothing was provided in the erection for heating the
house, we 'had to contrive, as winter approached,
some ,way for the preservation of our plants, and
determined to give gas a trial, wluch we did, and in
every way it has answered the purpose. We have
not observed the slightest injury to the plants. The
size of our greenhouse is !) feet long, by 8 feet wide ;

the stove 28 inches high, 12 inches wide. The latter

consists of an inner tube about 8 inches in diameter,
and the outer case. There are six burners between
the oases, and by a tap they can be regulated to any
heat desired. The air flows from the bottom of the
inner tube to the top, which is perforated. The pro-
ducts of the combustion of the gas pass between the
inner tube and outer case to the chimney. I shall

be glad if this information is of any seiwice to any of
the readere of your valuable publication.

—

Clarice
R. Eccles, i'i, Roscommon-street, Everton, Liverpool.

TO CORRESPONOHNTS.
*** "^'c request that no one will write to the departmental writers

of The Cottage G.\rdener. It gives them unjustitiable trouble
and cvpeuse

; and we also request our coadjutors, under no circum'
st'iTices, to reply to such private conmiunieations.

Roses for Arbour (ir. WiUitimson).—You had much better
not plant climbing roses at all against your arbour, one side of which
is 4 feet 7 inches long, and the other side only 3 feet 6 inches. One
good climbing rose, in good soil, would cover the whole in three or
four years, even supposing the height to be ten or twelve feet ; and if

you were to prune close, as you propose, you would seldom see a
bloom. If the aspect of the sides of the arbour is good, you had
better plant strong growing Bourbon roses, and they are all autumn
llowcrers, or perpetuals. 1, Madtiine Liir/iarme ; the most splendid
light autumn rose we have, and nearly white. 2, Souvenir de Mal-
muisnn ; next light shade to No. 1, being pale flesh. H, Pierre de
St. Cyr ; strong, pale rose. 4, Triompfie de Guillotiere ; a reddish
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rose. 5, Le Granndier ; a crimson, 6, Gfoire de lioaemenes ; semi-
double, but splendid, with larfje trusses of deep scarlet blossom.

J ,
Quei^n nf Bourbons ; fawn-coloured. S, Suunhrt ; adark crimson,

y, Acidnlie i pure white, Nos. 2, 7» 8. and 9, are comparatively
dwarf, and to plant in front of the strong ones, as you propose.

Queen of the Praieies Rose (Rosa).—You acted wisely in

planting this against a west wall. It retjuircs a wall, or a very pood
" rose season," to flower well « ith us. Being one of the very stron;;

growers, and having only had two seasons' good growth with you. you
need not wonder tliat it has not flourished ; but to hurry it on, prune
it very sparingly, and, on a fine day, fork down among the roots, and
cut off two or three of the strongest about a foot from the stem.

Alphabetical Arrangement of Answers {W. H. Baldwhi).
—If we were to thus arrange them, we could not keep open this de-

partment until the last hour before wc go to press, which we do for

the purjjoso of answering our Correspondents as early as possible,

We begin to-day to give an Judex, which will, in some degree, meet
your wishes.
Forest Tree Pruning (A Suhsrrilier).—Your questions open

the whole of tlie chiefly disputed points in wood culture,—a subject

to whieh we shall probably devote a portion of our columns, one of

these days. We shall answer your queries briefly. We shoidd not
cut down young ofifrs when they do not prow straight, but prune
them so as to rectify their distortion. We should prujie forest trees

when young, beginning during the earliest stage of their growth.
When « wood is rrp/tnifed, it ia a matter of indifference whether all

the old trees .ire i)reviously cut down. It should be well trenched
and drained before being replanted. The age at which undti'iroitd

should be cut, must depend upon the fertility of your soil. Alder,

Lombardy po]ilar, birch, and hazel, will all grow in low wet lands
;

but sallows are usually most profitable in such situations.

Greenhouse over Kitcden {C. B., Bnrttm).—Your plants in

this " are 7/o/(' looking most wretchedly," and no wonder, for it is

the worst situation possible for such a structure. With a boarded
floor, and a fire in the room beneath all day, whether mild or cold,

you ean have little control over the temi)erature, anil the air must be
most unfavourably dry for your plants. Your only palliatives are to

double-pot your plants, stutfing moss between the two iiots, and
keeping it moist. Keep your greenhouse aa cool as you can, and have
pans full of water in it.

Platform Planting (IF. S. Brown).—You will see that our
number for December 2(lth, contains the ad\ice you require about
" platform planting," which we had there inadvertently termed
*' stations." We will avoid this in future, and endeavnur to adhere
to one term, to prevent misconception. Your soil would appear to

be right. Eighteen inches is, however, rather too much for a dwarf-
ing system. You can lay three inches of rubble on the marl bottom,
first forming the surface conical. Do not be afraid of the trouble of
excavating the soil ; if only thrown out and thrown in again, a con-
siderable benefit is derived.

Leaky GREENnousES (Ibid).—As to your new greeytfio?rse, let

it be understood that a score coats of paint will not obviate any mis-
construction of principles, or mismanagement in the making. Per-
haps your wood was not thoroughly dry ; if so, a certain amount of
contractions woidd occur, which would cause the wood and putty to

part. If you are sure of the point of ingress, we would advise you
to putty up every crevice, when absolutely dry; and then, when the
putty is "set," to give another coat of thick paint. Can you not
house your lights, and dry them artificially ?

Unfruitful Apple-tree (John Uobinson).—Your apple should
have received as much pruning, a few yews ago, aa to cause it to push
forth numerous side branches. As, however, it never matures fruit,

cut it down by all means, and plant another. No mode of pruning
will make it profitable.

Taylor's Amateur Hive (Bavnubj/ Screw).—We must first

oVitain Mr. Taylor's leave before we can, in any way, impart the late
improvements in bis hive ; he may very probably wish to publish them
himself. That Ihoy will be published, wc feel assured, for Mr. Tay-
lor's object, from the beginning, has been to do good, not to himself,
but to others, and that at very considerable trouble and expense,
without the slightest remuneration whatever, beyond the pleasmc of
doing good generally.

Pelargonium Shifting (Vfra.r).—You cut down your pelar-
goniumn in September, repotted in smaller pots, and have kept tliem
in a cool greenhouse, and you ask when they should be again shifted ?

Much depends on the roots. If the pots are well filled with roots
now, they ought to be shifted about the middle of .January, and their
last shift six weeks afterwards. The size of the pots for your plants
can only be determined after seeing the plants.

LionT-coLouRED FucHsiAS (Ibid).~\Vc believe that the best
are Purity, Onc-in-tlie-Uing, and Dr. .Tcphson ; there arc two or
three others wc have not seen yet ; but we shall inquire.

Climber for Greenhouse (/6W.)—You wish for one to grow
in a pot, and to l)e fragrant a.s well as handsome. Wc know of none
better than the Catidunian jasmine. There are abundance of hand-
some ones, but not sweet ones that would grow, with ordinary skill,

in a pot.

RcsES FROM Seed (J. C'.).—Wc are very glad to find that j'ou

take in The Cottage Gardener. We think wc know something
of your greenhouHc ; and we have heard of your great kindness to
those around you. We would not, by any means, encourage you to
cxpcet hucccsa in rearing good roses from seed; you might not obtain
one Buperior rose in ten thousand Kcedlings ; but you m.ay sow the
seed now in pots, or on a border in your ganien ; cover them about
an inch deep, and transplant the seedlings, next October, wliere they
arc to bloom. Some flrjwer the year following, some in the second,
and some may take three years, or more, to prove them. All depends
on the sorta.

Orchis Seed (Allen Dafe).—Your orchis seeds are good ; but you
will do no good by sowing them. You would find them extremely
ticklish to manage, and, after all, you could not compete with nature
in the open fields.

Alstroimeria Roots (Ibid).—These, which you have kept in dry
sand, are beginning to grow. Pot your Alstramcria roots immedi-
ately, in light rich compost, and in upright pots, if convenient—any
size above six-inch pots will do ; or, say one root in a six-inch, three
roots in the nest, and live in the next size, and so on

;
put them in your

cold pit, and treat them at first like Tropor-olura tricolorum, that is,

give no water until the leaves are well developed, and allow them
abundance of air in mild weather. October and November arc the
l)roi)er times to pot them.

RIisseltoe (Ibid).—We cannot say if the Misseltoc would grow
in your " cold mountainous situation " in Northumberland, but we
have seen it grow two hundred miles to the north of you, in the
lowlands of Scotland. The faimers in Herefordshire would be very
glad to give you all the misseltoe seeds in their beautiful county if

you could gather them, for this is their greatest and most trouble-
some weed. If you send us a stamped envelope, with your address,
and write " Misseltoc " inside of it, we shall ask a friend to serid you
some seeds for trial. One stamp will suffice.

Cock-roaches (Cfai/Iuud Rouda).—We are informed, that "The
Phosphoric Rat Poison," prepared by Mr, Purser, chemist. New
Bridge Street, Itlackfriars, destroys these pests effectually. Can anv
of our correspondents inform us of their success in getting rid of
them ?

Poultry (S. IT''.).—We never knew an instance of a fowl becoming
bald in any particular place. Cockatoos will sometimes become en-
tirely and permanently bald, except on the head, tail, and wings.
Does not your Malay cock thrust his neck through some railings
round 5'our enclosure, and in this manner rub oil' the feathers ?

Vegetable Refuse (J. B. C).—Weeds, hedge clippings, &c.,
can be decomposed rapidly by mixing them with quick-lime, as you
pro])ose ; but a much more valuable mamu'e would be made by
putting such vegetable refuse into a tank, and pouring over it some
of the ammoniacal liquor of the gas works. Dig such manure into
your soil, preparing for any kitchen garden crops requiring fertile

matter.

IsiA Offsets (-F/or«).—Remove these from the bulbs grown in

pots every third year—do so in the month of September.

Cyclamens in Borders (Ibid).—In plunging these in a border
instead of drying them, the old soil in the pots may remain three or
four years ; but every season, when the pots are taken up, turn out
the balls and rub off as much of the old soil as will crumble away,
without injuring the old routs, and then add as much ft-osh soil as
the pot will hold ; but never disturb an old root that is alive.

Pf-rsian Iris (Ibid).—This bidb had better remain in its pot
during the season of rest.

Laurel Hedge Moving (A, M. S.).—You ask, "Is it possible
to move a laurel hedge twelve years old at this season, and yet pre-
serve one out of three of the trees ?" No doubt it is possible ; but
the work must be done carefully and properly. First, form an ample
trench, six feet wide, and eighteen inches deep ; lay the top or best
soil on one side, and the worst on the other side ; take up no more
plants in one day than you can finish j>lanting before night; throw
the best soil in upon the roots, first seeing that all the cavities are
filled up, and this is best done by pouring large quantities of water
over the roots as the soil is being thrown over them ; finish with

,
the

bottom soil, and then with some sort of litter for mulch. We pre-
sume they are common laurel; the Portugal lam-el is more difficult to
manage.

Lime and Salt for Potatoes (Beorolae).—'Mix the lime and
salt together a day or two before using them, and then sjiread them
over the surface, and dig them in at the time of planting. When
li/ares and dung are used for making hotbeds^ they must be mixed
together.

Unfruitful Strawberries (H. O.).—Your British Queens
produce vi;4orous leaves and runners, but no fruit ; this may arise
from mismanagement, or from your soil being too wet. Do not cut
away anif of the leaves in autumn, but only the runners, and give a
dressing of thoroughly decayed manure in Ihe s])ring. If this does
not make them fertile, trench deeply, and drain well a fresh plot, and
jdant it with newly-rooted runners next August, making your runners
root early, for the purpose, by jicgging them into the soil. The name
of your plant is Hiikea acirularis, (needle-leaved hakea) a native of
New South Wales.

St, Thomas (Rev. J. A. B.),—We are obliged to our correspon-
dent for the following:—"In number 64 of The Cottage Gar-
dener, you have fallen into a slight error in the explanation of the
name of the Apostle Thomas. If you reverse the names, you will

be nearer the truth. Didymus S(5i'/ios is the Greek name to explain

the Hebrew name Thomas. Thomas, in the Syriac, and Didymus, in

tlie Greek, have the same meaning, viz., ii ticin. It was a common
custom of the Jews, when sojourning with other nations, to change
their Helirew name into one having the same signification, in the
languoge of the people with whom they were living,"

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, IJ", Strand, in the
Parish of Saint Mary-le-Strand; and Winchester High-street, in

the Parish of St. Wary Kalendar; and Published by William
SoMERViLLE Orr, at the Office, 147, Strand, in the Pari.'^h of
Saint Mnry-le-Strand, London.—January 3rd, 18^9,
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price of 50 crowns per litron" (little more tlian an

English pint).

Madame de Maintenon, in a letter written on the

10th of May, 1696, says " The subject of peas con-

tinues to absorh all others : the anxiety to eat them,

the pleasure of having eaten them, and the desire to

eat them again, are the thi-ee great matters which

have been discussed by om- princes for four days past.

Some ladies, even after having supped at the royal

table, and well supped too, returning to their own

homes, at the risk of suffering fi'om indigestion, will

again eat peas, before going to bed. It is both a

fashion and a madness" {Gard. Chron.).

The taste was not confined to France ; and when,

upon the Restoration of Charles 11., it became the

popular and prudential habit to publish all the dis-

advantageous anecdotes, true and untrue, that could

be collected, concerning the Cromwell dynasty, we

read, amongst others, " That Oliver was very fond of

oranges to veal, and that the Protectress refused four-

pence for one, just at the commencement of the

Spanish war ! Moreover, that a poor woman, ha\'ing

a very early growth of peas, was persuaded to present

some to the Protectress, though offered an angel (10s.)

for them by a cook in the Strand. The Protectress

only gave her 5s. for them ; and, upon the woman mur-

muring, retm-ned them, with some severe remarks

upon the increase of luxury." The taste, however, in-

creased rather than abated, and extended to late green

peas as strongly as to early ; for on the 28th of October,

1769, it is recorded that fom- guineas were given for

as many pottles of them in Covent Garden Market.

Our memory fails us if we have not lately heard of

as much as ten guineas a quart being paid by the

civic authorities for shelled green peas.

Turning from the historical to the practical, we

have before us, in the " Selected Catalogue of Vege-

table Seeds," by Mr. Hairs, 109, St. Martin's Lane,

the following list of 43 peas. Those comments be-

tween inverted commas are Mr. Hairs' own.

Beck's Morning Star 1 are essentially the same ; same height as War-
Warner's Emperor i wick's, and are the earliest bearers grown.

Danecroft's Rival ; bright glossy green ; has no particular merit.

Prince Albert, Early May, or Kent. We believe these to be the same.

It is one of the earliest and best of Earlies.

Bishop's T,ong podded.
" TJtis is one of the most proffitctive ijr&ivti, in heiijht, 2 feet, pro-

duces 20 to 24 jiods per stem, each as large as Scymctars, Sotv

in 7'ows 2 feet apart, and peas in the row iinches."

Shilling's Early Grotto. Pods rough, 5 feet, prolific, good.

Early Warwick. 3 feet high, moderately prolitic, and of moderate
quality.

„ Double Blossom Frame. 3,1 feet, prolific, moderate quality.

„ Single. Pods, not in pairs as those of the previous one, are

less prolific, and not bettor.

Essex Champion ; like the early frame, but gi-eater producer.

Early Charlton or Hotspur. Perhaps the parent of all our varieties

;

4 feet, prolific, pods middle sized, indifferent.

Fairbeard's Champion of England.
".4 most (tclicious-flavoitred Van, has alt the properties of the

Kniijht^s Mam,us, r/rows 3 to \ feet high, and an excellent

prodnrer, and venj earlrf.

Fairbeard's Early Blue Sur])rise.
" For a f/rnrrof irojipei; vhrre stiels are no object, this is highly

comnienilahir, hcintj nriirh/ eqjtal in flavour to the Champion,
and rather better tiearer, ijrows 3 to ifeet."

Hair's Dwarf Green Mammoth Knights.
'* A iterfeethj distinct and most valuable Var., groivs hut 2 feet

high, produces pods and peas twice the size of the old Dwarf
Oreen Knights, and is three wcelm earlier ; every one that has
seen this pea pronounces it the best Dwarf in eristctice."

Imperials : Bedman's Early Blue ; 2 to 3 feet high ; comes into

bearing all at once.

,, Flack's Victory ; an improvement on the above ; bothSft.

„ Dwarf Blue. May be grown without supports; pods
large, prolific, 2\ feet.

„ Burbidge's Eclipse
*' This pea deserves especial notice ; it grorvs bat 1 foot high, very

early, great cropper, very large pods, and excellent eating.^^

Scymetar. This is a blue pea, middle sized, pods curved, 3 feet,

prolific, very good.

Blue Prussian. Pods in pairs, 4 feet, very prolific, excellent.

Wiite Prussian. Pods in pairs, small, very prolific, 3 feet, moderate
quality*.

Woodford's Green Marrows, 3 feet, flowers in tufts, pods large

and full, prolific, called Nonpareil,

Ringwood Marrows ; 4 ft, high ; large ; almost transparent ; prolific.

Lincoln Green ; similar to the above, only gi'een instead of white,
JIatchless. 3.^ feet, prolific, very good.
Early Green ; 4 feet, large, and good.

New Royal Green Marrow ; variety of the last, 4 ft,, very productive.

Knight's Tall White Marrows, Pods in pairs, large, 7 feet, prolific,

excellent,

„ Dwarf White Marrows, Raised near Sittingboume, 1825;
peas shrivelled, 3 feet, prolific.

,, Tall Green. 6 feet, prolific, small, good.

,, Dwarf Green, Pods in pairs, 3 feet, rather prolific, good.

,, Black-eyed or Lynn's l\rarrows,

„ Victoria or British Queen Marrows. Large, excellent, 7 ft.

,, Tall Green Mammoths. 8 to 9 feet ; equal to the Knights.

Old Dwarf Marrows. One of our oldest kinds ; 3^ ft., prolific, good.

Royal do. 3 feet, good bearer,

Victoria Tall, 8 feet, very large, prolific, excellent, good for late crop.

Monastery. Tall white marrow, 5 to 6 feet, gi'eat bearer, good.

Marquis of Hastings Marrow. Pods in pairs, middle size, 5 feet,

very prolific, good.

Sugar Dwarf, or eatable pods. This, and the following, have no
tough skin in their pods, and are eaten like French beans; 2

feet, prolific,

„ Tall. 5 feet, prolific.

„ "Tamarind. Pods very large and broad, 3 feet, prolific.

Bishop's Early Dwai-fs, 1,{, feet high, stands the winter as well as

any, small ; found by Mr, Bishop, of N. Scone.

Groom's Superb. A blue pea, good for siunmcr crop, 2 feet, bears
moderately.

,, „ Improved.
Old Spanish Dwarfs. Does very well between fruit trees. -

Queen of the Dwarfs. 1 foot ; has succeeded in very few places.

It often happens that the advice we have to give, in

answer to a correspondent's query, is such as may
deserve the attention of our readers generally ; in

which case, as in the following, we shall give om*

ad'vice editorially. A correspondent ( 7f ''. 31.) writes

thus:—"I am induced to ask how to ti-eat a r/iorfo-

dendron bed, the plants of which (about fifteen in a

circular bed) are getting too large for the place, the

boughs mingling together, so that I cannot dig, &c.,

among them. Will they bear cutting quite down,

or, only so that a few inches or feet be left, and thus

be induced to shoot up again as a lam'el, or laui'estina

bush would do ? They have been planted aboutsixtcen

years, and have done well in the black soil, brought

from my meadow. Would manure improve them

;

and, if so, what kind, if I cut them down ? I have

been accustomed to pull off the seed-pods soon after

theu' flowei'ing ; this year I have not, and they do

not promise to be so full of flowers next year. If

they may be cut down, when is the best time ?
"

We should hesitate for a long time before we would

cut down such beautiful rhododendrons as you describe.

Why not remove iive out of the fifteen, and reaiTangc

the other ten in the present bed ? No plants can be

more easily removed than rhododcnth-ons, as they

carry a large ball of earth about their roots, and may
be shifted safely at any time of the year, with equal

success. The shrubs thinned out, might be planted

separately, in suitable situations, with but little fi-csh

soil. Fresh peat \^ill do better for those in the bed
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than any maiuu-e ; and the next best application for

them is veiy rotten cow-dung. However, if you pre-

fer cutting down yoiu- beautiful shrubs, April is the

best time, and you need only cut down every other

plant the first season. You may cut them to any

degree, even to the ground, for no plants bear the

knife better.

THE FRUIT-GARDEN.

Fruit-forcing.—Ha\'ing, at page 72, assisted in

lamiching the amateur on the somewhat perilous

voyage of fridt-forcing, it is next our duty to warn
hiin of the rocks and. shallows which ^vill, of neces-

sity, beset Ills track. We before merely dwelt on a

few absti-act principles ; now it will be best to com-

mence handling the subject in its details,

The Pine-apple.—-The month of January is a dor-

mant period with this fruit. Early fi-uitcrs cannot be

urged forward, as yet with safety, by means of a sud-

den increase of heat ; and successions do not, by any

means require it. Light—increasing light—with the

natural advances of the seasons, is the signal for an

increased temperature. Our London commercial gar-

deners, however, contrive to " sail against wind and
tide " in these respects ; for unless they produce ripe

frmt very early—that is to say, before Parliament

rises—the value of their produce becomes so much
depreciated, that it scarcely pays for cultiu'c. Hence
they grow principally the Queen varieties of the

pine-apple ; and, by contriving to grow them up to the

very showing point in the autumn, the plants start

early in spring vnth even a moderate increase in

temperature. With the amateur grower the case is

"widely different. If he happens to possess sm-plus

fruit, for which there is no immediate demand in his

own family, why, of com-se, they would be turned to

account in this way : such, however, would be the

exception to the ride.

We have digressed thus much, in order to make
one fact plain, which is, that the amateur's com-se of

culture, and that of the commercial gardener, do not lie

precisely the same way, although the main principles

of culture are strictly the same. There has been

so much misconception in this, as in other cases,

that we are very anxious clear 's-iews should be taken

at the outset ; and, although it may be that many of

our readers are perfectly aware of such facts and fea-

tures in pine culture, yet we can but crave their pa-

tience wliilst endeavouring to guide the tyro ; it is a

duty to endeavom' to assist the rising generation in

taking their first steps ui gardenuig.

The amateur, then, we will suppose, is not confined

to season in liis pine aflairs. He is, perhaps, not a

Parliament man, and therefore we must suppose

him thoroughly domesticated, and that, from the

gooseberry upwards, he desires to enjoy at all sea-

sons, all that Pomona can afford, backed, as she is

in Britain, by an artificial cUme. We before said,

that in om- humble opinion, the Hamiltonian mode
of cultm'e is the best for the amateiu'. We repeat

this recommendation. If, however, we happen to

ride our hobby too hard, some kind friend must
nudge our elbow, and we shall then, doubtless, relax

our whipping and spm-ring, provided sound reasons

can be shown. We arc quite aware that, in adhering

so tenaciously to the Hamiltonian method, we shall

lay ourselves open to severe remarks from those who
strenuously advocate the Meudon plan, amongst
whom is a friend we highly respect, as we may well

do. It will be seen that allusion is here made to the

gentleman who has assumed the euphonious title of
" Mirabile dictu," than whom, nobody is more com-
petent to form a good estimate of the comparative
value of the various modes in use. The Meudon
plan, for aught we know to the contrary, may be the

best for tumbling a host of pines into the market at

once ; it also may be the means of producing larger

fruit ; the latter point, however, is scarcely secured by
the Meudon advocates as yet. And, again, we are

quite ready to admit that it looks somewhat more sys-

tematic on the face of it. We, however, feel, that if the

culture of pines, and other exotic fruits, is to be placed

within the reach of thousands (wliich they will one

day), that economy both of labour and material must
he the polar star of our calculations. By the Hamil-
tonian method we do think that a house might be so

constructed, that the amateur, or those engaged in

professional duties, might at any period be absent

for a whole week, and their pines, thus estabhshed,

unlocked at and unattended, save a servant of some
kind to keep the fire in. We really do not want to

give the amateur the trouble of removing or shifting,

for these things are a serious di'awhack to their ex-

tensive ciiltm'e. Thousands of araatem's, and keen
cultivators too, cannot afford to keep a very expen-
sive staff, yet they are perfectly ready to widen their

horticultural views, and to embrace more objects,

pro\aded the pm'se-strings are not di'awn too wide.

Now, we would so have it, that such gentlemen
should be so far relieved from potting, shittmg, &c.,

of pines, as to be able to attend well to the potting of

then' floral pets ; for om" worthy and clever coadjutor

Jlr. Fish, would doubtless be very cross if the shifting

of his crack fuchsias, or achimenes, must be compelled

to stand over a week or two because om- pines must be
shifted. If, however, any one is really desirous of

having merely the largest pine-apple at the exhibi-

tion, he -ndll, perhaps, do as well to adopt the Meudon
plan, or some modification of it.

We have thus trespassed much, for once, on the

patience of our readers, in order to be well under-

stood ; for, in these carping times, it behoves us all

" to keep our gunpowder diy."

In a succeeding paper, we svill go farther into

detail about Hamilton's plan ; and in the mean time,

we must proceed to other in-door matters.

Vine-forcing.—It happens ^vith most of our

amateur readers, that the roots of the sdnes they

intend forcing are outside the house. This is some-

what unfortunate, and, as a question of principle,

should be examined a Httle closer by those inter-

ested; for it so happens that excellent grapes are,

in reahty, produced under such cu'curastances, in

certain situations. As this ^vill seem perplexing, we
must beg to say a few words about it. A few years

since we called, in the com'se of a gardening tour, on

a much-esteemed old friend, Mr. Holland, gardener

to the Misses Timms, of Taplow Lodge, near Maiden-
head. It was either at the end of April or at the

beginning of May; and Holland had a house of

Black Hamburghs just ripe, certainly as fine as it

was possible to imagine. A discussion immediately

arose about inside and outside roots, and Holland
astonished us by observing, that one half of the house

were from an inside border, and the other fi-om an
outside one, at the same time challengmg as to the

difference. And truly no difference could be per-

ceived; all were equally tuie. Mr. Holland, how-
ever, always covered the border outside with leaves

and rakings of the woods in the autumn ; we think

he said about sLx inches in depth. Now, we do not

suppose, for a moment, that any fermentation heat
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was imparted to the ffround ; such was not Mr. Hol-
land's aim. It is ohvious, however, that the non-
conducting powers of leaves in a fresh state must be
much greater than people commonly imagine. Here-
in is a beauteous illustration of the great wisdom, as

well as the apparent simplicity, of the principles in

which God has founded the order of things : leaves

are not only the chief ornaments of nui' trees whilst

existent, and the great elaborators of all the juices,

which are convertible, respectively, into fruits, starch,

gums, &-C., or timber ; but when decaying, are made
to subserve the purpose, in some degree, of protecting

the roots from sudden extremes of temperature.

We may now offer an opinion as to how it is that

outside roots sometimes succeed in early forcing. Fu-st,

then, the vine root, when in action, is more suscep-

tible to injuries than most of our fruit-trees. In
addition to its impatience, as a tropical tree, to sud-

den depressions of temperature, it adds an equal
amoimt of dislike to stagnant moisture. Secondly,

we know, by long experience, that not one border in

half a dozen (as they have hitherto been constructed)

has proved a sufficient guarantee against the above
excesses during extreme seasons. Thirdly, that no
thorough success can be expected if the young and
tender fibres are but once destroyed, or seriously

impeded in their operations, any time between the

blossoming and the ripening period. Now, if such
arguments be admitted—and they are something more
than mere suppositions—it will be no marvel that we
find such anomalous results arising from grape for-

cing in various quarters. Indeed, the whole qvies-

tion is simple, and lies in a nut-shell : some writers,

however, have managed to invest the subject with a
considerable amount of mysterj', as, indeed, hath been
done in most other gardening matters.

I.ct us advise, then, those who cannot confide in

their border, not to commence forcing too early. But
let them instantly set to work and examine the roots

carefully, and, if stagnant waters exist, to make as

many outlets for its escape as possible, even making
holes in various parts of the border, and filling them
nearly full of bricks and stones, and having, if pos-

sible, an outlet into a drain or escape. Let those

who M^«7/ begin forcing cover the border immediately,

getting up, if possible, a slight fermentation in the
covering ; and, as they cannot meddle with the roots,

they may throAV out an open gutter as close to the

extremity of the roots as possible, provided they do
not mind appearances. R. Errington.

THE FLOWER-GARDEN.
Hardy Climbers.—The white vine, or Traveller's

joy, called by botanists Clemutis vitalba, which I

instanced last week, in order to point out how plants

of that character, which have been neglected for a
time, should be dealt with at first, is the British

representative of a very useful family of hardy
climbers—natives of various countries in the tempe-
rate regions of the old and new world—which are not
grown nearly to the extent they deserve to be, and no
doubt would lie, if they were better known to amateurs,
or to the great l)ody of the people, amongst whom the

different writers in The Cottage Gardener are all

so anxious to infuse a healthy and sound practical
knowl.'dge of all de])artmcnts of gardening.

The English name of this family, to which our
Traveller's joy belongs, is 'J7ie J'irf/iii's Boircr : not,

as many suppose, because they are all well adapted to

cover arbom-s, bowers, or summer-houses, in which
maidens might sing, or coo, or di-ess their flower-

wreaths, but because the first species of the genus,
the Vine-bower clematis, was introduced here from
Spain, during the reign of Queen Elizabeth, in 1569;
and the name of virgin's bower was given, to convey
a complimentary allusion to her Majesty, who, as is

well known, liked to be called " the Virgin Queen."
Clematis, the scientific name of this family, is derived
from the Greek word kleema, a small branch or
tendril of a vine, because most of these plants climb
after the manner of a grape-vine. Although the
word clematis is as currently in use as s'irgin's bower,
nine persons out of ten in the country unfortunately

pronounce it wrong, by putting the accent on the a,

as in tomatoo, instead of on the e and having the a
short thus,—clematis.

Some one or other of the species of clematis, will

come in for all the conceivable ways in which strong,

hardy climbers can be grown or trained. Almost all

of them are quick growers, and would soon cover a
large space, and live to a great age, if planted in

deep, rich, light soil, on a diy bottom : but a damp
clayey bottom does not suit them well. I sliall notice,

when considering each species, those that will do
best in stifi' or wet soil. The whole of them grow
remarkably well over a chalk bottom, as I can affu'm

from my own experience here, where we grow a good
selection of them, and the first of them begins to

flower, some years in February, but never later than
March. The name of this is cirrhoza, with the ac-

cent on the 0. The meaning of this name is, that

the footstalk of the leaf clasps round any thing for

support, like the leaves of the Maurandia, and the
tendrils of a grape-vine ; being, if literally translated,

tendriled. There are two or three varieties of it, as

calycine and jyohjmorplmce, but they have all the

same habit ; are very nearly evergreens, with small
delicate leaves, and therefore, and for their early

flowering, arc suitable to train up the pillar of a
veranda, or somewhere not far from the windows,
whence they may be seen in dull weather, and when
flowers are scarce. The flowers are produced singly,

or one in a place ; are large, dullish white, and hang
down gracefully with a bell-shaped mouth. The
plant is not liable to get naked below, Hke some of
them, and is said by some not to be very hardy

;

but that is a very great mistake—not an inch of it

was hurt here in an open situation, and against an
iron arch exposed to all weather, without any cover-

ing, during those very hard winters of 1838 and 1841.

The only secret in growing it to perfection is, to have
it planted on a perfectly di'y bottom. It is well
suited for sunk areas in large towns, to be planted
above the pavement in a raised border, eighteen

inches deep, supported with a box-like edging, the

wall forming one of the long sides of the box. I

never pass tlirough London without " thinking to

myself," what a grand place they could make of it

after all, if they would but grow hardy climbers

against their street doors.

But I must follow out this idea a little further, and
show how it could best be accomplished. In country

towns and villages, where the houses have no sunk
areas, we often see vines, and other plants, doing
very well trained against the houses, and their roots

covered witii the flag stones of the pavement, and
the street beyond ; so that one wonders how they can
exist at all. I have seen the grape-vine produce
fine successive good crops of fruit, even while the

roots were so situated, that they did not receive a
drop of water all that time. Still, I would be very
loath to plant climbers in the natm-al soil, in the

sunk areas of town-houses, as we often see them, and
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doing well too, in some places ; but that only hap-
pens where the subsoil is of the right sort, and pro-

perly drained, and even then a long summer's di-ought

parches up the leaves, in too many instances, and
there is little possibility of getting water to their

roots. The only serious objection I ever heard to

ha^TJig raised borders for tliese climbers against a

house, is the danger of admitting damp to the walls

;

because borders of that make, must be constantly

kept moist with rain and rich water, during the

groT^dug season : but this could be guarded against

by a coat of cement over the bricks, and to reach

a few inches higher than the soil. I believe, fi-oni

what I have seen of it, that the Parian cement is

is the best for this piirpose. If the space is long, say
not less than eight or ten feet, the depth of a raised

border need not bo more than eighteen inches ; but
for a shorter space, two feet in height would be ne-

cessary to give good capacity for the roots—as all

such borders are necessarily rather narrow—not more
than a foot \^-ide in many places. Builders in gene-

ral know so little about the requii'ements of these

climbers, that 1 would never entrust them to make up
these borders, in the case of newly-built houses.

It is better, and fivr cheaper in the long run, to get

some respectable nui'seryman to superintend these

things, but with this stipulation, that he mil provide

the best kinds of climbers for the particular locality

and aspect, and to call in occasionally to advise

about their treatment for the first twelve months—in

short, to be responsible for the whole rmtil the plants

are set properly afloat ; and thus, his credit being at

stake, the plants, some how or other, are sure to get

on all the better and faster.

Two of the best borders I ever made for climbers

were obliged to be raised in this manner, caving to

the previous aiTangement of the conservatoiy, and the

following is the way they were made—a single layer

of brickbats was put over a stone floor next to the

walls, two feet wide ; long slabs of slate about half an
inch wide were laid down for a border, their corners

and middle resting on small pieces of slate, an inch

thick ; this was to allow an inch opening all along
the bottom for drainage; four inches of very roughly-
ground bones were laid over the brickbats to facilitate

the di'ainage and feed the roots ; then a thin turf

^vith the grass side downwards ; and, after that, a
good rich compost, pretty rough with bits of turf,

charcoal, and broken bones ; but this slate edging did

not answer so well as a wooden one when a border was
raised against an outside wall, because the heat of the

sun in summer would wami the slate to such a degree

as would be dangerous to young roots growing in con-

tact with it : therefore, I recommend wooden edgings,

and, to insure them against speedy decay, I would
line then- inside, that next the soil, with a row of the

thinnest roofing slate set on end and lapping a little

over each other at the edges; and the way such edg-

ings are held up is by T-picccs of iron, with a wedge
end, which is driven in the wall, and the T-end
screwed into the wood. Now, there is no reason

why any one, with ordinar}' capacity, should not

grow climbers, that will stand the smoke and dirt,

in such borders as those, in any part of a town
or village all over the kingdom ; and, before I have
done with climbers. I shall name some for all kinds
of situations and aspects. If I either miss anything,
or say what any one cannot make out properly, I

shall be obliged to any reader who will write to our
Editor for •further information, because no part of

gardening do I like, or succeed in, better than
climbers of all sorts.

The Mountain clematis (C. montana), from Nepal,
is the next of the family which flowers with us, and
as early as May. It is a very strong and fast-grow-

ing one, and is highly ornamental when in bloom.
If this w'ill bear the smoke of large towns, it will be
found one of the very best of them for London houses,

as it comes into flower in the middle of the gay sea-

son ; and, when it blooms, the place would look as if

covered with the white Wood ancmoiie, for that is

just the appearance of the flowers at a short distance.

This clematis is easily increased by cuttings or

layers.

The Sweet-scented clematis (C._/?aH2)«!«fa), ofwhich
there are several varieties, is better known than our
own Traveller's joy, which it much resembles. Both
of them produce immense quantities of small white
flowers in the autumn, and bearded seeds afterwards.

For covering a large space in a shoi't time, the Tra-
vellers' joy is the best of the two, and has by far the

longest beard, or feathery tail, to the seeds ; but it

will very soon get naked at the bottom, and is not
willing to produce suckers so freely as C. Jiammula ;

therefore, when a climber is wanted to cover the tops

of trees, or high up against a house, without refer-

ence to the bottom, the Travellers' joy might be car-

ried up a long way with a naked stem ; but where it

is desirable to have the space covered from the bot-

tom, the C.Jiammida is the best.

At Shrubland Park, we make a fine edging of the

Jlammvla to large flower beds, for scarlet geraniums,

by training it on a flat trellis, eighteen inches from
the ground, and about two feet wide, and by stopping

the points of the young shoots occasionally thi'ough

the summer, they flower profusely in the autumn,
looking remarkably well against the scarlet mass in-

side ; and after the flowers are over, the white fea-

thery tails of the seeds look almost as rich as the

white flowers which fill the au' around with their

fragrance.

The Virginian Clematis is not unlike these, and
might be used for either of them. Another one,

much in the same way, and flowering as late as

October, is called C. yraia, or the grateful-scented

clematis, and is from the north of India. Henderson's

clemiitis is the best of the blue flowering strong grow-
ers, and is a beautiful climber, which ought to be

in every garden. It was raised by 'Six. Appleby's
employers is called after them, and shows what
could be done if people of leism'c were to amuse
themselves with crossing such beautiful and useful

])lants. There is a smaller blue one, a variety of

C. rlticeUa, or vine-bower clematis, which does not

grow so strong as C. hcndersonii, and would answer
for a limited space. There are pui'ple and reddish

flowering varieties of vitisella, and some with double

flo\^'crs, all more or less slender, and well suited to

confined places. They miglit be cut down to the

ground annually, and would all flower after mid-
summer ; or they might be planted to fill up the

bottoms of the stronger growing ones. C. cylindrlca,

a blue flowering one. from North America, is also

well calculated for filling up the bottom of the strong

ones, being quite a slender grower, and coming into

bloom after viticella. Another one, with dull yellow

small flowers, called C. orientalis, is grown here solely

on account of its fine foliage, which is glaucous, or

greyish green. This one spawns much by suckers.

C. viorna is another slender one, from North America,

with purplish red flowers, well worth growing. This

finishes ni}' list of the best sorts, with the exception

of those from Japan, which I shall mention soon.

D. Beaton.
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GREENHOUSE A^B WINDOW
GARDENING.

Winter Conservatory Pl.vnts.—As a continu-

ation of the subject of last week, we shall allude to a

few more plants that are very serviceable for embel-

lishing a warm greenhouse during the winter months,
requiring, for this purpose, a little of the same system
of management as was described as suitable for the

Salcia sjilendens, though most of them are rather

more tender. The three first, to which we advert,

belong to the natm-al order of Acanthads. We shall

treat of them so as to suit chiefly those whose means
of growing them are not the most convenient.

Justicia speciosa.—This family was named in

compliment to a Scotch horticulturist and botanist.

The species we have named was introduced fi'om

the East Indies more than twenty years ago. There
are other species much more beautiful and showy,
such a.sflavicoma, yellow and rather dwarf; carneci,

flesh coloured, ^vith large bunches of flowers ; cocci-

nea, scarlet; picta, painted, and many more worth
growing in a stove ; but few of them, unless in a
high temperature, do much good in winter, and even
in a stove the spring and summer, and the beginning
of the autumn, are their principal periods for bloom-
ing ; and hence they become useful, at these times,

for adorning a common greenhouse, or conservatory,

when geraniums, fuchsias, &c., are upon the wane.
On the other hand, the Speciosa will keep in flower

dm'ing thi-ee or four of the dullest months of the

year, in a temperatm'e fi'om 4o° to 50'
; and though

its individual purple flowers are small, j'et as they
stand out well fi-om the plant, are produced in great

abundance, and the habit of the plant itself is grace-

ful and bushy, when well grown ; it is far fi'om being
an miinteresting object. \Vhen the plants are grow-
ing and blooming, they requii'e abundance of water.

As soon as the blooming season is over, cut the

plants down, and set them where they ^^'ill not

attract notice ; receive a little light, and have a tem-
perature a little below 45°. Very little water will bo
requii'ed until they break, which you must liy-and-

by get them to do, by the time you have a cucmnber
bed at work, or a small house, in wliich you are

forcing vines, or peaches. Then prune back to the

young wood. Shake the soil from the I'oots, prune
them slightly, if necessary, and place in a pot either

of the same, or a smaller size, according to the state

of the roots, and the means you have of encouraging
rapid growth. A little bottom heat would be of

great service to them at first ; but if that cannot be
given, a shady place in the forcing-house will suit

them well, taking care, however, to expose them to

the light as soon as the roots can supply the per-

spu'ing processes, otherwise the plant will get long-

legged instead of shrubby. To make the plants large,

and yet dwarf, frequent stoppings may be given until

June, when they may be set in cold j)its, kept rather

close, but scarcely shaded from sun ; obtain more
air where they stand, or, from being set out of doors

in August, removed under shelter in September, and
never allowed to have a tcmpci'ature below 45° ; for

though they may flower well enough, the leaves a]'e

easily disfigured. Several shiftings may be given
them during the summer, if large plants are the
object. Tlie soil should be chiefly light, fibry, loam,

with a little peat, and a little dung. If much peat
or leaf mould is used, the plants will be apt to get
lanky in their growth. Towards autumn, watering
with soot-water will encourage a ])lentiful formation
of flower buds ; but as far as the plants will endure

it, they must then have plenty of sun-Kght. Cuttings

taken off in March, struck, potted, the points stop-

ped, and then treated as older plants, will make nice

flowering plants before winter.

Eeanthemuji pulchellum (from ear, spring,

and anthos, a flower; probably, because many of the

family bloom in the earlier months of the year).

—

Like the last, it belongs to the second class of Lin-

nseus, and is a native of the East Indies. There ai'e

two purple ones
(
Capense and Variahile) that will do

with the usual greenhouse ti-eatment ; there are many
other species that bloom, in smnmer and spring, in

the stove. The pulchella is not only a beautiful blue,

but, with a little coaxing, it may be made not only to

ornament the stove six or eight months, but such a

greenhouse as we have been supposing, fi'om Decem-
ber to March. The main points of cultm'e are the

same as for Justicia speciosa, but a few points of dif-

ference must be attended to. For instance, cuttings

grow more slowly ; and, if intended to flower the

same season, they must be put in early, in a little

bottom-heat, and the plants afterwards never allowed

to stand still. When done flowering, the plants will

not stand quite such rough treatment ; nor should thej'

be cut down quite so much as the Justicia, as, alto-

gether, they grow more slowly, although a season of

rest and comparative di'yness, before starting them
again, seems to suit them. If the plants are not very

large, instead of cutting down, it is better to pick out

the points of the shoots. I have never tried placing

them out of doors in the height of summer. After

shaking away the most of the old soil, and potting

them afresh, they get a start in a forcing-house ; and
then, when that became too shady, they could be
transferred to a cold pit, kept rather close at fii'st; and
more ah- given afterwards, taking care to have the

plants in a secm-e place, when the cold nights of

autumn come. One difl'ercnce more, the soil shordd

be rather more than half rough, sandy peat, with
lumps of charcoal; the rest flbry loam, and dried

leaf-mould.

GoLDFUSsiA ANISOPHYLLA, named after Dr.
Goldfuss, Professor of Natural History, at Bonne. It

is an old fiivourite in gardens, under the name of

Riiellia anisophylla, and deservedly so; for, though
the hght blue flowers are not very gorgeous, they are

produced in clusters, all along the shoots ; so that

numbers of blossoms, thickly studded, command an
interest, which the flower, observed indi^'idually,

would fail to do. Another recommendation is, that

it requires excessive bad management to make the

plant look ugly ; as, almost without any stopping, it

takes a beautiful bushy form, growing outwards at

the base, in symmetrical proportion, as it increases

in height. In flower, or out of flower, it is always,

therefore, a pretty object ; and is especially suited for

amateurs, with limited room, as it never becomes
large. Although generally considered a stove plant,

it will flom'ish in a common greenhouse ; but then,

its flowers would come chiefly in summer. By short-

ening back the plant in spring, potting, and bringing

it forward in a forcing structure, hardening it ofl' in

the early part of autumn, and keeping it safe from
cold in October, it will flower for the three foIlo\^ing

months. Cuttings, struck in march, potted, and as-

sisted, by being kept rather close at first, will make
neat, small flowering plants before winter. Equal
portions of rough peat and loam will suit it well ; the

loam, if fibry, should preponderate, as the growth
will be more stubby in consecjuencc.

Manettia bicolor, named in honour of Xavicr
Manetti, of Florence ; is one of the prettiest of winter
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climbers, -with scarlet, yellow flowers, a native of

Rio Janeu'o. All the species of the family are beau-
tiful, but they blow principally in summer, while
bicolor presents us with its pretty, tubular, monopeta-
lous blossoms, chiefly in winter. It will thrive

against a pillar, or trained up a stake, or round a
trellis in the greenhouse, being fully as hardy as the

others, or rather more so; but it looks more luxu-

riant, and blooms more profusely, when encouraged
to grow in a forcing-house in the spring, exposed to

light under glass dm'ing summer, and let in a tem-
perature from 45° to 50" early in October, when its

blossoms will begin to open generally in November,
and continue doing so for several months. They
should be slightly pruned back when done flowering,

before they get a lift with a little heat in the spring
;

and, dming summer, they must, if upon a trellis, be
carefully and systematically ti-ained, or they will soon
become a mass of confusion. Young cuttings taken
oif in Febi-uary and March, and encom-aged with a
little bottom-heat before struck, and after they are

potted off, will make nice plants for the succeeding
winter. Equal proportions of turfy peat and loam
will suit them well, ^vith the addition of a little silver

sand and a few pieces of chai'coal. Drainage must
he properly secm-ed, or the plants will get sickly. AVe
have all along supposed that this matter, of first im-
portance, would be attended to. R. FiSH.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.

EXOTIC ORCHIDACEiE.

Stringing.—In our last week's paper, we detailed,

at considerable length, the very important operation

of watering orchids with the watering-pot. This

week we shall write on the no less essential operation

of applying water with the svTinge. "\Ve have in-

cidentally alluded to it in the calendar of monthly
routine work ; and at page 77, in the present vohmie,

will be found a description of the kind of syringe we
consider the best for watering orchids overhead.

Syrinf/ing in Winter.—During the dark days of

winter, the operation of syringing requires considerable

judgment. A large number of orchids will be at rest,

requii'ing but little water, especially those in pots.

Others, on logs, must be syringed on such mornings
as the sun is likely to shine. There arc, however, a

few plants, even in pots, that are much benefitted \>y

the free use of the syringe at all seasons of the year.

Hnntlcya violacea, and H. meleagris, are two plants

much improved by this mode of treatment ; and the

reason they are so improved is evident enough, when
}

we consider the situation in which they grow natu-

rally. Dr. Schombui'gh found them growing on
moist rocks, near to a cataract, on a river (Esscquibo,

we believe) in British Guiana. In such a situation,

the spray of the cataract, or the air heavily laden

\vith moisture, continually kept them in a moist
state ; but, as they grew in the crevices of the rocks,

the water continually di-ained away. In our orchid

houses, with the help of the syiinge, and a moist air,

we imitate these natural conditions sufficiently well.

All we have to do is to see that the plants are well

di'ained, and to syringe them in winter once a day,

at least, and in summer morning and evening. With
this treatment, these two plants will flomish and
grow surprisingly.

All the Indian tribes that have no pseudo-bulbs,

require more syi'inging in "\rinter than those that i

have such reservoirs of vegetable life to sustain them.
The generic or family names of such as we mean

arc

—

Aerides, Angrcecum, Phalamopsis, Renanthera,
Sacculahium, Sarccinthus, and Vanda. All these have
a simple stem, clothed with leaves. If exposed to a
high di-y heat, the leaves and stems will shrivel much
more than is beneficial to their health

; therefore,

whenever a shi-ivelling is perceived, let them have a
gentle syi-inging, thoroughly wetting the whole plant.

This will revive them, and keep them fresh and
healthy.

''Syringing in S^tring and Summer.—It is during
these two grooving seasons that the syi-inge is most
beneficial, and when they should be deluged almost
•vdth showers fi-om the syringe, taking the precaution
to allow them to become dry once a day. They are
sure to become dry enough dm-ing the night. Let
the water from the sj-ringe be milk-warm rain-water,

and let it fall gently upon the plants ; thus imitating

natm'al showers of rain as much as possible. We
have found the plants much refreshed in summer by
a gentle s^Tinging, when it was actually raining out
of doors. In truth if such a thing could be managed,
we should be glad to expose them, during the gentle

warm showers of summer, to the rain that falls from
the clouds. We are quite sm-e it would do them
good.

It is, however, the plants on logs that benefit most
by the use of the syringe, both in winter and summer.
Of course, they require the most when they are

making fresh roots and growths ; but even when at

rest they must be sjainged occasionally, to prevent
the roots and pseudo bulbs ft'om shrinking too much.
In that state, the finest rosed syringe must be used,

to prevent too much water falling on the plants (if

any) below.

During the seasons when the syiinge is used most
freely, should any of the plants have perfected their

growth, and consequently reqvdre less water, place

such in a corner of the house by themselves, and
syringe them less fi'equently. Towards the end of

summer, the whole of the plants ought to be per-

fecting theii' growths, excepting the Indian ones
above mentioned, and the Huntle.yas. These grow,
more or less, all the year, but others must have an
entire rest; therefore cease s^^inging so much as

soon as you think there is a fulness and ripcne.ss

about the pseudo bulbs, showing that they have made
the growth for the year. If you continue SJ^inging
as much as ever, there is danger of starting them
again into growing prematurely, and then j'ou 'will

have weak, puny shoots, and injm'c both the flowering

and growth for the ensuing season. It is impossible

to give any particular time when to cease syi'inging,

or watering at the root with a garden pot : experience
and observation must guide the cultivator. In gene-
ral, we may say the quantity of water, whether ap-

plied with the garden pot or spinge, ought to be
considerably lessened towards the end of summer

—

that is, about the end of August. The pseudo bulbs

ought to be then fully formed ; and, whenever that

is the case, they require much less water. By the
middle of October, the water ought to be entirely

withheld, excepting just enough to prevent the plants

from shrivelling.

Dipping in the Cistern.—Plants growing in baskets

cannot be effectually watered, either with the gaiden
pot or syringe. The only eft'cctual way of giving the

water, is to take them down, and dij) them in the

cistern, or some other vessel that will allow them to

be sunk deep enough. If they are growing freely,

they may be left in the water long enough to tho-

roughly soak the material in which they grow, whe-
ther it be peat or sphagnum. Let them stand a few
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minutes, either in the path or on an empty pot, to

drain oif the superfluous water, and then hang them
up in their places.

tS'tanhojieas, Gom/oras, and Actnetas, during the

growing season, will require this operation once a

week. Such as grow in sphagnum—namely, Aerides,

Saccolahiums, and Vaiidas—will not require it so

often. Once a fortnight will he sufficient for these,

hecause the moss holds the water longer than the

rough peat. These plants also require dipping at in-

tervals, when comparatively at rest. Once a month
^^dll he sufficient while they are in this state.

We have, we trust, given our readers sufficient

instruction how and when to water orchids. Om'
next subject will be nearly as important—namely,
moistening the air of the orchid house. We find we
have inadvertently placed the watering part of this

section before the moistening of the air, and we are

glad it has happened so, as, at this season of the year,

it is of less consequence.

We have a little room left, and shall fill it up v«th
some account of a visit we recently made to ^Vcston
Bm-t, the seat of R. S. Holford, Esq., to whom Mr.
Basset is gardener. We were fortunate enough to

call there when that rare orchidcous plant, Epichn-
drum rhizophorum, had just opened a head of its fine

flowers. This beautiful species has flowered in very
few collections as yet. We think Mr. Basset has
hit upon the right way of cultivating it. It was
growing in liis coolest house, the heat of which at

this time of the year never exceeds 55\ As it be-

longs to the tall, slender-growing section of Epiden-
druins, this plant was cultivated in a basket, and the
shoots twined round several times on the surface.

In that way, and with cool treatment, the plant has
grown very strongly ; and, at last, has produced at

least seven heads of its beautiful flowers. The spe-

cies which it most resembles, is Ejiidendrum cinna-

harrinum, but the sepals and petals are of a much
brighter scarlet. The lip is of a pale yellow, edged
with red, and divided into three lobes, each of which
is deeply serrated at the edge. The umbels of

flowers consist each of about twenty of these fine

flowers. They stand on long footstalks, elevated

above the leaves. It is, altogether, a very fine, desi-

rable species ; one of the very few out of the large

tribes of Epidendrums worth growing. Mr. Basset
has under his care a very large collection, which he
cultivates with the greatest success. There are no
less than fom' houses devoted to these most interest-

ing plants. Each house has a dift'erent temperature,
according to the wants of the chfterent tribes. This,

we consider, is the grand secret of the health and
luxuriance of the collection. We noted the follow-

ing, as being in flower at the time of om- visit,

December 21.

Bai-keria lindlcyana, very rare and beautiful ; B. sldnneri. Brassia
caudata. Dendrobium hcterocarpum, scented like violets. Cj^ri-
pediura insigne ; C. venustum. Epidendrum rhizophorum ; E,
vittellinum. Gongora maculata. Loelia anceps; L. barkeriana;
L. autuninalis, four varieties ; L. aeuminata ; L. furfuracea ; Lycaste
skinneri, four varieties; L. eruenta ; L. macrophylla; Oncidium
baueri ; O. cavendishii ; O. inslcayi ; O. purpurat'um, very rare.
OdontoglosBum bictonense ; O. pulchellum, sweet scented. Stan-
hopea ebumea. Trichocentron fuscum. Vanda miniata, or, Sacco-
labiiun miniatum, new, rare, and pretty.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Since our last week's inimber, we have had some

severe weather; we tnist om- ainatcm- and cottage
friends have effectually protected their fa\ourite

flowers. At this time of the year, and dm-iiig such
weather, there are very few operations to be done.
The cijinjmst yard may be looked after, the lieajis of

different soils turned over, and such as you may be

deficient in procured. The places to look for soils of

the best quality, pure and sweet, are in the wilds of

nature, where the spade and the plough have never
been used ; these may be trulj^ named virgin soils.

Upland pastm-es, that have not been ploughed for

time immemorial, will aft'ord the best loam. For peat,

the -wide-spreading dry moor, where the heather-bell

grows wild, is the best place ; if it is natm-ally mixed
with sand, so much the better. For leaf-mould, or

decayed leaves, the material is to be found wherever
trees grow; the method of preparing leaves to form
leaf-mould has been described in former numbers.
These three materials form the staple of composts

for florists' flowers. Rotten dung is necessary also for

some purposes ; this ought to be at least three years

old, and frequently turned over to sweeten.

T. Appleby.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Some of the operations recommended in previous

calendars, to be carried into practice at this season,

owing to the state of the weather, must be left until a
more favom-able opportunity occm-s. A httle fore-

sight, however, will always fm-nish suitable operations

for all seasons let the weather be what it may.
Labels, during severe weather, should be provided,

planed to a smooth face, and painted, in readiness

for the seed-sowing and planting season ; so that,

when it arrives, nothing more will be required but a

little wliite lead rubbed on the sm-face, to be written

on. At Bictou, om- practice is to place by evei-j'

kind of seeds and plants committed to the earth at

any seasons, a label on which is written its name in

full, the date of sowing or planting, and the initials

of the party from w-hom it was obtained, ik.c. Such
particulars are interesting and useful, as they fm-nish

us with the information—whether the seeds are good,
how long they are germinating, how long each va-

riety takes to come to perfection—and whether or not
true to the variety they were represented to be.

jSIemorandums are made of the foregoing matters,

and any other particulars considered worthy of notice,

all furnishing the most useful information for suc-

ceeding years. A garden, by the assistance of such

particulars, may, at all seasons, be fully cropped in

succession by the most esteemed kinds of vegetables,

&e. The gardener, knowing the exact time it takes

to bring to perfection every cvdtivated variety, pro-

vides, beforehand, suitable seeds or plants, for imme-
diate cropping m succession. Om- labels are made
from rough faggot sticks, ft-om one to three inches in

diameter, and, as much as possible, of crooked or

elbow-shaped pieces. They are cut fi'om one foot

three inches to three feet in length, to suit to either

short or tall-growing vegetation. A face is chopped
at their summit, and then this face planed smooth

;

they arc next pointed at the base, and tlicn painted,

the stake lead-colour, and the face of it white. Hazel,

oak, ash, common lam-el, or, indeed, any kind of suit-

able-sized wood that may come to hand, is used for

this purpose ; but hazel and common laurel we find

the best woods to \\rite on with a lead-pencil, as they
are close-grained, and rather soft. Stakes or labels,

provided this w ay, will last for several seasons, if, as

soon as any crop is off', tlie labels are collected, and
placed by ni store. In rough weather, the face is to

be again planed and pamted ; a jricce of glass will

do very well to clear off' smoothly the original writing,

if a small carpenter's plane is not at hand. Smaller
labels should also be provided, for seed pans and
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MISCELLANEOUS INEORMATIO]Sr.

fi-ames. Stakes, of all the requisite lengths and
sizes, should be provided, trimmed, and pointed, as

well as pea and kidneij-hean sticks, crooks for pegging-

down, i-c. ; otherwise, in the multiplicity of matters,

whieh will require daily and immediate attention, as

the season advances, this work will be postponed,

until difficult to accomplish.

Routine AVokk.—Attend to previous directions as
j

regards sheUerinii and dustin// about tender things
;

also trenc/ii»f/,forkii>f/, and draining. Provide and
well \vork fermeiitinf/ materials, for making hot-beds.

Attend well to the linings and sheltering of those al-

ready made. Sow cucumbers in succession, and com-
mence with sowing a good early variety of melon.

Place some middling-sized early varieties oi potatoes

in heat, to sprout in readiness for turning out under
protections on slight bottom-heat. Sow small sallad-

ing and radishes in succession.

Beans.—Still continue to make good plantations

of broad beans, particularly if you have not ah-eady

done so.

Peas.—This is a good season to make an extensive

sowing of peas, of any of the earlier kinds. Sow-
ings made at this time, will, in general, be found
certain to stand the test of all weathers, and come
into production nearly, or quite, as early as those

that were sown in November. Always ascertain the

height of your peas' stems, so as to know how far

apart to sow them from row to row. The space

.should be, at the least, as much as the pea grows
in height.

Early Carrots.—Continue to make slight hot-beds

for early Horn carrots, radishes, &c. If cucumber
frames are used for such pui'poses, let them be well

filled up with earth, so as to bring the crop up near

to the glass. This is very important in the case of

such crops.

Sea-kale.—Cover up sea-kale, in order to keep up
a good sviccession. Take advantage of a dry day
for such work.

Potatoes.—Plant in all favourable weather. We
name this in particular, for those who did not plant

in November. James Barnes & W.

OUR VILLAGE WALKS.
(No. U.)

There is as much beauty in a bright winter's even-

ing as there is in a bright winter's day. An evening
walk, even at Christmas, is worth bearing some amount
of cold to enjoy, and to the lover of natm'c possesses a

multiplicity of charms. There is such briskness and
clearness in the air, the sky is so darkly blue, the

moon so mtcnsely bright, the stars look out one by
one so brilliantly, and cluster together at length so

thickly, and so gloriously, that we can scarcely turn
away our eyes to mark the beauty of all things here
below. How delicate is the tracery of the leafless

j

trees against the clear sky ! No lace-work can be more I

beautiful ; and the dark, rude outline of the Scotch
tii-s, form a striking contrast to the softer and paler

touches of the forest trees. Sometimes a bright star

flickers through the boughs of the tall, thoughtful-

looking, spruce firs ; or the moon, as she quietly sails

upwards, throws them into deep shadow, giving a
tone and richness, even to a night scene, which is

very beautiful, and ought to be sometimes enjoyed,

though it does require some resolution to leave the
warm room and defy the winter cold. There is so

much language, too, in the evening sky, that it is a

never-failing, ncver-wear3'ing book. The sim cannot
be gazed on, though his cheering beams are felt in
every place ; but the moon and stars can be enjoyed
as objects of exquisite beauty, as well as of unspeak-
able wonder and delight. We feel, too, that they are
a sort of meeting-point, to which other eyes and
hearts are turned, that we may be viewing the same
orb on which the eyes of those we love arc iL\ed, in
very distant lauds ; and this seems to bring us in
contact—in immediate contact—with those whom we
have not seen, and may not see for years. The heart
of the mother tm-ns, with deep inexpressible emotion,
to that calm soft light that beams on the lonely night-
watch of her son among the tossing waves, and almost
timcics she can see his image reflected on its lustrous
sm-face. This passing thought beguiles a few mo-
ments of the long, long absence, and gives to the
imagery of the heart a vividness that seems like

truth.

We occasionally see, in bright clear nights, those
beautiful appearr.nccs, known, to my cottage readers,

by the name of northern lights. Their soft rays
dart across the clear sky, almost like sheets of
pm-e lightning ; and they have been knowTi to pro-
duce a sort of clashing noise—faint, yet clearly dis-

tinguished. These northern lights bring us at once
into close contact with the Polar regions. They are
the sunshine of the Esquimaiix for many dreary
months. There they gleam and hght up the wintry
skies with bright and various colom-s ; so that, during
the long absence of the sun, the work of life is still

carried on, amid snows, and ice, and air that pierces
the lungs like lancets. When these pale lights are
visible to us, let us reflect with interest, that they
come to us from those distant ice-bound regions, to

which, at this particular time, so many bleeding
hearts are tunicd in agonized suspense ; and where,
we humbly trust, a band of British heroes still rest

on the sure mercies of a God, who is " near to every
one of us," and who can feed and sustain His people
by the " brook Cherith," in a land of drought and
desolation, as easily as wlien they dwell in the rich

land of Gilead. Even the least considerable of the
tribes of the earth—the untaught, the dark-minded
Esquimaux, whose worldly blessings are so few that
they may be almost compared to the beasts of the
field, as regards outward things, yet " Our Father
which is in heaven," provides for them as tenderly
as he provides for those who live midcr summer
skies. He has said, " Am I a God at hand ? Am I

not a God afar ofl'?" The most wonderful of His
works is created for those unprivileged people, and
set apart for then- especial use. The sun warms and
lightens the universe—all people feel and benefit by
its influence ; but the aurora borcahs was given to

to the Polar lands alone. No man has yet been per-
mitted to understand the mechanism of that striking,

yet mysterious phenomenon. No hand has yet been
suffered to raise the veil which screens that work of

God from om- finite minds. The am-ora boi'calis

flashes and glitters and enlightens the dark homes,
the frozen plains, the stern snow-clad rocks of those
inhospitable shores, with bright, incomprehensible,
amazing splendour, defying the enquiring gaze of

man, and laughing to scorn all his imaginings, but
cheering and blessing those for whose special good
they were called into being.
How much, then, does an evening walk instruct

us ! Are not the heavenly bodies, in themselves,

enough to teach us lessons of heavenly wisdom,
and cause us to " lay our hand iq)on our mouth?"
The glittering constellations speak to us of God,
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for He has spoken to us of them, " canst thou bind
the sweet influences of Pleiades, or loose the bands
of Orion ;" has given a yet brighter light to the
" glory of the stars ;" and has caused thcra to teach

a deep lesson to man of his ovm nothingness, and
God's unapproachable Majesty. How merciful is the

Lord our God, " who hath His dwelluig on high" and
yet vouchsafes to instruct his ignorant rebellious peo-

ple by every thing, however grand, however simple,

that he has placed around them ! His hand has
made them ; His power sustains them ; His Spirit

invests them with speech and language, if man will

but " hear and understand." Let us, then, sometimes
enjoy an evening walk, in spite of winter cold. The
silence, the stillness, the brilliancy, are tranqidllizing

and delightful. The roar of the railwaj'-train breaks

the silence occasionally ; it is the noisy, unmusical
work of man's hand. The night-wind sighs among
the trees, too, at intervals : it is the work of God's
hand, and the contrast strikes us powerfully. There
is a word for the Christian in every somid, as well as

in every sight. " The wind blowing where it listeth,"

conveys a deep and important lesson to the listening

heart. Let us, as we hear the soft rising breeze, raise

our hearts to Him who can bestow the influence of

the Spirit, that while we have a " name to live"

among men, we may not be foimd "dead" m the

sight of God.

HISTORY OF AjST APIARY.
Whilst amusing myself this afternoon, by skim-

ming through the two first volumes of yom- most
interesting and useful pajjer, especially observing
the various notices on " Practical Bee-keeping,"
which dot it at irregular intervals, the thought
struck me that, at this dark season, you might find

room for the insertion of an amateur apiarian's

experience in this year's first part, if drawn up
in a sufficiently interesting form. If I may judge
of others by myself, a detailed narrative of the for-

tunes of an apiarian, judiciously v\Tittcn, would be a
not unwelcome boon to manj'—to all young apiarians

certainly, if they have any passion for the practical

managenrt of bees. If dry manuals of instruction.

however imperfectly written (as too many are that

have fallen under my notice, and betraying, not sel-

dom, the ignorance or jiresumption of their authors),

are eagerly bought up by a bee-loving public, and
are allowed to reach a second and a third edition,

what favour might not be expected to be shown to a

I

really interesting liistory of the actual experience of

j

an apiarian of long standing, in wluch instruction

j
would be agreeably blended with anecdote ? AVe
wants facts, sir, as Mr. Beaton and yourself have
repeated. I throw this out as a hint to such men as

Mr. Payne, Mr. Lloyd, Mr. Golding, or Dr. Scuda-
morc, (if Canterbury—whose useful little work on
"Artificial Swarms" (Longman, 1848,' 2nd edition)

I would heartily recommend to your readers—who
ought to have a mass of interesting infornuvtion

relative to their hopes and fears, successes and dis-

appointments in bee-keeping, enough to fill a folio.

I have materials, already in my own hands, to fill a
small volume, but I wait for a few years ; and then,

if my seniors and professed guides in the science do
not come forward, perhaps I may take my own hint,

and try the temper of the public myself. In the
mean time, I will, with your jiermission, wi'itc an
oecasionid sketch of tlic fortunes of my own apiary.

You shall judge if it be worth a place in your paper.
The study of bees has afforded me infinite plea-

sure for the last six years ; although, it is true, I

have had my share of disappointment—hive after

hive has perished, and experiment after experiment
has failed, and left me often no more profitable

result than the wisdom of a dear-bought experience.
" Try again," however, has been my motto thi-ough-

out, so I have neither despaired nor been discou-

raged, but am still as passionately addicted to the

study of bees as ever. My former apiary has passed

into other hands—a younger sister of mine having
succeeded me as its tutelary genius. Under her

sole and active superintendence, after a long period

of unfi-uitfulness and ill success, owing to my fre-

quent and long-continued absences from home, it

has begun to assume a more promising aspect.

This last summer, finding myself located as a cu-

rate in the rich county of Herefordshire, not very

far from Di-. Bevan's former abode, at a distance of

300 miles from home, I commenced a new apiaiy.

In the cottage which I occupy are two narrow win-
dows, each sufficiently large to accommodate two
colonies. These, which have hitherto served no
more useful pm-pose than to assist in swelling Her
Majesty's revenue, I have devoted to the pm-pose of

an apiary. In May last, I ordered to be constructed

suitable boxes, fitted up with all the newest improve-

ments, according to Mr. Nutt's plan, with this difl'er-

ence, that there are only two boxes instead of three to

each colony ; the windows not being wide enough
to admit of more. Should a third box be necessary,

I have room to storify. The passages from the hives

communicating with the open air, are tunneled out

of the lower frame of the window-sash, and then
slope upwards through the floor-board into the centre

of the stock-box ; this board being made to fit close

to the sash. The whole window is shut in by cup-

board-like doors, and is under lock and kej- ; and the

apiary is open to inspection at all times and seasons

from the inside. Manj' visitors, experienced bee-

masters included, have visited my apiary, and pro-

nounced it to be unique and pei'fect in its way ; and
well it might be, as no cost has been spared to make
it as complete as possible.

Well, sir, into this stock-box was hived, on the

25th of May, a magnificent swarm (which I shall

call a), which took to its new abode immediately,

and worked and bred with such rapidity, that on the

26th of June—a month later, exactly—I was obliged

to give them a bell-glass (a small one), and to open
the communication with the side box, or they would
have thrown off' a swarm. This I was assvu'cd of at

a later period, when, on cutting out some of the

combs, I discovered sexeral incipient royal cells,

which, it would seem, they had aliandoncd when
more room was given to them. Be this as it may,
however, they took immediately to both bell-glass

and side box, in which they stored seven pounds of

the purest honey, which I took from them on the

25th of July. I then stored thcra up for the yea:-,

having observed an evident relaxation in therr la-

bours. From the stock-box I subsequently took

eight pounds more of honey, making, in all, fifteen

pounds as the harvest of the first year. The box
weighed 3 1 pounds before I spoiled it. Tlris hive is

now in very good health.

Encom-agcd by the success of my first hive, I pur-

chased a second swarm (6) from a cottager, and hived

it, on the 18th of June, into a rather large straw
cottage hive, after Mr. Colton's jilan, which was suf-

fered to stand in a friend's garden till September.
Although this was a remarkably small swarm, the

queen was so good a breeder, that a month later this
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stock became almost as populous as the other. A
gift of five pounds of coarse honey, on thcii' first

settlement, made them work with such activity, that

the hive weighed upwards of 20 pounds in September.
It now stands in one of my narrow windows, in a

bedi-oom about 15 feet ft'om the ground, whither I

had it transferred, for convenience of feeding and
watching. To this hive I added, in September (be-

fore transferring them to my cottage, at which time

I gave them half a gallon of prepared food), the

population of two other hives, that had been doomed
to premature destruction. The advantage of this

was manifest in October, when, diu-ing the ivy season,

they were nearly three times as active as the other

hives; but I expect greater thiugs of them in the

spring.

Having a spare set of collateral boxes fixed in the

same window as a liive, I occupied them on the 10th
August with a powerful colony (C), which I had also

saved from a sulphurous death, composed of two
swarms united. Tlicse afforded me very great amuse-
ment for a long time after my other bees had ceased
from theu- summer labours. As there was little or

nothing to be collected out of doors, I fed them libe-

rally for five weeks on prepared food (a mixtui'c of

honey, sugar, beer, wine, and salt, in the proportion

of a tea-spoonful of salt, a glass of sherry, half a
pound of honey, and three pounds of Barbadoes
sugar, to a quart of beer) : of this food they con-

sumed about three gallons ; three-parts filling the

box with comb of the pm-est white, and storing the

liquid besides. At the end of the five weeks, they
weighed 25^1bs., which had diminished by only half

a pound on the 13th November, two months later,

when I weighed them again. They are stUl very
numerous, and in good health.

Besides the above three colonies, I pm'chased two
very rich hives in October, each weighing over 301bs.,

with a view to carrying out several interesting expe-
riments in the spring. Of these I have nothing to

say at present.

I had purposed to give here an account of the
method I have adopted in uniting these swarms,
without the assistance of fumigation. It is, I believe,

quite a novel plan, and was accidentally discovered

by myself; but I must reserve it for some futm-e oc-

casion, as I have already extended my paper to a
sufficient length.—A Country Curate.

EXTRACTS FROM CORRESPONDENTS.
Antirrhinums for Wall Culture.—Many of

your readers may not be aware of the advantages
which this tribe of fiowers offer for the above pm--
pose. I have a stone wall, four feet high, stretching

ii'om my parlour window down one side of my gar-
den. It is about one foot thick, and surmounted by
a coping of bricks, set edgewaj's ; which, covering
only nine inches, leaves a ledge tlu'ee inches wide
near the top. Along this ledge I, some years since,

sowed mixed antirrliinmn seed, and the result is, a
mass of bloom, of all colours, throughout the summer
and autimin ; uideed, so gay and attractive is the
effect, that it excites the admiration of all visitors.

They requii-e no soil ; no labom- beyond cutting them
down in the winter, and vdH fi-eely sow themselves,
and produce every year some new and beautiful va-
rieties—many unsightly objects might be thus co-
vered.—S. F.', Rushinere.
Flowers for Bedding.—Your Mr. Beaton does

good service, by the description and management he
gives us of his border fiowers ; but there is one

flower, which, as a bedder, may possibly have escaped
his notice—it is the Cali rosa, or Rose of heaven,
a species of dwarf Lychnis ; it comes early, blooms
profusely, contmues long, and requires no trouble in

the cultivation. My plan is, to take up, during the pre-

sent month (December), the self-sown seedlings from
the summer plants, and set them in knots, three or

four together, each knot about 18 inches apart. A
bed of any size may be thus formed, and in May,
June, and July, it will be one mass of brilliant pink
flowers. They will bloom longer than July, if allowed
to remain in the ground ; but I usually replace them
with geraniums, or some other favourite.

—

[Ibid.)

The Hydrangea.—Tliis plant is not so generally
cultivated as it might be ; it is admirably adapted
for lawns, and will amply repay any httle extra atten-

tion. I have had one about twelve years, and the
summer before last it measm'ed 36 feet round, and
had on it upwards of 1,100 head of flowers, many of

them of immense size. It grew too large for the place

in which it stood, and in the autumn of that year I

cut the earth round its roots into a ball, and, with
the aid of two horses, drew it out, and placed it in

another situation. This summer it increased in size,

but had not so many blossoms. Next year it bids

fau- to resume its pristine "glory. It is covered with
straw during winter—[Ibid.)

Greenhouse Heated by Kitchen.—I have one
of two small rooms over my kitchen, fitted up as a
greenhouse. It has a western asjject ; size, about
twelve feet by ten feet. The warmth of the kitchen
miderneath is sufficient to keep out slight frost. In
case of severe frost, I have steam from the kitchen
boiler, conducted by an inch pipe into two tins, each
about eighteen inches long, ten inches wide, and a
foot deep. Without any trouble or mess, by simply
tm'uing a stop-cock, I can get any heat I requu-e.

The waste steam, and the condensed steam, each
escape by small tubes through the wall. The above
hints may be useful to some of yom- readers. And
now I solicit a word of advice. My plants, quite a
miscellancoujs collection, thi'ove amazingly well dm--
ing the summer and early autumn months ; but now
(December) I find several things— geraniums, cal-

ceolarias, and cinerarias, for uistance, looking most
wretchedly.—C. B., Barton.

[If a room, or greenhouse, by the side, and not oier

the kitchen, can be heated as described by om- cor-

respondent, it is a very available mode
; but if over a

kitchen, the difficulty in the way of keeping the plants
duly at rest, &c., is ahnost insurmomitable.

—

Ed. C. G.
Ohio Squash.—Its treatment is, in every respect,

similar to the vegetable marrow ; and is available

for cooking, when cut ; for hoarding, for winter use, if

cut when about half grown ; and also for your excel-

lent soup, if cut when ripe. The crop is a more cer-

tam one, and more prolific than the vegetable-mar-
row ; and tlie fruit weighs, when ripe, fi'om seven to

eleven pounds. Are you acquainted with the Mam-
moth Brocoli, ordinarily weighing 271bs., in one year's
growth ? My reason for mentioning one year is this,

a brocoli is grown at M'ilcovc, a small village near
here, called the Wilcovc I'roeoli, which grows even to

201bs. ; but the plan pm'sued is as follows :—Those
plants which do not head in the spring, are pricked out
again the following season, when they grow to thc
size above-mentioned. I have also a caciimber, well
adapted for a cottager, and, I beheve, a new variety:

it generally bears tlu'ee at a joint, and of a moderate
size, in the open ground. Being most anxious to ad-
vance the cause of yom- journal, I should be happy to

send j'ou a few of each.

—

Thos. Mould, Dcrunjjurt.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*»* We 1-equest that no one will write to the departmental writers

of The Cottagk Gaudeneh. It gives them unjustifiable trouble
and expense ; and we also request our coadjutors under no circum-
stances to reply to such private communications.

Ivy BiniKiiis {An Old Gurdcner).—In an old Faniihf Herhal,
written by Sir John Hill, expressly for the help of the charitable,

Tphere medical aid was distant, is the following passafje, under the

head of " Ivy "
:
—"The berries are purging-; an infusion of them

will often work by vomit ; but there is no harm in this. They are an
excellent remedy for rheumatism, and, it is said, have cured dropsies

;

but this is, perhaps, going- too far," An Infusion is made by pouring
boiling water upon the leaves or berries ; a decoction is made by
boiling them in water. The infusion, or tea, must be made ac-

cording to taste, and it is better to make it rather weak at first, than
too strong. No exact rules can be given ; but i\^' berries may be
infused in the same proportions as ground-ivy leaves, or any other
herb used for making tea. The ivy leaves must be boiled, and the
decoction made strong when used as n wash for the heads of chil-

dren, if aflected by uncleanliness. Herb teas should be taken warm,
and about half a pint is a dose ; but habit will soon accustom you to

the proper proportion and quantity. We shall be glad to hear that
benefit has been derived.

—

[From a Correspondent.)

Pruning Roses (Mer. £. C. ^.)—Generally, roses may be
prujicd any tune, from the fall of the leaf until the end of February,
whenever the weather is open ; but in particular cases and situa-

tions, it is found more desirable to prune them very early or very
late, the reasons for which you will see explained in another column
to-day. We do not know " Jessop^s Tureens."

Rose Cuttings {Ibid).—Those put in lately would have been
better without artificial heat, until the end of January ; and if

"having put out buds," means that some of the buds have giown
into leaves or shoots in ten dai/s, and this in December, the place

was far too hot, and you will probably lose them all. Tom Tits as
enemies to bees, have been noticed by Mr. Paj'ne.

Plan for Greenhouse [J. S. L.).—You want a "drawing from
which a plain man may work, accompanied by a pretty intelligible

specification." You might as reasonably request our excellent con-
temporary. The Builder, to furnish a list of plants to fill a gieen-
house, and their cultivation. Gardeners learn no more of the builders'

art and mystery, than enables them to furnish ground-plans, sections,

and elevations, otherwise we w*ould cheerfully comply with your
request. Water tanks are constructed with bricks or stones, and
lined with cement ; and the " drip " water is conveyed to it by zinc,

lead, or iron pipes, from the gutters.

Diseased Azale.is (7?. Benison).—Your plants have been greatly
injured by thrip, which gives the leaves the rusty appearance.
Smoking tiiem with tobacco, and then bathing them frequently with
the syringe, with clear soot-water, at a temperature of 121.1'*, ^vill

prevent their getting worse, Lind do something to improve them.
The chief remedy for restoring a healthy growth, however, will be,

by these means to get rid of the enemy, and then place the plants,

when done flowering, in a nice moist heat, using the syringe freely.

In syringing now, place the pot on its side, with the head of the
plant inclining downwards, so that the water used in syringing does
not enter the soil. After allowing the plant to lie for several hours
after being syringed with soot-water, syringe it with clear water.

Plants from Seed [Tyro).—The request has been attended to,

as you would see from an article from Mr. Fish. In addition, we re-

mark, that few half-hardy shrubs can be gi-own, so as to flower from
seeds the same season, except what have been already indicated.
The herbaceous plants that would do so are chiefly annuals, if com-
pactness of growth must be the chief consideration. The matter
will be considered further.

Camellia Seeds {J. M.).—Ot the five camellia seeds you were
so kind as to send us, Jour were destroyedby the post-ofllice stamp.
"We will do as you request with the fifth.

Greenhouse [F. (J. W.) —It is quite possible, with some modi-
fication, to convert a "Fortune's pit " into a greenhouse. See what
Mr. Beaton said about erecting a greenhouse, at page llfl of our first

volume. One 10 feet long and 8 feet wide, might be heated by a
chunk-stove. If your peach-tree is not very old, move it before you
begin to erect j'our greenhouse, and replant it elsewhere.

Cochin China Fowls {E. ^.)—These are as hardy as other
fowls. Can any of our readers inform our correspondent where a
pair can be purchased .'

Books AnvEKTiSEn (7/. Sandford).—We never take upon ourselves
to recommend books merely advertised in our columns. Your other
question shall be answered next week.

Kasprerries {Ridgivay Harrison). — Your raspl)erries were
planted too late (March) for them to establish themselves, and pro-
duce fresh canes. They will, probably yield very strong ones this
year, but they will not bear, unless they do bo unnaturally late in the
autumn.
Planting Quickset (Ibid).—It your soil is light, plant your

quickaet (hawthoi-n) fence on the level ground; but if the soil be
clayey or wet, throw up a bank. Many persons plant upon the side
of the bank as you mention, butwe never could understand what ad-
vantage could be expected by so doing. We think i>l;iiiting on the
top ot tlie bank, taking earc there to have the best soil, enables the
hawthorns to be planted in the most natural position, with their
roots at the just depth, and to be more easily weeded and hoed.

Index and Titlk-pam: {T. Grijfin).—These for the first and
second volume, together or separate, for binding in one volume or in
two, may be had at our publishers for one penny, or twopence, re-
spectively. We could not print them on the same sheet with our
concluding nnmber of cacli volume. The tables of temperature you
refer to, are for the orcliid-house, and must be the same for orchids.

whether in a stove or greenhouse. Such lists as you refer to, you
will find in the Gardeners* Almanack for 1850.

Loam {J. B. C).—You wish to form this artificially, having clay
but no sand, and then ask us whether silt, coal-ashes, or saw-dust
will do for mixing with the clay, to effect your purpose, Ni-itherof
the two last-mentioned will convert clay into loam, though the
ashes would render it much more porous ; and we do not know what
you mean by sitt. This want of information prevents our answering
your other question.

Larger Periwinkle [Tooting).—Move them now as soon as mild
weather occurs. Plant them six inches apart, and they will cover
your border the first year.

Clericus.—We are much obliged by your friendly advice ; but
our own opinion, and that entertained by the almost entire of our
correspondents, differ totally from yours. You would think dif-

ferently, we believe, if you could but know the writer.

Heating Peach-house [Stafford].—Heating a peach-house in
two divisions from one fire-place.—We have Uttle faith in Polmaise,
for such an object, more especially as you mean to commence in De-
cember. Some succeed, but its greatest advocates have failed. We
do not see that you would gain any advantage by the open gutter
system, with moveable covers, when a dry heat was required ; and, as
you say, the expense would be greater than from using common pipes.
By using stop-cocks you may heat your twohouses, or as many more,
from one boiler, pro\'ided it is large enough ; and, to obtain a moist
atmosphere at pleasure, you may have zinc, or galvanized iron,
troughs or pans, to fix on the pipes, to be supplied with moistui-e when
necessary. Such troughs are expensive when cast upon the pipes.

Turning a Greenhouse into a Forcing-house [W. Bird).—
You will, no doubt, succeed in obtaining forced grapes, flowers,
strawberries, and even cucumbers, from your house ; but you must
not attempt to cram more into it than you can find light for. As your
vines are small, it would he advisable not to force them much this
season ; commence, say in February, and this will give you an oppor-
tunity of keeping your plants longer in it for this season ; and, thus,
you will gain experience gradually. Your acacias, fuchsias, mjTtles,
and pimelias, should be first removed to the cold pits, whenever you
commence to force. The geraniums, cinerarias, »Src., will stand a

I

temperature of from 40" to 50*^, and that would just do for starting
the strawberries, &c. Before you have your pits dug out of the
groimd, for preserving your plants during the winter, think over
.some articles by Mr. Fish lately. If the wall should be exposed, a
layer of straw tied close to it will exclude the frost. The pit, made
by inserting a fiag-stone, 4 feet by 2,^ feet, over the flue, close to the
fireplace, and shutting it in with a wall 18 inches high, will do very
well for propagating purposes ; but we would advise bedding a
thickness of bricks on the stone, placing over tliat a layer of pebbles,
and then as much sand as would be necessary for your cutting-pots
being plunged in. A tube might be left for pouring down water, so
as to command a moist bottom heat Y'our cucumbersh^A better be
grown in pots ; they would do little good until your house was
raised to a temperature of from 65" to 70"

; and, therefore, before
that time you would require to raise 3-our plants in a dung-bed, or in
the pit over the flue, increasing the heat by covering with a handlight.

Guernsey Lilies [Eliza].—Your bulbs have grown too much
before they have been sent to j'ou. The great thing with all bulbs
is, to allow the roots to grow before the top, which they generally do,
Avhen moved and planted early enough and deep enough. You may
either keep your plants in the pots, or, what would be as well, turn
then out into a warm place, and encourage them during the winter

' season. We would not, however, be too sanguine in expecting
flowers the next year, more especially if the bulbs are small.

Arbutus from Seed (Ibid).—This is easily raised from seed,
which should be sown as soon as cleaned from tiie berries, in pots, in

peaty soil, protected from sun in summer, and from frost in Avinter.

TA"ixoR's Amateur Hive {A recent Subscriber).—The reply given
to " Barnahy Screw" last week, must also serve for you. Mr. Tay-
lor sent Mr. Payne a set of his improved boxes a few weeks ago,
and, as soon as they reached Mr. P., he received from him a draw-
ing of a still further improvement, and which, he understood, had
been submitted to one or two of our most experienced apiarians,
who highly approve of it, and it wt.11 doubtless be adopted j so that
at present the thing can hardly be said to be completed.

Names op Plants (E. .S.}.—Your plant is the Glory Pea, Clian-
thiis puniceus ; it is of the Diadelphia tctragynia class and order, in
the Linnoean system, and of the natural order Leguminosie. Its

flowers are crimson, appearing in May and June. It is an evergreen
shrub, native of New Zealand. It does best planted in a conserva-
tory border of peat, loam, and sand. It will grow, however, against
a south wall, if protected in winter. The culture of .Eschynanthus
maculatus will be noticed by Mr, ,\ppleby in due time. [B. B. B.)

.

—Your plant is Ctiphea platycntra.

Digging { Verax).—We believe that, in freely digging light garden
soil, a good workman could cUg 300 square 3'ards in twelve hours;
but if the soil is stift' or stony, he would not get tlirough more than
one-third the quantity in a workmanlike manner.

Pumpkin [An Old Friend).—All the varieties are of equal hardi-
hood. The Ilimalayah is the best we know, but we cannot yet get
any seed. The vegetable-marrow is not more tender than others of
this genus. The best mode ofgrowing them is to raise seedlings in a
gentle heat, ready for ridgmg out at the beginning of June.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, 147, Strand, in the
Parish of Saint Mary-le-Strand ; and Wiuclicstcr, High-street, in
the Parish of St. Mary Kalcndar ; and Published by William
SoMERviLLE Orr, at the Olficc, 147, Strand, in the Parish of Saint
Mary-le-Strand, London.—January 10th, 1850.
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soil, and other seeds just below that surface, and

care be taken to keep the former constantly moist,

it will germinate just as speedily as the buried seed,

and if exposed to the blue rays only of the spectrum,

by being kept under a glass of that colour, even more

rapidly.

Therefore, the object of sowing the seed below the

sm-face, seems to be for the purpose of keeping it in

a state of equable and salutary moistm-e, as well as

to place the radicle in the medium necessary for its

growth into a root, immediately it emerges fi-om the

skin of the seed. M. Saussure, also, found that when
the direct rays of the sun were intercepted, though

light was admitted, seeds germinated as fast as when
kept in the dark.

Mr. Beaton, in a letter now before us, says, " It

has been said, theoretically, that seeds would not

germinate freely unless kept in the dark ; but, in

practice, we find it otherwise. I have tried experi-

ments on all the common seeds of the garden, and

found they would germinate in the light—that is,

when laid on the surface of the ground. The con-

ditions necessary to bring this about, are heat and

moisture. In dry weather I found it expedient to

place a hand-glass over seeds under this experiment.

There are, besides, some instances where seeds re-

fused to vegetate in the dark. The seeds of Arau-
caria imhricata will not succeed if covered with

earth. The small end of the seed is first fixed in

pure sand, previously moistened, and the body of

the seed is in the full light. So it is also with

the seeds of the Deodar cedar, thousands of which

have been lost when they were first introduced

by the seeds being covered with earth when sown.

I have also found the seeds of Pinus Oerardiana,

P. Wehhiana, &c., and, indeed, aU the large

seeded pinuses do better by merely fixing the

point of the seed in sand. Foreign acorns—par-

ticulai'ly the Mexican and North American kinds

—succeed better if treated like those of the pLnus and

araucaria."

All small garden seeds— such as mustard and
cress, cucumber, &c., &c.—may be made to germi-

nate in a minute or two, in steam ft-om a tea-kettle.

The cotyledons, radicle and plumule, will develope,

and instantly perish.

A seed placed in a situation where it is supplied

with the desiiable degrees of heat, moisture, and air,

begins immediately to enlarge in size. Tliis is occa-

sioned by its absorbing moisture, which, passing

into the cotyledons, causes their immediate in-

crease. The rapidity of this process is remarkable,

and warns the gardener from disturbing the seed

after it is once committed to the ground. A few

choice peas, from which to raise stock, being sown
accidentally in ground devoted to another crop, were
removed after twenty-four hom's, and were not again

committed to the ground for some days. Not one

of them produced a fi-uitful plant, and only two or

thi'ee vegetated.

This is in no degree surprising, because in the

majority of healthy seeds cultivated in our open

ground departments, the embryo will be found

swollen within thi'ce hours ; within six hours the

radicle will be perceptible ; in from one to sis days

the radicle will have burst the integuments of

the seed; within from two to seven days the

plantlets will have similarly escaped ; and in

from four to twenty-four days perfect roots will

have been developed, and the leaves appear above

the surface.

Moistm-e, as already stated, is absorbed, and causes

the immediate enlargement of the parts of the seed

;

and this moisture, though it will, and does, penetrate

through the surface of the skin, yet is chiefly im-

bibed through the hilum or scar. It passes to the

cotyledons, causing theii' enlargment, and sets in

motion their elaborating powers for the nutriment

of the radicle and plantlet ; for if they are removed,

or if they have been injm-cd by insects, the seed does

not germinate ; and if they are removed even after

the radicle is developed into a root, the plant's vege-

tation ceases.

No sooner has the radicle escaped ft-om the seed,

than it immediately elongates in the dii-ection of the

matters most promotive of the futm-e plant's growth.

If the seeds of carrots, pai-snips, beets, and other

tap-rooted plants are sown in a soQ with its surface

richly manm-ed, and its subsoil deficient in such

decomposing organic matters, the plants will have

forked and abundant lateral roots, keeping within

the fertUe surface-soil. On the other hand, if the

sm-face-stratum is only moderately rich—but some

manure is trenched in with the bottom spit, so as to

be about sixteen inches below the seed—the roots

will strike down straight to this superior source of

nutriment.

On the other hand, it has been said, that the roots

of orchidaceous plants, grown upon wood only par-

tially charred, wUl be found to have their roots

clamber up, and around, and along the wood, but

always directing thoii- course most numerously to-

wards the charred portion. This, however, seems to

be an error, for Mr. Appleby says that ho finds or-

chids unbenefitted by being grown on charred logs.

Again the seeds of the misletoe, placed upon the

under surface of a bough, always have theii- radicles

grow upwards to penetrate the bark, and thus secure

to themselves the raoistui-c, without which they could

not exist. Lastly, if seeds of plants, loving a fertile

soil, be sown along the partition, dividing a vessel

into two portions, of which one portion is filled with

rich earth, and the other with sand, though both

portions are equally moist, equally loose, tind equally

warm, all the radicles will du-ect their course into

the fertile soil.

These facts, with many others, all demonstrating
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that roots travel in the direction where the most

acceptable food is presented, overturn, heyoud all

controversy, Mr. Knight's hypothesis, that the de-

scent of the root is a consequence of the laws of

gravitation ; for these laws will not explain why
roots grow sideways, and even upwards, if theii' best

soui'ce of nourishment is so placed as to require it.

Gravitation could only influence them to a down-

ward direction in a fluid medium. To maintain that

the laws of gravitation will make the tender radicle

of a seed pierce the hai'dest soU, appears to be a self-

evident absurdity.

The death of the last of the members of the

original firm of " Com-ad Loddiges and Sons" de-

serves more than the brief notice, that WILLIAM
Loddiges died at Hackney, on the 28th of Decem-

ber, aged 73. The event deserves a larger notice,

because the firm has been associated ^\ith the pro-

gress of gardening, both in its practice and its lite-

ratm-e, for nearly the last eighty yeai's. Conrad

Loddiges, the father of the deceased, entered into

possession of the Hackney niu-serics as long ago as

the year 1771, when old John Busch gave them up,

in consequence of being appointed gardener to the

Empress Catharine of Russia. Both Busch and

Loddiges were Germans. Conrad Loddiges lived to

the age of 88, not dying until the March of 1826,

and was succeeded by liis two sons, George and

AVilliam.

Than the proprietors of the Hackney Botanic

Nurseiy, no men of oiir time have more promoted

the onward progress of horticultm-e. They diffused

a taste for it by the publication of the " Botanical

Cabinet," one thousand seven hundred of the figures

in which were drawn by Mr. G. Loddiges, who died

dm'ing 1846, in his 60th year. They laboured assidu-

ously to gratify the taste thus increased, by sending

collectors of plants to various parts of the world;

and the plants thus discovered, and all others worthy

of cultivation, were gathered together and vended

to the public, at their Hackney nm-sery. If cleared

off at the retail prices, the stock would realise little

short of £200,000. Here is assembled an unrivalled

collection offender exotics, and hardy trees, &c. Thus,

of Orchids there are nearly 2,000 species, and of

Palms 180 ; Ericas nearly 400, and of Roses, in-

cluding varieties, about 2,000. This garden is so

arranged, that every species and its congeners may
be easily examined; and the greenhouses, stoves, &c.,

axe most extensive and complete ; one—being for

the special cultivation of palms—is 80 feet long,

60 feet wide, and 40 feet high.

The memory of the Loddiges will be well retained

by that beautiful cvcrgi-een, native of the Cape of

Good Hope, the Loddigesia oxalidifolia.

The business, we believe, will he continued by
Mr. Conrad Loddiges, son of the late Mr. George

Loddiges.

If any one, having a taste for the highest depart-

ments of horticulture, can spare sixpence a week for

its indulgence, let him expend it on The Gardeners'
Magazine of Botany, the fii-st number of wliich ap-

peared on the 5th of this month. "We say, without
any reservation, that it is excellent in its hteraiy
merit, excellent in its tyjjography, and excellent in

its illustrations. Beautiful as is its colom-ed plate of

Passiflora Belottii and Maurandya Barelaymm {car.

rosea), yet the woodcuts are most in accordance with
om- judgment of what the illustrations of such a work
should be, to be most useful, as well as ornamental.

The jmrtrait—for it deserves this name—of Cohcasia
odorata, is just what the cultivator of plants requires

;

it shows him the habit of the plant, and gives him
a model of good growth to imitate, as well as enables

him to judge, before pm-chasing, whether it is suited

to liis puriJose. There are five other woodcuts, and
the niunbcr is, altogether, the cheapest sixpenny-

worth of high art we ever have examined.

THE FEUIT-GARDEN.
Fruit-forcing : the Peach.—We are now ar-

rived in the middle of January, and although much
remains to be said, to the cottager and others, about
out-door fruits, yet, as the earKer portion of the new
year is always the signal for a renewed campaign in
the forcing way, we must beg to say a few words
about the peach.

Those peaches intended for early forcing have
been at rest for, at least, two months ; if thi-ee, all

the better. By " rest" is meant a period, dated from
the casting of the foliage ; and, of course, extending
up to the period of germination. Dui'ing the rest
period, and, indeed, for several weeks prior to it, all

good cultivators encourage an amount of drjTiess at
the root, wliich at other times would, if not produc-
tive of injury, starve the trees. Indeed, ft-om the
period of the fruit changing colour, water is gra-
dually ^vithheld ; it being imdorstood that too great
an amount of succulency in the shoots, or general
habit of the tree, tends to imperfect elaborations in
its sap,—and very true the impression, doubtless, is.

It so happens, at least in our opinion, with the
flavom- of fruits, as with the scent of fiowers

; the
sweetest mignonette we ever knew, grew out of an
old brick wall ; wlulst its congener, which grew in a
deep bed of moist peat-earth, at the foot of the walls,
was comparatively scentless

; proving, beyond all

doubt, that in the one case, elaboration was " tcell t(j> to

the mark," as some of our wits say ; and, that in the
other, it was just the converse.

Such, then, being premised, we will suppose the
soU in wliich the peach-roots are situate, to be rather
dry ; or, as some gai-deners will have it, " husky."
AVater of some kind must, therefore, be administered,
to get the root in action, if possible, before the shoots

;

or, at least perfectly ready to reciprocate the benefits
derived from them.
The first proceeding is to go over the surface, and

scrape, sweep, or collect, by any means, all the pow-
dery, loose, and exhausted-looking soil, which, after
water has been absent for a long while, is sm-e to
collect. This material would not cause any injury, if

suffered to remain ; but it may be considered some-
what exhausted as to the peach, which, Hke most of
om' stone fruits, prefers a loamy material : that is to
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say, a soil possessing a slight amount of adhesive-

ness, provided stagnation of moistui'S is duly guarded
against, by a perfect drainage ; and by introducing,

vrhen necessary, any imperishable materials, as fine

sand, to prevent a too great adhesion through time.

Such being removed, the border must have a good
watering ; using tepid water of from 70 to 80 degrees.

If the border is very dry, clear water may be used as

the first application ; for, in that event, it will be well

to give a second application after two days ; and this

may he a good Kquid-manure. If the border is not
particularly dry, one moderate watering of liquid-

manm-e may he sufficient.

Borders, in a very dry state, sometimes become
rifted or cracked, in which event, most of the water
first applied runs through the openings at once into

the drains without penetrating the mass of soil.

Young beginners, therefore, should be on theu' guard,
and learn to distinguish such things nicely ; for much
of the success in gardening depends on a con-ect ap-

preciation of what, at first sight, appear ti'ifles.

As to liquid-manure, every cultivator seems to prefer

his own kind ; om-s, which we have found excellent

for general purposes, is composed of urine, guano,
and soot water. It is pretty well known that first-rate

Peruvian guano is quite as powerful as plants can
bear, after the rate of four omices to a gallon of water.

Plants in a growing state, however, are more sensi-

tive to injm-ies than those in a state of dormancy.
Nevertheless, we should not deem it expedient to use

it stronger even to the peach border, when coupled
with the additional strength of urinary matters from
the cowhouse, or elsewhere. We would advise that

every gallon of the guano-water, of the above strength,

receive one quart of the urine, and some soot-water
;

the latter may be used pretty strong, as it is not so

caustic as the other materials. About a pint of soot

to a gallon of water is amply sufficient ; and equal
parts of this may fairly be blended with the same of

the guano mixture. Still, let it he understood, that
this is the maximum amomit, taking the whole to-

gether : at least, we dare not recommend more ; it is

well to keep within bounds, for, certainly, good fruit

may be produced without it. With such a mixture,

then, the border may receive a thorough watering, at

the temperature before named.
A top-dressing may now be applied immediately,

for we hold it good practice, to apply a little fresh, or

maiden, soil, annually, in order to coax the fibres to

the surface. Nothing is better for this purpose than
a compost of half pure maiden loam—not too sandy,
and the other half leaf or vegetable soil ; the whole
well blended. Such may be laid on nearly three

inches thick, and on this we recommend a mulching,
of a couple more inches of horse droppings, nearly

fresh.

The border now is done with for the present, and
we must sec hosv forcing must really be commenced.
We may suppose that other preliminary matters,

such as flue cleaning, white-washing, repairs, paint-

ing, and, indeed, anything else connected with the

building, or the heating apparatus, have been duly
carried out before this period ; and that the trees have
been pruned, and also dressed with a mixture anta-

gonistic to the scale and the red spider. Such being
the case, the forcing period may commence ; and,
with regard to the ])each. a very moderate beginning
it must be. Everyliody must remember a fine April
day, when the poor primroses, previously bound in

adamant, through the conjoint tyranny of the ice-

king and a drying east wind, all of a sudden find

themselves in dalliance with the gentle zephyr ; and

when the di-iving sleet is exchanged for the mild and
copious dews of a returning spring ; every one, we
say, has known and appreciated such a state of atmo-
sphere, in which both man and beast exult. Such,
then, is a model for the air of a peach-house or vinery,

during the earlier stage of forcing ; merely premis-
ing, that the peach is more impatient of heat in this

stage than the ^'ine ; indeed, there may be considered

nearly ten degrees difference between them at all

times, except when the wood is completing its matu-
rity,—when the peach will enjoy as much as the vine.

However, to be more definite, we must give some set

rules for the guidance of beginners ; to others, we say,

fix your eyes more on prmciples than rules.

For the fh'st week of closing the house, an average
temperature of 50° will be necessary; and, in the

next week, or ten days, an advance of five degrees

may be permitted : here, however, no further advance
may he made, at least, with artificial heat, until the

blossom-buds begin to enlarge considerably ; and
some of the most forward, exhibiting the tint of the

blossom about this period, it will be well to com-
mence making some distinction between day and
night temperatm'c, a course scarcely necessary before

;

and, fi'om this period, an advance of two or three de-

grees may be permitted in the day, especially if sunny,

when 60° will be beneficial. Still, however, let that

be the maximum, especially if the forcing is very
early. When the trees have done blossoming, and
the leaf is expanding, a smart increase of heat may
he permitted dm-ing sunshine, using the advanced
temperature chiefly during the afternoon ; for a liberal

ventilation must be had recourse to in the early part

of the day.

As to temperature, henceforward little deviation

need occur by means of artificial heat, until the

period when stoning commences : this may be known
by the young fruit (hitherto swelling) becoming sta-

tionary of a sudden. Much caution is necessary

dm-ing the earlier portion of this period ; and fii'es

had better be dispensed with, whenever possible.

Through the period of the fii-st swelling, then, we
will say a day temperature of 65°, if artificially sup-

plied ; shutting up with sun heat in the afternoon to

nearly 80°. And at night, during the same period,

from 40 to 55 degrees.

We will finish with a few maxims of importance :

—

First, keep up a considerable amount of humidity

in the atmosphere, from the moment tluit forcing

commences, until the first blossom opens ; syi'inging

daily. Fermenting material, inside the house, is of

great service in promoting a steady germination.

Secondly, when in blossom, withhold much of the

moisture, and give air most liberally ; keeping, if re-

quisite, more fire-heat in the day, in order to support

the amomit of ventilation. At all other periods use

the syringe liberally, battering right and left, in order

to disturb the eggs of the red spider ; for these are

almost sure to appear.

Thirdly, let all increase of temperature bear a con-

stant and close relation to the amount of light ; and
let atmospheric moisture increase with the tempera-

ture, excepting while the fruit is ripening.

Foitrthlij, whenever dark weather occurs, let the

forcer betake himself to the lowest temperature pre-

scribed : that is, those who must go by mere rules.

Insects.—No success in peach culture can ever

be attained, if insects are allowed to keep a footing.

The first in the season are the peach aphides ; as soon

as ONK ONLY is perceived, the house must be fumi-

gated two evenings successively. Indeed, a thorough

fumigation should always precede the imfolding of
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the blossom-bud ; and another close on the heels of

the germinating period of the leaves. About subse-

quent cultm-e, waterings, &c, more anon.

R. Errington.

THE FLOWER-GAEDEI^.
RosE-PKUNiNG.—Before I resume my remarks on

hardy climbers, I wish to explain, in a homely way, a

question wliich was lately put forward about pruning

roses. It was a very simple question, it is true ;
but

the explanation given in a proper answer to it involves

the principle on which the correct pruning of all

trees and bushes, whether the pruning be desired to

facilitate the production of flowers and fruit, or that

of timber. It is true, that there are those who firmly

and conscientiously, believe that timber is produced

faster and better without any pruning at all; and,

very likely, out of a hundred trees planted with a

view to profit, a certain number of them might be

found to do very well without pruning ; but that

does not affect the question of pruning either way.

But no matter, what we have now to consider is

this—How is it that some writers recommend roses to

be pruned as early as October, while others prefer

November, or any open weather through the winter

to the end of February ; and some advise the months
of March and April ? Now all these seasons may,
or maj" not be, the best time to prune roses ; for all

that depends on the locality, the soil, and kinds of

roses to be pruned, and the object the pruuer has

in •('iew : or, in a few words, the proper season to

prune roses depends on local circmnstances, without

affecting the principles on which all pruning is

founded.

Vegetable physiologists—or people who can ex-

plain the real natm-e of plants—have found out, and
taught us, that the sap, or juices, of plants—out of

which all their parts are formed—is never entirely

at rest, not even in the dead of winter ; and this is

the first grand step to find out the best time to prune
any plant on the principle of pruning. Now, mind,
we must never lose sight of this grand fact; and
the second important fact is this, that no addition

can be made to the body or substance of a plant

from the fall of the leaf until the plant is again
covered with leaves next summer. A fortnight before

this last Christmas, the buds of the Honeysuckles,
Jessamines, Roses, &c., were as full and as plump, as

we have some years noticed them to be in March and
April : and this was caused by the rising of the sap

more fi'eely than is usual, owing to the fine weather.
Now, the fine seasonable " Christmas weather," with
sharp frosts, and cold dry winds, put a sudden stop

to all this prematm-e swelling of the buds ; still the

buds are as plump as they were before the fi'ost set

in ; and, if we examine them, we .shall find the fullest

ones are at the very point of the shoots, because it is

easier for the sap to go straight up to the top than
to tm'n into the side buds. But as soon as the top

bud is quite full, and ready to burst—which, how-
ever, it cannot do till the proper season—the next
bud below it is similarly charged, and so on all the

way down, bud by bud, is swollen out with the

never-stagnant sap. But very often, and particularly

in some roses, the buds at the bottom of the young
shoots arc seldom influenced by this -svinter flow of

sap before the growing season comes round, and
then the top buds burst into leaf, giving a natural

opening for the sap to flow upwards, which it will

do in the spring, with all speed, without waiting
to fill the lower buds at all; and that isjust the way,

and the reason, why roses, apple-trees, and many
other plants, get naked below in the com'se of time,

unless they are pruned ; and, as people do not like

to see half naked branches on a plant, they have
recourse to pruning.

Therefore, the first step in the art of pruning is

merely to pro\dde that a plant is kept clothed with
leaves from top to bottom, by cutting ofl" the upper
part of the young branches evcrj- winter, to cause

the bottom buds on them to start into growth, and
so clothe all parts of the plant. But when a plant

is to be pruned for some other pm-pose besides that

of furnishing it with a full complement of leaves

—

say, to cause it to flower very stronglj', or to en-

courage it to carry a heavy crop of fruit, to invigor-

ate a languishing plant, or to check an over-luxuriant

one (for pruning is resorted to for all these and other

purposes)—I say, when a plant is to be pruned for a
particular puj'posc, it stands to reason that a certain

period is better than any other for pruning for that

purpose. Now, practice has to find out the best time

for this particular pruning, and here theory comes
in to explain to practice how it is that such particu-

lar season is the best for that kind of work. For,

like all of us, practice now-a-days will not rest satis-

fied with merely doing a thing in the best manner,
but must—chUd-Uke—inquire the reason why it is

the best way.
From all this it must be evident, that when a

gardener is asked, what is the best time to prune
roses? he cannot possibly give the best answer ; he
can only guess a proximate answer, or an answer
near to the mark. But if he were asked, what is the

best time to prune roses which were so strong as to

run into each other all over a bed without flowering

well ? he could say at once, with confidence, why,
you must prune them so as to diminish their vigour

as far as pruning can do it ; and the time for that is

as late in the spring as it is safe to trust them with
a little growth ; or, say when the top shoots have
made four or five leaves each. By such very late

pruning the accumulation of sap for many months
is cast away, and the plants are so far reduced in

strength. A fi-iend told me, that he nearly killed

the half of a large collection of roses about ten years

since, by pruning them two seasons in succession

as late as April, after they had broken into leaf ; but

that some strong Hybrid Chinas and Bourbons were
much improved by the late pruning.

I recollect, perfectly well, that it was a favourite

theory, at that time, to prune part of the roses as

late as possible, in order to put off their flowering to

a late period, and so lengthening the blooming
season. A very good idea ; but those who so pruned
indiscriminately, like \ay fi-iend, will be more cauti-

ous for the rest of their lives.

Not to go to such extremes, if we suppose a case

where none but the most vigorous kinds of roses

are grown, and that the soil is in all resjjects per-

fectly suitable to them, there can be no question

that March would be a better time to prune them
than the previous October, because they would thus

annually be robbed, as it were, of a portion of the

sap—that portion which accumulated in the ujjper

parts of the shoots since the fall of the leaf—and by
that means would be so far checked ; although such
roses, in the supposed soil, would always keep on the

verge of over-luxm'iance. But there is no place in

five hundi'ed where a case like this could be met
with ; therefore, there is not a place, out of so many,
where it would be advisable, or prudent, to put off

the pruning to so late in the spring. But where
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roses do veiy well, and are attended to properly, the
month of February is a good time to prune all but
the very dwarfest sorts. These, and all the weekly
growing ones, ought certainly to be pruned close,

and as early after the fall of the leaf as possible ; for

they are not in a condition to afford to lose one
drop of the sap that is collected after the fall of the
leaf.

Now, when we are asked about the best time to

prune roses, we hear of thou- not doing well, the soil

is too thin, or too poor, or they are overshadowed with
trees, or large roots from these trees compete 'svith

them in the beds or borders, or, in short, they are not
thi'ifty ; and, if not so, they ought not to lose any
sap by late pruning ; but as soon as the office of the
leaves is over for one season, the buds, which are to

furnish the next season's supply of wood and flowers,

ought immediately to be put into the best condition
for the end in view, by cutting off those buds above
them into which the still circulating sap would fii'st

flow ; and thus, whatever the accumulation of sap
may be in such roses between the fall of the leaf and
the bursting of the spring buds, is effectually re-

served without any waste ; and the same rule holds
good with every deciduous plant grown in our cli-

mate, whether it be a tree or a bush.

What I have said above about spring pruning
was only for the sake of argument, and partly in

deference to many respectable men who believe that
the spring, and even a certain week or month of it,

is really the proper time to perform this work, be-
cause they had found, in theii- own experience, that
their roses did very well under that particular mode
of pruning. But I hold it, or rather the law which
governs the increase and growth of plants com-
mands, that in our climate, at least, every plant
which casts its leaves, if it requires pruning at all,

ought to be pruned as soon afterwards as possible.

It is true that, in the autumn, some of the buds on
peach and apricot trees are not readily distinguished
as wood buds or flower buds, and therefore not
then in a condition to be finally pruned ; but that
does not affect the law involved in the subject of
pruning.

But I have another view of this question, which
is quite original, and has never been broached be-
fore; but, of course, it is possible that I may be
altogether wrong. Many years back I had some
experiments, bearing on this very point, in hand for

three seasons running. They were intended, how-
ever, for the purpose of crossing, and I was then
quite satisfied, in my own mind, that cross seedlings,

obtained from the same plants, but Bcverely pruned,
and othcrvTise operated upon at very different sea-

sons of the year, were as different in strength and
peculiarities of constitution, as if they had been ori-

ginated from very dissimilar parents. To make my
meaning more clear, say, of two plants of the com-
mon Moss rose, exactly of the same ago and strength,
and growing side by side ; one of them is pruned
down to three or fom- eyes early in October; the
other is allowed to go on till it makes six inclies of
young wood at the end of next spring, and is then
pruned. Dust the flowers of both with the same
pollen ; but the seedlings will come very different

from the two plants ; and, although I never crossed
a moss rose, I venture to say that seedlings raised in

this way would show a very decided difference in the
doubleness of their flowers.

We all acknowledge that nature has done nothing
in vain ; and therefore, that there must be a reason
for everything connected with plants. What, there-

fore, can be the reason why the sap of the deciduous
plants does not rest entirely while there are no leaves
to turn it into use ? If it were not essential to some
particular end, we may rest assured it would not be
in motion during the winter. Again, we all say,

what is true enough, that a good crop of roses, of
gooseberries, or of any other flower or fruit, of trees,

or perennial plants, is to be ascribed rather to the
growth of the plants in the previous season than to

that of the current summer. May it not, therefore,

be part of the economy of vegetable life that the
store of nutriment laid up in the plant during the
growing season should be, to a certain degree, diluted

with undigested sap during the time the tree is at

rest, and thus forming a thorough mixture from
which the next growth is made? Whereas, if the
sap was entirely at rest during the whole winter,
and until the buds were ready to open, the rising

sap in the spring must necessarily be more raw, so

to speak, and therefore less fit for the production of

the finest flowers or fi-uit, particularly the former.

Now, although I have put all this hypothetically, I

really beKeve it to be perfectly correct ; and as firmly

believe that to leave young shoots unpruned until

the spring, after the mixture is properly formed in

the upper parts, and then late in the spring to cut
those parts off, and compel the bottom eye to bm-st,

by a sudden flow of the raw juices or sap from the

roots, is perfectly wrong, and that no attempts to

check the growth of a plant shoidd be made by any
mode of pruning the branches, but rather by operat-

ing on the soil and roots.

J. Beaton.

GEEENHOCTSE AND WINDOW
GAKDENING.

CoNSEKVATORT CUMBERS.—There is a gracefulness

about climbers which no other plants possess, when
they are assisted in their growth just so much, and
no more, as is necessary to show off to advantage
their natural beauties. A starched-up, prim, close-

trained appearance, does away with tlicii' peculiar

interest and attraction ; unless, indeed, in the case of

those smaller types of the group, in which the flowers

are studded so closely and so beautifully, that our at-

tention becomes so absorbed by these, that we forget,

for the time, their mode of growth. The manner in

which the convolvulus, honeysuckle, clematis, rose,

&c., cover, slant from, and festoon, our hedges and
woodlands, in spring and summer, might often sug-

gest to us many appropriate ideas as toJitiiess, though
none for servile, heedless imitation, as to the methods
of cultivating and training.

In the case of those cultivated in pots, it is common
to train them to wire trellises of various shapes and
patterns, which are so far objectionable, that they
alwaj's give the plants a stilted appearance, until

they become so bushy and strong, as to hang from,

and completely conceal, the ti'ellis which supports the

main shoots. For many plants, a stout stake, with
well ripened shoots of various lengths tied to it, and
then, the young shoots allowed to hang, with their

flowers in almost a natural manner, would answer
the purpose as well. For many purposes, young larch

or spruce fir-trees, cut down in spring, when the sap

is in motion, peeled, and every twig retained, make
as good, and more natmul, and more cheap, sup-

porters, for all such climbers, twisters, and creepers,

than wire trcllising ; while you can easily make youi'

plants flat-sided or round, flat broad bonnet-headed,

or taperingly conical, at your pleasure.
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Position.—The chief place for these plants, in a
conservatory, is against pillars, pilasters, and along
the main rafters of the building. If to these the

main shoots are securely fastened, the flowering shoots

of the season may be allowed to hang, wreathe, and
festoon, almost as they like. A lofty house, espe-

cially, looks very beautiful, when the plants are in

flower and thus managed ; and the shade of the

creepers in summer will be advantageous to the plants

below. Whatever else there may be in a house, if

this is destitute of creepers, it will always present a
starved, bald appearance. Many elements of beauty
it may possess, but it will be beauty dissociated, and
divided into incongruous parts, rather than blended
and concentrated in a harmonious whole. The sen-

sations produced are something analogous to those

we feel in looking at a beautiful column, standing
upon a suitable plinth, but a colimm upon which the

capital has never been placed. What the capital is

to the column, the climbers are to an ornamental
plant-house.

Plantinc).—For such conservatory pm-poses, the
plants may be grown in large pots or boxes ; and, if

well supplied with water and surface dressings, they
will answer admirably. But where the house is large,

and well-drained borders, inside the house, can be
made, it is generally ad\isable to turn the plants

out ; though, in the case of some very strong-grow-
ing plants, it is advisable merely to break the bottom
of the pot, and then plunge it, which helps for a time
to restrain its luxuriance. The advantages ofplanting-

out in this manner are several. The plant grows
more rapidly at first ; and extra luxuriance is easily

checked, by disbudding and root-pruning ; less atten-

tion to watering will be necessary ; and, if the plants

should become subject to insects, such as the white
scale, they may be cut down to within a few feet of

the surface ; and the strength existing in the roots

will soon cause the protrusion of fresh, sti'ong, healthy
shoots.

For most plants to be thus turned out, rough, fibry,

turfy loam, and peat, in equal proportions, and a
little silver sand, and lumps of charcoal in addition,

vpill answer very well
;
gi\ing most loam to the freelj'-

growing plants. It is ad-visable not to plant until

April, as then active growth will at once commence

;

but previously to that time, small plants may be ob-

tained and forwarded by every encouragement, giv-

ing them repeated shiftings, and never allowing them
to be pot-bound.

Pruning.—We have, especially in the Calendar, al-

luded several times to the pruning and cutting-in of

these climbers in winter ; not because it is the best

time, but because it becomes necessary for the pur-
pose of relieving from shade the plants beneath them,
during the dark days. The tenderer kinds should be
cut rather sparingly, until the sap becomes active in

the eai'ly spring. The greater part of the most
showy climbers for a conservatory, where the tem-
peratm'c ranges from 45° to 50' in mnter (such as

we have been alluding to for a fortnight past), as pas-

sion-flowers and the Mandevilla, may be prmied just

as you would a vine, upon the spur, the short-rod, or

the long-rod system, because the flowers are produced
from the shoots that spring from the best buds on
the wood of last season's growth. Recollect, how-
ever, that if you were to cut all away, except a number
of long rods, you would run the risk of ha"ving flower-

ing shoots produced merely fi'om their points, as the

farthest-back buds would not be so inclined to break

;

while, if you spmn-ed close in, unless the wood was
well ripened, j'ou might obtain more wood and less

bloom than you calculated upon. You can scarcely

cut in too severely ; but until you know exactly what
your plants can do, take a middle course, and cut in

to a one-budded spur, and to short rods respectively,

unless when you want to fill a space,when a long one

should be retained.

In the case of several Jasmines, Bignonias, and
Tecomas, the weaker shoots should be removed, strong

rampant ones cut away, and those of medium growth
and well-swelled buds retained, for a considerable

part of their length, according to their strength ; cut-

ting back others, so as to secure young shoots for

another year. Spurring such plants to any extent

would only give you masses of shoots instead of

flowers : just as takes place when a climbing rose is

treated like a dwarf one.

In such a conservatory, where the temperature is

seldom below 45° in winter, many climbers that are

usually considered fit only for a stove -will flourish,

more especially if the roof should be hip^ind instead

of a mere lean-to ; as then by openings in the back
wall, fi'ont ail', and open doors, at times there may
be sufficient ventilation for greenhouse plants below

;

while the climbers above could regale themselves

with a very high temperature. In the central parts

of such a house, the following will flom-ish, but the

plants ought to be a good size before being planted,

and then should be turned out in the centre of the

house ; unless where there is a flue in the back wall,

when the back border should receive the preference.

The first-named are those that require the warmest
positions :—
Stcphanotis floribimda : white, sweet-scented.
Passiflora Kermesina ; crimson.

,, Buonapartea : red, and blue, and white.

,, edulis : white ; fruit pleasant.

Bignonia Chirere : reddish-orange.

„ gi-acilis : yellow.
Tecoma jasminoides : whitish, crimson centre.

Ipomea Learii : large blue flower.

,, rubro-ctprulea : blue, with red streaks ; delicately fine.

„ Sellowii : large rose.

Physianthus albans : white bladder-like flower.

Mandevilla suaveolens : white ; deliciously fragrant.

Then, such as the following might be planted near

the ends and cooler parts of the house :

—

Jasminum grandiflorum : "white.

,, azoricum : ditto.

Passiflora alato racemosa : rose-coloured.

,, Cohilii ; blue and white.
Tacsonia pinnatistipulor : rose.

Brachysema latifolia : scarlet.

Kennedya MarryattiB : red.

,,
" Comptoniana : blue.

,, monophylla : purple.

,, nigricans ; dark purple, almost black, with yellowish-

green centre.

,, rubicunda ; brownish-red.

Under such treatment, the lower part of the ten-

derer plants will be apt to become naked, as it is only

on the roof, and hanging fi'om it, that in such a house

they can be expected to thrive luxuriantly. The
naked stem, however, may either be concealed by
some of their own branches brought down, by plants

being set against them, or by ha^ving them surrounded

by other creepers, in pots, of a less luxuriant cha-

racter, such as :

—

Manettia bicolor : yellow and red.

„ cordata ( , ,„,
«!„,...„ i

scarlet.
,, glabra *

Thunbergia : most of the species and varieties dm'ing the summer
and autumn.

Torenia Asiatica : blue and purple, &c., &c.

And for the cooler ends of the house, the following

might be used for a similar purpose :

—

Kennedya longeracemosa ; pink.

„ prostrata 1

^^^,,i^,_
„ coccmea )

Sollya heterophylla : blue.
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Plumbago capensis : blue. Not a climber, but does well against a
pillar.

Tropceolum pentaphyllum : green and red.

„ Lobbianum : orange and red, &c.

The last-named is not valued as it ought to be, as

a fi'ee winter bloomer. R. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.

EXOTIC ORCHIDACE^E.
Moistening the Air of the Orchid House.—

All plants under glass, when growing, thrive much
better, and continue more healthy, if the air is kept
in a moist state. Hence good gardeners, in this age
of improved skill, ai'e constantly, when the objects

under their care are progressing in growth, throwing
water upon the flues, pipes, walls, and pathways, to

create a humid atmosphere, and only withdrawing it

when their fruit-bearing plants—such as pines,

grapes, peaches, nectarines, &c.—begin to change the
colour of their fruits.

If common stove and greenhouse plants, and even
fruit-trees, require a moist atmosphere, when in a grow-
ing state, how much more must the tribes of plants,

about whose culture we are now writing, require it,

natives as they are ofcountries and locaHties, the atmo-
sphere of which is constantly loaded with watery va-
pour ? We have been assured, by several travellers who
have visited the South American continent, that the
air where orchids are mostly found, is so full of parti-

cles of moisture, as to give the country the appearance
of being completely envelojjed in mist—so much so,

during the early part of the day, as almost to obscure
the light of the sun. This mist bathes the plants
completely, wetting them as thoroughly as if they
had been dipped in water. The sun, however, being
nearly vertical, and having great power by the middle
of the day, clears away the mist, and dries the leaves

of the trees on which the orchids gi'ow. Still, a con-
siderable amount of invisible moisture remains in

the shady recesses of the forest, nourishing the or-

chids, and causing them to grow rapidly, and acquire
strength to produce thcfr flowers. This excessive
humidity arises, no doubt, fi-om the large surface of

the rivers and lakes being acted upon by the fierce

raj-s of a tropical sun. In such a climate, orchids
abound. As the traveller advances towards the

mountains, where the atmosphere is drier, the or-

chideaj disappear. These natural phenomena in the
atmosphere where these plants exist, show to us the

necessity of imitating, as far as we can, such an at-

mosjjhere. It is our intention, this week, to show
how it may be done, at least suificiently so to cause
the plants to grow well.

At page 64 of this volume, we described the mode
of heating, combined with means to supply moistuie
to the internal air of the house : but though that
will afford a considerable araoimt of moistm'e, yet
in the growing season it will not be sufficient. We
also described an additional source of moisture, by
having shallow cisterns, used as shelves, filled with
water, under the plants. These cistern-shelves will

indeed be a great help to the plants, as the air will

take up moisture from the water, at a time when the
tanks, by not being required to be heated, owing to

the natural heat of summer, will not give out any
steam or vapour. Still, with all these helps, the

hygrometer (an instrument used to denote the quan-
tity of moisture in the air, and witli which every or-

chid-house ought to be fui'nisbcd,) will show that the

ail- is deficient of that humidity necessary for the

strong, free growth of the plants. The operator then

will resort to other means to effect this indispensible

object. Those ordiuai-y means are such as we have
just mentioned—namely, wetting thoroughly, in the

spring and summer, the walls, pipes, flues, and paths,

with water, and tliis not only once, but twice, or even
thrice, in hot weather, every day. By dihgent use
of such copious supplies of water, partly with the

syringe, and partly vrith the watering-pot, the air of

the house will frequently, after being shut up, he so

filled with moisture as to reach the saturation point,

and will then deposit the watery particles upon the

plants, in the shape of dew. This state of the air is

what the plants deKght in ; and if diligently perse-

vered in—every other point of culture being attended

to—every day from February to the end of August,
the result will be—healthy, well-grown plants, ready
to go to rest full of flower-sap, to form buds that will

produce abundance of bloom the following season.

This moisture in the air must be continued, to a cer-

tain extent, all through the year. The air of the

orchid-house ought never to smell, or feel dry. The
experienced cultivator, on entering his house, will

dii-ectly feel whether the air is in a right state or not,

without looking at the hygrometer, just as he will

feel whether the heat in it is too much or too little,

and mil immediately use such means as he knows
wUl set all matters right, to give his favourite plants

such an atmosphere as will keep them in good
health.

In autumn and winter, it will be sufficient to wet
the paths, &c., every morning in dull weather ; and
in the evening, when the sun has been shining all

the day.

All this application of water, for the especial pur-

pose of moistening the afr, must be understood to be

independent of the water applied by the syringe to

water the blocks and the baskets, though, of course,

that mil be an additional help, materially assisting

for the same purpose. These two points of culture

may very properly be combined ; that is, the syring-

ing the blocks, and wetting the other parts of the

houses, and then the air will be better moistened.

There is yet another way of giving vapom- to the

afr, that we'have not alluded to—namely, with steam

;

and we can assure oui- readers it is a most effectual

one. The reason why we have not described it

before is, because it requii-es a considerable outlay,

and more room than our amateiu- friends, perhaps,

would like to incur. But as it is quite possible there

may be some growers to whom these difficulties

woiild not apply, we shall now give its history and

ajjplication.

About seven or eight years ago, we had the charge

of the fine collection of Orchidaccte belonging to

T. Brocklehm-st, Esq., at the Fence, near Maccles-

field. That gentleman spared no expense in any

thing Ukcly to bring his collection to the highest

point of perfection. Among other things, we had a

small boiler set up for the express purpose of gene-

rating steam to moisten the air of the houses, and

it answered admirably. The boiler was of the com-

monest description, of what is denominated the sad-

dle-shape {a form that we consider an excellent one).

From this boiler, which was placed in a shed behind

the houses, an iron main-pipe was carried through

the wall, round the front and back of the three

houses. At intervals of 6 or 7 feet, holes were bored

into the main-pipe; from these holes the steam

rushed up among the plants too strongly, though at

3 feet distance. To correct this, we had small pipes,

about 6 inches high, screwed into the holes. At the

top of these pipes others, about 6 inches long, were
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fastened horizontally ; the two then had the appear-
ance of the letter J. The steam then rushed out of

the two ends of this horizontal pipe, and spread
over the floor in the first instance, and afterwards
rose up into the air of the house, softened so much
as not to injure the tenderest leaf, or most delicate

flower. This steam was kept up till the house was
completely filled—so much so, that the plants were
so enveloped in it as to be invisible at a few feet dis-

tance from them. The plants, when the steam was
stopped and dissipated, were bathed in dew in every
part, under the leaves as well as on the surface. The
effect of this application was soon visible. The
plants grew with surprising rapidity, sending out
roots in every direction. They also put on that dark
green, healthy appearance, that showed they had got
into an atmosphere they loved. The sickly ones re-

covered their- health, and the healthy ones flourished

vfith renewed vigour. The steam was applied
morning and evening, during the spring and summer
months, until the plants had finished tlieir growth.
After that it was only applied occasionally, according
to the state of the weather. If sunshine prevailed
during the day, di-ying the aii- of the houses, the
steam was got up and let on the next morning, not
for too long a time, but just sufficient only to damp
the air. In dull weather, the steam was dispensed

with altogether.

The only difficulty in the use of steam was, that in

summer it made the houses very hot whilst it was ap-

plied. That objection, however, was of comparatively

little value, as at that time the plants were growing
fi-eely, and required a larger amount of heat than at

anv' other time of the year. In spring, when the

mornings were cooler than ordinary, the steam was
applied, and heated the house sufficiently, without the

hot-water pipes being heated at all. This was a con-

siderable saving of fuel, besides the advantage of so

effectually moistening the air.

Now, the question natm-ally arises—" Is it worth
while to adopt the steam method of giving atmos-
pheric moisture ? " In places where large collec-

tions are grown, we are inclined to say, "Yes;" but
in places where one house only, and that a small one,

is devoted to the culture of orchids, we say, " No ;

"

luiless the two methods could be combined : that is

the hot-water boiler could be so contrived as to be

a generator of steam, to be got up to that point when
required. We have no doubt some ingenious maker
of boilers could accomplish this, if he was required

to do so.

"We have now, we judge, said all that need be said

on the subject of moistening the internal air of the

orchid-house. We request our readers to study the

subject carefully, and to make use of such means as

are in their power to accompKsh this important point

of culture. They will soon find the advantage of

doing so.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
There is yet but little to do in actual operations

amongst fionsts' flowers. The principal thing to at-

tend to is, to preserve them from ii'ost and damp

;

also, to keep a good look out for enemies, in the shape
of sluffs and f/reen fly. Against the former, there is

no remedy like picking them up and destroying them.
The latter may easily be destroyed by tobacco smoke,
applied moderately and often.

Hollyhocks.—These splendid autumnal flowers

may yet be planted, and will grow freely. We prefer

planting now, to di'iving off that operation till spring.

The planting can be done when the weather is mild.

Dm-ing our visit to Scotland, we observed these fine
fiowers used to cover naked walls, and very beautiful
they looked. AVe particularly noticed those in the
grounds of Mr. R. Macintosh and Mr. R. Grieves,
both in the neighbourhood of Edinbui-gh. Several
cottages also were agreeably ornamented with holly-
hocks against the walls. Mr. Grieves of Libberton,
near Edinburgh, kindly fui-nishcd us with the follow-
ing descriptive list. When we saw them, they were
just opening their first blooms ; and certainly they
appeared to be first-rate kinds :

—

Mrs. Dundas : creamy white ; centre, full
; guard petals, round and

nat.

Mr. Dundas : lilac rose ; centre, full
;
guard petal, round and flat.

WiUicnn: lilac crimson ; centre, intensely full—unique.
Susanna : deep cream—a perfect model.
Gustacus: deep purple; centre, full; guard petal, round and flat.
Aeinc : purple ; centre, firm and compact.
Model of Perfection : scarlet—a model every way.
Rosamond : rose ; centre, large and full.

Dttchess of Gordon : a large expansive flower,
iVe plus intra : French white ; centre, good.
Ctimnr : peach blossom; centre, well up.
Defiance : blackish crimson ; centre, intensely full.
Parag'in : peach blossom ; ditto ditto.
Sabrina : French wliite ; large and full.

Standard of Perfection : dark red.
Negro Boy: very deep red—very full.

Uliza : pure white ; large and compact.
Beligh t : light flesh colour.
General Beni : dark rose ; one of the flrst out.
Kossuth : light red

;

ditto.
Sir William Rae : fine pink ; centre, full and compact.
Snow Drop : pure white.
Diana : cream white.
Golden Prince : the best yellow out—large and full,

T. Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GARDElf.
Cauliflower Plants.—Care must be taken with

those in pots that they do not get pot-bound, or
stunted for the want of vrater, or of being shifted.

When it is necessary to supply water, give a good
soaking, in a methodical manner, with tepid water,
to which wc add a small portion of Kquid manure,
and increase its strength as the plants become
stronger. A good, healthy preparation should be
provided for tm'ning them out of the pots, if the
weather is open and favourable, about the first week
in February. Our system is to choose a good piece
of ground in the valley, between two sloping banks,
generally where ridge cucumbers, vegetable marrow,
and the tetragoniaii spinach, Ike, have been culti-

vated ; because, a good jn'ovision, in the way of ma-
nure and pulverised soil, having been provided for
such crops, and theii- season being over early in the
autumn, it affords a good opportunity to provide, in

due time, an excellent preparation for tm-ning out
the potted cauliflowers under hand-glasses.
Our sloping banks for this purpose are cast up

tolerably high, so as to afford sheltering-protectiou
fi-om the searching winds of the early spring ; they
are about 12 feet wide at the base, and about 4 feet
higher at the centre than the valley between them,
which is left about 5 or 6 feet wide, in order to have
sufficient room for a row of handlights, a row of
lettuce plants on each side, and an alley, about one
foot wide, covered with cinder-ashes, or shingle, to
walk on, far giving air, watering, &e. The banks
which are cast, or trenched up into ridges, arc often
forked over, particularly on frosty mornings, and are
planted in succession on both sides with cauliflowers

;

and when the cauliflower-crop is taken off, the same
ground is planted with celeiy, besides which, a good
preparation is to a considerable extent, ready pro-
vided for the celery in the valleys between, as well as
the banks of earth on each side, for blanching it on
the six feet bedding system, as previously directed.

It is also laying an excellent foundation for the
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onion crop the succeeding year; and for winter

coleworts, or early spring cabbage, to succeed the

onions.

The outsides of the celery banks should be slightly

protected for the next five or six weeks, and a fine,

open, di-ylng day chosen for the last earth being ap-

plied to the latest crop. Keep a watchful eye over

the early brocoli crops. If the weather continues

severe, a handful of pea-haulm, fern, or diy mulch

of some kind, placed over the heart of each plant,

forms a very good protection.

Sea-kale succession, of a small portion at a time,

or only to the extent which is absolutely necessary

to keep the requisite supply, should be covered with

fermenting materials, and carefully attended to, in

order to observe that a kindly and moderate warmth
about it is maintamed. The" roots which have been

taken up and forced, as previously recommended,

may be beneficially assisted by the application of

tepid liquid manure, and be made to produce several

good cuttings. Forced rhubarb may be assisted in

the same way, and succession of roots, placed in heat,

will keep up any desu-ed supply.

Routine Work.—Fermenting materials should

now, by all possible .speed, be collected together, and

well wrought, so as to be in readiness for as many vari-

ous piirposes as at the coming season may be requii-ed

for framing operations. Cucumber-beds, in frames or

pits, not heated by tanks or pipes, will require strict

attention, by the application of good, well-mixed hot

materials, as additions to the linings ; and one miiform

heat must be well maintained. Slight hotbeds should

be made, in succession, for asparaijus, potatoes, ra-

dishes, &c. ; and sma/^saferf should be sown in succes-

sion, in pans, and placed in a little warmth of some

kuid. Kidneij beans may now be sown on well-pre-

pared hot-bed's ; and famous early crops may thus be

procured. Broad beans, likewise, may still be planted

as extensively as required, according to the directions

already given ; and ^^'ns, also, of the early kinds, may
be sown to any extent. Those that are aheady up,

keep well mulched up with dry earth, &c. ; and, if

annoyed with mice, adopt some of the methods we
have ah-eady described for destroying them. The

.sparrow, too, is often found to be a very troublesome

pest to the young peas ; and, as soon as the pea is

to be seen peeping through the earth, this Httle bird

will make sad destruction among them. At the same

time, no bu'd can be more easily fi-ightened : the only

thing is, to keep a watchful eye upon the peas, and as

soon as they are breaking thi-ough the earth, strain a

string of worsted, of any colour, from end to end of

each row, keeping the thus strained worsted from four-

to six inches above the peas in the row, which vrill

effectually prevent the sparrows touching them. Spi-

nach and lettuces arc often also attacked by the same

bird in small gardens in early spring; but the above

wU always form an excellent protection.

Plant spearmint cither on small hotbeds made for

the purpose, or in pots, or large pans, according to the

supply required. If a large stipply of green mint is

required, tlien make a slight hotbed for the purpose

;

but, if a small supply only be needed, a few plants

may be potted, and placed either in the cucumber-bed

or other heated structures. James Baenes & W.

MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION.

OUR VILLAGE WALKS.
At this season wc turn, with pleasure, to every ever-

gi-een tree; and among those that we possess, _ the

spruce fir has striking beauty. We are apt to disre-

gard it during the pei-iod when other trees are in leaf

—it is generally smothered up with the foliage of

those that arc grouped round it, and most frequently

its lower boughs are destroyed, from various causes

;

so that it is overlooked, or passed by with little notice.

But, in its unmutilated richness, it is a very beautiful

and graceful tree, and invaluable during winter. It

is a liveher and more sprightly looking variety of the

fir tribe than the Scotch fir, and is very ornamental

in places where it either stands alone, or at such a

distance from others as to preserve its lower branches

in full vigom'. It then spreads gracefully, and is

green and healthy, and full of beauty. The cones

are very ornamental in shape, and, in some of the

varieties, they stand upright on the boughs, which
has a very pecuhar effect when the tree bears them
thickly. These cones make excellent fuel ; and I

have been told, that when they are only used to feed

the fire for smoking bacon, it receives improved fla-

vour. I have never tasted any that has been smoked
in this manner ; but I remember a gentleman who
always used them, as he considered them far superior

to wood for that pm-pose. It may be interesting to

those who can procm-e a sufficient quantity of fir

cones, to try this experiment ; and it would be a

means of employing little children safely, and use-

fully, to pick them up.

The spruce fir, in its rich greenness and quiet

dignity, forcibly reminds me always of the beautiful

figure, used by the prophet Hosea, to describe the

perfections of the glorious Head of the church—" I

am like a green fir tree ; from me is thy fruit foimd."

So many species of fir were known in the Holy Land,

that writers have ever differed as to which was re-

ferred to in this striking passage ; but I am contented

with gazing on the tall, sweeping elegance of the

spruce, and fancying it the dim, imperfect pictm-e of

Him who is " altogether lovely." Even in some

of om- secluded country walks, we meet with a group

of these bcautLfid trees—and though they are then

generally stripped of then- lower boughs, and are,

consequently, less beautiful, yet they still stand

clothed in rich foliage, amid "the dry and leafless

trees of winter, reminding us of one who is "the

same yesterday, to-day, and for ever," and who will

shine with perfect spl'endom- when the destruction of

all things comes. It tells us, too, that when all

earthly pleasures fail—when the things that may
have made us happy, fade and die around us—we
have still " a Saviom', and a great one," whose glory

and whose perfections fade not, and in whom alone

we can find a fulness of joy, that no man can inter-

meddle with. From Him, also, is our " fruit found
;"

so that oui- weakness and unworthmess need not be

mentioned, when we cast ourselves upon Him who is

" our righteousness." Let us always consider this

when we see the green waving boughs of the beauti-

ful spruce, and its tapering stem, pointing to heaven.

Let us not be content to gaze on the objects round

us simply as objects, but as subjects for thought and

profit. The lingering leaves that still cling to the

desolate boughs, flitter round us as the sudden gust

shakes them from their slender hold, and remind us

that " wc all do fade as a leaf." They warn us, too,

that all the bright things that decorate our earthly

existence, are as fleeting and perislung, as dry and

worthless as the leaves, when then- vitality is with-

drawn from them. It is not the bright sun, nor the

sweet fresh air, nor the soft summer showers that

give them life ; neither can these preserve them from

decay. The living principle is deeply seated, beyond

human ken ; the obedient sap obeys the impulse of
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the Hand Divine, and decks the tree with all its

glory. When circulation ceases, when the sap no
longer stimulates and feeds the leaf, it di'oops and
dies, in spite of all the rains and sunheams that can
cheer and nourish it. Does not the thoughtful Chris-

tian understand this ? Has it not a word of instruc-

tion for him, as he lingers amid the still beautiful

woods, and tracks the winding path through beds of

fallen leaves ? Do om- blessings spring from the

things of this world ? Does om' happiness depend
on outward sources ? Is there not a hidden life that

gives our pleasures all their sweetness, and, when
they are snatched from us, gives us a sure hope of

richer and more glorious ones, in a world that knows
no decay ? Unless om- peace sjirings from a deeper

source than wox-ldly blessings, it will surely wither

and die.

Even now there is a relic of the past summer on
some of the hedges. The downy clusters of the wild

clematis still clothe the leafless sprays in some
places, and remind us of the beautiful flowers that

wreathed and waved around them in wUd luxm'iance,

a few months since. It is pleasing to see even the

remnants of the warmth and sweetness of summer

;

particularly when the depth of the winter is over,

and we feel that we are again hastening towards the

resplendent sun, and shall soon be looking for spring-

ing plants, and budding flowers, among the fields and
hedges. The bramble, in some places, is never
wholly out of leaf. Its strong leaves remain through-
out the winter, although less green and bright ; and,

see it where we may, there is a grace in the form and
drooping attitude of this beautiful wild plant, that

never fails to please the eye. There is a species of

bramble, said to be found only in the Holy Land,
and therefore distinguished by the name of " holy
bramble ;" but om' own wild plant grows there too,

in some places, though not so generally as it does
here. It is scarcely possible to look at the bramble,
without thinking of those troubled times, when
Jotham stood forth on " the top of Mount Gerizim,"
and uttered a parable against the sin and folly of
the men of Shechem. Let us, as we stand admii-ing
its rich waving masses beneath the trees, or in the
deep silence of the beautiful glades and openings,
hear a voice as fi-om the top of Gerizim. Let us re-

member the end of Abimelech ; the end of all who do
evil. God wUl as sm'ely " render the vrickedness"
of all who sin against his laws, as he did that of the
slayers of his brethren. Let us remember, too, the
deep lesson taught in the parable, for we are proud
in our own weakness, and ever but too ready to exalt
ourselves. A simple hedge-plant may do us good, if

we will but listen to its voice, and hear all it can
say. We need not go far for instruction ; lessons of
wisdom are sown for us by the way-side—they are
scattered thickly around us, but we do not attend to

them. We adnm-e the beauty of the object, but its

words are not heard. Do we not reject the word of
God Himself? Do we not suffer "the wicked one"
to catch away " that which is sown in our hearts ?

"

Are we not ever, in spmtual things, hearers " by the
way-side ?

"

LIST OF PANSIES.
We have received the following correct list of

pansies fi'om Mr. Grieves, an eminent grower, near
Edinburgh {sec Adci'i-lisemeiit). We insert them for
the benefit of oiu- readers who may wish to add to
their stock this spring :

—

France Cycole (Grieves).—Flower, large ; form, first-rate
; petals,

dark puce, of Telvety texture ; lower petals, broadly belted with

exactly the same tint ; centre, pale primrose ; blotch, dark puce
;

eye, gold colour, forming altogether a superb variety.
Alexander (Grieves).— Centre, pure white; upper and lower

petals, broadly belted with blue , form and substance, extra good.
Augustus (D. & Co.).—Ultra-marine ; belt and upper petals, rich

puce, and dark blotch in the centre.
ISeauty of Armtdale (Russell).—Yellow and blue, fine blotch, but

thin.

Byron (D. & Co.).—Gold and purple ; fine form and substance
;

blotch, dense.
Caroline (Turner).—White and blueish purple; good shape; an

excellent flower.
Cossack (Thomson).—Dark marroon self; an extra good flower.
Criterion (D. & Co.).— Bright chrome, with rich bronze-crimson

belt and upper petals; smooth edge; extra form and substance

;

colours, fast.

Duke of Norfolk (Bell).—Yellow and dark marroon, purple;
beautiful blotch.

Jessie Wilson (Downie).—Rich, dark purple ; edge, smooth ; fine
form and texture.
Lucy Neal (Scotcher).—Dark purple self; good shape, and fiat,

but thin.

Magnificent {iielson),—Fine shaded ruby puce ; the three under
petals delicately laced with white ; of great substance ; an extra fine
flower.
Marchioness of Ailsa

(
).—Straw and fine purple ; fine blotch

;

form, size, and substance, extra ; a fine flower.
Marchioness

{
).—Orange self; fine blotch; size, large; of

good substance.
Marquis of Tweedale (Downie).—Yellow centre ; belt and upper

petals, dark marroon ; large, and of fine substance.
Miss Wedderbicrn (Currie),—White with dark blue belt and upper

petals ; fine shape and substance.
Orion (D. i&Co.),—Yellow, and rich bronze crimson belt and upper

petals; very flat, smooth, and roimd.
Orestes (Gosset).—Gold, and rich bronze crimson ; a good flower.

MY GARDEN NOTES.
As Mr. Beaton did me the honour, some time

since, to intimate that my communications to The
Cottage Gardener would be acceptable, I take the
opportunity afforded by these long winter evenings
to hand you an epitome of many little discoveries I

have made during my initiatory experiments and
inquiiies into the secrets of horticulture.

Green-fly.—Fu-st, I will just talk a little of that
pest of pests—the " Fly. " Everybody knows—both
amatem- and professional—what dilHculty is experi-

enced in keeping this intolerable invader under

;

especially with regard to those delightful tribes of
plants, the Calceolaria and Cineraria, which greet us
with theu' early blossoms, when all else is dreary
and desolate ; and, on that accoimt alone, are doubly
prized. I last year did my utmost, and put my
whole scanty stock of knowledge to the test, in my
endeavoms to repel the enemy ; but all in vain. I
could not aflbrd time to syiinge the plants with
tobacco-water, and again with clear water ; and
smoking seemed useless—the " fly " prevailed—and
a woeful spectacle were my plants. I thought this

was a disgrace, but on entering the "houses" of my
friends, I found they were as bad ofi' as myself. There
was something satisfactory in not being alone ; but
I determined to have no more to do with them,
unless I could grow something respectable without
much trouble (or, I should say time, as ti'ouble to an
enthusiast is a relish). However, when autumn
arrived, I thought I would make another trial ; so

at the proper season took up some nice little suckers,

and housed them. In process of time, there was
their old foe ! I thought it a Iiopeless case, but aU
at once an idea struck me, whicli I immediately put
in practice. I could not but conceive, if the essence

of tobacco would extirpate them, sm'ely the odour
fi'om the "weed" itself would prove efiicacious; I

consequently chopped some very iine, and spread
over the surface of the mould in the pots, and I have
the satisfaction of observing, that the efiluvium
arising fi'om it, while in the damp state (which, of
com'se, is always the case), has fidly realised my
expectation : the plants are liolding up their heads,
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showing trusses of bloom, aud not an insect to be

seen on them.

I should tell you, that I have very few plants of

the kind mentioned, owing to my failure last year

;

but if the plan answers with half-a-dozen, it will

svith a hundi'cd. It has the advantage of saving

much trouble, and is by no means xmsightly.

Soot.—The next piece of advice I have to offer to

your cottage readers and amateiu's, is " save your

soot ;" do not allow a particle of it to be taken from

your premises. If it is so valuable to the farmer,

that he will give 6d. or Sd. for what is called a bushel,

it is surely valuable to eveiy cultivator of even a rod

of ground. In proof of the'high estimation in which

it is held in this district, I have a case in point. I

have never allowed the sweepers to take it from my
premises, but pay them extra for cleansing the

chimnies. This week, a fresh hand came to perform

the operation of sweeping my parlour chimney,

which, when done, I tendered the sum I had always

paid—one shilling ; om- black prince shook his head,

saying, " that wouldn't do ; if he left the sut, he

must have Is. 6d" I asked the reason he demanded
more, to which he replied, " the sut's worth 2s. to

me." The chimney being very foul there was what
I would call a bushel. This will prove very accept-

able ; and I will now explain my mode of using it.

We all know what a terror the sparrows, the slugs,

the snails, and the mice are in early spring, just as

our peas, &c., are peering above ground, when the

earth offers scarcely a blade or berry for the suste-

nance of any animal that either crawls or flies. All

manner of contrivances are adopted to save the rising

crops from theii* ravages, which, in nine cases out of

ten, may be avoided by the simple application of

soot.

A^Tien I sow my first crops of peas, I cover the

rows, about tlu'ee inches in width, and half an inch

deep, with soot, and they are safe ; for under that,

beast, bird, insect, or worm durst not enter.

My friend who saw the application, observed,
'* That will not do—it will bm-n the young plant im-

mediately it rises above the soil." But I urged, that

the frequent rains in spring would destroy its caustic

property before the young shoot reached it ; mean-

time, its dark colour' would, by its attraction of the

heat of the sun, promote the growth of the plant, its

essence would be waslicd down gradually to the young
roots, and when the plant is at maturity, nothing

would be so beneficial as to go along each side of the

rows, turning in that which has not been hoed up as

deep as the spade will roach.

I felt the advantage of this treatment in the splen-

did crops of peas I gathered last year, which were

most abundant, and of very superior quality. I have

known its application to prove exceedingly advan-

tageous at the time of sowing any kind of seed in

early spring, but it must, on no accoiuit, be used

when the tender plant is just above ground, or the

whole may be destroyed ; nor can I advise its em-

ployment in summer, as I have not yet tried it.

This paper having extended beyond what I in-

tended, I must postpone further remarks for the pre-

sent. W. Savage, Friary Cottage^ Winchester.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
,* We request that no one will write to the departmental writers

of TiiK CoTTAGK Gardener. It given them unjustifiable trouble

and expense ; and we also request our eoadjutore under no circum-

stances to reply to such private communications.

Keois'iku of Kain {R. jDctjsow).—Thanks for this. It will be

of use both to ourselves and a friend who is prepariuR a work on
meteorological statistics. It was quite impossible to answer your

question earlier. We are obUged to be nearly a week in advance
in printing-.

Colours Harmonising [P. L. S.).—Ked, yellow, and blue are
contrasts. The unpleasantness of their association may be softened
by putting other colours between them. The three can never be
said to be harmonious colours, however mixed together. In all

specimens of good colouring, the key colour should predominate.
Cochin China Fowls {D. T^k, aud A Poultry Fancier).—Our

correspondents wish to know whether th.ese are purchascable any
where.
Thomson's Elements of Meteorology {H. iV.).—Blackwood &

Sons, Paternoster Row. 18s.

Verbena and Heliotrope Cuttings (A.M.)—We presume your
plants are thin, long-legged, and straggling, from want of plenty
of air, and neglect of judicious stopping—that is, nipping out the
points of the shoots, just to make them bushy. You might do so
now; or, if you want greatly to increase your stock, you might get
a mild hot-bed in the course of a month, and take off all the points
of the shoots as cuttings, when they would strike root readily, and,
in all probability, make better plants than their parents.
Heating a Small Greenhouse (</. £. B.).—The leaves of your

Cinerarias, &c., are injured, owing to the gases which escaped from
the stoves you used in the interior of the house, which is apt to be
the case with all of them, whatever the construction—vegetation, in
this respect, being even more sensitive than men. The evil would
be greatly increased by the stoves getting heated red, as yours did.

There is a want of a remedy for such cases as yours, merely because
great tradesmen hardly think it worth their while to trouble them-
selves about devising the cheapest and best mode of heating a green-
house, ten feet by ten, with a span-roof. Hot water would give you
most satisfaction, and entail upon you least trouble. One of Eley
and Foulchers 14-inch saddle boilers would cost two pounds. If you
are near a foundry, you might get one cast with two tlanges to fix a
flow and return-pipe upon, for less than the half of the money, and,
although you had to cover the top with a lid, it would answer well

enough. Then 20 feet of 4-inch pipe would cost a pound more. If

the boiler was so elevated that the pipes came straight from it, then
you would incur no additional price for elbows there, and would
merely require once to connect the flow and return-pipe together.

The bricks required would depend upon circumstances. Such a
house could be effectually, and more economically, heated by a small
flue running round the house, or even beneath the floor of the house

;

hut in the latter case the fire-place must be sunk deep, to give a
good draught. A very clever gardener has heated several small
houses by this latter means. His flues are extremely small—merely
the depth of a brick set upon its edge, and only a little wider ; a
thinnish tUe covers it ; and then over that, overlapping the joints,

is placed another tile, which forms part of the flooring, so that you
see no means of heating whatever. An open space is left on eacli

side of the flue, below the flooring-tiles, to allow the heat to spread.

We saw them on a very cold day, and the houses were quite comfort-
able. The secret of success, in such narrow flues, is giving a good
rise from the fire-place. Such a bouse might also he heated from a
fire-place in the dwelling-house if contiguous ; but the botheration
countei'balances the saving. Any one may fix the water-pipes, and
any bricklayer can make the flue.

Cats [Ibid).—We quite feel for you, and the more so that we can
ofi'er you no eff'ectual assistance. We know they are sad gardeners,

but they are not an unmixed evil. Where they congregate, mice and
rats, &c., will keep at a respectful distance. A well-trained dog
would keep them away ; but then he would disturb you and your
neighbours, and might prove a bad gardener too at times. Cats are

most easily trapped, and easily poisoned ; but then these are no
himinne methods for preventing their intrusion ; and, if at all in-

dulged in, would bring a host of old women about your ears.

Aspect for an Apricot {G. B. E., S. bankj.—lt is hard to

choose. We fear that in the flrst case 3-ou propose, there would be a
serious compromise, pro\'ided plants, and perhaps vines, were in the

house. The chances in the second and third cases given, are nearly

balanced. We should prefer the last, provided the wall, generally,

is warmed by the fire behind. Apricots delight m a warm wall.

Moving a Vine [Ibid).—There is no use in shortening the long

roots of your Tmes ; we would rather lengthen them. The bruised

ends should be pruned.
Protection for Wall-teees (iS*. 0. L.).—We have covered

with canvas for twenty years, and find it everything we desire ; for

we rarely miss a crop of fruit. Staples are driven in beneath the

coping, 8 feet apart. At every staple, in the beginning of March, we
affix a pole half a yard from the wall, at bottom, and fastened

beneath the coping at"top. The canvas has a rope let in for selvage,

and ropes from that are passed through the staples at top, and hence
it is readily pulled uji and down, within a foot of the ground. Augur-
holes are bored through the poles, and a large peg, projecting nearly

a foot, stuck m each hole. The canvas, when off, is lowered on to

these pegs, to prevent it touching the ground, and thence rotting;

and the rope readily reinstates the canvas. Many other plans there

are, but we have seen no better. Of course, puUies would be more
complete than staples. Our canvas costs about fivepenee a square

yard ; and has hitherto been purchased of " Hulme, Paradise-green,

Knutsford." The Ering Park scheme we are ignorant of.

Chicory {J.N. Bott].—Ci\\\ anyone inform onr correspondent

whether chicory roots are sold in tiie London market in a gi'een or

diy state, and who are the purchasers.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldrioge, 147, Strand, in the

Parish of Saint Mary-lo-Strand ; and Winchester, High-street, in

the Parish of St. Mary Kalendar ; and Published by William
SoMERViLLE Orr, at the Office, 147, Strand, in the Parish of Saint

Mary-le-Strand, London. -—January 17th, 1850.
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but if the seed of au aquatic plant be germinated in

water, under a double glass receiver, like the accom-

panying drawing, one compartment of which is fiOed

with hydrogen, or nitrogen, and the other compart-

ment with atmospheric air, the plantlet invariably

directs its growth into the latter. We also Imow
that germinated seed, placed in vacno, refuse to ad-

vance any further in vegetation.

The absorption of moisture, and consequent en-

largement of the cotyledons of a seed, is followed by

another change in them. Oxygen gas is absorbed,

and carbonic acid gas is evolved, the starchy nature

of the seed being completely changed—it usually

becoming sugary, though sometimes it attains acidity

—but in every case its components become soluble

in water, more liquid, and adapted to the nutriment

of the embi-yo plant. The quantity of oxygen ab-

sorbed by seeds differs in every species, but they

entirely agree in emitting it all again in the form of

carbonic acid ; it is absorbed, therefore, for the pur-

pose of diminishing the seed's carbon.

The seeds of beans and lettuces absorb the one-

hundredth part of th^ir weight of oxygen, to enable

them to germinate ; purslain, onion, and radish seed,

the one-thousandth only ; and the weight absorbed is

always proportionate to the weight of the cotyledon.

The fact of carbonic acid being extricated, aids to

explain why germination proceeds more slowly in

clay soils, and in soUs rolled Ann, even imder other-

wise favoiu'able contingencies, than it does in porous,

well-pulverised soils. Not only does the atmospheric

air get to the seed in the former soils with more

difficulty, but in these the carbonic acid emitted,

during germination, is confined in immediate contact

with the seed; and M. Saussre found that carbonic

acid, almost in any proportion, retards the commence-

ment of germination.

That the atmospheric air is that mixture of oxygen

and nitrogen gases which is most favourable to the

duo progress of germination, is proved by the expe-

riments of M. Saussure ; for he found that seeds ger-

minating in it always absorbed a portion of the

nitrogen, hut which they did not do if the proportion

of oxygen was increased.

These facts hold out some beacons worthy of being

attended to, as guides for tlio operation of sowinrj.

They point out that every kind of seed has a par-

ticular depth below the surface, at which it germi-

nates most vigorously, as securing to it the most

appropriate degree of moisture, of oxygen gas, and of

warmth, from a quarter of an inch to two inches

beneath the smface appear to be the limits for the

seeds of plants usually the objects of cultivation ;

these, however, must vary for the same seeds in

different grounds and countries. The depth must

be the least in clayey soils and dry climates. Sowing

should in general be jierformed in di'y weather, espe-

cially on heavy soils, not only because of the gi-eater

saving of labour, but because it prevents the seed

being enveloped with a coat of earth impermeable by

the air, " which," says Sir H. Davy, "is one cause of

the unproductiveness of cold, clayey soils." Perhaps

the time at which any gi-ound may be raked with the

greatest facility, is as good a practical criterion as

any, to judge when it is most fit for sowing. In

general, if clay does not predominate in its constitu-

tion, a soil rakes best just after it has been turned

up with the spade. If clay does predominate, it

usually rakes with most facility after it has been dug

two or three days, and then immediately after a

gentle rain. But it is certain that the sooner seed is

sown after the soil is dug for its reception, the earlier

it germinates. In the droughts of summer, water is

often required to newly sown beds. Such applica-

tion must not he very limited or transitory ; for, if

the soil is only moistened at the immediate time of

sowing, it induces the appearance of the radicle,

which, in very parching weather, and in clayey

caking soil, we have known wither away, and the

crop to be consequently lost from the want of a con-

tinued supply of moisture.

Pursuing our plan of inserting such answers, edi-

torially, as we consider generally interesting, though

called forth by a correspondent's particular inquiry,

we do so, in the present instance, relative to the

mode of heating a small pit.

A correspondent, signing himself "P. T, K.,"

wi'ites thus ;

—

" I have a four-liglit pit, 18 feet by 5 feet, and

now heated by linings of dung. In this pit I am
growing cucumbers, and succeeding pretty well : but

several inconveniences present themselves. First,

I have to buy the dung, which has to be fetched

some distance. Secondly, the time, trouble, and

expense of often stirring it are objectionable ; and,

thirdly, the appearance is bad. By what means

can I obviate these inconveniences, without much

expense? I have an Arnott's stove; can that be

made applicable? or, what other plan can you re-

commend, and what expense will be probable in

making the alteration you advise ?
"

Now, to those queries we reply that, though dung

is dirty, troublesome, and expensive, Arnott's stove

would not be much better. Heating by hot water

would be cleanest, least troublesome, and the cheap-

est in the end. A small boiler, supplying a tank
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below the bed, aud that again covered with open

nibble beneatli the soil, such as that described by-

Mr. Fish, in page 337 of last volume, would answer

admu-ably ; only tliat the sides of the pit would pre-

vent the necessity for having the strong wooden

box, though the slender inner one had better be

retained, so that it might have a dry, or moist atmo-

spheric heat at pleasure. The tank, too, would be

large enough if 2i- feet wide, and (i inches deep ; and,

instead of wood, might be made of brick and cement,

the bottom consisting of a layer of bricks, and then

tliin tiles laid in the best cement; the sides of two

courses of bricks, laid flat, in cement ; the division of

a brick edgeways; and then covered, if not with

slabs, with the best rougli roofing-slato. Sucli a

boiler would probably cost about two pounds ; the

lead piping, to connect it with the tank, something

more than that sum ; and the bricks, and cement,

and slates, the bricklayer would at once tell the cost

of in any locality.

A second plan would bo to form a chamber, by

placing a bottom, with slabs of slate, across the

bed, and runnning some hot-water-pipes through the

chamber below, covering the slate with rubble, and

leaving part exposed, at the back and the front, for

atmospheric heat. Two four-inch pipes would be

snflicient for this purpose; the cost of which, with-

out fl.xing, would be fully two pounds more ; and

tlicn the slate would have to be calculated.

A third plan—and, perhaps, the cheapest—would

be to have two three-inch, or even two two-inch,

pipes for bottom-heat, and the same for top-tempe-

ratiu'e, with the means, by stop-cocks, of using either

only two pipes, or all of them, at pleasure, those

pipes, intended for supplying bottom-heat, being sur-

rounded to a depth of at least fifteen or eighteen

inches, with clickers, stones, brickbats, &c., below

the soil in which the cucumbers are to be grown,

with tubes left so, that by pouring down water

moisture, may always be secured. The same plan

may bo adopted with the second system, instead of a

chamber. Here there would be no e.\'pense but the

boiler and pipes ; and the latter may be procured,

according to their size, from 8d. to Is. per foot.

THE FRUIT-GAEDEN.
Horizontal and I'an Tkaining.— We are re-

minded, by a correspondent or two, that a few re-

marks on the above were promised so long ago as

June—it is getting high time the promise was made
good. Our observations must, however, be brief;

for other matters press, on account of the advancing

season ; and, indeed, we would not willingly give

any undue amount of importance to modes of train-

ing on which so little of the fruitfulness of trees

depend, as compared with summer pruning, the due

preparation of soil, &c. We will dismiss all consi-

derations of the comparative or ornanreutal appear-

ance of the two modes, and confine ourselves merely

to eligibility, based on a jiermauent fruitfulness.

The chief advantage of the horizontal modo would

seem to lie in the fact of its having a tendency to

equalise the light in a superior degree. This it does,
for eveiy portion of the shoots possess an equal
chance in this respect. A main leader is carried u]}

perpendicularly, ii-om whence the side branches are

carried at right angles to the main stem. These, of
course, must be equi-distant at all points ; and
whether clothed with spurs or young shoots, all

possess an equal chance of light. Not so the fan
system ; the shoots here, in the main, by radiating
from one common centre, are of necessity much
more crowded in the centre than at the extremities^
hence the great tendency in peach and nectarine trees,

badly managed, to become naked ; and hence the

tendency, also, in the lower wood to be more infested

with the earliest aphides of the season, which hero
meet with a snug hatching-place ; whilst, farther

on in the season, they will as readily infest the
extremities.

Thus far, then, the balance would appear to be in

favour of the horizontal mode. We nuist, however,
suspend our judgment awhile, and see what other

bearings the question has. First, then, any damage
that occurs, or decay of any portion of the tree, is

much easier, and more speedily repaired, under the

i'an system than the horizontal. Indeed, in the

latter case, if one of the side shoots of an established

tree should canker or die, two or three years will

pass before the blemish can be made good, and the
defect will attract dcmblo the notice of any such in

the fan mode, inasmuch as the whole tree bears a
nuich more methodical impress. For peaches, nec-

tarines, and apricots, therefore, we consider the ordi-

nary fan mode far superior, inasmuch as they are

peculiarly liable to accidents in the principal shoots;

and the objections which we, in candour, urged
against the fan mode, are anytliiug but insuper-

able: good management will, at all times, overcome
them with ease.

'J'he plum might be subjected, perhaps, to a hori-

zontal system, ibr the wood of plums is of a toler-

ably permanent character ; but it would he difficult

to point out the advantages. Cherries are rather

too unruly in their wood to apply the horizontal

modo to ; and, therefore, we apprehend it is more
at home with the apple, and the ^)pr/c, than with

our other fruits : for the latter, indeed, we sliould

not hesitate to recommend it, more especially as

it oflers unusual facilities to the amateur of con-

tinually introducing new kinds, even on a single

tree ; for nothing is requisite but to graft on any
portion of any one of tlie horizontal branches, and
when the graft grows, to tie it down on the main
shoot, instead of attempting the old and fallacious

mode of pruning for sjiurs. The graft in the latter

position merely occupies the place of the young
spray of the shoot ; and, in this way, a score of

grafts, if necessary, may be introduced on a single

hough.
On the whole, therefore, our advice is, be con-

tent with the old fan mode, or some modification

of it, for general piu'poscs ; and to those who are

about establishing the pear on walls or gables,

choose the horizontal, in order to be able to intro-

duce gi-afts of new kinds with facility ; for, in our

opiniou, before mauy years have passed away, many
of our pears, now considered worthy of cultivation,

will bo discarded altogether, and cither another

race, or pears hitherto placed in an inferior grade

—

because ill imderstood—will assume a higlicr posi-

tion. Tho immouse quantity of pears on the quince

which have been sent through tho country of hito
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by Mr. Rivers, and some others, will, in a year or

two, set the quince stooli question at rest ; for, if

any real advance be made this way, it must assuredly

be through the medium of tlie stock and the platform

question, perhaps, in combination.

Pear-pp.uning.—And now we have been drawn

into observations on pears, it will, perhaps, be well

to finisli our paper with hints to pear pruners ;
for

spring is at hand, with its usual pressure of business.

Everybody knows that our gardeners of the old

time had but one method of pear pruning ; they must

be " spurred back." As to asking the reason,^" they

would give no man a reason on compulsion "—not

they. Sucii would seem to involve the loss of a

serious amount of liberty, not altogether compatible

with tlie British character. However, spurring back

was adhered to with reverential awe—and no won-

der, the memory of their time-honoured grandsires

was fairly woven into the question. Nevertheless,

time, who wears holes in the hardest rocks, drew

aside the sombre veil of prescription, covered with

the dust of ages, and folks began to rub their eyes

anew. It was now discovered that gardeners cannot

manufacture spurs by the pruning knife, although

they can excite a vast amount of shoots.
^

Hence

arose, if not an aversion to, at least a jealousy

of the knife ; and tliose beautiful-looking systems of

winter pruning, which used to adorn the pages of

the clever Mr. Loudon, liave, we conceive, been used

by the butterman long since. Our reason for taking

the liberty of jolung on so serious a matter is, that

we may disabuse the minds of amateur cottage gar-

deners, and others—who have not watched these

things so closely, or for so many years, as we have

done— from the fallacy of depending on spruce

modes of priming for producing fruitfulness. We
would rather divert their attention to the three great

cardinal points in aB fruit culture :—namely, root

control, selection of stocks, and summer pruiiing.

And now, as to pear pruning, we have before, in

The Cottage Gabdener, alluded to what we have

called the " tying-down system." By this we mean
the reserving many of the annual shoots at the

winter prmiing, and tying, or otherwise fastening,

them down on the old wood. Pears, say they, bear

best on the two-year-old wood ; be it so, then let us

take care that some of the annual shoots reach two

years. We have before repeatedly advised (when

discussing summer pruning aflairs), that all the

shortest-jointed, and early-ripened wood should be

left ; and now, when the knife must, of necessity, be

passed over the trees, in order to correct the omis-

sions of the past summer, let us again advise that

every short-jointed shoot, with plump eyes or buds,

be tied down to the old wood ; not more, however,

than one, or at most two, at a given point ; and thus

proceeding from the root-stock to the extremities, to

clothe the wood from end to end. Where this plan

is adopted, all barren-looking spurs may at once be

cut clean away, unless they give promise of bloom-

buds. The hobby, however, must not be ridden too

hard: still preserve genuine fruit spurs with the

utmost care. Under this system let there be no

spurring back, as it is called, of young and grass

shoots, in order to create spm-s. Such, we know,

may sometimes be generated ; but it is the exception

to tlie rule. By this tying-down mode, when esta-

blished, plenty of natural sjiurs will be produced;

and, moreover, the tendency to produce " breast

wood " will be lessened exceedingly.

R. Ebbington.

THE PLOWER-GAEDEN.
Habdv Climbehs.—-I make a break here, in my

description of hardy climbers, and the different pur-

poses to which certain kinds of them may be applied,

to describe, and vei-y earnestly to recommend, a cer-

tain way of establishing strong varieties of them in

gi'oves, in thickets, or on the margin of woods, so as

to cover whole trees fi-om the top to the bottom, to

festoon between tree and tree, or to form an impene-

trable barrier, in imitation of the twining plants which
entangle the " bush " or " jimgle " in warmer latitudes.

Or, if that is out of the question, let us say to clothe

some two or three old trees in the corner of the gar-

den, of which naked limbs are anything but beau-

tiful, during the winter season; or even that old ash,

whose surface roots monopolise the whole space

within their reach.

Those who have never tried the experiment, can
form but a little idea of the difficulty of establishing

climbers, or any plants whatever, m the immediate

vicinity of, or among, full-grown trees. No sooner is

a pit opened, filled with good soil, and a thrifty plant

of any kind inserted, than the roots of the established

trees take possession of the fresh soil, and literally

suck all the goodness out of it, before the roots of the

young plant have time to extend beyond a few inches

;

and, in a season or two, the young climber, instead of

reaching halfway up the trees, is dying by inches of

sheer starvation. Indeed, without some contrivance

to overcome the difficulty, it would be easier to cover

all the houses in London with roses and honeysuckles,

than half the trees on an acre of land in the country.

Yet, what is more picturesque than to see long fes-

toons of climbers waving down fi-om the boughs of

some old favourite tree ? How rich the clusters of

the Olycine sinensis would look hanging over the lofty

boughs of a holly-tree, or some other evergreen of

gi-eat height ! They would appear doubly chai-ming

when backed by some good screen of leaves ; and so

with most flowers which appear before the leaves like

those of this Glycine.

Now, there is no more real difficulty in rearing a

Glycine, or any other strong climber, against a tree,

than there would be in establishing the same plant

against the wall of a cottage ; except, indeed, what

was due to the difference of temperature ; and all

that is necessary to efiect this, is to exclude the roots

of the tree from all share in the soil newly-laid for

the young plant, and that, too, for the first half dozen

years or more. Indeed, the climber should be full-

grown before the roots of the ti-ee could have access

to its bed, as I can state, from my own experience,

that unless that is provided for at first, the experiment

must fail, for I have seen the plan tried and failed

ten times over.

Some of the best things in the world to cai-ry out

this experiment is a set of old tar-barrels, as they last

many years when sunk in the ground at the foot of

the trees against which it is desired to establish the

climbers ; and no one need be afraid that plants will

not grow in old tar-barrels, or in new barrels, or tubs

tarred over on purpose to secure them from wet or

damp. All flower-gardeners use tarred boxes evei-y

year to grow fancy things in. I have many such in

use at Shrubland Park, and I never found that the

tar was injurious to the plants. I have also tar-bar-

rels in use, not for climbers, but for plants much
more delicate.

Well, then, each tar-barrel is to be bored in the

bottom with five holes, one in the middle and four at

equal distances all round, and the bung-hole must be
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stopped very tight. Then open a hole large enough
to allow the barrel to be piit in down to the rim ; then

push it down, that the bottom of it may make a mark
in the bottom of the pit

,
pull it out again, and make

the hole a foot deeper in the centre, scooping out the

earth till you come near the mark made by the bot-

tom of the baiTel, but that you must leave enth'e for

the barrel to rest on ; and when you put it into the

pit again, there will be a hollow under it a foot deep.

The reason for this is, that the five drainage-holes

may lie over the void space, both to facilitate the

drainage and to prevent any of the roots of the trees

outside from poking in through one of the holes, or

rather through all of them, as I once found to my
great vexation.

I once j)ut an old herring-barrel down for such a

purpose, and left the bottom of the pit quite flat and
sohd under it, not dreaming that roots woidd enter

by the drainage-holes, but they did ; and I really be-

lieve they could be enticed to go up to the very top

of the tree itself, by heaping barrels or any tubs over

each other, and filling them with soil.

The first thing to put in the barrel is a quantity of

lime-mortai', rough cinders, or brick-bats, for a good
drainage, as the young plants must be copiously sup-

plied with water during the summer, for the first three

years at least, for nothing tends to push out climbers
so fast as good and regidar watering at first ; not
that they woidd require to be watered oftener—once
a week or ten days would be often enough. When-
ever a climber looks unhealthy, or is much attacked

with insects, the cause is generally sure to be at the

roots : they are not active enough to keep up that

supply of sap which is necessary to sustain a rapid

growing one. Indeed, no hardy plants in the open
ground require half so much water as climbers, and,
therefore, the borders, or boxes, or tar-ban'els, for

them, ought to be particularly well drained. Any
kind of old barrel or cask would do for this work,
provided it be sound enough to last seven or eight

years, and that no holes, or open slits between the

staves, are left lor strange roots to get through ; and
by the time the barrel is rotten, and the chmbers fidl-

grown, the latter will be able to contend with its fos-

ter-parent for nourishment.
About sis years ago, I had occasion for 22 guards

of this kind, to grow specimens of scarlet geraniums
in, in a situation where it would have been impos-
sible to manage them in any other way ; and the car-

penter, who works for the garden, suggested that elm
wood boxes would last longer than any other kind of

wood buried in chalky soil. I believe he was right,

as I cannot perceive that six years' use has had any
effect on them. The way he made them is so simple
that I shall endeavour to describe it, as that sort of

guard would answer as well as the old tar-barrels, and
may be had more convenient in many places. The
wood was sawed into strips or staves, fom' inches
wide, and haU' an inch thick ; and then cut into 20-

inch lengths, that being the depth required for the

boxes to grow the specimen geraniums in, and they

were 22 inches in diameter, and made without bot-

toms, only as so many cyhnders. D. Beaton.
[We have to apologise to our readers for this abrupt

termination. Our able coadjutor had not completed
his communication, when he sustained the most severe
of domestic losses. This will silence his pen for

awhile, but a short time, we hope, will restore his

equanimity ; and literary employment will be one of

the best secondary supports to which he can. have re-

course under his bereavement.

—

Ed. C. G.]

Routine Work.—Owing to the continued frosty

weather, most operations in this department must be
viewed rather prospectively. Much may be done in-

doors, to forward labour afterwards, by getting sticks,

tallies, pegs, twigs, crocks, pots, &c., all in a state of

readiness. It always infers bad management to be
obliged to have such things attended to in fine wea-
ther; more especially if a man can at any time be
seen potcliing tlie ground, and attempting to work in

imfavourable weather, when his health, and the true

interests of his employer, as well as the dictates of

humanity, requu-e that he should be provided with
labour under cover. In the smallest garden suitable

employment may thus always be found, if a little

forethought be exercised ; and, in attending to these

matters in a wet or frosty day, the men are more
happy and cheerful than if they were doing nothing;

for idleness is foreign to the nature of our Saxon
race—a fact, by-the-by, which has some bearing upon
the mischief and evil-doing existing in society. We
are so much in the habit of associating the love of

flowers with aU that is gentle and kuid, that we feel

convinced such observations are next to thrown away
upon the bulk of our readers who possess flower-gar-

dens, because their own benevolence of heart would
at once prompt to the course we humbly indicate.

But, as we know that the noblest, and yet kindest

and gentlest breathing of all philosophy, has not

suitably influenced the hearts of many of us, to whom
its claims have been addressed, so we fear there may
be some—a very few—who love, or afi'ect to love, their

flowers, who may yet feel more of the selfish than the

benevolent towards those who assist in their cultiva-

tion ; and to those we would urge the adoption of the

same course, by that which is dear to most people

—

their own interests—for considerable experience en-

ables us to state, that to obtain the utmost activity

and energy from a man in fine weather, his comfort

must be attended to when that weather is wet or

stormy.

There are many things, however, which can be ap-

propriately done out-of-doors in frosty weather, if not

excessively blusterous—sxich as exposing the soil,

turning composts, charring thinnings and prunings,

burning weeds, with scourings of fences, and even
clay, all of which are valuable for any, but especially

for stiff, soil in flower-gardens; and in making the

now iron walks a highway, on which all such charred

and biu'nt materials, and manure—when deemed
necessary—may be wheeled to their respective

positions.

Roses.—There are none of the family but like a

fair supply of manure, to bring their flowers to per-

fection ; and, if not done before, it may be thrown
on as a top-dressing in frosty weather. Some of the

tenderer Tea-scented and Cliina kinds would be all

the better if such dressing were allowed to remain,

as a mulching, about their stems, during the winter.

In some cases, a layer of moss would be required in

addition; and then some spruce, or laurel boughs,

should be stuck round them, to shelter the Ixead of

the plant; though, in such circumstances, if the head
should be injured, the plants will flower strongly

from shoots thrown up from the bottom buds. Such
kinds, against walls and other fences, in addition

to mulching, should have then- stems and branches

thus protected with evergreen twigs ; and, even if

neglected previously, it wiU be advisable to do so,

before they are suddenly thawed. Such tender

kinds— and other half-hardy plants, that require

more protection than mulching with dung, or moss,

and sticking some boughs among them—should be
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taken up in the autumn, and put in, by tlie heels,

in light SO' 1, under a shed; if with a north aspect

a'' the better. A little hay, or other litter, thrown
over the stems, when very cold, would preserve

them all right until jilunting time in March or April.

Pruning any thing of this nature must be avoided,

with the general stock, which, if not cut in the

autumn, or in mild weather, should be deferred until

the buds are beginning to break in the spring; and
all the tender kinds should never be pruned until

that period, as thus, not only is their safety better

secured— a cut in w 'nter being an unpropitious
opening for allow'ng moisture and cold to jiene-

trate—^but at that period many nice little shoots, of

but an inch in length, may be obtained from the cut

off parts, which are just the very thing i'or making
nice little plants quickly, when inserted in a mild
bottom-heat, and their little leaves kept from flag-

ging, by a close atmosphere, and dustings from the

syringe. But there are many strong-growing, robust
kinds that may bo pruned at any time, as freely as

you would prune a gooseberry-bush ; and among
these— because, comparatively, little pruning is

wanted— we would class the most of the hardy
climbers that cover trellises, and are fastened to

stakes, or allowed to clamber over dead and living

trees, almost at their will. Hero the pruning con-

sists chiefly in shortening the main shoots—thinning
them out where too abundant—and shortening to a
spur, or removing altogether, the small spray that
had flowered the previous season, along with all

dead and decaying matter. Any tying might be
done in the middle of the day, or even left to a
future occasion; but the thinning and pruning part
could be done as comfortably in frosty weather as

at any other time, and even more so, for there would
be hard standing for the feet, and the hands might
be comfortably ensconced in gloves—one of the low
occasions, however, iu which a gardener has any
use for these nnilfling appendages.
Flower-beds.^ Where these are planted with

bulbs, or annuals, for an early display, little can be
done, except to mulch the former, and protect the

latter with branches, with a mat thrown over either

occasionally, in extreme cases. Were we to use
annuals to any extent for this purpose, instead of

sowing, or planting them out in autumn where tliey

were to blow, wo should prefer transplanting them
in patches, from a reserve garden, in Mai-ch. This
jiractice would enable you to give the beds intended
for them—as well as those beds which remain empty
luitil they receive their summer and autumn bed-
ding-out plants—frequent turnings, and deep stir-

rings, during the winter. If this is done in frosty

weather, many injurious enemies will receive their

death blow. This deep-stirring of tlie soil will well

roiia,y you in the Ibllowing season, as it will alike pre-

vent your plants from shanking olf with an accumu-
lation of moisture, and save you much trouble in dry
weather, so far as the use of the water-can is con-
corned. It matters not whether the plants you use
root deeply, or merely carpet the surface of tlie soil

with their fibres; in either case, the deep stirring of

the soil of the bed will allow the redundant moisture
to escape, and guarantee the raising of a considerable
supply from beneath, by moans of evaporation and
capillary attraction in the hottest wciithcr. It is a
mistake, however, to suppose, that iu advocating
tliis deep stirring, we wish you to turn down your
Kuifaee soil, and bring iqi to the surface, from the
drpLii of a couple of feet or so, the soil found there.

This would just be doing what some farnjcrs on a

large scale may have done once in their lifetime

;

and, consequently, ever afterwards became—and with
their experience to support them—firm adherents
to the scratching four or live inch depth system,
beyond which they would deem it next to sacrilege

to go. From repeated dressings—from even tlie

handsful of prepared compost, put, yeai' after year,

round at least the smaller of your beddiug-out
plants—the surface-soil of your beds must become
ameliorated, whatever be its natural constitution.

Instead, therefore, of bringing up an understratum
to the smface, as you might do in an old deep-soiled

kitchen garden, it is better to mingle only a portion
of the under soil with the upper every year. For
this purjiose, and also to eftect this deep stirring,

a sufficient opening should be taken out to enable
you to dig deeply, or even pick the under soil, and
then the surface-earth may be laid in ridges upon
the surface again. It is improper, in all cases where
much nicety is required—and more especially in such
flower-beds which you wish, as soon as possible, to

be comfortably warm—to bury at any great depth
frozen earth ; but the turning of such surface ridges

on a frosty day would be attended with the greatest

benefit ; for, after all, frost is the best and cheapest
of all pulverisers and clod crushers.

Secure your ])lants in pits and frames, and do not
be in a hurry to uncover them. Be on the look-

out for fermenting material; for cutting-striking time
will soon be here. E. Fish.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

Proieciixg, &e.—Thick and thickening have been
the inquiries lately, as to the best means of heating
pits, greenhouses, and hothouses ; for JNIr. Frost
arouses attention to many things that should have
been thought about before the ti'ces were stripped of
their foliage. But the protecting of glass, by means
of external eocerinys, is a subject that with many is

ill understood, and worse practised. Those who
have made the subject matter of iucjuiry, cannot
always act according to their convictions of what is

right. Many, who take a pride in their gardens,
would rather bum more fuel than be annoyed witli

the sight of any protecting medium whatever placed

over their glass. Sometimes a provisional grant of a
hot-water jiipe is obtained by some of us, upon the

condition tliat no risk of breaking glass, or taking

the sldne out of paint, is to be encountered from mats
or hurdles! Now, with a proper command of a heat-

ing medium, it is an easy matter to kee]) up the re-

quisite temperature even in very cold wcatiier ; but
we contend there is more injury occasioned by doing
so, than would have been eU'ected by smaller liros, in

connection with either partial or general covering.

This injury is apt to take place from two causes

:

first, the increased temperature from lire-heat—it

matters not in what shape applied—will cither dry
too much the atmosphere of the house, and thus

the plants will bo deprived of their juices, so as to

endanger the drying up of their tissues ; or, secondly,

if means ai-o taken, in such circumstances, to com-
municate moisture to the atmosphere, in proportion

to its increased temperature, then the apparent rate

of growth will be more a mere extension of what the

plant ju'eviously contained, than an assimilation of

fresh materiid to its substance. In cold, dull weather,

with moderate fires, and suitable outside covering,

there would neither be a drying of tlio stems of tho

plants, nor yet an encouragement to growth, when
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the olaboratiug processes could very imperfectly be

curried ou.

How, then, is this covering to bo effected? llus-

sian mats are the material iu most general use, but

they are far Irom being the best as most frerpieutly

applied, either to cold pits, or warm pits, &c., namely,

throwing them either singly, or in several thicknesses,

over the glass. To say nothing of the danger of

breakage iu such circumstances, in frosty weather,

the impropriety of so using them will be seen from
these facts:—I'irst, that the mat lying close to the

glass, will soon cease to prevent tlie radiation of heat

from it ; and then, secondly, as it is no proof against

cold rains and sleet, unless when several lie over each

other, the glass will soon become as cool with them
as without them.
To counteract both of these defects, gardenei-s arc

iu the habit of enclosing a non-conducting medium,
such as dry hay, or straw, between two mats ; but
this is always atteuded with more or less of a littery

appearance. Now, to humour this prejudice for mats,

allow us to give our opinion liow they may be made
the most of—both as success and economy are cou-

cei'ued. Well, the lirst thing to be thought of, is to

secure a space between them and the glass ; and this

we advise to bo done, by fi.King the mats single, or

double, fully stretched upon a wooden frame, the size

of the sash to bo covered. The frame to consist of

three pieces of wood, the lengtli of the sash, two I'or

the sides, one for the centre, each from two to three

inches wide, and from half to three tjuarters of an
incli thick. Two cross pieces, lighter and narrower,

are fixed at each end, to keep the three long ones iu

their places ; and three or four more cross pieces, at

intermediate distances, between the ends. If the

frames are neatly made, they will lit close to each
other, and thus the glass may all bo covered, with a
body of air shut in between it and the covering. The
mat being neither air nor water proof, will not be so

ell'ectual as it otherwise miglit bo—as confined air is

one of tlie best non-conductors of heat—but still

a great improvement will bo effected over merely
throwing tho mat on the glass, as the heat that is

radiated from the glass to the mat will, to a great

extent, be ratUated back again. 1 can well recollect

what hard thinking, and scratching of the cranium, to

bring the brain to the sticking point, these matters
occasioned mo when there was no cheap Cottage
Gardener to pioneer the way as now, and no kind
friends to whom tho young and inexperienced could
refer for answers to what tho tjreatli/ learned miglit

term impertinent and silly questious. Do I envy
you'.' No ! I rejoice that you will enjoy many of the

advantages that are to be realised iu "the good time
coming." But let me remind you, that as your pri-

vileges are enhanced, so yoiu' responsibilities are

increased ; and that tho excuses that availed for older

gardouers, will not ho deemed available in the cases
of the rising race.

Still this matter may not be sufficiently clear

to some of oiu' friends, and to them we woidd jii'c-

scnt one or two proofs in the way of familiar illustra-

tion. You have observed, at certain seasons of the
year, that one morning the earth was moistened with
dew, every blade of grass drooping with the weight
of its sparkling ei-ystal drop ; but on the following
morning there was not enough of moisture to damp
the sole of a lady's slipper. How is this'? Uuder-
stand it thoroughly, and you have a key that will

unlock the true tlicory and practice of protecting
plants. We shall merely advert to the prominent
reason. In the first case, the night was unclouded

and clear ; an unobstructed radiation of heat took
place from tlio earth, which was thus rendered colder

than the surrounding medium; and thus the moisture,
suspended iu the air in the shape of va]iour, was con-

densed and deposited as dew. In the second case,

the sky was overcast and cloudy, the earth was not
greatly cooled, because the heat that was radiated
from it was radiated back agaiu by the overhanging
clouds. Now, compaiTug great things with small,

you will at once perceive how glass exposed, or with
a covering lying close to it, is so much sooner cooled

tluui when the covering, though much shghter, is

suspended at a lesser or greater distance from it, in
sucii a manner that the air has no free entrance either

at the cuds or sides.

Agaiu, and not to enlarge, mark the differenco as

respects comfort enjoyed by these two gentlemen; one
young, in the very jiink of fashion, who would rate

his tailor and bootmaker, if his articles of clothing

were a hair's breadth too large for him to squeeze
himself into them ; the other au elderly gentleman,
who has abjured such folly, and ouly contends for

room and ease. The young man rims the risk of being
starved iu winter, and scorelicd iu summer. His
elderly companion, independently of the ease he feels,

escapes from both extremes, owing chiefly to the air

enclosed between his body and his outer clothing.

Now, we confess, we shall have written for no pur-

pose, if our inexperienced friends, who will use mats,

will prefer rolling them down upon tho glass, instead

of sujiportiug them upon a frame, so as to keep tho

glass completely clear, and thus interpose a body of

air as a non-conducting medium. Two men can
whip olf scores of such covers in a very short time,

and without risk of breakage, unless from great care-

lessness ; and one man can pull them down and ]nit

them on agaiu with more case than one man can ma-
nage with mats iu the usual way. In all cases where
practicable, and especially where there is ouly one
man, posts and rails should bo put np for the lower

end of the cover to rest upon during tho day, tlio

other end resting upon the front wall plate of tho

pit or house.

There is one objection to such covers, especially

whore there is ordy one man to put them on. As he
is obliged to slide them, tho paint will be apt to be
rubbed olf; but this is easily obviated by tacking on
latlis to the sides of the sashes, and removing them
when the covers may be dispensed with.

Mats, from their thickness and jiorosity, when thus

stretched and tacked to frames, would make cajjital

protectors, were it not for the fact to which we have
alluded—namely, that tho rains will pass through
tliem iu time. To obviate this, the mat might be

covered with waterproofed calico, but this would ren-

der the covers more expensive. The same object may
bo cheaply attained by the following method, but it

should be done in spring or summer, as then covers

would bo sooner fit for use:—Get some gas tiU', which
is cheap enough, heat it as much as to make it thin

;

set the cover up, reclining in a slantiug position,

daub its outside over as ipiickly as possible with tho

tar, using a large brush for this purpose, and then

immediately throwing over it some fine dry sand, or

road-drift, or even dry sawdust, and you wifl possess

a cover as valuable for repelling wet and cold as

asphalt-felt, much lighter, and considerably cheaper;

and which you will be able to turn to many purposes

during the season. At a future time, we may advert

to the making of such covers with straw, &c.

11. Eisii.
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HOTHOUSE DEPARllIENT.

EXOTIC ORCHIDACE.(E.
GiviNO Air.—If the air, in houses filled with

plants, is confined for a length of time, the atmo-
sphere hecomes vitiated, or foul, and is not fit for

the plants to breathe in. Hence every plant-house

ought to he furnished with the means by which
fresh air may be admitted. Tliis principle apjilies

to the orchid-house, though, perhaps, not to the

same extent as to other houses of plants. The
reason, perhaps, is, that most orcliids grow naturally

in close, moist shady places, where the air—especially

during the rainy season—is filled with miasma (pu-

trid exhalations), and so they are constitutionally

able to live and thrive longer without fresh air than
other tribes of plants. Yet, though they will do
longer without a change of air than most other

plants, they will not live and thrive altogether with-

out such change. It is certain, that orchids from
the hot, damp jungles of India require less air than
those from Guatemala, and other parts of America;
therefore, more air may be given to the Mexican
house than to the Indian one. Besides, the giving

of air is necessary frequently to both houses, when
the sun shines, to reduce the temperature of the

internal atmosphere to the proper degree of heat, so

that the plants may not have their growth drawn
out, and, consequently, weakened, and thereby ren-

dered unable to produce their beautiful flowers in

perfection. Having, as we think, made good our
remark, that fresh air is necessary for the orchid-

house, both to sweeten the atmosphere, and to

reduce the heat when it is too high, we may now
inquire the best mode of accomplishing that object.

The methods of giving air to hothouses, gi'een-

houses, and conservatories, are almost as various as

the houses themselves. Some have the front sashes

to slide across each other, others have them hung
in the centre—the bottom pushing outwards, and the

top inwards. Some are hung at the top, and when
air is given, are pushed outwards with an iron long
flat plate, with holes in it to drop on to an iron j)in,

so as to give more or less air; a fourtli set have
them to open outwards like a door; and, lastly,

some are made to slide downwards. To let the

heated air out of the roof, the upper lights are hung
with weights to slide downwards. This is the most
general mode ; sometimes, however, openings are

made in the back wall, and wooden shutters are

fixed in, hung upon a pivot, to open when neces-

sary. A very ingenious mode of opening the front

windows lias been adopted in the houses of the

Royal Gardens at Erogmore, by which the whole
range in one house is opened at once. This is done
by a long iron rod, reaching the whole length of the

house. To this rod is attached a short one to every
\viudow; a winch, turned with a handle at the end,

moves the rod backwards and forwards, and each
motion opens and shuts each window, or light, when
required. A somewliat similar mode may bo seen

at Messrs. Henderson's, of Pino-applo Place.

All these plana, however, are comparatively use-

less for giving air to tlic orchid-house. I,ct us glance

at the form of the house wo have recommended:—It

is a house witli brick walls, and a glass roof. Wo
were hajipy to find the houses at R. S. Holford's, Esq.,

(mentioned in the 07tli number, page 200, of Tjie
CoTTAfiE GAiiDENEit) wero all of this form. The
method wo recommend to give air by, is with wooden
shutters, let into tho wall at intervals of 4 feet

between each, on each side of the house. The wooden
shutters, or doors, should be 2^ feet long by 19

inches broad. A frame of wood ought be fitted into

the opening in the wall, to hang the shutters on.

These shoidd swing on the centre with two iron

pins, so that when open they will be horizontal, and
let the air into the house plentifully. When less air is

required, every other aperture need only be opened,

or the shutters may be propped only half open.

When they are opened, the fresh aii' will i-ush in, and
meeting with the pipes in its progress, wiU be par-

tially heated and softened before it comes in contact

with the plants—a point worth attending to. For
nine months in the year this way of giving air to the

Indian house will be found all that is wanted.

During the three hot months of summer, it will be
necessary to give some air at the highest part of the

roof We mentioned this when writing about and
describing the houses suitable for orchids. The
ridge of the house should be made flat, about nine

inches broad, and part of it made moveable to lift

up with an iron rod, whenever the heat of the inter-

nal air exceeds the proper degree. This is the guide

on all occasions, and at all seasons. When the heat

is too much, give an'.

It will be found that the Mexican house requires

more frequently to have air given to it than the

other, because the plants in it do not require so

much heat. We frequently give air to this house,

even at this time of the year; for if the sun shines

even now, the thermometer will rise rapidly ; and to

keep it down air will be necessary. If air is not

given, the heat will soon be too much for the plants,

and wUl have the eflect of e.xciting them to grow
before the right season. The shoots will then be

weak, and very likely to perish. To know, at all

times, when to give air, have a copy of the table of

heat for the orchid-house, given at page 168 of this

volume, copied, and hung up in a convenient place,

to refer to.

Notices of Plant.s that Require Peculiar
Treatment : Anactochilus setaceus (Bristly anjeoto-

chUus), A. var. iiictus (Painted bristly A.).—These
two plants are so extremely beautiful, that we judge
a particular notice of them, and their culture (which

is rather difBcult), will be acceptable to all our

readers that are orchid gi'owers. They are found

growing on the ground in shady places, in the Island

of Ceylon. A gentleman called at Pine-apple Place

last summer, and informed us that he had a con-

siderable estate in that island, and that the anaec-

tochilus giew under the hedges quite common there.

The natives admire it much, and give it the regal

name of " The King of the Woods," and well it

deserves the title, for it is, indeed, a gem of the

vegetable world of the first water ; but yet the leaves

are the only part that attract our admiration. The
flowers, though vaiious, are not at all beautiful.

Such of our readers as have been favoured with a

sight of tliis plant will agree with us, that the leaves

are tlie most beautiful of all the leaves in the world.

The ground colour is of a dark velvety-green, tinged

with a metallic lustre, curiously inlaid, as it were,

with streaks of golden net-work. If examined with

a moderate microscope, when the sun is shining, this

golden net-work is really glorious, having tlic ap-

pearance of the richest rubies. But no description

can do justice to the beauty of tho loaves of this

plant. Tho variety named iriotus, or painted

—

brought home, we believe, by Mr. Gibson from tlio

Khorea hills, India—has a broad stripe of yeOow
down the centre of each leaf, in addition to the
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golden net-work. It is equally beautiful with the

oviginal species, hut, it' anything, more difficult to

cultivate. Messrs. Low and Co., of the Clapton Nur-

series, have imported another variety from Borneo,

of a stronger growth, and on that account worth
cultivating, though not quite so beautiful as the

other two varieties. Wo must defer the cultivation

of these interesting plants tUl next week.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
The winter has liitherto been more severe than or-

dinary, and, therefore, has called forth the extra care

of the florist to protect his favourite flowers i'rom its

severity. Should the frost, notwitlistauding your
care, liave reached the plants of Verhenas, Petunias,

Calceolarias, &c., do not be in a htirri/ to thaw them.

Keep them in the dark for a while after the frost

breaks uji ; and do not water them over the leaves, as

some recommend, or even water them at all. Mai'k

this :

—

T}ie more sloirh/ they thaw, the more lilceli/ they

are to recoverfrom the effects of the frost. The sudden
eft'ects of heat applied to a frozen plant, as to a

human limb, or body, does all the mischief Plants
in frames, that have been securely preserved from
frost may, when the sun shines sufficiently strong,

be uncovered for a few hom-s, to dry up the damps,
with the most beneficial results.

Yellow Picotees.—In answer to a correspondent

{R. O., Newcastle-on-Tyne), the following can be ob-

tained at Messrs. Henderson's, Pine-apple Place, by
applying to Mr. Appleby :

—

1

.

martin's Queen Victoria, 3s. 6d. the pair ; free grower, and gooi
yellow ; red edged.

2. Princess Ida, 3s. Gd. the pair; also a free grower, and good yel-

low ;
pink edged,

3. Pride of Pont, 5s. the pair j delicate grower, a good picotee,

fine colour, and good substance.

There are no yellow carnations. The following

are extra good :

—

Brooke's Flora's Garland, rose flake, 5s. the pair. This is the best
carnation known, every quality being perfect.

Wilson's ]Vi//iam the Fourth, scarlet flake, excellent, 26. the pair.

Hepworth's Hector, pink and purple bizarre ; a flower of good sub-
stance. Ss. 6d. the pair,

Mansleii's Robert Burns, crimson bizarre ; 2s. 6d. the pair ; very
good.

Woolmer's Conquering Hero, scarlet bizarre ; the best of its class

;

3s. 6d. ttie pair.

Auriculas.—In answer to another correspondent

((?. Hodgeden, Tavistock), we are sorry the former list

of auriculas did not suit. You asked for a list of the
best. Below is a list of the same number of good old
cheaper ones.

Green edged.—Barlow's King, Is, each ; Buckley's Jolly Tar,
Is. 0d. each ; Ward's Blucher, Is. each.

Grejf edged.—Ashworth's Man of War, Is. Cd. each.; Metcalfs
Lancashire Hero, Is. each ; Taylor's Plough Boy, Is, each.

White edged.—Hugh's Pillar of Beauty. Is. ; Lee's Bright Venus,
Is.: Pott's Regulator, Is.

Se//s.—Berry's Lord Primate, is.Od.; Mellon's Lord Howe, Is. ed.;
Whitaker's True Blue. Is, 8d.

T. Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
The severity of the weather has retarded many

operations of the Idtcheu-garden previously recom-
mended ; as soon as the weather changes, advantage
of the change should immediately be taken, and all

those operations carried out without further delay.
C.\BBAGES.— Very possibly the severity of the

weather lias made some havoc amongst the early

cabbage plants ; when the weather permits, no time
should be lost in filling up all vacancies with tlie

strongest plants from the reserve beds.
Cauliflowers.—The early plants, which were placed

under liand-glasses in November or December, will

probably be much injured, unless the precautions have
been taken of covering over the glasses, and di-ed"-
ing about the plants with dry dust. Those which
have been grown in pots will be worthy of extra atten-
tion when the season ai-rives for turning them out
into well-prepared soil. The hand-glasses which have
been waslied, glazed, puttied, and painted, and placed
away under cover, will then bo in good condition for
nursing such things. Those which have been placed
under hand-glasses during the winter, if not well-
attended to throughout this present severe season,
will wear a soiTowful appearance at the time when
rapid growth should be taking place.

Jerusaleji Artichokes and Horseradish may be
trenched out, where not already done, and where the
surface of the ground has been covered witli some
kind of nndch. Indeed, any sort of trenching of
spare gi-ound may be performed, wliere the wheehng-
on and spreading of the manure had been efl'ected
before the setting-in of the frost.

_
Tarragon and Mint should be placed, for succes-

sion, in heat. Parsley, in pots, should receive liberal
soakings of liquid-manure. It is particularly fond of
soot-water.

In-door-Work.— Attend especially to everything
that can be done in-doors whilst this severe wea-
ther lasts. Potatoes look over ; see that no diseased
ones remain amongst the bulk ; select a quantity of
a suitable size for planting (to be planted whole), if
this has not been done before. Have nothing in this
way to do when the day for planting comes ; attend
to earh/ planting, if you did not or could not plant
in November. Onions, Carrots, Parsnips, Turnips,
Beet-root, Scorzonera, and Salsafy.—See that no de-
cayed roots remain among any of these ; also rub off
all fibrous roots and shoots. Let order and neatness,
with cleanliness in all these vegetable store-sheds, be
especially regarded. Those who saved their own
favourite sort of Peas or Beans, and put them away
in the pods, should now liave them all thrashed out,
or sheUed, in readiness for sowing and planting.
Labels may also be made, and written for the same,
ready to put in witli the crop. See that the Mush-
room, beds are well covered up in cold sheds ; use re-

fuse-hay for this pm-pose. Be on the alert preparing
hot-bed materials and pay particular attention to Mr.
Errington's plan for making up very strong early
cucumber and melon beds, and make slight hot-beds
for potatoes, carrots, and radishes. Sow radishes in
warm borders, to be covered slightly with straw,
fern, or evergreen ti-immings of any kind. These
sowings shoidd be made rather thick, and will be
found very useful, as successional crops, to those
which ai'e sown on gentle hot-beds. Plant broad
beans extensively, and peas also, as soon as the
ground can be worked. Those who are short of let-

tuce pilixts, miglit sow a pincli of seed with their

early sown radishes, in frames, or in pans, and place
them in a little heat; and when tliey are up and
strong enough, another slight hot-bed might be made
nearly or quite level, to be covered with an old frame
if you have it ; and if it be a deep one, fill it lialf up
with the same materials with which the bed is made,
adding from six to nine inches of good earth of any
kind, in which to prick out tlie young plants three

or four inches apart. Water them with a fine rose-

waterpot, with tepid water, to settle the earth to the

roots ; put on the glass lights immediately, and let

them remain so ibr two or three days ; tlien give a
little air, and continue to admit more and more air.

and stir the earth frequently with a httle pointed
stick. Lettuce plants, nursed in this way, will be
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found nearly as forward as those that have stood tho

winter, and were sown in August last. Give plenty

of air on all fine days, and as the plants become
strong enough, take tho lights quite oif. Plants

raised in this way, may be lifted with good roots into

tho open qtiarters, in mild weather, towards the end

of February. J. Barnes & W.

mSCELLANEOUS INFORMATION.

OUR VILLAGE WALKS.
No. 16.

It is a pity that every little cottage cannot bo

built with a warm southern aspect : there is so much
comfort and cheerfulness in tho beams of the sun,

even on a winter's day. I think this point might be

more attended to than it is; and that, very olten,

indifference, or want of thought, have more to do
with the matter than the situation of the ground on
which the cottage is built. Of course, it is not

always possible to face the sun, especially in villages;

hut il', when persons are building for the poor, they

took a little thought for the comfort, enjoyment, and
health of their liumble tenants, they might do a

great deal more to promote them than is now the

case, and without trouble or loss to themselves at

the same time.

Cottages are, very often, stuck up any how, and
any where : they are thinly built, and no sort of

regard is paid to tho sitiuition. A cottage ^^'if(/s

well, for some one is sure to take it ; and a high

rent is demanded—pcrhajis between three or four

pounds—^for two small, ill-ventilated rooms, and a

little portion of ground, scarcely large enough to

keep the family half the year in potatoes. In vil-

lages, the rents are enormous. I know that for very

small tenements, containing four little rooms, and

a " wood-house," six pounds are given, without a

garden, or even a border to grow pinks and wall-

flowers. Very little regard is paid to necessary

repairs, in any case. Water will drop through tlie

ceiling upon tlie beds, year after year, and nothing

is done to prevent it. Tbe rent is strictly exacted :

the tenant mav go, if he likes; if not, he must take

all things as they are. I have known this in more
instances tlian one, and I fear it is frequently tlie

case. Landlords among the lower classes are, I am
afraid, less considerate of their poorer brethren than

the gentry. They are also more restricted in their

means, in some cases, and dislike laying out money
which makes no return. Small I'armers, shopkeepers,

and others in that class of life, frequently possess

cottages which arc occupied by tlie poor; aud these

are olten very much neglected, and in scarcely habit-

able condition. They are seldom large enougli to

contain a family with comfort ; and pro}iriety is set

at defiance. A whole liouschold will often be obliged

to inhabit one sleeping-room; and two is tlio utmost

that any labourers cottage contains. jMuch is doing,

in many ways, I'or tho poor, but their health and
comfort would bo greatly increased if their dwellings

were improved where it can be efi'ectod. I think

mucli would bo altered in this, as in every other

case, if men would regard every tiling they possess

as a talent committed to tliein by God. Men would

not daro to "grind the faces of tho poor," nor to

neglect even their eommnu daily comforts, if they

looked steadily up to the Katlier of us all, and strove

to be " iierfoct, even as our father which is in

heaven is iierfect." They would not then be so

likely to take a heavy r(Mil fi-oiu their poor tenant,

and leave him with a door through whicli the winds
whistle, and a roof that cannot keep out the wet.

They would try, as far as they eoidd, to sotten the

sufferings of the poor, and, at least, to give him a
fair return for thc' money he pays. It is not tho

act of a Christian to neglect a fellow-creature's sim-

plest comforts, because ho can go away if he likes.

The poor cannot always go away ; aud if they could,

it is not a brotherly act to drive him from us by
means like these.

When we pass through some of our English vil-

lages—interesting, beautiful as they are, taken as

the features of our free aud happy land-— what
WTOtchcd hovels we sometimes see, shrinking, as if

from sight, behind the neater, and more pleasing,

cottages that stand before them ! What damps, and
rheumatisms, and diseases lurk within them ! aud
how uneheered are tliey by warmtli and sunshine !

Who could be satisfied to take rent for such sheds

as these '? How can one man, bearing tho holy

name of Christian, take rent from another for such

miserable dwellings as these ? It seems as if it

would be a Christian's pleasure—part of his joyful

service to a tenderly-pitying Master—to do all he
can for tho children of that Master, setting aside

their claim to his kindness as brethren. " Inasmuch
as ye have done it unto me," should be sounding

]ieri)etually in our ears. How that musical vibration

would deafen us to the cry of selfishness, covotous-

ness, aud advantage ! I have known persons, " pos-

sessing godliness," extremely unconcerned about

such matters as these. I have known persons of

great decency and respectability let their cottages as

beer-houses, to gain a higher rent ; thus hiying

snares for tho souls of men, and saying, as loudly

as deeds can say—•" Am I my brother's keeper ?

"

It may be, that some 'Cottage Gardeners'—some of

my very indulgent readers—may ]iossess cottages

as well as gardens, and to them 1 would address one
word. " X'illage Walks" suggest many ideas, and
lead us sometimes from the woods and fields to the

street and the dwelling. Can a cottage gai'dener

enjoy his warm, snug kitcken, and blazing fire, while

the wind blows heavily, and rain patters agaiust the

lattice, if he knows that the poor man's door

admits every gust through its gaping cliinks—that

the roof is dripping witli tho storm, and that tho

window, stuttod with paper and rags, chills the

shivering inmates, as they creep into their cold,

hard beds '? How much more would the cottage

landlord enjoy his thriving, abundant garden, if he

felt tliat his tenants were enjoying theirs also

—

that their windows were sound— that the winds
beat against a neat, close-fitting door— that the

glittering, lieautil'ul icicles fringed a stout, warm
thatch— aud that, if jioverty and misery were

within, they did not rest on his conscience ! How
much more cheerily would his daily work go on !

]low muoli more calm and sweet would be his rest!

A village belonging to such landlords would be a

refreshing sight even among the beautiful villages

we so often see. There would he a comtbrt, as well

as a loveliness, in the bowery cottages that so often

please the eye, covered with graceful, simple creepers;

and j'ct, in many ways, so insufficient to promote

the domestic comfort of the inmates now ; often

.arising from thoughtlessness for tho need of other,

though, in some cases, from selfishness aud avarice.

Every cottago ought to possess a piece of ground :

this is a positive necessity ; for how can a poor man
hope to support a family without tho power of grow-

ing one single cabbage'.' A kind, lender consider-
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ation for the good of others, even in apparently
trifling things, creates a large amount of blessing.

And, even in a worldly sense, a bad landlord gains
nothing, but loses much, besides the pleasure of

benefiting his fellow-creatures. There is so much
interest—national, English interest—in our villages

and hamlets, that whatever adds to their beauty and
then convenience, adds to the good of England. A
blessing, too, will ever rest upon those who seek, iu

any way, to benefit tlieir brethren ; and let us not
forget that the ci-y of the poor, fi-om whatever cause,

enters into the ever-listening ear of " the Lord of

Sabaoth !

"

DESTEOHNG MICE AND COCKEOACHES.
Some two or three years ago, I was troubled with

mice and cockroaches. The mice walked about my
kitchen very deliberately, even in the daytime, and
the cockroaches covered the floor of the kitchen and
the dresser, which holds my crockery ware, every
night. I tried many things to get rid of these

plagues, but without effect. I then saw in the
" Journal de Chemie Medic " the following :

—" Phos-
phorous paste to destroy rats, mice, &c., &c. I sent

immediately to Ferris and Score, chemists, Bristol,

for some of the paste. In ten days my house was
completely cleai-ed of mice and cocki-oaches. The
mice have occasionally re-appewed ; but I have never
seen a cocki'oach since I used the paste. Jly mode
of using was to have some pieces of common lath,

about 10 in. long, wliich were distributed on the floor

of the kitchen and on the dresser.

The Phosphoruspaste is thus made :—Take of phos-

phorus, eight parts, liquify it in 180 parts of luke-

warm water
; pour the whole into a mortar, and add,

immediately, lyO parts of \-ye meal ; when cold, mix
in 180 parts of butter, melted, and 125 parts of

sugar.

It will be eaten with avidity ; after which these

vennin will swell out, and soon die. It will retain

its efficacy for many years, and it cannot be employed
for poisoning human beings, on account of the smell.

—(Published by an oi'dinance of the Government
of Prussia.)

P.S.—Finely powdered arsenic, mixed with treacle,

and smeared over pieces of lath, placed in the beat

of cockroaches, will destroy them. Dunihus.

SOWING PEAS.

In the long list of peas, given last week in The
Cottage Gaedeneh, where I see many useful hints

as to the varieties and cultivation, &c., one in par-

ticular struck my notice, called Bishops long pod,
which is said to be a good bearer, grows two feet

high, and is as large as the Scymetar. Mr. Hah-s
recommends it to be sown iu rows, two feet wide

—

that is, from row to row, and four inches fi-om pea to

pea in the row. This is making no allowance for the

vei'min the culturisthas to contend with. Should he
be guided by the above advice, and as soon as the

weather breaks up, purchases a pint or a quart of

this excellent pea, having a plot of gi'ound well ]n'e-

pared, and, taking advantage of the first fine day,

draws his drills and sows his peas four inches from pea
to pea in the row, he will find many bare places in

spring. Every seed may not vegetate, and at every
failure there will be 8 inches from pea to pea in the row,
and possibly two peas together might fad, in which
case there wiU be 12 inches space fi'om plant to plant
in the row. The mole, perhaps, wiU not think it worth

his while to search here for a meal ; and the slug
will be much perplexed, having so far to ti'avel from
one bait to another; but the cunning sparrow will

pop down from some place or other and nip off a pea,
and away again for the present.

Now, should any of this excellent pea come to my
hand this season to sow, I shall draw my drills as I al-

ways do (taking the hint), two feet, or two feet 6 inches
from row to row, but the seed I shall sow as thick
as I should a Scymetar or any other pea at this sea-

son of the year.

Of course, the season of sowing has much to do
with the quantity of seed to be sown. A sowing
made in the last week in November, or the first week
in December, should be in good broad-bottomed drills,

so as to have plenty of room to receive a larger

quantity of seed, knowing what a number of enemies
these rows of peas are subject to, before the sticking
time comes ; yes, and how often it happens, notwith-
standing thick sowings, and all other schemes and
contrivances, for protecting them from rough weather
and vermin, when sticking time comes, the crop is

not worth sticking.

Another sowing shall be made of the same kind of

pea towards the middle of Januaiy, and full a third
less seed need be sown to insure a good standing, or

certain crop ; and so on, as the season advances, less

seed is required to insure good crops. Notwithstand-
ing, I always prefer sowing rather too thick than too
thin, in all cases.—T. We.wer, Oardener^to the War-
den of Winchester College.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•»• We request that no one will write to the departmental writers

of The Cottage Gabdenee. It ^ves them unjustifiable trouble

and expense; and we also request our coadjutors under no circr.m-

stances to reply to such private communications.

Allamanda Cathartica lA7t old Gardener).—You have erred
in cutting your plant down in the spring. If you have five feet of
wood, pretty well ripened, let the plant grow on, and you will, most
probably, be rewarded with blooms during the summer.
CoCKEOACHEs (J. Tombs),—The poisonous component in red

wafers, which ycu say have greatly diminished tlie number of coclc-

roaches, is the red oxide of lead, usually called red lead. Chloride
of lime, dissolved in water, and sprinliled about where they frequent,
will remove tlie smell they occ.asion.

Seedsmen's Catalogues.—We cannot give extracts from mere
lists. Those who take the trouble of making their catalogues very
useful, by describing the heights of varieties, qualities, times of sow-
ing. Sec, deserve quotation.

Clinkers, &c., from Factory {J. H. S.).—You may very safely

use these for making the foundation of your garden walks, without
any injury to llie roots of your fruit-trees adjoining. Two very ex-
cellent dessert apples are the Kerry pippin, and the Lamb-abbey
Pearmain. Two first-rate dessert pears are Beurre d'Anialis, and
Louis Bonne of Jersey. Grow them all as standards. 0( goose-
berries for preserving, and other domestic purposes, none are supe-
rior to the red Warrington. For dessert, London (redj, Drill (yel-

low). Thumper (green), and Freedom (white), are as good as any.

Butter (T. W. L.).— It is quite certain that the buttermilk can-
not be separated from butter unless some salt be added. A quarter
of an ounce of salt, very finely pounded, to every pound of butter is

a good proportion. Such questions, however, belong ttt Toe Do-
mestic Economist.

Plants in Greenhouse (C C).— You have kept the tempera-
ture by means of your coach-house stove from falling below 35° or
33°. Your fuchsias, &c., are quite safe even at the lowest of these

temperatures. As you have watered them, and kept them growing,
you must continue to keep the soil just from being quite dry, by
adding water occasionally. We should not have given any water
during the continuance of frost, and have been satisfied with keeping
out actual freezing. You are not far wrong in saying tliat " water-
ing is the amateur gardener's pons asinorum " in pot culture.

Seedling Quickset (S.).—Our correspondent wishes that some
nurseryman in Scotland would state the rate at which he would
supply a large quantity of this. We have at present none of the

seeds you mention. What is your direction?

Peas (H. X.).^You will find a description of Burbidge's Eclipse
at p. 194, Of the variety called Ne plus ultra, we bave no know-
ledge.

Vegetable Refuse (X. X.}.—Common salt mixed with tbis will

help to decompose it, and convert it into a useful manure; but either
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quicldiine or fras ammonianal liquor will decomposG it much more

quickly; and as a manure, ihe mixture with the ammoniacal liquor

is by far tlie most valuable.

Tea-scented Roses {A Lover of Flowers).—These, and some

other delicate varieties which you took up in November, and potted

for protection in a cold frame, you may return into the borders at the

beeinninff of May, or repot them as soon as the present pots are

full of roots, but not before. Whichever plan you adopt, do not

disturb the roots. The tender parts of the tops may be cut in nest

April. When these roses get old, and have stron[j roots, the best

plan is to leave them in tlie beds, and slieltor them well.

Cochin China Fowls iE,Mugrldgc).—i:heY have not five toes.

We will publish your letter next week, and get you all the informa-

tion we can.

Bees (P. T. il.).—You have bees, in three common hives (straw),

each of which is placed on the centre box of a set of collateral boxes,

three in a set : the said centre box is filled with comb, but now the

honey is all eaten. You want to keep them in the centre box, nnd

that they may work in the side boxes, and you ask— can this be

accomplished, or how are you to remove thein from the straw hive

to the box beneath? You cannot remove your bees from the straw

liive to the centre box without thf? risk, or rather the certainty, of

destroying them all. Your be&t plan will be to remove the boxes

entirely, leaving the bees in the straw hive, in the tamo place where

tiiey now stand, and allow them to swarra, and then put the swurm

into the centre box, leaving in it the empty combs as it now stands.

Bees (Ibid).—You have also two straw hives, each of which is

placed on iho top of a box full of comb, but now all the honey is

gone. When full, you ask how you can take away t'ither t!;e top ono

or the bottom one, and which ought to be removed, and by what

means? Your straw hivrs, placed upon llie tops of boxes, had bettor

be sejiaratcd from tlie boxes; and, in April, place upon Ihe top of

each hive a small hive, or box, as recommended at page 305 of vol. >.

of The Cottage Gardener. Hliould they be sutfered to remain

as (hey now are, you cannot have fine honey in either; both will

contain pollen and brood, nor can you tell in which the queen may be.

Scarlet Geraniums (Tom T/ncmb).—You may cultivate these

eitlier according to the digest to which you refer, and which we con-

sider the best, or according to "Aunt Harriet's plan." Tliere are

always more than one way to etiect a purpose.

Enclosure for Fowls (J. N.).—Your irregular space, contain-

ing about lAventy square yards, is enough for your purpose. We
sliould lay it down partly with turf, and partly with sandy soil, for

them to bask in. We sliould keep the common Dorking, which you

may obtain through any London poulterer. Thanks for the recipes,

which shall appear in The Domestic Economist as you wish-

Sprinkling Dung with SuLrnuRic Acid {Peregrlnus).—This

would check the escape of the ammonia, and render your manure

more valuable; but would it not weaken the Iipating—that is, the

fermenting—of the dung? It is worthy of a trial. Mix twice llie

weight of water with tlie acid.

Ni'tt's Celery (C. A'. Sivewriffht).—You may obtain seed of

this from its raiser, Mr. Nutt, near St. John's Cimrch Park, Sheffield.

Best Garden Fork (IF. Bo7?e).— Any blacksmith will make you

one, from our drawing and description, at p. SfiQ of vol. i. The best

Spade (Lyndon's) you can obtain of almost any ironmonger.

Storing Carrots, &c. (B. M. ./.).—Cut ofT so much of the top

that no trace remains of the ring round the centre, wiiere tlie leaves

grew. Do not apply Hijnid miuiure to your spinach, &c., until they

begin t:> grow in the t;pring. The vn-iGtencc io Brussels sprouts in

vol. ii., shnnld be to p. :U7. Liquid manure may he applied to this

vegetable, advantageously, in the autumn and spring, when it is in a

growing state. You will tind your questions answered at p. 136 of

this volume.

Crossing Dahlias (T. O.).—We do not think there is much
chance of gtttlng true crosses from dalilias, owing to the difficulty of

performing the operation. Dahlias are not double ilowers in the

same sense as wo say a double rose—that is, by the conversion of the

slamens into petals; a double dahlia is a compound flower, each

lloret or division being a single Hower in itself, having its own system

of stamens and pislils. If (he llnwers of a single hyacinth wtre col-

lected into one head on the top of the llower scape, or stalk, we sihould

hiive as nmih reason b) call that head a double llower as we now
baVL' for calling the dahlia double; and if we had to cross hyacinth

flowers, formed into one bead like a dahlia, we should first have to

pul! out some of the florets, or single flowers, lu order that we might

have room lo extract tlni anthers from the rest. Now, that is just

the way lo prepare a dahlia tlower for crossing, with this diflRcully,

that the florets, in a dahlia flower, are a great deal smaller thnn those

of a hyacinth in ihe supposed flower, and, ihereforc, very few of iho

florets could be left in Ihe dahlia flower to operate upon; tlie opera-

tion rousists of slitting up each floret with a pin, in order to cut out

Ihc anthers before they ure ripe. Whether Ihe florets in tlie centre

of a flower, or those roun<l the outside, should be kept for seeds, it is

ditHcult to say. In the absence of any clue to an explanation of the

eauHO why the centre florets are altered lo Ihe form of the outside

ones; but, judging from analogy, we should say, that the florets

fiituated half-way between the centre and cireuniferenco were tliu

best to save seeds from, whetlier they were crossed or not.

Hyacinths C?, .7««c«).— It is fnlly too late now lo put in hya-

rintb«, but tliey will do, if you put iheni in moss; let tho bud bo

just free above the moss.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High Street,

in the Parish of St. Mary Kalendar ; and Published by William

SomervilleOrr, at the Oflico, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish

of Christ Church, City of London.—.lanuury 21th, 1850.

Sowing Pines and Cedaiis (Chudleigh Tom).—All the pSnusrs
|

and cedars are increased from seeds. Sow them, any time in March,
|

in shallow seed-pans, or pots, with an inch or two of drainage. Use
|

friable loam only, and give hardly any water till the seedlings are
j

three or four days old. A dry, warm frame, wiihout bottom-beat, is I

the safest place for the seed-pans, and if the seeds are merely covered '

it will be enough. As soon as the seedlings are firm enough t.>
j

handle, transplant them into small pots, singly, and keep them
close for the first ten days; after that, cold frame culture will do
for them.

Queen of tue Prairies (flosa).—Your question was answered

at p. iy2.

Topping Spruce Firs (ir. H. (?.).— If the tops of these are cut

ofl^, because they are too overshadowing, they will live, but we do

not think they will again form leaders. We have seen them so

topped in plantations, where they had been planted to nurse other

trees, hut never saw a fresh leader produced. Wo should cut them,

as you propose, and lay something over the wound, to keep out

the wet.

Cestrum Aurantiacum [Vera.r).—Tliis plant about which you
inquire is one of the prettiest of a family, the species and varieties

of which are not greatly distinguished for their beauty and elegance.

It is a small evergreen shrub, with yellow flowers, introduced some
years ago from Guatemala; easily cultivated in peat and loam, and
easily propagated by cuttings in spring and summer- We should be

doubtful of your plant succeeding if it has suflered from frost, or

even of your growing it to great perfection in your greenhouse,

unless you can give it a warm corner. As its leaves have all fallen,

let it rest, and give it little or no water, until by-and-by you can set

it in a cucumber frame, and then, as the doctors say, you will kill or

cure. Treat it then for your greenhouse, as was lately advised in

the case of Justieia speciosa, &c. Lonieera jnponica is generally

propagated by cuttings under a hand-light. The little shoots that

prow out from the older stems in April and May strike very readily.

It is useful for scenting a cool greenhouse, during summer and
autumn; but it will grow freely against a wall, fence, or pillar, in

rich, li'jht soil, and is nearly as hardy as our common woodbine;
and next to it is, perhaps, the best of the honeysuckles.

Plumbago Larpent/E (Ibid).—Th\s should be grown in poor

soil, with a portion of lime rubbish. This plant was, perhaps, too

much praised, and then too much censured. Propagated by cut-

tings, any time during spring and autuuu, either under a bell-glass

or a hand light.

Yellow Persian Rose (Ibid).—Shorten its main shoots, but do

not spur them back to an eye, unless where you wish to obtain fresh

shoots for another year.

Hoare's Vine Pillars (II. Sandfnrd).—These are not at home
everywhere; you are too far north at Uotherham. If you will ex-

periment on vines, stick to a soulh aspect, and make your border

of very light soil, mixed with porous materials, and not deeper than

fifteen inches. Apply what extra strength is necessary by means of

top dressing.

Bosn Fruit on Borders (Ibid).—\VQ own that, unless care is

taken, the busli fruit and espaliers would indeed shade the wall trees.

A dwarfing system must be practised, based on root limitation, of

wiiich more in due time.

Espaliers (T. W. yl.).—Your gooseberries and currants should be

about four feet apart, not less. You do not name your trees. Some
will do as bushes or pyramids, others would be belter on a table

trellis. You had bettor correspond with us again, and describe your

wants with more accuracy. At any rate, keep your espaliers below

six feet. Your pears should be on quince stocks, and your apples

on the Paradise, or otherwise much limited at the root. We need

hardly say, that Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth, excels, as a nursery,

man, in llis knowledge of these things.

Killing Worms (A Regular Subsm'ibpr).~CoTros\vo sublimate,

as mentioned by us at p. 179, "i^y be employed on gravel walks

without hurting the box-edging.

Mills on the Cucumber (A Beginner),— \t is published by

Messrs. W. S. Oct ^ Co,, Amen-Corner, Paternoster-Uow.

Cyclamen Persicum {.I. //.).—This, which has lo'^t its leaves

which it hud when you bought it two months ago, received a check

on being placed in your window ; but if the roots are good, keep llie

soil muist, and it will so(ui recover as the season advances.

Covering for Pit-uottoms (.1 Constant Render).—Sep one of

our cilitorials to-day. Waier-in-onled calico will do for your frame,

to protect radishes. You will find a r«cipe for the water-proofing at

p. 123 of vol. ii. Why do you not buy our Indexes—you can have

Iheni for both volumes for iivopenre.

Work on Agriculturr (.I//j//«).— Either Stephens* "Book of

the Earni," or RIorlon's "Cyclopiedia of Agriculture," now publish-

ing in half-a-cruwn parts, will suit your friend.
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rounds the house. There were fourteen fine fresh

eels in the martin's lair, of about half a pouml each.

The moat was frozen at the time, and had been for a

fortnight."

This will satisfy another correspondent (.T'. 31.) that

the mistletoe will grow even further north than

Liverpool.

We think we can explain why " the curate of Ryton,"

and some of our correspondents, have failed to rear

the mistletoe from seeds; for there is, certainly, no

more care or art i-equired to establish it on an apple-

tree, and on many other trees, than there is in grow-

ing a gi-ain of wheat, or of barley; and when it is

once established, it is as difficult to eradicate as a

dock, or a coltsfoot. We have known old plants of

the mistletoe cut down close, and even the bai'k of

the branch on which it grew pared off round the bot-

tom of the parasite, and yet a multitude of young

plants sprang up afterwards from the wounded parts.

The usual way in which the mistletoe is propa-

gated is, by the agency of birds, which feed greedily

on the berries during the winter, and early in the

spring ; who, after satisfying their appetite, resort to

neighbouring trees, to wipe their beaks against the

branches, to get rid of the slimy matter which en-

velopes the seeds, and which sticks to the outside of

their bills, with a portion of the seeds also. The

white viscous matter of the mistletoe-berry glues the

seed to the bark, and if tliis is smooth, and not too

hard, the seeds will germinate, and root into it the

following spring ; that is, supposing the pollen to

have reached the flower of the mistletoe at the proper

time, which is not always the case, as the male and

female organs of the mistletoe are borne in diticrent

flowers on the same plant, like those of the melon

and cucumber ; and sometimes a plant produces but

one of the sexes in all its blossoms. When this is

the case, and no pollen reaches the stigma, although

the berries are formed, they are destitute of the vital

germ, and, of course, will not vegetate : hence the

real cause of many of the failures of which we hear.

Like many otlior seeds, some of those of the mis-

tletoe, wo have no doubt, pass through the gizzards of

birds, without losing their vitality, and are thus sown,

in the dung of the birds, in cracks and fissures in

the bark of trees. We must not, however, countenance

tlie old notion, that it was necessary for some kinds

of seeds to pass through the stomach of some animal

before they could lie made to germinate ; but, h'om

our knowledge of the way and tiiiie that these seeds

are sown by the birds, we may reasonably concliide,

tliat we shall be right if we sow them artificially, any

time from Christmas to tlie middle or end of April

;

and, in general, they germinate before the end of the

following May. The north side of a stout branch,

with a soft, smooth bark, is, probably, the best situa-

tion to place the seeds; and if the outer bark is just

cut through with a shai-p knife, to afford a lodgment

for the seed, the viscous matter which adheres to

them will retain them in their position. The first

appearance of growth is indicated by one or two root-

like processes, resembling the sucker of a house-fly,

but larger; and for the first half-dozen years, the

plants grow very slowly.

The name, mistletoe, is not derived from the Missel

thrush, as has been asserted by some writers; but

the name of tliis bird is derived from feeding on its

benies. The Saxon name of the plant was Mistelta,

and ours is the same in an English dress.

We have now arrived at the consideration of the

science applicable to the Roots of plants.

The root is present in all cultivated plants. The

truffle, which, however, can scarcely be considered as

belonging to cultivated vegetables, having hitherto

defied all attempts to subjugate it, may be considered

as consisting of nothing but root.=^

A root is annual, biennial, or perennial. In the

two former instances, if the individuals to which they

belong be allowed to perfect their seed, no care can

protract their existence beyond the ensuing winter,

however genial the temperature, &c., in which they

are made to vegetate ; but, if the ripening of seed be

prevented, it is undetermined how long they may, in

most instances, he sustained in life. I have known

mignonette continued in healthy vegetation for four

years, with this precaution.

The quantity of tlie root we have always observed

to increase with the poverty of the soil in which it is

growing. Duhamel found the roots of some young

oaks in a poor soil to be nearly four feet long, though

the stem was not more than six inches. The cause

of this is evident : the nourishment which is required

for the gi-owth of the plant, can only be obtained by

an increased, widely-extending surface of root :
and,

to form this, more sap is often required than the

plant, owing to the poverty of the earth, cau obtain

for itself; in that case, a soil is sterile, for the plant

must evidently perish. Every one may have noticed

this familiarly instanced in I'oa annua growing on a

gravel walk—its stem minute, its root a mass of

widely-extending fibres.

A root always proceeds in that direction where

food is most abundant, and, from a knowledge of

this fact, we should bo circumspect in our mode of

applying manures, according to the crop and object

we have iu view. The soil in our own garden being

shallow, never produced a carrot or a parsnip of any

size ; but almost every root consisted of numerous

forks thickly coated with fibres: digging two spades

deep produced no material advantage, the gai'denei

applying as usual manure to the surface; but, by

trenching as before, and turning in a small quantity

* 111 Piiissia ami elsewhere, it is suid the gardeners suceeed io

cullivaling this suljtcrraneous ftingus. Ijut their mode of Ireatnieut

is u secret, aud luoUes suggested hj utUets art lately successful.
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of raauure at the hnttom, tlie roots always spindled

well, grew clean, and had few lateral fibres, i'or

late crops of peas, wliieh mildew cbietly from a deli-

cieiicy of moisture to tlie root, it is an object to keep

tlieir radicula; near the surface, for the sake of the

light depositions of moisture incident to their season

of growth; hence it wiU always be found of benefit

to cover tlie eartli over the rows with a little well

rotted dung, and to point it lightly in.

It may be accepted as an universal maxim, that

whatever causes an excessive developuient of root

jirevents tlie production of seed ; and rice irr.sd, the

jiroduction of seed, especially in tuberous-rooted

jilants, reduces the amount of root developed. Thus,

frequent transplanting the young plants of tlie let-

tuce, brocoli, aiul cauliflower causes the production

of numerous fibrous roots, and is found effective in

preventing the matw'o plants advancing early to

seed. The early varieties of the potato do not natu-

rally produce seed; luit if tbeir tubers are removed

as soon as they are formed, these early varieties bear

seed as freely as the later kinds, a fact suggesting

many experiments to the cullivatoi'S of shy-blooming

tuberous-rooted flowers. Agaiu, if the blossoms of

these later varieties are plucked off as they ajipear,

the weight of tubers produced will be very materially

increased.

THE FEUIT-GAEDEN.
Vines tn Pots.— Repeated applications having

been made for information concerning vine forcing

iu pots, we now take uji tlie subject, and, in doing
so, it will be requisite to defer entering into the whole
course of culture iiecessary as a preliminai-y proceed-

ing at the present moment, on account of tlie jieriod

we write for, knowing that many persons, wlio have
establislied plants by them, are anxious for a little

practical advice. In a short period, we hope to re-

sume tiie subject, and we shall trace the culture of

the potted vine from the ' ej'e," or cutting, up to the

forcing period.

PRiii'AiuNo Plants.—Wo may now suppose tliat

the forcer is in possession of good strong fruiting

plants, and that they have been wintered securely,

that is to say, have been kept tolerably dry, and not

subjected to very severe weather ; also, that they bad
been pruned in the autumn. Before introducing

them to heat, it is well to dress their shoots after the

manner of those in the hothouse up the rafters ; a

plan which, altluiugh not indispensable, is of some
benefit, as tending to prevent the hatching of any in-

sect eggs which may be deposited on their shoots, for

such is almost sure to bo the case. The mi.xture

generally used is made by beating up soft soap iu

warm water, at the rate of about live ounces to the

gallon, and then adding at least one pound of flowers

of sulphur. It is well, also, to thicken it by some
means to the consistence of thick paint, and, to this

end, we use clay. As mucli clay, then, may be added
as will accompiisli this, and tiio whole being tho-

roughly blended, may be a]iplied with a painter's

brush, plastering it all over the wood, and into every
cbhik or crevice. This done, we recommend that

each end, where the pruning knife has operated, be

daubed with thick paint, or white lead ; for strong
young vines are apt to bleed on being introduced to

heat, and this eftectually prevents it. Care, however,
must be taken that the woinids are perfectly dry
when the paint is applied, or it will not adhere per-

fectly.

Soir-—Tlie next point is to examine carefully the

state of the soil, both at the surface of the pot, aiul

at its bottom. As to the sm'face, some jiortion will

bo found worn out, of a loose or powdery charaetei',

and containing no fibres. All such should be re-

moved with a iioiuted stick, loosening and emptying
out all containing no roots, and replacing it with a

powerful compost. If inueb is removed, and there is

consequently room for much compost, we would ad-

vise tlio use of lumps ci turf, wliich should have
been cut a few months previously, and which liad

been dried iu some shed; this should be in jiieccs as

large as a middle-sized ])otato, and much of the loose

soil, being dry, siiould be shook out. With this, a
finer compost may bo used, composed of sound loam
and good rotten manure, adding some small char-

coal, and some fine bone diist. 'i'lie manure should
be good. Cow-dung, mellowed by age, or old night-

soil, will be found highly usefid. In filling nji

the pots, tho turfy lumps should be placed first, all

over the surface, and tlie finer coiu]iost shook over

and amongst it, taking care that at least two inches

of the finer compost surmounts the turfy luni]is.

This is a nocessarv course in all top-dressing aiiairs,

wliere porous turf is thus iised ; tlie liner compost
acts as a regulator or controller of the moisture of

the turfy material, which, without this, is apt to be-

come suddenly dry, and to act fitfully. And now
the bottom of the pot must bo examined, in order

to see if no obstructions have taken jdace iu the

drainage. We should, however, have advised this

to be done before adding the fresh toii-dressing, ns

turning the pot or tub on one side for this purpose,

wiiuld be apt to disarrange tho top-dressiug, which,
once fixed and pres.sed down, should remain without
disturbance. Any lodgment in the holes tifThe pots

should be picked out carefully with a spike-nail, or

sharp-pointed stick, and if obstructions should bo

suspected beyond tho roach of this procedvne, tlie

ball must be turned out, and any extraneous matter

from worms, or other sources, carefully removed,
talcing care to adjust the crocks, or other drainage

materials, at the same time, in order to facilitate the

free discharge of water, vithoiit irhich, it uill he aJisii-

lutchj impossible to obtain siicvcsx. 1 f the turning out

can be avoided, all the better; for one of the worst

faults attending this, is the diliicully of placing the

ball iu precisely the same position again, which is

very necessary, for, in the event of a change iu posi-

tion, there are sure to be many open cavities, down
which the water will he too ajit to escape in subse-

quent waterings, to the desertion of the ball, through
wliich it should be uuule to percolate in an even
way. An old practitioner—one used to the potting

bench—can readily replace a ball in its old position;

it is, nevertheless, a rule-ofthuiab affair, only ac-

quired by long practice.

Co.M.MKNOiNo PouoixG.— All tlicso thiugs being

accomplished, the jilaut is now ready to be intro-

duced to a warmer climate ; and here we must pause

to ascertain what situations are availalde, and, also,

what conditions are necessaiy.

IjOTTOM-HE.vr.—Whatever situation may be chosen

for the vines idtimately, it will be of eminent .service,

if iu their earlier stages, at least, they can have the

advantage of a moderate bottom-heat, ^^'e are quite
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awaj'e tbat not every one can comply with the condi-

tions here liiid down ; still, in ofi'ei-ing advice, we do
not deem it a duty to compromise principles of im-
portance, but ratlier to point to what, we conceive, is

the highest course of culture. Bottom-heat is now
beginnin;,' to be considered a valuable adjunct even
to outside borders, where the roots have free liberty

to range for food : how much more so, then, for vines

in jiots, where, from the very limited supply of food,

every means must be taken to obtain an active root,

and to keep it so : and where a sudden check is almost
sure to prove fatal to a I'eally successful issue? It is,

however, not so much in any precise amount of bot-

tom-heat aloue that reliance must be placed, but in

tlie relation that amount bears to tlie average atmo-
spheric heat.

LiriHT.—The amount of light, as we have before

observed, is the guiding-star of this and all other
forcing matters, where elaborative processes have to

be carried out ; such things as sea-kale, asparagus,

&c., forming an exception : here, mere development
of buds already organised is souglit. Such being the

case, tlio amount of bottom-heat wliich might be re-

commended for ilay or .Tune, would by no means be
the most eligible for December or .lanuary. As a
guide to the amateur, we would, then, suggest that

three distinct periods might be considered as com-
jn-ising the history of vine-forcing in pots—from tlie

commencement of tlie process to the complete rijien-

ing of the fruit. These we would thus divide :

—

First.—From the commencement to the blossom
sliewing.

Second.—From the latter to the beginning of the

stoning process.

Third.—From the stoning to the ripening.

AVe find that we have been drawn rather too deeji

into the subject for a single paper ; we must cease

pursuing abstract ])rinciples, and come to details.

Temperatuue.—During the whole of the forcing,

it is our iirrn persuasion tliat it would be well for the

root to be situated in a medium, three or four degrees

waiuner than the average atmospheric heat. Vines
in pots, to be introduced now, sliould, during tlie lirst

period, have a bottom-heat of about 70°, wliilst during
tliis stage, the atmospheric lieat need not by any
means exceed (iO°—indeed, .j.j)°, until the leaf begins
to unfold, would be better, it will be seen here that

the object is to get the root into action somewhat
before the top, in order that the buds may develops
with freedom, and escape wliat is termed '• blindness,"

wliich, although not caused by the want of such pre-

cautions, is much aggravated by improper treatment,

or by neglect.

By the time that the bunch is to be seen, the
tactics must, in some degree, be changed. An atmo-
spheric temperature from (i-")" to 70° must be secured
by day, falling to about 'rj" or 'iS" by night; tlie

bottom-heat, also, if possible, advanced in a like ratio.

As tho season advances, and the second period
begins to merge into tho third, much atmospheric
advance by suusliine may be allowed. A thermometer
rising to H,")° in the afternoon, on bright days, will

be beneficial.

Atmosimieuic ^MoisTLiuE must, of course, abound
during the first period ; and, until the vines break,

little ventilation, unless to keep down heat, will be
requisite. Afterwards, however, a free, yet cautious,

ventilation muck beuelits them: rendering the whole
plant more robust.

TaAiNiNcj.—Whether plunged, or. as is oftentimes
the case, set over a back flue, or on I bo kerb-stones of

pine or other pits, care must be taken to train them

carefully up, in order to present as much perfect

foliage to tlie light as possible. Some "stop" one
joint beyond the fruit, as vnth rafter vines ; we
think, however, that two or three joints will be found
better. After this stopping, the secondary shoots

should be allowed to range a little ; never stopping
or disbudding all at once, but always keeping some
point or points growing : thus will fresh fibres be
constantly kept a-going—a matter of some importance.

Wateking.-—Tliis is a most material item in pot-

culture; so much so, that injudicious watering will

soon ruin the crop. Presuming tliat the pots are

tlioroughly drained, they will take water liberally
;

especially if un]ilunged, and over a warm flue. When
really getting dry, enough water should be given to

moisten the ball entirely through ; and we advise the

constant use of liquid-manure, from the moment they

are out of blossom : using it weak, and perfectly clear-

A brewing of soot-water in one vessel, and good Peru-

vian gu.ano in another, will furnish a capital liquor
;

the guano at tlie rate of two ounces to a gallon, add-

ing a gallon of soot-water to a gallon of the guano-

water. It should always be given of a tempera-

ture quite equal to the average temperature of the

house. When plunged, the pots will not require

above half as much water. We will return to pot-

culture when we get an opjiortunity.

R. EnRINGTON.

THE FLOWER-GARDEN.
Timely Hints upon Digging Haudy Heubace-

ous Fi.owEn-BEDS.
—

'I'be time is now near at hand
when most persons, who have gardens, will be veiy

busy in this way, whetlier the])lants are in beds upon
a lawn, or in straight-line borders by the side of jirin-

cipal walks, or dotted about in the front of plantations.

No matter where they are planted, such flowers are

very beautiful, if properly treated, and nicely arranged,

according to their various heights and colours. Butthej'

will not all endure the same treatment; many of them
do best when not disturbed at the root for many years

:

such as the Vcratnnns, Delphiidiiins, Cimicifugus, Ac-

Ucas, perennial Lathijrnxes, Arobuses. Pcconias, and
many others ; on tlie other hand, very many require

judicious divitling, and regulating of their roots,

yearly, to keep them up to the mark of perfection.

Among such are the Monardm, Phlox crassifiiliti, F.
stolonlfera, P. procmnhens, Pnmcllas, lUdi/tras, and
SediiiH.i. In fact, nearly all the upriglit-growing

Phlu.ve:s like dividing, and a new situation about every

tliree years, to keep them growing in ])erfection ; and
the same is the case with many otlier kinds of hardy
herbaceous plants. But then these, and the Phluxex,

I'oquire a good top-dressing of leaf-mould and loam,

equal parts, instead of the spade, among their roots.

At the cud of tliree years, tlien, take them up, divide

them, and give them a new situation. But, as I said

before, some of them, to do well, should not be root-

injured, or moved, for years ; whilst others spread

themselves over a wide space of surface in one year,

particularly if the plant is doing well.

Now, when fine open weather comes, in Februaiy,

the master, or lady, of a small establishment, wants
the plantation dressed oil' very neatly, in wliich there

are some very choice hardy herbaceous jilaiits, but

there are no labels to any of them. The groom is

called, who professes to know everytliiug. Ho con-

fesses his very groat fondness for gardening ; but, to

every-one else, declares that he hates it above all

things ! He goes to work, with the spade, among
these beautiful flowers, and where lio sees a plant that
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is grown, as he considovs, too wide, he oliops it all

I'Oiiud with the spade, leaves a haudsome spot in the

middle, and well-hnries all the side-pieces; comes next

to a beaiitil'ul hunch of Tiger-lilies : in goes the spade,

i-iglit through the middle of them ; then, a nice bunch
of Pidnifinaria viri/hiiiri, or some other sueli plant

—

that dies down below the surface of the borders—ho
spade-prunes these, too ; and so on, in this way, the

borders are dressed off, made smooth and nice to the

eye ; but, when the time comes for the choice flowers

to appear, then are heard such complaints as these :

—

" Why I miss such and such a flower; yes, and that

beautiful Pulmonaria is gone, that has been there for

years
!

"

Again, many amateurs call in some very accom-
plished jobbing gardener, who, ask him what you wiW,

is ready with an answer. He goes to work, with no
more knowledge than the groom. He rallies away at

the work, and seems to do a great deal of it in a day ;

and, consequently, gets a name for bei-.ig a famous
woi-kman. He chops round the gross-growing plants,

and buries the sides, just as the groom did ; and says

he will stop their vigour ! Yes, and so he will in truth,

but in a great many he stops it for ever. Well, this

is all good for trade, as many persons say ; and the

amateurs and others must make interest with their

friends for more, or buy, if they will liave their ciioice

herbaceous plants again to fill u]i their borders.

Now, if every one of these hardy herbaceous plants

were labelled, not even the gi'oom or gardener, if dis-

interested, could make any mistake in dressing off

the borders ; and the amateur would know where to

put his hand upon any particular favourite at any
time, whether its stems had died down, or whether it

was in full bloom. Jly plan is always to keep every

plant labelled, whether in beds on the lawn, or dotted

in the front ground of plantations ; and a very in-

teresting appeai-aaoe the labels have in the winter

mouths, when the beds, &c., are all made clean and
neat. I always make it a rule, at cutting-down time,

to see that the label is legible and good. If it is not,

I either have with me a quantity of smaller labels

—

that is, if I am in a hurry, or have not a sufficient

number of proper labels made for the purpose. I then

place to every plant that requires one a smaller label,

for the present, until I can attend to the proper-sized

label that I use. My labels are made out of any pieces

of deal-boards that will split up nicely, in lengths fi-oni

nine inches to a foot, and from one inch to an inch

and a half in breadth ; made smooth with a sharp
knife, neatly pointed, and rounded at the top ; and, as

T want them for use, a very little white paint is rub-

bed on each with the linger, and written on, while the

paint is wet, with a common cedar lead-pencil. I in-

scribe the generic and specific name of each plant
plain enough for any one to read it. This I frequently

do in wet weather, by having a list of the plants that

need new labels.

I am not wishing to adoptaLinneten or Jussieuian
system, in either large or small private gardens, but a
little touching upon the latter would be vei-y nice in

many cases. Thus, I like to see good beds of the tall

Aconilums together ; Delphiniums, FMo.vcs (of which
many of the early-flowering kinds may be caused to

flower at the same time the later ones do, bv once
nipping out the tops of them), and beds of I'aonies

together; Fotentillim also look weU in beds together.

In arranging, I always aim at having the tallest at

the back, or centres ; and colours, or sorts, at equal
distances from each other, and lilended, so as to form
a handsome whole. I usually grow the plants 2 feet

U inches at the least from each other ; and, in some

instances, larger-growing kinds I place stUl wider
apart. If I should happen to make an eri'or in the
height or colour of my arrangement, I make a note
of it, to be altered for the next season ; or, if anything
new should come to hand that would be an improve-
ment, I make a memorandum for it to be attended to

at its proper time.

By attending to my hardy herbaceous favourites in
this methodical manner, I not only save their lives,

but I flower them well. How vexed I should be to

see the spade go through a nice bunch of that pretty
little plant, Soilla jvttcox ! But, in order to lie more
careful over these little choice bulbs, I always kee])

them in pots, and plunge pot and all in the gi-ound
where I wish the plant to stand to flower, giving
them a shift every two years, at which time I divide
them, if I find it ueedfal. And how sorry I should
be to see all the roots chopped round of a fine plant
of Dodecatheon r/iganta, that I was looking forward to

see have eight or ten fine flower stems next May ! How
could such a plant be expected to be so jnroductive

after such rough treatment '.' The plant might live,

certainly ; and, should it not get served so again, it

might dwindle on for some years; but the best way
to deal xvith it, after it has been so badly served,

would be to take it up, and divide it, and plant it

out in some new and ratliev cool situation.

Another reason against chopping round the patches
of hardy herbaceous pilants, so as to leave the centre-

bit, which very often dwindles away after such bar-
barous treatment, is, that it often, I may say always,
happens that the outside of each patch is the best
and the only part that would flower the ensuing
year, if left alone This is evident in such plants as
Oampanula persicifolia, and its many varieties

;

Prunella Pcnsijlvanica, and many others.

When I am in the act of dressing ott' my borders,
and I come to one of these kind of plants, if the best
part of the ]iatch happens to be just where I wish
the future plant to stand, or so nearly so as not to

deform my arrangement, I then leave "it, taking .all

other parts away. But, if it should not be so, I take
up the whole, and work up the spot thorouf/Iili/, and
a spadeful or two of fresh mould is always worked in,

as I keep a wheelbarrow of good, suitable soil by me
at this work. When all is ready, I select one of the
best outside pieces to form my new plant, or speci-

men ; and, in so doing, I very often exchange one
plant for another of the same height and colour,

when I fancy the jjlant ajjpears th'ed of its present
situation. This change, and half a barrow of leaf-

mould and turfy loam, sets all to rights again.

T. Weaver,
Gardener to the Warden of Winchester College.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

" Window gardening, indeed ! I verily believe

some of these writers, in The Cottage Gardener,
are in league witli the nurserymen, who have plants

to sell. 'L'hey first make us so fond of flowers, tluit

we cannot do without them ; and then they can leave

us in such weather as we have had of late, to sliift,

and think, for ourselves ; with, perhaps, drily refer-

ring us to s])ecific directions, given a month or two

ago ; as if these were the days when people had time

to look and ponder over old numbers." A friend of

ouvs was lately expatiating on the beautiful object

that Johnny I'rost had painted so gi-acefully and
cheaply on his window frame. He could scai'cely
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sip his stenming coffee for lookiug at tlifm. " Thorc,"

said 1)0, " ave roniontio landscapes, blieh'iiig rocks,

embosomed recesses, towering trees, cascades, and
waterfalls

;
portions of cities, temples, columns—all

the more gorgeous, because seemingly in confusion

and ruins." He knew not where he would liave got

to in his careering enthusiasm, had ne not, in rising

from tlie taVile—the better to view their charms-
come ill contact with frosted leaves of geraniums
and fuchsias, with their soil as hard as small burnt

brick, which, fortiniately, brought him from romance
to reality, as the exclamation, " well to he sure," burst

from his lips—for great favourites were they, as the

mementos of one far, far away—only to bo followed

in the next breath, with something like blaming the

writers in The Uottaoe OAr.DEXEn, for not telling

}iim the iiiglit before to guard against such a visita-

tion. Ah! how much easier it is to throw blame
from oiu' own. upon other peoples' shoulders, than to

act out according even to our own knowledge of what
is right and wrong. Near the friend alluded to, in a

sijug, roomy cottage, resides Mrs. Thitih on Time.

In a cosy pavloiu-, with a large window having a good
asjiect, stands a neat painted table, i'urnished with

strong rollers at its feet, for moving it, easily, close

to the window during the day, and into the middle

of tho room, or even nearer to the tire-place, on a

frosty evening. That table is filled with beautiful

plants—several now in bloom—and the lady has

only been a gardener somewhat less than a twelve-

mouth. At each of the four corners of the table, is

a hole sheathed with tliin metal, and these holes are

for holding the four ends of two flat-arched iron-

hoops, over which a calico covering is thrown in

frosty nights, and also during the time the room is

gettiiig a rcildiiKj up in the morning. This cloth and
tliese hoops also answer admirably for fumigating

plants out of doors; which keeps the stinking stuif'

at a distance from the dwelling-house. On that table

are to be seen hyacinths and narcissuses, brought

from a one light hot-bed ; cinerarias in bloom, from

seeds sown in i[ay; Chinese primroses, a yellow-

flowered cytisus, and nice stocky geraniums, stopped

in the end of October, and soon to be transferred

from four-inch to six-inch pots, in which they will

he bloomed ; while, in a turf-pit, are a reserve of

many tilings, to succeed them during the summer

;

not one of which are injured, though covered u]i the

l)est jiart of a fortnight. il/«. 'J'hiiih on Time ma-

nages all this, not without care and anxiety it is true,

and asking for advice at every suitable jierson she

meets—but chiefly because she is neither above nor
below to acting out the principle, propounded to me
by tho late Mr. Stewart, of Valley-field—a ]irinciplo

which too often I have neglected, hut never forgot-

ten. " Attention to little things constitutes the gar-

dener."

1'hero are several aspects connected with window
gardening and its resxdts, that at once present them-

selves for considoration, but waving these for tho

jiresent, we shall draw attention by duing little more
than miming a few little plants, which are not ren-

dered so generally available foi' this purpose, as they

ought to be ; and" the first shall he the

(.).VAi.is I'lucoi.dU
—

'I'JK^ flowers are white and red,

rathci' twisted closely together, but still showing the

colour in dull weather, but bi'iuitiful when, like most
of the family, they expand their beauties to the sun-

shine. It is genernlly pi-opngateil by offsets fi'om its

little bulbs—four or six of tlic. hirgest of whiiOi may
be planted in a live, or six, inch pot, placed two

inclies below tho surface—and grown in sandy peat

and loam. When flowering, give plenty of water

;

continue it as long as the leaves are green, and then

let thenr remain dry in the jiots, or taken out and
kept in saucers, out of the way of frost, until they

begin to short again, when they must be planted.

There are many other beautiful species that must be

treated in a similar manner ; but few of them woidd
do so well for the window, especially in winter ; lie-

cause some of the best, like 15oweii, would have no
appearance at all, unless when the sun shone brightly,

'i'lie Oxalis seitsUimi, or, as it is generally called now,
the .Uiophi/tnm seiisitinirii, is an interesting Chinese

annual, when growing; as its seed-]iods. when ripe,

spring with the slightest heat, and tho pinnated
leaves are rather sensitive to the touch.

Lache.nai.ia.—These are all low-growing bulbous
plants. The whole family consists of interesting

plants, most of which will, under proper treatment,

and a little forcing, flower freely, during the winter

;

but may be got into bloom at almost any time, by
varying the periods of their resting. Some species,

such as 2'^>'(luhi, and pemluhi hitij'olin, and trmihr,

and tricolor major, may tlius aiford a succession of

their pretty tubular flowers all the winter. There are

many other kinds, of all colours, scarcely exceeding

one foot in height. They prefer sandy loam and peat,

with rather most of the latter ; should receive a suf-

ficiency of water when gi'owing, and be kept dry when
in a state of rest. Four bulbs will, in the case of most
of them, be sufficient for a six-inch pot ; and their

racemes of tubular-looking flowers are very interest-

ing, especially at the present dull season. Forgi-owth

in the window, they should be cultivated in cold pits;

and, if the leaves are withered early, and tho pots

turned over on their sides, they should he the first that

are potted, and assisted into growth in the autumn.
Let the top of the bulb be covei'cd about one inch.

Cyclamen.—The whole of the species of this genus
are just cut out for winter flowering in windows,

and cool greenhouses. Se\eral of them are ipiite

hardy; but the best for cultivation is the Persian,

and its varieties, especially the sweet scented one.

We intended giving a description of the plant, and
its mode of seeding ; but in glancing at vol. i., we
find that has been much abler done by j\[r. Beaton.

The ]ilant may be considered a bulbous-looking

tuber, froni the eye or hud of which the dwarf head
of flowers and leaves proceed in the growing season.

They may he kept anywhere, so that frost does not
reach them in winter, and should only here-watered,

and either shifted, or top-dressed, when regulation

commences. The laeter mode is oi'ten the most suc-

cessful; and when thus kept in the same spot for

several years, the top dressing should consist chieHy

of equal proportions of peat-leaf mould, and rotten

cow-dung. As the bows and flowers, which are on
sho.it peduncles, come from the centre of the tuber,

it should not be buried, but stand a little elevated

above tho soil. In a state of rest, thoiigli not kept

wet, neither sliould it bo allowed to become too dry,

or the tuber will become shrivelled, and the jiroduce

of flowers and leaves will be wciik. In potting

them, give plenty of drainage ; use equal portions of

sandy peat and loam, and a little rough leai'-niould,

or dried old cow-dung. In watering, t^ive s)iiiringly

around the sides, or rather, at a little distance from

the tuber, when fresh potted, not soaking iill the soil

unlil the roots have jienetrated it. When done
flowering, dry oH' the tubers gradually, to the degree

alluded to, wlieii the leaves have faded. There is no
mode of propagating but by seeds, and these should

be sown, as soon as ri]ie, into small boxes or pans,
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kept from ffost all tlie winter, and then planted oiit,

in a frame or pit, in April, in light sandy loam and
peat, with a sulistratum of rotten dung, encouraged
to grow by watering ; abundance of air by removing
tlie glass in line weather, and taken up and potted

in the cud of autumn, many of the tubers being
large enough to bloom in three or four-inch pots the

following winter. R. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.

EXOTIC ORCHIDACE/E.
Routine Work kok Fkbiut.\iiy.—As the days be-

come longer, and the sun sliines more frequently, the

orcliids will reipure ratlier more heat and moisture,

Such plants as Phaiiis (jmndifoHus iixiA P. Wallichii.,

which will now be both growing and flowering, and,

as in that slate they are thirsty subjects, give them
abundance of water. If not already potted, lose no
time in performing that operation. Cnhinthc vera-

trifoUa is a ]ihi,nt of similar habit, requiring the

same soil ; and will, also, now be sliewing its spikes of

lovely white blossoms. This will also reqidre moro
water. Tlie soil those plants require is a compost of

librous loam, sandy peat, and leaf-mould, in equal
parts. Tlic pots must be well-drained, but not to

such extent as the Caltleyns, Oncidiiims, and other

kindred genera require. As these plants are of the

terrestrial class, or plants that grow on the ground,
tliey must be potted in the ordinary \vay, tliat is, the

pots should not be filled with the compost (piite up
to the brim. About lialf an inch short of that will

be the riglit height. They will then hold more
wator, and tlie earth will receive, when watered, a
proper quantity ol' that element to support and en-

courage the free healthy growth of tlie plants. The
orchids, uawrdlli/, may bo potted this month with
advantage, as the increased heat and moisture will

cause them to begin to grow freely. Tlie method of

polling the ('iiipiiytes (^Ihose growing on trees) we
have already described,' which, if our readers have
followed, they will already have practiced to some
extent.

C'leaiuhiij the Lcaih'^.—TJie importance of keeping
the leaves of all ]dants clean we liave already hinted
at, and orchids are no exceptions to the general rule.

Now, especially, is a good time to wash the leaves

and pseudo-bulbs of these ]ilaiits. The cultivator

will Knd, oil examining tliem—more especially such
plants as Aerides, SaccoUxhiums. Vandns, Staiihupcns,

and other plants that are hung up in baskets, or on
logs—tliat the leaves are covered sometimes with a
]<iud of green scum. This is, wo suppose, a kind of

green fungus, or, perhaps, a minute moss. Now,
tliis substance, be wliat it may, is very injurious to

tlie ]ilauts—stopping up the pores, and preventing
the iiealthy action of their breathing, or taking in

and giving out peculiar gases. To be able to per-

Ibrin these functions witliout hindrance, is as neces-

sary to a plant as to an animal. This sliews the

necessity of keeping the surl'aco of tlie leaves clear

of any impediment to this operation of daily and
hourly breathings. In the open air, excepting in or

near large towns, the heavy, long-continued siiowers

of rain soften and finally wash oH' all obstructions

;

but in hothouses the case is very different: and
though the syringing will partially prevent an accu-

mulation of those hindrances to healthy breathing,
yet it cannot be used in the orchid-house to a suffi-

cient extent. In truth, the moisture consequent
upon the very free use of the sj'ringe, if no other

means are used, will help to increase the evil, by

producing an atmosphere in which tlio green para-
site will flourish best, and spread the moro rapidly.
The necessity, then, of cleansing the leaves, we have,
we think, made apparent, and it only remains to de-
scribe the means. What we do is this, we take down
the plant from its high position ; if the moss, or
peat, whichever it may happen to be growing in, is

dry, we give it a good soaking in the cistern, the
water of wliich is at a temperature of 70°. Whilst it

is soaking, all dead leaves are carefully removed,
and every part of the plant is then thoroughly washed
with a sponge. If the leaves are thick and "leathery,

the sponge is rubbed over them several times with a
heavy hand. In fact, it might be called a good
scrubbing : being careful, of course, not to injure it.

For more tender leaves, we have, very lately, used some-
thing else. We observed that the sponge, though
used ever so lightly on these tender, thin leaves, in-

jured them slightly. Happening to observe a piece of
thick leather, such as soldier's belts are made of, it

was taken and wrapt round the end of a small stick,

fastening it firmly to it with some small copper wire,

leaving half an inch of it ]irojecting beyond the stick;

it had then the|appearance of a brush made of leatlier.

With this instrument the leaves were washed, and
it was so soft and pliable that it did not injure the

youngest or tenderost leaf, yet efl'eotually washed the
dust and dirt off from tlie leaves. This washing not
only clears oft' the parasites, and any other obstruc-

tion, but also destroys insects, particularly the red
S[iider and black thrip, two of the most pernicious
enemies to orchids. We have seen the leaves of

Stanhopeais almost white with the bites, or, may be,

the sucking or pumping of the sap out of them,
rendering them sickly, and unable to perform their

duty of forming fine largo bulbs, without which no
flowers can be produced. Though we have men-
tioned that tlie benefits of cleanhig the leaves, either

by the sponge or leather brush, are more especially

felt by orchids that are hung up near the glass, on
account of their being more out of the reach of the

syringe, it does not follow that the other plants on
the stages, or side platforms, do not require cleans-

ing in the same way occasionally, although they can
be more eli'ectually washed witli the syringe. Let
these be sponged also this month, equally as well as

tliose hanging up. Let every jiart of the plants be
well cleansed—leaves, stems, and pseudo-bulbs. Not
only will the plants look better, but they will be
greatly benefited in their health. They will show
their gratitude for the pains bestowed, by a renewed
vigour of growth; and the natural consequence will

follow;—they will, if properly rested, produce abun-
dance of their beautiful flowers.

Gatesctums, Moniiodfi!, Mijanthus, and Cycnoches

will now be at rest, and should be kept quite dry for

a month or six weeks longer. They should be placed

on a shelf near the glass, whore they may escape the

syringe, and have abundance of light, but no sun-

shine. Examine them frequently, and as soon as

any growing buds are perceived, let thcra be potted

immediately, but not before.

Steamiit'j.—As the plants will now begin to grow,

apply moisture vigorously, by syringing tho pipes

and sides of the tanks, to create a genial, moist,

growing atmosphere. This will assist them greatly.

Wet tho walks and paths every morning, and, when
the sun shines, in the middle of the day also.

Shadiiiij.—Tow.ards the end of the nionl.b, the sun
will most likely begin to bo too powerful in the

middle of the day for orchids in the house. Should
that bo the case, it will be necessary to let the shades
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dowu for an houi' before noon, and an hour after-

wards. The young leaves will be more tendernow than
afterwards, owing to having grown during the short,

dark days that have gone by. Therefore, they will

require great care to keep them shaded from the

bright sunshine, that we reasonably hope will come
soon. Watch for this weather, and shade accord-

ingly-

Creepers in the OncHin-HOusE.—There are se-

veral kinds of creeping or twining plants that do
exceedingly well Lu the orchid-liouse. Stephaiiotis

JionhuncUts is one of the best, if not the very best,

for this house. Echites splendcns is another very

good one ; but, unlike the Stephanotis, it has no
scent; but its flowers are as large as an ordinary

tea-cup, a,nd of a beautiful shaded rose colour. Ch:-

rodendriim splendcns speciosissimum is also a fine

creejier, with large panicles, or bunches of deep crim-

son-coloured flowers. This variety is far superior to

the original species ; the flowers are individually

l-xrger, and of a finer colour ; the racemes are also

larger ; and it flowers earlier and more freely. Ly-
god'mm scandcns is a beautiful climbing fern, very
suitable for the orchid-house. These four creepers

are quite sufficient for a moderate-sized structure,

and may be planted now with great propriety. We
beg, however, that our readers may not have creepers

to such an extent as to shade the orchids below too

much. If there are already some creepers in the

house, they ought now to be well pruned, and every

leaf and bran«h well washed, to clear them from
dust and insects. We had intended finishing our
remarks on the Ancectochiliis, but our space is full,

and we are reluctantly compelled to defer it till nest
week.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
The Ranunculus.—It is time to begin to think

seriously about planting these truly elegant and
beautiful flowers. From the 8th to the 20th of Feb-
ruary, accordingly as the weather will permit, is the

range of time suitable for such flowers as are in-

tended for exhibition purposes, or to produce the

finest flowers. At page iiO, No. 20, vol. i., of this

woi'k, we describe fully the method of planting tlie ra-

nunculus. Such of our readers as possess that volume,
would do well to refer to that place. We may briefly

recapitulate the cliief points. The soil ought to bo
moderately dry ; ibaw drills across the beds, two
inches deep, and six inches from row to row

;
plant

the roots four inches apart ; cover them with some
fine sand, as higli as the crowns; then level witli a

rake the soil, and tlie operation is complete. As
some of our readers may wish to add to tlicir stock,

wc give below an additional list of some of the more
rare kinds. They may be had of Messrs. Tyso &
Son, Wallingford:—
Annr: white ground, yd- s.

low spotted 4
Alice Maud: yellow-cdgcd 5
Adntpliiiit : brown-mottled 3
AUddiceH : crcain 5
licnsuiiia : white ground,

«potted 3
Jii'Jltisia : w hite-edRcd .

.

.'i

Jioz: brown ground, edged 4

Jinirn : brown ground,
ercam-niottled 7

CliimpftilZfc : white
ground, rose-edged. ..

.

10
Dnntittttt : dark ground,
crenm-spottcd fi

K.r)iittnifc: brown spotted 5
I'l'iin'uthij! : yellow self .

.

."i

jliriiilrK : dark »clf 2
JufnU: crc.^ni ground, durk
edged 2

Lnriit: : white ground,
purple-mottled 5

d.
j

s. A.

I

LntiK : brown-mottled . . 5

MarshnU : brown ground,
! cresim-cdgcd 3

1 Marif Qitren of Scots :

I

white ground, rosc-

6 spotted 5

Mhifm ; yellow-cdgcd .... 7 G
Olwritn : white spotted . . 3 (i

/'aA-st'A^'oic; dark spotted 3
6 Rrf^iiHi- : mse ground,

creain-.s]iottcd 4
G Surprincr : white ground,

mottled 7 6

I

Trilisnian : white ground,
I purple-edged 10
! Ti/i/wo Saif) : dark self . . 2 'J

1 Trump : lilac ground,
brown-edged .1

6 ', I'irlur: dark self 7 H
'Ai-milnn : rose ground,

I mottled 2 6

No doubt a considerable abatement will be made
in the prices, if a considerable number are taken.

T. AprLEHY.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
As soon as the severe weather is broken up, and the

soil become workable, many matters will require

immediate attention. Early varieties of heans and
peas may at once be sown, to forward for transplant-

ing, in a little warmth or shelter of any kind ; and
successional sowing also should be made in the open
borders, or on the side of sloping banks. The eaily

sown peas, which have been above ground, and stood

the severity of the winter, should have the surface of

the earth stirred about them on fine days ; after which
dry dust should be shaken amongst them ; and, as

they grow on, the nortli and north-east side of them
should be sheltered with spruce fii', or some kind of

evergreen boughs or furze ; and the earth, at a little

distance, di'awn up, or formed with a spade into a

little sheltering ridge.

Cabbage and Cauliflowebs.—No time shovdd be

lost in sowing a little of some good kind of cabbage

and cauliflower, and in filling up all vacancies with

strong plants in the autumn-planted quarters, keep-

ing the eartli's surface well stirred on aU suitable

occasions.

Hobseradish should he trenched out, the best

selected, and laid in for the season's consumption

;

and the strongest of the remaining crowns should be

again planted, as the trenching proceeds, by laying

them on the side of the bottom of the trench, and
having the ground in ridges.

Salsafy and Scorzonera should also be trenched

out, and the ground left in ridges to pulverise ; the

roots now taken up may be stored in sand, or laid in

thick together in some spare corner.

Winter Spinach should be kept clear of decayed
leaves, and small sowings made.

Onions.—JNIake a good preparation for transplants

ing the autumn-sown onions : also, for planting,

wliere not already done, the underground or potalu

onions, and the small bulbs of the tico-hladed for

early use ; the Spanish and Portugal onions may
also now be sown on a little heat in pans, &c., for

transplanting in early spring, in order to get large

bulhs.

lliirBABB and Sea-kale.—Early varieties of rlnt-

barb may be assisted much by tem]iorary sheltering

with hand-glasses, boxes, or boughs, &c. A succession

of sea-kale should also be covered ; and the whole of

the crowns, not previously covered with dust, ashes,

or earth, should at once bo attended to, in order to

maintain a good colour.

Continue to sow broad bmns and peas in 02ieii

ground.
' ' to thinning out as soon as

seed-loaf, and sift a little diy
Give plenty of air to them in

by taking the glass Ughts, or

otlier covering, entirely oft' for a few hours in the

day. Young carrots require the same treatment, and
attending to their early tliinning.

James Barnes and W.

R.vdishes.—Attend

they are fairly in th

earth amoug them,

all favourabhi weather.

MISCELLANEOUS INEOKMATION.

ALLOTMENT GARDENING FOR FEBRUARY.
A NEW year, witli new hopes, has now fairly ar-

rived, and to those who are truly industrious it will
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prove the signal to banish the apathy and dullness

which a tedious winter is sure to produce. All grades

of society, in our highly favoured isle, bid fair to

make an unusual stir during the year IKjO, and
shall it be said tliat the cottager alone remains in-

active and stationary-—looking only to a poor-law

system for relief in adversity? We hope, and we are

assured, it will not be so ; at least our monthly mite

will, we trust, assist in the general progress. Eng-
land is still great among the nations, although she

is somewhat stricken in years. Commercial matters

carry a bold front : and, spite the hard struggle which
severe competition (whether of skill or labour) is

sure to engender, there is a living to be got for all

who will try in earnest. We hear of over-popula-

tion, and at the same moment of an enormous glut

of capital awaiting investment, whilst the soil we
tread is thirsting for this prime moving power ; and
who can yet assign limits to the productiveness of

the soil? Compare a highly cultivated garden, one
become notorious for its produce—such we now and
then meet with ;—compare such with the road-side

garden of the sluggard, choked with weeds, half dug,

half manured, a prey to devouring insects, stray

animals, and neglect, and then say if England has
done her whole duty in social matters ? As great a

difference may be seen in our farms ; and these

things duly admitted, what becomes of the idea of

over-poj)ulation? To the cottager, then, we say,

i'ersevekk! the acquisition of one extra comfort will

lead to the desire for another ; a judicious economy
will then be considered necessaiy, and thus both

comforts and capital wiU equally increase. This
done, you will feel you have a real stake in the na-

tion ; you will desire nothing but to continue to

improve, and Poor-law unions will be as mucli de-

spised by you as aimed at by the idle or the dissipated.

RoT.iTroN OP Crops.—The first thing to l)e deter-

mined, if not already done, is what course of cropping
to pursue. On referring to our diagram, at page 1S4,

of last year, we see no reason to depart from the plan
there laid, unless the allotment holder has no cow ;

in which case he may, if he chooses, plant the root-

division—intended chiefly forthecow—with potatoes,

or any crop for sale. This, however, depends on his

wants in-doors. We think, therefore, that the dia-

gram may be safely followed out in general respects.

Stohe Boots.—These must be carefully looked
over. Those who neglected separating them and
potatoes in the autumn, should do so immediately

;

this will all'ord a chance of picking out all the

rotten ones. The seed potatoes should not he laid

more than two deep ; indeed our best kidneys, or

early potatoes, we place singly, taking care not to rub
oft' the sprouts. Onions sliould, also, bo looked over

;

and, indeed, all store roots are best turned over at this

period, for it arrests the sprouting of the mnngold
and swedes, and causes them to keep the longer. Of
course, all sprouts must he carefully rulibed off. Par-
snips, if left in the gi'ound, according to our advice,

must now be carefully trenched out, and the ground
will 1)0 left in capital order for any crop. If no
manure has been placed over their crowns, it should

be done before trenching them out.

S.wiNG Seeds.—It is scarcely worth the cottager's

while to save his own seeds, unless it be of the oiiinii,

or a favourite cahbago ; most of the others occupy
too much room ; and such things as mangold, swedes,

parsnip, and carrot, maybe boughtmuch cheaperthan
they can be grown. Onions for seed may be planted
in the end of February, and old cabbage stumps will

run, of their owji accord, to blossom soon after.

Buying Seeds.—An estimate of the quantity of

seeds per acre, or per drill, will be found at page 18.")

of last year's Cottage Gardener. The cottager

should, as soon as his rotation is fixed, settle how
raueh of each he will want, and let them be pur-

chased at some first-rate seed-warehouse, for many
of the small peddling country seedsmen sell an in-

ferior article ; their price, moreover, is frequently

higlier. We should hope, belbre long, that gentle-

men, or others possessing many small tenants, or

clergymen, will purchase cottager's seeds wholesale,

and retail them out at prime cost to the cottager.

This would save every allotment holder a few shil-

lings. With regard to onion seed, our jiractice is to

buy an equal portion of Deptford, White Sjianisb, and
Globe, or other kinds, and to mix all the seed to-

gether. This always ensures a crop. In cabbages we
advise the Matchless, the Queen, the Nonpareil, and
the Battersea, as good kinds. In carrots, the Al-

triugham, the Early Horn, and the White Belgian,

for cattle. In parsnijis, the large Guernsey. In tur-

nips, the Dutch, the Stone, and the Swede. In^)OTs,

the Blue Imperial, and tlie I'russian. In beans, the

Green Long-pod, and tlie Windsor. In onions, the

Deptford, White Spanish, Globe, and Tripoli ; and
in borecoles, the old Curled Green-kale, savoys, and
thonsand-Jieaded cabbage. In lettuce, the Bath Cos,

and the Hammersmith Hardy-green. Such as these

will be found the best adapted to carry out the course

of cropping we have to recommend.
In peas, it is an essential point to grow those which

require moderate sticks, and which produce their

crop in a glut, in order that the gromid may be
soon clear for the sake of other crops.

In cabbage, the dwarf, early-hearting, and com-
pact kinds, are alone desirable. These crop thickly

together ; and may, if requisite, be taken speedily

off the gi'omid.

In carrots, the Altringham produces a large win-

ter's root, in the drill compartment; whilst the Early
Horn is a capital summer and autumn root, and
classes witli tlie bed culture.

In lettuce, solid hearting kinds are best; the little,

insignificant-looking. Hammersmith will produce

more than any other, for they may be sown broad-

cast, and thinned to only four inches apart.

Ijipbovejients.—Any arrears of such improving
processes, as drainage, trenching, amelioration of the

staple of the soil, &c., may still be carried out before

cro]iping commences.
Hedging, or other fencing, must he completed

forthwith. Any gajjs, too, must be well made up by
plashing, or otherwise. Where allotments are near

populous places, and the unlucky lads get a hole

through into the plot, a berberry-bush, if procurable,

will prove superior to anything else.

jNIanures.—Such as have lain accumulating for

many months, should have a little examination before

wheeling or carting them out; for the later mucking
out of ]iigs, or the cow, are not fit for immediate use,

unless to dig in for cabbages, &c. It is, we think,

the best economy to trim all long and raw stufl'

aside, before removing the mass. The mellow mate-

rial below will be capital for drills, or for the bed
culture ; and the longer, and more raw ]iortion, may
be covered with common soil, in a moiuid, to exclude

rain ; this will be wanted in the course of the sum-

mer. If, in removing the manure, any of a vcrg ohl

mellow character should come to hand at the bottom
of the heap, let it be removed to an outhouse llooi',

and spread a few days to dry. In the meantime, let

all the chimneys be clean swept; and if a few
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odd sldlliugs can bo pounced iipou, get somo good
neigh boiir, who makes guauo purchases, to sell you
Irmn fifty to oni; hundred pounds weight of Jlessrs.

Gibbs and Co.'s Pcriiviaii Guano. Also, collect all

the burnt-ashes you can, charcoal dust, itc, and add
all these to the old humus, or rotten and mellow
manure, on the outhouse floor. Turn the whole, and
blend them thoroughly, and you have a material of

a highly concentrated character, excelled by no other

fertilizer ; and this you may sow in the drills with

your swedes, mangold, parsnii)S, carrots, &c. ; whilst

the coarser manure may be dug in a spade's depth.

Eari.y Crops.—The industrious cottager, enudous
of making the most of the suuuner, while the season

is young, will begin betimes to see what he can get

heibre his more tardy neighbours, without compro-
mising the rotation of crops be b.is planned; we will

liereupou give bira a little advice. Cahhaijcs of a

good liearting kind, such as the Matcldess, may be

introduced between almost any coming croji, jiro-

vidod a judicious Ibrecast is exercised. A clover cot-

tier will use hia head as well as his heels. Now, we
advised, long ago, in our allotment advice, a good
pi'ovision of autumn-sown plains ; for, although the

allotment bolder, like other folks, may go a-begging

sometimes, we would not have liim trust to such a

course, but rather encourage a habit of seU'-rcliancc,

which, indeed, is the basis of all true progress, and
independent feeling, whether in the individual or the

community at large. J3e tliis as it may, plenty of

dwarf early cabbages should be pLanted out in the

second weelv of February. Iloru ciirroU, too, should

be sown on a rich sloping bank, in a warm situation.

These will want a little litter strewn over them ; in

fact, to be attended to like early radishes. They will

come into use in the early part of ilay, and continue

for many weeks. Potatoes, in warm situations, we
need hardly remark on : everybody looks well after

these. Pens.—Some Khw Imperials, soaked in luke-

warm water, for two hours, may be sowed in the first

week, on ground required for a secondary crop in the

end of duly. Earhj lonrj-pod heaiis, soaked as the

peas, in the first week—these may go on the drill

ground ; and parsnips might be sown between the

rows in ilarch, or the latest potatoes jilanted be-

tween. Swede Turnips placed close together in

drills, in a warm nook, and soiled in just overhead,

will produce fine sprouts for boiling in throe weeks,

or less. These are a very useful thing, when greens

are short. Round-leaved spiiineli, may be sown in the

first week, in a wai'm position, and on rich soil ; this

is a useful early vegetable. Strojig rhuharh plants

may be covered, at the beginning of February, with a
cliimncy-pot, or any old cask, or other vessel, to ward
oti' the winds. This will make threo weeks difier-

ence in the produce.

Hrkakino uow.n Ridohs.—Laud tliat was trenched
and ridged in the autumn, as v/o reconunended, will

soon re(piir;! digging dowji for crops, lie sure not to

do so when snow is on the ground, or when fro/en.

Mind, also, that it is dry when bandied, or it wull

become, what ju'actical men call, " livered," which
means, that the air cannot enter. No crops will

thrive on ht?id in this stale, all)eit they may bo good
soils.

In conclusion for this month, let ns advise the

cottier to hi^ very earnest in his endeavours. Jt is

no light matter to have a riiee garden ; and the weal
or woo of a family freijuiMitly depends on the amount
of jjorscveranee displayed by their male protector.

THE rOULTRY-KEEPER'S CALENDAR.
February.

Bij Martin Doijle, Author of " Hints to SmaU
Farmers," iCx:

Fowls.—The doom of our handsome cook has been
sealed. His tyranny and selfishness increased, not-

withstanding the coercive discipline he bad under-
gone ; and he has therefore been put to death, and
hung—by the tail. After three weeks' suspension,
his body was stripped of the pluuuige, which he bad
disgraced by bis want of gallantry, and his general
misconduct, and converted into cock-a-leekie. Thus,
the gluttonous creature has been more useful in bis
death tlian in his life. The hens, notwithstanding
his constant neglect and frequent chastisement of
them, seemed so woe-begoue at his removal from
them (it appeared as if, I'rom the force of habit, they
preferred conjugal tyranny to the desolation of widow-
hood), that tlie vacancy in their afl'ertions was im-
mediately filled up. A promising white cockerel,

also of the Dorking breed (with four of his fairest

young wives, who accompanied him from his former
seraglio), was jdaced beside thwn, at night. In the
morning bo was found dead upon the roost : his

death is a mystery. No marks of ill-treatment were
discovered on his corpse, and be bad been in perfect

health on the preceding day. The wives, who had
followed his fortunes and perched at bis side, were
alive, and in health, on the fatal morning. We in-

ti'oduccd another eocl;erel from the same young brood,
on the succeeding morning, and, after two or threo

days' amusing shyness of each other, a gradual union
of tlie two cliques took place, and the young cock
now seems to be a boncl of pei'feet amity between
both.

The continued severity of the weather, and the
want of artificial means of warming the fowl-bouse,

have prevented any laying of eggs yet. Amateurs,
who have to purchase corn for their fowls, will find

them unjirofitable, as layers, dining a bard winter of

long contiiutauce. While nature assumes a snow-
white dress instead of her natLual green livery, fowls

become so mopish and confounded, tnat they will

scarcely leave their roosts for food. The most quar-

relsome hens become quiet, the cocks crest-falleu.

^^'e gave our fowls a lew scraps of meat dining
the snow, to revive their languid sjiirits, as they had
no chance of picking up insects, wiiich their instinct

leads thciri to seek as condiments with their other food,

in the hope that the excitement occasioned by scram-
bling lor the meat, might beguile a few moments of

their melanchol3' hours, and give them healthful

e.\ercise—as a game of " hockey," or of " foot-ball,

"

would exhilarate school-boys. We also, on the sug-

gestion of the Rev. K.S. Dixon—the most delightful

and practical of all writers on poultry—have burntid

somo oyster-shells (partly to warm oi\r fingers), iu

order to su)iply lime to the liens and pullets in the

most agreeable form. The jiicking of the calcined

oyster-shells, wIiIcIl in duo tiiae will generate egg-

sliells, has boon a great source of pleasure to tlie

fowls.

Much mortality iu the fowl-yard is not to be ex-

])ected, siiu'(^ the air, tliough cold, has been dry. If

the roosts and floors have been kept clean, and the

wind and snow iirevented I'rom enterujg through the

roof of the poultry bouse, and blowing on their heads
(which are their most timder parts) fowls generally,

have probably preserved their health.

Ri>AXor.ni) Hamiuiiou Fowj.s.—'The next variety

we shall particularise are the spangled Hnmburglis,
of which there are two kinds, the Gulden, and the
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Silver. They are inferior to the Dorkhig and Spauisli,

both for the table and as layers, but tlicy are very
fine and very handsome. We are indebted, both for

the following jiuitraits and doscriplions, to Mr.
Kiehard.sou's work on " The Domestic i'owl." He
says:—"I'he Hamburgh fowls have a large top knot,

with neither comb uor wattles, and another pccu-

THE SP.iXGLED HAMIiUItGH COCK.

liarity that shall he described in its proper place. I
am this moment writing my description of the Ham-
burgh fowl from two beautiful specimens as tliry

stand before mi' on the table. These fowl gained tli'e

prizes at the lust show of the Royal Agricultural Im-
jjrovement Society of Ireland, from a host of very
worthy, but still far inferior competitors ; conse-
quently, in my case, no blunder can possibly occm-

;

and my friend and codaboratiHU', 'William Oldliam,
has presented, in his woodcuts, the poi'traits that I
have endeavoured to describe in lettei'iircss.

THE SPANCiLKlJ HAMnUROH HEN.

" The OoliUii. Spiiiiijli'd Hamhnrijli Foni is one of
no ordinary beauty; it is well and very Jieatly made

;

has a good body, and no very great olfal. On tlie

crest, immediately aliove the 'beak, are two small,
fleshy horns, resembling, to some extent, an abortive
comb. Above this crest, and occupying the place of
a comb, is a very large brown or yellow tuft, the fea-
thers composing it darkening towards tlieir extremi-
ties. Under the insertion of the lower mandible, or
that portion of tlie neck corresponding to tlie chin in
man, is a full, dark-coloured tuft, somewhat rcsem-
bling a beard. The wattles are very small. In the

golden variety, the hackles on the neck are of a bril-

liant orange, or golden yellow ; and the general
ground-colour of the body is of the same hue, but
somewhat darker. The thighs are of a dark brown,
or blackish shade, and the legs and feet are of a
bluish grey.

" In the Silver Spaiii/lcd variety, the only percep-
tible dill'erence is, that the ground-colour is a silvery
white. The extremity, and a portion of the extreme
margin of each feather, are black, presenting, when
in a state of rest, tlio appearance of regular semi-
circular marks or spangles."

Ti'RKEVs.—These birds, like pea-fowl, will disdain
contiuement, and prefer the open canopy of heaven
as their roof, and the topmost bough of a tall tree,

if they be not prevented from thus following their
]n-opensity in this respect. It is evident, however,
that they ought to be under cover in winter, and
under lock and key too, in most places. Tliey should,
however, liave free ventilation, and a distinct and
elevated roost.

It is doubtful whether poultry-breeders act pru-
dently in fattening their turkeys at the early iige at

which tliey are usually brought to taljle. The turkey
does not arrive at maturity for some years. Except-
ing in tlie winter mouths, farmers may keep them
over, at least for the second winter, at very little cost.

The birds will procure tlieir own food, if they have a
range of fields, and, more especially, the jii-ivilege of

going into woods where beeehmiists and acorns
abound. Turkeys are generally killed long before
tliey attain their natural size and weight, as if it were
certain that their fiesh would be too tough if tliey

were allowed to complete their growth. The fad is,

that the flesh of a two-year old turkey, if it be kept
long enough in the larder, is sufficiently tender.
There is great loss of meat sustiiined from killing

them prematurely. If an old bird requires ten
weeks' high feeding, the additional weiglit of flesh

jiays for that. Alter turkeys are thoroughly fat, they
should be killed ; for every ounce of food afterwards
is not only a waste, but an injury to the quality of
the flesh, which it tends to inflame and discolour.
Sickness, too, will naturally attend a too plethoric
state of body, and the flesh of a sick bird cannot be
wholesome.
The Goose is the bii-d of all birds for the cot-

tager who adjoins a goose-common. "What a shame,
then, to take the common from the poor man, without
giving him, at least, a patch of garden, in comiicusa-
Lion for the privilege of which he is deprived by the
enclosure of tlie commons ! How true is the poetic
lamentation

—

" It is n crime in man or woman.
To steal a jioose from off a common ;

Then sure the man's without e.vcuse.

Who steals the common from the goose."

A roast goose, stuffed with potatoes and onions, is

a noble dish ; and, with apple-sauce added to it, it is

still more luxurious ; or, if boiled and served up with
onion-sauce, what can be better? and what broth
can exceed that extracted from the giblets? It is

truly the cottager's or the farmer's disli. The fatten-

ing process of geese is at its termination now ; and
tlie cottager who lias had a ([uiet out-house, plenty of
food and of clean straw for lattcuing a goose or two
at least, has been unwise not to liave supplied himself
with such a luxury for his Christmas dinner. Jf he
kills the goose for bis family, lie has the goose-greaso,
which is u.scful for many piir|'Oses; and the feathers
liave some value. The ipiills supply bis boys and
girls with pens; and " the pen of a ready writer"

may turn to great profit. A man may keep the same
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goose for laying and sitting, during his wliolo life.

Indeed, an old goose is so tough a bird to eat, that
there is no temptation to kill her after she has
attained " a certain age," wMch really may exceed
that in woman.

Continue the general fattening to poultry as re-

commended in the preceding months.
Ducks are now going out of season. It may nof

be useless to mention, that ducks intended to be
boiled (and served with onion-sauce), should be salted
a day or two before they are dressed.

THE BEE-KEEPER'S CALENDAR.—Feb.
By J. H. Payne, Esq., Author of " The Bee-Keeper's

Ouide" Sc.

Vkry little attention will be required during this

mouth beyond looking to the coverings, and seeing
that they be all sound, and that no moisture comes
upon the tops of the hives. Towards the end of the
month, let the floor-board of each hive be again
cleaned, and a little food administered should the
stock of honey be very good ; always remembering
to select a mild day for the purpose. Let the food
be given, if possible, at the top of the hive ; if at

the bottom, not till after sunset ; carefully stopping
up the cutr.ince of the hive, and removing the vessel

in wliioli the food was given before sunrise the ne.xt

morning; for the appearance of the aconite and
crocus will not only deUght onr eyes, and gladden
our iiearts, but they wUl also arouse our little fa-

vourites to life and activity ; and, as the supplies of
honey from these llowers, at this early season, will

be very small, sufficient only, perha,)is, to create a
desire for a larger quantity ; the feeduig-pau, there-

fore, if allowed to remain at the bottoin of a weak
hive, will be resorted to by all tlie bees of the apiary,

causing much figliting and loss of life, and very
probably the destruction of the stock in which it had
been placed. By feeding at the top, all this may be
avoided ; not only the troulile of removing tlic feed-

ing-pan every morning, but tlie danger and loss cer-

tain to arise from fighting.

In my last paper, I promised my cottage friends
an account of the sum, in one year, made by a cot-

tager, living in a village in the northern extremity
of tlie county of Suffolk. Tlie man is a shoemaker,
living in a very small cottage, but willi ground suf-

ficient to place from ;30 to -10 stocks of bees. I should
iirst say, that, some years ago, he liad occasion to

call at my house, and, finding me in my garden with
my bees, and seeing they were managed in a differ-

ent way to what he had usually seen, he asked me
some questions relative to my manner of treating
them; and, from the nature of the questions, 1 felt

induced to shew him some glasses then filling with
lioncy (for it was -Tune), and told liim, in a few
words, my method of management; and, altliougji lie

hiul never possessed a hive of bees, lie went away
fully determined that, as soon as ho was able, he
would procure a stock or two. I neither saw nor
heard of liiin for seven or eight years ; after which
time, having some business at I'iury, lio called on
nie to tliank me for the instruction lie had received
from mo ; and, also, to tell me what lie had made of
his honey that season (this was at the end of Oc-
tober). He told me that tlio situation in which he
lived was an excellent one, having, innnodiately to

the south of him, several hundred acres of heath,
covered with ling, tliymo, furze, broom, &c. ; and on
the north, cultivated land, where mustard and large
((iiantilics of white clover were grown

; that he ge-
nerally kept thirty stocks tlirough the winter ; that

MY FARM-YARD.
The month that is now approaching is a busy one

with tlie dairy-farmer; and with tlie holders of small

plots of land it is a perplexing one as well. The
grass has not yet made any growth. The little hay
rick is beginning to look very small. The store of

roots has diminished in such a manner that you
seem quite to grudge each basketful of " wurtnel"

that your cow eats. However, " better times" (I

hope, in every sense of the word,) will soon arrive.

When once .ianuary is passed, we look Ibrward to

long days, bright sun, and green fields.

There are several methods of managing a dairy

by which money can be made : namely—-making
butter, making cheese, fatting calves, buying cows
in calf, and s(41ing tlicm with tlie calf at their side.

Phich farmer has his own pet system. The one gene
rally followed by those who have only a few cows is

the first one; and, therefore, I will make a few re-

marks on Initter maldiiy, which will ajiply erpially

to the owners of one or fifteen cows; but we will sup-

pose a dairy to consist of six.

It ought to bo arranged that one cow calves every

two months, by which means you have always highly

coloured butter, as the milk from a freshly-calved

cow is niucli more yellow than when it is " older."

If possible, in such a sized dairy liave three Al-

derney cows. Tlie cream which rises from their milk
is always rich, and of a good colour ; but butter

made from the Alderuoy cow does not keeij as long
as from any other cow.

At this season of the year, cows are niidor shelter

during the night, and are not milked till after six in

the morning.
The milk should be carried to the house as ipiickly

and quietly H,s possible ; and immediately on its

an'ival should be strained into pans, from which has
just been poured boiling water. By adopting this

])lan, the cream rises quickly, and in a greater

quantity.

The Devonshire method of " sotting" the cream is

certainly the best, especially in winter, provided you
liavo a stove on which you can scald the milk : Imt

it does not increase the cream sutHciently to make
an extra, fire answer. The way the " west country
folk" manage is this:—When the milk has stood

12 hours, in shallow tin pans, it is placed on a stove,

ho used the improved cottage hive, inches by 13,

as figured in page :i09 of the first vol. of The Cot-
tage Gardener, and ]ilaced upon each the small
hive, 8 inches by 7, figured in page ;H0.") of the same
volume. He also told me that each stock filled him
one of these small hives, and some stocks two of

them ; that he was careful to have these hives made
very neatly, each one holding from 8 to 10 lbs.

of honeycomb; and that, upon finding his stock of

honey so large, and of such excellent quality, he re-

solved at once upon taking it himself to London ; for

which purpose he hired a light cart, and at the west
end of liOndon offered his little hives of honey from
door to door, which sold as fast as he could well

offer them, for from 2s to 2s Od per lb., and some
'

even for more money. For a small hive of fine

honey of 81bs. ho would readily obtain a sovereign ;

so that, in all, he received a little aliove £40 for his

honey, the produce of his bees for one year.

Now, is not this account sufficient to induce every

cottager who reads it, at once to do his best in ob-

taining a stock or two of bees ? and should he, in

the first year, clear only 403, even that trifling sum
would be an agreealile addition to his little income.
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with a gentle lire under it. Directly inrcles are ob-

served formiug round the pan, it is put into the

dairy; the next morning it is skimmed and beaten up
with a wooden spoon till it beeomes butter, wliich is

not long in doing. The cream thus scalded, is a

most excellent addition to fruit, either baked or raw.

When a cow has calved, warm bran-mashes should

be given her for two or three nights, with a little

nitre mixed with it. Her udder should be well fo-

mented with hot water, twice in the 24 hours : luid,

if it feels at aU hard, some marsh mallow-leaves,

boiled hi water, may be used, instead of the jilain

water. By watching, and attending to these sim]de

tldngs, and not waiting till tlio animal is really ill,

you will be sjjared much loss, and much after-trou-

ble. Remember—" Prevention is better than cure."

A cow slioidd not be turned out to grass till the

calf is four or five days old ; and not then, if the

weather is wet. She shovdd only remain out a couple

of hours the first day, gradually increasing the time,

till the calf is sold ; which, if you do not fatten it,

you will do when a week old.

A good cow, and a careful dairy-maid, ought to

make lOlbs. of butter a-week, for tlie first si.x weeks
after calving. I know we read of cows making 161bs.

and ITlbs. a-week ; but I know they are very rare. I

have only met with one that has made more than the

inlbs., and that was a Suffolk cow, and she made
lllbs. for some weeks after calving. 1 fear, if you
strike the average of the quantity of butter each cow
makes, you will find Tibs, nearer the mark, per week,
than lOlbs. even.

The cows that calve in winter, and early sjiriug,

must have plenty of moist food, sueh as mangold-
wurtzel, l^elgian carrots, or brewers' gi'aius. I pi"efer

the Belgian carrot to any other root for winter

feeding, as it not only increases the milk, but does

not impart any unpleasant flavour to the butter, as

turnips and swedes are apt to do. For spring feeding,

and in the summer, when yoiu' meadows are put up
for hay, there is nothing equal to lucerne; you can,

with that crop, in truth, " cut and come again ;" for,

if sown in March, on sandy loam, it wiU be ready to

(Hit in Jlay, and two or three times a^fterwards

during the summer.
Great care should be taken in milking the cows—

not a drop should be left in the udder; the "drip-

pings" are the richest part of the mdking; besides,

if you do not milk a cow clean, she will every day
give less and less uutil she becomes dry
The groat secret of obtaining a good supply of

milk, during many months m the year, is to give

your cows a frequent change of food. In the sum-
mer this is easily done, but it must also be managed
in the winter. By having a little forethought, during

the sowing season, a variety of roots can be stored

in the autumn for the winter's keep.

And now, if some of your cows have calved, may
I enquire what becomes of the " skim milk?'' 1 fear,

from many gentlemen's houses, the answer would
ho—" Oh ! it goes into the hog-tub." So far, that is a

better ]dace for it than to have it heedlessly wasted ;

but are there not many of the cottagers around you,

who " breakfast and sup " without a drop of milk ?

I know it to be the case, in many parishes; and
would they not be most thankful for a small portion

of what you have usiuiUy given to the pigs? If you
cannot afford to give it, sell it them, at Id. a quart.

1 assure you the boon will be received with great

gratitude. It is, certainly, rather a troublesome

Job; but what good can be done without trouble

?

If you were to sell, or give, it twice a week, at a

certain hour, you would soon become accustomed to

it. " Habit, you know, is second nature."

Farmers, very often, make skim-milk cheeses ; the

whey which runs from them is of no use, except for

the pigs. In this case, of course, much milk could

not be given away, or, indeed, sold ; but still snine-

thing can be done. Have you not heard this sentence

read?—" Be merciful after thy power ; if thou hast

much, give plentionsly ; if thou hast little, do thy

diligence gladly to give of that little." C. M. A.

THE PHYSIC-GARDEN.
By a Phi/siciaii.

No. i.—Crucifeu.e.

THts eminently European order contains, at the

same time, some of the most abundant, and the most
useftil, of our English herbs. One of the commonest
weeds that we have, and which is to be met with on
every road-side, even within the boundaries of the

most populous cities— I allude to the Shepherd's

Purse—belongs to this order ; as also do the Wall-

flower, Honesty, Rocket, and common Stocks, all well-

known ornaments of our flower-borders. In the

kitchen-garden, we find some of its most valuable

tenants belong to this order, viz., cabbage, brocoli,

caidiflower, tm-uip, mustard, horseradish, and sea-

kale. To this list, we must add rajie—a very valuable

herb to the agriculturist ; and, also, the following

common English wild plants :—the water-cress, and
other cresses, the scurvy-grass, and Jack-by-the-hedge,

eacli of which possesses some esculent or curative

property. The Dyer's Woad, which formerly aflbrded

a favourite blue dye iu this country, likewise belongs

to this group of plants.

The universal character of the Cruciferse, is to

possess anti-scorbutic and stimulant qualities, com-

bined with an acrid flavour. Tlie plants which com-

pose it, are, however, on the whole, of more value

for their esculent than for their medicinal properties.

W.\TF.R-CREss (Nnstiirtinm officinale. R. Br.).—Some
of my readers may fancy that I am digressing, in in-

troducing to them a wUd water-plant, but let me tell

them, if "they have never made a ga,rdon-]ilant of the

water-cress, they should lose no time in doing so—if

they have a little stream running through their piece

of ground. Its agreeable warmtli and flavour, as a

salad, are too well known to require comment ; but it

is for its anti-scorbutic, and slightly stimulant qualities,

that I would particularly recommend it, being firmly

convinced of its efficacy. Our rural Flora does not

furnish a more wholesome, or a more useful, salad

than the water-cress; nor does it alford any other

salad-herb which is such an eft'cctual purifier of the

blood. To adopt the forcible though quaint style of

recommendation of an old writer, " Tliosi; that would

live iu health, may use it, if they please ; if they will

not, I cannot help it." The juice wiis formerly used,

mixed with that of scurvy-grass and Seville oranges,

when it constituted a popular remedy, known as

" Spring juices."

CcjcKoo-rLOWER ( Cardamine jimteiisis, L.J.—The
Cuclcoo-flowers (which arc also known as "Lady's

Smocks,") derive their p'.uglish name from their blos-

som appearing about the same time of the year that

the cuckoo's note is first heard ; a circumstance which

Shakspeare has recorded in these words:

—

" %Vlien daisies pied, and violets Itlue,

And Ladies-smocks all silver white.

And cuekoo-buds of yellow hue,

Do paint the meadows with delight,

The cuckoo, then, on every tree," &c.

The leaves of this plant are but little inferior to the
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water-cress, as a wholesome green food ; and tlio

flowers liave long been used for certain diseases, par-
ticularly those of a nervous character, such as epi-

lepsy, hysteria, and asthma. It may be given, in doses
of from 1 to ') draclims of the i)o\vder of the dried
llowers, two or tlu-ee times a-day ; but its use is chielly

confined to cliildren, and even on them its operation
is not very sensible : on this account it has, tlierefore,

almost fallen into disuse. Our grandfathers attri-

buted to tlie plant the virtue of removing freckles,

spots, and bleuiishes, from the face, if it was applied
at night, and removed in tlie morning ; but, be tliis

as it may, tliey wnuld liavo done posterity a much
greater service, if they liad endeavoured to impress
on those who would succeed them, the benefit that
they would experience, in after life, from abstaining
from these com-ses of iudidgence in youth wliieli are
the main cause of such pliysiononiical defects.

MonsERADisH ( Gochkiiriit urmoracia).—E vei-ybody
who knows roast beef, knows horseradish ; biit it is

not so generally known that it is a useful remedy in

cases of scurvy, and, also, in some other chronic'dis-
orders ; while it has been likewise recommended in
certain cases of dropsy, especially those wliicli follow
intermittent fevers. If taken in considerable quan-
tities it acts as an emetic ; ,and, with this intent, it is

serviceable in cases of poisoning, by narcotic sub-
stances. As a syrup, it is a useful remedy in hoarse-
ness ; and it is also said to excite an appetite in weak-
ened and debilitated constitutions. For the latter

jiurpose, a piece of the root is to be chewed.
Secuvy-GRAss ( CochlearUi offwinalis, L.). — Nor

liave I much to say with reference to this species ; its

iMiglisli name tells almost its wliole liistory, as far as
it liiis any curative interest. In sea-scurvy, it has
been Ibuud very beneficial; and its juice is reckoned
serviceable, as a gargle, in scorbutic affections of the
gums and mouth. Like the water-cress, its leaves are

sometimes eaten with bread-and-butter : and it some-
what resembles them in possessing gently stimulating
and ajierient properties. With these trifling excep-
tions, it possesses no claim to general attention. It

was once, however, in much greater repute than it is

now.
i'LrwvF.En fSisi/iiihritaii SopJda, L.).—This jilant

is commonly found gmuing on road-sides, and in

places where old buildings have stood ; and tbougli

its medicinal virtues and qualities are not thorougldy
ascertained, yet it will be interesting to know how and
for wliat diseases it was Ibrmerly employed. Its use
was chiefly conllncd to the checking of dysentery,
from wliioh circumstance it derives its I'higlish name,
as well as its otlier cognomen—" The Wisdom of
Surgeons;" aud to effect tliis end, "the seede is

droukeu with wine, or water of the smitlies forgo,

wlicreiu gads of steel have been often quenched."
In hysterical cases it was also used, and likewise ex-

ternally ap)died for the cure of old sores atid wounds.
It liiid the credit, besides, of " consolidating and
uniting liDues broken or out of joint ;

" but I merely
mention this to give some idea of the rude state in

wliicli tlie seiouce of surgery must have been ]l)0

years ago.

Caiuiaoh ( linixsicn. olcrniv,!-, L.J.— I fancy I sec

sur[)i-ise in the face of my reader, when be comes to

tli(^ word "cahbiige;" aud i think it requires no
piiwers of Clairvoyiinec to read liis uuiittcreil interro-

fatory thought, " What can a cabb.ago luive to do
with a physic garde It is true, tiiat neitlier the |

liomi'jy calibage—which is llio cottager's main vealiza-

tioii (if veijctalilcs—nm' the red calibage, white cab-

bage, fjavoy greens, Brussels' sprouts, cauliflower, or

brocoli (all of which are mere varieties o( the common
cabbage), are now used medicinally ; nevertheless

they do possess certain virtues and qualities, of

which, though not very unportant, it is as well to be

aware.

Taken in moderation, they are exceedingly whole-

some, being very slightly aperient; but when eaten

plentifully, they are apt to produce flatulence. As a

cure for drunkenness, cabbage broth had a great re-

nown ; for old writers affirm that there is such an

antipathy or enmity between the vine and the cole-

worts (or cabbage tribe), that they will not grow well

near each other. Cato, it is said, used no other

]iliysic ; andChrysippus quite idolised them—writing

a whole volume upon their virtues. " He appropri-

ates them," says Culiiepper, " to every part of the

body, and to every disease in every part."

The decoction, or broth, was, however, strongly

recommended liy other primitive ]iractitioners as of

very general use ;
particularlj' as an external a])pli-

catioii for pain in any part, whether gout, bruises,

swellings, or sores. Asthiuatic jicople were also ad-

vised to drink it ; and I might mention many other

diseases in which it was, in olden times, prescribed,

when, if the patient got better afterwards, it ap]iears

that the cabbage had all the credit of it: it being well

known that no jirejudicial eii'ect was at all likely to

accrue from its employment.
MusTARU, liL.vcK AND White (SiiKipis nigra, L.,

Siiiapis alliii, L. ).—These two plants are so similar

in their medicinal qualities, that I shall treat of them
as if they were but one ]ilaiit ; though, 1 may remark,

that they are called blade and n-hile from the colour

of their seeds, and that the latter are rather niilder

in their action than the former.

The well-known condiment which we call mmtard,
is the flour of the mustard-seed, moistened ; which,

particularly if vinegar lie used, causes the essential

oil to be evolved, upon which its pungency dejieiuls.

Again, the favourite salad herb (commonly sold with

another jilaut, and then called mustard and cress,) is

the young seed-leaves of tlie mustard ; and a very

wholesome kind of green food it is. In this young
state, the leaves are mild, tender, and slightly stimu-

lating ; but the old leaves become rank aud disagree-

able, partaking of the acrid priiicii>le which is found

developed, to the greatest extent, in the seeds.

To the medical man, the flour of the ground seed

is the only pa,rl of note; and whether it he employed

externally or internally, its action is the same, viz.,

that of ail acrid stimulant, probably intermediate, in

its effect, between horseradish and jiepjier.
^
As a

condiment, when taken in small quantities, it is a

most excellent adjunct to heavy and indigestible food

of any kind, exciting the energies of the digestive

or.gans, and promoting the ajipetite. If taken in

somewhat larger doses—as one or two teaspoimsful

—

it acts as au emetic, and is a useful aud handy thing

for such a purpose, in cases of poisoning.

Hut its most important use is that of an external

stimulater, or riibehicient. It acts as a prompt and

|Kiwerfiil irritant, pniducing inllammatiou ; and if

ke]it applied too long, will raise a blister. The best

form of " mustard-poultice," is to sprca,d, on a ]iiece

of liueu or calico, a paste, made of equal ]iarts of

common wheat flour, or linseed meal, and black

mustard-seed Hour, mixed with boiling vinegar, or

with lukewarm water, of not higher teinperaturo

than 1110°.

To most persons, its application is somewhat pain-

ful ; but with those who do not feel its operation after

about Iwouty minutes, caro should he had not to keep
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it oil too long, lest it canso a disagi'eeable sore, and

one not readily cured.

OUR VILLAGE WALKS.
(N0.17.)

We somotimes find a dazzling sun entering our

rooms, wiiile the ground is covered with snow. I

have more tlian oiieo been oldiged to move my cliair,

when tlie lull beams have fallen upon the spot where

it stood; and I eonld scarcely believe it possible that

such a Sim could belong to winter, and could shine

so warmly while the I'rost was still binding all things

in its iron grasji. It is a strange contrast, and strikes

the mind i'orcibly. How many situations in lite

resemble this combination ! How many worldly trials

and troubles surround ns, lying like snow upon our

hearts, while the bright, cheering iuHueuce of the

"Sun of Righteousness" comforts and gladdens us

under them ; almost causing us to forget their power.

It is beautiful to watch the sparkling drops falling

rapiilly from the trees and houses, beneath the soft

warm rays: the very sound as they reacli the earth is

musical ; and while passing under trees during a mid-

day thaw, wo seem to be moving through a silver

shower. Wlieu snow becomes well licaien on the

the fo(jt-pa,ds, walking is very dehghtful : there is a

briskness in the air, a sparkle on the earth, and a

spirit in our own feelings, that leads us pleasantly

on ; and wo ])erpetually see some object of beauty

that interests and delights us. Whatever belongs to

nature never wearies, however i'rei|ueutly it meets our

eye; and sometimes we are peculiarly struck bj' that

whicli we have seen a thousand times without ]iarti-

cular notice. How beautifully a bright wintry day

sometimes closes ! I was this evening enjoying the

sunset, in spite of cold, and really a summer evening

scene coull scarcely be more lovely. 'I'he ground
was white with suow, wdiicli also lay ([uietly on the

trees and evergreens; the sun sunk gently down
among rich yellow clouds, tliat threw a sort of golden

light around ; and a. frosty mist was gathering in the

distance, foreboding another severe night. Every
distant sound came with clear distinctness—the

sudden report of a gun sounded like that of a cannon

;

and 1 fiiucii'd, or tried to limey, that the ])laintive

bleating of lambs came from the distant farms—but

this, I luave every reason to think, was a delusion.

The stillness and ti'anquility of an evening such as

this, is very striking. It compels us to pause—to

admire— to think; and it answers our thoughts elo-

quently. That departing sun, with its cold jiale beams,

is rising in glowing, glittering graiidenr on many
distant lands ; rousing many of our fellow-men from

their wearied sleep, and calling them forth to the

labour of another summer's day. To us, bis daily

course is now short and chilling; but to another

portion of our globe, he is shedding abroad all his

glory, and ripening and enriching fruits and flowers

with undiminished power. There is no night, no
rest, for the glorious orb that " goeth forth as a bride-

groom out of bis chamber, and rejoiceth as a giant

to run his course;" bis beams are ever bright; his

warmth ever the same ; his glory ever resplcndant.

The restless earth, as she obeys the impulse of the

Hand Divine, removes some of her inhabitants from

his immediate intluence at stated, and apjiointed

times; clouds gather round us, and obstruct his

beams—sometimes even the intervening form of a far

inferior ])lanc4 will darken jiortions of our earth, and
almost persuade the astonished birds that night is at

hand; yet the sun is ever the same. He is the cold,

pale, dim shadow of Him who bath said, " I ain the

Lord, I change not"—who is " tlie same yesterday,

to-day, and for ever"— whoso glory the heaven
of heavens cannot contain." We are sometimes
tempted to think our God has forsaken us—wo CRimot

see or feel His immediate presence as we were wont
to do ; trials, bodily and mental, sins and wavering
faith, cloud our spiritual enjoyments; some earthly

object rises up, and dims our spiritual sight, and it

seems as if night had indeed set in to the soul. Ikit

let ns remember that our "Sun and shield " is ever

cloudless. ]3eautiful as is the source of earthly light

and beat, universal as is bis jiower, unchanging as

is his brightness, he is but a dark and distant type

of " Him with whom we have to do.
"

While I was admiring the sunset, ray attention

was attracted to the proceedings of a flight of rooks.

They were assembled in parties under one or two
large trees, that stood singly in the ]iaddock, where
the snow lay thinly, and where the shells of beech-

nuts still remained like a carpet upon the damp
ground. They were extremely busy—hopping about,

liuttering their wings—sometimes appearing almost

to converse—sometimes tigbting, and at intervals

flying lazily into neighbouring trees, and then re-

turning again to the general assembly. There
seemed to be something going on among them, for

their movements were very ranch like those of intelli-

gent beings, and reminded me of those that take place

among ourselves, when wo meet for conversiition or

discussion. l>y degrees, a large number settled on
the trees of the rookery; dropjiing down into their

nests, as if inclined to begin Imilding, and making
extreme noise, and flapjiing among tho boughs. It

ajipcared to me as if a general cogitation bad taken

place, relative to the approaching time for repairing

their nests; for I seldom observe them at the rookery

during the winter, and never remarked so much
clamour and commotion till the building season

commenced. There is much interest in watching

the ways of rooks; and their loud unmusical cries are

never annoying, however near we may be to their

busy colony. l''rom the earliest morning to the latest

evening hour, in the building season, their noise is

unceasing; and even in the middle of the night I

liavo often heard aloud, deep "caw;" suddenly break-

ing tlie few hours of silence they enjoy, as if from

the watchman of the night. Rooks interest us, too,

because they love to dwell near ns—they come cou-

tidingly round us, and seldom establish themselves

far from the haunts of men. They even brave the

noise of towns, and settle contentedly upon trees in

the midst of a large population. There is something
very jileasing in hearing and seeing the busy move-
ments of these birds, liigli above our heads, regardless

of the sraoke, and bells, and discord, that take place

beneath the very trees on which they rear their young.

Among the sheltering leaves they are screened and
secure, like those whose hearts and hopes rise beyond
earthly things, and shelter themselves in the quiet

hiding-place of a Saviour's love.

A gentleman, known to luy father in his youth,

encouraged his rooks so much, that they built in the

gooseberry and currant bushes in his walled-garden ;

and became so tame, that they ])ermitted him to walk
;

among them, and look into their nests, without dis-

playing the least symptom of alarm. This was a

singular instance of their confldence, because rooks

almost always build iu the highest trees; and though

they frequent the neighbourhood of man, yet they

seldom approach a garden, and are not tamo iu other

ways.

Rooks may convey a salutary lesson to our minds.
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They love to dwell near man, they rest confidingly

on his protection, though they suft'er, year after year,

destruction at his hands, and sweep witli loud cries

around the einptynests from whence theiryoung have

fallen. Let us as coulidiugly, as faithfully, cling to

the Lord our God ! I^et us love to dwell near Him
;

He will not, as man does, cast out those, that come
to Him, hut will iu all our trials and alHictions

" make a way to cscajie, that we may he aide to hear

them."

MY GARDEN MOTES.
Soot as a Manure.— In fulfilment of the pro-

mise made in my last (p. iilli), i will continue my
i-emarks on soot, that invaluahle manure which so

rjiany cultivators allow to he taken from their

premises, while they go to the expense and trouhlo

of procin-ing other stimulants, as guano, compounds,
essences, and heaven knows what, wliioh are sent

forth under pompous and alluring titles—stimidants

as destructive to vegeta.hle life as the pleasiu'e of

those who confide in them. Soot-water is the only

manure I have applied to my pot-]dants, from tlie

moment I attempted to gi-ow a leaf; and the general

observation of my friends is
—

" What a splendid co-

lour !
" " How beautiful the foliage !

" " What an e.\-

ipiisitely-dark tint !

" " What do you apply to them?"
When i say, " Only soot; "—•" only soot." Tlie thing

seems a mystery to many; one observes, " That is

such hori-ible stufl^—so black and dirty, I can't think

of using it ; there is this and that thing to be had in a

nice little bag or bottle ; and it's only to put a. pinch,

or Utile drofi, in the wateriug-pot. I sliould tliiuk

that would answer equally well." Yes, niy friend,

these are all very well; and, doubtless, iu the hands
of scientific persons, may fully answer the purposes

for which they were manufactured ; but we do not

all possess suflioient knowledge to undertake the

application of these chemical preparations. I, there-

fore, maintain that the more simple the stimulant,

the safer its application by those who have not

passed the ordeal of science. " I should be very

glad to use it," says another, "but I can't soak it;

do what I wUl, I can't get the water clear of the soot

;

if it soaks for a month, it will not settle, hut clings

to everytliiug we dip it out of the tub with, conse-

quently, I am obliged to give it up." Well, stop my
friend ! and I will just explain to you a very simple

process, by wliich you may have it as clear as sherry

wine, and as strengthening to your plants as the

latter to tlie heart of man. All you have to do is

to fill a cask with, water (say ten or twelve gal-

lons)
; put about a gallon of soot into a fine can-

vas bag, and witli the soot a gnod-si/.ed flint stone ;

tic the moutli of your bag tightly, and suspend
it inside tlie cask ; the stone will keep the bag
with tlie soot under the water, and, iu the course of

a day or so, your li([uid manure is brewed without
farther trouble. Now, ajiply this once a weelc to

growing jilants, twice a week to those in flower,

and 1 will stake my credit, as an adviser, for the

result. I always apply it very jiale, which scientific

men strongly recommend ; I by no means lay claim
to the possession of scientilic knowledge, 1 only know
what has been the result of my proceedings; and if

tlie distribution of these results sliould bring one
ray of satisfaction or delight to any wlio, lii;e myself,

take ])leasiire in the beauties with which God has so

bountifully begemmed tlio caqiot of this globe, I

shall bo (imiily repaid.

TiiK Tur.ir Beu.—'J'lie cultivation ol' the bulbous
tribe of plants is one of tlio most deliglitful iu the

whole rango of gardening, and foremost among its

numerous splendid families. Who does not con-

template the gorgeous tulip bed with feelings of de-

light'? Yet that pleasure is somewhat. alloyed by the

fact of its melancholy appearance through two of

our brightest summer months. jVfter the rich and
exquisite embroidery of its flowers are past, comes
the dull and saddening prospect of fading and faded

foliage, looking like an abandoned spot amid all the

other beauties of Elora. This is a great drawback on
the enjoyment tliis beautiful flower afl'ords, and is

the reason they are not more universally cultivated.

I dislike this as much as any one, yet 1 cannot

forego the pleasure of surveying ray little bed of

tulips, which I always place in the most prominent
position. I endeavoured to improve on this one
year, by jilanting geraniums between the bulbs at

the end of May ; but, from the small sjiace between

the bulbs, was unable to fix them firmly in the

ground, consequently they did not thrive to my sa-

tisfaction. Yet, seeing the eflfcacy of the plan, if

properly carried out, I made arrangements for so

doing the next autumn, at the time of preparing the

bed. Having placed the bulbs ; betbre covering

ing them, I put a sutfioient number of pots, six

Indies iu diameter, over the surface between the

roots, arranging tliein that the plants, when at per-

fection, would be sufficiently thick. I then, with a

round trowel, took out the earth on which eacli pot

stood, filled the jiot with it, and thrust the pot, full

of mould, into the hole thus made, i^utting a stick in

the middle to point out its position ; I tlren raked

over the bed smoothly, covering up bulbs and pots,

the sticks remaining upright in their ]ilaces ; con-

sequently, wlieu the beauty oi' the tulip has fled, all

.T do is to take out the pot full of mould, and thrust

another, of the same size, or a size smaller, ttith the

phint ill it, in its place ; the plant having been trained

liigh enough to overtop the foliage of the tulip,

which is allowed to die ofi' unmolested ; ripening the

bulbs while the plants in tlie pots are )irogressing,

cheering us with their blossom, on a sjiot which
would otherwise appear a dreary waste.

W. Savage.
CELERY CULTURE.

T WISH to correct au error, wliich I have only just

detected towards the close of my remarks on the culti-

vation and uses of celery, where, at page l:il, a lew

lines from the conclusion of those remarks, instead

of "particularly in dri/ weather," it should have
been, " particularly in wet weather."

I see, in a late number of The Cottage GAnnENEn,
page 177, that Mr. Turner—than whom there can be
no better authority on all points relating to the cul-

tivation of celery—in noticing my communieatiou
oil this subject, lias objected to what I have said iu

favour of the liberal employment of li([uid manure,
as being, in his opimon, " calculated to inislead

;

"

for, ho says, "his experience teaches him the possi-

bility of giving a dose too much," and that " he is of

opinion that too frequent and plentiful suiqilies may
be given." Now, without necessarily admitting that

I have overstated the advantagi^s of this liquid to

celery, I can (|uite agree with all that Mr Turner
oifers iu sujiport of his ophiion of my having done
so ; for, as a matter of course, " loo 'much " of (even)

a good thing is self-evidently had, and I liave no-

where statiul or implied the imjiossibility of giving

too much ; but my error (not .an uncommon one by
the way), I conceive, consists in not stating dis-

tinctly what, or how often, and how much, was in-

tended by such expressions as " freiiucnt and j)len-

tifitl
"—terms which, unless further qualified, admit
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of too vague and arbitrary coustructiou. It may,
therefore, not be amiss to endeavour liere to rectify

this omission by specifying more exactly tho fre-

quency, as well as the quantity and strength, witli

which I am in the liabit of using this valuable fer-

tiliser to my celery crops. And this, as well with

the view of' attempting to reconcile the ditierence

in our opinions, especially as those opinions are the

result of our respective experience (though I by no

means wish to claim for mine the importance which

is justly due to Jlr. Turner's more extended observa-

tions), as for the benefit of your less experienced

readers, who may be interested in the subject.

l''rom the time the plants are first set out, initil

thev have fairly taken hold of the soil, and apjiear

to ()e growing freely in their new quarters, I give

simply pond or rain-water, and this as often as, from

the surface of the trench becoming dry, they seem to

reipiii-e moisture. I then commence with the liquid

manure, which I apply, on an average, once a week,

taking care that the first few applications are con-

siderably more diluted than the subsequent ones,

about tiie strength of which I am not very parti-

cular, using it merely in the state of dilution in

which it may liappen to be in tho main receptacle

when required, 'fhis (the state of dilution) is, how-
ever, a point of considerable importance ; and I can

only enable you to judge of the average strength of

mine by describing shortly of what it consists, and
the method of collecting it, which are as follows :

—

In a convenient corner, adjoining the pig-sty, are two
large hogslioads (each capable of containing upwards
of LOU gallons), sunk two-thirds of their depth in the

ground ; into these is emptied, daily, all the house

sloj) from the bed-rooms, and any dirty water which,

in the various processes of cleansing, has been im-

pregnated with soap or soda ; also all the foul water

and suds procurable at the fortnightly clothes-wash

ing. Besides these two large receptacles are three

smaller ones, buried brim deep in the soil, immedi-
ately outside the respective drains leading from the

stable, cow-house, and pig-sty. These receive the

liquid excretions of one horse, one cow, and two or

three pigs; and when full—which, in wet weather,

owing to rain and droppings from the eaves having
partial access to them, is frequently the case—their

contents are likewise added to the hogsheads ; oi',

when the latter liappen to be full, any surplus is

poured over the manure heap, which is so contrived

as, when saturated, to allow the drainage from it to

run back into one of the three smaller tanks.

Now, it is the mixture of these various fluids, in the

varying proportions in which tliey may cliance to be,

when required for use, that I apply to my celery-

trenches ; and, although it will be obvious that it

must vary considerably in strength, according to the

I

dryness, or otherwise, of the season, still it is gene-

j
rally of that medium degree of potency, that 1 can
venture to use it with impunity, even to such vege-

tables as are generally supposed to be less toleraut of

strong liquid applications than celery.

The quantity given at each dose is not always alike,

and is regulated by tlio quantity each trench will

readily imbibe, which is generally about five or six

gallons to each side of a trench, seven or eight yards

long; but this amount will necessarily vary, noL only

with the condition of the weather, but also with the

particular texture of the soil in which the trenches

are made. This last consideration is, 1 think, an im-

portant one; audit was in this persuasion that I was
careful to qualify my remarks, on the liberal use of

jiquid, by the statement that " such, at least, was my

experience, in the light porous soil of my garden ;''

ibr, I think, it will be admitted that it may be more
freely administered, both as regards quantity and Ire-

quency, in a soil of this description, than on one of a

stiff, tenacious, and less luuigiy nature Tlie staple

composition of the soil of my garden is a light, rich,

and open sand, resting on a thick stratum of ]uu-e

sand; and there is a quaint saying, applied to this

kind of soil, which not unaptly illustrates its cha-

racter and avidity for moisture, vi:;.. " that it will

bear a good shower every day and tao on i^iiiidui/.i."

I am glad ilr. Tiu'ner lias given us tho result of

his only trial for prize celery. The simple fact of its

having been grown to the enormous weight he men-
tions, is to me higldy interesting, and a gi'eat triumph
in horticulture ; but, as a question of economy, and
general utility, the end for which it is generally

grown, will, perhaps, be better answered, by raising it

of about half that weight ; and if, as Mr. Turner ad-

mits, it may be grown five or six ]jounds, by the double

row plan I have reconanended, I confess, 1 think it

a high argument in favour of its adoption.—W. C. ti.

EXTRACTS FROM CORRESPONDENCE.
Quickset Hedges.—You tell your correspondent,

at page dOl, that you never could understand what
advantage was gained by planting on the side of the

bank, and recommend planting on the top. Now, I

liave a neighbour who is very particidar about his

hedges, and successful in managing them. Between

his fields he plants in single rows (as you advise)

upon the flat surface, where the soil will admit of it,

and upon a small raised bank, where it will not; but

when he comes to his roiidside hcihjes, he plants double

rows of quick, one along the top, the other along the

face of tlie bank next the road, and about midway
between the top and bottom of the bank. The ad-

vantage of the latter plan is this : a single line of

quick on the top, will, in a few years, in spite of all

you can do to it, become naked below (This we
deny. Ed. C. G.), and gaps are thus left for dogs,

fowls, and small animals freely to pass through

—

a great annoyance if it encloses a garden—added

to which, the face of the bank being exposed, is

very liable to crumble down with frost, and chil-

dren and larger animals will deface it. Now, a

front line of quick cures those evils ; and tho young
quicks, being cut back to two or three eyes, at the

time of planting, will shoot thick and strong, protect

the face of the bank, and, taking an upward direction,

cover the gaps left in the top row, and imite with it

to form a handsome and impenetrable hedge. In
making these hedges, the plan is, when the bank is

half raised, to lay in the first row of quicks on a

straight ledge, sloping inwards and downwards ; the

remainder of the bank is then carried up, and the top

row inserted, taking care, however, that the plants

in the two rows stand opposite the intervals between
each other. The lower quicks should be a year older,

|

that they may grow faster, and incorporate sooner

with the upper ones.

It now occurs to me, that your observation may
have applied to siiii/lc, uml not duuhle-row planting

;

and if so, these remarks stand for nothing; altliough

I must add, that I believe it next to impossible to

maintain for long a proper fence, with a single row,

between a garden and public road : at all events, I

have been preciously bothered with mine.—S. P.

Cochin-China Fowls.—^Mr. Doyle's article in The
Cottage Gardenek for the L'7lh ult., induces me to

;

trespass on your valuable time for a few minutes.
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Has the Cochin-Cliina fowl what is commonly
termed live toes—/.c, ai'iKlimeiitavyextratoe'.' From
tlie fl,q:ures introdneed in the article nhove referred

to, it i)y no means appears clear—the hen seeming to

have live, the cock four. What is the eolonr ot the

legs, as this is usually considered a distinifuisliiug cha-

racteristic in the hreed of fowls'.' What may be con-

sidered as the average height of the cock, and to what
}ioint measured? I trouble you with those queries

for the following reasons :—My sou obtained for me,

from a dealer in London of the name of iiaker, a

dozen eggs, at one shilling each, making with the

carriage, &c., fifteen shillings per dozen ; they were

set under two diti'erent hens—live imder one, seven

inider another ; tlie live were not hatcihed, which was, of

course, attribtited to the circumstance of the hen not

sitting close, as the seven were all prolific ; but only

two (fortunately, a cock and alien) appeared to be at

all of the character warranted ; bitt the cock had Ave

toes, and yellow legs—the hen four, and blue legs,

the latter having also somewhat the character of tlje

Ifalay fowl ; slie proved, however, an excellent layer,

tlie eggs of tlie colour Mr. Boyle describes, tiiid srvc-

Tdl times laid tiro eijijs in the tnenty-foiir lioins. The
others were of various characters, two evidently a

cross of the Black S]iiinish, the others of a very ordi-

nary description. I sliould not have named the dealer,

but that, by an unusual act of discourtesy, he did not

condescend to rejily to a letter of inquiry for an ex-

planation, and I, therefore, am inclined to doubt the

trutli of the breed of the two. which in many respects

answer the description given liy Jlr. Doyle.—EnwAim
MufiTtTiioK, Eiiif/steail. near Lijiin.

[We shall be obliged by any of our readers sending

answers to us for these qiieries, because they will be

interesting to many others, who are seeking from us

further information relative to Cochin-China fowls.

—

Ed. C. G.]

CocHr.oACHEs.— Lioirr-coi.orREn Fl-chsias.—You
will find red wafers laid in the jilaces that are

infested with cockroaches to be the best ]ioison for

them. Ndjioleim and ll7(;/<' E.viiniti are better light-

coloured fuchsias than either One-iii-the-Itiiiii or llr.

Jej/hson.—H. d. Gkeenuaoh.
SEJri-Tii\Nsi'ARENT L'ovEiiiNQ.—lu some jiarts of

your excellent Cottage GAnuEXER are receipts for

making a transparent cloth for covering pits and

other jiurposes. Most of these contain resin, which

makes the cloth crock. The following receipt used

to canv.ass will be found good. The cloth may be

rolled up or pressed, and it will never crack. Stretch

the cloth tiglit, wet it with a watering-]iot, and piiint

it, iiliilc net. with linseed oil, 1 qt. ; litharge, i oz.

;

made quite fine. Colour may be mixed with the oil,

if desired. Two coats are sufficient. This is com-

pletely waterjiroof, and answers for tarpaidin, rick-

cloths, &c. The canvass, or cloth, should be tolera-

bly wet, only so that the water does not stand in

])Ools on it "when painted. This is the way that

common oiled-silk is prepared.

—

Vep.ax.

I'oi'i.TRY I.osixG TiiEn; ]''eatiii:i!s.— Observing

that S. W. (p. lUJ) complains of his fowls partially

losing their feathers, I also have to state tliat my
fowls were iirKrh/ nitlced this season, and I could not

account lor it, unless it was from the Indian corn,

which might bo too heating for their constant use.

I now give them boiled barley, and I never saw them

in finer feather.—J. i\l.

STfi'irviX'i 1?t:i:s WITH f'iii.oRO)OR>t.—T have no-

ticed several inquiries in yo.,r pajicrs from corres-

pondents, res]iecting the a])]ilieation of chloroform

for stuiiyfying bees, and having waited in vain for

some communication from an able hand, I will now
give you mine. I wished to remove a young swarm
to another hive, and determined to try the effect of

chloroform, which I placed on a sponge, and inserted

into one of the long, iierlbratedfhie-ventilating tubes

—

into tlie bottom of the hive—and its effect was soon
apparent by the drojipiug of the bees on to the floor

of the hive ; but, upon shaking the hive, the majority

were too lively to he meddled with. I expended
about two lai-ge wine-glasses of chloroform ou them,
but failed to produce the desired effect tipon the

whole swarm, and therefore had to use other means.
—W. \V. K.
Dutch jMethod or Growino Asparagi-s.—We

Knglish eat only the ijreen part, the Dutch eat also the

ivhito. Througliout Holland, so far as I could judge
from a passing tour, no green asparagus is grown

;

all tlie heads served up at the liotels are white; they

are of excellent flavour, and equal to those produced
in England. It was sometime before 1 could com-
prehend how this white kind of asparagus was grov/n

;

but hiqipening to visit the little village of liroek (a

village, by the w,ay, into which no horse, cart, or dog,

is allowed to enter, and where the trout doors of tfie

houses are never opened excejit on a wedding or fune-

ral), and here, in one of the principal gardens, 1 asked
the gardener for an explanation : he took me to the

as]iaragus beds, but 1 saw nothing, save that they

were narrow, slightly rounded, and smooth as a
slate. Where is the plant, I enquired'.' He im-

mediately squatted down, removed a little of the

soil with his finger, and jirodueed to me a fine

wliito stem, fike a small wax candle. The beds

were in full crop. The Dutch grow tla' asparagus a.s

an nnderf/roKiid esculent, never allowing it to ap-

piear above the surftee; a slight protuberance in the

soil shews where the plant is rising, and, by this in-

dex, a practised eye knows what is fit to cut. I

jocosely queried with the man if our English mode
of growing asparagus was not the best':* He thought
not, and maintained that in ]iroiiortion as the stem
appiMU'ed above the soil, it hiirdeued beneath it; and
tliiis, whilst we get only half the ]ilaiit, they secured

tiic whole. Which, then, is the best method of grow-

ing asjiaragus, the Dutch or English"' Or, is tlie

Dutch a different variety.—S. P.. Ihinhiaere.

[The varieties are the same, nor do we think tliis

Dutch mode of growing asjuiragus desir.able. Jt

causes much more trouble in the cutting, and dimin-

ishes the flavour. We shall have a much better

mode to communicate before the asjiaragus season

again arrives.—En. C. G.]

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
** ^^''c roqiiest that no one m ill « rite to the (Ie|iar{mental writers

of The Cottage (JAnDicNER. It gives them iiujustifialile trouble

ami expense; anil we also request our coadjutors Hwrfc)' no rircnw-

statifes to reply to sueh private eoninuinieations.

Geuaniums {Veriu).—Can any of our correspondents say where
plants may lie had, or euttin?;s ol'jtaincd, in the sprinp, of the fol-

lowinij: varieties :—Judi, The Salmon, White Scarlet, or Hnrse-shoe

Wliite ;
Queen of Purtufral. IJniiiue, Lady Mary Fux, lluyalist.

Punch, and Gem ijf Scarlets ;'

Coc'itiN-CiiiNA KiJWi.s {Tuutin{f).—Our correspondent says, that

these may he procured from Mr. J. J. Ndlan, poultry-fancier, Bache-

lorV-walit, ].)uljlin, at yus eaeli. This is a reply to many inquiries.

Allotment Gaudemng (JV. /. .S.).—We know of no cheap pub-

lication such as vou require. It is much needeil. Vou \\\\\ set; what
to lio, in ftlarch.'with your Tii^fifliii J'tiruui't huUis, if you will refer

to p. 137 "f our present volume. Vm- (Jt>osr/,frr;/ /n-i(nin;r, consult

Mr. Tamer's very full essay on the subject, at ]>. 30^ of vol. i. ; and
Cun-nnt /n-i(/iiii}r is given ut p. 12 uf tlie same volume. Vour other

question next week.
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Vinegar Plant (M. F. G.).—Ca.n any one inform our corre-

spondent where he can purchase one ? The leave* of the Green Bt-ct

may he boiled as spinach, but they are not so ^looil as those of the
White Beet, You ought to have received a coriy of Tiik Domestic
KtoNoMisT. Dt) you receive your numbers througli a l)OokscUcr?

HoTiKnisE. Greenhouse, and Bath (.4 Uernler).— 'i'ou ask
whetlier all three of these structures, each small, could be heated hv
one boiler, and the boiler be kept hot liy means of gas ? To both
questions we answer—Yes; but it would recjuirc a peculiar, though
easy arranj;emcnt, and would not be economical. We do not know
of any such aiTangement in operation.

Edidlb Fl'ngi (J. C »)•—We are quite aware that this sul)-

jeet lias attracted attention, and we are also aware that, in warmer
climates, some prefer other kinds before our conmiou mushroom.
But we cannot recommend a similar preference ; and he would be a

rash and untrustworthy writer who acted otherwise. The deadly and
the harmlcas {if ant/ fungus in huniiless) are separated by such slight

dirterences, and we are no totally without inforniation as to whether
a fungus edible, under certain circumstances of climate and soil, may
not seriously change its secretions, under an altered state of those
fircumstancrs, that Ave can do no more than warn you, and all our
readers, from such experiments.

\'ixKS i.N Pots (A').—You will find the principles of vine-forcing

in pots, in our present number. Of the three sorts you name, we
should clioose the MilkchI of Ftmtn'uiehleau, from what we have
hi'ard of it. Augittif Muscat is said to be a shy anil slender sort.

Oolde/i MttJictit we are ignorant of, unless you mean, Museat vf
Alexamlriti.

Bark-Bound Pear-trees (IF. H. (?.).—The stems may be
scraped and cleared of any mossy gatherings, and three ounces of

soft-soap, made in a lather, added to a gallon of stable or cow-house
urine. Brush this well into every crevice, and pour plenty of dung-
hill dralnings over the roots immediately, first boring several holes
(to receive it) with an iron bar.

ArrLE-TUEE Cuttings (S. Hat/es).—Ajiple cuttings strike with
the greatest ease, either in pots or out. Any ordinary garden soil will

do. They strike very rapidly in dung-heat frames, or even in green-
houses. Any tirst-iate kinds, such as you will find in our ))ack num-
bers, will answer. Cuttings made about fifteen inches long, three
or four of which must he in the pot, letting the cutting touch the
bottom.
Stocking Fruit Garden (SnHsfjurt/).—Your query would re-

quire a long paper to answer it in full. Our back numbers are replete

with information of the kind. You will llnd select lists of fruits,

commencing at page 32, and running throuufli a few following num-
bers. Amongst pears for espaliers, do not forget such as Althorpe
Crassanne, Dunmore, Fondante d'Autumne, IjouIs Bonne of Jersey,
jVfaria Loinse, Hacon's Incomparable, Bcurre Langeliar ; also, Or-
pheline d'Kngheinne, Josephine dc Malincs, &c. Apples, also, such
as Kerry Pippin, the Nonpareil, Pearson's Plate, Ashmead's Kernel,
Stunner Pippin. Itibstone Pippin, &c. &c. Wall-fruits will be
found in previous numbers. In all your proceedings, pray let us beg
of ynu to attend to principles connected with root culture. One
hour's keen examination of what runs through our previous numbers,
will set all right.

Hkatinc, Szc. (A Novice).—Before deciding upon your stove, see
what is stated, p. 21 6, which partly meets your case. M'e can see
litrlc dirierence in the mode of action of Price's, Herberts, and
Walker's. They will all require piping to convey away the smoke ;

find tliough being moveable is an advantage, there is the trouble of
unfixing, fixing, and the bntherut'ton of the escape of smoke, gases,
ivt^ 2. If you should decide upon having one, it ought to stand as
near the door as convenient, that the heat may be equally ditlnsed,

3. The chimney outside, if seen at all, might he surmonntcil with a
chimney in make the same style as the building. -1. Do vou mean
that you are to be charged 43 per foot merely for the putty and the
trouble of glazing? 5. The soft-water drain miij;ht be so far con-
structed as to furnish you with a cistern for watering, when the rain
that fell on the roof would not be suthoient. ti. The roof may be
curvelinear as well as straight. The acjuares of glass would reijuire

to he shorter, or have them bent on purpose. ". Your stage should
be in unison with the roof, and high or low, according to the nature
of the plants you intend growing. 8. Many of the plants men-
tioned, p. 167, would suit you for a commencement ; and lists of
fuchsias, cinerarias, &c., have been given. You had better commence
with soft, border plants first. 9. There is nothing to prevent your
having a vine or two, or, if you use other means of heating, making
it partly a forcing-house. See Answers to Correspondents, p. 204.

Honeysuckles, Jasmines. Syringa {D.P 1).—We presume
you mean the hardy varieties of these. If so, the best time to bud
them is in summer, when the bark runs ; and the best time to graft
would be the spring, just when the sap is getting into motion ;

choosing the common woodbine as a stock for the first, the common
white jasmine for the second—or rather heterophiflluui, and the
common lilac for the third. Of course, you would only think of
doing so, in the case of the weaker and scarcer kinds, as most of the
two first will strike freely, if planted at any time, from cuttings ; but
chiefly in the autumn, under a hand-light, in a shady place ; and the
third is, generally, easily procurable from layers or suckers. See what
Blr. Beaton says on Climbers, Greenhouse and Forcing-house,
See, in the meantime, what is stated, p. 204. The subjeet will, if

possible, be adverted to in detail before long.

Various Questions {L. M. and M. M.).— i. The Cactn.t, kept
in a warm room, and watered up to this time, should now be kept
dry for a couple of months, if it is desired to flower next summer.
It should scarcely have known the taste of water for two months
past. 2. Sand from the Severn will do as well as any other river
sand, for striking cuttings and rooting leaves, provided it is clean, and
not proeured too near the Bristol Channel, to have a dash of salt in
it. A little line pit, or silver sand, to dust the surfacL, will be au

advantage. 3. JIany leaves will form roots besides fuchsias ; but
many that will form roots, cannot form enough of organJzuhle
matter to emit fresh buds and shoots. In the case of the \'crb.;nas
to which you refer, .is they strike so freely ami quiiklv from cuttings,
consisting of one or two' joints, the allempt to grow them frnm
leaves would be more interesting than imicticully useful. 4. The
room in which your jihuits are kept must be well jiruteeted, or they
would, in such.weather as we have lately had, require fire on Sundni/s,
as well as otlier days. 5. In tine weather, the fire, on other d/t//s,

liad better be dispensed with, and air given ; or, if the fire must be
there, more air must he given ; and, e\ en tlwn, the moistening of the
foliage will often be attended with advantage. G. We presume the
want of air, and light, is the reason why your Gerauiuma f^et wea/ili/
and drawn, and the cause why your Verbenas die ; though, being
lifted out of the border late, was rather against them. Try a pot or
two of younger plants next time. 7. The want of air, and watering
over much, was most likely the cause of the death of your Mesein-
bri/anthemiim. Keep all suceidents dry in winter. We presume
that the table for your plants is as near the window as possible during
the day. 8. Hi/arintht; will do admirably, either in pots or glasses,
in such a room. They will do little good the second year. 9. See
that the Pyrus {Cydoniu) Jajtonica, has a sufficiency of soil against
the brick house, as it is not at all particular. 10. Whether the piece
of Scarlet Anemone will bloom, will depend upon its size ; and, as to
whether it contains flower buds—it most likely will.

Hot-bed for Cuttings, &c. (N. I. S.).— U the materials fi.r

the small hot-bed have been well worked, as before directed, the bed
may be made up, and the materials well put together, that the bed
may settle down even. All being made neat and snug, the frame
may be put on, and the earth, or sifted coal-ashes (which is better),
may be put on at the same time the bed is made, which will forward
the use of the bed at least five or six days ; for, as soon as the heat
is up, and the eartli warm enough, you may commence placing in
your pots of cuttings, the earth or ashes to be placed over the bed
G to 9 inches thick, to plunge the pots in.

Asparagus (W. W. A'.).—Plant two or three-year-old plants this
spring, and there will be no occasion for you to sow seeds.

Paint (A. W.).—The cheapest and best application for your
garden palings is gas-tar, applied very hot, and very tine sand and
lime rubliish dredged over it, whilst fresh. You may obtain /iliiiifs

of most kitchen and flower-garden articles, either from florists or
market-gardeners.
Forcing Young Vines (L«("H/>r((^>r^).—Those planted last spring

must not be forced this year, but be allowed to break with the natural
warmth of the sesison.

Forcing Hydrangeas (/6/rf).—These may he introduced into heat
now, or at any time between this and their natural time of starting.
Melon (/i/rf).—We know of no such melon as "The 'IVue Prus-

sian ;" and you proljably mean the Perstniit of which there are many
varieties, such as the Hoosainee. They can be olitaincd of the seeds-
men. They arc more highly-flavoured, but more tender than any uf
the other kinds.

Heating Pit by a Stove (iV. \V. A'.}.—If you take care that the
gases given otf by the stove are all carried away into the open air,

without mixing with the air in the pit ; and if you are coually careful
that the burning fuel is supplied with air from'the outsiue of* the pit,
Mc think your plan will succeed. It is ingenious, and we shall lie

glad to know from you how it answers. The stove must he against
the side of the brickwork, for the sake of feeding the tire with fuel.

There is something wrong with the roots of the Chinese Primrose,
of which you sent the imperfectly devclopeil leaf.

Screening Peach Blossoms (A Snbsrriber, Lancaster). —Nets'
with half-inch meshes, v.i\{ do for the purpose, we are told ; but we
jjrefer them much finer ; and, indeed, use canvas ourselves. The
screens should be kept on at night, until the fruit is well set. It is

not necessary to screen during the winter, nor until the blossoms shew
symptoms of opening. If you obtain " scores of pounds" of earli)
putntoes in your garden, sloping to the south, at Lancaster, by the
last week in May, you are quite as early as we are in the south of
England.
Sprouted Potatoes (F. W.J.—You have kept your ash-leaved

kidneys in too warm a place, as they have sprouts from three to sit
inches long. Do not rub these oflF, but plant them uninjured how, as
soon as you possibly can ; putting them in so that the top of the
sprouts is three inches below the surface.
Pruning Gooseberries (Itee. C. W. L.).—This having been

neglected, had better be done forthwith. Answers to your other
questions next week.
Consequences op a Stove in a Greenhouse {Rtxu S.P.F.).—

A chunk stove being introduced, and left in your greenhouse for
twenty minutes, during a frosty day, your plants consequently
became shrivelled, and the leave"s look scorched, "the most hardy
having sufl'ercd the most." It is very evident that the temperature
had fallen below the freezing point, in your greenhouse, and the
sudden and excessive elevation of temperature produced the conse-
quences you describe. The carbonic acid, given out by the stove, of
course, added to the injury, You can do nothing but remove the
leaves as they die, exclude frost, and merely keep the soil damp, as if

the accident had not happened. In the spring you will sec which are
fatally injured.

Names of Plants {Lucubratory).~~VJ6 cannot tell the name of
your canna-like plant, from the two leaves sent. (-1/. MarshnU).—\\e
think yours is Corrcea piilchelln t>icolor. The plant from Godalming
is the Great River Horsetail, Equisetum Jlueiatile.

Hydrangeas [Rev. H. A^.}.—These, if in pots, should not he cut
down in winter, unless they are assisted to make an early spring
growth. Strong old plants may be cut down, with advantage, and
they will come iuto flower next autumn, after those which \*etcnyt
cut down.
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GKEENHOUSE.
Aitt, admit freely among hard-wooded plants, such as Erica, Epac-

ris, L)iosma, ike, when the atmosphere is clear, and the outside tem-

perature from 35° to 40°. In damp, foggy, or frosty weather, it is

iietter to use little firing, and keep the house more dose, unless you

have the means of heating, and so far drying, the air before it is

admitted—the drying, of course, to take place only when the air is

loaded with moisture. All these plants will now want more \yater,

but do not give it in driblets ; after doing it thoroughly, wait patiently

untd tire soil is getting dry. Azaleas and Camellias : place those

swelling and bursting their buds in the warmest end of the house, and

iou may remove theui to the coldest end when in bloom. Supply such

rather liberally with water. Those to be retarded, keep as cool as

possible. liuLBS, Cineearias, and Primulas, in flower, assist

with manure-water ; the double Chinese primula give a warm corner,

as it is (especially the white) a splemUd object when well grown.

Calceolarias and Geraniums, keep at the best place for light and

heat. All these soft-wooded plants require more heat than the hard-

wooded ones : the former shift as necessar>'. The forwardest of the

latter, stopped and shifted before Christmas, tie out, and train. Place

in flowering-i)Ots those stopped some time ago. and now breaking

;

and stop more young plants for succession, to be shifted when the

buds have broken again. Fuchsias, start some favourite kinds, if

you can, in a nice, sweet hotbed, as at this season they stand heat

well, cilt them well dow n, and thin the shoots afterwards to as many
stems as you may require. Repot those for the greenhouse, by the

end of the month, and prune unsparingly : those intended fur cottage

windows had better remain in their ivinter quarters for another month.

The same Hoteeu would do for seeds, nitthigs, &c. ; andalso lor

starting some Arltimeiies, Gesrieriis, and Glomiiiita—the two former

either in the pots in which they grew, or by removing the tubers, and

placing them in pans with light earth, until they grow a little ; the

latter either in their late pots before they spring, or, what will do as

well, in fresh pots and soil; so that, whenever they start, they take

hold of the fresh material. For Fires, Protection, Dressing,

and Cleaning, see last month.

cut them before the sap begins to circulate. They should be kept in

a cellar, or other cool damp place out of doors, until the sap in the

stocks, for which they are destined, is in motion. U. Ekrington.

E. Fisll.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Anemones, sow; finish planting, b. and e. Annuals (Tender),

sow in hotbed ; admit air to daily ; water slightly ; cover with mats

the glasses at night ;
(Hardy), sow in borders, e ; for early blowing,

sow in pots in a hothouse. Auriculas, dress, and attend carefully

those under glass, as the buds appear. Biennials (Hardy), sow, e.

Bulbs, finish planting. Carnations, plant, and shelter from cold

winds. Dahlias, sow, and place tubers in hotbed, to break buds tor

slipping. Dress borders generally. Edgings of Box, &c., may be

planted and repaired. (Sec Jan.) Evergreens, phant in mild wea-

ther, e. Grass, roll and sweep weekly. Gravel, roll, and weed in

dry weather, weekly. Hedges (Deciduous), plant, b.; (Evergreen),

plant, e. Hyacinths, shelter, for they begin to appear. Migno-

nette, sow in pots, and place in hotbed, or hothouse, and greenhouse,

for succession. Neatness, attend to every where. Perennials

(Hardy), sow, e; plant suckers, slips, and partings of roots; (Half-

hardy) uncover, if frosts gone. Planting of flowering shrubs, com-

plete. Polyanthuses, sow; earth up with rich compost. Potted

Shrubs, jirune, shift, and drfss the soil. Prune, the later it is done

the more it checks the blooming. Ranunculuses, finish planting,

b. and e. Roses, manure with cow-dung. Sowing of tree and

shrub seeds, comiiletc generally. Support, with stakes, &c.,

newly-planted shrubs. Tulips, shelter as they are now appearing.

Tur'i- may belaid.
, , , , , ,

Climbers, such as honeysuckles and jasmines, should be pruned and

trained in the early days of the month. Reduce to moderate-sized

patches such plants a.s phloxes, asters, veronicas, &c., otherwise they

will occupy too much space, injure their neighbours, and harbour

vermin. Herbncemis plants shouhl he planted out from nursery beds

into the borders without delay. Hulf-hnrdij shrubs, &c., may have

their shelters partially removed, closing them up again at night, ac-

cording to the mildness or inclemency of the season. D. Beaton.

FORCING AND PLANT STOVE.

Air, admit finely when weather permits. Bulbs, .ind other dry

roots for succession, plant, b. Bottom-heat, attend to (See Jan.).

Cherries, in blossom, shade when sun is bright, a thick net answers

well ; disbud as required ; day temp, keep about (50° maximum

;

night 45°. Earth of borders, &c., stir occasionally. Figs, when in

leaf, require a day temp, about 60°. Flowering shrubs in pots, in-

troduce for succession. Heat, must advance with light. Kidney
Beans, provide successions; use richer soil as the day lengthens

(See Jan.). Labels, renew, where required. Leaves, keep cleaned;

decayed and weeds clear away constantly. LmuiD-MANURE, apply

to the roots of fruit-trees in forcing, if dry. Peaches, and other

fnuts in blossom, should not be syringed ; disbud ; thin when too

thick, and as large as peas ; day temp. 60°
; night 55°. Pines, re-

move from bark-bed to pots ; and generally regulate. Secure At-
^mospheric RIoistuee. Strawberries, in pots, introduce for

succession ; bottom heat is useful ; see that those in reserve are not

injured by frost. Thermometer, fur most stove-plants, may be at

70°, during mid-day, if bright. Tobacco, give fumigations weekly,

or oftener, if insects appear. Vines, treat as in Jan. ; do not syringe

wdiilst in blossom ; thin hemes ; day temp. 70° ; night 60°. ^YATER,
give more freely than last month ; keep in open pans, over piiies or

tiues, constantly. Watch sedulously for the green fly and red spider

;

against the latter, sulphur and moisture arc the best preventives, as

well as cure.

Gloxinias, Gesneras, and Achimines, love atmospheric mois-

ture, but the leaves will become spotted, if the sun shines brightly

upon them while moist. It is now a busy time; shlftlnf^, top-dress-

ing, pruning, and training, must be practised generally throughout

the stove plants, wherever necessary. The air must be kept moister

as heat and light increases, not only after shifting, but to answer the

demands of the plants. Sowing exotic seeds, as the month closes ;

and propagation of cuttings attended to. R. Eerington.

ORCHARD.
Apples (w.i11 and espalier), finish pruning, b.; plant; sow for

stocks. Apricots, finish pruning and protect carefully, b. ;
plant.

Berberries, plant. Blossoms of early wall fruit, shelter in frosty

and windy weather. Cherries, finish pruning and training; plant;

graft, e. 'Chestnuts, plant and sow. Currants, finish pruning,

b. ;
jdant. Cuttings, plant, of gooseberries, currants, figs, filberts,

mullierries, vines, iiic. Dress and fork over the earth of the bor.

ders, *r. Filberts, plant, hang male catkins, &c. Gooseber-

ries, finish pruning, b.
;

plant. Grafting, commence, if mild, e.

Scions, collect ready for use. Layers, make of figs, vines, filberts,

mulberries, and muscle plums, the last for stocks. Manures, apply

where required. Mp.dlaks. iilant. Moss, on trees, destroy with

brine, or urine. (See Jan.) Mulberries, plant. Nectarines,
finish pruning, b. Orchard Tkees, finish dressing. Peaches,

finish pruning, b. Pears, sow for stocks, &c. (wall and esjialier)

;

finish pruning ;
graft, e. Planting, generally complete, c. Plums

(wall and espalier), finish pruning
;
plant ; graft, e. Pruning, finish

generally. Quinces, plant. Raspberries, finish pruning, b.

;

plant; dig between and remove suckers. Services, plant. Stan-
dards, finish pruning. Strawberries, clear and spring dress, and

plant in moist weather, e. Suckers, for stocks, plant. Trench
ground for jdanting. Vines may still be pruned, b. ; cuttings plant.

W'alnuts, plant and sow.

In collecting scions for grafting, remember that the principle is to

KITCHEN GARDEN.

Artichokes, defend from frost. Asparagus, plant in hotbed,

and attend to that forcing. Balm, plant. Beans, plant; earth up,

and transplant from frames, e. Beets, sow a little for early use

;

idant for seed and dig up for storing any left in the bed. Boe-ecole,

sow, e. Brocoli, sow, c. Burnet, sow, e. Cabbages, plant;

sow ; and plant for seed. Carrots, sow in a hotbed, b., to draw

young; plant for seed, e. Cauliflowers, in frames, stir earth

about; look for slugs, &c. ; plant in borders, if mild, e. : sow, in. ;

prick out. Celery, dress and earth up ; sow in a hotbed or warm
border, e. Chervil, sow. Clary, sow, e. Composts, prepare

and turn over. Coriander, sow. Corn Salad, sow. Cucum-
bers, attend to those forcing ; prick and plant out ; and sow in hot-

beds. Dill, sow, m. Dung, prepare for hotbeds. Earthing-op,

iierform when necessary. Endive, transplant in frames; blanch.

Fennel, sow or plant. Garlick, plant. Horse-radish, plant.

Jerusalem Artichokes, plant. Kidney Beans, sow in hotbed,

&e. Leeks, plant for seed ; sow, e. Lettuces, transplant from

frames, e. ; sow in hotbed, b. ; in border, e.
;
prick out in hotlj^d.

LiauoElcE, plant and dig up. Melons, attend to in hotbeds ; sow ;

and prick out. Mint, force, in hotbed ; plant. Musheoom Beds,

attend to ; make day temp. bo° to 65°. Mustard and Cress, sow,

e. Onions, sow main crop, m., if soil light and situation warm,

otherwise defer this till next month; clean winter crop; (Potato),

plant. Parsnips, store winter standing; plant for seed. Peas,

sow ; earth up ; stick ; plant in hotbeds, b. Pennyroyal, plant, e.

Potatoes (ashleavcd), plant in hotbeds and borders ; start others in

any warm place for future planting. Radishes, sow in hotbeds, b.,

and in open ground, e. Rape (for salading), sow ;
(Edihle-rooted),

sow. Rhubarb, sow in peat, fur future transplanting. Sage and

Savory, plant, e. Salsaev, sow, c., in small quantity, for early

use. Savoys, sow, m. and c. Scorzoneea, sow, e., in small quan-

tity for early use. Shalots, plant. Skirrets, sow, e. Spinach,

weed- sow, m. Sorrels, sow .and plant, e. Tansy, Thyme, and

Tarragon, idant, e. Turnips, plant for seed ; sow, e. Vacant

Ground, dig; weed, &c.

In sowing Radishes this month, if a sheltered south border is se-

lected and the surface is covered with ferns, reeds, or straw, the crop

will be almost as early as that from seed sown in frames. Garlic and

alndots, being very liable to decay if excessive wet weather occurs,

sliould be fixed on well-drained ground, on the top ot ridges, and be

inanured with charred vegetable refuse. Smooth the surface of the

ridre scatter over it some charred refuse and a little lime, and then

merely stick in the end of the bulb. In light soils, plant in Novem-

ber or October. Spinach in driUs may be advantageously sown now,

and at all times between every two rows of Peas. The ground is thus

economized, and the shade from the peas contmues the spinach longer

in a state fit for table use.

iOndon: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, 117, Strand, in the

Parish of Saint Marv-le- Strand ; and Winchester High-strcct, in

the Parish of St. Blarv Kalendar; and Published by William
Someeville Ore, at' the Office, 147, Strand, in the Parish ot

Saint Mary-le-Strand, London.—January 31st, 1850.
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ground it grew, was, that " the bulk of the roots of

parsnips and carrots attacked by this jmrasite was
reduced in j)lumpness by one-half;" and, from the

one I saw, I believe such to have been the case;

and, in what remained, there was more woody-fibi'e,

and less saccharine, and other nutritious matter,

than in ordinaiy roots. I should have wished to

reserve this communication until I had opportunity

to make more minute inquuies, both as to the state

of the aifeeted roots and of the identity of the para-

site, but as the season for issuing parsnip seed is

approaching, time is precious; and I would request

you to use your influence in persuading farmers

—

whose crops have suffered by this new pest—from
sending seed of diseased fields into the market.

The sufferer—a Jersey farmer—declared that the

portions of his crops which were affected sprang

from seed obtained in England ; but Islanders do

not easily ovei'come their prejudices.

" This Orobanche—which according to Vaucher's

nomenclature, would be 0. Pastinacce, or in English

might be named Nicolle's Broom Rape, in compli-

ment to the gentleman who called my attention to

it—is new to me, although I had found an Orobanche
growing on an Eryngium marilimum in tliis island,

which I pointed out to the late zealous botanist

Dr. Graham, of Edinburgh, when on a visit to

Jersey. And I deplore the appearance of it the

more, as parsnips and carrots are the only moist

winter vegetables which do not communicate a dis-

agreeable flavour to the milk of cows fed upon them.

And I hope, that in extracting the pith of these

remarks in an editorial notice, you wiU be able to

check the progress of this new tax on the farmers'

industry."

Many of our readers will not understand what is

the Orobanche, or Broom Rape, and, consequently,

will be unable to determine whether their parsnips

and carrots suffered from its attack. It is a para-

sitical family of plants, which has not hitherto been

thoroughly examined by botanists, and the only

works upon the subject are Michelis' Treatise, pub-

lished at Florence, in 1723, and Vaucher's Mono-

graphie des Orobanches, published at Geneva, in

1827. The very name is a mistake, meaning literally

" The Vetch Strangler," as if these parasites con-

fined their attacks to the vetch or tare tribe. This

is so far from being the case, that we see our Jersey

coiTespondent found one on the sea holly {-Eryngium

maritimum) ; Dr. Rosburgh describes another as

infesting the roots of the China sugar-cane ; and

others have been found on those of the common

bramble, wood chervil, ivy, and other widely differ-

ing plants. In England, the most common species

is the larger broom rape (0. major), whose pale pur-

plish spike of flowers—not unlike that of some of

the wild orchises—is very frequently seen in June

growing close to the stem of the furze and broom,

upon the roots of which it usually fixes, and preys

upon their sap. The stem of this Orobanche is of

a rusty colour, tinged with purple, about the thick-

ness of a small finger, varies from six to eighteen

inches in height, and is without leaves; the root is

fleshy, sometimes bulbous, and when adhering to the

roots of the furze and broom, " it claspeth aboute

them with certaine lyttel roots on everye side, lyke

a dogge holding a bone in his mouth "

—

{Linn. Trans.,

174). It belongs to the Didynamia Angiospermia

class and order of the Linnean system.

It has been doubted, whether the Orobanches are

really parasites, and it is quite certain that some of

them are not, for they are found growing in soil

away from other plants. But, on tlie other hand, it

is equally certain that some are parasitical, and nour-

ish themselves upon the sap of other plants. Thus,

Dr. Turner, already quoted, says he has seen " all the

natural juice clean drawn out" of clover by an Oro-

banche, probably 0. minor ; we have seen 0. major

without any fibres, but those imbedded in the roots

of furze ; and if this species on the parsnip and

carrot, in Jersey, be established, another will be

added to what Dr. Turner emphatically calls these

" choke weeds."*

We doubt the fact of the seed of the Orobanche

being introduced with that of the parsnip or carrot

;

but, as prevention and eveiy caution is desirable,

we recommend those who gi'ow them extensively to

wash the seeds in two or three waters before sowing.

The seeds of the Orobanche are probably in the soil,

and if so, fallowing, and paring, and burning, seem

the only remedies. We shall wait for fuller informa-

tion before we notice the subject again; and we shall

be obliged by any person communicating to us any

relative facts.

With very gi-eat pleasure we give prominent inser-

tion to the following excellent communication, and

hope that our readers may be benefited by finther

instructions from the same intelligent writer :

—

" In treating of the cultivation of plants not indi-

genous to this country, Mr. Beaton has judiciously

referred to their original habitations, and to the

peculiarities of theu' several climates. From personal

experience I can attest, that his treatise on the

Oleander is perfect, as I have seen it growing in its

wild state in the south of Spain, under the precise

circumstances described by him. Indeed I do not

remember ever to have passed a bridge in Andalusia

where the Oleander was not to be seen.
" From a little incident which happened to me in

this counti-y, I can also well understand the difliculty

of obtaining bulbous roots at the Cape, at the proper

time when their removal from the ground ought to

be effected. Having seen in the south of Spain some
very beautiful flowers of the Orchis, and having ascer-

tained the locality in which they gi-ew, I set out ac-

cordingly in search of them ; but I was soon brought

to a stand still from my horse sticking fast in stiff clay.

I was, therefore, constrained to postpone my attempt

until the gi-ound became harder, which an Andalu-

sian sun soon efi'ected. Taking a second departure, I

* Dr. Carpenter says that, "in many parts of Flanders, the farmers

are altogether deterred from the cultivation of clover by one species

of Orobanche, of which the seeds lie dormant in the soil, until it is

made to support plants upon which the parasite can grow, and which

it then attacks vigorously" (^Vegetable Phys. and Bot., 216)._ If this

be the case with all the parasitic species, then either paring and
burning, or sowing a crop on which the seeds will vegetate, and then

sacrificing this, are the only apparent remedies.
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found the treasures I was in search of, and very

beautiful things they were. I then marked the

ground—intending to return later in the season, when
the tubers might be safely removed. Towards tbe

decline of the summer, I accordingly renewed my
task ; taking with me a bag to contain the tubers, and

a garden-trowel to extract them from the earth—for

I intended to bring away a mighty spoil. No diffi-

culty was encountered in finding the land-marks I

had previously placed ; for I should explain, that the

plants grew in vast uncultivated plains, which, pro-

bably, had remained untilled since the expulsion of

the Moors. Having, then, found the plants, I pro-

ceeded to exhume them ; but my first effort to force

tbe trowel into the ground revealed tbe ditficulty of

tbe work I had undertaken. My strength of arm
having proved insutficient to force the trowel into the

earth, 1 therefore endeavoured, with the assistance of

a large stone, to accomplish my purpose ; and in

this way I succeeded in obtaining a tuber or two.

But my poor tool could not long sustain the heavy

concussion of the stone, and was soon broken ; I

therefore returned re infeetd. It may be noted, that

botanising in Andalusia is somewhat of a perilous

undertaking, as the lonely traveller may expect to be

suddenly surrounded by banditti, who, if they spare

your life, will assuredly strip you of your property.

The merchants at Gibraltar, when they ride into

Spain, invariably carry a doubloon, as a douceur to

these gentlemen.
" I wished to say a few words on the subject of

grape-growing in Andalusia, but I dare not encroach

farther on your indulgence : I will merely mention the

remarkable fact, that tbe gi'apes which produce the

magnificent raisins we receive from Malaga never

receive a di'op of rain from the time that the berries

are formed, in May, until the period of their being

gathered, in September. Except tbe dew, the only

moisture they receive during the subsequent period

of their growth is derived from the dank vapoiu- of

the shocco wind."

Our worthy correspondent should be informed,

that ground orchids, if possible, should be removed

during tbe time they are in flower, and not Uke the

irids, and other bulbs, when they are at rest. No
one knew this better than our lamented friend, the

late Mr. Cameron, of the Bu-mingbam Botanical

Garden, when he lived at Bury Hill, in Surrey ; in

which neighbourhood some rai'e British orchids have

their only habitation. He was in the habit of gather-

ing them for distant friends; and he always made

choice of their flowering time for removing them.

We may further corroborate this testimony by the

following quotation from the Gardeners' Magazine

(vol. iii. 377), being the experience of Mr. W. Swain-

son, who said, "So far back as the year 1816, I

brought with me on my return from Sicily, between

200 and 300 roots of species (of orchids) indigenous

to that island ; nearly the whole of which flowered

the succeeding year, in the greenhouse of the Liver-

pool Botanic Garden, and in those of several of my
friends. The method I adopted was as follows :

—

The plants were taken up in full flower, at which

period the tuber or bulb for the following year had

not begun to throw out its roots ; the earth was care-

fully removed from the tubers, and the plant laid

in a shady, cool, dry room, for about three weeks,

when they were lightly packed with hay in a per-

forated deal box." In this assortment of Sicilian

orchids were seven species of described orchis, five

species of ophrys, and two species of serapias, " with

three or four other species apparently new." In

No. 150 of the Botanical Register (1827) it is said

of these ground, or terrestrial, orchids, that Signer

Mauri sent a collection of them from Rome to the

Horticultural Society, in 1826 ; the roots dried, and

packed in a paper like seeds; and that " they all suc-

ceeded perfectly, although when the roots arrived in

England they were so shrivelled in appearance, that

it was not expected that they would have sur-

vived." We hope this experience will not be lost on

botanical collectors, like our con'espondent T. 0.

And we wish it bad been stated at what stage of their

growth those roots sent fi-om Rome were taken up to

be di'ied. At any rate, it must be of considerable

importance to the collectors of this singular class of

plants to know that they can be removed while they

are yet in flower.

THE PRUIT-GAEDEN.
MiscELLANEOos MATTERS.—So many are the ap-

plications to The Cottage Gardener for advice of

an off-hand character, that our weekly remarks will

occasionally, of necessity, assume in this department
a calendarial character ; and it is very probable

that this may be quite as acceptable to the generality

of our readers, whom we are in duty bound to endea-

vour to please. We, therefore, this week handle a

variety of matters—whether in doors or out of doors,

matters peculiarly a])plicable to the season, for

we must no longer think of winter ; spring—cheerful

spring—is at hand, giving activity to our hands, and
elasticity to om- spirits. Away, then, we say, with all

lethargic feelings ! and, once more, let us buckle on
our armour and prepare in earnest for the coming
campaign.
Protecting Apricots.—This valuable fruit is noted

for early excitement ; the first beams of a returning

spring have a powerfid e&ect on their blossom-buds.

They are, moreover, veiy tender, as is well known

;

and our purpose in adverting to them is to show,

that with all our caution we are not sufficiently

careful in attending to the needs of this most valuable

adjunct of the confectionary and tbe dessert. There

can be no doubt, that were apricots throughout the

kingdom protected as they ought to be, and as soon

as they ought to be, tbe produce would be doubled
;

taking the average of seasons. Of course, we shall

heai' of expense. There is, however, such a thing as

a niggardly economy—" spoil a ship for a ha'poth of

tar," is an adage of as much weight now as it was a

couple of centuries ago. Let any one consider the

cost of building walls, of making borders, of procuring

and carefully trimming tbe young trees, and then
say if such expensive processes ought to be nullified

by a trifling fit of economy, at the eleventh hour.

Besides, canvas, bunting, or other ordinai-y covering,

is not so expensive when its durability under careful

management is taken into consideration. Canvas,

for instance, will last for at least six years. It costs

about sixpence per square yard ; and an apricot tree

occupying, we will say, twelve square yards, will, of
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course, require an outlay of six shillings ; or, in other

words, it will cost one shilling per annum to ensure

a oroj) on the pet apricot, nursed, it may be, by the

fire of the parlour, or other room behind the wall on

which it was trained. Why, twelve good moorpai'ks at

one penny each will pay the cost ; and surely a good

covering will, if of any use, secure this amount.

We are perfectly aware, that many persons think

that covering does no good ; we confess to a very

different opinion. We have covered the trees of all

kinds for the last twenty years, and we have left

every year a portion uncovered, but the balance is

timch—uery much—infavour of covering. Anomalous
results sometimes occur ; after aU om' pains we may
still miss a crop of fruit ; and this, we fear, leads

persons of impatient feelings, and under the sting of

disappointment, to forswear all coverings. We,
therefore, advise our apricot growers to be on the

alert in the first week of February—to prune their

trees and to apply some protection instantly.

Narrow-winged Red-bar Moth.—Before covering

up, let us advise a strict search for the eggs of those

caterpillars which so much infest the leaves of the

apricot, and which are familiar to everybody who
has cultivated this fruit.* This is an insidious enemy
indeed, for the first leaves of the apricots are half

devoured, in general, before the damage is attended

to. And, again, all the worse, because hundi'eds—who
do not, and indeed cannot thread that nicely gi-aduated

course, which in horticultural pursuits leads from

causes, (apparently trifling in their commencement) to

most serious effects—suffer this insect rogue to esta-

blish himself before they adopt precautionary measures.

To return then to the eggs : they may be found at this

period in little circular patches, of more than a score

together, attached to the bark of the principal shoots.

They require a good eye to hunt them out ; and then'

appearance is that of an oval spot of paste, indented

all over by the protuberant swelling of the advancing

eggs ; in fact, if a letter was sealed with a patch of

paste instead of wax, and a very diminutive ladies'

thimble used to impress it, instead of armorial bear-

ings, such would convey an idea of this little

dotted Pandora's box. Such we have been taught to

consider tlie source of the apricot caterpilliar ; and
such, under that impression, we make a point of

hiinting for, as before remarked.

These things done, the covereng had best be

applied every evening, unless very mild ; but by all

means, let it be drawn up in the day, if only for a

couple of hours, vmless the weather is very severe.

We must now tm-n to matters connected with in-door

affairs, or, in other words, forcing.

Fbrmentiing Materials.— It is of the very first

importance to all those wlio use fermenting materials

in pits, frames, or houses, to have a mixture always

ready, at this period above all others. Materials for

the linings for hot-beds of cucumbers, melons, eai'ly-

potatoes, &c., always retain a more durable heat by
being mixed previously to use ; and consequently, in

an equal state of fermentation. We are now sup-

posing the case of those who have it in their power
to use a considerable amount of tree-leaves with their

manure. A mixture of two-parts leaves to one-part

stable manure, makes a valuable material. Our
practice is, to suffer the manure in the stable-yard to

accumulate about Christmas. When drawn into the

garden-yard, it is all shaken over, and the shortest of

• A fleure and deecription of the moth, with iIb epps, will be found

at paeiH 81. It will be seen that it is the Pu-diuva migusUornna—
or, Narrow-wiiit;ed Red- Bar;"— and we refer our readers to the account
of its habits In that page.

the droppings taken out; these we, in general, employ
as top-dressing on any of the vine borders immedi-
ately; and ultimately they get mixed up with the

fermenting material, which warms and protects the

roots of the vines. The remainder is thrown into a
huge heap, near the leaves, and suffered to reach
what is termed a fiery pitch of fermentation ; when
it is immediately broken up, and mixed with those

leaves in the manner before described. Such a
heap, in a sheltered nook, will retain its heat for a

great length of time, and wOl answer almost any
purpose—building either the body of the hot-bed or

furnishing linings to it afterwards. When used as

lining, a little long Mtter should be shaken over it

when the linings have been disturbed, to prevent the

leaves blowing about the gai-den.

CuoDMBEBs.—We may as well offer a little advice

to the amateur on this head. In our last notice of

them (at page 163), we adverted to the building the

bed ; we now pass on to the ridging-out, confining

ourselves at present to the dung-bed. As before

observed, the chief danger to be apprehended is from
burning—that is, from a greater heat occurring at

their roots than they are able to bear. We cannot

say precisely to a degree how much they will bear,

but we can aflirm that ninety degrees, in the soil

where these roots are situate, is the greatest amount
that should be allowed at any time—indeed, eighty

degrees will be found amply sufiicient at an early

period, provided all other points are right.

Now, how to obviate this burning is the great

point for consideration to the early forcer. We
before said, that the dung must be well worked, and
that it is good practice to introduce a column of

unfermentable material beneath the centre of each

hillock of plants. We may now suppose the bed

ready for introducing the soil—and this is done
piecemeal by most good cultivators, forming, at first,

merely hills, as they are termed, in the centre of the

bed ; this enables the cultivator to apply water with

facility, during the time the greatest violence may be

expected in the fermenting naterials, which generally

extends over the first fortnight or three weeks. In
forming the hUls, our practice is to excavate a con-

siderable hollow immediately beneath each hill, half

the depth of the bed ; and this we fill up to the level

with new turf, cut into squares of nearly six inches.

These do good service in a vai'iety of ways ; they

prevent fermentation of the bed from gathering too

much power (which it is apt to do) in the centre

of the bed, at the very point susceptible of most
injury. They also form a secure drainage all through

the summer, ensuring a draught of moisture through

the centre of the bed in case of need. Added to this,

they form an excellent pasture-ground for the cucum-

ber roots, which readily penetrate them. These
things done, we pile our comjjosts in a compact
hiUock—the surface about ten inches from the glass.

This is better than nearer, for when put too close, the

frame soon wants raising ; and this is an operation

to be avoided in the eai-her stages of forcing, as there

is danger of rank steam getting in.

Cucumber Soil,.—As to the best kind of compost,

opinions vary. Many of our best cucumber growers,

in late years, have used a compost for very early work
composed, in the main, of a moory earth, of dark cha-

racter. And no doubt the plan is good ; for it would

be folly to use the strong loamy composts, which are

required to withstand the heat of a long summer.
The moory soil being dark, readily absorbs heat;

and it also readily parts with moisture ; it is, more-

over, a fine medium for the roots to penetrate. We
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use about half of such earth for the hills, the remain-
der being light loam and leaf soil ; the latter not too

much decomposed. As the bed requh-es successive

earthings, we increase the amount of loamy soil ; and
thus the mass is a series of zones, each, from the

centre outwards, of more solidity.

Ventilating Cucumbers.—In concluding, we may
offer advice about ventilation, and subsequent ma-
nagement. One of the great faults in bed-forcing,

is tbe small amount of ventilation allowed. Some
persons love to see their beds almost choked with
steam. Now, under any circumstances of early forc-

ing in dung-beds, there is sure to be no lack of

atmospheric moisture ; and he who persists in giving
a little air by night as well as by day, will, in cutting

fi'uit, by no means be behind the man who will have
confined steam ; albeit, the high-steamed plants may
make a greater show in leaf during the earlier stages.

Caution, however, is necessary in giving air in bright

and wiudy weather ; but this we need not dwell upon.
Every afternoon, if possible, the frame should re-

ceive a dash of water from a fine-rosed pot, or the

syi-inge ; the power of water in sweetening the atmo-
sphere is enormous; care, however, must be taken, not
to apply more to the roots than the needs of the plants

require. As they grow and advance, a very ii'equent

stopping must be had recourse to, and good linings

applied, in order to be able to ventilate fi'eely ; taking
care that the most powerful dung lays next the wood
or brick-work, in order to make a warm atmosphere,
without raising too severe a bottom heat. Care must
be taken, also, whilst a lively bottom-heat prevails, to

apply water liberally close to the frame inside.

It should be understood by the tyro in cucumber
forcing, that the oftener the linings are turued the

better ; a still, mild day, should be chosen for the

purpose. In fact, the linings should be kept in an
equable state, approximating the character of the

dung in the first working, previously described

;

water, therefore, will be requisite in the various turn-

ings and additions.—E. Eerington.

THE ELO^VEE-GAEDEN.
Lawns.—As soon as the lawns are di-y after the

January frost, the worm-casts should be levelled

down with hard brooms, or old stumped rakes ; or,

in large places, by a bush-harrow drawn by a horse.

This last-named is the way we brush over the grass

here at the end of winter, and is very efiectual if the
" bush-haiTOw" is properly made. Ours is finished

after this manner : a commen wooden hurdle is laid

down horizontally to the line of draught, and then
covered with the tops of thorn bushes not much
sti'onger than the tops of common pea-sticks, by
wattling the ends between the bars of the hurdle, and
letting the ends of the bushes lie over each other

like the thatch on a building, until the whole face

of the hui'dle is covered, and two feet of the brushwood
is out beyond the end of tbe hurdle. This makes a
powerful brush, and the very best instrument to

scratch a mossy surface with. After two turns of

tins harrow—one along and the other orossways—the

grass should be well swept, and then rolled ; or, if

any bare parts ai'e thin of grass, a little seed of tbe

white and small yellow clovers should be scattered

before the roller. I have heard an objection made to

sowing clover seeds till April, but that must refer to

tilled land, as I have sown clover seeds over a grassy

surface at all seasons—from the end of September to

April—and I never saw any difference in tlie result.

It is an excellent plan to give some kind of

dressing to all grass under the scythe ; any time in

February ; and just after this rolling is the best time
for it. Even for good land, where the grass grows
strong without any artificial assistance, I would re-

commend some poor sandy compost for keeping a
solid smooth bottom under the scythe, and when a

good bottom of moss is not present, this is more ne-

cessary to render the grass soft and carpety to walk
on. For poor land, the best dressing is fine sifted

coal ashes ; and if they are dry under cover, they
will absorb a large portion of some liquid manure

;

and that it is by far the easiest way to enrich a poor
spot of grass. Old tan is also a good dressing, and
so is tbe top half-spit from the flower beds ; but
rough composts of that sort should be laid on before

the brooms or bush-harrow were applied.

Walks.—After the grass, the walks come in for an
annual dressing ; but as the walks ought always to

be in trim order, and as they may be made or repaired

at any time, I shall pass them over to-day with

merely stating, that all the new walks which have i

been founded here during the last half-dozen years,

are very differently made to any that have been
hitherto recorded ; and they proved so good and
economical, that we have been engaged part of this

winter in renovating most of the older walks after

the same manner ; and that I shall shortly write a
paper solely on the formation of walks, roads, and
their keeping.

Flower-Garden Stock.—Early in Februaiy is the

usual time to look over the stock of half-hardy plants

for tilling the flower-beds next summer. It is true, that

ilarch is time enough for this, where means are short

;

and that others begin propagation at the commence-
ment of the new year. Here—where we use as many of

these things as most people—we commence by pre-

paring a large mass of dung and leaves about the

middle of December, and by removing our verbenas,

and things of that sort, into some of tbe hothouses
about the middle of January, so as to make a gi-owth

fit to get cuttings from before the middle of February,
by which time our heap of dung and leaves is settled

down in tbe shape of " a good hot-bed," or rather beds,

inside of a range of deep brick pits, with a circle of

hot water pipes round them ; and in six weeks, or

by the end of March, we generally strike off tlie bulk

of our next summer's supply. The number I need
not say, or even allude to, more than this, that

although our machinery for this mauufactm'e of

flower-garden plants are nearly perfect, we are gene-

rally as much pinched for room and pots—before we
can trust the hardier things into temporary shelters

out of doors—as any reader of The Cottage
Gardener can be ; and this is the case with garden-

ers all over the country. Formerly, we used to pro-

pagate the gi'eater number of our verbenas, petunias,

senecios, calceolarias, &c , in August and September,
and then kept them over the winter in store-pots

—

that is, large numbers of small plants together in one
pot. But that plan is far more expensive, and not a
whit more convenient tlian our present mode of pi-o-

pagating these things early in tbe spring ; and we
find that any of these dwarf plants, if rooted before

the end of March, are as good—and in some in-

stances better—for turning out next ilay, than the

same kinds propagated in the autumn, if compelled to

be half-starved through a long winter in crowded pots.

Of all plants, some of the verbenas are the most
difficult to carry through the winter without losses

and mishaps by mildew, damp, &c. Therefore, of them
we keep no more over the winter than is sufficient to

provide a few cuttings of each sort early in February.
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All that can lie done with the mildew on very tender

little plants in winter, is merely to keep it under by
dusting sulphur over the aifected parts ; it cannot be
wholly eradicated. As soon, therefore, as a pot of

cuttings is insured from such plants as are affected

by mildew, or any other disease, the old afl'ected

plants are thrown away at once ; and I would always
advise this course to amateurs, who can command a
common hot-bed, even as late as the middle or end of

March, if they cannot get up one earlier; as, besides

the trouble and unsightliness of diseased plants,

many of these diseases—and particularly the mildew
—are likely to take a firm footing in the place, and be-

come troublesome in after years, if allowed to remain
long in a pit or house.

In making early spring cuttings of verbenas, anagal-

lises—or, indeed, of all the soft-wooded bedding
plants, if the old plants have been previously forced

a little to make a fresh growth from which the cut-

tings are made—it is not necessary to cut them below
a joint, as we recommend for other plants. If the

shoot is cut half-way between two joints, it will be
right enough ; and, by this mode of cutting, a very
scarce sort may be multiplied much faster than by
cutting under a joint, as by saving this bottom joint

it will throw up two more cuttings in a few days,

under a smart heat. If a hot-bed is in good working
order for cuttings of this sort—or sav, with a brisk

bottom-heat of full 90°, and from 70'-'^ to 80° of top

heat—from four to five days is the usual time iu which
the softer plants will strike roots ; but we often see a

small pot of very young to])s of verbenas strike roots

in fifty hoiu'S ; but if we take a week as a general

average for cuttings to root—from the middle of Feb-
ruary to the end of April—we shall not be far ft'om

the mark. So that, if we have but very few cuttings

of a particular sort to begin with, we may so manage
as to have the required stock of it in sis weeks.

One of the worst plants to keep over the winter

for the flower garden, is the Double French Marigold;
and there is no way of getting a bed of this in per-

fection, without saving the particidar variety you
want to bed-out for spring cuttings. Cuttings of the

finest double yellow variety of this marigold I have
made about the end of August, for many years; and
before I hit on the right way of managing them, I

have known the stock reduced, before the end of

February, to three plants ; and from these hardly half-

a-dozen cuttings could be procured. Indeed, 1 recol-

lect one spring, the propagator reporting that he could

only get a single cutting to begin witii ; and that very

season we had two good-si/.ed beds marked for this

plant, each of which required eighty plants to fill it

well at once. But fortunately, this plant may be in-

creased in the spring from cuttings much faster than
a verbena; and cuttings of it struck as late as the

lOtli of May, will be ready to plant out of doors by
the 1st of June. All this we had to prove that sea-

son ; for from the one cutting 160 plants were made
and planted at the proper time. Many people de-

spise the name of a marigold bed, but I never heard
any one say aught but praise of a bed of them made
from cuttings. The plants are more dwarf and bushy
from cuttings ; and in the event of a clear yellow bed
of tills plant being required for a particular arrange-

ment, there is no other way of supplying the deside-

ratum but by cuttings ; and when a striking variety

of marigold is seen in a bed of seedlings, there is no
way of perpetuating it exce|)t by cuttings. I have
seen excellent beds of brown-coloured and striped

flowers made from cuttings of tliese marigolds, but I

only keep the clear double yellow this way.

I recollect an interesting experiment, which wag
suggested to me once by a gardener, who always kept
his supply of double marigolds from cuttings ; it

was to ascertain if it were possible to stamp a perma-
nency on a given variety, by a long course of kee])ing

it by cuttings ; but I believe it can hardly be done
with this flower Between us. we kept one variety

without a break for eleven years, from cuttings taken
in succession during that time, and then saving seeds
from it ; but the seeds did not produce more double
flowering plants at the end of the eleventh year than
they did when the parent stock was only three or

four years of age.

Fuchsias.—When a supply of fuchsias is to be
made in the spring, the cuttings should be put in

among the very first that are made, in order to get

good bushy plants of them before they begin to

flower. Any one who is fond of a fuchsia bed, or
hedge, in a flower garden, should use but one sort in

a place. I have tried all the combinations that I

could make out of a gi-eat many sorts—using, at dif-

ferent times, from two to twenty kinds in a bed—but
I never got a bed of mixed fuchsias yet that pleased

me, or that any lady, who understood the subject, ad-

mired. There are some who will admire anything
gaudy in flower beds ; but that taste is fast wearing
out. and particularly in regani to fuchsia beds. Of
all the old fuchsias, the one called Gracilis is the best

for a large mass, or for a low hedge, and to be cut down
to the ground every year ; but for a permanent hedge,

where they will stand the winter, Ricartonii is the

best, because it is much stronger, and more hardy,

than Oracilis. There are many instances of the

Fuchsia Ricartonii growing into huge bushes, of from

ten to fifteen feet high ; and I heard lately of a hedge
of it in the north of Ireland, eight or nine feet high,

and as many feet through. But iu my opinion, the

one called Carolina is by far the best of all the

fuchsias for a bed. or a hedge, or for single specimens,

out of doors ; and for this, among other reasons, that

it is just a second edition of the original Fuchsia

occinea, with all the parts four times enlarged, and
with the most powerful habit of that race of fuchsias,

or those belonging to the Coccinea breed.

To make the best show in a bed, this Carolina ought

to be propagated every year, in August, and from

stout pieces of the young stems stuck in light soil,

behind a wall or hedge. When it is more than two
years old, it is too strong for ordinary beds ; and
nothing looks more out of character than a very tall

crop in a small bed. Therefore a succession of young
plants should thus be kept up. Hedges of fuclisias,

when planted in suitable situations, are extremely

beautiful—much more so when they are cut down to

the ground every year, and thus made to flower on very

vigorous young wood ; and Carolina treated that way
must be gorgeous indeed.

There is a climbing fuchsia (Radicans, a wild spe-

cies), which would grow twenty or thirty feet long in

a few seasons; but it is a shy one to flower. A first,

or second, cross between it and Carolina ought to

produce a giant fuchsia for standards. Such a cross

has been obtained, but not skilfully, and it is of little

use. The pollen of Carolina should only be used, and
the cross repeated, until nothing but the constitution

of radicans, or female parent, is left to the off'spring.

Dahlias.—Any scarce variety of this flower should

now be in heat, to produce a good stock from. People

who have not seen this useful plant propagated on a
large scale would hardly believe how many plants

can be got from a strong root by beginning early with

them. The great growers count them by the hundred
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from a single root. And the whole stock should now
be carefully looked over, as they rot much taster now,

after the tires are slackened, where they are kept

under the stages of a gi-eenhouse.

Annu.^t.s—Hardy annuals—such as those recom-

mended to be sown in the autumn—should now be

sown again as early this month as the ground is

tolerably dry. A piece of undug ground is best for

them. The borders of a shrubbery, or where they

could be a little shaded fiom the sun, would suit

them very well. NemnpliyUa insignis sown any time

this month would be in time to till up open spaces

between the geraniums jilanted out next May, and

would keep tlie beds gay until the geraniums, or

other plants, would fill up the ground. D. Beaton.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

FucHSTAS.—This faniily of plants, named in honour

of a celebrated German botanist, is so well known
that any description would be superfluous. No one
class of plants has been so successtul in creating

—

among the middle and humbler classes of society—

a

love and a taste for the beautiful in flowers. Ever
since the founder of the florist-bouse of Lee obtained

tlie F. coccwen from the wife of a sailor—in whose
window, in a narrow street by the banks of the

'J hames, it first attracted his attention—this family of

flowers has been a universal favoiu'ite. To the present

descendants of that father of London nurserymen is

the public indebted for the introduction of F. J'ul-

gens ; the hybrids obtained from which, and the

older, smaller-flowered species, constitute the most
beautiful gems we now possess. Most of them may
be propagated with the greatest ease, either in-doors

or out-ofdoors.

Many a sweet look, many a happy countenance,
have I witnessed, produced by the receiving " an
Irishman's cutting"* of these lovely ladies' eardrops.

Open-hearted, and open-handed gardeners, by the

ditt'usion of these plants alone, have done something
to refine, and soften, and purify the manners of tlje

age. A rough, uncouth man— a prim, affected,

haughty woman—could never be brought to admire
and love such flowers without, at least, losing some-
what of that which is forbidding and repulsive.

And, then, how sweet they look in the window of the

laboiu'er, with bright flowers and luxuriant foliage,

basking in the I'ays of light transmitted through
glass, undecked with cobwebs, unshaded by dusty

deposits ! Many, who know nothing of the cultiva-

tion of flowers, may yet be paragons of excellence in

attending to many of the duties of life, and domestic
ones amongst the number; but in combination with

clean, well-grown plants in a cottage window, we
hold the want of tidiness and thrift next to an im-

possiblity. For all those who would dive into the

character of those in whom they feel interested, we
here bring them within reach of an oracle, more to

be depended upon for the truth of its responses than
most of those that poets have tried to immortalise in

song.

The popularity of the fuchsia is to be ascribed not
only to its elegance, but also to the ease with which
it may be cultivated, and the readiness with which it

submits to various modes of growth—out-doors and
in-doors— to meet the difi'erent circumstances of its

many admirers. Presuming that those intended for

blooming in the coming season, in pots, have been
safely stowed away during the winter, in cold i)its,

• " An Irishman's cutting" is one with a nice root to it.

cool greenhouses, or (what answers just as well under
proper care) in sheds, dry cellars, back kitchens, and
bay-lotts, and that whilst in these places, they have
been secured from frost, and the roots kept in that

medium state of moisture equally remote from dusty

dryness on the one hand, and wetness on the other

—

a state, especially in the case of the uninitiated, more
easily secured by covering, or plunging the roots, than

by having recourse to the watering-pot—we shall

shortly glance at some modes of culture, as suitable

to the circumstances of several classes of cultivators.

First.—When there is the advantage of a hothouse,

as well as a greenhouse ; the hothouse being furnished

with bottom-heat, either from fermenting material

or otherwise. This is just the place for fuchsias,

from tlie end of December to the end of March, if it

is desirable to have fine, luxuriant, well bloomed spe-

cimens in May and -lune. The fuchsia, it is true, is

a comparatively hardy plant; yet it luxuriates iu

what may be termed stove treatment, when growth,

more than bloom, is the object aimed at. For this

high temperature treatment, plants from one to two

years old are the best. When it is desirable greatly

to increase the variety, the pot, with the branches

unshortened, may he set iqion the bottom-heat, and
then cut down within a fevp inches of the soil, when
the sap is fairly in motion, and small shoots have
been formed \Vhere all the cuttings required may
he obtained from thinnings of the stool, the plants

intended for this early work should be cut down
shortly after the fall of the leaf, when vegetation is

in a comparatively dormant state. These may be

started by the pots being set on the hot-bed, during

the latter end of December, or the whole of January
and February ; then watered, so as to moisten the

whole of the soil, and no more to be given until the

plant absolutely requires it. Syringe over the re-

maining part of the head frequently, to encourage the

buds to break strongly ; when that is done, and the

shoots are one or two inches in length, shake away as

much as possible of the old soil
;
prune away all dead

and useless fibres, but leave the sound and niaiu

roots little mutilated. Repot again, into pots of a

similar, or even of a smaller size, using rough lumpy
soil, and not jnmming but spreading out the roots in

regular layers, taking care that the soil has been pre-

viously prejinred and heated, so as to give no unne-

cessary check. Replunge the pots in the bed, if the

temperature is not above 80°, top temperature 65°.

If the bed is hotter, plunge only partially—or merely

set the ])ots on the surfat^e ; water with warm water,

and shade from the sun for a short time, until the

recijirocal action between the roots and the young
shoots is restored : giving no shade whatever, if iu

sunshine, a dusting from the syringe will prevent all

flagging- Thin the shoots accordingly as you wish

the plant to consist of one stem, or of one stem in the

centre, with four or five round the circumference.

In either case treat the stems alike, encouraging them
to grow upright and unshortened, and yet keeping

them so near the glass, as to encourage the abundant
protrusion of side shoots, which, if not numerous
enough, are to be stopped to make more. Shift into

larger pots, when necessary ;
give plenty of the sy-

ringe, morning and evening, hut es])eoially during

tlie latter. Give more air and room as the plants get

larger; raise them by degrees if-om being plunged, so

that they may stand on the surface of the bed ; and
thus inure them, gradually, for the closest and warm-
est end of a greenhouse, where they will soon present

a mass of bloom.

Secondly.—When there is only a greenhouse and n
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dmig hotbed. Here a sirailai- system may be adopted,

only, as in sucli a bed, the plants could not long be
kept, on account of their size and height, it would
be time enough to start the plants in it by the middle
or end of Februai'y ; as then, they could be moved
to the warmest end of the greenhouse in the end of

Mai'ch and beginning of April ; and if encouraged,

fine plants would be obtained in July.

Thirdly.—Where there is a hothouse, such as a vi-

nery forced moderately early, but no bed with bottom-

heat, and a common greenhouse. Where there is such
a thing as a hotbed for cucumbers, in which the

fuchsias could be started, and then transferred, first

to the forcing house, and tlien to the greenhouse,

splendid plants may easily be obtained. Where no
dung-bed can thus be brought into requisition, the

plants will flower late when thus cut down. In such

circumstances, intead of cutting down the plant, it

is advisable to cut in the last year's side shoots, with-

in a joint or two of the main stem ; by syringing fre-

quently, and keeping a moist atmosphere, almost

every bud will break just where you want it ; and as

you will possess in your plants the matured, elabo-

rated sap, stored up in the stem last autumn, you will

not have eqiial luxuriance, but you will have an
abundant and a more early blooming, than you can

ever obtain by cutting down the plant. By the time

the vines, &c., shade the plants, they must be removed
to the gi-eenhouse. Such fuchsias should be started,

and warm soil secured, before they are repotted into

fresh compost.
Fourthly.—Wliere there is only a greenhouse, a

similar system—not of cutting down, but of shorten-

ing in the side-shoots—should be resorted to ; and,

for this purpose, the plants raised from cuttings of

the previous spring, and which had been grown
during the previous summer, are the best, as the

plants seldom break regularly, in such circumstances,

after being old. The warmest position may be given

them, and the plants may stand quite thick together,

until the shoots are nearly an inch in length.

Fifthly.—Where—as in the case of many of our

readers—all their plant repositories are found inside

and outside of their windows. Here it is advisable

to retain the plants in their winter quarters, until the

buds have fairly broken out, and appear as incipient

shoots; the fresh soil that is wanted should then be

given. Pruning should merely be given in such

quantity, and no more, as will encourage the sym-

metry of the plant. An early and a continuous

blooming is here the principal thing; and the more
of these little shoots you can encourage, the more
abundant will be your bloom, though the individual

flowers will not be so large, nor yet the foliage so

lu.Kuriant, as when pruning and cutting down had

been more liberally indulged in. Though you must

not keep your soil dry, beware of making the earth

sodden, before it is occupied by roots : when the pot

is full of roots, there will be little danger of over-

watering. Thoughout the greatest part of the sum-

mer, the plants will thrive best outside the window.

A few more things may just be noticed.

Soil.—Equal parts of ])oat and loam, or tm'fy loam,

with alittle leaf-mould and charcoal, answer admirably.

Manure.—A little dried cow-dung may be blended

with the soil, or put on as surface-dressings. Fuch-

sias dearly like a dusting, over the surface of the soil,

\vith supeiqihosphate of lime.

Water—moderately, imtil the pots are filled with

roots—then they suck like tojjcrs ; and, if not sur-

face-manured, a liquid well-coloured with guano, or

sheep-dung, will please them amazingly.

Propagation.—Very small shoots, taken oif in
spring, and placed in heat, make nice little plants for

autumn blowing. All will strike freely, during sum-
mer, under a hand-light, or even in a shady border,

without protection.

Seeds, sown in spring, wOl sometimes give small
flowering plants in the autumn, but are chiefly used
for obtaining hybrids. The seed-berry of many
would make no mean addition to the dessert.

Shoots—where grown to any extent, and especially

out-of-doors—are very useful as small flower-stakes

for calceolarias, geraniums, &c. R. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPAETMENT.

EXOTIC ORCHIDACEiE.
Plants Requiring Peculiar Treatment : Ancee-

tochihis setaceus.—In the description of this plant,

the week before last, it was mentioned that the

flowers were not showy, but curious. The sepals

(outer petals) are greenish, tinged with red; the pe-

tals (inner) and labellum (lip) are whitish ; the latter

being fringed. The stem, bearing several flowers,

rises about five inches above the foliage. Each
flower is not more than three-quarters of an inch long,

by a quarter of an inch broad. The stem and leaves

belonging to it die ofi" after flowering ; fresh shoots

springing up from below. Now, as the leaves are

the great beauty of these plants, it is not advisable

to allow them to produce any flowers. As soon as

the flower-stem appears above the foliage, we advise

it to be nipt olf with the finger and thumb ; and then

to squeeze the top of the stem that is left, to dry up
the sap, which would flow, and cause the stem to rot

downward, and eventually destroy the plant.

As these plants are rather cUfiicult to cultivate, we
shall endeavour to describe what we consider the

best method to cause them to grow well. As they

are terrestrial plants, growing in thickets and under
hedges, amidst decaying leaves, the soil proper for

them is a compost of sandy-peat and vegetable mould
(leaves rotted down to earth). Pot them in this com-
post in small pots, according to the size of the plants.

Let the pots be well drained with broken potsherds

;

put a little moss upon the drainage, to keep the earth

from choldng it up ; then fill the pot nearly full with

the compost, and place the plant in the pot—filling

up round it, till it stands a little elevated above the

rim of the pot, and pressing the earth moderately firm

to each plant. Next, take a pot three or four sizes

larger than the one the plant is in ; fill it so full of

moss as to allow the pot with the plant in it to be

plunged amongst the moss ; the moss and plant to

be a little elevated—forming a small hillock in the

centre of the pot. A thin layer of the moss should

be laid, also, over the soil in which the plant is potted.

After all this is done, put over each plant a clear bell-

glass, a little less than the pot containing the moss,

and place them on a platform—not far from the

lower part of the glass-roof of the house. As these

plants grow in shady places, it will be necessary to

keep them constantly shaded from the sun, excepting

during the short days of winter, when they may be
allowed to enjoy his beams.

Water.—Considering again the native situation of

the Ansectochilus, it will guide us in the application of

moisture. They require watering in small quantities

at a time—but often, so as to keep the soil moist, but

not wet or muddy. As the bell-glass must be kept con-

stantly over them, that alone, by preventing evapo-

ration, will keep the soil much longer in a moist state
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than it would be if the glasses were taken off occa-

sionally. Frequently, it wiU be sufficient to water
the outside of the glasses only, the water will perco-

late through and wet the moss, and that wUl keep the

sou in which the plant grows in a state moist enough
for a considerable time.

Propagation.—The only way these plants can be
propagated, is by taking off a young sucker with a
root attached, and managing it exactly as the older

plants, in respect to soil and situation. The only

difference will be ia placing it in a smaller pot, and
with a smaller bell-glass over it. If an old plant

happens to have several shoots belonging to it, it may
be split up into as many plants as there may be
shoots ; each division wUl soon make a good plant.

Physcrds Argentea, and P. Aegentea Piotus, are

two plants of similar habit to the foregoing, but with
leaves of a Ughter gi-een, and silver-coloiu-ed mark-
ings, instead of the golden ones of Anaeotochilus.

They are extremely beautiful, though by no means
equal to the last ; but are more hardy, and, conse-

quently, easier to manage.
Culture.—Potting, placing under a bell-glass, water-

ing, and propagation, are in all points similar.

We have seen these plants, all of them grown in

a middling way, without the beU glasses, but we do
not consider it safe to follow that practice. We have
tried it repeatedly, and found it deficient. For a time,

in the warm days of summer, the plants wUl grow, if

in a favourable situation,' pretty well, but in dark and
dull winter they wiU languish and gi'ow weaker. The
bell-glass system is the safest and best, iu our opinion,

and wUl answer well in almost every situation ; only,

these orchids must be gi-own in the moist Indian
house.

Resting.—To know when the bulbs are in a proper
state to go to rest, may be, to our readers, of some con-

sequence. They ought to be strong, and, if expected
to flower, at least three feet high, stout and firm,

quite to the apex. All the leaves ought to turn yel-

low, and drop off iu the same manner as any other
annually leaf-shedding plant; and all this ought to

take place early in autumn. As soon as it does so,

remove the plant, or plants, into a drier and cookr
house, and keep them there until the buds at the

bottom of each pseudo-bulb begin to appear. The
season for potting Cyrtopodiums has arrived ; and
this is one reason why we have just now written

the above account of the peculiar treatment they re-

quire. We always try so to time our instructions as

to suit the season, immediately when such operations
are required. "There is a time to plant" (or pot, we
may say), is the remark of the wise man; and as

there is nothing that marks the zealous, successful

planter more than taking time by the forelock, so

we say to the grower of these, and of any other plants,

let not a day pass when the right time comes, to pot
your tender and cared-for plants, as near the very day
proper to do such work as possible.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
As we may reasonably expect very soon to have

finer weather, clearer skies, and a warmer atmo-
sphere, we must begin to look about us sharply, that
nothing is wanting, on our part, to do all we can to

forward the necessary operations amongst our pets,

that may be needful to be done. We have lately had
a peep or two of sunshine, which has been a com-
modity considerably at a premium through January.
The plants in frames and pits have been kept close

covered, by good florists, for a longer period than
usual ; but there have been a few days when they

might be uncovered, and light, air, and iu some
instances, a small quantity of water given to them.
And right welcome these indications of more genial

weather will have been, both to the florist and his

plants. We have only a brief space left to notice

what we consider necessary to be done in this de-

partment.
Pinks.—These plants will require attention as soon

as the frost disappears. They were planted out in

then blooming-beds in the autumn, and the frost will

have had the effect to loosen them in that situation.

Choose a di'y day, and press the earth with the hand
closely again to each plant. If necessary, add a
little dry, light, rich earth, to the surface : it will

refresh them much.
Carnations and Piootees.—Look out for that

plague, the spot on the leaves. If you observe any
leaves so infested, cut them off at once, or it will

spread unmercifully, and may destroy the whole plant,

and, what is worse, infect the whole flock. To such
plants as are healthy, you may now give a little

water, in moderate quantity.—T. Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
The season of general business for cropping the

kitchen-garden is now fast approaching, and advan-

tage must therefore be taken, on all favourable op-

portunities, to carry on all the requisite operations,

with judgment and economy. Neatness and order

should at all times prevail, and everything should be
done in a regular and systematic manner. Trench-
ing, ridging, forking, and scarifying the earth's sur-

face, for obtaining a healthy, pulverized soU, must
be well attended to—this being the main-spring of

good culture ; not only preventing the brooding and
ravages of vermin, but also the trouble of seeking

for them when the growing season arrives : it also

establishes and maintains a regularity and evenness
amongst all crops.

Cauliflowers should be turned out of pots, under
hand-glasses, and be planted on warm sloping banks.

Cabbage Plants.—If any blanks occur, they should

be tilled up, and another crop planted.

Peas.—Some of the best kinds of second early

and late kinds may now be planted in full crop

—

such as the Charlton, one of the very best kinds for

a small garden ; very pi'oductive of good-length pods,

and a lasting bearer; growing from five to six feet

high. The Scimetar Blue, which is a well known
prolific pea, of good quality, and weU worthy of cul-

ture in any garden, follows close in succession to the

Charlton, gi-owing four or five feet high. Knight's

Oreen Marroiv and the Woodford Marrow are both

good late peas, of fine quality, and lasting beai-ers,

which come in July and August, and gi'ow fi'om five to

seven feet high, on good ground. The Thurston Reliance

Pea is the best modern pea I have seen ; with us, in

Devonshire, it gi-ows about eight feet high, is very

prolific, with large pods, well filled with a large, hand-
some-shaped, and fine-flavoured pea ; it lasts well in

bearing, and comes in July and August. Knight's

Tall Marrow is too well known to require any com-
ment ; it is, certainly, not adapted for very small gar-

dens, unless the proprietor wishes to grow one kind

only, and has the patience to wait for a good-tasting, late

pea, the superior qualities of which are not exceeded

by any other variety. One haff-pint, witli us, we find

sufficient to plant 100 feet in length. They require

to be planted thinly, as, by timely stopping, they will

branch from every joint ; and on well-trenched and
richly-manured soil, they grow, with us, from 12 to 16
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feet high. In the hot, dry season we mulch them, and
supply them with abundance of water and liquid-

manure; the production we thus obtain, of the finest

quality, is most astonishing, and continues for many
weeks.*

Radishes, of all kinds, should now be sown on
open borders, in full crop. A slight covering of

mulch, fern, evergreen boughs, or any easily-procur-

able sheltering material, should be used to protect
the crops from frost, driving rains, birds, &c.

Cabbage, Cauliflower, and Lettuce, should be
sown on warm borders, with the same rules of pro-
tection as given for radishes ; small plants reai-ed in
heat, or in pans, &c., should be early pricked out
and protected.

Cucumbers and Melons.—Those already ridged
out should come in for a good share of attention, if

a healthy luxuriance is to be kept up, and an abund-
ance of handsome fi-uit is expected ; as the days
lengthen, and the light increases, so should the ap-

j)lication of heat increase ; if applied by fermented
materials, it should be well wrought and sweetened,
that is to say, it should he turned over and over
several times, and not be allowed to remain above
five or six days without turning, which will sweeten it,

and keep it from caking together, and burning white
and husky. The linings to the beds shoidd be of

pretty good substance at this season, as much as 18
or 20 inches wide, and topped up with mulch, hay,
or some other sweet, dry material ; and the outsides

should be protected with thatched hurdles, furze-

faggots, or protectors made from refuse prunings,
evergreen boughs, &c., &c. The linings shoidd, of

course, be kept well, and regularly topped up, in order
to maintain one uniform heat; say, for this month,
for young plants, and those just turned out, from 68°

to 70°; and for those now shewing fruit, and those
now producing fruit, from 7i° to 75°; keeping the
inside of the pits or frames, near the outer edges of

the interior, at all times well moistened, at shutting-

up time, with tepid water ; and, occasionally, an ap-

plication of liquid manure, to charge the atmosphere
with amuionia—a very essential matter, to keep the

plants in health and luxuriance. Air freely, daily

;

shut up early, and cover snugly, but lightly; sow in

succession ; prick the young plants early, and place

them at all times close to the glass.

Place mint, tarrragon, and rhubarb, into heat; and
sow Kidney beans, and cover up sea-kale in succes-

sion. James Barnes.

MISCELLANEOUS INFOEMATION.

OUR VILLAGE WALKS.
No, 18.

During the intensity of the present weather, and
the piercing severity of an east wind that blows
with peculiar rigour, I am glad to shelter myself
among the trees ami woods, where I find some quiet

spots, some richly-green, summer-like branches, and
here and there a pale straggling blossom on the winter

furze. Not a living creature is seen or heard in the

snowy fields ; the sounds of husbandry—those inter-

esting, English sounds are huslied ; the huntsman's
horn—^that death-note to the poor panting Fox—has
not been heard for weeks ; and scarcely one solitary

• I beg to name another variety of pea, which I consider one of
the very best of early peas, namely, Clarke's Ringwood Marrow.
It f^rows from four to five high in |$ood ground, and is a first-rate

bearer ; the pods are large, and the peas too. No other early pea has
any chance with it in the competition room, W.

gun has broken the silence that seems to pervade the

land. This is a sudden and wondrous change in so

short a time ! Just before Christmas, all was green
and comparatively mild, and now we are plunged
into a season that has not had a parallel for years.
" Is there not a cause ? " Shall we not soon adore the

Hand that has withdrawn from us the cheering sun,

and looked up the earth as if within frozen doors ?

Beneath the dry sterile surface wonderful things are

taking place : the hand of God is moulding a thou-

sand beauties, that shall, in a few short weeks, " re-

plenish the earth," and deck it again with summer
gladness." May we not confidently hope that this

unusual winter wQl give rest and strength to all

vegetation, restore the healthiness of plants and
roots that have suffered from disease, and increase

the blessings showered upon the heads of men? Let
us receive a word of instruction during this sunless,

inclement season ; it has a voice, and a loud one, for

the children of men. Do we not sometimes, in the

providence of God, pass into dai'k and dreary days

when blessings are withheld, or snatched from us,

that made our paths to be both pleasantness and
peace ? Do we not sometimes look round upon the

world, as if it were a howling wilderness, and feel

that the piercing gusts of sorrow, and the rugged

path we have before us, are more than we can bear ?

Let us trust in Him who leads us by the right hand,

who sits by us as a refiner, who tempers the fire to

the clay. Let us believe that our hearts need the

stern pressure of adversity : that it is good for us to feel

the rod, that we may, in a brighter and happier day,
" give glory to God in the highest." Before these

pages appear in print, the depth of this winter may
have passed away, and spring may be bursting forth

;

as soon may our trials be lightened, and our hearts

once more rejoice in the sure mercies of God.

In a larch plantation, through which I sometimes

pass, it is very interesting to observe the busy labours

of some poor men, who are permitted, during the time

when work is not to be obtained, to grub up the

roots of the trees that have been cut down. The
comfort and blessing this pennission has been to

them is very gi-eat ; and I sincerely wish all gentle-

men who possess plantations would adopt the plan

during this period of the year. It is quite essential

that men of steady character should be preferred,

because mischief often arises when lawless chai'acters

are permitted to enter the woods. Game is disturbed,

poaching is brought on, hedges broken down, and
injury done to the roots of the standing trees, which,

of course, is less likely to occur when men who can

best be depended upon are allowed to work. It is,

also, very proper to encourage the respectable, in pre-

ference to others, for the sake of example ; although

they often are as much, and even more, in distress

than their steady neighbours. The roots of larch,

and other firs, burn very tolerably as soon as they are

taken up. The poor men pack the best wood in

cords for sale, and the smaller pieces enable them to

keep up a little fire at this inclement season, when
wages are so difficult to obtain, and nature needs

additional warmth. The removal of roots in a plant-

ation does no harm, in fact it rather benefits ; for

when the holes are properly filled in—which must
always be insisted upon—the ground which the stump
occupied is gained, and the herbage will soon spring

up for the sheep or cattle that graze among the trees.

It is deliglitful to see the poor men labouring away
with their picka.\es, wedges, and levers ; forcing up
the roots, and rejoicing over every piece they break

away. Those who can thus benefit the poor, should
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not hesitate to do it ; for it is giving them work as

well as money, and neither loss nor expense attends

the boon. Roots of trees frequently remain for

years in the ground—in fields, and hedge-rows—un-

thought of, and of no account. If these were cai'e-

fiiUy removed in the same manner, and at the same
comfortless season, how many hearts would sing,

how many cold hands would glow, both in the hours

of labour, and when the cottage hearth sent up its

cheerful blaze. In pleasure grounds too, even in

gardens, men who can he fully trusted might dig up
stumps with great advantage to the ground. In
our own case, this is adraii'ably done by one of the

best, most thankful-hearted creatures in the parish.

His work is so neatly finished off", that you can scarcely

notice the spot from which the stump is taken ; and
the soft soil is well adapted for planting, in due sea-

son, a shrub or tree.

Having seen, with mij oivn eyes, the good effected

among the poor in this way, by those who have
little else to give, I strongly urge upon my readers

—

those who may possibly have it in their power

—

to adopt this plan; even if but one poor man in a
parish can be helped by it, to do so without demur.
Who can feel comfort in their own bright fire, if

they know that one as bright lies hidden and
useless in their field, and if they know that one poor
shivering family might gather round a hearth? It is

of no use to content ourselves with saying, "Be ye
warmed and filled," if we neglect to do what may be
done, by taking a little thought. I believe much is

left undone simply from want of thought ; but if we
studied more than we do the wants of those around us,

we should find many little ways of doing them good,

that seem trifling to those who have plenty of this

world's goods, but are of deep importance to those

who possess nothing. When we see a labourer wend-
ing his way homewards over the frost-bound earth,

with his wheel-barrow of roots for the evening fire,

is it not cheering to the heart? But for that long-

forgotten root, that has lain uselessly in the earth for

60 many winters, that poor man's home would to-night

be cold and dark.

Even the little birds are fed by these means. The
ground is so hard that their tender beaks cannot pe-

netrate it in^search of worms; they frequent the win-
dows and doorways where crumbs are thrown out,

and follow tlie labourer closely in the very scanty
work he can now perform. And great must be their

sufferings, no doubt ; yet even they are had in remem-
brance by Him who formed them :

" not one of them
is forgotten before God."

I was standing yesterday, watching the men as

they gi'ubbed and broke up the frozen earth, while
the east wind blew through the bare trees with sharp
asperity ; numbers of little robins hovered round, and
watched, with keen bright ej^es, every stroke that

fell. They darted to the very feet of the workmen,
braved the noisy blow of the pickaxe, and hopped
boldly among the fresh soil, as it was thrown about.

The men entered with kindly feelings into tlieir little

anxieties, and threw every worm they could find to-

wards them. They told us that the disk-ivasher (the

provincial name for the Wagtail) came in search of

worms—a most unusual food for them; and that the
robins "pitched into them" with fury, when they
thus ventured to intrude upon their rights.

Let us—as we scatter crumbs from the window, or
watch the little birds thus profiting by the labours
of men—remember that we " are of more value " in

the sight of God " than many sparrows ; " and if He
so tenderly takes thought for them, shall He not

much more take thought for us—the souls for whom
Christ died?

Let us rest, in simple faith, on His eternal word :

" Fear not!"

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•,* We request that no one will write to the departmental writers

of The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjuctifiable trouble

and expense; and we also request our coadjutors under no circum-

stances to reply to such private communications.

Walndt-teee Planting (H. L. B.).—No particular directions
differing from those lately given lor planting "on stations," generally,
are required. Follow out these directions strictly, and take special
care to stake the trees very firmly with three stakes to eacli. If you
neglect this, your trees, being ten feet high, will wind-wave, so as to
disturb and prevent their re-rooting. The same obstrvatiuns apply
to your apple and pear-trees. All of them ought to have been in
theii places two months ago. The burnt wood from a fire in your
neighbourhood will be excellent for mixing with the soil about the
roots of your trees, and for any of your kitchen-garden crops.

Measuring Distances {A Subso'iber).—Can any correspondent
inform this inquirer "of an instrument for measuring distances, in-
stead of having recourse to the old-fashioned and tedious process of
the tape? " He is told ihe pedometer is not to be depended on.

Mushroom Beds (C. /.)•—These will succeed in a cellar. You
will find full directions for making them at page 189 of the present
volume. This volume beyan with No. 53, and there art- 26 numbers
in each of the preceding two volumes.

Ducks (A Subscri6er).—Youc ducklings having swollen crops,
drooping wings, and then dyiflg, arises probably from want of water,
and unwholesome food ; but how could any one tell without more in-
formation, unless he were a wizard.

Ivy on Timber {A. Thurtell).— If you mean on dead timber, ivy
will preserve it instead of injuring it; but if you mean live timber
trees, ivy injures them by stopping up the pores in their bark, and
shading them from the healthful influence of light and air. You
will have seen the information you require about the mistletoe.

Striking Cuttings (L. C).—You will do this in phials of water
better in the spring. Sow verbena and ckrysanUieinum seed in a
gentle hot-bed in March. You may raise the Egg-plant (Solanum
melongena) in a hot-bed, and plant it out iu a warm border at the
end of May. The Tree mignonette is only the common varieiy trained
in a peculiar manner, as is fully detailed by Mr. Beaton at page 37 of
our last volume. If you render the staple of your soil mare triable,

by mixing with it abundance of coal-ashes and lime rubbieh, you will

be able to grow on it mignonette.

Winter-pruning Roses {W. F.),—Mr. Beaton has entered so
fully and so correctly into this subject, that nothing remains at pre-

sent to be said. You, of course, can follow either his advice, or that
of your friends. You certainly have nothing to fear from frost pene-
trating the wounds, if you attend to what Mr. Beaton said.

Early Peas (S. W. Wade).—The Prince Albert, or May, is ra-
ther under three feet in height. It is that which we grow for our
first crop. It comes in before the Early Frame, if sown at the same
time; and is in every way its superior. The Hang-down Lung-pod
Bean may now be sown. Three inches is quite deep enouRli to sow
it, even on your light soil. The Windsor bean does not succeed well

for early sowing. Beans sown now if the month proves mild, will be
a fortnight earlier for gathering than the same variety sown in March.

Heating Hothouse Boilers (S. N. F".j.—Your papers shall

appear. Have you any objection to give us your direction 1

Guano {J. R. Pnce).— Two ounces per square yard sprinkled over
the surface, whilst on/o7ts are growing, will improve tliem; but do
not give it to potatoes. Guano is far preferable to lime as an appli-
cation to poor, cold land for turnips. But we should put lime for

potatoes. Of course the crop will be small, but, probably, it will be
healthy if autumn-planted.

Oxalises {A Young Beginner).—You planted these last Novem-
ber in old turf soil. All would grow better in pots with three-parts

peat, and the other part like your present "turf soil," with about
one-sixth sand. Or they would do in sandy peat altogether, and the

same with your Hypoxis stellata, which is a very pretty flower on a
very dwarf plant. Oxalis thirta and 0. tubiftora are hardly worth
growing; they are shy flowers, 0. spectabile, if true, is very fine,

and we believe hardy. We have grown it for years in a light rich
border. It flowers for a month or six weeks, from the end of May. 0.
Gilord is not a true name.and we cannot makeout whatitis. O. Bowiei
is a beautiful oralis, and you are fortunate in having it now "coming
up." Turn it out into a border, when the frosts are over, next May,
and it will blossom all the summer. Keep all of them free from
frost, and no more; and let us hear your other questions soon.

Hyacinth Offsets (C. W. L.)—Do not remove these from those

in pots: you might do more harm than good by displacing them; and
they cannot affect the present flowering of the parent bulbs.

Cytisus (Ibid).—Yours is the small -leaved variety of Cytisus
racetnosus, alias rhodaphne. It is a fine showy, hardy, greenhouse
shrub; requiring good loam—or loam and a little peat—to grow it

in, and must be kept watered all the winter. Your plant is evidently

too dry ; let the pot stand in a saucer of water for a day or two, or
till you perneive the surface turning moist; then let the plant drain

for the next few days; and, when tlie soil is betwetn *' wet and dry,"
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Bhift the plant into another pot; and by the middle of May, it will

probably lequire another shift, if the pot is full of roots.

Pansies (Ibid).— These mayhe planted under standard roses, with

aivantage to the former; but it is not hiigh g-irden;ng to plant any-

thing over the roots of ruses. Pansies will not answer under ruciisias,

unl:ss the fuchsias were trimmed as standards; for the side or bottom

branches would kill the pansies.

Passion Flower (Ibid) —There are two or three seedli- g varieties

in the nurseries which would grow against the soulli wall, on which

the Mduran'lya Barclayana flourishes; and they are as hardy—or very

nearly so—as the old one. Of these, one called Passifiora HcrbertU

io the he>it.

Rose-buds GaoB-EATEN (Favershajn).—Every spring, the buds

of y(tur roses are eaten by a caterpillar (see note, vol.ii. p 86). Wash
the rows with a mixture of fesh lime and soot, made into thick pamt;

a^d lookout for the grubs, or rather caterpillars, early in May, which,

after all, is the best cure.

Pillar Roses (T. S.).—Sempervirens odorata, about which you

ask, is a fine, strong, light coloured climbing rose, which will grow

ten feet, or more, against a pillar, and much more agairist a wall ; but

it does not require a wall, i'our Triomphe de Bolwylla is an old

rose, and will do for a pillar; but will not grow so strong as the

odorata^

Mummy Wheat (Lady G. F.).-~\Ve are extremely obliged by the

offer, and usiiul m-ormation, contained in your note, from which we

venture to make this extract: " Lady G. F. writes to tell the Edilo.'

that she has some muntiny wheat, which she can sive to any one who

likes Id try it. She had it, f ur years ago, from Mitchell, at Brigliton,

to whim Lord Bristol had given one ear, grown from the seed found

in the hand of a mummy. The fanner, who grew some acres last

year, pronounces that it deteriorates, and he does not mean to grow

any more; but the fai'ure this year may be accidental, us it had not

dfteriurated till then."

Wall- NETTING (Rev. T. H. ill.).—You ask us, "What is the best

material for wall-ne.ting, and what sized me?h?" We think woollen,

and half-inch mesh ; but this is not the most economical. Canvas,

as recomm-nded by Mr. Errington, is the best covering, all things

ciiLsidered.

Pear-tree Shoots (W. H. G.)-You say, "At page 30, vol. 2,

you gave me some directions respecting some young pear-trees, which

were followed. Tfie only new shoots made, w-re from the points of

the previous year's growh. Will it not be well, in February, to

shorten the shoyts. (without reference to the new or old parts), ac-

cording to the prin'-iples laid down in The Cottage Gardener,
with regard to maiden trees?—see pages l6l, and 209, vol. i." In

i-eply— if you want to produce raor^j shoots, in order to fill up the

body of the tree at itti commencement, you must shorten, as you pro-

pose; without such an olject, you must be ruled by the character

of the young w»od alluded to; if ripe-louking, reserve them, if im-

mature, it raiy be well to prune back to ripe-looking portions.

Loccst-thee (A Loiter of Gardening).— This is the Ceratonia

siliqua ; and its seed, we think, may be had from some of the London

large seed-shops ; but they are not in much request.

Date Stones (/6id).—We have known date seeds from dales

snld by grocers grow ; and we think such would carry to Australia,

and gpjw there; but if not, you could procure them at Sidney.

Rhubarb Roots (Ibid).—Roots of all our rhubarbs would carry

to Australia if well packed ; and should be sent off in October or

November. Take seeds of them also.

Bulbs fob Australia (//>!rf).—These ought to be sent out just

at thc'ir natural p riod of going to rest; say ixias and hyacinths, at

the end of May ; and those dormant in winter, in October and No-
vember.
The Cottage Gardener (Ibid).—The stamped edition can go

free to Australia, on payment of one penny.

Flowers in Vinery (E. H. T.).— Our cor respon ^len t writes to us

as follows :—" I wi?h to know how to make a vinery most availabk- for

flowers. My vinery has a large walled space in th;middk', where

piRes were formerly gr .wn. The vines are started in January. I

have a greenhi'use, which 1 kei^p c ol, and which contains all the

geraniums, fuchsias cinerarias, &c^., and also the cuttings <>f verbenas,

&c., for bidding out; but I want to make more use of the vinery,

which is of a hmher temperature than the greenhouse at this time of

the J ear. I havu a second vinery for late gripes; and I think, by

good management, I might have a better suf cession of flowers. The
second vinery hus figs in the middle space. Are thirre not some plants

which might be moved from the cool greenhouse to the vinery, in

.Tanuary or February, with advantage? The walled space, wh'.M'e pines

once grew, seems to ofler advantages, if I km.'W how to use it." In

reply, wp may observe, that in a vinery hardly so well arranged as

y')urs, we kee|i from 10 to 15,000 flower-garden plants over the winter,

w:tliout any pot^—m-^rely planting them very clo?e, after they are cut

down i.i the antu on, af. the end of January. Ttie scarlet geraniums,

and other hardier (ilantH, are removed into cnld pits, and the tendor

things are remov. d into a late vinery—just like yours; and the fist

vinery Is then forced (hnugh the spring, and all that time is kept

constantly full of plants f »r fl )wering early, or for farcing into early

enmth. A bare list of ouch plants as may Ihus be advantageou ly

forced or assisted, would fill a numb-j^r of The Cottage Gardener.
Th*' middle space in your vinery, formerly ustd for (jines, ought to be

mide into a hut-bed— say with well- prepared dung, leaves, or tan, and

a covering of tan to keep down the steam of the dunE, and lo plunge

potg in. Here rosea in polB would be forced, including a few sweet-

6>-ier plants, bu/bs of various kinds, and a first portion of all the achi-

tnenes first siarted. Scarlet gcrfiniums, prepared last summer, should

b.' i-itroduced in F-bruary, fur flowering in May. Cinemritis, China

primrose, and, in short, every plant named for forcing in our pages,

may be introduced in succession; and, whfn they are on 'he point of
tiowering, may be removed into the late vinery for a week, and then
into the greenhouse, or your rooms.

LiQDiD Manure to Potted Plants (A Lover of Flowers).— It

will be found beneficial in u^ing liquid stimulants loi- pot culture, to

have recourse to a change as often as citnvenieni. Thus, house sewase
One week, soap suds the next, soot-water to follow, and so forth. U
is also beneficial to mix such articles together, and use the compound.
The grand secret is to apply such mixtures or simples regularly, and
ill very small or weak doses ait through the growing season; but the
prevailing practice is but too ofen the reverse: strong doses, fit to

kill half the pot plants in the country, are given one week or day,
and then only common water for another stattd period; but we have
all along recommended every other, cr alternate, watering to be with
some weak stimulant, when plants are in active growth, but only plain
rain-water when they are not growing.

Animal Charcoal (Ibid),—This, after being used by the suear
refiner, is quite as useful as a manure as if it had not been so used;
but it requires to be mixed with light soil, and to be frequently turned,
and thoroughly incorporated with it for some week-f before using. We
have m experience of its employment in potting, but we have known
where it has been used very benefii-ially to ktchen-garden crops. So
used, it is nearly, if not quite, as beneficial as vegetable charcoal;
containing, like this, much carbon, but a still greater amount of pht*9-

phate of lime. Your question about Rose potting is answered at

page 288.

Goat Keeping (Rev. R. P. T.).— Can any of our readers give

genuine information as to the best kind of milch goat, and as to the

best mode of keet^ing it? Such information wid be uieJul to many.

Allotment Gardening (T. G. H.).—This, together with poul-
try, cow, and pig keeping, are treated of in our double number, at

the end of every month.

Number op Cabbages per Acre (Dr. Lang).— It is in p. 22, of
the Farmers' Almanac, by Cuthbert W. Johnson, and not in the

Gardeners' Almanac, by George W Johnson, that it is slated

that 7400 cabbage plants are required for an acre, if planted at three

feet apart. You say that " each plant will occupy a square of nine

feet, and that there are only 4840 such squares in an acre."

Annuals for Small Town Gardens (Tom Tough).—There is

no really good new annual, or biennial, that would suit your situ.i-

tion. You must put up with the old sorts, and we shall soon name
such as will answer best for confined situations, like yours.

Tying Plants to Supporters (T. W).—We will consider this

subject, but we fear that tt^ie an of training plants to sticks can no
more be taught by books, than the art of making boots and shoes;

indeed, not so easily, and many plants are much disfigured by the

best trainers.

PiNE-APPLES (Ibid) —Your pines, shewing roots two inches above

the soil, in the axils of the leaves, have bi^en kept too comfortably

since last September, otherwise they would not root from the axils of

th« leaves at this season. If the bottom leaves are eood, that is,

strong, wiih a healthy green hue, do not stiip tlwem off f -r the sake

of these roots. As soon as they throw up for fruit, it w«mld be a

good plan to earth them up with small lumps of turfy sdl, if pro-

vision is made for watering. Young plants might be potted deeper

at the usual Hmo, otherwise we would not disturb established plants

fur the sake of such lOots.

Begnonia Venusta (7A?rf).— This is one of the most splendid

stove climbers we have; but at first, say, for the first three or four

years, it requires a great deal of room. After that, it flowers, and
may be kept in less compass. If it is cut in much, for wautof room,
while it is young, it will not flower lor many jears.

Hyacinths {Vale).—\i ifl diflScilt to say what is the cause of

your hyacinths, in glasses, withering away and rotting; moht pro-

bably the foliage was too much excited before sufficient roots were
fi^rmed to supply the bulbs.

Tropceolum Lobbianum (Ifti'd).—This, or, indeed, all the sum-
mer tropceomms, would grow with you, backed, as your garden is,

by the Malvern Hills. The finest Ectyretnocarptts we ever saw, was
growing over an out-house, just beyond the " Herefordshire Beacon,"
not far from yuu' locility, and is a good climber to stand a burning

sun ; and s> is the Lophospermum, but it would not live over ihe

wifiter. The Solanum jasminoides would flower against a hou^e any-
where about Malvern, and live out the winter with little or no pro-

tection.

British Queen Strawberries Unfruitful (G..rortes).— Hav-
ing so constantly failed in getting fruit, we recommend, root out all

your British Qtieen strawberries— it is evi.iont your soil does not suit

that variety. We, too, are in the same predicament; half an acre of

our ground would not furnisliihree oishes ot thu British Queen straw-

berries in the whole season. It i« ouk of thi best, nevertheless, where
it succeeds. Keep one row and experiment on it. Strawberry plants

to fruit, or rather force, next winter and spring, are prepared fiom
the early runners of this next summer, as stated at page .

Nothing will improve your clayey soil bo much as drainiui.', and then

burning the first six or nine Inches. The white appearance on the

plants in your frame, is th.' worst symptom of the damp (un.4u<4, and
all the pans covered with it you will find quitj dead. Your frame has

been kept far too damp.

London ; Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester Hish Street,

m ihe Parish of St. Mary Kalelidar; and Published tjy William
Somekville Okr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in thy Parish

of Christ Ciiuich, City of London.—February /ih, 1B30.
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are large and globular, and not too much above

its wliite-bordered leaves ; of Caleeoluria flexuosn,

(Twisted calceolaria), a species moi'e curious than

handsome ; and of Phihdendron Simsii (Sims' philo-

dendron)—a striking stove perennial, reminding us

of the plants commonly known as arums. Besides

these five colom-ed jilates, there are eleven woodcut

portraits of other flowers, executed in the highest

style of tho art ; besides some si.K or eight other wood-

cuts of various subjects interesting to gardeners. As
a whole, we see, in this monthly part, no reason to

modify the high opinion we expressed of the first

weekly number.

Next we have to notice some metallized guttapercha

flower labels, of this size and form. The tongue, or

CONVOLVULUS
MAJOR.

projection below, fits into a zinc stem, made of va-

rious lengths, and sharpened so as easily to bo thrust

into the soil. They are made of a brown and of a

black colour (the first we like best) ; but in both, the

letters are very boldly raised, and coloured so as to

be very legible. A third sort is crescent-formed, with

a hole through each corner of the crescent to admit

thin wire, or string, for suspending them to shrubs

and trees. They are of an imperishable nature ; and

if they can be sold at a moderate price, will meet

with a ready sale.

Lastly, let us mention Mr. Denyefs Catalogue of

Flower Seeds, which is well classed, and gives much
useful information; but why not give the English

names, and thus increase tlie interest amongst the

most numerous class of purchasers ? We have sup-

plied (between brackets) this deficiency, in the follow-

ing list, given by Mr. Donyer, of his annual " Even-

ing Primroses :"

GoDETiA or Height. Months
OSnotiieiia ft. in. inbloom.

bifrons (Two-faced) pink and red 10 79
,, denaiflora (Thickly-tlowcrcdJ purple ..0 6
,, Icpida (Pretty) lilac 10 7 8
,, Luidleyana (Dr. Lindlcy's) white & red 1 C

,, purpurea (Purple-flowered) purple .... 1

,, Uunianzovii (Uonianzoff'H) purple .... 1 fi

,, rosea alba (Hosv-white) rose & white .. 10
,, rubicunda (Kuddy) red and white 2 69
,, tenuifolia (Slender-leaved) blue 1 7 8
,, Wildenowii (Wddcuow's) violet 10 78

In conclusion, we cannot agree with those who are

condemning seedsmen for inserting the names of bo

many varieties in their catalogues. Provided that

nono but good varieties are inserted in them, with

full particulars of their height, and individual merits,

then there can bo no objection to a long list. It is

very easy for any critic to say, "We will select six

varieties, than which no one need require more;''

but he knows little of human natiu'e, or of gardener

nature, who is not aware, that every knight of the

spade has his own pet selection ; and woo be to the

seedsman who could not supply the chosen ones.

Nor is this a mere matter of whim. Different vai'ie-

ties are often most excellent in different soils.

THE PEUIT-GAEDEN.
KiDNEY-BE.iNS.—We must beg, whilst the season

is young, to remark on this useful esculent, whicli,

although not strictly within the precincts of fruit-

forcing, very fi'equently occujiies shelves in the vinery
or pinery. We will merely detail our practice, which
is thoroughly successful. We plant, at first, in five-

inch pots, putting five sound and picked beans in a
])ot. These are placed on any warm shelf or kerb-
stone, where constant fires are used ; and sometimes
even beneath the piping, or in any dark out-the-way
place, until the seeds are up—light not being neces-

sary during this stage. It is of the greatest import-
ance that the soil in which they are planted be
tlioroughly and equally moist ; for what is termed
meUow sou is too dry, and may cause them to require

water before they come up—a jjrooess to be avoided,

and wliich generally proves fatal to a portion of
the crop. As soon as up, they are, of course, removed
to a very light situation, and receive water—rather

sparingly, at first, but increased as the cotyledons and
true leaves expand. We now suffer them to remain
until the pots are thorotighhj filled with roots ; and,
in the course of this jieriod, we sometimes suffer them
to receive a trifling cheek, through an hour or two's

drought; only, not suffering them to flag. This is

done in order to stiff'en the plant ; for, in the com-
l^arative absence of light which occurs at an early

period, the jilants are very apt to " draw," or grow
weak; and this shows, indeed, how necessary it is to

choose a light situation I'or them, and, if jjossible,

near the glass. Just before we re-pot them, a central

shoot becomes developed above the first pair of true

leaves ; this we jiiuch off, for it often becomes ram-
bling and unmanageable: tho consequence then is,

that every i^lant pushes forth two in its stead. The
plants are now shifted into their fruiting-pots, and, at

an early season, we use seven-inch pots ; but later,

and wlien tliey liave to endure a somewhat dry situ-

ation, a small size larger. Nothing, henceforth, is

necessary, but to keep them in a light situation, to

water tliem regularly—not suffering them at any
time to be quite dry—and to gather the pods as soon
as fit for use ; for it is surprising how much a few
overgrown pods e.\liaust tlie plants.

Compost for the Beans.—Mr. Paxton, in his calen-

dars, some years since, recommended the use of the

material from exhausted musliroom-beds. We havo
tried this material, and find it very excellent—as, in-

deed, might be expected—being, in general, good turfy

loam and manure. As, liowever, tlie quantity of dung
is, in general, disproportionate, we may advise equal
parts offibrous and slightly adhesive loam, leaf-nioidd,

and rotten manure from old hot-beds—the whole in

a mellow slate, and well blended; if some charcoal

dust can be added, so much tho better. The pots

must be well drained. Wo put a coujile of inches of

a mixture of coarse luraiiy manure, rubhly charcoal,

and old tan, with tho dirt clean riddled out.

Liquid Manure.—This is of iiiimeuso advantage to

the kidney-bean, but must not bo used until llic jilauts

commouce blossoming, or it will cause them to grow
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too rambling. One ounce of Pei'uviau guano, and
two good haudsful of soot, Trill make a gallon suffi-

ciently strong for anything. This must be applied

in a clarified state, taking care to give enougli to

moisten the soil completely.

Temperature.—Kidney-beans enjoy a vast amount
of heat, provided a due amount of atmospheric mois-

ture is kept up ; without wliicli, indeed, they will soon
become a nursery for the red spider. They will not
thrive in less than 00°, but should, if possible, he
guaranteed 70° in the day time ; if 80° by sun heat,

so much the better. We advise the use of sulphur
on the flues, or jiipiug, according to advice wo have
formerly given. We practice this sulphur painting
tln'ec times a-year, and we scarcely ever find a red

spider in our houses.

Atmospheric JMoisture.—The kidney-bean delights

in a moist, as well as a warm, atmosphere ; in these

respects, it may be classed with the pine, the cucum-
ber, and tire melon ; it may, therefore, combine with
these at an early season, or even with flower forcing.

At a later period, kidney-beans may be grown in or-

dinary frames or pits, without bottom heat, or other-

wise with a very small amount. I'or tliis purpose,

they should be sown in boxes or pits, in the middle
of February, and transplanted. The pit, or frame,

for their reception, must be made up about the first

week in Maix-h, and the plants kept as near to the

glass as possible—the lights being clean washed.
After planting, they must be carefully matted up
every night.

Pines.— Little can be done amongst pines at pre-

sent; little handling can take place with these. To-
wards the end of the mouth, however, or the begin-

ning of March, most gardeners rearrange their stock

in general ; for where the old pot system is pursued,

such a course becomes indispensable. Bottom-heats
require some renewal, and early fruiters want a
warmer situation, and are separated from the general

stock, if possible, for the sake of system ; added to

which, many gaps will exist in the fruiting pit,

through the removal of ripe fruit. All these arrange-

ments require forethought; and it becomes the pine
grower, at this period, to make up his mind as to how
many he will keep through the ensuing year; and
consequently, what structm-es will be requisite. It not

imfrequeutly hajipens, that a greater stock of young
plants is in liand than is necessary for the system
pursued ; and when such is the case, the best way is

to weed them out, and dispose of them in the end of

February. This surplus of j'oung stock is sometimes
a serious evil—inducing the cultivator to cram his

necessary stock too closely together, or to widen his

system, at the expense of some other useful thing,

v/hich also require glass. Those on the Hainiltonian
jilan will now he much refi-eshed by having some
clean new tan, in a dry state, thrust amongst their

stems. Befoi'e this is done, however, it will be well

to examine the stools, all over the pit, and see how
the suckers are placed. We think it is not well to en-

courage more than two healthy suckers at once, on a

given plant. Still we would not tie the cultivator's

hands in this respect; sometimes a tliird will also

appear, so promising, that with those who study con-

venience (and not the mere eclat of winning a prize

at some Exhibition), even a third may be left, if well

placed. It is well to have those suckers somewhat in

succession ; not all of the same age—thus, whilst one
will he ripening, a second will be swelling oft', and a

third not yet shewiug fruit. Where a selection ofl'ers

itself, those should in general be chosen which come
through the soil, or tan ; and which Mr. Hamilton

terms " ground suckers." By those means, the

Hamiltonian system may bo carried on for any length

of time, provided the preparation beneath is of an
enduring character. By resorting to a ground sucker,

after working the old stem for three or four years, the

system is brought back to its original starting point,

as far as the plant in question is concerned ; which is

now as young as ever, and starting for a new race,

and a new progeny. Those who adopt the Hamil-

tonian system, sliouldbe very cautious in their water-

ing ; so little is required. We have a pit of black

Jamaioas on this system (with some trifling modi-

fications), which has not received a drop of water by
hand, since last September, when they were soused

all over with warm water from the pot's mouth : some
scores of gallons being tossed all over them. Since

then, they have received plenty of atmospheric mois-

ture, and a free circidation of an; and our heating

apparatus being quite inadequate to proper pine grow-

ing, we have not been able to sustain a temperatm-e

above 50° average, throughout the winter ; the bottom-

heat having descended gradually from 80° in Septem-

ber, to about 60° at the present period. Now, this is

not choice, as may be readily guessed ;
yet we have

cut, at least, three a week since the beginning of

December, and richer flavoured pines were never

eaten. Sever3.1 of the stools have had two perfectly

ripe (and exactly equail in size, height, and general

character,) at the same time. We shall have much
more to say about pines shortly.

Figs.—The fig-houses require putting in order, in

a similar manner to the peach-house ; and the com-

mencement of forcing must be somewhat gradual. If

dry at the root, which is almost sure to be the case,

they must have a good soaking of weak warm liquid

manure, as recommended for the peach. After this

has Settled for a week or so, we would advise a good

coat of mulch to he applied, if not too rotten in

cliaracter ; this will exercise a controlling power on

the moisture in the soil ; for the fig is very impatient of

sudden drought, and neither can it, on the other hand,

succeed in stagnant soil. As for pruning, little is

needed ; some shoots will get too long for their situa-

tion ; they must be removed. Some shoots may have

been laid in too close, in the summer; these must be

thinned away, removing all the longest jointed, or

naked portions, and reserving plenty of compact,

short-jointed, and hard-looking wood, of the last year's

growth. The wood should receive a dressing, as an-

tagonistic to the visits of the red spider, and the scale.

Three ounces of soft soap, three handsful of sulphur,

and some clay to thicken the whole, added to a gallon

of water, will, when beat up, make an excellent paint,

which may be applied all over the wood, rubbing it

into every crevice.

Figs in Pots.—These we must treat of as not be-

longing to the fig-house, for they are generally forced

in some of the houses, or pits, containing vines, pines,

&c.; or, they may be in a pit by themselves. The most

successful we have over known, were in large pots or

tubs, plunged in a small bottom-hea* of leaves, and

the roots allowed to penetrate through the bottoms of

the pots, &o. Indeed, we should say, that a bottom-

beat of 70° to 70° ought to be provided for them.

The main business is to have strong, well-grown

plants of some age. The limits of our present paper

will not permit us to go into the subject of pre-

paratory culture. The wood of these should be

dressed with the mixture recommended for the fig-

house ; aud if any are very much pot-bound, they

must be shifted, taking care to drain them thoroughly.

If no bottom-heat is provided, they may stand on the
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kerb-stoues of hsuses at work, or on a back shelf;

and their forcing may prooeetl at first with a tem-
perature of 00°, advauciug gradually to 70°, by
the time that the leaves are fully develojjed. The
young shoots require stopping when about five or six

leaves are developed ; this will cause them to form
fruit at almost every eye. As before observed, drought
is fatal to them ; they, therefore, requh'c regular
watering, using occasionally weak liquid manure,
especially when swelling then- ft-uit.

R. Ekkington.

THE PLOWEE-GARDEN.
PRorAG.iTioN.—Of aU things connected with gar-

dening iM'opagation on a large scale, whether by seeds
or by cuttings, to fiunish the annual siipply of flower-

garden plants, is the most enticing. To convey to

the comparatively uninformed on such subjects, a
clear idea of the processes couuected with busy pro-

pagation, even for one week, is altogether impossible
for the pen of the most ready writer. The machinery
must be seen in active operation to be rightly un-
derstood or appreciated. I liave seen ladies of the
highest rank willingly undergo. the fatigue of stand-
ing by the hour, in a cool potting shed, to wit-
ness the stirring scene ; and T can testify from
a, long experience, that the oldest and best prac-
tical gardeners in the country look forward to the
time of spring propagation with renewed interest,

year after year; oven tlie dullest boy on a large
establishment, who one woidd hardly trust to draw
a handful of radishes last June, is now sure to be
smitten with the fever of propagation, and must try
his luck on cast away pieces of plants from under
the potting bench, as soon as the coast is clear for
his jn-ivate experiments, or when the men retire for
their meals ; and he will have his pot full of cuttings,
in some out-of-your-way corner, at all hazards.
Amateurs, too, in their own way, are just as much
excited in this way, as any of us ; but, unfortunately,
their hobby but too often takes an uneconomical turn,
and, instead of pushing on a really useful process, to
multiply a host of good common plants, they must
expend their energies in endeavouring to rear seed-
lings of such things as are perfectly useless. Coffee-
trees, tamarinds, dates, sugar-canes, ginger, cotton
l)lants, and a thousand others of no better stamp, are
the only things wliich are worth spending time and
money on, according to the creed of seedmongers

;

and, after failing annually, for the last twenty years,
to rear one sijiglo useful plant from a thousand pack-
ages of foreign seeds, they will renew their wonted
attempts this very spring, with all the ardour of new
beginners. And as all that can be said, by the rest
of the gardening world, against such folly can have
no cllect on this passion for new seedlings, let us
drop the theme, and rather endeavour to direct i)art
of this enthusiasm towards such plants as we know
to be more suitable for the sober iiowor-gardener,
and address a new class of aspirants ; as, no doubt,
tlierc are many of our readers who may reasonably
bo so termed. Perhaps, a general slictch from actual
practice, on a largo scale, as can-ied on in the gardens
here at Shrubland I'ark, this present season, will bo
as instructive as any other we could mention by
way of hitroduction. More so, at any rate, than to
trace out one from the imagination, including in it

all tlie best 2)oints of pracliec which prevail in the
Jircscut day

; because, in no jil.-ui, however extensive,
can a gardener embrace all the best jjractico of the
day in any quo season ; and nothing is so well con-

ducted in one place, but it may be improved on

—

more or less—in another.

I mentioned last week, that wo have given up hero

our former practice of propagating a large stock of

soft wooded plants in the autumn, and now we only

keep a sufficient stock over the winter, to supply tlio

first batch or two of spring cuttings ; and it follows

then, that, with our extensive grounds, we are obliged

to make a strong ettbrt early in the spring, to get up
many thousand plants in a short time. Some yeai-s

since, we erected a long range of tank pits, by which

we can command a steady bottom-beat, day and night,

for a whole season ; and one division of this range we
call the " propagating-house," and it is as convenient

as any propagator could wish for : there is a potting

bench at one end of the passage, with conveniences

for pots, crocks, and soil, so that, as soon as a cutting

pot is ready for the cuttings to be potted off, the

whole process of dividing the cuttings into sizes,

potting them in nursing pots, watering them, and ar-

ranging them on shelves or in bottoju-heat, is done

without movingfrom the same apartment. And this is

the way our propagation was performed, when the

greater part was increased in the autumn. But my pro-

pagator now calls this the "old way," and yet he has

adopted a much older plan, indeed, the oldest on
record, and a great deal less inconvenient for himself.

But, so it is, and all our propagation is now carried

on nearly on the old hot-bed system, but w-ithout

linings : the beds are made of one-third stable dung
and two-thirds leaves, prepared just as Mr. Errington

mentioned the other day; and by the middle of Ja-

nuary, the beds were made in deep brick pits, about

seven feet wide, having two-inch hot-water pipes run-

ning close imder the front glass, supplied from -a pan-

boiler, such as is used in " back kitchens ;" it contains

twelve gallons of water, and costs something like ten

pence the gallon, and is very etficient. On the top

of the dung we place a thickness of three inches of

pure white sand, such as is sold at five shillings

a bushel in some parts of the country ; but we have

a pit of it not a hundred yards from the garden.

There is no kind of covering for a dimg hot-bed

for cuttings so good as this sand; no steam or bad

smell can rise through it, and the hot va]iour from

the dung keeps it partially moist for a veiy long time,

so as to be an excellent conductor of heat. One divi-

sion of the range, that next the boiler, is appropriated

to cutting pots, and the next division for forcing

plants, in order to produce young tops for cuttings,

and for nursing the young stock, as soon as the plants

are ui a condition to be removed h-om the cutting-bed.

The light next to the boUer, or end light, bus ahuost

always a bottom-heat of from 00° to 100°, owing to

the flue passing across the pit at that end to a chim-

ney in the back corner of the pit. The top-heat of

this division, which, by tlie way, has pipes all the way
round it, is not allowed to fall below 75°, day and
night, as no resting time is allowed to the inmates

;

and sometimes on a sunny day, the heat is above
100°. It will thus be seen, that the growth for cut-

tings, the striking of them, and tlie next stage of

nursing, are all ott'ected by a damji close dun<j-heat

principally ; and if I had not witnessed tlie eflects, I

confess i could hardly believe that the diii'ereuce be-

tween this mode and the new way, by close tanks,

could be so great. You may vai)our-bath a tank-house

three times a day, and use ammonia water for that

purpose, only be careful not to use it strong, and yet

you cannot olitain anytliing lilie the growth that is

obtained by this dung lieat; and not only that, but

the young slioots formed in a close hot-bed will strike
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nearly iu half the time reqiiived by others gTown iu a
stove or viucry. I liave repeatedly seen a pot of

verbena cuttings put in the last thing on Saturday
evening, and they were ready to pot oft' on the Tues-
day following; but the bottom-heat was above 90° all

the time.

The compost we use for striking soft wooded things,

as verbenas, calceolarias, anagallis, and the like, is

one-half peat and one-half leaf-mould ; and to a heap
of this compost an equal quantity of sand is added ;

and this is exactly the compost we use for every
thing in cutting pots, and in the nui'sing pots, e.Koept

the small lobellias, and for them one-half sand and
one-half peat is given; over this compost a slight

covering of sand is placed, to insert the cuttings in,

but these tilings will strike veiy well without acovering
of sand, where it is dilHcult to be had ; but as we have
it here in abundance, we use it in all cutting pots.

When sand is not used for cutting pots, our other

compost would hardly answer; the peat should lie

discarded, and sandy loam used iu its place, as, if the

pots should get dry, the sandy peat is very difficult to

water through and through, as the pots are almost
quite full, as these kinds of cutting pots ought al-

ways to be ; although 1 dare say many of the cottage

gardeners never thought on that essential point in

Ijropagation. Whenever I had been permitted to

see their domestic svay of growing cuttings, I never
failed to be surprised how they could get one-half of

them to do at all ; invariably, in my experience, theii-

cuttings were put into pots, three times too large,

and generally an inch space or more was left unfilled

at the top, so that a careless or inexperienced waterer
might give the pot such a dose at once as would kill

one-half of such cuttings as we make ; but the worst
part is yet to be told. I never yet saw a regular com-
l^ost for cuttings in the hands of sucli gardeners

—

nothing better than the common mould, in which
the plants would succeed when they were old ; but
after all they manage to root many things.

Now let me say how we gardenei-s do our cutting

pots, that is, for common flower-garden plants. We
never use one larger than a five-inch pot, or what
used to be called 48's, and for every iive-inch pot we
fill with these cuttings, I think I am near the mark
if I say, that we use 100 three-inch pots ; so that

suppose I had 1")0 cuttings of one sort ready, and
that a throe-inch pot could only hold 50 of them,
I would prefer putting them in three of these small
pots, instead of planting them all in one pot that

was largo enough to hold them; well, then, three-

inch jiots are ])artiaUy drained, one crock is quite

enougli for a cutting pot of this size—indeed, I liave

seen hundreds of them used without any crooks at

all, nothing but the above compost; but let us say
one small crock, to keep up the old rule—then tho

l^ot is filled brim fidl with the compost, without the

least pressing; then iiit the bottom against the pot-

ting-bench, this will settle down the compost, and if

there is more than a quarter of an inch of tho pot
not filled, add as much as will bring the soil to that

point, and see that it is in that state we call "not wet
nor dry

;

" then lay as much damp sand as will quite

flu the pot, and witli a round stick, or one with a
straight edge, make a " strike measure" off, by passing
the stick over tho mouth of the pot; and when you
thus flu as many pots as you think you can fill in one
day, set them all down on a level place, and give them
a gentle watering, with a very fine rose pot ; this water-
ing will settle tlie sand a trifle, so that the pots are

not quite full this time ; now this should be the first

job in the morning, so that the pots have time to drain.

and get a little dried-up, while you are looking for,

and making your cuttings.

Now, let us sujipose that you bought in six new
verbenas lately, that you cut out the mere points of

aU the shoots they had, and that they have since

made a double shoot from each of the points, so

stopped in a close hot-bed, or some very warm
moist place ; when the new gi'owth has made two
clear joints, and is just on the point of developing
the third joint, is the proper time to cut them off for

propagation. Nurserymen, and very skilful florists,

who pay very dear for new vebenas, would not wait
so long for the first cuttings, nor would they stop the

shoots as I have said, but it is of no use for ordinary
people to try to compete with such knowing customers,

many of whom can make two plants out of every

joint any verbena would make, through all the spiing

months. The way they manage so cleverly, is thus

—

a verbena, as every body knows, puts out its leaves

in pairs, one on each side of the stem at every joint;

and, like all other common leaves, each of them has a

bud or eye close to the bottom of the petiole or foot-

stalk; and by cutting the shoot a little above and be-

low a joint, and by splitting this joint down through
the middle, then by inserting each portion, and fixing

it so that the bud is just within the sand, they get a

new plant from every leafand bud ; of course all this

requires the most particular attention, else the least

neglect or mishap would be sui'e to end in the loss of

the whole. However, if one was sure of a good stock

of cuttings, without going to this nicety, this ex-

periment might be tried, for we never know what we
really can eti'ect without wo have recourse to various

experiments—many plants wiU even grow in tlie

spring, from mere leaves, without a bud at all. In
taking cuttings of verbenas with two joints, we need
not cut vmder a joint, as is really done with such

cuttings as take some weeks to root ; we may rather

cut just above a joint, and if we insert the internode,

or that bare portion of a shoot between two joints, so

as to bring the bottom of the two leaves just within

the sand, it will be sufficient ; the internode wUl keep

a firm hold of the sand, and the roots will issue from
the bottom of the leaves in less time than if the cut

was made close to the joint, and the joint itself placed

deeper iu the sand.

D. Beaton.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

GaEENHotisE Management.—Although numerous
answers have been given to the varied and multi-

plied number of questions, as to constructing, heat-

ing, and general management of greenhouses, whether

it was desirable to make them subservient to the

culture of greenhouse plants alone, or to serve the

purpose of an omnium gatherum—embracing within

their little dimensions something of almost every-

thing, not only in tlie way of flowers, but even of

fruit ; still the inquiries that are made respecting

these matters—such, for instance, as the mode to be

adopted in a small greenhouse, heated by a flue, and

which is now merely used for the excluding of frost;

for having forced geraniums, cinerarias, fuchsias,

tulips, hyacinths, narcissus, verbenas, petunias,

strawberries, &c. ; the amount of temperature requi-

site for starting and blooming ; the degree, and tho

frequency of steaming the house, by throwing water

upon the hot flue ; token, how often, and how. the

syringe is to bo used for the dillerent plants? &c., &c.

Such continued inquiries wo look upon as proofs.
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either that previous statements have not been suffi-

ciently attended to, or that these statements have
not been sufficiently explicit; and, judging that a
little blame may rest both with readers and writers,

wo shall glance at the subject thus brought before
US, and give it a greater degree of prominence than
it could have received in the correspondents' column.
First, then, we jiremise, that to make the most of

such a single house, for such a vai'iety of purposes,
it is necessary to have at least one cold jut, buUt of
brick, turf, or wood, for the purpose of retaining
those plants designed for succession, and also for the
purjjose of h ardening-ofF those which are removed
from the house, either when it is intended to place
them out of doors, or take them to a cool sitting

room; tliough, in general, for the latter purpose an
intermediate jioeition will seldom be necessary.
Where such a desirable convenience does not exist,

and nothing can be done except within the walls of

the house, then anything like forcing at an early
period, and yet keeping in the same place a quantity
of plants, as successions for blooming and fruiting,

must at once be relinquished. All that can be done
in such circumstances is, to obtain flowering plants
of the kinds indicated moderately early in spring;
strawberries, three weeks or a month earlier than
from the open ground ; and grapes, if the house is

furnished with vines in the beginning of September,
or tlie end of August ; the effects obtained being more
the result of fostering protection than of absolute
forcing. If, however, instead of having a succession
of fuchsias, verbenas, &o., tlie object be to have these
tilings early, and then the house to be decorated
during the summer months with tender annuals,
acliimenes, &c., then the case is altered; and unless,
during a few dull months of the year, you may give
yom- house the temperature midway between a green-
house and stove, and thus you will not only obtain a
greater variety of flowers, but, by commencing after

the turn of the day, be enabled to have several suc-
cessions of strawberries and eai-lier grapes, either
from vines on the rafters, or vines in pots. We
would again advert to the importance in such cir-

cumstances—the having a suigle house—of the di-

viding it into two com]iartments by a glass or glazed
calico partition, as described at page ;j;_!7 of our last

volume. Upon a smaller scale, much might be done
(as stated in answer to correspondents, 2 col., p. 204
of the present vol,,) by enclosing a part of the flue
at the hottest end, as a sort of hot-bed or pit. If
the flue runs roimd the front of the house—whicli is

a general tiling—the enclosing of the space above it,

and between it, and the front wall, woidd give you
all the advantages of a small separate house, by
having a glass partition from the flue to the roof,

made to slide at pleasure. The side of the flue next
tlio middle of tlie house might tlius be lel't exposed

;

and, if properly constructed, would emit from thence
a sufticiency of heat for greenhouse plants in bloom,
or when slowly growing. The whole of the flue

by tlie front of the house might thus be enclosed,
and if covered first with brick, then rubble, and then
sand, and the place then separated from the rest of
the house by a calico or glass partition ; the part so
enclosed might again bo divided, so as to afford
difl'erent temperatures—bogimiing, of course, at the
warmest end. A Hue for such a purpose is just
inferior to a tank or a hot water pipe, because it will
want cleaning, and bo ajit at times to got out of
order, and tho more likely if, however well con-
structed, water is thrown upon it when hot; but
with the covering wo liave indicated, jdenty of steam

and moisture may be obtained with comparatively
little injury.

Now, as to cinerarias, a.n& fuchsias, and calceolarias,

&c., we do not think we could, at present, add to the

definite directions given lately, by which a person

will be enabled, at once, to act according to the cir-

cumstances of his position. Oeraniums, though they

will bear as high a temperature as we lately said the

fuchsia would do, can only do so in bright weather,

aud witli a fair portion of air. A temperature higher

than .00°, in dull weather, will make the shoots

spindly, and the flower-buds small. As the days

lengthen, and the sun gains power, the temperature

in the middle of the day may be gradually increased,

when bloom is wanted very early ; keeping the plants,

however, near the glass, and giving them fresh air.

As to syringing, no pilants like a slight dusting,

morning and evening, better ; but heavy syringing

should seldom be given; aud, in all cases, the water

should be clear, as, otherwise, a sediment will soon

be formed on the leaves. Where this pure water

cannot be obtained, syringing the stage, and watering

the paths, so as to keep up a moist atmosphere,

should be substituted in the room of wetting the

plants overhead. Many young hands make sad

havoc by a rather free use of the syringe ; the surface

of the son in the pot is frequently thus kept wet, and
the jjlant becomes sickly, diseased, and insect-attacked,

not only because the surface -soil is soured aud
potched, but because the lower portion is as dry as if

baked in an oven.

Steaming.—The advantage of effecting this, by
scattering water over a hot flue, or pipe, is, that every

part of a plant is enveloped in a moist, misty vapour;
and thus parts of tlie bark, &c., are softened, which
the syringe might not reach. It is of most service

in an evening, after a sunny day; and in amoi'uing,

before a day that is expected to be bright. Its ad-

vantages, however, we consider over-estimated in

general circumstances. Resorting to it in dull wea-

ther is absolutely injurious: the foliage, by means of

the heat applied, when anything like forcing is at-

tempted, is, in such circumstances, thin, and the

shoots inclined to be spindly ; because, dining the

absence of the sunbeam, there has been little assimi-

lation of fi-esh matter to their substance, and giving

jilauts a vapour-bath in such circumstances only

aggravates the evil ; and no wonder, though there be

hurrying and scurrying to shade from the brunt of tho

sunbeam, after the poor ])lauts have been petted and
coddled like sickly invalids. With few exceptions,

instead of steaming flues, we consider the furnishing

flues and pipes with vessels for holding water, fitted

closely to each, respectively, without any intervening

body of air, as being the safest and the most natural

course to adojit ; as then you nniy ah^'ays be certain

that the moisture in the atmosphere of your house
will be in proportion to its temiicrature. l)o not bo
satisfied, however, with luerely placing tho evapo-

rating pans on the flue and pipe; see that they aro

so placed tliat no air is enclosed between them. A
clever scientific mechanic fixed some zinc pans on
iron pipes for me, by mei-rly putthig red lead at their

sides aud ends; and would not be convinced of his

error until lie saw that others on the same pipe, with

a coating of red lead all over their bottom, and
squeezed firmly on to the pipe, evaporated themselves

dry in less tlian half the time. In steaming, use the

syringe instead of the water-]iot, and refrain from

touching the warmest end of the flue, especially in

cold weather, when the fires are strong.

Bulbs we cannot now enter upon ; look over back
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numbers. See that they are well filled with roots

before you introtluoe them into the house, and theu
give them the warmest place until they show bloom.

Petunias and verheiids, whilst in the liouse, should
not have above 5-j° from fire heat; both make splen-

did pot specimens, wh.on welL managed.
Stniwbenios.—Those plunged in the ground in

3:2-pot3, protect alike from wet and frost. These
precautions, along with having the buds well matured
in the autumn, are the secrets of success. For early

work—sMoh as producing in the end of February
and the beginning of Marcli—we prefer 48 pots,

such as our correspondent used last year, chielly

because in them growth is sooner perfected in the

autumn ; oi's will answer admirably now ; begin
with a tem])erature of 45", raising it to 6U° when in

bloom, and 5" more when swelling tlieir fruit. Air
give freely

;
pots keep near the glass ; water, whe-

ther from pot, syringe, or steam, give sparingly,

until the flower trusses appear ; but keep them rather

damp than dry afterwards, until the fruit begins to

change, when water must be withheld, so that the
leaves do not droop, nor the fruit shrivel. We would
have entered more into detail, but oin- space is more
than filled. E. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.

EXOTIC OROHIDACE^.
PLANTS REQUIRING PEOULLiU TREATMENT.

Cyrtopodiums.—These are noble and splendid or-

chids, when grown well, especially C. punctatiim.

They belong to the division we have described as
" terrestrial"—growing on the ground. They are na-

tives of various parts of the South American eouti-

neut. "We have had plants of this genus sent from
Guatemala, Brazil, Demerara, and Venezeuela. G.

Amkrsoiiii has been found in the island of St.Vincent.
These liahitats (native places) show that these plants

do not require the heat of the Indian house : the
Mexican one will grow them better. Even in a com-
mon stove they will grow atisfactorily, provided they
are kept quite dry when at rest. We published, seve-

ral years ago, in the Botanical Register, an account
of a successful mode of cidtivatiug them. As that

work may not be in the hands of all our readers, we
quote it here for their benefit, premising, that we
have seen no reason to su])poso that any better me-
thod can be followed. It is as follows :

—

" As soon as I perceive the buds springing at the bottom
of the pseudo-ljulbs, I take tlie plants, and carefully shake
cfi all the old soil, and cut off all the decayed roots. I

then put them in large pots, well drained, in a compost of

rough turfy loom, chopped into pieces about the size of a

pigeon's egg, peaty turf broken in the same manner, and
leaf mould about half rotten, all iu equal parts ; to which I

add about one-eighth of bones, broken into small pieces. I

mix all these well together, and place the plants on a level

with the rims of the pots, and finish, by giving a good
watering to settle the compost. The plants are put in the

warmest part of the house, and watered very moderately
at first, increasing the cpiantity as the plants increase in

growth, until the leaves are fully developed. I then give

them manure-water once a week, to encourage the produc-
tion of strong pseudo-bulbs, without which it is in vain to

look for flowers. In this I succeeded to my entire satisfac-

tion, and last year, had the pleasure of perceiving the flower-

stems appearing at the same time as the bulb-shoots. I

had, eventually, flower-stems five feet high, with numerous
side branches, making a bundle of flowery-stems in one
shoot of more than eighteen inches diameter. As soon
as the present stems (that is, the stems of that year) were

perfect, I gradually reduced the water ; and when they are

at rest, I give no more. To induce a more perfect quies-

cence, I have them removed into a cool, dry, house ; average

temperature, 55". The essentials of this method are, to

use a rich, but open compost, to give plenty of water
during growth, and a season of complete rest. Those who
attend to all these points, need not fear flowering orchids."

In addition to the above, we have only to remark,
that the season of rest must be attained, at least, by
the end of September. Every pseudo-bulb must theu
be completely formed, and the growth finished, so as

to be sound and perfect. If in a crude state, it is

more than probable that the tops of the pseudo-bulbs
will, during the winter, begin to rot. To arrest tins

decay, we have found the application of a coating of

powdered-chalk very effectual. Ctit away the decayed,

or rotten part, down to the sound, living, healtliy

part; and then place upon it a covering of the chalk,

pressing it with the finger into the pores of the

pseudo-bulb. By this application, we have often pre-

served the greater part of the bulb through the win-
ter; and the spring following, after potting, had as

good—or nearly so—shoots as those that had been
perfectly ripened. Still, we advise, by all means
strive to have the bulbs perfectly ripened, and then
there is no necessity to use such remedies.

BaRKERI.4. LiNDLET.iNA. B. MEI.ANOCAULON. B.
Skinneri. B. spectabilis.—There is no genus of

orchids more deserving of culture than Barkeria,

and no collection, however small, but ought to in-

clude at least the two latter species, though they are

all beautiful, elegant plants when in flower, and last

a considerable length of time in bloom. We have
already (at page lo') of the present vol.) alluded to

the B. Skiiineri exhibited by Mr. I'lnnt, gardener to

H. Schroder, Esq., at the Horticultural Society's

meeting, on December 4t!i of last year.

Barkeria—so named after the late William Bar-
ker, Esq., of Birmingham^LiNDLEYANA (Liudley's

Barkeria] a native of Casta Rico, is a truly elegant

species, but very scarce and dear. The flowers are

larger than tliose of B. Skinncri, the sepals and
petals of a deep rosy purple, the lip is of the same
colour, but darker, except in the centre, which is of

a beautiful blush.

B. 3IELAN0CAUI.0X (Dark stemmed B.).—We have
not seen the flowers of this species, but they are

described as being very beautiful, with rich, dark-

coloured stems, as the name implies.

B. Skinneri G. (Mr. Skinner's B.) is from Guate-

mala. Se])als and petals of a most lovely rosy-piuk

colour, produced thickly on a stem sometimes two

feet high, nine inches of which stems are densely

covered with its lovely blossoms. We have had tlie

same spilio iu flower for two months and upwards at

a time. There is a variety named major, with large,

deeper-coloured flowers. Barkeria ISkinncri was for-

merly named Epiilendriim Skinneri, but is now gene-

rally known by the former name, and we thiulc it

quite correct that it should bo so. In liabit, in flo-

rescence, and cifltiue, it is to all intents a Barkeria.

Barkeria spectauilis (Showy B.) is also from
Gautemala. Wa quote the following account of this

splendid plant from Mr. Lyons, whose work on the

the culture of orchids is a most exceUent one.

Amongst the Guatcmalose, this plant bears the

name of Flor de Isabel, and is one of their votive

offerings. It forms a tuft of cybudrical stems, about

four or five inches high, each bearing two fleshy

lanceolate acute leaves, separated from each other

about an inch ; the raceme rises out of some dry

brown sheaths, and, in the plants that have flowered,
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bears about six most lovely nodding blossoms ; but,

according to Mr. Skinner (wbo introduced it), it

varies from three inches to a foot, producing as

many as twelve flowers in a raceme. The expanded
flowers ai'e nearly three-and-a-half inches across,

their colour is a bright lilac. The labellum is white

at the base, lilac at the edges and point, and richly

marked with small blood-red spots along the mid-

dle; lielow the column, are five j'urple lines, which
pass into three elevated colourless ridges beyond the

place where the anther touches the lip. It is with

Cattleyas, and such charming and beautiful plants,

that this elegant species is worthy to be arranged.

This is a correct description of this fine species. It

was exhibited, for the first time, by Mr. Brewster,

gardener, at that time, to Mrs. AVray, of Cheltenham,
in July 1842, at the grand exhibition of the London
Horticultural Society, at Chiswick. We were pre-

sent at the time, and with pleasure record our testi-

mony to the skill shown in its culture. It has never

since been shown in finer condition. We remember
well the great sensation shown by the orchid growers

present, when Mr. Brewster ojiened the box that con-

tained his beautiful, well-grown, and finely-bloomed

plant, it had, most deservedly, the liighest prize

given to a single plant awarded to it. Mr. Brewster,

with that true liberality which always distinguishes

real merit, made no secret of his mode of culture,

but immediately published it for the benefit of all

future cultivators. We are quite sure he wUl not

think we are taking too great a liberty by copying it

for the benefit of our readers too ! We quote his own
words:—-"The plant was imported in July, 1841,

when it immediately began to grow ; late in autumn
it showed flower scapes, but the season was too

far advanced to bring them to perfection ; it then
remained dormant, and lost its leaves, till March
1842, when it again commenced growing, and ex-

panded its first flowers ou the 12th of June. These
were shown at Chiswick in July, and remained per-

fect for five weeks. The temperature, m which the

plant was grown, never exceeded 6.j°, when it could

be kept under by giving air freely ; while in winter,

it often fell below 40°. Indeed, my only object was
to keep out the fi'ost, and I invariably gave a little

air whenever it could be dune with safety. In tlie

summer, the windows and doors of the orcliideous

house arc open every day, and I am of opinion that

the orchidacoas of Guatemala cannot bo kept too

cool in this coimtry at tiiat time, for the more nix

I give, tlic better they grow. I always, however,
kacp tlie house damp." The plant thus exhibited,

was grown in a thin layer of moss, in a basket. With
that ex<«ption, tlie above treatment exactly corres-

ponds with that wliich Mr. Plant followed, as we
meutioned, at the page quoted above in 'J'he Cot-

T.\GE G.\RDENEii. We Cultivate it chiefly on blocks,

hung up near to the place where air is given; syring-

ing freely during the growing season, but very sel-

dom when at rest, not oftener than once a mouth,
or even six weeks in dull weatlier. We do not think

the using of moss any advantage, and peat is quite

I'aLal to its existence. One plant, or rather several

small bits, were fastened, two years ago, to a kind of

raft, or open basket, with only one rod round the

sides raised above the i-est. No moss or peat was
laid upon this basket. The plants began to grow in

the spring, and mado good growth that sumnuir.

'J'bey liavo continued to thrive and flower well up to

this time ; and some of the shoots are ciglit inches

liigli, and strong in proportion. Another plant, re-

ceived from Guatemala at the same time, was a mass

of shoots in a dormant state. It was fastened to a
block, and the year following liad made such strong

fine growth, that a gentleman purchased it, and was
glad to have it for eight guineas. It had then about
twelve good stems.

Tiie plants are grown on blocks, without any moss,
and are placed as near as possible to the air-giving

places, as we stated above. Exactly the same treat-

ment wiU suit all the genus. It may be summed up
in a few words :—Place them on naked blocks, or in

a shallow basket, without moss or peat. Hang them
up where they wiU obtain the greatest quantity of

air, and keep the house comparatively cool, but

always damp. Syringe freely from March to the

end of July, after that, very seldom, and only just

enough to prevent the roots and jiseudo-bulbs from
di-ying too much. The temperature of the Mexican
house will suit them well.

There is another species. Barkeria elegans, which
was the first of the family introduced from Mexico to

this countiy by Mr. Barker. We are very much
afi-aid it is entirely lost, and we fear that imhappy
fate is owing cntnely to a mistaken treatment. Had
the above method been followed, we have no doubt
the plants would now have been thriving and pleuti-

fid. Like a number of rare plants now lost, they

have been killed with too much kindness.

FLOEISTS' FLOWERS.
AuBiuui.A AND Polyanthus.—These lovely spring

flowers will now be awakening from the sleep of

winter. The centre of each plaut, if healthy, will

incUcate appearances of growth. They will require

a little trimming ; remove all decayed leaves, and
stir the surface of the soil a little. Should any worm
casts show themselves on the smfacc, turn the ball

carefully out of the pot, pick out all that are visible,

and pat the ball gently witli tlie hand, wliich will

often alarm the worm that may be concealed inside

the ball, and he will soon poke his nose out, and
work his way out of the imaginary danger. Do not

touch him till you arc quite sure he cannot slink

back again. As soon as you think you have got rid

of them all, replace the ball again (carefully in the

pot, and, if necessary, put a little fresli compost to

till up the pot. A little water of moderate tempera-

ture may now be given, but he sure to apply it on
the morning of a promising fine day. Cover up
securely every evening, however mild it may be. In
this country, we are never safe from frosts till May
sets in witli its genial warmth. If those flowers once

get crippled by a frosty night, the fine bloom will be

sadly spoiled for this season. It will be a good time

now to place under cover a portiim of compost for

the purpose of top-dressing. At this time, an addi-

tion to the iisual compost, of about one-ciglith of

three-years-old, vei-y rotten, and mellow cow-dung,

would be useful, and helii to l)ring out the blooms
fine, both in size and colour. Mix it now with the

compost, so as to bo ready wlionevcr you begin to

top-dress the plants. 'The time for this operation

depends upon the season and the state of the plants.

If both are earlier tlian usual, tlic top-dressing may
bo safely done by tlio end of this mouth ; but, if

backward, the first week in i\Iarch will be early

enough. Another important point to be particularly

attended to, is to give abundance of air and light on
all favourable occasions. Every fine, dry morning,

draw the lights completely oil', and expose tlio plants

to tlie invigorating iuUuenoes of early spring. Tliis

will refresli and strengthen them greatly. Even ou
rainy mornings, give air by propping up the lights ;
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but until auriculas have dono blooming, wc do not
rooorameud exposing them to even the gentlest

shower. Poh/authMes, on the contrary, may, pre\a-

ously to tlie blooms opening, have the benelit of a
gentle spring shower. The reason for this diti'erence

is obvious. One of the great attractive beauties of

the auricula is, the beautiful white powder scattered
over the leaves profusely by nature. Now, rain, be
it ever so light, will wash off this natural powder,
and disfigure, if not positively iujiue, the plants. It

is not, so witli the polyantlius. A gentle shower may
be allowed to fall upon this flower with advantage.
This diiibrenco asks for a separate habitation, and if

our florist and amateur friends possess sufficient of
eaoli to fill separate frames, by all means use them,
as, even in giving the necessary supplies of water,
a diifereuce may be made in its application. Auri-
culas must be watered with a watering-pot with a
small spout without a rose, so as not to wet a single

leaf; but ]iolyauthuses may have that necessary ele-

ment applied with a watering-pot with a fine rose,

with great benefit, provided they are strong, and have
plenty of fine healthy leaves. There is another rea-

son why this difi'erence wDl be beneficial to the
latter. Aurioidas are not so subject to the attacks
of the red spider as polyanthuses are. It is well
known to gardeners, and, we hope, to florists too, that
moisture is a great preventive to that destructive
insect. In consequence, as happily the polyanthus
will bear with impunity occasionally a shower of
water, it is advantageous to apply it, either with a
rose watering-pot, or to allow a gentle shower now
and then to fall upon them.

CARNATIONS AND PicoTEEs.—We have nothing to

add to our remarks last week upon these flowers, but
tliat it is ti]no to get under cover the suitable com-
post for potting. It is time to think about putting
them into their blooming pots. Have both pots and
compost ready for that operation, as it must be done
shortly. T. Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Potatoes.—Be active in planting potatoes in all

favourable weather ; let this work be finished in the
present month. Plant whole sets of a suitable size
rather than cut sets, and allow them plenty of room
to grow—say from nine inches to a foot from set to
set in the row, and two feet to two feet six inches
apart from row to row.
Beans.—Still continue to plant broad beans of the

best kinds, and to the extent required. Let the soil
be rich and good for them.
Pe\s of early and second early kinds may be sown

to any required e.xtent ; and both early and second
early may be sown on the same day, which will form
a nice succession at picking time. Keep a watchful
eye on those peas that are already above gTound, that
they are not destroyed by eitlier sparrows or mice, or
by the slugs. If annoyed by the spaiTows, strain a
string of worsted along each row, as before directed ;

and if by the slugs use quick-lime dust, applied by
means of tlie dusting-bag ; dso stir the earth often
between the rows. Keep the rows well backed up
with dry earth, and if any are ready for sticking let
it be done , and a few evergreen boughs run along
the outside of the sticks will be found a nice protec-
tion from severe frosty weather.

Radishes.—Sow as bountifully as required in the
open borders, to succeed the before sown crops; also,
thin out those that are up, and sift a little dry earth
among them. Give plenty of air to those that arc in

frames, by talcing off the lights in fine days. Carrots
in frames treat in the same way.

Caulifi.oweks may be planted out in fine open
weather. The groiuid should be rich and good for

them. The plants from frames, or tlie like places,

may be taken up with good roots, and planted in

rows from two feet six inches to three feet apart
from row to row, and two feet from plant to plant in
the row. When all are planted, an inverted flower-

pot woidd be found a good protector, to be put over
the plant every night, and talien oft' every morning

;

that is, in frosty weather. These will be found a
good successional crop to those which were planted
out in the autumn, under hand-glasses. Hereunder
the hand-glasses, let the earth be often stirred, re-

move any decayed leaves, and be watchful for the
slugs.

Cabbages.—Plant freely at this time, of any of the
best early kinds, in a well-worked, rich soil ; also a
little seed may be sown.

Plant shallots, garlic, and underground onions with-

out delay. Allow them plenty of room. K in four
feet wide beds, let them be planted in rows length-
ways, 10 to 12 inches from row to row, and from six

to eight inches in tlxe row.
Paitsley may be sown as well as Ihynie, marjoram,

savory and hyssop, in some suitable warm border.
The old plants of each kind may be taken up and
divided, and planted out again in warm open
weather.

Spinach may be sown in succession.
BnocoLi.—Clear away all decayed leaves from these

crops, and be on the look out, on clear frosty-looking
evenings, to see that no lieads either want to be cut
and taken in or the outside leaves turned inwardly
over the young growing heads.

RnuBAiiB may be forwarded much, by inverting
either large flower-pots, tubs, or handglasses over
the crowns.

Sea-kai,e.—Lose no time in coveriug-up.
Those who have not done so yet, may plant mint

and tarragon, in gentle heat.

Sow small salading in succession. W.

MISCELLANEOUS INFOEMATION.

OUR VILLAGE WALKS.
(No. 19.)

How surprisingly sudden and unexpected are the
changes in our variable chmate! In a moment of

time, in the twinkling of an eye, the scene of nature
shifts, and we are presented with a new and beauti-
ful subject for wonder and delight.

We had been gazing on a scene of snow for one
entire fortnight ; cold, piercing east winds swept the
earth, and so dense an atmosphere hung over us, as

completely to conceal the cheering beams of the sun.
Occasionally at night the air cleared, and the glitter-

ing stars sparkled in their dark-blue setting ; but,

when morning dawned, the sky was as much over-

oast as ever, and the sun did not, for many days,

appear. All looked so frost-bound, so intense, so

steady, that it seemed as if no change could possibly

take place ; and an intclUgeut cottager assures us,

that, as far as he could observe, this weather was
likely to continue " these two months to come."
This was on the morning of a Friday, and many
farmers had announced their intention of discharg-

ing their men the ibllowing evening, for no work
could possibly be done. This was indeed a gloomy
prospect; but are the poor ever forgotten by the
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Loi-d ? I appeal to mj' cottage readers—have one of

you ever been tried " above that ye are able to bear?"
When a night of sorrow has set in, has not help ap-

peared with the morning's dawn? I am sure there

is not one of you that, on looking back, cannot re-

count many speedy and great deliverances.

In the course of two hours from the time this dis-

tressing news was received, on approaching the win-

dow, 1 beheld the weather-cock pointing quietly to

the south ! The snow that had been lazily falling at

intervals, had turned into a chilly rain; and the heavy
splashing drops that fell from the roof, announced a

decided thaw. The following morning not a vestige

of snow remained; the beautiful earth appeared in

all her natural apparel, and briglit gleams of sun-

shine shot across tlie valley, lighting it up with a

radiance that looked quite like spring. Nothing
could be more complete—more like magic—than the

change; and nothing could be more cheering to the

heart, or more delightful to the feelings. When we
tlirew open tlie windows, we felt sucli a soft breeze !

and lieard that lofty rushing of tlie wind which is so

peculiar to the gales of spring and autumn. I am
sure that morning, every heart and lip must have
littered

—" Thank God," for the sake of the poor

labourer.

Spring is not yet come, and wo shall have many
vicissitudes before it opens fully upon us; but this

seemed a kind of earnest—an herald of its approach,

and spoke to us strongly of the power, the mercy
of our God. Though he " casteth forth his ice like

morsels, who is able to abide his cold? " Yet in one
moment His Word goetli forth, melting the sternest

severity of winter, softening " the clods of the valley,"

and renewing the verdure with which the summer
fields are clad ! What a mighty appeal to the heart

of man ! Who is there that has not some grief, some
trial or adversity, pressing them sorely ? Who has not,

at least, some anxiety, that disturbs the peace of an
otherwise prosperous course ? Cannot the same Hand
whose touch liiis wrought such wonders in the natural

world, work in tlie same resistless manner among
the atlairs of men ? Is there auything too hard for

God ? Has he not thus, before our eyes, stood up to

maintain " the cause of the poor," and need we fear

to commit ourselves and all our ways into His graci-

ous Hands for time, as well as for eternity ? Clouds
conceal the sun from our dim sight, yet he is shining

as brightly as ever, above those lowering vapours.

How much more bright, how much more glorious, is

the Sun that never sets, who carries " healing in " the

rapid " wings " with which he flies, to comfort and
shield his people !

Tlio very morning of the day on which the thaw
took place, I heard the flrst twitter of the starling

that built in some hiding-place upon the roof of

tlio bouse. It was a cheering sound ; and my own
little i)Ot canary, whose advancing years have long
silenced his once vociferous song, uttered a low, soft

note or two, as he sat peacefully within his prison.

The instinct with which God has endued the dumb
creation, no doubt revealed to these little creatures

what man in his vaunted intellect could not perceive,

and taught Ihcm to utter tlicir simple gladness at the

return of spring. Our reasoning powers are misap-
plied, if they do not lead us to praise and maguify
God's Holy Name, for all Ilis wondrous works.

A frost, for a couple of nights, followed the thaw;
hut it has again given way. 'I'liere will, of course, bo
iluotuations; but the depth of the winter is over, and
the spring labour will soon begin onoo more. Wo
may now watch hopefully for the first Bnow-drop;

and how delightful it is to see the little snowy blossoms
depending from the slight stalks among the bunches
of green leaves ! The rosemary has—or ought to have
been—blooming already in the cottage gardens : it is

quite a winter flower, and should find a place in gar-

dens of high degree, not only because of its early

habits, but also for its salutary properties, which were
well known to the Arabs and Romans, although it

is much less esteemed now. It is excellent in all

nervous disorders, taken as tea—relieving head-aches,

trembling of the limbs, giddiness, swimmings, &c.,

when arising from that cause. The tea should be

made of the young tops when iu flower, fresh gathered.

The weak infusion is a pleasant and wholesome sub-

stitute for tea ; but when taken as a medicine, it may
be made stronger, and persevered in for some time.

A conserve of rosemary tops may be used medicinally

instead of tea; it is made by beating up the young
tops with three times their weight of sugar. An old

quaint writer says, of the conserve of rosemary, that

it is " singular good to comfort the lieart
;

" and of the

decoction taken in wine, that " it is very comfortable

to the stomach, iu all the cold griefs thereof, helping

both retention of meat and digestion." He also says,
" it helpeth the cold distillation of rheums into the

eyes, and all other diseases of the head and brain, as

tbe giddiness and swimming therein, drowsiness, and
dulness of the mind and senses, like a stupidness."

Strong rosemary tea is a most excellent wash for the

hair; it strengthens and beautifies it, and has none
of the deleterious projJerties of some oUs and poma-
tums.

The poor are extremely fond of tea ; they will pro-

cure it often, in defiance of its cost and its bad qua-

lity. I have often seen them drinking what I thought
was tea, but which proved to be only an infusion of

burnt crusts, to look like the favourite lieverage. It

seems to me, that where tea cannot be procured, or

only at such a price as the poor ought not to pay, herb

teas would be useful, and not unpleasant to the taste.

The little strip of garden might contain a store of

simples for this purpose ; and, in the course of a little

time, the taste would be accustomed to the flavour,

and the stomach benefited by their use—especially

of rosemary. The poor are not generally a thrifty

class—at least, not iu our southern counties. As we
travel towards the northern districts, their character,

in this particular, improves. It is diihcult to intro-

duce new customs ; they will often rather go on with

the discomforts they are u.sed to, than try what is

new and strange ; but I think, in the matter of tea,

they might profit, without much inconvenience, by a

hint, 'i'hey cannot buy tea, at small village shops,

under ;3d per ounce at least; they thus drink it at a

higher price than some of the higher classes, and
have a much worse article. The weekly threopenoe,

when it can be found, would be usefully spent in

liriug, or even laid by for winter, when additional

clothing is so much needed, and Avagos sometimes

fail. Now, rosemary or sago might bo pleasantly

substituted. The dried loaves of the latter plant are

so much valued by the Chinese as a substitute for

tea, that thijy have long been in the liabit of ex-

changing their own fragrant production, with the

Dutch, for the dried loaves of sage. They will give

four pounds of tea for one of dried sage ! Is not this

a reproof to the liluglish cottager? 'VViU not this i'act

induce him to try and like an herb so highly prized

by those among whom the tea-tree flourishes, that

they have expressed surprise at the European taste

for that which is so distant and inferior? Tho rose-

mary, now putting forth its fragrant flowers, is still
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used, a^nong the humbler classes, as a fimoral decora-

tion. Ill the oldeu time, it was always selected for

tills purpose, but now the custom is not so general.

Still, as couuected with the dead, it may teach us a

useful lesson. It bids us remembei' that we, also, are

hurrying to the tomb—tlie dark and silent grave, in

which there is »o repentance. It reminds us that
" the dust" shall " return to the earth as it was ; and
the spirit shall return to God wlio gave it." Tliese

are solemn, salutary truths : let us pause and listen.

Old and young are alike called upon to hear them

;

and let us remember, before we go down into " the

valley of the shadow of death," that " the rod and
staft'of" Christ alone, can "comfort" us in our pas-

sage through it.

EXTEACTS PROM COERESPONDENCE.
The Effect of Gases on Old and Young Leaves.
—At page 259, vol. I., of the Cottage Gakdener,
Mr. Beaton invites a solution of the following query :

" How is it that a deleterious gas will kill tlie old

leaves of a plant, without affecting those leaves that

are newly formed on the same plant?" As a mere
" amateur," I venture, with great diffidence, to offer

the following explanation :—The organs of young
leaves not being perfected—I mean those organs by
which they inhale and respire not being fully deve-

loped—they are, therefore, in that condition, not liable

to be injured by being surrounded by a noxious gas;
whereas, the older leaves being fully organised, tJieij

are in a state to imbibe the deleterious gas, and are,

consequently, destroyed.^—T. 0.

[T. O. is perfectly right in this explanation; and,
moreover, has thus furnished a key which will some
day reconcile the existing difference between theory
and practice, on the subject of pruning the grape-

vine—a subject, by the way, which has never yet been
explained properly. Practice has been right all along
on this point, but is still gl'oping in the dark for the
true answer to the "question. Why is it right? An
unforseen accident in a grapery, some seven or eiglit

years since, revealed the real principle on which this

practice is founded to half-a-dozen gardeners, who
have since instituted experiments which confirmed
theh' view of the question. But the subject is out of
my beat here; and I conclude by answering T. 0.,

that it is not proper to retain vine-leaves which are

ju'oduced with us after the end of August—that is, on
jjlauts which have been growing since the spring.

—

D. Beaton.]

A DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF CAMELLIAS.
WHITE.

Alba plena.—The old double white, not surpassed by
any other; a full double flower of good substance, and
handsome form, 2s Gd.

Alba 2>lena, var.fimbriata.—Like the first, with the petals

beautifully fringed, 23 6d.

Alba plena Jimbriata, var. insignis.'^A large round
flower, formed Uke a ranunculus, 5s. Hugh Low & Co.,

Clapton.

Candidissima.—The purest white, finely imbricated—that
is, with the petals laid over each other, growing less and
less to the centre ; a good old kind, 2s 6d.

Cmvadflora.—Curved flowered, very double imbricated.

Decus Jlalicnm.—^luibricated form ; magnificent flower,

of the first order, 2s Od.

Due de Brabant.—Poeony-shaped ; sortietimes imbri-

cated ; deep pure white, 2s Gd.

Edita.—Milk-white; finely imbricated; centre well raised;

very double, 5s.

Frederiea alba.—Pure white, imbricated, 3s Cd.

Grnnellii.—Very piire white ; finely-formed petals

Harrisonii.—Very round petals ; rather small flowers
;

imbricated, and of the pui'est white.

Innorenza.—Of the purest white ; fine form ; a superb
flower.

Mac/nifca.—Superb, very double, large, and imbricated,

Martha.—Very grand, and perfectly imbricated.

Myrtifolia alba.—Raised by Dr. Herbert, the late Dean
of Manchester, from imbricata alba, a beautiful well-shaped
flower.

Nobilissima.—Very pretty, pure white, and of a good
form.

Reine des Vierges.—Perfectly imbricated, and of a pure
white.

ROSE OR PINK.

Apollinea d' Italie.—Imbricated ; very double.

Ariadne,—Another of Dr. Herbert's seedUngs : veiy
pretty

;
poeony-shape.

Caroline.—Large flower ; delicate rose.

Ckandlerii elegans.— First-rate flower; fine form ; deli-

cate rose.

Felecite.-—Fine large flower ; very handsome ; first order.

Floyii.—Lively rose ; large petals ; well-rounded ; im-
bricated ; stamens and pistils visible ; very pretty.

Heudersonii.—Fine form ; delicate rose.

Lefebvriana.—A finely-formed variety, of a most beauti-

ful rose.

Pictorium svperbum roseum.—A grand flower ; well im-
bricated ; superb.

Pulasky,—Imbricated rose ; superb form.

Rubini.—Admirable satin rose, perfectly imbricated.

Reticulata.—Large petals ; deep rose ; tine large flower.

Trinmphans amabiiis.—Charming rose ; first order.

Te.ritio di Flore.-—Imbricate; very grand; superb flower.

Trinmphans de Gand.—Very grand
; poeony-shaped

;

brilliant rose.

Woodsia.—Deep rose ; very large.—T. Appleby.

(To be Continncd.J

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*»* Wc request that no one will write to the departmental writers

of The Cottage Gaedenee. It gives them unjustifiable trouble

and expense ; and we also request our coadjutors under no circum-

stances to reply to such private communications.

Vine Against Back-wall op Vinery (W. H. B.).~li in
your vinery you keep your vines solely to the rafters, and keep your
back-wall whitened so as to reflect heat and light, you may con-
fidently train vines against the back-wall, placing a main shoot
ojiposite the centre of the light. Mind, however, your success will
depend upon having a space in the centre of each light unoccupied
by the foliage of the vines under the rafters, and, also, to having no
such thing as a stage for plants to prevent the rays of light reaching
tlie back-wall. In such circumstances, we have had fiue-coloured
black grapes, but we should recommend you to try chiefly, in such a
position, the Dutch sweet water and the Royal vniscaditie. Vhtcs hi
jtots would also answer admirably being placed upon a shelf in such
a position. You would have the produce eitrlicr, but with less cer-
tainty, anJwith more trouble, tlian from vines planted out. Failing
to adopt these means of covering the back-wall, you might plant ^"^'s

with great propriety. If you did not commence forcing until the
middle of February, you might plant it with CumeUiits. Being
stimulated at the early part of the season, they would set their buds
early, and commence blooming in the end of October, continuing to
do so during the winter, when there would be nothing interesting in
the appearance of the vines.

AuRicoLAS and Heaths in the Same House {Ibid).—We
see no objection in the shape of the ii'ir that both require ; but we
fear that the shade so indispensable to the Auricula, at its most in-

teresting period, would not agice with the heaths. Sec what friend
Appleby says.

Errata.—At p. 234, for Mrs. Think on, read Think in Time ; col.

2, fifth line from top, read shoot for short; Uth line from top, for
heat, read toiic/i ; 4Ist line from top, read Pcrsirum for Persian ; 51st
line from top, read vegetutiun for regulation ; 52nd line from top,
read latter for laeter ; 5(itli line from top, read leaves for /)ows.

Green Fly on Black Currants (Omega).—The louse, or Green
fly, on the undeiside of your black currant-trees, is the Aphis rtbis-

itigriy or Black-currant louse. It is of a pale whitisli-grcen colour.
Cover each bush with a table-cloth, or other covering that will retain
the smoke, and then fumigate it with slowly-burning tobacco. Tan-
nei'\s-liarlCy when thoroughly decayed, is a very good manure. Even
appHcd fresh to heaey soilj it helps to improve itsstaplcj by rendering
it more porous.
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Jerusalem Aetichokes (F. C.).-The reason these become

black when boiled, often arises from the knife used m peelmg them,

or other iron in some mode comins in contact with them. If their

skins are brushed off with a scrubbing-brush, and no iron is allowed to

touch them, they do not turn black. The acid they coutain strikes

this colour with iron.

RnonoDENDKoNS (Bf?rt).—We fear that these planted "in a very

stiff soil, almost all clay, and pretty well manured with stable ma-

nure," are placed in jeopardy. However, they are on a bank, and

this is in their favour ; but we should ineori'orate in the surface-soil

about them as much sandy peat as you can afford, mixed with etiuil

parts of sand.

Binding The Cottage Gakdenee (A Subscriberfrom the Be-

einniii").—You can obtain a very handsome cover, for binding tho

two vobimes in one, at our Office, for less than eighteen pence
;
and

any country binder can bind into it. You may remove your mulberril-

trie in the autumn, if you use the precautions wc have given tor re-

moving trees generally, in former numbers. Eighteen years is mere

infancy in a miilberry-trcc.

Sue-surface MANuniNG Asparagus fX D., Old Brompton).—

Our correspondent says, "I have placed two inch pcrtorated zinc

nines, about nine inches below the surface, between each two rows ol

asparagus plants imbedded in the cuttings of the beds m the autumn,

and long new wheat straw, in order to insure percolation. My manure-

pit contains about two loads of horse-dung, over which is poured daily

the sewage of a house inhabited by five persons.' This liquid-

manure you may begin to apply in April, puttmg to each bucketful

a similar quantity of water. Apply twice a-week, and giv f"iir

bucketsful of the mixture each tune to each bed 24 teet long,

tiles, &c., you mention are expensive and inefficient.

CocuiN-CniNA Fowls (/. Crisp, Hajie Cottage Niirmmd).—Out

correspondent wishes to negotiate for an exchange for these of some

genuine Chinese pigs.

Ranunculuses.—In the notice of Ranunculuses at ptige 236 the

nrices were quoted from an old list ; and we are informed that those

of 1850 are considerably reduced. The senior partner of the firm of

Tyso and Son retired through age in 1818, and the busmess has since

been carried on solely by Carey Tyso. See advertisement of last

week.

Joints of Hot-water Pipes.-(jV. D De,.on.)-These arc

often troublesome if not put together by good workmen, and it used,

before the stuffing has liccome sufficiently set. We know of nothing

better than—when the joints are quite drj', plugging them full and

tight driring it in with a chisel and mallet—tow thoroughly mixed

with white lead. Let it dry for seven or eight days before using.

Gladioli (Floramicii).~You potted these last Octobeir in a mix-

ture of equal parts of rotten turfy loam, leaf mould, and silver sand ;

and vou potted Ixias in the same compost. The leaves of all look

greenish-yellow, and well they may. Your compost was only suitable

for Gladioli, when planted in the open border, and is unfit for Ixias

under any circumstances. You cannot cure the evil now ;
and if the

bulbs were well managed last year they will flower well enough, but

tlieir condition next year will be bad.

give four

The

List of Roses <W. Sliles).—You send us a list of 120 roses

which vou have, and ask us to recommend you two dozen more. This

we do willingly ; but icc da beg of lion, and of all onr readers who send

nx lilts of plants, to arrange them alphnbetk-ulhj ; the labour is iiii-

mensewhen a long list is sent "promiscuously," and particularly

when we are requested to add thereto. We recommend you to add

to your collection the following :-H,//4)-W f/i/na-Countesse dcLace-

nede Gloire d'Couline, General Kleber, Madame Plautier. Hi/brid

/•(•oceHre—Duchesse d'Orleans, Princess Clementine (the best white

rose). FrcMfA-General Joy, (Eillit Parfait, Shakspeaie.

Oranges (Pem/, A. n.).—k good compost for these is a fibry

loamy soil, enriched with a little rotten manure, with top dressings of

cow 'deer, or sheep dung, when the plants are growing. It well

drained, the plants should not be shifted often ; vigour is more pro-

fitably Riven by rich surface dressings. When growing in spring and

summer, the application of the syringe to the foliage will be useful.

HoYA Carnosa (Mirf).—Have patience with this beautiful plant;

it is none the worse for being a little shrivelled and drooping now.

Water the dry soil when you can command a temperature of 60 ,
but

not until, by frequent syringing of the head, you have somewhat

swelled out the stems and leaves.

Giving Air (7*W).—You may put your ventilator through the glass

or board at the top of the house, as you propose. Wc would prefer

having a sash, or part of a sash, made to open or slide ;
or an opening

made in the back wall, on the board to which the sashes are joined,

nine inclies in width, cut into several openings, 5 inches wide and

18 inches long, furnished with lids, and hinged so as by means of a

rod and pulley to be o|icncd and shut at pleasure.

Greenhouse Management {A. II.),—You will see that Mr. Fish

has done something to meet your case.

Heating. Greenhouse (f. /'.).— If you will oblige us with a

drawing and a description, with the result of your later experience,

we wiir gladly give it insertion, though before published.

Cheap Orchids (T. Lnwson).—Orchids, on account of their slow

propagation and expense of keeping, must always lie comparatively

dear plants. Wc do not envy your friend his i)ossession of 12 that

only cost 30s; wc imagine they arc cither worthless or such small

bits as will take years to bring to perfection, especially in a cool stove

amongst such things as gloxinias, achimcnes, &c., that you mention,

We will try to comply with your request by gmng a hst of 12 orchids
]

we consider cheap, and that will grow in a cool stove
;
at the same

|

time we must remark that we consider the list given at p. 169 ot this

volume (to which you refer) as being, for good healthy plants, a mo-

derately priced one. Acropera Loddigesii, 5s; Aspasia epidendroirtes,

5s; Barkeria Skinneri (small), 10s 6d ; Bletia hyacinthina, 3s 6d

;

Calanthe veratrifolia (strong flowering plant), 10s bd ;
Cattleya For-

besii, 5s ; Cymbidium aloifolium, 5s ;
Cypripedium insigne, 5s ;

Uea-

drobium pulchellum, 5s; Epidendrum fragrans, 3s Od ;
Lycaste

Harrisonii, 5s ; Oncidium papllio, 7s 6d.

Fuchsias for Exhibition (AmieUui).—Tha following are two :

sets of fuchsias that will be good for exhiliiting at a country show.

The first are chiefly new, and the second are distinct sorts, that, it

well grown, will obtain a prize at any exhibition. You may obtain them

by writing to Mr. Applebv, Pine-apple-placc Nursery, London: First

sj^_Beaiitv supreme, ls6d; Elegans, 3s 6d ; Elegantissima, 3s bd ;

Elizabeth, I's 6d ; Gem of the West, 3s fid; M.irchioness Hustings, Is

;

Scarletina reflexa, Is; Corallina, Is; Splendida, 2s 6d; Purity, Is;

Sapphira, 2s 6d. Second se«.—Exoniensis, Beauty of Leeds, Delicata,

Dr. Smith, Napoleon, Onc-in-thc-Ring, Adrienne, Rose Qmnlal,

Serratifolia, Formosa elegans. Crimson King, Ne plus ultra, these

are Is each, or 9s the dozen.

Carnations (il/. N. 0.).—The carnations mentioned by Mf
Appleby will grow, in a sheltered border, out of pots. Phey will do

to plant out towards the end of March next. Order them soon, or

you will have to take what plants are left unsold, if you wait till then.

Begonia Fuchsioides (T. ir.).—The strongshoots that spring

from the bottom of the plants should be removed entirely, as soon as

they appear, or they will rob the rest of their strength. Nip oU the

tops of the others, to make the plants grow bushy.

PiNE-APPLEs {JS;rf).-ror summer fruit, as you wish to fell your

surplus, grow the Ripley, and the Old Queen; for vyinter, the Black

Jamaica, or Montserrat, as it is called in the north. These fruit early,

and, consequently, pay best. Add a Cayenne or two ;
it is fine and

good, but not so profitable. All the other kinds are not fit tor your

purpose.

Failure in Forcing (A Yaiing Beginner).—Your cucumber

and melon leaves shrivel, and your plants never unfolded their blos-

som but the leaves became yellow. Deficiency of atmospheric

moisture is one of the secrets of your ill success, if we can understand

your plan aright. As usual, however, you have not stated all the

necessary data ; vou should have said what bottom-heat existed when

you were in " full work ;" also whether you receive any atmospheric

moisture from the tank-ohambcr. As to command of heat, you

should know that, from the position of your flue, in the trout Of your

pit only, one half the heat will .ascend at once to the roof and be tlicnce

radiated, instead of lieing compelled to traverse the body ol the pit.

We suspect vou have too much bottom-heat ; can you not put sliders

in the front and back of the chamber to let heat with moisture escape

at pleasure into the atmosphere V Y'ou may also add dishes, or any-

thing to hold plenty of water, on the top flue. By such means you

may grow pines or anything else, only, do not burn their roots.

Hazel-leaved Bramble (C. BoJ.s-o«).—This is found wild in

many parts of Great Britain, and requires no particular cultivation ;

its branches, if pegged down into the soil, will root at every joint.

Every rooted joint will form a plant; and these maybe moved into

any soil or situation from October to the end of February. It is the

Itubiis corylifolius of botanists.

Leaves as a Source of Heat (X IT'. Flamnrl!).—T\K leaves you

collected were decayed, ami this is the reason they have nut given you

heat sufficient. To obtain heat from their fermentation or decaying,

you must use them when freshly fallen, or preserve them dry until

you require them.

Ink for Zinc Labels (G. (J.)-Powdered verdigris, 1 drachm;

powdered sal ammoniac, 1 drachm; lamp-black, J a ditiehm ; water,

10 drachms. Mix these in a two-ounce phial, and shake it every tune

before using. It will be ready as soon as the verdigris and sal am-

moniac arc dissolved ; and a clean quill pen must be used. Rub the

label bright, but rough, with coarse sand-paper, before you attempt

to write upon it.

Bees (J T. t.).—If you wish to have a swarm, remove the top

hive at once. (J. r.).—The best time to purchase a stock is next

month for yon are then pretty secure in obtaining a strong stock ; but

vou will have to pav more for it than if you wait until May, and buy

then the first swarm that is purchaseable. You can get all, or any, of

the back numbers of The Cottage Gardener through your hook-

seller, as we have had the early numbers reprinted.

Pipes of Hot-water Boiler (E. Green.).—Have the flow-

pipe inserted as near the top of the boiler as you can, and the return-

pipe as near its bottom.

Hyacinth Offsets {A. A. Clericim.).—T>o not remove these

from your potted hyacinths. If you wish to propagate from your

diMia tubers, you must move them into heat, and cut off and pot the

shoots as they appear. Vou will see more on the sulijcct, probably,

shortly.

London : Printed by Harry Woolridce W incbestcr High Stieet,

in the Parish of St. Mary Kalendnr; and Published liy William

SoMERVii.LE Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish

of Christ Chm-ch, City of London.—February 14th, 1850.
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it is this desire for novelties which has raised the

standard of the dealers in seeds and plants from

heing petty chapmen at stalls in Westminster Hall,

and elsewhere, to the position they now hold among
the best informed and most enterprising merchants

of our times.

At present we will restrict our ohserrations to the

numerous lists of Kitchen Garden Seeds now before

us ; and though in these lists there are under each

vegetable particularized a long enumeration of varie-

ties, there are very few, we may say almost none,

that ought to be omitted. But though the omissions

need be few, yet particulars relative to each variety

should be much more full. We gave an example of

the information we consider a seedsman's catalogue

ought to contain, by giving (at page ] 94) a list of

41 peas, with the particular characteristics of each ;

and we are well pleased to see that since then the

Gardeners' CTironicle has given a similar list, and

added the additional useful information as to which

varieties so closely resemble one another as to be

considered synonymous.

If a seedsman's catalogue contained such guiding

information as this, the more numerous this list of

varieties the better ; for the taste of purchasers varies,

and the soUs they cultivate will produce some va-

rieties in perfection, whUst other varieties on the

same soil are unproductive, or uncharacterized by

their usual excellence. We wiU take the selection of

peas made by our contemporary above quoted as tin

example. He recommends the Prince Albert, Au-

vergne, Bishop's New Long-Pod, Bedman's Imperial,

Knight's Tall Marrow, and Fairbeards Champion of

England,—all good peas ; but the three we have

marked by italics will not succeed, except on a soil

much more tenacious and richer than the others.

For a light, moderately fertile soU, such as charac-

terizes the majority of gardens, we can recommend,

from long experience. Prince Albert, for the crops to

produce from the end of May to the middle of June;

Ringwood Marrows, for those from the middle of

•June until August; and Knight's Dwarf Marrows

for the remainder of the season. AU tall-growing

peas should be excluded from small gardens. Partly

in the place of the Knight's Dwarf Marrows we
mean to try Hair's Dwarf Green Mammoth Knights,

which have a high character, but we cannot speak

of them from our own experience.

Then again, as to skinless peas, those varieties

which are eaten like kidney-beans, pods and seeds

together. So much do tastes diflfer, that in France

they are largely cultivated, and in England are

scarcely known ; yet if our readers will try them, and
we recommend the Tamarind variety, we think they

will grow some every year afterwards.

We will, next year, proceed with an enumeration

of the various kitchen-garden varieties of vegeta-

bles which we prefer ; and will conclude to-dav with

a warning to the seedsman against selling, and to

the purchaser against sowing, seed too old or im-

perfect from any other cause. Xo piu-chaser cares

whether he pays a few pence more, so that be may
be secured from this grievous disappointment ; and

every seedsman may so seciure him by trying whether

each sample of seed will germinate before he begins

to distribute it across his counter.

It is quite impossible for seedsmen to be absolutely

certain of keeping each variety quite pure, or " true

to stock," for bees will bear farina from crop to crop,

though separated by miles of intervening space ; but

seedsmen need not serve their customers as one we
know did last year, by selling Short Horn Carrots

for Altringhams, and Mangold Wiutzel seed for that

of the Bed Beet Such conduct as this is unpardon-

able, and needs no comment.

THE FEUIT-GAEDEN.
Pritsisg, &c.—It will be remembered that, at page

106, we entered into the subject of priming hardy
fruit-trees, more especially as to those general prin-

ciples which are, less or more, applicable to all. A
promise was then made to carry out what remained
of the subject at an early opportunity; with such,

then, we proceed.

Bough Espaliers, ob Dw.vbf Standards. — The
apple is to be foimd in this character in most
English gardens ; for the ornamental trellis, on which
in some form we think all these ought to be pro-

duced, is too expensive at present to be within reach

of every one. StiU, there can be little doubt, that as

the management of fruit-trees in general becomes
better understood (and as our amateur cultivators in

investigating and understanding first principles will

set aside all rules, merely as such), that the trellis

will ultimately almost entirely supersede the rough
espaher. Higher modes of culture, based on sound
information, will insure the production of crops with
much greater certainty, and of a superior character

;

and thus the trellis will be made to repay the outlay

of first construction, and also of coverings, which
surely nobody will grudge after the expense of the

trellis.

Our business now, however, must comenoe with

the dwarf standards. The first thing we would point

to here, is the tendency of such to outgrow the limits

intended for them ; hence we frequently see fine

apple-trees cut down in what should be considered

thefr prime, merely because from their spreading

character they disarrange a plant which has for its

object systematic neatness. We may here diverge

so far from the course of our text as to say, that

most of these over-growing trees may be saved, by

submitting them to a very severe course of branch-

pruning, provided root-pruning is resorted to. With-

out the latter in a corresponding degree to the amount
of pruning carried out with the branches, a profusion

of wild and unfruitful spray will be the same result.

We have known persons continue year after year to

close-prtme in this manner, and wondering the while

that they cannot induce a bearing habit ; little con-

sidering how they war against the necessary con-

dition of fruitfulness, which is a highly elaborated

state of sap.

In pruning rough espaliers, the age of the tree

must be taken into consideration, together with its
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form. If the tree be young, some close pruning may
be necessary for a year or two, in order to induce

sufficient shoots to "complete the form of the tree,

which, with most cvdtivators, is that of a bowl, or

something after the manner of a well-blown tulip.

With such trees it is necessary to keep the centre

very thin, in order to permit sunlight to penetrate to

the north side of the tree, without which the produce

on that side will be inferior both in colour and
flavour. In shortening yoimg trees to cause them
to furnish better wood, care should be taken to cut

to one outside bud : this throws the terminal shoot,

when dereloped, at a greater distance ; and such

buds generally shoot in a kind of cui-ve, which is

tavom-able to the completion of the form intended.

In all eases of pruning rough espaliers, it is

best to thin out fii'st all imnecessary shoots ; the

shortening back is the last operation. In thinning

out, all cross shoots should be removed from the

planting period, for it is folly to suffer them to

remain until they commence bearing, and then to

cut them away. In trees of some size and strength

a great deal of young watery-looking spray is apt to

be produced from the older branches ; this should be
pruned away, for it is in vain to espect to produce

Iruit spurs of any value in the interior of the tree by
a "a spurring back" system; and, indeed, if such

should be the case (although the produce might
anssver for boiling or baking puriioses, yet it would
not answer for the dessert!, such trees should receive

a htde root-pruiring immediately on the heels of this

close-pruning. The production of so much side

spray proves that there is a too powert'ul action of

root for the extent of top. Such over-excited sub-

jects may fi-equently be found in kitchen-gardens

where high vegetable culture is carried on. The oft

repeated and heavy maniuings necessary for aspara-

gus, celery, cauliflowers, ic, are rather too much for

O'ees under a close-pruning system. It is rather

difficult to state how far distant the reserved shoots

should be ; on an average, we should say, the main
leaders of dessert apples should be about eight inches

apart ; kitchen apples may be somewhat closer. In
determining distances, however, the size of the leaf

and general habit of the tree should be taken into

consideration. Nobody would think of carrying the

leaders of a Ribston pippin at the same distance as

the Old Xonparid: the first has a capacious leaf,

and is of a sprawling habit; the other grows nearly

upright, and has a lanceolate leaf little larger than
a willow.

As to shortening, this must depend on several cir-

ciunstances; some based on principles, others on
convenience or expediency. As an instance of the

former, we would point to the propriety of a regular

annual shortening—rather severe in amount—during

the first three years of the planting. If this course

be not pursued, the consequence is, in the majority

of cases, that one or two branches soon assume the

character of leaders, and. in techuical phraseology.
' run away with the tree." But by early shortening

a host of spurs are developed at a low level—a point

of much importance in a dwarfing system ; added to

which, this " knifing" has a tendency, if judiciously

exercised, to equalize the strength, not, however, in

an equal degree to summer-stopping ; this is the

most powerful agent iu equalizing the strength, as we
shall show by and by. As an instance of shorten-

ing for convenience or expediency, it may be stated,

that it is not eligible in shortening to shorten two or

more shoots side by side, exactly at the same height.

In so doing, the terminal buds shoot near together.

and produce too severe an amount of shade ; whereas,

by taking care in shortening that the points of those

contiguous to each other are of difierent heights, the

foliage all through the tree is more equally divided.

Where the ordinary espalier is made to assume the

punch bowl figure, the points after shortening should
rise in grades from the exterior, each successively

higher than the one outside it

Tbaised Espaliers.—These stand next in order;

and. as the priming season hastens to a close, we
must say a few words about them. The shortening
described as necessary with the rough espalier, in

order to develop spurs, or the rudiments of spurs, is

equally necessary here during the first three or four

yeai-s. Aftenvards, we advise the tying-down system.

Espaliers are trained in different ways; some per-

pendicularly, others on horizontal or table trellises.

Some, also, in saddle form, as at her majesty's gar-

dens at Frogmore. Whichever plan is adopted, the

same principles must be attended to as with the

rough espalier, or dwarf standard, modified occasion-

ally by the end in view, viz., to clothe equally all

parts of the trelUs. and to cause the side buds to

develop in an equal way.
Be it understood, however, that we do not place

our main reliance on these side developments after

the fourth year. We woidd. as before observed, re-

serve annually all the best of the short jointed and
early ripened young shoots, and tie them down along-

side the main branches, cutting them away again if

they should in future years assume a barren appear-

ance. Much care is necessary during the first three

years of the trained espalier ; to ftmiish the trellis

in an equal way, a sharp look-out must be kept in

order to coax the shoots into the desired places. If

the trees continue rather spare, and do not furnish

well, a top dressing, and even liquid maniu-e may be
resorted to. dtiring the growing season, and the knife

applied in order to force a more liberal development
of shoots.

W.\LL. OB Fescb Trees.—We find that our space

will narrowly permit us to offer a few general remarks.

In pruning Peaches Euid Xecturines, much depends
on the care bestowed on them at the previous sum-
mer's disbudding. Where trees are attended to as they

ought to be iu summer, which is not the case in

one garden out of twenty, there will be little

work for the knife at the winter's pruning Some
thinning out. nevertheless, will be necessary ; and
in shortening back the young wood, the only

true guide is the maturity of the wood. Mature
shoots are higher coloured and shorter jointed ; the

buds, moreover, are much fuller. Let as much of

the points be shortened as will remove that portion

wliich appears unripe: such is readily distinguished,

and in general constitutes about one-fourth of the

shoot. Apricots merely require the foreright snags
to be cut back to spur eyes ; little thinning is

necessary, and Uttle shortening of the leaders. Any
likely-looking young shoots may be tied down
on the branches, as advised for pears. Plums
on walls or fences require very similar managemcut,
in regard of pruning, to the apricot. To cut away
foreright snags, to thin out where crowded, and to tie

down useful spray, is all that can be done. Shorten-

ing is entirely dispensed with on principle, with

those in a bearing state. Young trees, however, re-

quire as much shortening as will enable them to fill

the space allotted to them. Cherries require, per-

haps, less knife-work than most other fruits After

producing shoots enough to fill the wall or fence,

little is needed, especially with the larger kinds. The
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Morello requires most. These need a good deal of

thinning in general ; still this depends, as before ob-

served, on the quantity of yoimg shoots laid in

during the previous growing season.

R. Errington.

THE FLOWEE-GAEDEN.
Propagation.—In continuation of this subject,

which at one stage of our progress was a source of

great mystery, and, I may say, of great difficulty too,

to the whole race of our best gardeners, florists, and
nurserymen. Yes, the most espert propagator in

London or Paris was once as ignorant of how to

strike, or root, a cutting of any kind of plant as is the

humble cottager who is now, for the first time, re-

solving in his mind to make an actual experiment
this very spring on some shoots which he believes

may be spared from the only plant he possesses, and
which he probably would never have dreamed of

buying at all, had it not been that good fortune had
thrown a number or two of The Cottage Gardener
in his way, and which he took up " promiscuously " to

read, because he liappened to have had nothing
better to do at the time. Hundreds, with no more
experience than this worthy cottager, I am persuaded,

will follow me word by word, and sentence after

sentence, with such a degree of interest as few can
understand who have not yet struck their first pot
of cuttings. How careful, therefore, ought I to note

down every particular ; and, after all, I shall probably

miss some things that ought to be explained or hinted

at. Be that as it may, I would strongly advise young
beginners, who may have already failed to root any
kind of cuttings, or have had only a partial success,

to write forthwith and let us hear, in as few words as

possible, what they want more particularly to know
about their cuttings, and say also what kind of ac-

commodation they have for performing the operation.

Nothing will be easier, or more pleasant, than to

answer such letters just now, as we are all over head
and ears in this very work, and shall continue so for

the next six weeks ; so that, between one way and
another, every reader of The Cottage Gardener
ought to learn how to grow his own cuttings this

season. The money which any one, having but a

small flower-garden, might save by thus learning to

grow cuttings efiectually would soon buy a year's

volume of this work—to say nothing of the pleasure

of doing the thing properly.

We left ofi"last week at making cuttings of ver-

benas: the pots were all ready; and now we shall

plant the cuttings, some of which are cut close under
a joint, and some lower down. We must, therefore,

part the two kinds, and put each into a sepai-ate pot,

as they would not be all rooted at the same time; and
it is always a great disadvantage when this happens
where they have been close forced, because those which
root first would spindle up too much before the others

were rooted. For this reason, also, it is not a good
plan to take any cuttings from old stems or shoots

that were made last autumn—not but that they would
root, but they would be too long about it. Young
tops, or green side pieces, that have grown since the

new year are best—not only of verbenas, but of all

the soft plants, such as petunias, anrigallis, American
groundsel, and the like. As these cuttings are being
made, lay them on a piece of brown paper, or in a

flower saucer, or on something that is quite clean, as

if dust, or dirt, or sand, gets among them it will be
troublesome to wash it off; and if potted in a messy
state they will never do much good. The first row

of cuttings is planted round the sides of the pots, as

close to the rim as possible, and as close to each other

as that their leaves are not in contact with each other

;

and when a cutting happens to have the leaves rather

large, we place them edgeways—if you know what that

is : we mean, one row of leaves pointing to the centre

of the pot, and the other row towards the outside of the

pot. This is a great economy of room, as the cuttings

that way may stand as close together as if they had
no leaves at all. For very young beginners, I would
advise to have only this one outside row in a small

pot ; but after a little experience the whole sm-face of

the pot may be planted in circles or rings—only, the

leaves must be kept free from each other, as where
two of them lap together the wet hangs there too

long, and wiU damp them in one night ; and damp
is very infectious, and would soon spread over a whole
potful of cuttings.

A dibber, or planting stick, may be made of any
piece of hard wood, and in shape like a skewer, but

the point need not be quite sharp, and the length

anything from four to six inches ; but the length and
size of the point must vary according to the length

and thickness of the cuttings, I have seen a " set"

of cutting dibbers made very beautiful out of bone,

and out of boxwood, and polished ; and I have seen
thousands of cuttings planted with a common pencil.

These small cuttings must never be planted more than
half an inch deep; and anything less than that will

do, provided you get them a firm hold. The more
shallow they are planted the faster they will root

;

and the more loose the compost is under them the

better for the young roots, as tliey can gi-ow away in

it more freely. I have been disappointed once or

twice by a good plantsman fi-om a nursery, who
could strike heaths, and any kind of hard-wooded plant,

but he could not get ou any how with such simple

things as these soft cuttings. Sometimes he would
lose one-third out of a pot, while one in a hundred
ought to be considered bad luck. The reason for this

was, that he adopted the nursery way of pressing down
the soil and sand very hard, both before he watered

the pots and after; indeed, he would ram the compost
as if he was loading a gun. All this is necessary to

be done when the cutting pots are intended for hard-

wooded cuttings, which take a month or two to root

;

for unless such precautions are taken, it is found in

practice that air will enter the sand, and ripen or

harden these cuttings to such a degi-ee that they

would never root at aU. But for soft flower-garden

cuttings the compost and sand can hardly be too

loose. If the cuttings can be made to stand upright

until they are settled by the first gentle watering, it

will be better for them ; and when they do root, this

loose compost will allow the young tender roots to

spread rapidly through it ; therefore, it is best to use

it that way.
There is another erroneous practice with respect to

cuttings, founded on a misconception of a physio-

logical law, which may be briefly stated thus. The
more leaves a cutting is able to carry, or is artificially

made to cany, the sooner it will root, because such
leaves are the agents by which roots are formed,

generally speaking ; but there are many instances in

which cuttings will form roots in the absence of any
leaves ; for instance, cuttings of roses without leaves,

if put in last November, will be rooted, and that to

a considerable length before young leaves ai'e formed
late in the spring. In such instances, the cuttings

were charged with ripe sap by the leaves of last

autumn, and from this sap they are enabled to form
roots after the leaves are gone; but these are excep-
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tional cases. The great majority of cuttings require

all the leaves that can be made to act, not, however,

all the leaves that we may choose to leave on them,

for here is the error which I want to explain. Phy-
siology, or the law which governs vegetable life, says,

that the more leaves you allow on a cutting the

sooner it will root ; and when we act to the letter of

this law, we destroy cuttings by the thousand every

season. Now this is very curious ; we know the law
is perfectly right, and yet if we square our practice

with it in every instance, we know, or at least ought
to know, that our success cannot be complete. To
explain how this is, it will be necessaiy to understand
that in following out implicitly this first law, we
often violate another law, which is fully as binding.

When a cutting is made according to the first law,

that is, with all its leaves untouched, except one or

two at the bottom, which must be removed, in order

to leave a free space to be inserted in the cutting-pot,

we ought to secure it from the influence of the atmos-
phere, by placing a bell-glass over it to exclude all

air from it, except what is confined with it under the

glass. Now, we know that thousands of plants will

not strike roots, unless the cuttings from them are

thus secured from the action of the air; and we know,
too, that the more leaves such cuttings have on the
faster they will root, just as physiology said. Let us
now suppose that we have no bell-glasses to guard such
cuttings from the air; the next best substitute is a
hand-glass, or in the case of a single pot of cuttings,

we can place it inside a larger pot, and if this second
pot is deep enough to allow of the top pai't of the

cuttings in the little pot to be an inch or more below
the rim, we can place a square of glass over the mouth
of the larger pot, and if the rim of the outer pot is so

even, that the piece of glass touches it all the way
round, we have a contrivance fully as good as a hand-
glass, but neither of them so perfect as the bell-glass,

as more or less air wiU necessarily find its way to the
cuttings. Still, nine-tenths of all the kinds yet tried

will root this way, without depriving them of any of

their leaves. With this experience, gardeners have
become so bold as to put their cutting-pots in a close
hotbed frame at first, and more than one-half of their

cuttings root freely enough that way ; but some re-

fused to do so, and such, instead of pricking up their

ears—or rather their leaves—in this genial, moist, hot
air, the greater part of them flagged down on the pots
in a day or two. How was this to be accounted for ?

All their leaves were left on just as physiology had
demanded ; there was plenty of heat and sufficient

moisture ; the sun did not reach them ; indeed it

could not, for to guard against such accidents as a mat
being blown off on a sunny day, the outside of the
glass was smeared over with lime-paint, made with
warm water, soft-soap, and fine lime, so that the sun
could not possibly be the cause of these leaves droop-
ing. What could it be then ? Such cuttings were
never wont to go off that way when we used to have
all the stock put under close glasses. Why they did
so I shall explain presently, when I tell of how some
amateurs, who had an ear for scientific laws, without
the necessary knowledge of how best to apply them,
had lost whole crops of their every-day cuttings, by
implicitly following out the doctrine of " the more
leaves the more roots." They had no better contriv-
ance than the front stage of a small greenhouse to
root their cuttings, and they had no hand or bell-

glasses to put over them ; and at that time they did
not learn that nice contrivance of placing cutting-pots
inside larger ones, and covering them up with a piece
of glass, although, now-a-days, every cottager finds

that the simplest of all means to root his cuttings on
his window-sill ;—no, their cuttings were almost in a
draught, and not a dozen out of scores of the very
commonest kinds could they get to root. All the

leaves would flag, and the more water they got to help

up their drooping heads the sooner the bottoms of

the cuttings damped or rooted off; and when the

water was withheld, the leaves soon dried up alto-

gether. In short, the whole thing was a perfect

mystery and very disheartening. I have known, and
do know at the present moment, some good garden-

ers in many respects, who, yet, are not very successful

propagators, just because they are too much learned

in the law of vegetable physiology, just like those

amateurs alluded to. To cut off a leaf from a cutting,

or to cut any of those leaves left on through the

middle, is with them rank heresy ; no matter how
their cuttings can be accommodated afterwards,

leaves they must have in abundance to begin with.

The explanation of all this is indeed very simple
and easy to understand. We all know that a leaf under
the free action of light and air " pumps up" the sap

into itself in order to be digested ; and if the supply is

cut off" from below, as in the case of a detached cut-

ting, the leaf has still the power of " pumping" or

drawing to itself the juices of the cutting from any
and all parts of it, whether above or below it. But
when the light is excluded from the leaf, or partially

so, and is, besides, confined from the air by—say a

bell-glass, this power is suspended ; there is no air to

cari-y off' the necessary evaporation from its surface,

and there it stands fully distented by the last water-

ing, or the damp air around it ; and so it remains till

roots are formed through its agency. In a close hot-

bed, this action of the leaf can only he partially sus-

pended, because more air is allowed access to it.

Then, to balance against this partial action, a few of

the leaves on a cutting aie removed ; but the cuttings

on the greenhouse stage had both light and air in

abundance, and the large volume of leaf surface,

with hardly any check on its action, soon " pumped"
the body of the cutting quite diy, and so proved its

destruction. Whereas, if this surface was much re

duced, it would take longer time to dry up the juice

of the cutting, and in the meantime roots might have
been formed to save it. D. Beaton.

GEEENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

Giving away Plants or Cuttings: Propagating
BY Cuttings.—Many of our friends will now be
thinking of increasing their stock of their favourite

plants, either for their own gratification or to en-

able them to fulfill promises, and make presents to

their friends and acquaintances. I often in these

matters bring before my mind's eye a worthy old

teacher, who, when describing the Latin synonymes
signifying a gift or present, used to tell us, with
something like a spice of sarcasm, that one word im-

plied that selfish kind ofpresent, for which the donor
expected to be repaid by an equivalent, and some-
thing more ; while the other woi'd impUed a.free gift,

for which no return whatever was expected; and
here the good man's eyes used to brighten, his voice

to rise, and his full chest to heave with the benevo-
lence of his nature. This latter definition of a

present is that by which we must be actuated, if we
would derive pleasure from giving and imparting
satisfaction to the receiver. And this principle must
not only he felt, but seen, otherwise men with large

hearts may seem to a stranger to have very little
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ones, merely because from custom they have con-

tracted a stingiuess of manner, even in obliging.

Hence, in the case of two individuals equally high-

minded and generous, especially in great matters,

such a little thing as a plant or cutting may be given

by one in such a manner as to warm, unite, and
attract ; and by the other, in such a way as to cool,

to distance, and repel. These are matters worth
thinking over ; for to our own knowledge, kind feel-

ings and friendly rivalries have been engendered
by the free open manner of giving a plant, a cutting,

or even a rose-hud, that have been the means of con-

stituting sunny neutral spots where those met, and
e.xchanged neighbourly and friendly courtesies, wlio

otiierwise would have been too successfully kept
asunder by family casteship, political partisanship,

and religious sectarianism.

In propagating greenhouse and window plants from
cuttings, several preliminary preparations are to be

attended to, and several principles kept in mind

;

most of these have been already referred to, hut they

will bear recapitulating.

First, then,

—

Soil, according to the nature of that

which the plant requires when growing, should be

prepared for its propagation. For general purposes,

the compost should be of a light sandy nature. For
the heath tribe nothing but sandy peat should be

used, with a covering of pure sand. Where heath
soil is not wanted, a compost consisting of fibry loam,
leaf mould free of worms and insects, and rough
sand in equal proportions, and, if comeatable, half as

much as any of the others of fine charcoal, will make
a good standing compost for the generality of plants.

This, however, should be passed through several

sieves, so as to give several degrees of fineness; the

roughest to go over the drainage, the next coarsest

over that, a finer to succeed, and a dusting of silver

sand over all, which is principally for keeping the

cuttings firm, and preventing the air entering to

their base. We strike great quantities of things at

this season, where altogether there is not two inches

of soil, and yet we use these gradations, as to its

fineness and te.x.ture, and with the best results. The
matter was previously referred to in the autumn.

2nd. Pots. These should be thoroughly clean, and
half filled with drainage. In particular cases, where
you are more tlian ordinarily an.xious to insure success,

the inverting of a three-inch pot into a five or six-inch

one—placing a potsherd upon the hole in the bottom
of the small inverted pot, and putting some drainage

round the sides between the pots, before filling with
the compost—is a very good plan, especially where it

is both proper and possible to plunge the pot in a
nice bottom-heat : first, because roots are generally

soonest emitted when the base of the cutting comes
in contact with a hard porous substance, owing to

the resistance given to the mere extension of the cam-
bimn matter, or secretion from which the rootlets

spring at the base, and the consequent excitement to

vital energy thus produced; and secondly, because
the heat will rise in the inverted pot like a chimney
when the pot is placed in a hotbed ; and thus the

ends and sides of the cuttings placed against it will

he excited into extension, even when the top of the

cutting is kejit coini)aratively cool—evolving, thus, a

princi])le of great importance in our treatment of

plants, though it may not altogether agree with the

orthodox views of some physiologists. Those who can
get as many pots as they reipiire for such purposes
may consider themselves fortunate ; many are glad
if they can get shallow boxes, pans, or even common
semi-circular drain-tiles.

3rd. Preparing a small hotbed for such purposes,

where practicable.—Here 1 cannot do better than refer

to the directions lately given by Messrs. Errington
and Beaton, as the more carefully such work is done,
the less likely will it be that you will be disappointed.
Being rather scarce of fermenting material, I do not
reduce it much by sweetening it ; but such a system
would not do for a young beginner. It is principally

owing to these mild hoibeds that we can propagate
many things in spring in a third of the time we could
strike them in the autumn ; because, at the latter

period, anything like a hotbed is often iujurious;
and so it would be frequently in the spring, unless
the plants were previously prepared for it.

4th. This preparation consists in the exciting a
fresh growth, by an increase of the temperature,
before the cuttings are removed from the plants.

Some plants are so accommodating that even now
cuttings taken from a cool house, and transferred at

once to a hotbed, succeed perfectly ; but in all deli-

cate cases, and especially with the finer hard-wooded
plants, the experiment is often attended with com-
jilete or partial failure. In such cases it is better to
keep the cuttings close but ciol, waiting patiently
until a callus is formed at their base, when, if you
are anxious to hurry them on, they may receive a
little bottom-heat with advantage.

In noticing tiie Kentish Hero, Calceolaria, I men-
tioned that it was rather difficult to propagate. An
able correspondent gave us his account of propaga-
ting it m a very cool place in the antumn, and iVlr.

Beaton recommended spi-iug. In the end of summer
we struck some in about ten weeks, with failures; in
September and October others were rooted in about
seven weeks, with failures ; in November and Decem-
ber in four weeks, a slight bottom-heat, and kept
close, no failures; January and February, cuttings

brought from a temperature of 50°, set in a hotbed
of 65°, with a little air left in, struck in three weeks,
not one failure.

Though plants, in general, are more easily propa-
gated noio than in the autumn, we must not forget

that we shall propagate poorly now if we have not
plants kept over since the autumn to propagate from.
In oJioosing cuttings, select, as much as possible, nice

stubby, fresh-grown shoots, instead of those that are

older, or more weak and lanky. Where no hotbed can
be obtained, propagating need not commence either

until the end of the month or the middle of March.
Considerable care must be exercised in shading, &c.

At a later period still, many plants may be suc-

cessfully propagated in a shady place out of doors,

such as fuchsias, calceolarias, geraniums, &c. The
same result may often be obtained by difierent

means, and yet the principle be identical in the

difierent circumstances. The first cuttings I ever

struck were reared in a cottage window ; they were
set on the inside sill during the evening, and
remained there until breakfast-time, when they were
unceremoniously set upon the floor during the day

;

and they got on quite as well as those that were

blessed with a paraphernalia of hotbeds, striking bell-

glasses, &c.

There are just one or tvio principles to be attended

to in striking cuttings taken from the parent plant

in a growing state, to which we shall merely advert;

the full elucidation of these would occupy of them-

selves an article or two. First : Prevent the juices of

the cutting from being evaporated, and the too rapid

decomposition of carbonic acid gas from exposure to

heat, air, and light. Hence the importance in all

cases, but especially in the case of all hard-wooded
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plants, of a most close atmosphere, covering with
glasses or sashes, and shading from the sun. Hence,
too, the question as to the number of leaves to be
left on, a cutting. The answer lies in a nut-shell.

The number left should be in proportion to the

powers you possess for keeping them fresh and gi'een,

as then the greater the surface of foliage, the sooner
and more freely will roots be protruded. But, as a
general rule, it is better to curtail somewhat the

I

number of leaves, and even their size when large,

I

because, if left on the bottom of the cutting, they
frequently occasion ruin from damping, and more
trouble is required to prevent them flagging. The
extra trouble being scarcely repaid by the beneficial

results. Secondly : Beware of shading over much, or

there will be extention of the cuttings upwards, but
not downwards The more sun they can stand, the

sooner they will strike roots. Hence, in spring and
autumn we scarcely ever shade. By placing them
in pits or frames, at an angle of 75° or so, and at 18
inches or 2 feet from the glass, the rays of light are
diffused before they reach them, while a slow decom-
position of carbonic acid, and a slow assimilation of

fresh matter to the cutting, is constantly going on.

Here rests the grand secret of cutting-striking , worth
thousands of directions about cleaning and wiping
bell-glasses, &c. Thirdly : When the cuttings are in-

serted and placed in the propagation quarters, icater

so as to make firm the soil about them ; give no more
waterings, unless dustings over the foliage with the
syringe, until the soil begins to be dry. Fourthly

:

When struck, inui-e them to full exposure to sun and
air, before you pot or plant them. R. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPAETMENT.

EXOTIC ORCHIDACE^.
PLANTS REQUIRING PECULIAR TREATMENT.

Bromheadia Palustris.—This plant, the only one
of the genus, is named in honour of Sir Edward
Bromhead, Bart., and the second name denotes that
it gi-ows naturally in marshy ground. It was found
in Sumatra, and requires the heat of the Indian-house.
The flowers, delicate and beautiful, are produced
upon stems from two to three feet high. These stems
have something of a reedy appearance. The flowers
appear upon a grass-like stem, opening one at a time,
and only lasting in perfect beauty one day. The
sepals and petals are white, delicately tinted with
rose ; the labellum, or lip, is paJe yellow, tipped with
violet and covered with beautiful purplish down.
The whole flower is like that of a Demlrobium nobile,

but more delicate in the touchings of colour. The
plant is worth cultivating. The peculiar treatment
it requires is as follows :—Pot it in a rather large pot,
in a compost of loam, peat, and leaf mould ; then set
the pot in a shallow pan of water, and keep this pan
constantly full. This treatment is different to nearly
any other orchid, because in its native solitudes it

grows and thrives in wet marshes.
CcELOQTNE.—This is a rather large family of orchids,

most of which have beautiful flowers. Under the
head of " peculiar treatment," we have to do only
with three or four species. C. Oardneriana is a fine

species, with lai-ge dark-gi-een pseudo-bulbs, at the top
of which are generally a pair of large lanceolate leaves.

These mostly fall ofl" in the season of rest. About the
end of February a large bud may be observed swell-
ing at the base of the last-formed pseudo-bidb ; it is

then time to pot it. Now, to understand how and

witli what to do this rightly, we must know the pecu-
liar situation in which it is found.
To return to the plant which induced us to make

these remarks, Ccelogyne Oardneriana: it was found
by Mr. Gibson, collector for the Duke of Devon-
shire, gi-owing on the Khooseea hills in India, on
trees and rocks in moist shady woods—being in the
greatest luxuriance where the spray of a waterfall

fell upon it, keeping it constantly moist. There,
amongst small sticks, rotting leaves or moss, it

floui-ished in the greatest beauty. This is a very
similar situation to the one we desc^ribed as the native
haunt of Hunt.leya violacea, on the banks of the river

Essequibo. Now. as these two plants are found in

similar situations, though in different quarters of the
world, the same treatment will suit them both. (See
page 199, of this volume). C. Oardneriana is a
lovely species. The flowers make their appearance
at the bottom of the pseudo-bulb formed the previous
season. If this is strong, the flower stem will often
produce as many as six flowers. They appear
generally in February, and the young shoots suc-

ceed the flowers out of the same sheath, growing
rapidly, and perfecting the bulbs early in summer.
Frequently they produce a second set of flowers
the same year, and, of course, a second set of pseudo-
bulbs, but this is not desirable, as the last made
ones are often rendered weak, and unable to produce
such strong shoots and fine flowers as the spring-

made bulbs. It is prudent, therefore, to be content
with one set in a season. We may just mention, that
the flowers are ft-om two to three mches across, of a
beautiful clear white, with a yellow spot in the centre
of the labellum. Pot them in a mixture of rough
fibrous peat, decaying leaves about half rotten, and
sand ; drain them well, and place them in the coolest

part of the Indian-house. Keep them constantly
moist, but most so when they are growing freely.

The same treatment will suit the following species :

—

G. plantaginea, 0. barbata, C. elata, and C. cristata.

The last is a most beautiful spcies. C. fidiginosa,

G. speciosa, G. ochracea, C. Cumingii,Ao best hungup
in baskets, and do not require so much watering
over head, excepting when growing freely.

C, Wallichiana, G. pracox, and C. maculata, form a
distinct secton of this interesting genus, and re-

quire a different treatment. They are called in the

East " The Indian crocus," because they flower in
spring, and garnish the meadows and hedge-banks in

that luxuriant country. They form greenish bulbs
just on the surface. In our stoves they require to be
potted in a mixtin*e of loam, peat, and leaf mould,
with a small portion of clean sand. We find they
do best placed on a shelf, near the glass. When
they first begin to grow give but little water, or

there is danger of damping off the young incipient

shoots. Like C. Oardneriana, the flowers appear
before the leaves, and are exceedingly beautifid. The
leaves make then- appearance after the flowers decay,

and form close to the soil the new bulb ; the old ones
shrivelling up and perishing the same season. As the
leaves increase in size give more water; and fi-e-

quently wash the leaves with a leather brush, to

destroy the red-spider, as this insect is very apt to

infect them. Keep the leaves healthy, and get them
as large as possible, as upon them depends the size

to which the bulbs may attain. These plants are

difiicult to increase, on account of the old bulbs
dying off as soon as the young ones ai'e formed.

Sometimes, however, if the bulbs are strong, they
send up a pair of extra leaves, and these form small
bulbs, which may be detached at the season of pot-
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ting, and will soon form separate fine plants We
intend soon to write on the propagation of orchids

in a separate chapter ; but as these three species of

Coelogyne are so different in their mode of increase to

any other, we have described that mode here in order

that the cultivator may now, as this is the time for

potting them, divide or separate his small bulbs off

at the same time. These plants do not require large

pots, Such as are strong may be put into pots five

inches in diameter, and the smaller bulbs in pots pro-

portioned to their size. We have had the bulbs

sometimes as small as garden peas, and to save room,

have put such three or four together into one pot for

one year
;
potting them separately into middling-sized

pots (that is in pots three inches in diameter) the sea-

son following. Attention to these apparently trivial

points of culture denotes a mind determined to suc-

ceed, and we cannot help pressing upon orchid

growers to attend closely and constantly upon these,

as it were, the turning points of culture. A general

way of potting, a general mode of watering, using

only one material, giving one equal temperature, and
ventilating aU a little, would not answer. If it would,

orchid-growing would, indeed, be as easy as growing
a flat of cabbages ; but these plants—coming as they

do from various parts of the world, and inhabiting

different localities—require, when gathered together

into one house, or at most two houses, a variety of

situations and treatment.

There are yet several species on which we shall

have to observe, as they require a different mode of

treatment to the general one.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Dahlia Propagation.—Some of our florist friends,

eager to increase their stock of choice dahlias, will, by
this time, have set them to work—^that is, to grow.

We do not recommend starting them so early. "More
haste less speed," is a proverb equally applicable to

dahlia growing as to any other pursuit in life. We
conceive that now is quite early enough to start these

gorgeous autumnal flowers. The best place to start

them in is a pit, or frame, heated either with dung-

litter, well mellowed by turning it over frequently

previously, and putting it then into the pit when the

fierce heat is moderated ; or the pit may be filled

witli tanners' spent bark, and the roots laid upon it.

Upon the dung lay a covering of ashes, or sand,

previously to putting in the roots. In this warm,
rnoist heat the roots will soon send forth shoots and
new roots. As soon as the shoots are three or four

inches long take them off, and put them into small

pots half filled with earth, and then filled up with

fine white sand. Give them some water to settle the

sand ; the cuttings then may be put in, and will

soon take root.

The great art in the management of dahlia cuttings

after they are struck, is to give them just such a

quantity of air as will enable them to make dwarf
stout plants, without actually starving. Dahlia cut-

tings should never be allowed to stop so long in the

pots as to fill tliem with roots in a dense mass. It is

the greatest absurdity to expect plants that have been

cramped in their early youth to make strong healthy

fellows afterwards. By no means, then, nurse your

young dahlias too much. This observation ajiplies

to those that arc growing now, or have been growing
for some time, as well as to those that are yet to be

propagated. Continue to secure them from frost, and
no more : too much heat or stimulus at this early

period is very injurious.—T. Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Asparagus.—The last planting for forcing may

now be placed on a slight hotbed, and be hooped
and matted, or covered over with some kind of light

protection. The beds now in full cut may be bene-

ficially assisted by liberal soakings of tepid liquid-

manure water, and a small portion of salt dissolved

in it. Air should be liberally given by day, to pro-

duce the shoots strong, and of a good colour, and the

frames should be shut up early of an afternoon.

Asparagus Culture in the Open Ground.—Old
beds, if not already manured, should be attended to

without delay ; and the manure be forked carefully in.

Sea-weed is an excellent article for top-dressing,

when attainable for this purpose. The ground in-

tended for a new plantation should be well manured
and trenched, continually forking and stirring the

earth on all suitable occasions. The seed of aspara-

gus may also now be sown on well prepared and
pulverized soil, one foot apart. It should be sown
thinly in drills, in order to obtain good stm-dy plants

for the next season's planting.

Borecole, &c.—Choose for seed, plants of the best

curled and short-jointed sorts ; never select those

that are coarse, long-legged, or long-jointed. Sow at

once the first sowing of seed for obtaining early

plants on a well pulverized spot of soil, as well as a

small sowing of the dwarfcurled Savoys and Kohl-Rabi.
Routine Work.—Clear the late celery of decayed

leaves and rubbish, and apply its final earthing.

Sow a little seed in pans, or on a slight hotbed, for

eai'ly spring use. Sow also chervil, corn salad, Ame-
rican cress, the common cress, and mustard. Finish

bleaching the last crop of endive, and well attend to

the early lettuce plants ; keeping them clear of dead

leaves and other rubbish. Keep the earth's surface

well stirred, and have dry dust applied about their

stems to prevent their cankering. Sow leeks and a

small sowing of onions for early use ; covering them
with a little mulch, or some slight protection, until

they are up. An early variety of turnip should be
also now sown on a slight hotbed in drills.

Sea-kale.—New plantations should now be made
on well prepared soil ; and some salt, of which the

sea-kale is particularly fond, should be applied.

Supposing the sea-kale ground to have been well

trenched and ridged, and the ridges to have been

forked over several times, it must, as a matter of course

at this season, be in a very well pulverized and healthy

condition. 'The salt may be sown over the surface

of the soil broadcast, pretty liberally, with great ad-

vantage, previously to its being forked down level for

planting, in order to get the salt well incorporated

with the soil. We apply it at the rate of about four

pounds to the rod, pole, or land-yard ; and in the

course of the summer season, we apply liquid-manure

pretty liberally, with salt always added to it.

We plant our rows of sea-kale three feet apart,

and the plants singly two feet apart in the rows, so

that in one summer's growth, with the foregoing

management, we find the plants get very strong, and

tit for producing flue healthy heads of blanched kale

throughout the succeeding winter, either taken up
or forced on the ground. Sea-kale, which has not

been already covered for this season's production,

should at once be attended to, or the shoots will be

produced of a blue colour, and a bitter taste. Charred

saw-dust, old tau, leaf-mould, light soil, or fine cinder-

ashes, are all very suitable for blanching it at this

season, without the addition of fermenting materials.

Salt as Manure.—Slight applications of salt, that
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is to say, a little and often, may be given by sowing
broadcast over the surface of the soil, at most times

with great advantage. We do not approve of appli-

cations on too liberal a scale to any crop at any sea-

son ; but we are advocates for applying it lightly

over the surface of the soil for almost all and every

kind of crop, particularly at this season of the year,

as the moisture of the soD and showers are sure very
soon to dissolve it, and a box or bin of salt should
always be kept near the manure-catching pit, in order

to give its accumulations liberal sprinklings.

Early Peas should have earth drawn well up to

them on the cold side, and short boughs placed to

aiford them protection ; the general crop of late peas
should now be sown in full crop. A row of round
spinach may be sown between them.

Lettdce.—Make another sowing of the Bath cos

and Victoria cabbage lettuce.

Potato Ground which has been some time planted,

and the surface-soil allowed to remain in a rough
state, would now be impi'oved by first sowing some
salt over it, and then harrowing or hand-scarifying it.

Framing.—Continue to collect together fermenting
materials, which should be well turned and worked,
to get the mass in a good uniform condition ; keep
the linings of early cucumbers and melons well-topped-

up and protected, so as to maintain one regular genial
heat. Sow in succession cucumbers, melons, capsicums,
chillies, a little sweet basil, and sweet marjoram.
Mushroom Beds should be looked to in the out-

sheds, to see that they are well covered up, to main-
tain a genial warmth ; and should a little water be
required, let it be tepid, and given from a very fine-

rosed water-pot or syringe. After watering, add a
little fresh, dry, refuse hay, previously to putting on
the old covering again. Mushroom beds should be
uncovered with the greatest care, so as not to displace
or pull the mushrooms olT with the covering. Mush-
rooms are apt to come in large clusters ; and, if

great care is not taken in removing those that are fit

for use, you will injure those that you wish to remain
to become larger. In gathering, remove them, root
and all, by a gentle twist, and the places where taken
from fill up with a little fresh earth, and press it

down with the back of the hand.
Cauliflowers attend to, planting out, and eaith-

stirring among the hand-glass crops which were
planted out in the autumn. Let them have all the
open air possible in favourable weather, by taking
the coverings entirely ofi^.

Cabbages plant out freely in good well-manured
soil, to succeed those which were planted out in the
autumn ; and use the hoe freely, on dry days, among
the autumn-planted crops.

Broooli Crops look over every frosty-looking even-
ing, to see if there are a few heads ready for cutting,

or the leaves to be turned in over the head as a pro-
tection.

Mint.—If any have neglected their mint-forcing,

let them take a few roots and place in pots or pans

;

water them well, and place them in their cucumber or
other beds where there is bottom-heat. This forcing
is necessary wherever early green spear-mint is re-

quired. James Barnes & W.

MISCELLANEOUS IKFORMATION.

OUR VILLAGE WALKS.
(No. 20.)

I AM writing in the last week of January, yet spring
seems fairly to have opened upon the ever-beautiful
earth ; for I have seen the first squirrel, heard the first

lark, and have gathered a twig of sallow with the

first silky buds shining like pearls on the dark stem.

Shall we ever weary of welcoming the gladsome
spring, with her innumerable beauties, although,
year aftei' year, she dawns upon us syith the same
glittering freshness, and presents the same features

to the eye and mind ?

We have had abundant proof that the gi-aceftil

squirrels have passed their winter cheerily, lor the
gi-ound has been strewed with the tips of the spruce
fir, which they have thrown away after their wasteful

meals ; but I have not seen them frisking among the
boughs for many weeks. Three days ago, I was sur-

prised at the sight of one scudding over the beds of

dead leaves that lie thickly on the ground among the

woods, and springing up an oak. The colour was so

much like that of the dead leaves, that I should have
fancied it a large leaf dancing before the gust, as I

have so often seen them do, but for the feathery tail,

which gives so much grace to their light movements.
The little creature seemed full of glee ; it sprang
coquettishly up the tree, keeping cautiously on the

opposite side, but peeping occasionally at me as it

ascended, and seemed to luxuriate in the returning
mildness that permitted it once again to enjoy its

native freedom and buoyant spirits. What a gay,

happy looking creature, is a squirrel ! how light and
elegant are its movements, as it bounds across the

lawn, or springs from ti'ee to tree ! They shoot along
the delicate sprays of the larch, scai'cely appearing to

touch them, or to agitate the boughs, except when a
shower has fallen, and then the glittering drops fall

like rain, marking the rapid course and agile leaps of

the lively animal. We are almost tempted to envy
their life and lightheartedness, as we watch them.
We cannot help, sometimes, a shade of sadness pass-

ing for one instant through our minds, when we see

the joyous animation, the freedom from care, of a
thoughtless squirrel, so different from the sober reali-

ties, and the withering anxieties of man's troubled
life ! Yet, let us learn another lesson among the
whispering, nay, the vocal, woods—vocal with more
than music. They tell us that " man disquietetb

himself in vain," that the loving and bountiful hand
that feeds and fosters the beasts that perisli, will as

surely supply every want of those whom " he so

loved, " as to give for their ransom his own beloved
Sou ; and, that if we would only " taste, and see how
gracious the Lord is," no bounding squin-el could
spring so lightly, so rapturously as our hearts ! No
summer breeze could breathe such melody as we
should utter then !

It always creates regret when we see such active

creatures confined in cages ; and we are obliged to

take comfort in reflecting that, as they have no minds,
they ai'e far less susceptible of captivity than we
imagine. Still, I cannot bear to see them shut up
from air, and the delicious enjoyment of their own
bright, beautiful land, and joyous companions. I re-

member my sister once bringing up a young one that
had been taken from the nest, and it throve, and
seemed contented and happy nestling itself at night
in a handful of moss, which it picked out in the most
cai'eful way, till every little blade was separated, and
it seemed as if curled up in a bed of gauze. The
cage was placed one morning near a window, and my
sister was startled by hearing the squirrel utter a
piercing, agonizing oiy. On hastening to ascertain

the cause, she saw the poor little creature gazing in-

tently on one of its own species, frisking among the
boughs of a tree close to the window where it dwelt
in solitude. Who could resist that piteous appeal ?
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It was the pet of an absent son ; but in less than two
minutes it was dancing with glee among those very

boughs the happiest of its kind. I have, however,

been almost reconciled to the captivity of one of these

pretty creatures. It is in the possession of one of my
own near relatives, and enjoys a comparatively happy
life. It was fuU-gi-own when caught in his garden ;

and its extreme gentleness proved that it had been
reared in confinement, and had escaped from its cage.

Its tameness and docility are remarkable ; it runs
merrily abont the room, plays with the children,

and seems to have no disposition—which squirrels

generally have—to bite. It will sufi'er itself to be

stroked and cai'essed with the utmost good temper

;

and when wearied with play, returns contentedly to

its cage, and composes itself to sleep. It is beautiful

to see a squirrel feeding : its delicately-formed fore-

feet, so nearly like human hands, its erect attitude,

plume-like tail, and the dexterity with which it bores

through the shell of a nut, make it quite an interest-

ing object. My cousin's squii'rel delights in a little

basket, where its nuts are placed : into this it hastens

;

and as the basket is just large enough to hold it, it is

one of the prettiest sights possible to see it sitting

there, nibbling away with perfect non-cludance.

We once had a beautiful Angola oat bringing up a

kitten that could only just see. Two or thi-ee very

young squirrels were brought to us at the time, which
would otherwise have perished ; and my father imme-
diately resolved to try if the cat would nourish them.
Although so different in colour and shape to her own
white, sUky kitten, the cat received them very kindly,

and they flourished admirably under her oai'e, quitting

her only when they ceased to require her support.

Squirrels are such destructive animals in planta-

tions, that they are obliged to be destroyed. Where
they abound they do incalculable mischief, barking

the trees, and thus destroying them. The larch suf-

fer especially ; and we were once hurried out to look

at a plantation of Scotch firs that had been struck by
lightning, in a storm, a few nights before. We found

the trees stripped of their bark in a singular manner,
but agreed that their scathed appearance proved how
awfully near to us the electric fluid had fallen. The
clearer comprehension of a gentleman, a few days
after, discovered the real destroyers : the whole aSair

was the work of squirrels.

We are already beginning to enjoy our favourite

walks once more. There is much wet everywhere.

The copses are in a very spongy state ; but it is inte-

resting to watch the clearing out of the drains, and to

see the imprisoned streams running freely away.

The little woodland paths, wot as they are, lead us

through scenes of bursting nature, and we hear such
lively sounds on every hand as spring alone affords.

We can mark the sprouting primroses already ; the

little delicate buds rising thickly from the soft green

leaves ; and plants of every kind are now beginning
to bestir themselves to deck the earth with beauty.

The mezereon is full of rich, swelling buds, which
will, in a few days, wreathe its light branches with
bloom like that of the almond tree ; and carry us, in

thought, to that Scriptural land now glowing with its

flowers, which was once the glory of all lands, and
will again, ero long, be the joy of tlie whole earth.

I/Ct us, as we hail tlie returing s]iring, remember,
that in a few fleeting months all will again fade and
disappear ; we shall again stumble over the hard,

frozen ground, and shiver bonimth the cutting wintry

wind ; all the beauty that is now awakening will have
perished. But the mercies and the "compassions" of

the Lord " fail not
:

" " they are new every morning."

How prone are we to see with our bodily eyes only
—to mark the blessings that they discern—while our
hearts lie cold and unconcerned within, and our
sph'itual eyes are blinded I

HEATING HOT-HOUSE BOILERS.
No. I.

Thinking that the heating apparatus of hot-houses

and other structures will of course form part of your
plan, in directing the amateur how to act, when he
jmts up anything new in the way, I am induced to

offer a few remarks on this very important subject,

as, notwithstanding all that has been written and said

on the matter, many very imperfect, or rather im-
proper, modes are still adopted—I mean that many
new boilers, pipes, tanks, &c., are daily put in, ill cal-

culated for the piu'pose they are intended for. And
when it happens, which it very often does, that the
costly machinery does not work well, the amateur
naturally becomes disgusted with the thing altogether,

and abandons fruit, or plant-forcing, as an expensive
job ; I, therefore, make no apology for drawing your
attention to the following particulars, being the re-

sult of considerable practical and, I might add, per-

sonal experience.

Of the various mechanical inventions of the pre

sent century, perhaps none have shewn so little im-
provement on the original as the method of heating
by hot water ; so little, indeed, has been the improve-
ment, that if I were consulted on the most useful

plan to heat a vinery, or any similar house, I should
certainly advise the same method by which the very

first houses that ever I saw so heated were con-

structed, in preference to many of those whimsical
novelties so fashionable uow-a-days. It is a grea.t pity

that the old-fashioned saddle-backed boiler was ever

superseded, as it did its work much better than any
of those gew-gaw contrivances, with all their appm'-

tenances, so often mis-called boilers, whose intricacies

in some cases would almost puzzle the inventor. At all

events, they have often puzzled the poor stoker, and
many times have cost him hours of sleep, as well as the

painful anxiety that may have been evinced by his su-

perior, from the liability they have to become deranged.

It is well known, that the great variety of boilers

of every whimsical make, which we hear of every

day, all owe their existence to an attempt to save

fuel ; certainly all other ends accomplished too, that

is a very great recommendation, yet that may be
bought too dear, as I know to my cost, in several in-

stances, besides in others in which the consumption
of fuel was even gi-eater than a more simple plan, so

that it is necessary for the amateur to be on his guard,

as we all know the more simple a thing is the cheaper

it generally is, and taking the matter in a pound-
shilling-and-pence point of view, the diflerenoe in the

cost would, I am sure, furnish the additional quan-

tity of fuel requii'ed for years, presuming (which I

think would not be the case), tliat the registered

boiler, with its long name, required something less.

We all know that the duties of stoker is, in most
cases, performed by the most humble individual in

the establishment. Now a poor unlettered boy may
not be able to lecture on the radiating or expansive

powers of heat, and a great deal of other pedantry

we hear so much about, but he may know perfectly

well how to kindle a fire, coax it to burn, and by
daily ]iractice can regulate the quantity of fuel he

puts on, so as tn produce a certain amount of beat.

These duties, we premise, are all that can be expected

of him ; and in performing of which, I very much be-

lieve, he would excel our learned Professor himself;
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but alas ! the learned dignitary has put a stumbling
block in his way : instead of the simple, old-fashioned

square, or saddle-backed boiler, with its capacious

fire-box below, which, like a begging-bag, would hold

little or much, we have saddled upon us a mis-

shaped sort of a thing, which on its arrival at our
premises attracts no little attention, as to what it is ever

intended to be. Presently, a polite gentleman, or his

man-of-all-work, follows after it, extolling its wonder-
ful qualities for the required purposes ; and often, in

all probability, the greater part of the back-wall of

your house is pulled down, the interior disarranged,

and a hole dug deep, and large enough for the cellar

of a prince, and perhaps water rushes in, to get rid of

which your grounds have to be cut, and no end of

trouble endured. But we will suppose this curiosity

put in its place, pipes attached, fire applied, and you
are invited to inspect the apparatus, and feel the con-

genial heat it imparts ; well, all this done, the trades-

msm takes his departure, with an additional testi-

monial to his list of patrons, to repeat the same
thing at another place. Now, let us follow the matter
out: we said the house was well heated at the trial,

and so it was—one or other of the attendant workmen
stirring the fire every few minutes; well, when Mr.
Leather-apron leaves the premises, the fire may not
then be wanted for some little time again; something
may want putting to rights in the inside of the house,

and when our poor stoker-boy gets directions to put
the fire on, he attends to it with pleasure—the thing

is new ; he has not to stoop and shovel in coal, but he
has to put some coke into a funny-looking throat at

the top, just like putting letters into the box of a
village post-office. Well, this certainly is nice ; looks

well at it, and goes away, returning again by-and-by

he finds the fire is out ; to kindle it again, he quickly

applies himself, charitably thinking it must be the

damp (the fire not having been lately on) that

makes it so unwilling to burn, but hopes all will be
right shortly. How often he may repeat his visits I

need not say, but at length he gets it to burn, and
seemingly all is right at bed-time, and the fii'e on
then. Well, he puts on so much coke as he can cram
into the funny little fire, filling the hopper as well, as

the bricklayer that set the boiler told him to do, as a
sort of night food for this extraordinary progeny;
well, in the morning he hastens to it, finds to his

consternation, that the fuel he put on is there just as

be left it ; runs into the hot-house to look at the ther-

mometer, which he finds 10" below what it ever

ought to be, and back again to the boiler, with all

the maledictions he can think of; at the same time
taxing his ingenuity as to the quickest way to get

the fire up before his master enters that house, and
trusting he will be able to manage it better the next
night. Well, the next night he takes care and forces

the fire well before bed-time ; and at the final cover-

ing up, puts no more coke on than just what the fire-

box part will contain, and in the morning is some-
what consoled to find it had burnt away, the fire out,

and the house not so very much under the mark as

the preceding night. Well, this is repeated once or

twice, when lo ! a clear star-light night betokens frost,

and the boy has orders from his master to put a little

more than usual on all the fires, consequently again
tries filling the hopper, and again with the same result.

Now, this is not an over-drawn picture ; I have
had more experience in the capacity of stoker than
most of people, certainly more than those who write

about heating, and have had boilers of various makes,
—conical, cylindrical, or spiral, all with hopper-feeding
appendages, hut I have never yet seen one that was

calculated to work well in a general way : the hopper-

hole was too small, large lumps of coke are apt to choke

it up, and some of the fire-box partitions are also so

small as not to hold anything like the quantity neces-

sary to put on beibre leaving it for the night ; and
when there is no certainty of the fuel in the liopper

finding its way into the tire, even with the greatest

of care and attentive practice, it certainly speaks

very forcibly that such an appurtenance ought to be

dispensed with ; and I may inform those advocates

of novelties, while quarrelling over their supposed

infringements of patents, that 1 have seen more than

one of their coflee-potlooking patents, after fruitless

attempts to make it answer, pulled down, laid on its

side, something like that useful utensil, and some
alteration of course in the insertion of the pipes,

and a capacious fire-box placed below it, and then it

served very well ; the whims of the inventor, in these

cases, being buried in the brick-work, to the gi-eat

satisfaction of the gardener attending it. Now, 1 do
not draw my conclusions from the failure of one, two,

or three cases ; I have had several under my charge,

and have also had a good share of the humble calling

of attending to them, without which I think no man
is entitled to give an opinion of their merits; but

having drawn this letter to a greater length than 1

intended, I must leave the conclusion thereof until

my next, when 1 will give some particulars of the

arrangements of pipes, and other matters.—S. N. V.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* We request that no one will write to the departmental writers

of The Cottage Gaboener. It gireg them unjustifiable trouble

and expense; and we also request our coadjutors under no circum-
stances to reply to such private communications.

Mis-CARRlAGB IN Hen3 (i4 New Subscriber).—This case is some-
what singular. Our correspondent says :

—" I have three hen Ban-
tams and one cock ; one of the hens commenced laying, but after

laying tliree eggs in three weelis, suddenly took to laying soft eggs,

and yolks of eggs without even the skin ; this happened day and
night till she died. Another commenced laying to-day, and after

laying one proper egg, immediately laid a soft egg, and she seems in

a fair way of following the flrst one. Can you tell me the reason of
this, and tlie cure (if any) ? Tiiey have a night-house, a stone shed,
an ample walk, plenty of old mortar, chalk, &c. ; are fed with
barley, oats, barley-meat, raw meat, water-cresses, potato, and turnip,

and have plenty of fresiipurap-waterevery day.'' This we take to be a
clear case of over-excitement. Give the hens a teaspoonful of castor

oil ; do not give them any animal food, nor anything else but boiled

vegetables and scalded barley-meal. Vou feed yourpoultry toohlghly

;

give them not only less stimulating food, but less food altogether.

Dutch Every-day Layers [liet], F. W. Pye).—Our corres-

pondent wislies to know where he can obtain a pair of these, and the
price. Much obliged ; we have now plenty of seed.

Ivy Torn from a House {Carig Cu^Ao/),— On no account would
we destroy the old ivy. No doubt part of the long shoots have
snapped, but let them be cut below the fracture, and the bottoms
will soon furnish strong suckers to supply the place of those broken.
Let every shoot be disentangled, by cutting off the smaller branches
which interlace, and be fastened to the wall with strong hooks. We
have seen large pieces of torn-off ivy saved by such means. If you
could save one-third of the old wood this way, and at regular dis-

tances, and cut down tht> rest to near the surface of the ground, your
house will be furnished again in less than half the time it would take
to do so from young plants or seeds. Even If the whole of the old
stems were to be cut down to the ground, we would rather trust to
the old roots for a fresh supply than lo any other method.
CoCHiN-CuiNA Fowls [E. Muggridge).— In answer to your

query at page 246, Mr. Martin Doyle says :— " The average height of
the finest specimens af Cochin.Ghina cocks is at least six or seven
and twenty inches. They have, mostly, a rudimentary, and frequt^ntly

a complete fifth extra toe, which is hereditary, and so adhereiitto the
breed as to induce a suspicion of their close relationship to the Dork-
ings. The legs are of a pale flesh colour.

Insects {Tyro, Ptumslead).—The insect in the small box Is not
a Wireworm, but one of the Snake millipedes (see vol. 2, page 139).
The large white grub is the larvie of the common Cockchafer.
Hyacinth Offsets (W. X.).—Whether in pots or in water-

glasses, we never remove these from the parent bulbs. Put as much
salt to your earth intended for manure as will give the land, to
which it is applied, a dressing of salt at the rate of ten or twelve
bushels to the acre.

Hops {Dr. Rooke).—These do not come within our province;
being strictly a farming produce. They are raised from seed, which
can be obtained ef the London seedsmen. A deep light soil suits

them best. The poles should be ten or twelve feet above the surface of
the ground. Reid's syringe is the best for vinery and greeshouse use.
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Unproned Peaches, Apricots, and Pldms (TF. W.).~By all
means pass the pruoing-kniie over yourtiees. As they were nei^iected
Ian Bumoier, and growing freely, they must be somewhat crowded.
Thin out judiciously, in order to admit light; as for shortening back,
that depends upon the character of ihe wood m respect of ripeness.
Shortening must also occasionally be practised, in order to cause Ihe
tree to fill up any parts deficient. The gross shoots had better be
reduced a little, and some white lead put on thin upon the cut ends
to keep air and moisture out. Vou will see an article on pruning in
tliis number. Make up your hotbed/or cuttings immediately.
Peae Peuming (A. C.).—Do not shorten the short-jointed shoots

tied down in summer. If none of this proper character occurs, but all
are rank wood, tie a moderate portion down, and root-prune severely.
The apple may be managed this way when deficient of natural spurs.
ApEicoT, Peaes, and Strawberries Unfruitful {Viclim).—

Our correspondent's apricot grows above the wall, and is full of
strong wood, without producing blossom; his pears, also against a
wall, blossom abundantly, but produce little fruit; and his British
Queen strawberries are dnfurmed by hard green centres; and his
Espalier apple-trees have a great many long shoots among them.
You must shorten back your »hoots above the wall, and root-prune
immediately; all otherpruning without this will fail. You have made
your soil too good. Your pears are protected when in iilossom ; they
ought to do better. We would try root-pruning. We have had
other and similar complaints about the British Queen strawberry,
but we cannot say. without seeing a case, what it may be. Do you
water sufficiently when swelling off? Thin out some of the long
apple shoots entirely; they will rob the true bearing shoots.
Salt to Greenhouse Bulbs (T. R.).—How could we possibly

say huw raucn salt you may put into the water for these, without
knowing the species ? There are very few that could be benefited by
Uie application. You can only get rid of the caterpillars in your
rockets hy carefully hand-picking and searching (or the eggs. You
will find a description of the moth producing (hem at page 21 of our
second volume.
Hemerocallis JAP0NiCA(/6id).—Thisis quite hardy, and ought

to flower freely m any soil. Supply it abundantly with water in the
summer. Charcoal is never used by us for bulb-pots ; but it does
no harm, and makes excellent drainage.
Vines and Greenhouse Plants(L. ii.L.).—The shade of vines

in a greenhouse will certainly injure plants. Keep them on a front
shelf where there is no shade. Fuchsias will stand mote shade than
most plants.

Cebefees in Vineey (/iit/).—If grapes are a desideratum with
you, no kind of creeper should be allowed to Interfere with the vines
on the rafters.

Cyclamen Seed (Ibid).—This will grow very well now from seed.
Sjw them in a light compost, place them in a cucumber-bed till they
vegetate, then remove them to a cooler place.
Apple-tree Cuttings (76irf).—These may be struck either in

April or early in the autumn ; and shoots of the previous year, with a
heel of the older wood attached, strike the most readily. Soot, after
being soaked in water, is useful upon heavy soil ; but it has been de-
prived of its ammonia, and therefore is not su valuable as a manure.
Poultry can beover-fed. See an answer to another correspondent. Keep-
ing them shut up in a stall, or shed, is quite enough to make them dull.
We have painted over walls with gas tar, and the effect is excellent.
Ii destroys vermin, and certainly advances the tree* agamst the walls.
Names of Apples S. D., Il/urd}.~As far as we can make out

from two such bruised specimens, w« think your variety is the Court-
pendu Plat; an apple originally Irom France, but somtrticues called
Gdrnon's apple, because cultivated at Garnons, the seat of Sir J. Cot-
Ireil, near Hereford. (IT. f. L.).— We think your small apples are
the Boston Russet.
Mammoth Beocoli {M. T. Mouldj.—A coirespondent will be

obliged by your sending liira a httle stfed.and of the Ohio Squash, to
** W. G. Cherry, Esq , Buckland, Leommster."
Eabtu Nut.— The same correspondent wishes to know where he

can obtain some tubers uf this.

WiEE WORM (A Young Beginner).~A ton of gas lime, mixed with
five loads ot earth six weeks since, will not destroy the wire-worm, nor
yet spoil the garden, as your landlord fears. Salt and soot mixed with
the soil for a foot square, round where you purpose to insert each po-
tato-set (whole), will bemorelikely to keep the wire-worms from them.
The Houped-peticoat Narcissus requires no particular culture. The
bulbs only have to be buried about two inches below the surface of
the border. AOutilon Striatum is a very pretty flower. See all about
it pa^e 13/ of our last volume. We do not know which you mean
by Semper fiorejiis roses ; perhaps you mean either Ihe Perpetuals
or the Evergreens (Sempervirens).

^^
Fowls with Diseased Eyes (^em).—Our correspondent says,

" Lumps come near the eyes in some, like a white swelling, and in
eihers red. It seems to be a hard substance, like bone." We never
met with sucli a case before, and, iC the lowls are in good health,
should l-;ave the lumps untouched U ihese increase in size incon-
veniently, we Bhould rub them with lunar-iaustic.
Royal Muscadine Grape (]V. H. G.).—We have no cultmgs of

this. It is sometimes called the IVhite Chasselus, but it is very dif-
ferent Irom the White Muscadine of Langley, .Speechley, and others.
Our correspondent would gladly send postage stamps to any one who
can let him have cuttings.

Name OF Salvia (J5. B. If.).—If either of the two you name, it is
Salvia fulgent ; but no one, merely from a flattened blossom, can tell
whether ii ih noi S./ormosa. Tree mignonette : we cannot conceive
that any one can need more Instructions than are given in our second
volume; but we will see what Mr. B-atou thinks about the matter.
Supee-puospuate of Lime to Caerots (^//rerf ,4.).—The very

slight dressing o( thlu which is desirable to apply to any crop, should
bi- sprinkled over the surface, and dug in. It is a manure, like
the dungof animals, of thal»timnla(iNK nature, or entering so largely ,

into the cumpositioa of the plant, that its roots will travel In the di-

rection where it abounds. We, therefore, think it would be useless
to bury it in a trench, lor the purpose of inducing the roots of carrots
to strike down to it, as they wilt to stable manure so buried.
Fuchsias {T. M. W^.J.—Seean article by Mr. Fish lately. As the

leaves of your fuchsias are eo fresh, do not cut them down, but prune
them in a little. Examine the roots; prune these slightly, but give
them a good portion ot the old soil.

Cactus and Hoya {Margaret Reymer),—We should be quite
concerned if you lost your pets; but, unless they are quite dead, do
not be alarmed, (See answers to correspondents lately.) When you
kept them in a frame in winter, and they never flowered, we fear you
did not keep them dry enough in winter, nor give them plenty of sun
in summer. These, with proper soil, are the chief seerets ot success.
As you have them now in a warm room, give them as much light as you
can; sponge the leaves on a fine warm day; and, by-and-by, if not
pleasing you before, transfer them to your pit in April or May, and there
keep them close and warm, and in a moist atmosphere, by giving them
little or no air. Here, if they do not flower, they will get healthy.
Set them full in the sun in July, against a wail; and we think that
you will have plenty of bloom in future.

Pleroma Elegans, &c. {A Young but Ardent Gardener),—The
leaves sent are eaten up with that little jumping rascal, the Thrip ;

and there is none worse to dislodge. Look at our back numbers, and
you will see what is recommended to keep them down. Inadditiou, we
would advise you to try weak laurel-water, thrown forcibly over the
foliage, but preventing it sinking :nto the pot by turnmg it over on
its broad side. Cut and bruise the leaves of the laurel, put them in
a vessel which you can cover close, pour over them boiltug water, as
if making tea, and then, sometime afterwards, increase the water to
three gallons to every pint ol bruised leaves, and syringe when it is

lukewarm. Your main hope of a complete riddance of the thrip is

the use of the syringe, and a moist atmosphere in spring and summer.
Cuttings of Double Chinese Primula (ibid).— Place the

cuttings in a sweet b»ttom-heat, free from damp steam ; it is wortbf
of all your care.

Aloe (T. M. IF.).—You may take off the sucker from your aloe in
March, especially if it has got any roots ; it it has no roots, you might
wait a month longer; and if, after placing it in a small pot you could
give it a little bottom-heat, roots would sooner be formed. Tne sandy
loam that suits the parent plant will also suit the youngster; but if the
soil is heavy, a little brick or lime rubbish may be added with advantage.
Orange-treb {A. H.).—The plant imported from Lisbon would

have suffered less from frost if, instead of being " freely watered," it

had not been watered at all before leaving Liverpool. The leaves
having dropped, and the points of the shoots becoming blacked, are
proots that the cold frosty weather bus injured it. Your chief hope
of restoring it to health consists in keeping it a little longer where it

is, in a greenhouse, with a temperature of 50°, but shaded ; and then
contriving to place the plant, with its roots, in bottom-heat, and its

top in a close, warm, moist atmosphere. If vitality is not altogether
gone, this will cause it to break out alresh.

Bedding-out Plants in a Vinery (/I Young- LnioMrer).—We
presume, you want a place to transfer them to when you commence
forcing, as your cow-shed was too dark tor them. See what Mr.
Fish and others have said upon turf-pits, and your own ingenuity
would soon enable you to fix upon a method by which, at little cost,

you might give the plants light in fine weather especially. If you
have a spare space of wall, that would save you one side of a pit at
once; and the front might soon be made with boards aud posts.
Have asphalt wood, glazed calico, straw or malt coverings, so made
as to keep them dry.
Ants {Ibid).—May easily be poisoned, by mixing arsenic with

sugar or honey; and easily dislodged, by pouring lime-water into
their fortresses.

Wash for Vines {Ibid).—This maybe put on cold or hot. If
not too hot, it will be all the better to be wurm.
Drawing-board {Young Gardener).—Any carpenter (you giving

him directions, and seeing that he uses seasoned wood, and lets in

some pieces across the grain to keep it from warping; could make
you a drawing-board. If he uses old wood, he could make you a
T-piece also. You may obtain cloth covers for The Cottage
Gardener at our otfice,

Geese {F. T. Herrick).—Water is necessary; but a large tub
would answer, if five feet iu diameter, and constantly full of water.
Geese, for breeding, will not hear constant confinement.
Asparagus (J. B. C'}.—The plants, if grown in a single row,

need not be more than nine inches apart. We once had a garden,
the soil of which, like yours, would never bear a crop of the common
garden cress. Black currants similarly failed. It was a very light
soil, and we overcame the deficiency by giving the soil a very thick
dressing of clay and lime rubbish.

Black Barley {Pastor Rusticus).—Our correspondent wishes to

know where he can obtain some of this grain ; and whether birds are
less inclined to attack it than they are the common barley.

Roses {Captain Forrest).—You may obtain every one of the roses
in the list at page 24 of our first volume of any of the great rose-
growers: Rivers, Paul, Law, Francis, Curtis, Ike. You are about to
plant fruit-trees in a border covered with strawberries. These may
remain for the present year, but will be injurious if left longer.
Capons {Tyro).—Look at the answer we gave at page I3t).

Payne's Improved Cottage Hives {A Subscriber, Rye).—
You may purchase these of Messrs. Neighbour & Son, High Holborn,
London. Drawings and full descriptions of them are in our first

volume, pages 2'sy and 3U6.

London : Printed by Harry Wooldbidge, Winchester High Street

in uie Parish of St. Mary Kulendar; and Published by William
Somkeville Ore, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish

of Christ Church, City of London.— Fel^ruary 21st, 1650.
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to be made they should be proceeded with instantly,

if possible. Tree-leaves make an excellent and long-

enduriug medium of heat ; they are better, however,

mixed with one-fourth their bulk of dung which has

been sweated in a heap for a week or so. Four feet

in depth of this material, slightly but regularly trod

during the process of filling, will produce of itself a

heat of nearly S0° until next September. It is cus-

tomary with gardeners to case it over with tan; this

is a more convenient medium to plunge in, and,_

withal, acts both as an increaser and controller of

the heat below ; for leaves are apt to dry too suddenly

at the surface, and they moreover lay so loose and

open as compared with tan that, although the pot

may be plunged full depth, yet not above one-third

will receive the benefit of bottom-heat.

The pits or other structures intended to receive

pines in any of their stages had better receive a coat

of lime-wash ; and as it is proper that the hottom-

lieat should be fairly up before introducing the pines,

there will still be a fortnight to spare before any

thorough rearrangement takes place, and during this

period the liming or otlier matters may be carried out.

If the heat of such structures depends entirely on

fermenting materials, our practice is to put about 15

inches in depth of new tan ; not, however, plunging

the full depth by any means on their first introduc-

tion; indeed, we merely stick the ends of the pots in

the tan, adding new tan at intervals as necessary.

Where there is a tauk bottom-heat, the ease is alto-

gether different ; here no tan is absolutely necessary,

although Mr. Hamilton, whose system must be known

to most of our readers, chooses to thrust new tan

amongst the stems of his pines, on the Hamiltonian

system, occasionally.
' Whilst the heat 'is rising in the pits, we think it

advisable to commence watering where needed. The

Black Jamaica pine with us (see remarks at page

2fj?i) never receives a drop of water from the begin-

ning of November until the raiddle of February

;

indeed, we have Jamaicas now, strong successions,

which will not receive water untU the very end of the

montli, and we are not thoroughly assured that it

will even then be necessary. However, tlie Queen

section requires a somewhat different treatment

;

these will enjoy twice the amount of water which

some of the Black section require. Still much de-

pends on the amount of pot room the plants possess,

and whether very full of roots or not: if planted out

they will not require one-fourth part of the water,

provided the bottom-heat is rightly contrived. In

all cases of doubt with the am.ateur, he had better

water too little than loo much; the I'ormer may cause

a diminished amount of luxuriance for awhile, but

the latter may totally destroy the young spongioles,

and then a decided and sudden check will be the

result, wliich will be exceedingly prejudicial.

Where the pot system is tlio order of the day, some

shifting may he necessary in the early part of March.

We think it not good policy to shift young stock

wliich has not yet become pot-bound, provided the

soil is as it ought to be, and always will be under

good culture, still li-esh, and the drainage complete.

We may remark here that the time of receiving the

final shift into the fruitiug-pot should be. in some

decree, determined by the period at whicli the fruit

is required to show or rise. We should say that,

taking pines in the lump, some eight or nine months

may be fairly counted on as elapsing between the

last repotting and the showing period ; some will be

more, some less, but this will servo to convey an

idea to the uninitiated.

The Potting.—Having provided some soil of a
good staple, with pots of a proper size, and proper
materials for drainage, nothing is needed hut fore-

cast to secure the plants from injury in their transit

from one structure to another, and from one pot to

another. An intermediate structure of any kind, if

at liberty, may be used as the medium of transit, for

it is rather tedious work to remove and plunge each
pot as the performance proceeds. Such expedients,

however, will naturally be resorted to ; the main
business being to prevent a sudden declension of
temperature from chilling the roots; any place in-

doors will give immunity to the tops.

But we come now to an important matter: liuw

to repot them.
Nothing is more eligible than a turfy loam, about

six months old, which has been piled in a shed, or
out-house, and has become dry: this is the principal
ingi-edient with us. Such may be cut in bits with the
spade, and those bits being shaken in a very coarse
riddle or sieve, in order to reject all the mere soil

which falls from it in attrition, wUl be lumpy, fibrous
matter, which is almost complete in itself for pine
culture. We add some old half-decomposed manure,
generally leaves and dung, in the proportion of one
part to two of the loamy turf; we also add some
rubbly charcoal, to keep the soil open for a length of

time. It is always best to give a bold shift ; small
shifts are a poor peddling proceeding ; the gain is not
commensurate witli the ceremony and disturbance
caused to the roots. Drainage is the great essential

;

many persons are apt to trust to only one huge crock
or oyster-shell over the central hole at the bottom
of the pot : we do not. We place three or four, over-

lapping each other in such a way as that four or five

bold issues shall be provided. Over tliis we strew

a layer of imperishable materials, composed of equal

parts pounded crocks, boiled bone, and cliarcoal in

lumps as large as horse-beans. Next, a litttle turfy

material—the soil mostly shaken out ; and on this we
set the ball. In filling up round the ball, it is

advisable to keep thrusting small lumps of turfy

material as the filling proceeds, and thus to near the

top ; continuing to introduce the compost until within

about three inches of the rim, when we place a layer

of the chopped turf all over the surface, and on this

the finer portions of the compost, until nearly or

quite level with the rim of the pot.

We must now take leave of the pine for the pre-

sent, and will return to the subject in a week or two,

if possible.

YfNE-FonciNG.—At page lO.j, we offered obiserva-

tions on root-management, we uniy now give a i'ew

liints about tlie course of culture necessary with the

young shoots. The first process in vine-forcing is

disbudding : and the second " stopping," as it is

termed ; inileed, they frequently ju-oceed together.

Disbudding is absolutely necessary, for most vines,

in a tolerably lieailhy state, produce double or treble

the amount of shoots it is requisite to leave on them.

They could not perfect the ]n-oduco in the first place
;

and, in the second, tlie trees would become comjiletely

smothered for want of more training space. As soon,

therefore, as a selection can be made ol' the bearing

shoots, or any necessary to be retained, in order to-

furnish training space, so soon should disbudding

take place. It is well, nevertheless, that it sliould be

dune successively ; a good vine-dresser removes a few

shoots almost daily; for vines require constant atten-

tion until the thiuiiiugout of the berry is comi]leted,

when most of the subsequent proceedings are resolved

into a proper regulation of the atmosphere, and a due
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attention to the root. Ijet it be remembered that over-

cropping is always bad policy : it not only deteriorates

the produce, but enervates the very constitution of the

tree, and lays the foundation of premature old age.

It is somewhat ditfioult to say how much a given vine

should carry, so mucli difference exists in point of

energy. As a general principle, we may say that the

root being good, all the rest is dependent on the

amount of light; and that the number of square feet

of roofing may of itself be allowed to determine the

question. We should, therefore, say, that one bunch
of a pound weight to every two feet of roofiug-svu-face

is a good crop ; this is, of course, supposing the vines

to be equally grown and trained over the roof, and
that they are placed, as it were, by measurement

;

such, however, is seldom the case, and, therefoi-e,

vines are made to carry more in one portion than
another. Vines, confined merely to rafters and closely

stopped, are generally allowed from ID to 15 good
bunches ; this, of course, dependent on the length of

raftei-.

We need scarcely advise [the amateur about the

mode of stopping; most people stop at one joint

beyond the " show," or bunch. This is more a

matter of expediency than principle ; for it would not

do, in the majority of cases, to let them extend far-

ther, for they would soon monopolise the space which
should belong, of right, to the neighbouring bunch

;

and, like folks at a dinner-table, too much elbowing
is not very agreeable.

We will return to viueculture again, shortly.

Planting, Pruning, &c., Odt-of-doors.—Once more
we say, let all planting, intended to be carried out

this spring, be at once completed. We do not like

this late planting ; still there are those who do ; and
again, those who are compelled to do so, and on such

we urge its completion. All wall-trees, or, indeed,

any trees of choice character, and which have at-

tained considerable size, should, on removal at this

late period, have some kind of shade tacked or hung
before them. This will prevent the injurious effects

arising from intense sunlight, which causes a "draw"
on the vital forces, not at all compatible with the

torpidity of the root. Such, also, preserves a more
regular amount of atmospheric humidity in the vici-

nity of the branches—a thing of much importance
;

and those who can, will do well to frequently wet

such a shade. Pruning must all be completed forth-

with, except with figs; those may remain until the

true character of the young wood can be ascertained.

MuLoniNG.—Let all newly-planted trees receive a

mulching immediately, if only of halfdecayed weeds,

rotten straw, or thatch,—or, indeed, anything of a

)iorous character; if enriching, so much the better.

We prefer horse-droppings, or rather, the shorter por-

tion of stable door dung, in a fresh state, just roughly

sliaken over, and merely the longest removed.
Sr.vKiNG.—This is all-important when fruit-ti'ees of

some size are removed. If they are permitted to be
rocked to and fro with our JNIarch storms, all the

benefits of careful planting and mulching will be

negatived. R. Eiuungton.

THE ELOWER-GAEDEN.
PnorAGATioN BY CuTTiNGS.—Those who have

grounded their practice on making all kinds of cut-

tings according to the dictates of vegetable physio-

logy, have often foinid tlicmselves at fault, without
being able to discover the cause of their faihne.

They insist on keeping as many of the leaves entire

as the cutting-pot v.-ill hold, even at the risk of hav-

ing the leaves laying close on each other; because
they believe they have been taught that the more
leaves a cutting has, the faster and more sure it must
root ; but there never was a greater mistake in gar-
dening ; and physiology, in its tnte meaning, never
taught anything so absurd. It is but too tnie, that
writers on the higher branches of our art have often
made use of obscure expressions, which are difficult

to understand, but very easy for a young beginner to

misapply ; but that does not alter fundamental laws.

Many cuttings will strike roots in the open air

without any leaves; some will only root when the
leaves are present ; others there are, on which the
action of the leaves in the open air, or even with the
air partly confined, as in a hot-bed, is so powerful
that by perspiration it exhausts the juices of the
cuttings long before roots can be formed to suck up
a fresh supply to sustain the life of the cutting.

I believe most readers of this work are aware that
leaves can only perspire under the influence of light;

and, therefore, it follows that if cuttings could be
made to gi-ow in total darkness, there would be no
perspiration from the leaves, and, consequently, no
waste of the substance of the cutting, and all might
go on safe enough. But cuttings will not live in

darkness any more than will living plants ; there-

fore, we must try some other scheme with them. Let
us suppose that we have no better arrangement than
a close hot-bed, and we have just seen that certain

cuttings failed to keep up their leaves in such a
place, because there was still too much free air in

this bed for the safety of our experiment. This is

not a rare thing with gardeners, hut of eveiy-day ex-

perience ; and those of them who adhere strictly to

the rules of physiology, and will not reduce the leaves

of their cuttings so as to suit them for a particular

arrangement of means, seldom shine in the propa-

gating department ; whereas others, who are less

scrupulous on that head, make very light of natural

laws, and of two evils they choose the least. They
know very well that the more leaves are left on a

given cutting, the faster it will root—provided that

such leaves are accommodated so as to insure their

safety ; but, finding their own means insufficient for

that purpose, they violate the letter of the law, and
reduce the leaves to such a point as will come within

the capabilities of their propagating means—say a

common cucumber-bed. Now, a bed of this sort

must have air given it every day, more or less, ac-

eoriUng to the weather ; and we have seen that cer-

tain cuttings will not stand even a close hot-bed

when their leaves are all left on, much less can they

stand secure in a bed with a portion of air on : and
in that case, more leaves must be sacrificed to reduce

the perspiring surface. And if we are deprived of

even a cncumtjer bed, and must root such cuttings

in a greenhouse, or vinery, a still greater proportion

of the leaves must be cut off, other«-ise the free access

of the air to such structures would soon reduce the

substance of the cuttings. Now, when physiology

issued tlie laws of propagation it did not take any of

these malte-shifts into account, but rather took it for

granted that the conditions necessary to insure suc-

cess were at hand. The most essential of these con-

ditions being a bell-glass to cover the cuttings so as

to cut oft" all communication with the surrounding

air, and to maintain a uniform humid atmosphere

around them, thus doing away altogether with the

stimulus to perspiration, which, as we have seen

above, would soon exhaust the leaves of their juices

before they liad time to form the matter from which

roots are made.
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Tlie condition nest in importance is a smart hot-

tom-lii'fit, of i'rom 80° to 90°, to stimulate tlie leaves

and young wood to the ntmost of whatever power
they may jiossess; and the third requirement is a

2iiirHal shade from tlie rays of tlie sun ; what follows

after that relates entirely to practical management.
Those, therefore, who cannot command these

favoiu'ahle conditions, which are essentially neces-

sary for success, in the case of cuttings, which are

difHcult to root—conditions, too, which physiology

presujiposed—cannot possihly succeed with cuttings

made on this best model ; when they are practically

excluded from the advantages of a perfect apparatus

for their propagation. Hence it loUows, that instead

of making our cuttings, under all circumstances, ac-

cording to the best rules, we ought rather to prepare

them according to our means, for their future ma-
nagement—and so reduce their leaves aonordiiKj to the

quantity of air which must necessarily reach them

U'here they are setfor propagation ; and here lies the

whole secret of propagation. The proverb of " cut-

ting according to your cloth," cannot be better illus-

trated than in the right preparation of cuttings; if

we cannot exclude the air from them, we must cut

away part of their foliage ; and how much ought to

be so cut depends on the quantity of air, so to speak,

which can reach tliem, and ou the nature of the cut-

ting itself; for there is an immense diflerence in the

constitution of plants with respect to their power of

forming roots from cuttings.

Although tlie art of propagation is as familiar to

the great body of gardeners as the process of plant-

ing cabbages, there are many good gardeners, and a

greater number of expert young men in other

branches, who, with the greatest care, make but a

Sony liand at increasing plants by this process.

When we turn to the practical part of propagation,

we meet with more degrees of comparative merit

than the grammarians ever dreamed about : good,

bad, and iuditierent propagators give but a faint

idea of how these things are managed, or misma-
naged. We must, therefore, wallc in amongst them,

and .judge for ourselves from their productions. Here
is an honest, liard-workiug fellow, who knows as

much about the philosophy of his opoi'ations as I do

about the " Millty Way," and yet, by a long course of

plodding industry, has acquired the exact manipula-

tion necessary to insure the rooting of all the kinds

of cuttings he is required to produce ; and liis only

fault, or rather his misfortune, is that he cannot pos-

sibly tell how a new plant ought to be treated before-

hand. He must iirst experiment on it. Now, a little

fire-side philosophy would be of immense use to him,

and he knows it. But his next door neighbour has

too much philosophy, which makes hiui so confident,

that he overlooks the necessity of constant attention,

without which no man has ever gained much credit

in this line. He not only neglects his cuttings, as

any one may see by those withered leaves in liis cut-

ting-pots, the gaps in others, and tlie general mouldi-

ness of many of the rest, but with bis bad propa-

gating place, he must needs make all his cuttings in

tlic first stylo of his art, wliich, of course, aggravates
bis misfortunes.

i3ut enough ;—the means of commanding success

in propagation lie in a small compass : attention to

small matters and vigilance are the mainsprings. No
matter how many thousands of cuttings one lias to

attend to, he ought to see every one of them at least

onco a day, and that as early in the morning as possi-

ble. A jiractised eye will soon run ovci- a thousand
cuttings, and detect what is amiss with any of them

;

but this can never be done from books ; nothing short

of actual practice for a short time can enable one to

see the symptoms of disease and danger ; but all of

us may learn to keep our frames, glasses, cutting-pots

and cuttings, with mould, sand, and tallies, in a per-

fectly clean and tidy condition, and when we do, half

the battle is won already. The least appearance of

muuldiness in any part of a cutting place must be

checked as soon as it appears, for of all the dangers

incident to a bed of cuttings, this is certainly the

one to be most dreaded. And one of the most usual

ways of inducing this mouldiness is the use of green

wood for making tlie tallies or number sticks; for

every pot must have its own label, if you only rear

two jiots of any kind of which you jiossess more than

one variety. No sooner is a bit of green or sappy

wood subjected to a close damp atmosphere, than it

begins to mould at the surface of a pot, and if over-

looked but for one day, will assuredly kill some of

the cuttings. As soon as a leaf, or part of a leaf, is

damped off, or covered with tlie mould fungus, that

leaf or the part must be cut away ; and for this part

of the business nothing is so good as a pair of long

pointed scissors, such as we use for thinning grapes

with ; and the most slovenly way is to maul over them
with the finger and thumb.

Watering Cuttings.—The old receipt of " often, and
little at a time," by which so many thousand plants

have been destroyed, is still the best to follow with re-

spect to cuttings. They are inserted so shallowly in

the pots, that even when they are so far advanced as to

have formed a few roots, if a couple of inches at the

top is kept moist, it will be more safe than if the

whole ball is wetted through. The rule is, that the

top of the pots ouglit not to be dry for many hours at

a time ; and where many are to be attended to there

ought to be a very small pot kept on purpose for them

;

and the mouth of the spout can hardly be too small

for them ; but as such a spout is of little use after

the cutting season is over, 1 have found the following

plan very useful :—Take a stick, about three or foiu-

inches long, and drive it firmly into the spout, but

not so as to fill it as if corked ; the stick must be flat

on two sides, so as to allow a small space on either

side to discharge the water—the two currents will

meet at the outer end of the stick, and ought then to

be as thick as if discharged through a large quill

;

with this contrivance you can water the smallest

pot with ease, and without displacing any of the

sand. A small rose-pot would answer the same pur-

pose, but it often happens that only one pot, or one
here and there, require water when you go over them

;

and if the pots are very close together, you can
hardly water with a rose without letting some fall ou
neighbouring pots, whether they want it or not; but

with the spout thus reduced you can supply the re-

quisite quantity with the greatest nicety ; and the

moment the cuttings are done with, the stick may be
withdrawn till the next morning ; for recollect, the

cutting-bed is to bo looked over every morning, with-

out exception, and if only one pot out of a score

needs water it must have it. And in the afternoon

of fine days, as soon as the shading is removed, give

a slight watering all over the bod—pots, cuttings, and
all ; and in dull weather it often happens that this

kind of watering may do for a whole week.

Seeds.—Except of the very hardiest annuals, I

sow very few seeds for the flower-garden till the first

and second weeks in March. Hut to have Sueetpcas

for cut flowers J'rom the middle of May till the frost

stops them in the autumn, I sow a, row now, and a

few dozens of pots to he half-forced ; auotlier sowing
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in tlie first week of April, and a third about the 20th I

of ]May. Intermediate Stocks, to flower from the

middle of 'Tuly, 1 sow now in peat, and harden them
off as soon as they are well up. But I shall go on

;

with both kinds of propagation for a long while yet

;

meantime, I should like to hear what difficulties you

have met with—if you ever attempted propagation,

and the exact couvenieuce you possess to strike ,

cuttings, and then I can make my notes accordingly,
j

Never mind about troubling us, only write briefly,

and to the point T). Beaton.
j

GREENHOUSE AM) WIXDOW
GAEDENING.

Cuttings.—Owing to the necessity of having arti-

cles written somewhat in advance of the day of pub-

lication, it will sometimes happen that those whose
departments come pi-etty near each other may, either

during the same week or in the one immediately

ibllowing, cpiite unintentionally treat upon the same
subject. This is of little consequence so far as the

writers are concerned, not one of whom would care

a bit if a neighbour was to take a random shot even
in one of his choicest preserves—knowing full well

that he was at liberty to reciprocate the favour when-
ever he thought proper. But some readers might
fancy it to be no privilege to have much the same
identical ideas dished up for two successive weeks,

the difibrence consisting more in the garnishing and
fittings than in the solid materials; while others,

and perhaps not the most foolish class of the two,

would be delighted to find that, with a little differ-

ence in the mode of getting up, the chief essentials

were so much alilie. After writing the article upon
propagating by cuttings, I had some conversation

witli a youug lady, who, acting no doubt upon the

fact that the sisterhood is a privileged class with the

Knights of the Blue Apron, pretty well turned my
craniinn inside out with her questions upon this sub-

ject. Her inquiries chiefly having reference to the

mode in which cuttings ought to be made—whether
it was necessary always to out to a node or joint?

the processes that took place before roots were emit-

ted '? the difference, if any, between cuttings inserted

in a deciduous state and those with leaves on them ?

liow the base of the cutting would rot, while roots

would be protruded, at times, from the whole of the

stem above the soil? how, in the case of cuttings cut

at both ends, either end would form roots ? &c. ; all

of which convinced me, that, at the risk of being

considered rather ijreeii by the greji hearth of wisdom,
we nuist at times combine philosophy and simplicity

if we would wish both to olitaiii and retain the sym-
pathies of friends who are zealous, but young in

gardening. Some of these matters I thought of no-

ticing more in detail, when The Cottage Gardener
for the Hth arrived, containing Mr. Beaton's article,

which supplied several of my omissions; and judg-

ing it would not be prudent to administer an over-

dose, even of a good thing, I have, among other

matters competing for notice, given the preference

to the inquiries of a coiTespondent respecting the

management of Oesnera zehrina, Oesnera elongata,

and Beyonia argt/rostigma, chiefly because the treat-

ment necessary for the first-named has been fre-

quently asked, while it is so accommodating that

those possessing a little artificial heat may have it

either in stove, greenhouse, or window.
Gesnera Zebrina.—Of all the beauties of this

family, the present species, a native of Brazil, may

well be considered the gem ; not so much on account

of its scarlet, yellowish flowers, as owing to the

Zebra-like markings and shadings of its thick, soft,

velvety leaves. The obtaining of fine flower-spikes

is a matter of importance ; the size and vivid colour-

ing of the leaves are more imjiortant still. No
wonder, though ladies look on them with admiration,

blended at times with a spice of envy, that neither

silk nor velvet can be found to match them. Allow

your plants to have small, curled, unhealthy leaves,

and the less that is said or seen of them the better.

The maintaining healthy, high-coloured leaves is,

therefore, the principal thing to be considered in

their cultivation, and that is just the thing to secure

fine spikes of bloom.

Our correspondent is quite right iu allowing the

roots, after they have done flowering, to remain in a

state of rest. In that rejiose they ought to continue

for several months before being excited into growth.

The pots in which they grew may be turned on their

broadsides, and any place with a temperatiu'e not

much below i.j" will do for storing them. They
therefore take up no room, unless when growing.

When you wish to start them, they like a tempera-

ture of about 60°
; and you may either water the pot

iu which they formerly grew, or break the baU care-

fully and take out the scaly tubers, and place them
in light soil in shallow ])ans, there to receive moistui'e

and heat, until they spring, when they may be potted.

In general, one good pot of last year will furnish you

with tubers for half-a-dozen this season. As they

increase so freely by underground stems or tubers,

it is hardly worth wliile resorting to other means,

though they propagate freely by leaves. Where suo-

cessional crops of them are desirable, such as where

there is a plant stove, the first of one year should be

brought iu as the first for the following. ^Vheu you

have only a window or greenhouse to place them in,

one crop will generally be enough, one that will

pi'oduce its flowers in summer and autumn. Maieh
and April are good times for starting plants for such

a purpose; for flowering in autumn and winter in

the stove. May and June will be time enough.

We have spoken of 00° for starting them, though

less would do ; and in summer, especially when
subjected to stove treatment, they will, when starting

and growing, be subjected to a much higher tempera-

ture without injury. In speaking, therefore, of their

growth iu a stove, tlie matters referred to will suit

them in any other position.

First. Soil.— Peat earth as the staple, with a

fourth-part of ecpial proportions of the following :

—

turfy-loam, leafmould, silver-sand, charcoal, and a

little dried cow-dung, over a plentiful drainage.

Second. Pots and potting.—We have placed a

single tuber in a five-inch pot, and obtained from

that a good spike of flowers ; have placed a tuber in

a four-inch pot, shifted again into one of eight inches,

and obtained a splendid main spike, with eight or

ten spikelets ; or have placed six or nine tubers in a

nine or twelve-inch pot, or in a pan half the depth of

a pot, and thus obtained a beautiful mass.

Third. Watering.—This should be done with care,

until the roots begin to occupy the soil ; then libe-

rally, when the flower-stalks appear ; weak manure-

water several times then will assist them, and not

injure the foliage.

Fourth. Steaming.—Avoid as much as possible.

Fifth. Sgringing.—Heyev think of, if you can

avoid it.

Sixth. Light.—Let the plants be fully exposed, but

yet at such a distance from the glass that the rays of
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the sun will he diflused before reaching the leaves,

otherwise blotches will take place, more especially if

any damp should rest upou their upper surface.

Where there is a vinery the plants may be started

there, and either bloomed there or in the greenhouse,

placing them at first in the warmest end of the latter.

The shade of the vines will tend to increase the size

of the leaves, at the expense of their colour, if not

Itept as much as possible in the light.

With the assistance of a dung-bed they may also

be successfully forwarded for the greenhouse or win-

dow ; only, as they grow in the bed, they must be

kept at a distance 'from the glass, no steam allowed

to touch them, and air left on night and day, that

the leaves on their upper surface may always be dry

before the sun shines upon them.

By shutting in a space at the warmest end of a

greenhouse, over the heating apparatus, and cover-

ing with a hand-light, plants may be obtained towards

the end of summer to bloom either in the greenhouse

or window. Make all changes of temperature gradual.

A similar system will suit other gesneras, either

with scaly or bulbous tubers, but few will require so

much attention, so far as moisture and light are con-

cerned.

Gesner.v Ei.onoata.—This flowers chiefly in winter

and spring. When done flowering, cut or prune the

plant, and the fresh growth will furnish plenty of

bloom when the proper season arrives. It dearly likes

heat ; in its most dormant state, the temperature

should never be below from 4-5° to .50°. It may be

taken as a type (so far as management is concerned)

of the shrub'hy kinds
;
propagates freely from cuttings.

Begonia Argybostigma.—A species of easy ma-

nagement, where you can command a temperature of

from 40° to 50° in winter.

Soil.—Loam and peat ; may either be pruned in,

or cut down every year. The white spots on the

leaves are its only attraction; the flowers are white,

and nowise captivating. In a limited space it is not

worth its room. R- Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.

EXOTIC ORCHIDACEiE.
OrEIlATION'S IN THE ORCHID-HOUSE FOE HAECH.

The greater part of the orchids will now be begiiming

to grow. Continue to jjol all such, giving plenty of drain

age, and increase the heat
;

give water at the roots,

mointuru in the nir, and frequently si/rinija. These sti-

mulants to growth must only be applied when the weather

is fine ; in dull, dark, rainy weather it will be advisable to

withhold them in a great measure. In using the syringe,

care must be taken that iin water lodges iu the hearts of

the young shoots ; slioidd that be observed, the water

must either be sucked out with a tin pipe or the plant

held upside-down to allow it to run off. If the water is

allowed to remain in the hollow of the young leaves it is

almost sure to be the death of them, especially at this

early season of the year : we always make it a rule, and

have practisL'd it ever since wi- commenced cultivating

orchids, /" (illoip lliem to hccmite dry once a day. Our
readers wlio are orchid growers wiU be wise to attend to

and practise this rule, even iu the height of the growing

season. If they are kept constantly soppy and wet, depend

njion it you will lose some of the shoots that ought to

grow this year and produce llowers. Give them, when
llie bulbs are nearly full grown, al/undanco of water.

There is not so mucli <langer then, but, we must repeat it,

let tlii'iii become dry once a day.

Plants ill li'Lilcels, when dry, must be dipped in the warm
tank or cistern: see the TOtb number of this volume,

page 2-'!5, where, in describing the routine work for

February, we entered fully into dipping baskets, and at

the same time recommended washing the leaves. If

this work has not been done, delay it no longer; the
plants must feel uncomfortable, and will become un-
liealthy with such dusty, dirty skins. Bos/i-c/.s will reijuire

dipping at least once a fortnight now, and oftener in

summer. The operator will be guided by circmnstances :

when a liasket is takeu down and found uot to lie dry, it

must, of course, be himg up again ; but this will very

seldom be the case. If a basket do not dry in a fort-

night the compost in it must be too close, and require

stimng and opening.

PJinla'Hopsis amabilh and P. (jrandijlora will now be
growing both in roots and leaves, and ought to be dipped
in the tepid cistern almost every morning. When the

day is promising to be fine and sunny, dip them quite

over-head fe.'cceptiug the flowers) ; on duU or rainy morn-
ings dip them only up to the leaves.

Syrinijiiiy llie hloclis, generally, will be more necessaiy

now as the days increase in length, but be cai-eful of the

young shoots, that the water does not lodge in them for

any length of time ; blocks can be easily turned ujiwards

and the water discharged. In their native places these
plants grow on branches of trees, hanging downwards,
and so the young shoots never suffer from excess of

moisture.

Air.—This necessary element may now be given in

large quantities, and for longer periods, especially to the

cooler or Mexican liouse; care being taken that the air

does not blow directly upon tlie jilants, especially at this

time of the year. Kemember however the BarUeriaa ;

they will bear a moderate drought even now. Shade.—
If shade has not lieen used hitherto, let it now be placed

upon the house to be ready whenever the sun breaks

forth upon the plants. We may certainly expect it before

the end of the month to be too strong for the leaves of

orchids, therefore delay no longer, or yotu' plants may
suffer for your procrastination.

FLOPJSTS' FLOWERS.
Tuurs.—These gay ornaments of the florists' garden

will now bo peeping out of the ground. The anxious

owner will watch them every day to find out which are

shewing bloom, and whether that is likely to be bold,

strong, and healthy ; if all is right in appearance, his

great care and attention must be directed to keep them
so in reality. Though the tuUp in general is a perfectly

hardy plant, yet they (the iiuer varieties) have been so

high bred by crossing, that some of theiu are more
tender than the original species ; hence arises the ne-

cessity of protection, especially in our changeable climate.

Some line afternoon a gentle shower may fall, leaving iu

the hollow of the rising leaves large drops of clear,

jjellucid water ; a frost may follow, and if the tine tulips

are uncovered and exposed to its influence the water left

by the shower will freeze, and the effect will be crippled

flowers, spotted leaves, and eveiy symptom of disease

and destruction to the hopes of the florist winning a first

pri^e. These sad etl'ects may be prevented by protec-

tion ; a slight covering will suffice, prorided it is raised a

distance from the plants. t)ur able friend, Mr. Fish, has

sufficiently explained the philosophical efl'ect of covering

plants with a stratum of air between the covering and
the plants to bo protected, therefore we need not enter

into it, but refer our readers to his excellent paper on
the subject. The only thing that we insist upon is a

constant watchfulness in ajiplying the coverings, from this

time till at least the middle of April. It may be safe to

leave them somotiines, but it is never certain to be so

;

on that account, when a florist has a valuable stock of

tiiliiis, and wishes to keep them in perfect health and
bloom them to the greati'St perfection, we advise him by
all means to cover up securely every night till the time

wo mentioned above. I!y that tune it will be necessary

to place liver the shading canvass to protect the opening
blooms. Should the siu'face of the soil appear baked or

beaten hard witli the rain, let it be stirred with a small

short three-pronged fork; this will refresh them greatly.

T. jVpplebv.
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THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.

Asparagus Beds or plantations, not already sur-

face forked, should be attended to at the earliest

favourable opportunity ; and the soil should be hand-

scarified, in order to get it in a well pulverized con-

dition, without which the young shoots will not only

be longer finding their way through the surface soil,

but may also, in consequence, grow crippled and
crooked. in showery weather sow broadcast, in

quantities, little and often, some common salt. This

recommendation also applies to the ground which

may be preparing for new plantations. Some years

ago it was customary, at this season, to commence
the casing or earthing-up of the asparagus beds (as

they were then termed) to a considerable depth. The
asparagus in tliose days being generally planted in

I'our-feet beds, three or four rows of plants in a bed,

and an alley between each from two to three feet

wide, with a stake at each coruer not only to mark
tlie boundary, but also as a guide by which to cut

out the allies at this earthing-up season. T'he beds

were thus laid up high and dry by such practice. I'he

shoots that found their way tlirough such a mass of

surface-earth could be out long, and blanched, though
the plants were at the same time, in a dry season,

much punished and exhausted ; and the beds, at the

time they were expected to be the most productive,

were often found to have given way—subject only to

blight and disease.

As the planting season is now fast approaching, it

may not be amiss to state our own system and suc-

cess in the culture of asparagus for many years past.

In the first place, we choose out our ground in winter,

to be well trenched into ridges, applying at the same
time a liberal quantity of manure, if it can be af-

forded ; but this is not of so much consecjuence at

the trenching time as is the thorough iieribrmance

of the latter operation. And every suitable occasion

sliould be taken between the well trenching of the

soil and the planting season to well fork, scarify, and
expose the soil as much as possible to the influence

of the sun, wind, and frost ; at the same time, if it is

possible to command it, strew salt, little and often,

over the ground, and apply manure of the best

quality pretty liberally as well.

Asparagus is a most wholesome vegetable, and is

well apjjreciated by all who have been fortunate

enough to obtain it of first-rate quality ; to produce
which in abundance a good preparation is of course

necessary. The soil must tie selected of the best

kind, and thorough drainage secured. The ground
must he thoroughly trenched and subsoiled, abund-
ance of manure methodically applied, and the wliole

well incorporated together by often forking and turn-

ing—not when wet weather prevails, but on dry or

frosty days. And, instead of planting four rows on
a four-feet bed (if plants are not required for forcing

every year), plant in rows on the surface of tlie

soil, foiu' feet apart, and one foot from plant to

plant. Hoe and scarify the eai-th's surface frequently

throughout the summer and favourable part of the

year, adding every season a good portion of salt and
other stimulants, and the amount of production from
a few rows of plants will be found astonishing. If

a quantity is required yearly for forcing, plant two
feet apart from row to row, to stand for two years,

when every alternate row should be taken as re-

quired ; at the same time the young plantation

shoidd not be planted till the plants in the seed-bed

liave made shoots from one to four inches long, which
is generally from the middle of March to the middle

of April, taking the variation of the different parts of

the country.

The forced asparagus will require at this season

to bo pretty liberally supplied with tepid water and

liquid manure, with salt added ; and also to be well

aired, and lightly covered.

Capsicums and Chillies should now be sown ill

heat, and the plants, as soon as up, pricked into pans

or pots ; one inch apart, and placed close to the glass

to prevent their drawing up weakly.

Dwarf Kidney Beans may now be sown, or first

raised and transplanted to great advantage on well-

prepared hotbeds, with the surface covered to the

depth of eight inches, or thereabouts, with old cucum-

ber or melon soil. The aspai'agus forcing-beds, when

cutting is over, are in this way generally turned to

much account with us. We add a small quantity of

well-wrought fermenting materials, forking over and

well incorporating it altogether, whereby a kindly

heat is at once secured ; and we take care that about

1 foot or 15 inches space is secui-ed ior the beans to

make their growth m, when the bed has finished

sinking between the surface of the soil and the glass,

if the preparation is made under frames, which may
also, at any time, he raised as required. Immense
crops of beans may thus be obtained at a season

when there is not much choice of the superior kinds

of out-of-door vegetables. A good crop of beans

may thus be taken, and the frame or pit may be

afterwards cleared, in due season, to insure a good

summer crop of melons or cucumbers. If common
frames and lights are used, they may be lifted oflT

altogether in May, when the weather has become

mild, and the beans protected slightly with hoops and

mats, or any other temporary covering.

Potatoes.—The present is also a good season for

placing a quantity of early ash-leaved, or early frame

potatoes, on a little old tan or leaf-mould inside the

front part of cucumber or melon structures, or any

other place which has the command of a good bottom-

heat, to sprout or shoot in readiness for transplanting

under temporary coverings, on a slight hotbed. We
get, by such management, very fine crops of early

potatoes to succeed the first frame-grown ones. Our

system is to choose our ground where Brussels

sprouts, savoys, or the early kinds of brocolies have

been taken. We mark out a five-feet bed, oast out a

trench one foot deep, right and left
;

place into this

trench any kind of available refuse we may have at

hand, and a small portion of fermenting materials,

as much as can be spai-ed. We then immediately

cast back over again about six inches of the soil, to

transplant the potatoes in, and the rest is formed

round as sheltering banks for protection from the

wind, on which a turf scantling, rough boards, or poles

,are placed, so as to carry across pieces of other poles

or stakes, to keep up the temporary covering from

the growing potatoes at night. When the crop of

potatoes from this same preparation is taken up, the

ground is in good condition for planting at once a

crop of celery, French beans, or caulifiosvers.

Surface stirring generally, on all occasions, and

amongst all kinds of crops, must be well attended to

;

and the ground intended ibr onions, parsnips, and

carrots be kept constantly forked and scarified, so

as to insure its being well pulverized.

James Barnes.
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MISCELLANEOUS INFOEMATION.

ALLOTMENT FARMING FOR MARCH.
Cow-keeping.—Those of our allotment cultivators,

or possessors of very small farms, who keep a cow,

or, it may be two, should seriously cousider, whilst

the season is young, how best to apportion it. For
since high culture is on the increase with our valu-

able keeping roots, a smaller portion of land will, ere

long, be considered sufficient for the keep of a cow
than formerly. It will not answer in those times to

reserve three or four acres of mere bents or windle

straws on barren and uncultivated sites for the keep

of a cow. The growing reports of spade husbandry
will fast dissipate the slovenly and neglectful modes
of treating land, which we have hitherto, but too fre-

quently witnessed.

We think that on good soil under a high coui'se of cul-

ture, one acre under haygi'ass, three-quarters under

pastiu'e, and one-quarter under high spade husbandry
in roots, should at once keep a cow well, a pig or two,

and furnish culinary roots, exclusive of potatoes, for

the family, if not too lai-ge. Many we know will say

that it is too small ; few, however, yet understand the

immense capabilities of land when properly handled.

When the owner has five or six acres, and keeps two
or three cows, besides pigs, it should be a consider-

ation with him, whether he may adopt the culture of

lucerne as part of the system. This valuable plant

reipiires a warm soil, and must be laid down on land

well manured, and thoroughly cleaned. It will pro-

duce three or four good cuttings annually, and a

quarter of an acre on a live or six acre farm will be

found a valuable adjunct for cow feed, as it gives no

improper flavour to the butter. It must be kept

clear from weeds at all times, and good cultivators

hoe through it occasionally. About twelve to four-

teen pounds is reckoned seed enough for an acre.

Hay Grass.—Those who have not yet shut up their

hay grass should do so immediately ; for the loss of

the early bent is the loss of one-third the bulk of croji.

Sowing Ghass Seeds.—As some of our readers may
be inclined to sow down land to permanent pasture

with artiticial grasses, we may as well ofier advice on
that head ; of course the selection of kinds depends

on the character of soil. For lighter soils, the follow-

ing will be found a good mixture : lolium perenne,

IK tb; trifulium pratense, 3 tb ; do. perenne, A tb;

do. repens, 4 11b; medioago lupulina, 'I lb. For strong

or heavy soils, take 18 ft of the first, u ft of the second,

o ft of tlie tliird, 1 ft of the fourth, 2 ft of the fifth,

and add 1 ft of ])hleum pratense. These will be

found to produce a good pasture ; land to produce a

permanently rich pasture should be thoroughly

drained, and it is capital practice to apply a slight

dressing annually, oven on pasturage, il only fresh

soil ; this encourages a fresh series of roots, and tends

uuich to prevent the deterioration of the finer grasses.

When pastures cannot be kept a-going by such means,
the plougli or the spado is the only cure.

liUEAKlNO-UI' GUASS FOR ALLOTMENTS.—For this

])urpose tliere is nothing like the spade, and whether
deep trencliing or mere digging should be employed
tlie first season, dcjionds on the character of crop to

be introduced. AVe think that there is nothing more
eligible as a first crop, or even for a second season,

than j)otatocs, esjiecially if it be an old sward. Farm-
ers in Cheshire frequently grow oats the first year,

and potatoes the second, following the j)otalocs with

wheat or root crops. If for potatoes, a deep digging

will sullicc the first season, chopping and paring the

sod or turf into the bottom of the trench. If for deep

or tap-rooted plants, as mangold, carrots, parsnips,

&c., the soil should be double dug or trenched ; but

then it nuist be remembered that the poorest of the

soil comes to the top, and tliat the young plant should

have some stimidatiug manure in the drill, or on the

surface, to sustain it until it becomes well estab-

lished, and by that time its extremities will be reach-

ing the rotting turf, which wiU soon produce a con-

siderable degree of robustness.

Levelling Down Riuged Soils.—From now until

the end of March, those ridges which were thrown
up to mellow in the autumn or winter, may be broken

down for cropping ; taking care to perform this cul-

ture when the gi'ouud is dry and mellow. That
required for cabbages, peas, beans, parsnips, onions,

&c., will be first wanted ; the Swede or mangold
plots, and carrots afterwards, as the latter are not

sown until April.

Carrots.—The cottager or allotment holder should

sow a bed or two immediately of the early Horn
carrot in a warm situation, and in mellow and rich

soil; these will be in use in the early part of May,
and may be drawn from in succession until August.

Turnips.—A few of the Dutch may be sown in a

warm and open situation in the first week in March

;

these will produce nice turnips in the end of April,

and may be used up before Midsummer, and the

ground worked up for something else.

Cabbages.—If not done, a good breadth of these

must be put out immediately, taking care to manure
well first, also to dig deep. If of the York or Match-

less kind, they may be so jilanted as to receive a row

of mangold in the early part of May, at intervals of

four feet. The cabbages near the mangold row may-

be pulled first, and the rest drawn in succession. If,

however, the cabbages are of the larger kinds, and

intended to remain for sprouts, no crop can be intro-

duced amongst them with safety at present.

Parsnips.—-The soil for these must be dug deep,

and some manure introduced in tlie very bottom of

the trench ; many crops of both tliese and carrots

are injured by too much manure near the surface,

which, if of an undecomposed character, causes them

to fork, and thus arrests the descent of the tap-root

on which so much depends. The bulk of these crops

should be formed by a rich stratum at a low level,

and the young plant " led" during its earlier stages

by stimulating and inorganic manures. Parsnips

should be sown in the first or second week of March ;

kind, the large Guernsey.

Onions.—We like the same course of culture with

the onions, that is to say, avoiding rank manures
near the surface, for we are persuaded this has a ten-

dency to encourage tlie grub, or rather the fly which

produces it. We should advise the liberal use of any

burnt material, which we find good practice. We
char all the brush-wood we can lay hands on, and in

tlu! act of doing so we cover the smouldering heap

with a whole summer's weeds, or otlier garden ro

fuse, collecting all we can ; this makes a ricli vege-

table mould, containing a vast amount of vegetable

ashes, and sucli we find a capital dressing for any-

tliing, especially onions and carrots. 'I'his, indeed,

is the best jilan wo know for working up this other-

wise waste material ; the seeds of weeds, &c., are sure

of being destroyed if due attention be paid to the

process. Onions may be sown from tlie tenth to the

twentieth of the month ; sooner lays them open to

injury irom April frosts, later makes them a too late

harvest.

Peas.—The beginning of March is an excellent
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time for the cottager's main crop of peas—main crop

we say, for if he can snatch one full crop from a

small holding, it is all that can be expected. Very
early and very late peas are somewhat too uncertain

for the small allotment ; they, moreover, stand rather

too long on the ground, and cause too much trouble

in staking. We know of none so fitting for cottagers

as the Oreen Imperial. This pea has the merit of

producing a glut for about three weeks or a month;
it then suddenly ceases bearing, and may he drawn
up and the ground dug, and recropped with some of

the winter greens. We might name the Bisliop's

New Long Pud, and another or two new and good;

such, however, are half-a-crown a quart, and tliat is

too much for allotment men; added to wliich, the

superior character imputed to some of tliem needs

further proof The old Priissinit Blue is another

good pea. Whatever kind the allotment holder grows,

he need not give more than eiglilpence a quart for.

The pea ground should be deeply dug, and if poor
some manure must be added. Very thick sowing
should he avoided—a faidt common with cottagers

in some parts of the kingdom, who think thereby

to make the most of a little compass. One quart of

Imperials ought to sow twenty-five yards.

BnoAD Bkans.—We would not have the cottager

plant beans later than the middle of March ; indeed,

the last fortnight in February is, ])erhaps, the best

time of all for a full crop. The old Windsor is the

best, as we think; the Green Long Pod is a good
one, and Mai'shall's Early Prolific a useful early

kind.

Spinach.—A bed of rich soil may be usefully em-
ployed in tliis vegetable, provided tlie cottager chooses

to indulge in a change occasionally. Where rows of

peas are sown side by side, spinach will grow very

well in a drill in the centre ; indeed, a " stolen crop
"

may be had from other plots. V\^e find this, when
running to seed, a very good " change diet " to cows
or pigs, when their bowels are too costive. A sub-

stitution of this, for a few meals, will soon alter their

bowels, and is far preferable to medicine.

Lettuces.—Everybody knows what capital pig-

feed these are ; those who keep breeding sows should

always have a bed or row of lettuces; if running to

seed, so much the better. However, we see no reason
why tlie cottager's wife, as well as himself, should

not have a cooling salad in hot weather; and this

they can do, for one ounce of Rath Cos lettuce seed

will last him the whole summer. Perhaps, however,
the Paris Cove Cos is the best for summer use, as it

hearts well without tying. Lettuce beds cannot be

too rich. A sprinkling may be sown directly, and
agJiiu once a mouth, until the middle of July.

Various Greens.—If any of the kale or Brussels

S]M-outs remain standing in the way of spring croi)-

ping, they may bo removed to any out-of-tbe-way

plot ; if shady, so much the better. A bed should
be got ready directly for sowing a fresh su|)p]y

;

the main crop of green kale savoys, and Brussels

sprouts, may be sown towards the twentieth ; the

period of sowing, however, depends on whether it

is to be a principal, or only an intermediate, or

secondary crop ; in the latter cases it must be sown
with reference to the time the spaces will be ready

for it. These plants do not produce so freely if sown
much too soon, and allowed to become stunted in the

seed-bed.

Cauliflowers.—The cottager should bog a coujile

of scores of plants from some good-natured gardenci-,

if he has them to spare; and plant them in rich

soil, in the beginning of the month.

Rhubarb.—If any new plantation is requisite it

should now be made. Dig very deep, and introduce

plenty of manure, and old rotten weeds, &o.^ The

Victoria is, perhaps, still the most profitable kind in

the country

We have now touched on most of the crops of the

allotment-holder and the cottager ; at least, such as

should be thought of in the mouth of March.

We now conclude our labours again until April,

when we hope to enter more widely into tlie subject

of allotment farming or gardening : a subject which

will, as we think, be much more engrossing than at

present; the permanent welfare of the kingdom de-

pends much more on an industrious, contented, and

well-ordered peasantry, than some persons imagine.

In the mean time we implore the allotment-holder

and cottager to persevere, and to keep his eyes open.

Much is to be learned from sound practice; some-

thing from a habit of reading : the latter tending to

dissipate those prejudices which are too apt to hirk

in the minds of unlearned men who do not travel far

from home.

THE POULTRY-KEEPER'S CALENDAR.
March.

By Martin Doyle, Author of " Hints to Small

Farmers," ih:

Fowls.—We have been reproached for our disap-

proval of the game breed by persons who prefer them

to any other, and maintain that they are much less

quarrelsome than they are generally re]iorted to be
;^

in fact, tliat their combats are the mere elfects of

e.\uberaut spirits excitiug them to play with each

other in a manner which, though apparently serious,

is as harmless as the tilting matches of other sportive

animals. Our opinion, however, still is that game

fowls are troublesome in any poultry-yard where a

constant police establishment is not kept ; for, though

their inferiority of size mi^ht lead us to suppose they

would not dai-e to bully fowls of larger size, their

indomitable spirit leads them to quarrel with birds

of much larger size, and their activity and muscular

strength render them dangerous, if not invincible

adversaries. Besides, even if they had no rival races

to contend with, they would figlit among themselves;

and not always (or fun. Even the dispiriting ope-

ration of caponiziug (perhaps, liowever imperfectly

]iertbimed) has proved ineffectual to curb the pug-

nacity of a game cock ; one so treated proved to be

llie most troublesome bird in a jiouilry-yard.

There are two or three varieties ol' the game fowl

in England, distinguished by some dittbieuce of size,

the greater or lesser activity of form.
" The game cock," says Mr. Dixon, " approaches

nearer to the Malav and 'Pheasant Malay than to any

other variety of fowl. There arc the white-legged,

the yellow-legged, and the leaden, or black-legged,

game fowl. These equally vary in the colour of their

plumage. The hens also ditt'er ; and, as some breeders

think the darkest to be of the purest blood, a deep

brown hen. with dark legs and small leaden comb, is

tliought to be the model bird; but in all game hens

I thhik tlie tail will be found to be large, vertical,

fan-like, and well carried over the baok,--a distinc-

tion which continues to be very apparent in the first

cross with any other breed, 'i'he llesh, even of the

yellow-legged, yellow-skiuued breed, is justly in high

're]mte. I'heir eggs, also, are highly prized for the

table ; they are comparatively small, contain a some-

wiiat larger proportion of yoi'k, are taper, unequally

clli|)tic, and mostly, though not always, tinged with

bull'."
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The game breed is an importatiou from India,

where the fighting of cocks has been an amusement
and a vice from time immemorial.

Chickens.—A few cottager.s now have chickens

pretty forward. One of oar nearest neighbours had
a brood of nine out on tlie lotli of January; the care

which she took of them in the long continued season

of frost and snow has succeeded, and she vv'ill now
receive her reward in a high price for the brood.

Eggs fob Hatchi.ng.—Collect the eggs which are

to be set, and store them in bran, in a warm place

not exposed to light. It need hardly be remarked,
that eggs for hatching should not be soaked in lime-

water, nor greased, nor in any way rendered air-proof.

It is obvious that no eggs are fertile where a cock

has not been associated .with females ; and almost
every one knows that what are called cock's eggs
(which are abortive female ones) are good for notldug.

Endeavour to procure eggs (of whatever description

of domestic poultry) of the best breeds, even though
they be comparatively dear; this first cost will be
amply repaid in the future produce ; parsimony in

this respect may prove a very false economy in the

end. The freslier that eggs for setting are the better

;

we lost a brood of chickens last year from having
kept the eggs too long ; the vital principle within was
so feeble that, though the hen sat steadily, and two
or three chickens came to life, they died, with a single

exception, in the shell, from want of strength to

break fi'om it.

A great deal of curious, though rather nonsensical,

matter has been published about the shape of an
egg as indicating the sex of the bird that will issue

from it. M. Tarmentier, a celebrated French natu-

ralist, w'ho has dived very deeply into the philosophy
of eggs, has given this test for ascertaining what the

sex of the chick will be :
—" examine the eggs by

holding them between the eye and a candle, and
if the vacancy caused by the aii--bag at the blunt end
of the egg appear to be a little on one side, it will

produce a hen ; if this vacancy be exactly in the

centre, it will produce a cock." Mr. Dixon refutes

this commonly received notion, handed down from
one writer to another, by informing us that we shall

find very few eggs in which the air bubble is in the

centi'e, and that, consequently, cock birds would be
very rare if the above theory were true, whereas in

many broods there is a considerable majority of

cocks born. He also points out the error of supposing
that small round eggs produce female, and very ob-

long ones male birds, by the simple statement of the

fact that, " the hen wlio lays one round egg will con-

tinue to lay all her eggs round, and the hen that lays

one oblong will lay aU oblong ; consequently, one hen
would be the unceasing mother of cocks, and another
must remain the perpetual producer of pullets, which
is absurd, as daily experience proves."

Those foolish notions have been handed down to

us from the ancient Greeks and Romans, among
other pioi)ular errors ; and have no more foundation
in fact than Gulliver's pleasant narrative of the great
wars between two nations concerning the eml at

which an egg ought to he broken.

As a general rule, choose the lai'gest, roundest,
lieaviest, and freshest eggs ; and handle them gently
for fear of disturbing the yolk.

Tlie number of eggs to be provided for hen fowls,

turkeys, geese, and ducks, respectively, to hatch, may
be thus estimated :

—

For large Dorking .lions, from H to 13 of her own
eggs; say nine of the Spanish or Malay kinds.

I'or Turkeys, I'rom i;i to 10 of her own.

For Geese, about 15 of her own.
For Ducks, from seven to nine of her own.
Their instincts generally lead birds to lay without

interruption until they have enough for hatching.

If the desire of hatching be not indulged they resume
their laying, alter some interruption, for a longer in-

shorter time, according to their nature. Some kinds

of poultiy lay every day for a period, others every

second day.

The nests for each laying bird (of any sort of do-

mestic poultry) should be reserved for her particular

use as much as possible ; and tlie peculiar disposition

of a bird—such as the pea-fowl and the turkey—to

lay secretly, should be gratified by giving her a nest

where she may lay in privacy. This instinct she is

given to defeat the savage elforts of the male to dis-

cover and smash her eggs.

Laying Ducks require attention in another way ;

they drop their eggs in out>ofthe-way places from

mere carelessness—by the margin of a pond or ditch,

in the grass, in a shrubbery, anywhere ; and as they

do not give warning of their having laid, and lay at

night, they requii'e to be carefully put up in the

evening, or, at least, attended to until they have

established their laying place in a desirable nest.

The duck rarely lays more than eight or nine egg:s

(which are herhighestcomplement for hatching), until

she desires to batch. If her eggs are to be hatched

by a hen—which is common, as she herself is an in-

ferior hatcher—she may go on laying for a long time.

Ducks are useful companions now to the cottager

digging his field or garden ; they rid the ground of

earth-worms and grubs, and are very active in the

morning and evening in gobbling up snails and

slugs.

Geese are now laying, after giving preparatory

warning by picking up straws for the formation of a

nest. Wherever she lays her first egg she will lay

the others ; provide a proper nest, then, in the first

instance.

BEE-KEEPER'S CALENDAR.—Marcu.
By J. H. Payne, £s(i., Aullior of - The Bee-Keeper s

Oitide," iCo.

Ouii little favourites, by the appearance of the

eai-ly spring tiowers, and the return of milder wea-

ther, are again aroused into life and activity ; but it

must always be remembered tliat the most trying

time for thern is from the middle of I'ebruary to the

end of March ; for none but well-stored stocks can

bear up against the great inequality betwixt the in-

ternal demand and the external supply of this period.

The winter, to be sure, has been very cold, which is

generally in their favoiu-; for but little, if any, evil is

to be apprehended from a cold winter, though much
may arise from a mild one ; as, diu'ing the latter, the

stock of honey is often exhausted, from its induouig

the bees to be in action, without aflbrdiug them any

resources beyond their own stores. In eonfiruiation

of this, an apiarian friend, in writing to mo a few

days ago, says, tliat his susiiended hive has consumed

only two ounces of honey for the last five weeks.

This hive liaugs ujion a balance, and, by some very

ingenious niacliinery, gives the increase, or decrease,

of its stores every hour ; and not only gives them, but

reijistvrs tliem also, iqiou a sheet of ruled paper, which

is i'rom time to time supplied. This arrangement

must afford a continual source of amusement and in-

terest, and more especially so during the honey-

gathering season.

Diseases.—This is the month in which dysentery

and other disorders make theii- appearance amongst
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the bees ; but cleanliness and timely supplies of food
are tlie best remedies, and which 1 have always
found to prevent it.

Spring feeding, however, must be done sparingly ;

for if tlie bees have had a sufficient winter's supply,
feeding will only be required upon a small scale—it

being chiefly intended as a stimulant to promote
early breeding.

The importance of feeding is very great ; for lau-

gour and death, says Dr. Bevan, is less frequently to

be ascribed to disease than to the want of timely
food.

My bess were liberated from a three weeks' con-
finement on the ioth of January, on which day the
snow disajipeared, and the thermometer rose fiom 32°

to 47'. 'i'hey were all in health and vigour, and
appeared to enjoy the change exceedingly; but on
the 1st of February it became still milder, for the
thermometer, in the absence of sun, stood at .54°

througli the day, which brought them out even in
greater numbers.
Watkr.—On the 4tli and -jth of February they

were searching for water wherever they could find it

(for I had not then filled their troughs), and carrying
it into their hives most industriously—a certain proof
this, that breeding had commenced. Upon seeing
them so busily seeking it, I threw down a large wet
sponge, which was immediately covered with them,
and remained so till quite late in the day; and it has
continued to be a favourite resort for them every fine

day since. Dr. Bevan recommends salt and water
being set for them during the early part of the breed-
ing season (a teaspoontul of salt to a pint of water),
in shallow pans, half filled with pebbles. I have
always given them water only, which they carry
home in large quantities ; but I have now given
them both, and, perhaps, some apiarian friend will
do the same, and give me the result as to which they
give the preference. Iveys, and some other apiarians,
tliouglit that bees were not fond of salt.

Buying Stocks.— March is a good time for pur-
chasing stocks for those who are desirous to become
bee-keepers

; and suflicient encouragement I think
was held out in my last calendai-, to induce many
persons to engage in it ; for their cultivation, if pro-
perly managed, is attended with very considerable
advantage, much more, indeed, than what is gene-
rally supposed ; and would not be, by any means, a
contemptible consideration with even those who may
fill a superior rank in the rural population of our
country.

OUB VILLAGE WALKS.
(No. 21.)

One of the most delicious moments of the early
spring, is that in which we first open the glass-door
to enjoy the sudden warmth that is imparted by a
south or west wind, after the nipping gusts of winter.
This year it was peculiarly delightful, because the
long continuance of snow, and cold, and cloudiness
had kept us from the gai-den for an unusually long
period, and the transition was quite unlocked for.

The sun shone out so brightly that we felt liis beams
quite warm, as we stood on the step ; the old cedar
was sparkling with drops that Innig from every twig,

and, although the air was peri'eotly still, they kept
falling to the ground at intervals, like diamonds.
There was a joyousness in the few notes that came
from the boughs—sounds that had long been stran-

gers greeted our ears ; and we saw some gnats flit-

ting about in the sunshine, as if summer itself was
come. In spite of the wet that soaked the earth, and

the certainty of frosts still to come, it was impossible

to resist beginning to garden, with all these sights

and sounds around us, and to huut for the early

bulbs. There tliey were ; raising tlieir sharp green

lieads, and speaking of Him whose unwearied hand
is again arousing the refreshed earth, and bidding it

put on all its " tracerie " to gladden and sustain

iiiankind. The snowdrop, with its drooping bell, is

already in full flower; and the bold crocus, with its

erect, undaunted attitude, and glittering cup, will

soon be at its side.

The fields and lanes are now becoming full of

interest. Every hedge and bank thicken daily with

springing herbs and plants ; all possessing some
beauty or some goodness, and drawing us away from

our books and work to see a more glorious work, and
read a more v/onderful book, than the hand or mind
of man has ever made ! The winter through which
we have just passed seems nothing to us; it ivan

very cold—it mas very dai-k and comfortless cer-

tainly^but^t is gone—past and gone: we are among
fields, and flowers, and cheering sunshine now ; and
all that is gone by is forgotten. How soon can the

same Almighty Hand work changes equally striking

in the life of man ! How soon can the dark days of

adversity, and the bitter trials that cloud and sadden

our own hearts, be succeeded by joy and gladness,

while all that has gone before, in wisdom and much
mercy, seems but as a dream when one awaketh !

When the greatest change of aU comes—when the

"dead in Christ" have put on incorruption— the

brightest eai'thly course will then be but a dim
shadow—dim, and remembered no more !

The crimson stalks and shoots of the Herb Robert,

or Robert-leaved Cranesbill, are now beginning to

decorate the hedges, and attract the eye. What a

wonderful instance of Divine love is displayed in

this simple, but valuable wild plant, and in some
others whose virtues are the same, but especially in

this and the Tutsan—sometimes called Park leaves.

These plants have remarkable efiicacy in stopping

the effusion of blood. The tender young leaves of

the Tutsan, bruised and bound upon a wound, stop

the hemorrhage, and perform a speedy cure. It is the

most valuable plant known for this purpose, and
should be cherished in every garden ; but it does

not grow so commonly in the woods and hedges as

the Herb Robert, which is ne.xt in value, both for

inward and outward hemorrhages. Tlie plant is to

be taken and dried for use (roots and all) : and may
either be taken as a powder or in decoction. It

is a most excellent astringent. These two remark-

able plants possess the property of becoming blood-

red in autumn, and have a crimson tinge at all

times; thus marking their own peculiar vhtue, and

glowing conspicuously among the quiet gi'een of

Nature's usual dress. It is said that all plants with

crimson leaves or stems are valuable in similar

cases, but these two particular herbs possess un-

wonted efficacy. When we mark them among tlie

various and beautiful flowers of the hedgerow, let us

remember the care and providence of Him who has

enriched their hues to catcli the eye, and lead the

suflerer to their healing leaves !

The blossoms of spring will not yet open ; but it

is delightful to watch the daily progress of advancing

vegetation, and to feel that in a few short weeks all

will be bright and gay. How refreshing it must be

to tlie little birds, after the scarcity of the past winter,

to feast on the cool moist groundsel—that weed so

obnoxious to the neat gardener, but so beautiful

in the sight of birds. It is now green and tender,
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and springing np iu abundance on every side. I

have learned to love the groundsel for the sake of my
own canary, whose fondness for it is extreme : the

moment he espies it iu my hand, he hops and chirps

in eostaoy; and appears to relish the young leaves

as much as he does the flowers. This plant softens

water in a very remarkable manner, when it is poured
upon it in a boiling state ; and the water tlieu is a

very useful application to the skin when irritated by
cold in winter. Eor chapped hands—from which
many persons sufi'er greatly in cold weather— it

would, no doubt, prove a relief; and a more simple

remedy, or one of easier attainment, can scarcely

offer itself. The juice of this berb is e.xcellent for

diseases of the skin, used as an outward application;

and one of the species whicli are natives of Britain,

called botauically tbe Senecio Sarracenicus, was used
by tVie Saracens for the healing of wounds. There
ai'e nine species of tliis plant indigenous to our
country ; but there are live iiundred and ninetj'-six

species known to botanists, of which souie are very

beautiful and cultivated as garden -flowers. The
groundsel gi'ows wildly now tliroughout almost every
land, but originally it flourisbed only in some parts

of Europe, and the southern parts of Asia and Africa,

where, on the sandy plains, their bright colours re-

semble those of our border varieties. It is said that

wherever colonists break up and cultivate tbe soil,

tliesc flowers spring up to greet them. What a pang

!

what a thrill of liome must shoot through the heart

of a settler, when among the new and strange vege-

tation of his adopted land, the well-known weed of

his English garden rises before him ! We think
notliing of it now; we root it up and throw it away ;

but in America, in Australia, what language would
its soft, downy blossoms utter ! How it would
breathe of the fields—tbe hedges of England ; other
cottages, and her smiling gardens—dear, as they

must ever be, to her sons, amid all their growing
wealth in distant climes. Insignificant as we thiuk

this weed, it has its uses and its language. It beau-

tifies the burning plains of Africa with rich and
glowiug colours; it climbs tlte rugged steeps of the

storm-beaten Andes, and blooms in desolate places

wliere no tree can live, where hurricanes perpetually

thunder, and almost on the confines of eternal snows.

What varied scenes—what terrible sights and sounds,

and seasons, this quiet-looking flower can brave

—

seasons that wither and uproot the trees of the wood

!

What a lesson to man's heart ! The pitiless blast

sweejis over tlie lowly plant, and leaves it unharmed;
but the lofty tree cannot sustain its furj', and slu'iuks

away to the slieltered valley below its reach. Let
this pretty, unpresuming weed speak before wo tln'ow

it away. It tells us that storms and trials pass liarm-

lessly over the head of him who is tlie follower of a

"meek and lowly" Master—who dwells quietly be-

neath tlie shadow of the everlasting Hock, in that
" hiding-place " which screens him from every blast

as it rushes by. "The loftiness of man shall be
bowed down, and tbe haughtiness of men shall bo

made low;" but the humble spirit sliall stand un-

shaken, and unmoved, amid all the troubled tosaings

of tliis weary world.

FUCHSIA FULGENS.
WiTunux the least intention to invade tlio province

of Mr. IJeatou, 1 yet deem it necessary to call tbe

attention of your readers to a very uselid but much-
iK^glecled plant for ornauieutiiig the Mower-garden,

tbe Kuehsia I'ulgeus, which 1 seldom sei; grown to the

extent I tliiuk it deserves; and judging its manage-

ment may not be sufficiently known to be tbe cause

of its almost entire absence in some rather extensive

collections of bedding-out plants, I herewith trouble

J'ou with tbe following particulars :

—

It is well known this fuchsia diflers from all the

others both in appearance and habit, being more
truly deciduous than the hybrid varieties so much in

vogue, and also possessing a thick fleshy tuberous

root, which, in a matured plant, is capable of storing

away sufficient food on which to live during the winter,

as also to develope the plant of the ensuing spring.

Now, it is well-known that cuttings taken oil' in the

latter part of summer are incapable of forming such
substantial roots, consequently in most eases they

perish ; hence, I presume that many cultivators may
have discarded it as not being an easy propagating

plant, more especially as, also, cuttings struck in spring

do not succeed well planted out that season; with
these disadvantages against it, no wonder but some
might dismiss it. But there is yet another way in

which plants may be liad in great abundance, and
without much trouble, I mean by seeds ; no fuchsia

seeds more plentifully, and tbe pulpy pods or seeds

gathered when ripe, which is known by their falling,

and put away iu a saucer, or anything where they

do not lie too thick, require only to be kept so until

March, when they may be rubbed in pieces, as well

as they can be separated, and sown in pots or pans
in March. I would not advise tbe seed to be dis-

turbed before then ; and even then let the pulpy

material still adhere to it, only separate it so as too

many seeds may not be left at one place. If the pots

or pans be placed in a hotbed the young plants will

come up in about three weeks ; and, if tbe seed has

been good, in great abundance. A G-iuch pot will con-

tain as many seedlings as the amateur will ])robably

want. After they have got their rough leaves they

may be pricked out into pans. I generally use a

mixture of loam and leaf-mould with a little sand, in

which they grow quickly. And when they have pretty

nearly filled the pan with roots, they may be potted

singly into three-inch pots, and put anywhere under
glass; or if such accommodation cannot be had, they

do very well out-doors in June, and the whole of the

summer mouths. You must then shift them into -tn's

pots, which will be all that I shoidd advise for those

intended for bedding-out plants the following year; a

few may be put in larger pots, and some will, doubtless,

flower in the autumn, but the bulk I advise keeping

in pots not too large : they occupy less room in winter,

and their roots get well ripened by being cramped,

and the plant ceasing growing early in the svmimer.

Tbe plants are not at all delicate ; on tbe contrary, I

know of nothing more easy to rear, and am not sure but

plants might be raised iu pans out of doors, and good

plants obtained by the autumn; but when a hotbed

can be had, it is better to urge tbe seedlings forward

a little way first, [u tbe summer they can be placed

anywhere, so that they eau get their due share of

water; and if in the full sun so mtuib tbe better, as

they will ri]ien their growth earlier; which if they

do not do before the autumn rains set iu it is better to

lay them on their side ; and about the time that other

greenhouse plants are taken in, it will be fouiul that

they liave lost nearly all their leaves, and iiuule a

good bushy plant a foot or eighteen inches high, and
the wood all ripened, e.\eept the tips, which, however,

had better remain on until spring. In wintering

them, L usually set mine under the bt.ige of the green-

house; but they are very accommodating—any place

safe i'rom frost will do very well for them until spring,

when, if they could be excited a little in warmth be-
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fore they are planted out so much the better. One
great advantage they have over most things that are

planted out, it dry weather follows immediately after,

which it often does in June, is that they will be found
to withstand it ; the well-established root of the former
year supports them under such a temporary trial, and
they continue to grow and flower amongst the eai'liest

and with the latest of the season, until frost cuts them
off. It is somewhat strange that this fuchsia will not
shoot up again the following spring like the other

Muds; I have frequently tried them; and although
the fleshy tuberous root is quite sound, in spring I

never saw one shoot up again, which makes it ne-

cessary to prepare plants every year. Some people
have tried taking up the old roots, and storing them
away like dahlias, and which I have sometimes done;
but it is seldom that the wood is suiSciently ripened

to keep the winter, and the roots are often more
fibrous than tuberous, that many of them are apt to

perish, and those remaining do not make such
nice plants as seedlings. Yet it may be adopted
where the plants liave been growing on ground not
too rich. 1 may remark, that I have perceived very
little variation in seedlings : they usually come as

much like the parent as they can be.

S. N. V.

EXTRACTS FEOM COKEESPONDENCE.
Stupifying Bees with Ether—Feeding Bees.—

I have seen, upou several occasions, inquiries in your
paper as to the stupefaction of bees by chloroform. I
have never tried cliloroform, but I have tried ether

:

I give you the results.

In the August of 1817, 1 purchased sixpennyworth
of pure and good ether; and having poured a portion
of it upon a piece of sponge, I placed it on the floor-

board of the hive, and stopped up the entrances to

prevent the admission of fresh air. At the expira-
tion of a quarter-ol'-an-hour I lifted the hive, and
found that the fumes of the ether had taken little, I
may say no, effect : I do not think more than hall'-a-

dozen bees were imder its influence. I then gave up
the trial till another day. My next attempt was with
a piece of sponge placed in a funnel, the tube of
which was turned in a horizontal direction. The
end of the funnel was placed inside tlie hive ; and
through the tube I attempted to blow, to make the
fumes of the ether ascend into the hive, but my suc-
cess was little greater than upon my first attempt.
My next attempt was made by placing the ether in a
small but wider necked bottle, through the cork of
which 1 passed two tubes, one of which was made to

pass into the mouth of the hive, the other I blew
tlu'ough. I succeeded in this manner'

—

not in stupi-

fying the bees, but in rendering them so quiet that they
allowed me to take away several pounds of honey,
without attempting to sting me, although I had num-
bers of them crawling all over me. The bees re-

covered in a short time, and swarmed in 1841-!, but
died in tlie very bad hee spring of 1849. I do not
recommend any of your readers to have recourse to

ether in stupilying bees, not only on the score of ex-
pense, but also because it is tedious, imd by no
means a certain process. I now make use of a little

fungus when I want to stupify nry bees ; and I last

year put several stocks to sleep, with the greatest
ease, witli a little fungus and a common tobacco pipe.
I have just had two liives made upon the plan recom-
mended by you in vol. i., p. 201), and I have little

doubt but tliey will answer well. I think straw far

the best material lor hives. I have tried wooden

boxes upon several occasions, and till this year (and
it is now only February) I have never succeeded in

keeping my bees alive in wood during the winter

;

frost or damp has always hitherto beaten me. In the

autumn of 184iJ, however, I determined to try en-

casing my box in dried fern, and I believe that the

experiment will prove successful ; at any rate, upon
cleaning the floor-board, about ten days ago, my hive

was well and flourishing.

I am rather si.n-prised tliat Mr. Payne does not lay

greater stress upon the aspect required for bees during
the winter months—viz., a due north aspect.

If any of your readers will take two hives in the

second week of November, of equal weight, and give

one a N., and the other a S. or S.E. aspect, and
then weigh them again on the first of March, I think

lie will find tlie hive either on S. or S.E. aspect will

have consumed twice as inucl: as the sister hive on
the N. aspect ; and I think he will also find that, as

a general rule, the hive wintered in a northern as-

pect will swarm from 10 days to a fortnight sooner

tlian that upon the S. or S.E.

I read with much interest a letter in your fiTth

number, from a " Country Curate." I am very anxious

to know lioio your correspondent administered the

food which he supplied to the two swarms united in

August? Was it given at the top of the hive, or on
the floor-boards? and in what vessel?—S. E.

[In answer to the concluding query, we have been
obliged by the following I'rom a " Country Curate " :—

]

" For the last year or two I have invariably sup-

plied my bees from the toj) of the hive, in prelerence

to the old plan from the bottom. I have tried feed-

ing them in a di'awer beneath the hive; and, by a

contrivance on the principle of the usual water-

fountain for bird-cages, have had a supply constantly

kept uj) in a kind of reservoir in the centre of the

floor-board; but I am 25ersnaded from experience,

that there is nothing like top-feeding, as well because

it prevents any annoyance from robber bees, and be-

cause of tlie mucli greater facility in managing the

business ; besides which, I can supply them with a

much hu'ger quantity of liquid at a time. My box-

feeder is not unlike that described in page 1;3U of your

first volume, in principle—though it is made of ;:ine

instead of wood ;
and I should tliink it would hold a

great deal more, besides that the liquid does not soak

into the wood.
It is a circular trough or pan, 7 inches in diameter

and 2 inches in depth. In the centre of the bottom
is pierced a hole (say 2 inches in diameter, to fit over

the 2-inch hole at the top of my hives) ; into this

hole a cylindrical tube of zinc is soldered, ascending

U inch into the trough, and descending about an
inch into the hive (the latter may be better dis-

]iensed with, I now think). To one side of the trough

a funnel-like piece of zinc is adapted, through which
the liquid is poured fi-om time to time, when needed

;

a few holes being pierced at the base of it, so that the
liquid shall pass lUicUrVae plate upon which the bees
feed. This plate is made of perforated zinc, and is

buoyed up by floats of cork of sufficient thickness to

keep it altrai/s above the liquid. Of course, it falls

and rises witli the latter, but cannot rise higlier than
t)ie level of the cylindrical tube, up which the bees
ascend to feed. To facilitate the asceut of the bees,

a piece of wire is wound spirally about its inner side,

from top to bottom. The whole is covered by a
square or octagonal pane of glass. As the tube ri.ses

only I| inch in the trough, there is left the ample
space of i an inch between it and the glass for the

bees to pass ft'eely in and out of the hive. Apiarians
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have objected to ziue, because they say the bees are

apt to get chilled ; but I have not found it so. 1 do
not however feed in winter."

The Tree Onion.—Many cottagers round my
neighbourhood cultivate the tree onion, a bulb bear-

ing onion, and the produce arising therefrom is really

surprising ; in fact, in my opinion, it quite super-

sedes the system of sowing seed of the common varie-

ties. The bulbs, when full grown, are large and hand-
some; they likewise keep better, not having that ten-

dency to start (or, in other words, they do not show
any signs of permature growth) at present. The
flavour also is decidedly milder than the common
sorts in cultivation. Tlie manner of cultivation is

as follov/s :—Early in spring they prepare a patch of

ground, by digging and slightly manuring with good
rotten dung, taking care not to bury the dung more
than three inches ; they then take the small bulbs
and plant them eight inches apart in the row, and
about ten inches from row to row ; the planting to

be conducted on the quincunx order. Nothing more
is required, but keeping the weeds down, and water-
ing with weak manure water, in dry weather. They
allow the bulbs to get quite ripe before they gather
the crop. It is astonishing what crops they house; and
the produce so large and fine that a stranger would
not credit it without ocular demonstration. The
bulbs formed on the top of the stalk (last year of
course) are the seed, or root, to be planted now; these
will produce very fine onions for the table. A por-

tion of these full-grown onions must be again planted
in the following spring; they will throw up stalks

and produce seed, or bulbs, for another year in abund-
ance.—T. LoNSHURST.

Covering the Root.s of For.cEn Vines.—The fol-

lowing may not be worth troubling you with :

—

Hitherto there seem diifioulties attending vine-

forcing, the roots of the vines being outside. Fer-
menting material (unprotected) is troublesome and
expensive, for unless protected from heavy rains,

it is soon reduced to a soddened state of decom-
position, and unless renewed about four times in so

many months we had better be without it. We have
a plan of our own, as follows :—We begin to force

at Christmas, but six or seven weeks before that time
we choose a dry sunny day, cover the border with
some fresh leaves, and, it' needs be, add some loose

litter at the front to give a good slope, then cover
the whole with thatched frames; tliis remains until

a fortnight after we have begun to excite the vines

in-doors : after which, the top frames are removed,
and just enough material is added to cause a slight

fermentation ; not to warm the roots, but to warm
the wall into which the stems rise, in a deep groove,

and shut in v?itli a board made to lit. This done, the

shutters are replaced, one at a time, as the ferment-

ing material is added. This remains till after the

buds are fairly pushed out of their sockets, then we
apply fermenting matter over the border 12 feet wide,

and by the time the warmth lias penetrated to the

roots, the leaves are expanding. We do not agree with

the principle laid down of stimulating the roots until

after the devidopment of the leaves. In tlio process

of well shaking to pieces the rcrmentiug matter, when
we have done a piece wide enougli, wo place the

thatched frames, not treading on it as we go. This
done we are safe for tlu; next eight weeks to come:
and only want to turn it over (juco in the sea-

8on. We tliink these that<-hed frames so eti'eotual

1st, in keeping the winds from lowering the tempe-
rature ; 2nd, from keeping olf heavy rains from sod-

deniug the material ; yrd, for looking neat; that we

wish for nothing better. Our fi'ames are made from
egg-boxes, live feet square, being made originally to

be covered with asphalte ; but that soon became use-

less. I think the best size would be six feet by four

;

then, by placing the thatch a foot a-head of the upper
frame, and a foot behind the lower one, it would
cover a breadth of J-t feet. Our border was con-

structed, and vines planted in April, 11^43, after Mr.
Roberts' plan (carrion excepted). The vines are ex-

tremely fruitful ; tliey have borne four heavy crops

and two (first) light ones ; and, by beginning earlier

every year, we had some ripe last year in May, with

the same prospect this.—W. Burgess, Qolder's-green,

Hendon.
Potato Planting.—Shortly after the commence-

ment of your publication, you copied from The Gar-
deners Chronicle a communication I had made of the

result of my potato planting foi' that season ; having
fillovved up my plan, I now forward particulars of

my crop for l^io, which you can insert, if you con-

sider it likely to be useful to any of your subscribers.

No. Planted.! Sorts. Dug.

1848.

26 Oct.
13 Dec.

20 Dec.
1849.

15 Jan.
10 Feb.

16 Feb.
24 Mar.

Clear Reds.
ditto.

Mottled Red&White.
Small Red Kidnev.

Early White.

Clear Keds, as No. 1.

Early White.
Reds and Mottled.
White Roughs.
Lot various.

1849.

29 Sept.

24 Sept.

U Oct.

29 Sept.

24 Sept.

23 Aui;.

22 Sep't.

16 Aug.
11 Oct.

Sound and good.
ditto.

ditto.

ditto.

Part diseased, 5 p. c.

Sound and good.
Part diseased, 5 p. c.

Sound and good.
ditto.

ditto.

February 2nd.—Not a potato decayed since taken up.

All of these we planted whole (rather larger than
walnuts) in a good old, rather light, and well-worked

garden soil, and all without manure (except No. 10)

;

about half had a few coal-ashes thrown in when
planted, but there was little or no difi'erence in the

produce. The lot No. 10 was diflereiit sorts that had
been left, and were planted in a spare piece of

gi'ound in the same garden, which happened to have
been previously manured from the heap.

About the end of the first week in August, symp-
toms of "the disease" began to shew,-—the leaves

turned black and the haulm blotched. On the 20th

the greater part of the haulm was pulled away, but by
keeping the feet close on the ridge, the tuber.s were

left in the ground, whilst a sprinkling here and there

were left with the haulm untou<!hed. They were
afterwards dug at the dates marked in the list, but,

though the haulm previously left was then entirely

decayed, 1 could perceive no difference between the

roots there and where it had been removed. Nos.

1 and 0, which were^ slightly touched, were an early

sort, were quite full grown, and I am persuaded that,

had they been taken up a few days sooner, would have

been jierfectly sound.

But the best of my communication is to come, and
I hope it will be found to answer as well with our

cottage friends as it has with me ; I allude to a re-

commendation in some of your former numbers that

of ])ulliug away in the spring all but tico or three

shoots front ciich plant ;• the result with me has been

that instead of having, as I have been accustomed,

tn>o-thirds too small for use, I have, this last season,

scaroehj a suiflcient number of small to serve for
seed. Can you, or any of your correspondents, give,

from their own experience, the result of earthing or

* I think it proliaMc that the light and air being admitted by

thinning, tends to check the disease.
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not earthing up? I have not tried the latter.

—

M. E. A., near Hastings.

Cochin-Chixa Fowls.—For the iiiformnlion of your
correspondent, Jlr. Mugridge (page iiO), and others

who may he interested in tlie above breed of fowls, I beg
to oii'er my ideas upon tlie various properties as they

liave come under my notice. None of mine have ever

liad five toes ; the colour of the legs always yellow ; and,

I should say, the hen witli blue legs, mentioned in Mr.
IMugridge's letter, could not bo at all tlie correct breed.

I have a young cock-bird hatched last March, who stands

upwards of two feet in height, and I do not consider him
full grown. Your corres))ondent mentioning the circum-

stance of havhig bought tbe eggs of a dealer, of the name
of "Balcer," has been, I confess, an inducement to answer
these queries, to the best of my ideas, of the breed. I

bought a cock and ben of him about two years suice, for

wliicU I i)aid him £i lOs., and when I offered some of

the progeny of the same fowls to him for sale, lie pro-

nounced them "spurious." Such an answer somewhat
surprised me, more especially as I kept no other breed.

I e.^pressed my doubts to Baker, in the first instance, of

the stock being "pure," to which he had not the courtesy

to reply.—H. Youei.l, Great Yarmouth.

Draining.—My garden is situated on a flat, with no
fall on either side for draining ; and I have been sorely

puzzled to di'ain my flower-borders, the soil being so wet
that I could get no flowers to bloom as they ought; at

last I bit on the following plan, which lias answered ex-

ceedingly well :—I had all the soil taken out to tbe depth
of two feet, and then placed on tbe bottom brick-bats and
large stones ; tliese were put for the purpose of support-

ing a rougli flooiing of coarse slates, leaving under them
a clear space of about four to five inches ; thus, all the
superfluous water drained through the interstices of the
stones, and ray beds are always dry. You will readily

perceive that no water could lodge in tbe borders until

the four or five inches under the slates were ./"»// of water,

wliich was next to an impossibility. The slates were
allowed to overlap pretty much, to prevent the soil get-

ting through. Another benefit resulted ii'om this, namely,
hanng all my borders about IS inches deep, with a good
slate bottom, prevented the roots of the larger plants from
penetrating to the subsoil.—.T. W. Flajiank, Tavistock,

To Com-Er.T Standard into Pillaii Eoses.—I once
overheard a horsedealer say to a person who returned a

horse upon his hands, " It's all right, the horse has not
yet fotuid his proper berlli." It is so with some descrip-

tions of roses, when they are budded upon stocks for

standards ; sucli, for instance, as the hybrid Chinas.
There are many of them so rampant m theh growth, and
impatient of pruning, that you must either sacrifice bloom
to form, or form to bloom ; in fact, they are not in their

proper berth ; and a good i)lau is to take tliem up, pre-

pare afresh the place where they stood, or any other, and
insert an iron rod in the centre of it, say eight feet high.

Dig a trench from this rod tbe length of the stock or

stem, lay the plant along it, and fasten down with a peg
the roots at one end, and the collar at the other, adjust-

ing the head at the liottom of the rod, so that tbe shoots

stand upright, and are just covered by the soil ; then fill

in. If this be done in the autumn, and the hranchcs are

tied up to the rod till the spring, and pruned back to two
or tln-ee good eyes, they will break strong, and in the fol-

lowing season form a noble plant. I served a Malton, or

Fulgens rose thus some years since, and it became a

perfect pyramid, blooming from top to bottom.—S. P.,

Bushmcre.

Bees.—I have upon my stand a wooden bee-box, .about

twice the size of a common straw-hivo ; the top and bot-

tom take off. It gave mc two enormous swarms last

summer, and weighed at the commencement of winter
about .511 lb. It has not been touched for the last se\en
years, and wants examining ; liesides which, I wish to

make a stjuare hole at the top, to set on a bell-glass. I

do not like to destroy the bees, and simply desire to re-

move them to a fresh hive. By doing this in the spring.

will not the young brood be injured ? and if left till the
autumn, may it not prevent their obtaining a proper
winter supply? Can any of yotu- apiarian friends inform
me how to act ?

Fattening Pigs.—A widow lady, wlio occupies a farm
near me, engaged, a few months since, a new bailifl'.

" How is he likely to answer '.' " I asked. " "Well," she i"e-

plied, " he fattened me four hogs in about half the time
I ever had them fattened before." " By what means? "

" Simply," she observed, " by giving them their food in a
drier state." <hi conversing with the baiUff a few days
after, he said "it was a great error to give pigs, when put
up for fatting, so much liquid food ; it scoured them, and
that if supplied drier, and in smaller quantities and
oftener, they would fatten as fast again."—S. P., Eiisii-

mere.

Greenhouse Co\'eeings.—Speaking of protective co-

verings for greenhouses, pits, and frames, I will advance
a little beyond what Mr. Fish has stated upon the sub-

ject, and will endeavour to show tlie practicability of

preserving from injury, by frost, plants in conservatories

and greenhouses without additional heat, and without
those unsightly materials—asphalte, felt, Kussia matting,
&c. But these remarks chiefly apply to those of ample
means, where external appearances are a great considera-
tion, and expense a minor une. We all know that where
horticultural buOdings are seen from the family resi-

dence, which they mostly are, that to have during an
inclement season a conser\ iitory covered over with mat-
ting, (fee., or the plants literally baked within, is not only
highly objectionable, as being ofi'ensive to the sight, but
bad in practice; being detrimental to the plants, either

from too high a temperature, or from darkness, when, at

this season, they require all the light they can possibly

have ; but, of course, out of two evils we always choose
the least. Now, in my opinion, rough plate glass, from
three-sixteenths to three-eighths thick, which efiectually

prevents the sun's rays from scorching the leaves of
plants, would as effectually keep out frost ; Imt then it is

opa(jue, and consequently, in the winter time, a deal

of light w ould be lost. The plan I recommended to be
adopited is one which I have seen tried with good suc-

cess with cold pits and frames^tbat of double glass.

Now, the principle upon which this acts is one of science,

and found to be good in practice ; but, before I go any
farther, let me explain how it is to be applied : let the

ridge of the house stand up above the ordinary le\el

—

about six or eight inclies—with weather boards attached,

and the rafters to be of sufficient thickness to correspond
with the ridge, to allow of grooves being made in them
for the sashes to slide in ; and when the sashes are all

drawn up close to the ridge under the weather boards,
there shall be a clear space of tliree or fotm inches be-
tween the inner and outer glass ; the lower ends to be
ftttcd with flUets of wood, to exclude tbe external air, for

upon this depends tlie chief point of success. The same
non-conducting medium may be presented to the front
lights of the house, by having glazed shutters made to

slide in grooves, and the ends of the house by erecting
lobbies, which could be made ornamental, and available
for those plants which only reijuire slight protection.

Mr. Evriugton (in another horticultural work) speaks of
this principle, and recommends its adoption in the con-
struction of pits, i-c.,,by the building of hollow walls,

which, he says, " are well known non-conductors of heat."
It has been stated by practical men, that single glass will

keep off ftve degrees of frost; but, for example, I will say
four degrees ; that is to say, that a thermometer being
placed inside a close frame, with a single glazed light,

and another one placed outside, if the mercury stood at

'-!SS degrees, it would only be ;ii within the frame. Thus
we And, in the adoption of double glass, a resistive power
of 1'2 degrees is attained. And supiiosing that a steady
temperature of 40 or 45 degrees was maintained in the
house, there could not be any fear of injury from irost

;

and whether by flue or hot-water pipes, a considerable

saving in the quantity of fuel would be eft'ected; and
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the lower the temperature of the house, compatible with
tlie well-doing of tlie plants, the better it is for them.

In conjunction with the above, I will now adduce the

theory of anotlier subject, namely, that a question has
arisen in my mind, whether the application of double
glass would not be effectual in preventing the sun's ray.s

from scorching the leaves of jilants, upon tlie same prin-

ciple that tlie rays of light are concentrated and dis-

persed in an optical instrument ; and although common
llat window glass is not to be supposed to have the same
power, and produce the same results as the concave and
convex lens of a telescope, still it does so in a small

degree ; for what is termed flat glass is not so—and I

think I may say there is none fiat but plate, which is

ground and poUshed, and tliat possesses a large radiating

and reflective power—and according to the convexity or

concavity of the common window glass, so the sun's rays

are eitlier concentrated or expanded ; and when brought
to a focus, tlie result is the blistering of leaves.

I hope I shall see tliis .subject talcen up, and expatiated

upon, by some person better qualified than myself.

A few words to araatem's and cottagers respecting pro-

tective materials with which to cover their pits and
frames. Canvass, felt, hurdles, matting, itc, ai-e all

more or less good as a covering in inclement weather,

but tliere are some disadvantages attending them ; for

instance, sometimes when they are drawn oft' m the

morning, after rain or snow, they will be frozen by the

time you want to cover up again, which, if you do in a

hurry, and they iiappen to be in a crumpled, uneven
state, away goes the glass. The best covering is half-

inch boards cut to tlie length of the frame, and either

nailed together by two cross pieces, or laid on one after

the other. Here we have a nou-conducting material,

presenting an even surface, and an equalized restrictive

power, which our ordinary frosts i\'ill not penetrate ; it is

cleanly, and with care will last for years. At some of the

timber-yards about London, where they cut boards into

diflfereut lengths to suit their customers, the odd lengths

that are left may be bought very reasonable.

Fuchias, geraniums, mimulus, and verbenas, have
done exceedingly well this winter in cold frames, well

lined round with litter, both under the boarded covering,

and the double glass system.

G. Harkeii, BalVs Pond, Islington.

NiGHT-Son..—The valuable properties of night-soil

have for a long time been known to the experienced
gardener, who lias not hesitated to avail himself of any
opportunity that might occur of getting this excellent

manure into his possession. But the cottager, to whom
any addition to his refuse-heap is of the utmost import-

ance, usually knows very little of the real value of this

description of manure, of the method of apjilying it to

the land, or of the best means of securing it irnm loss or

damage in the course of its formation. Some years ago
there was a prejudice against its use, and, if used at all,

it was always allowed to lie at least a year in the corner

of a held, with no other protection from the weather
than a thin coating of cinders. In this way, no incon-

siderable portion of its valuable gases were evolved.

But a practice still prevails, almost universally, I suppose,

of diluting it daily, while its production is going on, mill

every sort of liquid refuse from the house. Now, what I

would recommend to the cottager is tliis :—Let him pour
the soapsuds, and all other slops, upon that part of his

garden that does not happen to be occupied with crops.

Such liquid is always best applied at once. But if there

be no ground vacant, then let them be thrown over the

refuse h<;ap. A few ashes from the heai-th will idways

stop sufticiently any unhealthy vapour that may arise.

No sort of /((/Hi</ refuse should ever be poured into the

soil-pit, and then wliat accuuiulales there will be both
more valuable and less offensive, for the following rea-

sons :—If the land upon which the cottage stands be a

stiff clay, impervious to water, and the ordinary practice

be pursued, the daily additions of liquid refuse will soon
cause the accumulated mass to be liquid, rendering it

exceedingly offensive ; and the escape of noxious vapour

will both deteriorate the quality of the manm'e, and
render the air around it proportiouably unhealthy.

On the other hand, if the subsial be hght and porous,

these effects will not follow; but there wiU be even a
greater loss, in consequence of the liquid percolating

through the bottom of the pit, and carrjing with it much
valuable matter. But be the nature of the land what it

may, if the pit is supplied by nothing save the calls of

nature, there need be no fear of loss by too great evapo-

ration, and its bad consequences to the health of the

locality. Weeds, ashes, and even the carcases of rats

and other vermin, may be occasionally added with ad-

vantage ; and tlie weeds from the garden might be dis-

tributed equally between the refuse heap and the soil-pit,

putting into the latter all the hard-rooted and most
noxious weeds, such as nettles and dandelions. Cobbet,

who in his day was no despicable authority, advised the

cottager never to burn his weeds. I believe this adrice

will, in most cases, be found to be good ; they may cer-

tainly be most profitably disposed of in the way here

recommended. In the course of a few years, when the

pit will have to discharge its contents, the soil may be
applied to the land at once, witli perfect safety, for the

very obrious reason—that at least seven-eighths of the

mass will liave been thoroughly decomposed, and the

portion that is not so will be so small, that it can do no
serious mischief by contact with vegetation. But it is

certainly the best plan to mix it with at least half its bulk

of earth. Being exceedingly powerful, a Uttle of it goes

a great way ; and it should be used mth caution, since it

is too valuable to be wasted. As for the soapsuds and
the slops, if always pouring them upon the ground and
over the waste heap be objected to, it should be borne in

mind that fruit-trees of all descriptions rejoice in having

the former applied to the branches as well as to the roots,

while the latter poured frequently over a well-dug border

in winter, will insure the cottager a fine crop of onions in

the following summer—a fact of which every person who
cultivates a light dry soil ought to be informed. I liave

found the artichoke to benefit greatly by the application

of slops in spring, immediately after ground about them
has been dug.

But if the above arguments fail of gaining the attention

of some among those to whom they ai-e principally ad-

dressed, there are others whom the force of circumstances

will perhaps incline to listen to tliem. Who has not

known instances of wells containing water unfit for use,

in consequence of their being too near the neighbouring

soil-pit '? And what is it that causes the mischief, unless

it be the constant dilution that is going on in the latter,

by the practice which it has here been my object to con-

demn ? If the cottager can be persuaded of tho value

of night-soil, be will feel that it is his interest to make
the most of it, and he will not think it an unnecessary

trouble to add occasionally, from his garden or the road,

a small portion of earth ; for every substance that tends

to " sweeten," tends also to improve the quality of the

mass, and to render it more solid. Earth, as I'rofessor

Way's experiments have shown, is no bad fixer of am-
monia, that valuable gas, the escape of which it is always

the object of tlie cultivator to prevent as much as he
can; and it may be well here to advise the cottager,

should he wish to reserve a portion of the manure for a

future garden operation, to be careful, not only to mix it

with earth, but also to add a tliick coating of eartli at the

top, and protect the whole from I'ain by a good thatching,

or other waterproof covering. Eev. C. B.

Planting Potatoes.— Savtno of 50 Per Cext.—
Presuming all iiersons to have availed themselves of

the opportunity of securing early kinds, the most impor-

tant consideration which still commands attention, is

combining precocity in the cultivation of selected varie-

ties. In jirepaving sets for potato planting, sinylc ri/cs

are undoubtedly the most proper to produce eaidy and

fine productions.

Objections to tliis rule, however, may be fairly urged, as

byplanting unusually early they are subject to rot ; hence,

as a preventive, planting lehole sets have been universally
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resorted to. In either case, wliere practicable, we would
advise to plant them close, in shallow drills, on a warm
liorder in Fehruary, or on a slight hotbed in Mfu-cli, to he
ti'ausplanted finally in open compartments late in April or

early in JIay. A space of small dimensions will suffice to

raise plants for a lar^e garden. Those raised from single

eyes, to be transplanted with sets and roots entire. The
plants from the old ones to be slipped off, planted,

and watered, no further nourishment lieing now neces-

sary from the parent tuber. The top shoot may be left

on, and planted with the whole set. Transplant in small
shallow drills.

Another (and, perhaps, the chief) advantage of thus
raising potatoes in advance is, that dm-ing tlie dry months
of Mai-eh and April, opportunity will he better afforded

in bringing the ground for their reception into the ut-

most pei'fect condition.

Tiiese remarks apply equally to raising potatoes early

from selected seed, ami arc the most essential points in

obtaming full crops li-om this source.

—

Hakdy ifc Sox,
Florists, (i'"f., Mtildon, Esaex.

[This is not, we think, a new mode, but, nevertheless,

worthy of trial. There is no doubt it saves a large por-

tion of the potatoes required for seed when whole ones
are employed, but we do not see how it saves any if cut
sets are employed, and we very much fear that the crop
would be greatly diminished.

—

Ed. C. G.]
Cochin-Chixa Fowls.— As I perceive inqumes are

made respecting the Cochin-China fowls, I beg leave to

make a few remarks, and also to add a few questions on
the subject. In all descriptions of the breeds of poultry,

your articles would he of great value if they were more
minute and accurate—a minuteness which not only
states what the breed oiic/ht to be in external appearance,
but also what it oiii/hl not to be. JMr. Doyle, Mr. liiehard-

son, and Mr. Dixon in liis poidtry book, all fail in this.

]Mr. Dixon is more explicit than the others. In speaking
of the Cochin China cock, he says :

—"The cock has a
large, upright, single, deeply-indented comb." Query,
have not some cocks double combs '?

" The legs are of a
pale tiesh-colour. " (Juery, are they not sometimes yellow ?

" The feathers on the breast and sides are of a bright
chesnut brovm." Query, are not some a dark red brown,
^'alying up to a bright bay? Is tlie colour of the plumage
nlwuijs a siiujle pure colour, viz., a red brown up to a blight
hay, with sometimes a more or less speckled appearance,
arising from some of the feathers being black, or tipped
with black, and are there ever white spots ? " The tail fea-

thers are black, and darkly irradiant." Query, are they
always so ? Your cut in part XV., gives three feathers as

if they were white ones. Jlr. Dixon says, relative to the
toes, "My male bird has two claws on the toe of one foot,

a peculiarity which is inherited by some of the chickens."

I hiive some that have five toes. Another characteristic

which I have not seen named, is a thick tuft of feathers
on the thigh of each leg. Mr. Dixon's book would be a
valuable one, if the descriptions of the ire crf.'i were minute
and accurate ; if it were curtailed to half its size, with an
accurately coloured portrait of each distinct breed, it would
be of great value to the breeder of poulty. If this could
be attained in your periodical, it would become a valuable
book of reference on this subject, as it is on others.

—

A SlTSSCRIEEE.

Standakd Pelargoxiuus.—As you have di'awn atten-

tion to them, permit me to warn the muwary amateur not
to venture trying too many in that way, until he has con-
vinced himself of the utility of the plan, as I consider it

a retrograde movement. J'elargoniums so treated v\-ill

tlitfer but little from the shanky, old-fashioned way of
gro«-ing them that our fore elders adopted, planting their
long-legged, pot-bound plants in the summer (after they
had exhausted the little energy they had in flowering in
the house), tying them up to a stake, where they remained
until September, when they were taken up and potted
again, being then well furnished with shoots, and looking
well ; unfortunately, that was the only time they did look
well, as the more extended growths these shoots attained,

together with the warmth and shelter of a greenhouse,

soon weakened their shoots, as not to be able to support
themselves in their right position ; the consequence was,
stick or string was resorted to, and the plant speedily
became unsightly. Now, I cannot see in what way those
standard or pillar geraniums you speak of, differ from
tliose old-fasliioned ones I allude to ; certainly the im-
proved gardening of the present age may do better thi))gs

than our fathers did, yet, I presimie, the same funda-
mental laws stiU exist, one of which I conceive to be,
that the geranimn, to do well, mnst be always in a grow-
ing state—the fohage soon tells if they are not. Now,
supposing them to be so, and tlie shoots of the pyramid
plant you speak of were foiu' or five inches in October,
when the plants are housed, how long will these shoots
be in May or June, and how is a stick or string to be
introduced into a standard plant like it? and without
such support, I imagine the plant will have a very un-
sightly appearance. I am no advocate for sticks, and
therefore recommend dwarf plants, as not requiring them.
—S. N. V.

Tobacco Fuihgation.—In retimi for many valuable
hints gleaned from The Cottage Gaedexee, I have plea-
sure in sending the result of a successful experiment in
smoking a greenhouse ; finding it, after repeated trials,

preferable to any I have hitherto known, in saving time
and expense. I will give particulars, and only add, before
doing so, that their correctness may be relied upon. For
oiu' greenhouse, which is a small one, nine yards long by
three wide, I used the following :—Four pieces of coarse
brown paper, each the size of a common newspaper ; one
ounce-and-a-half of tobacco, and a tahlespoonful of nitre

;

the two last were put together in a wash-handbasin ; this
size is best, and had exactly a pint of boiling water poured
over them, then covered and left about an hour, when it

had become cool enough to allow of the tobacco being
collected by the fingers and then thrown away. The
papers had previously been folded in three or fom- folds,

and were now dipped separately in the liquid, and squeezed
out ; this quantity was just enough for them. They were
then unfolded and put to dry upon a clothes-horse before
the fire, and when dry were again folded as before, rolled

up, not tightly, and each put into an emply flower-pot,
just large enough to hold it without critshinr/. They were
then ready for the greenhouse, and were placed upon the
floor in different parts ; a lucifer match finished the pro-
cess, and for nearly an hour the smoke was too dense to
aUow anything inside the house being seen, even close to
the windows; the papers all burnt to ashes to the bottom
of the pots. Till trying this plan I had been accustomed
to tise tobacco rolled in brown paper prepared with nitre

;

and half a pound of tobacco was as little as would answer,
the same quantity of paper also was required. On the
whole, the expense was as nearly as possible asmiich again
as by the present method, and I can safely say the success
was not ahi-ays as effectual. I will now mention another
experiment tried the winter before last, irith branches of
ivy, as a protection for fuchsias. The same thing may
possibly have occurred to others, but not having Icnown
it tried or proposed, I may be excused if giving a hint
already in use. The ivy continued green, with no signs
of decay, from the beginning of November to the first

week in February, and the fuchsias were preserved ahve to
that time ; but not being able afterwards to replace the
ivy, or attend to it, the plants were neglected, and died
down to the ground. I cannot but beUeve, that had this
plan been tried properly, it would have answered perfectly.
The cut ends of the ivy branches were tied to the tops of
the stakes placed round the fuchsias, and this, I thought,
prevented the sap running out, and kept the leaves longer
green. The appearance of the whole was that of an ivy
tree, and was ornamental. At a future opportunity I
hope to add another scrap or two of experience in gar-
dening affairs.—S.

PouLTKY.

—

Cochin-China and Doeking.—Having for
some years kept the black Spanish fowl, which I consider
a very superior variety, and having taken great pains to
preserve them pure, by selecting the best chickens out of
my broods, I fell into the common error of breeding in
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too miicL, which exemphfied itself hy the chicks not
featheiing iu due time; indeed, to such an extent did

this ran, that the chickens hatched in May were not

suflicientlj clothed by the end of autumn to protect them
from the ngours of Avinter, and many died iu consp-

queuee. To obviate tliis, I made away Avith the Spanish

cocks, and prnx-hased some of the Cochin-China breed

last spring, in hope this cross would be of service ; and
have had the satisfaction of seeing my most sanguine
expectation surpassed. My flocks have been numerous,
sti'ong, and health}" ; the chickens were reared with very

little trouble, being much more liardy than either tlie

Spanish or the Dorking. They have grown to a lai-ge

size, weighing from six and a-half to seven and a-half

pounds each bird. Their flavour, when cooked, is most
delicious. Those pullets, hatched in May, began to lay

early 121 October, and have continued laying, without any
intermission, the whole of the past winter.

I always keep a few hens of the Dorking breed for the

pm'pose of sitting, as they make more attentive mothers
than the Spanish do. For the tirst three weeks or a month
after the chickens ai'e hatched, I have them fed i^pon

l)oiled rice, mixed with softened bread. It is the small

rice we use; the shopkeepers call it riddlings, and costs

about a penny per pound ; but by purchasing a large

quantity at a time, it may be had at a still lower i:trice.

I tind it a very cheap kind of food, as it goes a great way
when boiled.

I am perfectly awai'e that many judges in poultry would
object to having a cross breed in tiieir stock ; but should

any one be induced, by my example, to cross their pure-

bred Spanisli fowls with the Cochin-China, I feel con-

vinced they will be perfectly satisfied with the result, at

least so far as beauty of plumage and usefuhiess are com-
biued. Helena jM.

Mistletoe.—I see a doubt exj^ressed, at page '3'29-"-2;iO,

of the number for January ol, whether mistletoe would
grow upon apple trees. I heartily wish it would not. In
this aj^ple-growing county (Herefordshire) the old apple

trees are sadly infested by it, but I never find it on the

oak or other trees. ^'ERAX.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*^* Wc request that no one will write to the departmental writers

of The Cottage Gaedener. It gives them unjuGtitiable trouble

and expense; and we also request our coadjutors under no cirrmn-

Htances to reply to such private comraunicalions.

Apple-trees IfNiiEALTiiY (T. E. U.).—'We cannot discarn any-
thing like disease in liie piece of bark which you sent; but if the
trees do shew blotches in their bark, and as they are exposed to ilie

northerly winds so far north as you are (Orraskirk), we should ira])rove

the temperature of the soil in whicii they grow, by draining it. The
Vie^i edging—"partly ornn.mental, and partly as shelter"— for yt)ur

flower-beds would be made by)ilantiiig round them the Laurestinus,

Fermenting I\Iaterials [A Young Gardener).—The cow-dung
and stniw will do for lieating your pit, if they are well worked toge-

ther, and brought into a fermenting; state; though they are not so

good as a similar mixture irora the horse-stable. The heat from them
is not so enduring. Raise your cucumber plants in pots, rather than
in the earth ot the bed, as they are easier managod in case the heat

becomes too bi^h. If you will reler to the indexes of our numbers
you will find all your oiher questions answered. If you raise 0. fruit-

tn'efrnm a ruttlw^ It will, of course, rtsemble exactly its parent, of
which it is actually a part, uourishiiig itself from the soil, instead of

from the parent st(?m.

Eartiiinc-up Potatoes {J. Norris).—The reason why it should
not be done is very simple. It retards the gi-owlh of the tubers, and
diminishes tlie weight of the crop. It is, tiierefore, much worse than
labour tlirown away. Keeping potatoes cleared from weeds, and about
an inch in depth of soil over Ihe tubers nearest the surface, is all that

they require. In experiments iiislitnted for the purpose, we found,

in Bome instances, (be crop earihod-up was less by one-fourth than

those from plants uueartlied. Try a few rows, and convince yourself.

Dig in your bad crop of vetches, after dressing them over with soot

and salt, and plant your potatoes there. For carrots on your poor
sandy soil, trench It, and turn some manure in witli the bottom spit

oiilif, on the plot where potatoes werw last year.

Tank for Liauiu Manukk <A Jtegulur Subsn-iber).—Pray refer

to emr first volume; youwill there And, at pp. 135, 242, 278,1.'«S,:10H,

and 31*2, every particular you require, except aw to a roadwayover the

lank. On ihls pnlnt you muut consult a brickluycr about turning an
arcli over if. Wo have no room to reprint the directions for tank-
tnnking.

IJuaniDGE'a Eclipse Pea (A Ri'tin-d Trudesmnn).—These need
not be grown nearer than In rows eighteen inclies apart.

Red Rhubarb (JJirf).—If you sow the seeds of this, or of any
other variety of rhubarb, it will not invariably produce plants simi-
larly coloured as the parent. Field can-ols and parsnips are best
sown in Blarch. The AUrt/ighum carrot and the Guernsey parsnip
are best for cow food. They are equally good keepers, if properly
stored; and wc should grow both, as ail animals like u change of food.
Hees {Ibid).—Onv correspondent says:—"In the Bee-keeper's

Calendar for September, IS49, I road: 'where it has been found
accessary to plat;e two or three receptacles for honey upon the stock
hive, the uppermost one' (of the three) ' may certainly be removed,
and generally the one ncjct to it.' Now, I shall feet obliged by your
informing me whether it is necessary, or at least sometimes desirable,
and if so, under wlaat circumstances, for the sake of giving more
room, &c., to a crowded popidation, to allow three receptacles to
remain on during the season ;" It is si'metimes necessary to place
three receptacles for honey upon a stock hive, because one is placed at

the commencement of the honey season; but, before it is sulBciently
filled to be removed, symptorus of a crowded population are seen;
another is then given in addition, which is immediately filled with
bees, and combs worked in It; rain then sels in, no honey can be
collected, but breeding goes on as u-sual ; the population again becomes
too large for the hives^ and, if a third be not given, either swarming
or clustering at the entrance (both of v.'hich it is desirable to prevent)
will certainly follow, although neither of the hives are sufficiently

filled to be taken away.
Bees.—A ivoitld-be Apiurian says:—"My object is to obtain honey

in small glasses, without holes in the top, for the sake of thi^ir greater
sighiliness, and the greater convenience in sending them to friends.

I propose to place on each adapting board at the same (irae tour

glasses, in shape resembling a small hive, over a corresponding num-
ber of holes, about three inches in diameter." You may succeed
very well with four glasses of the size \ou mention; but it will be
necessary to put a piece of guide comb into each of them, as directed
in TuE Cottage Gardener, page 42, vol. ii. Two inches diameter
will be belter than three inches for tlie holes; but the quantity of
hor;ey in small glasses will be mucb less than if stored in one large

One. The guide comb must be perfectli/ white, and in which no
honey has been stored; a very small piece, say half an inch deep,
fixed at tiie top of the glass will be sufficient.

An Amateur will find his case has been attended to this day by
Mr. Fish.

Tan in Brick Pit (T. E.).—We see no objection to the use of

tan instead of dung, as a means of heat. Leave a space where you
may examine if its coldness alterwards proceeds from dryness, as that

may be obviated by pouring water tlirotigh a tube, which will cause
the tan to ferment again. There will be no difficulty in heating the

bed, when the heat declines, by placing a lining round the solid wall;

and there will he the advantage, in such circumsiances, of having no
reason to dread steam. A brick wall is a capital conductor of heat.

You are quite right in proposing to raise the melon-plants in the small
dtmg frame appropriated 10 cucumbers. You may thus be getting on
while the bed in the brick pit is preparing.

Green Bank in Conservatory (//. 1'. B.).—This, raised over

a passage which connects tlie front and back gardens, you wish to be
ahvays ^^ green, varied, and airr/ia character." For this purpose, we
do not thnik you could do better than supply the bank with sandy
peat and loam, and plant it chiefly with ferns—tor the proper kinds,

see first volume; and between, and near tlie front, use t^ie differ-

ent Lycopodiams, such as L. denticulatum., de)isium, depres.nun.

Sec; and in a warm corner, stoloniferum. Near the Jront, if there is

a piece of wall to cover, the Ficits stipulata will cling to it, or the

bank either, anil present a pretty green carpet, though neither so

pretty or interesting as '.the lerns and mosses. Small lancy plants,

such as cyclaniC7is, and bulbs, such as hyacinths^ i.viaft, larhenalia,

&c., misht either be planted at once, or introduced when in bloom,
the pots being concealed by the mosses. Climbers for the roof u to

be planted in the bank, should have their roots confined in large pots,

or places enclosed with brick or wood, or they would soon monopolise
all the virtue of the soil to themselves. In such a roof (dome-shaped)

PassifioraBellottii, P. eduUs, and P. racemusacaiiiitea,wo\i\ii answer
admirably, in conjunction with Mandevitla suaveolens, and Ipnmea
Learii, presuming that the average temperature in winter is not below
46". See a late article by Mr. Fish on "conservatory climbers."

Cyclamens (Too^mg^).— Have you ottended to watering properly ?

With such few leaves on Iheni as yours had, very little would be re-

quired. If they have strong roots, they may yet flower well, as they

do not like to be hurried. If kept very dry before bciug potted, Ihey

take longer time to throw out their flowers, and require to be more
carefully watered, not allowing the soil to be wet until it is occupied

by roots.

Pruning Tuiber and otiieu Trees (F. P.).—The reason your
neighbour assigns for cutting off all the branches of his trees within

nix inches or a foot of the trunk, leaving a few entire at the top-
namely, "that a tree with its branches is like a man with a large

family, that keep drawing him until he grows as thin as a cat"—we
consider more witty than convincing, inasmuch as we doubt his pre-

mises, and tiierefore can have nothing to do with his conclusions—our

own cats being anything but thin; and tiie happy fellows of our

acquaintance that can sit at the ingle cheek, and smile upon their otl'-

si)ring as sources of their strength, being more distinguished foi-

rotrmdity and rubicundity than lanky-looking, desolate, solitary ba-

chelors. The subject is one too great to bo entered upon here; but

we will answer your queries by two propositions. 1st. The more
numerous and extended the branches of a tree, the greater will be its

Biz'i and weight; but that weight is weight as a whole, without

any reference to the question of fitness. 2nd. The object of Hu
pruner, therefore, is not so much to increase weight as to direct the

strength of the plant into a definite channel; that a fine large bole for

the carpenter may be olitained, instead of large, uncouth limbs, fit

oidy for the faggot-stick; and to elfoct this purpose alt pruning should

bo done early, when the wound will heal ovorin a season. The trees
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mutilated by your neighbour, can only maintain a lingering exist-

ence, unless the snags break out strongly; and if not, then the

longer the limber stands the less worth it will be, as it will be lull

of^Qtten knots.

Loudon's Hortus Brittanicus (Rev. H. W.).--A second sup-
plement and a general index of this work, including all plants known
down to March, 1939, has been published.

Liquid-manure Tank {H. R., Essex).—Your old steam-engine
boiler will jtnswer for this purpose admirably. Its being of iron will

not injure the manure, nor the plants to which this is applied.

Gooseberry and Currant CuTriNos (A. R.).—Never mind
whit the market-gaideners (ell you, you were quite right in removing
from Ihe cuttings all the buds that were to be buried in the earrh.

It you cut out the buds deep enough you will not be bothered with
suckers.
A Bo^ER.

—

R. Reynoldson says, " I have on one side of my little

summer-house a horse-chesnut, and on the other a sycamore— half-

grown trees; and it strikes me they, and my summer-house too,

would be made more pleasing objects, if I could train up some hardy
climbers rouii'l the naked stems." Nothing can look better than a
summer-house within a bower, as you propose, by getting climbers
to run up the trees around it. There is not the least fear to be ap-
prehended by cutting some old roots, to make room for a tar, or any
other banel or vessel, only keep strictly to our rules. All the climb-
ing roses which we have o'ten recommended are peculiarly suitable

for this kind of decoration, brcause we know where to apply our
liquid-manure to their roots ; for, after all, what are these contriv-

ances hut immense pots? And by pouring doses of moderate strength

into them resularly. throughout tiie growing season, we have our
climbers just as mut-li nndtr our own control as the geranium on the

window-sill. Honeysuckles, clematis, Virginian creeper (ampelopsis),
jasmines, the sweet-scented grape-vine U''^''^ odoraiissiyrta), Aristo-

lochia sipho, and many others you will tiiid mentioned in previous
numbers; and, of course, half-hardy climbers, ss Maiiritndia, Lo-
phospernnis, Cohea, Ecci-emocarptts, &c„ miiy he plunted in summer
for additional decoration, and for filling Ihe bottom- You will re-

cotJect that Jlr. Beaton closed abruptly his observations, but he,

probably, will take it up again, and finish it.

Tree Mignonette [e. B. W.).—Your plants, " now running into
weak spindly flowers," liave been either stifled lor want of pure air,

since last October, or their roots have periebed through some fault in

the soil, drainage, or watering : but to know what is the real cause is

not in our power. You certainly did not injure tbeni by nipping off

the lofis ; and, as soon as you read ihis, take a sharp knife, and cut
off all the "spindly" pans down to the last four leaves on each
slioot; turn the plants out of doors every fine day for a few Iiours,

and do not water ofiener than twice a week till tho end of Marth,
and if the roots arc riglit you will see them thrive rapidly. Tiic

long-continued frosts of January, and the soft mupgy weather at

Ihe beginning of February, have caused a great prevalence of spindly
growth, in most places, tlirough want of air.

PcRCiiASiXG Plants (Ibid).—The proper time to purchase plants
is late in the spring and early in the anturan. AH bulbs ought to

be hou;:ht while ihey are at rest, and that is the only absolute rule;
plants in general are bought at all times.

Climbrk.s among Trees.—.-! Pnrson^s Wife inquires for some
that will succeed among a group of trees, in good ground, near water.
Clemrtfis montanu, C.ftnmmulay or, indeed, any of those mentioned
in Mr, Beaton's list will suit you; also young Glt/cine sineiisis,

Ai'htoloclua sipho—for its handsome foliage, honeysuckles, jasmines,
climbing roses of all sorts. And you may try also Solunum Jas-
iii in aides ; it has lived out at bhrubland Park this winter without
the least protection. The blue passion flower would also suit you;
and if cut down in winter, a barrowful of leaves put over the roots
would preserve them from frost, and Iliey wo'ild bloom every year;
and the same treaiment would do for the Mandevilla, which in a
good aspect would be likely to flower. The Turcnia asiaticit wiK not
do for beds or borders generally.
Neapolitan Violets (Ibid).—You confirm the statement that

tho runners of the Neapolitan violet do not flower the tirst year, by
saying, "mine, wliitli were simply pegged down last summer, are
covered with buds." But the wording of the statemfnt was not so
clear to you as to us gardeners, and sucli instances will stimulate us
still further to write more minutely.
Cow Urine (An Infjuiyei-).—Tii':s, if fresh from a cow-house, is

too strong for any thiog! We write emphatically, to guard our
readers against the use of strong doses. One bucketful to four of
writer will he strong enough.
Vines for Greenhouse {Ifjid).~*'X dozen kinds of grape-

vines" are by fur too many for your greenhouse. The Black Ham-
burgh is the best black grape for a greenhouse, and the next best
black one is the Black Prince. The best white is the Royal Mus-
cadine, and t!ie next best white is the Sweet Water, but this is a bad
setter, unless the hunches are shaken daily whilein flower, to disperse
the pollen. Tho Chasselns Musque is the very best white grape in
cultivation, but is liable to crack when nearly ripe. A dry liouse,
with abundance of air, prevents this cracking. The White and the
Black Fronlignan are two excellent grapes for a greenhouse, but
the plants are of a tender constitution, and ought to be grafted on
the Clack Hamburi^h. The Verdellhn is a strong, hardy, white
grape, but the t'unches and berries are small.
The Slater {Ibid).—The flattish blue insect which troubles you

on the peach-tree is, we believe, tlie woodlouse, known iji some dis-
tricls as " the Slater." It is a troublesome one to keep down. Gas-
tar, as you propose, would do little good; you had better trap them,
by hiying down puts on ttjeir sides, with a little dry moss in them :

|

the creatures will lodge under the moss, and you can empty the pots '

daily and destroy the insects.
'

M1STLET9E-SEEU (Ibid).—We cannot forward the seeds as you i

propose, but if you will send us a stamped envelope, with your \

address, and with the word " Mi>;lletoe" written inside, we shall
[

hand it over to a friend who has promised to supply them; and if

any more of our readers want seeds of the plant this season, we
ought to have their envelopes forthwith, as the seeds will be over for
this year.

Flower-beds CiVociYiHs),—You wish to fill twelve small beds with
as many kimJs of flowers which will keep gay as long as possible. If
you have no "furnishing*' plants on hand, and cannot buy many, you
must put up with annuals; and Mr. Beaton will describe all tho best
annuals about the middle of March, and the proper way of treating
them, so as to keep up a cheap succession of flowers all the summer;
meantime procure those annuals he wrote about late last autumn.
Bell-glasses for Bees (Juventus).~Bees can see to work in

very slightly illuminated places; they would coat the inside of the

glasses with wax, if ihey were not covered over so as to exclude the
light. Geraniums and fuchsias might; be kept through the winter
under hand-glasses, if trouble and labour were no object, to exclude
the frost, give air, &:c., &zc. The mould may be dispensed with in
striking cuttings in phials of water. You will find your other ques-
tions answered in previous volumir-s, if you will refer to tiie indexes.
Dark Climbing Rose {E. TFarrfi.

—

Cri>7iso7i Boursault would
suit you.
Making Hotbeds (Original Subscriber).—Every one of your

questions are anticipated at pp. 146 and 1(J3 of the present volume.
Planting Potatoes (Enquirer).—Plant every potato you intend

to plant without a day's delay. A foot apart in the row, and two
feet between the rows, are good average distances. The tall-growing
varieties had better be six inches further apart. Read our " twelve
golden rules," at p. 73.

Super-phosphate of LniE (Bank).—This is a salt composed
of phosphoric acid and lime. It is made for manure, by dissolving
bones in oil of vitriol.

Liquid Manure for Celery (Ibid).—A bucket full of the
drainage from a stable, added to fnur buckets of water, will answer
your purpose; or any of the liquid manures mentioned l)y Mr.
Turner, and other celery-growers. See our indexes,

Black-eeetles (J. A. R.).—If we had space to spare, we would
insert your very amusing letter. The cat would not eat the phos-
phorus paste, nor could she get at it if you put it into holes and
crevices. If you cannot make it, buy some of the phosphorus pills

prepared by Mr. Purser, 40, Bridge-street, Blackfriars.

Barkeria (G. B. C).—We are obliged by your correction. This
genus, as you etate, was named after the late George Barker, Esq.,
the justly esteemed orchid-crower a-. Birmingham. We published
" The Modern Gardener's Dictionary," which, though not " explain-
ing every term," may suit your purpose.

Roses Budded last Ji-lv (R.P. G.)-—These being budded in

hedgerows, you had better cut down the stocks to the buds, and
move them into your garden next November. If you raovo them
now, you will injure the buds probably.

Celery Splitting (/iirf).~The soil about the stems, if too wot
and clayey, will cause them to split and canker. Order the Inde-ves
through your boaksi^ller; we have no stamped copies to send by post.

Plumbago Larpent^e (Vera.r).— Your plants, now dry and
withered, should have their tops cut otl' when the plants begin to
grow.
C^STRUM AuRANTiACDM (Ibid).—This, received by you in frosly

weather, has become withered. Though a hardy greenhouse plant,
the frost has injured it. Cut it down near to the pot, and try it in a
gentle hotbed. Perhaps the roots are sate.

Nutt's Celery (Ibid).—You can obtain it of Mr. Nutt, near St.

John's Church, Park, SheiReld. You could have a bark bed for

pines in your vinery. You will much oblige us by sending us a few
of the Feeds you name, li must be a variety of the Kohl Rabi.
Beds of Flowers of one Colour (A Lady Subscriber).—You

have two sets of beds, each set arranged in tliis order; your garden
expoBcd to the

winds and sun, and
in a cold part of
Vorkshire. To meet
your wishes, that

the flowers may be
low and shrubby,
put in bed No. 1,

Eschscholtzia cro-
cea, sown as pro-
posed. It will not
transplant, and must

therefore, be sown
in the bed any time
in April. In Nos. 2
and 4, Nemophylla
insigiiis ; sown in
the firs» week in

April, and will trans-
plant. To succeed
it, sow Viscaria oc-
culata in an open
border about the
201 h of May, and

transplant it when the Nemophylla has done flowering nt the end of
July. In Nos. 3 or ."i, whichever of them is nearest the walk or
windows, Saponaria calabrica. Sow it uniler a hand-glass about the
middle of March, and transplant it about the end of May, or a little

earlier if your plants are strong. It will flower on to tJctober. In
Xos. 5 or 3, the one farthest from the window or walk, Eurharidium
concinmnn grandiftorum. Sow it in the bed on the 1st of April;
and sow Sweet Alyssum about the middle of May, to transplant after
t]\e Evcharidium ; all these will carry you on to Octohpr. In the
middle of the second set of beds plant Tagetes tenui/iflia, from
seeds sown under a hand-glass about the middle of August; and we
shall ask Mr. Beaton to furnish you with a different set of annuals
for the other beds; but we would repeat the others.

CoMMELiNA C(ELESTis (H'.).—There is no such plant as Gan»V/a
celesta; is it not Commelina ccelestis? If so, put the seetls in a
cucumber frame tiH they vegetate, and harden tbetn otf; plant them
in a rich border about the end of May. Thi:y will be two feet high
by the autumn, and will then flower; but the frost will kill the tops,

but you can save the roots, and treat them as dahlia roots.

Double Anemone (Ibid).—Sow your double anrmone now in a
box of rich light soil ; place it in a cold Irame till the seRdIirij;s

appear, and then hardan them off to stand out of doors in some
slieltered place.

Lilium Speciosdm Seed (JdW),—Sow in a cucumber bed, and
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when the scedlinss are three inches long, harden them off to stand iu

a cold nit. If your seeds are true, you have a treasure.

cTMELLtA BODS Falling (J6»i).-Vo.r large camelhas were not

half watered while they stood in the passage ,n y"-;; h°"'*;
''"i,

he

air of such a place will never grow camellias to bloom well, iney

should never get very dry at the roots.

Small Pit (.4. Z ).-Vou ought to be able to get inside your mce

pit in bad weather from either end. A passacre through the imddle,

IS inches wide, would bo sulVicient; and to get head room, you might

sink this passage. Then you would have a back »helf,as you propose,

up to the chimney, and one along the whole front; and ,1 you were

hard up for room, the passage might be covered with a moveable

stane or shelf, but we should prefer it without this.

Melilot CLOVEU.-We have had some seed of these sent to us
;

and finding that they have been cultivated by a fri.nd, itwill be use-

ful 10 publish his experience. He says: " I experimented, <or several

years -vilh several Melilots, but have not found theiu sufBciently

profllahle, or convenient, to induce me to pursue their ciillure In

the first place, do not let your cows get at them, for they impart an

abominable taste to milk and butter. They are biennials; very pro-

ductive, but very difBcult to manage. Ox>^-Tnfohum meliuus

Mericum, which 'l received under the name, I think, cf C(m*i/.«)-

X;.™ n rich and trenched soil, grew fourteen leethigb; but in

2t state, the base of the stalk w.,s as big as my '"o thumbs and so

ligneous, that it could not be cut with a common scythe. \ou would

re'nuire a short, strong scythe, such as the Welchmen cut urzo with.

If vou had a furze-cutting machine, wherewith to reducn it inio trag-

menls of an inch in length, it might make fodder for elephants,

hipponotan,i, or giraffes ! or any animal that crunclies the branches

o trees. Perhaps a horse misht pick a little of it; but it won d be

too woody for him to eat it all in its adult state; nor does Jb"
horse

much like it. I saved between one and two acres for sheep-feed and

put in the sheep as soon as llie flowers ap;.ear.d, before it had at-

fained hall its stature. The shee,, ate of the leaves and buds, and the

ton part of the stalks, but lelt a great part of the stalks standing. It,

therefore, seems difficult to appropriate its vast produce in any eat-

able and profitable form. It will appear, from what I have said, that

it would be an unsuitable crop for hay. A neighbour ol mine, wno

saved a crop for sheep, said that he could not get his sheep to eat it

at all Mine did oat what was tender. Whether, if it were depas-

tured' continually from ils first sprineing, it would answer better I

cannot sav- perhaps it might; but I have not tried. 1 also ried the

BuUoek Melilot of America, but its characler was nearly the same,

thou.'h it was not quite so gigantic as the olher. If these eonlinued

succulent up to the time of their attaining their full growth, I think

they mi'-ht be rendered valuable; but their rigidity present dilficul-

ties which I •shall be glad to see some ingenious adapter overcome. I

should add that my Asiatic species was white- flowered, and my

American yellow-flowered ; and it is possible, that these two species

which you have sent may i-resent some difle'rence of growth or habil,

which may render them more available ; but, from havmg also culti-

vated ihe Mflilotiis miicrorhizu of Hungary, and 3!etiliiti.is aJUnna-

lix of Hritain, and Metilolns cai-uleux. 1 find their habits so much

alike that I should not be sanguine in my hope of their utility. Ihe

produce of seed is enormous from all of them, so that the experiment

may be easily tried."

CALENDAR FOE MARCH.
FLOWER GARDEN.

Annuals fTcnder), such as the Portulacas, Mesembryanthemums,

Lohrllias, &c., sow, b.; (Haidy), sow on dry borders, h. and e.

JiiENNiALS, sow, c. Dahlias, SOW, and force old roots for stock,

b Dress every part within the boundary as early as you can.

Edgings of all sorts finish i.«f as early as possible. Finish all the

Planting and Spring Pruning of trees and shrubs, and all neces-

sary alterations as soon as the weather will permit. Grass and

Clever Seed sow with a liberal hand over patchy grass; keep the

grass in clean, trim order, and roll it three times this innuth, and

oftimer if vou can. Gravel, clean, roll, and relay. Hand Glasses,

the best of all aids to rear ball-hardy, and such other annuals as come

up weakly at first, place Ihem on a warm sheltered osiect. Hoeing :

never hoe a border in March, for fear of killing something whichyou

cannot yet see. HoTnnus are only good helps to those who can well

manage Ihem for the flower-garden ; keep them up to 70°, and steady.

Hyacinths and other liuLDs; as soon as they appear, stir the beds

and li"hten the soil round the plants; and plant spiing Gladioli at

once Perennials, with llio exception of long fleshy-rooled ones,

ought to be removed—divided, if necessary-and receive some Iresh

soil or be planted in new situations at least every third season
;
see

to this rule and treat one third of each family, every February or

March, according to it. Protection is necessary for almost all

young things of a lender nature this month. Rakes: lock tbem

up b if your man cannot dress a border withouta rtike, pity him.

BoSF.s finish pruning, b , except, perhaps, a few strong ones be left

un.iruned till April, to bloom later; but this plan is radically bad,

and not nrcessary now wllh our perpctuals. Stakes : see if you

have a stock on hand for your dalilias, hollyhocks, and all other

plants requiring them n. xt summer, and see that all the old ties and

rotten slakes are out of the rosary. Sweet Bkiae, sown m a single

row will grow and make a liedge in such poor soil as would kill

other roses. TuRi', lav. Water Ihe foliage only of late planted

evercreens- root watering is often more injurious than we think this

month. D.Beaton.
GREENHOUSE.

Am admit In fine weather, when Ihe outside temperature is above

35**- a shut house is better than cold currents and night firts. Bulbs

and'TuBERoua roots introduce, and water more freely; start the

various kinds of Achlmcnes, Oesnera, and Glotinia, in hotbed. Cal-

ceolarias and Cinerarias water more freely, shade iti sunny wea-

ther uhlft for luccoadon. Camellias and Azaleas water moreplen-
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tifully when in bloom. Diosma, Epacbls, Heaths, give abun-

dance of air when growing and flowering; Prune freely when done

flowering, and keep close until thoy begin to grow, when the roots

had betier be examined. Hotbeds prepare for sowing Primula
|

seeds, and any other desirable greenhouse plants, raising cuttings,
|

sowing seeds, or striking cuttings of the commoner sorts for stocks,

on which to inarch or graft Correas, Oranges, Camellias, &c. Insects

destroy. Leaves and Ste.ms clean. Lilies, Japan: after the

stems appear, place in a light, .airy situation. Mignoneti'E and

tender annuals sow in a slight hotbed, to be afterwards hardened off.

Soil piepare, turn, and expose for a general shifting about the end

of the month. Tbjix large plants of Pelargoniums, intended for

early [flowering ; Stop tiiose for lalo summer and autumn. Tie

climbers to rafters; traio those daily on trellises; and, as the season

is now getlin" on, let neatness, order, and cleanliness, everywhere

prevail. »• Fish.

FRUIT GARDF.N.
Apricots, prune, if before neglected, b. ;

young ones, head down.

Apples, dress for blight. Blossoms of wall-fruit, protect. Cur-

rants, finish planting .and pruning, b. Espaliers, generally flaish

regulating, b. Figs, plant; make layers; plant cuttings. Fork-
over the borders and quarters, if before omitted. Gooseberries,

prune, if before neglected, b. ; finish planting, b. Grafting, in

mild weather, is best done this month. Scions, prepare. Hoeing
cannot be done too often. Mulch round tuo trees newly-planted,

to keep the roots moist. Medlars, Muluerkies, and Nec-

tarines, neglected before, prune, b. ;
younii, head down. Pears,

carefully prune and train. Planti.n'G, omitted, complete, b. (See

Feb.) Pruning, in general, complete, without fail, b. Easp-

BERRIES, finish plantin.', b. Strawiierries, finish dressing, b,
;

plant. Standard Orchard-trees, finish pruning, b. Suckers,

lor stocks, may be planted (See Feb.) Support, with stakes, trees

newly-planted. Stocks, raise from seeds of apples, pears, quinces,

and medlars. Trench, fcc, ground lor planting. Vines, rtuish

pruning without fail, b.; plant cuttings, and make layers. Wal-
nuts, p.

In Grafting, commence with plums and cherries; but scions on the

latter, if insellcd on large trees, sehiom succeed. Loose branches

and last year's shoots of pears and other fruit-trees, trained as pyra-

midals, fasten in tlieir proper positions. E. Errihgton.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Air, admit freely. Aphides, destroy iu all forcing structures by

fumigation. Asparagus, provide succession. Cherries ripening

require but little water. Capsicums, sow, b. F.irward Cucumbers,

to replace those which fruited in winter. Plants to flower in

pots, continue to introduce. Kidney Beans, provide successions.

Leaves, clean by the sponge and syringe. Mushroom bed for

siTing, make. Pines require more water and greater heat; syringe

their crowns; give liquid manure; shiltinto larger pots. 'Peaches,

thin; the day temperature for thi-iu should not exceed 70°; disbud;

trim ; water abundantly. Propagate hothouse plants by slips,

cuttings, suckers, and layers, according to the plant's nature; it is

the best season. Seedlings of culinary plants, remove to a cooler

place. Strawberries in pots, continue forcing. Temperature
for pines shoul 1 bo about 85° at midday, and during night 61)°; in

the flower-stove 65° and 55°. Sulphur, apply on flues and pipes to

destroy red spider. Tobacco fumigations continue. Tomatoes,
sow, b. Vines are now all in motion; thin; train; keep well

supplied with liquid manure; air, keep moist, except to those in

blossom ; but be cautious, or the mildew may visit you ;
temp, as

lastmonth. Melons, provide succession. R. Eerington.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Angelica, fow or plant. Artichokes. dress; plant. Asparagus,

sow; plant; force; and dress beds. Balm, plant. Basil, sow.

Beans, plant; earth up. Beet (red, white,and [rreen),sow. Borage,

sow. Borecole, sow, e. Bkocoli, sow; mark for seed. Burnet,
plant and sow. Cabbages, plant; earth up; sow. Capsicum, sow,

e. Cardoons, sow, e. Carrawav, sow. Carrots, sow, e.; main

crop. Cauliflowers, plant from frames ;
give air to those under

glass; prick out spring-raised ; sow, b. Celeriac, sow. Celery,

sow dress and earth up. Chamomile, plant. Chervil, sow.

Chives, plant. Claev, sow. Cress (American), sow. Composts,

prepare. Coriander, sow, e. Corn Salad, sow. Cucumbers,

sow; prick out; plant; impregnate those uuder glass, &c. Dill,

sow. Fennel, sow or plant. Garlick, idant. HoE generally in

dry weather. Horse-radish, plant. Hyssop, sow, e. .Jerusalem

Artichokes, plant. Kale (Sea), plant or sow; force. Kidney

Beans, sow, e., in slight hotbed, to be protecfd ; attind to tliose

forciu". Leeks, sow. Lettuces, sow; prick out, and plant out

from frames. Liauin Manure, give to Cabbages, &c. Marigolds,

sow. Marjoram, sow and plant. Melons sow, for succession, or

strike cuttings. MiNT,plant; clean bed«. Mushroom Beds, attend

to- make. Mustard and Cress, sow. Nasturtiums, sow. Onions,

sow main crop; transplant aiituuin-rais.d ;
plant for seed, b.; (Potato

and Tiee), plant. Orach, sow. Parsley (Com. and Hamb.), sow.

Parsnips, sow, e. ; main crop. Peas, sow; tarthup; stick, &c.

PoMPioNsand Purslane, sow,e. Pennyroyal, plant. Radishes,

soiv thin. Rampion, sow. Rape (com. and edible-rooted), sow, e.

Rhijbarb, sow, b. ;
plant, b. Rocambole, Rosemary, and Rue,

plant. Sage and Shalots, plant. Salsafy and Scorzonera,soiv.

Savoys, sow; lay in for sprouts. Sea-Kale, sow iu patches, in a

prepared bed. Skierets and Succory, sow. Sorrels, plant and

BOW Spinach, sow; weed, &c. Tansy and Tarragon, plant.

TETHAG0NiA'>nd Thyme, sow, e.ToMATOsa, sow, e. Turnips, sow,

b. e. ; or once a fortnight.
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of tlie solar and atmospheric influences, whilst these

advantages are withheld from the roots? Strange

that persons who know that bottom-heat is necessary

to induce a cutting to emit roots, should in practice

admit that, in its subsequent stages of growth, the

plant is benefited by keeping its roots cooler tlian

its head. Those persons who grow grapes, and wlio

unfortunately have the vines placed in the border,

find their great difficulty to be when the roots are

chilled by cold rains in the early part of ttie season,

whilst the leaves and fruit are gi-owing under glass

in a temperature of, perhaps, 20" above that in which

the roots are placed. Why then vohmtarihj attempt

to create an almost equal ' difJiculty,' by keeping the

roots of a tree in the border several degrees below

the temperature which the other parts enjoy?
" It is admitted, that the practice of mulching trees

in hot weather greatly diminishes the labour of

watering tliem. But then it should be considered

whether this advantage is not obtained by sacrifices

that more than counterbalance the benefit. In other

words, that by depriving the roots of tlie advantages

of the solar and atmospheric influences, by surrouud-

ing the tree with heavy coatings of dung, a gi-eater

injury is perpetrated than can be compensated by

the diminished labour of watering. And, with re-

spect to the benefit which it is alleged that the tree

derives irom the mulching, in tlie form of liquid-

manure from the rains, &c., it may be briefly answered

that, after the mulching has been exposed for a few

weelis to the action of the sun and air, its nutritive

properties have been alreadj', for the most part,

washed into the ground, or dissipated into tlie atmo-

sphere, and the mulching reduced almost to a mere

cfipnt mortuiim ; encumbering tlie plant, and de-

priving the root of the beneficial influences of tlie

sun and air. The occasional apjilications of liquid-

manure would, surely, more effectually invigorate the

tree, whilst the ground could in that case be kept

open by the repeated use of the fork and the rake.

" But the midching of trees has, doubtless, its

uses, and very imjiortant uses too. Every tree planted

in the autumn should be mulched, but for the vei-y

contrary reason of keeping the ' roots coo!.' These

trees sliould be mulched for the purpose of retaining

as long as possible the solar heat imparted to the

earth during the preceding season, and to prevent the

roots from being paralysed by the frost; enabling

them tliereby, on the return of spring, to second the

ettbrts of the head, in producing a regular and effect-

ive circulation of the sap. For if the condition of

the roots and the other parts of a tree be dissimilar,

the circulation ol' the sap must, in that case, be dis-

turbed ; and hence, probably, one prominent cause of

'green eye' in the flower, and premature falling of

tlie fruit. Whereas, if all the parts of a tree be
gi'owing in an equable temperature, and all. as nearly

as can be ettected, receiving the benefits of the sun
and air, the condition of the tree will then be har-

monised, and a regular and healthful flow of sap in

nil its parts bo promoted."

The florist's theory of mulching his dahlias, so

justly animadverted upon by our coiTespondent, is a

fair specimen of tlie reasoning powers of a hu'ge

class of cultivatoi's, whose practice is founded on

scientific truths, but whose explanation of that ))rac-

tice is the vci-y reverse of scientific. Our corres

pendent's observations deserve the attention of culti-

vators. Mulching need not, and indeed should not,

be of a nature to exclude the influence of atmospheric

heat, and we quite agree with him about the ques-

tionable benefit of enriching a border through the

agency of mulching, for, at the most, the enrichment

to a soil derived from the practice is merely a se-

condary consideration. The objects most important

to be secured by its employnient, and for which alone

it should ever be adopted by the gardener, are to

check eyaporation from the soil, and to prevent it

becoming wet and chilled. When the first object

has to be attained, the mulch is best placed over

the roots about two inches below the surface, and

then the earth returned over the mulch. To exclude

rain, and to retain the temperature of the soil, the

raidch is best placed upon the surface, and covered

with a tarpaulin or reed panels. Neither, to attain

one of these desired objects, warmth in the soil,

ought the mulch to he kept over the surface con-

tinually, but upon the occurrence of every sunny

mild day, it should be taken off during the middle

of the day, and returned about three o'clock. By
such judicious attention, the beat to be accumulated

in a given spot of soil will far exceed that in the sur-

rounding soil not similarly treated.

THE FEUIT-GARDEN.
Strawberry Forcing.—By referring to page l.^.S, it

will be seen that the general principles of strawberry

forcing were discussed ; we are tempted again to

make a few farther observations before the season

draws to a close. We advised a very cautious mode
of procedure at that early period as to watering, and
not hurrying them ; and such, at an early season, is

peculiarly necessary. Now, however, some of these

cautions become shorn of their weight in some de-

gree ; and the principal care now necessary will be
to see that they do not suffer for want of water, or

from too high a temperature. Some of our amateur
friends may have conveniences for a regular succes-

sion of forced strawberries, so as to have some ripe

from the time this reaches our readers until they
ripen in the open ground. Hut this is not the case

with the majority ; and to those who can ill spare

house or pitroom we say, do not introduce any to

heat until the middle of February, when the produce

will be much more certain, as well as of much higher

quality; then good strawberries may be gathered a

month before those in the open ground.

We may now direct especial attention to a point or

two of much importance, and although adverted to

at page ;S!(, and again at page 1S9, we may, perhaps,

be excused for glancing at it again.

Wntermg.-—We advise the use of ordinary water

until the moment the truss of blossoms may be dis-

covered just emerging from its socket ; then, a regu-

lar system of manure watering may be resoi'ted to

;

for unless the bloom stalk shoots with freedom, so as

to throw tlie berries ultimately beyond the rim of the

pot, there is small chance of success ; not that the

berries would not swell when nearer home, but that

this dunijiy character argues a want of power in the

plant—a root action inadequate to the proper supply

of tliO plant.

We have before, at page 1 40, suggested the use of

guanowater; we now beg to say tliat a favourite

plan with us—indeed, the only one we have recourse

to at jnesent, in all cases where liquid manure is
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wanted—is to mix soot-water with the guano-water,

equal parts. Both these must he highly clarified
;

indeed, ours is like pale porter when ready for use.

This is easily accomplished by keeping a couple of

vessels at work—the one guano, the other soot. Now
admitting that one ounce of Peruvian guano and
one pint of soot will make a large waterpotful, hold-

ing three gallons of liquid manin-e, as strong as it

ought to be applied to any plant when constantly

used, it will he easy to ascertain how much of mere
clear water should be added to a much more highly

concentrated liquid manure, brewed thus for mere

convenience' sake. Thus, suppose the mixture is

brewed ten times as strong, of course it will re(juire

to be diluted with ten times the amount of mere
water. This is our practice : and our waterpot of

strong mixture will water a whole house of plants;

the operator, who knows the power of his mixture,

merely pouring a little into each pot of clear water,

as he draws it. We do not mean to say that this is

the only proper way of making manure water ; we
merely say it is at present oiu' practice, and seems to

answer with everything to which we have apjjlied it;

and, in the present imperfect state of horticulture, as

to the bearings of chemistry on it, we must be con-

tent for awhile with rule of thumb work.

Strawberries, those rising for blossom, will at this

period require almost daily watering in this way

;

those on elevated shelves, in airy houses, requiring

twice as much as those in low pits or ft-ames.

-•It is good practice to place a pan beneath the pots

as soon as the truss begins to rise, especially if the

pots are on an elevated shelf in a house.

Thbwing the Berry.—When they "set" thickly,

it is necessary to apply the scissors ; thinning tliem

out as grapes. All crippled or imperfectly " set"

berries should be removed the moment they can be
perceived; and as soon as a good crop of well-formed

berries (ian be secured, all the remaining pips in

course of blossoming, or just swelling oft', may he
cut away. Hut you will hinder the succession,

Mr. Somebody will say : true, we shall in some
degree ; we shall save you the chagrin of being
obliged to eat a dozen or two of half-starved berries,

wliioh would have been produced a fortnight later

on the same plants, had our present advice not
been followed. There is no real gain, however, iu

I'eserving all the late buds or blossoms after a good
crop is secured ; for the water necessary to get them
imperfectly swelled oft', will prove a deteriorator of

the flavour of those colouring. It is an excellent

plan with those, who, when they get a full crop, would
wish to retard some of them, to remove them as soon
as a dish or two has been gathered, to a cold frame or

pit ; here they will ripen slowly, and acquire more
tiavour, and a much higlier colour, than the)' get in

liothouses. We have seen fine Keen's seedlings

placed on exhibition tables thus managed, which
were almost black with colouring ; and wliioli have
beat all competitors. It must be remembered, how-
ever, tliat this course would not answer at an earlier

period than the present; it would scarcely be safe,

for a hard frost could soai'cely be kept out of a oool

pit, and frost would ruin the whole crop.

This is an excellent period to make up a frame, to

produce a good crop about three weeks prior to those
iu the open soil. A small bottom-heat of 00° to 70°

would he desirable : and good strong young plants may
be removed from the open ground, with good halls of

earth, and immediately planted in rich soil. They
must be frequently syringed, and kept rather close

for a week, shadmg them slightly if the weather should

prove very sunny. Their subsequent management
will be similar to pot-strawberries, except that they
may be allowed to cany a much heavier crop. We
need scarcely add, that the water used must always
be equal, at least, to the temperature of the structure
they are in : this is a maxim that applies with equal
force to every species of forcing.

Cleansing Fhuit-trees.—Those who have not
looked carefully over their fruits, to see if any of the
insect tribes infest them, should lose no time ; for

strong applications are much easier applied before
the leaf unfolds than afterwards. For the American
blight, spirits of tar, rubbed in witli a brush, seems
to be the favourite remedy at present. Where trees

are infested all over, however, we would advise a wash,
applied by the syringe or engine. Soft-soap-water,

four ounces to the gallon, and plenty of finely-dis-

solved clay, will, if applied twice or thrice, block up
the rogues in their dens, and, if not totally desti'oy

them, much impede their operations. Every portion
of the trees should be soused with it. If red spiders

infest them, plenty of sulphur must be added to the

soap-water mixture. The same mixture, indeed, will

be antagonistic to most of the insects which infest

our fruit-trees, including the Coccus, or scaly insect.

GRAifiiNG.—We made so many observations in

February, last year, that we need do no more at

present than observe, that it is absolutely essential to

success that no delay take place in the operation. We
consider that the best period is that when the buds
of the stock can first be perceived to enlarge ; better

he done too soon than too late. Of course this rule

wiU regulate the grafting of difi'erent kinds in due
succession, beginning with those which swell first.

We hope our advice, in the Calendar and elsewhere, of

preparing scions in due time, has been attended to

;

our nurserymen always like to have the scion taken
oft" and " heeled," a few weeks previous to the opera-

tion, in order that the stock may be a trifle in advance
of the scion. It is supposed, also, tliat the slight

amount of perspiration, or loss of juices, which a
scion removed from the parent-tree always undergoes,

paves the way for a speedy reception of the juices of

its new fostei-mother

Newly Planted Trees.—A trying time is now at

hand, wlien the appliances of good staking, fastening,

shading, and mulching, will occasionally be requi-

site. Of course we do not suppose that eveiy apple-

tree planted in an orchard can be shaded : most
people are too busy in other ways to be able to accom-

plish so much ; but this we say, that the benefits

derivable from such little attentions are of much
import, and that our amateur readers who have
periods of leisure, will do well to render all the assist-

ance in their power in such cases. Mulching we
however consider indispensable with all fruit-trees

;

this we have already pointed out in a proceeding arti-

cle ; as also staking. We merely advert to them here

to refresh memories for the last time, as mere spring

business. In fastening newly-planted wall-trees

much care must be taken to have the bands loose.

AVe never finally train our newly-planted wall-trees

until the end of May, by which time they will have

settled considerably ; we merely sling a long and

loose strip of sheds here and there, enough to keep

the main branches in their place, for fear of wind

waving. Towards the end of the month, if dry

weather ])reviously, a little watering may be neces-

sary; and our practice is to use warm liquid-manure,

just such as we described for the strawberries, and
about 10° warmer than the soil—say about 75°.

We do hope before very long that our worthy
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coadjutors, Messrs. Beaton and Fish, will give their

opinions on the value of liquid manures when pro-

perly applied ; our friend Mr. Barnes we Icnow is an

advocate for their use, and so is Mr. A])plehy.

R. Eeuington.

THE FLOWER-GARDEN.
Sowing Seeds : Half-hardy Anmials.—Sow tlie

following seeds any time before the middle of tlie

mouth, if you have the convenience of a shght hot-

bed : but, if you never reared such things before, it is

better that you should wait to the end of the niontli,

for all the seeds that I shall mention to-day will do

if they tire got in before the end of AprO. The only

difference is, that they will be later in coming into

flower—but not in the proportion of the time that may
be lost in the spring. T have sometimes noticed that

seeds out of the same packet sown at an interval of

six weeks in spring, have flowered within twelve days

of each other in tlie summer. Much depends on the

season, and the convenience one has to rear them ;

and, no doubt, much depends on the skiU of the

manager. In general, I would not advise new be-

ginners to attempt too much early in the season, for

we all know how tiresome it is to lose things after

we have taken all the pains we can with them ; and

without some considerable practice, very little seed-

lings are apt to be lost through very slight and
unforeseen causes.

Soil.—For annuals, and indeed for most other

seeds, I put little sti-ess on the kind of soil for them :

for this reason, that as soon as the seedlings are

large enough to be liandled, they ought to be removed

into other pots and transplanted singly; and this

wiU be necessary in about three weeks, or a month

at farthest, after sowing. The only thing which I

can think of now, to give strong advice about, is this

:

if I have a packet of very choice seeds which, ibr

vai-ious reasons, I must trust to a young man, to

whose department the seeds belong; as, in large

places, this and all the rest of the work is divided

among so many foremen—every one of them looking

after his own thiugs, and is responsible for them

;

well, suppose this young man has not had much ex-

perience yet in managing seedlings, I would caution

him particularly not to use any leaf-moidd, or soil

with which manure has been mixed—two very good

things in their way, and much used with our common
seeds; but knowing that the young plants from this

packet of seeds come u]) very slender, and are pecu-

liarly liable to damp-off while very young, and know-

ing that enriched soil is more favourable to damp
than vei7 poor sandy soil, 1 charge him to guard

against this, and to use the poorer compost ; and

for the same reason, knowing that very poor soil

is more favourable to bring the seedlings on firm

and hardy, I would advise all new beginners to use

nothing better for their seed ))ots. The rest I shall

notice under each head or name as I proceed.

Mi;SK.MJiRYANTIIEMUM PyROI'WUM, Or TRICOLOR, aS

it is oftener called, is one of the most dwarfish and
prettiest little annuals I know, and not at all difliciilt

to manage. It is one of those tliuigs we call succu-

lents, and belongs to a family of Gape plants. 'I'he

Ice plant is of this family, and there are 1 know not

how many hundreds of iliflermt kinds, or species, of

this one family, all of tliein living on the most scanty

food in the ban-en ]ilains, and on rocks in South

Afinca. The largest book with coloured figures of

plants I ever saw, was enthely devoted to this single

family, by a German prince (I'rinco Salem l>ick)

;

and I am almost sure tins annual is the prettiest of

the whole. Therefore, it is surely worth growing

;

and a sixpenny packet of seeds would fill a good sized

bed. It is the best thing we have to fill a very shallow
fancy vase, for it will Bower in profusion if the soil

is three inches deep. It will grow equally well on a
rich vine border, flowering for two months ; and might
be had in flower from Midsummer [to the end of

September, by sowing it now ; again about the
middle of April ; and a thud sowing about the tenth

of May; but those sown in March do best. For gi-ow-

ing seeds of choice things like this, five-inch pots are

best. They are not too small to be always wanting
water, nor too large to hold the soil long wet after

watering, and so encourage dampness among the

seedlings. All seed pots should be well drained ; and
for almost all the finer annuals the pots ought to be
watered before the seeds are sown, and not after, for

small seeds are veiy liable to be displaced by the first

watering before tlie soil is settled round them ; and
by watering the pot fii'st, then sowing the seeds, and
pressing these down very even and gently after they

are covered, the seeds get imbedded in their proper
places: the covering of dry mould, which should not
be deeper than just to cover the seeds, wUl suck up
part of the moisture fi'om aroimd the seeds, and the

whole sm'face is then in that comfortable condition

which we call " neither wet nor diy." If the pots

are put by in this state, and kept in the dark in a
slight hotbed until the seedlings begin to appear, very

little water indeed wUl suffice ; and the less of it giv^n

to seed pots the better, provided tlie pots are not

allowed to get too dry. As soon as this and all other

half-hardy seedlings are well up out of the soil, they

ought to be inured to the light and air at once, and
be brought out of the seed bed in a few days, and
placed in some warm, diy situation, away from
draught, for the first ten or twelve days ; but early m
the spring much depends on the weatlier. Whether
the weather be favourable or not, however, they must
not remain in a hotbed longer than I stated, unless

it is a veiy slight one indeed, and that large portions

of air can be given ; but if this can be admitted, it

would be the best possible way to manage them for

the first six weeks, or untU they are strong enough
to stand in a cold pit or the front of a greenhouse.

Mesembryanthejium Glabcm is a very old-fa-

shioned annual of this class, hut rather a pretty one
if well managed. It has large, lemon-coloured flowers,

and lasts a long time in bloom. One sowing of it

any time in March will he enough, as it is an
autumnal flowerer. The same treatment as for the

last will do for it.

Clintonia Pulchella.—The pretty Clintonia is

also an elegant hut very dwarf plant ; just one of

those gems which all lovers of flowers like to see in

their season. The flowers are blue and white, and
although I range it with half-hardy things, it is in

reality as hardy as a crocus, being from North West
America. Nevertheless it is well worth early nursing

as a tenderling, after the manner first directed.

Riiodanthe Manui.esii, or Capt. Mangles' Rose-

flower, is another of these little gems, and the last of

them which I shall mention to-day. It is very like

an everlasting flower, and is nearly one in reality.

The same treatment will bring this forward also,

indeed, I grouped them together on this account.

IJ. Beaton.

(To he continued.

J
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GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

Epacris—contrasted in some respects with Erica.—
The different species of the beautiful famOy of the

Epacris are peculiarly fitted to suit those with limited

means and space, and who may yet wish to possess

as great variety as possible of flowering plants. Many
of them, such as the crimson Impressa and the snow-

white Nivalis, with their congeners and varieties,

Hower freely during the winter months ; and others,

such as Orandijiora and Miniata, with their reddish

crimson and vermUlion flowers tipped with white,

bloom in spring and early summer, and almost at

any time, according to the diversity of treatment

they receive in the matter of potting and growing
the young shoots. Tliey cannot be very successfidly

used as a window plant in a sitting-room, unless for

the period when the plant is fully in bloom, as, like

their near neighbours in appearance, the heath

family, they dearly like plenty of fresh air. The
closish atmosphere of a sitting-room, however, if not
kept hot, will not affect them injuriously nearly so

soon as it would the most of the ericas. The dilli-

culty of growing the latter well, even in a small

house where geraniums, cinerarias, calceolarias, fuch-

sias, &c., are grown, arises from the fact that the

moist atmosphere in which these at one time or ano-

ther delight, is the most fi-uitful cause of producing
mildew among the heaths, wliich would soon impair
the beauty of, if not totally destroy, the finest speci-

mens. This dreaded enemy of the heath grower
seldom or never makes its appearance among epa-

crises—tlieir hardy loaves not affording a tempting
enough feeding and reposing place for the fungus

;

and hence we find that they flourish in an atmo-
sphere and a temperature that would be ruinous to

the erica family, accommodating themselves, in many
respects, to the treatment given to the soft-wooded
plants referred to ; though even then prudence would
dictate the necessity of keeping them together where
the greatest quantity of fresh an could be given.

We are not aware that this distinctive feature of

the two families lias been greatly noticed, though of

considerable importance to the amateur ; nor do wc
think we can fufly and satisfactorily account for

its existence, though with respect to the fact there

can be no doubt. Tlie heaths cultivated are mostly
natives of the Cape of Good Hope, or hybrids raised

from them. Their natiu'al localities there are the

tops and sides of mountains, and the fissures and
clefts of rock, where tho soil is scanty, and chiefly

consisting of the decaying debris of the rock, and
vegetable matter which had been growing and de-

composing for centuries. Their position removed
them from tho scorching heat of the plains, and, un-
less in tho rainy season, exposed them to a di-y, clear,

coolish atmosphere. Unless, therefore, when start-

ing into free growth, after the free -growing kinds
have been pruned after flowering, coolness and airi-

ness are the essential elements of success—elements
which demonstrate the importance of giving heaths,

where practicable, a place for themselves. The epa-

crises, on tho other hand, may be said to be tho

heaths of Australasia. No ericas are found there,

and no cpacrises found at the Cape. The name
(from epi upon, and ahros the top) is designed to give

us an idea of the localiti(^s in which they are foimd

—

the tops of the mountains. As the climate there, in

many places, in several respects resembles our own

—

and as, at least, the atmosphere near the coast will

bo less drij than in tho interior at tho Cape—we

may thus see one reason why the epacris will submit

to variations of temperature, and a degree of closeness

and humidity in the atmosphere wliich would soon

destroy a heath.

"But then," says a young friend, "how am 1,

without glasses and much knowledge of botany, to

know an epacris from a heath? Uncle Richai'd

took me the other day to see what he called a beau-

tiful crimson heath, and it was exactly the same as

this, that you call the Epacris impressa ; and reaUy

the leaves and little tubular flowers look exactly like

many heaths." Without going into the depths of

botany, because there we should be afraid of getting

overhead ourselves, we shall, without noticing

other great distinctions, merely advert to the dift'er-

enee in the leaves and flowers. Tho loaves of the

heath arc generally opposite each other, or in a ^cliorl

round the stem. The loaves of the epacris are not

opposite, but alternate. Again, tho leaves of heaths

have generally netted veins, similar to our hardy

trees ; the leaves of the epacris have generally their

veins more longitudinal in their character, extending

fi-om the base to the apex ; resembling more, in this

respect, the leaf of a leek than the leaf of a cucum-

ber. The monopetalous tubular blossom of a heath

is divided iniofour segments at its point, and con-

tains within it eight stamens, inserted at the base ol

the corolla. Tho segments of tho blossom of an epa-

cris axe jive, and there axe Jive stamens, not free, but

adhering, for the gi-eater part of their length, to the

inside of the corolla.

CoLTORE.—Here the first tldng to bo considered is

soil. This should be the same as that used for tho

generality of heaths, namely, sandy turfy peat, using

it as rough as possible ;
proportioning, however, the

roughness and the size of pieces to the size of

the pot, and the large or small nature of the shift

given. For instance, pieces of the compost, the size

of marbles, may be used in a pot four inches in dia-

meter ; but in a pot of twelve inches, the pieces may
range from the size of marbles to that of a turkey's

egg. Pieces of charcoal will also assist in keeping

the soil open and also be usefid for drainage.

Selection of Plants.—Where tine future growth

is desirable, very young healthy plants shoidd bo

chosen in preference to those which are older and

somewhat stunted in theii- growth. A plant, with

its pot crammed with roots, may be made to flower

successively where it is, but it is not to be depended

itpon for repotting and starting afresh into vigorous

growth.

Potting.—The pots should either be new or per-

fectly clean outside and inside, and porous rather

than hard. Before potting, be sure that the plant

has been thoroughly watered, and then allowed to

drain. If potted dry, nothing will again thoroughly

wet the ball, but placing the pot in a tub of water,

which, in any case, and especially when the one-shift

system is used, woidd reduce tlie new unappropriated

soil to something of a marshy state. In potting

either upon tho continuous, or tho one-sliift system,

we consider it preferable to adopt tho first until the

plants have been placed in five-inch pots. The pieces

of charcoal blended with the soil, independently of

acting as chemical absorbents, will act mechanically

as well, and be much lighter tlian pieces of sand-

stone. The roots should reach the outside of the

ball, after passmg and surrounding the lumpy pieces,

but shoidd not get matted there to any extent before

being shifted. The surface soil sliould always be

fine, or too much air may enter. The same atten-
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tion must be given to the end of the chapter. On
the one-shift system, a plant is at once transferred

from a five-inch pot to one of twelve inches or more,
or less ; the soU, of course, is used much rougher,

and more attention must be paid to drainage, and
rapid growth after being shifted. Anything like a
clogging up of the drainage is ruinous. Above the

broken potsherds should be placed a layer of moss,
and some small clean -washed pebbles, or broken
charcoal sifted, to take out the dust. The moss, if

fresh, will not only for a long time keep the drainage
clear, but will act as an equaliser of moisture. There
is no necessity for elevating the ball in the centre of

the pot. By the common method of potting, your
plants wUl grow more slowly, but every year will be
improving; by the other, you will obtain a flue spe-

cimen in a third of the time, but it will sooner begin
to deteriorate.

After-management : Watering.—Like heaths, no
jilants sufl'er more from being allowed to get very
dry. " Strange, and they natives of such high and
dry places." No ! not so strange after all. There, how-
ever meagi-e the soil, the fibres had next to unlimited
range, and in the driest and clearest weather the

moisture raised by evaporation and capQlary attrac-

tion from the subsoil and the rocks beneath, would
supply their hair-like fibres as it passed them.
Here we give them no such advantages when con-
fining them in a pot, and setting them, it may be, on
an isolated slielf When potting on the old system,
the general principle in watering must be attended
to—namely, water thoroughly, and give none rmtil

again wanted. This same principle followed out in

the one-shift system, would render fidlure more tlian

problematical. The great rule here is not to patch
the new soil with water, until the roots are getting
into it.

Potting being done generally in spring, or early in

summer, the plants in both cases, but especially for

the one-shift system, should be set in a close pit, to

encourage growth ; giving and increasing the air only
as that has been efl'ected. Shading at first to keep down
the temperature when the sun is hot, and syring-

ing the plants and the walls of the pit, thus imitating

the rahiy season in their natural localities; increas-

ing the air and full exposure to light, as the growth
appi-oaches completion ; removing then the sashes en-

tirely, and allowing the plants either to stand in the
pit, or be placed in any sheltered situation, where
they can stand full in the sun, and yet be protected
from drenching rains ; taking care, however, to pro-

tect the pot from full exposure to the sun's rays,

either by plunging it, or setting it inside of another
of larger size, that the fibres within be not scorcliod

;

removing them iusido the house before danger of

Irost
; giving them the liglitest and airiest position

;

when in winter and spring they will reward you with
blossoms nearly as numerous as the leaves on the

well-ripened shoots. When done flowering, cut tho

slioots back ; keep the plants rather close until tliey

break alresh, after which the general routine must
again commence. There are numerous species, and
some beautiful hyhrids. We havo already indicated
what wo consider tlio four most beautiful species.

pRorAGATio.v of approved kinds, by cuttings of the

points of the youug shoots taken olf in spring,

and placed in in suitable soil covered with wliitc sand,

and iuclo-sed with a bell-glass. The young shoots,

just as they begin to break, with a small heel of the

older wood, strike freely, either with or without a bed
with bottom-heat. When struck, ]ilant three or four

round the sides of a throo-inoli jiot. K. I'lsu.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.

EXOTIC OECHIDACEiE.
PLANTS REQUIRING TECULIAR TREATMENT.

Cypripediuji.—This genus recommends its species

to the favour of the cultivator on three accounts

.

first, because they all produce handsome flowers

that last a considerable time in bloom ; secondly,

because several species have leaves prettily marbled;
and, thirdly, they are easily cultivated and propa-
gated with the peculiar treatment we are about to

describe.

Ci/pripedimn barbatum (Beai'dcd Vemis's Slipper).

—

Sepals and petals brownish purple ; labellum whitish,
with reddish stripe.5 ; leaves mottled.

C. jiurptiratiim (Purple Venus's Slipper).—Very like

the former, but the pm-ple deeper, and labeUum more
clearly marked ; leaves more ^ividly mottled.

C.bisiyiie (Noble Venus's Slipjjer).—Sepals and petals
yellowish green, shaded with red and spotted wilh brown,
the centi'e petal has the end tipped with pure white; the
labellum is orange, tinged on the outside with lich
brown ; leaves gi'een.

C vi'iiiisiiim (Beautiful Venus's Slipper).—Tlie flowers
ai-e yellomsh green, tinged -with bright red ; the outsida
of the labellum is of a light greenish brown, veiued with
dark brown ; leaves mottled.

Cypripedium Loidi (Low's) and C. candatmn (Tailed
Venus's Slipper) are two species introduced by Messrs.
Low and Co., Nurserymen of Clapton, from Borneo.
The latter is very curious and handsome, each sepal

and petal being lengthened so as to have the appear-
ance of tails ; hence its specific name. We have only
seen dried specimens, so cannot describe the colours.

We have been told that the C. Lowii is not very
handsome. (There are several species natives of N.
America, and one even is found in Britain, all worth
growing ; but as they do not require hothouse, or

even greenhouse treatment, we shall not mention
their cultm'e in this place.) They all belong to that

division of orchids we have named " terrestrial," and
grow best in turfy-loam, fibrous peat, and leaf-mould,

in equal parts, with some coarse river sand to keep
the compost open. March is a good time to pot

them ; let the pots be well-drained. They love

plenty of water from tho potting time till August,
but from thence to March again only just enough to

keep them from flagging. We have found them to

do well in a pit during the sinnmer months, without

any shade, and with but little air ; in this pit they

grew strong, jiroduced fine, highly-coloured leaves,

and flowered remarkably well the sjiring following.

We know but little of their native habitats, whether
they grow on plains, in thickets, or other shady
places, but from the fact of their thriving well in

an unshaded pit facing tho south, we should suppose
they are found in open places in their native country.

They will grow and flower well even in a common
stove, but not so well in a greenhouse, excepting

during the summer months. In places where there

are vineries, or pine-stoves, those plants may be set

upon the kerb-stones, or on shelves, or on a platform

over the pipes, or iu any other convenient place,

among such i)lants as gloxinias, achimenes, ges-

noras, &c., where they will grow and flower well, and
be an ornament and a variety among the other

plants. Jn iact, numbers of tho terrestrial species

of orchids would bo benefited by being placed in

siK^i situations ; more air being required for the

regular inhabilauls of such houses than is usually

given, or is prudent to give, to tho orchidaceous house.
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and these terrestrial orchids requiring it, they are

proportionably benefited thereby. Indeed, most
orchids when in bloom would last much longer in

flower if they were removed into the cool stove whilst

in that state. Barkerias, Cattleyas, Loelias, Den-
drobiuras, some Epidendrums, and other Mexican
species, will bear this ti'eatment, but we would not

advise the removal from the orchid-house of such
species as come from the hot jungles of Java, Borneo,

and Hindostau,—such, for instance, as all the species

of A'h-ides, Saccolabium, and Vanda. These, having
no pseudo-bulbs, and producing frequently fleshy

roots in the moist an- of the orchid-liouse, woukl
sufl'er much by the change from a moist atmosphere
to a comparatively dry one ; we must, therefore, be
content to bloom them in their own house.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Carnations and Picotees.—The time has come to

put these flowers into their blooming pots. We are

now busy potting our winter stores—that is, removing
them out of the pots they have been in through
winter into the blooming pots, Ix! inches wide at the

top, and 10 inches deep. At page J 1'.) of vol. i., every

particular about potting, soil, pots, &c., is given ; and
to that place wo refer our readers. For the benefit

of such as may not possess the first volume, we will as

briefly as possible give the substance of the directions.

The soil we prefer is—loam, made of turf from an
old jjasturc, three-parts; very rotten dung, one-part

;

rotten leaves, one-part; one-sixteenth soot, and one-

sixteenth river sand. Mix and turn over once a
month for a year before using. If old pots are used,

clean them well in hot water ; drain efl'ectually, and
pot firmly, rather deeper than the old surface. Place
them under shelter of some kind for a mouth longer,

previously to putting them on the blooming stage,

which is described on the llOtli page of the first

volume of The Cottage Gardener.
The Old Clove Carnation.—Though this is not

strictly a florists' flower, yet on account of its beauty
and agreeable fragrance there are few florists that

do not grow a few pairs of it—at least, they did for-

merly ; but in the rage for novelty it often happens
that an old deserving flower is thought but little of,

and is neglected, 'i'his is the case with the clove

carnation. This variety, in its true state, is a good
formed flower, of a dark crimson colour, witli a rose

edge, by wliich is meant an edge without serratums
or teeth ; the petals should have the outermost edge
perfectly smooth and flat. Now this good old variety

is nearly lost. We shall refer to this subject again
shortly. T. Applebv.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Routine Work.—A busy and interesting season

lias now arrived, when both energy and perseverance

are required with regard to cropping, cleanUness,

and the establishment of good order, as well as some
degree of forethought, as to what crops are to suc-

ceed one another on each spot of ground. Previously

to sowing and planting at this season, encourage tlic

growth of the early cabbiuje by frequent surface-stir-

rings, and the application of liquid-manure ; the

earliest crop will be taken oft' in time for tlio second
planting of kidneij beans. Let the cabbage-seed sown
be of the best kinds, such as Atkins Matchless, Noii-

2>aix'il, Shillinij's Queen, the Early York, and all such
moderate-sized growing kinds which are quick in

|

comiug in, and produce a nice compact head, with
|

hut few outside leaves. Expel all stai'tcrs from the

main crop as soon as discovered, and make out such
vacancies with good strong plants. Plant the winter
saved plants of the Red Dutch, and sow a little more
seed also for the pigs and cattle, or even for the next
autumn and winter for culinary use. The drum-head
(also ierraQfi Jlat pole by some) or cattle cabbage is a
good variety for this purpose. Plant out also the

winter stored plants.

Cauliflowers.—Sow little and often
;
plant out

in succession from the winter store plants, and en-

courage those now growing under hand-glasses with
applications of tepid liquid-manure after the surface

of the earth has been well stirred, taking care as the

plants grow on, to earth up and raise the hand-lights,

so as to afford room enough ibr the leaves to gi'ow

without becoming crippled. A small sowing of Cape
hrocoli and celery should also be made, as well as

celeriac. Sow also spinach—little and often, under-

grnund onions, and the store bulbs of the two-bladed

onion. Those transplanted from the autumn-sown
beds should he looked to, as well as shallots and
garlic ; observe whether any have been removed by
worms or frost, and if so replace them, giving, at

the same time, the whole surface a good stirring

between them. Take care that the ground for spring-

sown crops of onions, carrots, and parsnips is now
sjieedily got into good condition, and let the onions

a.ud parsni2is be sown in good order in full crops

belbre the ;ilst of Marcli. Early carrots should be

sown now, hut the full crop of large-growing late

kinds are best deferred until the last week of the

month, or the beginning of April. Everything in

the shape of refuse lying about should at once be
charred for drilling in with the seeds. Our practice

always is to drill everything, as we consider it of

great consequence as far as regards the after-manage-

ment, the thinning, surface-stirring, &c., all which is

afterwards performed with much greater expedition

and economy. Plant out in succession the winter-

stored lettuce, and prick the early spring-sown, as

soon as they can be handled, on a little warmth, or

in a well - protected situation. Globe artichokes

should have their winter's protection removed, the

small, weakly suckers at once taken away, which
will encourage those intended for producing the

season's crop, as well as those intended to be used

for malciug new plantations next month. How peers-

ley in full crop, angelica, salsafy, scorzonera, radishes,

leeks, and rampions. Look to tlie herb-bed. Sow
chervil, replant chices, pot-marjoram. Plant out la-

vender, and put in fresh cuttings. Top-dress the

mint-bed, and make fresh plantations as soon as the

shoots are two or three inches in length. 'Tarragon

requires the same treatment. Sow thyme and winter

savoys. Plant out Lemon thyme, chamomile, fennel,

and hyssop. Layer and peg down the last year's

wood made by sage, and make new beds from the last

year's layered plants.

Framing Cucumbers.—Maintain a brisk kind of

heat ; air freely in the lore part of the day ; and shut

up early, sprinkling down the interior of the struc-

ture with tepid water, sometimes mixing a little

manure-water with it, just to charge tlie atmosphere

with ammonia. Stoji or pinch out the points in due
season of all young shoots which may show fruit at

every joint; all young plants stop at the first joint;

then allow them to make three johUs jireviously to

stopping again; ou their next breaking they will

most likely show fruit. Sow in succession, so as to

keep up a sufiicient stock of young plants as may bo

required.
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I'KAiME Potatoes, that may be at this season I'reely

growing, should bo examined, to ascertain wliether

they are getting too dry ; if so, apply tepid water,

but by no means be too liberal in its application, as

it might be liliely to make the tubei'S close and
watery, and be an encouragement to disease, should

it appear. With us, uj) to the present time, the

early crops of potatoes are very healthy and clear

from any disease.

Rhubarb.—This very useful vegetable may be for-

warded at least a fortnight, by merely inverting good
large flower or sea-kale-pots over each crown. -Search
out the crowns with some care, so as not to injure

them, and linger them roimd well, to see that there

are no slugs in any crevices or corners ; if any are

found, give a good dusting of quick lime, and on
with the pots immediately. Advantage should be
taken of any dry hour in the day to do such sort of

work as this.

Peas.—The present is a good time for sowing a
row or two of any of the tall Wrinkled Marrowfat
peas. I have generally found it a good plan to sow
tlu^se Knight's tall-growing peas in solitary rows

—

that is, a row here and there about the garden ; the

plant is the more open to light and air, and is, con-

sequently, much more productive. Neither is there

so much harbour for the sparrows to secrete among
them, as when sown in parallel rows over a whole
quarter together.

Broad Beans may stOl be planted in full crops, or

a few rows as a succession to the principal crops
which were planted in November.
Asparagus Beds.—The spring dressings should

now be attended to ; take the digging-fork and care-

fully fork them over ; break the soil and manure it

well up together ; that is, give plenty of labour, but
be careful not to injure the crowns in so doing. Pick
out all sticks and stones, as it often happens that

such matters come in with the manure. If you par-

ticidarly wish to finish the beds on the same day, do
so ; but if not, as in some heavy soils, the beds would
be as well, and perhaps much better, if forked up
about the first week in March ; breaking the earth

pretty well, and then letting them romaui so for a

week or ten days ; then, on some fine day, rake them
ofl' neatly, raldng the refuse into the alleys. The
beds being made complete, the refuse may be forked
in, in the alleys, the whole being made neat, and a

row of lettuce may bo planted along the centre of

each alley. J. Barnes & W.

MISCELLANEOUS INEOEMATION.

OUR VILLAGE WALKS.
(No. 22.)

It is very cheering once more to see the cottage-

garden and cottage-allotments in activity, and daily

increasing in interest and beauty ; but I miss the

potato—or rather, I should say, 1 miss the groiuid

tliat used at tliis season to be waiting for its accus-

tomed crop. Tlie cottager has patiently planted his

potatoes every year since the fatal disease attacked

tliem, bojjing tliat he miglit rejoice still in a fair re-

tiun from this most valuable root; but this season

he sceius to have given up the attempt, or the seed

was too scarce and dear to be procured. Lines of

light, delicate green now fill the narrow strips of the

allotment ground; very few patches aro left unoccu-
jiicd ; and tlie summer heauty of the gardens will con-

sist chiefly in the waving corn, and tliick masses of

swedes, instcail of the rich foliage of the ncatly-hoeil

potatoes. The loss of this root has been seriously
felt by the poor ; it has fallen heavily upon them,
and has deprived them of one of then- principal
sources of profit and enjoyment. Bread is allowed
to be the stafl' of life ; but bread alone—merciful
as is the gift—is not so nourishing, so comfortable to

the poor, as a dish of hot potatoes. They seem to

warm and satisfy the stomach more than a crust of
dry bread, which, in the district where 1 live, is the
chief food of the labouring classes—" and," as many,
many have said quietly and unrepiningly, " not
enough of that." The potato disease bears the im-
press of God's" hand, deeply and clearly ; it comes
immediately fi'om Him. Men have tried unweariedly
and seientiflcaUy to discover its origin ; they have
endeavoured to assign this reason, or that cause, but
in vain ; it is not this or that ; it stands boldly and
awfully before our eyes as one of God's " sore judg-
ments ;

" and the ^oor view it as such. They set us
a bright example. Science, learning, and imbelief,

sometimes walk hand-in-hand, and lay subtle traps
for the " wise and prudent ;

" but the poor look

directly to the hand that " gives them their food in

due season," and if it fails, they know from whence
the affliction comes. Were it not for this fii-m con-
viction, how much we should lament for the priva-

tion that has befallen the people ! But let us remem-
ber the declaration of God himself, when " his an'ows
went abroad " among the Jewish people ;

" Your ini-

iiuitios have tiu'ned away these things, and your sins

have withholden good things from you." This is the
secret of a nation's adversities—of the famine—the

pestilence—the mildew—and of all the ti'oubles and
evils that befal the people. Let us "hear the rod,

and who has appointed it." Let us humble ourselves
before the just chastening of an Almighty Father,

and in these days of pressure, of doubt, and of per-

plexity, let us look to Him only for dehverance.
The way in winch the poor diess their favouiite

vegetable has always been a subject of regret to me,
because it is so difficult to persuade them to alter

their long-established habits, and do anytliing in a
way in which they were never used to do it. If you
sec the lid removed from the large black saucepan
boiling on the fire, you wOl find the water bubbling
over a heaj) of potatoes, lying hidden beneath the

flood, soaked and sodden. When the water is poured
off, and the potatoes placed in the dish, they are

swimming in liquid, and cut ojien like pieces of soap,

instead of looking dry, floury, and enticing. A dish

of " laughing " potatoes is seldom seen in England

—

they are th'owned in water ; and are as unwholesome
to the stomach as unpleasing to the eye. Potatoes

shoidd never be peeled before boiling, but placed in

the pot in their skins, with only a little water at

the bottom, just to prevent the lower ones from burn-

ing, and to produce steam. Cover them with the lid,

and let them steam till they are soft. When a fork

will pass through them, place the pot by the side of

the fire, remove the lid, and let the steam pass ofl'.

In this situation tliey will keep hot till they are

wanted, and will then bo floury and wholesome, and
ton limes more agreeable to the taste. 1 wish 1 may
induce some of my cottage readers, who still possess,

or can procure them, to dress them in this way, and
try if tlioy are not nicer and more wholesome both

for tlicmselves and their children, who aro generally

so fond of potatoes as to eat them whether good or

bad ; anil when such liunps of indigestible food are

swallowed, with little else to afford nourishment,
weakness and disease natm'ally ensue. In Guern-
sey, the lower classes steam their potatoes in a large
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open brass pan, called iu their patois a " basbin."

They put a very little water iu it, about a large tea-

cupful, thou the potatoes, and then two or three large

cabbage-leaves ai-e laid on the top. This is placed

on a low fii-e after breakfast, where it remains steam-

ing slowly tOl dinner-time ; and beautiful is the sight

when the leaves are removed, and the mealy jjotatoos

bui'sting from the clean brown sldns appear done to

perfection. How often in rambling excursions

through that lovely island, has a dinner of these fine

vegetables, with a rasher of bacon, been eaten in one
of its exquisitely clean cottages-—and a more excel-

lent meal need never be desired. I have known
many attempts made to persuade the English cot-

tager to follow a better plan, but always without suc-

cess. When articles of food are few, does it not seem
of consequence to prepare them in the best and most
profitable way ? No more fire is required in the one
case than in the other—no more trouble or expense ;

yet in go the poor potatoes day after day, swallowed

up in a saucepan brimful of water, in spite of all that

can be said.

It is a remarkable circumstance, that among the

allotments in my neighbourhood, where the potato

disease prevailed to a gi'eat extent, one or two of the

cottagers were singularly exempt fi-om its attack. In
the case of one tenant in particular it was very strik-

ing; on each side of his allotment the crops, in

common with those of the other cottagers, totally or

partially failed, but the potatoes on his land never
failed ; and he has told me that since the disease has
been known, he has never lost more than a bushel

out of any one crop, and the two first years not
more than half that quantity. Last year, liis strip

of gi-ound still yielded its usual supply of fijie healthy

roots, but it will never again gladden his ej'es, and
furnish his winter store. He is at tins moment
closing a life of hard labour, and joyfully awaiting the

summons to a better world. He has often assured

me that his seed, and his mode of tillage, were the

same as Ids neighbours' in all material points. He
loved his land dearly, and cultivated it with the ut-

most care and neatness ; creeping down to enjoy the

sight of it long after his infirmities disabled him
from work. But ho used to acknowledge, with tears

of gi'atitude, the mercy of God who spared the fruits

of his ground when others withered and died ; and he
devoutly gave God all the glory.

It is cheering and delightful to see a devotional spirit

in the poor. All classes and all professions depend
equally on God; for His hand only withholds them,
moment by moment, from desti-uotion ; but the humble
tiUer of the ground, the poor, hard-working labourer,

seems to stand peculiarly close to the outspread hand
of God. Between the soil " wet with the dews of

heaven," blessed and made fruitful by " the Lord who
giveth the increase," and the hand that plants and
sows, there is no intermediate agent ; it seems as if

the agricultural labourer worked, as it wei-e, hand to

hand with the Lord of heaven and earth. This
thought should give the poor man a double interest

in our eyes, and a solemn one in his own. Ho should
ivalk, as well as work, closely with God. A copious

blessing is promised to him who fears God and keeps
His commandments—who " keepeth the sabbath from
polluting it, and keepeth his hand fr-om doing any
evil." If the cottager would consider this, and search
the Scriptm-es daily to hear what the Word of the
Lord reveals, he would not the less diligently plough,
and thrash, and labour for his liread—he would not
the less enjoy his lowly roof and humble fare, or be
deprived of any of the lawful gains and pleasures of

his self-denying life : but he would be blessed in his
person, in his family, in his basket and his store ; his

life woidd be fidl of peace, and his hope fidl of im-
mortality ! And let us remember, that the jjoor and
the rich arc alike included in the blessing and the
threatening of the Lord—the poor shall not escape
nor shall tho rich be spared :

" there is no respect

of persons with God !

"

HEATING OF HOTHOUSES.
No. II.

HOT WATER APPARATUS.

Resuming again the subject of hothouse boilers,

I think I said sufficient condemnatory of all those

toy-looking tilings which we have so often urged upon
us as models of economy, in the way of fuel, kc.

We must now consider what description of boiler is

best adapted for the required puqiose, as well as other

p.articulars regarding its fixing, &c., &c.

Itisawell-known maxim, that the greaterthe surface

of boiler exposed to the action of fire, the quicker

it is likely to heat (hence the many varieties we have
all aiming at tliat object), but that rule, like many
others, is liable to exceptions, and imless the fire

burn briskly, it is vain to think of it soon heating the

apparatus ; and if many intricacies impede its pro-

gress, it will not burn freely; consequently, the shape
of a boiler ought to be so quahfled as not to oppose
too many obstacles in the way of its ascent ; yet, at

the same time it ought not to escape out at the chimney
without having performed the duties required of it.

There ai'e several modifications of the old square
boiler, more or less arched underneath, called by the

different names of tile-backed, ridge or saddle-backed,

and differing very widely in their capacity. The latest

or most improved, being on the under side a semi-

circular arcli of perhaps 18 inches in height, and
somewhat less in width, while tho top or outer plate

of the boiler is of a simUar shape, leaving the space

between the two about (i inches iu deptli ; the in-

terior height of the arch is ample room for fire, which
is fed in by the door, as all fires ought to be ; and as it

will be seen tlie top and both sides are exposed to its

action, independent of its being canied round it

afterwards, that we may fairly suppose that fire to do
its duty without wasting any material portion of its

heat. A boiler of this description properly fixed,

and subject to certain regulations we shall just now
mention, wDl be most Ukely to serve the amatem''s pur-

pose : its simplicity, ease iu attending to, and not

liable to get deranged, are strong recommendations iu

its favour; and one I had the management of for some
years never once deceived me, that I can recollect of

Nevertheless, there is another very good acting boiler,

something in sha])e like a tumbler glass, deeply fluted

at the sides, called, I think, Burbridge and Healey's

boiler, that I have found to do very well also. Every-
thing depends on the arrangement of the fire ; the

shape of the boiler being only a secondary con-

sideration. We may therefore sum up by remarking,

that whatever description of boiler you select, by all

means let the fire-box be sufficiently capacious—it is

false economy to be told you must have the space so

confined, that the coke or whatever you burn, shoidd

always be touching the bottom of the boiler ; we
grant the iieat imparted may be greater, but it is at a

sad sacrifice of tune : the fire biu'ning so indifferently,

so often requiring to be looked at, and at nights there

is not room to put sufficient fuel on to serve the

number of hours which it ought to do, that the little

saving there may be in firing in the one case, is lost

in a tenfold manner by the extra trouble it gives.
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We shall now consider liow the boiler ought to be

connected with the heating apparatus in the inside,

which is a matter I think too little attention paid to.

As we are told, on undeniable authority, that water

on heating rises to the surface or highest level, then

floats away, or rather is impelled to do so by the

efflux behind it, keeping up a continuous circulation,

and finally finding its way into the boiler again on

a lower level than the one on which it started from
;

now this very circulation is the very thing we want,

and yet how many impediments do we see thrown in

its way. In the lirst case, I have seen an excellent

contrived boiler placed so low, that the water had to

ascend three feet before it reached the level of the

series of pipes it was destined to flow into, and that

ascent an elbow-turn ; and some five or six feet more
was compressed in a pipe not more than two inches

boi-e, when it was ejected into a series of pipes con-

taining, collectively, at least ten times the area of

borage (if such a term be excusable). Now, I think

it cannot be denied but there was a sad waste of

power ; but as it needs no demonstration to shew
wiiat an impediment was thrown in the way of a

good and free circulation, it is scarcely necessary to

add, the return pipe was the same size. Now, the

greatest number of lieating apparatuses are con-

structed as above, differing only in degree ; and I can-

not but wonder how ingenuity should tax lierself to

heat the boiler in the quickest possible manner, and
tlien keep a great portion of that heat by placing

a formidable interruption in the way of its entering

the house. As a remedy for such a state of things,

we may state that the ascending fluid ought to have a

pipe as large as the whole of these, taken collectively,

it is intended to serve, and that its onward progress

ouglit not to be impeded by any abrupt turning,—if

tuvning there must be, let it be a lengthened and
gradual one, so that the heated water may flow with

an uninterrupted course the whole of its rounds, and
let its return to the lower part of tlie boiler be also

in a capacious pipe.

When the nature of the place will admit of it, we
would advise the boiler not to be much below the

level of the upper tier of pipes inside—in fact, we do

not see there is any reason why it slioidd be lower

at all. The first-constructed hot-water apparatuses

wore something above the pipes inside the boiler, lid

to take ott', and several lids or raised portions of the

upper tier of pipes inside the house, which lids it was
customary to take oft' when a moister heat was
wanted ; and as the top pipes were exactly on a level

with the water in the boiler, the lieated particles of

water rising from the bottom, or part over the fire,

luid only to rise to the surface, and float away into

the upper pipes, which, as we said, were level with it.

The beauty and simplicity of that system has, I

think, never been excelled ; when the fire was ap-

plied, it was only necessary to go into the liouse,

take ofl' one of the lids of the pipes, and look in and
witness the current always in one direction. I may
observe, it was the opinion in those days that the

upper pipe ought only to bo about two-thirds full of

water ; tlie circulation being quicker. I need hardly

add, my opinion at the time was also to the same
effect ; and I have often wondered wliy the principle

at first laid down as to heating by liot water should

have been over departed from, as I know of nothing

which has improved so little; in fact, I do not hesitate

to say in many instances it has retrograded.

As it is not our intention liei'e to cater into the

details of the interior arrangement of pipes, which is

often regulated by circumstances, wo will confine our-
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selves to general rules, by saying, do not let your
pipes be too small; and, if possible, do not let them
be buried in the paths of the liouse ; in plant-houses
it is difficult to have them otherwise, yet they might
be contrived to run by the wall in some way or other.

Make as few abrupt turnings as you can help ; and
if your house be lofty, or large, do not pinch the pipes

in number. See that the joints are good and secure,

and we leave the arrangements of them with you, as

so many circumstances interfere in their direction,

that it is useless to deal with any thing than general

principles.

As the above has been written solely for the guid-

ance of the amateur, many of whom may be obliged

to intrust the heating of their plant-houses, &c., to a
servant not being a practised gardener, I have entered

more freely on the matter. In my next, I will give

my opinion on the much despised, yet ever useful,

smoke-flue, with its various bearings, as a mode of

heating hothouses. S. N. V.

MY FARM-YARD.
The aniinals about which I am now going to write

are certainly not the usual inmates of a farm-yard
;

yet I think a few remarks on goats and rabbits may
not be out of place, nor uninteresting (and I hope
not unprofitable), to some of my cottage readers.

Very often, in passing the heaths and commons
which abound in many parts of England, it has been
a matter of surprise to me, that the cottager who
cannot afibrd to buy a cow does not possess a goat.

The rocky mountain, the bare common, the " blue

heath," which to the eye of the dairyman ofifer nothing

tempting—nothing, in fact, but starvation—to the

r/oat keejjer have each and all great attractions ; for

goats will live, and thrive too, where any other ani-

mal would starve. Their appetite very much resem-

bles that of the pig's, being by no means dainty ; in

fact, few things yo>i can offer them come amiss. In
the summer, of course, they require nothing but the

natural herbage ; but in winter, when the frost has

dried up the short grass, or the snow has completely

hidden it, they will require something to be given

them after each milking ; but, however severe the

weather, they may be allowed to roam about during

the day, but at night should have some shed to shel-

ter them. Furze, which is often very plentifid on
commons, if chopped fine, is very good food for them,

and they will eat it with avidity. Potato peelings,

refuse hay, chopped straw, and roots of any kind,

they will thrive on. If properly trained, and kindly

treated, they cause but little trouble; returning punc-

tually at the usual milking hotu's. The goat does

not give much above one quart of milk a day ; but

tliat is so very rich that it bears, and is improved by,

being diluted with water. It is considered very

nourishing, and particularly suited to young children

and invalids.

The goat usually produces two kids at a birth,

sometimes three. The female should not be allowed to

breed till eighteen months old. If good milkers, they

give milk for ton montlis together; but, of coui'se, as

witli the cow, this dittcrs with difi'erent goats, some
lieooming " dry " much sooner than others. Tlie flesh

of a kid is considered a gi-eat delicacy, superior to

tliat of tlie lamb ; hut this, I suspect, is very much
owing to the difliculty there is in obtaining it

!

Amongst the rugged mountains of Switzerland

large flocks of goats are kept ; and cheese-making

is carried on there in as largo a way as it is in

J'higland among the valleys and quiet nooks of the

dairy farmer. Tho colour of the cheese made from
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the goat's milk is not good, but it is higli flavoured,

and very similar, when well made, to " Parmesan."
Of course in England a " flock of goats" would be
useless, for no sak^ could be foimd for the cheese

;

but T do think, if two or three were kept by those
who live in wild districts, it would materially increase

tlieir comfort ; and the children would be reared in

greater health, and with less anxiety, if a basin of

goat's milk was provided for them at breakfast and
supper time. The only mischief I believe a goat is

accused of doing, is " barldng yoiuig trees ;" but these

are not often found on hills or commons. The plant-

ing days are nearly over, the axe being, I regret to

say, much more in request at the present time than
the spade; therefore, the slight amount of injury they
are capable of committing is more than compensated
by the gain and pleasure that is derived from them.
My second interloper is more, properly speaking,

the inhabitant of tlie garden than the farm-yard ; for

where rahhits are kept you usually see tlieir hutch in

a retired corner of the garden. However, I dare say
some of my young friends will not think a few words
on " rabbit keeping " very miich out of place. They
are great favourites with children ; and it is very ma-
terial (in whatever rank of life it may have pleased
God to })lace us) to encourage children in their love

of animals, which is so natural to all of them.
Having something depending on them for its " daily
bread " inculcates habits of attention, kindness, fore-

thought, and regularity; all very material points of
character if you wish your child to be a "comfort to

himself and those around him." Having said thus
mucli on the policy of having some living creature

lor the child to look after, I must tell you that, if

properly managed, rabbit keeping becomes a most
profitable concern. Tiiey require, it is true, some
little care and attention, but in how many cottages
are the children lounging about, only in the mother's
way. If, instead of this, they were collecting roots
for the rabbits, and attending regularly to them, no
time would be lost, and the results would be a rabbit
for dinner once or twice a week

!

Rabbits require to be kept very clean, or they be-
come a nuisance to everybody about ; and, indeed,
they canuot thrive unless they are kept clean and
dry. An old box can be converted, with a very httle
ingenuity, into a convenient hutch. Each hutch
should have two compartments, one darker than tiie

other; as the rabbit always prefers having a quiet
dark retreat, into which it can retire when frightened.
The number I should advise a cottager to begin with
would be three docs and one buck. They begin
breeding at five or six months old, and produce from
four to ten young ones at a birth. Instances are on
record of one pair of rabbits having sixty young ones
in a year. Of course this hardly ever occurs, and I

am half inclined to doubt the jiossibility ; however,
it is true that they increase in a very rapid manner,
and in that way well repay the trouble expended on
them. I find I have not space to say a word about
the management of these useful little creatures, but
must delay that till the next month ; in the meantime,
I hope wliat I have said will have the eflect of esta-
blishing a goat and a pair of rabbits in many a cot
tage home. C. R A.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*»• We request that no one will write to the department a] writers

of The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjuetifiable trouble

and expense; and we also request our coadjutors under no circum-
•itances to reply to such private couiraunications.

Soot Watk» {W, C.).—This is as good a liquid manure as you

can apply to your camellias, wlietlier m'//(7p or red. In Iho first place,
soot water is not black ; and if it were, the colour of a manure has
no influence upon that of the flowers to which it is applied. A coloured
manure may be traced into the sap vessels of the stem; but it is

digested and changed during its passage through the leaves, &c.,
before it reaches the petals. If your azaleas have flower-buds, they
will bloom this season. We do not know Thornton's Pmcticat
Bnfany.
Slug Mixture (Snbrmn).--\o\\T mixture of 1 lb. (juwkUme, and

I lb. ef flowers of sntphur, stirred well, and boiled in six pints of
water, will form a sulphuret of lime— a most nauseous compound,
which will destroy both slugs and caterpillars. If used cold, and
washed otf soon, we do not think it will injure your plants. The best
trellis you can have against your house will be galvanised iron netting.
See Fox's advertisement.
Hyacinth Offsets (A f/rcd Paddle).—As the offsets "have left

the parent bulbs" in your water glasses, you may cut them oft', and
plant them in pots as you propose ; but they are scarcely worth the
trouble.

Ants on Peaches (Faveyshajn),—We are quite sure that theants
did 7ii>t ** eat the points and young leaves " of your young peach-tree
last year. The destruction was occasioned by some other insect, or
some exudation of sap; to feed on which the ants visited it. If they
came after insects, they did you good ; if to feed on the exuded sap,
they did you no harm.
Ground OvER-DDNGED (.S'?g-7Ji«).—Youcan only practically ascer-

tain this by observing whether such crops as peas, and beans, and
strawberries, &:c —crops cultivated for their fruit—are over-luxuriant

;

that is, productive of more stems and leaves than available produce.
Geraniums (7i(rf}.—These taken up last autumn, and kt-pt out

of tlie soil (covered with hay) in a room, had better be potted at once

;

for they ought not to be turned out into the borders until fliay. The
rf/^?/ arising from the coal-ashes in which you plunged yoiir pitted
plants, though it has covered their leaves, will do them no harm.
Exposure to a shower of rain, or to a watering from a tine-rosed
watering-pot, will put them all right.

Fruit-tree Stations (Ciipt. Forrest),—These, which are to be
against a wooden fence, had better extend on both sides of the fence;
because, as you observe, "the fence not having a foundation like a
wall, the roots will be as apt to go one way as the other." Your car-
penter will be a better adviser than we can be as to the covering for
your manure tank.
Stove foe Greenhouse (/. B. H.).—As you do not intend to

have either chimney or flue, it does not signify which you employ ;

tliey are all injurious alike by the large amount of carbonic acid and
other deleterious gases which they finiu
Carnations, ike. {DiaHfhus).~The party you mention we know

to be trustworthy, but we cannot recommend liim or anyone else.
You may obtain Double Russian and other violets from any of the
florists who advertise in our columns. There is a double white violet,
but we have not seen it. You must water your narnntiuu ri/.ttiugs,
so as to keep tlte soil gently and uniformly moist; it would only mis-
lead you to say water them so many times a week.
Prices of Poultry {Tooting).—Mr. Nolan, Bachelor's-walk,

Dublin, we are informed charges as follows :—The is/mnis/i fowl of
rtrst quality, from 159. to 203. each; Dorking, 25s. each;" Diitrh
every-duii-layers, JOs. each—cocks and hens the same price; Curhin
China fowl, aos. each ; Rouen and Ayleslmry Duc/cSt lOs. each.
Dahlia (IK. i'.).—How can you miagine for a moment that we

can tell its name from seeing a single petal ?

Hotbed for Cuttings (.7. M.).— Pray refer to paste 1-ifi.

Sir George Siiiffner's Pigs (A Correspondent).—Can any one
inform our correspondent whether " the breed of pigs for which the
late Sir G. Shiflner was so famous are peculiar to Sussex ? " aud he
will be obliged by "a description of them, and by information as to
where tlie pure breed may be purchased."
ScPER-PiiosPHATE OF LiMR (T. IT.).—This is made by mixing

together bone dust and oil of vitriol ; and full particulars are given at
page 28 of our first volume. The reason the water will not cireulale
in your pipe is, that the return to the box from whence the hot water
is wished to flow, is partly up hill

'

Payne's Improved Cottage Hive. {Rev.W. P.Barilett).—'^a
bars of wood are to be inserted in this, nor should thwy in any other
hive, for the combs to be supported by. At page ,305 of vol. i., you
will find the size of the small hives. If the small hive is put on in
April, and renewed if filled, the bees will not swaim. We do not
know Knight's hive, but we do know that the less complicated a
hive is the cheaper it is, and the more easily managed. (//. A. E.).—
Vou may buy them at Messrs. Neighbour, High Holborn, London.
•^I'he hives are not sold separate, we think.
Teansferbing Bees (Tyro).— In Mr. Taylor's "Bee-keeper's

Manual " you will find very lull directions ; and it is too long fore\-
traction. We recommend you to let your stock in your " old, dingy,
single hive" swarm this summer, and then in the autumn to unite
the bees in that ola hive to the svvarra from it in your new hive.
Thanks for your fact about resuscitating bees.
Ten-week Stock-seed (J. PnV,r)— Itis quite a matter of uncer-

tainty whether the seedlings will be double-flowered; and we can only
say, that any florist who advertises in our columns will supply you
with seed likely to meet your wishes, if you write to him.
Thousand-headed Cabbage (Clericus, BerfA-.i.—This is quite

different from tlie Brussels sprouts. Fresh pig-manure may be dug
in advantageously at the bottom of the trench lor mangohl-wurtzel

;

but It is very bad using fresh dung for onions. Have you no spot
manured for the previous crop on which you can grow them? The
])Iot where celery was grown, for instance. In sowing onions, we tread
tile ground after sowing, but some gardeners do so before sowing.
The improved breed of Essexpigs may be purcliased from W. Fisher
Hobbs, Esq., Boxted Hall, near Colchester. Is it certain that mice
took your peas out of the ground, though thickly covered with soot?
Surely it must have been after heavy rains had washed the soot away.
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NiGnT-soiL (O.vo7iiensis).—This applied, witliout any mixture, to

the roots of your newly-planted fniit and rose*tr(?es is far too stimu-

lating for them. It is all llie worse that your soil is lii^ht and gra-

velly, for the roots will be quite stimulated enough by the drougiitin

sumnier. Take away the night-soil, and cover the roots with mulcli,

as directed by us to-day eilitorially, \Ve are glad that you are in-

tending to label each tree and plant botanically, as well as with the

common names. We cannot suggest any improvement.

Greenhouse Facing the North (R. RebouI).'-'We would
advise you to change its position. Few plants would flourish in a

house with a north aspect, ttiough we think such plants as camellias,

and ferns, and mosses, would do admirably. If you had pits, or

another house for growin^^, plants would stand longer in bloom when
brought to your present one.

Cineraria-seed {ll/id). — This may be sown now if you want the

plants early, but if not kept in a shady place during summer tliey are

apt to get rusty and insect-attacked. If sown in Way the plants will

bo strong enoueh to flower about Christmas. In August you must
grow from suckers, not seed. We know of no reason wliy asphalte

should not answer admirably for the botio7n of a cold pit.

Tropceolum Canariense (/iirf).—This will flourish alike in the

open soil or in a pot, but it will do better if raised in a pot in the first

place, 80 as to attain some size before you plant it out in May.

Bees (M, P.).—You may hive your bees into a box ofthe kind you
describe, but why not put them into a "Taylor's Amateur's tlive?"

the best wood hive, in our opinion, ever invented. Room and ven-

tilation being given in a proper manner, and properly attended to,

sivarmi7ig maif be prevented altogether, no matter what kind of hives

the bees are in. The holes into your upper boxes may be ^ of an

inch wide, by 4 inches long. Two windows, one at the back and one

at the side, in the bottom box, are much better than one only. The
top of the hive is, unquestionably, the best place to supply food; tor

the kind of food most proper, see page 240, vol. i. of The Cottage
Gardener. Sugar alone is useless; bees can only take it in a

liquid state. For full directions for joining swarms, see page 104,

vol. ii.

Bees {R. S. F.).~Our correspondent's hives face tlie south-east, hut

are partly shaded. One hive he weighed last year, and found it in-

creased as follows:—June 29th, they then weighed 23lb.; July71h, 26lb.;

14th, 34lb,; 28th, 33 1b.; August 24th, .V- In the beginning ofAugust
he put a small wooden box upon the hive, but the bees never took to it.

At the beginning of February, when the weather was mild, they came
out of the hive in the middle of the day by hundreds, and the next

day there was also many of them lying dead round about the hive,

and there was also scattered all over the hive, hive-board, &c,, small

drops of liquid substance not unlike honey. Your bees would be

much better if they were placed where the sun shines upon them fully

all the day. Your situation otherwise is not at all objectionable.

August was much too late to put on a box—it should have been done
on the 22nd of June, three weeks after their being hived. They have
none too much honey. In the last week of April, put the box acrain

upon the top of your hivo (supposing it has not been left on); and if

you can fix a few pieces of white comb to the top of it, so much the

better ; and follow strictly the directions given in page 41, vol. ii. of

The Cottage Gardener, and in following numbers; and from so

fine a stock as yours appears to be, you may expect a large supply of

Iioney, if properly managed. Our advice is, by no means to put a side-

hive. The drops about tiie hive-board were the fteces of the bees.

The dead bodies lying about are tliose that died in the hive during the

winter, and are now brought out. You should havu saved your bees

that trouble, by cleaning the fioor-board as directed repeatedly in

Tue CoTTAGii Gardener. In all probability the pieces of wood
with which you narrowed the entiancewere the cause of the numerous
deaths. The entrance, in all probability, became ciioked up with dead
bees, and the living fiopulation were half suffocated for want of pure
air. Stopping up with perforated zinc would have been still worse.

Remove your bees whenever you will, considerable loss will be sus-

tained; but if you do it at all, do it immediately. Buy '* Payne's Bee-
keeper's Guide," and you will be at no loss how to manage your
bees in future.

Plum Pruning (B.ilfarsffen).— If your plums are young, and their

desired form not complete, you may shorten the young shoots three

or four feet long nearly half: but why not have pinched the points

ofl' in July ? Pray read our bark papers oq the management of gross

young wood in the summer season. Four shoots wdl not form a
tree; your pruning now ought to cause abundance to select from.

Fruit-trees for S. K.Wall {Rhododendron).~Q\ire\y you may
plant peaches in Shropshire on such a soil (eandy-loam), and on the

south portion ? Mr. Krrington grows first-rate peaclies and necta-

rines every year farther north than you. Of Ajiricots, the flioorpark

first; the Shipley, a safe bearer, and Royal. Of P/Mm.s, Coe's Golden
Drop, Greengage, Preeoce de Tours, Heine Claude Violetle, Impera-
trice, Ickworth Iinperalricc, Jtfierson's early Orleans, Quetsche St.

Martins. Of Pi'urs, Jargonelle, Dunmore, Fondante d' Automme,
Beurree Diel, Winter Nielis, Passe Colmar, Urbaniste, Doyenne
d' Hiver Nouveau, Josephine do Rlnlines, Hacon's Incomparable.
Of Cherries, the early Duke, Elton, Florence, Royal Duke, and
Jligarreau, Let us advise you to procure the pears on quincestocks.

If 8", however, you must alter the staple of tlio soil wliere they are

planted, according to directions concerning the quince in our back
iiiimberR.

Farming Five Acres for Cows (B. TF.).~You will see remarks
bearing on your objects in our Allotment article forflla-ch. We would
beg to direct your attention to the Lucerne as to n "Rolling" system.

"Cuttings" of this will help you much during the summer; and you
will, of courfe, have an acre or two of h:iy to carry you llirouj;h the

winter. Added to this, plenty of mangold, some Swedes, and the

Thousand-headed cabbage, of which you should have nearly u quarter

of an acre for early feed. PerhapB a little rye cutiing may chime Jn

with yuur arablu course. Vou cannot have all; therefore, you will

have to select and form a system for yourself—the system based in the
main on the character of tlie soil. For mangold and Swede culture,
watch an Allotment number for April.

Softening Water (J. B.).— Kither carbonate of potash or car-
bonate of soda will soften water, if its hardness arises from holding
sulphate of lime (gypsum) in solution; but carbonate of ammonia
is much to be preferred for the purpo -e, if the water has to be used for

watering plants. An ounce of either, to a hogshead of water, is

enough to decompose all the gypsum it can contain.

Kohl Rabi {J, Andrews).—A pound of seed will give birth to

plants enough for several acres. Sow in the last week of this month,
very thinly in drills, about 10 inches apart, and let your seed-beds be
proportioned to the extent of your field. The plants will be ready for

planting out in May and June, in rows two feet apart, and the same
distance from plant to plant. The soil should be manured and
thoroughly pulverised, the same as for a crop of Swedish turnipg, but
they require a rather stronger soil.

Magnifying {A Young Botanist).—You had better obtain a single
microscope, or lens, mounted on a pillar, which leaves both your hands
at liberty.

Flowers for Bees (N. S. H.).—lt would be too difficult a task
to give a list of the plants from which beescollect honey; it would fill a
numberof'THE Cottage Gardener;" but it would be more dif-

ficult still to say what they do not collect frcm. We have found the
advantage of planting in the vicinity of hives a large quantity of
the common kinds of crocus, single blue hepaticfiy black hellebore^
and common butter-bur ; all of which flower early, and are rich in

honey and farina. Wood sage {Salvia nemorosa of Dr. Smith), which
flowers very early in June and lasts all the summer, is in an extraor-
dinary manner sought after by the bees; and when room is not an
object, twenty or thirty square yards of it may be grown with advan-
tage: Dwarf marjoram [Origanum humile) and Origanum rubescens
(ofHaworth) and mignonette va^y d\%o he grown. Cultivation beyond
this, exclusively for bees, we believe answers but very little purpose.
Witli regard to mignonette and furze imparting an unpleasant flavour
to honey, is what we have never before heard of, and on asking the
opinion of a clergyman in Essex, whose bees are within reach of seve-
ral acres of mignonette, grown for seed to supply the London market,
he says that his honey is always remarkably fine flavoured, which he
attributes chiefly to the mignonette. And another clergyman living

in a quite dift'erent direction, and who is surrounded by furze, tells

us his honey is always remarkably good. And Dr. Bevan says, in

page 63 of " The Honey-bee," *' mignonette, if sown abundantly, is a
l)lant of considerable importance to the apiary, from its continuing in

bloom till the autumn frosts set in, and yielding honey of peculiar
ivhitejtess and delicacif. Instances are recorded of an abundant crop
attbrdinga large supply of honey to an apiary near which it was sown,
when at the same time there was a general failure of all Uie neigh-
bouring stocks "

Sowing Depths (ro/(/me//a).—From one-and-a-half to two inches
U the best depth we lhi:ik at all seasons for beans and peas. The
depth Xov potatoes at the present season may be, in dibble holes, six

inches deep, so that the top of each set is about four inches below the

surface. They will not require earthing-up. A seed-bed for annuals,

&rC., need not be deep, and if for flowers will not require any manure.
Instrument for Measuring Distances {Tooting).—Our coi-

respondeiit recommends a Peramltutator io a former inquirer.

Retarding Hyacinths {A Young Beginner),— Ii is doubtful if

you will be able to keep back your hyacinths for the Maj/ exhibition.

Your only chance is to turn out your pots from the greenhouse im-
mediately, and plunge them an inch deeper than the rims in the

coldest place you can. A north-east aspect, behind a house or wall,

where the sun could not reach tiiem, is the best situation. We have
kept them in a cold frame with that aspect until those in the flower-

garden were over. Your plant is the Gouty Houseleek {Sempervicum
tortuosum).
Lawn of Public Charity (il/erf. B«c.).—It is too late now to

sow fine grass seeds on a rough lawn like yours ; the end of Sep-
txraber is the best time to sow grass seeds among grass. Try sow-
ing over it a few pounds ofwhite clover seeds ; rake ihe grass roughly,

and then roll it. The worst part of the coarse grass ought to be

spudded out, from time to time, during wet weather.

Water Plants for Small Stove {C. J. r.).—Unless you take

to any of the water lilies {nt/mphica), the next we would choose is

Nelumbimn speciosum ; but where to purchase it, or any otheir plant,

we dare not break tiie rule in such eases. There is such a plant as

Plati/codon grandiflorum, but then it is not a bulbous-rooted plant.

Flower Sowing (fl. O,).—None of the flowers you name require

to be sewn even in a cold frame. We have said already that Tagetes

tenuifolia might be sown in the open border in April, but you may
get it on a little earlier by a slight hotbed ; and if you so heat it. the

flretor second wee!; in April will be time enough to begin. German
asters may also be raised, like the tagetes, either way, and at the same
time. Stocks also sow for a first crop uow, and again at the end of

April. Nolana atripUcifolia sow in the flower-bed early in April; it

will contrast with <Enothera mucrocarpa, not ^randiJiorn,hHiev \hA\\

any other blue flower of the same habit, and the ccnothera will bloom
longer than it.

Names of Plants {A Young Gardener).—No. I Is a species of

Cuprrsfius, and we think C. thi/oides, or white cedar. No. 2 is a spe-

cits of Juniperus, and we think J. rirginiana, commonly called the

Red Virginian cedar or cypress; but we connot undertake to say for

certain us to the species from the little bits sent.

London: PrlntedhyHAHRY Wooldridge, WincheslerHigh Street,

in the Parish of St. Mary Kalendar; and Published by William

SomervilleOrr, at the Office. No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish

of Christ Church, City of London.—March 7th, IBfiO.
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We have the less doubt that we are correct, be-

cause we have seen other wiiters recommending that

potatoes be not earthed up; and among those writers

is one who would not agree with us if by possibility

he could avoid it. Moreover, we know, by the gene-

ral consent of gardeners, that potatoes in frames are

not earthed up ; because such earthing up would re-

tard the production of tubers about a fortnight; and

any practice which retards such production by so

much, renders them liable to the disease when cul-

tivated in the open ground, for the earliest ripened

are always most free from infection.

Again, we considered what are the objects to be

attained by earthing up ; and we could discern none

but such as are opposed to the early and perfect

ripening of tubers—namely, causing the progress of

the tubers to be delayed whilst the plant is issuing

fresh roots into the earth drawn up about its stem,

and retaining more moisture about the tubers.

We were satisfied, therefore, that not earthing up

potatoes is a sound practice ; and, until we received

the following letter, we did not know that any doubt

could be raised upon the subject. The letter is from

a clergyman, like ourselves a searcher after truth,

and vire, therefore, readily print it thus prominently :

"Your correspondent, M. E. A. (near Hastings),
wishes to know if any of your readers can give him
the result, from his own experience, of ' not earthing
up potatoes?' Allow me to reply that I have gi'ovvn

for years, and I may say successfully, the potato
under various treatments ; and having several times
attempted the system of ' not earthing up," which I

remember to have been advocated in one of your
valuable numbers of The Cottage Gardener last

year, I determined to try it again ; but I found it a
failure; and whilst at taking up time I had an abun-
dant crop of American earlies in beds eai-thed up in

the usual way, those not earthed, both Americans and
Regents, produced a very inferior crop—half of them
green, much smaller, and more diseased. Your cor-

respondent will probably say, ' this was your fault in
not planting them deep enough ;

' to which I reply,

as a general axiom to be observed in growing the
potato, never plant deep, excepting on the approach
of winter. By deep, I mean anything exceeding three

inches. I never plant a potato till it has sprouted,
and its sprout is an inch in length. I then let the
potato go so deep, with the dibble, into the ground
as to allow the sprout to rest within three inches
of the surface. And for this most profitable system
I am indebted to that valuable little pamphlet
' On tlie Management and Growth of the Potato,'

published by Mr. James Cuthill, Camberwell, Sun-ey,
in praise of which I cannot suflJciently speak. I

have just planted with my own hand some American
earlies, and Uylott's flour-ball, which I obtained of
Mr. Turner, of Sheffield ; all of which I have kept
through the winter in single layers, on a cold plaster

flooring of an out-building, free from all outward
air ; and stronger or more healthy sets I never
saw. Indeed, my neighbours were astonished, the
sprouts of many being two inches long, whilst the
tuber itself is so robust and cold to the touch, that,

without presuming too rauoli, I would almost venture
to leave it exposed to any moderate frost. I have
found lime, dug in before planting, a great j)re-

veutive of disease ; but, more than all, I never cut

a tuber. All mine are planted whole, from the Ash-
leaved to the Regent; and here again may I be
excused in referring your conespondent, M. E. A.,

and your readers generally, who take an interest in

the culture of this root, to the observations of Mr.
Cuthill, in his pamphlet, on this very point, where
he justly condemns the mincing and slicing practice,

which is too often adopted under cover of a false

economy. The seeming extravagance to many of

planting whole sets, I have invariably found, under
proper treatment and due regard to space, to be in

the end the cheapest as well as most profitable mode.
I have found, too, that insertion by the dibble,

rounded at the end; is by far the best mode, provided

the potato is planted as the ground is dug, so that it

is not pressed by being trodden on.—-A. A., Clericds."

Here, then, are two totally conflicting residts of

experiments; and we can only suggest, that one cause

of our correspondent's failure, so far as tlie goodness

of the unearthed tubers is concerned, is patent in the

fact, that they grew partially out of the ground.

This, of course, made them green and small. Now,

though we do not earth up our potatoes, yet we take

care that the tubers nearest the surface have an inch

in depth of earth over them.

Our potatoes, on which we experimented, were

planted at Winchester in November, by the dibble,

six inches deep, in a light fertile soil, without

manure, and were frequently hoed. The varieties

were Ash-leaved Kidneys and Julys ; and were all

ripe and stored early in August. The result of our

comparative experiments was, that the unearthed

crop was one-fourth heavier, and the tubers finer,

than in the crop earthed up.

We state these particulars, because we shall be

obliged by our readers trying experiments, and

favouring us wxih full j)articulars of the place where,

soil, time of earthing up, planting, treatment, and

the results. We shall try some more experiments

ourselves this year, aud whatever may be the issue

we wiU place every detail before our readers. The

question is now raised—Whether to some varieties,

and on some soils, the practice of earthing up the

potato plants is beneficial ?

THE FEUIT GAKDEN.
The Forcing Matters of the Amateur.—Having

now completely despatched for this spring all that

concerns planting and pruning, the latter as applied

to trees in a rest state, we must now occasionally

take a glance at the amateur's fruit-forcing, returning

at intervals to the cottager.

Now, it is much more difficult to ofi'er advice to

the amateur on the subject of fruit-forcing than to

those persons who possess a house or pit for every-

thing they desire to cultivate ; for in the amateur's

house we may find, at times, such a mixture of

objects as at first sight would seem to bid utter

defiance to all classification as to their culture. And,

indeed, it is no very easy matter to do so, and the

attempt must at times necessarily lay us open to

misconception. Nevertheless, we trust to offer some

remarks which may prove serviceable ; addressing
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ourselves chiefly to those who have ahnost every-

thing to learn.

Vines Indoors.—We need say little more at pre-

sent, having so recently dealt with the subject ; we
must, however, remember that many hundreds of

amateurs in a small way, having but one greenhouse,

are compelled to gi'ow their fancy plants beneath the

shade of vines. With the pot-plants we have nothing

to do : our good helpmates, IMessrs. Appleby and Fish,

will see to that. We have, however, a duty of a

peculiar character to perform, in regard of advice as

to vines in a general plant-house ; and the advice

offered may, of necessity, at times appear somewhat
divergent from the principles heretofore laid down
as to vine culture, for here again sheer expediency
must step in to warp and bias principles.

It becomes the plant cidtivator, at this period, to

I'elieve his gi-apery of all stock for which he can find

a safe shelter, especially such as is not wanted for

immediate effect, in order that his truly good things,

and his precocious gems of the eai'ly spring, may
have room to unfold their beauties, and that the

vines overhead may receive a proper amount of

attention. Some persons commence what they term
forcing their vines in the greenhouse in February

;

others are content to wait until their buds shew
signs of expanding, and then apply artificial warmth.
Indeed, it not unfrequently happens—where stove

plants, or, it may be, orchids, are grown together

with geraniums and other ordinary greenhouse
plants—that so much artificial warmth has been
sustained during a tedious winter, that the vines are

excited betimes whether or not, and that the culti-

vator begins at this time of the year to feel rather

anxious about them. We may here observe, that

vines once started and beginning to expand the leaf

must not be permitted to sustain what is termed a
check ; our readers, nevertheless, must beware how
they understand the term " check." There are those
who would, we fear, rush into what has been aptly

termed a " coddling system," and this would be cer-

tainly prejuilicial to the plants, and everything but
favourable to the vines. Now to explain further:

to vines in the state above described, tlie too free an
admission of cold currents of air on a windy day
would be a check ; a sudden lowering of the tempe-
rature (whether day or night) beyond 50° would be a
check; and we may fairly add, that in the event of

snow falling, the suffering a coating of this to melt
over and saturate the roots would be a check. Under
these circumstances, therefore, a steady and medium
course should be pursued, a conipi-omise between the
plants on the one hand and the vines on the other.

From the early part of March until the middle of
April, a day temperature ranging from 65° to 65'^,

and a night heat of from 55° to 60", may be indulged
in without injury on either side. One thing may be
observed, that where it is necessary to hasten the
vines as much as possible, a considerable advance ia
the thermometer may be permitted on sunny or
bright days; and from half-past three o'clock in the
afternoon until seven, the thermometer may range as

high as 75°,if really necessary. Of course disbudding
and stopping must proceed at the proper periods,
according to directions before given ; and as it is not
oonvienent to be disturbing the pots too much, such
must be performed less frequently, but with a more
liberal hand than is practised where vines alone
occupy the house. If any very heavy and rich top-
dressings were applied to the borders in the end of
autumn, as is or should be the practice, we advise
that such be entirely removed immediately, and the

surface of the border made into a smooth incline, as
steep as possible, in order to cany off a portion of
the heavy rains which may be expected at this
period. We should even count it good practice to
tread the surface firm, provided the soil was very
dry on the surface ; this will facilitate the descent of
the rains. By the end of May, the volume of soil in
a well drained and shallow border will have attained,
at least, the average heat of the atmosphere ; and in
many oases it will then be expedient to apply a rich
top di'cssing again, of which more anon.
Peaches In-doors.—Our last advice of any im-

portance was given at page 207. We there said so
much about the general principles of peach-forcing,
that it will not be necessary here to go into length-
ened details. One or two points, however, we must
refer to ; the first

—

Disbudding.—To no fruit is this of more import-
ance than the peach. A healthy tree suffered to re-

tain all the shoots produced would speedily become
an entangled mass, destructive of the character of
the tree, and defeating the ends of training. It

seems strange at first sight that such trees as the
peach and the vine, which fight their way in a state
of nature, unassisted by the hand of man, should re-

quire so much trimming and dressing under artificial

culture. But the strangeness of the matter will

vanish, when we take into full consideration the
great difference of the cucumstances under which
the trees are placed. In the first place, our amount
of light is by no means so great in the aggi-egate as
it is in tropical climates ; for it is not improbable
that the peach in Persia, or the vine in Syria, per-
formes a greater amount of the elaborative process in
one week than in three weeks in Britain. Again ; there
tlie tree enjoys freely those fluctuations of the atmo-
sphere which lead to a solidification of the tissues of
the plant ; tending to development of parts rather
than mere extension; for in Britain, what is termed
forcing has, of necessity, a tendency to " draw," or
elongate the paits. And thus it is that he who

—

caiTying these principles continually in his mind

—

treats his trees in as natural a manner as possible,
avoiding a " coddhng system " on the one hand, and
extreme declensions of temperature on the other, is

certain, other matters being right, to excel in the
culture of tropical fruits. Besides, we must not for-

get the diflerenee in the destiny of the trees thus
situated ; nature merely aims at the perpetuation of
the species; man, at obtaining the greatest quantity
of the largest and finest fruit : man has most to do
with the enlargement of the pulp ; nature, with the
perfection of the seed, and the thorough maturation
of the wood ; the last, indeed, almost a necessary
consequence of the former. We do not deem any
apology necessary for this apparent digression ; for
we would fain have The Cottage Gardener some-
thing more than a mere "cut and dry" calendar;
leading the minds of the readers, who honour its

pages with an attentive perusal, to dive into the very
essence of things ; then, and then only, can know-
ledge take a firm footing, and become a luxuiy in-

stead of a toil.

And now a little advice about disbudding. Much
depends on the degree of luxuriance in the subject
to be operated on ; a weak tree will produce little

more foliage than is requisite; a strong, or gi'oss one,
much more. We say foliage, for, alter all, let it be
well understood by beginners, that a certain amount
of healthy foliage presented to the light is the con-
dition requisite to a proper elaboration of the juices;
on which point both the present success and the
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future stability of the tree must ever depend. Now,
we would not have our readers suppose that this dis-

budding is to perform everything; no, it is merely a

contingent circumstance forced upon us. There are

other matters of culture which are of greater import-

ance still. And here we would direct the attention

of those who Hke to study principles, to a paper on
rose-pruning, at page 209, by our excellent friend,

Mr. Beaton, which is, indeed, a good deal more than

mere pnining, and altogether a most admirable ex-

position of the general economy of vegetation, whe-

ther in root or branch.

Disbudding should in all cases commence by rub-

bing off all foreright shoots, or those which project

beyond the trellis—that is to say, provided that por-

tion of the tree is not altogether destitute of young
wood, in which case even foreright shoots must be

reserved, and bent in due time towards those portions

of the tree which require them for filling up the

blank. After awhile, a regular thinning out of even
well-situated spray must take place ; hut this must
not be done all in a day ; we would have the proceed-

ing, in all cases, extend over two or three weeks, for

we have ever found a kind of stagnation of growth
to succeed a heavy disbudding. The top of the tree

will in general require attention first ; and a few may
be removed almost daily from thriving trees, until

the process is complete. A shoot or two adjoining

the leader may be entirely removed ; and, indeed,

ultimately there need be little more side spray suf-

fered to remain on a given branch of last year than
a leader, and one shoot on each side—right and left.

This, however, depends much on the intervening

spaces requiring to be filled ; sometimes two or three

will be requisite on one side, and none on the other.

Care must be taken in all cases to reserve the shoot

that gi'ows at the lowest end of any stem ; by such
means the trees are kept from becoming naked. And,
again, if the amateur is slightly doubtful in the first

disbuddings as to the propriety of i-etaining any given

shoot, he can just nip ofl' the point with finger and
thumb, and at future disbudding it will become plain

whether it ought to be reserved. R. Eerington.

THE TLOWEE-GAEDEN.
Propagation.—Before I resume the subject of pro-

pagating, or increasing plants from cuttings, I shall

briefly enumerate some of the most showy hardy
annuals that ought to be sown before the end of the

month—that is, if they are to succeed those sown in

the autumn, and so carry on the bloom from the be-

ginning of June to the middle or end of July : but I

never sow the general stock of these for the gardens

here until the 20tli of April, and from that to the

end of the month, and again a second crop about the

middle of May to succeed them. The reason for this

late sowing is this : my worthy employers pass the

gay season in London, and only come down here

about the beginning of July, so that for May and
Juno I want none of tliese things to be in bloom.

This is a great advantage in many respects, and yet

I often gi'udge it, as, with a timely preparation, I

could have every bed in the garden in full bloom
from eai-ly in May till after Midsummer, by notliing

else but annuals, which are now-a-days discarded,

because the groat holders of our best flower-gardens

are absent at that time; and those wlio pin their

fashion to the sleeves of the great landowners can-

not think annuals are resjiectable enough, because
they are not generally grown by the more wealthy.

Mr. Appleby has given a very good list of hardy

annuals about this time last year ; and as he added
their English names, I need only here give those
names by which they are generally sold in the seed
shops.

I shall begin with the Lupines. The best an-

nual amongst them for a whole bed, is Lupinus
Hartwegii ; it makes an excellent blue bed from July
till killed by the frost. Sow it before the end of this

month on a slight hotbed, or in some warm place. I

sow it in shallow boxes ; and as soon as they are up
I put them in a cold frame, and keep them short of

water, to bring them up stocky ; about the end of

April I plant them singly, a few inches apart, in a

very poor sandy bed in the reserve garden.

Reserve Bed.—This kind of bed serves for

hundreds of things for the flower-garden ; there-

fore, I may say, that it is made out-of-doors, in

a sunny, sheltered situation, on a hard bottom

;

and for seedlings, the depth of it is only two
inches ; the compost being more than one-half sand
and the rest leaf-mould, not very fine. There is

nothing in the world in which young plants will

root faster than in this compost ; and being very
shallow, on a hard bottom, the roots cannot go very

deep, and at planting time, you can push a spade or

a trowel, or even a flat piece of stick under them, and
so get them up easily, with lots of the light compost
hanging to the roots ; you then caiTy them in a barrow
or basket to the flower-bed, and plant them even in

the middle of a hot sunny day ; and after watering

the bed all over with a rose pot, not a plant in a
hundred will flag a leaf Such beds are protected

according to the crop— some have glass, but not
many ; they are generally hooped over with small

long rods, and covered with mats. When pot plants

are turned out into these reserve beds, the balls are

broken, 'and the compost is deeper. We also tui'n

out lai'ge quantities of store pots in such beds with-

out breaking the balls. All our verbenas, and such
low things, are thus heated as soon in April as they

ai'e hardened enough to stand out ; and at planting

time each ball, witli its twenty or more plants, is

taken out entire, carried to the flower-bed, shaken out,

and planted just like the seedlings. I should not like

to say how many ten thousand plants we use in a

season for the flower-garden, but we never plant a

single individual with a ball to it. Now, when I

write about " reserve beds," it will be recollected

from this account of them what kind of beds I mean.
This Lupinus Hartwegii is now, let us suppose,

planted out in a reserve bed. In the autumn, it will

be more than a yard high ; and as soon as the flower

spikes are about one-third faded from the bottom,

they are cut oft', and that is the only secret in keep-

ing lupins in bloom a very long time.

Lupinus mutabilis and L. Oruickshankii are two
much stronger than the last, and if treated in all re-

spects like No. 1 will bloom on till the frost comes.

They are not so well adapted for a bed by themselves

as for making a centre to a good bed of mixed lu-

pins—say, a large circle with three plants of these tall

ones in the centre, and another cncle of them round
these three, and eighteen inches from them ; then

two rows of No. 1, or three rows, if the bed is lai-ge

enough, and the last row of another very useful

lupin, called Nanus, next the grass or gravel. This

nanus, or dwarf lupin, will be time enough if sown
by the middle of April ; and it should stand a foot

from the edge of the bed, as it spreads well. There
is another lupin—rather new, and called Tomentosus

—not quite so strong as L. Hartwegii, but it flowers to

the end of the season, and might safely be used ue.xt
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to Hartwegii in a circle or row ; for we may rest satis-

fied that any combinatioii of plants that will answer
in a sircular bed, will do so equally well on a long
border alongside of a walk. We have only to use

those plants which we would place in the centre of a

circle, as the back row on a border. The old-fashioned

blue and yellow lupins, called Dutch lupins, are only

fit for patches in a mixed border, as they are soon
out of bloom. I had not tried them for years till

1847, and the mice took more than the half of the

seeds ; which reminds me that all lupin seeds are pa-

latable to the mice, and must be guarded from them.
Sweet Peas.—One sowing of them is enough this

month. There should be a few sweet peas in every

garden, however small, if only for cut flowers : every

body likes them that way ; but they are not very

manageable as a flower-garden plant, unless used as

a back row on a border.

Prince's Feathers and Love-lies-bieeding.—
Who would think of growing such common things

in a fashionable flower-garden ? I do, for one ! The
centre of four large beds are made up of them here
every season, and the arrangement is such that every

one who sees them approves of them. These four

beds are part of an arrangement of beds to suit

Italian architecture in their neighbourhood. There
is one Italian cypress in the centre of each of these

beds; round four of these cypresses is a broad ring of

the Prince's feathers, say five or six plants deep; their

purplish pannicled spikes pushing upright in imita-

tion of the cypress, and thus heightening the eftect;

then, just outside this band is planted or sown, for the

two will answer to be either sown at once in the bed,

or be sown anywhere else, and transplanted when
they are five or six inches high. Love-lies-bleeding is

about the same height as the Prince's feathers, when
they both come into bloom, but the flower-spikes take

opposite dii-ections ; and, if the soil is very rich under
theLove-lies-bleeding, its flower-spikes will hang down
20 inches or more ; and if the plants are only six

inches apart in the row, they will make a complete
hedge, the outside of which is nearly a sheet of pendant
purple bloom, forming a very strong contrast to the

feathers and cypress. Now, outside this pendant
hedge of bloom there should be another band of

flowers, that grow no taller than just to cover the

points of the Love-lies-bleeding. 1 have guessed and
tried, tried and guessed again, to find out the proper
width of this outer band, and the nearest point I got
to is, that the band should be as wide as half the

height of Love-lies-bleeding, which in very rich soil, in

which it delights to grow, is generally a yard high, or

a little more. Now, this may seem a small matter to

some, but with flower-gardeners there is no question
at all about the matter ; there must be certain pro-

portions in which difl'erent plants will look better, and
heighten the etfects produced by them, than any
other, whether they are planted in one bed, like these

underreview, or in separate beds of each colour, form-
ing a whole mass. But, as a set-ofi', I may say, from
having had a large share of this kind of gardening,
that to plant a flower-garden properly is one of the

most ditfioult points in gardening ; iudeed, the whole
range of gardening put together is not halfso difiicult

to learn, or to carry out.

In England we carry out flower-gardening better than
is done anywhere else, but I never yet saw a flower-

garden without a fault, and many faults too ; my own
attempts among the rest. I am quite firm in my
opinion, that notliing in the whole range of the sci-

ences is more difiicult to learn than this branch of

gardening; therefore, until I learn it properly my-

self, I cannot engage to recommend to any one of our

readers how best to contrast, or to harmouize, the

colours of their flower-beds ; all I can do is to give

the colour, the height, and the cultivation of flower-

garden plants ; just as gentlemen do about ladies'

dresses—they buy them, but they seldom dictate the

cut of the fashion, that must be left to the ladies

themselves ; and ladies, in nine cases out of ten, can

arrange the coloui-s of the flower-beds better than the

gentlemen and their gardeners.

Those annuals that will bloom from June to Octo-

ber, and of which I said enougli last autumn, should

be sown on a slight hotbed before tlie end of the

month : I mean, more particularly, Tagetes tenuifolia,

Saponaria caldbrica, and Sanvltalia procumbens, and
either of them, when the bed is once tilled, will shew
what a flower-bed ought to be during a whole season,

both as to flowers, and the disposition of the plants

Portolaca.—There are four or five really beautiful

kinds of this plant, annuals, and all succulents also

;

requiring exactly the same treatment as 31. tricolor,

only that two sowings would carry them on ail the sea-

son (See p. 308j. They are nice for beds, patches on a

warm border, or for pots. Any time in March, or eai-ly

in May, will do to sow them ; and the best way is to

buy a packet of " mixed " seeds, from which you get as

many sorts as if you were to order a packet of each
;

only there is a yellowish one which, perhaps, they

have not yet put into the mixtures. Their other

names are P. Thellusonii, P. splendens, P. grandi-

flora, and the yellow one, with two more that are

only varieties of the first three. Their English

family name is Purslane, but this word has no
meaning in it, and is not so easy to mind as Portu-

laca, whiob. besides being easy to say, is' very ex-

pressive. When rendered into English it signifies

"the milk-man "—from porta, the Greek name for a

carrier, and from which our word porter is probably

derived ; and lao, milk, milk-carrier, or milk-man. But
many other plants as well as these have their juices

in the form of milk.

Lobelia Gracilis is a free-gi'owing, blue-flowering

annual, and veiy useful in the flower-garden, as it

lasts till the end of the season and will grow in any

soil, soon covering the bed ; and when it reaches the

sides may be cut like a hedge without being stifi'-

looking. In good soil it will rise about a foot, and
will bear topping ; that is, the longest points of the

shoots may be cut ofi" three or four times during the

season, so as to have all parts of the bed of equal

height. The seeds of all the Lobelias are very small,

and ought to be very slightly covered, and the pots

to be always watered before the seeds are sown; and
the moment they vegetate the seedlings ought to be

exposed to the air as they ai'e impatient of close

confinement.

Lobelia Erinus.—There are three or four little

varieties of this ; and all of them spread well on the

ground, and are the lowest plants that one can use

for little beds and for edgings. One of them is called

grandiflora, and another lucida, but as they sport

considerably there is little use in distinguishing them
by particular names. I always make choice of the

best in a bed to save seeds from, and now I have a

much better sort than any of the named ones.

There are also two or three white-flowering varieties

of it, and all of them are very useful to form a gay
assemblage.

Lobelia Ramosa.—This is the most beautiful blue-

flowering bedding plant we have got of its size, which
is from 12 to 14 inches high. It is of a very slender

growth, with large blue flowers, having each a white
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eye. It does not last till the end of the season, like

the two last sorts, but by sowing it towards the latter

end of March, and again during the first week in

May, it may be had to the end of September.
Campanula Sylv.^tioa, alias Stricta, is another

blue-flowering annual which lasts in bloom about

two months, rising to eighteen inches high, and re-

quiring e.\actly the same treatment as these Lobelias.

Braohycome Iberidifolia, or the Swan River

daisy, is also of this class of blue bedders. If the

autumn is dry it makes a fine bed in a light rich

soil. It has also sported into light varieties, and
looks much like so many Cinerarias. The whole of

these will be in time enough if they are sown before

the last week in March.
In looking out for novelty in annuals, beware of the

new kinds of Clarkia; I was taken in with them
last summer. They are frightfully ugly ; but recollect

to have a bed of the mixed white and purple ; mix
equal quantities of the seeds of each, and sow them
broad-oast now, or any time to the end of May.
Coreopsis Drummondi and Erysimum Perofskianum
make fine masses of yellow bloom ; and if sown now
and in the last week in April, and again late in May,
they would bloom till the frost comes. And they may
be transjilanted from time to time in the reserve

garden, until a vacant bed is ready for them. The
first sowing of Coreopsis Drummondi should be on a

gentle hotbed ; the Erysimum, and all the long list of

hardy annuals, may now be sown in the open ground
at once ; and Phlox Drummondi, to come in early,

should now be sown in. Treat also Cohea scandens,

to make a coarse summer climber against trees and
arbours, &c. A very good way to make a slight hot-

bed for arinuals, is to make a trench a yard deep in a

spare sunny border, and till it with half-spent linings

from hotbeds, or any littery dung, to create a slight

heat ; cover it with a couple of inches of light soil,

and hoop it over, to be sheltered with mats.

D. Beaton.

GEEENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

Vines in a Greenhouse.—In looking over a mass
of letters, before consigning them to the waste paper

repository, I stumbled upon a statement of our

editor's, tliat " vines, &o., grown in a greenhouse will

come under your department." If I had not thus

afresh been reminded of my duty, it would have been
no great matter for regret, as those who wished for

information could easily find what was suitable to

themselves in the statements of that veteran autho-

rity who presides over the fruit department. As
some, however, might imagine that what was said

respecting the forcing of vines could have but a re-

mote reference to those growing in a greenliouse,

which might be said to be gently assisted rather than
forced, we shall at times advert to a few prominent
points, and the first of these shall be the

Pruning.— It has been said that the donkey first

taught the art of pruning the vine ; man being

merely an imitator, after seeing the effects of tliat

very wise but much abused, and nicknamed stupid,

animal cropping tlie points of the young shoots. Be
this, as it may, one thing is certain, that seemingly

tritting facts when reasoned upon evolve great prin-

ciples. Even in countries where the vine is a native,

climbing tlie rock and festooning the tree, pruning
is resorted to ; and how much more is it necessary

under our glass roofs, where the concentration of the

greatest possible vigour and fertility in the smallest

possible space is the chief object aimed at. When
once the matter is thoroughly understood, the process

of preparing for pruning by disbudding in summer
wiU become the chief subject for consideration. The
whole of the pbytological questions involved in such
a system we could not now find room for, though the
unfolding of them would shed a light over many
directions that, to the uninitiated, seem obscure and
contradictory.

This pruning is best performed in the autumn,
when the leaves are fast losing their green colour,

for then, though there will be little assimilation of

fresh matter, yet the slow vital action still continued
will swell and distend the parts retained, much more
than if that action had been extended over the whole
of the branches, and more especially if these branches
to be cut away had been gradually deprived of their

buds, though the leaves had been allowed to remain.

The leaves on the stem, or parts left, should be

allowed to hang until they drop or become yellow.

Shortly after being out, whether upon the alternate

rod or the spui'ring system (the last being the best

for a greenhouse) the shoots may with propriety be
imfastened from the roof, and trained horizontally

along the front inside ; the advantages of which will

be the enabling the plants on the stage to receive

the whole of the light from the roof unobsti'ucted,

the preventing the necessity of getting among the

plants for jjicking up fallen vine leaves, the keeping
of the vines more cool if much fire is needed during
the winter, and the ensuring a more equal breaking

of the buds in the spring fi-om the whole of the stem
being placed in a similar temperature.

Now, says one of our friends, this is all very well,

though rather tantalising to some of us ; for. there,

now, are my vines that were neither disbudded in

summer nor pruned in autumn, but they are safe

enough yet, because no more fire has been used than
to exclude frost. But there is my kind neighbour,

Mr. Meanwell, who was resolved to give me the go-

by this season, and astonish my family as well as

his own with his early geraniums, fuchsias, &c. ; but

he forgot that the heat he gave to his flowers would
accelerate his unpruned vines, and now he is in a

pretty quandary, for his vines are all upon the move,
and his favourite Sweet-water has pushed nearly

half-an-inoh ; and when he tried to prune them, the

cutting of the smallest shoot brought such a flow of

sap, that—fearful it would act like a small syphon

when employed to empty a wine barrel—-he had re-

course for stopping it to plasters of pitch, resin, and
was : all of wbioh evils might have been avoided if

we had been repeatedly told to cut our vines " in the

autumn."
In all such matters we hold two principles : the first

is, that apologies and bemoanings for evils and derelic-

tions of duty will not rectify the matter; the second is,

tliat it is better to attempt to remedy what is wrong
late than never. To our friend, therefore, we say,

prune your vines directly, before the sap is in motion,

and keep the house as cool as you can for several days

afterwards. To his neighbour, we say, let pruning

alone. Some wise men would say, prune by all

means, and let the vines bleed if they will ; the ex-

panding shoots will soon monopolise the juices that

are left; we think not so liglitly of wasting these

juices. Wlien the vine is fully in leaf it may be cut

then with impunity, so far as bleeding is concerned :

because the double processes of assimilation of fresh

matter aud the perspiration from the leaves will leave

no unappropriated fluid to bleed. Thin and prune

these vines when they are in leaf, and let them alone
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until then ? No ! here there would be a waste of

energy ; fertile vigour would be dispersed over many
channels, to be afterwards discarded, instead of being
concentrated upon the few that were destined to be
retained. Besides, the check given to the reciprocal

action between the roots and the branches would
cause a considerable time to elapse before the

branches left would receive more nourishment in

consequence of tlie others being removed. What is

to be done then ? Simply and quietly go over the

vines when tlie buds are from a quarter to half-an-

inch in length, or even more, and with the thumb
or forefinger quickly rub off all the buds upon the

wood which you resolve ultimately to remove, and
no bleeding will ensue. Mind you must not cut

them off close to the wood from whence they issue,

or you might as well out off the shoot at once. Any
time after the plant is in full leaf you may remove
the disbudded parts, which will often present dif-

ferent appearances ; generally, if very long, most of

them will be dead, some will be somewhat alive,

though not increased in size, and in a few there will

be a little exudation of cambium matter from the

liber, or inner bai'k, where the bud was rubbed off.

By this means, therefore, the resources of the plant

are pretty well as much husbanded and directed into

defined and desired channels as if pruning had taken
place in the autumn. The buds left will be invi-

gorated, though at first they will not be able to mono-
polise all the sap that supplied the others. Hence,
for some time the sap will rise into the disbudded
part, and descend again when the stimuhis is removed,
until the greater expansion of the buds left mono-
polise it entirely. A similar operation you may see

in working rapidly the handle of a pump, where the
bore of the tube is larger than the delivering jet.

The water will rise above the jet ; but that would not
be the case if the jet was larger in size. The rising

sap, therefore, may be made to flow upwards, down-
wards, and horizontally, to where there are vents for

its reception ; and where some exist in the shape of

buds and branches, it will make them for itself, by
stimulating the organisable matter stored during the

previous season. Its general course, however, is up-
ward, and, therefore, in the vine the largest buds are

generally formed near the points of shoots, a matter
of great importance, so far as disbudding and prun-
ing ai-e concerned ; but that will enter more into

summer management then what is necessary to be
attended to now. The matters referred to are as im-
portant in other plants as in the vine, though they
may not show mismanagement so quickly. Much
evil has been done by two classes of phytologists con-
tending with each other—one asserting, that it is the

swelling of the buds that causes the ascent of the

sap ; the other asserting, that it is the rise of the sap
that causes the buds to swell and expand. Before the

principles of pruning can be well understood these

contradictions must be harmonised. And they may
be perfectly so, for both are right. The expanding
of the buds, and the rising of the sap, are each in turns
relative and co-relative cause and consequence to

the other. No wonder, though wise men smile at us,

when from looking at a fact from different points of

view, we squabble as lustily about it as those clever

fellows who were within a little of cudgelling each
other, because about the chameleons colour they could
not agree. R. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPAETMENT.

EXOTIC ORCHIDACE^.
LffiLTA SuPEHBrENs (Most superb Loelia).—The

finest plant in Europe of this noble species may now
be seen in full flower, in the London Horticultural

Society's Garden, at Chiswick. Such persons as have
not seen this plant can have no idea what a truly

magnificent specimen there is in cultivation. We
had the gratification of visiting the gardens yesterday,

for the express purpose of seeing this splendid orchid

in full beauty. The ])leasure of the spectacle it pre-

sented was so great that we were tempted to take

notes, in order to describe it to the readers of Thb
Cottage Gardener. We had the pleasure to see it

a few days after it arrived at Chiswick ; it then filled

an entire case, and this must be at least seven years

ago. We have witnessed its progi'ess, year by year,

ever since up to the present time. It immediately

began to grow, and has continued to flourish, some-

times producing more and sometimes fewer flower-

spikes. This year it has more than it ever had be-

fore : no less than nine spikes of its truly regal

flowers are now fully expanded, Several spikes have
each as many as fourteen flowers ; the whole averag-

ing more than ten each, as there are nearly one hun-

dred flowers upon the plant. So large is the plant

altogether, that the cultivator of the usual-sized plants

is astonished at its magnitude. Its width one way is

more than six feet, and across the other way it is

three feet, whilst in depth it measures very nearly

four feet. The interior space of these measurements
is thickly filled with pseudo-bulbs, all perfectly

healthy. These are generally more than a foot long,

the fine leaves in pairs upon them. The leaves mea-
sure also a foot long, and average three inches wide

;

they are thick and flesliy. The flower stems rise from

the top of the pseudo-bulbs made the year previously.

They are at least five feet long, bending gracefully

with the large heads of flowers ; the whole forming

one of the finest objects of floral beauty, even among
orchids, we ever saw. The colour of the flower is in

its greatest amount a deep rose, variegated with dark

red. The labellum is a rich crimson, striped with

yellow. Each flower measures nearly four inches in

length, by three in width.

Such is the description of this noble plant. We
are sensible that we have scarcely done it justice.

Our principal object, however, in choosing this plant

for our week's essay, is to describe the peculiar treat-

ment it requires, in order to grow it to something

like perfection. The temperature of the country whei-e

it is found is cool, scarcely ever exceeding 0U°, and
often falling as low as 45°. In accordance with this,

the plant at Chiswick is constantly kept in a cool

stove, where plenty of air is given on all favourable

occasions. The plant does not require a pot, or a

basket, but should be hung up to the roof by itself.

Suppose a newly imported plant should arrive, we
should advise it to be cleared of all dead matters,

excepting the block of native wood it may be attached

to; then pass some strong copper wire under the

mass, in such a way that the pseudo-bulbs and their

leaves will hang up in the same position tliey did on
the native tree. Then, when tlie wire is properly

secured round the plant, hang it up in a cool stove.

Add no moss to the mass, as that only rots the roots

in winter. When the plant begins to grow, and put

forth new roots, let it be gently syringed, morning
and evening, during fine weather, Persevere with

this treatment till the new pseudo-bulbs are fully

grown ; then cease the application of water, and lower
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the temperature of the house. This will accord with

the wants of the ordinary plants in the stove at that

season. Plants that have been growing—or rather

attempting to grow—and have been some time in

culture, perhaps in the warm, moist orchid-house,

may be just now taken out of their pots or baskets,

and hung up and treated in a similar manner as the

newly imported plants. We are happy to find this

treatment corresponds with that whicli Mr. Gordon

practises with his fine plant at Chiswick. We are

bound to admit that Mr. Bassett—a name familiar

to our readers—does grow and flower this fine species

in a different manner to the above. His method is

to pot them in pots filled with broken potsherds, and
nothing else amongst them. He finds them to do

tolerably well in that stuli'; but we think it unneces-

sary. He, like ourselves, places his Loelias in a cool

house, keeps them moist when growing, and quite dry

when fully grown. Perhaps it woidd be desu-able to

grow small plants in that way, till they made bulbs

strong enough to flower. There is one advantage

our hanging-up system has above any other, and that

is, a freedom ti-om the attacks of devouring insects,

such as cockroaches and woodlice—those pests and

destroyers of young roots, shoots, and often of flower-

stems too. If our plant is liuog up and isolated, so

that none of its leaves touch any other plant, and the

wire rubbed over occasionally with some adhesive

substance like bird-lime, none of these destroyers can

possibly reach it.

Demdroeium Speciosdsi.—A noble plant of this

fine orchid was exhibited on Tuesday, the 19th of

February, at the London Horticultural Society's

rooms in Regent-street, by the Rev. C. Fox Chawner,

Rector of Bletchingly. It was growing in a large

pot, and measured fully three feet across. It had

more tlian thirty long spikes of its beautiful creamy-

white flowers, tlie labellums or lips of each being

beautifully spotted with crimson. Mr. Duncan, the

gardener, stated that this handsome plant had been

grown in an intermediate house—that is, a house be-

tween the heat of the greenhouse and the stove—the

temperature varying from 45° to 55° in winter, and

from 55° to 65° in summer. From May to September

it was kept in a cool pit, where it began to show

flower. It was then removed into the above-men-

tioned intermediate house, and moderately watered.

With this treatment it produced the above-described

mass of blooms.

This plant is a native of New Holland, where the

air is much drier, and often cooler, than in the dis-

tiicts of tropical America and Asia, where orcliids are

generally found. Mr. Backhouse, when travelling

in Australia, observed a very large specimen of this

plant growing in the cleft of an inaccessible rock,

near to the town of Sydney. In this place, secure

from the rapacity of the keenest collector, the plant

flourished and flowered yearly in great beauty. We
mention this to show tliat this plant does not require

much stimulating matter to bring it into a florescent

state.

Just at tliis season there are several plants of D.

speciosum in flower in the neighbourhood of London.

We have had the pleasure of seeing a magnificent

one, with eighteen much larger spikes on it than the

one exhibited at the rooms in Regent-street. This

was in the Horticultural Society's Garden at Chiswick.

On the same day, we saw one in flower at Mrs. Law-

rence's at Ealing Park, with about a dozen spikes

upon it. The peculiar treatment this plant requires

to bring it into a flowering state we must defer to

another opportunity.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
We intend giving a rather long essay upon this part

of our labour shortly. At present, we need only remind

our friends that there need be no relaxation in the

two necessaiy elements of success, in bringing to the

standard of perfection those highly piized flowers.

These two elements, or qualities, are unremitting

attention, and correct judgment in applying all the

means necessary to that end. 1' Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.

Angelica.—Sow this vegetable in pans, if possible,

on a slight heat, to be transplanted into rows three

feet apart, and two feet from plant to plant next

month, on a well trenched and manured piece of

ground.

AsPAR.\Gus Plantation.—Take advantage of all

favourable opportunities for well scarifying the sur-

face of the soil, which has already been well forked

over, and now become pulverized. Sow for obtaining

the next season's stock of plants, and with all possible

speed prepare also for this season's planting, which

is now fast approaching.

Eablv Cabbage and Cauliflowers.—Encourage

an early luxuriance by frequent application, in small

quantities, of strong proof liquid manure ; the colder

and moister the weather, the more their growth may
be thus promoted.

Globe Artichokes.—Plant the suckers, and shel-

ter them at first a short time with the sea-kale pots,

which may now be dispensed with for the latter

vegetable, or evergi-eeu boughs.

Sea-kale.—The early forced plants should now
have their crowns examined, and if not already cut

down to the earth's surface, all such as require it

should be cut down at once. Those putting forth a

number of shoots should be thinned of all small and

superfluous buds, or shoots, and a portion of the best

only allowed to remain, again to be thinned in a

short time.

Peas.—Sow now the full crop of the best Marrow
Peas, such as the Knight's Green and Woodford

Marrow, the Scimitar Blue and Dwarf Imperial

Blue. These are all well-proved summer peas for an

amateur or cottage gardener.

Kidney Beans.—Sow in heat, to harden ofi" as soon

as up, for transplanting on slight-made hotbeds in

sheltered situations ; to be protected with old lights,

if any to spare, or garden mats, &c. Keep the earth's

surface, about those already growing in heat, well

stirred, and apply tepid liquid manure water. Place

strings to a few stakes on each side of the rows, on

small brushwood short sticks, in order to keep the

plants from falling into disorder.

James Barnes

MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION.

HISTORY OF AN APL^Y.
(No. 2.)

{Continuedfrom page 203.)

AccoRUTNG to the desire which you expressed to

me in private, shortly after the receipt of my former

commimication, entitled " The History of an Apiary,"

which appeared in The Cottage Gardener ol the

3rd week in .lanuary last, I will endeavour to fur-

nish you with an account of my experience as a bee-

master from the very commencement of my practical
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acquaintance with the subject. As I said before, I

am confident that a narrative of experience in the

management of bees, wherein instruction should be

agreeably blended with anecdote, would prove emi-

nently acceptable to not a few. I remember, when I

first heard of Mr. Cotton's work, " My Bee Book,"

being especially attracted by the title, from which I

was led to hope that I should find a detailed account

of the author's own individual experience. Proba-

bly, some of your readers will recollect themselves

to have indulged similar hopes ; ia which case, I

need not remind them of their disappointment in

this instance, which they shared equally with myself;

for whatever be the merit of that book (and interest-

ing it undoubtedly is), it contains as little of this

kind of information as any other bee-book which has
come under my notice. Perhaps Mr. Cotton may be
induced at some future time to supply this desidera-

tum in apiarian literature ; such a work, written in his

lively style, would be sure to please. In the mean-
while, although I have no very extensive sources of

information in this line to produce, I think I may
contrive to afford some amusement to your readers

;

craving your indulgence, therefore, even should I

bring forward but little addition to ancient bee-lore,

I will have done with this proem at once.

When I commenced bee-keeping, I may truly say
I was profoundly ignorant not only of the practical

and profitable management of these very interesting

insects, but even of their economy and habits. Pre-

vious to the year 1844, (which was the date of the
establishment of my first apiary), I had certainly

seen many a goodly row of hives—had examined with
wonder and admiration many a transparent honey-
comb, and knew well to distinguish between the fla-

vour of Scotch and English, and of Narbonn and
Jersey honey ; but only on one occasion had I been
present at the plunder of a hive (and subsequently
assisted in cutting out the combs), when I stood at

a respectful distance in the dusk of an autumn even-
ing, and watched the process of wholesale murder,
without exactly comprehending the mysterious ope-
ration. I was then an urchin of nine years old, so
that I gleaned but few facts in apiarian science on
that occasion. I believe, however, I may refer the
origin of my fancy for keeping bees to that early

period. But it was not till 1844, when I had re-

turned home from Oxford to spend my first long
vacation, that I was able to indulge my fancy. Some
time in July of that year, I got hold of Huber and
Bevan on Bees ; the one treating practically, the
other scientifically on the subject ; both these works
so fascinated me, and absorbed my attention with
their interesting revelations, that I was led to put
into immediate execution a plan which I had long
meditated, of starting an apiary. In a very few days,
accordingly, I had the pleasure of seeing a good-look-
ing cottage hive established in my garden (for which
I paid £1) ; having selected it after external inspection
only—such being the custom of the place—from the
stock of a small farmer in the neighbourhood. The
age of the hive I was assured did not exceed two
years, and it certainly was clean-looking and very
populous, but I had my misgivings as to the weight,
which I forgot to ascertain, as I ought (not that it

would have aS'ected the bargain), at the time of pur-
chase. The very next morning after the purchase
saw me busily occupied in knocking up a rude seat in
front of the hive, where I used to sit eveiy day for many
minutes together at a time: now watching, with almost
childish pleasure, the egress and ingress of the bees

—

now speculating upon the future increase of my stock,

and the honey harvests which I should reap. Huber's
experiments and discoveries, however, which filled
my mind, were very dififerent in point of interest to
this my daily occupation, which soon grew weari-
some, at the same time that my passion for the study
of bees gi-ew in proportionate intensity. It was not
enough to know the exact number of bees which
made their exit in a minute, nor of those which re-
turned, how many were laden with pollen, or (as,
from the absence of pollen on their thighs, I conjec-
tured) with honey; nor did an occasional peep into the
interior from the bottom, at eventide, tend to satisfy
my curiosity in a much greater degree. So, having
soon discovered the poverty of my hive, I came to
the determination of sacrificing it to my love of expe-
riment. I was further sUengthened in my purpose
by the statements of Mr. Nutt, whose book fell into
my hands about this time. Its marvellous promises,
and the author's enthusiasm, have turned many heads,
both young and old. I, for one, was completely fasci-

nated by it, so that Huber and Bevan appeared tame
in comparison, and were laid aside for the present.
The gentleman (from whom I had borrowed the
work), assured me that some years before he, like
myself, had caught a portion of Mr. Nutt's enthu-
siasm, and, with a full belief in his promises and
figures, had had a set of boxes constructed in exact
accordance with his directions, which he persevered
in working for several years, until, after the failure
of repeated trials and much vexation and trouble

—

not having, moreover, obtained a single pound of
honey—he had given up the keeping of bees in dis-

gust; and nothing would persuade him to believe
Mr. Nutt's system and book as otherwise than a
hoax. On hearing this story, I bethought me of my
own bees, and of the plan of which I had been think-
ing respecting them ; so I requested him, if he had
no present intention of using them, to make the
boxes over to me for a time. To this he kindly and
most readUy consented, and they were speedily trans-
ferred to my care. On examining them at home, I
found them in good order, and quite ready for use.
Being nothing daunted by the disappointment and
warnings of my excellent friend, and uninfluenced by
the similar experience of every one also in the neigh-
bourhood who had given the system a trial, I re-
solved to persevere in my plan, trusting that by
greater care and attention I should succeed where
others had failed. But I must conclude my paper
for the present, hoping to resume the subject shortly.—A COUNIKY CUKATE.

MY PHYSIC GARDEN.
By a Physician.

No. 5.—VlOLAOE^.

This order is much better known as furnishing a
delightful perfume than for the importance of its

medicinal virtues. The common violet, the double
pale blue variety of it (known as the Neapolitan
violet), and the double purple, or Russian violet, are
amongst the most delicately scented plants we have

;

and, from one or the other being in bloom all the
year round, they are never likely to fall under the
contempt to which people as well as plants are
obliged to submit at the arbitrary will of "fashion."
The pansies, too, which of late years have been
brought to such great perfection, are members of this
order, and are chiefly obtained from two scentless
species of violet, Viola tricolor and Viola altaica.

These are the only violaceous plants commonly
grown in England which are regarded with interest

;
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and these possess an emetic quality in tlieir roots

which enables them to be given in the place of ipe

caouanha. The roots of all the annual and herba-

ceous species of the order partake of the same
property in a greater or less degree, and this is the

only general medical character in them which de-

serves comment.
YioLET {Viola odorata, L.).—

Sweet flower! spring's earliest, loveliest gem,
While oilier flowers are idly sleeping.

Thou rear'st thy purple diadeni,

Meekly from thy seclusion peeping.

Thou, from thy little sacred mound,
Where diamond dew-drops shine above thee,

Scatterest thy modest fragrance round.
And well may nature's poet love thee.

BOWRING.

Few flowers can lay claim to being so universally

admired as the violet ; and it affords a lesson which
cannot be too deeply impressed upon the mind of

youth and inexperience, that good qualities, when
combined with modesty, will always command greater

respect than when thrust upon our notice by assur-

ance and self-sufficiency.

Like many other plants whose action upon the

human frame is not very perceptible, unless used in

considerable quantities, the violet has had great

notoriety for some years past in the cure of various

disorders ; but the experiments of late years tend to

throw discredit upon its claim to the gi-eater portion

of its renown. The syrup made from an infusion of

the flowers has long been known as a mild and
agreeable laxative, and is really a very useful medi-

cine for young chOdren; it is combined with an
equal quantity of oil of almonds, and one or two
teaspoousful are then given to newly-born infants.

The syrup is also found beneficial for sore throats.

The seeds and root likewise possess similar proper-

ties ; and the latter is also a good emetic, if half-a-

draohm to a drachm of it be taken. The leaves of

the violet are frequently bruised and applied to

bruises ; and the flower was so highly esteemed as a

remedy for weak lungs, that a conserve, called violet-

sugar, was, in the time of Charles II., continually

recommended by physicians to their consumptive

patients. On the continent, an infusion of the dried

flowers is even now very generally used as a sweat-

ing drink in colds and slight fevers. The E,omans

had a wine made of the flowers; and it is said that

tliey are still used in the preparation of the Grand
Signer's sherbet. Old Pliny had so high an opinion

of their virtues, as to assert that a garland of violets

worn round the head would jn-event headache or

dizziness, but modern writers know this to be an

error, since a number of violets kept in a small

apartment have produced faintness, giddiness, and
even apople.Ky and convulsions in some constitu-

tions. This is, after all, but another proof that no
pleasure is altogether free from bane.

Heartsease (Viola tricolor, L.).—The heartsease

has ever been a favourite flower amongst our coun-

trymen, and on that account has received many
])roviucial names, the majority of them bearing some
allusion to love. In days of superstition, and, it

would seem, even in later times, it was called Herh

of the Trinity, a name used, says a severe writer of

the middle of the last century, by " such physicians

as are licensed to blaspheme by autliority, without

danger of having their tongue bored through with

an hot iron."

Yet marked I where the bolt of Cupid fell

;

It fell upon a little Western flower,—
Before, milk-white.—now purple with Love's wound,
And maidens call it Love-in-idf^nesH.

Midsummer Nif^ht's Dream, act 2, scene 2.

When strongly bruised the heartsease gives a
scent resembling that of peach-kernels. A decoction

of the plant was formerly a favourite remedy in in-

flammatory diseases of the lungs, and it is still used
by some French physicians in chronic affections of

the skin. The root (like that of most plants in this

order) is emetic, but not sufficiently powerful to

become of general use.

EXTRACTS FEOM COEEESPONDEKCE.

Chapman's Prince of Wales' Plum.—To those of

your readers who happen, at this time, to be making
their selection of fruit-trees, the following notice of

Chapman's Prince of Wales plum may be interesting.

A description of it appeared in the Gardeners' Chro-

nicle, December 1.3th, 1845 ; and I was induced to

order a couple of young trees from Brentford-end,

the place of its nativity. One I trained as a pyra-

midal, but allowed the side branches to spread a

gi'eater distance from the stem than is the usual prac-

tice with trees so trained. It was root-pruned in

1847, and is now only 7 feet high
; yet it bore, last

year, upwards of 12 dozen fine plums. To show that

I have not exaggerated, or been mistaken as to the

number, I may mention that the bulk of them wei-e

committed to six bottles of large dimensions, each

containing two dozen, and some few were eaten from

the tree. In 1847, the produce was about 1.5 plums;

and in 1848, about twice that number. The other

tree I allowed to grow up into a standard ; but its

situation is unfavourable, and it has produced but

sparingly as yet. In 1846, I budded a strong stock

with this plum, and trained it as described above.

This tree is now eight feet high, and is covered with

bloom buds. It produced four plums last season,

coming into bearing like the other, in its third year.

The Prince of Wales is a seedling from the Orleans,

and resembles its parent in colour, except that it is of

a redder tint. It is larger, and more oval ; and is

quite equal, perhaps superior to the Orleans in fla-

vour ; but to make it a good dessert plum requires

here a better season than we had last year. In 1848,

the flavour was excellent. For certainty of bearing,

this plum will not easily find its match. The frosts,

last spring, which were most unmerciful to the bloom

of my pear and plum trees, seemed to have no effect

whatever upon that of the Prince of Wales; for,

although its flowers expand rather later than those

of other plums, they had to encounter some very

trying weather, and I greatly feared for the conse-

quences. I can safely affirm that Mr. Chapman, in

describing his plum, has not exaggerated its merits

in any one point.

Although I have not met with equal success with

other plums trained as pyramids, and root-pruned,

yet I am satisfied that this class of fruits is greatly

benefited by this system of treatment, where early

fruitfulness is requu-ed. The roots of the plum, unlike

those of the pear, are always near the surface, and

witliin easy reach of the knife of the operator. Those

who do not require a very symmetrical form in their

trees will find them generally run more readily into

the balloon form, which saves the trouble of that in-

cessant stopping of the upper shoots, which, in most

oases, would be better avoided, and allows the tree to

grow larger ; and, consequently, if well managed in

all other respects, to produce more fruits in the second

year, after it acquires a bearing state. In order to pre-

serve the pyramid form of my Prince of Wales, I was
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obliged, last year, to bend dowii its branches, and
confine them with strings leading downwards, either

to the stem or to pegs driven into the ground : in this

way, some of the branches became nearly horizontal.—Rev. Charles Boys, Wing, Rutland.

Results of Potato Planting from October to

May (December and February excepted) :

—

October.—Planted Knapsacks ; leaf-mould as ma-
nure. Taken up in Jtdy and August. Crop, good
in quality but indifferent in weight.

November.—Lancashire Pink Eyes; old stable

manure. Taken up in September. Crop, bad both
in weight and quality.

January.—Forty-folds ; salt and lime. Taken up
in August. Crop, both heavy and excellent.

March (first ^Qok).—Ash-leaved Kidneys^ Walnut-
leaved Kidneys, Painted Ladies, and Fox's Seedlings ;

stable-dung and leaf-mould, and the sets covered
with charred refuse before turning the soil on. Taken
up in June, July, and August. Crop, most excellent,

both in weight and quality.

April (first and second days).

—

Large Late Ash-
leaves ; fresh weeds and walk sweepings. Taken up
in August. Crop, most excellent in quality, and the

enormous return of 10-|- bushels to the rood.

May (first week) —Planted a large breadth of soil

with Blues and Reds; stable-dung and leaf-mould.

Crop, not worth taking up as to quality, but the

weight heavy.

The above statement of the enormous return from
the potatoes planted in April may possibly require a

word or two. This (the Large Late Ash-leaved) is a
uoble white tuber, a few roots of which I had from
a friend two years back ; he had no name for it; I

gave it this appellation from the similarity of the

leaf to the Early Ash-leaved kind. The haulm grows
fully 36 inches high, consequently it requires a con-

siderable distance from row to row. The return,

however, entitles it to a first place among the seconds

potatoes. I have taken up several roots which have
had as many as 50 tubers, 30 of them weighing more
than half-a-pound each in the aggregate.

—

Leighton.

A DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF CAMELLIAS.
{Continuedfrom page 271.)

scarlet and deep red.

Powhattan.—Glohular form, deep carmine colour.

Servi, d'ltalie,—Perfect form, colour of port-wine ; very
pretty.

Stromhio,—Superb flower; same colour as the last.

Sylvie d'ltalie.—Deep blood red ; superb flower.

Sophia d'ltalie.—Very grand; of a lively red.

Turnbullii.—Deep scarlet, 2s. 6d.

Vauxiu—Superb form ; scarlet crimson, 2s. 6d.
Wallichii.—Imbricated; fine crimson, 5s.

Zeffiro.—Imbricated; fine crimson; first order, 2s. Gd.

SALMON-COLO ITRED.

Bellini Major.—Very large ; half imbricated ; salmon-
striated with white in the centre ; very fine, 2s. 6d.

Brownii.—Very grand flower; poeny-shape ; deep sal-

mon, 2s. 6d,

Cinzia.—-Anemone-flowered ; rose salmon, 3s. Gd.
Cooperii.—Superbly imbricated ; rose salmon, 2s. Gd.
Fordii.—Middling size ; delicate form ; imbricated

round petals, very numerous; rose salmon, 2s. Gd.
Globosa coccinea,—Globular flowered; satin salmon-

colom- ; beautiful form, 2s. 6d.

Henri Favre.—Imbricated ; rose salmon, 2s. 6d.
Murrayana vera,—Shaded rose salmon ; very large,

2s. Gd.

Mutahilh traversii.—Bronzed rose salmon, with one
white Une down the centre of each petal, 2s. 6d.

Bubescens striata.—Very large round petals ; salmon
red, edged with white, 2s. Gd.

Supcrba {Patmer's).—Very large flower; dark salmon;
anemone-flowered, but very regular and thickly petalled.

T. Appleby.

{To be continued.)

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•»• We request that no one will write to the Uepartmenial writers

of Thb C0TT.4.GE Gaedener. It gives thftn unjuGlifiable trouble

and expense; and we also request our coadjutors under tio circum-

stances to reply to such private comnaunications.

Stove Plants (R. Green).— Having a constant bottom-heat in
your stove, furnished by a hot-water lank, with 12 inches of compost
on the slates, you ask what plants may be kept plunged in this bot-
tom-heat? You may have Ixora coccinea, Aphelandra of sons, Ron-
deletias, 8tephanotis,Allamai>da, Clerodendrons, Lisianthus, Poinset-
tias, Justicias, and many others; but Mr. Appleby will soon give
detailed lists of the best stove plants, and will distinguiiih such as do
best with and withoui bottom-heat, and also whether of woody or of
soft growths, and whether climbers, &c.

ScAELET Geraniums left in Beds (W. X.).—You have left

some scarlet gtraniunts in beds, as mentioned by Mr. Beaton, page 5
of the present volume, thatching them to throw off tlie wet, ficc, but
are told by eome gardeners that vou will fail as they did. If your
scarlet geraniums are sate from ihf frost, we have no doubt of your
success. Your neighbours having failed is no argument; their plants
very likely " went to leaf" earlier than usual; on rich or damp soil

they do so more or less every year. But we believe Mr. Beaton in-

tends to offer the best remedies against this; and we all wish to hear
and learn the garden difficulties of our subscribers. Meantime, cut
away all dead parts from your plants, stir the soil among them as

deep as three or four inches, and expose them to the influence of the
weather as much as the frost will allow ; and as soon as they begin to

get overgrown in summer, with a spade raise them up a little on one
side, so as to snap some of the roots, which will check their growth
and promote their blooming.

Beugmansia Sanguinea {O.K.).—Vours are alllarge specimens
of this that have been kept in a cool dry place over the winter, should
now have a regular spring dressing; if they have made any fresh

growth in January or February, such should now be cut off; and also

all the young tops made since last August should now be pruned in
to a couple of eyes; the plants will then appear stag-horn fashion;
stir the soil in the pots, and give one pood watering ; after that, let

them go on according to the warmth of the season, and not by forcing
or any kind of conflnement. The result ought to be, that buds would
start from all parts of the head, and from a thick bush nest summer.

Fuchsia Cokymbifloea Cultuee {W. H.).—This should now
have the green wood of last autumn cut down to the old brown wood,
or nearly se; butthemodeof training the plantmustguide the pruning
in part. It succeeds best as a standard, and for a succession of them
these standards should be pruned close like a rose standard, at inter-

vals of two months, from October to May, and they never want forc-
ing, nor are they improved by it.

EccBEMOCAEPUs LoNGiFLOEUS (Ibid).—This climbcr will do for

many years in a large pot, and to be cut down to the surface every
year and kept nearly dry all the winter. Scrape away the old soil from
the surlace of the pot, and add fresh, and see that the plant is not
forced, or in any way confined from the air.

Cuttings and Seeds (S.).— In a very dry room over a boiler-

house connected with machinery, and with a temperature of from 50°

to 6o% you may root alt the common kitids of cuttings on its win-
dow-sill, with a thin transparent blind to keep the bright sun from
the cutting-pots; and for this purpose, even a few sheets of writing-

paper placed a-jainst the lower panes would do. Place the cuttings

in very small pots, and plunge them inside larger ones, with a little

moss between the pots. Keep this moss damp, and lay a piece of
glass over the large pot, and turn the glass upside down every morning,
else the drops from the under side will damp the cuttings. You can
get little squares of glass at the glazier's from a farthing to a half-

penny a piece, that will answer this purpose, and be as good as new
glass when done with.

Name of Insect (W. S., Difefon).—Your insect is the true wire-
worm, or grub of an elater beetle.

Raspbkeey Suckees (A. A. Clericus).—You do not state your
whereabouts, but if you reside even in South Devonshire, it is very
early for you to have '* young caues springing up as thickly as a crop
of peas round each parent stool, and now (March 4J half-an-inch
above ground." Cut all of them down immediately, well within the

ground, except two or three nearest each of the old stools ; and if in
so doing you sever a root or two, you will not render the old canea

less fruitful. Continue to cut down all but the two or three reserved,

as often as they appear.

Black Baeley (Pastor Rusti('us).—We are informed that Mr.
Page, Nurseryman, Southampton, has a quantity on sale.

Quincunx Oeder (J. Abbott).~This means five of anything
placed one at each of four corners, and one in the middle, thus:

—

* * * You may obtain the Black Prince
• * Strawbei'ry of any nurseryman or

* * * seedsman advertising in our columns.
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Tree Onion (J. B., ^ J. R.).~0\it correspondents wish to know
where, and at what price, they can buy some hulbs of this.

Semi-transparent Calico (Sererai Old Subscribers).—You will

find the recipe for makiHC; this at pa§;e 123 of Vol. ii., and is in its

index. The misture does as well for linen as for calico.

Poultry Diseased (C. C. Muster, and Un Lecteur).— Your
fowls, troubled with a discharge from their nostrils, weakness of the
eyes, and loss of appetite, are afi'ected with the roup. Wash their nos-
trils thoroughly every morning with a little solution of chloride of
lime; and give eacli a pellet as large as a horse-bean every morning,
of the folIowiiiE mixture : gentian powiier, and ginger powder, one
ounce each; Epsom salts, one-ounce-and-a-half; sulphur, half-an-
ounce ; made into a paste with dripping.

Weigela Rosea and Foksvthia Viridissima (J. H.).—
Young plants of tht-se, 15 inches hiuh, and now breaking strongly
from the bottom, should be cut down better than half their height,
to render them compact and bushy.
Azaleas {Ibid).—Younir plants that have pot drawn and strag-

gling may be cut well back now to make them bushy, if you can
give them a temperature of from 55° to 6o° lo cause thera to break
freely. First wait for a month, atid then you may almost command
the same heat in a cold pit, or irame, kept close.

Cactds {W. H. R.).—Your young plant that has sent up three
shoots trora the bottom, had better be encouraged to grow as freely
as possible during summer: placing it full in the sun. Four stems
or leaves will not be too many for your plant.

Hydrangea (Ibid).- The few^r shoots you retain the stronger
they will be. If you can give it plenty of room, and rich soil, we
should advise you to leave three out of the six, thougli one huge
corymb of flowerfl at the top of a single shoot is very pretty.

Various Queries {AUan Dale).—In grtifting fitchsins, it is as
well if both stock and scion should be of the previous season's growth
It matters not what method is adopted, provided the two inner barks
are made to adhere; and the plant is kept close, and shad d for a
time afterwards. Climbers.—The Ipomea Learii had been too tender
for a pot in such a position ; try MandeviUa su<iveolens, orPassiflora
coerulea racemosa. For the back wall lo be gr^en in winter, and
yellow in spring, the Acacia armata wou'd be beautiful. If c'imbers
were desirable, the passifiora named, and P. Ballotii, and C' Uilli,

and MandeviUa suaveolens. To cover it quickly, to be cut out as

the others grow: Lophosperma scandens, Cohcea scandens, and
Eccremocarpus scaber. As the Kenneyda corcinea does so well, ycu
might place in it K. Maryattae. Lisianthus Russellianus will

flower well in a cold greenhouse, but it roust be raised and grown in

a higher temperature. If you inquire, we think you will be able to
get cyclanifjn seed. See what was said lately about it by Mr. Fish.
Sow the seed whenever you can get it.

Primula Sinensis {B. C. Barton).—To have strong plants to
flower from November, and through the winter, sow any time within
a fortnight or a month, in a cucumber-bed ; if no such place where
heat can be given, s^w under a glass in the ereenhouse; prick out,
when up; occasionally repot during the summer : keeping them in a
cool sh;idy place during the dog-days ; and use soil, consisting ofequal
parts good loam and Ifaf-mould,
Gladiolus Ganuavensis (Tooting).— It will flower very well

in tlie 5-inch pot, although its roots have come through the bottom.
Give it waier freely, so that the soil is never dry, and allow it plenty
of air every dsiy.

IxiA ViRiDiFLORA (Ib>d).~The three bulbs of this having made
thirteen shoots must have been in very good condition ; no doubt
but you will have six or seven spikes of bloom from them. Sec that
they get plenty of air and water, as this sort grows tall and dislikes

confinement The colour of this Ixla will please you much.
Yellow Geranium (J. Bovs/teld).—Pray do n()t lose sight of it.

The safest way, if it is a specie*;, is to cultivate it at Natal, and save
seeds, which may come in a letter. If it is a tuberous-rooted one,
the tubers would come dry in brown paper in a box with bulbs, but
let it not be trusted that way until seeds are first saved.
Statice Latifolia (A Subscriber).— It will transplant in Sep-

tember, and now also. It prefers a deep rich sandy soil. You can
increase it now by pieces of the roots which issue from the collar of
the plant.

Removing Vines (Hester S.).— It is too late now to remove your
out-of-door vinf ; but if ynu must, the thing is not quite impossible,
but rpquire« ereat care. A west aspect would do for your vine in the
southern counties, but ynu do not say where you reside.

Branches of Apricots Dying (/Aid).—This is a common com-
plaint; and there is no cure for it but to train in some youne wood
to fill up the space. Your apricot, 50 feet wide, is a fine tree. Mistletoe
sepda. Send a stamped envelope with your address immediately.
Trop(Eolum Tuberosum (Ibid).—We verymuchfear your tuber

of tins is dead, as the plant has not yet appeared, but we have known
them refuse to start for a long time. Shake it out of the soil, and if

it is sound, repot it, and keep it as warm as you can till you see it

Bproutinc.

Light for Seed Bed (S. C, P. H.).—Shade is best for the an-
nuals until tlie seeds vegetate, and then sunshine and plenty of air.

For cuttings shade them from ten in the mornmg till three in the
aflcrnoon, when the days are hot; but in general, the more sun they
stand, the faster they will root, but it is safer tor you to shade.
Broken Cactus (J. T.).—Your cactus will do yet, though the

mam s'erH is broken. Cut the bottom of the main stem smooth, and
also the 8fumi)8 of the broken side branch»s, and put it in a small pot
with sand only, placing it three inclies deep, and it will soon form
roots again. When you remove it lo another pot, shake off most of
the sand ; the other pieces will also do for cuttings, and you may put
th'ni all in one pot, with sand, till they root. Give alia little water
twice a week, and place them in a warm roor-n.

Double Blue Hepatica (J. N. P.).—This dwindles, though
other kinds thrive with jou. Your «oil doos not suit it. Can you not
change it? It prelers decji, rich, light loam, and an open situation.

We would water it well in May and June, The maximum heat for
orange and lemon trees is about 70°, and the minimum 40°, but they
will bear ten more degrees, and eight degrees less; the grand point is
to get them well ripened before October.
Epacris Cuttings (W. M. H.).—These are treated the same way

as heath cuttings, and the plants are afterwards manaeed in most
respects like heaths. Use good peat, with one-third sand, eood
drainage, and a cool greenhouse for the cutthigs; fill a small pot
half full of crocks, and then equal parts of fine sifted peat and silver
sand, with a quarter-of-an-inch of fine sand on the top; press down
and water, then mark the sand with a bell-glass that will just fit

inside the pot; make your cuttings half-an-inch long and of recently
formed young wood. After planting them within the circle, give
them a gentle watering, and when they are dry place the glass firmly
over them, and keep them in a shady part of the greenhouse, or a
gentle hotbed, and attend to watering and keeping them free from
damp.
Teopceolum Tuberosum [Susannah, Coniston).—Our correspon-

dent says :
—" In consequence of Mr. Beaton's remarks on ' Trojoe-

olum tuberosum ' I procured a tuber, and planted it and coiled it

according to his directions. It flourished, and delighted me by its

extreme delicacy of form, and at the same time was such a little

spirited elastic creature, I called it the baby ! One morning, to my
extreme regret, I broke off the little green head, but I comforted
myself by hoping that in time it might })erhaps send out another.
My hopes were more than realized; in about a fortnight seuen or
eight green heads appeared on diSerent parts of the stalk, and it is

running about in all directions, so that I really think what I thoueht
an accident may prove an improved mode of treatment. May I add
that I have made it a very pretty trellis of eight slender green sticks,
about two feet long; these are placed round the pot, and form a
pretty shaped vase; the sticks are bound together with strong green
cotton, such as is used for crotchet work." You have fully proved
that Mr. Beaton was right in saying that this Tropoeolum ought to
be trained by ladies. Your plant may do well, but we cannot recom-
mend the tops to be nipped, and Mr. Beaton would never forgive us
if we did.

Burgundy Peab-tree (J. S.).—Your tree is about 12 years old,
and to a casual observer a flourishing tree. For several years past it

has borne no fruit, but many of the small branches are dead, and the
tree is full of small shoots which grow out of all the live branches,
and not a fruit appears. Cutting out these twigs appears to be use-
less. Your pear is a common case, and, we fear, a hopeless one.
Sometimes the dying tops are induced by a bad subsoil, but frequently
also by the "worn out " charactf r of the kind ; for there Is a " wear-
ing ouf' in pears as sure as there is in apples. Thus, few can now
grow the St. Germains, the D'Auch, the Crassanne, or the Brown
Beurr^, some of the finest pears we ever had, and perhaps equal to
most of our new ones ; they are doubtless wearing out, hence the
necessity of encouraging fresh kinds. You will do well (as we think)
to make the tree a flower support.
Shell-less Eggs {Theydon).—When a hen habitually lays eggs

wit!aout shells, she has the disease called the lush, or oon. It arises
from hep digestion being torpid, and the certainty of this may be as-
certained by feeling her crop; if this be hard, there is no doubt.
Give her two teaspoonsful of gin twice a week, and give her nourish-
ing soft food.

Vinegar Plant {M. F. G.) —Send your address (f.-ee) to Mr.
George Brewin, Wortley, Sheffield; or tu Mrs. Nanney, Caenby Rec-
tory, Spitial, Lincolnshire; Ihey kindly offer to send you one.
Spot on the Achimenes ( ).—The spots on the leaves of this

are said, by one of our correspondents (F. N.), to be caused by water-
ing ovnr them, instead of put'ing the water into the saucer
Name of Pumpkin (F. N.). —We cannot tell this (green and

whitu-spet'kltd) ; the varieties are endle'-s.

Furze or Gorse (Ibid). -The only successful mode of cultivating

this is by sowing the seed where the plants are to remain. Sow early

in April. The soil should be light and well drained.

Tanners Bark for Plunging (J. C. K. R.).—A correspondent
writes as follows :

— '* In answer to your correspondent, ** A. E. W.,"
last November, relative to the use of tan in a pit for preserving

plants, you did not recommend it. I have used it this winter with
succcs, and have not lost one healthy old plant or young cuttings,

all taken early and potted off" Notwithstanding this success, we
prefer sand, or coal-asties, for the purpose. There is no harbour for

fungi or insects in these.

Sap (Pelerin).—Ttie idea of sap passing into the finer vessels of

the leaves in the state of gas, is ingenious ; but there are too many
opposing f;icts and experiments demonstrating that it cannot be true.

Vines (T^ro).—The "small clear globules" on the leaves are

not mildew, but probai)Iy moisture deposited upon them from the air

of your house. We fear from your account you keep the air too

moist, in proportion to the light we have yet. You will see if we are

right by your vine shoots being too long jointed and weak. We
cannot advise as to any book on colours, unless we knew your object.

Names of Plants (S. S7nith).—No. 1. Th" Smooth Rivina,

Rivina IfEvis. 2. Centradenia rosea. {Constant Reader, Swansea).
—The heath-leaved sprig is Nierembergia filicaulis, a very beautiful

greenhouse plant; yet good for bedding out. The other plant is

Alonsoa incisi/oUa, also a greenhouse platit.

Lily of the Valley (/Airf).— Notwitlistanding this is not the

time to do so, you may take up a few plants and pot them, and place

them in a pit with heat, from 50° to 60°. Do not be too free with

the water-pot, nor yet let them want for moisture.

London : Printed by Harry Wooldbidge, Winchester Hieh Street,

in the Parish of St. Mary Kaleudar; and Published by William

Somerville Orb, at the Ofl3ce, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish

of Christ Church, City of London.—March Hth, 1850.
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Resuming, from page 230, our consideration of the

roots of plants, so far as science tlirows such light

upon the subject as may be beneficial to the horti-

culturist, we have now to offer a few observations,

which, we regi'et to know, are opposed to the opinions

of some of our coadjutors.

According to the usual acceptation of the term,

the roots of plants do not emit excrements, yet it is

quite certain that, in common with all the other

parts of a plant, they perspire matters differing in

their amount and composition in every species. The
earth, in contact with the tubers of a potato fully

ripe, we have found to contain mucillage, or gummy
matter, and it has the peculiar odour of the tuber.

That in contact with the roots of peas also contains

gummy matter, and smells very strongly of that vege-

table ; and the freshly up-tm-ned soil where cabbages

have been growing emits an offensive stench. If

plants are grown in water, that water acquires im-

pregnations differing with each species vegetating in

it ; and, in addition to these facts, every gardener

knows that the vigour and luxuriance of a crop is

influenced remarkably by that which immediately

before pre-occupied the gi-ound on which it is grow-

ing ; and this does not arise from the previous crop

having robbed the soil of constituents required by
its successor, but from its having something offen-

sive. Thus, brassioas will not grow healthily upon
soil where the previous crop was of the same tribe,

but if the ground be pared and burnt they will gi-ow

luxuriantly ; and the same occurs to ground ex-

hausted by strawberries : if it be burnt and managed
afresh, strawberries will grow as vigorously as upon
fresh gi'ound, but they will not do so if manure only

is applied.

The fact that the roots of plants do give out pecu-

liar and varying matters to the soil which sustains

them, aids to explain why one rotation of crops is

superior to another, as well as why fallowing is bene-

ficial.

Fallowing gets rid by decomposition of any offen-

sive excrementitious matters, as well as accumulates

that which is desirable for plants ; and one crop

succeeds better after some predecessors than after

others, because their exuviae, or matters thrown out

by them, are to that crop more useful as food.

Plants are very much benefited by having oxygen
applied to their roots, being found to consume more
than their own volume of that gas in twenty-fom-

hours ; and when applied by Mr. Hill to the roots of

melons, hyacinths, &c., the first were found to be im-

proved in flavour, the second in beauty, and all in

vigour. Everything, therefore, that promotes the

presentation of oxygen to the roots of plants must
be beneficial ; thus wo find, that frequently stirring

the ground about them promotes their growth ; for.

in proportion as the soil is loose can tlie atmosphere
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the more easily penetrate it. Moist earth rapidly

absorbs oxygen from the atmosphere, as Humboldt
has demonstrated, but dry soil does not ; this affords

another reason for frequently stirring the earth about

plants during the droughts of summer ; for well pul-

verized soil admits the evening dews, &c., more freely

than consolidated ones, and consequently dews will

be deposited more within their texture, and moisture

is more firmly retained in such pulverized soils, inas-

much as that they are not so much heated by the

sun's rays, being more pervaded by the air, which,

like all gases, is one of tlie worst conductors of heat.

M. Schliiber has more recently published experi-

ments upon this subject, and their results confirm

those of M. Humboldt. No earth, in the following

table, absorbed any oxygen from the air in which

they were confined, so long as they were dry ; but

when moist, and confined in a similar bulk of atmo-

spheric air for thirty days, they had absorbed its

oxygen in the following proportions :

—

Per cent.

Siliceous sand 1.6

Calcareous sand 5.6

Gypsum in powder 2.7

Sandy clay 9.3

Loamy clay 11.

Stiff clay or brick earth ... 13.6

Grey pure clay 15.3

Fine lime 10.8

Magnesia 17.0

Humus (vegetable mould)... 20.3

Garden mould IS.O

Arable soil 16.3

Slaty marl 11.0

Our floiicultural readers will hear with no small

pleasure, that the prospect of receiving a Yellow

Geranium again brightens. The following extract

is from a letter we have received from the active and

intelligent Secretary of one of our local Horticul-

tural Societies :

—

" In consequence of perusing your article on the

best mode of sending bulbs, &c., to England from

hot countries, I was induced to write to a near rela-

tive^the wife of a missionary of considerable in-

fluence, who has resided great part of his life in the

colony of the Cape of Good Hope—asking her to

make some inquiry as to whether the Yellow Gera-

nium was really to be met with. Agreeably to my
request, she wrote to Natal, but the flower is not (as

you supposed) to be met with in that part of the

colony, nor could she then hear of it. On making
further inquiry, she was informed by a gentleman

(I am not certain whetlier a missionary or a mer-

chant) that he knew of three places where the yellow

geranium is to be found ; and I am promised, at an

early opportunity, some seed if it can be procured.

Believing that you and your readers would feel in-

terested in this, I am induced to trouble you with

this letter."
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THE FRUIT-GAKDEN.
Melons,—We have not said much about melon

culture hitherto, for other matters which concern the

majority of our readers have been somewhat pressing;

knowing, also, that to many a good ci'op of melons of

full flavour in July and August will he preferable to

veiy early ones, which are double the expense, and
by no means so highly flavoured.

As to fermentation of the manure, that we described

in the No. for Deo. 27, under the head "Cucumbers:"
the same process may be pm-sued with the melon,
observing to " work" the dung as much, or even more,

at this advanced period, when a sudden increase of

atmospheric temperature is apt to excite imperfectly

worked fermenting materials up to " burning pitch"

suddenly.

We are now supposing the ordinary dung frame to

be employed ; and their culture in brick pits of any
kind is so similar, that we need at present say nothing
special on that head. In building the bed, we would
advise the precaution recommended for the cucum-
bers, of raising a column of unfermentable materials

beneath each hillock : this plan answers exceedingly

well, and, indeed, renders the process safe. A bed
for March should be about three feet six inches high

at the back ; but three feet, or even less, will sufiice

during the remainder of the season. Tree leaves, if

at hand, should by all means be mingled liberally

with the dung, in the proportion of one half, at least.

As soon as the bed is built, linings of long litter

should be placed around it, to promote speedy fer-

mentation; and in about one week the bed will have
become very hot—hotter, indeed, than at any period

afterwards; and now the temporary lining may be
in part drawn aside (the object of forcing the ferment-

ation to its highest pitch having been accomplished),

and the bed must receive a thorough watering, using
a double amount of water along the centre.

Pi'eparation for the " hUls" or mounds of soil may
now proceed ; and our practice is to hollow each
centre, where the hillock is to be placed, a foot deeper
than the rest of the bed; for the melon loves depth
of soil ; and, moreover, with this precaution it is

impossible they should burn. We deem it necessary
to be very pressing on the amateur as to precautions
against burning; knowing that he is more likely in

his ardour to make shipwreck on this point than on
any other ; those thoroughly experienced of course
do not need so much caution. Thus, with one foot

below the level, and about fifteen inches above, the
melon soil will be above two feet deep in the centre,

shelving off to about nine inches at the edge of the
frame inside. Not that the frame should be soiled

over entirely until the plants are becoming esta-

blished; it is much safer to start the plants for a
week or two at first in the hills, leaving a space all

round the hills between them, and next the sides of
the frame, of naked fermenting material. The policy
of this may not be obvious at first sight; we will,

therefore, explain it. After all the working or fer-

menting of the dung, some slight amount of noxious
gases will remain, or be engendered in the bed: there
is no way so ready or so certain to dissipate them
as the application of water. Water, moreover, is

needed in the dung, to prevent dryness, to counter-
act overheating, and also to assist in raising atmo-
spheric moisture, so necessary to the well-being of
the young plant until thoroughly established.
And now, as to soil or compost. We have known

first-rate melons grown entirely in vegetable matter;
we have also witnessed the same in a strong loamy

soil. The success of the melon, as far as the soil is

concerned, depends much on the relation the mode of
culture bears to the soil in question. Those who use
light or vegetable soils lay their accoimt with a free
appUcation of water, at certain periods; those who
use adhesive loams apply little water to the roots.
The red spider is the greatest pest of the melon,

and the rock-a-head, which, in general, occasions
much solicitude. If planted in light soils, containing
much vegetable matter, they will, of course, grow very
luxuriant; and then, if a check ensue through drought,
the plants will generally become a prey to the spider.
For such reasons, therefore, there is nothing like a
sound loam of considerable depth. Nevertheless, as
every amateur cultivator cannot always obtain this
valuable article, it is well to know, that any moderately
rich garden soil will succeed, if deep enough; and, if

poor, it may be enriched with a portion of manures,
or vegetable matters, in a half-decomposed state.

In making the hillocks, it is a good plan to fill the
hollow formed to receive the soil with lumpy turf,

fresh from the pasture or common : and on this the
mound or hillock of compost. As to raising the
young plants, the process is similar to that observed
in cucumber culture ; only, it may be observed, that
the melon cannot well endm-e so low a temperature
as the cucumber. We consider 70° as indispensable

;

80°, however, will be found more suitable. They are
potted off as soon as the seed-leaf is fully developed

;

and when they shoot, the central point is in general
pinched out ; this causes them to push a couple or
more of shoots, and those are of a more fruitful cha-
racter than those first formed, and will be required,
without farther stopping, to train over the bed.
We consider two plants enough for a hill, and they

may, therefore, be placed in pairs, in five-inch pots,
in the potting process. The period of planting the
hills must, of course, be ruled by the state of the
bed: as soon as the heat is right, and the plants are
established, the sooner they are out the better.

Melons do not succeed well where they have become
stunted in their pots; we have known them after-

wards produce nothing but male blossoms.
The subsequent management, until they require

to be finally earthed up, will he like cucumbers ; to
sprinkle the frame occasionally, and sometimes to
water the plants, using always tepid water. When
the plants begin to reach the outside of the hills, the
soiling must be completed, and the surface should he
made to slope from the hillock on all sides, thus
leaving a convex surface; this keeps the crown of the
plant and its stem dry, a necessary course in order
to avoid canker, to which the melon is peculiarly
liable, especially in damp and cloudy summers. It
is a good plan to cover the surface of the bed with
small pieces of slate, or fine gravel composed prin-
cipally of small stones. The fruit will both "set"
better and possess higher flavour. The pair of shoots
from each plant must be pegged out in a proper
direction as they advance ; and if the plants stand
one north and the other south, one shoot of each
may be trained to each angle of each light; and
when it nearly meets the angle, the point must be
pinched off. Where frames are small, it is well to

peg the advancing shoots in a serpentine direction.
This will be found to give a greater number of
eyes or joints in a given space ; and moreover it is a
well-known fact, that the farther the shoots extend,
the more fruitful they become, and the finer the
produce.

Soon after stopping the terminal point, side-shoots
will sprout from almost every leaf; and if the plants
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liave been properly managed, most of these will shew

female blossoms as soon as they are a few inches

in length. As, however, our paper must draw to a

close, we must defer further remarks on the subsequent

culture for another week or two, when we shall be

soon enough for that part of the business. In the

mean time, let the linings be turned about once a

week or ten days, and as often topped up as necessary;
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remembering to keep up 70° by day, and 6.5° by
night, allowing an afternoon advance of 10° when
sunny. If the bottom-heat gets beyond 80°, let water
be liberally applied between the hillocks, taking care

to have all iiery heat well subdued by the soiling

period. We think that no sort will suit the amateur
better than the Beechwood gi'een-flesh.

R. Errington.

THE TLOWEE-GAEDEN.

A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, are Flower Beds. W, the Walks. K, the Terrace Walls. L, the side next the Drawing Room.

Flower Beds.—One of our subscribers {X. Y. Z.)

has sent the above plan of a very beautiful flower-

garden on a ten-ace. The figure or shape of this

garden is a regular square ; two main walks through

this square cross each other, and divide the ground

into four squares; each of these are again divided

from the corners to the centre of the garden, thus

fonning the four squares into eight triangles. In

the centre of the garden is a fountain, with a circular

broad walk all round it, into which the other walks

tei-minate, so that either of the eight walks lead you

up straight to the fountain between two triangles ;

the sharp points of the angles being cut off next the

fountain to make room for the circular walk round

it. There are four flower-beds in each of the eight

triangles into which the garden is divided, or 32

beds in the wliole; the four beds in each division

are of different shapes, but these four shapes are

preserved in the divisions all round, thus giving a

unifoi-mity to the whole which must be very pleasing

on looking at the garden from the drawing-room

windows, which are opposite the centre of the garden.

There are only two ways of making flower-beds

inside a triangle, or, indeed, inside a regular figure

of any shape—a right and a wrong way. When you

make a bed or set of beds in an open piece of ground

where the boundary is not apparent or fixed by

straight or curved lines—as those of a walk, wall, or

the dry borders of an adjoining shrubbery—the beds

may be made of any shape selected ; and although

you may discover, when you come to plant such

beds, that the plan of them is radically bad, and

altogether unfit to form a proper or pleasing areange-

ment of colours out of them, still, as far as their

shapes are concerned, no fault can be found in them.

Not so, however, when you come to cut out beds
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inside a regular figure, as those in tlie garden of

X. Y. Z. ; the lines of such beds must correspond with

the lines xvhieh bound the figure ; these triangles are

bounded by straight walks, therefore all the sides of

the four beds which come next to the walks must be

straight also. You cannot deviate one inch in the

line of the fiower-bed from that of the walk which
passes by it without a breach of the fundamental
principle of lines and forms, or, if you like it better,

without producing an error which is self-evident to

the senses, for if two contiguous lines do not agree

in every respect, they must disagi'ee.

For every flower-garden I have yet seen laid out

according to these rules, 1 have seen ten planned

without any reference to them at all ; I need hardly

say, therefore, how much pleased I was with the plan

sent by X. Y. Z., which is neai-ly a perfect model of

artistic skill. I may be wrong in saying nearly,

because the plan is only a rough sketch and not

drawn to a scale. What I object to is the turn

given to one end of the bed next the fountain in

each division ; the ends farthest from the fountain

are round, and if this round end comes as near to

the walk as is shewn on the plan, it is a departure

from the strict rule which the artist has shown in

the rest of the composition. It is not necessary to

speak of the outlines of these beds in those parts

which do not immediately join the walks, because 10

artists might fill in the beds in 10 diflferent ways, and

all be true enough in principle. The flower-beds in

question are not more than two feet wide in most
parts, and two of them are much larger than the

other two in each compartment or triangle; and

X. Y. Z. says, " our plan has been to fill the two

largest beds in each compartment with mixed flowers,

and the two smaller each with a separate flower; the

difficulty is to arrange what to fill the latter with in

order to look well."

To be able to know how best to advise X. Y. Z., I

ought to know what convenience he has for winter-

ing half-hardy things for this garden ; what plants,

therefore, I shall name as suitable for such a garden

will be as useful to any other subscriber, whose
flower-beds are not much larger than from two to

three feet across in the widest parts. The an-ange-

ment of the colours must be left to the planters, for

reasons already insisted on, but—for a regular figure

like this, whether a square or a circle—I may remark,

that the effect of the whole would be much height-

ened if the figure was divided across the middle, if

only with an imaginary line, and all the beds on one

side to have corresponding colours in the beds oppo-

site to them ; and where the ground is level, or nearly

so, all the beds thus corresponding ought to have

the plants of the same height as well as of the same
colour; and, still farther, if the gi-ound is lower on
one side, the plants on the lower side ought to be

taller sorts, but stiU keeping to the same colours as

before.

To those who look to masses of colours only, with-

out reference or knowledge of the plants which

produce them, a regular garden like this should have

all the plants on one side of the figure repeated in

the corresponding beds on the opposite side, and for

effect only ; that is the best way. But when one has

a knowledge of plants individually, he will think his

garden more rich the more kinds of plants he can

show off in the arrangement ; and here comes the

difficulty of flower gardening, and the difiiculty is

increased when the beds are small, for then you are

confined to the use of dwarf plants only. There are

many plants, however, which can be trained down to

a given height to suit the size of a bed. A white-

flowering plant is the best to use- in a bed to divide

two colours which might otherwise neutralise each
other ; or, say you have three rows alongside of a

walk, or three beds in a line, one row or bed is to be
a scarlet, and one a pink. It rarely happens that

these tints can be met with in flowers so as to accord

with each other—the one would kill or neutralise the

other ; but place a white between them and the effect

of both is improved, or, at least, not diminished.

The heliotrope, and some verbenas with grey flowers

like those of the heliotrope, are the next best after the

white for the same purpose.

One more I'emark, and I have done. All that

has been said about the efiect of the contrasts

and harmony of colours in a flower-garden, as far

as I can understand, is on the assumption, that

the real tints specified ai'e at command— as a

painter would show them by his colours,—without

taking the various tints of the foliage and flowers

into consideration at all ; and if the reality was so

indeed, the arrangement of flowers in a gar-den would

be as simple as laying on the different colours with

a painter's brush; but so far from such being the

case, that I shall safely venture the assertion, that

not one of those painters or masters whose arrange-

ment of colours have been published, ever planted,

or saw a flower-garden planted, after their models
for two seasons in succession that would bloom, or

could be kept in bloom, from the middle of May to

the end of September. Nevertheless, their rules are

still very useful to guard the inexperienced planter

against committing glaring faults in the distribution

of his colours. Next week I shall give a list of

plants to suit such a garden and management ; and

I shall endeavour to make the whole as clear and
useful as to suit many besides X. 1'. Z.

D. Beaton.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

Little Matters.—There is an old adage which
some of us are apt to forget—" take care of the pence,

and the pounds will take care of themselves." The
aphorism inculcates neither close-fisted parsimony

nor mean stinginess, but prudent thrift, and un-

tiring attention to what are generally styled, little

matters. When, however, consequences are traced to

theii- cause, the connection will be seen between the

minute and the splendid on the one hand, and the

disheartening and destructive on the other. Hence,

many of our failures in gardening arise from thinking

about the pounds, and neglecting the pence : scheming

and expecting great results, but not attending to the

minutise of means. I once attempted something great

in the way of French-beans, which were wanted at

Christmas. The seeds were sown in large pots, and
in a compost of equal proportions of rather fresh turfy

sods, chopped up, and decomposed hotbed dung. The
position in which the plants were to be placed, and

the small amount of sun-light they could be expected

to obtain, if ever thought about, would have saved

me mortification and trouble ; and shown the im-

portance in such circumstances of using small pots

and hght soil. An amateur attended to a little early

peach-house as carefully as if Mr. Errington had

been at his elbow ; and well did the prospect repay

him for his labours; but a keen frosty night succeeds

a period of dull warm weather, and, that all may be
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right, he attends to the heating himself. Next morn-
ing, with a clear sky and a north-easter enough to

nip his nose off, he gallantly pokes np his fire again,
as the frost is more intense than ever : forgetting, or
afraid, to give much air. The heat from the fire and
the heat and light from the sun uniting, are too much
of a sudden stimulus, and almost every young fruit

drops in consequence. Less artificial heat, and a
little shading in such circumstances, would have
saved the crop. Another has found that manure-
water is a capital thing for vegetables and free-grow-
ing greenhouse plants, and therefore he must needs
apply it to all, be they hair-rooted, tender, or sickly,

with as much consistency as the physician would
recommend similar food and treatment, to the rollick-

ing huntsman and the bed-room invalid. litis

gentleman has carefully attended to some beautiful
plants in a small window conservatory ; but one
night he forgets all about them, and before the morn-
ing Mr. Frost has taken them as his victims. That
other friend has heard about the good effected by the
fumes of sulphur when rubbed upon a hot-water pipe,

in causing red spiders and other insects to Jiit—if it

long allows them the alternative of remaining, or
removing—and reasoning with himself, that if these
mild fumes are so far effectual, surely stronger fumes
from a higher temperature would be still more so :

he at once ignites the sulphur in his greenhouse,
and destroys, if not all the insects, at least the greater
part of every thing green ! The trying such a plan
upon a single plant, was too little a matter for him.
Even the burning of sulphur may sometimes be done
with great advantage, but I am, as yet, afraid to

allude to it: the how and the when is so simple, that
our friends would be sure to be tacking on what they
believed to be improvements, and then visiting dis-

asters upon my devoted head. Again, here is one
friend that for several months in the year is quite an
enthusiast : desirables and novelties are procured
with open-handed profusion, and the resolution
formed, that this year they shall constitute the nucleus
for a future splendid stock; but, somehow, when
spring again returns, there is much the same desolate
appearance as before, and the necessity for a fresh

supply as urgent, and just because that after the
first flush of excitement was over, watering was so
attended to—a dribbling at one time, a flooding of pot
and saucer at another, and a regular dry-baking be-

tween—that for the plants to have succeeded, they
must have possessed the combined constitutional
qualities of the hai-diest rock-clinging succulent and
the marshy aquatic. Once more, there is another friend
who is a great admirer of simplicity, who tells you that
nothing is grand that is not simple in its elements,
manages to grow calceolarias, geraniums, &c., well in

the open air in summer, planted out in the common
soil of his garden, yet wonders he cannot grow the
same things from similar soil in pots, at an early part
of the season ; though he confesses that his love of
simplicity does not lead him to attend to drying, and
turning, and mi.xing, and draining,—those little

matters about which his more successful neighbour,
Mr. Attentivetutrijies, is always so careful, that but
for his productions he would chaffer him as in-

heriting the mantle of the old florists, who could do
nothing without a dozen or a score of ingredients.
These are a few types of numerous groups who,

like myself, frequently suffer from inattention to little

matters. We think that the pniatit-al inference will

at once be obvious. Many things, however, which
appear simple matter of routine to the experienced,
are sufficiently abstruse to the beginner ; while many,

with limited space and means, are not so much be-

wildered as tantalized by our description of soil, &c.

:

understanding it all well enough, yet experiencing

something like a night-mare oppression of the un-

come-at-able. To meet their case, we will sometimes
show how little matters may be made still more
simple ; and, first, with respect to

Soil.—For all hair-rooted plants, such as the heath
and epacris, saudy-lieath soil is indispensable. This
is to be distinguished from what is generally termed
peat or bog earth. The latter is decomposed vege-

table matter, covered, at least periodically, with
water. The former, heath soil, is decomposed vege-

table matter, mingled with soil and the debris of

rock, formed on high ground where the hardy heath
naturally flourishes. In no case of pot cultivation

can the bog earth be substituted for the heath, as it

requires a long exposure to air to free it from the

acrid qualities produced by its being covered with

water. This heath soil, even when deep, should not

be taken off at a greater depth than four or six inches,

as below that depth, though useful for general pur-

poses, it is too much decomposed to use for pot speci-

mens. Keen cultivators will send twenty, or even a

hundred miles for the best samples, such as that at

Wimbledon Common ; others, less ambitious and
able, must be content to obtain it at the locality

nearest to themselves. No amalgamation of common
loamy soil can be made to take its place for these

hair-rooted plants. A little of it is of great import-

ance for mixing with loam, in potting many other

plants. For all plants, however, with largish roots,

not naturally growing in such soil, it may be dis-

pensed with, where the cultivator cannot easily

obtain it, and where a little extra care will not be

grumbled at. When, therefore, we mention heath, or

as it is frequently termed, peat, as one ingredient in

a compost, recollect, first, the nature of the soil

specified ; and, secondly, that, unless in the cases

referred to, its use in compost is as much mecha-

nical as nutritive. You can supply its place, when
using the soil of the neighbourhood, or even of your
garden, by inserting pieces of dry, very fibry turf,

pieces of charcoal, and, more sparingly, lumps of

dried cow-dung, so dry and hard that the roots will

cling around them, parting slowly with their nourish-

ment—months being required before they become soft.

For the plants, however, generally cultivated in

windows and small greenhouses, the soil of the garden,

with that obtained from the side of a frequented high-

way, will be amply sufficient. The latter, generally

consisting of a mixture of soil and pounded stones,

mingled with dropped manure and tree-leaves, makes
capital stuff after it has lain a year or two to con-

solidate and sweeten. The mounds thus formed soon

become covered with grass ; and when then taken off

in sods and built up in a narrow rick, open thus to

air but protected from wet, when cut down in a
twelvemonth, it will be such as an epicure in potting

would delight in using. For such a purpose, if fibry,

turfy pieces are your object, such as, when thus

decomposed, you can scarcely tear asunder, choose

your turf from a position where the surrounding soil

is of a loamy nature, and where grass grows ; not

soft and broad-leaved, but narrow, hard, and pointed

like a needle. For present use, the sods must be dis-

carded, and the finer soil will do well for small pots

;

recollecting, however, that, with the addition of the

pounded stones, it will always partake of the nature

of the surrounding ground. If this is strong loam,

a little sand and charcoal may require to be added

;

and vice versa.
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Some time ago I was invited to pass an opinion

upon a huge box of soil, that had been sent to ladies

who were very fond of pot gardening. It was mise-

rable effete stuii', sifted so fine that you might have
strained your eyes to find a piece the size of a pea.

At the baok of the house a piece of ground had been
ti-enched early in winter, and laid up in ridges for

summer crops. In a twinkling, delicate hands had
collected a couple of bushels of fine, dry, hazelly,

flaky soil from the tops and sides of the ridges. It

might be called clayey loam, rather than sandy; a

little road-drift would make it all right, but even that

was not required, for in a corner was found a little

heap of the parings of the grass-plat the previous

spring, and sweepings of the walk during the sum-
mer. This mi.xed with the soil, with good drainage,

putting a little chopped fresh straw to separate the

soil from the pebbles below, produced such pleasing

results, that the annual importation of soil was never

more repeated. R. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.

EXOTIC ORCHIDACE^.
SoBRALiA Macrantua.—This is a splendid plant

of great beauty, with extraordinary large f]owers,

some of them measuring as much as seven inches
across. They have something the appearance of an
overgrown Cattleya. The colour of the flower is of

the richest purple crimson ; the labellum has the
throat shaded ofi" to white. The flowers are pro-

duced upon tall reedy-hke stems, out of a drooping
spathe, one at a tine. Each flower lasts about three

days. As soon as it shows symptoms of decay it

ought to be removed, to make room for the succeed-

ing budding flower to come forth and expand its

beauty. On strong stems as many as five flowers, or

even more, will make their appearance in succession

—

thus keeping the plant in beauty for a fortnight or

longer. There are some three or four more species

of similar habits, but smaller flowers aud of shorter

duration, seldom lasting more than a single day.

We cannot recommend them to any cultivator, but
the S. mncrantha is a plant that any one possessing

a stove, let alone an orchid-house, ought to grow.

We trust our friends that are lovers of orchids, and
have not yet obtained a plant, will try to get one.

They are not so expensive as many of these rare

singular plants are. A nice plant may be purchased
for 10s. fid, and a strong blooming one for 21s. The
peculiar treatment they require we shall now proceed
to describe.

Heat—We mentioned above, that this fine plant
will grow in a cool stove. Being a native of Gua-
temala, where the temperature seldom exceeds 75°, it

does not require so much heat as several even from
Mexico. We grow it constantly in the stove, and
certainly find it to do better than in any other bouse.

Air is given to this stove, whenever the thermometer
indicates 60° ; and in winter it often falls as low as 40°.

Soil.—Tlie compost which we use consists of turfy

loam three parts, turfy peat one part, leaf mould one
part, and a small portion of river sand, all well in-

corporated together at the time of potting. Sobralias

have long strong roots, very like those of asparagus
;

hence they require comparatively large pots, especially

specimens of tolerable size. We have seen a large
plant six feet high, and as many across, growing in

a large tub. This plant is in a collection we have
mentioned more than once, belonging to R. S. Hol-

ford, Esq., of Weston Birt ; Mr. Bassett, the gar-

dener, has grown this plant to the highest perfection.

It was a perfect picture of industrial skill. Mr. B.

said it had frequently had on it at once as many as

fifty of its magnificent flowers in perfect beauty.

Water.—This plant is found in marshy ground in

its native locality, growing on little raised hillocks.

During the rainy season they have abundance of

moisture ; then the plants grow and flower ; the dry

season returns, the surface of the marsh dries, and
the plants cease growing and have a kind of rest.

Exactly the same culture must be followed in this

country in our stoves, with regard to moisture

;

they will bear- great extremes of it. In the spring,

commencing with the month of March, and u]) to the

end of August, they require abundance of water; after

that time till the middle of November it must be
given in small quantities ; and from thence till the

spring-time returns, no water at all ; and here is the

difference between the culture of this plant and that

of Bromheiidia palustiis—the latter requiring water

and heat all the year. See the account of it at page
279 of this volume.
Some cultivators place pans under their pots of

Sobralias, but we do not approve of this, even in the

hottest months of summer. We give abundance of

water, but allow it to run off through the drainage.

The roots in summer are growing freely, are soft at

the extremity, and liable to perish, if soddened in

water. Sobralias are not water-plants, but marsh-
plants ; and, therefore do not actually require a lake

to gi-ow in, but are well content with a good slushing

of the watery element when they are producing their

strong shoots and noble flowers. They will bear this

every day at that season, but when the heat declines

be wary of applying water, or you will lose your
summer-made i-oots.

Propagation.—The way these plants are increased

in number is by division, and the time to do this is

in early spring, before the new shoots and roots begin

to grow. To be successful in this operation a con-

siderable sacrifice must be made—a whole plant must
be devoted to the purpose. Take the plant to be
divided, and turn it out of tlie pot carefully ; then

shake it gently, and all the soil will easily drop ott'

from the i-oots. Place the plant upon a bench or

table, and insert a knife between the stems, cutting

the hard woody rhizoma (root-branch) in two ; then,

with the hand, pull that division away from the main
plant. Do this carefully, but firmly; it will require

a considerable amount of vigour to part them.
Having got one off, insert the knife again into an-

other division, and pull it off too. Proceed in this

way to make as many divisions as the plant will

aflbrd, and then pot them into rather small pots, in

fact as small as the roots can be conveniently got

into, using the same compost as for the established

plants, aud giving plenty of drainage. Place these

divisions in a corner of the stove, where you can give

rather more shading ; or, if you have that conve-

nience, plunge them in a moderately- warm bark-pit,

shading them there till they begin to make fresh

roots and new growth, and are able to bear more
light, air, and less heat. In this transition-state they

will require very careful attention in the application

of water ; too much, or too little, being eqiially inju-

rious. It is impossible to give the exact amount of

water they require in this delicate state. We would
advise the propagator to rather underdo it than give

too much. In general, a rule may be followed of

never giving water till the surface appears dry, and
the plants rather droop in their foliage ; then give
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them a moderate supply. Avoid syringing till the
divisions are fairly established.

Some may not require so many plants as we may
suppose a tolerably large one would make, when
divided as we have described above, but are still

desirous of having a duplicate plant. In such a

case we should say, take off only one division, but do
not be niggardly about it. Take off a piece large

enough to be sure to gi'ow. Four stems is the lowest
number to be sure to make a plant.

We have rather dwelt upon this plant, perhaps
some of our readers may think too long, but it is

really such a line species, a free grower, free flowerer,

and easily managed, if rightly operated upon, that
we think we have not written one word too much
upon the points of culture it requires. Upon these
points we are quite positive and certain. If our
readers follow them exactly, they will be sure to gi-ow

Sobralia maorantha to great perfection, and make
their small plants large ones in a very short time.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Auriculas and Polyanthuses.—If our instrac-

tions have been attended to, these beautiful spring
flowers will now be looking fresh and healthy, put-
ting forth their young leaves with vigour, and, as it

were, looking happy and grateful for the care and
attention bestowed upon them. As they are now in
a critical time to bring their flowers to perfection,
the utmost attention must be paid to keep them safe
from draught and cold cutting winds, which, at this
time of the year, very often prevail to a great degree.

In answer to a correspondent, we subjoin a list of
13 of the best polyanthuses, and 12 good ones of an
older date, and cheaper.

FmST
Addis's Kingfisher, 10s. 6d.

[This is a new variety, of
most excellent qualities.]

Clegg's Lord John Russell,
as. 6d.

Collier's Princess Royal,
2s. 6d.

Crawshaw's Tnvincible,3s6d
Craiggy's Highland Mary,

2s. 6d.

Chadwick's Elegant,new, 5s

SECOND SET.

Buck's George IV., ] s.

Barnai'd's Formosa, Is. Cd.

[This is an excellent va-

riety to breed from.]

BuUock's Lancer, Is. 6d.

Cox's Prince Regent, Is.

Fletcher Defiance, Is. 6d.

Hufton's Lord RanoUfi', Is.

Carnations and Piootees.—The Wireworm is a
great enemy to these flowers, and must be diligently

sought for and put to death, or it will soon kill,

perhaps, your finest varieties. It is an insidious

foe, creeijing in the earth like a mole, working its

way to the stems out of sight, boring into them
just under the surface, and living upon the pith

and man'ow of its prey. The plant for a time
appears healthy, but suddenly droops in its fresh-

ness and dies. If it be then examined, there will be
found nothing left but the outer skin or bark, the

leaves, and, may be, the enemy himself devouring his

last meal. It is commonly said, prevention is better

than cure, in this case, however, there is no cure.

To save these lovely fragrant plants from this con-

sbt.

Errington'sFireKing,3s.6d.

Gibbon's Royal Sovereign,
2s. (id.

Hufton's Earl Lincoln, 5s.

Maund's Beauty of Eng-
land, 3s. 6d.

Nicholson's Bang Europe,
3s. 6d.

Urquhart's Princess Royal,

7s. 6d.

Hud.son'a Negro Boy,ls. 6d.

Moore's Freedom, Is. (id.

Nicholson's King, Is.

Pearson's Alexander,ls.6d.

[Also a good breeder.]

Toone's Black Diaraond,ls.

Wild's Black and Gold, Is.

cealed enemy, they must be prevented coming near
tbem. Unfortunately, they abound most in the loam
the carnation thrives best in. This loam must then
be diligently examined, morsel by morsel, and ever-y

one of these destructive pests destroyed ; and, as a
further precaution, traps must be laid for tbem.
Insert into the soil, whether the plants are grown in

pots, or in the open border, as near the plants as

possible without injuring the roots, some slices of

potatoes, with the eyes cut out, or slices of swede
turnip will do. Examine these traps every three or

four days ; pick out the wireworms if there are any,

and set the traps again. By these means, well and
diligently applied, the plants may be preserved. As
this is the time for potting into blooming pots, it is

a good opportunity to examine the soil previously to

using it; and if only one is found, it will be wise to

set traps at the same time.

Dahlias.—Those roots that have been pvtt into a

gentle heat for the purpose of propagation will now
be pushing forth young shoots. These shoots, as

soon as they are three inches long, should be cut off

near to the bulbs or tubers, but not quite close. A
couple of eyes should be left to start again. If it is

desired to increase the stock greatly, either for sale

or for exchanging, the cuttings may be put in rather

thickly round the edges of the cutting pots. The best

material to strike them in is fine pure white sand,

with a little soil at the bottom of each pot. The best

place to strike them is upon a gentle hotbed, under
a frame. Just give them a gentle watering at the

first to settle the saud and shade them from the sun.

They will soon put out roots. T. Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.

Asparagus.—Persevere in maintaining a weU-pul-

verized surface, so that no obstruction that can cause

deformity may occur to the young growing shoots.

Salt, in small portions, may be applied to advantage,

in showery weather, as the growing season advances.

The best time for applying it is in showery growing
weather, through the midst of the cutting season ; and

when that is over continue the ajiplication of the

salt, in order to encourage a luxuriance for the ensu-

ing season.

Angelica.— This being an early growing plant

should now meet with encouragement. With careful

regard to surface stirring, and applications of liquid-

manure, a few plants may thus be made to produce

an abundance of its fine clear-coloured stalks. The
blossom stalks should in due season be picked out, so

as to give all possible encouragement to the leaf

stalks, which are the most esteemed for preserving.

The present is also a good season to sow Angelica

seed for securing strong plants for the next season's

produce ; this should be done in drills four feet apart.

Artichokes.—Give these their final thinning,

unless it is requisite to have suckers enough for

another successional planting, wliich is the best way
to secure artichokes fit for table until late in the

autumn. Liberal applications of liquid-manure wiU
greatly encourage their luxuriance, as well as an
abundant successional produce.

Cardoons.—For this esteemed winter vegetable a

good preparation should be made. The space where

some of the brocoli have been cleared away, or any
other spare ground, should at this season be well

manured and ridge-trenched, so as to get it well
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sweetened and in a pulverized state by tbe sowing-
time; which with us, to obtain a winter supply, is

from the middle of April uritU the end of May, about
two or three sowings. If an eai'ly autumn supply is

required, a sowing may be made at the end of this

month, or the beginning of April. A good deep
drill should be drawn, or a shallow ti-ench foi-med

similar to an old-fashioned celery trench, and the

seeds dropped in three or four inches apart, thinning
the plants as they grow, until at their final shifting

the distance from each other is as much as 15 or 18

inches.

Celery.—Full sowings of celery may now be
made. A small portion only of the early sown plants

are worthy of pricking out on a slight hotbed, to be
encoiu-aged to luxuriant growth by liberal applica-

tions of tepid liquid-manvu'e.

Cabbages and Early Caultflowers.—The latter

should at this season meet with good attention, as

previously directed. Sow now, in succession, a good
variety or two of cabbage, for planting in succession

throughout the summer months, on spare gi'ound as

it comes to hand, so as to have a fresh supply of

young cabbages and colewort greens. Sow the Pur-
ple Cape and Hammond's white Cape broooUs, Borecole,

Buda hale. Savoys, and Drum-head cabbages, that

plants may always be at hand to crop at once every

piece of ground that becomes vacant.

Radishes.—Sow in succession at this and the

coming season, away from warm borders, that they

may be produced crisp and tender, without being
disagi'eeable in their flavoiu', which is sometimes the

case late in the season, when sown in warm situations,

and exposed to heat and drought.

Fbame Potatoes.—Water should not be applied

too liberally : indeed, the less the better ; and when
the haulm or stalks have grown to about their natural

height, no more water should be applied. Thin all

those now coming up under slight protection, &c., to

one single strong shoot. This takes but little time,

and the reward in the produce, of having all good
even-sized tubers instead of a quantity of small ones,

will well reward the little trouble taken.

Cucumbers and Melons.—Keep tbe early cucum-
bers freely growing by frequent applications of tepid

weak liquid manure-water; stop or pinch out the

point of every shoot a joint above the fruit : keep
the vine thin, and the fruit laid in a position so that

it may grow straight. There are many contrivances

for this purpose : any one may obtain laths, say a
three-feet lath, cut in three pieces, tackmg, with a
thin twopenny clout-nail, one piece on each side of

the other—forming, as it were, a trough with two
sides and a bottom. Double-laths of a pretty good
width are, of course, the best; and many may be made
in this simple way in an hour or two. Keep up a
liberal heat also about the melon ; and sow of each
in succession.

Broad-beans.—Plant in succession some of the

best long-pod kinds, unless any other jiarticular

kinds are preferred. Johnson's wonderful is the best

and most productive sort that we know.

Peas.—Continue to sow in succession; the present
is a good time for sowing any of the Tall Knight's

marrowfats. Attend to earth-stirring amongst those

afready up, and let this be done frequently. Keep a

keen eye upon the birds and slugs, and draw up
plenty of earth along both sides of each row of peas,

so as to form a trench previous to sticking, in case

water should be required by and by ; and let all be
sticked that are forward enough, without delay.

Carrots and Radishes.—Thin out well with the
finger and thumb, and keep the earth stirred well
among them. A little trouble will be well rewarded
amongst these pet crops.

Routine Work.—Divide and plant out thyme,
marjoram, sage, tarragon, chamomile, penny-royal,
mint, and sorrel.

Sow Parsley seed, and sow also small salading in
succession.

Sea-kale seed should also be sown on good well-

2)repared soil. James Barnes & W.

MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION.

MUSHROOMS.
If you think the following worthy of a place in your

useful publication, you are at liberty to insert it, and
to make use of the real names and addresses after-

mentioned.
Last February, Mr. Joshua Starkey, a respectable

farmer, living at Agden, near this place, sowed on his

gi'ass and pasture lands a ton weight of common salt.

To his surprise, last autumn, a large crop of excellent
mushrooms made their appearance ; indeed, he sold

at the Manchester market upwards of £^ worth
during the season—besides, as he thinks, giving to

his neighbours half as many more. What makes the
above more remarkable is, that he sowed one old pas-

ture completely over with the salt, as well as several
portions of other fields, which had recently been laid

down for grass. The old pasture produced a most
enormous crop of mushrooms, and the parts of fields

which he sowed produced more or less ; whilst upon
the other parts of the same fields, upon which no salt

had been sown, not a mushroom was to be found. A
farmer of the name of Stannier, residing in the same
neighbourhood, a year or two ago, also mixed a quan-
tity of salt with some compost (ditch scourings, &o.,)

and laid it, during the winter months, on one of his

fields ; he also gathered a large crop of mushrooms
upon it—indeed, he states that he actually mowed
them with a scythe off the land ; and that he sold, in

one week, 12 hampers of them, at £'1 each. It seems
to be a fact, well known at the salt works at North-
wioh, in this county, that salt is an article capable of

producing mushrooms, when applied to grass lands

;

for, when Mr. Starkey's servant fetched from that

place the salt which he used, he was told he might
expect a crop of mushrooms. As the above commu-
nication may be of use to those of your readers who
wish to produce mushrooms on their grass lauds, I

beg to leave it in your hands, to make such use of it

as you think proper.

—

James Brownell, Solicitor,

Lymon, near Warrington, Cheshire.

[The statements in this letter are so conti'ary to the

results we should have anticipated, that we should
have inserted it doubtingly, if not verified, as it is,

by real names and addresses. We know that salt,

applied in a large quantity to a gathered mushroom,
is the cause of its total destruction ; and that, in ket-

sup, sprinkling over them salt is all that is required

to reduce them to a black liquid mass. We shall be
glad to hear from any one who has had any experi-

ence relative to this subject. It would be worth
while to sprinkle a little ovex jiart of the surface of a
mushroom-bed, to test its effect there.

—

Ed. C. G.]
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EXTRACTS FROM CORRESPONDENCE.

Shalot Cultdke.—I would call the attentiou of

evei-y reader of The Cottage Gardener to the very

excellent results I obtained from manuring with

clia.rred refuse for shalots, in accordance with your

valuable advice. During March last, I marked out

a bed 6 yards long, by 4 feet wide ; drew four mode-

rately-deep drills : filled two with charred refuse, and

two with a compost of salt, lime, and walk-sweepings;

and planted the rows thereon, 10 inches ajiart. Their

subsequent treatment, as to hoeing and weeding, was

precisely the same. They were taken up in July,

each two rows were kept carefully apart, and when
fully dried were weighed. The produce of the two

rows grown on the charred refuse was d^ lb ; and

that of the two grown on the compost only 4J lb.—

Leighion.
Rose Pruning.—In the January number of The

CoTUGE Gardener, Mr. Beaton anticipated one of

the topics on which I wished to consult you : I mean
the propriety of pruning roses in October. And as I

practised in November the directions with which he

favoured us in January, I conclude that I acted right.

Permit me briefly to relate the reasons on which my
practice was founded.

Every thoughtful person must be impressed with

the wonderful analogy that exists between certain

animals and plants. And taking the dormouse as my
type—that sensible little animal, wlio, on the ap-

proach of winter, puts himself comfortably to bed,

and never quits his hiberuaculum until spring knocks

at his door. But before the dormouse retires to his

rest, he provides a store of food in case an access of

mild weather should disturb his slumbers. An in-

terval of mild weather does occur, and the little

creature awaking from sleep, partakes of the food he

had stored up ; and on the return of frost he relapses

into sleep. We perceive, then, that during the abode

of the dormouse in his winter quarters the vital

functions are still in some degree active ; not so

vigorously indeed as when he is frisking in the sun-

shine. But we see him sleeping when it is cold,

reviving whenever the weather is mild, and again

falling asleep on the return of cold weather. Now
is not this the exact condition of a plant during the

winter? On the arrival of winter, the plant goes

to repose ; but it has previously laid up a store of

food for its future exigencies ; the weather becomes

milder, and the plant shows some increase of its

living principle by the swelling of its buds ; there is

a return of cold weather, and the circulation becomes

more sluggish. Thus, in the animal and the plant,

the vital action, although at times impeded, is never

entirely suspended ; and with these partial revivals

and checks, they both struggle through their wintry

existence. However, this is the train of reasoning

which convinced mo that trees ought to be pruned as

800U as they are out of leaf, to attain the purposes so

ably stated by you last month. I append a little

historiette of my practice. 1 purchased a few rose-

trees in the autumn, but they did not come to my
possession before the middle of Noveiriber; and being

confldent of my theory, I pruned them at once to the

shape in which I hope to find them in the spring.

I )iad indeed some ugly visions o( snags, and some
apprehension that after I liad performed my am-
])Utalion3, Mr. Frost would follow in my wake, and

effect kis mutilations, and theu, thought I, what will

be the condition of my poor trees after these two-fold

operations ? To prevent the occurrence of snags, I

touched the cut part of the branches with liquid India

rubber, which formed a hard polished coating, im-

pervious to cold and wet ; and I am glad to say that

my trees have passed unscathed through the sharp

ordeal of the late frosts. (This is a good suggestion.)

May I be permitted to inquire, when your trees were

pruned in October, whether you used any precautions

to insure them from the injurious efPects of frost and
damp ? (None whatever.) Did you ever remark, or

did you ever hear it mooted, that the temperature

being the same, the buds of trees swell more in

windy weather than in calm ? \ fancy that it is so;

and if there be any truth in the remark, perhaps it

may be accounted for by the agitation of the branches,

which occasions a more brisk circulation of the sap.

And in this view, the March winds (among other

purposes) may be intended to arouse the vegetable

world from its winter's slumber. But I write this

hesitatingly.—T. 0.

[This is quite possible, and is in conformity with a

theory first suggested by Mr. Knight. He found that

of two plants exactly alike, kept in a greenhouse, one

quite still and the other frequently shaken, the latter

grew fastest and strongest. It is a common obser-

vation with farmers, that turnips do not grow fast

until the leaves are large enough for " the wind to

get hold of them."

—

Ed. C. G.l

A DESOEIPTIVE LIST OF CAMELLIAS.

(Continuedfrom page 337.)

STRIPED, SPOTTED, AND BLOTTED.

Adonidca. — Pceony-sbaped; sometimes imbricated;

petals rose, spotted with straw, veined with lUac, and regu-

larly bordered with white, 2s. 6d.

Americana.—Same form as the C. Dvchesse W Orleans

;

delicate rose, striped or stained with crimson, 2s. 6d.

Archduchesse Aiigusla.—A splendid variety—all beauty.

Form exquisite ; colour new ; ricidy imbricated
;
petals of

a fine deep red, veined with blue, with a white stripe down
the centre of each. As the flower fades, it changes to all

blue, tiamed with red, and bordered with white, lOs. 6d.

Baltimoreana.—Very grand; dehcate white; stiiped

with rose.

Barni d' Ilalie.—Deep red, with a naiTow stripe of

white down the centi-e of each petal; an imbricated flower,

2s. 6d.

Benneyii.— Imbricated crimson, finely striped with

white : magnificent.

Bijou de la Garza.—Form of the Duchess d'Orleans
;

ground colour deep carmine largely spotted with white,

often edged with a ribbon of white ; a truly splendid

variety, 10s. 6d.

Camellia de la iJeine.—Finely imbricated; a grand

flower ; large petals, very round ;
ground colom- pure

white, slightly spotted with lilac, 3s. Od.

Brozzoni.—Form of the Duchess d'Orleang ; the three

outer ranges of petals cherry colour, all the other white ;

a most extraordinary flower, 10s. 6d.

Caroline Smith.—Well imbricated; lively rose, with a

white stripe down the centre of each petal, 2s. 6d.

Carswelliana.—Excellent shape, form of Alba plena
;

rose slightly tinged with salmon, one white stripe from

the centre to the outer edge of each petal, 2s fid.

ColU-tii.—Bloody velvet ground, coloured with large

blotches of the most pure white.

Daniel Webster.—Carmine lined with white; some

petals almost all white, others largely striped; imbrica-

tion perfect, and the petals very round, 3s. Cd.

Donkelaarii.—Clear red, with large blotches of pure

white ; flowers large ; a beautiful variety, 2s. 6d.

Due de Brelagne.—Beautifully imbricated; colour a

lively rose, striped and spotted with white.
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Duchess d'Orleans.—Worthy of the name it bears ;
i

ranunculus-formed petals, very round ; well imbricated ;

colour white ground, with a slight tint of Uesh colour, :

irregularly striped and spotted with carmine ; a first-rate

variety.
j

Emilie Gavazzi.—Extremely deUcate form and colours

;

well imbricated; rosy-white blotches, striped with car-

mine, centre yellow.

Emperur.—Raised by Davies & Co.. near Liverpool,

by impregnating C. Colvillii with C. reticulata ; form and
colom' greatly improved upon both. It obtained a prize

at the London Horticultural Society's Meeting, in Regent
Street, 3s. 6d.

Eastii.—Very grandly imbricated ; of the finest pos-

sible form ; white groimd, blotched, and striped with rose.

Fulgens plenisslma.—Imbricated ; lively rose, with a

line of white down the centre of each petal, 2s. 6d.

Grand Duchess d' Etruria.— Pa?ony-shaped ; ground
white, finely stiiped with rose ; a good vaiiety, 3s. 6d.

Guillaume Tell.—Imbricated perfectly ; three of the

outer ranges of petals of a deep lively rose, the rest to

the centre of a pale delicate rose ; each petal large, edged
with white ; a first-rate tiower, 5s.

Jubilee.—Well imbricated; white, slightly tinged flesh-

colour, veined and striped with rose, centre a clear fine

yellow, 5s.

Jupiter.—Imbricated ; of a red colour, mi.Ked with a

clear salmon, and a ribbon of white regularly down the

centre of each petal, 3s. 6d.

Lady Hill.—Globidar form ; delicate dark red, shaded
with white, powdered over and speckled with carmine

;

very fine, 3s. 6d.

Landrethii.—Size and form of C. imbricatii ; rose

shading, with white towards the centre ; first-rate, 3s. 6d.

Leopoldina d' Italie.—Large fine flower ; white ground,

spotted with rose, and striped with red ; always imbricated.

Madonna.—Imbricated ; very lai'ge ; piu'e white, bor-

dered with carmine; superior to that fine variety, the

Duchess d'Orleans, os.

Marchioness of Exeter.— Delicate rose, sometimes
blotched with white ; exti-a grand magnificent flower.

Obtained the fii-st prize at the large Quinquennial Exhi-
bition at Ghent, 3s. 6d.

Margaret GouiUon.—Imbricated and poeony-formed ;

dehcate rose, spotted and striped with lively red ; superior

to Sweetii, 2s. 6d.

Maria Luigia di Parma.—Very large petals, spread

out ; dark blood-red, with large pure white spots, often

self-coloured, 3s. 6d.

Neoboracensis.— Very large and fine ; dai'k scarlet,

striped in the centre with white, 3s. 6d.

Palagi.—Pffiony-form ; rosy white, spotted and lined

with white and purple, 5s.

Perigrina.—White, striped with carmine Uke a car-

nation ; a very distinguished variety, 3s. 6d.

Perfecta (Chalmers's).—First prize at the Grand Ex-
hibition at Pliiladelphia. Imbrication and size perfect

;

rose sometimes dai'k and sometimes delicate
;
petals roimd

and thin, each covering gracefully
;

generally spotted

with white. During the later period of blooming its

flowers become white ; the centre petals bloom some-
times quite white, whilst those of the circumference
keep the lively colour of cherries, 3s. 6d.

Perfection {Cunningham's)—Imbricated; magnificent
dark red ; a white ribbon divides each petal in equal
parts. This variety, when nearly done blooming, be-

comes all blue ; first-rate, 3s. 6d.

Pirzio.— Imbrication admirable
;

producing white
flowers, others red, or half-red half-wliite ; others quite

white, veined mth carmine, 3s. 6d.

Prince Albert {Chandler and Son's).—Imbricated cir-

cumference
;
ptEony-form in the centre

;
ground colour,

bright rose, powdered, spotted, and flamed with carmine

;

an admirable variety, 2s. 6d.

Princess Adelaide de Carignan.—Very free flowerer;

well imbricated ; round petals ; rosy white, powdered
over witli carmine ; centre yellow, 3s. 6d.

Princess Baciocchi.—Superbly imbricated ; the first

four ranges of petals of a fine dark velvet-like carmine,
the others deep scarlet, edged with white, 2s. 6d.

Pulcherrima striata.—Brilliant deep scarlet, marbled
with large and small spots ; charming, 2s. 6d.

Queen Victoria.—Priestley's magnificent variety, with
very thick petals ; fine red, with a white Une down the

centre of each.

Sidolfiana.—White ground, with broad ribbons of

blood-colour; some petals of a delicate rose-colour hang
elegantly ofi' the bottom ; all the others ai-e regularly

disposed ; magnificent, 3s. 6d.

Saccoi nova.—Imbricated vai-iable petals ; rosy, some-
times ti'ansparent, sometimes semi-coloured ; at other

times well variegated ; a beautiful vai'iety, 3s. 6d.

Spectabilis.—Magnificent globular flowers ; very full

;

white, spotted with rose, 3s, 6d.

Teutonia.—Beats the old double white by the admir-

able disposition of its large petals. What renders it

especially desirable is, its double inclination to produce
flowers, either quite white or quite red, sometimes divided

between the two colom's, 3s. 6d.

Tourresianu.—Anemone-flowered, lively cherry-coloiu",

with pui-ple veins, 2s. 6d.

Verchaffelt'iana.—Well imbricated ; lively rose ; the

petals marked with a narrow whitish stripe on the edge ;

very fine, 3s. 6d.

V'lllageolse.—Elegant form ; rosy white, well spotted

with purple ; very pretty, 2s. Cd.

Tiolace superba.—Fine foliage ; large size ; fine car-

mine, with violet shaving, 33. 6d.

Visconta nova.—Imbricated ; very full ; dajfk cannine,

spotted or streaked witli white, 3s. 6d.

Woods'ia alba.—Extremely lai'ge flower ; petals of the

circumference milk white, with large bands of carmine-

colom-ed spots, and lines more mixed than in " Camelha
King," 3s. fid.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*, We request that no one will write to the departmental writers

of The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unju&tifiable trouble

and expense; and we also request our coadjutors under no circum-

stances to reply to such private coranaunications.

Indexes (A. Z.).—You can have these, together with prefaces

and title-pages, by applying at our office, 2, Amen-corner. Send
your direction there, inclosing four penny stamps, and they will be

sent to you.

Gladioli (.Ibid)-—We will publish a descriptive list of these

shortly.

CoRRtEA {Mary Ittarsfintt).—"Whoever your friend is who told you
that this is a hybrid between a fuchsia and a ht-ath, Itnows nothing

of botany. Heinigtit as well say that the Pyrusjaponica is a hjbrid

between a crab and a poppy. The Corroea is a distinct genus of

plants.

Field Botany {Rev. E. H. r.).—Wilhering's " Arrangement of

British Plants." or Smith's "English Flora," would supply your
wishes. We cannot, in a weekly paper, be sufficiently accurate to

justify our attempting to accent proper names.

Dictionary {R. S.P.).—A Dictionary, such as you suggest, is in

contemplation ; but it must be cheap.

Rabbit's Dung {W. D. Pai)K).—This is one of the richest of

manures. It may be used instead of that of the sheep for mailing

liquid-manure. It must, for such purpose, be kept dry, and unmixed
with litter. As a manure for digging into the soil, it should be mixed

with the litter and urine of the rabbit. Ammonia is abundant in the

manure formed by rabbits ; and, in addition, it contains much chalk

(carbonate of lime), carbonate of potash, muriate of potash, and
sulphates of potash and lime— all friendly to garden-plants.

Prices of Fowls (A Constant Readier).— II any of the parties

who deal in them will send us an advertisement, we shall willingly

insert it. We know it would answer their purpose, for our circula-

tion exceeds that of any other gardening periodical.

Evergreen Climbers (Ha;eWiui-s().—The best evergreen climber

for the posts of a verandah are climbing roses of that character, such
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as Felicit)* PtTpetuelle, Princesse Louise, PrJnoesse Marie, and Odo-
rata; and these are the best to bud other roses on. Gloire de Rosa-
nit-ne should he planted along witl) them to keep the botioms full, and

for perpetual flowering, but it will not bud well on any stoik- Tlie

whitejasmiue, and the yellow one (Jasminum revolutum) are also

very huitable for jour purpcse.

Amaryllis (Delta).—This planted in November and kept in the

house, now looks sickly. You have done as ihousands have done
before, and as oiher thousands will continue to do, until The Cot-
tage Gardener and similar works will diifuse a better knowledge
amor.g the many. The amaryllis and the rose were started in winter
under too muih stimulus; Ifat-y answered the call by a sudden flush

of growth, but nature was suon exhausted, and thpy both came lo a

stand still. The bulb must now have its own way ; keep it mnist for

six weeks longer, and if it does not grow let the pot get quite dry
and remain so till next August, or till the bulb bt^eins ro grow again.

There are so many bulbs pass under the name Amaryllis, that no one
can even guess the right treatment for a given plant without seeing

it. Remove the'sprig of the monthly rose mio a very small pot, with
sandy soil, and treat it as a cutting, and it will soon root at thie

season.

Tree Violets {Cowes),—These liave "lost their character, having
run all ovt^r the pots." AU that you need do is to cut off all the side

shoots close to the stems.

Begonia Fuchsioides (iJrtf).— This has lost the ends of its

branches, &.C., t-oni 'if mg kept in a cold damp greenhouse. Such a
place is toe cold and wet for this plant; hut in a dry bouse it will do
all winter, in a temperature of 40*^, and from that to 45°. Cut down
the side shoots to within one joint of the old stem, and those damaged
cut to the bottom, but do not repot until the plant is in growth
again—about a month hence. Sandy loam and good drainage, or a
little peat or leaf mould, will suit it. Water it very sparingly for the

first munth after cutting it down.

Ceyptomeria Japonica [A Subscriber).—This is quite hardy, and
one ot the flnest evergreens you can plaut. A rich, deep, sandy loam
on a dry bottom is the best soil for it.

Bed DING- OCT {Hamm€rsviith).—Yo\x cannot safely plant out your
verbenas, or anyof Iht^ half-hardt flower-garden plants, at Hammer-
smith, btifore the loth of May, aiid not even to early if the easierly

winds, so ppfvalent at that season, should be very cold. Nothing but
hyacinths, early tulips, with other sprisg bulbs and wallflowers will

do for your new beds to look gay, as you wish, by the end of March.
Any of the nurserymen in your neighbourhood rould furnish a nice

lot of flowering lliings till bedding-out time; and that is the cheapest
way for a new garden.

LocuLiA Gratissima (T. H^.)-- This is a hardy conservatory

I

plant, and keepii>g it in the stove as you did durirg the winter, is the

ruin of it. The same treatment as is given io forced camellias suits

it better than any other mode, when grown a» a pot plant; that is,

after flowering in winter, to allow it to remain at rest until the natural
warmth of the sprine season sets it growing, say early in March;
then to force it into strone erowih in a damp hothouse to the end of
June, and to harden it off in July, so as tn stand nut of doors in

Augu--t, or as long as the weather is fine. Atter the flower-buds are

formed in October, it will stand a second forcing, which is the only
point in which it differs from the CHmellia. We need hardly say this

is the finest shrub in cultivation. Any goot) rich soil with a little

sand and peat will suit i(. Crushed limestone will not answer for

potting, like silver sand.

Iron versus Wooden Greenhouses (5. P., Rushmere).—
Vuu are not probably aware, that if we answered your question tither

way, it would be like disturbing a hornet's nest. The question has
caused l)eari-burning enough already. They each have their ad-
vaniuges and iheii' disadvantages.

Perennials (Ibid).—We agree with >ou about them, and shall add
some more to ihe lists already in uur i-ages. But we never yet met
three persons who would agree about a border of them, or even a good
selection. There is no double Erysimum pero/skianum that we are

aware of.

Crocuses (E. P.).—These ought to be taken up every third or
fourth year, say in August, and teplanted immediately, for ihfy are

HO', unproved by lieitig kept out of the ground like hyacinths. Yet, as
they do not t^ueceed well with you, you might buy sivme next summer
and plant them in October.

Propagating AuBRiETiA (^.)-—The aubrietia is beat increased
by dividinj; the plants into five or six pieces, when they have done
flowering, taking otf some roots with each jiicce, cutting away half of
the old stems, and i)'antint; them in liglit soil in some shady place,

till September, or laler, wlien lliey are ready for the beds again.

Annuals (Ibid).—These sown under harid-glassee need not be
upon a holherl ; anJ as soon as they are up, raise one side of the glass

lo lot in air to them.

Natural Phenomena (Amicus).—Vou surprise us by asking,

why we insert such *' trifling" informatlnn as that on such a day "the
frog croakit ?" information, you nay, "trifling, i ven if true." Now,
if not (rue, you will oblige us much byhrating h<iw fir each event we
80 notice is from being correct, because on the multitude of sueh ob-
Bervaiions depends their value. We state »'hat is the average time
ioT each phenomenon occuring in ihe east of England ; and when such
pheiiutnenon occurs v-itiiur earlier or latt r, it is a nutuial indic.itton to

the gardener, if read aright, to sow and perform other operations
earlier or later. LiniiEejs and utiier imturalibls liave coinmended
these guides.

Cochin China Fowls (Rev. W. D. i^.)-—Norwood is In Surrey.
We have forwarded your note.

Annuals (P. O. P.).- You «ill see some such as you require in
our two last numbers, if you will consult the indexes. Very full lists,

with heighis, colours, 5cc., are given at pages 137 and 274 of our first

volume.

Pea-FOWL (it/arj/i4nne).— Your pea-fowl losing the use of their
limbs and dying, are afiected probab'y with rheumatism and cramp.
They are natives of a warm clim^iie, and the late severe wint^'i may
have aSected them Cold and damp cause those diseases to them.
Keep ihem shut up in a warm dry place ; and when anyone of them
is attacked, put its legs and the lower jart of its body in a bath of
water as hot as you can bear your hand in it; pot it before the fire

until quite dry, and give it a pellet or two of barley meal containing
a bruised clove of garlic. The wet clay soil is the cause of jour roses
losing the ends of their branches. Cun you not alter the staple of the
soil about ihem by excavatins it, and mixing It with half iis bulk of
coal-ashes, sand, and lime rubbish?

Gardeners' Dictionary (Ibid).— k new edition is contemplated.

Seedsman (C. Me L.).—Any one who advertises in our columns
will send you what you want, and then you can send payment after-

wards to him.

Bees (E. i2,).— You had no hives in ynur own possession untH this

winter; and feel at a loss about transferring these swarms (which are
in old hives) iriio the Improved Cottage hives. Your safest and best

plan will be to let the bees swarm, and put ttxp swarms U'to any kind
of hives that you m.^y like best; and when your btes have swarmed
and cast (a second swarm), whicli they are sure to do, you must not
expect any hcmey fr^m ihem : it is all Iheparentstocks will do to lay
up a winter's store. The small hive and glass have each a hole at

the top; because, when placed between the one already nearly full

and the parent hive, free communication maybe given to the bees to

|to up and complete it. A turned pece of wood, with one hole two
inches in diameter, will do equally well. Adapting boards are not
absolutely necessary between the small hives, but they are very con-
venient at the time oftemoval; the large bowl forms sufficient cover
for the whole. Keep your old hives for swarming. Should you feel

particularly anxious to obtain a little fine honey trom your old stocks,

cut a hole in the top of the strong hives, and place on a small one
that will hold five or six pounds, or a glass of the same size. It will

retard their swarmmg only a few days, and perhaps not at all; put
them on the last week in April.

Fuchsia Corymbifloea (76i(/).— Plant it in the border, and train

it against your east wall, as you propose.

Twelveteees' Washing Ligdid {A Subscriber).- Not knowing
its composition, we cannot say whether it will be b-^neficial aS a ma-
nure after being used for washing linen. It is probably alkaline, and
you can try it to cabbages in your kitchen garden. Mr. Beaton dcea
n'lt recommend the disuse of the hoe, but of the 7-ake. Every gar-

dener who knows how to handle a hoe and spade can put a surface

neat without raking it.

Bones (Beta).—If these do not dissolve readily, we conclude the

sulphuric ai id was not sufiiciently strong. It ought to be the strong-

est sulphuric aeid ; try some more of this.

Potato Planting (G. R.).—All potatoes may be planted early

—

tlie earlier ihe belter. The terms " early" and "late," applied to

potatoes, refer to their time of being fit to take up. It is impossible

to know what kind is meant by " a white kind from near Rouen."

Heating Gbeenhouse (Hope).—Your iron stove for this purpose

will be best outside, wiih merely a cover from the weather; why not

connect it with a brick flue? Iron always causes disagreeable smells,

and the production of deleterious gases.

Canvas (Dr. L., of Bath).—You can get it from Mr. Hulme,
Paradihe Green, Knutsford. If the canvas touch>-s the ground, it wdl
soon decay.

Bees (Un Aboue).— The floor-board may be cleaned or changed

just before sunrise, or immediately it^ets; the greatest possible danger
would arise from setting pans with food about on a sunny duy ; it will

set all the hees on your own as well as in yourne'ghbour's apiaries (o

fighting, and the total loss of several stocks would in all probability

be the result. The contents of a hive four years old, to be safe,

should now weigh 8 lbs. Feed at the top of your hives, if possible;

if not, see pages 305, 306, vol. i. of The Cottage Gardener.

Laying Down a Meadow (A Subscriber, Dublin).—After your
turnips are ofl', dig the ground, and sow oats this month ; and, as soon

as these are drilled in, sow the grass seeds, and then run a liuht roller

over. Describe your soil, and write to Messrs. G.bbs & Co., Picca-

dilly, London.

Names of Plants {John Marchington).—Your plant is Arabis
alpina. (J. W. Sulby) —Your hardy shrub is Garrya ellifitica.

{./. G. P., fiiter^ow).—Tlie small-leaved fern is the Maidenhair, ..^dian-

tum capillus-ueneris ; and the other, we think, is Pteris pedata.

London: Printed by Haeey Wooldridge, Winchester Hich Street,

in the Pariah of St. Mary Kalendar; and Published by William

SomervilleOer, at the Oflice, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish

of ChriBt Church, City of London.—March 2l9t, 1B50.
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It is but right iu this closing number of our third

volume, that we should apprize our readers that the

increased and increasing support we have received

enables us to incur still greater expense for their'

benefit. By a judicious lengthening and widening

of our columns, without altering the size of our pages,

aud by giviug up occasionally two of the pages at

present devoted to advertisements, we shall find

space for several new departments intimately con-

nected with our objects. Among these will be direc-

tions for the management of the Aviary, certain por-

tions of Rural and Domestic Economy, and the Treat-

ment of Domestic Animals. We shall be able to

include the.se without diminishing a lino from our

gardening columns, and witliout adding to the price

of our paper. So far shall we be from diminishing

our amount of gardening information, that we shall

add to it several new features, the most important of

which, perhaps, is a series of drawings and essays,

illustrative of tiic points of excellence which should

characterise Flobists' Flowers, and the attainment

of which points should be aimed at by their culti-

vators.

Since we wrote (see pnge 2i'.)) upon tiie subject of

the Orohanclie infesting the parsnip in the Isle of

Jersey, wc have received several communications

upon the subject; and although they do not afford

much relative information, yet they all add in some

way or other to our stores of interesting lurowledge.

Dr. Macreight, writing from Jersey, says :

—

" I have just heard from Mr. Eiohai-fl, that the manure
used for the parsnips and carrots was farm-j-ard manure,
and the xireceding crop was turnips. The carrots and
parsnips were sowed in alternate rows, and the farmer

atti-ibntes their both suQering to tlie high winds, which
mixed the seeds; of course, carrying the seeds of Oro-

hanclie witli it, if it did not exist in the ground previously.

"We grow the T'erunicu, an evergreen shrub widi

broad leaves, I think spccinsa, out of doors in Jersey, aud
it appears to witlistand frost as well as a laurel."*

Of course, the farmer's idea that tlie seeds of the

Orobanche were carried to his crop by the high wind

needs no refutation. We have no hesitation in con-

cluding, that the seeds were in the soil ever since

clover was last grown upon the same soil ; for it is

quite certain that these seeds will remain in the cartli

without vegetating, until some plant adapted for their

parasitical growth is presented to tliem. A fact some-

what bearing upon tliis phenomenon occurs in the

following extract from a letter wo lately received

from Mr. Beaton:—
" I can tell you one curious thing t observed of tlic

Orohtiiichf ntiiiur t\\'o years since. A new nfMilion to the

park liere was made lately; the ground was put under a

conrse of crop culture, to get it into a condition for per-

manent pasture ; and, in due time, a crop of mixed
grasses was sown from a London house, and along witli

the grass appeared thousands and tliousamls of the

* All the New Zc-tiliind Veronicas would live out of doors in .Icrsey,

fu'li as V. stilifi/ti/iii, Lmdlt'ifunn, anil others. Your A'eronica is

tiic iin-rio'iu with llie Ijroad leaves.— En. C. G.

O. minor. All over a field of some twenty acres immense
quantities of llie seeds ripened ; but none, either of them
or of Uie old plants, ajipeared last season or the one
before ; at least, I could see none, although I walk to

church every dry Sunday through tins field."

Another correspondent {L. 8 B.) writes thus :

—

" \VliiIe residing in Jersey, in ISii, 1 met with the
Orohanchc cicriilea plentifully parasitical on a vetch. This
was in the jiarish of St. Clement's, in a field joining the

Witches Rock. Also the Ciiscala rpillii/miim (another
parasite) in great plenty iu the same field. I shoukl,

therefore, be of your opinion, that that upon the pai'suip,

ifec, is not likely to be of English importation. Should
your Jersey correspondent be interested iu Jersey botany,

he will find in the fields (next the sea), lialf-way between
the field above named aud Havre de Pas, that beautiful

wild flower the Centmirea istiardi, or Star Tlustle."

HiMALW.iH Pumpkin Seeu.—We have now a good

supply of the seed of this most serviceable vegetable.

Any one sending us an envelope, reaihj ilirecteil, and

containing two postage stamps, any time before the

l^ith of April, shall have three seeds sent free of

postage.

THE FRUIT-GARDEN.
CuT/rVRE OF TUE PaSSIFLOR.AS FOR THE DeSSERT.—

There are two, at the least, of this most interesting

family, the fruit of which is not only eatable, but,

when propei'ly ripened, possesses a very rich, thougli

slightly acid pulp, particularly agreeable to some
]ialates, We have cultivated one kind extensively,

and we have always found that the fruit was highly

esteemed by first-rate judges as a valuable adjunct

to the dessert ; its splendid rich plum-colour and
neat form of themselves rendering it a desideratum

on the first table. We here allude to the Paxnijlurd

cihilis, or incarnata ; the other kind to which we
would draw some attention also is the Pagsiflorn

(jiiadraiwiiltris, although the former is to our mind
superior iu richness and pungency of flavour. They
are both natives of t\ie West Indies, whenoo the

quailnniguhiris was introduced to this country about

the year 1708; but the date of the iutroduction of

cihdis is not quite certain. They may, theretbre, be

considered stove plants in their true character ; and
they certainly delight in a high temperature, espe-

cially ttie P. qnailrangnlaris ; nevertheless, they can

be grown in a comfortable vinery, and the P. eiJuUs

iu a lower temperature than the other.

To those who wish to try their hand at either, we
would say, commence witli the P. cihdis. The first

tiling to bo considered is the situation. They are

both plants of rambling habit, the edidi.'i amazingly

so; and its liahit of growth may be compared to one

of the wandering Ipomcas. or, indeed, to the common
passion flower (/'. arcndeti) when thriving under fortu-

nate ciicumstancos, in a warm summer. Our practice

was, when we cultivated it, to ti'ain it at the back of

vineries which contained a tan-pit for pines. The
houses had been ncwdy built, and until the lines

were thoroughly established, and occupied most of

the roof, tlio jiassifloras of course had it all their own
way; aud the roof being metallic, the light was
intense, aud this it appeared in the sequel was the

great secret of success; for as soon as the vines were

permitted to cover the roof, wc had to bid adieu to

passifiora culture iu that situation. Now, it being

some seven feet from the back kerb of the tan-pit to
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the roof, we had to obtain a stem of that length, to

enable the shoots which liad to produce the fruit to

come iu contact with tlie roof, or rather the wires on
whicli the vines and tlie passitioras were trained. Tlie

plant in its own native charaoter is what our botanists

term sutFruticose—tliat is to say, half shrubby—and,

like most plants of that oliaa-acter, can scarcely be
brought to blos.som the year in wlucli it is sown, for

they come readily from seed. We may here observe,

that they strike readily from cuttings also; therefore,

they are speedily multiplied. Our purpose in noticing

these collateral matters is merely to show, that it is

expedient that the plant destined to All a given situ-

ation at a certain period should be raised and trained

the year previous—indeed, if several years before so

much the better; foi' with this, as with many plants

of similar habits, the fruitful character increases

with age. In our own case we had to rear a stem of

six or seven feet ; and oiu' practice was to take cut-

tings or seedlings under high cultivation in the year
preceding the fruiting year, and to train them Just as

our pot-vine growers train their vines, with the ex-

ception of " stopping," which is not necessary with
the passifloras until they attain the desired length of

stem, when the ottener in tlie iirst season they are

stopped the better they will show blossom in the suc-

ceeding year. They are, however, readily raised from
seed, and will grow much faster than from cuttings.

We had an angle at each end of the tan-bed sepa-

rated for them at the back or north side of the pit,

and which angle would contain about a barrowful of

compost, which was composed of equal parts strong
loam, leaf soil, and sandy heath soil. In this they
grew with the utmost freedom; indeed, tliey will grow
i'reely in almost any dark soil.

The stems were carried perpendicularly until they
met the vine trellis, when they were trained right and
left over that portion of the trellis whicli covers tlie

back walk. Eacli succeeding winter they were cut

back to the point where tlie stem first reached the
wires, and by the end of .1 uly the whole space would
be covered again. In annually emptying the tan-pit,

we invariably found abundance of roots running
close to the pit-wall revelling in the decomposed tan

;

these were, of course, annually destroyed, and with-
out any material injury to the trees.

Some attention is necessary in training them, or

they get confused: about once a week they should
be regulated; and when in the height of their growth
whole shoots will have to be cut away, or " stopped,"
where becoming too crowded. Another point too,

and an all important one, must have strict attention

—

the flowers must be " set" by hand as they open.
Without this, the crop can by no means be relied on ;

with it, they are almost sure to swell off. The reason
of this would seem to be that our ordinary summers'
heat is not quite high enough, or rather, perha])s,

that too much humidity exists in the atmosphere,
even in the day, as compared with their native habi-

tat. Added to this, the anthers or pollen masses,
curiously enough, burst on the lower side, at least

whilst growing in the before-named position ; at the
same time the stigma, or female organ, is thrown out
in an elevated column above them. Our worthy co-

adjutor, Mr. I!caton, could doubtless throw some
light on this curious economy, the design of which
is not very apjiarent.

In " setting," we used to take one of the anther?,
when burst, about eleven o'clock in the forenoon, and
merely rub the point of the stigma with it: tlie male
dust is profuse: but it, as bclbre observed, never
appears so subtile or volatile as tlie pollen of plants

indigenous to our clime, as the yew, or the hazel. It
appears about tlie consistence of Durham flour of
mustard, and this leads us to think that our atmo-
sphere is too humid to subtilize it. From Midsum-
mer, or soon alter, the roof will hang with scores of
this deliglitful fruit, it being a free bearer; and until
November they may be found in all stages—some
ripe, others swelling, and fresh blossoms opening in
all directions.

The fruit is about the size of a pullet's egg, finely
formed, and of a splendid colour, about intermediate
between a damson and claret-colour, and very rich
and pungent. It seems to oonibine the flavours of the
jiino-apple, the black currant, and the elder-berry—

a

singular union; and the fruit, which possesses a
thick, hard shell, is eaten with a spoon, like an egg;
and we have heard first-rate gastronomists declare,
that a little wine or brandy poured in, with some
powdered loaf-sugar, was a capital addition for some
palates. It certainly is the most sjilendid-looking
dish imaginable on the table ; but we warn all those
who would cultivate it, that intense light is necessary,
and that it will not answer to blend it on the same
roof with vines—both crops would prove unsatis-
factory.

The Passijiora quaitrangidaris is better known ; of
this we cannot speak so fully. It is a large fruit, as
big as a small melon, and does not ramble so much
in its growth ; it has, however, a very large and
shading foliage, and delights in heat and light.

R. Eerington.

THE PLOWER-GARDEN.
Bedding Plants.—In order that all the plants

available for planting in masses may be described in
these notes, I sliall, in future, arrange them accord-
ing to their colours, and begin to-day with the white
flowering ones: and as soon as I have enumerated
all that I am acquainted with under each colour, I

shall bo obliged to any of our readers who will take
the trouble to remind me of any omissions I may
make, or send me the names of any new or old plants
suitable for planting in beds, but which are not
generally used that way, so that all the best flower-
garden plants, known up to this season, may be
recorded in a regular series, with short notices of their
proper culture and winter management, also with
sucli incidental observations on their merits for par-
ticular purposes as may suggest themselves. After
getting through with those plants having tlie more
prominent colours for massing, I shall mention those
that I have seen used of late years for beds of ditferent

tints, or for mixed beds, and then wind up with a
selection of the best border plants, or such as can
only be used singly in patches: and it is in this class

of ornamental plants tliat my own knowledge is most
deficient; and, therefore, any contribution to this

department will be very useful, and I shall feel grate-

ful for any such aid. I hardly visit a garden, how-
ever small, without learning or seeing something
which I did not know before ; and there is no doubt
but it would surprise many of us to see what an
accession could be made to our stock of garden inform-
ation, if the great body of our amateurs with small
means were to throw in their mite to the common
stock. At any rate, there are but few who have
jiractised for a few years in their own gardens, who
could not furnisli some little assistance to my cata-

logue of ornamental jdants.

Whitk Ki.iiwuns.—To begin with tlie lowest of
the white budding plants, I take the white variety of
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) 'erhem pulchella (Fair Verbena) ; not much to boast

of, it is true, but still it is useful for very small beds,

or for a low band of edging. It is very easy to keep,

being one of the hardiest of the new race Lobelias.

At page :^-Jl, I have said that there are some white

dwarf Lobehas belonging to the section called erimis.

These are very neat plants for the smallest beds, and

require the richest soil, are easily kept over the

winter, and should be propagated in August by

cuttings or seeds.

Campanula (or Bell-flower).—The most dwarf white

campanula is one called j)«jKz7a, and there is a

blue one of this species. The height is no more

than three inches, and is one of the neatest white

edging plants I know, and as hardy as the " blue

bells of Scotland." Like all the campanulas with

creeping roots, it should be taken np every April

and divided into little pieces, and these pieces

should then be planted as closely together as they

will lie ; when nsed as a rock plant, it need not be

divided oftener than every second year. Campanula
cavpatica—so called from being a native of the Car-

pathian monntains, and, therefore, must be a very

hardy plant with us. Of this blue bell there is a

variety with white flowers, as pure white as the snow

on the Carpathian range. This is a gem of the first

water for tlje flower-gai'den, either as a patch in a

mixed border, or for a low bed or edging. The height

is from nine inches to a foot. I was on tlie point of

saying, that every one who lias a flower-bed or border

ought to procure this plant, but it is quite new, and

may not be so readily met with as the blue one from

which it sported. It does not seed freely, and will

not come from cuttings after it begins to flower ; but

if put into heat in the spring, the cuttings will root

as fast -as those of the verbena, and will be ready to

plant out in May, and will bloom beautifully for

three or four months ; after that, dividing the roots

in April will be the proper mode of treatment as a

beddei'.

Scnecin is the name of the Aracricnu groundsel,

of which there are two shades of pui'ple, and a

white variety. The white of this plant is not very

clear, but it makes a variety, and lasts in good order

from June to the middle of September, and, there-

fore, is not to be despised ; besides, it comes from

cuttings in the spring as freely as any plant. The
lieight is \l or l.j inches. The seeds of these Ame-
rican groundsels should not be ottered for sale ; a

bushel of them would not furnish enough of double

flowers to plant a yard of ground. There is an old

Cape plant, with starry, white, little flowers, known
in gardens by the name of Buchnera I'iscom, which

name, however, belongs to another plant. This also

makes an addition to the low or small beds, though

not very showy. It is about a foot high, very easy

to grow froui cuttings, and to keep over the winter,

as it flowers on all the season, and is not bad to keep

in the reserve beds. It is a useful plant to have at

hand to (ill a bed in July, after some annual or other

plants are done flowering.

','i'i-aniiims.—The Mliito Jvi/ Leaf is the best of

all the geraniums for a low white flower-bed ; the old

]\'hit.e Flowered Iforne-sUoe geranium is too poor a

trusser, and seeds too freely lor a bedder, and my
own light seedlings are not white enough to pass as

such, (iiteen I'ietoria and Lailij JUrer.i are too deli-

cate to stand out in most placM's; but where the soil

and situation is cougeuial for them, they form light

gi-oups of exquisite beinifcy, and there is a white va-

riety of Unique, wliioh promises to be a good addition

to our light coloured beds, but I believe it is yet too

scarce to be had in quantity.

Phlox.—The best of the white phloxes for a bed,

is one called onndflora, which delights in dark rich

soil; and being qnitehardy is well deserving of general

cultivation. It rises from a foot to eighteen inches,

and sliould be taken up and divided every second
season, or, if wanted to bloom late in the autumn, it

should be replanted evoy spring, about the middle
of A2)ril. All the Phloxes are good showy border
plants, but they soon exhaust the soil unless they are

taken up and planted every second or third spring.

When strong plants of them are divided, all that is

necessary is, to get up the whole ball with as many
roots as possible, and then with a sharp spade to

slice off pieces from the outside for replanting, and if

needs be, two or three of these slices may be put in

together, to form a large mass, and always in fresh

soil, or in a different part of the border. The whole
centre of the old ball ought to be discarded, but the

usual method is to quarter the ball, which, as it

retains the older roots, is bad practice. No matter
what kind of old plant one lias to divide, the younger
parts ought to be chosen in preference to that which
has often flowered ; the youngest portion of the roots

are always the most active, and will tlirow up the

finest flowers.

Antirrhinum, or Snapdragon, furnishes two kinds

for clear white beds ; and both must he increased

from cuttings only, as no reliance can be placed on
seedlings coming genuine. A dwarf old white one,

called Double, makes a nice low bed, and holds in

bloom a long time if the spikes are cut oft' as fast

as the seed vessels appear, which, like the liUpiuesand
many other plants, is the right way to keep all the

Snapdragons in flower for a long time. For a tall, or

a medium height, make a choice of the best white

seedling, whieli may be pricked out of a seed-hed of

these Snapdragons, and propagate it by cuttings

before they throw up for bloom in the early part of

summer; and after they are rooted, plant them in

the reserve ground, and prick oft' their flow'er stems
as fast as they appear through the autumn, and they

will be in fine order to remove to the flower-garden

the following spring ; or, where there is the con-

venience of a slight hotbed, they may be increased

in the spring, and will be in time to flower the same
season. They have been very much improved of

late years, and there is no end to their variations :

and of all plants, they and the wall-flowers are the

least objectionable plants to mix in shrubberies, or

for covering naked banks, or hare spaces under trees,

where few other things could live.

Pentittemoiis.—Some of these are fine things in a

flower-garden, hut they furnish none for a white bed

that I am aware of. The so-called White I'entstemon

is only a milk-and-water looking thing, only fit for a

shrubbery border, and most of them answer well that

way ; indeed, more so than in beds.

(l'',nothera (Evening Primrose), is a fine family of

plants, producing some good bcdders; but only two

of them arc suited for oiu- white groups, and these

are not used nearly to the extent they might be

—

either because they are afl'ected by particular soils, as

they certainly are, or their cultivation is not generally

understood. The best of them is Tara.viJ'olia or

Daudeliondcaved, and should he u.sed as an annual

;

the seed to be sown in August or J''ebruary, and the

lilants tin-ned (lut in ^^lay, in rich deep sandy soil,

where they will soon trail out and cover a bed all

over, and ]irodiice very large white evening Uowers.

The other while one is called .<peciosa, and rises to a
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foot or eighteen inches high, according to the rich-

ness of the bed. This species creeps at tlie roots lilve

couch grass , and to malie a safe bed of it, it ought
to be transplanted eveiy spring, mailing use of the

middle sized roots, and throwing away the older ones,

and all the weak ones. They will thus start anew
every season, and sliould be in fresh soil if possible.

Like the creeping bell-flowers they will continue six

weeks or two months longer in flower than if the

plants are allowed to remain undisturbed from
year to year. i

Xierembergia.—There is a little trailing species of

this, named calijcina, which for a little bed is not
amiss, where a large variety of plants are prized.

'•

Siveet ali/ssum.—This annual is the best edging
white plant I know, and is the very last to yield to

tlie frost, and it comes in as a variety for a bed not
less tlian two feet over; it comes from selfsown
seeds, and will bear to be transplanted nntil it is

half-grown,

D. Be.\tox.

f
To be continued.) !

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GAEDENING.

Or.D-F.iSHioNED Pl.^nts.—-A satirist, in treating

with the nps and downs whicli some plants liavc ex-

perienced during the last twenty years, would be
inclined to say tliat, in the love of novelty, gardeners
in many respects are imitators of the civilised and
refined Athenians, whose great delight it was " either

to tell or to hear of some new thing." Grateful as

we are for novelties, we cannot he unmindful that

many of these, though by no means ugly, had but

little of tlie striking in beauty to recommend them,

and that, therefore, when at length they were dis-

carded, a l(ind of vague feeling crept over the mind
that it would liave been as well to have kept a few of

tliose old-fashioned favourites, whicli had been turned

to the right-about to make way for the new comers.

A lady was so struck by the effect produced by a

mass of a very common plant, that she could not

avoid expressing ardently her desire that it woidd
hevoine, fasluonahle ; leaving us to infer that, until it

was ensconced under the protection of that wayward
arbiter of right and wrong, faskinn, she would not

feel quite at liberty to give the sweet thing a home
in her parterre, '["he same feeling carried out, so far

a? mere plants are concerned, has a tendency to

make the gardens of a neighbourhood fue similes of

each other, and to lessen that pleasant variety which
would ever be felt as a delightful change, when
friendly neighbours visit each other. They who can
deviate so much horn fashion as to grow in full per-

fection some of our old-fashioned plants, such as bal-

sams, &e., will not only show a spice of independence
in their tastes and ideas of the beautiful, but may be
certain to excite an interest among their visiting

friends ; nothing inferior to that which was felt in

our younger days, when miles wore cheerfully tra-

velled to see a stage full of well-grown specimens of

these splendid plants.

The G,\r,DEN B.ii.s.vjr.

—

Imputiens halsaminea, or

the Balsaminea liortensis, is a native of the East
Indies, and most species of the genus are found in

damp, shady, elevated localites, where the tempera-
ture never rises very high, nor falls very low ; from
50" to (io" being con.sidered a medium. This cir-

cumstance alone furnishes us with a key for its suc-

cessful culture, and demonstrates its fitness for green-

house and window decoration in summer- So liardy,
indeed, is the balsam, that if sown any time in April
in a little heat, it may be transferred to the bed or
border along with otlier tender and halfhardy an-
nuals in the end of May, provided a sheltered some-
what shady corner, and nice light rich soil has been
secured for it. The prettiest and shrubbiest balsams
I ever saw were thus treated, and retained their
beauty until the frosts of October. It is true they
did not reach four and live feet in height and wide
in proportion, like some giants upon a stage, after
haying been duly fostered in frame and pit ; but, in
point of beauty, there was no comparison between
them and the miserable spindle-legged things wo
frerpiently see in pots. The greater portions of early-
grown balsams have too much heat and too little air,

and in very bright sunshine a slight shading would
be beneficial. A singular circumstance connected
with the whole family, is the extreme irritability of
the seed vessel when touched when the seed is nearly
ripe.

Cnlture.—Seed.—To secure fine double flowers
it is advisable to save the seed from the best kinds,
and keep it carefully for several years before sowing
it. I am afraid my seed has been kept too long, for
it seems more inclined to rot than to vegetate. Old
seed will not produce such rampant plants as younger
seed, but the colours will be finer and the flowers
more double. All the beautiful varieties are only
hybrids from the same original species, and, there-
fore, though varieties may be expected, even wdien
the seed is saved with the greatest care, still, if care
is exercised, a great preponderance of the new seed-
lings will resemble the parent plant. A wide field is

here opened up to the investigator, for while in some
families it is possible to propagate the peculiarities
of a hybridised variety from seed, these peculiarities
in the varieties of another family can only be secured
by cuttings. To have fine balsams, it is advisable
not to sow until the end of March or beginning of
April. A slight hotbed is the best place, hut a win-
dow sill, with a pane of glass placed over the pot, will
answer admir.ahly; and, if the weather was very cold
in April and May, the pot might be set upon the
chimney-piece at night, before the plants were
well up.

Potlimi.—As soon as the plants are three inches
in height, they should be pricked out separately , into
three-inch pots ; set again in the bed ; keep close imtil
tliey are beginning to grow freely ; shifted succes-
sively into five, eight, and twelve-inch pots ; keep
rather close after each shifting, but at other times
give them air back and front, niglit and day, regulat-
ing quantity by the weather, so that you maintain a
bottom temperature from (i;')" to '0°, and a top tem-
perature ranging from 4-'>° and M" at night, to li.j^

and 70° during the day ; allowing the pots to stand
free on the surface for some time before transferring
them to the stage. Nice little plants may be obtained
for the window at a tithe of the trouble, but they
would bo 2ngmies when contrasted with the giants
the others ought to be.

Soil.—For the first potting, two parts loam, two
parts leafmould and one of sand. Every succes-
sive shifting tbe compost should be richer, and stiller

in its consistence ; dispensing, at length, almost en-
tirely with the sand, and using, instead of leafmould,
well-rotted mushroom dung; or, what is better, cow-
dung, at least two years' old, well aerated, not for-

getting pieces of it thoroughly dried, to assist in
keeping the soil open. The compost for the first pot-
ting will do for window culture.
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Watering.—Unlike many other plants, with succu-

lent stems that require little water at times, tlie halsam

is a regular toper, especially in fine clear weather.

No plant shows the want of water sooner, by its droop-

ing leaves and nodding stem ; and there is none tliat

will thank you sooner for a drink from the watoi--|iot,

as vigour will almost immediately assume the place

of apparent paralysis. These parchings and tbirstinga

must not be often repeated, or your labour will go for

next to nothing. I have been unable to look up some
observations upon watering balsams witli different

solutions, and coloured infusions among the number

—

using the latter upon clear hght-stemmed plants

—

hut there is plenty of room for experimenting in this

direction. We may mention, in passing, that if the

compost is not very rich, liquid-manure nnist be freely

given ; and, as our opinion and pi-aotice are required,

we would say, that we feel indebted to Mr. Barnes
for his plan of brewing unA finiufi his manure-water,

which we generally adopt for plants in pots. Our
•practice is to give the solution weak and often.

Cocksco:mb (Cdosia eristata).—This is a native of

tropical Asia. Like the balsam, it sports into varie-

ties, hut tliese are cliietiy of a crimson, purple, or a

yellowish colour ; the former of which are preferred,

and the deeper the red, or purple, the more they are

esteemed. The cotnh is tlio receptacle, on the sides

of which the diminutive flowers are placed. The
finer the variety, the less freely will it seed. We
shall cliiefly notice tlie points in which its successful

culture varies from that required by the balsam :

—

First, S(jil. This should be of a more loose and

open nature, and not so rich ; well-drained, assisted

with manure-water and surface-dressings.

Second, Tempernturc.—Tliis can scarcely be too

high, if air and water are attended to, witli abund-

ance of light. They are partial to a closish atmo-

sphere, though the combs and foliage should he dry

before the sun strikes upon them. Wlien growing,

they will delight in a temperature of from 70= to 8-5.

As the eombs approach completion, the temperature

must be gradually lowered, and then the plants will

stand several months upon the stage in the green-

house. Towards autumn little water should be given.

Those who have not sown should lose no time, and
give them the warmest corner too ; a bottom-heat of

from 8.")' to 90° will delight thern. In growing them
we have used two methods ; the first demands more
room, and ensures larger plants ; the second requires

less room, and furnishes dwarfer plants, with large

combs near and overhanging the pot. Uy the first

method, the plants are pricked out into small pots,

and then successively shifted; giving them no check

until the plants are nearly full-grown, when the

comb appears, and swells with great rapidity. By
the other mode, after the plants are shifted into three

or four-inch pots, and encouraged to fill them witli

roots, instead of being re-shifted, they are allowed to

get rather stunted, by vvilhliolding water, giving more

air, and a cooler temperature, wliicli starts tlie combs.

When they are I'roin a quarter to half-au-inch in size,

the future form of the corah may be detected ; all

pointed ones are discarded ; the plants are carefully

shifted and re-sliifted, and kept growing vigorously;

the olijoot being to throw that vigour into the comb,

instead of tbo stem and leaves. By lioth methods

all sido-shoots are removed wlion tlie plant is young,

whenever they present themselves.

Gr.oiiB A^iAii.vxTriK (Ouiiiphrrna rjlohosn) is a

native of India, and very pretty wlien well-grosvn
;

requires soil similar to the cockscomb, and not so

rich as the balsam, but with a good proportion of

leaf-mould. It requires more heat than the balsam
when growing, and not so much as the cockscomb

;

though both it and the cockscomb, when fairly started,

will get on as small pdants in a window. When tlie

plants are fully grown in a hotbed, and gradually in-

ured to it, they will ornament a greenhouse for several

months in summer and autumn. Seeds should be
sown in a hotbed directly.

Browallta—so named after a bishop—is a pretty

genus of plants, with blue, white, and lilac flowers,

from South America. In addition to being sown in

a slight hotbed, and potted and re-potted into light

sandy loam, and watered frequently with weak
manure-water, the common treatment given to the

greenhouse plants in summer and autumn will suit

them. The orange-coloured B. Jamesonii we have
not seen bloom as yet. li. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPAETMENT.

Stove Plants.—There are other plants besides

orchids in our stoves, and as we know that many of

our readers wish them to be noticed occasionall}', wo
purpose doing so every alternate week with the

orchid culture, now that we have jiuhlished the prin-

cipal ground work of the latter. Even our orchid-

growing friends will find these papers useful, as

there are numbers of stove plants that associate

with, and thrive well amongst orchids. We liave

frequently mentioned in the orchid papers that such

and such orchids thrive well, or even better, in a

common stove than in the house more especially set

apart for their habitation ; so, rice lersii, there are

several stove plants that enjoy the atmosphere -and

flourish better in the orchid house than in the stove,

especially during the growing season. We make
these preliminary remarks to show that instructions

in the culture of orchids and stove plants will be

useful and interesting to cultivators of either of these

great families of plants. It only remains, then, to

mention the method by which we shall perform, our

Iileasant task. We sliall first describe such really

good, though old, stove plants as have handsome
foliage, fine showy flowers, and bloom with good
management freely ; and, occasionally, we shall

deviate a little, whenever a new fine species comes
under our notice. We have a wide field before us,

for the number of truly splendid plants, natives of

warm climates, requiring the heat of the stove is very

great.

We might very properly hero describe the best

kind of house for these plants, but we think it better

to defer that to a future opportunity, passing it by

with this remark, that the nearer the plants are to

the glass the stouter they will grow, and the more
freely they will flower, and the colours of the blooms

will be brighter.

Of the families of plants that arc the most splen-

did in bloom, that have fine foliage, and are every

way worthy of cultivation, we shall commence witli

the genus
IxoRA —It always seems to us somewhat pedantic

to mention the reason why a plant is so called, yet

as all kinds of knowledge is desirable, ibr a wise

man has said that " knowledge is power," therefore,

we supjiose it will be useful to know the reason why
these really fine plants are called by the family name
Ixora. Well, then, this plant is a native of Malabar,

in the East Indies ; the inhabitants have a god named
txora, and as they admire (for even savages, as we
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call them, love flowers) the splendid blooms of this

beautiful shrub, they think them worthy to be ac-

cepted by their idol named Ixora, as an offering to

him eitlier to appease his wrath or propitiate his

favour. The name of the idol lias descended to the

otl'ering, and botanists have immortalized this idol

by giving his name to this floe race of plants.

The hrst species, Lvora coecinea, o\ ijraiulijloia, for

it is known by both names, is, without doubt, the

finest of all stove plants. Though introduced a long

time ago there are no plants that surpass it, when
well grown, for beauty and grandeur ; the only

charm it is deficient in is fragrance, in that particu-

lar its relative Luculia far surpasses it ; in all other

points it surpasses all its compeers.

The culture tliat it requires is what we have jjria-

cipally to do with, and in detailing the culture for

Ixora coccinca we shall describe that which will suit

the whole family. The first thing an amateur wants
to know when he receives a plant is—what soil does

it require ? Generally speaking, we may say he will

obtain that information by observing the kind of soil

it is growing in wlien he receives it from the nursery,

but that is not dhcai/s to be depended upon, besides,

he may obtain a plant or a cutting from a friend,

and in either case he is at a loss to know what soil

to pot his plant in. It is to supply such wants that

the writei's for The Cottage Gaiidenek tax their

brains and brush up their memories, and strive, iu

plain, homely language, to give all the information
their years of experience have given them, to make
the culture of all kinds of plants easy to tlie tyro in

gardening.

The soil that, we have found Ixorus to thrive and
flower best in, is peat obtained from a )jlace where
there is a ooutant deposit annually of leaves : these

decaying, layer upon layer, form a rich suitable soil

for numbers of stove plants, but particularly desira-

ble for the plants about which we are now writing.

If such soil is difficult to be found, light loam and
rotten leaves, well decomposed, with a fair mixture
of white sand, will answer nearly as well.

Culture.—The way to obtain, or to make, a fine

specimen fit either for ornament or exhibition, we
shall next endeavour to describe. A young plant in

a 5-inch pot should have four or live branches
springing from the bottom ; if it has not these

branches they may be obtained by cutting the plant
partially down. These should be stopped at the

third pair of leaves, and as tliis is the best montli iu
the year for that operation, let them be potted im-
mediately into 8-inch pots, well drained; when that

is done, tie down the branches nearly to the edge of

the pot to short sticks, give a gentle wateriug, and,
if possible, plunge them into a gentle bark-bed lieat,

this will assist their growth greatly. In three months
they will require potting again, into 11-inch pots; if

they have grown well (which they are sure to do if

prcjierly managed, that is, if frequently syringed and
moderately watered, and shaded from the midday
sun) they will then require stopping again, and the

young branches that have sprung up from the centre

should be tied down again nearly to tlie first tier ;

they may then be repluuged in the bark-bed, and
remain there till September. If they have pro-

gressed as they ought the plants should be more than
a foot in diameter, thick and bushy, and hall-a-yard

high. They had better now be lifted out from the

tan and placed in the stove, to remain there all

winter ; place them as near the glass as possible,

and keej) them rather dry. This treatment will

induce a gentle rest, and will cause them to bloom

freely the following season. If very large plants are

desired let the same treatment be followed the next

year, allowing no fiowers to be produced, and in-

creasing the size of pots, stopping and tying out the

brauclies so as to form a pyramid of them ; the lower

branches should be encouraged to push out, so that

the plant will be widest at the bottom. At the end

of the second year the plants should be at the least

two feet iu diameter, and the same nvunber of feet in

height, and should produce 12 or 10 of their magni-

ficent heads of scarlet orange flowers.

The above description and treatment we intended

more particularly for Ixora cocciiiea, but the same
treatment will suit the whole genus, including that

flue new species lately introduced, the Ixora Java-

nica. Below is a selected list of the species more
particularly worth growing.

Ixora coocinea (Orange-scarlet Ixora).

,, crocata (Sattron-coloured I.).

„ loHi/ifoHa (Long-leaved I.), scarlet.

„ flaiiiiuea (Flaine-coloured I.).

,, Bandhuca (Bandhuc 1.), flesh-coloured.

,, Obovata, or purpurea (Obovate-leaved I.),

purple.

,, Javaniaa (.Java I.), pink.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
We trust our amateur florists have been wide

awake during the sharp frosty weather we have had
lately, and have taken advantage of our almost

weekly warnings that such weather might come
upon us unexpectedly, which, if not daily, or rather

nightly, guartled against, would be very iujurious to

the delicate and beautiful objects classed as florists'

flowers. We can only this week find room to reite-

rate oiu' warnings, for we are by no means yet certain

that our favourite plants are safe from spring frosts.

We remember an old successful florist, Mr. Emerson,
of Barnet, many years ago urging upon florists the

necessity of warmer covering tlian usual at this un-

certain season, and recommending even good warm
blankets, to protect the rising blooms of Auricula

and Polyanthus, and other tender favourites.

Caiixations and PicoTEES Ought now to be quite

finished potting. Below is a very select list of the

best show kinds, which every florist intending to

exhibit a stand of 12 ought to possess.

CARNATIONS.

Scarlet. Flala's. per pair.

•( (i

:i ti

2 a

;j u

•)

.'•i

.•)
t)

Cardinal Wolsey (May's), one of the best

Firebrand (Hardwick's), very line

King of Scarlets (Ely's), extra fine

Orlando (Jilay's), a good linn llower

Hose Flakes.*

Orlando (Blay's), extra fine, a well-fornied tlower

Ariel (May's), also good, with beautiful colours -

I'rincp Ai-thm- (May's), extra fine, with long pod-
Briseis (Tonilyn's), very good, but not quite

constant - - - - - a u

Purple Flakes.

I Beauty of 'Woodhouse (Mansley's), clear puiTle

ond white - - - - . 3 C

Squire Trow (Jackson's), extra fine, a good show
flower - - - - - 3 fi

Wm. Benn (Turner's), extra large, fine flower - •'! C

Queen of Pm-ples (Holiday's), heavy colour, pure

white, a truly grand variety - - .0

* Broulies'a Flora's Garland is undoubteiUy the finest of all Rose
Flakes yet known, but we have already recominended it.
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Sairhl JHzan-t!'. CuloUiv.— scailet. blauk, uiid wljilf.

per iiair.

Brutus (Calculi's), cik-Ii petal well maikej willi

the tliree colimrs ; a tiriu, rose-ed^'t'il tlower - ! li

I'riiice AUii.'it (I'uxlty's), ditto, Imt a large Howev "i

Urilliaiit I, Ucinvortli's), colours very Ijright, Hue
form • - - '2 II

Cfimsoti Bizam'S, Coloiu's—crimson, lilack, and wliite.

. :; i;Caliban (Maj'sJ, very fine, full flower

Lord Milton (Ely's;, a really Lcood old variety - '-' n

Ilainbow (Cartwriglit's), an old favourite first rati'

ditto - - - - - - :; i;

Plii/c ami Pioylc Bi-c.rrcs. 'J'liis class bas only

two I'olours, but Ibey are irregularly mixed so

as to fonn a true bizarre Uov er.

Kdmund (May's;, lias a liigU character - - -i 1)

I'rincess Koyal (^Sealey'sJ, a large v\ ell formed
flower, colours good - - - . :l (i

rriuce Albert (Puxley'sJ, pure white, well mixed
with purple - - - - - :j i;

Kpaminnndas ( Hoi!g's),au old favourite good ilover 'I (i

Our space being full wo must defer the list of

picotees till next week. T. Ai'I'leuy.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
The present season lias bceu one of the finest

ever remcmhered for troncliing, forcing, and snrfuce-

stirring the soil; and wherever these matters have
been duly attended to, the soil must be in a line,

healthy, and well pulveriiied condition. If due at-

tention has been paid to our directions during so

favouraVile a seed-growing season, strong healthy

plants will be sure to appear; and with careful after

attention, crops of all kinds of vegetables will cer-

tainly be luxuriant and productive. Hoeing and
scarifying arc tlic principal attentions reipiired : and
if such operations are performed in due season, much
time and after labour is saved, and a weed never has
the chance of a])pcaring. As to tlie slug, or otlier

destructive vermin, lliere is but little fear of tliem,

as they and their larvio get so constantly routed

about by the continual stirring of the earth, that

their appearance becomes very scarce. Those who
have not thought it worth while to adopt this system,

and who are, consequently, pretty well stocked with

such pests as wo have been describing, may feel

themselves a little annoyed, as soon as showery
weather sets in, to find how mncb attention will be

rc(inired, early in the morning and late in the even-

ing, to prevent tlie destruction of their crops. New
brewers' grains and new bran are two of the best

articles we could ever discover for enticing the slugs

together. We lay a good tablespoonful of either one
or tlio other in snndl lumps here and tliero, about
tlio places which tliey frequent in the dusk of the

evening, and in two or three hours afterwards they

will be found congregated togetlier, and may be de-

stroyed in iiuantitics. \Vo formerly u.sed sometimes
to collect tlicm, by taking them up witli a trowel,

and putting tlieui into a pail ; and, at other times,

we liave gone round witli a bnclcet of hot slaked

lime, dusting it over them, and collecting Ihcm and
their bait together early the next morning.

Asi'AiiAouH ]'j,AXTiN(i.—The season for plantiug

this vegetable will soon arrive. Our system is, al'ttir

the soil has become in good condition (the directions

for which have been previously given), to set out the

rows at two feet apart, stretching tlii^ lino from end
to end, and with a boo drawing a drill on eacli side

of it, jilacing the roots nslrido, in a r<'gular manner.

over the little ridge thus formed between the two
drills ; drawing the earth up over them immediately
with hoe or rake, and pressing it down with a gentle

tread of the foot, and then giving it the finishing

touch with either of the same tools again.

RorriNE WoHK.

—

Basil and siteet nnnjurain sow
in full crop, as well as carrots : also full sowings of

celt'rij. This latter vegetable should be sown on a
little lieat, or on a well-pre]iared soil in a warm situa

tion i'rick off and repot vhillie and capsicum jjlants,

as well as lomatncs. !Sow the late kinds of pc((s and
hcans in succession, and attend to the surface hoeing
of those now making their appearance. A drill of

the round variety of spinach should also occasionally

bo sown. ]''ull crops ot parslci/ may be sown too,

and the early-sown now cuniiug up would be the

better for a gentle raking, to break the surface crust.

ParsJcij sonii in pans for transplanting should now be

jilanted out on well-prcjiared rich soil, in lows one
foot apart each way.

j\I isiiiiuoM Ueds for the summer should be made in

shaded, cold situations, or dark sheds. Underground
cellars, or caves of any kind, are famous situations

for mushroom culture in summer. Two parts of well-

made stable dung to one part of good tenacious loam,

well incorporated together, and made as firm as pos-

sible by treading or ramming, will be found excellent

for producing an abundance of fine mushrooms of

the best quality. Mushroom beds at this season

should be made one-third slighter or less substantial

than in the autumn ; they should, if possible, at all

times be cased about two inches in thickness with

good healthy loam, well beaten down.
ilELONs now require attention. Keep up a kindly

uniform beat to those about showing fruit ; take par-

ticular care in stopping all the leading shoots, iis soon

as tliey show fruit, one joint above the fruit; leave

those only that show the strongest for fruit, and if

only one or two of these are in bloom in a light at

one time, pick them off. "Watch the opportunity

when four, five, or more open their blossoms on Iho

same day, and pay due attention to the impregna-

tion ; shut up early, and make use of less buniidity

for a lew days afterwards. Increase the heat to 7.')°

night interior temperature, and a crop of even-sized

melons may be expected as the result. These should

be duly thinned to the requisite number of four or

live of the handsomest-shaped fruit to each light.

This must bo regulated, of course, according to the

strength of the plants. Liberal applications of te])id,

clear, liquid manure should be given once or twice

a week until the fruit has swelled to its full si/e,

when Witter of any kind should be withlield, gently

sprinkling the back or interior sides of the irame or

structure every fine evening at shutting-np time with

teiiid water, \vhich will maintain a healthy humidity

throughout the night. We never, at any part of the

season, apply tlio water over the foliage of either

melon, cucumber, or vine : wo always place the

blossom end of our melons to the north, and the

stalks to the south asjiect, which prevents their

cracking. Jajiks Bahnes.

:\ 1ISCELLANEOUS INE0R5IATI0N

.

.Md.OTMKNT EAKMING I'OU Al'KIL.

S()ii,iN(i.—A proper economy in the management
and application of manures is well known to be,

al'tia- thorough draining, the true foundation of either

good gardening or farming. l''or in very truth,

although their ojierations would seem to differ so
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widely, tlicy rest ou a precisely similar basis, aud a

first-rate kiti'lieii or couiiiiercial gardener may be
safely looked up to as a model by wliicU tlio proceed-

ings of Ibe allotiiieiit bolder may bo sliapt'd. As
bearing ou tbe manure (incstiou, we would point to

wliat is termed " soiling," as applied to live stock ;

and wbatever benefits may be derivable from it to a

farmer ou a larger scale, of tliis we are assured, tbat

it is eminenlly calculated to benelit the cottager who
keeps a cow or two.

By a "soiling" system, we mean tbe cutting and
carrying tbe green food to tbe sliippon, sbed, or cow-
bouse, instead of consuming it iu tbe Held. I'ly tbis

practice, about one-balf tbe usual quantity of land
allotted to a cow will sultiec. By tbis mode, tbe

cottier's land will be found to iiicrease in dcptli of

tiltli and ricbness annually, for his manure will an-

nually increase.

Geeen Cnoi's.—Of course a dilf'erence in tbe mode
of cropping would be necessary ; for a variety of other
tilings creep into, and form part of, tbis system in

different parts of tbe kingdom : tbe dilfercnce being,

for tbe most part, based ou the ebaracter of the soil

iu its relation to auy given crop. Thus, pad clover

and iiji' (jriisa mixed, about f2lbs. of tbe fornici', and
a jieck and half of tbe latter, is a very general fa-

vourite. Luocnio, also, to wbiob we alluded at piigc

2fl:i, is scarcely second to auy crop, eHjiei-ially if laid

down on soil wbich bas got into tine tiUb, and be-

come perfectly clean tbrougb previous root-cropping,

under high culture. About filbs. of seed to tbe
acre will suffice. As earhj spring feed, too, nje, au-
tumn sown, is a useful adjunct; sometimes, mi.\ed
witb vetches. Of course, potatoes, swedes, mangold,
cabbages, carrots, and the other valuable roots, will

chime in with such a plan as winter soiling ; as, also,

all tbe other items suggested iu ]n-evious allotment
papers ; the main difference being, tbat there will be
no need of what is termed ])ermaucnt pasturage,
and, indeed, little, if any, under bay, in the common
sense of tbe term. Oals may alteruate occasionally
with tbis system, both iu order to improve tbe rota-

tion by creating nnieb organic matter in tbe soil,

and also in order to provide straw to consume witb
tbe roots in winter.

Some caution is necessary in giving fZoivv to cows,
its swelling tendencies are well known. The best
way is to cut it a day, at least, before it is consumed

;

the beast, too, should be attended ou the principle
" little and often." By these means, if a small en-
closed fold could be attached to the sbippon, it is

astonishing what a mass of numure would be scraped
together iu twelveniouths by a hard-workiug cottager—"The band of the diligent maketh rich." Wo
turn now to the minor alburs of tbe allotment
holder; tbe time bas arrived when tbe amount of
diligence and skill exercised dining the next three
weeks will determine the amount of prosperity of tbe
ensuing winter. We will endeavour to take tbe
matter in tbe order of culture necessary.

PiiEPAiwrioN oE Soil.—At page )l'.)-i, we adverted
to this; we now repeat, "be not afraid of a little

extra labour." The weather bas been so unusually
fair, and so very dry, that laud which has bad a duo
share of attention, will be in better order than bas
been known for some years.

Manuiuxg.—Let every ]jlot or bed bo at once ap-
portioned, if not hitherto done, in tlie most decided
way; and let the proper amount of manure necessary,
be decided on iu a sensible manner. Tben^ are those
who apply the same amount to every crop, and iu the
same way. If tliey are ignorant, we hope by our

paper to enlighten tbem ; if they are iuditfi-rent, tliey

do not deserve so great a boon as a nice garden. In
determining tbe (juantity and also the qualily of tlio

manure necessary for any given plot or crop, it is

proper to note the effect required ; wbetber pro-

spective or immediate. At page 'iOi, we remarked
ou tbis bead, under tbe section " breaking-up .ground

for allotmenls." We beg our readers to refer to that

portion. It is there sliown that as to " rest land
"

about to be converted into ground or root crops,

especially the latter, the young plant requires to be
coaxed iu its earlier star/es, if a full crop is expected.

We would therefore advise tbe allotment bolder,

who, though provident habits, bas a few extra

sbillings and some extent of ground, to purchase a

little real Peruvian Ouano : tlian which nothing
will be found more suitable to the purpose in hand.
Now, as this guano is expensive, it behoves the allul-

meut man to mind how be lays bis cash out for it

;

for the majority of guanos hitherto in the market
show an amount of adulteration which would make
the vendors blush, were it not that they had becoino

exceedingly callous to those feelings, which wo trust

still cling to humanity in general. Wo have not
space here to quote the pith of a lecture on guanos, by
Professor Way, delivered at tbe Meeting of the liojal

Agricultural Society of England, at their house in

Hanover-Square, London, on February ;i7tb. We
can merely say, that the adulteration is immense;
and that unless our allolment readers can get some
upright and kind frieud to purchase tiieir modicum of

this precious article from a Hist-rate source, sncli rvs

<nbbs and Co., they had better be content with

the soot of their chimney, and such other homely
material as they can scrape together. Of tlift latter,

we may name the old rotten material from tbe wood-
pile, old tan, old decayed leaves, fowl manure, very

old manures, goue almost to a powder, mellow
ditodiing if not clayey, pond mud dried, &c. &c.

Any or all of these things are good to mix witb soot,

guano, or any other concentrated or caustic manure,
not only as increasing its bulk, but in order to sub-

due tbat too sudden and sometimes prejudicial efi'ect,

which such highly concentrated matters are apt to

create, and wbich although ultimately of immenso
benefit, are but too apt to engender a vast amount of

lirejiidice against their application.

Pahsnii's.—Sown of course ; if not, let them be put
in iniinediatel)'. A loamy soil preferable ; deep
digging with manure in the bottom of tbe trench

the best policy. Kind—the large Hollow-crowned
Guernsey.

Caiiuots.—Let the principal crop be sown from
the tenth to the twenty-fourth of April. Soil—deeply

dug and friable. Manure, if any, at the bottom of the

trench. The young plant "coaxed," as before sug-

gested, by scattering those mixed materials in the

drills. We still advise occasional sowings of the Early

Horn carrots, either in beds or drills. Plenty advice

will be found in our back Allotment Papers.

Tlk.mfs.—'L'he swedes, if sown to remain, should

be got in about the middle of the month ; the ground
should above all things be well worked, and by all

means let some stimulating manure be put in tbe

drills. This is one of the most material points in

swede culture, for we have known crops secured, side

by side witb others which have totally missed, by
these means. Rapid growth is the best chance

against the fly. A little Peruvian guano, and some
soot, mixed with any old vegetable soil, or very old

and mellow manure, will be found excellent. A seed-

bed must not be sown until the beginning of May:
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that is to say, if the plants are to succeed early crops.
Peas.—A good sowing of the Green Imperial may

now be the last with tlic allotmeut-holder ; at least,

those with limited space. These will be ofl' by the
eud of July, aud the grouud ready for winter greens.
Of course the cottager will hoe through his foniicr
sowing, and stake tljom in due time.

Bno.\D Beans.—We said, at page 293, that wc
would not have allotment-men sow later than the
middle of March. If, however, they will try late

crops, let them not defer it beyond the present period

;

choosing a cool and halfshaded situation for them.
Mangolp-wuhtzel.—We would have all allotment-

men, or cottagers who keep a cow, grow some mangold.
It is such a long-keeping root, as to come in cleverly
after swedes are all gone ; indeed, it might be had
good until June or July, if necessary. As bearing
on the " soiling system," alluded to at the beginning
of tills fpaper, it is of much benefit ; for, towards the
end of March, and thenceforward to the beginning of
May, there is little pasturage ; the hay-stack is gene-
rally a poor slirunken thing, the oat-straw is gone iu
wintering, the swedes are becoming exhausted, and
the rye, or other early cutting, is not yet ready. For
this period, then, principally, we would reserve the
mangold. Besides, who can say that the dreadful
potato-scourge may not visit us again with increased
terrors? To be sure, wheat is cheap, but still roots
are always iu demand as a convenience ; and some
mangold and swedes, at least, save a draw on the
carrots and parsnips,—which latter sboidd feed the
cottier and his children ; the other, principally as
food for the cow and pig.

We are now drawing near to the limits of our
paper, but we must beg to oiler a few other scraps of
advice.

About onions, lettuces, parsnips, spinach, rhubarb,
&c., we spoke in the paper for March, page 2'-):2 ; we
need not now. therefore, enlarge on those matters.
We pass on, therefore, to

HioH OuLTuaE.—Towards the end of this month
vegetation will be in a most active state, and to

attend to young crops betimes is at once the duty
and interest of the cottager. Let him remember that
not a weed ho sets his eyes on, but robs liim day and
night. And as '• little strokes fell great oaks," so

with the weeds. Any one taken individually is

surely insignilicant enough, but view it in the light

of the progenitor of thousands—aye, tens of thou-

sands—and what then? Crops shaded and hindered
of development, ground e.\]iausted without repay-
ment, labour increased ; surely tiiese aie neither
small matters, nor matters of imagination only 1

Look well, therefore, to your young crops betimes,
study the weatlier, and by timely weeding, hoo cul-

ture, aud carel'ully thinning out, success will assur-

edly follow. At any late, tii our allotment friends

we say, try it one sea.son at least.

In speaking of allotment, it will bo seen that we
have all along turned our attention, in some degree
to the cottage gardener of the olden time. Such is

frequently in a dillcrent juisition hovn the allotment
holder, inasnuicli as the cottier, iu many cases, takes
to a plot of ground well stocked with fruit-trees, in
such cases, it is not an uncommon thing to lind him
counting on nearly i>aying liis rent witii his apjiles,

his gooseberries, iiis black currants, or his damsons,
as the case may be. Where such is the case, the
mode of cropping between must be adapted to the
situation of the fruit-trees; lor, if lliese he good, and
the soil suits them, they will pay gi^ierally ijuite as
well, or better, than vegetable cidturc, providing

that they are kept at proper distances, and that no
unprofitable trees are allowed to cumber the ground. i

We advise the cottager, however, not to dig nearer i

than within si.\ feet or so of the stem of established

trees, and three feet from young trees recently

planted. We know of many cottage gardens, iu this

part ol' the country, where the owners pay the rent

with their damsons, their black currants, and their

apples, at least, two parts out of llirce; producing,

also, plenty of vegetables for the family, and roots

for the pigs.

Cabbages and other Greens.—In concluding for

this month, we may first observe, that we find we
had omitted to point to the sowing of the various

greens for the autumn and winter's produce. April

and May are the most eligible mouths, but the period

of sowing nuist, of course, be ruled by the period

at wliich they will be wanted to succeed or to intro-

duce between the rows of any given crop, b'or kinds

and fai'thor advice iu detail, we refer our readers to

back allotment papers; and in our ne.\t, we will

handle eultiu-al matters, &c.

THE POULTRY-KEEPER'S CALENDAR.
April.

Bij Martin Doyle, Author of " Hints to Small
Fanners," dv.

REAniNG OF Poultry.—A cottager's family ought

to know how to rear poultry ; neither much art nor

extraordinary care is required for this purpose, and
considerable profit may be realized by the sale of

poultry and eggs. With the advantage of a garden

or lield, aud little enclosure, two or three sorts may
be reared.

Aud how pleasant is it to see the children of cot-

tagers—who have not many sources of amusement

—

watching, with eager curiosity and delight, the pro-

gress of life in the chick, from the day when its first

faint chirp gives warning of its desire and etibrts to

issue forth from its protecting shell to the period

when it becomes a proud and courageous husband,

or a nursing mother " gathering her chickens under

her wings," aud evincing the self-denial, anxiety, and
I'ortitudc, which teach the moral lesson to Christian

mothers that tenderness, devotedncss, and ^resolution

are duties to be fulfilled by them towards their chil-

dren ; while the same teaching instructs these—their

oll'sjiring—tliat they should obey their mother's warn-

ing voice, flee to her for protection, and confide in

her love.

Hatching.—^'The number of eggs for the largest

hen ought not to exceed If); 12 may be considered

the average for well-si/.od hens. The nest should be

of soft straw, laid on or near the ground, and iu a

warm aspect

Some hens will scarcely leave the nest for food or

water, therefore both should bo within their reach ;

but it is better to encourage her to leave tlie nest for

a few minutes once a day, in order to feed and stretch

her legs. Taking daily food is necessary not only to

jircscrvc her strength, but to keep up the warmth ol

her body, which is essential in the process of liatch-

ing. The greater the circumference and weight ol

her body, tlio greater the number of eggs which the

hen can cover, and the greater the heat she imparts

;

for this reason, among others, and the convenient

length of her legs, the Dorking breed is superior for

sitting. A long-legged bird, like the Malay, would

feel it more dilticuit to bend her legs iu a proper

manner under her body, and continue in that con-

strained position than a^ bird with shorter stilts ; as

a tailor with very short legs and thighs can, we pre-
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sume, sit more at ease ou Lis board wliile he amuses
himself with his goose.

It is useless, if uot prejudicial, lo turn the eggs in

the nest; leave the hen to liev own instincts in this

respect, she will manage them properly. Jt is not
injudicious however to examine the eggs, as Mr.
Richardson directs, about the twelfth day, to ascer-

tain whether they are fruitful:
—"for this purpose

hold the egg between yom' hands in the sunshine, if

the shadow which it forms waver, keep the egg, as

the wavering of the shadow is occasioned by the

motion of the chick within: if it remain stationary,

throw it away." On the :ilst day the chicks begin

to peek at the shell with their upper bills, and faintly

chirp at tlieir labour, as if they were saying, " I want
to get out." But perhaps they njay not be able to

make an opening with their little pick-axes for many
hours, yet it will be better not to assist them, unless

it should at last be almost certain that they cannot
do their own work.

After examining the eggs and listening to the

chirp within, the eggs, if replaced, should be set on
the large end, otherwise the chick would be turned
upside down, in which position it could not peck at

the shell. One object of the examination should be

to ascertain, through the light, if the yolk has been
taken up into the body of the chick to sujiply it

with the necessary nourishment for i!4 hours.

The best instrument for opening the shell is the

point of a pair of scissors ; and great tenderness
should be used in freeing the prisoner from the sliell,

in case that its feathers should be glued to it, which
will probably be the case if the chick do uot extricate

itself within a few hours after the opening of the

shell has been first made.
i'or the first fortnight the chicks should be fre-

quently fed with crumbs of bread soaked in milk
during the day, and afterwards with grits, curds,

rice boiled in butter-milk or skim-milk, barley meal,

potatoes, &c., according as they are to be fattened off'

or uot.

During the first month, the nursing hen is usiially

tethered by the leg to a small cooji, placed on a

grassy sward in sunshine, or confined in it, in order

that at her warning voice the chickens nuiy enter in

through the bars. Unless she is a very giddy and
careless mother, it is more humane to leave her at

some liberty after her long sitting, in the full en-

joyment of her little family, as far as their security

will permit.

Sometimes good sitting hens are made to sit twice

in succession, by transferring the chicks to foster-

mothers ; this is a barbarous custom, unnatural, and
therefore to be discountenanced, ludess under some
very peculiar circumstances.

TunivEYs.—Tbe turkey lays all her eggs wherever
she has made her first nest, which will be in some
secluded nook, if she be uot watched when she gives

that peculiar note of warning which a poultry woman
understands. The turkey hen lays sometimes every

day, sometimes every second day, and sits for o:i

perseveringly ; she is a gentle, unoffending creature,

and yet the tnrkey cock would do her eggs, and her-

self when laying, an injury if he could hnd them.
The chicks of the turkey make their apiiearance on

the yist and ;i2nd day, and are to be treated as in

the former case, that is, they are to be left to their

own cfibrts as long as possible, and not removed
from the nest for at least 12 hours after they have
been liberated from the shell. As the mother is not
a clever intelligent bird, the care of a wonum or girl

is constantly required to feed the yoiuig birds, to

shelter them from shovcers, or excessive heat, until

they are six weeks old, at which time they will eat

boiled potatoes and turnips, or nettles, lettuces, &c.,

chopped aud mixed with meal or grits, without her

baud. Their first food should be curds and hard

egg, with ciaunbs. The boarded coop will be the

best security for them against sudden rain, alter tliey

have been housed until tlio weather has become suf-

ficiently mild to admit of their taking the air. The
confinement of the mother in or near the coop will

be indispensable, if their be no enclosed yard, because

turkeys are determined ramblers.

Geese.—
*' On Candlemas day
Good housewile's geese lay."

The goose—which in the natural course of her habits

began to lay in February or early in March— is per-

haps now desiring to sit after having laid (always in

the same nest where her laying commenced) a sufH-

cieut number for hatching, which we have stated in

the calender of last month to be 1-5. It is decidedly

more economical to have goslings produced from the

eggs than to consume them prematurely, if there be

a run for them on a common more especially. Their

value and usefulness is scarcely calculable. We will

suppose that a village green supports only .oO brood

geese, the owners of these would be dissatisfied if

they got but 10 young ones from each in the year

besides eggs. This gives OUO geese per annum,
without taking the chance of a second brood : multi-

ply 500 by the number of village greens aud we will

form a very inadequate estimate of the importance

of the bird. And all this with scarcely any outlay.

The little trouble they demand of being secured at

night and let out in the morning, of setting the

geese and pegging the goslings, is a source of amuse-

ment and interest to thousands of aged and infirm

persons, in whose affections their geese stand second

only to their children aud relations.

The period of incubation for the goose is .31 days,

during which the gander may be near her, if he

chooses, without any danger of his doing mischief.

He is a quiet, loving mate, aud has been known to

take a turn at sitting on the eggs. The goslings

must not be let near water for a few days after their

birth, and must be kept dry and warm at first, like

the young of other poultry. Green food and gai-den

roots may be soon mixed with meal for tliem. Early

geese should be well fed for the early market.

Ducks.—The period of incubation with them is

also .31 days. But they are uot often employed as

nurses, on account of their propensity to quit the

nest for a cold bath. Ducks are very prolific :
and

as they will often lay a great many eggs in the

season, it is perhaps better on the whole to set some

of their eggs, (say from to f 1 ) under a large hen, or

from 15 to 18 under a turkey; though when they

are able to run about aud swim they cause dreadful

terror to their atiectionate foster-mothers, who run

round the water iutreating of them not to drown

themselves, as they fear they are heedlessly about to

do, but without being attended to by the ungratefid

objects of their solicitude, as sometimes liappens to

otiier mothers too. Ducklings ought not to be al-

lowed access to a pond before they are a fortnight

old, though they may be allowed before that time to

paddle in a fiat dish. The care and feeding which

is usual with goslings at the beginning should be

observed with ducklings.

Vaiuetiks.—The two best kinds of duck are the

Aijlesburtj aud the Rouen : but we shall confine our

attention to-day to that first-named.
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It is quite white, breeds early, and consequently
is reared in large quantities for the London market,
ilany cottagers In Buckingljamshire obtain a chief
part of their living by raising these ducks ; the
interior of their cottages is fitted up with pens for

tlie ducklings; these being raised chiefly by baud,
their care devolving upon " the good wife of the
house."

BEE-KEEPER'S CALENDAR.—Apeil.

Bii J. II. Paijne, Esq., Author of " The Bee-hcepers
Guide," etc.

By the time this paper meets the eye of my api-

arian friends, the busy month of preparation with all

provident bee-keepers will be just commencing; both
liives and boxes are now all cleaned and arranged,
ready for being placed upon the stock-hives at the
end of the month ; those hives that required fresli

painting are already done, or will be immediately set

aborit; and, where Taylor's Amateur's Hives are
used, guide-combs will be fi.xed upon the bars, the

method of doing which I will give in Mr. Taylor's
own words:

—

Ctltide-cojids.—" Pieces of clear u-orkcr-coinh should
be rescr\-ed for guide-combs (or decoys for glasses).

Upon each of the side-bars, nearest the centre one, a
small piece of comb sliould bo fi.xed. Tliis is easily

ott'ected by heating a common flat-iron, slightly

warming the bars with it, then melting a little bees-

wax upon it. The comb is now drawn quickly across

tho luiated iron, and liold down upon tlie bar, to

wliich it firmly adheres, if properly managed, 'i'bese

pieces of guide-comb need not be more than two or

three inches in diameter. Care should be taken that

the pitch, or inclination of the cells, is upwards from
tlio centre of eacli comb. Drone-celled combs for this

pin-])ose are to be avoided, as well as those witli elon-

ijiiled cells." Glasses will be provided, and gidde-
combs fixed in them also.

Tills is not a busy month I'or the apiarian only, but
with his bees as well, in bringing in pollen. ^Ir.

Goldhig tells us, that the neighbourhood of willows
is of great advantage to the bees in early spring:
should a few lino days accomi>any their ilowering,

many hives will be enabled to ward oil' the impend-
ing famine which but too often (ben threatens. He

says, that from the -JOth to the ;10th of March, in

Is.iO, the weather was so favourable as to enable tlie

bees to make an extraordinary collection ; single

hives in some days gained in weight upwards of three

pounds each, and worked in wax, where room was
given, as vigorously as at Midsummer. The spring
of 1841 was a very similar one; and be says, that his

hives, on the Kith of March of that year, gained
from two to three pounds each during the day.

PoTj.EN.—The first collection of pollen that I have
witnessed tliis year was on the lOtb of February ; from
its appearance it must, I thii.k, be gathered from the

winter aconite, a good deal of which is growing around
me. An excellent thing this, with the Clotli-ofgold

crocus, to cultivate for a very early supply, I'or fliey

afford both pollen and honey in considerable abun-
dance ; but 1 am by no means an advocate for culti-

vating plants exclusively for bees, except it be a few
very early flowering ones: for though you may culti-

vate borage, and mignonette, it must be to tlie sur-

rounding country that the apiarian should look for

bis chief supply— to the fields of white clover, the
woods, the lieatlis, &c., ike.

Bee-dress.—As the season for going amongst our
bees is fast approaching, and as careful apiarians are

desirous of having all things ready for use before they
are immediately required, and as being well armed
against the stings of their bees gives confidence and
coolness to the inexperienced operator, both of which
are so essentially necessary to the successful accom-
]ilishment of his object, I will give the plan of a very
simple and convenient bee dress, which has been
kindly handed to me hy a friend. It is formed of green
leno, and so made as to inclose the head, neck, and
shoulders

; indeed, it is like a bag, with sleeves to tie

at the wrists ; the sleeves are made of green glazed
cambric. It forms altogether a perfect panoply, and
the most timid person, with its aid, may perform the

most difficult operation with the greatest coolness,

and without the possibility of being stung.

YoL'Xfi Bees.— 'The first time of my observing
young bees this year was on the 1st of March, at some
of my strongest hives. They may be known by their

colour, which is something lighter than the old ones;
and by their unwillingness to take flight upon first

coming out of the hive. They may be seen to turn

round several times ujion the alighting board, and to

run from side to side of it, as if afraid to trust them-
selves to their wings.

DnoNE Bees.— Brone bees usually make their

appearance towards the middle or the end of this

mouth ; their first ajipearancc is very gratifying to

the bee-ke<!pers, for it proves to him that bis stocks

are in a healthy and prosperous condition. It is

said that the celebrated apiarian, Bonner, was always

so delighted at their first appearance, that he made
the day one of festivity and rejoicing ibr himself and
all his family.

RoiiiiEJis.— As considerable robberies frequently

take place in this mouth amongst the bees, atteution

is required to discover if any liives arc attacked, and
when it is found to l)e the case, it will be necessary

to narrow the entrance of the hive, so that one, or

two bees at most, can go in at the same time. 'The

weak stocks, in general, are those that sufl'er from

jiilhigc. Robber-bees may easily be distinguished from
others, for they fly rapidly round the hive, and hover

before the entrance for some time before alighting;

and when they venture to do so, they are generally

seized by some of the sentinels which guard the

entrance.
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MY EARM-VAi;]).
How true it is tluit all uiilure rejoices ia the

syriug ; and the fann-yarJ at tliis season of the year
possesses very great attractions. Such an assertion

would cause a smile to creep over the i'ace of those

who were horn and hred in towns, hut my country
readers will well understand it. Our possessions at

this time are all on the increase : the cows have
calves hy their side ; the sow her litter (of, it may be,

some eight or ten little ones) ; the sheep are i'eeding

greedily on the " preserved bits of grass," liieir lambs
boundhig and frisking around them ; bens are sitting

on their eggs, watching, I should imagine, anxiously
for the time in wliich tliey may introduce their pro-

geny to the liglit of day, or, perhaps, in some few
and favoured farm-yards she is busy searching for

food for her brood, her wearisome task over, and she

is now deriving pleasure from her ])atient sitting.

Some bens do not at all like the confinement neces-

sary to bring the eggs to perfection : 1 have one at

jireseut who brought o>it her first brood remarkably
well, but since that time she has declined sitting

longer than a week at a time. I have tried her three

times, and each time slie has bad the ingratitude to

spoil thirteen eggs, although I took every precaution
to tempt her to remain on lier nest—such as placing
food and water withm reach, " sitting " lier in a
quiet place, &c., all which trouble would not have
been taken had she not been a heautij, and, con-

sequently a pet. Even in reference to the inmates
of a farm-yard, " the world .judges by outward ap-

pearances" more than it ouglit to do. Cows may,
from the 1st of April, bo left out at night; this will

help to economise your bay, and will also give you
more milk, natural grass always prodvicing more
tlian hay and roots. Vetches, Lucerne, and tares

will soon be ready for the scythe, therefore, put up as

much grass as you possibly can for bay. Grass that

you intend to cut should not be stocked after Lady-
day, or, at any rate, after the 1st of April. Many
people recommend its being put up the beginning
of the year, but this in small " holdings " is almost
impossible, nor do I think it of very great importance,
at least, J mean that the benefit you derive from
having more pasture, during the early part of the

year, more than compensates for the loss in the bulk
of the hay crop. When your sow litters, take great
care that she is not disturbed ; that the straw on
which she lies is not too long, and that she has
plenty to drink. If these points are not attended
to, the yoiuig pigs are often destroyed, either by
being overlayed, or by the mother's killing them.
I'jven when all these precautions are taken, there are
some sows who will destroy their young. J am sorry

to be obliged to record so sad a fact of my favourites,

yet it is true, though I hope and believe very rare

;

and I think it has generally been ascertained that
deUcicnoy of milk, provided lor the young pigs'

nourishment, was always an accompaniment to this

]iiece of barbarity. Tliis, in some measure, softens
tlie feelings towards the unfortunate animal ; but
whatever may be tiic cause, there is only one course
to pursue, and that is, fatten the sow iunnediately,

and as quickly as possible, so as to kill her before

the hot weather sets in ; and as bacon is not first-

rate unless salted in cool weather, I should advise its

being sold fat to the butcher, if possible.

In my last paper, I promised to make some remarks
about rabbit feeding, and as I think it would be a
great soiu'ce of comfort to the cottager if rabbits were
kept, I will say all 1 know about them. Books re-

commend you to feed them on " oats, hay, beans, and

a little green food." Now, I know from experience,

that if you wish rabbits to iiaij, you must not feed

them daintily. I dare say they will be fatter and better

flavom-ed if fed on the " fat of the laud," but I think

the cottager, and those who study economy, will bo
quite satistied if tlicy can see a couple or two of

rabbits on their table eacli week, witli a very slight

outlay of money, and will not be likely to conqjlain

that the flavour is not so good as it might have been
had oats and beans been given to them constantly.

If a garden is owned by tlie rabbit keeper, nothing can

be better ibr tliom than the tops of carrots and celei'y ;

the roots they are very fond of, but as they are used

in the house, it would be wasteful to give it to them.

The hedges supply much that is useful for rabbit

feeding. Wild parsnips and the common dandelion

root they will eat freely ; and as, of course, they must
feed when in a wild state upon such food, nature

points out that it is good for thenr. Children could

be well and agreeably employed iu collecting such

food. Great regularity should be observed in feed-

ing rabbits ; three times a day is better than twice,

for if nuich food is given them at once they tread it

under foot and waste it. A handful of hay should

constitute the middle meal, and that will prevent the

green food disagreeing with them. A few tea-leaves,

squeezed dry, and given to them now and then, is a

good " medicine." When the doe is about to bring

forth her litter, great care must be taken that she is

not disturbed, lor, if frightened, she sometimes de-

vours her young ones. Slic must also be well fed ;

and immediately after they are bom some warm
gruel, or warm milk, should be given to the doe.

Kabbits will breed all the year round, but it is much
wiser to have litters only in the summer, for rabbits

born in the winter are difficult to rear, and the doe's

strength soon wears out if she is allowed to have
more than four litters in the year ; and as they gene-

rally have from six to ten young ones at a time, a

large number will be reared even then. A rabbit, if

carefully attended to, is fit for the table at three

months ; but, generally speaking, it is more profitable

to keep them another month, as they are then full

grown. I am quite sure no cottager wiU repent

buying a couple of rabbits; and if he once feels the

comfort of having one for dinner once or twice a

week, he will never give them up. C. M. A.

THE PHYSIO GARDEN.
By a Plnjsician.

PoLVGALE.F,.—Of this Order there are but two spe-

cies indigenous to England; and, as their medicinal

properties are very similar, I shall treat of them
under one head, and refer my I'eader to them for in-

formation. I may, however, mention that the

qualities contained in our English plants are pos-

sessed to a much gi-eater degree by a North American
species—the famous Senega, or Snake Hoot, formerly

so celebrated as an antidote to the bite of the rattle-

snake, being used both externally and internally, for

which purpose it is still used by the Senegaro In-

dians.

The liattany Hoot, of Chili, is part of another

member of this order, and is a well-known astringent,

as well as a powerful tonic medicine.

.MiLKwonx (Pohjgala nihjaris L., and Pohjgala

amara L.).—Although it has been doubted by souje

whether the latter species is strictly English, yet as

it is common in many parts of Trance and Germany,
it mav fairly come under our consideration as a plant

capable of cultivation in England. The only diti'er
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ence, in a medicinal point of view, between the two
species is, that the latter is ratlier more powerful and
eliicacious tlian the foniier; and, with tins prefatory
remark, I shall now speak of them as but one plant.

The njilkwort, like all the other individuals of this

order, lias a hitter astringent taste in its leaves, which
property is much more fully developed in its roots.

It is the latter part of the plant, consequently, which
is used in medicine, and an infusion of it is a safe

cathartic, as well as of considerable use for a cough
jjroceeding from cold, since it promotes expectoration.
It is also employed in cases of pleurisy, in consump-
tion, and in malignant fevers, with great beneht.
The powder of the root is given in doses of from half
a drachm to a drachm ; or a pint and a half of water,
with an ounce of it therein, may be boiled down to a
pint, and drank with milk.

Caeoi'hyllace.e.—Of so little use are any of these
plants, that it may be wondered why the order is

retained in the medical list. For the most part, they
are remarkable for their insipidity and general inac-

tivity ; and though some of them had useful properties

attributed to them, it is now believed that they had
no real claim to any such virtues. In this list I may
mention tlie soapwort {Saponaria ojfirinitlis L), the
campion {Lijclmis dioica L.], and the chickweed
(Sh'Uaria ineelia), all of which are mentioned by
the old herbalists. I may observe in passing, that
the last plant may be boiled for the table like spinach.

The only species to which I shall refer is the Clove
Pink (Dutntlais canjoplujllus /">.), whicli is well known,
and in the highest favour for its beauty and rich

spicy odour. It has been cultivated iu Europe from
time immemorial, and is the source from whence
have been derived all tbe beautiful varieties of car-

nations and picotees. Like all its congeners, it is

quite destitute of any real medical value, though it

is still used in physic on account of the agreeable
colour and flavour which it imparts. The flowers
are for this purpose made into a syrup, which, from
its harmless nature, forms a very desirable modifier
of the nauseous mixtures which we sometimes are

obliged to take.

Formerly, this syrup was supposed to be able to

raise the spirits, or, iu the language of the time, " to

warme and comforte the harte;" it was also recom-
mended in various nervous and spasmodic affections,

and in malignant fevers ; but its medical use is now
quite obsolete, except as a flavouring and colouring
agent.

LixE.E.—The claims of the plants in this order to

our notice are not very important, for the use that

may be made of them in curing any of the " ills

that flesh is heir to," while at tbe same time some
of the species are of immense importance to the

world, from the extraordinary tenacity of their lihres,

wliich renders them suitable for being manufactured
into coarse cloths and thread, but especially into

that vahuible fabric (which takes its name from the

plant) linen.

There arc but two species of any medical interest,

both of which are natives of England; and tlieir

only common (piality is the presence of oil and
mucilage in their seeds, which renders them con-

sequently emollient.

BiAK l''i,.\x (Liniim iiaittiti.ixiiiium L).—'J'his is

tho plant, whose flbres, commonly known as flux,
have been used from time immemorial in tho manu-
facture of cloth and thread. The substance which we
call tov\ is tlio short flbres of the same plant; those

which arc too short for being woven into linen ; and
thia latter material when scraped and thus torn

up constitutes lint—a very important agent to the

surgeon.

An infusion of the seeds, well known as Unseed tea,

is of great use in all cases where there is any irrita-

tion of tlie mucous membranes : as in violent diarr-

hoea, and in affections of the lungs, when it acts as

a demulcent, and allays the irritation. The seeds,

when bruised and moistened with boiling water,

form a most valuable emollient poultice ; and accord-

ing to Dr. Lindley, the oil mixed with lime-water

has been a favourite application for burns.

jNIuch more do I feel disposed to say regarding
the many useful purposes to which this pretty little

plant is turned, but I must curb my inclination to be

communicative upon that which does not materially

aftect the object of my present writing, and I there-

fore pass on to the notice of the other species.

White Fl.^x (Liuum catharticum L.).—Though
now almost obsolete, this plant was formerly in con-

siderable repute as a cure for rheumatism ; and
country peojile still gather it for this purpose. In
obstinate cases of this kind, Dr. Withering found a

dose of two dracbms of the dried herb very useful

;

or an infusion of a handful of tbe green plant will

bave a similar eft'ect. Its taste is bitter, and its

action powerfully, though not dangerously, cathartic.

It is, however, somewhat imcertain in its operation.

The plant may be commonly met with in pastures

in England, and also in other jiarts of Europe; and
in such profusion does it grow about Versailles, as to

cause the fields (small as are its blossoms) to appear

quite white with them.

OUR VILLAGE WALKS.
(No. 23.)

There is one particular spot, whicb I pass almost

daily, where I am sure to hear the joyous, thrilling

notes of the lark. It is a large open piece of arable

land, lying high and dry, and there is a freshness

and buoyancy in the uncontined air whicb the lark

seems to relish as much as I do myself; and 1 olteu

jiause to listen to his joyous song, and try to discern

his little fluttering form suspended in the air ; but 1

can seldom see him. He is soon lost in clouds and
space, and his warbling notes alone mark his soaring

flight. What energy, what vivacity, what enthusiasm

there is in the lark's song ! It seems to grow fuller

and richer as he rises higher and higher, as if the

clear, delicious air inspired him the more be tastes

it in its lofty purity, and made him rejoice iu as-

cending beyond the fogs and vapours of the earth.^

Does it not remind us, as we listen to bis voice, of

the gladness that swells the Christian's heart, as bis

hopes rise higher and higher, beyond " the things on

the earth," to those things that are above—and

brighten as they rise? Buoyant and sportive as is

the soaring wind, melodious as is the lively lay, yet

there is a sweeter, holier song for man to smg—

a

holder, higher, grander flight for him. The believer

is borne, amid "tho changes and chances "ot the

world, "on eagles' wings; " and the "new song" that

is set to the music of Mount Zion, has no parallel

on earth. It is a song begun, indeed, among the

clouds of our tempest-tossed life, but that will never

cease throughout a glorious eternity. Has not the

merry lark a word for us, as the gushiugs of his song

reach our listening ear':' He tells us, that we too

ought to make melody in our hearts for all the good-

ness of God ; he jiours Ibrth his praise for lessor

mercies—while the voice of man is unite. Does not

the unceasing warble of this little bird condemn the

disregard wo show to our own higli calling'/
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The perpetual cawing of my favourite rooks, unirm-
sical and monotonous as it is, has now again begun,
and will cease no more till their young can fly. I

rejoice to hear their hoarse voices, and am sorry when
tliey take their winter leave, although they continually
visit us in the daytime even then. I love to hear
them the first thing in the morning, and the last

thing at night; to watoh them battling with tlie wind,
or careering round tlie trees, or fighting and disputing
with each other. If I were observant, as many people
are, I might gain some hints from their manners and
customs: but I have no gift that way. My father,

who noticed everything, when residing in the neigh-
bourhood of the Yorkshire moors, soon learned to dis-

cern the changes of the w-eather by the habits of his

rooks. However threatening might be the aspect of

the day, if the rooks went off in a body to feed on the
moors all was safe—no rain ever fell. If, on the con-
trary, tlie brightest weather failed to tempt them from
the park, a change would surely take place—rain came
in a very few hours. My father said he never knew
these signs to fail ; so much so, that he looked as

regularly to the rooks as to the barometer when be
rose in the morning; and if they ever differed in

opinion the rooks were right.

The noise of a rookery associates itself remarkably
in the mind, with times and places. Most other
country sounds are heard so generally, tliat they do
not connect themselves closely with particular' ideas

;

but rooks are not heard every where, and they do fre-

quently carry us away in thought to the distant and
the past. Thei'e is, or used to be, a settlement of
rooks in Bath, in the garden of a residence sheltered
by a few tall trees ; and I shall never forget the feel-

ings of delight with whicli I used to pace beneath tlie

high brick wall, bsteuing to their loud noise, and
trying to fancy myself <it home, under our own beech-
trees, till the rattle of a carriage broke the charm

!

Since the snow has melted, the mosses seem par-

ticularly bright and beautiful, more so than I think
I ever saw them. I observe among the woods beds
of feathery moss, so green and lively, that it quite re-

freshes the eye accustomed so long to the barrenness
of a wintry scene. I do not understand any of the varie-

ties of moss, but there is one particular kind so delicate

and spray-like, that it reminds me of fern in the shape
of what may be called its leaves. The formation of

moss consists in small cells, which drink up the rain

and dew; this keeps it perpetually moist. The earth

is never parched beneath a carpet of moss, and the

roots of trees are kept cool and damp by its friendly

aid. We often admire the silky green coating that

inwraps the lower part of their rugged stems, but we
do not, perhaps, remember how useful, as well as

beautiful it is. Mosses are tlie first approach to vege-

tation on rocky shores, from which the sea has totaTly

receded ; and they appear in a short time upon the

islands that have occasionally been thrown up from
the bosom of the ocean—thus wonderfully displaying

the latent fertility of the earth, altliough it has been
covered witli the deep sea ever since the command
to " bring forth grass, the herb yielding seed after his

kind, and the fruit-tree yielding fruit after his kind,"

was given by God.
There is an unobtrnsiveness in moss that causes us

to neglect it, yet bow much it embellishes the woods,
tlie copse, the sequestered pathway; and how softly,

yet brightly green it is when the early spring sun-

beams glance cheerily among the trees, and dart into

the cold, damp woods that have so long remained
almost in darkness !

We pass carelessly by a mossy bank, or over mossy

ground, we feel it velvetty and pleasant to the feet,

but we do not pause to examine it closely, to admire
the beautiful cuplike form of one variety, or the leafy

richness of another. There are so many species of

this beautiful portion of vegetation, that they might
aftbrd unceasing interest and delight. That species,

called the common olub-inoss, which is frequently

found in England, clothes vast districts in Lapland,
and is the food of the gentle, serviceable Rein-deer,

that almost friend of man. In those dreary regions,

covered with almost perpetual snow, this valuable

moss lies safely beneath it, preserved aUve when all

other vegetation ceases, to be the support of the few

animals that inhabit those bleak lands. When the

snow is scratched away by the instinct of the rein-

deer, his food is green and nourishing, although frosts

prevail so strongly that man's breath freezes on his

lips. What a wonderful, what a gracious provision

for the wants of the dumb creation ! Whenever we
meet with the interesting club-moss, then let us view
it with peculiar regard,—let us think of the desolate

lands it overspreads and benefits,—let us think of the

animal creation, guided by the Creator's hand, seek-

ing it below the frozen surface of deep snows ; and
let it cover us with shame to think that while they,

the beasts that perish, " seek their meat from God,"

ice, blessed with the gift of reason, too often seek it

from ourselves ! How few of us there are that wait

upon Hun to give us " our daily bread !

"

APPARATUS FOR WARMING A GREEN-
HOUSE.

This apparatus is formed of a

a Circular cast iron plate a, '2 feet

diameter, with a circular bole in

the centre of S inches diameter.

b Fuel-pipe, of cast iron, 4 feet long,

and 7 inches diameter at top;

it is a very little larger at the

bottom to allow coke to slide

down

.

(' Its lid, fitting into a sand groove.

When the two are put together, h is let down by
the handles e, through the hole in the plate a.

Flange (/ fits into a sand groove /, which is filled

with silver sand. This is to allow of expansion,
without cracking the oast iron.

On the top surface of the outer edge of plate a, a
half-inch fillet (g) is cast with the plate ; for the pur-
pose of holding sand round the edge of the plate.

The plate </ is not heihled in the brick-work, but
simply rests upon it. In the I'i-inch paving-tiles,

with which the brick-work is covered, a circular hole
is cut of iin inch larger diameter than the plate ; and
this cavity, or groove, is filled

with sand all round, as high as
the top of the fillet, so that the

edge of the plate is buried in

sand, and the idate has liberty

to expand or contract to any
extent.

If bottom-heat is not required,

the annexed cut would be com-
plete in itself, without the cop-

per boiler; but, having a tank
previously, I added the copper
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boiler, as shewn in Jig. 4. Tlie same flre will do
for one or both : care being taken that both fiiel-pijie

Fig. i.

and boiler are directhj over the fimwoe-hars. My
boiler holds about :i qiKirtu, or rather less. It is a
great mistake to suppose tliat a large boiler is re-

quired. It is a loss of fuel to heat more water than
the diameter of the flow-pipe will allow to go into
circulation at the same time. In mine, warmth is

perceptible as soon as the flre is lighted. i\ly green-
house is 18 by !") feet; and being built with "its back
adjoining a sitting-room, I am obliged to adopt the
following arrangement, which others would vary
according to circumstances.

Fig. r>.

Fig. .') represents the whole complete, put together,

and set in brickwork :

—

m is the flow-pipe conveying
the hot water from the boiler; n is tlie brass union-
joint connecting it with the tank in the greenhouse

;

is the return-pipe, bringing the water hack from the

tank ; h is tlie flue, through the wall /.-, into the

chimney ? ; and i is a damper.
As soon as the flre is liglited, the heated air ascends

from the plate to a low ceiling (^3, in fig. (1), in a porch

yig. II.

at the north end of the greenhouse, into which there
is a door (;•) from the porch. Over this glass door a
head-light of one pane (s) swings upon pivots, and
lets the warm air into the grcenlionse. Under the
tlircsliold of this door is a cast iron grating, (<) com-
municating with an air drain under the floor of tlie

house. This drain has a regular fall of several
inches: thus a ciiculatiun of warm air is kept up on
the Polmaise principle.

^'ory little fuel is consumed : less than a bushel of

coke in :21 hours, at a cost of about id. It rcijuircs

[

very little attention ; when the fuel-pipe is filled to

the top with coke, and the lid put on, the contents of

the pipe b will last from ii to :i4: hours without re-

plenishing: according to the heat required, and the

draught given by means of the damper and ventilator.

The iiue is a four-ineh iron pipe, with a nicelj'-made

damper fitted into it. There is a double door to the

furnace and ash-pit. In the outer door is a circular

brass ventilator or regulator. The short iron liipe-

flue mttst pass into a brick chimneij—thin is indis-

pensable. By means of the damper and ventilator,

the nicest possible regulation of draught may be
mahitained. The atmosphere of the house is never
quiescent: an undulation of the vine-leaves is always
perceptible. I have now tried it for two years ; it

has never failed to do all that I wish. The flre never
goes out, night or day (if the coke is broken small

enough), unless designedly put out, or through any
gross mismanagement, when under the cave of one
who does not imderstand its principle.

The coke is broken into pieces of a size varying
from that of a hazel-nut to a walnut; the residue is

sifted, and also burned ; the very smallest dust only
being thrown away.

I do not kee]) a regular entry of my self-registering

thermometer; but, during this severe winter, my
lowest temperatures have been about the following:

—

Greenhouse, night temperature, 40^ or 4.j° to 50° or
55°. Among pines, over tank, night, 00° or 55° to

00°—never below 50°.

Temperature, on floor level, 40° or 45", generally.

The apparatus is perfectly clean, free from dust,

and without the smallest escape of coke-gas. The
whole can be taken down in five miimtes, without the

aid of any workman, cleaned, and replaced : for when
once the brick-work is complete, no unsetting or re-

setting is required. The little copper boiler is made
of the thickest metal that can be procured. By
using copper, instead of iron, there is never any
sediment iu the pipes or tank. I have some shallow

zinc pans, which I place on plate a at pleasure, for

evaporation. I have also means of preserving sufli-

cient moisture by the tank in the house.

This is a simple and eft'ectual jdan for procuring

the Polmaise circulation of warm air, and the tank
circulation of warm water, by means of one and the

same flre. Either of theur can be shut off at plea-

sure when not required. It can never fa'l. I had a

model made in wood, under ray own direction, which
I then sent to the foundry to ho oast.

You will like to have a little guidance as to the

first expense :

—

The cast-iron plate a, with fuel-pipe b,\

cover, flange, handles, &o., complete, I !) li

as shewn J

Copper boiler, with branches and unions 1 15 o

.i5 7 u

The furnace-bars and ashpit door I had by me
before. I have not included the brick-work—the in-

terior of whicli is lined with Ramsay's flre-hricks.

Of course, for any house of larger dimensions than
mine, an appai'atus iipou a proportionately larger

scale would he required. If I were to make a

second, and did not require a boiler, &c., for hot

water, I should think of having the casting in a

dome-shape instead of aflat ]ilate, which would give

a larger warming surface of iron : such, as I helievo,

is usually known as the cyc/f/t'-shape ; but this would
he matter of experiment,

So accurately docs this work, that if the damper is
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turned about the S:iud jjavt of an incli one way or

the other, the effect upon the draught is perceptible

immediately. C- P-

CULTURE OF CAMELLIAS.
These beautiful hardy greenhouse plants are the

greatest ornament of the conservatory during the

months of April and May; witli flowers as hand-

some and as vaiious in colours as the rose, they

have the advantage over that .justly esteemed flower

in possessing a splendid foliage, handsome and glossy

at all times of the year. We have given a pretty

considerable list of the best kinds, many of which

will be new to the generality of our readers. The
variegated ones are more numerous than the self-

coloured, but are selected as being distinct and good

shaped flowers. We cannot let this list pass from

our hands without giving wliat we conceive to be the

essential points of good culture of these universally

esteemed flowers.

House to gkow 'iHEJi ix.—Like all lai'ge families

of plants, the Camellia does best in a house to itself.

The reason is, because at the season when they

make their annual growth, and form their flower-

buds for tlie succeeding year, they require a higher

temperature, and a greater amount of atmospheric

moisture and shade than any other greenhouse

plants, with, perhaps, the single exception of the

citrus (orange) tribe. As these two families require

a similar treatment in that resjiect, tliey may be

grown together in the same house witli great pro-

priety and benefit.

Compost.—The compost we have found them to

grow and flower best in, is light fibrous loam, of a

brown colour ; such as may be obtained from a pas-

ture on the banks of a river, or even from the sides

of hills or uplands, where the soil is clear of stones

or clay. The top spit, four or five inches tliick, is

the best. Take the grassy turf along with it, and
lay it up for twelve months previously to using,

chopping and turning it over frequently. The other

article is sandy peat, taken from a moor, where tlie

common heath thrives vigorously. Tliis requires

breaking up in a similar' manner to the loam, but

not for so long a time. These two soils mi.x.ed

together, in equal parts, and the rougher lumps
picked out (not sifted), will grow the camellias satis-

factorily. If the soils appear to be poor, an eighth

part of leaf-mould, or very rotten dung, may be

added ; and also, if not of a sandy nature, add as

much river sand as will make it so.

Dn.Ms.iuE.—The camellia has a soft white fleshy

root when in its j'oung state, and if the pots are not

well drained, these roots in autumn and winter will

be apt to canker and perish. No plants sufter more
from badly drained pots than tliese, therefore it is of

the greatest importance to drain effectually. Broken
garden pots make the best drainage ; place a large

piece over the hole at the bottom of the pot, propped

up by another piece, to allow the superfluous water

readily to escape; over that place some smaller ones,

and over the last a covering of pieces no larger than

garden peas, with tlie small dust sifted out. Upon
tliis drainage put either a thin layer of moss or some
of the rough pieces of fibrous loam or peat picked

out at the turning times. These may be lesser or

larger according to the size of the plants.

PoTT.'NG.—The best season for potting is the mouth
of August. We are aware there is a difl'erenoe of

opinion amongst cultivators as to the best time for

this important operation, some preferring the spring,

just after the plants have bloomed. We will just

reason a little upon this point. The camellia is an
evergreen, and reqnu-es the greatest amount of

support and food at the time it makes its shoots and
forms its flower-buds. Now, if it is potted in spring,

just before it begins to grow, the operation of potting

disarranges the roots that may be alive, and dis-

arranges also the soil ; so that before these two
agents (the mouths and the food) can act, the plant

is growing upon, and exhausting, the small store of

food reserved in itself ; oonseipiently, it cannot thrive

so much as it would have done if the roots and soil

had been in a state to assist the grov/th. On the

other hand, if the potting had been performed as we
say, in August, the roots would be growing, increas-

ing, and gathering up a store of food that would
cause the plant to start into growth in perfect health

and vigour in the spring. All good gardeners remove
hardy evergreens in the autumn of the year, and for

the same reason, that they may put forth new roots

directly, and be ready to sustain the growth of the

following year. We might lengthen out these re-

marks much, but wo think we have said enough to

prove our case, that autumn is the best season for

potting camellias, as well as for removing hollies,

aucubas, aud other evergreens.

Watering.—The greatest quantity of water is re-

quired whilst the plants are growing. They can
then hardly have too much if the drainage is all

I'ight. After tiiey have formed their buds, and up
to tlie growing time again, just keep the soil moist,

and no more. Take care, however, that the inside of

the ball is wet, as well as the top. Large pots will

require occasional examination ; stir the siu'face suf-

liciently deep to see that the interior is moist. If

dry, thrust a pointed stick here and there into the

soil, leaving the holes open ; then give a good water-

ing that will sink through and thorouglily moisten

the whole. At the tiore of growing, throw abundance
of water down upon tlio paths, borders, and against

the walls, to create a moist atmosphere.
Heat.—Tliese plants are very hardy ; so much so,

that in the south they will live through our ordinary

winters in the open air ; but seldom flower well, be-

cause our late spring frosts nip tlie bloom in the

bud. In the greenhouse, if the frost is just kept out,

the heat will be sufBcient. Give as much air as pos-

sible on all favourable occasions. The time when a

little heat and less air will be desirable, is just after

the bloom is over till the buds are formed. This
happens at a season (May and June) when the

natural heat out of doors is so much increased that

very little artificial heat will be necessary.

TiitNTNG oi'T.—As soon as the buds are fairly

formed, the plants may be set out of doors in a place

sheltered from the noonday sun and west winds.

Place them upon a thick stratum of rougli coal-ashes,

to prevent worms getting into the pots. Syringe

them here of an evening after a hot simny day, and
give a moderate supply of water. Here they may
i-emaiu till the cool niglits warn us of the approach
of frost, when the pots may be cleaned, the surface

stirred, and all made ucat and tidy. Then put them
into the house, and if all be well you will have a
prospect of abundance of bloom for the next year.

T. Api'i.Eiiv.

EXTRACTS FEOM COEEESPONDEXCE.
GoOSEBEaRY C.\TEKPIT,IARS, TO DeSTROV.— 1 SCud

you a receipt for cleaning gooseberry bushes from

j
caterpillars, which I have used with success for more

I than 40 years.
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Put iuto a l)oiler as maay bucketsful of water as

you require (one bucketful will do for 20 trees) ; adil

1 lb. of soft soap, aud 1 oz. of grouud black pepper

for each backet. Let tlie water boil, aud then put

out the fire, aud let it stand till cool. A buucli of

twigs froui the bireli, about twice the size of an ordi-

nary birch-rod, must be used to beat up the pre-

])aration, and to dash it over tlie bashes. If possible,

every leaf sliould get some, to effect which, tiie liini-

cash'ire, or goblet, way of training is most favourable.

Once perhaps in five years tliey may require a second

dressing, a fortnight or three weeks after the first.

The time for applying it is generally about the

middle of April. 'When the tiist set of leaves are

out, look carefully over the bushes, and you will see

here and there a leaf with a round hole in it, from

the size of a mustard seed to that of a split-pea, On
looking at the other side of the leaf you will see the

young brood, four or five in number, about a tenth

of an inch long. Choose a day for the work when it

is likely to keep fair until the lather is dry.

—

Tuhn

Beever, Coniston, Ambleside.

Balsam Culture.—I saw in The Cott.vge Gar-

dener, some time since, a method to grow balsams,

but as T believe many do not grow them on account

of tlie supposed trouble, I send a very simple method

which I have practised for years. Sow the seeds in

heat, about the middle of April ; as soon as the seed-

lings are up, remove them to a cooler place. When
the seed leaves are well expanded, pot them singly

into the pots 5'ou wish to bloom in. If large plants

are required, put them into 1'2's. Set them in a

frame or pit, give but very little water until they

begin to grow freely, then water plentifully, and give

them manui'e-water twice a week. Shut up the pit

or frame early, according to the day, with Ul)° of

heat; water over head at shutting-up time. Give

abundance of air in the early part of every day. In

six weeks from tlie potting they will be full-grown,

aud hy the middle of July be in full bloom, as fine

as any" person may wish. I had some here last year

that were admired by all that saw them. Some said

they never saw finer, though they keep a thoroughly

practical gardener, and have pits and houses. No
bottom-heat is required, or any artificial heat of any

kind, only solar heat. I place mine on a lattice-

stage, fat in a pit that I winter bedding-out things

in.

—

Joseph Hunt, Oardener io If. D. 0. Cooper,

Esq., Feddington Manor, Beds.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

*+* We request that no one will write to tlie departmental writers

of TiiR Cottage Gardener. It gives them uniustifiiible trouble

and expense ; and we also request our coadjutors -under vo rirnim-

stances to reply to such private communications.

Planting, OUT LAUGR (jRERNnousE Plants {A Flower Lover

from ChilfJ/iond).—Vo\ir plan of plantinj; out these in summer, and
repotting them for winter housing, cutting the roots round by de-

crecB, and waterinp; as direetird by Mr. Beaton, withnul catting them
down, is very fcasit)le, and we will ask this master in floriculture to

write upon the subject early in May, before the time for trying the

plan arrives. We cannot tell the name of your Muhonia or Bcrberin

unless you send us a specimen in Hower.

Promoting the Decay ok IJung (Mvu/Ver).—You have mixed

your dry littery stable niaimre with fresh pig manure, and wish to

know if there is any method whereby you can make it tit for present

use, especially for early celery '/ There is no better plan than that

which you have adopted. Turn it over once a fortnight, mixing the

dry well with the moist parts, and where any parts are particularly

dry, throwing over them a littth: water, or, in preference, the house

ftlopf. When you require the manure, be not afraid to use it, though

not fully decayed. Half-decomposed dung is more economical and

nearly as effectual as quite decayed.

Arnott'h Stove kor Conservatory ill. Winkn<<,rth).—U you

had consulted our indexes, you would have found that wc deprecate,

and the reasons why we deprecate, the introduction of any iron stove
into a plant house. Under the circumstances of the best construction
and manag;ement they give out or form gases injurious to the plants.

A conservatorj' ten feet square, communicating with your drawing-
room, is small ; and we would recommend an ornamental tank or
vase of Fome kind, that you could fill with boiling water when the
temperature rendered it necessary.

Cow-TREE, Bread-fri'it, .AND Yam {A Coi/rtfi'd*).—This is the

Galactoden ufilt' of Humboidt. It is a native of the Caraccas, re-

ceiving its names from producing a wholesome milky juice, given by
the natives to their children. You can see a specimen growing in one
of the hothouses at the Kew Gardens. At the same richly inhabited
and excellently managed gardens you will also see the bread-fruit-

tree, Artorarpus incisii. The Dioscorta sntiva, or yam, is a tuberous-

rooted plant, cultivated in the West Indies for its potato-like tubers.

Not one of the three could be grown here in the open ground, for

they are all natives of tropical climates.

Flowers for Beds (A Sufjucribtn-).— It is too late now to plant

anything in the flower beds that ate to be planted with geraniums
and verbenas, &c., in the summer, unless you had some of the hardy
annuals sown last autumn, and some of them may yet be transplanted.

We should as likely deceive you as not if we said what flower or

colour ought to be used for a bed, or sets of beds, unless we were
on the spot ; therefore, we decline all such answers. Watch what is,

and what will be, said on bedding plants, and make your selections

accordingly. For the rustic tub in the centre of your beds use, for a

hanging-down plant, the common moneywort, Lt/siniachia m/mmv-
Iaria.

Mistletoe.—The seeds of this plant are now over for this season;

and we cannot supply any more of them now.
Sprue {B. M. J.}.—This is only the market name for the very

small heads of asparagus. The end of March and early in April are

good times for sowing sulsafy.

Winter Aconite Seedlings (Flora).—These will be three orfour
years before they bloom, but much depends on the treatment. They
are not worth the trouble and expense of rearing from seeds, as we
can buy their flowering roots so much cheaper.

White Forget-me-not (JAi'd).—Can any reader tell our corres-

pondent where to procure this variety ? " She has been unsuccessful

in her attempts to find it."

Cyclamen Planting (If)id).~A\l the cyclamens must be planted
" in the soil," not o?? it. If your C. coum is for a pot, plant the root

or tuber 30 that the crown of it is just level with the surface of the soil.

Errati'm.— In p. 323, col. 1, line 41 from top, insert HO?Je for soine.

SiRiKiNG Verbenas and Petunias Under Bell-glasses (C.

M.).— If the bell-glasses are conical-shaped, which we consider the

best, little wiping off the damp collected will be necessary, as it

will run down the sides of the glass, without dropping on, and thus

causing the cuttings to damp. If the glasses are tiat-headed, wiping
may be necessary at times ; but we should think that before this meets
your eye they will be altogether unnecessary. If not, we would
advise you to take them off altogether, or jiartly at night, and put
them on in the morning. The reasons for this we must defer. You
may consider yourself fortunate in possessing bell-glasses for such
things. If, as you say, ynu have otherwise followed the instructions

in The Cottage Gardener, we expect the cuttings, before you see

this, will be almost lifting up the glasses, as so many nightcaps which
they can do without.
Grrenhouse {J. G. P. Evert07i).—This is not heated, and the

sun does not reach it until April. With the assistance of a pit, the

common run of greenhouse plants would ,/?f>*('er nicely in such a house
all the summer. Half-yearly creepers, such as Passiflora coerulea,

Cobcea scandcns, Eccremoearpus scaber, &c.. would also flourish, even
if partly cut down in winter. Mosses and ferns, of which you are

fond, would also do, a list of which you will find in the preceding
volume, and, if not quite to your mind, we are quite sure that our
friend, Mr. Appleby, would farther oblige you Ferns do not have
what is commonly called seeds ; but you may propagate them by
sowing the spore dust, which you can collect from tlie back and the

sides of the leaves. Scatter the spores on fine, or even lumpy soil,

and then set the jiots or boxes in a warm, moist, shady situation,

where you can dispense with watering on the surface.

Fuchsia Fulgens (F/oro).—The flowers dropping is the conse-

quence not so much of setting the plant in the dining-room, though
a more airy part woidd suit it better, as of the recent shifting it

has received. When the roots begin to fill the fresh soil, the dropping
will cease.

Mandevilla Suaveolens {E. L. T.).—We think that the plan
recommended at page 303 is, at least, worth a trial. It is a pity you
cannot heat your greenhouse, for then there would be no difficulty.

At present, we suppose you have not much in this house in winter
;

and there, too, we woidd give it a fair trial. Thus : — procure astrong
plant, such as recommended by I\Ir. Fish lately, when treating on
conservatory climbers ; turn it out into good compost, against a pillar

in the middle of the house, in the month of May or June ; encourage
it to grow until the end of August; let the soil then become dry,

and use every means to harden the wood. Cover the soil at the

approach of winter with dry moss ; stick some of it all along the

stems of your plant, and tie idl up in a neat wrapper of calico, and
do not uncover until the middle of March, and we think you will be
rewarded.
Gum CisTus {Viid).—\i you keep them in the pots they should

have another shift into a size larger,

Kalmia (/rfcm).—Would you send a leaf? We cannot see what
is the matter ; unless they have had bail soil, and improper water.

Tree-Violets f///e»i).—This does not tree naturally; the kind
has been advertised iti our columns ; we must not recommend dealers.

Pines in V'ineuv {R. C).—Vou can ripen pines tolerably well

in a tan-]iit, in the centre of your vinery, if you confine your vines

to the rafter. They can be bought of almost any respectable nursery-
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man. This question was overlooked, or it should have been answered
befare.

Labels (W.A. V.).—We prefer zinc labels, written upon with
the inl: foi- wliich a recipe is g:iven at pp. 206 and 2^1 of our first

volume. We can state, from long experience, that no exposure to

wrather will remove the writing.
Pullet Slipping her Eggs (H. L. J.).—Tliis is not at all

uncommon. See what is said at page 283 ; it probably arisps from
similar causes, or some of them, and wo advise the same treatment.
Tlie fowls you bought, white speckled willi black, with an unusual
qiuniity of feathers about the throat, and a tuft of fealliers spring-
ing', like a beard, beneath each side of the lower mandible, or chin,
are a variety of the Siberian foivl.

Monthly Calendar {A Co?.).—The letters e and fi, in the
calendars at tlm end of each month, mean tliat ilio operation is to be
done at the end or beginning of the month, as the case may be. Tiis
inde.v can be had through any bookstllei, or by sending three penny
postage stamps direct to our Office, 2, Aiuen-corner, Pfiternoster-row.

Soot STildew kM, D. /*.).— We cannot suggest a remedy unless
we know where it occurs.
Name of Caterpillar (SaOrinu).—The greenish-brown cater-

pillar, found by you near the roo's of your carnations, in the 0|.hu

border, is the larva of tlic Agrotis sfgetiim, or common Dart Hloih
This caterpillar is very destructive to anemunes. dahlia-roots, and
even to young cabbage-plants and turnips.
Piping (Reader and Subscrider, and T. D. P.).—The best piping

you can each of you use for your liquid manure is that made of gulta
pereha. One-inch in diameter may be had for 9d. per foot.

Datura Fastuosa [G- E. F.).—This requires to be rais>'d from
seeds in the spring, and treated as a ter.dor annual up to the end of
Way; and tlum to be planted out in rich noil on a simny b.rder, and
well snpjilied with water. In a good sea^ion this species and D.
Cerntocanlon llower handsomely in ihe autumn, but none of Ihem
are tnuch cultivated.

Canna Indica [Ibid).—You will finil no difficulty in flowering
thisin the open borders so near Ulalvern ; and, with a slightprotection,
it will live out the winter for many years. It likes a rich loamy soil.

Thanks for writing on one side of ihe paper only.
Blue Pentstemon (T. IF.).—There are several bluish pent-

stemons, and speciosian is (he worst of Ihcm to grow, and should be
renewed often troni steds, as the old plants are very often apt to die
with us. A lightj deep, sandy loam, on a dry bottom, and in a

sheltered situation is the best for it.

Franciscea HYDRANGEffiFORsiis (Ibid).—This is a beautiful

slove-plant, with large lieads of bluish lilac flowers.

Tacsonia Pinna tistipula {Ibid),—This old plant is one of the

finest of greenhouse climbers; but, unfortunately, it docs not succ.ed
in one plnce out of ton.

J.eschknaultia (Ibid).—L.formosa is the best of them.
.Iasminu:\i Sa:\ibae (/6iV/j.—The double variety o*" Ihe jiismine,

cidled S'lmbiie is a stove-phmt of the very easiest culture; and, al-

though a cliinbjr, is beet treated as a pot bush.

^'illage Horticultural Society (Ibid).—Buy the " History

of the Pjiclitey Horiicidtural .Society." By thi; Rev. A. Brown.
\'ase Plant (TF. //.)—We know of no plant that could "be

grown m a composition vase raised go high that it could not be
watered." You might have the model of an aloe or yucca formed of

sheet lead and painted, but we do not like such deceptions.

Stagnant Pond "Water (_A Flower Lover from Childhood).^
You ask how our C'lndemnation. at p. 59, of tlii-?, though "loaded
with vecetahlo extract," is reconcilable wiili the value of liquid

manure? The comijounds aic quite dissimilar; stagnant pond water
is thick, and impregnated with carburretied hydrogen; liquid manure
ought to be quite clear, and its most active constituent is amoionia.

Hose Budding (7i/rf).—Even Indian rubber rings, such as are

used to encioie papiTs, are good fur bandages in this operation;

there/ore we can readily believe you are quite correct when you sav :

—

'•
I was told by a most suci-'eesful amateur budder of roses that no

bandrigcfor tlie purpose answered so well as narrow slips of diacholon

plaister, I have tried it myself with creat success; it keeps out air

and wet, and is expeditiously fastt-ned by the warmth of tlie fingt-r,

and as easily loosned and refastened again, till all the diatholon is

worn off, by which time it may be removed altogether."

Double Yellow Berberry (!'. Z.). - Unless we see a sprig of it

when blossoming we caunot tfll its name.
Magnolia [R. B. i?.).—We never heard of a Magnolia gloriosa ;

you mean, proba'ly, M. graiidifioru . At any rate your species may
be propaira'ed by layering lis shyots of last year's growth before ihe

end of May; tongue the layers as you do those of carnations, and
they will succeed betier if nlloived to remain for two years bef'ire

being cut away from tlie parent trt'e. When it is so sep'^rated d.) it

in mild, moist weather in A|iril. Take carv that you do not increase

any but a sort that flowers frt-ely, fur some bloom vt-ry shily. What-
ever you require you uiny safely order from any of tliose who advertise

in our columns.
Yellowly's Fork U.K.).—Yon had belter have one made, and

if you will consult tlie drawing and direction* given at p. 'iSf) of our
first volume, you will be able ttt give any biacksmi.h the necessary

directions.

Tobacco Water {A Chenhire Rector).—In making this you need

only stceii Ihe tobacco in boilir.g wa'er, aid then soap-suds are
added. (See vol. i., p. 272.)

CnARRRD Sods (Ibid).—You need not fear ihpse being burnt (oo
inufh, if tlie heai) only goes smouldering on. Do not attempt to

extinguish the fire but let it burn itself out. In using charred refuse

as a manure, the most ecmi.miciil mode of using ii is by stir-'ing a

little into the bottom of each drill.

Sea-Kale Cutting (//>((/).— You may cut all th^ slioots without
injuring the stools. Keep tlie pnts on, but not ihe forcing material

;

fresh shoots will soon appear, and these must be gradually hardened

by exposure to the light and air, and left to prepare the plant fjr
forcing uext year.
Deposit from M'ell Water {W. Z-.).—This deposit is full of a

carbonate, probably carbonate of lime (chalk), as you may prove by
t'^e ert'ervescenre or bubbling caused by pouring upon it any acid,
even vinegar. We cannot have it analysed for less than a guim^a.
Cork (^4 Stibscriber).~\ow may buy this in large flakes, such as

would do for making hives, of the London cork merchants.
Taylor's Amateur's Box Hive (G^rn;).— This i;? a very good

one for a beginner. We advise your commr'neing with it, lor it will
alibrd you both profit and anmsenient. A first May swarm is Ibe
only way of stocking it properly, but you must put in guide combs.
Voiy small pieces will answer; surely you can procure them. If you
do not use Taylor's hive, get Payne's improved cottage hive, figured
in page 2J9, vol. i., of Tiif, Cottage Gardener.
Cuttings in Windows (J. W. B/((r/tW/).—Doubtless you can

strike calceolarias and many other things for the flower garden in the
room with the French doors. We, too, admire a spirit of indepen-
dence, il not carried too far.

India Rubber Plant f/i/rf).—This, after being "a companion
of eleven years," wo can fully enter into your feelings in hesitating to
part with it; we should prize it more than ever for its associations.
Yiui can cut it to any height you please, and as often as you please
without in the least hurting it, and the top, if a yard or two long, will
strike roots as freely as a willow, if you strike it in a pot of eaith or
sand in the same room. Ir. is the easiest plant to deal with in the
whole vegetable kingdom if you keep the frost from it. But having
been a companion for eleven years, you must be more able than we
are to say how best to mmage it in a "drawing-room." Pray led us
all about it, or rather ask Mrs. B. to do so.

Seeking Advice (Ibid).— As long as our readers choose rather to
pay li^iters to ask questions that have been answered repeatedly, than
to lake the trouble of reftrring to the indexes, we choose to go to the
trouble and fxpensc of providing the proper answers, rather than that
any of our subscribers should think us indiff«rcHt to their calls. But,
after all, we cannot expect that the great number of new readers we
liave brought on the stage shouM learn to act their parts properly all

at once. It will take a year or two to go through their reluarsals.
Double Poly.\nthuses (A Yanng Amitteur).—There is no way

known, either for making double flowers or for raising permanently
dwarf plants. CuUivaiion can alone eflVct these objects.
Fleur de Luce {Hester S.).—The botanical name for this is Iris.

Sow the seeds in the reserve garden. Put round your hot-bed di-fi-

cient in heat a gooJ lining of hot fei menting dung ; and renew this,
removing the old lining, as ofttn as ue-'ded.

Bees (Ibid).—Your bees have died foi- want of feeding. This is

the lime uiien they especially require food, if at all. Their store is

exhaubteJ, an.I the flowers as yet do not yield more. Ycur first floor
is not toj high for you to have a hive in its window, but Ihey would
do better on the eroutid floor.

Cala:\ipelis (Eccuemocarpus) scabra (Un Leeteur).—Ynu
may sow the seeds of this fine climber any tim-.- between this and the
end of Afiril ; they do not require botloni-heat, but if you can spare
the room they will vegetate s mner in bottom-heat. The seedlings
will not stand much hi;at or confinement after they are up.
Vegetable Marrow (Ibid).—Sow the seeds before the end of

this month in peat, and plant out on a rich piece of ground when the
May frosfs are over. Ample directions have b''eii given already about
them.
Scarlet Geraniums [One who values The Cottage Gardener) —

Your bickly Jooldng plants, potted last autumn, and kept till lately in
a wine-cellar, should row bo cut down rather close, and the cuttings
will Soon root, and be available for second planting n&xt summer;
• he old plants need not be potted, but planted from the present pots.

Th ise struck last autumn should now be potted off singly. To know
w leu cuttings are routed, turn out the ball ; unless they are in too
gp-eat beat, you may also know by seeing th^m beginning to grow.
You will hiive seen that fllr. Beaton has declined Ihe responsibility of
saying how to plant beds; he only gives the colour and height of ilie

proper flovvers.

Passion Flower {Lex. Jun.).
—"We cannot make out whether

your passion flower is ruitside or inside the vinery. We would not
stop this season at all, but would train it back again until the top
reached the pot: this will be equivalent to "stopping," and siill

enable you to get more flowers. K^^ep training backwards and for-

wards, or up and down, or in any fancy way, and you will find young
shools will issue from the neighbourhood of every bend, and will
flower all the season ; the h:ilf-peck pot is larse enough, if you half
plunge it in the e.iith, the roots will run through the bottom, and
help themselves; and at the end of September, you can cut them
below Ihe pot without danser ; but why not plant it out at once?
Anemones (Ibid).—You may transplant the anemones from yoar

friend's bed now, and water them well; but this is only allowable in

a case of necessity, like yours. If the plants are seedlings coming up
for the first time you will not injure them at all.

Avenue a Quarter of a lifiLE Long [T. IF.). —The Deodar
cedar i. by far the finest of ihe Himalat/an citrni/era for an avenue.
Tlie Khutrow Spruce Fir (Abies Khutrow), alias Smithinnii, and alias

Moriudn, is also well adapifd for an avenue; and for an avenue of
lower trees from India, take Cupressus torufossa. In planting an
avenue, one kin-i only should be employed.
CuTriNGS FOR New Zkaland (.1. Swarm).—Cuttings of fruit-

trees or bushes [lacked in April or Mnv, would perish before they get

half way to the equator. October is ths proper time to send such
things to New Zealand, and we shall let you know, however, long
before that time.
ToMATos (/I Subscriber, 0.rton).— Plant them nut at the end of

May, five feet apart, antl train against the wall or paling of your
south b5rder ; if this cannot be done train them to slicks, but on no
account allow Uiem t^j trail on the ground.
Bees (S. £.). — If you cannot get some May swarms hived into
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your box-liivos, nor vet purchase any from parti(?s near you, apply to

Messrs. Nei-hboiir, Hisli Holborn. If you will refer to our second

volume, you will find direelions for managinp from raonlli to month.

If your vines arc weak put some mu!eh over the surface o( the border

above their rods.

SuLPiifR Fumigating (An Earl// Subscriber).—A-i you have no

hot-water apparatus, or hot flue in your conservatory, llie saf.st way
to fumigate it will be to liave a vessel of water k< pt boilin? over a

lamp, and over t^e vessel of waier a p!atc on which some flowers of

sulphur are sprinkled.

Unfrvitfi-l Cherrv Tref. (G. W. P.).—" Harrison's Heart '

is only one of ilic many names ajiplied to the liignrreuu. Lik-i you,

we once were possessed of a very tine, an ornamental, cherry-tree,

which boro Imt little fruit -.intil we applied seven or eight pounds of

common ssit, ^^ay ihree times a year—in sprina, summer, and nutumn
— o\erthc soil about its roots. Try Ihia, and in the mo^niimy we
will make somr enquiries.

Bkes (W. ir.)-—All jour qncslions a'jout their manag. ment are

answered in Ibo " IJec- Keeper's Ciilendars " of our last ai.d the pre-

sent volume. Tl:e hive^ wc prefer are Payne's Improved Co tage, for

cheapness and easy management ; and Taylor's, when exp<^i.se is no
object, and aniusement chiefly is sau;,bt from Ihe enijiloynunt.

Feather-Stemmed Savoy (C/cWws, iJcrfjf.)—Will y(.u write to

Mr. Barnes, Gardener to Lady ItoUe, Hicton.nearSidinouIh, Devon :

he raised tlie variety, and will lell you h iw to obtain iho se.d. It is

curious ihat you fitui mire get at your jieas, despite a thick cove ing

of Eoof, whilst Mr. Savage says they will not touch it; our preventive,

which we know to be e.ficacious, is finely silt' d coul-ushcs, put about

one inch dtep and sis wide over ihe rows.

CALENDAR FOR APRIL.

GKEKNHOUSE.
Air admit freely In Hiihl weather. Give sparingly when east winds

prevail, and thru merely by the top sashes, tj avoid cold drnught-;;

s! ut up early ni the alternoon, and if sunny sprinkle t^ie plants from

a fine synnge. Azaleas coming into, and in flower, water fieely.

Ti.ose to be retarded remove to a nurilt aspect, under glass nr even

an opaque ronf. BuLns.intr'Uluoe. C a:\ielli as, water freely when
in flower; those done tlowering keep close, to encourage growth, and
shortly afterwards re-pot if nt^cess.iry. Sow seeds, insert cuttings,

innrrh, and ^raft. Calceolarias, Cinerarias, Primroses,
Cytisl's, the late kinds water at ilic roots, aft- r sudlmg the stems by

syringing. Cuitings, insert; place in hot-bed or shady place ac-

cording to kinds. Climbers regulate. Epacuises and Heaths
done flowering, cut hack, und also any other struggling plants, and

keep them by themselves, so as to he close and warm, to cncourace

iliem to Lrcak fieely. Tho^^e in, and coming inio flovvrr, keep in the

airiest part. Fi'cusias, walei' the forward ones freely. Fumigate
with tobacco at the first appearanct of fly. Geeam'JMS, train the

first, encourage the second, and pot and propagate for autunm sup-

ply. Prepare for general fottinc. but do not let a jdant wait for a

timf. when it wai ts attention. Proi-agate by teed, lOots. cuitiiigs,

inarching, and crafting. Sef.ijlings, remove as soon as possible

from the se&d pans, and prick them out singly, especially if thiik.

Sow balsaii.s, cockscom's, ihunbergias, &c. Pot the various

Achiweru's, and introduce tubers for a succssion. Remove decayed

lkaves. Stir and loosen ihc^ surface soif. Succulents of all kinds

water more freely. Water for all plants will now be lequired

oflener. Vines on raflfis, train. Strawberries set in. Keep
rather dry until the flower trusses show therasches boldly.

U. Fisii.

FLOWER (JARDEN.

Annuals (Tender\ prick out those sown in February and March
into a liot-bed ; water guitly but often ; sow in hot-bed; (Hardy)

may le sown in hordes. Si.c., to rtntain ; thin those advancing,

Al'bici'Las in bloom, shelter. (See Hyacinths.) Supply with water

ofien ;.those for seed plunge pots in a sheltered border, where tin y
can have s.n until 11 o'clock; jilant i ftiels; projiagalo by slips;

seedlings shade durii g mid-day. Alriculas done flowering, place

out of doors, ai d s.-purale nft'-et-!. Box edgings may be made, and
old taken up, slipped, and replauteil ; clip box edgings. Biennials,
finish sowing, b.

;
plant out those sown last spring. Bclbs, in

wat. r- glasses, done flowering, jilant in ground altT cutting down
stalks, tint not leaves; uuiumn flovveriuij, take up aid store. Car-
nations, iu pots, give I quid manure cviry third time, very wcuk,

and water often; hiir the earth; sow e.; iilant into lordert;, b.

Climuing plani8, train and regulate. Layer Ruododenurons and
hardy Azaleas. I>aiii,ias. plant to remain, h.; or in pots to

forward iu a frame until I\Iay. Dress the borders, &i,c., inde-

faiigiit'ly. I'^VF.iiniiEENs. plant, b. Tlie Evcrgrrcn Oak rarely

fiucereds at any other time. Fra:\ies, raise, by bupporters at the

bottom, as th.! plants wilhin grow tall. Grass, mow oiice a

week, and roll oftener: trim edges; dress witli raitli if joor; and
8i>w seeds, esp('c::illy while Clover. Gravel, turn and lay afrc-h

in dry wcailier ; roll in rainy xveaili r oficu. Hoeing and Raking
are ktill the standafd operalions. ^VAC1^TUS, i-helter from sun by
an awning or malting over the btdi, from nine to four; give the

same shelter in bad weather day ard niglit; those done flowering,

take up as soon as llie leaves decay; separate ofTsets and store.

IssF-CTS, destroy with tobacco smoke or dusting of Scotch sijufl".

Mignonette, sow in any warm harder. Mulch, put round Iree^

newly planted. Pinks, sow. Polyanthuses, sow ;
])lant out and

propagate by offsets, b. ; Ust year's seedlings now in bluoni, mark
best for propagating. Potted Plants, eive fresh eaiih to, if n »t

done last month; shift into larger; water freely. Perennials,
those sown last Sj-ring may still be p'anteri, and propagated by
oft'sets; finish sowing. Sticks are reqiiirfd to bloiming plants.

TuLii'S, shelter from sun and wet; takeoff'pods t > stren;jihi-u bulbs.

Watering is now required more frequently, yet modei-aiely ;
pive it

early in the morning. Ranunculuses, water Freely, and press the

earth very hard between the rows. Roses, thin Lu is win re very

abundant; watcli for grubs iu the buds and crush them. Tobacco
water uso to destroy the aphides, by dipping the shoots in it where the

insects are.
'

T. Appleby.

ORCHARD.
Apples may bo planted, althou-h full Iito. Blossoms of wall

fruit, jirotect. Budded (TrLCs), last summer, remove insscts fr-un

buds and shuots from stock below, also head bark ihe storks.

('UERRiES may be jilanted. DiSBUDwall trees and trair:cil tspaliera

of superfluous buds, in a progressive way. Kurcing Iruils. in hot-

house, aitend to, on similar principles. Grafting (lae kinds of

Apples, Pears, and Phim^) may be done st:IJ, b. (iRAFTs, lotely

instil ted, see that the c!ay is firm,aEd rub otf .shouts below the scion.

Heading down Wall and E-palier trees, finish, b., if not done last

month. Inskcts, se.ireh fur and Uistrny. Lime (rarly in ih.! morn-
i' g), t'usl over the leaves of trees atlectr-d by Cati rpiilars. I\IuLCn
Oker the r ots ef newly planted trees to keep iu nioihture. Peaches
may be planted, tut ihey rarely succeed. Pears nriy be planted.

Planting in general may yet be tried, to prevent a sca-on Icing hist;

much care must be tukeu. Plums may be planted. Propagating
by layers, cutLinus, sucIcts, and seett, finish, P. Pruning, finish,

b. ; stfi]) young shonis if too luxuriant. Stake trees ncvvly plantid.

Str.ywbebbies, remove runners from, as tlieyappear, and top dress,

Wdier daily iu diy weatber those in Llooiu. Vines, propagate by

1 lyers and cuttings, b. ; summer dre«s; iu Vmeyard stidte ai;d hoe
frequently ; old tordera manure. Wall-fruit, thin e^'"*'''^''}'-

Wasp, destroy; every one now killed prevents a nest. Water
aluudantty frt.'-hly p'a;.Ied trees.

Fig-trees may have their winter covering partially removed at

the be.;innMig of this monili, and entirtly by the commencement of
May; and Ihey may thru be pruned and iraiind. Ne'dy Graftei*
TREES are beneflc'd by being sprinkled by the water engine during
dry weather.
Watch for the Caterpillar on the gooseberry bu^hes. Observe

the dire{ lions about Peaches iu The Cottage Gardener, and
use the sulphur mixture; also the tebaceo water wiieii ihe trees are
fairly done blussoraing. ^^'alcIl the develupnunt of the American
BLIGHT, and use the brusl^. Apply s jft-soap water (•> the stems of

Pear trees infested with Ihe scale. Top diess Raspberries,
also all BUSH fruit, if rrquisie. Remove all Suckers fiorn 3ii-

bens ; also fr.im all bu^h fruit, wall trees, espalii,'rs, &zc. Let all

Fruit borders be drusseiJ and edged as a finish tu (he gar.len,

taking care to make sound walks. H. Ekringtox.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Alexanders, sow. Angelica, sow. Artichokes, plant, h.,

or dress. Asparagus, sow
;
plant; force, and dress beds. Balm,

plant. Basil, sow. Beans, sow, hoe. Beets (three sorts), sow,
1). Borecole, sow; prick out; leave for seed. Brocoli, sow
main crop ; prick out ; leave for seed. Borage, sow. Burnett,
sow and plant. Cabbages, sow

; prick out
;
plant ; earth up. Cap-

sicum, sow. Cardoons, sow. Carraway, sow. Carrots, sow ;

weed. Cauliflowers, sow in open ground, h. ;
prick out; plant

from glasses. Celery, sow; earth up; leave for seed. Chamo-
mile, plant. Chives, plant. Chervil, sow; leave for seed.

CoLEWORTS, plant. Clary, sow. Cress (American), sow. Ci-
CUMBERs,sow; prick out; ridge out ; attend advancing^ crops; thin

laterals. Dill, sow. Dung, for hotbeds, prepare. Earth in g-up,
attend to. Kennel, bow or plant. FiNotiiio, sow. (Jarlic,
plant, b. HoRSE-RAuisii, plant, b. Hotbeds, make and attend.

Hyssop, sow; plant. .Ierusalem Autjchokks, plant, b. Kale
(Sea), sovv and plant, b. ; dress beds. Kidney Beans (dwarfs},

sow; (runners) sow, e. J^avender, plant. Leeks, sow, h., e.

;

leave for seed. Lettuces, sow weekly ;
plant from frames, but they

now do better without niovinu;; prick out; tie up. Marigolds,
sow. BIakjobams. sow and plant. Melons, sow; prick out;

ridge out ; attend to advancing:; thin laterals gradually ; day temp.,
80'^; night, '0^. Mustard and Cress, sow ; leave for seed. I\Iush-

Room-beds, make; attend to. DIint, plant. Nasturtiums,
sow. Onions, sow, h., c. ; weed; leave for seed

; (Potato and Tree\
plant, h. Parsley, sow ; leave for seed

;
(Hamburgh), sow.

Parsnips, sow, h, ; hand weed. Peas, sow ; hoe ; stick. Penny-
royal, jilant. PoMPioNS, sow, h. Potatoes, plimt; attend forcing.

Purslane, sow. Radishes, sow ; thin. Rvpe, sow. Rhubarb,
])lant. Rocambole, plant. Rue, plant. Salsafy and Savory,
sow, e. Savoys, sow, h.

;
prick cut. Scorzonera and Skirurts,

ROW, c. Shallots and Sage, plant, h. Sorrels, sow ami jdant.

Spinach, sow; ^thin ; leave for seed. Tansy and Tarkagon,
plant. Thyme, sow and plant. Tomatos, sow. '1'urnips, sow,

b,, c. ; leave for seed. Turnip ('aubace, sow. \V'oRMWOons,
sow. G. W. J.

London : Printed by Harry Wooldbidge, Winchesler Hieh Street,

In ihe Parish of St. Mary Knlendor ; and Published liy Wildaivi
SoMERViLi.E Okr, ai the Otfic;, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish

of Clirist Church, City of London.—March 28th, I85n.
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WILLIAM S. OER & CO., AMEN COHNEE, LONDON.
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In royal 8vo, cloth, Price 18s., and morocco 31s. 6d.

THE GAXLEEY OF NATUEE.
A Pictorial and Descriptive Tour through Creation, illustrative of the

Wonders of Astronomy, Physical Geography, and Geology.

By the Ret. T. MILNER, M.A., F.R.G.S.

With Sixteen Engravings on Steel, and many Hundred Vignettes
and Diagrams,

In imperial 8to., with Illuminated Initials, and manyNew Illustrations.

GEEECE

:

PICTORIAL, DESCRIPTIVE, AND HISTORICAL.

By CHRISTOPHER WORDSWORTH, D.D.,

With a History of the Characteristics of Grecian Art,

hy George Scharff, Jun.

And upwards of Four Himdred and Fifty Engi-avings on Wood, and
Twenty-eight on Steel ; illustrative of the Scenery, Architecture,

Costujne, and Geography of that Country.

Third £dUio7i, carefully revised by the Authar^ in the Press*

In 4 vols, imperial 8vo, cloth lettered, Price £2 10s.

THE PICTOEIAL BIBLE.
Illustrated with Steel EngraiiTnfcs after celebrated Pictm-es, and many

Hundred Woodcuts, representing Landscape Scenes, from
Original Drawings-

To which are added Explanatory Notes.

By JOHN KITTO, D,D., F.S.A.

Dedicated to Sis Royal Higlmess Prince Albert, K.G., &c.

In imperial 4to, cloth. Price 21s. ; half-bound russia, or morocco, 25s.

THE ATLAS OE PHYSICAL GEOGEAPHY.
Comprised in Sixteen Maps. Constructed by A. Petermaxn, F.R.G.S.

With Descriptive Letterpress, embracing a General View of the
Physical Phenomena of the Globe.

Bt the Rev. T. MILNER, M.A., F.R.G.S.

In 8 vols, imperial 8vo, cloth lettered. Price £5 123.

THE PICTOEIAL HISTOEY OE ENGLAND

:

Being a History of the People, as well as of the Kingdom,

By GEORGE L. CRAIK and CHARLES MACFARLANE.
With many Hundred Woodcuts, and One Himdred and Four Portraits

Engraved on Steel.

•»• INDEX TO THE WORK, by H. C. Hamilton, Esq., State
Paper Office. Price 10s. cloth.

In royal 4to, cloth, Price 31s. 6d. ; half-bound russia, or morocco, 358.

A DESCEIPTIVE ATLAS
OF ASTEONOMY, AND OF PHYSICAL AND

POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY.
Comprised in Seventy-five Maps ; with Letterpress, Descriptive of the

Physical Features and Statistics of the several Countries.

By the Rev. T. MILNER, M.A.
Author of the " Gallery of Nature," &c.

In 2 vols, imperial 8vo., cloth lettered, Price £2 23.

THE HISTOEY OF ENGLAND DUEING THE
THIETY YEAES' PEACE; 1816—1846.

Bt HABRIET MAETLNEAU.
Illustrated with Sixteen Portraits, engraved on Steel.

Uniform with the above, Price 15s. cloth.

AN INTRODUCTION TO
THE HISTOEY OF THE PEACE;

FROM 1800 TO 1815.

Bt HARRIET MAETINEAU.

In 2 vols, royal 8to, cloth. Price 21s. ; or, with Forty-five Portraits,

£2 10s.

BUENErS HISTOEY OF THE EEEOEMATION
OF THE CHUECH OF ENGLAND.

Carefully Collated with the best Editions, and with Historical and
Biographical Notes.

In royal 8vo, cloth. Price 10s. 6d. ; or in 2 vols., with Fifty-one
Portraits, £2 2s.

BUENET'S HISTOEY OF HIS OWN TIMES.
From the Restoration of Charles IT. to the reign of Queen Anne ; with

copious Historical and Biographical Notes.

In imperial 4to, cloth, Price 31s. 6d. ; half-bound russia, or morocco, 35s.

THE ATLAS OF POLITICAL GEOGEAPHY.
Fifty-three Maps. Prevised by A. Peteumann, F.R.G.S.

AVith Descriptive Letterpress,

By the Rev. T. MILNER, M.A., F.R.G.S.

In 16 vols, imperial 8vo. {Supplement included), cloth lettered,

Price £9 12s.

THE PEN]^T CYCLOPEDIA
Of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.

Edited hy GEORGE LONG, A.M.

In small 8vo, Price 5s. Gd., cloth.

Illustrated by Twenty-foui* Engra\'ings, and a Map.

EIDES ON EAILWAYS,
Leading to the Lakes and Mountain Districts of Ciimberland, North

Wales, and the Dales of Derbj'shire.

By SAMUEL SIDNEY.

In small 8vo, Price 5s. 6d., cloth, Illustrated hy Forty Engravings,
and a Map.

WANDEEINGS IN NOETH WALES.
A KoAD AND Railwat Guide Book.

Bt \V. CATHRALL,
Author of " History of North Wales."



ILLUSTRATED AND OTHER WORKS

NEW EDITIONS, CAREFULLY REVISED AND CORRECTED.

Tliese Volumes contain beautifully Coloured Drawings of above Seventeen Hundred of the choicest species of Garden and Greenhouse
Plants and Wild Flowers : with Descriptions and full Directions for Cultivation.

In 4to, cloth, lettered, Price £1 15s. ; half-bound, morocco,
gilt edges, £2 2s.

THE LADY'S FLOWER-GARDEN OF

(Drnnniratal 5lnnnnk
In Forty-eight coloured Plates, containing upwards of Three Hundred

Figures of the most showy and interesting Annual Flowers.

In 4to, cloth, lettered, Price £2 2s. ; half-bound, morocco,
gilt edges, £2 10s.

THE LADIES' FLO^VER-GARDEN OF

dDnrnnrrntiil %u\km l^lnnte.

In Fifty-eight coloured Plates, containing above Three Hundred
Figures of the most desirable Bulbous Flowers.

In 4to, cloth, lettered, Price £3 ; half-bound, morocco,
gilt edges, £3 8s.

THE LADIES' FLOWER-GARDEN OF

(Drnnmrntiil l^prBttEials.
In Ninety coloured Plates, containing Five Hundred Figures of Hardy

Perennial Flowers,

In 4to, cloth, lettered, Price £1 lis. 6d. ; half-bound, morocco,
gilt edges, £2.

THE LADIES' FLOWER-GARDEN OF

(Dmnmriitnl c^rmiliDEHr ^51iiEk
In Forty-two coloured Plates, and containing about Three Hundred

Figures of the most desirable GreeiUiouse Plants,

In 4to, cloth, lettered, Pi'ice £2 2s. ; half-bound, morocco, gilt edges, £2 10s.

foritislj a^iltr /Inmrrs.

In Sixty Plates, containing Three Hundred and Fifty Species, beautifully coloured.

BY W. B. CARPENTER, M.D., F.R.S., F.G.S.

In thick post 8vo volumes, each Price 6s., cloth, lettered.

5Iiiiinnl ^5{iii3inlngt|.

Including a Comprehensive Sketch of the Principal Fornftof Animal
Structure.

With several hundred Engravings on Copper and Wood.

^nnlngij ml Snstinrt ie Slmninls.
A Systematic View of the Structure, Habits, Instincts, and Uses of

the Principal Families in the Animal Ivingdom,
and the chief Forms of Fossil Remains.

In 2 vols.

t?rgrtiililt |5{itiHinlngit ml 3Jntam[.

Including the Structure and Organs of Plants, their Characters, Uses,
Geographical Distribution, and Classification, according to the

Natural System of Botany.

33irrl]aniriil 3fc^liiln3D|iIii|, Slstrnnnmii, m)i

lnralngi{.

An Exposition of the Properties of Matter ; a Description of the
Heavenly Bodies ; and the Construction of Instruments

for the Measurement of Time.

" These works display a fullness of knowlcdce, with great powers of popularly conveying it, and a. clear and methodical general arrangement, as well as a judicious
selection of particular facts for the purpose of iflustrating geneial principles."—Spectator.

PRICE ONE SHILLING EACH.

iscmeosoi^s mui ummdim.
NEW EDITIONS, REVISED AND ENLARGED.

NcatJy printed infcap 8t'o, each Volmne cotitamhig from 130 to 160 Pages of Letterpress, with numerous illitstrative Engravings^

jnnniPHtir jFOtnl ; their Natural History, Breeding, Rearing, and
"^^

General IVIanagement.

'^^135 J
their Origin and Varieties, Management with a View to Profit,

Jc/ and Treatment under Disease. Also, Plain Directions relative to

* the most approved Modes of Curing and Preserving their Flesh.

^jfiPPH,

—

The Hive and the Honey Bee; with Plain Directions for

D

r^

obtaining a considerable Annual Income from this branch of

Rural Economy.

nj[|5 I their Origin and Varieties, Directions as to their General

Management, and simple Instructions as to their Treatment under

Disease.

nrSPS l their Varieties, Breeding, and Management in Health

and Disease.

" PicnAiujsoN's RuiiAi, HANnnnoKfl arc well known and doHer\'edly popular. '

is copiously lllu_ttiati^d, ana full of Inlurniation valuable to the keepers of poultry."-

" A moht Ufcful, clicap, and clcgantly-eot ap borieij."—Cork Examiner.

rStS nf tilt jFiirin J
with instructions for their Extirpation :

Being a Manual of Plain Directions for the Certain Destruction

of every Description of Vermin.

iraitJi DrflinHrtr, fmliankntrnt, asit Srrigatinn. By
JL^ JAMES DONALD, Ciril Engineer, Derby.

^nilS anh 31laiinrM, vH-k instructions for their Improvement.

^ By JOHN DONALDSON, Govermnent Land Drainage Surveyor.

€nraS ; allil Daini liltSliailktI.—CaWe Breeding and Fat.

toning. By M. M. JIILBUKN, Land Agent, Author of Pnze

Essays of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, &c.

Tlie little work before us [Domestic Fowl] 18 beautifully got up and very cheap
;
it

—luverneas Courier.



PUBLISHED BY WILLIAM S. ORE AND CO., LONDON.

In royal Svo, cloth, Price 21s. ; with Coloured Plates, 31s. 6(1.

Cu&k's %mml lliiigboni.

A New Edition.

With Additions by Dr. CARPENTER and Mr. WESTWOOD.
Illustrated with very nxunerous Engravings on Wood, and Tliii'ty-four

on Steel, by Lanuseer, and others.

lEf km Emmt

In 5 vols. Svo, cloth, lettered, illustrated with Engravings,

% pistorir of gritrslj '^'nh,

INDIGENOUS AND MIGRATORY.

By WILLI.UI MACGILLIVKAY, A.M.

Professor of Natural History, Marischal College, Aberdeen.

In one vol., post 8vo, cloth, gilt, Price Ss,

itc's ^flbontf.

THE NATURAL HISTORY AND ANTIQUITIES OF SELBORNE.
With copious Notes by Mr. Blyth ; a Map of the Localit>- ; and numerous

Illustrations of the Animals and bcenery described.

In demy 4to, cloth, lettered, Price £1 lis. 6d. ; half-bound, morocco, £2

Sritislj §iifterflb$,

AND THEIR TRANSFORMATIONS.
In Forty-two Coloured Plates, by H. N. HUMPELREYS, Esq.

;

with Descriptions by J. O. WESTWOOD, Esq., F.L.S., &c.

By the same Authors.

In 2 vols. 4to, cloth, lettered. Price £4 43. ; half-bound, morocco, £5,

Sritis!; ilof^s,

AND THEIR TEANSFOEMATIONS.

In One Hundred and Twenty-four Coloured Designs.

In post Svo, cloth, gilt, Price 5s.

THEIR NATURAL HISTORY AND MANAGEMENT.

Translated from the German of Bechstein.

With numerous Woodcuts of Birds, Cages, &c.

In a neat pocket vol.. Price 2s., cloth, gilt,

€kq fIlk j)fr oluit ^flolucr (lljrrbrncr

A Manual poe Ladies Managing theie own Gardens.

By LOUISA JOHNSON.
Tenth Edition. Beautifully Coloured Vignette and Frontispiece.

In small 4to, Price 2s., cloth, gilt,

EVERT LADY'S GIHDE TO HER

§rfcnlj0usc, |jatj)oiisc, itnb Conscrljatorn.

Instructions for Cultivating Plants which require Protection, with
Lists of the most desirable Plants for the Greenhouse.

By a lady.
Coloured Vignette and Frontispiece.

In 3 vols, imperial Svo; vols. 1 and 2 Price 18s. cloth, and 21s. half-

morocco, and vol. 3 Price 27s. cloth, and Sis. 6d, half-morocco,

^|c Pagir^iirc of §ot;in^,

HORTICULTURE, FLORICULTURE, AND NATURAL
SCIENCE.

Conducted by T. MOORE, F.L.S. ; and W. P. ATEES, C.M.H.S.

;

assisted in Botany by A. HENFREY, Esq., F.L.S., &c.

Illustrated with numerous Engravings on Wood, and nearly

100 carefully-coloured Drawings of Plants.

In 7 vols, super-royal Svo, cloth. Price 7s. each,

C'Oftiigc iarkncr;
Or a Practical Guide in Every Department op Horticulture, and

Rural and Domestic Economy.

Conducted by GEORGE W. JOHNSON, Esq.,

Editor of the "Gardener's Almanac," &c.

In imperial Svo, cloth, gilt, Price 8s. 6d.,

ilje Jflorist/ iuibe,

AND GARDENERS' AND NATURALISTS' CALENDAR.
Twelve Coloured Plates, and numerous Wood Engravings.

In 1 thick vol. small 8vo., cloth. Price 8s. 6d.

f j)c Cottage iarkiicrs' gktioiian).

Edited by G. W. JOHNSON, Esq.

;

Aided by Messrs. BEATON, ERRINGTON, FISH, APPLEBY,
BARNES, and WEAVER.

In 16 vols., half-morocco, cloth sides. Price £28 15s.

OF BOTANY.
And Register of the most beautiful Flowering Plants which have been

added to our Gardens during the last Sixteen Yeai-s.

With upwards of 700 Engravings carefully coloui'ed from nature.

In post Svo, Price 10s. 6d., cloth gilt.

Clje Jflokr (liarbm:

Its Arrangement, Cultivation, and General Management.

Coloured Plates,

In post Svo, Price 10s. 6d., cloth, gilt edges.

§xt\m)i anir Jfniit §mhm.
Including Forcing Houses for all kinds of Fridt ; with selected Lists of

the best Varieties, with their Synonymes.

By CHARLES M'INTOSH.

With Eighteen Plates coloured after Nature.

In 1 vol., Svo, Price 15s., cloth,

^t fortitiiltnnst.

The Culture and Management of the Kitchen, Fruit, and Forcing Garden.

By J. C. LOUDON, F.L.S., H.S., &c.



ILLUSTRATED AND OTHER WORKS.

wmM.§> m nMsmETTMHiasKf^o
In three vols., super-royal 8vo, handsome cloth binding, Price £3 3s.,

or in morocco eleg:ant, Price £4 14s. 6d.

SHAXSPEitE'S WOEXS.
With a Memoir of Shakspere, and an Essay By BARRY CORNWALL.

A beautiful Portrait on Steel, engraved by Holl.

A series of new Illustrative Etchings forming Frontispieces to the
Plays, and 1000 Engravings on Wood, designed by

KENNY MEADOWS,

In 12 vols., royal 32mo, Price 18s. cloth, or elegantly bound
in blue cloth, gilt, Price 25s.

WOEES OF WILLIAM SHAXSPEEE.
Knight's Cabinet Edition.

Carefully printed on fine paper, the Title-pages adorned by copies of
the various Portraits of Shakspere, and each Play embellished

by an elegant illustrative Engraving,

In imperial 16mo, Price 8s. 6d., cloth, gilt.

BOK GAULTIEKS EOOK OF EALLADS.
Illustiations by DOYLE, CROWQUILL, and LEECH.

Third Edition, carefully revised; \rith several New Ballads and
Illustrations.

In post 8vo, cloth, Price 8s.

COKFESSIOT^S OF CON CREGAN,
THE IRISH GIL BLAS.

With Illustrations on Wood and Steel, by H. K. Browne (Phiz).

" The m.inncr of the writer happily corresponcis wi^h his matter. An easier
flow vi rnirration, without obtrusive familiarity, or a yet more offensive untidiness,
does not occur to us than we find in ' Con Cregan.' "—"Athen^dm,

In small 4to, Price 6s., in elegant cloth binding.

FLOWEES AKD THEIE POETRY.
By J. STEVENSON BUSHNAN, M.D.

With Contributions by DELTA, of "Blackwood's Magazine.'

Illuminated Borders, and other Illustrations.

SHILLING
BOOKS FOE. RAILWAY TRAVELLERS.

The Railway Jest Book.
A Shilling's Worth of Nonsense
by the Editors of " Punch.

Jo : Miller, for Rail and River.
New Tale of a Tub, by F. W. N.

Bayley.

Illustrated with Engravings on Wood and Steel.

In small 4to, cloth, gilt, Price 8s. 6d. .

CLARK'S DEAWING AjS^D PAINTmG
IN WATER-COLOURS.

Containing examples of Drawing in Landscape, Flower Painting,

Miniature, and Historical Painting, in various stages of

finish, with Directions for imitating them.

In imperial 16mo, Price 5s., cloth gilt.

THE ILLUSTRATED BOOK OF SONGS
FOR CHILDREN.

With Engravings from Designs by BIRKET FOSTER.

In post 8vo, cloth, gUt, Price 6s. Gd.

WALE:ER'S MAISTLT EXERCISES.
Instructions in Riding, Hunting, Shooting, Walking, Running, Leap-

ing, Vaulting, Swimming, Rowing, Sailing, and Driving,

Edited and enlarged by CRAVEN, With numerous Illustrations.

In imperial 16mo, Price 2s. 6d. cloth.

'KING RENE'S DAUGHTER.
A Danish Lyrical Drama.

By HENE.IK HERTZ. Translated by THEODORE MAHTIN, Esq.

In royal 16mo, Price 2s. 6d. cloth, gilt.

TALES OF THE TRAINS.
A Series of Humourous Tales tor Railway Reading ; with Engrayings.

In Two Parts, Price Is. each ; or, One Volume, 2s. Gd. cloth,

THE WORLD IN ITS WORKSHOPS :

A Practical Examination of the Fabrics, Machinery, and Works of Art contained in the Crystal Palace. By JAMES WARD.

In Twenty Volumes, at Is, each, fancy boards ; or in Ten Volumes, cloth boards, at 2s, each.

CHAMBERS'S MISCELLANY OF USEFUL AND ENTERTAINING TRACTS.

Where, in addition to all the Railroads and Stations being acciu-ately laid down to the present time, all the Coach Roads, Canals,
Boundaries of Divisions, Hundreds, and Parishes are carefully drawn to scale ; and also the number of Members each place
returns, with the various poUing-places being severally shown.

1. BEDFORD.
2. r.ERK.S.

3. BUCKINGHAM.
4. CAMBRIDGE.
6. CHESHIRE.

6. CORNWALL.
7. CUMBERLAND.
8. DERBY.
0. DEVON.

10. DORSET.
11. DURHAM.
12. ESSEX.

l.^. GLOUCESTER.
14. HAMI'SIIIRE.

16. HEREFORD.
10, IIERTFOKD.

17. HUNTINGDON.

FULL COLOURED, FOLDED IN CASE, riUCE SIXPENCE EACH.

18.



PUBLISHED BY "WILLIAM S. ORE & CO., LONDON.

®(DW^IE'© ©HKFIgmAIL AH® ©(BIHI®®IL ATOAiH^.
The attention of Teachers and Heads of Families is especially called to the folloTving Atlases, which will be found, in fulness of detail, correct-
ness, and neatness of execution, to surpass, while in Prices they are much below, any similar publications. The whole of the Maps have been
carefully revised and corrected to the present time, by A. Petebmann, Esq., F.R.G.S.

Price £1 Is,, half-bound.

DOWEE'S GENEEAL ATLAS OE MODEEN
GEOGEAPHT.

Fifty-three Maps. Compiled from the latest and best authorities.

With a copious Consulting Index, with the Latitude and Longitude.

•#• A Library Edition, Price 25s., neatly half-boxmd Russia.

Price 12s., coloured, half-bound.

DOWEE'S SCHOOL ATLAS OE MODEEN
GEOGEAPHT.

Containing Forty Maps, and a copious Consulting Index.

Price 7s. 6d., coloured, half-bound.

DOWEE'S MINOE ATLAS.
Containing Twenty-six Maps. Selected as giving the best general view

of the Universe. With an extensive Index.

Price 5s. coloured ; or 4s, plain, half-bound.

DOWEE'S SHOET ATLAS.
Containing a Series of Maps, calculated for the use of younger pupils.

With a Consulting Index.

Selected by the National Board of Education for Ireland, and exten-

sively used in the schools established by the Board.

In oblong 4to, Price 3s. 6d.

DOWEE'S OUTLINE MAPS.
Containing^OutUnes and Projections to the Short Atlas, on Drawing-

paper, prepared for filling-in by the Pupil.

--^^Jii^iSi^^^flS^^^^P"^^^

W®IEn^e lF®lk OTE^S©Sfo

In royal 32mo, Price 2s. 6d. ; embossed roan, 3s. ; and morocco 4s. 6d.

JOHNSON'S DICTIONAEY,
With Walker's Pronunciation of the difficult Words added.

Coeeall's Diamond Pocket Edition.

Price Is., cloth, lettered.

WALL'S GEAMMATICAL SPELLING-BOOK.
Intended to facilitate the simultaneous acquirement of Orthography

and Grammar.

In 18mo, cloth, lettered, Price Is. 6d.

PINNOCK'S IMPEOVED EDITION OE
MUEEAT'S GEAMMAE.

Abridged. Twentietli Edition,

In Royal 32mo, Price 2s. 6d. cloth, gilt ; embossed roan, 3s. 6d.

THE NEW TESTAMENT, IN EEENCH.
An elegantly printed Pocket Edition.

Price 4s. roan, lettered.

A PEACTICAL GEAMMAE OF THE GEEMAN
LANGUAGE.

By Dr. PEITHMAN.

Price 5s. roan, lettered.

A PEACTICAL GEAMMAE OE THE EEENCH
LANGUAGE.

By Dr. PEITHMAN. Second Edition.

Price 3s. roan, lettered,

A PEACTICAL GEAMMAE OF THE LATIN
LANGUAGE.

By Dk. PEITHMAN. Second Edition.

In royal 32mo, Price 3s. 6d. complete roan ; and morocco, elegant, 5s.

A POCKET DICTIONAEY OF THE FEENCH
AJSTD ENGLISH LANGUAGES.

The Pronunciation of the French and English Part added by John
KowBOTHAM ; the English and French by Pieere F. Dunois.

-T<l^ft.eir^5fl6^=,*:>=s^

MAIKDHID IBIEraHim (BILM^IKDio

A Series of Miniature Editions of the Most Admired English Authors^ uniformly printed in a clear and heatUiful type.

EACH VOLUME, IN ELEGANT BLUE CLOTH BINDING, PRICE ONE SHILLING.

Akenside's Poems.
Bacon's Essays.

Bums' Poems. Two vols.

Butler's Hudibras.

Byron's Select Poems.
Castle of Otranto.

Cowper's Poems. Two vols.

Crabbe and Richardson.

Dodd's Beauties of Shakspere,
Two vols.

Dryden's Virgil.

Dryden's Poetical Works. Two
vols.

Elizabeth, or the Exiles of Siberia.

Falconer's Sliipwreck and Smith's

Sonnets.

Gay's Fables and other Poems.
Gifford and Canning's Poems.
Goldsmith and Beattie.

Gray and Collins.

Grahame and Logan.

Gulliver's Travels. Two vols.

Leland's Demosthenes. Two vols.

Lyitleton and Hammond's Poems.
Milton's Paradise Lost.

Paradise Regained, and
other Poems.

More's Sacred Dramas.
Paul and Virginia.

Pope's Poetical Works. Two vols.

Prior's Poetical Works. Two vols

Rasselas.

Shenstone's Poems.

Sorrows of Werter.

Sommerville and Mason.

Sterne's Sentimental Journey.

Theodosius and Constantia.

Thomson's Seasons, and Bloom-

field's Farmer's Boy.

Vicar of Wakefield.

Watt's Lyrics and other Poems.

White's (Kirke) Prose Remains.

Poetical Remains.

Young's Night Thoughts.

••« The Publishers have prepared a neat mahogany Case, with glass door, fitted to hold a set of the Classics—forming a hafidsome parlour or

drawing-room ornament.



ILLUSTRATED AND OTHER "WORKS

IHII'§(B^IL!L^lf^®TIio

Sanctioned by the Marine Department of the Board of Trade.

In fcap 8vo, Price 3s. Gd., cloth lettered, Tlie

CAPTAINS' TEAATELLERS' AM) EMIGRANTS'
GUIDE TO THE MEDICINE CHEST.

THE SCALE OF MEDICINES
With which Merchant Vessels are to be furnished, by command of the

Privy Council for Trade
;

With Observations on the Means of Preserving the Health and

Increasing the Comforts of Merchant Seamen
;

Also Directions for the Use of the Medicines, and for the Treatment of

various Accidents and Diseases.

By spencer WELLS, F.R.C.S., Surgeon, Royal Navy.

In fcap. 8vo, Price 5s. cloth.

EMERSON'S
ESSAYS, LECTUEES, AND OEATIONS.

A Complete Edition.

Including the First and Second Series of Essays, Nature, Representative

Men, and Orations and Addresses ; with Introductoi-y Essay on

Emerson and his Writings.

In fcap. 8vo, Price 3s. 6d. cloth.

SAFETY m PEEIL.
By the Authoress of "Mr Flowers," in the Cottage Gardener.

In imperial folio, Price £3 3s., cloth.

THE ART OF
MAlSrUFACTURIlSrG AND REFINING SUGAR.

Comprising the Manufacture and Revivification of Animal Charcoal.

With an Atlas, illustrative of the Machinery and Buildings.

By JOHN A. LEON.

In imperial 8vo, half-bound morocco, £2 2s.

ILLUMINATED ILLUSTRATIONS OF TKE
BIBLE.

Copied from Select Manuscripts of the Middle Ages. Coloured and Gilt

in Imitation of the Originals. With Descriptive Text.

Bt J. O. WESTWOOD, F.L.S.

\* A few Large Paper Copies, imperial 4to, half-bound morocco,

£3 13s. 6d.

In super-royal 8vo, Price 10s. 6d. cloth.

PALEY'S (ARCHDEACON) COMPLETE WORKS.
This Edition contains all the published labours of Paley ; with

Illustrative Notes, and a Life and Portrait of the Author.

In fcap. 8vo, Price Gs. 6d., cloth gilt ; 7s. 6d., elegantly boimd,

FAVOURITE SONG BIRDS

;

Containing a Popular Description of the Feathered Songsters of Britain

;

With an Account of their Habits, Haunts, and Characteristic Traits.

Interspersed with choice Passages from the Poets, and Quotations from
eminent Naturalists.

Edited by H. G. ADAMS,
Author of " Flowers : their Moral Language, and Poetry."

With Twelve Coloured Illustrations on Stone.

"One of those laudable attempts to popularize Natiiral History, wliicli we
muAt ulwayM iiail with pleasure, when, iu> m the prescut instance, accuracy is not
fiacrlilccd to popularity,"

—

Tub Natuhai.ibt

Dedicated, hi/ permission, to Her Most Gracious Mq/esty,

PHYSICO-STATISTICAL MAPS OF THE
BRITISH ISLES,

Illustrating their Hydrography and Population.

By AUGUSTUS PETERMANN, F.R.G.S.,

Honorary Member of the Geographical Society of Berlin.

" I take at all times a very lively interest in your excellent Physico-Geographi-
cal undertakings. I have been particularly deliehted to see your extremely beau-
tiful and well-executed Map of the Densit>- of the Pupulation of the British Isles,
and youi- very scientific representation of the river basins."

Alexander von Humboldt.

Two large Sheets, carefully coloured, 10s. 6d. each.

Forty-eight Maps Fnlly Coloured, 7s. 6d. cloth lettered, Ss. 6d. roan

tuck, for Pocket, gilt edges,

THE TRAVELLIN'G ATLAS OF ENGLAND
AND WALES;

WITH ALL THE RAILWAYS AUD COACH ROADS, CITIES, TOWNS,

PARKS AND gentlemen's SEATS.

Revised and Corrected to the Present Time,

In imperial 8to, Price 10s., cloth,

A COMPLETE INDEX TO THE PICTORIAL
HISTORY OF ENGLAND

;

Forming, at the same time, AN ALPHABETICAL CHRONOLOGY of

all Public Events and National Characteristics.

By H. 0. HAMILTON, Esq., of the State-Paper Office.

In 8vo, Price 5s. 6d.,

THE NATURE AND CURE OF
CONSUMPTION, INDIGESTION, SCROFULA,

AND NERVOUS AFFECTIONS.

By G. CALYERT HOLLAND, M.D.

By the same Author,

Price 4s.,

PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS FOR THE
PREVENTION OF CONSUMPTION.

Also, Price 3s.,

CASES ILLUSTRATI\T1 OF THE CURE OF
CONSUMPTION AND INDIGESTION.

In 8vo, Price 7s. 6d., cloth,

AN INQUIRY INTO THE PRINCIPLES
OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF WEALTH MOST

CONDUCIVE TO HUMAN HAPPINESS.
By WILLIAM THOMPSON, Author of "Labour Rewarded," &c.

A New Edition by WILLIAM PARE.

THE LADY'S CLOSET LIBRARY.

By thr Ret. ROBERT PHILIP.

In fcap. 8vo, each volume Price 2s. Gd. cloth, gilt.

I.

THE MARYS

;

Or, The Beauties of Female
Holiness.

THE MARTHAS

;

Or, The Varieties of Female Piety.

III.

THE LYDIAS;
Or, The Development of Female

Character.

IV.

THE HAIWAHS;
Or, Maternal Influence on Sons.



PUBLISHED BY WILLIAM S. ORR AND CO., LONDON.

IN MONTHLY PARTS PRICE EIOHTEENPENCE,

With Two Coloured Plates and Sixteen Pages of Letterpress, interspersed with Wood Engravings,

THE GARDEN COMPANION AND FLORISTS" GUIDE
;

Or, Hints on General Cultivation, Floriculture, and Hothouse Management, -with a Record op
Botanical Progress.

By A. Henfret, F.L.S. ; T. Moore, F.L.S., Curator of the Botanic Gardens, Chelsea, Conductor ;

W. P. Atres, C.M.H.S., and other Practical Cultivators.

IN MONTHLY PARTS, PRICE TWO SHILLINGS AND SIXPENCE,

Each Part containing Seven splendid Portraits, and Biographies,

THE PORTRAIT GALLERY
OF THE SOCIETY FOR THE DUTUSION OF USEFUL KNOWXEDGE.

The Work will be completed in Twenty-four Monthly Parts, each Part containing' Seven Portraits, with their Biographies,

elegantly printed in imperial 8vo.

IX MONTHLY PARTS, PRICE FOUR SHILLINGS, EMBELLISHED "WITH: PORTRAITS,

A HISTORY OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE FROM isoo ;

Being an Introductory Narrative of Events from 1800 to 1815, and the History of the Peace, from 1315 to 1846.

By HARRIET MARTINEAU.
To be completed in Ten Parts.

IN MONTHLY VOLUMES, PRICE SIXPENCE, IN PAPER COVER,

CHAMBERS'S POCKET MISCELLANY;
Forming a Literary Companion for the Rail, the Fireside, and the Bush.

IN MONTHLY PARTS, PRICE ONE SHILLING, IN WRAPPER, AND TO BE COMPLETED IN SEVEN PARTS.

THE TRAVELLING ATLAS OF ENGLAND AND WALES

;

With all the Cities, Towns, Railways, &c. ; Revised and Corrected to the Present Time.

IMPERIAL ILLUSTRATED EDITION.

IN FORTNIGHTLY PARTS, PRICE SIXPENCE. EACH PART CONTAINS A COMPLETE PLAY,

THE PLAYS OF SHAKSPERE ;

Memoir and Essay by Barrt Cornwall. Illustrations from Designs by Kenny Meadows.

ALREADY ISSUED :

Part I. THE TEMPEST.
II. TWO GENTLEMEN OF VERONA.

III. MERRY \^aVES OF WINDSOR.
IV. TWELFTH NIGHT.

Part V. MEASURE FOR MEASURE.
VI. MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING.

VII. TAMING OF THE SHREW.
Vlll. THE COMEDY OF ERRORS.

IN WEEKLY NUMBERS, PRICE THREEPENCE ; IN THIRTY MONTHLY PARTS, AT ONE SHILLING EACH,

THE PICTORIAL FAMILY BIBLE
;

Illustrated with above Eight Hundred Engravings on Wood ; to which are added copious Original Notes,

By JOHN KITTO, D.D.

PUBLISHING IN WEEKLY NUMBERS AT THREE-H A TJFENCE ; IN MONTHLY PARTS AT SEVENPENCE ; ANT) IN HALF-
YEARLY VOLUMES, CLOTH, AT POUR SHILLINGS AND SIXPENCE,

CHAMBEES'S EDINBUEGH JOUEKiL.
Sixteen Volumes Completed.

•«• A few complete sets of the Old Series, in Twelve Volumes, for £4 10s.

CHAMBEES'S INSTEUCTIVE AJST) EiN'TERTAINING LIBEARY.
A Scries of Original and Selected Works in different departments of literature, suitable for popular Entertainment and Instruction,

These Books fob, the People are published in Volumes every second month, sewed and in boards.

Eighteen Volumes issued.



NEW BOOKS AND NEW EDITIONS

PUBLISHED BY

JAMES MCGLASHAN, UPPER SACKYILLE STREET, DUBLIN.

Monthly, Price 2s. 6d. ; by Post, 3s.

THE DUBLIN UNIVERSITY MAGAZINE,
A Literary and Political Journal.

Post 8to, 7s. 6d. cloth.

LORD CLONCURRY'S PERSONAL
RECOLLECTIONS.

A new and cheaper Edition, corrected.

Small 8vo, 5s. cloth, gill edges.

GHOST STORIES AND TALES OF MYSTERY.
With. Four Illustrations by Phiz,

Second Edition, enlarged, crown 8vo, Price 9s. 6d. cloth.

THE BOYNE AND BLACKWATER.
Illustrated, Historically and Topographically,

By "S\aLLIAM ROBERT WILDE, M.R.I.A.

With a Map and other Illustrations,

Second Edition, revised, Price 7s. 6d.

A HANDBOOK OF FIELD BOTANY.
Comprising the Flowering Plants and Ferns indigenous to the British

Isles ; with a Synoptical Table, &c.

By WILLIAM E. STEELE, A.B., M.B., &c.

Foolscap 8vo, sewed, Price Is.

POPULAR PAPERS ON SUBJECTS OF
NATURAL HISTORY.

CONTENTS

:

On Instinct.—By Richard Whately, D.D., Archbishop of Dublin.
Our Felloiv-Lodgers.—By the Rev. Robert Walsh, LL.D., M.D.
On the Intellectuality of Domestic Animals.—By the late Rev. Cesar

Otway.
On Zoology and Civilization.—By Isaac Butt, LL.B., Q.C.

Crown 8vo, cloth. Price 7s. 6d.

BALLADS, POEMS, AND LYRICS.
Original and Translated.

By DENIS FLORENCE M'CARTHY.

Small 4to, Price 58., handsomely illustrated and boxmd.

A BOOE: OF BALLADS FROM THE GERMAN.
By PERCY BOYD, Esa., A.B., M.R.I.A.

Post 3vo, Price 5s. cloth.

REVELATIONS OF IRELAND.
By D. OWEN-MADDYN.

A beautiful pocket volume, fcap 8vo, Price 5s. cloth.

A HANDBOOK OF IRISH ANTIQUITIES.
By Vf. F. WAKEMAN.

With 100 Illustrations by the Author.

Third Edition, Price lOs. 6d., folio.

THE BRITISH GRASSES BEST SUITED FOR
AGRICULTURE.

By DAVID MOOKE, M.R.I.A., A.L.S., &c.

With Dried Specimens of each kind.

Second Edition, enlarged. Price 3s. 6d.

THE MODERN READER AND SPEAKER.
A Selection of Poetry and Prose.

By DAVID CHARLES BELL Professor of Elocution, &c.

In a Pocket Volume, Price Is.

IRISH POPULAR SONGS.
The English Metrical Translations by EDWARD WALSH.

IRISH AND ENGLISH INTERPAQED.

PRICE ONE SHILLING EACH.

A SERIES OF BOOKS IN ALL BRANCHES OF LITERATURE AND SCIENCE, ADAPTED FOR POPULAR AND FAMILY READIN8.

IRELAin) SIXTY YEAES AGO.
Third Edition.

LIFE AND TIMES OF
GEORGE ROBERT FITZGERALD:

Commonly called "Fighting Fitzgerald."

IRISH POPULAR SUPERSTITIONS.
By W. R. WILDE, M.R.I.A.,

Author of " The Boyne and Blackwater," &c.

THE SLINGSBY PAPERS

:

A Selection from the WritinRs of .JONATHAN EREKE SLINGSBY.

TEN YEARS IN AUSTRALIA.
By xnK Rev. D. MACKENZIE, M.A.

With an Introductory Chapter, containing the Latest Information
regarding the Colony.

RAMBLING RECOLLECTIONS OF A SOLDIER
OF FORTUNE.

By W. H. MAXWELL, Esa.,

Author of " Stories of Waterloo," &c.

THE SOLAR SYSTEM:
A Descriptive Treatise upon the Smi, Moon, and Planets, including an

Account of all the Recent DiscovOTies.

By J. RUSSELL HIND,
Foreign Secretary of the Royal Astronomical Society of London, &c. &c. |

THE WORLD IN ITS WORKSHOPS.
An Examination of the I'abrics, Machinery, and Works of Ai't in the

Crystal Palace.

By JAMES WARD.

THE GOLD EEGIOXS OF AUSTRALIA.
A Descriptive Account of the Colonics of New .South Wales, Victoria, and South Australia ; with Particulars of the Recent Gold Discovery,

By SAMUEL M0S8MAN.

LONDON: WILLIAM S, ORE AND CO., AMEN CORNER, PATERNOSTER ROW.
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